


If you are leaving the Services within the n~xt 12 months 
and would like to start a new career, consider GCHQ. 

TECHNICIAN ENGINEERS 
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS 

A Planned Career in Technology in the Cotswolds 
Salaries up to £13,745 * 

• VACANCIES at both TECHNICIAN ENGINEER • CAREER PIANNING aid d by regular 
and ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN level. as essments of performance. 
• CHALLENGING WORK in the development and • ADVANCEMENT opportunities on the basis of 
support of highly sophisticated communications proven abil ity. 
and computer ystems. OVERSEAS service (volun tary). 
• OPPORTUNITIES for gaining e perience in a • FLEXIBLE working hours with up lo six 
wide \atiely of technical roles. weeks leave. 
• EXTENSIVE ENGINEERING FACILITIES • REWCATION EXPENSES in most cases. 

Applicants for lhe higher grade of TECH ICIAN E GI EER 
should normalJy possess a BTEC Higher a~nal Certificate/ 
Diploma in electronics or olher relevant subjCci; or a City and 
Guilds Full Technological Certificate, or an equivalent . . 
qualification. An aggregate of al least 8 years relevant trrurung and 

experience is required. Registration as a Technician Engineer 
(T.Engl would be an advantage. Salary Scale: £11 ,413 - £13,745" 
Applicants wilh BTEC 0 C or equivalent and at least 4 years 
relevant training and experience are eligible for posts at lhe 
E GI BERING TECH ICIAN level for which a structured 
training programme is provided. Salary Scale: £8,149 - £10,685• 

lNTERESTED? Then for eilher post send for full details and 
application form to lhe address below. quoting Ref: T/6523/85 
• Salaries quoted include special pay additions -· 

Sultan of Oman's Land Forces 
Applications ore invited from former British Army Officers to fill lhe following vacancies:-

Second·in-Command Signal Regiment (Major) - £21 .ooopa approx. Ref. No. sic. 
Responsible for co-ordinating the day-to-day non-opera tiona l fu~ctions of squadron and departmental heads. advising on all 
regimental administrative and organisa tional matters and deputising for the Commander when required . 
Applicants must have held o Regimental and Staff appointment as a Major in a communications environment 

Staff Officer 2 Telecommunications (Major) - £21,000po approx. Ref.No. 51 V. 

Will be responsible for static communica tion policy. 
App lican s should be ex-Roya l Signals Officers who have compleled the TE or TEM course . 

Age limit: 50 
These ore uniformed contract appointments. for lwo years. unaccompanied. Pay. in Omoni Rials, is quoted a t the currenl rote 
of exchange and there is an end-of-contracl gratuity of 20% of total pay received: pay and gratuity are norma lly tax-free and 
fully remitlab le Furnished. air-condihoned accommodation and seNices a re provided free of charge and three periods of 20 
days UK leave are g ranted a nnua lly with air passages poid 
Interested applicants should write with C.V. quoting lhe relevant reference number to:

Personnel Officer (M.R.), 
Airwor1< Limited, 
Bournemouth-Hum Airport, 
Christchurch, Dorset BH23 6EB. 

Airwork 
I 1 nutt.J 
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NATIO AL SAVINGS-FOR A 
WIDER INVESTMENT CHOICE 

There are many National Savings 
products to choose from, each one 
answering a different need. 

Which is the one for you? 

FIXED INTEREST CERTIFICATES. 
A lump-sum investment that gives a 
guaranteed tax-free return over five years. 
Buy them from your bank or post office. 

INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES. 
A tax-free investment with full protection 
against inflation - plus Extra Interest. Buy 
them from post offices. 

YEARLY P~N. A scheme offering 
regular savers a high rate of tax-free interest 
guaranteed over five years. Application 
forms at post offices. 

. INCO~E BONDS.Aregularmonthly 
~co!Ile at a highly competitive rate. Interest 
1s paid gross without tax being deducted. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INDEXED-INCOME BONDS. 
For an inflation-proof monthly income. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INVESTMENT ACCOUNT. 
Competitive interest with no tax deducted 
at source. Especially beneficial to non-tax 
payers. From post offices. 

. DEPOSIT BONDS. A premium rate 
of mterest on a lump sum investment. Best 
for longer term savings.Interest is paid gross 
without tax being deducted at source. 
From your post office. 

ORDINARY ACCOUNT. Immediate 
access to money at over 20,000 post offices. 
Two levels of interest according to when 
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and how much you invest - with the first 
£70 of interest tax free. 

PREMIUM BONDS. A chance to win 
a fortune- over 155,000 prizes a month
with no risk oflosing your stake money. 
Application forms at banks and post 
offices. 

NATIONAL SAVINGS STOCK 
REGISTER (NSSR). The easy way to buy 
Government Stock ('Gilts'). The interest is 
paid gross without tax being deducted at 
source. Details from post offices. 

FIND OUT MORE. Leaflets on all 
these schemes are available at post offices. 
If you prefer to phone, ring 0272 290871 
any time or send the coupon to: ~~--
National Savings, FREEPOST '#i:IJ 
(BS 3333), Bristol BSl 4YP. NATIONAL 

SAVINGS 

1r------------
I Please send me details of (tick box) 

I 0 SAVINGS CERTIFICATES 

I 
0 INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES 
0 YEARLY PLAN 

I D INCOME BONDS 
I D INDEXED-INCOME BONDS 

I 
0 INVESTMENT ACCOUNT 
0 DEPOSIT BONDS 

I 0 ORDINARY ACCOUNT 
I D PREMIUM BONDS 
I D STOCK REGISTER 

I MR/MRS/MISS 

I ADDRESS 
tBLCX I\ CAPITAL I 

I 
I I POSTCODE 

cs 
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Naafi is ... a new colour TV ... 
an advanced VCR ... the latest hi-fi ... 
a labour saving appliance ... ~~~'fl 
a gift for a special occasion ... 
new sports clothing or a 
quality piece of sports equipment ... 
with a budget account scheme to 
increase your purchasing power. 

Naafi is ... car sales ... 
finance for a new car 
or caravan ... motor insurance ... 
life assurance ... house purchase ... 

_U--~~---1:;,.-:: ___ savings plans ... household and 
personal insurance ... holiday 
and travel insurance. 

~ 

In addition to the day to day advantages of shopping at Naafi: . · · •• 
there's a great deal the Naafi customer can count on, so do~ t hesitate 
to ask your Naafi shop manager for details of the many services 
available. He will be pleased to give you written details of 
all finance facilities. 

LONDON S.E.11 sax 
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* All correspondence and 
matter for publication in 
The Wire should be 
addressed to The Wire 
Royal Signals Assocoatoon, 
56 Regency Street, 
London SW1 P 4AD. 

Subscription rates 
1986 (Bi-monthly) 

(Jan, Mar, May, 
July, Sept, and Novi 

lndoviduaL Yearly £4.20 
Bo monthly 70p . 

The .l~Wire 
Bulk (five or more copies)· 

Yearly £3.60; Bi-monthly 60p 
Remittances should be made payable to : 

Tel No : Millbank Mil Ext 246 
STD 01 -834 9060. 
Ask operator for extension. 
Matter for publication must be 
received by the 12th of the 
month preceding publication. 

Royal Signals Corps Fund 

Editor Lt Col K. E. P. Andrews MBE 
Assistant Editor Mrs M. A. Riggs 

EDITORIAL 

OUR COVER PICTURE 

~l!l'!ior Si~ nalman Ro~kliffe, a member of Battleaxe Troop the first troop of Junior Signalmen t o receive t heir 
in1t1al t raining at 11 Signal Regiment, learning to abseil. A full account of the t roop's activit ies is at page 52. 

Phorograph by Sgt 8. J_ Spiers 

NORTHERN IRELAND AW ARDS 
. We warmly congratulate those named below, whose awards and mentions were an nounced during December, for service 
m Northern freland. 

QUEEN'S GALLANTRY MEDAL 
Cpl B. J. Tough (Discharged 31 Jan 1985) 

MENTION IN DESPATCHES 
Maj P. J. J . Kington 
Capt (AMaj) C. L. Le Gallai 
Capt P. J . Mo eley 

NEW YEAR HONOURS 
We, al o , warmly congratulate the former Signal Officer-in-Chief and tho e of the Corps named below who received 

awards in the ew Year Honour List. 

MBE 
Maj (QM) A. E. Abbott 
Maj N. K. P . Hope 
Maj D. A. Lynam 
Capt J. E. Thomas 
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CB 
Maj Gen R. Benbow 

BEM 
S gt A. J. Byrne (V) 

Sgt A. E. Gri dale 
S gt (Yof ) L. S. Pilling 
SSgt D. B. P. sher 
Sgt T. D. Reynolds (Discharged 15 December 1985) 
Sgt G. Walker 
SSgt (now W02) (YofS) D. Wright 



THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF VISITS 2 INF DIV HQ AND SIG REGT 
23 OCTOBER 1985 

WO 1 (FofS) Alec Taylor introduces Cpl Taff Williams and Sig Roe Her Royal Highness, The Princess Anne meets families shortly 
after her arrival 

Her Royal Highness meets members of the Regimental Athletics 
Team who subsequently completed a sponsored relay run to York 
in aid of Save the Children Fund . The team included, left to 
right, Sig Holmes, Cpls Sallis, Roy, SSgt Meyers, SSgt (YofS) 

Rose, Maj Arnold RAEC 

Princess Anne presents the Falling Plate Trophy to Team Captain, 
Cpl Smith . Cpl Easter, LCpl Allan and Sig Howard look on 

2 

VALE 
MAJOR GENERAL R. BE BOW 

Maj Gen Bob Benbow relinquished the appointment of Signal Officer-in-Chief (Army) in December 1985 handing over 
to Maj Gen Paul Alexander. Gen Bob remarked on how much he had enjoyed his time as SOinC in his Christma message 
in the ovember 1985 issue of The Wire. His next appointment is as President of the Regular Commission Board and 
on behalf of all in the Corps we wish him the best of good fortune for the future. Maj Gen Bob Benbow also received 
the honour of being appointed a Colonel Commandant, Royal Signals on 18 November 1985. 
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- From our "In" Tray:..;..; - · · 

OUR NEW SIGNAL OH•' ICER-IN-CHIEF 
MAJ GEN P. D. ALEXANDER MBE 

Many in the Corps will have met Maj Gen Paul Alexander but for 
tho e who have not we publish a photograph and a resume of his 
career . 

Maj Gen Alexander wa born at Dudley, Worcestershire in 1934 
and was educated at Dudley Grammar School. He joined the Army 
in I 953 and was commissioned into the Royal Corp~ of Signa ls in 
1955. 

His first tour of duty was in Hong Kong for three years until 1958. 
On returning to the United Kingdom he was posted to 26 Sig Regt 
(now 11 Sig Regt) as a Tro6p Commander. After a course at the 
School of Signals he was seconded to the King's African Rines Signal 
Squadron for three years from 1961 to 1964. He was then appointed 
Adjutant of l Sig Rcgt in BAOR. He attended the Staff College 

amberley in 1965 and this was followed by a General Staff 
appointment in the Ministry of Defence in 1966/ 67. He commanded 
24 Inf Bde Sig Sqn in 1968/69, in England and in Northern Ireland 
at the out et of the emergency there. From 1970 to 1974 he held staff 
appointments as a Major and as a Lieutenant Colonel in the Ministry 
of Defence, separated by attendance at the National Defence College 
in 1972. 

From 1974 to 1976 he commanded l Div HQ and Sig Regt in BAOR 
and this was followed by a further tour on the Central Staff of the 

linistry of Defence as a Colonel GS. On promotion to Brigadier in 
1979 he was appointed Commander, Corps Royal Signals I British 
Corps in BAOR. In 1982 he attended the Royal College of Defence 
Studies and thereafter was appointed Deputy Military Secretary in the 
Ministry of Defence. He took up the appointment of Signal Officer
in-Chief (Army) in the Ministry of Defence in December 1985 on 
promotion to Major General . 

He was appointed MBE in 1967 . 
Maj Gen Alexander married his wife, Christine, in 1958. They have 

three sons: Stephen who graduated from Birmingham University in 
1981 and is a schoolmaster at Stamford School in Lincolnshire; Neil 
is doing post graduate research in metallurgy at Birmingham 
University, and James is reading for a degree in Politics at 
Portsmouth Polytechnic. The family home is in Hemel Hemp tead. 

From: The Master of Signals 

Dear Sir, 

Is the Corps taken for granted? 

On my visit to units, I am frequently asked why the Corps does not 
get better coverage in the media and for that matter in military 
journals. T he latter is ea y to answer - it i up to us to produce more 
copy. But the former i not so easy. 

The Director of Public Relations in the MOD is responsible for 
projecting the military image by taking every opportunity to give the 
media good material and the Corp has done much to encourage 
uccessive DPRs (some of whom have been from the Corp ) to give 

the Corp better coverage; but the media does not have to accept what 
it is given. So scant mention was made of our small but important 
contribution to the relief work after the Mexican earthquake, the 

olombian noods, in the Ethiopian airlift or in the Lebanon to 
mention but a few examples. omc of your reader have I know been 
watching the recent BBC series called 'Soldier ' and noted the absence 
of any mention of the Corps though nearly every other arm and 
ervice received recognition. This serie serve as a good example of 

how difficult it is to gel into the new . 
Held Marshal Lord Carver was shown in the credits as being the 

military consultant and so I wrote to him on the matter. The following 
are some excerpt from what was a very long and interesting reply and 
they indicate how difficult it sometimes i to persuade producers to 
accept the facts even from their own, and in this case, exalted 
consultant. 

'I read all the scripts and commented on them but never knew the 
extent LO which my comments were acted upon . 1 expected and had 
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indeed been given to understand that I would ee the vi ual material 
and uggest alterations before it was finalised; but never did . . ' 

'The original chedule, on which I commented, included 
programmes on Commander and Sinews of War, my comments on 
which were; This is a good cript, but there are 1wo eriou omission . 
There is only the minimum mention of the vital importance of good 
communication , now almo t exclusively radio. A there is no 
programme devoted to thi vitally important aspect of an army, more 
space must be devoted to it in this one, at the expen e of the historical 
sequences about the taff . . . ' 

'The sentence "Although ... General Staff" hould be changed 
to something like; "Thi is dependent entirely on good 
communications, which today must be secure against electronic 
warfare measures; on well trained signallers to operate them, and an 
intelligent and expert staff" . . . ' 

'I hope you feel that, within the limits of the consultation, which 
was much le s than I expected or wished, I did my best for 
signals . . . ' 

From the e excerpts, I think it can be een that '~hatever the 
shortcomings of the final production, there wa · and i no lack of 
appreciation on the part of the con ultant, of what the Corps does. 

We would not wi h to be in the limelight all the time - or the warts 
would be hown too! - and it i obviou to me as I go round unit . 
that the really important thing i that there are few in our Corps who 
do not enjoy and find reward m their work, whether it i noticed b} 
other or not; but that dot·~ not pre,·ent u from eeking recognition 
now and again . Others among your readers may have ideas of h '' to 
set about it. 

our faithfully , 
J.M. W. Badcock 
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TY COMMENDATION FOR LCPL KERRY GILL 
~\RA~ember on a Regimental Parade LCpl Kerry Gill _r~c~ive~ 

an Admiralty Board Commendation fro~ ~he D1v1s1ona 
Commander Maj Gen C. J. Water CBE. The c1tauon read : 

'On 3 1a;ch 1985 Lance Corporal Gill was one of fol!r members 
of the Joint ervices Expedition LO Brabant l~land An!arcuca that was 
cros ing a crevas ed area in the north of the 1 land . Gill was on a rope 
with Lt Cdr c. H. Waghorn RN when Waghorn broke through an 1~e 
brid e and fell into a- cm s se. Gill successfully held Wag~orn 
fall ~espite ending straddled aero the edge of the crevasse; G~I~ wa 
soon ecured by the other 1wo member of 1he team and relea e rom 

hi po icion. · I d f 11 art 
De pite being, 1emporarily, hurt by the fall Gill P ay~ . a u. P f 

in che re cue from the crevas e and the subsequent adm1mstrauon o 
fir t aid and hot drink to the ca ualty. . . h 

Jn full knowledge of the potential risk involved Gill acc_epted wit 
equanimity the deci ion tJrnt he stay with the ca ualty unttl, at some 
indeterminate time in the future, rescue arrived. !n t~e days t~at 
followed in continuously ub zero temperatures, Gill d1~ everythmg 
po ible 'w keep Waghorn comfortable, applying .nursmg care ~s 
neces ary a well as cooking all food and performmg all domestic 
chores. for the first two days he was conf!ned to the tent by 
continuous blizzards but thereafter was able to ?•gout around the tent 
to construct a snow wall to improve the secur.nr of the tent: 

Al various times the tent was overflown by 1rutally the Twm O~ter 
aircraft of the British Antarctic Survey and later the Sead. ~mg 
helicopter deployed from RFA Olna. Bad weathe~ con 1uons 
prevented all these aitempting any re cue. After five .days an 
improvement in the weather permiited Waghorn and Gill to be 
winched up to a Sea King and returned safe~y to. RFA ~Ina. . 

Throughout the potentially disastrous _s1tua~1on ~ill rem3:med 
cheerful ever willing to administer help to his p_auent without a .smgl~ 
word of'complaint or ign or irritation or impatt~nce .. He kept him~el 
fully occupied and ensured the patient was hke~se busy during 
daylight hours. Despite disappointme1:n when ~he. h~licopters ~epa~ted 
without attempting a rescue he remame? opt1m1suc all the. ttme. . 

The citation concluded by commendmg L.Cpl Kerr~. Gill for his 
outstanding display of personal and pracncal qualiues. We are 
delighted that Kerry's determination and courage have .been 
recognised in thi matter and offer him our sincere congratulauons. 

LCpl Kerry Gill proudly d isplays his ~dmiralty. Board 
Commendation immediately afte r the presentation by Mai Gen C. 

J . Waters 
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HONOUR FOR FIRE HEROES . 
The bravery of two Tyneside Territorials , who saved the hves of a 

pen ioner and a nine year old boy in separate bldze re cues was 
recognised by the Army on Sunday 10 November 1985. . 

W02 Gilbert Smith RE (V) and Sig ~aul Atkinson'.(V) received the 
Commander-in-Chief's Commendauon .from Br.1g T. R. M. 
Pulverman, ADC , Comd 29 Engr Bde m a special ceremony at 
Fenham Barrack , Newcastle. . . h 

WO Smith , helped to drag a 78 year old man froi:n his blazing ome 
after a gas bla t while Sig Atkinson, o f Wh1tethorn Cresc.ent, 
Cowgate, Newcastle, re cued a young neighbour from a fume filled 

ho~~ Smith a 45 year old traffic examiner at the T:yne Tunnel, was 
r'ding home on his motorcycle when he heard cries for .help. He 
chmbed on a wall and aw pensioner William Mite.hell ~tand.mg at .the 
window of his flat in Elberfield Court, Jarrow, with his hair on '.•re. 
WO Smith helped by another man who had heard the e~plos1on , 
climbed in through a bedroom window and dragged Mr Mitchell to 

~~. f 
Sig Atkinson aged 22, was at home when he heard screams rom 

next door. k d 
He broke down the door but was beaten back by ~ense smo e an 

fumes. He went back to his own house, grabbed his gas mask and 
returned. He crawled upstairs, forced open a bed~oom door a_nd 
found Thomas Johnson, aged nine, already unconscious. He earned 
him downstair . d s· T 

Both soldiers are currently serving with HQ 29 Engr Bde an 1g P 
(V) . 

Brig Pulverman presents the commend~tions 
Smith and Sig Paul Atkinson 

THE CORPS HISTORY 1945-1985 . 
Readers will probably be aware that Philip Warner. the profes.s1onal 

author has been commissioned by the Corps Committee to wnte the 
new Corps history covering the period 194?-1985. A~ appeal for 
material resulted in a good response from officers and signalmen but 
strangely there has been a disappointing response from a most 
important section of the Corps namely those w~o were Warrant 
Officers and NCOs during the time covered by the ht tory . There must 
be many who have a story to ~ell a~out operations, or other Corps 
activities which took place dunng this ttme and wol!ld be worthy <;>f 
inclusion. In particular there is a scarcity of material on ~he Berlin 
airlift on operations in Cyprus-in particular the UNForce m Cyprus 
(UNFiCYP), Malaya, the Arabian Peninsul3: and Borneo._ 

To all those who are in a position to contribute but particularly to 
those who were Warrant Officers or NCOs during these four decades 
I would say that this history is to be about them; they helped to ma.ke 
it and unless it is recorded it will eventually be lost, so how about 1L? 
Contributions to Lt Col Robin Painter c/o Royal Signals Museum, 
Blandford Camp, Dor et DTl I SRH. 
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PRE~E TATION OF A LIGHT, THE ARMORIAL BEARING 
OF HRH TH E PRINCESS A , E, MR MARK PHILLIP GCVO, 
CO LO EL-IN-CHIEF 

On 29 November 1985 at the 128th Meeting of the Corps 
Committee, Colonel M. H. Seys-Phillips TD DL, Honorary Colonel 
36 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) and Retiring Master of The 
Worshipful Company of Glaziers and Pain cers of Glass presented a 
Light (a stained glass panel) of the Armorial Bearings of HRH The 
Princess Anne, Mrs Mark Phillips GCVO, 10 the Master o f Signals 
Major General J. M. W. Hadcock CB MBE DL. The Light was 
designed .ind crafted by Pase Master of The Worshipful Company of 
Glaliers and one of the country's mos! eminent stained glass 
architects, Michael Farrar-Bell. II has been installed in the ante room 
in 1he Headquarters Office rs' Mes , at Blandford Camp, where it wi ll 
be admired by many members of the Corps and other visitors . 

The Corps Committee with the Light 
Seated (L - R) Michael Farrar-Bell , Mast er of Signals , Maj Gens 

Birtwist le and Hellier 
Standing (l - RJ Brig R. F. Maynard , SOinC, Maj Gen Hild, Col 
Greenhi ll, Brig Almonds, Maj Gens Macfarlane and Sturge, Col 
Seys-Phillips , Maj Gen Anderson, Cols Francis and de 

Bretton-Gordon 

OPERATION RALEIGH 
BRIDGE BUILDI G IN THE CENTRAL AMERICAN JU, GLE 

The November issue of The Wire included an article by Capt R. T. 
Weston who described his experiences as an expedition leader on 
Operation Raleigh and LCpl D. Lucas (265 Sig Sqn (V)) who 
described life as a venturer. Sgt Gaynor Avery took part as a member 
of the Directing Staff in Costa Rica and she also has an interesting 
story to tell. The article does not give an account of her unplanned 
trek through the Costa Rican jungle and being deserted by her guides, 
because that is a fascinating houi long talk which she will give on 
request. 
Sgt Gaynor Avery WRAC (V) 43 Sig Sqn , 37 Sig Regt (V) write : 

As we pulled into the cove at dusk I was hoping my next five weeks 
were going to be more comfortable than the previou ones. I'd been 
in Co ca Rica fo r six week a a member of the direcling caff-radio 
operator and general hand-with pha e 1wo of Operation Raleigh. I'd 
already spent two and a half weeks lo tin the jungle whilst on a recce, 
another two weeks uffering from a re ul!ant internal para ice, and 
several days a1 HQ in the capical San Jo e, crying in vain 10 escabli h 
communicacions wich the floating HQ, 1he Sir Walter Raleigh. 

I was now landing on the Osa Penin ula, an isolaced jungle area in 
the ouch Wes1 of the country. It had taken u a four hour journey 
by motori ed dugou1 to get there, travelling 1hrough miles of 
mangrove wamps, out to ea and along the coas1 . 

When I awoke 1he next morning l knew that life was looking up! 
A palm-fringed de en ed beach lay before me, with white sand . a coral 
reef and the parkling blue Pacific. I made my basha on the edge of 
1he beach under some palm 1rees and we oon arranged regular and 
unlimited upplie of fre h coconucs, mangoe , and fi h. 

I was with the third group of 'Young Ve111urer ' to come ou1 here. 
The task was to build a bridge over a river a little way into the jungle 
so that during the wet eason, 1he few local inhabitant , would be able 
to reach their settlement. 

Two earlier groups of Venturers had already cut the limber-IO 
ton of it- for !he bridge wich chain saws, from the 150ft call tree . 
They'd also shuttered two concrete ' tubs' on either ide of the river. 
However, 1he bridge i!self still had to be as embled and we would have 
our work cut out to finish it before 1 he opening ceremony, scheduled 
10 occur in four and a half weeks time. 
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Lt Jamie Hayward , {Scots Guards), the amp leader qu1ckl> 
organised the 20 odd venturers into working groups. By vi rtue of th 
fact that my civilian trade was site carpenter , I was one of the group 
of five designated to do the mai n assem bly work on 1he bridge. Cpl 
Mick Barstow of 49 Field Sqn RE assured me 1ha1 the ·Pratt Tru ' 
that we were about to build-apparentl y a classic RE design normally 
made with steel girders-was essentially the same as a house roof! 

The problems encountered were quite severe since we had a 103ft 
unsupported span to bridge and it would not become self-supporting 
un til almost complete. Thus we had 10 temporarily suppon several 
tons of timber wi th one steel cable, a tirfor j ack, three pulleys and 
several hundred yards of rope . Our tools were few and knowledge 
limited. Luckily Cpl Barstow had a sound knowledge or pioneering 
skills and three young venturers wich us-a female mechanical 
engineer, a technician and an unemployed Glaswegian mechamc, were 
well versed in the use o f tools. The rest of 1he Venturers did 1he awful 
physical donkey work of jungle pa<h clearing and the manhandling of 
the huge baulks of timber fo r us;-some of the pieces weighing over 
half a ton. 

Meanwhile I'd also had to tackle the problem of communications. 
I had a Clansman PRC/320 with a few ancillaries . I ran a dipole from 
a palm tree next to my basha and out to a high rock on the horelinc 
at a height of about 8f1. I hadn'I the facilities to worry about proper 
height, orientation or grou nd plane. After 1wo or three fruicle s days, 
the ship Sir Walter Raleigh suddenly came booming through from 
about 800 miles away from the Gulf of Mexico, to great rejoicing in 
our camp. A little while later, l had all 1he other Op Raleigh ·tauons 
on the net from Belize, Roatan, Hondura , and Panama as well as 1he 
Sir Walter Raleigh and 1he sailing ship Zebu somewhere in 1he 
Caribbean. I was eventually pas ing the sitreps for all 1he Cosca Rican 
sites and often aciing as a relay becween staiions . I was also able 10 
teach a lot of ba ic radio skills to 1he interested young Venturer . 

We fi nished 1he bridge only one and a half days before the deadline. 
Everyone gathered around 10 watch the last supporting cable being 
struck since we had no idea whether the bridge was realy self
supporting or not. I! could easily have cascaded into 1he river below! 
To our immense relief ii creaked and groaned horribly buc then senled 
comfortably and firmly on the stub and is apparently still sianding. 

The next day the Canadian Ambassador (who had paid for much 
of the material) and the Costa Rican Minister for Youth and Culture 
flew in by helicopter to perform the opening, a great attraccion for 1he 
locals. 

We left by dugouts a day later having di mantled 1he camp and 
shipped all the stores ou1 in the torrential rain which heralded the start 
of rhe rainy season. A saiisfying and difficult job sue essfully 
completed by members of 'Operation Raleigh'. 

The completed Bridge 

Operating a PRC 320 beneath the coconut palms. Sgt Gaynor 
Avery is second from the right 
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ARMY WILD WATER CANOE CHAMPIONS FOR SECOND 
;,u'\...'-'J""""IVE YEAR . . 

It mu t be geuing a liHle boring no' _tO read of the conunumg 
ucce of our unit Canoe Team but havmg _won three of t~1e four 

major Army Championship la t _Year, the ume has com_e m nud
ovember on the Ri er Swale at R!chmond to defend the fir t of our 

title . f h d h · Unfortunately, the water level wa. very low or t e event an t 1 
re ulted in many extensive repair bemg made to the brand-new bo~ts 
that we 0 recently had been poli hin~ to show off to the Colonel-m
Chief upon her recent visit tO the unit. 

In a year when the competition eemed tronger than ever we are 
plea ed to report that after many long training es ion on the local 
river our 'A' team of WOl (R M) Bill White? Cpl Tony Tape R:E and 

ig Andy Dob on won the unit team event with nearly ~ven mmutes 
to pare over the second team 16 Sig Regt on the 45 m1~ut; ~our e. 
Our strength in depth wa demon trated by ~ur unit B tea~ 
con isting of LCpl Mark Martin, ig lim Colln~s and Cpl Cohn 
Denni finishing fourth out of the 35 teams compe~mg. In the slalo~ 
boat cla our 'C' team of W02 (SSM) Steve Hamso~, LCp~ Martm 
Elliot and Sig Gary Woodhouse finished a very creditable fifth and 
our 'D' team of Maj John Rollins, Lt Alison Mann Wf:lAC and C:Pl 
Taff Williams did well to finish 11th af~er Lt Mann usmg her lad1~s 
prerogative arrived at the start, JO minutes l~te . We mu t ~dm1t 
though she had a good excuse in that she_ ha~ JUSt c?mpeted m the 
Ladies Event and wa a member of the wmning L~d1e.s :ream. 

The River rose slightly on the Sunday for the md1v1~ual events 
where again we took our fair share of the honours. Lt A~1son Mann 
won the Ladies Slalom Class even though he got out to swim half way 
down the course. The RSM was fourth in the Open Wild Water Class. 
He was also first Army Veteran but trie~ not to mention t~at. Cpl 
Tony Tape came eighth in the Open Wild Water Class, Sig Andy 
Dobson 10th, LCpl Mark Martin 17th and Sig Slim Collins 24th; all 
of whom have now been invited to train as part of the sq~ad fr~m 
which the Army Team will be se!ected for t~e lnter-S~rv1ce Wild 
Water Championships tO be held m Scotland m the Spnng. 

Determination shows on the face of LCpl Martin 'B' Team as he 
races down river (during the Army Wild Water Canoeing 

Championship) 

W01 Bill White, Cpl Tony Tape and Sig Andrew Dobson , t~e 
winning team in the Wi!d W~ter Ra<'.ing Cl~ss ~of the Army _Wild 
Water Canoeing Champ1onsh1p) receive their prizes from Mai Gen 

D. E. Ryan, President of the Army Canoe Union 
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WO 1 (RSM) Bill White collects yet another trophy for winning the 
Army veterans competition in the Individual Wild Water Race 

Lt Alison Mann , champion in the Army Ladies Slalom Boat Class 
(of the Army Wild Water Canoeing Championship) receives her 
prize from Maj Gen D. E. Ryan, President of .the Army Canoe 

Union 

ROYAL SIGNALS REPRESENTATION
COMBINED SERVICES FOOTBALL 

ASSOCIATION 
Cpl A. (Andy) Edwards (10 Sig Regt) and Cpl A. (Sandy) Brown 

(HQ 2 Sig Bde) both played in the Combined Services ~ide which h~ld 
the powerful Belgian Armed F~rces to a .1-1 draw m the _openmg 
match of this year's prestigious Kennsh Cup Compeuuon at 
Aldershot on 18 December 1985 . 

The Belgian National Servicemen, all professional footba llers 
drawn from a number of their top league clubs, and including two 
players who represented Belgium in their recent World Cup qualifying 
victory over neighbouring Holland, were favourites to win this year's 
competition before their visit to Aldershot. This result means that the 
destiny of the Kentish Cup now hinges on the outcome of the 
Combined Services-French Armed Forces match which is scheduled 
to be played, in Aldershot, on 4 March 1986. 
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l<OOTBALL 
Penney Sqn won the Army Apprentices' 1-'ootball Cup on Sunday 

8 December 1985 by beating A Coy Princess Marina College 3-1 at 
Aldershot. 

CROSS COUNTRY RUNNING 
At the elimin:.ning stage races for Zone 5 (NE/NW Dist & Scotland) 

at Catterick on Saturday 7 December 1985 the College Cross Country 
teams won both the Minor Units (permanent staff) and the Junior 
soldier team races. QMSI Wood APTC was first in the Minor Unit 
race and AT LCpl Nesbitt was runner up in the Junior soldiers' race. 

As a result both the College Permanent Staff and AT I J Ldr teams 
will be eligible for the Army Cross Country Finals on 12 February 
1986 at Aldershot. 

DET ACHMl::NT TO BOBC NORWAY 
Report by ig John Sennett-Cbt Dvr HQ Sqn 21 Sig Regt 

The journey to BOBC Norway, from RAF Wildenrath was a 
lengthy and tiring one, consisting of journeys by road, rail and 
ferryboat . 

'Th.e oth r incremental staff and l were met at the ferryport in 
Knsuansand by W02 (CSM) John Mitchell who drove u to the 
centre, a 5 minute ride from the town. We arrived in the hot 
afternoon sun and all of us were very impressed with what met us. Set 
by a Fjord and surrounded by trees and rock outcrops it looked-and 
was-the i eal place for an adventure training centre. The grounds of 
the centre ere full of canoes, mini sails, inflatable boats and Cornish 
shrimpers. 

After being shown to our temporary ac~ommodation we were 
introduced to our heads of department . The drivers were 'controlled' 
by Cpl Tom Sawyer. We were then taken over to the LAD complex 
and shown around. Introductions done and rules and regulations 
explained and out of the way, the summer season of courses began. 

After two days at the centre l was moved from the lsefjear centre 
to the Gautestad centre some 50 miles North. Bags packed and 
goodbyes handed out, off 1 went. The Gautestad centre is every bit as 
picturesque as the lsefjear centre and as busy. This centre catered for 
Jsrnel, Uel, Rock Leaders and Alpine Mountaineering courses. The 
I efjear centre catered for canoeing and yachting. 

l decided that as I was here for six months, it would be a pity for 
me to go away without a qualification of some sort, so I started 
climbing and at the end of the econd cour e, l was assessed and 
passed for a Rock Leaders qualification. 

I had done a very small Adventure Training Camp whilst in Junior 
Service and 1 didn't like it very much, but having started afresh here, 
I was enjoying it. 

The re t of the summer was a very wet one and the majority of my 
time was spent on the Alpine Mountaineering courses some 800Kms 
to the North in Jotunheim and Hurrangane mountain ranges. This 
800Km journey took 14 hours to complete but was worth every minute 
at the wheel. When the destination was reached, the first, second and 
third highest mountains in Norway were climbed and a whole new 
hobby was put into mind. My interest in mountaineering flourished 
and I was very sad when the last course had finished and we were 
heading southward for the centre. The summer rapidly drawing to its 
close ignalled it was nearly time to leave and rejoin my 'Holding 
Unit'. 

The centre' annual party was here and it was time for the 
Commandant Maj Anton Forbes (Scot Guards) to say a formal 
goodbye to the incremental staff, a good night was had by all even if 
the beer was £2.50 a pint. The journey back to RAF Wildenrath didn't 
seem to take half as long as it did going up there, perhaps it was 
because my mind was full of thoughts of returning to HQ Sqn. For 
instance, I had long hair and the Regiment a new RSM. Not to worry 
I was on leave for three week , a welcome break after the best, wettest, 
hardest, most scenic summer I'd ever had. 

CAL YBACK -I THERE AN ANSWER? 
A request has been received from Maj T. P . Finnegan RAMC at 

present serving with Medical Branch HQ 1 (BR) Corps BFPO 39, for 
information on the origin of the term 'Scalyback ' u ed to refer tO 
signaller . 

Whil tat the Staff College in 1985 he made enquirie and unearthed 
a number of possibilities on the origin of the term. These included: 

Boer War-in connection with horses u ed for communicating 
purpose which developed 'scalybacks' from over use. 

Fir t World War-referring to protective leather jackets worn by 
linemen when repairing cable . The back of the jackets became torn 
when snagged on barbed wire. 

Maj l<'innegan would be grateft.11 for any help that readers are able 
to offer in arriving at the correct origin of the term. 
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1985 WHITE HELMETS SEU;;CTION COt:RSE 
The following have been selected as full time members of the team, 

on a three year tour, Cpls G. Elliston I Inf Bde HQ ·md Sig Sqn, D. 
W. Brown 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, LCpls P. J. Kedzieresld 21 
Sig Regt, R. Deegan 201 Sig Sqn, Sig P.A. Cox I Inf Bde HQ and Sig 
Sqn, H. C. Freeman I fnf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, J. T. John on 22 Sig 
Regt, N. A. Evemy I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and D. R. Brebner I 
Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. 

THE BLANDFORD TOWER RUN 1986 (BTR '86) 
On Sunday 18 May 1986 the first Blandford Tower Run is to be 

held. 1986 marks the 20th anniversary of the construction of the 
School of Signals at Blandford Camp, including its noy.. famou 
landmark the UHF radio tower. The run will start at a point in the 
countryside from which the top of the tower can be seen (on a clear 
day!) and finish at its base, some 14 \/z mile later. 

The route is almost entirely on footpaths and 'green lanes'. Hence 
it i a cross country run in the true sense; a welcome change from 
pounding the boring pavements for 26.2 miles which has been 
fashionable for the last few years! Some of the scenery along the way 
is outstanding, particularly on the section through the Cranborne 
Chase woods, following the Wiltshire-Dorset border. 

The run is aimed at everyone. Whil t we would be delighted to see 
the winner finish well inside one and a half hours, we don't mind if 
others take up to five hours over it. All finishers inside that time will 
receive a commemorative medal. So please encourage both your 
'gladiators' and fun runners alike-including families. 

We will also be aiming to raise money for service and civilian 
charities through sponsorship, and hope that you will support this 
aspect of the event too. 

We would like to see as many unit team as possible competing for 
the Tower Trophy. The day promises to be a memorable Corps 
occasion, coinciding as it does with Old Comrade's day when many 
past members of the Corps meet at Blandford. 

Early in the New Year the School of Signals will be sending out 
entry forms, sponsorship forms and advertising posters. If you have 
any enquiries, please ring Blandford Military Extension 304. 
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COLONEL J. A. S. FEARFIELD 
Reader will have een the notice published in The Wire of the death 

of Col Fearfield in April 1985. Maj Gen Benbow ha~ .asked ~ hat we 
publicly acknowledge the gift to the Corps of~ m~gmf1cen t d1amo~~ 
brooch of our badge by Mrs Fei.1rfield who died !n 1978. In he_r w1 
Mrs Fearfield asked that the br och be made ava.1lable to the wife of 
the SOinC fo r wear on special occa ion and that 1t should not be sold 
or placed in a mu eum . 

From: John E. Hodgkin Esq 
Royal ignals Locos 

Dear Sir, . 
The delightfu l cover photograph of your Noyember 1985 1s~ue 

hewed HRH Princes Anne naming an Inter-Cay 125 locomot1ve 
' Royal Signal ' at York on 23 October 1985. 

Railway bu ff among your reader may be inte.rested ~o k.now that 
the following day 45 Class locomotive 45 144 sull earned ~ts Royal 
Signal nameplates and badges when it pass~d through York m charge 
of the 0820 hrs ewcastle- Llandudno tram . . . 

The Corp may thu be unique in having two locomotives beanng 
its name at the ame time. 

Yours fa ithfu lly , 
J ohn E. Hodgkins 

Bridge House, 
Hunton, r Bedale, 

orth Yorkshire 

OLDIER APPRENTICES 35T H ANNIVERSARY REUNION 
ROYAL CA NADIAN CORPS OF SIGNALS-SUMMER. 1987 

1987 marks the 35th anniversary of the post war ~~na~1an . Arm.Y 
Soldier Apprentice Plan . To ensure ma_x.imu~ parttc1pat10n m this 
event, we are establishing an updated mailing hst to ensure your name 
is on the list. Contact: 

MWO T . R. Murphy, CFSCE, B Sqn, CFB Kingston , Kingston , 
Ontario, K7K 5LO . Phone: 613-545-5464. 

CORPS DATES 
OFFICERS DINNER CLUB 

Dates for 1986: 
Corps Dinner, 
London Press Centre 14 May 1986 

Corps Luncheon, 
Headquarters Mess, 
Blandford Camp 14 June 1986 

Ticket application forms will be issued to serving and retired 
members in March 1986. 

3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS REUNION 
CLUB 

AGM A D A N AL DINNER 
The 34th AGM and Annual Dinner will take place at the Victory 

(Services) Club, 63-79 Seymour Street, London W2 on Saturday 22 
March 1986. Our Guest of Honour on this occasion will be Maj Gen 
A. A. G. Anderson CB, Chairman of the Royal Signals Association . 
This occasion will mark the standing down of the present club 
president , Brig C. G. Moore QBE .an~ the succession of Ma~ Gen P . 
A. M. Tighe CB, MBE. Ladies are mv1ted to be present. Details of the 
reunion may be obtained from the Chairman, Maj K. N. Smartt , 
' Imber ', Millway Road, Andover, Hants SP IO 3EU. Past members of 
the Division will be most welcome. 
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- Movements -

Officers 

DECEMBER 1985 
Rank and Name 
2Lt J. S. Adams .. 
faj J . R .. Ambcrton 

Maj R. Baxter 
Col A. H. Boyle 
Maj D. J. Case 
Capt R. F. Clay .. 
Capt R. . 0 . Collin 
Brig R. F. L Cook 
Maj R. C. Etheridge 
Maj A. T. Evan . 
Maj W. J . L Fi kel .. 
Mai (TOT) W. F. Graham 
Capt A/ Maj M. . Grieve 
Maj K. J . Hadfield 
Lt A. C. Holland . . 
Maj R. R. Holmes 
Maj P . J. Hryhoruk 

Capt J . R. Illingworth .. 
Capt (TOT) R. A. James 
Capt (TOT) T. Kay 
Capt M. F. Lauder 
Capt C. R. Lawrence 
Capt G . R. Leach .. 
Lt M. V. Led wards 
Maj C . F. Lewis . . . . 
Capt (Tfc) W. A. Locke .. 
Maj R. H . Mardo 
Lt. N. P . Metcalfe 
Maj C. V. Nind .. 
Lt Col S. S. Paul . . 
Maj D. C . Podevin 
Capt M. S . Prat Icy 
Capt (Tfc) R. 0. Price 
Maj B. Robinson .. 
Capt G Smith 
Col M. C. Spence . . 
Capt R. J . Steed .. 
2Lt J. R. Tod 
Lt A . K. Trimble .. 
Capt P . G. Walker 

JANUARY 1986 
Rank and 'ame 
Maj R. F. A. Axton 
Maj H . J . Bardell 
Maj R. Baxter 
Capt A. D. Beach 
Capt I. R. C . Brown 
Lt Col 0 . T . Burton 
Lt Col W. K. Butler 
Capt L K. Byrne . . 
Capt T . W. Canham 
Capt G . J . Cary . . 
Capt H . N. S . Colborn . . 
2Lt M. S . Colemen 
Lt F. J . Connor .. 
Capt G. D. Corbet 
2Lt R. C. Couerell 
Capt R. M. Crombie 
Brig P . R. Davies . . 
2U G . Deans 
2Lt A . J . Duncan 
2Lt G . W. Elliot . . 
Maj T . G. B. Fish 
Capt A. 0 . Forster 
Capt J . J . C. Gareze 
Maj F. J . Garrod . . 
Maj G . H . Goodman 
Maj P . K. Gorford 
Mai R. P . Gravestock 
Maj P . J. Grey .. 
Maj J . A . Grierson 
Maj I. W . Griffiths 
Maj R. P . Harrison 
Lt A. P . Hearn 
Maj J. S. A . Henderson .. 
Capt S. A . Herniman 
Capt A . 0 . Hewell 
Maj R. S . Hewitt .. 
Capt R. T. Hoole 
Maj N. K. P . Hope 
Maj B. J . Hughes 
Lt I. Hume 
Maj J . 0. M. Ingram 
Capt N. C. Jackson 
Capt A. H . Johnstone . . 
2Lt T . M. Jones .. 
Capt S. A . Leigh . . 
Maj W. G . Lidster 
Lt S . P . R . Lowe .. 
Maj 0 . A. Lynam 
Maj G . P . Maddron 
Brig M. Marples . . 
Maj C. 0 . Melhuish 
Maj C. C. McColville 
Capt D. McOowall 

Umt to which posted 
HS I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
H Signal Rcgt (Depot) 
MGO Sec (AE)(PE) 
HQ 4 Sig Gp 
HQ BFFI 
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) 
HQ London District 
HQ AFCE T Sp Gp (I nternational) 
OGGWL (A) (PE)(AE) 
32 Sig Regt 
HS 11 Sig Regt 
DGGWL (A) (PE) (AE) 
MS 
H 11 Sig Regt 
ACDS OR (Land) 
Army Air Appointment (St rike 

Command) 
7 ig Regt 
School of Signals 
ROCC HA (Balado Bridge) 
8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
30 Sig Regt 
1 Sig Rest 
233 Sig Sqn 
11 Sig Regt 
55 Sig Sqn 
DGGWL (A) (P E) (AE) 
266 Sig Sqn (BFFI) 
RMAS 
ACDS OR (Land) 
38 Sig Regt (V) 
HQ West London Admin Staff 
Queen 's Gurkha Signal Regt 
IO Sig Regt 
71 Sig Regt (V) 
LSP Saudi Arabia 
HQ I (BR) Corps 
HQ 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
AAC Harrogate 
School of Signals 

Unit 10 which posted 
29 Sig Regt 
7 Sig Regt 
HQ 33 Armd Bde 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
32 Sig Regt (V) 
HQ BAOR 
30 Sig Regt 
HQ (BR) RCZ 
HS RMCS Shrivenham 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
244 Sig Sqn (AS) 
19 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn 
HS Army Staff Colle~e Camberley 
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
Staff College Camberley 
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
S (AB) HQ and Sig Sqn 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
held strength 11 Sig Regt 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
RAROE(PE)(AE) Fon Halstead 
22 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regl 
30 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
DAMA 
7 Sig Regt 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
RAPC Training Centre 
11 Sig Regt 
HQ I (BR) Corps 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
S (AB) Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
HS RMCS Shrivenham 
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
JFHQ PPG 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ nnd Sig Regt 
BOS Wai;hington 
HQ II Sig Bde 
HQ BAOR 
HQ I (BR) Corps 
HS RMCS Shrivenham 
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Capt P . B. Neale . 
Lt Col J . H. T. Nealon 
2Lt P . C . O 'Conllur 
Capt M. S . Olive .. 
Capt G . Park . . . . 
Lt Col M. D Patterson .. 
Capt P. A . P ratley 
Capt L A . Relph . 
Capt T. P . Rimell 
Maj 0 . J . Robertson 
Capt A . W. Ru s .. 
Maj J . M. Shaw .. 
Capt K. Taylor 
Capt S. J . Turpin 
Lt Col D. J. Walden 
Maj R. A. Wannel 
Brig J . Westlake .. 
Capt R. T . We ton 
Capt D. J. Whitby 
Maj D. J . Wills 
Lt S. P . Windsor-Brown 

WOs and SNCOs 

DECEMBER 1985 
Ronk and Nome 
WO I (FofS) M. Banks .. 
W02 (Fors) J . R. Smith . . 
W02 A . D. Sykes 
W02 (Sup>r R) R. Carty 
W02 E . S . Hunter 
W02 A. f . McBain . . 
AW02 (Yors) s. J. Wh}'lock 
SSgt (Yors) R. C. Gamble 
SSgt M. J . Harkin 
SSgt G . C. Reynolds 

Sgt F. McAleer .. 
SSgt (FofS) P . J . Martin 
SSgt (Supvr R) 0 . P. Dolling 
SSgt A. J . I. Lunney 
SSgt I. M Urquhart 
SSgt B. E. Whitton 
SSgt M. G. Chapman 
SSgt P . M. Reynolds 
ASSgt B. W. Thorp 
ASSgt A. Turner . . 
ASSgt C. alow 
Sgt f . M. Darlow . . 
Sgt S. M. Jagger . 
Sgt 0 . Monk 
Sgt R. Nelson 
Sgt B. Martin-Pitt 
Sgt 0 . Smy 
Sgt A. G. Wood . . 

gt R. J . Gipson .. 
Sgt P. Holder .. 
Sgt A . D. Peaper . . 

gt M. Holder 
Sgt R. A. Hay 
Sgt C. W. Skelton 
Sgt S. F. Price 
Sgt G. J. Carpanini 

gt S. P . D. Rodriguez . . 
ASgt G. M. McGoff 
ASgt G. E . Thomas 
ASgt F. Corrigan . . 
ASgt K. N. Anderson 
ASgt K. A. Hcwitson 
ASgt ll . M. Kell)' . 
ASgt J. G. Fisher .. 
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HS Army Staff College Camberley 
HQ 12 Sig Bde (V) 
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) 
HS I I Sig Regt 
APSG (Sutton Coldfield) 
71 Sig Regt (V) 
MOD (MO) 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
HS RMCS Shnvcnham 
HQ I (BR) Corps 
HS Army Staff College Camberley 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
233 Sig qn 
HQ I (BR) Corps 
BFFI 
30 Sig Regt 
SANOOM 
HS R"1CS Shrivenham 
School of Signals 
I Armd Div Hq and Sig Regt 
633 Sig Tp (Caribbean) 

Unit to which posted 
11 Sig Regt (Depot) 
HQ Land Forces Cyprus 
10 Sig Rcgt 
14 Sig Regt 
9 Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Queens Gurkha Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt (Depot) 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
9 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
Comms and Sy Gp UK 
BR Contingent UNFIC YP 
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt 
36 Sig Regt (V) 
254 Sig Sqn (UNFI CYP) 
28 Sig Regt 
32 Sig Regt (V) 
10 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
244 Sig Sqn 
633 Sig Tp 
244 Sig Sqn 
11 Sig Regt (Depot) 
29 ig Regt 
36 ig Regt (V) 
Army Personnel Selection Group 
30 ig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
HQ UKLF 
RMA Sandhurst 
8 ig Rcgt 
233 Sig Sqn 
UK Support Unit SHAPE 
4 Armd Div HQ 3Rd Sig Regt 
16 ig Regt 
22 Sig Rcgt 

JANUARY 1'186 
Ronk and Nume 
WO! (Suprv R) R. C.. Goddard 
W02 (Sup-. R) J. D. Carr 
W02 H. Fors}'lh . 
W02 (YofS) M. 0. McCar1hy 
W02 (FofS) L. S. Lawton 
W02 (Fors) S. A . Rogers 
W02 (FofS) I. Donald 
W02 R. Burnett .. 
W02 0 J . Lumb . . 
W02 T. M. Ponton 
W02 R. J. Rylancc 
A W02 G. G. Townsley . 
SSgt (Fors) A. w. McMahon 
SSgt (Fors) K. J. Stack 
SSgt K. Thompson 
SSgt T . Jones . 
SSgt 0 . G. Flynn .. 
SSgt (Supvr R) J. A. Leivm 
SS gt G. T wisse . . 
SSgt R. G . Heppm<tall 
SSgt G . 0 . MacRorie 
SSgt C. R. Agar . 
SSgt B. C. Howe .. 
SSgt S. L. McKechnic 
SSgt 0. A. J . Ward 
SSgt J. F. Hodkin 
SSgt J. P. McCaffery . 
ASSgt R. J . W. McMahon 
ASSgt D. Bradley . 
ASSgt 0 . W. Scott 
ASSgt J . G . Binchffe 
ASSgt K. C. Crosby 
Sgt M. J . Scull 
Sgt G. L Huthan 
Sgt J. W. Vincent 
Sgt W. Dott 
Sgt I. Hugi ll 
Sgt M. J . Cooper .. 
Sgt I. Duckwor1h .. 
Sgt 0 . J . Butler .. 
Sgt M. P. Hartley 
Sgt M. W. Moir .. 
Sgt P . A. Paine .. 
Sgt S. A. Wilks .. 
Sgt G. P. Marchant 
Sgt W. D. Taylor . . 
Sgt R. icholson . . 
Sgt D. 0 . Allen . . 
Sgt A . R. McCortney 
Sgt H . C. Morrison 
Sgt . S. Johnson 
Sgt T. R. Payne .. 
Sgt S. R. Whitwood 
Sgt M. J . Allenon 
Slll A . J . Amphlen 
Sgt R. P. Moren .. 
Sgt S. C . Fawthrop 
Sgt C. I. Harris .. 
Sgt S. M . Crosby . 
Sgt M. Drewett 
Sgt A . G. Frase r 
Sgt 0 . H . Jones 
Sgt A. Mciver 
Sgt W. Riding 
Sgt S. Roden 
Sgt C. E. Ward 
Sgt P . G . While . . 
Sgt C. E. Abbott . . 
Sgt K. M. Walker . . 
Sgt J . Godfrey 
Sgt P . E. Lewis . . 
Sgt P . F. Preen .. 

gt J . Hughes .. 
Sgt B. A. Rogers . 

gt C. Fkming 
Sgt B. Rice 
Sgt J. Gibson 
Sgt L. J . Collins 
Sgt M . J . N. Palmer 
Sgt P . 0 . Richardson 
Sgt M. J . Hardy 
Sgt G . J . Smith . . 
Sgt R. P. Moren . . 

gt K. R. Powell .. 
Sgt S. C. Fawthrop 
A gt J . R. Monkman 
ASgt B. C. Pri tchard 
A gt . P . Knaggs 
A gt S. Howarth . . 
A gt A. Balderstone 
ASgt 0 . R. Clark .. 
A gt A. M. Down 
A gt A. Tempe t . 
ASgt R. L Witherstone .. 
ASgt 0 . McDonald 

Unit to which po51ed 
Comm• and Sy Gp L 1( 
233 Sig Sqn 
AA College (Harrogate) 
7 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
Queen" Gurkha Sig Rell.I 
7 Sig Regt 
Liverpool U 01 C 
AA College (Harrogate) 
39 Inf Bde HQ and 1g Sqn 
632 Sig Tp 
28 ig Regt 
30 S111 Regt 
32 Sig Regt (\') 
HQ Nonhern Ireland 
633 Sig T p 
8 Sig Rtgt 
2 In f Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Oxford U OTC 
4 Armd Dh HQ and Sig Regt 
Queen's Gurkha Sig Rert 
11 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
233 Sig Sqn 
29 Sig Regt 
38 Sig Regt (\') 
R.'AAS 
7 Sig Regt 
FSS Mos y Hill 
10 Sig Regt 
34 Sig Regt (V) 
I Armd Div HQ and Si& Regt 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
14 Sig Regt 
233 Sig Sqn 
13 ig Regt 
13 Sig Rcgt 
13 Sig Regt 
HQ Landjut 
633 Sig Tp 
School of ignals (Cadre) 
School of Signals (Cadre) 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
31 Sig Regt (V) 
39 Sig Regt (V) 
4 Sig Tp 
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
7 Sig Regt 
21 Sig Regt 
29 Sig Regt 
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt 
259 Sig Sqn 
FSS Cold 'Blow Lane 
249 Sig Sqn 
8 Sig Regt 
2 Sig Bde 
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
233 ig Sqn 
39 Sig Regt (V) 
5 AB Bde Sig Sqn 
9 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Rtgt 
233 ig Sqn 
UK S HAPE Unit 
8 Sig Regt 
29 Sig Regt 
233 1g Sqn 
34 Sig Regt (V) 
HQ AFSOUTH 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
I Armd Di' HQ and ig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 

K Sp Unit SHAPE 
7 Sig Regt 
Comm and y Gp (UK) 
233 Sig Sqn 
14 ig Regt 
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt 
9 Sig Regt 
259 ig Sqn 
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

ig Rcgt 
7 ig Regt 
22 ig Regt 
29 ig Rtgt 
39 Sig Regt (V) 
28 ig Regt 
10 ig Reg1 
259 ig qn 
3 rmd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
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11 Welfare 11 
OME OF OUR RECENT CA. 
An ex-Cpl who erved 12 years wa di charged on medical grounds 

with a chronic eye di ea e. He i now regi ~ered blin_d but was 
succe ful in obtaining a job with the Royal auonal In lltue ~or ~he 
Blind . This entailed him moving to London and fmdmg 
a commodation, which he managed to do. He did not have fund to 
meet the expense of paying two month rem in advance and we made 
a gram to meet thi cost. 

One of the founder member of the Corp now in hi eightie is in 
very poor health and his wife i confined to a w~eelchair. They live 
in an old block of flat in London and were without any form of 
heating other than an electric fire. 

Arrangemem were made for their attic to be insulated and a gram 
was made to meet the co l of in tailing and buying two ga fire . 

Ex wartime oldier had t\ o strokes seven years ago. Since then he 
ha been unable to speak and i paraly ed down the right ide and 
confined to a wheelchair. His wife ha continued tO nurse him al home 
but is finding it increa ingly difficult to cope, especially since her son, 
on whom she had depended for help died suddenly earlier in the year . 
A grant was made with help from the Army Benevolent Fund for a 
wa hing maching, clothing and bedding. 

An ex- ignalman who has a tumour of the spine and i. unabl~ 10 

walk has been rehou ed in a bungalow. Unfortunately Social Service 
were unable to a sisl with removal expenses for the family, although 
they have met the cost of adapting the bungalow for him. A 
ub tantial grant was made to enable the family tO enle down in thei r 

new surrounding .. 

OCTOBER 1985 
umber of cases a isted financially: 

Amount spent: 

NOVEMBER 1985 
umber of cases assisted financially : 

Amoum spent: 

57 
£8,687 .98 

48 
£7,546.55 

ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during November 
1985. 
56 Div (C of L) Sig Old Comrades Association . . . . . . . . . £ 72.50 
In memory of Capt E. C. Barker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 55.00 
33 Corps Sigs (SEAC) Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 32.00 
56 Div Branch .. .... ... . . . .. . .. . .... ... ...... ... .... £ 25 .00 
Mi cellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 21.40 
F. E . Foulds Esq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 15 .00 
J. L. Power Esq ........ . .... . ..... . ... . ............ £ 10.00 
In memory of Maj W. E. Parks . ... . . .... . .. ......... £ 5.00 

TOTAL £235 .90 

The following donations were gratefully received during December 
1985: 
In memory of Maj R. 0. Edwards ....... . ...... .. .... £255.00 
J. F. Calven ................................ ... . ... £100.00 
In memory of Capt E. C. Barker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 87 .00 
R. . Hutching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 20.00 
E. B. Fladgate ... . .. . ............... ... ... ... ....... £ 15 .00 
D. W. Gent .......... "' ....... .... ............ . .... £ 11.10 
Mrs F . E. Stagg . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 5.00 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 26.75 

TOTAL £519.85 

The Ex-Service Fellowship Centres run two residential homes for 
ex-servicemen and ex-merchant seamen and their widow . ew 
Belvedere House in Stepney, east London, can take 29 residents. 
Hollenden House in Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex, can take 52 . 
Residents, who must ordinarily be of pensionable age, have their own 
rooms in comfortable buildings. They are not nursing homes and 
residents on admission must be capable of looking after themselves 
though some help, for example with bathing, can be given. Those 
intere ted should apply to: 

The Administrat0r, 
Ex-Service Fellowship Centres, 
8 Lower Grosvenor Place, 
London SW I W OEP. 
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Classified Section 

A
DVERTISEMENTS should be con~ise-be they related to B!rths, 
Marriages, Deaths or items required or for sale. There 1s no 

charge for this service to any serving member of the Corps (or those 
retired who subscribe to The Wire), unless the 'ad' is related to a 
business interest. To those ineligible for 'free space', we reque t t~at 
their notice be forwarded to our Advertising Managers, Service 
Newspaper Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough, Hampshire, GUl~ 7LR, 
who will provide details of charges, on a case-by-case basis. All 
matters for publication must reach the Editor not later than the 12th 
of the month preceding publication. 

DEATHS 

Edwards - Maj R. O. (Bob) Edward . Col Riche Bigland writes: An 
era ended with the death of Bob Edward on 22 October 1985, 
after 40 year ervice in Royal Signals and 57 years a a Life 
Member and ubsequently an Honour Member of the A socia tion . 

Born in St Albans on 27 July l 908, Bob was baptised in l he 
Abbey-an influence that lasted all his li fe. He left chool at 13 
and stowed away on a ship bound for Hamburg, served in HMS 
Arethusa (grant-aided by Royal ignal A sociation) and spent 
five years with the Union Castle Line. 

On 16 April 1928, he returned home and joined Royal Signals. 
After a hortened recruit train ing cour e at Catterick a an 
operator (he could already receive mor eat 25 wpm) he wa posted 
to the Depot a a Drill Instructor. As a recruit he won the 
Commandant's Whip for the Best Recruit and the PT Medal. 

Jn 1929 he was posted to 2 Division.and between 1930 and 1935 
he served in Waziristan Di trict Signals on the NW Frontier . His 
'mobile radio' Troop operated o I Set on mule and survived 
skirmishe with Pathans and Afridis. In 1935 he won sil ver 
championship medals for hockey and soccer when his unit won the 
Brit ish Army in Waziristan competitions . 1939 aw him with the 
Signal Troop of 6 Bn Royal Tank Corp , part of 7 Armd Div . 
After service with 2 Bn RTC in the Western Desert he went lO Ba e 
Area Signals at Benghazi. Later he returned tO 7 Armd Div to form 
a Signal Troop for the Royals with whom he served in the Syrian 
campaign. After service with the Support Group 7 Armd Div he 
was posted back to India, and in 1943 he received his Commission 
via the Indian Military Academy at Dehra Dun and the Signals 
OTS at Mhow. 

In 1946 he took pan in the Victory Parade with the 
Commonwealth Signals contingent under command of the then Lt 
Col Peter Bradley. 

In 1948 he joined the Gold Coast Signal Squadron as CDSO and 
later became Squadron Commander. Between 1951 and 1956 he 
served in 3 L of C Sig Regt in Northern Ireland and in 24 Sig Regt. 
In May 1962 Bob became PS Adjutant of 49 (Yorks) Sig Regt TA 
where he is well remembered for his excellence. 

In 1966 he transferred to the TA V R and on 15 April 1968, he 
retired after exactly 40 years with Royal Signals. He was Technical 
Stores Officer AAC Harrogate from 1966-74. 

Sport came very high in Bob Edwards' many interest . Wherever 
he served he played, coached or refereed . At hockey he played his 
last match for the Corps in 1962 at age 52 and he was a Combined 
Services Umpire. At soccer he played his last game in 1961 and was 
a Class I referee in UK, India, Egypt, Gold Coast and Ul ter . He 
was also an athlete, cricketer and tennis player of repute. 

Another of Bob Edward 'great loves wa the church. In April 
1928 he joined the choir of St Martin 's, Catterick, and in 1960 was 
appointed Choir Leader and Crucifer. By 1985 he had carried the 
Cross at each of the 25 Old Comrades annual reunion services. 
This year also he was proud to have been asked to command the 
parade with five Major Generals marching. 

From 1928 till his death-57 years-he had been a Life Member 
of the Royal Signal Association-latterly an Honour Member. He 
had served on the Central Committee and, for 18 years until his 
death , was a valued Chairman of the Leed and District Branch 
with over 200 members, which celebrated its Jubilee Dinner in 
September 1985 . 

Throughout these years, wherever Bob served , he either formed 
a Branch or assisted an existing Branch of the A sociation with 
their welfare and charitable work. 

During the last 14 years he built up a collection of slides of 
Royal and military functions, and gave many well -a1tended 
lectures in Harrogate and York. His death caused many such 
appointments to be cancelled. He also kept immacu late 
photograph albums. He wa one of few in Royal Signals whose 
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careers tarted with lamp, nag, a heliograph and a horse. 
The <:;orps and the Association, to which he dedicated his life, 

O\~e MaJ Bob Edwards a great debt of gratitude. He will be greatly 
mis ed. 

f<'aulks - Lt Col Sir Neville Faulks MBE TD. It is with sadness we 
report the death of Sir Neville l'aulks who commanded 22 Armd 
B.de (Middx Yeo) Sig Sqn from 1940 to 1943. He was Brigade 
Signal Officer whe!1 thc Squadron ailed for the Middle East in the 
summer of 1941 wnh 22 Ind Armd Bde, and he saw action at Sidi 
Rezcgh, the Gazala Line, the Knightsbridge Box and El Alamein. 
, He l~fr the Squadron in 1943 to join the Judge Advocate 

Generals Department, 8th Army, where he spent the remainder of 
the war following his chosen profession. After the war he became 
a well known High Court Judge. 

Throughout his life time he never lost touch with the Squadron 
and amongst the congregation at a Memorial Service held for him 
in The Temple Church on 11 December were 16 members of the 
Squadron who had served with him during the early years of the 
war. We all extend our warmest ympathy to his family. 

Palmer - Maj (QM) Clement William Palmer MBE was born at 
De' onpo_rt on 27. March 1930 and enlisted on 27 September 1947. 
Aftc1 br_ief ser~1ce in the Royal Berkshire Regiment and the 
D~vons~1re Reg1m~nt he transferred tO the Corps in March 1949. 
His ~~rv1ce t0ok him to Malaya, Korea, Egypt, Singapore as well 
as posts 10 UK. He ucce sfully completed a parachute course. 
When he left the army he went as QM to the Oman Sig Regt and 
subsequently tran ferred 10 their infantry. Later he served with the 
police .in Ea. t Africa. Clem_ continued to work in various posts 
after his return to UK. He died on 23 June 1985 and will be much 
mis ed a11d especially by those who served with him in the Para Sig 
Sqn. 

Parks. - M~j (Ret'd) William Ernest Parks. Maj D. J. Chetwynd 
wntes: Bill was born on 13 December 1912 and enlisted in the 
Corps in 1931 spending most of his pre-war ervice in India on the 
NW frontier. He returned to the UK in 1939 and on the outbreak 
of \~a~ j.o.ined the BEF in France. In 1942 he was posted back to 
India 101t1ally to the STC then on promotion to WO! to 5 Indian 
Air Formation Signals. On the cessation of hostilities he was 
appointed PSI !O 23 Corps Sig Regt (TA) London; he was soon to 
go abroad agam and 1949 found him in Egypt with the Signal 
Training Wing. 

Bill was commissioned in 1951 and left Egypt for East Africa. 
It was. here tha.t he ~~s at his happiest, able to indulge in his 
favounte hobbies , ndmg, phot0graphy and organising many 
successful afari trips. He left Kenya in 1954 but was determined 
to ret~rn; this he did in 1959 after tours with 12 Air Formation Sig 
Regt 10 Germany and 90 Sig Regt in the UK. Those ix very happy 
years were followed by short tours , one with 3 HQ and Sig Regt 
at Bulford the other with 28 Sig Regt in Germany before retiring 
to Wickham, Hanis, in 1967. 

He. died suddenly after a short illne s at the Royal aval 
Ho pilal Ha lar, on 11 November and leaves his widow Anne and 
two daughters Vivienne and Helen to whom we extend our incere 
sympathy. 

pearpoint-Lt Col (QM) F. Spearpoint OBE was born in Folkestone 
on 7 March 1906. He joined the Corp on 6 ovember 1925 and 
after spe~dingjust over two years with A Corp Signals wa po ted 
to India 10 June 1929 where he joined 2 Indian Divisional Signals . 
He returned to the UK in December 1933 but later returned 10 
India; to join I Indian Divisional Signals . He then moved to the 
Signal Training Centre (Indian) from where he was commi ioned 
on 19 April 1942. He remained at the STC (I) for a further 15 
months before joining 14 Indian Divi ional Signals in India and 
Burma. In August 1946 he wa posted to the Indian Signal School 
at Mhow where he remai ned until December 1947. 

On his return to the UK Freddie joined 63 L of C ig Regt TA 
for just over four years. He moved to the Middle East where he 
served from December 1952 to December 195-. His final active 
service appoimmem was with the TA and he was serving with 54 
(Ea t Anglia) Sig Regt TA when he retired in March 1961. Freddie 
was appoi~ted OBE in June 1959 for his service during the 
rcorgam a!ton of the TA. He erved on the staff of Royal Signals 
Manning and Record Office a a Retired Officer from March 196t 
to September 1970 during which time he managed the careers of 
the enior rank of the Corp and principally tho e on the 
Regimental Dut y Roll. He died on 26 February 1985. ondolence 
arc extended to his widow and hi on Capt (TOT) G. 

pcarpoint. 
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FOR SALE 
216 Para Sig Sqn, Aldershot 1949-81, di bandm,nt commemorative 

plate. Only JOO were specially designed and commi~ ioned . This i the 
only one ever offered for private sale. o 64 of 100 with 
authenticating certificate. A unique opportunity for a serious military 
collector or Rcgt Museum. 

Enquiries Sig T. McCormack, c/o 10 Pondthorpe, Willenh~ll 
Woods, Coventry CV3 3FL. 

Separately, or as a lot, Moss Bros SD; Mess jacket and waistcoat 
(Corps Pattern); _Nol Dress trousers (overall type); sam browne Belt; 
Nol Dress hat size seven; George Boots, boxed ixe 9M; one pair 
spurs. All in excellent condition. Size 6 ' I \/z ", 42 chested, 33 inside 
leg. SD Jacket has been let out, but can ea ily be corrected. Best offer 
secures. Ex WOI R. C. Bishop, Cornaa House 64 Valley Road 
Littleover, Derby DE3 6HS. Tel: (0332) 763058. ' ' 

The 5 ! Highlan~ .B:igade !IS suc~essor~ of the 51 Highland Division, 
use the tan:ious D1v1s1onal sign as ilS Bngade sign. Hence 1he Brigade 
has authonty to wear the Di visional tie, which is the repeated ign on 
a royal blue background . The tie can be obtained, cost £3 .00 including 
postage, from-

HQ 51 Highland Brigade, 7 St Leonard's Bank, Perth PH2 8EB. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
_An_ R02 vacan~y for_ the post of S02 Comms HQ South East 

D1stnct Aldershot 1s available to an experienced retired Royal Signals 
Lieutenant Colonel or Major who should have a Signals Staff 
background and ideally be technically qualified. Further details from 
Maj M. 0. N. Bird Aldershot Mil 2448 or MOD CM(A)2RO on Lacon 
House 6509. 

VISIT TO WAR GRAVES IN KHARTOUM BY 
THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF 

HRH graciously visited the graves listed below during her tour of 
Africa. Whilst RHQ is trying 10 contact the OK, if any reader could 
help, their assistance would be gratefully received. The Master of 
Signals has wrinen to thank the Colonel-in-Chief for her kindne s. 

2367680 Corporal John on 
Died 3 August 1945 

2591872 Signalman R. H. Scow 
Died 17 July 1943 

2573611 Signalman E. G. Pierce 
Died 30 July 1941 aged 21 

2321620 Sergeant F. G. A. Corfield 
Died 19 July 1942 

2284224 Signalman W. D. Hender on 
Died 25 Augu t 1945 aged 26 

2350200 Signalman T . M. Hosie 
Attached Sudan Defence Force 
Died 6 JJne 1942 aged 31 

14573778 Signalman J. Birch 
Attached Sudan Defence Force 
Died 27 December 1945 aged 32 
Captain S. H. Dob on 
Died 23 February 1941 

2321915 Signalman F. A. Scott 
Died 10 January 1941 aged 26 

All the grave were immaculate and the whole cemetery beautifully 
kept. 
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~ REPORT FROM ULS'fER 

8 I .. if Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
B.F .P .0. 807 

HQ 
Report by Capt R. P. Wal kin RA . 

Hello camper . This is your friend ly Co1~mand~nt peaking once 
again from talag SHQ in Londonderry. It 1s not hke that really but 
we do have to keep reminding everybody that we are at the harp end . 

SHQ is in the middle of chang~ once aga.in . We ha ve switched 
per onnel around within the o ffi~es .m preparanon for PAMP ~S. Our 
Scheckelmei ter is now back wnhin the SHQ fold after bemg co
located with the Royal Anglian pay office for a f~w m<?nth . We say 
welcome back to Sgt Chri Dean RAPC and his a ststant Shar<~n 
McCluskey . She certainly brightens up the office. Recently . we said 
good-bye to our civilian typi t Ginny Webb who h~s !~ft us t.or fame 
and fortune elsewhere (but mainly fortune) . Standing in U!1lll we get 
a replacement is WCpl Pam (Tin plate) Briddon . I would h~e to take 
thi opportunity to introduce our much talked about Chief Clerk . 
Stand up and be recognised SSgl Dave (Buddha) Barlow" . 

A we approach the fe tive sea on we, at SHQ would hke to wish 
all our reader a very happy Chri tmas and a prosperous New Year. 

QM DEPT 
Report by W02 (RQMS) Braddon 

We have finally aid farewell to a couple of stalwart of the 
department, namely LCpl . cou~e Bunting off to th~ wild Hebrides 
and LCpl McCormick who 1 gomg to Cyprus. We wish th~m all the 
best. Welcome also to their replacement LCpl Webb and wife J ayne, 
and LCpl Maggs. . . . . 

On the sporting scene, the department 1s snll doing well and keeping 
relatively fit. A recent addition is a great new department sport 
'Darts'. Everybody plays to a reasonable standard, but somehow, the 
QM, Capt 8. (Hot shot) Young manages to s~ay ~n top o~ the ladde~ . 
Rumblings have been heard from the RQMS office that 1f he hadn t 
gone on his course, he'd sti ll be on top. All that's in his way ?O'.Y is 
Cpl (Dead eye) or i it (Dead Eyes)? Bowen and Sig J . J. (this time 
I'm playing with my right hand) Mackrodl. 

Whilst still on darts, our challenge to any eight man team was taken 
up by the Admin Officers team only to be beaten by 11-2. We won 
six out of eight single , all four doubles and the gallon. Any other 
takers? 

Still on sport, our congratulations go om to J . J . Mackrodt for 
being selected again for the Corps hockey team. 

OCCER REPORT 
Report by W02 (RQM ) Braddon 

The Squadron has once again managed to get a reasonable team 
together and has so far reached the finals of the York and Lancaster 
Regiment minor units cup beating 233 Sig Sqn, our arch rivals, and 
holders of the cup by 4-0 in the semi final . The league is also going 
well, we have so far played four matches and won them all . 

MIKE TROOP 
Report by SSgt Tony Williams 

Having settled into the job as Troop Staff Sergeant I am now well 
into the <wing of thing and can spare a little time to say hello and 
farewell to a few members of the Troop . 

Firstly, farewell to Cpl Bob King. The Troop will miss his quiet , 
unassuming manner. He has been busy pract ising his F rench so as to 
confuse everyone at SHA PE. Also fa rewell to Sig Danny Harl of the 
rigging team, off to the quiet life in Blandford . 

We welcome Cpl Jim Mccready who will help to fi ll the ranks of 
our Radio Techs and ig Mick Cartwright who is temporarily working 
for gt Neil Thomas in the Line Section . 

Even though the Troop is being kept very busy we managed to get 
a few members away on Exercise Djebel Trek. (See In Tray-Ed). I am 
sure that gt Cliff Swaile , LCpls Geordie Gray and Jim McNaught 
enjoyed the sun in Morocco ( o that's where it is) and had a welcome 
break. 
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Sgt Neil Thomas IC Line Se~tion is kept busy between work and 
coaching the Rugby team, which draws on some members or t~ e 
Troop· namely Cpl Steve Smoothy, Cpl Andy Reason, LCpl Geordie 
Gra) , Sig Jacko J ackson and gt Tony Williams. . 

The Heli Tele Tech Sgt Ian Richardson has round ume between 
BFTs to prepare and et up the Heli Tele equipment whil t ending 
LCpl Nick tapleton on t~e 'joy_' rides. . . . . 

There is a lot of preparation going on at this ti me for the anhc1pated 
Cougar y tern, which hopefully will mean a quiet time in the fu ture! 

MIKE TROOP FISHING TRIP 
The ve sel we borrowed for this angling extravaganza wa courtesy 

of Cpl Paddy McKittrick . It looked more like a gunboat on an 'Escape 
to Victory' than a fish ing boat, h1;1nting shark in Upper Lough Erne. 

Alas the old girl had a spot of ' ill health ' JU t up n ver and the roar 
of ilence bellowed up from the engine compartment. '."-n all in part.Y 
con ference decided that a few beers might make things run a bit 
smoother and by coincidence we had a few tubes stashed forward . The 
sun was over the yard arm, we think, although to be honest no one 
knew what a yard arm is. 

Temporary repairs enabled us to limp back home where the real 
busine s o f the day got into full wing. Up and down the bank, rods 
bowed double with Techs grunting and weating (no rmally unheard 
of) under the strain. 

'Pass me a beer I 've caught a big one', houted Cpl teve Smoothy 
wrestling a 6oz sprat to the bank. This truly was a big one, but only 
by comparison , not by size. 

Of the 45 fish caught, if we had processed the lo t , there would 
probably no have been enough to fi ll a sardine tin . However the beer 
was cool and the barbecue excellent, thanks to Cpl Pele Wilson a 
REME 'freeloader' who swopped rod and line for charcoal and fork. 

Scrutiny of the group mug shot , shows Cpl Bob King with the 
biggest catch of the day, but everyone went home well satisfied with 
a good day out, and a welcome break from Londonderry. 

Mike Troop Fishing 
LCpl Colin Brown, Cpls Ian McKittrick, Steve Smoothy, Sgts Rick 
Carey, J ohn Thompson , Cpl Pete Wilson REM E, W02 Bob 

Thompson , LCpl Nick Stapleton, Cpl Bob King 
Note t echnical equipment in the s harp e nd 
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COMM!!i TROOP 
Report by Capt S. P . Hunt 

'Den and Len, the Comms Troop men' in the form of Sgt Uennis 
Rutter a~d Sgt. Len Twel.ls have managed to maintain a remarkably 
low pro~1le as tune for Wire note· comis round again. There is always 
a next ume. 

Follo~ving report in the press of gold being struck in the Sperrin 
mountams, the n.umbc:r of. volunteer ~or RRB duty has increased 
dramatically. A 11ghtmng v1s1t can end m surprise when confronted 
with the sign 'GONE PROSP CTING-BACK IN THREE 
HOURS.' Some members of the Troop have been seen bargaining 
with locals trying to exchange landrovers for donkeys and mining 
hats. 

Land and sea comms trials have been proceeding with mixed success 
since our la~t report. The sea trial involved embarking gt Lenny 
T'_Ye~ls and Sig Cor~y Co~cora n on a Royal Naval minesweeper. Their 
~1~s1~~il!To e. tabhsh ship to shore comms. Their accomplishments? 

They sp~nt the entire perio~ confined to their cabins. The majority 
of the ships co.mpany had no idea that they had a couple of green jobs 
on board, until they were seen several days later being winched up 
fro!!' below. The.term 'green job' was certainly appropriate, our two 
havrng turned mdescent. An effective if somewhat drast ic way of 
losing wei)!ht. 

Cpl .Jim fo?re, LCpl Jeff Richards and friends had marginally 
mor.:. ucces with.the la.n~ tna ls. 8 UDR became the subject of their 
attentions. · dopting m1mmum force tactics they decided to do the 
trial playing the part of imple Irishmen. Some of the problem areas 
were, unfortunately, in the le s friendly towns and had to be re-visited 
on several occa~ion . It is now reported that they can both rotate their 
necks through 360° 1~hil t repeating ' Don't worry I'm sure we are 
going to be all right.' A great party trick. 

P~eparing for the C<?mms trials in the city, Sig Scouse Hale, whi lst 
playmg the part of an infantryman has di covered that he doe n't li ke 
!rish dogs. Or rather they don't like him. Sig Geordie Johnson asked 
tf he could have a turn as well, but was most uni mpressed when 
cleared from his platoon base due to risk of mortar a tt ack. 

Cpl Mick Hunt is till running the bar in the Foyle View. Rumour 
has it that the last time the cleaners vi ited he was dusted as a fitt ing. 
Cpl Vic Thompson has been doing his u ual trick of movi ng kit 
around the T AOR at a phenomenal rate. The QM's dept refused to 
exchange some riot hields for him unless there was clear e1 idence that 
they had been damaged by rioters. He was last een trying to incite a 
brick wall to riot and fi nally put paid to hi shield . 

LC:pl Mal Clark has returned to the fo ld from hospital. T he only 
man in ~he Troop to qualify for his NI medal lying down, and to come 
away with a war wound. Somebody suggested holding a finger buffet 
party in his honour to celebrate his recurn . LCpl Dave Girling has also 
returned to take over from LCpl ' Piles' Stuart. He assures us it is 
dreadful, but at least he has the opportunity to get his training in 
before trying for 264 Sig Sqn again . 
T~e Commcen has been a hive o f activity, everyone busy making 

Chns tmas cards, whilst ig Roy Hanbidge i bu y making the coffee. 
The Commcen potential PTI , Sig Jock Ramsdale has successfully 
passed 2 BFTs-well done Jock , get the beers in . Rover Group has 
ailed on the cop-cover ski lls of LCpl tu Allister, Boogie Bougourd, 
ig 'Scouse' Inman and Billy John on. Leaving the Commcen in the 

capable hands of Cpl Dave Jowill , WLCpl Debbie Alcock and WPte 
Jane (I still want a long landing permanent relationsbip) Crowther 
and haron Snake Llewellyn . 

Who says Comm T p i the end of the world? Sig Franky Faith , 
Dave Jelbert and Cpl Jock Burns who have all left to become 'civvie '. 
Sig Danny Hart has also departed for the School of Signals . We wi h 
you all the very be t in your future careers . 

We welcome new arrival s Cpl hields, LCpls Hopwell and Rowland 
and Sig Scott and hope you have a rewarding and happy tour with the 
Troop . 

Finally congratulations to Lt James Bertram on his recent marriage 
to Val and to LCpl Murph Murphy and Judith for splicing the knot 
before they depart from the Troop. 

MMER PORTS COLO RS PRESENTATION 
AND DINNER NIGHT 

The Summer Sport Colour Presemation and Dinner Night wa 
once again a re ounding ucce s. Col M. A. Benjamin Deputy 
Commander 8 Inf Bde presented the Colours. Maj J.E. F. Kirby (QC) 
thanked the sportsmen, the organisers and the wailer for making the 
evening possible. Sig (Rooster) Staff bought the RSM a drin k and 
gave him a n ear bending-i n't it nice to know ome things never 
change? T he dinner wa fo llowed , a alway , by a glass emptying 
competition . (There were a number of winner but Capt Hanlon ha 
undi puted right to fi rst place). Al o in the picture i Sig ' Frankie goe 
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Sportsmans Dinner 1985 
Sig Corcoran, Sgt Leighfield, Sig Staff , ' Mr' Faith, LCpl Dawson, 
W01 (RSM) Stanley, Maj J . E. F. Kirby, Sig Jackson, SSgt (YofSl 

Rogan, Col M. A. Benjamin, Capt P. Hanlon 

lo Newry' Faith , making hi farewell appearance, prior to a career 
move to civvy street. 

EXERCISE DJEBEL TREK 
Report by Capt S. P. Hunt and gt C. F. Swailes 

Well we were fi nally on ou r way. ine from 8 In f Bde HQ and Sig 
Sqn and one from 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn . De tination'? - Mt 
Toubkal, Morocco, although it was to be six frustrating days before 
we were to set foot in Tangiers . Such are the vagarie of RAF C FP 
flights to Gibraltar. 

The interim was not to be wasted as various forms of dry training 
took place. LCpl 'J im ' McNaught demonstrated a novel variation of 
the art of prus ik ing up the side of a condemned building at RAF 
Lyneham. Even greater confidence wa inspired when both the 
expedition leader and the 21C got lost-in Brentwood! Despite 
unfavourable odds, we did eventually arrive at Gibraltar Airport, 
where accustomed as we were to the rain and dark skie of 
Londonderry, a strange sight , finally recognised as the sun greeted us! 

A few pre-expedition beer in Gib en ured that we were uitably 
anaesthetised for the following morning'!\ fifteen minute flight to 
Tangier. 

On arrival, LCpl 'Geordie' Hindmar h was soon engaged in 
conversation with a local, despite repeated warnings about tout . 
Having enquired about money changing facilities, he was advised that 
a service could be arranged . 

Arriving at the designated house, the hospitality was tremendous, 
mint-tea a ll round . The money was eventually changed, but we had 
also omehow acquired several silk carpets al va t expense. The fir t 
of many '.Vloroccan touts and rip-off merchant we 1 ere to encounter. 

Very much the wi er we set off for the Atlas Mountains. Passing 
through Fez, the carpet making capital of lorocco, we had our fir t 
real encounter with a Medina, a fa cinating place with the as ociated 
sights and smells peculiar to Africa . A real eye-opener, particularly 
for Sig 'Scouse' Hale who, having, to his incredulou di belief, been 
given the late t football core by a very grubby Moroccan, kept on 
assuring us that thi was all very different from Liverpool. 

The team having arrived in Tangier, Morocco aw ait the train to 
Fez-Marrakech 
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hair rai ing introduction to the l\li ting mountain road . at the 
mer y of 'whire knuckle' ta.'\i ervice , piloted by 'poim and pray' 
merchant deli\·ered u to ni, our ba e camp and the tart of the trek 
proper. In the land of 'du t and dirahm ', sni wa a plea ant e cape 
from the 'Allo my friend' touts, unfortunately mo tofu u cumbed 
to the unavoidable ' frica- ummy' at thi point. 

Ditching all but thee cntial, we et out from ni (l,157m), 
winding our \\ay up the \ alley ide. We had de ided to ignore the 
much travelled road up the liiane alley, in favour of walking up the 
adjacent lmenane alley, mu h le frequented and f~r more 
intere ting. \\'e were a jolly team a ~\• e began to wal k-no bh ter . as 
yet, no tired leg , no "eat and no idea where we ~1:ere !l;Omg _a gt 

Iiff waile , the expedition leader. 11a not as fa1111har wuh 1h1 pan 
of the walk a he wa with the lauer pan. till, he exuded confidence 
and marched off up the track . Outdated map meant that man path 
had been obliterated by rain and rockfall in previou ea ons. An early 
error nece itated cros ing the 1alley only to di cover the path we 11ere 
heading for didn't e.xi t either. Thi forced u along the valley floor, 
until, more by accident than by de ign , a walkable path wa 
discovered that took u to the Berber mountain illage of Arg, 
precariou ly perched on the ide of the va lley. . 

A top for lunch in the hade of a hai~ l -nut grove, pro 1ded 
tremendou entertainmem for the local children who lound u 
fa cinating and were eventuall per uaded to erve u ome mint-tea 
on a sil er tray, and then do all the washing up . ery 'Jewel in the 
Crown', very civili ed . 

Dubious about the effect the afternoon heat 1 ould have on u 
(85°f), we pushed on through An kere and lkkiss to Tinerhourine 
(l,955m). From there we had to goo er the Tiz.i ' Tamatert pa 
(2,279m) in order to drop into, and rejoin the 1izane alley, and the 
mountain refuge hut at lmelil. Gazing up, 1ve could unfortunately ee 
all of the J ,OOOft of zig-zag track clawing ii way up to the pa . 
Incredulous cries of ·you don't expect u to go up that do you?' 
elici ted little sympathy, and once again the expedition started it 
breathless chanting of 'pixie lads . . . pixie'. A childish aying, to 
remind you to take even smaller steps on teep gradient , whil l 
undergoing mental self examination 10 e tabli h why an un table 
thought had prompted one to volunteer in the fir t place. De pite the 
effort it was well worth it. Standing at the top of the pa , we were 
astride two major valley y tern and the view presented were quite 
magnificent. Time was pres ing, so admiration had to be curtailed, 
and after a quick photo e sion we descended at speed to the village 
of Imelil (J ,740m) and the anctuary of the mountain hut. It had been 
an exhausting buc intere ting day in which we had covered some 
26Km, (a change interval of 5,000ft), carrying full packs. 

Capt Steve Hunt returned from a late night bargaining e ion, 
proudly clutching tinned peache . Ridicule started when they were 
opened and it was discovered that they were tins of peach jam. o 
wonder the French peaking locals looked mystified after a 
conver ation with him. 

The next day saw an early departure from refuge lmelil bound for 
refuge eltner, the final mountain hut before the summit of Mt 
Toubkal. 

The guide books indicated a pleasant two and a half hour ramble
rubbish! Some 13Km, 4,500ft, ix and a half hours and a few surprise 
attacks of the ·screaming-habdab ' later , we arrived at the elmer hue 
(3,207m) situated at the head of the Miiane Valley. It had been a long 
hot slog, pas ing through very rugged scenery, con isting almo t 
entirely of shattered rock and scree slopes. Scrub vegetation clung to 
the sides where it could, and the occa ional impressive granite outcrop 
towered above us. Con urning a cold coke in record time, we decided 
to do some top coping and abseiling on a local outcrop . This was 
nearly to prove our undoing. ig 'Rooster' ta ff was first to climb and 
despite being firmly attached to a very large boulder, he managed 10 
fall. Arrested by the -rope, boulder and taff had still not parted 
company. Having come to term with the unreliable rock, further 
drama ensued, when al the start of an abseil, LCpl 'Geordie' Gray's 
climbing belt somehow came undo ne. Fortunately a rigger, he 
appeared the lea t perturbed of all, as he was recovered . 

We set out early the following morning to cover the last I ,OOOm , 
vertical interval, to the summit of Mt Toubkal and beat the cloud and 
haze that generally appeared to settle on the peaks by midday. The 
Toubkal crees are internationally notorious and are used as a yard 
tick for comparing imilar lopes on other mountains. Acee s from 

the eltner hut i to attack these crees direct. Thi produced many 
per onal interpretations of method of scree ascent. These ranged 
from the eratic high-speed charge from one olid rock-ba e to 
another, tiring but effective (except for those below), to the careful 
tiptoe method of trying to neak up the sides unnoticed, until an 
incautiou step would start another slide, accompanied, by wild 
ge ticulation, much comical thrashing about and loud crie of 
'below!'. All had to maintam a judiciou eye for falling rock and halts 
were called at various stages to let the whole mountain-side e11le 
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down. dded 10 this excitement was the effect of the altitude . Mo t 
were finding that any activity wa• accompanied by much puffing 
and blowing. ffecting ome more than other , it did mean that LCpl 
·Mac' Macleod wa thankfully too hort of breath to pur ue the 
ludicrou Inspector louseau accen t he had adopted since arrival in 
Morocco. 

Finally the ummit , at 4, 167m, 13,660ft, the highest point in North 
Africa. The bright sunshine and apparently flat top, can lull the 
unprepared in to a false en e of ecurity. Although on the summit we 
could walk around in hon and T hirt , if one re ted , warm clothing 
wa. definitely required, patche of old snow lay in ome of the more 
protected gullie . We had beaten the cloud to the top and were now 
urrounded by pectacular vie~ s. T he Ifni pinnacle led off toward 

the ahara lo t in the haze of di tance. We had an opportunity to 
a tound our elve by looking back along the route we had ju t 
a cended, all around were bare barren lope with no igns of human 
habitation. 

The complete team on the Summit 

After an extended photographic session , and the igning of our 
Union Flag which we left on the trange tripod that mark the highest 
point, it wa time to de cend . We had in tended to return to the hut 
a a disciplined group, but the long cree lopes proved too much of 
a temptation to the cree-runners . Fastest down was P te ' Rocky' 
Hudson who set off at a terrific rate, the last anyone seeing of him 
was a rapidly diminishing dot of flailing arms and legs at the head of 
a huge dust column , hotly pursued by the odd boulder. After a few 
fal e start , Pie Dave Cooper had the finer point of scree-running 
explained and then decided to 'Go for it'-an impressive 
performance. Sudden acceleration would soon re ult in a wild 
careering aero s the lope , culminating in a pectacular acrobatic 
display. 

The de cent 10 refuge eltner was over all too quickly, but had 
given us the time for an exhilarating and bracing bath in the 1ream, 
where one could almost feel ones character being built. 

We had planned to move on to Lepiney hut the following day, but 
that night there wa a 180° wind shift, leaving us none too sure of the 
weather pauerns this was to herald . We decided to head for lower 
ground and find ome suitable locations for rock climbing until the 
weather systems tabilised . 

Descending as far as Sidi Chamharouch (2,359m) we stopped for 
lunch, whilst looking for table and solid rock faces. Suddenly it 
started to rain , panic amongst the party, frantic rummaging in 
rucksacks for waterproofs convinced us we should gel lower, no-one 
being keen to get caught on the slopes in a big thunder torm. Heading 
down at high speed we looked back to sec S OW! sellling on the 
peaks we had earlier left. Quite remarkable, within the space of one 
hour we had experienced a change from roasting sunshine with no hint 
of rain, through a thundershower to now. Sadly this put paid to our 
time in the High Atla , so we returned to Asni for a celebratory meal 
at the Grand Hotel du Toubkal and then the long trip home. 

Taking in . ome local scenery on the homeward leg, we topped in 
Marrakech, where fortunately it was market day. Wandering in thi 
most impressive of Moroccan Medina , we were continually amazed 
at the craftmanship of the woodcarvers and silver smiths using very 
primitive techniques. The massive central quare was crowded with 
snake charmers, lory tellers a nd acrobats, making us fee l as though 
we had somehow gone back a full century. 
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. Passing through asablanca, just another Medina City, we arrived 
111 R_abat the cap_nal, and_ a chance lo visit the British Embas y and 
contirm return flight details. A brief stop in Asilah allowed us to soak 
up some more sun bef~re returni ng to onhern Ireland. Everyone 
had enjoyed the exped111on, not only for the summ it of Mt Toubkal 
but ab_o for the opportunity to experience a culture and a way of life 
very different from ours. 

Finally we gratefully acknowledge the asshtance of the various 
departments and individuals too numerous to menuon by name. 

The view from 'Refuge lmelil ' (South) with 2,875 further to climb 

THE WIVES CLUB CAROL SERVICE 
~ecto~y Field is an old peoples home in Londonderry which is sponsored by the Squadron. It has approximately 40 resident the olde t Mr 

Quigley 1s 100 years old. ' 
1 

Twice a mont_h volunteer _from the wives club go to play bingo with them. The old folks really enjoy it and after each morning through hard 
work a~d cheating by the wive , each player wm a prize. 

The fmal event of the year wa the a nnual carol ervice and party. The wive club raised £100 which went toward the cost of thi . The high 
spot of the afternoon was the arrival of anta with pre ent fo r them all. 

Seeing the old folks enjoy the afternoon makes it a ll seem very wonhwhile . 

Mrs Quigley 
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Kath Stanley, Wendy Rutter, Dee Thomas, Margaret Carson, Flo 
Wright, 'Santa', Lyn Hawey 
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u 39 InfBde HQ and Sig Sqn 
B.F.P .0. 801 

HQ TROOP 
Once again the pa t two month have been extremely bu y for all 

member of SHQ. However the Sqn Comd, Maj Philip Rouse, did 
manage to fit in a day trip lO tranraer lO have hi out-of-date MOT 
renewed and al o a week's ight eeing in Wales vi iting the Cambrian 
March Team! Meanwhile the 21C, Capt George Whyman managed to 
take some time off from operation only to be found hiding away in 
the Education Centre tudying hard for his PQS 2 e am . We wi h 
him well. Al o on the list of tho e being 'el ewhere' are WOl (R Ml 
Charlie Manning who had a trenuous' eek at the RSMs' convention 
at 11 Sig Regt and Cpl Ian ' I'm a typi t' Trask who took three weeks 
off for upgrading at Deepcut. He came top of the course with an A 
grading; congrarnlations! 

Tho e that remained in station include W02 (YofS) Joe Haldane 
and Cpl Alan mith who have been up to their eyes in 'Merlin DX' 
the new ATN System for I which is due to be in and working in the 
not so distant future. The new AO, Capt Peter 'Chopper' Humphreys 
(a Sapper) has also been bu y coming into work at the crack of dawn . 
The rea on for thi recently came to light when early one morning 
LCpl Nobby ·Cuddles' Clarke ob erved the aid officer throwing 
pieces of bread on to the heli-pad, apparently in an attempt to attract 
the odd Gazelle. Fonunately the AAC are not recruiting locally ju t 
at the moment! 

The Orderly Room has had its up and down with Sig Dick 'Post 
me to London' Peacock constructing several manning boards in 
various styles and colours which have both gone up and come down 
depending on who's in the office at the time. Watch this space. 

We say farewell lO Pte Andy 'Grumpy' McSweeney RAOC who 
moves on to better things next door in the Brigade HQ and hope that 
the shock of having some work to do doesn't leave him carred for 
life. Finally, we congratulate LCpl Nobby Clarke on his recent 
marriage. We welcome his wife Debbie to the Squadron and wish 
them both a happy tour. 

SQ ADRON FOOTBALL TEAM 
The Squadron Football Team has had a mixed start to the season, 

winning two and losing four. The team manager, SSgt John 'Jock' 
McEwen will be quick to point out that bOlh wins were absolute 
thrashings, whilst the losse were tender-hook games that could have 
gone either way. Here's wishing the team good luck for the rest of the 
eason. 

INTER TROOP QUIZ 
This year's inter-troop quiz was a great succe s. The competition 

was organised by Sgt Dave 'Bamber' Norman, with much help from 
his wife, Elaine. Eight teams entered and the final was hotly contested 
between TM Troop and Brigade HQ. After a titanft neck and neck 
game, TM Troop came out on top. Congratulations to their team who 
were Sgt Chris Christian, Cpl 'Dinger' Bell and Chris Cadman. 

FOXFIELD SANGAR 
On 25 October a Wessex helicopter tragically crashed into our mast 

at Foxfield resulting in one fatality and a number of other seriously 
injured casualties. As far as the Squadron was concerned, the 
consequence of the crash was that the top I 5ft of the Rasmussen mast 
had been bent through 180 degrees and completely stripped of all its 
antennas. It was some 18 hours later and on conclusion of the initial 
crash investigation, that Cpl Kev immons and LCpl Kev Cotton were 
allowed onto the site to rig the new, co-located COUGARNET mast 
and then restore communications. 

ALPHA TROOP 
DEPART RE 

31 October was not only Halloween, it also saw the departure of 21-t 
Tony Burgin from Alpha Troop. 2Lt Burgin had spent six months as 
second-in-command of the Troop and had to leave to 'learn 
omething' on his Troop Commanders' Course. 

eedless to say the Troop refused to let such an event pass 
unmarked, and there were many farewell parties. On his final day 
here._ Capt Gordon Rafferty invited him to inspect the Troop for the 
last ume. The Troop took the parade in the spirit intended and any 
member who appeart;d in correct military kit was immediately 
~espatched to alter his dress. Mr Burgin bravely carried out his 
mspecnon and commented on the occasional departure from Corps 
dress policy! 
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At least with 2Lt Burgin leaving the province the tasking on the 
We t Belfast Battalion has reduced dramatically; no longer do they 
have to mount multiple patrols on the treet to allow 'posing pictures' 
to be taken under the mural . On many of these 'photographic recces' 
the multiple patrol wa provided by a platoon of I Green Howards 
under command of Lt Bob Sharpe, Royal Signals. (Thanks Bob!) The 
troop wi he Mr Burgin all the be ton his cour e and future tour . His 
lot i taken by 2LI David Hix who step up from 3IC to 2!C of the 

Troop. At lease he ha n't circumnavigated the globe in the QE2! 

COMINGS A D GOING 
Besides 2Lt Tony Burgin the Troop lo t Pie 'Ada' Palmer on 

posting to Cypru and LCpl Dave Hunter who has left the Army and 
i soon to marry Maude, \ e wish them all the best. 

Posted from Berlin came Cpl Dave Whitaker with his wife Susan 
and son Thoma , al o Pte Tony Chamberlain and ig ' Jonah' Jones 
joined the Troop to work in Rover Group. The spate of weddings 
continued with ig Chri Davies recently gelling married to Anne
Marie and we welcome them all to the Troop. 

ROVER GROUP JN TROUBLE (AGAIN!) 
In keeping with Sgt Keith torey ' training programme, Rover 

Group have been doing an increased amount of foot patrolling in 
Baualion area . Recently, they did a foot patrol in the sensitive 
Kilwilke e tate in Lurgan and attracted an abnormal amount of 
attention. Two brick were on foot patrol; consi ting of gt torey, 
with LCpl John Reardon, Pte Mickey Varndell RPC and Dvr Tony 
Henry in one and Cpl Andy Fenton and LCpl teve Baird RCT and 
Pte Keith Beckett and Cpl Tony Melle! in the econd. 

Obviously the locals took exception to the group which soon 
encountered about 40 plus youths who decided to bombard them with 
anything from bricks to iron bars. The bombardment was fairly 
general until Pie Mickey Varndell decided to increase Sgt Keith 
Storey's discomfort by drawing the crowd's attention to the fact that 
he was a Sergeant with a quick 'Hey Sarge'. After that Sgt Storey took 
the flak! 

ot content with this, the group resumed patrolling in Piglets. By 
this time the crowd had really grown to dislike Rover Group and 
bombarded the vehicle repeatedly with petrol bombs and anything 
else. At one time this meant Cpl Tony Mellet putting out a vehicle fire 
with his extinguisher. 

The group returned otherwise unscathed and quite happy, only to 
try and explain to the Troop OC why the vehicles were in such a state! 

BRAVO TROOP 
Unbelievable thougn it may seem, B Troop seems to have been 

running fairly smoothly since October. 
There has been a massive change round and refurbishment within 

the Troop, which is now equipped with a brand new Squadron 
Operations Room to hou e the COUGAR ET system control. Thi 
will be manned by B Troop personnel who man the present radio 
room . 
dramatically during the last couple of months. We welcome to 
Northern Ireland Cpl Jimmy Johnstone and hi wife Dayle, who is a 
Lance Corporal in 26 Sqn RCT. We also welcome Cpl Bob Booth and 

We welcome to orthern Ireland Cpl Jimmy John tone and his wife 
Dayle, who is a Lance Corporal in 26 Sqn RCT. We also welcome Cpl 
Bob Booth and ig 'Frog' Jones. 
to Sergeant in _Jan~ary 1986, when he is posted to 29 Sig Regt. We 
hope he and his wife Sally have a good tour in Berlin. 

CAMBRIAN MARCH PATROL COMPETITION 1985 
This year the Squadron entered a team for the 1985 Cambrian 

March P~trol Competition. Those of us who know anything about the 
compeuuon can safely ay that it is a hard, gruelling exercise, and not 
to be attempted without the proper training. 

lt all started in May of this year, when the OC sent a cryptic memo 
to 2Lt 'Ady' Metcalfe saying 'read this month' DCl-let's enter a 
team'. The innocent subaltern did so-and suffered the consequences. 

The training started in July, and with a squad of 20 or more to 
choose from, it looked as if we might stand a chance. Thi 20 or so 
soon whittled itself (operational commitments) down to the required 
team of nine, who the~ managed to get in three weeks training. 
Unfortunately the only h1llwalkmg done was a couple of jaunts in the 
Mournes . 

The competition took place in Wales in the Brecon Hills area 
and last~d for four days and nights, marching between 30 to 40Km per 
d_ay. This was done with full pack, webbing, rifle , radio etc. For the 
first three days the team averaged about three hours sleep per 24 
hours, not all of it at night time. 
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?ven after one day, some teams were losing men from inJurie so 
qu1

1
ckly that .a couple had to drop out. During the competition we had 

to .7ave behind three m_en to get medical treatment, cutting us down 
to six. Undaunte~ b~ t~1s. the rest of the team slogged it out 10 the last 
day. We nea_1 ly d1dn t f1r11sh due to the fact that we had failed 10 mak 
an RV the mgh~ before, and instead had bivvied up on the ide of th; 
mountain. (Basically we were los1 and the only sensible option was to 
stop rather (han nsk 7xposure-that's our excuse, anyway). 

ln _1he_end. o.ur plac.:mg ":'a 10th out of 15 teams, not a bad result 
coi:is1denng 11 15 a compemion designed for the infantry and ma· 
unlls. JOr 

Just so that they get a mention, these arc the team members who 
took part: 

2Lt A~y Metca!fe, ~t Ian. ~orion, Cpl Angus Palmer, LCpls Kev 
C:otton, Monkey Dav1es-W1lhams, ig 'Cookie' Cook, LCpls Gerr . 
Gree~es, Baz Hardman and Pete Jimbo Eaton. Y 

Well .done lads, at least we finished. Thanks too, all the members 
of the Squadron ~vho helped ~o ma~e the training go smoothly despite 
the many operational commitments. 

TM TROOP 
ARRI\ AL AND DEPARTURES 

Recently t~e Troop has said farewell to Sgt 'Shuggs' Allison posted 
t,? 4 Armd, Div f:!O and Sig Regt, LCpl 'Tank' Patter on posted to 22 
C1g Re t, ,ind Sig Andy Brown (one of the fortunate few) posted to 

yprus. We welcome to the Troop, Cpls Steve Coulson Dave Evan 
John Howell-Walmsley, LCpl Mark ala and Sig Jim 'Gibbins. ' 

INTER TROOP QUIZ 
T~ Troop provided two team for the Squadron Inter Troop Quiz 

held m t!1c Horseshoe Club. gt Chrb Christia!\.captained the 'A' 
Team, ~1~h the fO~ and Fof~_being relegated to the 'B' Team. The 
Comp~uuon e~ded in an exc11ing final, with the Troop's 'A' Tea 
managing to clinch the title. m 

HRST AID COMPETITION 
In Septemb;r f~ve mt;mbers of the Troop formed the major part of 

th_e Squadro~ . Fir t Aid Team entered in the Northern Ireland First 
Aid .C:ompettt_1on. The fact that the Foreman of Signals W02 Jim 
Hamfm captained the team may have had something to do with that1 

The event took place at Ballykinler Training Camp with team fro~ 
Regular, TA, and UDR units taking part. Each team had a two hour 
}lot to be tested at various. first aid stands. The fir t was straight 
orward ei:iough, an mspecnon (to ensure we had the right kit and 

were carrying the correct weight) followed by a short written first aid 
te t. Then followed a forced !11arch to the first major incident which 
happened to be a bort?b bla t in a pub, providing us with six ca;ualties 
to treat. From t~ere 1t was a tactical approach to a second incident 
three more bod1e_ to patch up. The final event was the casualty 
recovery over a. distance of one and a hat f miles. 

A most gruelling cross-country trek which also included an obstacle 
course f~r go?d. measure. As there was a time limit on all events the 
compe1111on f1msh:d for us with a sprint, and all agreed that it' had 
been a well. orgam ed and worthwhile competition, although ome 
argued that 11 was more a test of physical tamina than first aid skill . 

Cpl Kev Smith supporting the casualty, as Cpl Trev Roe is about 
to leap out of ~he vehicle to . give a helping hand. (LC pl Jim Rice 

and Sig Paul Cross of A Troop also in support) 
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MT TROOP 
;:.. year has now passed since MT Troop's last contribution to The 

W1r~. ~ ye~r that has kept_ the I roop extremely bu v carrying out both 
admi!JIStrattve and operational details in support of Brigade HQ and 
the Signal Sq~adron. The Troop's most notable achievement tbis ear 
has been to win the '.'1.orthern Ireland Road Safety Quiz in the ra!e of 
some tough compeut1on. 

Motorcycle training continu~s to be a popular pastime. Dvr 'Padd) • 
~~reton, our own motorcycle instructor, has had 63 successful passe 

S
t is year. Surely a record to have o many D Licence holders in one 

quadron. 
LCpl Gerry Gree~es the only Corps member of the Troo has 

s~cc~ssfully passed his PT lnstrucwr Cour e and now eagerly ~waits 
t e lime when he has all of the troop on a PT parade. 

PRESE TATIO OF LS A D GC 
, The ~i it . of Maj ~en Benbow to the province coincided with Cpl 
Scouse W1keley being awarded his Long Service and Good Conduct 
~e~t.. NGaturally, there was a Squadron Parade for the presentation 

Y aJ en Be~bow who recognised Cpl Wikele) from hi time a 
C~mmander l Signal Gro_up when Cpl Wikeley was in 249 Sig Sqn. 
A _ter the parade,_ the SOinC had a chat with Cpl and Mrs Pauline 
~1kele~ and their boys John and Karl. Then there wa another 
parade _m the Horseshoe Club to wet the medal, followed b a 
pre_s~ntallon of a Squadron Plaque to the SOinC by the OC S !.. · 
Ph1hp Rouse. qn, •1aJ 

Cpl Gra_hame Wikeley !Scouse) receives his LS and GC medal from 
the SOinC, obscured 1s Cpl Gary Robinson and the back of Capt 

Gordon Rafferty 

Th_e SOinC cracks a joke with Pte Katz Beckett while Pte Niel 
(L. .roy) Mottley ke~ps an eye on the proceedings . Meanwhile Sgt 
Keith Storey explains the new drill position of stand at ease with 

shouldered arms 
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233 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 801 

OMM EN TROOP 
The Commcen Tp chain of command hasn'l changed very much. but 

1he working environmem ha . The Tape Relay Cenire (TR ) ha now 
moved down tair 10 the old 'Bumi Offering' Re t Room and 1he BT 
circuit are now pan of the Commcen (in laier iage 1hey will 
eventually move into the Commcen re l room). The e move have 
enabled u to block off half of 1he old TRIB/ TR 10 prepare ii for 
the new A 1 (Aulomatic Me sage witch) which is due 10 be in and 
working in October. 

The Li burn Garri on Telephone exchange ha been replaced by a 
1erlin D Exchange from Bri1i h Telecom. The sy tern gives the 

sub criber many new facili1ies such as Diver ion, Ring Back, Do 01 
Disturb etc. The big day i 9 December and the Exchange Control Cell 
Team manned by W02 (YofS) D:n·e Wright, Cpl Di Lawton, L pl 
Le ley Young and Ple Debbie Teece in , ured that all wenl smoothly. 

PORTING CENE 
The Commcen Girls do it again! Thi time retaining 1he WRAC 

netball cup for the second year. \ ell done 10 the team: \: C pls G lyni 
Ball, Karen Tindall, WLC pls Linda Pawson, Melanie O'Brien, Dawn 

mith , Pte Jackie mith and Karen Cable. 

ARRIVA 
We welcome to the Troop Cpl Carlos inclair. LCpl Phil Lyl hgoe. 

ig Vince Tibbs, Iain McConachie, andy McNamee, C hris Goble, 
WLCpl Melanie O'Brien, Pies Alison Bowes, Alice Downie, Michelle 
Johnson, Pam Coates, Yvonne Buchanan, Annelle orm:rn and 
Tracey Lee, we a ll hope you have a good tour. 

DEPART RFS 
We say farewell LO WLCpl Angie Lovell, LCpls Jim Ru sell , Hughie 

Latta ana Pie Debbie Johnson , all to 'civvy' street, ig Tinlin Phillips 
10 28 Sig Regt, ig tig Stanmore to 22 Sig Reg1 and 10 LCpl Lesley 
Young (makes a nice cup of tea) who will be mi ed by the Troop 
Office. We wish them all good luck in thei r new po t . 

CONGRA T LA TIONS 
Congratulations to LCpls Dawn Smith, Claire Mutter and Sally 

Fawcett on their promotions. 

WHISKY TROOP 
oc 
OC (Des) 

Capt Ian Fielder 
Capt Kevin Taylor 
(from the chool of Signals) 

W02 (YofS) Geoff Gib on 
gt (fofS) Graeme Wood 

Tech Sgt Iain Haldane 
Tp S gt 'Taff Jones 

In the past 1wo months there have been several changes in the 
Troop. We'd like to welcome, newly wed Pte Sue Baxter from 29 Sig 
Regt, Pie Mandy Tucker from 10 Sig Regt, Cpl John Garner and his 
wife usanne from 8 Sig Reg1, LCpl ' Gaz' Warn and his wife Linda 
from 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, ig ' Daz' Byrnes and ig ' Rock ' 
Hudson from 8 Sig Regt, and ig 'Geordie' Maughan from 5 AB Bde 
HQ and Sig Sqn. 

We say farewell to the following: Capt Ian Fielder, posted on 
promotion to .4 Ari;id I?iv HQ and Sig. Regc , and Jane, Sgt Paul 
Weaver , who 1s taking SLX months leave in the Falk lands, Sgt Mick 
Brow!' a!l~ ~ileen who ar~ po~ted to 8 Sig Regt , Sgt ' Rod' Rodriguez, 
who 1s J01mng UKLF via his RSSSC, Pte Jill Bowman currently 
getting an all over can at 262 Sig Sqn, Pte haron 'Taff' Thomas who 
ha defected to Berlin, and finally Sig ' H ' Wright 10 2 Div HQ and 
Sig Regt. 

W / V TROOP EC: MAGlLLIGAN BATTLE CAMP 
Report by Cpl Chiswell 

Section members : gts Mick Brown, Paul Weaver, Cpl Chiz 
Chiswell, LCpl haun Hughe , Gaz Warn and Sig Edge Wilkinson . 

For all of you who thin k being posted to I means never getcing 
your boots diriy, you'd be1ter 1hink again. The Squadron ha recen1ly 
held its first Military Training Week al Magilligan . The first part of 
the week wa spent bru hing up on all the skill normally left behind 
on posting here and finished with a 48 hour exercise- gt Paul 
Weaver used the week to acclimatise ready for his forthcoming 
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Falkland tour. Sgt Mick Brown, who couldn ' t qui1e make it for the 
whole week, gave a uperb demon tration of model making for an 
ambu h. Pity it was after dark and no-one could see 1he model. LCpl 
Shaun Hughe · nearl. started up the firsr firefight with a High 

chool' Rambling lub . ·Try and gel the 'challenge' right next time 
becau e I don't think that Capt imon Lunn's heart will stand up to 
another care like that.' We finished with a forced march back to 
camp under the guidance of LCpl Gaz Warn who e map-reading 
definitely improved after death threat . 

fter a hard and exhausting week (but enjoyed by all!) we were 
impres ed by 0 01nms Tp, Lt Andy Allman, who even al the end 
of the week still had enough energy to spring IOOm when 'Yours truly' 
1hrew a thunderflash into hi pyro. 

Our thank (?) go 10 the J NT A, sorry D : apt ' imon Lunn, Lt 
Andy Allman, gt Kev Lodge, Cpl Rusty Bullock, ' ig ' I'm sti ll one 
of the lad ' MacDonald and particularly to W02 ( SM) Pete Doherty 
whose snoring kept us awake during the ambushe . Well ii couldn't 
have been me could ii! . . . 

Sgt 'Stumpy ' Rowe gives ambush orders to LCpl Chapman. Cpl 
Ratcliffe, LCpl Hughes, Sgt Brown, Sig Martin, Lawton, LCpl 
Warn and Cpl Chiswell who look forward to a night on the dunes 

McKELVIE T ROPHY 
The McKelvie Trophy Football wa played on the 12 November. 

Whi ky and Commcen Tp played excellently howing bo1h kill and 
determination winning 1heir eparate leagues. ommcen Tp bea1 
Admin Tp in 1he emi final with a disputed penally (disputed only by 
Admin!). Tech Tp chen produced an up et, bea1ing 1he favour ite, 
Whi ky Tp 1-0. The final, Commeen Vs Tech wa clo ely fought and 
wa till 0-0 after extra time. Tech Tp eventually won on penalties, 
2-0. Thank go to gt John Grandison for organising an cxcellenc 
competition . Al the half way stage of the winter competi1ion, with 
shoOling, hockey and rugby still to iake place, OMMCEN Tp are in 
pole position with Tech and Comms Tp snapping at their heel . 

SQ PARACH Ti t G 
Ll A ndy Allman, gt Mick Honeyman and Cpl Phil Raven 

represemed the Corp in !he Cyprus Champion hips in October. They 
are now off to jump in Spain during the Christmas and the ew Year 
period. 

Sgt Mick Honeyman parachuting over Lisburn 
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MILITHON 
The Mi!ithon ~tarted al dawn on a cold day with snow on the 

ground . Compelllors had to complete a BFT a c·F:-r (t · f 
standards) an APFA T . • ·' o 111 anlry 
(including 'First Aid ·~B~ i~~y ~w1mk~ft· various mili1ary skills test 
finally fire a pistol'. All thesemt~>~ss ~e~e and weapon handlin~) and 
r~nn in~ clock. The competitors, ~II volunt~e~·~e r~o~~~~~~ ~~a;n;~ 1 

a 
d1splaym~ all .1he qualilics expected of excellent soldier _.a lengc 
doing~ five 1~inutc step tesl wi1h your boocs on after doing~ d~ a11~~ 
a BFT. fhe lime was 1aken from the siari of the BFT squadd d 
a~d the dock stopped when the competitor was ready to f~e ~~~ 
pistol. The f~stest time was a staggering 2 hrs 20 mins 37 secs b c I 
WB at)hnel Ratcld1ffGe of Tech lroop. Close behind him were Cpl/ Pa~I 

a c e or an raham Pardew. 

Sgt John Grandison invigilates ~he SMG/SLR/ LMG stripping and 
assembling stand 

Cpl Wayne Ratcliffe, the eventual w inner finishes his 1 hr 15 min 
CFT 
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FINANCIAL 
PLANNING 

ITS PURPOSE is to make the hest use of Income Cap11al 
and. othc.r Ass~!'\, lo p~cpare 1hc "av for the indi~idual to 
achieve finan cial aims. fhese ma' include 

FINA CIAL PROlf TIO 

FINA CIAL SECl'RI rY 

HOUSE PURCHASf 

EDUCATIO EXPE Sl:S 

COMFORTABLE RETIREME . T 

TRA 'SFER OF A SS FTS 

-againsl lhc effort'> 
ol possessions Ios t 
or damaged 

-for present or 
future dcp.:nclanls 

-im mediate!\ or in 
the future 

-for present or 
future children 

- based 1>n ·1n 
~dcqua1c cont mu mi.: 
mmmc backed 
up b .1 an ade4uatc 
capital reserve 

- to the nexl 
generation 

~E ADVISE on ~he use of savings from income. the 
mve .tment . of capital. lhc 11se of 01her assets "here 
apphcahle. msurance against ill health and the insurance of 
possessions. We hell? clients 10 lav 1he foundations of sound 
plan . to develop ex1s1mg plans and keep them up 10 date. 
and then 10 make lhe bes! use of resources "hen 1he time 
comes to meet commitments. 

GOOD IN~ORMATIO~ is lhe basis of sound planning. 
The mo_re chenls take u m10 their confidence the better "e 
can ass1s1 them. Pl.ease lei us have full details of exi tine 
resources. you r ab1llly to save and any expectations. Pleas~ 
also tell us all vou can abou1 commitment "ith which mu 
expect l? have to cope. We. of course. treat all such 
111forma11on as confidential. 

AN EARLY START helps. and "e will be pleased to assisl 
yo~1 ~o"ever modest your resou rces may be now. If vou ha\e 
ex1st111g arrangements "hich may need develop.ing . 1hc 
sooner Y?U refer them lo us. the more help we arc likely to he 
able to give you. · 

0 .R ADVICE is free and does not commit you co any 
action: we only ask chat any arrangement you decide to 
make_ b.e ma~e 1h~ough us. le is ba ~d on over 37 years of 
examining clients problems, analysing them and advising 
0!1 the.m. ll. i~ noc delivered by per ua ive sale men, but i 
given m wnung for you to study at your lei ure. 

ARE YOU MAKI G THE BEST U E OF YO ' R 
I COME ND OTHER ASSETS? 

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YO AS 1 HE, FARfSI POSl 
BOX OR TELEPHO E 

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA I G CA 
HELP YOU 

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
Major T . F. William F .B.l.8.A. 

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET, 

BRIGHTON, HNI IDE 
Telephone Brighlon 28 1, I (5 lincs l 

Member o f lhc Briti~h lnwrance Brnker\ A\\ociatinn 

Member of the Armed For<·es Insu rance Brokers 
Comm ii tee of the B. l.B .A 
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- News'iroffi;Headquarters -
... .· ...... 

Army Apprentices' College 
Harrogate 

The ollege ha emerged from one of the mo 1 traumatic term it 
ha. ever experienced with it head held high a~d eager to arrack 1986. 
\'e tarred with a combination of the large t intake for a number of 
~ears, 345 apprentice and junior leader at the sa~e time a t~e bulk 
of the College were bu y keeping the Spetz.naz, Riot, Dora, Figs and 

vru at bay in We t and outh York hire during Ex Brav~ Defender. 
How both were managed' a , in no mall part, due to the JU~gling ~ct 
of the Chief In tructor, Lt Col Leslie teane, and the Sup.e~1ntendrn.g 
lmtruclOr, Mr Peter harp. The term progres ed from en is to en is 
a various facilitie 'bulked out' with the size of the intake, not 
enough wash basin or shower , dre .sing and eating. in relay . A -
normal with Harrogate, humour prevailed (even when it nowed) and 
the term ended with a positive ere cendo and the biggest and be t 
Chri tma pantomime production ever. 

SCOTI SQ ADRON REPORT 
R MOUR CONTROL 

More rumours to refute. There i no truth in the rumour that: 
Capt Lumley i growing cactus plants LO put round the oc· flower 

bed to keep off certain dogs (though it' a good idea). 
That the base of the Squadron flag pole has gone mouldy (it was 

painted green). 
That AT Knox-Crichton i retiring from the Army to take up 

mushroom growing. 
That the ignwriter can't spell 'Gras ' (the sign was supposed to say 

'keep off the mud'). 
That the Squadron is running YTS course in painting and 

decorating (though ex AT Pamham would di pute thi ). 
That the SQMS is thinking of demanding a four tonner to carry the 

Orienteering kit around (though that's another good idea). 
That Cpl Magee has trimmed his moustache to help him pa s his 

BFT (he did it ro top it dangling in his coffee). 

THE AS A LT CO RSE RACE 
This term's Senior Assault ream got a lot of thorough train ing from 

the quadron PS. It was SAS 3 who came out on top within the 
Squadron again. 

The weather wa terrible on che day, it was raining which made the 
monkey bars treacherous. Quite a few came to grief on these and the 
catwalk also claimed victims. 

After watching 'Rambo big Neishy' (AT Cpl Neish) u ing various 
tricks to chase the section round the circuit, no one dared to complain. 
The e ond half of the assault course wa covered quick ly with last 
man AT Deakin being hauled over the l 2ft wall with ea e. 

The next part was the Shoot and with all our expert zeroing, thanks 
to gt Black , the targets didn't last long. All in all a great effort was 
put in by every member of SAS 3, once again 'Rambo Neish' left his 
mark. 

It is a pity that the Squadron's overall position was fourth but we 
don't talk about that. 

WINTER 85 INTER Q ADRON CROSS COUNTRY 
The Winter term Inter Squadron Cro s Country competition took 

place on 16 ovember 1985. A great deal of effort was put in during 
training, and showed in the results. The Seniors won their competition 
with the Squadron having some good grouping and some good 
individual results, AT Law fifth, LCpl Walker eighth and LCpl 

troud tenth (LCpl Stroud seemed to feel it at the end). The Juniors 
came third for their part, again a good effort put in by all. Good 
results were shown by Junior Leaders Barton, Johnson and Hart, 
coming third, fourth and fifth respectively. A very good result for the 
Squadron. 

CHARITIE!) 
Leadhall Grange in Harrogate is a Counci l run home for physically 

and mentally handicapped children. Scott Squadron was approached 
by the home to see if we could assist them as part of our Community 
aid programme. 

The task wa to dig out a path which was to have tarmac laid by 
the Council and to use the turf to cover over a huge mound. The 
mound had taken the home about two years to build and was the base 
of an adventure playground, the idea being that any child who fell of 
a slide would not fall any distance because the slides are all set imo 
the mound. 
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This eemed to be an ideal job for us and on Sunday 6 October a 
party of 20 Apprentice Tradesmen and Junior Leaders under the 
watchful eye of gt Savill and Cpl Vivian arrived to do battle. The 
weather was terrible and the boy put up a very creditable show by 
completing about two third of the job in one day. A econ~ party of 
12 under the supervision of Cpl Vivian went down again on 17 

ovember and continued the movement. There is still some work LO 
do but now the winter i upon u it will have to be delayed until the 
spring. 

Scott Squadron have invited 12 of the children from the home to 
our College pantomime, 'Jack and the Bean talk'. We hope they 
enjoy it. 

ANNUAL CHARITY COAL HUMP SCARBOROUGH 1985 
Each year Scott Squadron take part in a coal hump at Scarborough 

to raise money for Sunnyside Children's Homes . A four man team 
carries, becween them or in relays, a 25kg bag of coal over a four mile 
cour e. AT Cpl Neish reports: 

As we planned out the detail for the coal hump, everything was 
perfect, or was it? Firstly, we were hit with la t minute injuries. Then 
our early call was later than planned o instead of an hour, we got 10 
minutes to start the day. 

Several of the volunteer ( pell Jiffs) after a typical Saturday night, 
were not very keen co get up at uch an early hour on a Sunday 
morning. Indeed a few even prote ced by saying they were press 
ganged into the team . However we ignored their protestation and 
were oon on our way LO Scarborough, with eight learns of four men 
each to tackle 1he four mile cour e. 

We arrived at the tart with several runners till insisting they were 
press ganged, but they still ran . As we started, each team jostled for 
position. As expected Scarborough Keep Fit Club were soon 
disappearing into the distance. Our teams finished second, third , 
fourth, sixth, eventh, eighth, ten hand eleventh; not bad con idering 
we did no special training. 

Congratulations to ection 6 from Scott Squadron Recruit Troop 
who finished fourth. We hope they will continue LO carry on the 
tradition of Scott Squadron Annual Hump and rai e sponsorship for 
this worthwhile cause. We would like to ay a special thanks to Sgt 
Black and Cpl Clarke for their invaluable assistance in the Coal Hump 
over the years. 

Finally, if all the sponsors cough up, we will raise over £400. 

BRADLEY SQUADRO N 
THE CHAMPION SQUADRON 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
21C 
OC Reis 
CM 
Tp Sgts 

SQMS 
Clerk 

Maj Rollo Rumford 
Capt Dave Crawford 
Lt Andy Goff 
W02 (C M) Duncan William on SG 

gts Joe Malloy, Lenny King, 
Paul Horton, Neil T urnbull 
Cpl Ginge Coburn 
Miss Eileen Hall 

ATTACHMENTS AND DETACHMENTS 
Alas: the Squadron waves a tearful farewell to our outgoing CSM, 

Dennis Bowes, who is off to Edinburgh Castle. We would like LO take 
this opportunity to thank him for all the hard work he has put into 
the Squadron and wish both him and Joyce well for the future. 

We also say goodbye this term to Sgt Pete (what's PTARMIGAN?) 
Fitzmaurice and wish him luck ('coz he'll need it) in Cyprus. We hope 
that hi improved fitness will help him LO finish runs. 
runs. 

Welcome to incoming CSM, W02 Duncan Williamson, and to i:t 
Neil Turnbull. We hope they have a successful and enjoyable tour in 
the College. 

AT RSM 
A mention mu t be made of AT SSM Carl Budding who this term 

reaches the exalted heights of AT RSM . Congratulation on your 
deserved promotion. · 
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EXERCISE BRA VE DEFENDER 
The maml!1oth task of Brave Defender in which we found ourselves 

as a gallant ~nfantry compa~y passe? well. _The Squadron performed 
very well , wtth the Apprent_1ces receiving high praise from all levels. 
As to comment, the following speak for themselves. 

The Quick Reaction Force Stands By . . . 

The bird scarers watch in wonder (or should that be the other way 
round?) 

SILENT DRILL DISPLAY TEAM 
Report by AT RSM Budding 

_The team trained by CSM (Mic~ t_he sailor) Knight and Sgt (Worzel) 
Rixon, travelled down to Bndhngton for a drill display for 

. R~membrance Day. Thirty apprentices put on a brilliant display of 
dnll~ watched by Brig Jones and a large audience, showing excellent 
bearing and turnout. Many compliments were paid to the lads after 
the show, they have every reason to feel proud of themselves. 

RECRUIT TROOP 
September heralded the influx of the largest recruit intake the 

College has ever een and Recruit Troop was soon bursting at the 
seams with 90 inmates from intake 85C. To the remaining 77 urvivors 
we would like to welcome them to the College and leave them with a 
pearl of wisdom: 'Life is like a sewer-what you get out depends on 
what you put in'. 

PENNEY SQUADRON REPORT 
Summer proved to be a season of change for Penney Squadron at 

Harrogate. The much looked forward to graduation of ome 
al?prentices was matched with the arrival of some 90 recruits along 
with a new Squadron Commander, Maj D. R. Bannister. 

For the first two weeks of the winter term almost all of the 
Squadron was involved in Ex Brave Defender forming up as 2/3 CGR 
Company which was deployed in We t York hire. At the end of the 
exer7ise it seemed strange to return to Harrogate and pick up the 
rouune of trade and education after two weeks of solid military 
training but most of the lads agreed that Ex Brave Defender was an 
interesting and worthwhile experience. 

To break up the routine of trade training there were, of course , the 
inter squadron competitions beginning with the inter squadron 
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oriente~r~ng which r_e.ulted in an unprecedented second placing in the 
compe_ut~on. Know1~g the Squadron's reputation at orienteering it 
was difficult to decide who was more surprised at the result, the 
squadron headquarters staff or the apprentices! 
. The orienteering was followed by a disappointing last place in the 
inter squad_ron c~oss country a!though AT Cpl Gould (second) and AT 
LCpl Ne b1tt (third) both put m excellent performances. At this point 
it must be m~ntioned that the squadron football team, although not 
part of ~ny mter squadron compeution was involved in the Army 
Appre~uces . c;up and have reached the final, mainly due to the 
extensive tra1mng and hard work put in by all squad members and by 
Sgt Thomas (Teal!I. Manager). We await the final, to be played at 
Aldershot. We ant1c1pate a good result for the Squadron and wish the 
team the best of luck. 

No'Y that th~ snow has arrived our four ski buffs, ATs Mc ay, 
Crosbie, MacKintosh and LCpl Childs look forward to a promising 
season after a hard, long summer training on roller skis. Under the 
watchful eye of Olympian W02 Jim Woods APTC they have 
progressed well coming third, fourth and fifth in the Yorkshire roller 
ski meet held at the College on Sunday 24 November. They are now 
off to Norway for two weeks followed by Scotland for a week prior 
to the championships. We wish them luck. 

PENNEY POT CLUB 
Membership of the Penney Pot Senior Youth Club consists of 

youn~ people between. 14 and 21 years of age, residing at the College 
Marned Quarters and m the local area, also Army Apprentices serving 
at the College. 

Lisa Collins is a I 7 year old member who is crying hard to overcome 
her handica~ of being bli~d in one eye and only partially sighted in 
the other. Lisa loves runmng and although it was her first time on a 
running track, guided by JL Andy Hayler of Rawson Squadron she 
completed I ,500m in 5 mins 40 secs. ' 

In his off _duty time Andy coaches Lisa, helping to improve her time 
and style. Lisa has completed the BFf (for men) within the time limit. 
One and a half miles in a squad then one and a half miles in the reverse 
direction for an individual best time. Her time being JO mins 20 secs. 

In a sponsored BFf Lisa raised £21 towards a snooker table for the 
Youth Club. Running has opened up a new horizon for Lisa 
improving the quality of her life. 

Partially sighted Liza Collins being paced by Junior Leader Andy 
Hayler 

COLLEGE SPORTS 
ROYAL SIGNALS TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS 1985 

The College sent down three entries for the annual Corp 
champion hips, which were held at Blandford on 28-31 June, namely 
Cpl Ashley, AT Brazenal and AT Holmes. The standard of 
competition, as expected, was very high but all three College player 
achieved good result : 
AT Brazenal Semi Final Men' ingles 
AT Holmes Semi Final Men' Plate Comp 
Capt James (30 Sig Regt) . . 
and Cpl Ashley em1 Frnal Open Double 

All three players would like to say thank you to Maj Axton for 
organising the competition. 
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Q A'H . 
The qua:h season traditionall commence •. !n late September e~ch 

year. Our Permanent 'taff and Apprent? ·e Tradesmen/ Jumor 
Leader Teams have got off to a good tart 111 the local Harro~~te 
League, where qua,h is played in a friendly but fiercely compt•' 111ve 
atmo phere. 

The Quarterma ter (Te hnical) Maj Ken Davi~s-~tewart, who e 
office i mi takenly taken for the qua h oun, or 1s 11 the other ~ _a)' 
round i the directing force behind College qua h. The per onahues 
hod~ the real work are Mr Charlie Allen and Colin Smith. Both of 

th.: every hard working gentlemen, should, take mo t of the credit for 
our Junior idc winning the Arm Junior Champion hips la t eason. 

We have a new squad of 12 player for thi eason, ti o of whom 
are po ible rmy Junior quad standard. They are AT imon 
Mitchell and J L Dj ie Kno\l"les, both of Raw on Squadron . The quad 
of Junior are now coached once a week by a local professional, Mr 
Dan Clarke. It i hoped that thi coaching will enable us to identify 
and produce future Corp and Army tandard player . 

The Corp Individual Championship were held recently at the 
ollege and we had a good entry thi year of 37 competitor . pecial 

thank to tho e player who travelled from BAOR. The competition 
wa a great ucces and prize were a1 arded by the Pre ident of Corps 
Squash, Col C. A. Brown, Comd 1 Sig Gp, 1 ho always attend our 
Corps Tournament and Matches. The results were a follows: 
Plate Winner: ig David Gallagher 22 Sig Regt 
Over 35s Winner: W02 ( M) David Higginson Exeter UOTC 
Open Winner: Cpl Tom Pollard Army Apprentice ' College 

Meanwhile back at the domestic cene the College Permanent Staff 
team have had recent ucce se in both the orth East Di trict League 
and the Minor Units Soldier Magazine Competition . The team is a 
balance of youthful middle age and Milky Bar kids, namely: 

Maj Ken (I really am the Quartermaster) Davies-Stewart 
Capt John (l 'll sort out your problems) Newman 21C Penney 

Squadron 
W02 John (I don' t believe in running) Knell Chief Clerk 
Cpl Tom (can I claim ir?) Pollard 
and A. . Other {if )'OU can run and hit a ball you're in). 
On that note, I will close. 

HOCKEY 
Firstly I would like to clear up a few nasty rumours that are flying 

around. Sgt Fitzmaurice doe noc play any bener with his shin 
hanging out, nor doe it stop him blaming anyone else for being 
offside. There is definitely only one Steane on the pitch , but where he 
play is anyone's gue . 

Anyway, on LO the sea on, o far. The first match in the league put 
u in high spirits with a 7-0 win over RAF LinLon-On-Ouse. May it 
be noted the Adjutant claims he cored three, and a special mention 
to Sgt Sipson who cored a scorcher. 

We also progressed into the second round of the Yorkshire Cup. 
Unfortunately we had to concede the second round becau e it clashed 
with the E District Hockey festival. Harrogate first team, our 
opponents in the next round, were highly relieved . .. or that's what 
Maj Geoff Allen says. 

We have had yet another good Cup run with the old crocks 
managing to strap up knees and back , Lo fortify the team. The district 
final will be played on 5 December at Strensall. 

The AT I JL side has played only a couple of games, against two of 
the be t Hockey schools in the area. Both games resulted in narrow 
defeats. But the promise is there for an excellent run in the Junior 
Hockey Cup . Congratulations to LCpl parkes who has been picked 
to represent the Corps ide 

CRO CO NTRY 
With the season underway the combined team from the College is 

lying third of 22 teams in the E District Services Wednesday League. 
On Saturday 23 ovember 1985 the Junior team came third of 14 

in the Army Cross ..._ountry Relays. 
Training is now daily, in preparation for the NE District 

Elimination Round at Catterick. Success there on 7 December 1985 
will ensure a place in the Army Championships next February. 
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Col C. A. Brown, Comd 1 Sig Gp, presents Cpl Tom Pollard AA 
Coll with the Individual Open Winners Trophy for the second year 

( 19 November 1985) 
Secretary SAC Maj Ken Davies-Stewart looks on 

Left to Right: Sig David Gallagher-Winner Plate Competition, 
W0 2 Bill Hutton-Runner Up in both the Over 35s and Open 
Competition, President - Col C. A. Brown, Secretary SAC - Maj 
(QM) K. C. A. Davies-Stewart, W02 David Higginson Winner Ove r 
35s Competition, Cpl Tom Pollard Winner Open Competitio n 

(second year) 
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School of Signals 
Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

PONSORED TEAM SWIM FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
Th1:_ chool of Signals fielded five teams from various departments 

for thts event on Sunday 27 October at Bryanston School Swimming 
~ool. E~ch team had to swim as many lengths of the baths as possible 
tn 30 mtnutes, us1_ng no more than two of the six members of their 
team at any one time. 

Systems Exercise Troop 1 Sqn (Trg Sp) managed 150 lengths with 
the help of Cpl Graham Ramsd~le, LCpl Chippy Chapman, Sig Jack 
Corner, Mark Taylor and Muskie Musk of Radex Tp substituting for 
the OC, who was suffering with 'flu. 

T Gp Systems Div clocked up 138 lengths while the Commander's 
team (Certa Cito) with Brig J. H. Almonds were close behind with 134 
lengths. 

Special ment!on should go to the Trials Team from 2 Sqn (Trials) 
who had to ~t~d two replac_emems at short notice. SSgt Butch 
Maycock was tnJured the previous day tn a Garrison football match 
and nominated his wife to take his place! Cpl Kev Raistrick's son 
Byron was also a last minute substitution and the rest of the team of 
Cpls Pete Isles, Tom ·au, LCpl Carpenter and Sig Dave Welsh were 
mo t grateful to them tor stepping in and saving the day. 

The C:ommanders' Team - Sponsored Swim for Multiple Sclerosis 
Flanking the Commander. Brig J. H. Almonds are: Sgt Steve 
Roberts (53 FofS Course), Maj Kim Parsons !EMC), Capt John 
Mci ntyre (2 Sqn), Lt Col David Collyer (COS) and Lt Col John 

Doody !PWSST) just before the event 

2 SQUADRON (TRIALS) 
This month ' contributor remain anonymous for his own safety. 

EXERCI E BRA VE DEFE DER 
_Yes, even 2 Sqn (Trial )°personnel were roped in on this exercise, 

with peo~le deployed throughout England and Wale , supplementing 
the manni_n~ of telephone exchanges and commcens, both as operator 
and techmctans. SSgt (FofS) Eddie Harper and a team of tech from 
the Foreman's course in the School fitted out 19 Landrovers and two 
four tonners with 31 clip in kits for Clan man in a 36 hour period! 

BATTLE CAMP '85 
Activitie within Trials Squadron are ubject co change and 

cancellation. One activity however that wa not going to change no 
matter how much everyone wanted it to was Battle Camp 85! Getting 
away from Blandford for a week to practise our mi litary kills and 
have at lea t . ome adventure training was the aim. So LO the Midland 
it was and to Ne cliff near Shrew bury. 

The Squadron deployed as an Infantry Company with additional 
personnel from 3 Sqn, 30 Sig Regt and other parts of the School. Two 
Platoons were formed with the third a a 'ghost platoon'. Both 
platoon were led by the newcomers to this type of work in the School, 
SS~t Dave Rodgers and Sgt Dave Milne. No sooner had the platoons 
arrived at Ne. scliff than everyone including DS .were treated to a tour 
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of the camp _on foot. l'hts activity is known to most a a BIT. For 
those who failed to look at the camp quickly enough, further guided 
to':1rs we~e conducted at 0630 hrs on Tue day and Wednesday and 
Fnday with the help of the Squadron guide in the form of L pl 
'Rambo' Smurthwaite and LCpl Paul Watter on . 

Traini~g began in earne t that evening with lectures and 
present~uon~. The next three_ days saw a variety of activities including 

_BC, f1r~t. 8:1d, fieldcraft, with the help of infantry CO's from the 
!--tght Dtv1s1on Depot, rangework and adventure training. Thi 
tncluded rock climbing which soon showed that some people's nerves 
weren't made of as much steel as they had thought. However once 
they got gomg nearly everyone wanted to have a second attempt. 

Meanwhile down_ on the wa~er ome of the novice canoeists, Cpl 
Malt Nuttall and Sig Andy Jotnt produced some e kimo rolls in the 
arctic waters of the River Severn. 

. Th~ night .r~c~e patrols proved to be one of the more intere ting and 
amusmg activities of the fir t part of the camp. Meeting up with two 
friendly parti an in the shape of SS" t Dave Knell and Sgt Gordon 
Thursfield and the le s friendly booby trapped dead body of gt Gal"} 
Ledger cau ed both hilarity and alarm. Any resemblance to the T 
programme 'Allo Allo' wa purely coincidental. 

The econd phase was at Swynnerton Training Area where the 
infantry company dug in a defensive po ition and sent out patrol to 
keep an eye on the OS. The company was led by Capt Peter Davi 
fro~ his makeshift f-!Q ~n a dr_afty tin hed with gt Gary Ledger 
maktng u e ?f the Whtrlwmd heltcopter which someone had carele ly 
parked half m the shed, as hi . sleeping accommodat ior.. The platoon 
howeve_r "'.ere le well off with con tant patrolling and digging in. 

A bnef mterlude on the Saturday aw each pla toon moving to the 
g~en~de range and an indoor urban CQB range. Thi wa the 
highhghL _of the_ cai:np for mo t of the oldier where they had the 
opportumty to ftre hve round at targets during the' treet' patrol. The 
noises were real istic and the upervi ing taff of W02 ( M) Barr:i
Gi~bons, WOI (FofS) Mick Woodhou e a nd S gt Dave Knell had 
their work cut out contro ll ing the firers a they moved do11 n the 
range. 
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Ba .. k to the ta ti and on aturday mning ~h~~!ntio~~~rs~ifc~~ 
? ke • . p~mtdbe~g ~er:~~? ~t!n~~~~~ ~~unlout 10 their di-comf<:>rt 
t~~~e i1m:i n:rc. r:irl) bounce back at you whe. other people fire 

under a roof! ~ t Dave Milne were in ti«. 
tea_nwhile . ~ P~~W~~g 1~?f :~· att~ck from a reinforced enemy! 

defen 1ve po mon ' f k I had to call for 
Due to an increasing number 0 w:ae ~fs0

1d:~ped on the training 
rein forcement from an ACF.1f1 w~oforgrct too quickly his nightmare 
area One cadet however wi no h . d Sig ·Petal' \ Velsh 
enco.unter with L pl ' Rambo' Smurt waite an b th latoon carri~d 

The final attack involved almo l everyone a o p m wa well 
out a deliberate at~ack on t_he enemy ba e c~~1~~n~~~re~~g i o di pose 
and trulv routed a1tho11gh it too l.. the DS b)T ho ~ad been well 

. h · d fla h to flu h out Sgt Terry oye w . 
ot a t un er • h f the Squadron ha ever seen him concealed under a bus · one 0 

move nod~ !!hectic even dav and with everyone tired and exhausted 

it ~~:oonu~oh~hei~~~~~1 t~; ~f C1~:1e~fa~~dtp~a\~~ln~a~~x~oy~!~~d~~~P 
already and for two week in tead of one. 

CH ANGE OF COMMAN D . J h D d 
fter some 18 months a Squadron Commander , Maj o .n oo y 

has stepped down to allow ome young blood to takde the c~~S~~ f~c~ 
· d in Blandford and ha move to . 

~~o~~ti;~r:1:rfeutenant Colonel. The Squadron wish both him and 
Jan all the be l for the futu re . f h 

h 2IC Capt J ohn Mcintyre took over or w at was A a top gap t e s Maj· Peter 
ected to have been several months . A we go to p~es . 

~~y has arrived to Lake over and the Squadron awaits,. wit\ ba;fg 
breath to see what is going to happen next. In the meanume t e 
i mut~ering about the fact that he didn't reach 28 ~ays af ~C by on~ 
day and therefore no extra pay-tru t a Jock to th ink o t e money. 

AROUND THE TROOPS R d' 
Radio Troop have been busy with the Frequency Hopper. a if 

Trial Some 40 oldiers both regular and TA from a ~anety o 
Regi~ent and Corps ':"ere atta~hed for the six week tnal. Some 
definitions adopted dunng the tnal: . . 

Fre uency Hopping (FH)-What the radio did . . 
Fre\ently Hopping- What the operators and conrrol _staff did. 
PT 1 RMIGA Trials Troop have co~tinued to funcuona!IY test 

PTARMIGAN equipment for BAOR . 7 Stg Regt have b~en thelf mc;ist 
recent customer . However the Troop have ~ls~ been mvolve.d with 
the new webbing trial and are currently tnalling some ne" earth 
pikes. 

Down on the range -The 'A' Team 
LCpl ' Face' Creevy, Sig 'Murdock' Williams , Cpl Sean S~nders : 
Sig 'BA' Dale , Cpl 'S cottie' Scott, Sig. Da~e Balfour . Cpl Nutts 
Nutta ll, Sig Mac Macl eod , LCpl 'Ha!"rnbal Lloyd . :r.he bu~s and 
1 OOm firing point are in England, w hile t he 200m fi ring point and 
the team are in Wales! 
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limbin - S t Swinburn RA from 3 2 CTT briefs: Cpls ' Jock' 
~~~~ i~. ' Wh i~per~ Wyll ie, LC Steve. Ki~kley . ~pl _Pete lsl~\~19 
Martin Hoyt LCpl Austin Li ndon, Sig Spike Wilcox an P 
•Albert' Luk~ during the adventure trai ning phase of Bat tle Camp 

And the Doc fired as well - . . 
The Blandford Ga rrison Medical Officer Dr Nigel Sharpe , t ries his 
hand w ith an SMG as Sgt Gary Ledger keeps a v_ery close eye on 
him during his visit to Battle Camp! Well what 1s the APWT for 

civi lian doctors? 

CHAFYN GROVE 
SCHOOL 

BOURNE AVENUE, SALISBURY, 
WILTSHIRE, SP1 1 LR 

Tel: Salisbury (0 722) 333423 
Telex: 477019 ASRG (weekdays only) 

Headmaster: J. R. Singlet on , M .A .(Cant ab) 

Chafyn Grove is a long est ablished ( 1879) 
preparatory school , now co-educational, with 
special experience at caring for servic~ and 
overseas based children. We prepare pupils for 
Public School entrance and offer excellent 
academic, cultural , and recreational standards 
adjusted to the individual child . There is a go?d 
scholarship record , including recent m~ior 
awards for music and art, and a very wide 
range of games, sports , activities, and 
weekend excursions and outings . 

A prospectus and further details may be 
obtained from the Headmaster. 
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HQ 4 Signal Group 
BFPO 140 

SIGNAL WORKS SERVICE TROOP 
HISTORY ANO ROLE 

In June 1945. after cessation of hostilities in Europe, the British 
Army required a work force to provide telecom facilities at firing 
range~ and on trair.rng exercises. Accordingly, a force of about 150 
volunteers was raised from ex V.ehrmacht personnel who had been 
lodged in POW camps. Thi> force wa dispersed to Hannover, Hohnc, 
Mun terlagcr and Sennelager 

In 1947 the status of the per onnel in these units changed from 
employed POWs to volunteers in the renamed German Civil Labour 
Organi ation, but remaining employed by the Briti h Army, under 
direction of the Royal ignals. By this time the units had been 
designated and based as follows: 

No I MC CG-Mumterlager, o 2 MCSCG-Hohne, No 3 
MCSCG-Schloss Neuhau>. 

West <.lrrmany joined A rO in the mid-fifties and shortly 
afterwards the Bunde wehr assumed control of the Munsterlager and 
Hohne training areas. Thi< resulted in o I and 1 o 2 MCSCG's being 
disbanded leaving No 3 CSCG at Schloss Neuhaus as 1he sole 
civilian SWS unit in BAOR. 

The chlo s Neuhau based SWS unit assumed its present title of 
Signal Works Service Troop 4 ignal Group (SWS Troop) 111 October 
1972 and moved to Alanbrooke Barracks in the same year. 

SW Troop a it i now known, ha een many changes in it 
organisation and role during the past 40 years. It has always been 
heavily involved in range communications, but during the 1950s and 
1960 , it made a vital contribution to the line communications 
between Army and Corps, by providing an extensive Quad and Multi 
Airline network. Additionally, it supported Divi ional and Brigade 
exerci es by laying and recovering fie ld telephone cables. 

Now, 40 years on, SWS Troop is till providing an e semial service 
to the Bri ti sh Army and to other NA TO Forces who use the British 
training facilitie in Germany. Permanent telecommunication are 
instal led and ubsequenlly maintained at ammo sites, firing range , 
storage sites, training areas and AAC ai rfie ld , across an area 
stretching from the Rhine to Helmstedt and from Emsland to the 
Sauerland. Furthermore, about 3,000 telephones are recovered each 
year from the BAOR Telephone etwork to be refurbished in SWS 
Troop Workshops. 

AN IVERSARY CELEBRAT IONS 
SWS Troop was very pleased to be visi ted on 29 October 1985 by 

Maj Gen A. Yeoman Comd Comms BAOR and Col M. J. Hale 
Comd 4 Sig Gp, who was making hi la L fo rmal vis it to the Troop 
before re1i rement. During the day they were briefed on our role and 
visited telecom insta llat ion teams working within the Sennelager 
Training Area. 

A celebra tion party was held in the Sennelager Schuetzenhalle 
during the evening, during which, 25 Year and 40 Year Certificates 
were pre ented by Gen Yeoman to Filter Willi Schroeter and Chief 

uperintendent Tech nical Gerhard Bolle re pectively. The day wa a 
complete success and is one of the happy and memorable occasions in 
the hi tory of the Troop. 

(L- RJ Maj R. Adams (Retd) QC SWS Troop , Stellvertretender 
Bue rgermeister Heinz Kemper, Col M. J . Ha les Comd 4 Sig Gp, 
C/Supt Tech G. Bolle (40 years ). Lt Col C. J . Bayfield (Retd) 4 Sig 
Gp, Maj Gen A. Yeoman Comd Comms (BAOR) and Fitter Will i 

Schroete r (2 5 years ) 
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HQ Royal Brunei Armed Forces 
BFPO 605 

HI TORY 
The history of the first fifteen years of the Royal Brunei \.1ala) 

Regiment was published in 1976 by Maj Ian Harfield, now Oeput y 
Director of the Corps Museum in Blandford. Thh report covers the 
last three years, in which time the RBM R has changed its name to 
RBAF, to coincide with the graming of fu ll independence at the 
beginning of 1984 to Brunei Darus alam, a Malay Islam ic Sultanate 
on the "lorth coast of the island of Borneo, bordered by Sarawak East 
\1alays1a. 

PI::RSO:'lolALITIE 
When Maj Keith Danby relieved Maj Tim McCo) , now in Oman on 

contract with SAF, in 1983, the four other Royal Signals Loan Service 
po l were filled by Capt David Etherton , WOI (Yof ) Bob Wright , 
W02 (YofS) Geoff Downey, and W02 (Fof ) Jim Millar. That 
summer, the latter was relieved by W02 (now WO I) (Fof ) Peter 
Bradley, and W02 (RQM ) Don McLennan arrived to become the 
RQMS (Tech) of the otherwise all -Bruneian Signal Squadron, in time 
to be told by the visiting Commander Queen 's Gurk ha Signals from 
Hong Kong, Lt Col Martin Lance that he had been awarded the 
British Empire Medal. The medal wa presented by the Brit ish High 
Commissioner , HE Mr Francis Cornish. 

W02 (ROMS) Don Mclennan and his w ife Joan, w ith the RBAF 
Commander, Brig Gen Dato John Friedberger, and the Brit ish High 
Commissioner, HE Mr Francis Cornish, celebrating his BEM 

presentat ion 

'The Class of ' 83 ' - Lt Col Martin Lance, Comd QG Signals, with 
(L - R) W02 (YofS) Geoff Downey and Jenny, W02 CFofS) Pete 
Bradley and Margaret, W01 (YofS) Bob Wright and Bridget , Maj 
Keith Danby and Jennie , W02 (FofS) J im Millar and Anne, and 

W02 (RQMSl Don Mcl ennan and J oan 
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RR\,. El-I A TIO a' id Etherton handed ve_r hi 
In ovember 1983 Ca~I. 0 C of the Signal Training \ mg to 

re pon ibilitie a the las.t Br~~12 al Squadron recently returned 
Maj Haji Ja'afar, the fir t, . 1gn n'cations o~rse al Blandford. 
from the Over ea Officer o~m~ 1 hieved promotion ju t before 
Hi 21 . WOI (Yof ) Geoff oi:;rne~, ~~ly 1984 and he in turn was 
he wa relieved by W02 Ham an m he replac'ed WOl (YofS) Bob 
promoted to WO! in Augu t 1 ~ 5• a. RBAF HQ. To counter thi 
\\right as the ignal. tf ffs ff1 ~~t~rn Q. Maj (QM) Ron Brodie, 
out-now, a Ro al 1gna ta s of the Corp were able to greet 
took over in July and so four.m~~~~a Signal , Lt Col John Nee e, 
the ne\\ Commander queenD. Military A istance Oversea • 
and Brig Ian prackhng, ire tor 
during their visit in ovember. 

. . h' LS and GC medal from the 
W01 (FofSl Pete Bradley resc.e1vDing ./~.1ostyn watched by GS02 
Military Secretary' Lt Gen tr .av1 ' 

S1gs 

W02 Mclennan and W01 Wright about to climb 
~~u1n:~i~l=~~lu in Sabah with Signal Squadron colleagues and 

women porters 

ACTI ITIES . · f · 
When not drafting signal instrucuons, managmg requenc1.es or 
ervisin comms systems, Yeoman Bob Wright was very acuve 111 

~~~ ru b g golf and Hash House Harriers worlds: .V.:e ~op: he and 
Bridge~ !a'n find time to support some of these act1v1t1es 111 Ttd~onh , 
and that the va~t model boa.1 which.the Signal Squa~0; &(;er~)mp~~! a lace on their mantel piece. His office-mat_e, ? 
Br~dley, has adjusted to sharing telephones and mtercoms with a non-
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. . 01 Hamdan . When he is no1 p_lanning 
Haslung Brune1an, W. hn·cal re airs as the ommumcauon 
improvem~n~s and cfre:img ~ec 1~ his ,eife Margaret are often to be 
Projects L1a1son Assistant._ e a1 I boats 
found at se~ in one of thcCI ~er~:0,~~~~~j of th~ Beraka Brownies. 

Margaret 1 al o bu.ya~ 11c 

IGNAL QUADR~N. I i nals Warrant Officer, W02 
Our econd remammg. Roya ~ Hash Hou e Harrier, a is 

(RQM ) Don McLennan , i.s a~~LLl:~c~~~~ing for a complex, multi
hi wife Joan . When he ts . ·n and checking ignal schedule or 
national array of ~quil?men\, w.rn1 ~· e on the HQ Sergeants' Mes 
helping with rad.10 tnal .' 1e i. fce~ent such a the dining-out in 
committee planmng, maJOrBrft~~f1 omm~nder, Brig Gen Dato John 
December of RBAF . !as~ . 0 t of the Signal quadron's sporung 
Friedberger. He ha J0111.e d 

17 ;1m with Yeoman Wright and Foreman 
ucce se and accomf.a.111e t I ~li~b Mount Kinabalu in Sabah, South

Bradley, on an expe II ton °. The quadron ha over 80 men and 
Ea t Asia's highe~1 :~un~~~t Mirasan, who has also passed the 
women, comman e Y The quadron man four commcen , o_ne 
Blandrord Co~ms ~o't{Be. F's link with the Briti h gam on 111 Sena, 
of which provide t. e · 'bl for a state-wide radio-rebroadcast 
West Brunei, and I respon I e onnel here include ex-FofS Ph.ii 
network. Other exR-CTorph Tpedrs Williams who maintain our static 
Waldock and ex-R ec e ' 
comms ystem. 

TRAVEL C ber here have vi ited the Niah Cave in 
Most of our orp mem . h ASEAN or South-East 

Sarawak and taken leave in Austral~a ~r ~a~r Ron Brodie has just 
Asian countrie~: The recent~-~~rp1~: that ~is wife Dot wi'u pass her 
completed a a1hng course an 
driving-test soon. 

FUTURE h h' 'ti to S02 Comms in 
As Maj Keith Da1_1by prepa~es to c ange ~~~d~r in RBAF's Silver 

t98~ and serv\the f~s~.~r~rf~~::~~c~o~~rr:,ack on three very _happy 
Jubilee Year, e an 1 . Brunei Daru salam. Their tour 
year~ of change a.n~ develo~~e~h~n Prince of Wales, here for t.he 
has mcluded a v1sb1t by H . 1984 and given them the opportumty 
lndepen~ence Cele ration 111 ram~tic reductions, such as 'The 
to act 111' local' Amat.cur ~Old Lace~. as well a meeting. people 
Mousetrap and Arsemc an . Field trips Other visitor 10 
from many nations hon ~atr~e~o~~~tthief of the .Defence Staff and 
Brunei Darussalam ave me u . h ch 

10 
recommend it, and 

the Military Secretary. ~o~nA~-~~~~~ect!~.:11~rom 55 Sig Sqn (V), and 
t~e n:w S02 Comms, alJ w~lcomed to 'this tropical paradise. We 
his wife Karen are warm y th Basic Malay Course and their tour. 
wish them every success on e 

W02 (ROMS) Don Mclennan and his staff , standing (l-RJ ~aji 
Sahri , LCpls ouram?n, Jebdair and :lia~pr 'ict~i~d ~~~t ~~rai~~ 
Hanafiah and Ibrahim, an , seate , • h 

Jackeriah , Sgt Sambry and Cpl Salle 
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· News from Regiments 

1 Q AORON 
PER 'ONALITIE 

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 32 

O Maj Chris Wright 
21 • Capt Ian Condie 
OC 'K' Capt Mike Maxwell 
OC 'E' Lt like Griffiths 
OC 'F' Lt Tim Pender-Johns 
OC 'H' S gt Tom Pallerson 
SSM W02 Bob O'Hara 
l'of W02 Ron Kirkwood 
YofS SSgt Mick Boxall 

The la t two m n1hs have been extremely busy for I Sqn, we started 
the period on exerci e and spent almost all of October in the field. It 
was a fairly quie. exercise with one or two highlights, the main one 
bdng a dinner night in the field. Eagle Troop were the hosts for tht 
dinner as they were staying in a small mansion at the time and had a!I 
the necessary facili1ies. There was even a trout farm close by and II 
wa from 1hb that Sgt Bo Clark and Cpl Max Steele obtained the first 
course. 

When we rel urned to barracks we went straight i1110 training for the 
Page Trophy, 45 minutes la1er we finished training w.ith the ~earns 
having been picked. We finished second however with parllcular 
congratulations going to Sgt Sid Hayward and his hockey team. 

On 5 November we had bonfire night, or at least we should have 
had the weather was so bad that it was delayed and we had it on the 
sev~nth. It was however very enjoyable with several unforgetable 
incidems. Due to the rain the bonfire was soaked through, so to make 
sure it would light, four cans of Benz and two of Kero were poured 
on ii, when the match was applied, Sgt Tom Patterson nearly went 
up with it. The fireworks went wi1h a real bang and Sgt 'Mr Angry' 
Reitch had a great lime with his fuse, however, one rocket went bang 
o low that the crowd were showered in burning embers. 

Later on in the month there wa a Squadron unarmed combat 
course, Capt Mike Maxwell, our tame Canadian obtained two 
instructor through contacts in Lahr and about 20 of the Squadron 
were put through a week long course. The week w!ls a great ~uccess 
and the ight of Sig Robin White and Bill Ganley bemg aggressive was 
remarkable. We hope to follow up the cour e by sending some soldiers 
to Lahr to become unarmed combat in truc1ors. The rumour that the 
course was run so that we would win the fights in the Star Club are 
untrue. 

Jn the coming months we are again on exerc!se and I ~an see the 
snow is early for us, but we also have the Chnstma socials on the 
horizon so December should be a good month. 

2SQ ADRON 
PERSONALITIES 
OC Maj Gu Boag 
21C Capt Bob Cou ins 
OC R Troop Lt Duncan Warne 
OC P Troop Capt teve Herniman 
SSM W02 Jeff Ashwell 
}'ofS W02 Steve Rogers 
YofS SSgt }' rank McCubbin 
SQMS Sgt Alan Gibbons 

Well 1985 i nearly over and what a year it ha been for the 
Squadron with the introduction of PTARMIGA and other 
significant event , so from Capt Steve Herniman here's a lookback 
over 1985 . 

2 SQN YEARBOOK 1985 
Jan· 'You will have the new 436' by 14 February . . 
10 February: 'It's looking bad for the 14th, bu1 the fir tone will be 

ready by the 18th' 
18 February: ' ome back tomorrow-one more red tar parcel and 

we should be able to give you the GOC's 436' 
28 February : 'To keep us on chedule, March will be called 

February' , 
l February: 'You will have all the 436's by .14 ebr~ary 
14 February: 'This is your first 436- make n look hke fifteen for 

1he M E demonstration' 
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1 April: 'Tomorrow is the day we become fully equipped with 
PTAR\11GAN' (Date discu~~ed but not formally announced a a 
success) 

12 April: MSE- Missing Stand Down at Ea.ster 
15 April: Ex Flying Falcon-'Stay on exerc1 e but send the crews 

and radios back, the 436's are ready' 
16 April: ClAT test vehicles 
17 April: CIAT retest vehicles 
18 April: 'Where's RADCON!' 
May: All vehicles here-Squadron has 1wo week's stand down 
. . on site guard 
19 May: 'Sods' become 'Lid ', 'PMIS' i not mentioned 
16 June: RADCO discovered in LAD-CIAT retest it 
17 June: RADCO Disappears! 
24 June: 22 436's leave Verden for Hameln 
24 June: Later that day . . . 10 reach Hameln . . 
26 June: 12 436's complete with new packs reach first locauon 
27 June: Endex! 
28 June: 21 436's reach Verden-Radcon? ' Where i it'? 
July: A quiet month . . . o we all go on ba11le camp 
l July: RADCON returns from LAD . 
22 July: Arty Int goes to workshop to have operauon to remove 

Swedish lorry from its back door 
August: Leave-and Wavell Trials 
September: More Wavell Trials 
7 September: Verden Marathon-436's entered but fail to reach 

tart line 
October: Wavell Trials continue 
6 October: 436's move to Celle by train (40Km). Takes 12 hours due 

10 train requiring new pack! 
11 October: Wavell Trials end-sentenced to two years 
12 October: Further attempt to make Wavell co-operate. (We 

discover Wavell incompatible with users-on its own its fin.el) 
7 ovember: I Armd Div et new tradition-Guy Fawkes 111ght now 
7 ovember. 

DATES FOR YOUR 1986 WALL CHART 
27 January: Armd Div Christmas Day 
7-15 February: Summer block leave 
I January-IO December: Wavell Trial ! 

BEM PRESENTATION 
On the 14 ovember SSgt Phil Rumsey wa pre ented with 1he BJ?M 

for his services to Ex Lionheart and hi charity work. The pre ·entauon 
wa made by Sir Julian Bullard HBM Amba ador to the Federal 
Republic of Germany. . . . 

Our picture shows SSgt Phil Rumsey w11h Sir Juhan Bullard . 
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F RE\\ELL , 
On 1 ovember che quadron aid goodbye to Cpl Jerr) McG~ff 

and hi. "ife Angela . Jerry leave u, to go t.o an?hurst on promouon 
co ergeant. The quadron wi h him a!ld his family all the besc for the 

future. 

3 QUADRON 
PER ONALITIE 
oc 
21 
OC L Troop 
0 Troop 
QC 0 Troop 

Maj David Elson 
Capt Jerry Peck 
2Lt Alan Hill 
2Lt Ro) Freeman 
Lt Ian }' a ager 

PORT-PAGE TROPHY . 
Our final po ition wa third equal. All teams achieved re pectable 

re~ult , e peciall) in che Tug-of-War. A u ual, the team wa .drawn 
mo 1ly from Line Troop and was coached by gt Pete Ham · The 
final wa between 212 Sig qn and 3 Sqn. The outcome wa unknown 
until the ' 'ery la t pull-3 Sqn won. 

GENERAL C P . 
3 qn played 1 Sqn at rugby in the Ge~eral's Cup. Tlus wa a very 

clo ely fought match which I Sqn only JUSt won. The Squadron ha 
ome Regimental players: 2Lt Roy Freeman and Sgt Sa~m . qur best 

wishes go 10 gt Samm for hi rapid recovery after breaking h1 ankle 
playing rugby. 

ORIENTEERING 
The Inter-Squadron Orienteering Competition was a chan.ce for the 

Squadron's regular to show their kill and also an opportunity for the 
'al o-ran ' to flex them elve . The team consi ted of Capt Jerr~ Peck, 
2Lt Alan Hill SSgt (YofS) 'Quoff ' Allan, Cpls ' Porky' Hawkm and 
Edwards, LCpl 'Cabbage Cartwright, 'Peppy' Fernandes, and 
'Wick' Camilleri. The team came econd to HQ Squadr~n. . 

Congratulations go .t ~ Sgt <XofS) •9uoff' Alla.a for. h1 results m 
the Royal Signals Ind1v1dual Onenteermg Champ10n hip . 

VERDEN TEAM TIME CHASE . . 
Once again the 3 Sqn horse jump builders were called 1.nto acuon 

to build the 1985 Team Time-Chase course. The preparauon took a 
week in very wet condition . The course builders came .from a~l 
Troop in the Squadron and were thanked personally by MaJ Gen Sir 
David Thorne for their work. On the day of the chase the weat~er 
changed dramatically for the belter and this made the whole occasion 
much more fun. The first team off was led by 2Lt Alan Hill (QC Line 
Troop) who managed to complete the course without falling off! 

Hell's Bells!! ... I did n' t t hink he meant I only had five minutes 
before the next horse came along!! 
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Q ADRO BAR 
Due to the clo~e of the Corporals' Mes. , each Squadron bar wa 

given money for re-decoration. Thi:; work was competently earned 
out by various talented members of the Squadron. Well done to. all 
tho e concerned. The bar was offici~lly opene~ aft~r the Team Time 
Chase, with a party for all the soldiers and wive in the Squadron . 

EXERCISE COLD SHOT . 
Ex Cold Shot was an infantry style exerc1 e held on 20-22 November 

on a local training area. ome 40 m~mbcrs of the .Squadron 
participated , de pite other exercise commaments. Jus~ pnor to the 
commencement of the exercise, the now started. This mad.e ideal 
conditions to try out the new cold weather clothing recently issued. 

FAREWELL VI IT-MAJ GEN IR DAVID THORNE .. 
3 Sqn provided the Quarter Guard for the GOC's farewell visit. 

This wa commanded by gt Geordie 'Tongue Twi ter' Dobs~n. The 
performance wa o impre ive that they were ,almo~t required to 
tand in for another Squadron on the new GOC s arrival. 

WELCOME 
The Squadron extend 

LCpls Kevins, rusoe, 
Rowe and Neeve. 

a welcome to Sgt Edwards, Cpl Edwards, 
ig Saunders, Gratrick, Greenhalsh, G ies, 

FAREWELL 
Tho e moving on to other po ts are: gt Stratton (did he arrive?) 

and LC pl Beach . 

THE ROYAL 
SOLDIERS' DAUGHTERS' SCHOOL 

HAMPSTEAD, LONDON NW3 

An uninterrupted education for girls between the ages of 
7 and 18 to 'A' Level standard 

Primary education (J to 11+) given within the school by qualified 
teachers * Secondary education takes place at. selected Local 
Authority day-schools and colleges * High staff to girl ratio prov1d1ng 
excellent care and extra coaching by graduate staff * Wide range of 
artistic and physical educational activities within the school . and 
maximum use of London educational , historical and recreational 
facilities * Ideally situated close to main air, rail and coach termin! to 
and from which younger girls are escorted * Excellent boarding 
facilities * 95% of fees covered by the Boarding School Allowance. 
* Open to daughters of serving and ex-service soldiers and airmen. 

For Prospectus and full details write or telephone NOW 
The Principal , The Royal Soldiers' Daughters' School 

65 Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead, London NW3 SUD 
Telephone: 01-794 1708 
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201 (22nd Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 30 

PER. ONALITIES 
Sqn Comd Maj R. M. J. Hussey 
21C Capt . G. Marshall 
OC A Troop 2Lt M. G. Billingham 
OC B Troop Lt T. W. Pender-Johns 
SSM W02 (SSM) Boyle 
YofS W02 (YofS) Bowden 
FofS S~gt (FofS) McMahon 
SQM, SSgt (SQMS) Cook 

Life was e hectic in the autumn with leave periods and a number 
of people departing for warmer climes. Despite this some events took 
place that are worthy of note. 

THE HOH, 'E 10 
The Hohne '10' is a 10 mile road race held annually by Gloucester 

School in Hohne Camp. Last year the QC Squadron was entered for 
the event by the FofS, and only informed the day before. This year 
the OC decided to get his own back and said that the whole Squadron 
would run-with the two Troops running for a charity of their choice. 
The starting gun went off at 1030 hrs on 14 September and Bravo 
Troop set off, pushing a hospital bed. Close on their tail were Alfa 
Troop , pushing an MG metro, admirably steered by a SSAFA nurse 
complete with black stockings . ' 

For one mile it wa neck and neck, but then the Metro surged 
ahead. Although the MG was no match for the 12 soldier powered bed 
on hill climbs, it showed a clean pair of wheels on the downhill 
stretches. Baby RMP Phillip 'Pig Pen' Bridge denies that he was 
chasing the car hoping to get his firsc booking. 

The cobbled roads around Hohne began taking their toll on the bed 
despite the excellent pre-race tuning carried out by Sgt Dave 'Grease 
Gun' Harman, and the MG steadily increased its lead. There was 
much anxiety as one of the bed wheels became less round and took on 
a distinctly triangular hape, threatening disaster, or at least, a pit 
(ditch) stop. A good effort was put in by both teaJns and the car beat 
the bed by only 300 yards after 12 gruelling miles (the RMP measured 
the course)! This may explain why Austin Rover make cars and noc 
beds. Joking apart, overall the Squadron raised 640 OM for SSAFA 
and is now the proud owner of a rally-proven bed . 

SQUADRON BA TILE CAMP 
Leading straight in from the Hohne 10 the Squadron deployed to 

Battle Camp in Vogelsang. The main party travelled down by train on 
unday 15 September and settled in immediately. The week tarted, 

as it was to continue, with an early morning run. During each day the 
Squadron made full u e of the excellent facilitie provided at 
Vogel ang, particularly going through its paces on the CQB, Fire 
Control and other ranges. Cpl 'Jock' Lambe found out just how 
exhausting combat can be as he led his section down the section attack 
range in respirator . 

In addition to the ranges junior NCO were practi ed in leading 
their patrols on a night navigation exercise during which one patrol 
gained notoriety, not for the number check points vi ited, but for the 
number of bogs it waded through. On the 'night off' a special night 
patrolling exercise was prung on unsuspecting sections by the 
Squadron Commander. After initial panic, briefing began and the 
recce patrols went out. Patrolling at night was something new to many 
of the junior soldiers . Cpl John Levins patrol showed great expertise 
when they turned the tables on the DS and captured SSgt Peter ('SS') 
Stemmer as he sat in a ditch setting his trip flare. He was lucky not 
to have been holding the pin when an SLR muzzle was thru l into hi 
kidneys. He has now indented for a new fuse for hi pace-maker. 

The week was greatly enjoyed and gave JNCO a nd signalmen the 
chance to practise oldiering, 
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EXERCISE HIGHLAND MONARCH 
In the last few ~eeks the Squadron has completed Ex Highland 

Monarch, our Bngade FIX and the first FfX with a fully 
PTARMIGANised Brigade. After initial deployment Yeoman Dave 
Bow~en and Foreman Tony McMahon spent the first two days of the 
exercise on the road, visiting every SCRA equipped unit in the 
Brigade, to sort out any teething problems, and then the exercise took 
off through a series of tactical moves culminating in a coordinated 
Brigade formal attack. 
T~rou~hout the exercise PT~RMIGAN was uperb and is truly 

provmg Itself to be the best tactical trunk communications system in 
the w~rld. The fairl~ thin provisioning of SCRA terminals throughout 
the Brigade proved invaluable and on more than one occasion the net 
radio was engineered over PTARMIGAN. 

Finally the Squadron owes its thanks to I and 3 Sqn and to I Sqn 
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt which provided EXCON for Ex Highland 
Monarch. The first FfX using PTARMIGAN-another first for 20 1 
Sig Sqn! 

REGIMENT AL BOXING COMPETITION 
Congratulati?ns to CJ!I Dave Buckingham, Sig Scouse Block, 'DJ2' 

Dodds, Ple Chve Hardmg RPC, Sig Warren Feegan, Butch Nutta ll 
~nd LCpl 'S~ouse' Deegan who formed the Squadron Boxing Team 
m the Regimental Inter Squadron competition. They showed 
commendable courage and came out of the ring with a good deal more 
confidence than when they went in . Thanks to SSgt Pete mith and 
LCpl Budgie Finch for organising the team and knocking them into 
shape. 

MUNICH BIER FEST 
On 27 October, 201 Sig Sqn conducted a cultural visit to the 

Oktober Bier Fest in Munich. The party was led by Sgt Dave Vince 
and the 2IC was Cpl Jock Lambe. The fact that 800Jo of the party was 
from the Rugby Team is purely coincidental! This educational and 
informative visit was a great success with every member of the team 
getting lost on the U Bahn at least twice. Other members of rhe party 
were Cpl Dave Foster , LCpls Eddie Leek and Alfie Kirkham and unit 
photographer was LCpl Stew McConnell . 

Left to Right: Cpls Foster, Jock Lamb, LCpls Stew McConnell, 
' Alf ' Kirkham, 'Eddie' Lee r, Sgt ' Dave' Vince 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
T he Squadron says a fond farewell to Capt Steve Marshall and 

Myrtle and Lt Tim Pender-John who have moved on to Verden. We 
also say farewell to: Sig Phil 'Pig Pen' Bridge, Jim McNabb, Cpl Gary 
Thomas and fa mily , LCpl Eddie Leek , Cpl Harr)' mith and family, 
LCpl Scouse Deegan, Cpl B. J. Fenlon, Moffat , ig Jones, DH 
Stevie Mack , Sig Damian Lunt , Dave Price, Pte Salty alt RPC, Cpl 
George Berriman and fami ly and Sgt Gaz Groves, Nickl and imon . 

We welcome Capt Steve Turnbull and haron from 0 nabruc.:k and 
Lt Steven Croft and Jean from Verden. We also "elcome Cpl Nick 
Wat on and family, Cpl teven , C pl Chris Rix RPC, ig Da~ is, 
Croasdaile, Dodds, Banister, Dewar, Faulds. King, Pie Callander, 
Rogers and family, Dvr Channing and LCpl Heath . 
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207 (7 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 37 

Qt .\ORO P ERSO ALITIES _ . 
, e er with Corp units 1he 1urno\ er of per onnel 1 · con talll, \\ 11h 

man) hello·,, goodbye and not IO mentio111he odd Hurra) he' gone 
or Oh o! look I\ ho' coming! 

(;T TOM McK. IGHT _ . . 
Tom tca\e the Corp. afler 20 year en ice a_nd his cheelul man_ner 

wi ll be m1 ed by 1he Squadron, no! lO mennon the Reece Of~1 er 
(Capt Paul Eaton). Tom' fone 1\a hochormng 432 Comd Vehicle · 
imo barns ju t not de· igned fo1 Four Three -you'll be 1111 ed 
Tom- 1aJ...e care. 

LT H V WAREHAM 
Hun leave u for 1he delighl of the 2 Div and we are cenain that 

hi ' nC\\ M and Troop Sergeant will be grey wi thin a week! 

PTE (THE ADDER) BARK ER 
Pte Barker (Combal Chef) lO the Depot AC for di charge. The 

adder is famou 1\ i1hin 7 Bde for really being able to ooJ... ! 

CPL DO GIE HA ELL 
Dougie LO Catterick fo r hi T l . The 1gnal Training Team will mb 

your Fir t Aid expeni e not 10 mention your kill with ' Hammer ·, 
Fine, Adju 1ing' . 

ON A BRIGHTER NO-LE WE WOULD LIKE TO WELCOM E 
QM ' Mac' Mcfarlane and Patricia, gt Bob Whitelaw, C pl Oa1·e 

imp on and Debbie. Cpl Leslie 'orth and Angela, WLCpl Diane 
Lazzari, Sig am Ellis and ig Paul B:isto11 .. 

\) e hope your stay in Soltau and wnh 207 1 a happy one. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 
A for all of the Firs! Di ision our year has been a hectic one. 

PTARMIGA is now ' old hat ' to us-we can even pell ii-even 
though , we are st ill being impre ed wit h its capabili1ie and , how 
much we till have to learn- enough of that. 

Po ibly che highlight of the year wa che Squadron ummer Camp 
held in and around Bad Tolz 11 hich was bmh hard work and great fun . 

The quadron was pl it into section which then took. pan in 
ailing, canoeing, boardsail in~, rock cl im~ing, onenteenng and 

myscery tour { ampling the delight of l umch) not to men11on the 
Great Raft Race, wh ich for many was the evem of the year. 

The 'Management' from L- R: S~M Steve Bailes, OC Maj Howard 
Ham, Sgts Chris Parks, Fred Cottington , Colin Clark, Mick 

Aoplegarth , Lt Huw Wareham 
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LCpl Steve Thornley 'Posing? Who's Posing?' 

The 'Adder' and Bob Churchward 
'Shouldn't one of us be in the boat?" 

Sgt Paddy Shufflebottom RAOC s how ing us how ! 

It ' s easy really - but why does the SSM 's board keep sinking? 
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2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
York 

SUPPORT ··on THE YORKSHIRE WATER AUTHORITY 
Early on Wednesday 11 Decem~er a mains water pipe supplying 

North l eeds s~1ddenly_ burst, leaving over 250,000 people without 
domest~c supphi::>. lmually, believing the shortage to be limited, the 
York hire ":"~ter Board asked the Army to help di tribute relatively 
sn:iaH quantn1e ?f waler. The Regiment was tasked by HQ North Ea 1 
District to provide seven detachmems, each compri ing a four ton 
Bedford, two men and a water bowser and to take charge of 1he 
deployment of 1hese and a further IO detachments from 1he Di trict. 
It wa not unti_l _the small hours of Friday morning, however, that the 
scale of 1hc cnst was realised. HQ UK I .and Forces then authorised 
~he deploymem of 450_mcn and 200 vehicles from all over the country 
m support. A, the Reg11nent was already on the ground, it took charge 
of the op ·rau nal deploymcn1 and log1s1ic support of the Troop . The 
pictures tell the story. 

Maj Johnny Rollins explains the operational deployme nt of t he 
water bowsers to the Minister of State fo r the Armed Forces, Mr 
Joh n Stan ley MP. The ADC to the GOC tries to avoid the came ra 

Sig Britland serves out John Smith's fresh from the pumps . The 
ladies w e re not impres sed - they only wanted to wash the dishes 
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Inter-Corps cooperation - membe rs of 49 Field Regiment RA and 
210 Sig Sqn 

The GOC is impressed by the quality of the water. Only LCpl 
' Nobby ' Clarke knows where it came from. The ADC misses the 

camera 

LCpl Francis chats up one lady while her daughter watches their 
ration miss her bucket and go back to the drains 
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210 (24 Inf Bde) Sig Sqn 
Catterick 

E' Gyphons Gold i our annual Brigade FTX. T~1 yea. we were 
gi\ en the 'joy' of e\erci ing on Stanford PTA during Oct0ber and 
almo t immediately after our ojourn in Scotland on Ex Brave 
Defender. . 

We ne\\ from the brief that we were m for a busy ume; for once 
Bde HQ wa to be a fu ll player-well not quite-they . were :iI o 
umpires and controller ! So on 21 September we deployed. m gloriou 
un hine, ready fo r anything. . 

The fir t week wa set a ide fo r unit training, so only one static 
brigade headquarter -in-the-field was required by the Staff_ fo r this 
period - and 0 car Troop drew t_he hort ~t raw. \1~a~wh1l_e Papa 
Troop withdrew to Barrack LO a s1 t our brigade log1st1c units with 
their training and despite plea for mercy from OC 0 car Troop Lt 
Gary Mason the Squadron Commander would not practi e a 'change 
of command' . 

At the beginning of the econd week the FTX proper started and 
after rubbing the sleep from their eyes and finding their vehicles , Papa 
Troop deployed as Brigade step-up HQ. Howe~er, by now ~he taff 
had grown to like Buckenham Toft Hall (Mam HQ locauon) and 
were reluctant tori k changing command. So to liven up Papa Troop, 
the OC decided that 0 car Troop should recce the step up location 
with a view to putting in a fighting patrol. Two Reece Patrols 
deployed led by OC 0 car Troop and Sgt John (The Beast) Wykes; 
Cpl Alan (Rambo) Chapman went as patrol po er! 

Papa Troop were succe sfully found and owing to over enthusiasm, 
the Reece Patrols decided to put in a spontaneous attack there and 
then (The OC was not plea ed). So on the following night a proper 
fighting patrol was planned and Oscar Troop set off in high spirits 
ready to draw blood from their idle brothers. The OC went along a 
'Umpire', this time, to ensure 'fair' play . Unknown to OC Oscar he 
was in fact going along to make sure that Oscar Troop walked right 
into a Papa Troop ambush as penance for their 'faux pas' the night 
before. It worked a treat: Oscar were wiped out in a hail of gun fire 
and OC Papa Troop-SSgt Gerry (I'll get the coal) Knight jumped for 
joy. Many cries of '.Judas' and 'Turncoat' were aimed in the direction 
of the OC. However, the agony for OC Oscar Troop didn't end there: 
Having recovered from his ambush he wa determined to put in his 
attack on Papa Troops location . Unfortunately for him the Troop had 
moved earlier that day so all that the attackers found was an empty 
wood! Oh dear! 

The following two days were spent in helicopter training with both 
Troops being lifted. This was good for morale but not so good for the 
vehicles! What is more, LCpl Geordie Conway (our tubby cook) had 
always thought that he was scared of helicopters-now he knows for 
sure. 

It's a flying Auto! 

The final phase of the exercise saw the Squadron ambushing a 
company of the 2nd Battalion The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers when 
they helicoptered into a location. After a fierce fire fight 2 RRF wor: 
(as per the pink) but not before LCpl 'The Bush' Malleney's suicide 
charge, which will long be remembered by all those who witnessed it. 

To sum up, the exercise was interesting, varied and fun. Lt Mason 
will certainly never forget it and will probably never forgive the OC 
for what he did-well not until he is at PB! 1 that is! 
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VISIT OF DR M. D. LANCHBURY 
During the first week in ovember the Squadron had an unu ual 

visitor in the form of Or Max Lanchbury from the Admiralty 
Re earch E. tablishmcnt (ARE) Portsdown. A the ti tle suggest , Dr 
Lanchbury work . for the avy, and came to see us as his official 
UKLF pon ored visit to the Regular Army. 

We anticipated Dr Lanchbury's vi it with some trepida tion: 
wondering if we had the mental capacity to cope with a ' Doctor'. 
However, de pite the Royal Navy' b~st efforts, Dr Max Lanchbury 
turned out to be a normal human bemg! 

He enjoyed a week of visit to the quadron in the fie ld, on a long 
comms exerci e, and to variou other unit wi thin Catterick Garri on. 
He wa particularly intrigued by the PTARM IGAN Training Wing at 
8 Sig Regt, and by the Chieftain Driving Simulator at the RAC 
Training Regiment. After an hour of 'playing' on the Simulator bot h 
Dr Lanchbury and the 14/20 H Instructor agreed that he would be 
better in hips than in tanks! 

Maj Tony Elford congratulates Dr Max Lanchbury on surviving a 
week with the Army! 

HELLOS AND GOODBYES 
We would like to say 'Welcome' to the following new arrivals in the 

Squadron: Sig Dring from 2 lnf Div, Sig Haran from 207 Sig Sqn , Sig 
Martin from I Div HQ and Sig Regt and Sig Peach from 8 Sig Regt. 

Departures from the Squadron have been: Sig Gaskill to 'Civvy 
Street', LCpl 'Smudge' Smith to the land of LOA, 7 Sig Regt, Cpl 
Szczesiak on promotion to Sergeant to 233 Sig Sqn and last but not 
least we would like to say farewell to Capt ' Nick ' Blampied and his 
wife Sarah . He leaves the Squadron and the Army. 

Last Army coffee for Capt (retiring) Nick Blampied 
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3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 106 

REGIMENT v I WG RUGBY 
Report by _W02 (SSM) A. Hickling 

The Regimental ~ugby team are having a very successful season to 
d:ite and have quahf1ed for the 13AOR emi-final with an outstanding 
victory over the Welsh Guards in the quarter final. The team had a 
hard road to the quarter fin~l having to beat the Divisional champions 
and one of the more fancied teams. The game against the Welsh 

Guards was played in Hohne on the Welsh Guards' home ground 
Although a very young team with an old head at ny half, Capt Andy 
Forster, ':le were not over3:wed by the occasion . In fact the first half 
":'as d?mmate~ by the Regiment and at half time we were leading by 
six points to ml through two pena lt ies, one by Capt Andy J-'orMer and 
the other a magnificent 45m kick by Cpl Tye Elliott . 

As to be expected the Welsh Guards exerted tremendou~ pressure in 
the second ha!f and it.was only the Signals dogged defence that saved 
the day. ?pec1al menuon must be made of LCpl Mick Banting whose 
outstanding performance was an inspiration to the team . 

. A great day_. a great victory a~d a great achievement to be the only 
Signals team m the BAOR semi-finals. 

Team- Sig FergusonH~;~: J~~~~onSigBa~~i~9r; Cshi
1
nnp, Cpl HSa ~ne0s, SS!iJt Hodds, Lt May !Capt). Cpl Cross, Sig Fernival, Capt Forster, Cpls 

• , • g ayne, 1g owrne, replacement Sig Harper and Sig Shimmons 

THE HEADQUARTER QUADRON 
The Squadron is alive and well and living in Soest. A recent 'idle 

moment' study identified that we include a fa cinating variety of 'cap 
badge ' a grand total o f 25 'other ' Corp , Regiments and Battalions! 
T hey range through the Royal: A-EME-APC-AOC-CT
AMC-A~C-TR-PC-WRAF-AChD to the APTC; a goodly 
representat10n from the English , Scottish and Irish 'of feet' with 
considera?Ie social tone and status being added by the Cavalry 
pre ence m our stores. 

Amongst our many and varied task we TOT ' n' Tfc and Ops-it 
clerk-i t, pay-it , quarter-i t, receive-it, is ue-it , muscle beach-it ' 
message-it, cloth and house-it , fix-it, cook-it ervice and truck-it' 
guard-_it , dig-~t, cure-i t , drill-it, tech-it, FAM and FATSO-it, Trg 
Wmg-1t and, m the most general of term , command and control-it 
with a well developed sense of con tant wonder! 
. A study of the. Inter-Squadron competition may be of pas ing 
mtere t to the p~ys1cal. zealot -over the last four competitive period 
we have come first, first , the one above second and sixth from the 
bottom. We await, with interest, the effort by other Squadron in 
forthcoming periods to wrest the trophy from our cabinet. 
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HQ SQN TECHS 
Report by Cpl 'Flash' Gordon 

EXERCISE TECHS TRIA CLE 
. The purpos_e _of thi little jaunt was, to quote the exercise order, ' to 

give the techmcian at HQ Sqn a weekend of activities in an unfamiliar 
area .' 

The ' unfam!liar area' turned out to be the village of Oberhunden 
tuc_k.ed away m the Hoch Sauerland mountains. A warm sun and 
m1hng DS greeted us as we arrived. After etting up our bed space 

some memb~rs ~f the intrepid e.<pedition disappeared to the local 
Gastatte, which JUSt happened to be a few yards from the campsite 
(good recce by the DS! !). 

_After the cordon bleu lunch the participants ' ere briefed by gt 
Dick Heppenstall and the teams were picked by everyone drawing out 
a number from a hat. 
~he first 3:ctivit.Y of the weekend was quaintly called 'G and D' 

which tood tor gnt and determination. The teams left in a Landrover 
only to return 20 minute later looking like death warmed up. A the 
day wore on, weary teams returned from the dreaded G and D course. 
;veil d,one to team one, Sig t_eve Kent, LCpl Mick Solomons and Cpl 
Flas_h Gord~n, who came first with a very fa t time. 
Fr~da~ evemng wa recuperating time with the help of Herr chafer 

hospitality and a few glas es of Krombacher! 
After a rude awakening at 0600 hrs aturday morning PT 

breakfast was a welcome ight for most of us but the smell of baco~ 
and egg wa n't quite appreciated by some. ' 
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Our task for the da) was a map reading exen:i e with the t_eam 
et1in2 off at fi\ e mmute ime1 vaL . The ·hcckpoint were com emently 

placed at the top of the hills . The I-of - Alan Eames, ' gt Al Wood 
and L pl Martin (I've just arrived but l'm ~oing sailing tomorrow) 
11.endall won the day wi1h a good time ;.nd ured mu cles. Hard luck 
to pis• unspecs' Moore, • titch' Freak and LCpl Andy r.arrell who 
\\andered 1he countrv ide 10 their 'Hearts' content . They Jidn ' t need 
a map and compa 10 get to the Panorama Fun Park in the afternoon 
th ugh. Fir ·t prize goe to pl • ' hirley' Crabtree who managed to 
come off the bob lide twice. 

ompetition fever took o,·er in the Kugelbahn later in the evening. 
By ome troke of luck L pl (which car will I buy thi week} Putnam 
mana2c<l to boo t hi team's score with two eight trikes. It' all in the 
wtist ~action' The play had to be po 1poned to allow the local 
Kugelclub to pla) their game · . It made no difference to the oul~o~e, 

gt Al Hindmar h, Sgl 'Ea rs ' Isbell and LCpl 'Bod' furnell wmnmg 
by a few lucky point . 

The game of Tri,ial Pursuit · wa played to the late hour of 
aturday night. Al times it be ame quite heated and very trivial. Once 

again team one came up trumps and won the game hands down. The 
finer points of the game were 'deba1ed' later over a few Krombacher ! 

After a long lie in on ~unday it was out for PT (ye1 again) . gt 
'Lug • Isbell promi e to bring more headache tablet next time. 

ineteen British oldier invaded 1he wimming pool after breakfa t, 
much to the bewilderment of the aLtendan1. 

Congratulation 10 the famous pa1hfinding team, LCpl Garrett, 
Cpls freak and Moore for coming in fir 1. Rumour ha it that 
omeone told them in '' hich direction to swim. 

The overall winner of the weekend turned out to be gt 'To h' 
Hindmarsh, ' gt 'Wingnut' I bell and LCpl 'Bod' furnell, a much to 
1heir own urpri e a everyone else ! 

After an 'all in' stew (and it was all in) we packed up the camp ite 
and said a sad goodbye to 1hat lovely liule village of Oberhunden. A 
good time wa had by one and all, even though our mu de still ache. 
A vote of thanks goe 10 the D and e pecially to gt SteH Casey for 
bea ting us on morning PT. 

2 QN 
Over the pa t couple of month , 2 Sqn has been preparing for the 

introduc1ion of PTAR 11GA , which has not been withou1 its 
fru 1rations. Apart from thi the Di,isional HQ has a ne\\ computer 
ailed Grid which has fibre optic , cau ing a few problem due to the 

cable being quite delicate. Any que tions on fibre optic cables to be 
addre sed to OC 0 car. 

With the introduction of Singles sports, which the Squadron take 
in turn 10 run, the SSM (W02 Andy Hickling) promptly bid for the 
fir tone. However, Andy had something up his sleeve in the form of 
a stretcher race. Thi cau ed some con ternation which quickly turned 
to keen rivalry as the RSM wa een prac1ising most afternoon with 
the RHQ team. The Squadron entered two teams of 12, and the Oscar 
Troop team won, in a time of 32 mins over 1he three mi le cour e. The 
event was well supported with ome 10 teams being entered . 

In early ovember the quadron had a 'Come as you are caught' 
party organised by Cpls Ruane and Kelly (first names not mentioned 
after they caught the senior going into the Sergeants' Me s in me s 
kit). T~e SSM decided that, a he had been caught in all his finery he 
wa going to be a Mounty; the kit is the right colour . However, he 
came to regret thi a po ters of him in this gui e appeared in the 
Regiment. There was another reason for 1he party, and that was to say 
go~dbye to the OC Bob Wannell and his wife Gill, who ''ill be leaving 
u m December to go to the warmer climes of Blandford. We wish 
them well in their new po ting. 

The inter-squadron boxing was held on the 31 October and 8 
ovember. This cau ed a few problems as half the team only got back 

from Ex Quarrer Final on 30 October. Our prelim round was again t 
3 Sqn. We managed to bea1 them 5-4. We eventually got three men 
through to the finals and LCpl Wharton was awarded best boxer. We 
also won the overall event. 
A~ a fare' .. ~11 gift_ to the Squadron the OC laid on an escape and 

evasion exercise. This went very well uniil the last day of the exercise 
when the Regiment had a call out in the form of an ORT. However 
even wi~h the ~inor problem of a late start and lack of men, since they 
were ~till playmg_ the. game of not getting caught, we managed to 
e tabhsh comms m ume. We still had people out in the field not 
being caught, af1er we had packed up from the ORT. ' 

We look forward to PTARMIGAN arriving early next year, closely 
followed by the bread sauce and sage and onion stuffing which should 
always be served with this dish. 
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3 'Q ADRO N 
Once more ii is time to ..:hronicle the last few months in 3 Sqn. This 

i the pre>ent author's last contribution fo r the quadron . (Note to 
OC: ound like a good job for 0 Papa T roop!) 

The 20th Century is here! PTA RM IG AN has reared its feathered 
head. JAT have descended upon the Regimen! and at the time of 
writing they have begun the long task of converting our APC' s to 

SV's. T o remind Papa Troop what APC' look like, the QM's have 
kindly loaned us ome of 4 ADSR's rejects . 

November Troop await the arrival of their 'off the peg' vehicles and 
oon will have the fir t PTARMIGAN HQ in 1he Divi ion. SSgt 

Atherton await his new 0 ! In the hristmas reshuffle Lt teve May 
moves to Papa Troop and Lt ' Bambi' Thornber move into November 
Troop. He tell me that hi PVR has nothing to do with his move! 
Welcome to 3 Sqn, anyway. Throughout this period we have been 
busy with our u ual commitments, but some occa ions are- more 
new worthy than other . 

FAMILIES DAY 
Jn order 10 dispel the myths and illusions about exactly whal ii is 

1ha1 husbands do one erci e, it was decided to hold an open day for 
the familie . Both Troop deployed to a '1ypical' location, se1 up and 
awaited the arrival of the horde . The pictures ay ii all. An excellent, 
if cold. day was had by all. Lots of laughs and a chance for u to how 
off and show the familie exactly what we have to put up with! 

OC 3 Sqn complains to a sympathetic audience about the quality 
of hessian these days 

Clare Beggs and Simon Rigg turn the tables on LCpl 'Basher' Barry 
and Sig 'Cindy' Simpson . 'Take us to Beirut!' 
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Having taught his dad all he knows Yeoman Guy Beggs gives VHF 
Comms the thumbs up 

The SSM entertaining the children or is it vice versa? 
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VISIT OF COMD I (BR) CORP~ 
Lt Grei . ir ~!1an Kenn} visited the quadron on 18 ovember. As 

~¥~~Ml~;r:r1t ~e was ~h_own APC Stripping in preparation for 

d
. d b an was as impressed as we are at the huge amount 
1sgorge y one APC. 

He th e~ moved on 10 a first aid s1and run by ovember Troo oc 
3 ~qn MaJ Allan Duncan swears that the 'accident' had nothingpt.o do 
with him, but the camera never lie does it? Rumours that the o i 
posted away from APC's are true . 
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The result. OC 3 Sqn tries desperately to explain the incident to 
the Corps Commander. Lt Steve May offers a plea in mitigation 

but the SSM is still in shock 

EXERCISE THIRD SORE 
Due to the decision not 10 do CFT' any more, an 'a lternate' CFT 

wa organised for 20 November. Thi wa a 15Km march over the 
Ar~sberg feature ending clo e to the Mohne ee where the GOC 
arnved to meel ome _of the members of the quadron. The afternoon 
wa I hen taken _up wllh_ Reece patrol and patrol orders. A welcome 
~reak from . daily rou11ne, and a chance to revise some personal 
f1eldcraft skills. 

FOCUS ON SIG LAW ON 
Sig 'Brains' Lawson, the Regimental photographer, and ometime 

member of Papa Troop, recently won first prize in the Divisional Unit 
Photography Competition. For the la t year he has been providing 
most of the photo,graph f?r thi and other i sue of The Wire. A can 
be seen by the high quallly of the photograµhs the prize wa well 
de erved. Congrarulation . 

FAREWELLS AND GREETING 
We've had everal departure from the Squadron, so without 

further ado farewell to: 
Cpl Charlie Rigg, LCpls Geordie Rigg. 'Horse' Heath 'Brummie' 

Pearson and Sig ndy Blackledge. Cpl Kev Newbon Sgt Wilkin on 
and Cpl tephen. ' 

A usual we've al o had several new arrivals: 
LCpl Whitmore, Leitch, Sig Lee, Howe, Flya:t and B)grave. 

Welcome to 3 Sqn and our best wishe go with tho e who have left. 
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206 (6 AM Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 106 

Ex Renegade Rhino wa in the diary before I arrived in 6 Bde. As 
it loomed clo er the only thing that was apparent was that I had a lack 
of information about it. The cover were partially removed when the 
OC faj Chri Harper told the quadron it wa going to be an e cape 
and evasion exerci e. 

On the l\1ondav the Squadron deployed to their two initial location 
where th~} were rold that the helicopter 'support' that had been 
booked wasn't going to materialise. Therefore they would have to 
make their way north to a rebro near the Hir chberg Tower. That was 
the easy bit, the only nag being I Gordons Sp Pltn who were out and 
about as OPs and snatch squads. 

It wasn't long before ome groups found out the Gordons were out 
in force and open for bu ine s! 

The OP aw everal groups moving north and sem snatch squad 
om to pick them up. A few people did give their captors food for 
thought however. Cpl 'Spanner' Cooper needed no second invitation 
when his captors rover topped on the way to the prison camp and 
took off with remarkable speed. He wa captured later on however, 
and taken away by a more alert guard who had the bright idea of 
itting on him. 

S gt 'Willie' Granitza al o managed to incur the Gordons anger as 
they quickly found it take at least si · people to retain a fully grown 
para. 

On arrival at the prison camp everyone was blindfolded and dre sed 
in a white snO\\ suit before the processing began. Here a good time 
wa had by all, even though some, such a Pte 'Junior' Walters had 
a rather interesting chat with a landrover spare wheel. I'm not going 
to say what happened to Capt John Rowley but ever since the exercise 
he's been biting his nails and looking for large areas of water to walk 
on! 

After being released, the Squadron headed off to the south side of 
the Mohne where they met some friendly people who provided a boat 
with which to row across the kilometre to the opposite bank. Here a 
good strong cup of reviving tea restored many of the smiles lost 
omewhere in the woods hours before. 

Sig ·Thumper' Pritchett, however, was not having such an easy time 
of it. Wandering through a small village dressed in his white kit, he 
had caught the actention of the ever observant politzei, who were 
naturally curious. 

Thinking they were pan of the plm 'Thumper' Pritchett said 
absolutely nothing and soon found himself arrested for vagrancy. AJl 
was not lost however as a quick visit by a rover and crew soon 
obtained his release but not before several inquisitive eyebrows had 
been rai ed. 

Afterwards most people agreed it was a good exercise, better left in 
the memory and not in the photo album. 

RUGBY 
The Squadron has run a regular XV during the first half of the 

sea on. The two highlights were firstly comfortably winning the 
Regimental !mer Squadron Competition on 4 October (Hickling eat 
your heart out!). 

The following week we travelled to Berlin to play 29 Sig Regt in the 
First Round of the Divisional Cup. Although we lost the game, having 
arrived much the worse for wear, the after match entertainment will 
be remembered for a long time to come. 

LCpl John Ginty and Cpl Buck Rogers stage-play during the night 
far outshone their performance on the park. Needless to say, the 
return journey wa quiet as we all re-lived the magnificent 
performance of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. 

T G OF W ' R 
The Squadron entered the 3 Div indoor championships at 

Dortmund, in the 680kg weight category. Having done no previous 
training, due to exercise commitments and being 18kg under weight, 
we still manged to take an end off 32 Hy Regt RA and two ends off 
the 2nd Bn The Light Infantry. 

We finished in front of 2 LI and behind four strong artillery 
Regiments . 

The team consisting of:- Cpls Tyler, Watson, Wicken, LCpl 
ti rzaker, Pies Hill, Young, LCpl Monger and Sig Murray did a lot 

better than expected and show a lot of promise for the future. 
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FOOTBALL 
The Squadron Football Team got away to a good start this season. 

We entered both major and minor unit challenge cups. In the first 
round of the major units we produced a fine performance to beat the 
Blues and Royal 4-1, and we were then drawn against 4/7 DG in the 
second round and lost by three goals to two in a very competitive 
match. We then set our sights on the minor units cup, and once again 
won our first round match against 4 Regt AAC, the second round was 
played ir. late November against 5 Armd Wksps, due to the poor 
condition of an already frozen pitch both teams struggled but in the 
end the REME side adapted well to the conditions, and were the 
eventual winner . 

The team, however, are ure to do well this season with the addition 
of some new talent and in particular SSgt (FofS) Paul Gaffney, Cpl 
Jimmy Hanlon and LCpl Tony Edwards, they should adapt well with 
the existing stalwart such a LCpls Tim Edwards, Bob Cope, Sig Ally 
Skillen and SSgt Tony Talbott. Here's hoping the Division will post 
in some more players to strengthen our squad. 

A REAL WAR-PQS 1 TEWT 
The Squadron wa tasked to provide a practice PQSI TEWT with 

many of the young officers in BAOR being invited to attend. Maj 
Chris Harper tasked his men to make the practice as realistic as 
possible. Cpl Joe Fatini got to work on the men using his incredible 
kills as a special effect man in the art of war wounds and there were 

some awful sight when he finished. W02 (SSM) Paddy Gass with his 
riflemen and gun teams provided the fireworks, and SSgt Jim 
Wat on, Cpl Vince Tyler and Sig Charlie Dickins set up the PA system 
and played a war sounds tape over it. W02 (YofS) Pete Tharme and 
his men set up nine radio stations so that the young officers could do 
their task. The result was a real war and sheer pandemonium. As the 
first syndicate of officers approached asking each other, 'which way 
is Zeebrugge?', they were thrown into the mayhem and destruction, 
they arrived at their respective radio sets seeing the OC lying seriously 
injured over the radio set. They took control, cries of help were heard, 
the directing staff didn't know whether they were from the young 
officers or the brilliant acting of the casualties such as Sig Daz Angel 
and C pl Spanner Cooper . In the end the young officers coped well 
with the tremendous pressure they were being subjected to, and they 
aJJ left with a feeling of satisfaction, as well as fright, from their 
horrific ordeal. I bet they pray that a real war would be a lot less 
hectic. 

Well done for the first class efforts of the men of 206 Sig Sqn for 
providing an excelJent and realistic day. 

EXERCISE RHINOS REVISION II 
This was held over 25126 November and designed to test both 

Alpha and Bravo Troops in their Airmobile Roles. 
It was to be a new experience for Alpha Troop, whom we welcome 

to the 'flying club', and who have had the arduous task of converting 
from tracked vehicles to Airmobile vehicles. Unfortunately both days 
were beset by freezing conditions resulting in our Chinooks being 
grounded. 

Undeterred, both Troops moved by road to their respective 
locations, AJpha Troop enjoying the novelty of being warm in their 
newly acquired Rovers, Bravo Troop smug in the knowledge that with 
their new, lightweight mapboard/table assemblies, they would escape 
predictable hernias. Our old map-boards have been commissioned as 
spare-parts for Stonehenge. 

With locations better suited to Torville and Dean, both Troops 
skated into practising their Bde complex and defence routines and 
procedures. 

Many lessons were learnt over the two day period, not least the 
excellent 'double-Axels' performed by LCpl Steve Viner of Line 
Troop. (So that's how he lays 'em). 

On 26 November Bravo Troop were visited by the Corps 
Commander, Lt Gen Sir Brian Kenny, the com plex having been set up 
in a dar,k, dark cellar, (minus the wire). 

An hour before Endex we caught our first glimpse of the sun, which 
probably brought excellent flying condition . 

DINGHY SAILING 
3 ARMOURED DIVI ION CHAMPIONSHIPS 

The excellent entry of 12 teams which turned out for the 3 Armd 
Div Sailing Championships at the Mohnesee were greeted by moderate 
to fresh winds and the prospect of some exciting racing. The teams 
raced in three leagues, with two from each league going through to the 
semi-final stage. 3 ADSR A and B teams both came through their 
leagues, the other strong teams being 22 Air Defence and 26 Engineer 
Regiments. By Friday morning the wind had freshened to Force five 
making downwind sailing a hair-raising experience. Racing became an 
endurance exercise rather than a team event , with 3 ADSR A and B 
teams surviving to meet in the final. Despite the wind and early gear 
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failure, the teams produced some very close team racing of a high 
standard: '!~0t_igh Cpl Chas Cowell, ig Paul Downie and Tim Cox 
took the m1t1at1ve early W02 Dave Ellis and Lt Graham Lewis-Taylor 
pulled through to take firs_t an~ second places. SSgt Stu Bromidge was 
not so fortunate and capsized 111 both races, but still came up smiling 
to hear t_hat the A team had won the Championship by the narrowest 
of margms- half a pomt. 

ROY AL SIGNALS DINGHY CHAMPION HIP 
Light, ~ukey breezes, variable in direction plagued this year's Royal 

Signals _Dmghy Regatta. Taunting zephyrs ghosted across the lake 
fru tratm~ the o~ganisers, and forcing frequent changes in the cour e'. 
In the MaJo_r l!mts Competition 22 Sig Regt and 28 Sig Regt qualified 
fo~ the sem1-fmals from the A League with 3 ADSR and 16 Sig Regt 
g?tng through from the B league. The final between 3 ADSR and 16 
Sig Reg~ wa a rather_ one-.sided affair with 3 ADSR winning both 
:aces . ~1g Paul Dowme, Tim Cox and S gt Stu Bromidge showed 
1mpres 1ve form throughout and are all destined for greater things. 

In the M1~or Units Competition everything hinged on the last race 
where 206 Sig Sqn narrowly beat their arch-rivals 204 Sig Sqn to take 
the trophy and make the whole regatta a clean sweep for 3 Armd Div. 

BAOR INTER-UNIT CHAMPIONSHIPS 
At the semi-final stage of the BAOR Championship5 held at the 

Dummersce 1 ADSR A and B team were unfortunately drawn 
to~ethl!r. Af er an absorbing tussle the A team were more than 
reheve_d to beat the B team. ~owever the B team's captain, Sig Paul 
Dowme became so engros ed 111 the battle that after a indent voll-tack 
he missed the toe straps completely and somersaulted backwards int~ 
the water. Thankfully it was only three feet deep! 

21 Engr Regt A beat the 13th/ I 8th Royal Hu~sars in the other semi
final, a~d were still on course to win the Championship for the fourth 
successive year. The prospects looked good for them as they sailed 
clear ahead of the 3 ADSR A team. A gratuitous windshift on the last 
leg of the course though, enabled Lt Graham Lewis-Taylor to push 
one of the Sapper boats into last place and provide a glimmer of hope. 
Tht: second race was dominated by 3 ADSR, who went on to win and 
clinch the Championship. 

The Regim~nt Dinghy Sailing Team have had a very successful 1985 
season, both m the UK and BAOR. In three visits to the UK during 
the early part of the eason, the team won the following prizes: 

Army Inter-Unit Dinghy Championships 
Army Individual Keelboat Championships 
Royal Signals Keelboat Team Championships 
Royal Signals Individual Keelboat Championships 
O_n return to BAOR there was a busy regatta schedule planned. The 

Regiment entered A and B teams _for the Divisional Championships, 
and came· f1~st and se~ond respecuvely. The same reams qualified for 
the_BAOR fmals, which the A team eventually won, with the B team 
takmg a very creditable fourth place. The Regiment completed the 
season by winning the following prizes: 

BAOR Inter-Unit Dinghy Team Championships 
BAOR Individual Dinghy Championships 
3 Armoured Division Dinghy Team Championships 
Royal Signals BAOR Dinghy Team Championships 
Royal Signals BAOR Individual Dinghy Championships 
Royal Signals BAOR Inter-Unit League 

The photo shows the regular team members 
L-R: Sig S. Richardson, T. Cox, J. Driver, Cpl C. Cowell , Lt G. 
Lewis-Taylor, W02 (FofS) D. Ellis, Sig P. Downie, SSgt S . 

Bromidge, Sig S . Harper, Maj A. Duncan 
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Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for 

CHILDREN 

CONVERTIBLE WHOLE 
LIFE 

CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX 

EDUCATION ENDOWMENT 

LOW COST AND FLEXIBLE 
ENDOWMENTS FOR 
HOUSE PURCHASE 

MORTGAGES ARRANGED 

RETIREMENT POLICIES 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING: 
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit. 

Home Insurance with full cost replacement. 
Motor Competitive rates, Home and Foreign. 

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INSURANCE BROKERS 

11 King Street, Richmond, N. Yorks DL 1o4HR 
Telephone: (0748) 2308 

Members of 
THE BRITISH 

~--------If f N.11MP ······-" ASSOCIATION 

Itriars 1f;chool 
Great Chart 

Ashford, Kent, TN23 3DJ 

Telephone Ashford (Kent) 0233 20493 

Pre-Preparatory 43,4-7 years (Day) and Preparatory 7-14 
(Boarding and Day, including weekly boarding) Boys only. 

Friars School is situated in 103!. acres. It is within easy 
reach of Heathrow, Gatwick, The Channel Ports and 
Charing Cross. Classes are small. There is a close-knit 
community with a friendly atmosphere. Every con idera
tion is given to the boarding needs of the boys. 
Gymnasium and all-weather surface area constructed 
1980. Mountbatten building, comprising Science 
Laboratory, Art Room and Computer Room, to be opened 

in Spring 1986. 

Soccer, rugby, hockey, cricket, athletics and goli are major 
games. umerous extra-curricular activ1tie . 

Special reduction in fees for Service personnel. 
Scholarships available up to 50% of fees to boys under 
9 on February 22nd, 1986, the date of the examination. 

Apply. quoting ref. CSPW to the Headma ter, 
Mr J. M. Stevens, BA, CertEd. 
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4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 15 

EXER I E QUARTER Fl AL 
E 'CAPE FROM CAMP WELDA 

Five kilometre to the outh of Warburg on the border between 
Krei Hoxter and Land Hes en lie- the sleepy little village of Welda. 
Little did the 766 inhabitant reali e whac wa entailed when their 
village was cho en as the location for Control Headquarter for Ex 
Quarter Final. 

At the start of the excrci e the illage almost doubled in population 
with over 600 officers and men of EXCO Ii ing and working in a 
large tented camp and communications complex covering nearly twc 
hectare of real estate. 

EXCO was set up by the men of 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
to pro11ide the Commander 4 Div, taj Gen John Waters, with the 
mean of controlling the oppo ing Orange and Blue forces in a free
moving, non-scripted cla h. Incorporated into EXCON were the 
controlling taff of both ide ba ed on HQ LOgether with a large 
umpire organi ation ba ed on 4 Armd Bde HQ and a Civil Affair Cell 
with representative from Public Information, RMP, Damage 
Control and the civil police \ hich en ured that the German 
population were informed, represented and protected as far as 
pos ible from the effect of 20,000 armoured troops fighting over 
their land. 

However, EXCO did not appear overnight and resulted from 
many days of hard work in which we were ably a sisted by the Sappers 
of 35 Engr Regt and the men from the Civil Labour Group based at 
Schlos Neuhaus _ 

The first task , which began in early September, was to clean, paint 
and make habitable a filthy cow byre which was to house the Civil 
Affair organisation and main briefing area. This was closely followed 
by the Sappers who laid new floors, delivered equipment and laid 
trackway and hardcore to improve access to the ite. 

From the beginning of October preparations began in earnest to 
convert the barn into a heated, well-lit and partitioned eries of offices 
and a large briefing area. Under direction of WOI (FofS) Geoff 
Chaloner a magnificent job was completed well on target. 

At the same time the tented city took shape under the watch fu l eye 
of Maj Charles Bunbury MBE DWR who ensured that the muscle 
provided by the Pioneers of HQ Sqn and ocher willing volunteers was 
directed into the erection of over 80 tents and marquees. 

Meanwhile under Maj Derek How. hall, 2 Sqn was not idle and 
concentrated on building a smart and efficient working area based on 
the armoured taff vehicle but with many attached communications 
elements findmg their place alongside. A final count of radio antennae 
totalled over 50 in one field! 

And so, the taff arrived to find their working area installed, tested 
and ready to go, with the prospect of sleeping and dining under 
canva , for two and a half weeks. Then the job was one of routine and 
maintenance. The generators alone gulped a daily 700 litres of fuel 
and the cook unde1 Capt Mike Blake ACC turned one and three 
quarter tons of rations into four appetising meals a day for over 600 
hungry mouths. 

Whilst all around the country~ide re~ounded to the noise of 
armoured vehicles, helicopter and fast jets and the battle raged from 
west to east, ;'l the deceptive peace and tranquility of Welda the men 
of 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt cou ld be proud of their contribution 
to Ex Quarter Final. 

Throughout the exercise an underground movement (moles?) had 
been busy planning the mass break-out from Camp Welda. Within 
minute of the codeword Endex the staff and their faithful w'iite 
buse led a successful escape attempt which breached the heavily 
guarded perimeter and a flood of humanity poured out of the 
location. 

ot as fortunate, the Regiment, then set to for the next few days 
to pack, clear up and restore Welda to its former state (as though Ex 
Quarter Final had never happened) . 
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Camp Welda from the air 

3 SQN 
FOCUS ON EXERCI E QUARTER FI AL 
BRAVO TP 

The Troop deployed the div rear complex on the final BRUIN 
exercise for the Regiment on 12 October. Old and new faces were to 
be seen running from 1he wrath of our quiet spoken and oft hearted 
SSgt Martin Smith . The new Tp OC Lt Hearn, proved his biscuit 
eating capabilit y was greater than the supply . Apart from the OC, Cpl 
Lovett, SSgt Smith and Sgt Donald on ate as many biscuits as they 
could between the OC' s res! periods-meal times. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EXERCI E 
BEING A TI ACKED 

Fifteen King Kong lookalikes attacked our location. LCpl Parker 
and LCpl Hood claimed kills, after they discovered their trench had 
captured an over exuberant attacker. 

PATROLS 
Only two patrols were sent out throughout the exercise. One, a 

fighting patrol led by our illustrious leader, proved a complete 
success. However, the other patrol, a Reece patrol led by Cpl Savage, 
did not turn out quite r ight. Bumped before reaching their objective, 
only the quick reaction of LCpl Parker aved the day. Five rounds in 
three seconds, he turned tail and did a very convincing Carl Lewis 
impersonation back to the RV . 

CASEV AC EXERCI E 
This exercise was laid on by the field ambulance supporting the Div 

and the Troop and attachments proved their first aid expertise, 
dealing with 20 casualties in as many minutes. 

Endex finally came through. The boys were relieved as biscuit 
upplies even in the outer regions, Radio Relay, were getting very thin. 

Thank you Cpl Chadwick- the cordon bleu cook of Rear 's cuisine, 
and Edekamarkt-for a constant supply of biscuits, and also to the 
most used item on the exercise, Cpl Hollingsworth' s kettle. A very 
enjoyable exercise. 
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LINE TP 
After an unus.ually quiet period everybody in the Regiment seemed 

to be busy lookmg .ar?und for all t~e ~i:xuries that were going to be 
n7eded. on the exercise, except ~or .Line Ip who were having to 'rough 
It ~gain. The Troop was spin into three during this period, one 
cct1on of the Troop were detached to I qn for an exercise in the 

Verden ar~a. This section comprised two dets consisting of LCpl 
Ge?rge. Wmdow and Sig Mac McLaughlan, LCpl McGregor and Sig 
Chadwick . Although PTARMIGAN was a new experience for most 
of them, they. te~ded to enjoy a more relaxed time than normal, but 
managed to fill .n with g~ard and pan bash, not to mention all that 
slc~p, 16 hours rn one stint. Another det wa sent out with rear HQ 
wh1cl.1 took pan m Ex Quarter Final. They travelled down 10 their 
locat10n on .12 <?ctober and under the careful eye of Det Commander 
Cpl Scott F1t1S1mmons, l~cy cracked on \\ith the job. Although an 
extremely busy time, the Linc Det managed to keep their heads above 
water 
At~ on HQ I he det was run by LCpl Mclotte with Sig Powell, White, 

Maddison, ":f arshall and Ba~ker under his command and looking after 
general admm "'ere S~t Selkirk and Cpl Pocock. By 10 October all the 
cable. h~d been laid wnh few problems. LCpl Melotte had a hard time 
convincing everybody that he had the patch panel under control and 
when the CO saw 1he patch panel he needed a seat but was assured 
hy l'ofS Geoff Chaloner, that it was like that e•ery ~xercise. All in all 
t~t: ex:rc1se at Con HQ was a success, in more way than one. The 
fmal pick up on Endcx surprised most, apart from Sig Chadwick who 
volunteereJ to tay until the DEL had to be taken out. 

ALPHA TRO P 
The T~oop was ta ked as Divisional re. erve for Ex Quarter Final 

and provided m n for Con HQ, Di\ Rear and 200 Sig Sqn . Even the 
new Troop OC, Lt Duncan pencer was seconded to Con HQ to help 
with shifts in Comms Op . 

The 1~en remai~in.g in camp, a well as doing rear details, were 
ta~ked -..nh refurb1s~mg the Det Store . After much noise and a flurry 
ot hammer and nails, Fort Knox A Tp style, appeared. First prize 
must go to Cpl Bragg and LCpl Crook for producing a bright red 10 
mark alley with econd prize going to Cpl Lang for the RR stable 
door. 

200 SIG SQN REACH BAOR INTER UNIT GOLF FINAL 
The Squadron 'bandits' reached the BAOR Inter Unit Golf Finals 

pl'.lyed at Sennelager on 3/4 October 1985. To qualify, from 4 Armd 
Div, we had to beat Sennelager Training Centre and 5 Ord Bn-two 
of _the trongest team in the Diyision. Special mention must go to Sgt 
Brian ~nnes who won both his matches by eight and even hole 
respecuvely. 

On a gloriously h?t day, the top 16 team in BAOR descended upon 
Sennelager. In the first round we were drawn against l Armd Fd Amb 
from Hohne; nerves seemed to be taking their toll again t the team 
who were some 13 hole down a t the halfway stage. l t wa looking so 
bad that the kipper Capt Kevin Barrell withdrew to the clubhouse to 
console him.self with a beer; it seemed to work wonders a the boys 
tarted clawmg back and eventually won by five holes-a remarkable 

recovery. 
In the quarter final we drew 5 Hy Regt R who had a wealth of 

players to choo e from. The play was very tight throughout the 
afternoon with LCpl Billy Espie (playing No I) halving his match, Sgt 

The 'bandits' themselves 
Standing: SSgt John Fitzgerald, Sgt Brian Innes, LCpl Billy Espie, 

Capt Kevin Barrett 
Kneeling: SSgt Geoff Armstrong , LCpl Callum Black 
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Brian l~nes uncharacteristically lo\ing by two holes, LCpl Callum 
Black winnmg by one hole. It was all on the last game and . gt Ceoff 
Armstrong wit.h one hole to play wa two holes up! On the 18th both 
pl.ayers drove into the woods! Whoever found their ball first -would 
wm! Both players found their balls, but unfortunately · gt 
Armstrong's .ball was wedged in a divot and 5 Hy Regt RA won the 
last hole . This meant that the match was tied and it was do-wn to a 
sudden death play off. 

Ii;i the f~ding li~ht, all team member had to play the first hole 
agam. A fairy tale It was not to be, as the first two players drove into 
the ~andbunkers and 5 Hy Regt RA won the hole 3-1. A bitter way 
to bow .out of th.e tournament but at least the Squadron had the 
consolauon of bemg the top placed Minor Unit in BAOR, and we 
hope to make amend next year. 

EXERCI E QUARTER Fl AL 
It was a rare opportunity for the senior signal squadron to play the 

enemy for a change and not get slaughtered in the first 24 hour . The 
exercise saw a beefed up brigade deploy to the field with the addition 
of 10 Para, 13/18H and 213 Panzer Battalion battle groups. 

Lt James Harris in 9T having done the job for two years can now 
do it with his eyes closed! 

Has anybody seen my commander? 

The move to the concentration area prior to the tan of the exerci e 
proper and after the warm up Ex Extra Time went well. However, due 
to the large amount of line to be laid, the recce team formed a very 
high powered line laying ection with Capt Kevin Barrell driving, gt 
Pat Gibney feeding line and S gt Geoff Arm trong laying it in the 
hedgerows. 

The LAD were very embarra sed at thi point a their 434 broke 
down and it wa a ca e of 'Physician heal thy elf!' 

The commanders tac vehicle 9T continued it accident prone career 
by taking out various tone bollard at the Fur tenberg chlo .. 

LCpl Mick Enright wa an expert on The Geneva Convention and 
the right of a pri oner of war a , by the en · of the exerci e, he had 
managed to get captured three time ! 

The battle picture uddenly changed dramatically. The enem) had 
di appeared en ma se according to the Int reports. 20 Bde wa to push 
forward at best speed. There wa a danger that the baule group could 
out trip the communications plot, o recce wa di patched forward to 
find a harper Main Location. 
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harper location they could not have found. Capt Kevin Barrett, 
arl Huck (our G rman VKK man), SSgt Ge'!ff A~mst~ong an~ Cpl 

Baz Ennels arrived at 33 Armd Bdc HQ locauon nght 111 the middle 
of a ma imum ecurity stand-to. 

omeho" the gate sentry didn't 1;c.t the mas ive ora~g~ qua~e on 
the LR and e\en shocked the 2IC by : ling him to turn his .. · hght~ 
off'. 

De ·pite waffling hi way out, rather expertly., thl' whole event 
pro\ed too much for our gallant 21C who went sick and had to be 
vacuated to a hospital {nen es shot lO hell !). . 

gt Arm trong tepped in expert ly to his new. role a recce officer 
but failed mi erably on hi fi r t ta k by gett111g blown up on a 
minefield, taken out by artillery and anti-tank weapon and ambu hed 
bv an infantry ection-he wa given four hour to recover and get 
back on the job . . 

:\I anwhi le, Lt Charlie Miller and YofS Tony Crilly were expertly 
evading inqui ition from the BM, Co~d and th~ OC. The YofS 
baffled everyone by continually draw111g beauoful comms plot 
:iiagram of how the comms sh~)Uld look. . , , 

Sgt Guy Richard oon e tabhshed a good rapport wuh the Bros 
from IO Para but had to ask them kindly not to camouflage the rebros 
up o well in the future a the QMS couldn' t find any of them! . 

We acrnally had the luxury of having a par~ AF.V 432 o~ this 
exercise. Alternate HQ immediately aw the poss1b1hues of this and 
had it converted to a hardened and reduced armoured cookhouse! 

One of the Squadron's Pioneer Section, P te Steve Price, deserve 
special mention at thi point. He, unfo:iunately, had to ~eave the 
exercise early to fly back to UK fo r his JPC cour e. Pnce bears 
remarkable resemblance to the creen box office hero 'Rambo' , an 
image he does nothing to di pel, especially as he is never ~·ithout his 
cheri hed GPMG which he carrie around everywhere 111 a most 
aggre~sive manner, even in the dinner queue . . . 

Whilst on his way to Detmold he was cleamng his weapon and 
poli hing his link ammo which he had purloined for it the year before. 
He was al o probably contemplating the fact, that in the two and a 
half years he had lugged the demon weapon around on exercise he had 
had only one chance, on Ex Lionhearl, to fire it and then he had 
knocked himself unconscious on a four tenner before he could open 
fire. 

This wa oon rectified in true Rambo fashion as they chanced upon 
an enemy section by the road ide. Before the enemy could react Price 
had kicked open the rear door and laid them low with a long burst . A 
nearby umpire 'witnessed the action and a~varded ~im .20 i:asualties . 

The SM Mick Orrell had a trying exercise and his highhght seem 
to have been beating a Squadron golfer by three holes on th~ ERV 
'VDU' machine. SSgt J ohn Wright is still looking for th~ culprit wh.o 
tripped the generator just as he was about to go into galacuc 
hyperspace! 

STOP PRESS 
Some late news has arrived. Sgt Geordie Maughan has hit the 

headlines once again . After his successful self immolation course from 
Ex Flying Falcon he has now been experimenting in the field of 
miniaturisation. 

Moral: 'Don' t put your combat gloves in the 95°C hot wash! ' 

EXERCISE NATURE QUA DRA T 
200 (20 ARMD BOE) IG SQi EXPEDITION TO CANADA 85 

Lt Harris' real reason for mounting an adventurous training 
exercise to the Canadian Rockies was so that he could miss 4 Armd 
Div's PTAR 1lGA training. Unfortunately like most other things he 
messed up the dates and ended up doing both. Luckily the climbing 
and hill walking came second which provided an opportunity to lose 
all the extra weight gained by luxurious living in Verden! 

The plan was to take a party of 10 men from the Squadron on a 
month's adventurous training in the Canadian Rockies. Their aim was 
to undertake arduous high level trekking and climbing in the truly 
unspoilt landscape of Robson Provincial Park. This was achieved . 

THE TEAM 
OIC Lt J ames Harris, 2IC Lt Bill Gilmour-White REME-attached 

instructor, gt J ohn Perrett, Cpl Dave Kidd , LCpl Olly Campbell , ig 
Gary Wiggins, Geordie Watts, nowy T horpe, Penny Penningto'1 and 
'lobby · e\\ man. 

MO E TO EXPEDITIO AREA 
The team flew from Gutersloh to Calgary by Medicine Man fligh t 

on 18 August. eedless lo say, it was delayed. However thanks to the 
time difference we arrived in Calgary very late that night. We wasted 
no time the following day in hiring a mini-bus and heading North to 
-0ur expedition area, which was a journey of approximately 450 miles. 
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Sgt John Perrett about to abseil off 

Lunch break for group on Mt Fitzwilliam 

After a long but very scenic drive we arrived in Jasper. Here we 
camped the night. The next two days were spent in Jasper buying 
provisions and map and gaining useful local knowledge. Once this 
was complete we moved 30 miles to the base camp for the first phase 
of our expedition . The mini-bus was given back, from now on we were 
on our feet. 

PHASE ONE 
The plan for phase one was to introduce the group to high level 

hiking and climbing. This was done by mounting hikes lasting up to 
three days from a base camp and climbing on local rocks. 

Yellowhead Mountain was to be our fi rst conquest. This was a one 
day hike from our base camp . We set off early and made good 
progress through densely forested land . Unfortunately half way up the 
mountain the trail ran out and we had to make our own way through 
the thick undergrowth. This slowed us so much that by the time we 
reached the tree line there was not enough time to continue to the 
summit. Therefore we made our way back to camp which we reached 
in the early evening after a very demanding day. 

Our next trek from the base camp was a three day hike up Mount 
Fitzwilliam. The track through the forest to the tree line was much 
better than Yellowhead Mountain. However with heavier packs we 
were all glad to reach our first camp near the tree line. After leaving 
our food out of the reach of bears and soaking our aching feet in a 
nearby stream it wasn ' t long before everybody was as leep. 
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The fol~owing day we mad~ an early start as we were trying to reach 
the summll. All went well unol we encountered a sheer cliff wall about 
1,50<_lft fr~m the . summit. This cliff was beyond the abilities of our 
relatively inexperienced party. It wa therefore decided to rnrn back. 
After a further day' s hike we arrived back at our base camp in the 
valley. 

Climbing on the local cliff outcrops in the valley proved very 
P?Pular, despite the mosquitoes. Everybody managed to conquer the 
cliffs and there were even a few budding spidermen running up and 
down them with the.greatest of ease. So ended phase one. We had now 
to buy more supphc and move 40 miles further into the park for 
phase two of the expedition. 

PHASE TWO 
1:'h~ main problem with the second phase of the expedition was 

log1sucs. We wanted to set up a ba. e camp high up in the mountains 
at Robson Pas.s, with enough _rations and equipment for 10 days. 
Unfortunately 11 was over 22 miles from the nearest road. Fir tly we 
considered the use of pack-horses but to our amazement found that 
hiring a helicopter was cheaper! So we hired the helicopter and our 
supplies were dropped exactly where we wanted them. 

rrom. the base camp we mou.nted a number of expeditions up local 
mountains, much the same as m phase one except this time we were 
above the sno\\ line. 

We started with le sons in glacier traverse and now and ice 
climbing; this all went well except for Sgt John Perrett who insisted 
on jumping into a pool of snow covered icy water up to his waist. 
E.ve~ ig nowy Thorpe mana~ed to hang on, when only attached by 
his ice axe wnst loop, after shpping on an ice climb. 

.ou.r m~jor aim for pha e two was to climb Lynx Mountain. But by 
th.is time 1t was September and the weather was rapidly gelling worse, 
with snow and low cloud nearly every day. However we were still 
determined LO have a go at the mountain. We set off before dawn with 
the summit in view and little cloud to be seen . The initial part of the 
climb went well, with only Sgt John Perrett disappearing up to hi 
waist in a crevas e (yet again). 

At ab.out 1300 hrs we reached the ridge running to the summit, but 
by now 1t was completely covered in cloud and the snow and wind had 
got far worse. It was decided that it was too dangerous to go on with 
such a large inexperienced group. 

The de cent went smoothly except for the members of Lt Bill 
Gilmour-White's rope who were tested twice as Sig Geordie Watts 
in isted on trying to slide off down the glacier by himself. 

Once off the mountains and back to civilisation we hi red transport 
back to Calgary from Jasper. The return to Germany went well except 
for the usual delay with the flights. However the rumour that Sig Gary 
Wiggins was calling Calgary Airport ' Home Sweet Home' by the time 
we left is completely false. The expedition was a great ucce s, with 
all the members enjoying themselve and on a number of occasions 
having their nerves and endurance fully tested. 

I would recommend Canada to anybody as being ideally suited for 
adventure training. It is not that hard to organise expeditions there and 
it is well worth the extra work involved . 

Sig Penny Pennington belaying on top of an ice pitch 

FAREWELLS 
The post exercise period has seen another large change of face in 

the Squadron and we ay farewell to many of the old timers: 
LI James Harris ORLO Cell Blandford, S gt Phil Norbury and 

Norma Ord Depot Antwerp, Sig Jin Gribbins 39 Inf Bde, Sig Alan 
O'Hare and Sigrid 30 Sig Regt, and ig Eddie Wright 2 Inf Div York. 

ARRIVALS . 
We wish to welcome into the Squadron: 2Lt Greg Horn, gt Dave 

Squires and Audrey, Sig Adrian Mills and Wayne Simcox. 
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202 (33 ARMD BOE) IG Q 
VISIT OF SOinC 

Just prior to the deployment of the quadron on Ex Quarter Final 
202 (33 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn were fortunate enough to host a visi t by 
Maj Gen R. Benbow. After lunch in the Officers' Mess the SOinC \\ a\ 

shown two demonstrations by the Squadron. 
The first consisted of a Comms display by members of both Rhine 

and Arden nes Tps. The theme was the establishment of a 'Chain ' 
consisting of all the different types of comms detachment in the 
Squadron. Theyroficiency of the chain was then tested by sending a 
message along 1t. The message chosen from a selection was given 10 
Cpl Phil Anni.son by the SOinC. It was then sent via Tg, BRUI ·, 
VHF and HF 1111ks to Cpl ean Cooper anct ig Dickey Bird who amid 
some ribald rivalry received the message in morse code . The message 
was then given to the 202 Sig Sqn motor cycle display team consisting 
of 2Lt Colin Hinsley and gt Padd} Grinnell who delivered the 
message back to the SOinC. Needless LO say it arrived back word 
perfect! 

Maj Gen R. Benbow receives his signal at the end of the Comms 
Demo whilst the 'A Team' give smiling lessons to 2Lt Colin 

Hinsley 

Rhine Tp B team proves toug h oppos ition for Rhine Tp A Team in 
the Tug of war final 

The second demonstration was an inter-section military kill 
competition involving everything from BC to first aid with a 
command ta k thrown in for good measure. The competition proved 
to be very close, but eventually gt Paul Rylance surpri ed even 
himself by leading the ection from Rhine Tp LO victory. 

To round off a uccessful afternoon, Maj Gen R. Benbow tarted 
the annual Inter-Troop Tug-Of-War competition . Once again Rhine 
Tp proved too much for the oppo ition and the result wa a foregone 
conclusion with it being an all Rhine final. After pre entation of the 
prize Maj Gordon Hughes pre ented the SOinC with a plaque on 
behalf of all rank of the Squadron. 

EXERCISE QUA RTER F/1 AL 
This year's FTX aw 202 ig Sqn deploy LO unfamiliar territory. 

After a hon Brigade warm up exercise. the Squadron at back to 
prepare for the Ora nge onslaught. gt Paul Rylance took thing ver) 
eriou ly and was frequently to be found looking like omeone trying 

LO find the auditions for the next Rambo remake. Meanwhile, LCpl 
Andy Terry decided to provide ome oppo ition for the pan and wa 
on one occa ion een firing hi LMG from the hip '' ith a pent 
cartridge clenched between hi teeth . He didn't quite hout 'Eat lead 
ucker ' but he got very clo e. 

Meanwhile the Squadron moved to Frankenhau en. 
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THt B TILE OF FR KEN H ' 'E• -OR TO PUT IT 
\ OlHER \\AY. 202 IG 'Q -34, 10 PARA ( )-6 . 

o, not a rugb) core but the final ou~comc of an encounter with 
10 Pam Deed of hcroi ·m now abound in the quadron an_d at }a t 
there are othe~ in 202 ig qn who c;.·1 tell war sLOne that nYal SSgt 
Gu Graham with hi · and in hi sane 1iches stories'. The main e\'ent 
in the resolute defence of 33 Bde M;.in HQ are outlined below: 

Tl 1E 
1900 hr 

1903 hr 

19.0 hr 
1930 hr 

HE 'T 
Three enemy helicopters circle the main complex area 
re. ulting in our standing-to for che fir t time. U~fortunat~ly 
our TA Air Defence Troop were unable to claim any kill 
(except when the GOC ·i. ited in his Lynx!) 
The enem} land in the middle of I QLR and become 

mbroiled in a fire fight 2Km away. 
All quiet on the We tern Front. 500Jo tand down. 
First attempt at the evening meal is made. However LCpl 
Ginge McDonagh sight an enemy Cl30 Hercules 2Km 

orth of our location cau ing u LO return to our tand-to 
position . 

2000 hr Maj Gordon Hughes end four detached Scimitars to 
weep our area. 

2010 hr 500fo stand down, econd attempt at our rapidly cooling 
evening meal. 

2030 hr 2Lt Colin Hinsley remember LO tell SSgt Peter Alves to 
tand down. 

2031 hr 2Lt Colin Hin ley learn not to forget! 
2040 hr ig Brian Parry sight enemy infantry approaching our 

location. Our evening meal is finally abandoned and we 
return to our stand-LO po ition . Meam hile two Quid. 
Reaction Force report ready 10 counter attack the enemy 
who had de troyed any hope of a decent meal. 

2042 hr One QRF under command of SSgt (SQM:S) Ron Woodger 
carried out a cordon and search of the enemy location. 

2045 hr A econd enemy force attacks the HQ from a different 
location. Once again the Scimitar are de patched to form 
a fire ba e to allow the econd QRF 10 counter-auack . 

2050 hrs The second QRF commanded by Lt Alan Mad en launches 
a coumer-atta k against the, by now, stunted enemy attack. 

2100 hr The econd QRF make contact and hand to hand fighting 
en ues. The QRF Comd has a disagreement with the owner 
of an 84mm Carl Gustav who trie to use it as a denti t' 
drill . The response of the QRF Comd was to administer a 
' kin graft' with his SLR. 

2115 hrs En force surrenders. 
2130 hr Remnants of enemy captured by the SQMS and hi QRF. 
2145 hrs Umpires call a halt to hostilities! 

A a result of our efforts 202 (33 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn were credited 
with 34 enemy killed for the loss of six of their own. The umpire 
found some of the 'off the record' injuries rather more amusing! 

FAREWELLS AND WELCOMES 
The Squadron has recently een a considerable change in its 

personnel. We wish all the best to LI Nick Metcalfe for his sunshine 
tour with 266 Sig Sqn and al o to gl Peter Alves for his 'tour' in 
ciwy treet. The following have al o departed Paderborn and we all 
wish them good luck in their new units, they are: Cpls Sean Cooper, 
J im Cowen, Ray Pritchard, Tony Gaston, Kev Winkles, LCpls Andy 
Terry and Mick Hughes. We wish to extend a warm welcome to Sgt 
Frank McAleer, Cpl Bob Wilson, Gordon Doughty, John Davies, 
Taff Liebe, Cfn Peter Coventry and Sig John Brooks. 

211 (11 ARMD BDE) SIG SQN 
EXERCI E QUARTFR Fl AL 

In Oct0ber, the Squadron took part in Ex Quarter Final, the 4 
Armd Div FTX. Apart from the obvious training value, the exercise 
also produced quite a few amusing instances. 

During the weekend 26/27 October the Brigade moved into a 
concentration area near Trendelberg. Looking forward to removing 
the grim~ of the previous se\en days, it was disappointing to find that 
the mobile bath unit was located some 30Kms away. However, fast
talking Reece Officer Lt Brian Peel soon negotiated the use of 1he 
showers in a nearby gymnasium. Unfortunately though there was no 
hot water available. Initially the crews preferred to risk the wrath of 
the SS\1 rather than risk pneumonia-that was until severa: Danish 
tank drivers from 2ZLR arrived. Magically a queue of British oldier 
appeared anxious to cleanse themselves. Had the hot water been 
restored? o, the Danish soldiers were in fact female and not at all 
perturbed by the cold water or the mixed showering arrangements. 

On the morning of 30 October W02 (YofS) Bob Beebee was feeling 
particularly jovial. Endex was only hours away and it was his birthday 
so he decided to inject a little levity into stand-to. Arriving just 
minutes before the SSM, he repositioned the crews so that they were 
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concealed under vehicles, he. s1an and inside tl.!nt~ and building . 
Needles to say, W02 (SSM) Derek Boyd wa somewhat bewi ldered 
when he could not find :rn) of the men he had carefully sited the 
previou e\·ening. Bui he soon worked out who was responsible and 
set out to even the score. Ju. t minutes before Endex was called a voice 
on the staff intercom announced NB High. Full marks to the 
Yeoman who quickly donned his respirator and leapt out of Comm 
Ops to pread 1he word. Wondering why nobody was reacting, 
especially the SSM. it suddenly dawned on him that the score now 
stood at one-all. 

Padre Mike Walters prays for good weather during Ex Quarter 
Final. The other members of the congregation are the DCOS 11 
Bde Maj John Russell -Jones (l ) and W02 (SSMl Derek Boyd !Rl 

-.. 
Pte Paul Drury stands guard at the Brigade HQ info post 

LCpl Robert Chambers of the fitter section adjusting the steering 
levers of an AFV 432 in the concentration area of Ex Quarter Final 
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Lt. Andrew T rimble left us in Nov~mber to take up a new 
a~pomtf!lent at AA College Harrogate. His presence will certainly be 
~mssed m. the Squadron. Andrew 's diverse and most interesting 
m1erpretauon of map reading has added mystery intrigue and 
cons_iderable 1r_ack .n:iileage to the exerci cs of 1he past two years 
Anxious that his pmt should live on he presented the Squadron with 
the Tnn:ible Troph_Y for map reading during his dining out. The 
nommat1ons for this n:iost c~veted award were, in third place, Sgt 
Barney B~rnard for his magical mystery tour of Vlotho during Ex 
Quarter F,mal; 1~ se_cond pla~e a certain Major referred to as 'Vasco 
de Gama f~r hts _c1rcumnav1gation of a ploughed field, but in first 
place, for his considerable contributions in the field of entertainment 
throughout the year, wa SSgt Al Birkett. Congratulations Staff and 
good luck Andrew. Be assured that your name will live on for many 
years to come. 
. In November we also said goodbye to Sgt John Tovey. During his 

time 111 the quadron SSgt Tovey has worn many hats including QC B 
Tp, OC S~ Tp, A( SSM, Reece Officer and finally Reece Officer's 
dnver, whilst handmg over the job to Lt Brian Peel, I hasten to add. 
Jo~n leaves _the Sq~adron on !?Osting to 19 Inf Bde Sig Sqn where 

he will serve his last six months 111 the Army. Best wishes to Marion 
and your~dt and thank you for your contribution to the Squadron for 
the past two years. 

ROYAL ~I AL BAOR ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIP 
On th~ weekend of 16/17 November, the Squadron took part in the 

Royal Signal BAOR Orienteering Championships held in the Celle 
area. The te~m which con~i~ted of Sgt Barnard, SSgt Smith, Sgts 
c_ooper, Cottmgton, LCpls Goddard, Hamill and Sig Severs beat 227 
Sig Sqn to be ·ome the Minor Unit Champions. 

I Cable and Wireless operate and maintain a 
nationwide telecommun ications system on behalf 
ofthe Saudi Arabian National Guard. A Traffic 
Operations Officer is now required to assist in the 
runnir:g of a Field Force Signals Unit involving 
technical . managerial and traffic activities. 

You_should be educated to degree level or Full 
Tech with at least 5 years experience of all aspects 
of traffic operations as applied to message 
switching systems, morse te legraphy, telephone 
and facsi~ile. We_are seeking an ex-army 
comm1ss1oned officer, preferably Royal Signa ls. 
who has left the service within the last 2 years. 

Experience of the Arab world would be highly 
advantageous. You must have a va lid passport 

Racing to th_e next location, Sgt Fred Cottington, team member of 
the R Signals BAOR Orienteering Minor Unit Champions 

and hold a current UK driving licence. 
We are offering a single status one year contract 

renewable by mutual agreement with benefits 
including: 

::~ Free board and lodging 
::~ Rest and recreation breaks at approximately 
. 4 monthly intervals. All air fares provided. 
::~The pay package quoted is based on the current 

rate of exchange and includes a terminal gratuity. 

Ple_ase write, quoting ref: 1162/W. to: 
Recruitment Manager. Cable and Wireless pie. 
Mercury House, Theoba lds Road, 
London WCl X 8RX or telephone for an 
applicat ion form on 01-405 4980 (24 hours). 

-:.::. .. 
v.~;~~~f~ft~~ Cable and WiPeless 

Helps the world communicate 
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7 Sig Regt 
BVPO 15 

BO. I. 
On Frida\ 22 OYember the Regimental boxing team fought again t 

4 7 Dragoon Guards in the fir · t round of the 4 Armd Div Grade 3 
ovice -Bo. ·ing Champion hips. 
The team, well upported by ome 150 all rank , travelled 10 

Detmold in a omewhat pen ive mood as unit commitments had 
unfortunately restricted the time available for training . In a truly 
memorable and exciting match the Regiment lo I by six bouts to th ree. 

remarkable performance when you consider thar the oppo ition had 
been in full time training since April , and that many of the bout lo t 
were by majority decision. 

To ingle out individuals in a team which fought every fight with 
grit and determination would be a little unfair. However, a special 
mention must go to our winners, LCpls Sheff Appleby, Jock Rea and 
Sig Ma Baker and to Sig Carl Weaver, who was chosen as best loser. 

The Regimental Boxing Officer Capt Ian Ducklow, is convinced 
that with more training very real potential exists for the making ol an 
extremely good team. Our congratulations to all those who took part 
in what was an outstanding sporting occasion and our thanks to 417 
DG for their hospitality. 

LCpl Jock Rea winner of the Featherweight bout 

l I 
l J I 

~ ~ ' --------

The Team 
Back Row (l-RJ Cpl Williams (Trainer) Sig Phillips, Baker, Capt 
Bucklow (Team Manager) Maj Reed, LCpl Appleby, Sig Bowring, 

Sgt Killen 
Front Row: Sig Weaver, LCpl Rea, Sig Cave, LCpl Coombs, 

AbsPnt: Sig Bryan 
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THE BRAEMAR GATHERING 
Originally e ·tablished to provide fund for widows and orphans, 

this annual gathering-more commonly known as the Highland 
Games-took place over the weekend 7/8 September 1985. 

The Regiment was one of eight teams invited to participate in the 
940m relay race which consi t of four runners, two of which run 
150m and two run 320m. The oppo ition, which included ihe Army 
Athletic Champions and a team from the US Forces was formidable, 
so the quad, under the watchful eye of QM I Dave Hyslop, set their 
sights on reaching the final. After a fast run in their heat the team 
succeeded in qualifying for the final later in the day. 

A false start added more tension than usual to the final event 
however after yet another fa I run the Regimental team of Cpl Alleyne 
and LCpls Hutchinson, Peat and Poulson achieved third place in a 
close and competit ive race. 

I'm sure those who took part wi ll be seeking another invitation next 
year a this spectacular occasion, attended by members of the Royal 
Family and ome 20,000 spectators, gave them the opportunity to see 
the Heavyweight Athletes in action as well as watch and Ii ten to the 
famous dancers and pipers of Scotland. 

ASSAULT COURSE COMPETITION 
The winning team in action during the 6 Sqn inter Troop Assault 

Cour e Competition. The event, held on 13 November produced some 
excellent performance not least by LCpl Chris Mark and his team. 
Organised by LCpl Alan Poul on , this highly successful competition 
was hotly contested by all who took part and it was made even more 
enjoyable by the comments and encouragement voiced from the 
sideline. 

DINING OUT BRIGADIER R. F. L. COOK 
With a sigh of relief from the PMC and the Mess Manager, the 

RSM finally declared that the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess 7 Sig Regt 
was ready for the Brigadier's dining out on 8 November 1985 . The 
dinner held in Maresfield Barracks was attended by more than 90 
Royal Signals Warrant Officers from I (BR) Corps. 

The Brigadier arrived punctually, and after sherry in the Spearhead 
Club, diners were called to table by a fanfare from a Trumpeter of the 
band of the 1st Bn the Royal Scots (The Royal Regiment) which was 
in attendance. 

The I Sig Bde grace was read by WOl Tony Cartwright, of 22 Sig 
Regt. The meal which followed was superbly prepared and presented 
by W02 (SQMS) Eric Titmarsh ACC and his SNCOs, a gourmet's 
delight , and to the accompaniment of the band old times were relived 
and the Corps reorganised, all in the space of three hours. 

After an amusing and enlightening speech by the RSM, WOt Pete 
Whitehead, Brig Cook was duly presented with a fine writing desk by 
his Corps Warrant Officers. The Brigadier was finally persuaded to 
speak and then he made presentations to the RSM's both old and new. 

A splendid night (and day for some) marred only by a lack of 
Brown Sauce for WOl (now Capt) John Illingworth! 

Our thanks to all those who helped to make the occasion such a 
splendid affair. Their hard work was greatly appreciated by those 
present. It was sad to see the Commander leave us, in fact it upset the 
Commanding Officer so much he had to leave early (0500 hrs). He still 
maintains his driver was late! 
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CANOE CLUB-FINAL EVENTS 
7 Sig ~egt 'Grill? Reaper' Canoe Club continues to flourish. Fresh 

from their. success m the A~my Canoe Surf Championships the teams 
were confident of perf?rmmg well in their final competitions. 

The BAOR Down River Race took place on the river Erft on 7/8 
Novcmb~r. Some 2~ competitors turned out for these events and 
on.ce aga~n our novice paddlers were triumphant. The team: LCpls 
M1c~y M1ll~opp, Neil Coop~r and Sig Shaun Arundel, won the 7Km 
No~1ce.Wh1te Water event wah LCpl Millsopp and Sig Arundel taking 
the indlVldual second ~nd ~hird pl~ces respectively. LCpl Cooper was 
a.ll .set to take the novice lllle until he capsized some 800m from the 
fm1sh. How~ve~ he recovered well and managed to secure seventh 
place and wnh 11 the team trophy. 

The Open White Water team of Capt Chris Owen Cpl Richard Hall 
an~ LCpl I.an .V~ncent c~me third in their event with LCpl Ian Vincent 
takmg the md1v1dual. third place. All in all a successful championships 
and our congratulations go to all participants. 

The last event of ~he season, the Army Down River Championships, 
took place on t~e nv~r Swale, North Yorkshire on 17/18 November. 
This "'.as t~e first time that our paddlers had taken part in the 
cham~1?nsh1ps and they were soon to find that the standard of the 
oppos1t1on was the toughest they had encountered to date the team 
from 2 Inf Div HQ and S!g Regt being particularly strong. 

The events took place m what can only be described as 'crisp' 
wea~her conditio.ns, shots ?f 'Gluwein' being the order of the day. The 
novice .team achieved a highly creditable fifth place but we feel that 
the ladies of he Durham Nursing Home may have prevented a higher 
posicion. 

The individual competitions were held on Sunday the 18th but 
unfortunately we are unable to confirm the final positions as the 
team departed for BAOR as soon as our paddlers had completed their 
events. 

In. conclusion, the 'Grim Reaper' club will now be taking a short 
respite from competitive canoeing. I do believe some are actually 
going to do some work! Under the guidance of Sgt Jim Wilson the 
club has had a tremendous first season in Army Competitions and put 
the name of 7 Sig Regt firmly on the map in canoeing circles. Fellow 
paddlers look out during 1986! Finally our thanks go to Sealink for 
their support throughout the season. 

Sig Charlie Parker practising his techniques 
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The Corps Commander chatting to Sig White during his inspection 
of the Regimental Barrack Guard 

VISITS 
During this period the Regiment has had two hon but highly 

succe sful visits. The first took place on 24 October when LI Gen Sir 
Brian Kenny KCB CBE made a brief stop in Herford. After inspecting 
the Barrack Guard'. co.mmanded by ~gl Ken Sheppard, the Corps 
Commander was mv1ted to officially open the newly built 
PT~IGAN garages before commencing a mini tour of the 
Regiment. He expressed a great deal of interest in the new vehicles and 
spent some time chatting to the soldiers about the equipment and their 
responsibilities within the system. • 
~he second vis!t took place on 21 November when the Deputy 

SOmC made a whmle stop tour of the Regiment. Brig F. R. Maynard 
was delayed becau~e of the i~cl!'.ment weather but this did not stop 
~1m from compleung the maJonty of the outline programme. Thi 
included:- a look at the new PTARMIGAN Staff Vehicles oldiers' 
accommodation and the ovice boxing team in training' for their 
forthcoming contest. 
. Both. visits concluded with lunch in the mes . A fitting finish to any 
inspection however short. 

The Deputy SOinC being greeted by Lt Col Nigel Wood and the 
RSM. I believe initial comments referred to the 'Brass Monkey' 

weather 
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8 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

F REW ELL YI ' IT BY THE ' IGNAL OFFICER-IN-C~IEF 
Maj Gen R. Benbo" made his fa1ewcll visit to the Reg1me~t on I 
o'ember 1985 . He pre cnted • gt (FofSl. John l\_1urray with the 

BE, 1 and five other members of the l:eg1ment with LS and GC 
• ledal . 

SSgt (FofS) Murray presented with the BEM 

Maj Gen Benbow after the presentations with fl -R) SSgt 
Johnson (RAPCJ, Sgt White, SSgt (FofS) Murray, Sgt Barton , 

SSgt Hedgley, Sgt Fenton 

The picture shows Lt Col (Retd) G. B. Donald (Ex DAAQMG). Col 
(Retd) J. P. North (Ex Vimy Project Liaison Officer), Maj Gen 
Benbow (Ex Brigade Major) and Maj (Retd) J . Telfer (Ex S03 TA 
and Cadets) . They are in what was the Bde HQ and is now the 

Corporals Mess 
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VISIT B\ BRIGADIER R. 1'' . MAYNARD M~E . 
The new Commander Training Group R Signal and attcnck 

Garrison. Brig Maynard visited the Regiment on 19 September. 

In the FMVT home room . Mr Eddie Bell looks concerned as Brig 
Maynard helps a student 

Col Austin, Brig Maynard and W02 Fowles surveyin.Q the days 
fare in Vimy A 

The Brigadier in the Covered Line Training Area chatting to LCpl 
Boucher on his Tele Mech Upgrading Course 
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Cpl Mukundabahadur receiving his A grade from Lt Col Finney, OC 
TTS 

EXERCISE AUTUMN TRAIL 
Report by Lt Sally Billson WRAC 

IL began, as these things always do, over a cup of coffee. Capt 
Gavin Spearpoint just happened to mention that the Regiment was 
providing the crew for the last but one leg of Ex A urumn Trail-a sail 
training vemure on one of the Joim Services Sailing Centre's 
Nicholson 55, HMSTY British Soldier-and I just happened to 
mention that I wa a competent crew and how two weeks in the 
Mediterranean ahead seemed rather appealing. 

. . . and so at 0340 hrs on Monday 4 ovember, J found myself 
in RAF Brize Norton being very brusquely awoken by a tannoy 
announcing that the Air Trooping Flight to Deccimomanu in Sardinia 
would depart at 0530 hrs. 

The crew con isted of: 
Lt Col (Retd) Hugh Rogers The 'Boss' 
Lt Col Greville Edgecombe AAC Mate 
Maj Dickie Bird Port Watch Leader 
Capt Paul Stock Crew/ Pur er 
Lt Sally Billson WRAC Crew/ Safety 

GM 'Chip' Schwartz S Army Crew 
Sgt 'Taf' Jones Crew/ Engineer 
SSgt John Coultish larboard Watch Leader 
SSgt Dick Sims Crew 
SSgt Pete Whitehouse Crew/ Engineer 
Dvr Mark Pritchard RCT Crew 

All were very abty skippered by OCDT Mandie Hudson, having 
nothing better to do while waiting to go to Sandhurst than take a 
bunch of lunatics out on the open ea. 

We set sail from Decci after lunch on Tuesday, on a eemingly 
peaceful, unadventurous passage toward Menorca . . . the first 
signs that all wa not going well was that ominous feeling in the pit 
of the stomach, which in most cases travelled upwards fairly fast! I'd 
like to say that I gallantly tood up on deck, hand to forehead, looking 
out for icebergs, ships in distress etc, but as a force eight gemly blew 
into a force nine, I have to confes I took to my bunk-for three day ! 

It was a dirty, crumpled crew who arrived in Menorca at 1800 hrs
it was a surprisingly revitalised (and clean) crew who made a bee-line 
for the bars at 1805 hrs. 

On 9 November after a day of sun, we set sail in perfect condition 
for Majorca and arrived without incident at 0600 hr on the 10th At 
1600 hrs we departed for Cartegena on the Spanish coast and arrived 
at 1200 hr , promptly falling asleep on the deck in the warm(i h) sun. 

The morning of 15th was dreary, cloudy and dull. We evemually et 
sail at 1730 hr into drizzle, mist and an ominous wind. I fell into my 
bunk at 2030 hrs and prepared for 10 hQurs of uninterrupted leep 
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. . . unfortunately someone somewhere had other plans, and a I 
drifted off listening to the sounds of a force even, a force ten lurked 
around the corner-just to ensure we didn't become complacent. 

The novelty of living at 45° with water pouring in through even the 
smallest gap quickly wore thin, and at midnight after gallantly 
wrestling with the helm for a couple of hours, Lt Col Edgecombe hove 
to, and we spent the next seven hours being blown sideways into the 
Mediterranean. 

After stop at Almeria and Estapona, there was a definite feeling of 
'end of termitis' as we sighted the Rock of Gibraltar. Two days of 
sunshine in Gib and we bade a reluctant farewell to the Rock and an 
even more reluctalll 'hello' to a cold and wet Luton Airport. 

We all moaned at times, some even shouted, we all got fed up with 
wet clothes, smelly sleeping bags and not being able to wash until 10 
in the morning. We all trapped fingers and toes, banged elbow , 
knocked knees and lost contact lenses-but not one of us would have 
missed it for anything! 

NEW YORK MARATHON 
Sgt Tony Churchward arranged for LCpl Joe Campbell and ig 

Jacko Jackson to take part in the 1985 New York Marathon. The 
organisation started about six month ago and with lots of help from 
our American friends at Fort Hamilton, Brookland, the trip was made 
possible. 

ineteen thousand runner started from Staten Island and the 
course took them through Brookland, Queens, The Bronx, Harlem 
and Manhattan, finishing in Central Park . The route wa lined with 
hundreds of pectactors and with young ladies offering refreshment 
and the occasional leg massage. Sig Jack on eemed to have cramp on 
more than one occasion! 

Although LCpl Campbell and Sig Jackson split up at times, they 
met up again at the 18 mile poim and from there encouraged each 
other for the rest of the way, finishing together. 

When they recovered enough to wonder about their position, they 
wished they hadn't bothered . They came in 18,250 and 18,251! Still 
they enjoyed the scenery and brought back some super souvenirs. 

BRITISH SPORTS ASSOCIATION FOR THE DISABLED 
Eight teams from the Regiment emered the sponsored wheel chair 

marathon on 13 October at RAF Catterick. The winning team from 
I Sqn completed the marathon in 2 hr 26 mins and were presented 
with The Wilkinson Sword trophy. The Wilkinson Sword Poignard 
was awarded to HQ Sqn who raised the largest &mount (£597.74) for 
BSAD. 

Cpls Martin, Pottage, Dave Ball and John Roose with Cath, aher 
their winning run in the Wheel Chair Marathon 
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I- R TROOP BA KEl BALL . 
The rnmp tt11on 1s held O\er a week and there were fe1~ _surpnses 

in the preliminarv matche . However, there was a very exc1tmg game 
in 11hkh T rp only narrowly beat the Gurkha of 0 Tp. 

In the Play-Off, the TTS team, which consi ted oft.he more mature 
playen. (old men) could not contain the young and kilful ! G and T 
Tp teams. The final game between T G and T Tp lived up to 
expectations-T G being the de crved winner . Cpl Gaz Crouch w~s 
awarded the trophy for the best player in the competition and for his 
kilful play it1 the final. 

The Winners: TSG 
Back row L to R: Cpls John Garhead, Gaz Crouch, Rab Mulholland 

(Capt). SSgt 'JF' Fuller, and Cpl Nick Goodwin 
Front row L to R: Cpls Skip Collins, Ossie Osbourne, Jimmy Coyle , 

Wings Gorman 

Runner Up: T Troop 
Back row L to R: Cpls Ray Neal, Paul Booth , Kev Moir, Tom 

Davies, Keith Carter 
Front row L to R: Cpls Stan Mathews, Martin Bain, Maj Edgar (OC 

1 Sqn), Neil Hardy, Nev Smikle 

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? 

HA VE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'? 
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VOLLEYBALL 
The Catterick Garri . on Inter Unit Volleyball Competition was 

dominated by the Regiment's teams. Three of our five teams reached 
the emi-finals and the final was contested between TTS and I Sqn. 
I Sqn won quite easily and posed for a quick snapshot before 
returning to work! 

1 Sqn Volleyball Team 
Back Row L to R: LCpl Mukundi , Cpls Young, Neal, McNulty, 

Cow burn 
Front row L to R: Cpl Mukundabahadur, Sig Nirmal , Lt Macey, 

LCpls Hitman, Chhetra 

What happens when 
I • you re an ex-service 

Telegraphist or 
Telephonist? 

Well trained? Ambitious? Due to leave 
the service shortly? Settling in London? 
How are you going to use your skills to 
get a good job in 'Civvie' Street? 

The answer is to contact TRG Services, 
the leading telecommunications 
employment agency. Their ex-service 
interviewers know your problem exactly 
and can help you with guidance, advice 
and job prospects. Why not contact them 
today and put your mind at rest about 
the luture. 

Ill ,7fj}f{Pt TIJ,~~;f!)f!f!S 
J/I J/I \\\~///_London EC4R 9AA. Tel: 01-236 2661 

TEL EC OM 111:. 
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9 Sig Regt 
BFPO 58 

SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND AID 
Her Royal Highness The Princess Anne recently received £2 500 

from 9 Sig Regt for the Save the Children Fund. It was part of the 
proceeds from the 1985 Cyprus Motor Show organised by the 
Regiment. Cpl Ken Mitchell, 25, was able to present the cheque 
personally on 24 September during HRH's visit to 10 Sig Regt at 
Wilton. Princess Anne said how delighted she was to receive the 
cheque and asked that her congratulations and warmest thanks be 
passed to those mcmbets of her Corps involved in raising such a 
marvellous sum for the Save the Children Fund. 

Cpl Ken Mitchell, being presented to HRH before handing over the 
£2,500 cheque for the Save the Children Fund 

REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE 
9 sig Regt and 33 Signal Unit RAF joined together for a Service of 

Remembrance in Mercury Cinema on Sunday 10 November. It was a 
warm day and we felt warmer st.ill in Service Dress, not so used to 
constricting ties and light collars. The cinema was full with many 
standing as Service personnel and families attended the ervice led by 
the Rev K. Va ey CF(RC). 

Afterwards the three Squadrons, WRAC and local Infantry 
Company formed a parade and marched past the Commanding 
Officer. 

9 Sig Regt marching past after the Remembrance Day Service 

It has been a hectic few months. Many sporting competitions have 
taken place with the gloriou weather continuing well into December. 
The big event held in October 1985 was the Cyprus Walkabout. The 
Regiment fielded three team . 

Congratulation go to Maj Christ Stevenson MBE, Capt Brian 
Pettifer and SSgl Pete Havlin who made up a veterans ' team. They 
were placed 16th with the fastest veterans' team time. 

The other teams came 12th and 26th with very respectable times. 
We have said good-bye to Capt George Lile and more recently Capt 

Andy Roberts and wish them both luck in their future posts . 
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NEW CBFC VISITS ESBA 

The new Commander British Forces Cyprus, Air-Vice Marshal K. 
W. Hayr RAF, visited the Eastern Sovertign Base Area, Cyprus on 
11 November, spending the morning at 9 Sig Regt. After landing 
by helicopter he was welcomed to Mercury Barracks by a guard 
of honour. After an inspection, the CBFC was introduced to 
members of the Regiment before attending a buffet lunch in the 

DHEKELIA DASH 
CUTTING A DASH 

Officers' Mess 

On Saturday 9 November 1985, 800 Athletes were limbering up in 
Dhekelia and Ayios Nikolaos as they awaited the start of the 1985 
Dhekelia Dash. The usual nervous anticipation was damped down by 
rain which had fallen steadily for 12 hours. 

The fifteen by one mile relay race travelling along the corridor road 
connecting 9 Sig Regt with the rest of the Garrison was now in its 19th 
year. This year 56 teams entered from all Units on the Island, 
civilians, wives, and school children. 

Six teams entered from 9 Sig Regt l Sqn, 2 Sqn and 3 Sqn were 
represented with the Navy gallantly fielding a team plus the wives club 
and WRAC. 

A good pace was set from the start by all age groups but by stage 
six the undulating course was beginning to tell and runners on the 
uphill sections began to wonder if their mile was a stretched version 
of the usual Cyprus Mile. The road to stage seven has an especially 
vicious uphill slope, but the flagging runners were cheered on by 
soldiers manning the UN observation post along the way who 
obviously appreciated their grandstand view of an occasion which 
livened up a normally tedious routine. 

By stage nine, 2 Sqn were in the lead. After stage 10, I Sqn came 
through to challenge 2 Sqn and were soon in the lead which they held 
all the way to the finish, with a time of I hr 22.48 secs. The WRAC 
led by SSgt McDougall, came in a very competitive third, in the ladies 
race, closely followed by the Ay Nik Ladies. 

I Sqn, holders of the trophy for the last five years have now set a 
precedent that they hope won' t be broken . 

2 Sqn running the Dhekelia Dash 
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QU RTERMA TER' DEPARTMENT 
E. HA~GES I 

There have been a number of coming and goings recently. We 1ave 
dined out LCpl Pete Brooker who volunteered for 264 Sig qn (go~d 
lu I. on your our e), LCpl '\ obbly' Willi~ has departed for ~8 1g 
Regt and LCpl 'Doug' cotl RP and Jill ha:.,! gone to pend their la t 
i. month in the UK before leaving the ."irmy in the new year. 

W02 (RQMS) 'Deni the Menace' Parker and hi bet.~r ha!f 
Margaret have now left. us bound for OTC. Manchester nd h1 
promotion 10 RSM. ig Arthur Daly went for hts NAAFI b~eak ~ome 
six month ago and ha n'l been seen ince . His new address 1s beheved 
to be Trap One, the Guard Room, 11 Sig Regt. . 

To fill their hoes we welcome Cpl Kev Reynolds and Juhe, LCpl 
'Bozz' Grubb and Margaret , LCpl 'Spike I'm a Para' Haynes, .LCpl 
'John' McGing RP and Pamela and Pie David Pope RP and finally 
W02 (RQMS) Bill Woodma on and wife Hazel who join us on 
promotion from the I Sqn SQMS po t. Good luck to you all. 

PROMOTIONS . 
Congratulations to Cpl Alan (where' my posting?) Hunt on being 

selected for promotion on the la t Promotion Board . 

LS & GC PRESENTATIONS 
Recently rwo of our members, Sgt F. Share a!1d Sgt J: Brown, 

were pre ented wi th LS & GC medals by the SOmC, MaJ Gen R. 
Benbow. The ceremony rook place in the Sergeant ' Me s with their 
familie and mes member pre ent. Congratulation to you both. 

THE GREAT DHEKELlA BED PUSH 
There isn 't a lot that goe on without us having a go. Half 

marathons, full marathons, Dhekelia Dashe , Akrotiri 10' and 
Waterloo Eight's have all been upported. 

Recently we entered a team for the Dhekelia Bed Pu h and raised 
£300 in the process. Our team was a joint effort between member of 
the MT, Cookhouse and ourselves, all of whom had volunteered for 
and fun and to help rai e money fo r a good cause . 

The ream con isted of the following: Cpl 'Harry' Humpries ACC, 
Sig Morgan (MT), gt Dave Reegan ACC, Sgt Mal Lips ACC, W02 
Don Loben ACC, Pte Webster RP, LCpl Tony Wales RP, Cpl John 
Doble RP, Cpl John Fisher MT, Cpl Alan Hunt, Cpl Blonde! (MT), 
Pte Keo McGuinness RP, SSgl Fred Share, Sig Barry Stark, LCpl 
Spike Haynes and a special mention to Mrs Anna Hunt, wife of Cpl 
Hunt, who volunteer'ed to be our Bed Push mascot and turned out in 
full webbing. 

RUGBY CLUB NEWS 
INTER TROOP <;;EVENS 

We started the season with the annual inter-Troop seven-a-side 
competition. The competition attracted teams from every Squadron 
and Support Coy 2nd Bn Royal Irish Rangers were also invited to take 
part as a Guest Team. 

With the Regiment's Rugby Officer Capt Tony Roberts talent 
spotting, some good Rugby was played. At the end of the day however 
only four teams got the prizes. The plate final was between QM Troop 
and our guests Support Coy. Although the Irish won the match QM 
Troop were awarded the Regimental Sevens plate while our guests 
were presented with a suitably engraved plaque. 

The final of the main cup competition was between TM Troop and 
D Troop. After some exciting Rugby from both sides it was D Troop 
who stole the cup in the end. 
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Our thank go to SSgt Ken Rankin for keeping us sui tably 
refreshed W02 (RQM ) Bill Woodmason for organisi ng the 
competiti~n and finally to Maj Alan Browne who so kindly came 
along and pre ented the prize . 

ON AND OFF THE FIELD 
We have had a mixed start to the season with little success on the 

field as yet but plenty in the club hou e. We have had some very good , 
close games but few notable wins. But it ' s early days yet. 

Off the field the entertainment under the guidance of our PEC Cpl 
Harry Humphries ha been great and we continue to make 
improvement to the club hou c with the aid of SSgt Ian Thorneycroft 
and his committee coming up with ideas. 

One notable uccess was the All Island Fifteens Competition which 
we ho Led. A special thank you goe Lo ome o f our club wives who 
tood all day preparing a nd cooking snack for all a nd sundry. 

FAREWELL 
Very recently we said fa rewell to one of our mo t ucce sful player 

LCpl 'BilJ's' Bilsborough on posting Lo UK. We hope that he is able 
to continue playing in his new unit and wish him all the best for the 
future. 

CHARITY BED PUSH 
Eight teams took part this year in the Charity Bed Push on Saturday 

30 November covering the distance between Dhekelia and Ay Nik . 
This sponsored event now in its third year, brought an air of joviality 
at the tart when all reams paraded outside the main NAAFI Dhekelia 
at 0800 hr for the judging of the Fancy Dress competition. Mrs 
Galloway and Mrs Besant judged the competition and awarded the 
prize for the best turned out team to 2 Sqn, 9 Sig Regt. 

Lt Col M. J. C. Galloway started the race with the King Richard 
School team fir t, then the Ay Nik ladies, followed closely by the 
Regiment teams and 33 SU RAF. The men soon ploughed ahead with 
their sturdy beds, of far better de ign than last year. 

The teams varied in size from 14-32 people and a relay system was 
in operation over the 15 mile course, some changing every mile or 
every two miles, or whenever necessary-up the hills! 

£l ,301.92c was raised by sponsorship and will be donated to the 
trusts for Tracey Livermore, Steven Welch and the Heart Foundation 
in memory of Mo Jupp. The prize for the team who raised the most 
money was won by the Ay Nik ladies for raising £484. 

The winning team, 3 Sqn , produced a very fast time of I hr 23 mins 
53 secs in an exciting finish pipping 2 Sqn to the post by econds. One 
minute slower than the dash. Congratulations go to everyone who 
took part, making it such a successful day and especially to WOI Jim 
Dodds who coordinated the chaos . 

Ay Nik Wives raised the most money for charity 

2 Sqn winners of the fancy dress competition 
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AY NIK FOOTBALL' P ECIAL' 
On ~r!day 8 November 1985, the inter-Troop six-a-side football 

compet1t1?n t~ok place at the Ordnance Depot sports ground . Sixteen 
teams which mclu~ed three guest teams (33 SU, Civ Wing and PSA) 
turned out and enjoyed a full day's play of hard and fast foo tball. 

After a hect ic. day's play B Tp and 33 SU had fought thei r way 
through to. the fmal which was refereed by Emlyn Hughes. Needless 
to say the J !nal turned out to be the game of the competition with both 
teams playmg their hearts out. At the end of extra time 33 SU RAF 
won which me~nt B Tp took the inter-Troop trophy. Our visiting 
sports per onahty Emlyn Hughes presented the prizes to the winning 
team. 

B Troop team with t he ir t rophies 

An eventful day was rounded off by all concerned adjourning to the 
Sports and Social Club to celebrate the day' s success. 

Celebrities Liz Hobbs, Donna Hartley and John H . Stace~ were 
also visiting Ay ik on that day and met many members of the 
Regi ment, stopping to pose fo r photographs with local children . 

Celebrities (l-R) Liz Hobbs , Donna Hartley, Emlyn Hughes and 
John H. Stracey meet local children 
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NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 
EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

BOARDING EDUCATION 
North Yorkshire Local Education Authority maintains four secondary 
schools with boarding provision. Places are available for boys and 
girls for September 1 984. Further particulars of the schools and 
application procedures may be obtained either by writing to the 
Head of the school or direct to the County Education Officer, 
County Hall, Room 143(SB) Northallerton OL 7 SAE. 

Admission to the three grammar schools is subject to the pupil's 
suitability for grammar school education. No charge is made to 
parents in respect of tuition. 

ARCHBISHOP HOLGATE'S GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
A Voluntary Controlled Grammar School for some 575 boys 
situated on the eastern outskirts of the City of York having 
accommodation for about 45 boarders in a modern, purpose-built 
Boarding House on an attractive site within easy reach of the City. 
The School, founded in 1 546, is now accommodated in modern 
premises (built bet ween 1963 and 197 4) and provides a wide range 
of GCE 'O' and GCE 'A' level courses. Each year 60 boys proceed 
to full-time courses of higher and further education. The Education 
Committee's proposals for the reorganisation of secondary 
education on comprehensive lines in the City of York in 1 985 have 
been approved. Boarding facilities will continue for boys aged 11 -18 
thus including some boarding provision for pupils attending the 
proposed York Sixth Form College. 
Head Teacher: Dr J M Frost B.A .. Hull Road, York Y01 5HA. 

ERMYSTED'S GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
A Voluntary Aided Grammar School for some 500 boys situated in 
the market town of Skipton on the edge of the Dales National Park, 
having accommodation for about 50 boarders. The school is of 
ancient foundation and the Boarding House is integral to the 
school 's historic premises. A wide range of GCE 'O' and 'A' level 
courses is provided and a high proportion of pupils proceed to 
courses of higher and further education. 

Head Teacher: Mr D M Buckroyd, M.A .. Gargrave Road, Skipton 
BD23 1 PL. 

RICHMOND SCHOOL 
A County Co-educational Comprehensive School for some 1,500 
pupils (with a sixth form of "bout 230 pupils) having two well 
appointed Boarding Houses set in their own attractive grounds, with 
accommodation for about 35 boys and 12 girls. There is a wide 
range of courses based on strong academic traditions, for pupils of 
all abilities leading to CSE, CEE, GCE 'O' and ' A' level examinations. 

Head Teacher: Mr J D Dutton, M.A .. J .P. Darlington Road, 
Richmond DL 10 7BQ. 

RIPON GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
A County Co-educational Grammar School for some 660 pupils 
having two attractive Boarding Houses with accommodation for 
about 55 boys and 45 girls. A wide range of GCE 'O' and 'A' level 
courses is provided and a high proportion of pupils go on to courses 
of higher and further education. 

Head Teacher: Mr D B Stanley, B.Sc .. Clotherholme Road. Ripon 
HG4 2DG. 
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11 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

BATTLEAXE TROOP 
After one month' frantic preparation . 11 Sig Regt welcomed the 

fir t Troop of Junior Signalmen to 3 Sqn on 3 Jun 1985 . The 49 young 
men who arrived on that historic day became Battleaxe Troop. Only 
now after six months of hectic training can the full story be told. 

A hairy bunch. Prior to arrival at 11 Sig Regt 
Left to Right: JSig Rockliff, Dawson, Kemp, Stafford, Storey 
(hidden), Knowles, Whitlam, Land, Brown, Betts, Sims, Landells 

THE TRAINING 
Word can hardly describe the imensity, variety and pace of the 

training experienced by the Troop. From individual fieldcraft to 
assaults supported by FGA, helicoprers and tanks; from abseiling to 
de cending the country's deepest caves: they saw, they tried, they 
achieved. Individual achievements were many-all members of the 
Troop trained for, and made, their first parachute jumps. A team 
from the Troop represented the Regiment at the Army Canoe Wild 
Water Championships, and all members of the Troop made a trial 
sub-aqua dive under the supervision of the Catterick Garrison Sub
Aqua Club. All this and much, much more was acl:tieved in addi tion 
to the normal CMS(R) training programme. 

By the time this article is read the Troop will have provided a lining 
party and ushers for the Children's Royal Variety performance at the 
London Palladium and will have celebrated Christmas with a Troop 
breakfast at rhe Ritz Hotel in Piccadilly. 

The following pot pourri of photographs show some aspects of rhe 
Troop at work and play during the last six months. 

Uniform, and how to keep it 
Left to Right: JSig Whitlam, Sims, Kemp, Storey, Leask, Rockl iff, 

Brown, Cpl Waldron instructs 
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The full Cadre 
Left to Right Standing: Cpls Nige Heathcote, Andy Waldron, Sgt 

Barry Spiers, Cpl Chris Carling 
Seated: Lt Andy Bristow 

The Troop at Hamsterly Forest after the stretcher race, (wet 
route) 

Leading from the front, the Cadre prepare to make their first 
parachute jump. Cpl Andy Waldron, Sgt Barry Spiers, Lt Andy 

Bristow 

The first time over the assault course. Cpls Gary Tock and Mitch 
Mitchell instruct 
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On Pass Off Parade, reviewed and inspected by Brig I. O. J. 
Sprackling 

Brig Sprackling inspects 
L to R: JSig Ford and Best Recruit JSig Chivers 

Brig Sprackling speaks to JS Holland flanked by (left) JSig Betts 
and (right) JSig Mccreery 
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4 TROOP 

Th.e Regiment has a long and close association with the market town 
of Richmond, North Yorkshire, which has been in evidence during 
rece~t f!!Onths. In. September the town mayor, Councillor R. L. May 
was invited to review the pass off parade of 4 Troop. The mayor, who 
serve~ throughout the Second World War, was clearly impressed with 
the high standards achieved by our less experienced recruits. 

After the parade the mayor presented the prizes to: 
Best Recruit Sig Dowber 
Best Shot Sig Miney 
T~e compliment was repaid on Sunday 10 ovember when a large 

contingent from 1 Sqn took part in the Remembrance Parade in 
Ric~mond. The Corps Band led a large parade, composed of the 
Regiment, the RAF Regiment, The Royal British Legion and variou~ 
youth organisations, through the streets of the town. Wreaths were 
laid at two memorials before the Regiment lined the route to the 
church service. 

Mayor of Richmond takes the salute from 4 Tp led by W01 'Cas' 
Francis 

Mayor presenting prize for 'Best Shot' to Sig Miney 

5 TROOP 

PERSONALITIES 
Lt Mark 'Courses-Smith' Ca tie-Smith 
Sgt 'Mac' Maclean 
Cpl Rob 'Bob the tub' Holmes 
Cpl Eric 'ET' Strefford 
Cpl Gordon 'Songy' Be t 
LCpl Ian ·stumpy' Swan 

MEMORIES 
Sig Norman decided to rest the first aid abiliry of the Troop by 

impaling himself on hi knife . . . 
OC decided that the Troop needed to learn helicopter drills. The e 

were carried out on a 6fr table, much to the bewilderment of rhe cook 
who wa u ing it ar the time. The whole thing was a great uccess, but 
breakfast wa somewhat late. 

Sgt Maclean finally came out of the clo et at the Regimental Fete 
and owned up to the fact that he wa a dwarf . . . 
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P~ OF• . 
On .t O.:tober 1hc Troop con ·luded 1he 10 week cour e ~vnh a pa ·:. 
ff parad . It ''a re' JC\\t:d by Col C. A. Brown, Comd I 1g Gp, who 

pre ented pri1es to: 
Be t Recruil ig orman 
Be 1 hot ig ullhan 

Col Brown inspecting 5 Tp 

WHEELCHAIR MARATHON 
On unday 13 Oc1ober 24 member of .the Regiment t.o?k part in 

a pon ored wheelchair marathon orgam ed by the Bnu h Sport 
A sociation for the Disabled. Team of four-three 'pu hers ' and one 
di abled 'driver'-competed over 12 lap of a 2.2 mile course at RAF 
Catterick. The whole day proved LO be a great succe s, and 
particularly for the Regimental WRAC team of 2Lt Debbie Da~is, C~I 
Elaine Clapham and Capt Paul Nicholson-Taylor(!) . Dre sed ·~ their 
rather provocative St Trinian outfits, they helped Barry .t? wm 1he 
prize for the 'Military team entering into the best sp1rn of the 
marathon' . 

Christina Boxer, the European l ,500m Record H~ld.er, presented 
the prizes at the end of the race, but took some convmcmg that Capt 
Paul Nicholson-Taylor qualified to compete in the WRAC team. 
More imP.ortantly, the teams raised a healthy sum of money for a 
good cause and gave a lot of enjoyment to disabled people. 

Capt N-T {the one with the nice legs). 2Lt Debbie Davis, Cpl Elaine 
Clapham {with pint) and Barry after the wheelchair marathon 
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13 Sig Regt 
BFPO 42 

Jn thi action packed contribution which belie our reputation of 
being a' leepy hollo\ 'we are covering ome very diverse topic . What 
better way to tart than with a bang . . . . . 

It was on Friday 29 November that a wartime bomb was discovered 
near the camp perimeter fence. J have to add at this point that the two 
German worker who had found it continued LO dig the trench as 
though this wa an everyday occurrence. At this stage our erstwhile 
Clerk of Work gt Keith Walker RE took command and rumour 
ha it that he was seen trying to move the bomb to a safer place where 
it would cause the lea t amount of damage to RHQ. Luckily he only 
got a far as the 1raining wing before he was stopped . . . not by the 
bomb, I ha ten to add. . 

The RPC acting a ATO support surrounded the bomb with a vast 
quantitiy of sandbag which were never to be seen again. 

' Before' The RPC Provost Staff 
L - R: Ptes ' Ninja' Brown, Jock Leggat, Cpl Brian Pigg 

The annual Regimental military training, Colonel's Cup, 
competition which was held on 4 November resulted in a very close 
contest. The course was planned and set out by the training wing led 
by Capt Peter Clarke and it proved to be very exacting and tested 
military skills to the fu ll. 

Sgt Benny Bennett 's combined Band D Troop team.wo!1 the Cup 
for I Sqn with SHQ and F Troop team from 3 Sqn comrng m second. 

Sgt Bennett leads his winning team to collect the Colonels Cup 
L-R: Sgt Bennett, Cpl Edon, LCpls Homes, Dunn, Sig Shrubb, 

Beaumont 
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COMMANDER COMMUNICATION STUDY PERIOD 
On 12 Nove.mber ~s part of Comd Comms Study Period, a large 

number of emor officers from the Corps visited the Regiment. They 
were entertained Lo lunch in the Officers' Mess and then after a brief 
by the CO and 01hcr member of the Operations staff, they were given 
a tour of 1he various areas of the Regiment. 

SEGEANTS' MESS 
On Friday 8 November the Mes · dined out WOl John eale and 

Sgt Peter Cooper who both leave us for civvy street. We wish them 
all the best in the future. 

On 1-riday 29 November the Me s dined out WOl (YofS) Nick 
Naylor who leaves us on commissioning to 10 Sig Regt (UKLF), S gt 
Taff Crook who leaves us to go into civvy street and gt Gingc Cox 
who leaves us for his last six month in UK. 

The evening proved one of the most enjoyable nights the Mess has 
seen fo r ome time with all the speakers in fine form and ick Naylor 
gct1ing his true de ens in the form of a court-martial (someone had 
obviously done his homework on the charges). Even the stout defence 
by W02 David McNulty couldn't prevent Nick being banished to the 
stocks. 

The RSM and Capt Yates carry out a quick stock check in the bar 
and find a Yeoman of Signals surplus to requirements 

TM TROOP 
PER ONALJTIES: 
TOT Capt Bob Wherry 
Fors 1 WOl (FofS) Pete Waring 
FofS 2 SSgt (Fof ) Jim Water on 
NCO IC Radio Wksp SSgt Dennis Southwick 
NCO lC TE Wksp SSgt George Furber 

The Troop is gradually settling down after the upheavals of the past 
few months with many old faces posted and new faces arriving. The 
Troop gathered together at the 'Effeld ee' to say goodbye to the two 
old Foremen and to welcome the new. 

WOI Ray West and SSgt John Naylor have gone to less hectic 
climes at Catterick and Harrogate respectively. 

Radio Wksps held a little soiree at the Bowling Alley in Erkelenz to 
give a rousing send-off to Sgt Bill Rolland. Unfortunately Bill left 
early so we had to celebrate without him . Thank for the extra DM20, 
Bill and good luck on leaving us for civvy stree1. 
leaving u for civvy street. 

We have al o said goodbye to gt Dave Jones who has gone to 
Hong Kong and Cpl Darren Newton on detachment . Merry Chris1ma 
Darren! and bring the black tights back . 

BOXING 
The (BR) RCZ Semi Final stage of 1he BAOR Major Unit ovice 

Grade 3 Boxing Champion hips 1985/ 1986 IOok place at Mercury 
Barrack gymna ium Birgelen, between the ho t team 13 Sig Regt and 
21 Sig Regt, on Tuesday 19 ovember. It was a most entertaining and 
enjoyable evening. The competition started on a high note with a 
special bout be1weea two member of 1he Regiment, LCpl Arlhur and 
Sig Cave . Both soldier fought with courage, 1yle and panache, 
cuing 1he trend for the evening. 

The Championship then got under way in earne t, the first bout 
going to 21 Sig Regt on a points decision. The following bouts were 
just as entertaining and fough1 with enthu iasm and aggre ion. 
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The final result after 9 contest was 11 points to 13 Sig Regt and 16 
points LO 21 Sig Regt, taking the visitor to the final, for which we 
wish them the best of luck. 

BRAI N OF BIRGELEN 
In a well devised and executed inter troop/department competition 

the honours for the major competition went to the D Troop I qn 
team of 'Rufus Cucullator'. The team consisted of LCpl Bob Haynes, 
Cpls ' nowy' Snowdon and Frank Millington . They proved worthy 
winner against a strong team from 2 Sqn called 'Pin koe ', otherwi e 
known as Sgt Shug Brunton , Cpl Mike heppard and gt Colin Cape. 

The competition was organised by Majs Joe Moreland and David 
Thorp, the equipment was built by TM Troop and Mr~ Elizabeth 
Howard ki!ld ly presented the prizes. Thanks also to gt ' cotty' 
Scott and his chefs for the fish and chip upper di hed up in the ethnic 
fashion. 

Mrs Elizabeth Howard, with the winning team in the Plate 
Competition 

JSQUADRON 
The last three months have seen quite a lot of Squadron personnel 

leaving and even more arriving. We say goodbye to the OC Maj Alan 
Griffiths, Capt Bill Webster, Sgt Barry Parsons, Sgt Pete Pearson, 
Cpls Craig Turner, Taff Jones, and we welcome the new OC Maj 
Vaughan Smedley, Capt Martin Hagger to F Troop-W02 Ray 
Armstrong, W02 Keith Hall, W02 Tom Lorrigan, Sgts Tich 
McKeating, Don Richmond, Chalky White, Cpls Chas Gilmartin, 
John Gower, Stewart Moroney, WCpl Sally Oliver, Cpl tephen 
Oliver, WCpl Di Stidwell, Cpl Jimmy Woodall, LCpls Mark Brown, 
Pete Moye, Jeff Oldham, Max Stevenson, Reg Varley, Sig Jeff 
Armstrong. It was nice to have Sig Steve Underhill on short loan from 
the Regiment. Welcome to you all. 

THE TWO WALLS OF BERL! 
'Two Walls?' I hear you ask. Let me explain 

WALL NUMBER ONE 
Surrounding Berlin, a not too picturesque concrete con truc1ion, 

keeping people in or out depending on your point of view. 

WALL NUMBER TWO 
A myth perhaps of just an old wives tale. A little le s daunting than 

the first but just as effective; as Cpl Oscar Clarkson found ou1: 
Paying little attention 10 the second of these walls was a big 

mistake, for ure enough at the 18 mile point in the 'Berlin Marathon' 
it fell on me like the proverbial ton of bricks. o premonition, no 
warning just the distinct feeling that you have been hoc in both thigh 
and your left knee ha ju t exploded. 'Come on', says a friendly voice 
in the crowd, 'only six mile to go.· Just smile at the fool and continue 
trying to put one foot in front of the other, but I wear if one more 
70 year old 'Jogger' overtake me I will kick his crut he away from 
him. 

I am vaguely aware of my running partner, and fellow fund-raiser, 
Cpl Dave Ruddock grabbing me by the scruff of the neck and aying 
'four more mile and we get a mas age from the girl medical tudent '. 
I don't know why, but thi eem to have 1he desired effect. 

A few more familiar face in the fanta tically enthu ia tic crowd 
give their support and the fini h line i in ight. A mile for 1he camera 
a we cro the line together. Prai e in the form of a medal, a ki. s and 
a blanket are heaped upon me but my mind can only focus on one 
thing . . . the ma sage girls. 
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L}ing on 1he recovery bed, a girl at each leg, I am thinking abou~ 
the £500 or o that we have raised for the Leukaemia Research Fund 
and ay out loud ' It all in a good cau e.' 

'Bitte?' says the prettier of the two girl . 
• e\er mind love, you wouldn't understand 

H TROOP 
The la t four months at H Troop have been extremely bu y, with 

our ummer camp, local defence e.xercise, Beating Retreat, along with 
a number of the u ual Anglo-German activitic , all being squeezed 
into a very short period of time. 

EXERCI E WARM SPLASH 
During Augu t all member of the Troop spent four exhilarating 

day at Timmendorfer Strand , on the Baltic coa t. Thi year' um mer 
camp took on a totally nautical theme, in order to give the soldiers 
onfidence in the water and in particular, instruction in canoeing, 
wimming and windsurfing technique . 

A ea fi hing trip al o took place (plaice?) during each pha e, 
unfortunately the sea became so rough at times that ome of the lads 
were seen to be using a very different kind of ground bait! 

The military training exerci e this year, Ex Winter Trials, was 
designed to Le t the survival skills of both the individual oldier and 
those of the unit itself. 

The Troop carried out it's own defence exercise from the predicted 
period of tension, right through to the evacuation of Herme Camp 
and the ub equent survival in the field. 

Survival techniques were demonstrated by our re ident expert, Sgt 
Tony Lobb, (to the horror of a dozen crawny chickens, who gave the 
appearance of having had problems surviving the last few weeks 
themselves!). Thi delicacy was wa hed down with a rather smooth 
Chateaux ettle '85. 

In October, the Troop organised a 40Km charity walk. There were 
over 60 participants at the start, including teams from the 
Bundeswehr, Customs, shooting and hunting clubs, town councils and 
spiritual support from Capt Ron Owen, our Padre from 
Mun terlager. 

Most of the walkers managed LO finish the course without too many 
blister , and a little colour was added to the day by SSgt Steve Jarvis, 
Cpl Dave Randle and LCpl Stuart Ad lington, were caught on film by 
a local German newspaper reporter. 

Over OM 1,000.00 was raised and will be donated to both the 
Engli h and German Kindergartens in Dannenberg. 

The Fishermen 
L-R: Cpl Shaun Wilde, Sig Taff Artigen, LCpls Stuart Adlington 
Froggy Smith , Sgts Charlie Hebden, Steve Rofe, LCpl Ke~ 

Haines-before it got rough 

A touch of carnival 
So!diers L- R: LCpl Adlington, Cpl Randle, Pte Dave Farey, Sig 
Alhngton , Cpl Roberts, SSgt Jarvis and Cpl Bob Quinn, with about 

1 5Km still to march 
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RSDCC (BAOR) TRAINING WING 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 

SM 
Instructors 

PREAMBLE 

Capt Peter Clarke 
W02 (SSM) Paddy McConnon 
Sgt (Ginge) Cox (Departing) 
Sgt Paul Donovan 
Sgt Mick Fosler 
Sgt Nick Nielsen (Moving over from MT) 

The period of this report covers nearly five months . Capt Gordon 
Blood departed for civilian life in July and the wing hopes that he and 
hi wife Barbara are a succe sful in their new venture, as they were, 
during his military life. We welcomed Capt Peter Clarke and hi wife 
Anne Marie and within two weeks he had been on holiday to the sand 
dunes of Grobbendonk, a small character building area in Belgium. 
This i an area with which many in the Corps are familiar! 

The more observant reader of the magazine will note that W02 
(QMSI) George Bryson is not mentioned as part of the training wing 
but good old 'George' i till here, as part of the Regiment, his posting 
to Cyprus was unfortunately cancelled at the last moment. He and Sgt 
Sally Cranwell-Child mould the young and sometimes not so young 
NCOs into a lean, mean fighting machine. The overall fitness of the 
majority of the NCOs is due to QMSl's efforts and for that the 
training wing and the Corps are grateful. It is true to ay that in the 
past couple of years the standard of NCO, in all aspects of military 
skill , on arrival for the course i very good, which augurs well for 
their unit continuation training. 

TRAINING 
There is no doubt that in our highly complex world we need high 

calibre leaders at all levels and consequently a correspondingly high 
level of individual military skills. Gone are the days when reputations 
were made through eccentricity, though there is a place for fun in 
training and real characters on the staff and on the course will come 
to the fore. This is not the place to explain the implementation of the 
changes in emphasis in certain military subjects. Suffice it to say that 
an informal note was passed to all Corps RSMs in BAOR exhorting 
them to attend a day's training at Grobbendonk. 

STANDARDS 
The Wing considers the standard of fitne sand basic knowledge on 

intake to be good. The overall failure rate is low, though chere is some 
concern at the number of NCOs who are medically returned to unit 
through injuries sustained prior to the course. 

THE COURSE 
The course is physically demanding. It is designed to encourage the 

individual to perform well under stress. Fifty command tasks, have 
been carefully thought out and each NCO has at least five to complete 
during the field exercise phase. So, from the relative serenity of the 
classroom, there is a short sharp exercise in the area surrounding 
Mercury Barrack prior to deployment. This coupled with the section 
stretcher race and battle runs are the final preparations for the move 
to Grobbendonk. Grenades are still thrown on a Belgian grenade 
range at Leopoldsburg. 

Grobbendonk is reached in the early afternoon and the exercise gets 
under way. After a hectic four days, including day and night 
command tasks the course return to Birgelen. 

FINALE 
After examinations and individual presentarions there is a pass off 

parade commanded by the scudent who is considered to be the best at 

The Pain Barrier - Stretcher Race 
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sq uad drill. In the evening after the parade there 1·s a form· I d' 
l I · h h · · ' . . . ' a inner 
o. \~ 11c l e mspecting. o~f1cer 1~ invited. The October cour e was 
pnv1lege~ to have as their mspecting ~fficer Maj Gen Alan Yeoman. 
At the dmn.er LCpl Sturman of 22 Sig Regt received his plaque and 
congratulauons on an 'A' grade; the first for 18 months. 

LCpl Sturman receives his plaque from Gen Yeoman. He obtained 
an 'A' grade 

The Wing 
Rear L-R: Sgts Donovan, Cox, Foster 

Front: W02 (SSM) McConnon, QC Capt P. Clarke 

EXERCISE LONG LOOK 
O_n 5 December rhe Regiment said farewell to our two resident 

Antipodean SSgt Steve Thuell and gt Adrian Dineen after their 
Long Look at us .. Along with all the mementoes, plaques and of 
course fond mem?~1es, Steve took back a prize as winner of the (BR) 
RCZ Squash lnd1v1dual Plate Competition. We wish them both the 
very best down under and thank them for trying so hard to become 
Porns. 

SOCIAL CIRCLE 
There have been many comings and going during the past few 

mon~hs, we said fare~ell to Mrs L.ucy Jeffery in July, extra boxes were 
required for all her gift , we all wish her well. Mrs Pauline Welch was 
soon coerced into being Treasurer of the Social Circle and the Thrift 

hop, we welcome Mrs Welch and hope he enjoy her stay. 
I Sqn ladies organised an evening of Health and Beauty. Mrs Glyni 

Parsons volunteered to be 'flobbered' for half an hour on an inches 
reducing machine ( orry the photographs didn't turn out)-it wa a 
great success-particularly for Mrs P. There were demonstrations on 
skin and hair care, a talk by our SSAFA Sister Mrs Jean Addison 
?n diet~r,Y ca~e. The finale of the evening wa a ~uperb display by ou; 
keep fit ladies ably led by Mr Anne-Marie Leiver . 

After our miserable summer, 2 Sqn ladie thought ahead to next 
year and Mr Ken Moore of the Dani h Tourist Board was invited to 
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show u_s something of Denmark, it all looked and >oundcd mo t 
mte_resung, a.nd we are now 'snowed' under with brochure to tud) 
during the wmter months 

Talking of ~inter, in l~te September, the Wendy Wool show cam 
to BAOR and !ncluded B1rgelen in its chedule. We are grateful to our 
wool sh~p ladies, Mrs Jackie Fairclough, Mrs Caroline Mc. ulty and 
Mrs Chris Co~per for all their planning for the event. Our volunteer 
models,? esp~c1ally S~gt Pete Cooper, or was it Sgt 'Oarence' 
Cooper., enJoyed their debut._ as. did the audience, and it certainly 
gave a bo~st to all our enthu 1asuc knitters. 
T~e Regimental ~utumn Fayre proved a resounding sucess 1hi vcar 

~nd It _only go~s to illustrate the many talents of the Social Circle ladies 
m th_e1r pursuit of money-spinning hobbies. 

~1th. Christ~as rac!ng towards us, 96 tickets were sold for the 
l~d1es d_inn~r mght, which, complete with cabaret, is ah\ays the social 
circle h1ghhght ?f the year. This year was no exception. The cabaret 
~rrai:iged by MaJ Joe. 1orela!1d and Capt Richard Evans had the ladies 
in stitches. Censors~1p _forbids the provision of photographs! 

The d_ay after. their dinner 19 ladies, complete with hangovers, left 
for Berhn early in the morning for four days. Watch this space to see 
how many returned! 

Mrs Sue Griffiths-Williams doing good business at her Macrame 
Stall while Mrs Liz Payne sorts out the Raffle 

1 ROTHENBACK (MERCURY) COUT GROUP 
So far we have had a very goo(! year. Early in the spring we did 

some work on our own camp ite, which is now being used regularly, 
a group from UK came over m the summer, and a different UK group 
has already made an approach about using it during the ummer of 
1986. 

~!_Present the group consists of 43 members, including leaders. The 
po 1uon of Group Chairm~n ha been kindly taken on by WOI (R M) 
Welch, Group Trea urer 1 Sgt Ruff, Group Scout Leader is Sgt 
Sherwood, Scout Leader is Cpl Butland, Cub Scout Leader i W02 
Cuckow and Beaver Leader is Mrs Butland . 

The Scout ection tend to pend a lot of their time on the camp ite 
whereas the Cub section ~~sonly had one weekend camp at AFCE T 
Beave~s, the newest addition to our Group, have now become firmly 
estabh hed! ~~d recently celebrated their first birthday in our group. 
for the unmmated, Beavers cake in boys aged six to eight. We have 
JUSt run a Beaver Leader cour e and a Scour Patrol Leader course 
for our District; wich an orienteering competition to come. 

The Beaver pack look lively 
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EXERCI E QUARTER Fl 'AL . 
The Regiment was fully deployed on Ex Quarter Final, the 4 Armd 

Div FT • which took place in late October . We were fortunate enough 
to pla)' on both ides-which m~naged to confu e . ev~ral people
including u , ,, ith all the swoppmg around. The exercise. was hard 
going for both the men and equipment-but the results obtamed made 
everything worthwhile. IL wa a alu.tar)' lesson fo~ m~ny peop_le 
experiencing the ·tong arm' of the Reg1ment for th~ first ume. All m 
all, the exerci e was a great uccess and the R~gu~ent returned to 
barrack slightly grubby, tired but well pleased with its performance. 

Ex Quarter Final The officers' 'Dinner Night' 

The Regiment has now settled down to conc~n.trate on the very 
important round of Christmas and New Year fest1V1tles, leave and Ex 
Snow Queen. The season started on 2 December with a very successful 
Junior Ranks Club Christmas Party-a good time was had by all 
judging from the 'delicate' soldiers stumbling around t~e following 
morning. On tlle skiing side, the Regimental teaI? w_ere d~hghted when 
we received our first batch of snow. Enthusiastic skiers appeared 
overnight and training started in earnest. The short break from the 
field should set us up well for January and February's exercises. 

VISIT OF THE CORPS BAND 
On Wednesday 9 October 1985 the Regiment held an Anglo/ 

German Band concert attended by about 100 local German guests. 
The evening started with cocktails and then the Regiment settled down 
to listen LO an excellent concert from the Corps Band. The Band were 
in fine form for their brief stay in Celle during their whirlwind visit 
to Germany and our German friends went away very impr~ssed
although I think they are now convinced tllat tlle English are 
completely mad after the Band' rendition of 'Old MacDonald'! 

ANGLO/GERMAN 
Furthering our Anglo/ German relationship, a few members took 

part in the German Ex Trutziger Saclisen, a good time was had by all, 
with I Sqn's new arrival WOl Robin Seaword getting his feet wet-in 
more ways than one. 

1 Sqn once again participated in their annual Ex Beachcomber 
during which volunteers undertake to enhance the natural beauty of 
the woodland and lakes of Cuxhaven/Sahlenburg area by the 
building of bridges, footpaths, fences, etc. This year, under the 
popular leader hip of SSgt John Sands, a record amount of work was 
achieved, much to the delight of the local doyen of nature conservancy 
Herr Werren Bockelmann and all the participants are to be 
congratulated on their effor~. 

In November the Regiment was invited to take part in the local 
celebrations to mark the 30th anniversary of the Federal German 
Armed Forces. 3 Sqn was quickly 'volunreered' to provide one officer 
and 36 men, then five officers and 36 men LO include eight SNCOs, 
then one officer and 36 men again. When 2Lt Tim Cooper went to 
recce the parade ground with W02 (SSM) Chris 'Gripper' Stone, we 
agreed with 3 RJG on one officer and a squad of 18 men pending 
further change. 
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On the day we were indeed one officer and a quad of 18 men, 
including a rare appearance in the Squadr~n by Cpl 'T~lly' :ralbot as 
right marker and gt Keith Roach as the volunteered senior NCO. 

The squad marched into a helicopter hangar .at. the German Army 
helicopter base of Wietzenbruch, an ex RAF airfield near Celle. We 
gave a faultless demonstration of foot drill . . 

Due to a tack of German speakers m our squad there was confus10.n 
over the words of command, though we managed t? overcome this 
minor setback with true British Army aplomb amidst this NATO 
parade. . 

To round off the morning, our white bus broke down and we were 
once again called upon to march through Celle back to Taunton 
Barrack . 

EXERCISE SCHEVE GALLOP 
Thi year's ARU took place on 25 November on the snow ~overed 

ranges at Scheuen. It took the form o_f a 15!<.m mare~ which was 
interspersed with variou stands testmg m1lnary skills such. as 
recognition, first aid, NBC, recovery, command tasks. ~he fmal 
phase was to complete an obstacle course and then a fallmg plate 
shoot with the SLR. 

The day was a great succe with a very high standard from all the 
sections, the winning teams coming from RCP Tp led by Sgt Roach, 
Lt Grimson's team coming a close second. 

Being short has its advantages! 

At the end of a job well done 

REGIMENTAL RUGBY 
This season saw the formation of the Celle Stallions Rugby Club 

who after a faltering start during which they lost twice, made great 
strid~s and have remained unbeaten to date. Two triumphs for the 
team came when they played the touring Chindits and ground them 
down to win 29-4 with some excellem running by our three quarters. 
Similarly, the very large 2nd Bn Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 
Infantry, who had narrowly lost to 3 RGJ on the previous day, fell 
foul of the Regiment's tenacious play on a very icy I December and 
were beaten 20-0. The future certainly looks very bright indeed! 
Sadly, however, we had to bid farewell to a stalw_art both on and off 
the pitch, W02 (RQMS) Steve Hunter, who 'sailed' to Cyprus-he 
will be sorely missed. 
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The highlight of this reporting period (at least in the eyes of this 
report.er) has been the succes~ful passing of the Regimental 
establishment by the Army Establishment Committee. This after two 
long ~nd frus~rating years and several attempts with constantly 
changmg baselmes. Now we can start writing the PTARMIGAN 
establishment. 

Apart from this it has been a full and busy period with Ex Able 
Archer, RSlT, a farewell visit by the SOinC and a full social life as 
the Chri Lmas parties commence. 

FAREWELL PARADE FOR THE SOinC 
On 14 November Maj Gen Bob Benbow made his farewell visit to 

Krefeld and the Regiment. After meeting the Mayor of Krefeld at the 
Rathaus he travelled to Bradbury Barracks where he addressed the 
Regiment drawn up on parade. Following the address the Regiment 
marched past with pennants flying. The SOinC went on to present Sgt 
Paul Engering with his LS & GC medal in the Sergeants' Mess before 
taking lunch in the Officer~· Mess. After lunch the CO presented Maj 
Gen Benbow with a print of the Regimental 'U' as a memento of his 
visit. 

Sgt Paul Engering and Mrs Engering with the SOinC after 
presentation of his LS & GC 

On the work side (yes we do that as well), we have seen the recent 
introduction of the YRC 322Z, TIOOO and TREND teleprinter-we 
now await the additional manpower to maintain them. Sgt Alan Nairn 
RAOC our resident FATSO storeman (he's trying hard to lose 
weight-honestly!) has recently taken to refereeing football matches, 
although the nece sary glasses and alteration to his birth certificate 
have not yet come through. 

Someone recently started a malicious rumour that SSgt Pete 
Halstead had given notice tllat he was giving up tug-of-war, cross 
country and athletics to concentrate on working with the rest of the 
Troop, but this was quickly dispelled when it was found out that tug
of-war has an indoor season as well! 

Leaving shortly will be W02 (FofS) Ken Smith, Cpls McCormick 
and Charlie Marshall on their Tl courses, Sig Wilf Kempton, one of 
our telemechs to TRA at Catterick and Sig Abbo Abson off on 
promotion to 4 ADSR. 

Sgt Kevin Truby being presented with inter service Canoe Colours 
by Maj Chris Melhuish 

PRESENTATIONS AND AWARDS 
Lt (now Capt) David Burden completed a rewarding two years with 

the Regiment by being presented by the SOinC with the Whistler 
Trophy for 1985. His achievements include spending five months on 
Operation Raleigh as Communications Officer, making covert bashas 
in Finnish woods and acting as stand in Ops Officer (getting paid for 
it too!). To the envy of the other subalterns he managed a live 
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interview on Boxing Day BFBS Radio (via a satellite link) and 
proceeded to describe how hard life was on his sunny Caribbean 
island! We wish him well in his new post at 2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
but are concerned that it will not do his suntan much good. 

Sgt Kevin Trnby of M Troop has had yet another very succes ful 
year's canoeing . For the second year running he has emerged as 
Services Open Canoeing Champion against stiff opposition and has 
represented the Services on a number of occasions. 

Sgt Bob Walker managed to find time between shooting at Bisley, 
fitting Clansman radios, playing Regimental Rugby and taking pan in 
Military Skills competitions to receive a commendation from GOC I 
for service above and beyond the call of duty. He is now posted to the 
NORTHAG ASRS on promotion. 

Lt (now Capt) David Burden receiving the Whistler Trophy from 
the SOinC at Blandford. In the background Lt Trudi Sutcliffe (Now 
OC J) snoozes on, blissfully unaware of her impending posting to 
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Sgt Bob Walker receiving his GOC N Ireland's Commendation 

TUG OF WAR 
Yes, tug of war again, this time the BAOR Indoor Championships. 

The Regiment was given tlle honour of hosting this event in 
recognition of its achievements in a sport dominated by the Royal 
Artillery. 

Following on from our successful outdoor season we decided to 
have a go at the indoor style and having obcained the special mat, held 
a very successful inter-Troop competition which produced a 20 strong 
squad. 

On Friday 15 November we hosted the RCZ Championship and 
fini hed first in the 560kg, 640kg and 680kg events. Newcomers to the 
squad included Sgt Dave Pope and LCpl Geordie Harwood from the 
Pay Office along with Cpl Pete Coomber and LCpl Dave Lynch from 
the LAD. HQs contribution continued with Cpl Steve Brown from 
Training Wing and numerou technicians from Mike Troop, namely 
Cpl Tony Pinsent, LCpls Russ Dalton, Mark Hadson, Lloyd Bath, 
Graham Stolt (it's a thinking team!) and the powerman LCpl John 
Harris. 2 and 3 Sqns provided beef in the form of Cpl Jock Lamont, 
LCpls George (Sticky) Burns, Pete Smoothy, Dan Owen, Nick 
Parky, Phil Green and Sig 'Tug' Wilson, Geordie Cowie and Nobby 
Clarke. 

The day of reckoning arrived on 4 December. At the weigh-in our 
attempt to slot in Sgt Charlie Mills RNZ Signals into the 680kg quad 
failed when we discovered he weighed 108kg! The preliminarie over 
we got on with the competition. The oppo ition looked good on paper 
and even better in action. For a fir t attempt the Regimental Team 
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performed well competing again t such giant as 3 RHQ (BAOR, 
rmy and Inter-Service Champion ) finishing fourth, fifth and sixth 

in the 640kg, 680kg and 560kg re pectively. The team retired with 
head held high and arc now looking forward to the next outdoor 
ea on. 

ERGEANT ' MESS v BFB ALI. ~TARS 
On Saturday 26 October 1985 the ~ergeams' Me veteran took on 

the might of the 'BFBS all stars' in an action packed 1·harity football 
match in aid of cancer r earch. Each team included two ladies, and 
Mrs Joyce Walker and Mrs Karen Roxborough acquitted themselves 
admirably. With both goalkeeper in fancy dre s the scene was set for 
a high scoring event. However the first half ended with the All Stars 
going 2-1 up, due to the efforts of our transfer listed SSgts Mick 
McDermott and Bob Walker and slippery Sgt Brian Roxborough . It 
should only have been 1-1 had our goalkeeper SSgt Gordon 'yashin' 
Shelly been anywhere near our goal. He explained hi ab ence by 
admitting that nobody can run fast in moon boots. 

The econd half produced a myriad of offences such as coring 
goal , taking the game seriou ly and kissing the opposition for which 
offender marched to the sin bin for two minutes. With the score at 
full time being 3-2 to the visitors (their first ever victory) a good time 
was had by all and the day's charity total was DM240. Man of the 
Match SSgt Geordie Scott (Barman). 

FAREWELL TO SERGEANTS' MESS STAFF 
The Sergeants' Me s recently bade farewell to Frau Kate Temme, 

the mess supervisor who has been employed there for the la t 23 year . 
During this time she has seen no less than nine COs and ten RSMs 
come and go from the Regiment. In recognition of her dedication and 
faithful service the Sergeants' Mes presented her with a colour TV 
set. 

The CO, Lt Col I. E. Kerr, presenting Frau Kate Temme, the 
Sergea nts ' Mess Supervisor with her certificate of service 

EXERClSE KITE HA WK 85-RCZ MILITARY SKILLS 
COMPETITION 

'I am buc mad North- orth-West; when the wind is southerly 
I know a kite hawk from a handsaw.' ' 

. . Hamlet, II ii 
Ex Kite Hawk 1s a week long military skills competition held 

annually by HQ (BR) RCZ for teams from all RCZ units . This year 
the Regiment entered two eight man teams to face an assortment of 
tasks set by the staff led by Maj David Wills. Thus it was that Lt J im 
Body with his band of hand-picked desperadoes from 3 Sqn and gt 
Bob Walker with the much feared 2 Sqn ' A ' Team (Hup Hup Hup) 
s~t out ror 'Tin ~ity' at Bracht to compete. Tests included practical 
fielder~. t, first a id, VCPs and NBC . The CS chamber proved to be a 
gas for Cpl John ' DKP' Phipps-he was seen with a tear in his eye 
after being pronounced dead by the DS, Capt Peter Russell RAEC. 

ext day the Military Orienteering course at Leuth proved that the 3 
Sqn team could run faster than the pursuing DS landrover and that 
the 2 Sqn team could run further than anyone else (pity abo•1t the time 
pe~alty). After thi~, as ault river crossi ng on a very large blue lake was 
quite restful, despite the wave-making efforts of the 40 AESG Sapper 
~~- The Close Quarter Battle Run was enjoyed by a ll who took part 
m 1t-:the ,top score of the competition being notched up by the fearful 
combinallo~ of. Lt Body an~ ~Cpl Kev T wigger. By now the 3 Sqn 
team was lymg m second position and the' A' team fi fth. At A rsbeck 
Ranges all teams had to fire SLR, SMG and LMG matches before 
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Ex Kit Hawk 85- Juliet Troop Team 
Rear (l-R) LCpl Boldero, Sig Davis. Lt Body, Sig Clark 

Front (l - R) LCpl Twigger, Cpl Phipps, Sig Bausor, LCpl Bates 

concluding with a full section hoot-LCpl Vic 'Double-Tap' Bates 
and Sig Kev Bausor scoring HPS with their LMG. 

Competitors learnt that helicopters are very few and far between on 
the heli-handling exercise-however a few lucky soldiers did get a 
flight when a Lynx eventually turned up. A slick performance on the 
night recce patrol exercise by both teams earned enough points to 
ensure that the result depended on the final event of the 
competition-the March and Shoot. This started from the main 
square at JHQ Rheindahlen and finished eight cross-country miles 
later at Arsbeck Ranges . Members of the Regimental teams gave their 
all, Sig Rob Clarke giving more than hi all and collapsed unconscious 
two minutes before the shoot. Luckily the contents of a couple of 
water bottles applied to the head and body were enough to revive him 
to go on and shoot an amazing 20 out of 20 on the Section Match. 
After a slightly premature celebration it was learnt that we had only 
scored enough points to draw with the leaders, FOO Dulmen. So it 
was that the FOD team received the magnificent Kite Hawk Crossbow 
and the 3 Sqn team the runners-up prizes. The 2 Sqn team finished a 
creditable fifth place out of 22 teams. We look forward to Kite Hawk 
86 and another chance to bring the Crossbow back to Krefeld. 

SQUADRON WIVES GET BRIEFED 
The last Friday in October was planned as a Squadron 'Plug Up' 

and Military Training day. The OC Maj Ian Grant decided that this 
would also be an ideal opportunity to brief the wives and give lhem 
a chance to see their husbands at work. The day started with a brief 
on the role of the Regiment, the Squadron and the Troops in the 
Regimental wives club room over a cup of coffee. 

The wives were then shown around A Tp, our HF longhaul radio 
Troop and Commcen Kilo incorporating both Kand R Tps. For those 
who wished to 'have a go' the Gas Tent was put up and in fact nine 
of ~he wives successfully went through de-masking drills in a Gas 
environment. So keen were they, they next went to try eating and 
drinking drills. 

Finally they were shown around the 'admin' area and the cooking 
facilities before sitting down to an all in stew. 

The general concensus of opinion from the wives was that it had 
been of great benefit to them and they had found it very interesting 
and rewarding. 

Mrs Karen Burns receives some tips from Cpl Taff Huzzey 
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For once the OC's wife listens to what he has to say (The canister 
was replaced before M~s Grant went in the Gas tent). SSM 

Rowland Jones listens in to make sure the briefing is correct 

INTER SQUADRON NOVICE BOXING 1985 
On Th~rsd~y 31 O_ct?b.er 1985 the Regiment witnessed once again 

the tru~ f1ghtmg spmt 1s m each one of us. A high level of skill and 
determinauon wa5 _5hown by all competitors as the spectators were 
treated to an exh1bll!on. ~f excitement. and commitment. 2 Sqn took 
the Trophy and the mdlVldual bout winners each received a winner 
Medal: 

They were:-
Featherweight Sig Thompson 3 Sqn 
Lightweight LCpl Fagg 3 Sqn 
Light Welterweighr Sig Hughes 2 Sqn 
Welterweight Sig Davies 3 Sqn 
Light Middleweight Sig Compton 2 Sqn 
Middleweight Cpl Hiorns 2 Sqn 
Light Heavyweight Sig Wilson 2 Sqn 
Heavyweight Sig Foulger 2 Sqn 
. T~e best Boxer award went to Sig Compton for his gutsy and 
inspired performance, and the award for the most courageous loser of 
the evening went to Sig Wynn 3 Sqn. 

The Regimental team then went forward into the RCZ ovice 
Boxing Championship against our close neighbours and rivals 28 Sig 
R_egt. In an excellent evening' sport where all the bouts went the full 
distance, we were beaten but not disgraced by seven bouts to 1wo. 

The victorious 2 Sqn Boxing Team after the Regimental Inter 
Squad~on Novic~ Boxing Competition. Lt Phil Osment (wearing 
bow tie) smiles 1n the knowledge that RAF hospital Wegberg are 

very good at straightening bent noses 
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MIKE TROOP 
PERSONALITIES 
TOT 
FofS 
Tp SSgt 
i/c Radio 
R Relay 
i/c TE 
FATSO 

Maj Jim Phillips 
W02 Ken Smith 
SSgt Pete Halstead 
Sgt Roger Crossley 
Sgt Stu Piddock 
Sgt Kev T ruby 

gt A lan Nairn RAOC 

INTER TROOP C~MPETITION (LEICESTER TROPHY) 
Once agam proving tha.t brains will a lways beat brawn the Troop 

have e_xcelled m the sporting arena, achieving the following re ults: 
Athletics I st 
X-Country 1st 
Rugby 1st (Brains and Brawn) 
Tug-of-War 1st (Brains and even more Brawn) 
Ba ketball 1st 
.22 Shooting 2nd 
Volleyball 5th 

Sp~cial mention should be made of LCpl Eddie Williams ' recent 
select.10n. for the _Army Under 2 Is Basketball Team and Sgt Kev Truby 
on win~ing (again) the BAOR Open Canoe C hampionships. Kev will 
b~ leav.mg us shortly to attend FofS 54 course a t Blandford , where we 
wish him the best of luck. 

MORE COMINGS AND GOING 
The last month has seen the arrival of Lt Trudi utcliffe and 2Lt 

Neil Dewar from their Troop Commanders course at Blandford to 
take over as OC J Tp and 21C A Tp respectively. Lt Margaret Pratley 
leaves 4 Sqn in Bielefeld to take up a post at Hounslow. We wish 
Margie and Phil all the best in the Big City. 

Hertfordshire Constabulary 

Force 
Communications 
Officer scale so 112 
Salary up to £ 11,817 pa depending upon 
qual if icat ions and experience . 

The Communications Officer w ill be 
responsible for the direction, installation 
and maintenance of pol ice communications 
equipment throughout the Force area. 
Applicants should have wide experience in 
rad io and line communications and 
preference will be given to holders of 
recogn ised qualifications (eg MIERE) . 
If you are completing your service with the army 
then write for an application form and further 
details from the Force Administrative Officer, 
Hertfordshire Constabulary, 
Police Headquarters, Stan
borough Road, Welwyn Garden 
City, Herts AL8 6XF. Telephone 
Welwyn Garden (0707) 
331177. Extension 34 7 . 
Re-advertisement 
Closing date: 14 February 1986 
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FAREWELL TO THE COMMA 'DING OFFICER 
On 18 October 19 5 the Regiment paraded to bid farewell to Lt Col 

M. Mel Ayrton who relinquished command that day. . 
A hi- la t duty in command the Colonel pre enced Regimental 

Colour for ummer sports and promoted eight members of the 
Regiment as part of the formal parade. . 

On conclusion of the parade, members hned the route from. the 
parade square to the heli~~pt er pad w~ere a Gazelle of_ 12 Fhght 
( rmy Air Corps) was wa1ung to fly him out of. the Regime!!!. (A 
fiu ing departure after two and a half years of working closely' nh the 
Royal Air Force). A the Colonel moved down the route t.o the 
helicopter he took the opportunity to say goodbY:e to old friends. 
After a final handshaking session with all the Offices and Warrant 
Officer and a hearty three cheers he was trapped into the Gazelle for 
the hon flight to Rheindahlen and t.hen by ~ta~f car home. . 

The. Regiment takes this opportumty of w1shmg L t Col an~ Mrs 
Ayrton thi: very best of everything for che future. We further wish Lt 
Col and Mrs Turner every ucce s with the Regiment. 

Lt Col M. Mel Ayrton congratulati ng Cpl J. A. Rock on his 
promotion, t he 21C and Chief Cle rk look on 

A last fe w words w ith t he 21C and RSM before board ing t he 
he licopte r 
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FAREWELL VISIT m· SOinC . . . 
On 17 Novl'mbcr the SOinC paid a h?rt v1 1t to ~AF W1ldenralh 

a part of his farewell tour. After meeu~g the Stat10~ C~:>r!lmander 
and the CO he toured the airfield meetmg as many md1v1duals as 
possible. A very cmbarras ed Sig Geordie Nutbeam wa~ dr~ssed down 
by the CO Lt Col Turner in front of the General for bemg 1mp;operly 
dre sed. He was then given tl~e 'missing'. Lan~e <;:c;>rpor~l's stripe and 
sent relieved and miling on his way. During his v1s1L MaJ Gen Benbow 
presented LS & GC Medals to SSgt Martin James (3 Sqn). Sgt Keith 
Thompson (L Tp Laarbruch), Cpl John Fagan (HQ Sqn) and Cpl Rod 
Shaw (RHQ). . . , . , 

The final 'ta k' for the OinC was to officially open the Tram , the 
Regimental Club. This involved uncovering a plaque and pulling the 
first pint which, in his word , he fully de erved. 

'Have you seen this trick?' The SOinC conjures up a L~ & _GC ~or 
Sgt Keith Thomson as Sgt Keith Wightman looks on in d1sbe l1ef 

RUGBY 
Report by Sgt Bill Allen 

Rugby has gone from strength to strength in the Regiment this 
season. Apart from the problem, of the Regiment being scattered 
around BAOR, nothing has deterred the management of W~2. (SSM) 
T rev Johnson, SSgt Doug Ellis and Sgt Bill Alie~ from uuhsmg the 
immense talent that we have available and mouldmg together a very 
competitive squad. 

After our successes at the beginning of the season in the Double 
Diamond Rugby Festival by defeating RAF Wildenrath Stags I and 2 
XV's then the Rhinos and losing narrowly to a very strong RAF 
Gutersloh XV in the dying stages of the game by six points to four, 
the clubs enthusiasm has bubbled over. 2 Sqn continue to play regular 
weekly friendlies up a Osnabruck and the Squadrons at Wildenrath 
represent the Regiment at their end, with notable victories for both 
teams. One, being the defeat of 14 TOPO Engineer Sqn the BAOR 
minor units champions, by the Wildenrath Team. 

The Army Cup first round brought the first team squad together 
again for the game against 16 Sig Regt. We tr~velled up t? Krefeld and 
after a nail biting 80 minutes came away victors and mto ~he next 
round which was the final of the Rear Combat Zone Cup. This match 
was played at the Rheindahlen Stadium on Wednesday 13 November 

21 S ig Regt Rugby Squad pose prior t o the f inal of t he RCZ Cup 
Match w ith t he 21C Maj D. W . Do bs on a nd t he RSM W01 G. M. 

Whela n 
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1985 against 28 Sig Rcgt in front of a large crowd from both 
Regiments. This game was closely contested but our organi ation and 
fitness told. The team skippered by W02 (SSM) Trev Johnson (aged) 
and with a mobile back row of (if it moves hit it) SSgt George Raw, 
Cpl Martin Fielding and Sig Scouse Sartorious affected the nerves of 
the opposing team's back division, which gave our backs led by Sgt 
Ian Simpkin , speed merchants Sig Jona Jones, Cpl Jimmy Rock and 
Sig Robo Robinson the opportunity to impress the RCZ selectors who 
were out scouting. The final score of 18 points to 7 meant that we 
deservedly retained the RCZ Challenge Cup for another sea on . 

Before we had time to recover from the bruises and the celebrations 
of the RCZ Cup victory, we realised that we had drawn the Royal 
Regiment of Wales in the Quarter Final of the BAOR Cup and that 
this match had to be played by the 29 November 1985 . The team was 
written off by most people before the kick off but the team spirit and 
motivation of the younger players by the old hands proved them 
wrong on the day. Although losing by 26 points to 3, the team did the 
Regiment proud by giving one of the Army's best drilled rugby sides 
one of the hardest fixtures for a long while and certainly the lowest 
score they have managed this year. 

By the time this goes to press the Regiment may have players 
repre enting the Rear Combat Zone team, and hopefully the BAOR 
Squad. 

W02 (SSM) Trev Johnson being presented with the Cup for 
winning the RCZ Major Units Rugby Com petit ion by t he 

Commander Rear Combat Zone Brig A. K. Dixon 

R SIGNALS BAOR 7-A-SIDE F OOTBALL COMPETITION 
Report by W02 (SSM) Jim Neil 

The competition took place at RAF Wildenrath over two days, 19 
and 20 October 1985. A dismal total of 10 teams took part due to Ex 
Quarter Final which was taking place in the 4 Div area. Day one saw 
the Learns broken down into two league of five teams with each team 
playing the other four in their league. The top two teams qualifying 
for the semi finals the next day. It soon became clear in league A that 
28 Sig Regt were going to be difficult to beat with 16 Sig Regt and 3 
Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt fighting for the other place in the semi 
finals, with 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt finally qualifyi ng. 

League B was a much tighter affair with any two of four teams 
qualifying. The league was finally decided in the final two games when 
227 Sig Sqn beat 22 Sig Regt therefore becoming the only team in their 
league to beat them and 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt beating 21 Sig 
Regt (the holders). These results made 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
the winners of the league with 22 Sig Regt the runners up . 

The semi finals, the next day, saw 28 Sig Regt against 22 Sig Regt 
and 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig RegL against 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig 
Regt. In the first match 28 Sig Regt ran out easy winner against 22 
Sig Regt. The second match was a clo er fought affair with 3 Armd 
Div HQ and S!g Regt being the well deserved winners. 

The final took place in the presence of Comd Comms BAOR Maj 
Gen Yeomans, and it soon became clear that 28 Sig Regt were far too 
strong for their worthy opponents who never stopped trying 
throughout the game but could do little to stop 28 Sig Regt from 
winning by three goals to nil. So the cup goe back to Krefeld to a very 
strong Corps Team in 28 Sig Regt. 28 Sig Regt a l o had the mo t 
out tanding player on view, their goal-keeper Cpl Dave Tuck who did 
not concede a goal througout the whole competition . Well fo lks its 
back to Krefeld next year when 28 Sig Regt, being the holders, ho t 
the competition . 
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EMI-FINALS OF THE RCZ NOVICE MAJOR UNIT BOXI. ·c 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

21 Sig Regiment (Air Support) winning novice. 
RCZ semi-finalists against 13 Sig Regt. 

Back row L to R: Cpl Bill Bailey, Sig Benny Bennett, SSgt 
(Trainer) Alf Ramsey, LCpls Paul Fleming , George Howe, Cpl 

Jimmy Rock, LCpl J ohn Ro berts, S ig Bi lly Evans 
Front row (kneeling} L to R: Sig Mack McKe nzie , Jock Hawkins , 

Jock Mullen, J im my Parkin 

RCZ Cross Country Individual Champion Cpl Bill Bailey 
The Regimental team were runners up in the Major Unit Team 

Event 

ANGLING-OSNABRUCK CHAMPIONS 
A very strong team con isting of W02 (RQMS) Mick Hill, (team 

Captain) Sgt Jim Paine, Cpl Derek Hopcroft, Sig Les Darvill and Mr 
John Fox entered the Annual 0 nabruck Open Fi hing 
Championships ac Totenhau en on 19 No\ember. Who el e would 
volunteer to guard rod and tackle for five freezing hour e cept 
demented enthu iasts? Even the fish appeared to have taken refuge 
from the freezing condition because the weights of fi h caught were 
unu ually low. However, after close scrutiny by our team captain the 
championship shield wa awarded to our team . Congratulation to the 
entire team and in particular LO Sgt Jim Paine for winning the 
individual prize fo r taking the top weight in the competition. 
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2. Q -THI:: HORTIC LT Rl'T . 
It wa noted bv the OC. Maj Pat Malonl') that Cpl Mark Salm<,>n, 

of G Tp lineman· fame. was complaining that hi Jincm n were going 
through a period of inac!ivity ai:id whal th~y needed wa a ta k to 
tretch their profe ionah m. Wnh the as 1stance of HQ 12 Arm_d 

Bde the LO and the Osnabruck ~tadt gardener, Cpl Salmon and lu 
gang et off on a cold wet and wi.ndy morning for ordhor~ armed 
\\ith hovels and pla tic bags. Their task wa to rep lar: 100 pme tree 
from the forest in ordhorn in Scarborough Barrack . _The 
rhotograph show Maj Malone). p!anting the fir t ~ree, ably ~s 1sted 
C) Cpl almon . Well don 2 Sqn hme . 1aybe next time you will keep 
your moan to your elve ! 

3 SQUADRON PERSONALITlES 
OC Maj Pat MacCulloch 
OC ACPO Maj Tony McMullen 
QC A Tp Maj Cliff Webb 
QC H Tp Capt Bob Bates 
OC K Tp Capt Peter Kearn 
OC L Tp Capt Billy Miles 
OC N Tp Capt Dave Longhurst 
SSM W02 Jim Neil 
Fof ACPO W02 Bruce Wyllie 
SQMS SSgt Bob Rack 

EXERCISE HIGHLA D FAREWELL 
Report by W02 (SSM) Jim Neil 

This exercise had two purposes, firstly to get all the Airfield Troops 
together for a 'potted sports' competition and secondly to say farewell 
to the outgoing OC Maj Jack Fiske!. The competition was very keenly 
contested and the inter Troop rivalry was fierce. There were 10 stalls 
in all ranging from tug of war, which required pulling a 4 tanner, 7_0 
metres, to a line laying competition . Unfortunately and to his 
embarrasment our Telemech, SSgt Steve Hilton could not get the 
desired result ie to get the field telephone to ring. He hasn't been the 
same since! After two hours of competition L Troop emerged as 
winners. The team was ably led by gt Nigel Cullen. Maj Jack Fiskel 
kindly donated the shield and presented it to the winning team. 

It was then on to part two where Sig Buddy Rich, the youngest 
soldier in 3 Sqn, presented Maj Fiskel with a silver tray on behalf of 
all the Squadron juniors. This was followed by 'lemonade' and light 
refreshments. Three hours later the stragglers finally went home! 

We would like to take this opportunity to wish Maj Jack Fiske! and 
Carol the best of luck in 32 Sig Regt (V) in Glasgow. 

ECHO TROOP 
Report by Cpl Youd 

A these notes are written, Echo Troop are once again without an 
OC who in his short time in ' Colditz' has dug more tunnels to the 
Education Centre than the miners managed during their recent st rike. 
Congratulations are in order to the Troop for the fine report following 
the recent RSIT visit, Cf' ecially 'well done' to LCpls Jai 'Jap' Tully 
and Ian 'Go Go' Leyland, for plying the inspection team with enough 
coffee to drug them into giving good reports. 

Recently several members of the Troop under the steely military eye 
of Cpl Paul 'Covert' Youd attended a Regimental Battle Camp at jolly 
old 'Grobbers' with those fine upstanding chaps from the Training 
Wing. During part of the exercise, a clearing patrol of Sig Frank 
'MlA' Whitelegge, Paddy 'Ramblow' McClean, and Barbera 
'Soberlot' Ga kell were dispatched. They returned 45 minutes later 
with a rather nice bit of fresh ration in the shape of a Heron, which 
Paddy had 'wasted' with his SLR (hit on the head) LCpl 'Bob' 
Burton ACC tried to disembowel it, to which the nearly ex Heron took 
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exception and in turn tried to di embowel the poor cook. The exercise 
ended with a nice little jog around the local a .sault co~r e. . 

We ay hello to Sig 'Paddv' McClean and Tommo Tomlinson, 
'bye to Sig 'Bob The Blob' Hope. Congratulations to Sgt and Mrs 
John Bowers on the birth of a baby on. f\I o well done to Cpl Ken 
'Shiny Nose' McGirr on his recent promotion. 

F TROOP . 
The F Troop car rally was a real tes~ for t_he contestants. o.r~amsed 

by LCpl Trev Allen, it proved to be a little bit harder than anticipated. 
The weather was appalling and con equently o~ly three cars were 
entered, more to the di appointment ?f the orgam er Trev. It pro~ed 
to be more of a speed trial as many pomts were lost on the observation 
section. The result were as follows: 
!st Sig Geordie Mac 
2nd Sig Bob Burton 
3rd Cpl Keith Belcher (ll:fter coming in first .time-wise) 

There wa a definite improvement m the weather later m the day, 
which helped high spirits along for the Summer Ball which was h~ld 
in the evening. The Ball went smoothly and everyone seemed to enJOY 
themselves. LCpl Trev and Jackie Allen deserve a pat on the back for 
organising an excellent evening. 

Since the last Wire notes we have had a few departures from the 
Troop, Cpl Dave Murphy to 30 Sig_Regt, LCpl Taff Lewis and Sig 
Gaz Thomas to civvy street, LCpl Mick Roberts to I Troop and LCpl 
Neil James to HQ I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. We wi h them all 
the best of luck in their new postings. 

New arrivals are LCpl Shaun and Helen Courtney, Sig Scouse 
Ren~haw, Mark Woodhou e and Andy Holness, we hope they enjoy 
life here as much as we do. 

J TROOP 
EXERCISE GOLDEN BLA DE 

From 6-25 October J Troop once again donned cam cream and 
draped hessian as we deployed on Ex Golden Blade. 

Due to LGpl Phil Horne taking leave, Staff Eddie Marsh was 
subjected to the delights of being driven around by Sig John <;;r~sc~ . 
Staff is slowly improving from the shock and will ensure that It is Sig 
Grosch who takes leave next time. 

LCpl Martin Heap had a bad exercise, he decided to de~t~oy the 
OC's 9ft x 9ft. He soon realised that he was not only depnvmg the 
Boss of overnight accommodation but also himself. As a result the 
tent was soon repaired. 

The OC, 2Lt Matt 'Captain Compass' Fensom tried really hard to 
visit Rebro I at different times daily in the hope of catching Sig 
'Shuggy' Little awake-but never succeeded. 

LCpl Guy Broadhurst and Sig Dave Clarke did not have many 
visitors whilst in their second location. 230 Sqn had kindly sited them 
next to a manure heap-even three days after, during the post ex 
inspection the vehicle was still honking. 

Sig 'Burt' Reynolds managed to get his long awaited left hand seat 
in a Puma. He was forever reminding the Troop that he had been here 
three years and not had a left hander. He now boasts that he was a 
combat pilot, OC's driver and RTG all in one day-WOW! 

We are off on exercise in a week's time and Sig John Grosch is being 
sent on leave. 

Sig John Grosch attempting to convert a 9ft x 9ft tent into a 12ft 
x 1 2ft lean-to 
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K TROOP RAF WILDENRA TH 
PERSONALITIES 
OC Capt Pete Kearn 
Tp SSgt S gt Chris Biddlecombe 
IC Tech Sgt Ian Barnes 
JC Maint Sgt Geoff Gardner 
IC Projects Sgt Billy Allen 

Promotions, postings, farewells and welcomes have combined to 
keep the social activities of the Airfield Troop moving at the speed of 
a Tornado attack. (Hands up all those who can't recognise a 
Tornado-No, it is not something to do with the weather). 

Troop members leaving since our last Wire notes are: 
Sgt Martin Chapman to Hong Kong (perhaps I can trade in me 

penknife), Cpl Mick Senior to 266 Sig Sqn (going South for the 
winter), Cpl Bob hotton to H Troop (congratulations on promotion 
to Corporal), Sig Taff Workman to 266 Sig Sqn (but I've already met 
the penguins), ig Dave Roberts to civvy street (captured by British 
Telecom). 

We have also said farewell to our Squadron Commander, Maj Jack 
Fiskel and Carol who have departed on posting to Glasgow; they will 
be sorely missed and a 'hard act to follow'. 

All is not gloom, however, and we give a warm welcome to the new 
members of the Troop and they are: gt Geoff Gardner and his wife 
Eleanor, Sig John Copley and his wife Dora, and LCpl Jim Duncan 
and his wife Helen . 

The Troop personality parade now ends with congratulations to gt 
Derek Bright and LCpl Ke,in Griffiths on their recent promotions. 

The Troop Commander Capt Pete Kearns attempted, with some 
success, to find enough of hi. men to have a Troop photograph taken. 
It is interesting for everal r asons; there are a number of Royal Air 
Force tectmicians who are members of Ground Radio Flight (GRF). 
Kilo Troop and GRF are responsible, for all telecommunications on 

the airfield and there are 'ever such a lot'. That famous aircraft in the 
background is left un-named to give our readers further practice in 
aircraft recognition, and the photograph will be certain to fascinate 
well informed members of the Corps when it is observed that Sgt Ian 
Simpkins, he's the one with the name tag, and Sgt Billy Allen, he's the 
one sitting down with the tan, are without tracksuit, studded boots 
and a rugby ball. 

As we approach the second week of December it is true to say that 
Christmas festivities have now started. We wish for you all a peaceful 
New Year. 

L TROOP RAF LAARBRUCH 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
Tp Sgt 
Telemech 
Telemech 
Te Tech 
Te Tech 
RR Tech 

TACEVAL 

Capt Bill Miles 
SSgt Mick O'Callaghan 
Sgt Mick Grant 
Sgt Keith Thomson 
Sgt Nigel Cullen 
Sgt Bill Erskine 
Sgt Nobby Clarke 

It has been hectic here at RAF Laarbruch. The station has been 
preparing for its initial Taceval as a Tornado Strike Base. At t_he ~ime 
of writing the exercise has just finished and the commumcauons 
provided to the Tornado and Jaguar Squadrons have proved an 
outstanding success. Chri tmas celebrations have already begun! 
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Sgt Mick Grant and Paddy (John) McElroy (yes we have him also) 
Genuine picture of the first UG fibre optic cable being laid at RAF 

Laarbruch 

Cpl Cas Castro (Controller) and Sig Taff Duncan (Records) (a Div 
Sig Ops hasn't this many phones) 

,, 
Sgt Bill (Jack) Erskine and Sgt Keith Thomson doing a quiet fit for 
20 Sqn (Tornado). Telemechs and Techs can work together given 

the right quantity of bananas 
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L TROOP AK TO THE AIR 
On a Friday e'ening in July L Troop, their wive and girlfriends 

took to th air with Two Ri\'ers Gliding Club a t RAF Laarbruch. 
Cpl (Biggie ) DeClanc), who recently pa ed hi Glider Pilot 

In. tructor cour e was to take them up. 
After much debate ig Da e Green wa per uaded to go first and 

thought it wa fanta tic till he a ked what a glider cm: d do . He was 
helped out of the cockpit saying I have never een laarbruch from 
that angle before. Offers of other, even more intere ting angles , were 

fu ed. 
Cpl Jed Bridgeford could not be per uaded to ar anyt~ing at .all !n 

the air. Hi hand · recovered enough though for him to hft a pmt m 
the club bar afterward . The sight of Touche Jeffries dutifully 
carrying hi girlfriend ' s high heeled hoe Lo and from the aircraft 
cau ed much ribald comment and many offers o f Fs 10. All 
personnel involved had an enjoyable time and many went up for a 
e ond or even third time. 

fany thank to the Two River Gliding Club member who got the 
evening off the ground. \ e hope to repeat it in the new year. 

SPORT 
The OC Capt Bill Mile continue his ucce in the racket world 

winning the following: 
Tenni : 
BAOR (Vet ) Singles 1985 
RAF Laarbruch Open Singles I 985 
RAF Laarbruch Open Double 1985 
(Partner Sqn Ldr Ron Trinder-Tornado) 

Winner 
Winner 
Winner 

Royal Signals Open Tenni Championships 1985 Winner 

Squash 
RCZ Open Championship 1985 Winner (2nd year running) 
RCZ Yets Championship 1985 Winner 

HOOTING 
Earlier in the year the Troop emered the Regimental inter squadron 

kill-at-arms competition. Our team con isted of Capt Bill Miles, Sgts 
Nigel Cullen, Keith Thomson, Cpl Paul Jennings, LCpl Taff Treeby 
and Sig Taff Duncan . 

Having taken on the Squadron we then achieved remarkable results 
as follow:-
'A' Class SLR Winner Sgt Nigel Cullen 
'B' Clas skill-at-arms Runner up Sig Taff Duncan 
Pool Bull £20 · Capt Bill Miles 
Champion Sqn Regimental skill-at-arms L Troop 3 Sqn 

Four members of the team-Capt Bill Miles, Sgt Nigel Cullen, Cpl 
PauJ Jennings and Sig Taff Duncan also formed part of the 
Regimental team which won both the RCZ skill-at-arms competition 
and the RCZ March and Shoor competition. 

3 Q. INTER TROOP COMPETITION 
The inaugural inter troop competition took place at WiJdenrath on 

a very cold day in early November. The Prize Shield, was donated and 
presented by our outgoing OC Maj Jack Fiskel. Although designed a 
a fun competition the four airfield Troop H, K, Land along with 
Alpha and ACPO come ted keenly, and as fortune favours the brave 
L Troop team consisting of Sgt Nigel Cullen, Cpl Alf Norrie, LCpl 
Gaff Gaffney, Sig Jez Wastell and Butch Crinson won the day. (SSM, 
L Troop did not celebrate with your beer on the way back to 
Laarbruch-honest). 
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Polam Hall 
Darlington, DL 1 SPA, U.K. 

Polam Hall is one of the leading girls· independent 
boarding schools in the U.K .. with easy access by air via 

Teesside A·-port. and by road and rail. 

We offer 

• High Academic Standards. 
• Full Boarding School Life. 

• Strong Music. Art and Drama. and many out of school 
activities. 

For a prospectus. or to arrange a visit. contact 
The Headmistress - Miss M.C. Bright. B.A. 

Tel: (44 325) 463383 

THE START OF 
SOMETHING 
NEW 
If you 're Leaving the Services 
within the next 12 months and 
would like to start a New 
Career consider GCHQ as a 

Trainee 
Radio Officer 

If your trade or training involves Radio 
Operating you may wish to continue in 
the work you know and enjoy. 
Government Communications Head
quarters can offer you a career in 
communications involving the very 
latest technology. It starts with 32 
weeks thorough training to fit you for 
the post of Radio Officer with 
extremely interesting work, good 
salary, good prospects for promotion 
and also the opportunity for overseas 
travel. Add to this the security of 
working for an important Government 
Department and you could have the 
start of something new. 
The basic requirement for the job is 2 
years' radio operating experience or 
hold a PMG, MPT or MRGC. 
Registered disabled people are 
welcome to apply. 
Salaries start at £4,988 at age 19 to 
£6,028 at age 25 and over during 
training and then £6,832 at 19 to 
£8,915 at 25 and over as a Radio 
Officer. Increments then follow 
annually to £12,328 inclusive of shift 
and weekend working allowances. 
For full details and an application form 
phone 0242 32912/3 or write to: 

Recruitment Office, Government Communications Headquarters, 
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, 

Gloucestershire, GL52 5AJ. 
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28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG) 
BFPO 35 

VISIT. GALORE 
When, the Roman . atholic Bbhop of hrewsbury The Rt Rev 

Joseph <.ray left Fra.nc1sca Barracks on 20 November it is to be hoped 
that he fo~gav~ 28 Sig Reg~ ~or b:eat~ing a slight igh of relief, as he 
wa~ o~r ·1xth important visitor m eight days. A hectic three weeks 
which mcluded Ex Ab/e Archer and Fran Tech was at an end. 

We welcomed the 1:!1rector. Gener~! Personnel Services Maj Gen J . 
D. G. Pa~k , the outgomg SOmC MaJ Gen R. Benbow, representative 
from R Signals M & RO and P!ll 1 arid t.he Deputy OinC Brig F. R. 
Maynard . Also whilst on exercise Gen Sir Martin l'arndale KCB and 
Col N. R. Robertson WRAC MBE. 

Despitt> the inevitable la t mi nute hitches and amendment 'Well sir 
we'r.e on plan 2'. no"'.,'. all the visits went off well. DGPS's visi t was 
particularly useful,. g1vmg an opportuni ty fo r 'singlies' and 'pads' and 
wives to ask que'.uons about various a pects of service life which may 
affect and someume worry them. It was good to see o many " ives 
pre. ent and thank you for your very fra nk and helpful explanations 
" hich emerged during the di scussion. 
Oth~r rece.nt Regin:iental hig hligh t~ have incl uded Ex Fran Fly when 

two thi rds ol the Regiment completed their CFT in one day, following 
a short but memorable helicopter ride from barracks to the tart 
point. With a little more practice OC Sp Sqn, Maj Dougie Pawlow will 
soon be able to flv straight and level! 

Maj Gen R. Benbow inspecting the Quarter Guard 

Mrs Benbow being presented with a bouquet by Emma Sarginson 
after opening the new library at Krefeld First School. Peter 

Bentley, the Headmaster looks on 
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Maj Gen J . 0 . G. Pank, DGPS, meets Maj Judy Webb OC 1 Sqn 
Lt Col Cliff Walters and W02 CSSM) Marsh Joo'ks on · 

The DSOinC meets Cpl Roberts in the 120 line manual exchange 

WINNERS-ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR) AS OCIATION 
FOOTBALL COMPETITION 1985 

The Competition wa won outright by the Regiment who were 
undefeated over a two day period, coring a total of 23 goal for and 

ii ag~inst. Cpl David Tuck, our goalkeeper, crowned the whole event 
by bemg awarded the 'Be I Player of the Competition' by Comd 
Comms BAOR, Maj Gen A. Yeoman. 

Back row (l to RJ: Lt 'H' Lund (Football Officer), Cpl Paul Lincoln, 
Sig Mark Sturmey, Jacky McHale, Cpls Dave Tuck, 'Spoogie' 

Wayman, SSgt 'BP' Parkhill (Coach) 
Front row (l to RJ: Cpl 'Nog' Norris, Cpl Billy Grierson, Sgt Ally 

Mackenzie, LCpl 'Ted Croker' Bolton 
Absent on duty Cpl Mark Shergold 
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l QL DRO. 
f1 ch of rhe la t 1wo month, have bee;i taken up in !he preparation 

for one of th< Regimen!·~ major ta ff e\erci es, E>. Able Archer < 5. 
On the run up to Able Archer the Rrgiment deployed on Ex Canary 

Caper 4185, wit!- Bravo at Eggle burg and Alpha at Senden . The OC, 
1aj Jud~ Webb, pent the exercise~' irh Alpha, who had taken with 

them the ill fated quadron mini bus to ferry people between the 
Comm complex and the Admin a rea, which was 3Km away. 

nfortunately LCpl Jim Clancy mis ed one of the bend and went 
headfir t into a ditch . The rest of the Troop thc.ught that this wa a 
pretty good game and by 1he end of the exerci c .veil known accident 
pot were renamed; 'Clancy Corner', 'Bowbrick Bend', and 'POL 
1raigh1 •. Switch Bravo were feeling a bit left ou1 of the 'action' u, til 
'ig 'J D' pitier managed to have a 'minor' di agreement wich a 

G rman car. 
Meanwhile back at the 'sharp end' SSgt (YofS) 'Joda' Jarvi wa 

doing his bit for International liaison with con tant help and advice 
to the Dutch helicopter pilot (nice girl, but six foot blondes are lightly 
out of the Yeoman's reach!). To end che exercise on friendly term 
with 840 (GE) Fernmelde Battalion, gt P hil Welham very kind ly 
donated bis webbing to the batlalion! 

After a brief return to barrack we were ready to deploy on Ex Able 
Archer. Being on exercise over bonfire night did not, however, spoil 
the Squadron's enjoyment of the fe tive occasion. Ju t to 'warm up', 
Switch Bravo tarted a couple of days early when Sig 'Stan Brown 's 
tent mysteriously ignited in the early hour of the morning. Sig 
'Dinger' Bell looked on with interest a C pl Col Freeman expertly 
sprayed C02 over anything and everything that moved (chat is after 
he igned the 1033 for LCpl Dougie Kee's extinguisher!). How Lt 
' Blue Thunder' Norton managed to get in the way, nobody really 
knows! ot to be outdone Switch Alpha decided to have a liule fire 
in the Audio Engineering wagon. Sig 'Crazy Eddie' O'Kelly, after 
trying to blow the flames out, showed why he is a soldier and not a 
fireman. 

Amidst all the excitement WOl (FofS) Pete J ohnson remained 
unperturbed and concentrated on trying to keep the TARE' ticking 
over. Cpl Sandy Rennie , 'Geordie ' H ugill and 'Ginge' Parker carried 
on with their Donald Duck colouring book, under the supervision of 
the Yeoman, and managed to maintain a 'steady' flow of slats to the 
Op O fficer even amongst the most chaotic conditions. Much literary 
talent emerged during che exercise with C pl Jimmy Frew keeping 
Switch Alpha amused with his poems, and LCpl Dave Clarke editing 
a nightly gazette, which only fai led to insult every member of the 
Regiment because time was short. In Lhe few days it was published the 
circulation increased so dramatically that even the CO, Lt Col 
Walters, insisted chat he had his own copy hot from the printing 
room! 

Finally it was rime to pack away the ashen remains and return to 
barracks to a week full of visits. The comms had gone extremely well, 
but the exercise will probably be better remembered for the 
extraordinary number of fires. 

SPORTS NEWS 
Congratulations for cwo Corporals. The Squadron continues to 

provide many members of all the regimental teams and particular 
congratulations go to Cpl Dave T uck for winning the best player 
award in the recent Royal Signal Seven-a-Side soccer competition . 
Also to Cpl Steve Francis for his performance in captai ning the 
regimental team when winning the RCZ Table Tennis Championships 
for the second successive year. 

COMINGS AND GOINGS 
It has been a time of great change in the Squadron in the last two 

months . Fi rstly the farewells. Capt Cheryl Atcheson (2IC) left the 
Squadron and the Army and we wish her every success in her new 
career. Also leaving the Army is Sig 'JD' Spiller. SSgt Wendy Barton 
left us on promotion to 242 Sig Sqn and we welcome SSgt Linda 
Fairnington who joins us from Victor Troop. 

Sgt 'Nobby' Clarke has gone LO 7 Sig Regt, Cpl Ian Collier to 632 
Signal Troop, LCpl Bob Gud!leon to 8 Sig Regt and Sgt 'Nige' 
De Owenley to the School of Signals. Sgt Stan Wise left us for six 
months in the South Atlantic, whilst Sig 'Jock ' Duffy departs for 30 
Sig Regt. Our final farewell goes to ig Murphy Webb who despite his 
long hair will be missed, especially by the SSM! 

Joining the Squadron are Capt Dave Gilchrist, Sig 'Taff' McGrath, 
LCpl Martyn Bunkie, and Sig Phil Hay, Glen Evans and ' Parrot 
Head ' Martin . 

Finally congratulations to ig 'Scruff' Duffy and Sig 'Stan ' Brown 
both of whom were married recently. We wish them and their wives 
Marion and Beale every happiness. 

PORT 
On the sporting side the Regimental footba ll team were victorious 

ih the R Signals BAOR seven-a-side competition, and our rugby team 
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were runners up in thr final of the RCZ stage of the Army RU 
Challenge Cup. A local boxing derby ended in ucce for 28 Sig Regt 
against 16 Sig Regt in the semi-final of the RCZ Novice Boxing 
Competition. Congratulations to Sgt Rick Richards and hi team. All 
the bout were notcworth~ but worthy of special mention are LCpl 
David Cox fo r his sterling fight back a nd ig Andy Butler for his 
whirlwind debut. 

2 SQN UPDATE 
As alway there have been many changes of per onnel. In Oscar Tp 

'Hello and Welcome' to Cpl (Wot Sergeant Already '!) tackwood , Sig 
'Octo' Andrew O'Toole, William O'Rourke and Barry 'Garfield ' 

obe.r. 
A special welcome to the first WRAC TE Techs LO join 2 Sqn, 

LCpls Woodland, Oldale and parkes. So far LCpl Gill Oldale has 
managed a ix week cour e in unny Latina and a two weeks basic 
German cour e- not bad in three months: LCpl Debbie Sparkes has 
tried to catch hypothermia-fortunately she failed and LCpl Lorna 
Woodland ha had a eriou argument with the tailgate of a DAF . She 
lo t ! Well, ladie you've certainly made an impression. Tp Sgt Mick 
Palmer has gone grey already! 

Fond farewells go to Cpl Keith 'Geordie' Merrie off to Belize and 
Cpl Neil 'Never Early' Cole and family away to 30 Sig Regt. 

Papa Tp welcome Cpl Steve Brown and LCpl Jeff Head . Goodbye 
to LCpl Stuart Allister posted to NI and Cpl 'Wide Boy' Clay who ha 
finally made it to hi T l cour e. 

To all those who do not get an individual mention we wish welcome 
t0 new arrivals and farewell and good luck to all departees. Sorry we 
cannot fit you all in. 

The last few months have been very productive in terms of brand 
new arrivals. Congratulations go to the following: Sig Gary Maloney 
and Tracey on the birth of son Scott James 'Dalglish ' ; Sig Jock 
Anderson and Janet on the arrival of Paul; LCpl Nigel Coomber and 
Columba at the arrival of their daughter Sarah Lee; Sig Philip Morgan 
and Lesley on the arrival of Jennifer Emily; Cpl Alan H umphrey and 
Lesley on the birth of Kerrie Anne. Last but not least best wishes go 
to Lt Jim Richardson and Paula on the birth of daughter Sarah 
Louise. Who ays becoming a father gives one that certain look of 
maturity? 

EXERCISE BOUNDER BACKSTOP 
In September 30 oldier from 2 Sqn went to the Sauerland for a 

week's adventure training. The main activities were rockclimbing, 
abseiling, canoeing and hill walking all of which proved very 
successful. 

The rockclimbing was led by Cpl 'Scouse' Shield with Cpl Dick 
Rutherford providing emergency medical cover. On each day a 
different band of happy soldiers departed the main camp for the ' Drei 
Steinen' rocks to learn the basic skill s of rockclimbing and abseiling. 
They started off with simple easy climbs and abseils which grew more 
difficult and daring as the day progressed and they became more 
confident. 

Mention must be made of Cpl 'Geordie' Merrie who won the 'Disco 
Leg of the Week' award while only six feet from the ground and Sig 
Mick Young who gained a reputation as a mountain goat after only 
two day's climbing. La t but not least Sig Michael Fullerto n who 
showed nerves of steel by smoking a cigarette whilst hanging IOOft 
from the ground when his rope became tangled in his descender on a 
tree abseil. 

The hill walking was run (no pun intended) by Sgt G raham 
Wolverson who set a 20Km cross-country course to finish at the 
leisure park Fort Fun, map reading permitting. Amazingly, desite a 
few detours all the parties arrived with time in hand to enjoy the 
attractions. The favourite scop was the 870m dry toboggan run which 
caused some amusement. Sig 'Wammo' O'Rourke let hi sled go down 
without him on it while Sig A ndy Clewes managed the exact opposite 
and had difficulty sitting down for the rest of the camp. 

The canoeing was taught by Sgt Laughlin RE who kind ly helped us 
out. The Regiment's own instructor Tech Adjt Capt Andy Harrison 
had injured himself trying to windsurf on land. The canoei ng proved 
very popular although what Lt J im Richardson said to Sig ' Baz' 
Bazley after some interesting attempts at capsize drills is definitely not 
printable. 

All in all a successful week , thanks to all the instructors and the 
support staff including LCpl Colin Orchard and the unimog Field 
Repair Team LCpl Bob Baker and LCpl Wing. 

EXERC ISE A BLE A RCHER 85 
One of the major events of the last couple of months was the Staff 

Exercise, Able A rcher at the beginning of November. 2 Sqn 
established Mobile AWHQ Oscar in unusual luxury at Arsbeck, well 
disgu ised by the new umbrella cam system. T he fo llowing accoun t, 
regrettably slightly vetted from the original, comes from Cpl Dave 
P hilpott. 
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TH E VIEW HWM OPS ALBERT 
Once again the time had come Lo leave the luxury of Francisca 

Barracks for Ex Able Archer 1985. The DAF racing teams lined up on 
the square waiting for the green light when Cpl 'Pathfinder' Mitton 
led us into t~e wilderness , .well, Arsbeck Training Area really. 

The exercise star~e~ qu~etly . To everyone's astonishment, it all 
worked , all that training finally catching up with u . To relieve the 
boredom of bei!lg kept on a knife edge 24 hours a day, the Arsbeck 
Recording Studios were opened (who needs Troop newspapers?). A 
comedy tape called 'A day with The Oscars' was produced based on 
incidents from the exercise . Monty Python, eat your heart out! 

The main culprits were Cpl Dai William , Cpl Steve Brown Cpl 
Dave Philpott ( criptwriter) and LCpl 'Posh Voice' Coomber. 'Also 
featured was the voice of gt. Dereck lyles and some unique (tinkling) 
sound eff~c~s . Rumour has 1~ th~t W02 (SSM) Baggaley is willing to 
buy the original tape and copies tor a fee to be negotiated if LCpl Jim 
Barr doesn ' t beat him to it. ' 
. After four d~ys of peace and quiet the staff arrived and thing 

livened up considerably . They even organised a bonfire night display, 
C?Urtcsy of the Staff .Mess~ge Centre Vehicle, when a heater caught 
fire. The Trumpton Fire Bngade moved into action quickly and dealt 
with the blaze, before it got out of hand. (Other locations were not 
o lucky!). 

Firefighting medals for service above and beyond the call of 
sen ibility were awarded LO Cpl 'Fireman Dibble' Broltn , Cpl Shield 
'Fireman Bugh' and Cpl 'Fireman Cuthbert' Philpott at the 
traditional endex ceremony by OC 2 Sqn Maj Matt Helm. 

Other awards went to LCpl Geordie Laws, who earned che 'YofS 
Pywell (Wokka-Wokka High Altitude Levitation Award. ' The FofS 
Wilson Award for Tact and Diplomacy went to LCpl 'Did I really say 
that?' Thomp on . The hardest fought for award was the Golden 
Blanket, due to unusually stiff competition from the officers . 
However after clo e scrutiny this went to LCpl Dave Smart. The 
WRA Close Quarter Recognition Award went to Sgl Graham 
Wolverson for starting his briefing to COMO WRAC Col Robertson 
with the immortal words 'Good morning Sir'. Sig 'Geordie' 'I'll say 
what l wanl' Waldnshaw get a special mention for effort. 

A fitting end to a fa r action-packed exercise. The staff were well 
pleased with the high standards achieved and congratulated all who 
took part. Only problem is-they' ll expect us to do it all again next 
year . Oh well .. . 

BR (RCZ) Semi-Final Inter Unit Novice Boxing Competition 
Back Row: W01 (RSM) Pete Bawden, Sig 'Taff' Mustoe, ' Jonah ' 
Jones, (I'm excused shaving) 'Andy' Butler. Lt Col C. J . Walters, 
LCpl ' Dave' Cox, Sgt ' Rick' Richards (Trainer), W01 (YofSJ Jim 

Hindle (Team Manager) 
Front Row: Sig 'Tin-Tin' Phillips, Sig 'Weasel' Campbell, Cfn 
' Sned ' Sneddon, LCpl ' Spike' Forbes, Sig 'Rick' Thorne, Sig 

'Ghandi' Garlick 
Photograph by SSgt K. Bridger 

VICTOR TROOP 
VISIT OF DEPUTY CONTROLLER COMMANDANT WRAC 

On Tuesday 24 September 1985 Victor Troop was visited by 
Brigadier A Field CB, Deputy Controller Commandant WRAC. She 
was accompanied by Col Nan Robertson Commander WRAC BAOR. 

The Brigadier was escorted around the Joint Communication 
Centre by the CO, LI Col Cli ff Walters and WO I J une Skelton who 
has recently joined the Troop from 39 Sig Regt (V). 

Sgt Linda Fairn ington and Cpl Paul Lewis howed the Brigadier 
around the Commcen where she met LCpls Linda Flinn , Julie 
Gwynne, P tes Heather McNair and Pie ' Betty' Oxford . Cpl Fran 
Price then e corted her around the telephone exchange, she was 
particularly interested to learn about the plan for the new telephone 
exchange which is to be insta lled in the near future . Sgl Ian 
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Pte Heather McNair receives her Army Colours from Brig Field 

Richardson and Cpl Sandy Bell then showed her around the systems 
control. She then met the Admin staff and day off shift who had 
gathered together in the rest room. During the vi it the Brigadier 
presented Pie Heather Mc air with her Army Colour for Lawn 
Tennis. She commented that he had la t vi ited us in 1969 and that 
since then we had new chair -what price progress! 

WRAC SUPERTEAMS COMPETITIO ' 
Victor Troop also took part in the first BAOR WRAC Superteams 

Competition on 25 September l 985 . Nineteen teams of six competitors 
from all over BAOR took part. Events included:-

Obstacle Course, Team Relay Race, Gym Task , IOOm Sprint, 
800m Track Run, 4 x 50m Swimming, Cycling, Throwing a Welly, 
and Throwing a Basket. 

The whole day was a huge success, the weather was gorgeou and 
the atmosphere friendly but with a keen competitive air. 

The Victor Troop team comprised the fo llowing: Team Captain Sgt 
(now SSgt) Linda Fai rnington, C pls (now Sgt) Kate Williams, andy 
Bell, LCpls Alice Davies, Karen Slanley, Pte Nicky Bagley and Pie 
Maxine Neilly. 

The firsc event the Team Relay Race in the Gym cau ed some 
problems and three girls were injured, fortunately our team uffered 
no casualtie during rhe day's events . LCpl tanley kepi u enthralled 
with her cycling, and won her heat in the last five yards, Cpl William 
ran a very creditable SOOm, throwing the welly proved to be a 
favourite event and if we had had more luck on the first throw, we 
may have stood a better chance, as we did well on the second throw. 

Prize were presented by Brig Field in the Marlborough Club over 
tea and cakes. Unfortunately Victor Troop wa not among the 
winners, 29 Coy WRAC and Bielefeld took the Prize , but 
nevertheless we all thoroughly enjoyed the day. 

WELCOMES, FAREWELL & CONGRATULATIONS 
During the last few month we said farewell to many member of 

the Troop. Some of these are WOI Elaine Willacy and Cpl Lorraine 
· Robinson who have gone to 3 Sqn 10 Sig Regt. LCpl Bev Hill to 242 

Sig Sqn, Ptes andy Vernon and ue Vincent who have left for Civvy 
Street, Cpl Ruth J arvis to Queen' Gurkha Sig Regt in sunny Hong 
Kong, -Cpl Sandy Bell to 9 Sig Regt and our married duo Sgts Ian and 
Joyce Richardson who have moved just up the road to 16 Sig Regt. 
LCpl Julia Whilely who ha gone off to d rive a bus in Hu ll, Cpl Alan 
H oward to BAE SH APE, Cpl Jenny Ingleton i also heading for 3 
Sqn 10 Sig Regt and Pte Sue Halkett i going to Civvy Street. We wi h 
them a ll the be t of luck for the futu re. 

In return we say Welcome to WOI June Skelton, g1s Taff 
Donovan, Mark Donaldson and Pam Monk , Cpl Mark Neighbour, 
Chris Cheeseman, Gary (Chuckles) Hughes, Heather Gedde , andy 
Cleverly, LC pls Jean Brown. Ju lie Gwynne , Shirley lant, Lynn 
Mathew , Karen tanley, Pies Gaynor Tunnicliffe. Cindy 
Shuttleworth , Vicky Sanderson, ue Lay and hope they all enjoy their 
tour with Victor Troop. 

We wish to congratu late our witchboard uperv:i or gt Fiona 
Beardwell who has returned recently from 8 Sig Regt after completing 
her DTG 3 Course. Al o to gl Linda Fairnington, Sgt Kate 
Williams, Sgl Mark Dona ldson, Cpls Julie Taylor and Edith Milne on 
their recent promotions. 
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30 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 

\'I IT · · h R · t "eived In October, among tall the hectic acti\'1t.1cs, t. e_ e~1men re" . 
three important \i·itor ; The omma11der-; :1-Ch1el \)KLF, the 1gnal 
Officer-in- hief and the Commander I lPfantry Brigade. h d 

All the ,.i it wer a 5ucces. and we hope our guest eac. a an 
en1oyable day with u . 

EXERCI E Cl'G 'ET TREK 5 
The econd Regimental Battle amp of the year took pla.c~ on 

ali bury Plain from I to 25 October t 985. A week ?~ m1hta~y 
training utminated in the ann~al Dyers Cup compe1111on. Thi 
competition te ted team of sect~on strength led by a J1 0 111 a 
variety of military and genera.I kills.. . 

The cup was won by a team I rom I Sqn led by Cpl teve wain , ~ ith 
Cpl tel\ Ed"ards' team from 3 Sqn as runner -up. 

2Lt Nei l Griffiths recounting 'war stories' in a bid to illustrate the 
finer points of leadership to a 1 Sqn section 

LCpl Jimmy Joyce (left) checks arcs of fire with LCpl Dave 
Stewart. In the background, 3 Sqn dig in 
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Section 10, winners of the Dyers' Cup for 1985: 
Cpl Steve Swain is flanked by Mr Christie and Mr Chambers of the 

Worshipful Company of Dyers 

Cpl Steve Swain, leader of the winning se_ction , is awarded th~ 
Dyers' Cup by Mr Christie. The CO , Lt Col Bill Backhouse , 21C Mai 
Peter McGann , W01 (RSM ) Pete Sutherland and Dr Nigel Sharpe 

(MO) look on 

Members of 2 Sq n anticipate the end of Battle Camp: Sig Taff 
Howel l is presumably trying to inject some sense into Cpl ' Monty' 

Montgomery by manual meansl 
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THE LANYARD TROPHY 
On 19 September two teams of oldier departed to Lulworth Cove, 

to compete in another gruelli ng 40 mile march (sprint) on some of 
Dorset's enchanting countryside. The object was to carry a 30 pound 
bergen, an SLR, map, compass and by use of 'Shank's Pony' travel 
from A to B as fast a · possible. 

There were 18 members of the Regiment who volunteered for thi> 
arduous event unfortunately three members withdrew through injury. 
Everybody else finished within the allocated lime, the slowest with 6 
hours to spare! Out of 13 teams entering the competition, the 
Regiment came a very clo e second to 5 (AB) Sig Sqn yet again! 
(Watch out next year.) 

SSgt (FofS) Marty Webb and gt Pete Collinson came equal 
econd, Lt Pete Smith came in sixth, SSgt (YofS) Scouse Evans came 

thirteenth, and Cpl Rick Ball nineteenth. Sig Dave Hall also finished 
within 10 hours; that equates to five consecutive CFT passes! The 
remainder of the team finished in the following order: 'Sgt Chris 
C harlton, Cpl Paul Bowler RM, Sig Pete Day, LCpl Brett Holmes, 
Sgt Steve Carr, Cpl Mac McKinnon, LCpl Dave Hebdon , Sig Scouse 
Johnson, 'Junior' Woolston, Jimmy Joyce, LCpl Doc Halliday, Lt 
'Dick' Raleigh , and, last but not least, Sig Chippy Lang. All team 
members did extremely well to finish with creditable times. 

Our special thanks go to QM I Bill McQuilkin and Sgt Larry Tullet 
for three weeks hard training, two hours a day. Without this we would 
not have done as ·ell as we did. Also a tremendous performance was 
put in by LCpl Andy Beard a~ 'OJC' admin support vehicle, at only 
one day' notice. 

It was nice to se Maj Roger Clague plus 'Tabba' his personal aide, 
support the teams physicallv and help u limp home. 

l'AREWELL TO 01 (RSM) BRIAN SMITH AND 
WELCOME TO 01 (RSM) PETE SUTHERLA"ID 

The Regiment were very ad Lo say goodbye to 'part of the fold' as 
WOI (RSM) Brian mith packed up his Pace Stick and said farewell. 
He has however moved on to much better things (or is that 
debatable?) and is now Capt Brian Smith , the Tra111ing Adjt of 1 l Sig 
Regt in Catterick! We offer him congratulations upon hi 
commissioning. 

WOJ (R M) Pete utherland has now taken on the rigorous ta k of 
RSM. He has brought with him excellent ba ketball skills which were 
displayed on 10 December when his team took on the CO's team in 
a friendly match, at the end of which, the CO's team gracefully 
conceded defeat with an unspecified final score! 

RSM (W01) Pete Sutherland joins 30 Sig Regt and takes over 
from RSM (WO 1 ) Brian Smith 

C RO COUNTRY 
TRUSTCOTT TROPHY 

The Garrison race was a great ucces , we missed out only on the 
individual winner and veterans' trophie . In the inter-troop 
competition, Net Radio Troop won by a mite, Whi ky Troop were a 
very good second, Bravo Troop were fourth, HF Troop fifth_. et 
Radio ' B' ixth t Sqn Techs seventh and only one School of 1gnal 
team prevented' a clean weep of the fir t. seven te~m pl~cings. 

The Ren iment easily won the Int er Umt Champ1onsh1p, ba ed on 
the positi;ns of the first 20 runners from each unit .and_ occupied nine 
of the first 12 individual po ition . LCpt Hebdon 111. his last race f<?r 
the Regiment wa econd, ig Gownrd third , Sgt Colhnson fourth, Sig 
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Edwards sixth, ig Buxton seventh, LCpl Fo" ler eighth, gt (Yof ') 
Evan tenth and LCpl Cairns eleventh. 

In the Veterans' competition only HQ Sqn managed to field team 
and they finished in third and fifth positions. Individually, gt Hunt 
was our best veteran, forty third overall and fourth in the Veterans' 
competition. 

Late note-having just seen the Inter Unit Trophy, 10 put this year's 
performance by the Regiment into perspective it is worth recording 
that the last time we won it was in 1981. 

HELICOPTER TRAI ING 
2 Sqn accompanied by a small element of 640 Sig Tp recently 

undertook a morning's training u ing a PUMA in order to practise 
Heli Drills. The exercise was initiated and conducted by W02 ( Ml 
Henry Banks and Sgt teve Carr. A small deployment of three 
Section followed by three det and recovery, were successfully 
achieved. 

A Clearance Patrol Landing to secure the a rea 
(l - RJ Rob Luckhurst, S ig Rick Buxton and Stan Haworth 

A Det, with crew, arriving in the cleared area 

Cpl John Forse 'holds her steady' for the patrols, who rope down 
on return to the base locat on 
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31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V) 
Hammersmith 

RHQ I . f ll l I . The past t ,.o months have b~.n a. bu .Ya u ua. -· uh a u 1g 
Bde (V) FTX, our usual paruc1pat1on in E~ Ab_I;?_ Archer, not lo 
mention the normal annual round of inspection v1 it . . 

On the persona] from we welcome Capt ick Denning wh~ will be 
applying hi regular en ice HF cxperien e lo J Tp Hammer mtth, and 
to 2LI Jenn) Mcilwaine who become 21C K Tp at Coulsdon . ~ack 
from 1ravelling in remoter corners of the globe 1 2LI Sally Ham on 
who take on the new appointment of Regt PRO. A ~'·elcome 
promotivn goe to Capt (QM) Alan Lafferty ~vho, upon h1 rece~1 
commi ioning, i appointed 21C HQ Sgn and in the re ultam chain 
rea lion three of the four Squadron gain new SSMs; HQ Sqn W02 
( Ml Derek Gale, 41 Sqn W0 2 ( M) Maurice Byrne, an~ 8.3 qn 
W02 (S M) Peter Loven . \ 02 (S M) Steve Bland ~oves wtthm HQ 

qn to the RQMS role and, finally, W02 (SSM) C~ns Mahoney a~ 
farewell 10 83 Sqn and joins RHQ a Sergeant MaJOr of the Recruit 
Training Cadre. 

DI. 11'.G 0 T 
The Officer ' Mes Annual Dinner in mid- ovember marked the 

dining out of our CO, Lt Col David ~trong and everyone from Mes 
ecretary Maj Roy Hughes to the Regimental Cooks led by Cpl J~nel 

Wilson-Brown was determined it would be a truly memorable evening . 
o ·it proved to be, and in thanking Lt Col Strong and Maureen ~or 

their suppon and fr iend hip over the p~st two and a .hal f year we wish 
them uccess and happine s in their new posting m Bruns um 
(provided they survive all the other quadron/Troop/ Department 
farew ells before actual departu re day! ). 

Dining Out - PMC Maj Paul Whittle receives on behalf of the 
Officers ' Mess the print of The Colonel-in-Ch ief from CO Lt Col 

David Strong 
Seated fl} Mrs Maureen Strong and (R) Mrs Stephanie Whittle 

'They s ay it ' s a good view but I'm not going to look' - CO flying 
through Hammersmith on his recent sponsored 'Death Slide' 
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THE WORSHIPl'UL COMPANY m INNHO~DER.s 
For some year the Regi~ent has. sought a hnk. with one of the 

historic Ci ty Livery Compames and tt 1s now plea mg t~ report rea l 
progress with the Court of the Jnnholders Company having agreed a 
formal as ociation . T he link b~tween the ~nn~oldcrs ~nd Royal 

ignal is a particula rly approi;in ate commum_caung one 1n that the 
Masters of the City coaching inns were the founders of the ~o~tal 
t>rvice , and the pre ent Master of th.e Company, Mr Chnshan 

Whitby ha now been dined in to the Regiment, to start what will, we 
hope, be a Jong and mutually agreeable bond . 

A new frien d - The CO presents a Regimental album to the Master 
of the lnnholders Company, Mr Christian Whitby 

LAFONE DAY 
On 27 October 19 17 Maj A. M. Lafone, Middlesex Yeomanry died 

under a hail of Turkish bullets on Hill 720 outside Beersheba; awarded 
the VC for gallantry, the anniver ary of his death is commem?rated 
by the Middlesex Yeomanry Association who, afte~ a ser_v1ce of 
remembrance at the Regimental church of St Marun-wtthm-Lud, 
march to St Paul's Cathedral where in the crypt is the Middlesex 
Yeomanry War Memorial. 47 (Middle ex Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V) 
accompany the OCA members on this annual remembrance and. 01_1r 
photograph shows the serving Squadron marching up Ludgate Hill m 
the Ci ty of London. 

Lafone Day - LCpl Gary Cheshire in Middlesex Yeomanry uniform 
leads 4 7 Sqn up Ludgate Hill 

EXERCISE ABLE ARCHER 
With a small group of Data Telegraphists already despatched und~r 

the watch fu l eye of Sgt Frank Vaughan , early November saw the ~am 
party en rou te for the continent via Dover- and as, for the first ume 
in 18 years we were to use the Western Docks it was no surprise, 
perhaps, that our more elderly vehicles wrestled lqo e thei1 steerng 
wheels and headed stoically to the gates of the Eastern Docks; another 
tradition bites the dust! Fortunately WOl (MTWO) Paddy Dickinson 
took it all in his stride and in no time at all we were at SHAPE once 
again , and helping in a variety of comms tasks. 

One week later it was all over, with some significant successes and 
some old lessons relearned; amidst a Belgian hunt , Regt 21C Maj Paul 
Whittle had mastered the French for ' it may be your wood- but 
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plea~e stop shooting at me', whilst the resident C70 det under gt 
Graham Drew not only became non-resident exceedingly fast but then 
p(omptly discovered the exact height of a nearby, somewhat low 
railway bridge. And after a return Force nine Channel crossing SSgi 
(FofS) George Johnson learned it is always heller to be nice to HM 
Custom and that even the most eager of trailers should not free-run 
home ... 

HQ QN 
Report by Capt (QM) John Robson 

Time 2300 hr - 4 October-Hammersmith- Another trek into the 
unknown, this time on the Bde FTX. Rumour control reckoned we're 
off to the Vale of Evesham . Could this be the year? Could this finally 
be the exotic beautiful location of our dreams after all those years of 
muddy Pirbright and Aldershot? Read on. 

By 0300 hrs we were all on site, fully cammed and all local comms 
in from the command posl manned by gt Dave Oliver ably a\sisted 
by LCpl 'Dinger' Bell. Over in the QM Dept Maj Des Thomas had 
already disappeared into the bowels (no di re pect intended, Sir) of 
Bde Ech with his 20 cardboard boxes of notional stores to organise 
and exercise resupply. Pause for thought-why did RCP always 
contrive to move just before a re-supply run; one poor egg had to be 
tran ported hundreds of nules before reaching its grateful but hungry 
owner. 

Talking of catering, and c oser to home, newly promoted Sgt Elaine 
Collen and Cpl Ali Matabdin were the stars of a field kitchen set up 
at Hammersmith Council ' s Firework Display in Ravensbury Park . 
Having prepared and cook d over 2,000 burgers (mit onions) the 
gallant pair are now the Burger King and Queen of the Borough and 
a bid from Mr MacDonald is eagerly awaited. 

Our football team did not fare too well this eason, and after getting 
a bye in the first round of the London District TA Cup we went down 
5-1 to B Coy 4 RGJ in the second round. The game was not quite 
as one-sided as the score-line would suggest, but missed chances were 
the order of the day and our only success came from a penalty, 
skilfully converted by Sgt Jimmy Scoular (M Tp). 

We are always orry to say goodbye to a good PSI and, after a fairly 
short stay Sgt Derek Witchell and his wife Joyce leave with our best 
wishe for their new posting at 14 Regt. In his stead we give a warm 
welcome to Sgt Ian Jackson. Also on the move is Sgt Peter Mallard 
(M Tp) and we wish him and Elke all the best with 641 Sig Tp. 

Finally, warmest congratulations to OC Sqn Maj Chris Mote and 
Janet on the birth of their baby daughter Victoria. Father, mother and 
baby are all well. 

PS and where, you a,k, did we go on the FTX? Yet another quarry 
resembling the dark side of the moon. Ah well, maybe next year . . . 

ROY AL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

M ade up as required 

EXPORT ....... . . . .. . . . each £3.65 
U .K. inc. VAT .... . ... .. each £4.20 

(P..taae Extra) 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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CHANGES 

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V) 
Glasgow 

We take this opportunity to welcome the new Traini ng Major, Maj 
Jack Fiske! (from 21 Sig Regt) and the new MTWO WOl Ron 
Hamilton (from Isl Bn The Royal Scots). Hone tly, R Signals is much 
more fun! 

Fond farewells go to several people this month. The ex Training 
Major, Maj Pat MacCulloch is off to command a Squaaron of 21 Sig 
Regt, while the MTWO WOI Vic hillingford joins the Long Service 
List, and is now serving with SSD Ord Services in Viersen. After a 
period of only six months, W02 (ORQMS) Marsh Thomson sees the 
prospect of his escape to 16 Sig Regt looming, and after putting the 
final touches to his whirlwind changes in the orderly room, is off in 
January following the 'experience of a li fetime'. We also said goodbye 
to W02 Marie T homson and SSgt Alan Kinchington who have both 
retired, although it is rumoured that Sta ff Kitchington can't keep 
away and is now threatening (or was it threatened?) to join the TA! 

Meanwhile, our longest servi ng technician , Sgt Stu Price, has finally 
been persuaded to leave us, and is currently globe trotting playing 
basketball before joining his new unit at 14 Sig Regt. Farewell also to 
Sgts Paul Clark (leaving after 22 years service) and Tom Hall , who i 
posted to 4 Div. Best of luck to them all , and don' t miss us too much . 

Maj Pat MacCulloch gets his teeth into the quaich! 

EXERCISE CULLEY'S CAPER 
The weekend 12113 Ocrober saw the Regiment in full turnout for 

Ex Culley's Caper. On the Saturday detachments could be een flying 
about the countryside looking for 'misplaced' map reference . 
However, back at camp WOl (MTWO) Vic Shillingford and Cpl John 
Taylor were trying their harde t to set up the mo t difficult driving 
course possible. Giving a helping hand was OC HQ qn, Maj Liz 
Campbell, who thought the cour e looked fine until he had a try, and 
was last een still rever ing a landrover and trailer round the wild of 
Cultybraggan determined to get it right! Fortunately there were no 
hitche during the visit of the GOC, Lt Gen Sir Norman Arthur the 
following day and the CO, Lt Col Howard Culley wa spotted with 
a contented look a oon as he reali ed that the competition wa 
running smoothly. 
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0 GRATULATIO"'I S 
Belan~d congra1ula1ion. go thi month ro LCpl Sally John~ton for 

her participation in and completion of the ew York Marathon in a 
very re pectable time of 4 hr 22 mins. We al o hear that . he . hould 
b congratulated for a recem take-off of Lena Zavaroni' 'Mama !' 
prov ing that fit ne s training does help the lung if not 1he ear ! 

WOs' and Sergeants' Mess Regimenta l Di nner 
30 November 1985 Cultybraggan 

Content to stand and watch , Sgt Derek Bowstead, Roger Terrett, 
John McNab , SSgt Tom Padden 

FOCUS O N 61 (CITY OF EDINB RGH ) IG Q N 
After 1he drama and excitement of annual camp in which the 

Squadron played its usual busy role , ovember hould have been a 
quiet month, but there' s no res1 for the wicked (what did we do 
wrong?). The next highlight of Squadron li fe was a rather fi hy 
exerci e in di stant Lincolnshire . Hearing news of thi Capt Fiona 
Dunn , OC A Tp, decided to leave the Squadron a nd transfer to 
Glasgow and Strathclyde UOTC; logical really, a Glasgow is even 
further from her home than Edinburgh . 

However, back LO Greyling. It swam up upon the Squadron as an 
advertisement for the RAF, who had a huge airfield , one aeroplane 
and one guard dog in residence. o wonder we had LO fill up the place 
a bit. 

After much weat, blood and paint , the end of ovember saw the 
re-opening of the Sergeants' Mess . SSM Brian Murray was proud to 
present the 'new look ' watering hole with such notable gue ts as Capt 
'Paddy' (hope they didn 't u e the Queen's money) H enry breathing a 
sigh of relief that hi juggling act as admin officer of the duty 
squadron that weekend looked like going down well. Other mess 
member who were seen toasting the mess liberally were SSgt Derek 
Morris and Sgt ' Lofty' Coleman , but according to the grapevine 
they'd been practising for a while before they got there . 

HQ 52 Sq n WOs and SNCOs 
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33 Sig Regt (V) 
Liverpool 

Although this is the lat report for 1985, the activitie leading up to 
Christmas are still keeping us on our toe . 

We, in 33 Sig Regt (V) would like to take this opportunity of 
wishing all other Royal Signals Units a Pro perous New Year. 

REMEMBRANCE DAY PA RADE 
Headquarter Squadron, based at Huyton, took part in the Annual 

Remembrance Parade held by the Knowsley Council in Huyton on 
Sunday 10 November 1985 . 

The P arade was very well attended by some 80 Volunteer Officer 
WOs, ergeants and soldiers, a ll of whom took great pride in being 
part of the parade . Thi year, it was led by Maj Peter Edwards RAPC, 
who deputised for the Squadron Commander Maj Chris Reynolds
Jones who was on exercise in Germany. 

As 1s the custom the ·quadron provide the parade marshal!. This 
year it was W02 Tomm)' Watkinson . 

On conclusion o f the parade and service, the CO Lt Col Roger 
Willsher invited the Lord \ilayor and the Mayore s of Knowsley, Cllr 
Mrs F Kneale and Mis Rita Kneale , who incidentally served as a 
volunteer in the Regiment ome five years previously, back to the 
Officers' Mess fo r curry liffin. 

As usual the cook5, le by W02 Ron Cawthorne had laid on an 
excellent Curry for the Officers, Sergeants and Other Ranks Cl ub but 
it was rumoured that the Sergeants' Mess had 'other' goodi~s as 
well-say no more, wi nk, wink . 

Maj Peter Edwards RAPC commanding HQ Sqn Remembrance 
Parade 

FOCU ON 'Q ' TROOP- HUYTON TAC LIVERPOOL 
PER O NALITIES: 
QM (R) Maj (QM) Len Jeffery 
QM (V) Maj (QM) Derek Beckett TD 
Desig Lt (QM) George Tinker 
RQMS (R) W0 2 (RQMS) Ming Gordon 
RQMS (V) W02 (RQM ) Dave Downey 

QMS Sgt Geordie Bradley 
Tp Sgt Sgt John Hopwood 

Well 1985 was a prelly hectic year for Q Troop- who did their stuff 
and most ably supported the Regiment, Brigade and HQ NW District 
in a ll thing big, small , beautiful and ugly. 

First was the NW Dist AAM earlier on in the year which we ran 
for HQ W Di trict. All went well and we received high prai e from 
all our visitors and VIPs. It was a close thing though
accommodating over 1,000 all rank in a camp de igned for 500. (Ye 
two goes into one twice!). 

Then there wa annual camp at S arborough . Again a good camp 
and lots of laughs. The rear party excelled itself and the cocktai l party 
was out of this world. 
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NEWS 
Maj (QM) (V) Derek Beckett commanded HQ Sqn for most of the 

year as well as ~eing. QM (V) and messing officer-the only man who 
could have an intelligent three way conver ation with himself! 

Derek Beckett received a well earned Lord Lieutenant' Certificate 
on 27 November 1985- Well done! 

The QM (R) is beginning to get very worried-he was just gelling 
u ed to have bricks thrown through his office window when a bullet 
ho le appeared ! He is now desperately looking for an office with no 
windows! 

GOODIES 
Thank you Cpl John Hardy for running our Troop Christmas 

Party. A super evening. 

BADDIES 
RQMS Gordon for turning up at the party in his demob uit. 

REGIMENTAL OFFICERS' BALL 
This event took place on 30 November at Huyton TAC Centre, with 

a ll the usual hustle and bust le and last minute worrie . Would we have 
enough chairs and table ? What about carpeting the floor of the Drill 
Hall? _'Vho has booked the Di co? Have we ordered enough beer? You 
name 1t, we do it or at least the 2IC Maj Adrian Leech , Trg Maj Peter 
H~ll ett and the RAO Capt Keith Derrick did and enjoyed every 
minute of 1t , after the event. Good practice for next year chaps! 

This year the ball was very much an 'in house' affair wi th a ll our 
guests having previous connections with the Regiment. 

The evening started wi th a 'hot toddy' made up from a secret recipe 
held by Maj Peter Hallett and which was thoroughly enjoyed by all 
to the extent that 'extra' brews had to be made at short notice. 
Notable guests were Col Jim Greenhill , Dep Comd Comms (V) 
UKLK, Col Pat Jolliffe, previous CO and Maj Tony Groves, previous 
Sqn Comd of 59 Sig Sqn, Edge Lane. 

A superb buffet was supplied by the combined efforts of all our 
cooks led by W02 Ron Cawthorne and Sgt Bobby Jones . T hei r 
culinary skills never cease to amaze us. What would we do without 
them!-well done lads! 

The evening turned out to be a great success enjoyed by a ll and was 
a good start to the festive sea on. It 's just a matter of getting over 'the 
morning after the night before' and paying the mess bill- Does the 
PRI give loans? 

W02 Ron Gawthorne and his catering staff d isplay their culinary 
s kills prior to t he Officers ' ball 1985 
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COMMI 10. 'I. G 
Thur da) 21 ovember, was a big day for bol~ W02 (RQMS) 

George Tinker (HQ Sqn) and W02 ( SM) Nobby Sttle (42 Sqn) who 
received 1heir commi sion . Thi event had been 1he be t kept ecret 
of the year and even W02 ( nop ) Jolliffe. our re idenl super .~noope.r 
and PR photographer did no1 reali e what he wa phorographmg u~lll 
the moment of 1ruth had arrived. Lt (QM) George Ti:iker (wh~t s1~e 
1rou er do you take Brigadier?) was complete!y shocKcd .and 1s still 
walking about practi ing his salutes in th clollung store mirror. Keep 
''orking at it George. 

\\'e all wish them 1he ver) best of luck-well done bo1h. 

W02 (ROMS) George Tinker (HQ Sqn} commissioned 
recognition at last 

W02 {SSMJ Nobby Stiles (42 Sqnl commissioned - with the 
document to prove itl 
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34 (Northern) Sig Re gt (V) 
Middlesbrough 

A 1985 draw 10 its clo e the Regiment is switching over to its social 
mode in prepara1ion for the fe tive season. ~ost people feel that they 
fully deserve it afler a bu y military year! It 1.s HQ Sqn's tu~n to rep_ort 
to the Wire but before their contribution we ment10n a few 
important happenings on the wider cene. 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
2Lt Eric Harrison has ju t pa ed his Sandhurst cour e and is po led 

to 90 Sqn . Unfortunately for u~ 2Lt J.udith ~enry has decided that the 
Regular Army is for her and 1s leaving us m January. 

Among the Permanent Staff we welcome Sgt John Pritchard to TM 
Troop and hope that he is now getting over the culture shock of 
moving from Benbecula to Middlesbrough! He lakes !he place of Sgt 
Tony Hindle who has now departed to civilian life . Our.smallest, a~d 
(says the Foreman) noisiest, tech~i.cian, .Sgt Steve W1~ts , leaves m 
January for a six months 'holiday m Belize before takmg up a new 
posting in HQ AFCENT. Maj Charles Bland has left the area and has 
handed over 50 Sqn to Maj David Bodycombe. 

345 CLUB DINNER 
The Annual Meeting of the 345 Club, who_se members arc p~st and 

present officers of 34 and its predecessor regiments 49 (WR~ Sig Regt 
(TA) and 50 (N) Sig Regt (TA), took place at RAF Leemmg on 26 
October. The meeting was well attended and heard the annua! 'state 
of the Regiment ' report from t_he CO, f:t Col Graham . Mitchell . 
Afterwards the members dined with the officers of the Regiment and 
their guests, Col Bev Austin CO of 8 Sig Regt and Wg Cdr David 
Bates Station Commander RAF Leeming. Among those present were 
the H~n Col Col Mike Stewart QBE TD DL and his two predecessors 
Brig Claude Fairweather CB CBE TD DL JP and Col John Davies, 
together with most of the former COs of 34. 

EXERCISE FOND FAREWELL 
In anticipation of the promised issue of TRl~FID Radio ~elay 

equipment in the early parr of 1986, the last Reg1men~al Exercise. of 
1985 was named Fond Farewell as a tribute to an old faithful sparrrng 
partner, the C41 / R222. We took it to most ~fits fa~ilia; haunts in 
the Catterick and North Yorkshire area for the last time . However 
it seems that we were a bit too trusting! The TRIFFIDS are going to 
be late and so it seems that Ex Fond Farewell will be followed in true 
Hollywood style by Fond Farewell 2 . . . . and maybe even (horror 
of horrors) Fond Farewell 3! 

'CHRISTMAS SCARBOROUGH' 
This year we did manage to book the STC at Scarborough for our 

'Christmas Weekend' in early December. The Regiment arrived in 
force on the evening of Friday 6 December with the weather forecast 
distinctly unpromising . On Saturday morning 10 teams set out on a 
military skills competition in and around the barracks. All te~m 
members were well exercised in .22 shooting, map reading, voice 
procedure and first aid as well as in more physical activities such as 
drill and the assault course. It is reported that only one team actually 

' Christmas Sca rborough ' - The fi rst a id e le me nt 
Sgt Da ve Gath and his smi li ng team (a ll 4 9 Sqn) LCpl J anet Ha rdy , 
Pte Ju lie Eaton, Sig Wayne Rickman and Pte Chris Is he rwood 
convey Sgt Tony Cartwrig ht the Regimental Provost Sergeant on 

a makeshift stretcher 
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left one of its members perched on top of the 12ft wall. By mid 
afternoon everyone had worked up a good appetite for Christmas 
Dinner. When all the scores had been checked and scru1inised it was 
found that 2Lt andra Lee's team from 50 Sqn had won , closely 
followed by two other teams from the same Squadron. To give the 
01hers a chance the CO has decreed that next time 50 Sqn teams will 
do the whole competition in NBC kit! 

The Christmas Dinner, served by the Officers and SNCOs, and 
cooked by SSgt Des Dixon and his team was enjoyed by all, 
particularly by 90 Sqn who were delighted with the new uniforms 
worn by their PSI SSgt Dave Aldous and NRPS SSgt Ray Georgeson. 
Following long-established tradition no Officer Cadets and few 

ubalterns escaped without an early bath in the sink! 
Before the final event of the day, the All-Ranks' Dance, the WOs 

and Sergeants visited the Officers' Mess, an event enlivened by the 
pre eniation of birthday greetings to the OC of 49 Sqn Maj Phillip 
Walker. (To protect the innocent no photographs of this event are to 
be published). 

The march up the hill to St Mark's Church on Sunday morning was 
an ideal way to clear the head after Saturday night. Our Annual 
Christmas Service was conducted for the first time by the new padre, 
The Rev William Noblett . The Regimental band supplied the music 
and the singing was full voiced if not entirely tuneful. Afterwards the 
Regiment marched back 10 barracks and then formed up for a 
presentation ceremony at which no less than 10 TDs and EM's were 
presented by the CO. The recipients were: Maj David Bodycome {lst 
Clasp to TD), Maj Phillip Walker (TD), W02 (SSM) Graham 
Jennings (EM), SSgt Mick Buccilli (1st Clasp to EM), Sgt David Gath 
(EM), Sgt Margaret Dad oa (2nd Clasp to EM), Cpl David Jackson 
(2nd Clasp to EM), Cpl Brian Franklin (EM), Cpl George Frazer (EM) 
and Sig Paul Hemsley (E n. In addition Parchment Warrants were 
presented to W02 (YofS) eith Bark and W02 Dennis Bingham . 
LCpl Gwen Tipton received her certificate from an MT 
Documentation Course. 

Presentation of Clasp to TD 
The CO, Lt Col Graham Mitchell , presents Maj David Bodycombe, 

QC 50 Sqn with the first clasp to his TD 

Presentation of parchment Warrant 
The CO, Lt Col Graham Mitchell, presents W02 Dennis Bingham 
with his parchment Warrant during the Christmas training 

weekend at Scarborough STC 
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Presentation of second clasp to EM 
The CO, Lt Col Graham Mitchell, congratulates Cpl David Jackson 

of the band after the award of his second clasp to the EM 

HQ SQUADRON-DIARY OF THE PAST THREE MO NTHS 
In September we held our Squadron training weekend at Bishop 

Monkton, one of the few occasions when the whole Squadron can be 
together. The Quartermaster, Maj Ray Vasper, had indented for good 
weather, so we were able to carry out all our planned activities such 
as canoeing, inter-departmental netball and a radio cum map reading 
driving competition. Despite thick mist no team lost 1heir way, but 
compasses were a necessity! This month we said goodbye to our 
Training Major, Maj Sid Falla, sometimes known as 'El Sid'. He has 
our good wishes for his new appointment. We welcomed his 
successor, Maj Alan Griffiths, with a Bavarian evening-a change 
from Berlin? The cooks, SSgt De Dixon and Sgt George Poulter, are 
closely guarding their secret German recipes! 

In October we practised our BSS and trade training skills at a 
Regimental military training weekend at Scarborough . Also the 
Recruit Selection team put candidates through their paces . Undaunted 
by 1he assault course, practical and written tests, the potential recruits 
pronounced it a succes ful and enjoyable weekend-al least rhe 
successful ones did! 

In November the CO had chosen the coldest weekend so far for the 
Regimental Exercise, Fond Farewell. For once there was no shortage 
of volunteers to help in the cookhouse-it was the only warm place. 
Despi1e the weather, the exerci e wa succe sful. However when Cpl 
Jackie Tuff , from the Orderly Room reversed a landrover over rhe 
briefcase of 1he Ops Officer Maj Mary Nicholson, wa she trying 10 
tell her omething? 

NEWS FROM DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS 
MEDICAL 

LCpl Davy Birdsall , one of our Combat Medical Technicians, 
organised his own 'Live Aid' ou1door concert and raised over £6,000. 

PAY 
Afrer a recent audit board the Regimental account were found to 

be in good order despite the fact that the Paymaster, Maj Jim miles, 
W0 2 Alan Parker and Sgt Dave Bailey have all recently acquired new 
propertie . II i good news tha1 the Paymaster has an exten ion for yet 
another year, as he is responsible for our ucce sful HQ/ 90 Sqn 
FoorbaJI team which again reached the TA Challenge Cup emi-final 
(North East). 

LAD 
When OC LAD, Maj Jim Storey, heard that the Regiment wa 10 

be i sued with 'EU ROMUX' early nexl year he a ked if he could have 
some to dig into his garden to save having to u e the cammell. TM 
Troop were no1 amu ed. They still await the 'Day of rhe TRIFFID ' 
because they aw it on TV . 
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35 Sio Regt (V) 
Sutton Coldfield 

ince our la I appearance in The Wire much water ha flowed under 
the bridge. Lt Col Don Q,•erton i now firml) in command, Maj Brian 
~o on i e tab li hed a econd in.command and Maj h an Armst rong 
1 · at la 1 leader of 48 q n. To h I all our activi t ies in the pa t two 
mo nth would ta l.. e too long o we have in tuded only the highlight . 

EX RCI ' E A BLE A RCHER 
T~ 1. year our party wa much reduced con i ti ng only of the 0 , 

Trammg 1\lajor, Capt ·1hi i my 19th time· Ivan T homa , Lt ' have 
I worl.ed out the duty free' Atkinson. YofS ' I 've got it taped' 
Whitehead and Fof ' It will be all right on the day' Jackson . The 
c\ erci e p roved to be invalua ble and our ho 1 at L 0 enden were 
m 1 hospi table. Capt John Moore I ll of the Uni ted tate ignal 

orp pn:st>nted u with a memento of our vi it and then went on leave 
to get O\ er the irnpa 1 of our i it. R I circui ts are now well and truly 
under tood by u all ! 

A N AL REGIMENTAL DINNER 
The O fficer o nce aga in held the Annua l Regimental Dinner a t the 

Council House in Birmingha m. T hi event i the highlight of the ocial 
calendar a nd the magni fi cent Victorian architecture of the Council 
Hou e lend it self readily 10 the occasion . 

T hi year it wa decided to cha nge the format of the occa ion and 
invite the ladie , who give o much upport to the Regiment. They 
were able to enjoy 1he o pulent surround ing , excellent food and 
!f!USical entertainment, thi yea r provided by the Corps Band. From 
now on there i no doubt tha1 thi important function wi ll be the 
Annual Regimental Ladie Dinner ight. 

Our guest included Maj Gen a nd Mr B. P. McGuine , T he Lord 
and Lad y Mayore s o f Birmingha m, Brig a nd Mr I. R. D. hapter, 
Col and Mr Mike Haycock a nd we were also delighted to have 
among l our guests the Mayor of Shrewsbury, Newcastle under Lyme 
and Rugby, thus strengthening the tie between che Squadrons and the 
Regiment. As always on these occa ions our thanks go to all tho e 
who worked o hard to make the evening such a succes . 

\VOS' AND SGTS' MESS CHRISTMAS DRAW 
Everyone who attended the evening agreed that everything wa 

superb. Ho ted by 48 Sqn a nd organised by W02 (SSM) Allan Evans 
and hi team the evening was a huge uccess. Sgt John Mizen ran the 
draw wi th magnificent prize -Capt Vic Zimmer won a fan hea ter 
having ju t launched the annual 'Save It campaign. The disco-part 
o f the 'Evans family' had everyone dancing into the wee small hours. 
T here is no doubt that the TA is a family affair! 

RECR ITS ROLL IN 
. The. results o f t~e recent TA Recrui t ing Campaign have been 
incredible. The Regiment has gai ned o ver 130 recrui ts and we a re 
proud to announce we have booked 110 vacancie at Cat terick 
between January and March 1986. 

SAD EWS 
II i with_ sadne s that we have to announce that Capt Reg Hill, 

PSAO o f 9) qn and stalwan supporter of all Ree.imemal activities 
recent I~ uffered from a severe heart attack. H e is a t presen t 
recov~nng from the effect of the a u ack in the Royal Shrewsbury 
H_ospu.al and we are sure t hat a ll hi friend in the Corps will want to 
wish him. well . Our thoughts a re wi th him and his fami ly a t all time 
but -~arucularly over the fe ti ve ea on which means so m uch to 
families. Get well soo n Reg we all miss you not o nly as a fr iend bu t 
a valued member of the team . 

NEW FROM 48 SQUADRON 
Anothe1 fi rst is to be recorded by 48 Sqn . On 9 November 1985 the 

Squa~ron held an ' Employers Open Evening' . The object of the 
exercise was to show local employers the advantages of the TA a nd fo r 
48 Sqn to d isplay their skill s and equipment. 

The soldiers of the Squadron were asked to write to invite their 
e~ployers a nd o ver 100 gue ts auended the evening. On a rrival the 
v1st1ors were ¥lee1ed b_y an Offic~r ?r S CO and were then gu ided 
around a series of display dep1ct111g the ma ny activitie of the 
Squadron . As an added bonus we ensured that wher e possible 
employers and employees (bosses a nd workers !) were tea med 
together. 

The line .demo~stration was v~ry impressive with LCpl ' Bomber' 
Brown waxing lyrical, gt Mizen impressed all the 'Old Soldiers' with 
his ·~ompo tasting' and Cpl Bough on the NBC Stand painted a 
sobering picture . We even fea t ured ' High Tech ' with the Squadro n 
Pa th Pro file Analysis being shown in graphical form . OC<ll Julian 
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\\ebb had many que llons to an~wer-mos1ly about the pictures 
rather than the tacti cal u~age-maybe he under Land pictures better 
than the tactic ! 

fter touring all the tands the gue Ls ret ired to the Drill Hall for 
uitable refreshment . 

We belie e the evening achieved all our a im . we had been able to 
let local employers see what we did, meet the soldiers and hopefully 
depart with a y111pa1heti c view toward our tra ining commitments. 

48 SQN PER ONAL ACHIEVEMENTS 
~s well as \\inning the 'Hean and Mind ' baltle 48 Sqn have 

ach1e ed ome notable succes es in training. Recruiting continues 
apace with 40 recruit alread ' in the y tern' and many more arriving 
at the TAC. Two WRA recruit have recently achieved 'Top Recruit' 
award at the WRAC entre Guildford. These are Pie Dawn Ha rris 
now training a a Telemech a nd Pte Jane Flynn now training a a 
DTg. Well done- we are ure there are many more 'Top Recruits' in 
the y tern. 

M.ember of the Squadron have al o been active in helping improve 
the image of the Volunteer among local re idems. LCpl Addison 
Henry of W Tp acted swiftly and pulled a falling commuter to safety 
when a door burst open on a Birmingham to Wolverham pton tra in. 
Sig. Garry Sh.a nat~n hawed. P_ersonal ~ravery by chasing a m ugger 
whilst returmng from a tra1n111g evemng. He rescued the victim 's 
handbag and brought her back to the TAC for first aid and a welcome 
cup of tea. 

89 (WARWICKSHIRE) QN 
Once again Rememb rance Sunday (alway. bitterly cold!) saw Maj 

Pa ul tarford and W02 C hris mith lead the march past at Rugby ' 
Civic Centre. fterward de pile the eriou limitations of the 

quadron' temporary accommodation Maj Roy mithard and Sgt 
Frank kelly demon trated their magical talent for organi ation by 
managing 10 feed almo l 200 for lunch (where did they all come from). 

ovember a\ once again the Regimental Patrol ompetition. 89 
Sqn had won the year before so it was a point of honour tha t 2Lt 
Colin Meikle lead hi team to victory once again . Having won this 
stage, wi1h ome strong competition from 58 Sqn and 48 Sqn, we now 
had the job of convincing the team that the effort wa worthwhile and 
that the Di trict Competition wa a totally enjoyable thing to do! Two 
week later we arrived on a wet and cold Friday night at Swynnenon 
Training Camp. The fir t hock for Pte Ka ren Neale WRAC who 
di covered women were in the minority, the ratio was I :400! 2Lt Colin 
Meikle was equally shocked to disc ver that 'for the benefit of all 
competiwrs' the forced march had been lengthened! However at dawn 
on s.aturday ou.r gallant team set forth on a competition de igned to 
te t mfamry kills, MT knowledge and culinary ans. 

At the end of the march gt ' don ' t switch off now' Mossop wa 
heard lO confess he was 'getting too old for this' and ig ' Will it burn ' 
Hallem-our team pyromaniac valian tly tried to bui ld a fire! We were 
aved _on}y by ~he arrival of the MT team led by SSgt Pearson a nd Sgt 

Charlie 1 BC Walker who had had to uffer all night because the 
heater in their Landrover had broken down! . . . aah . 

O n the fi na l stage at W hi1tington Barracks the team re-un ited a nd 
completed NBC, first aid, assau lt cou rse and shooti ng. O n the as auh 
cou rse ig Thomas and C pl Cannon became very attached to the 
telegraph pole . . . may we please have it back . 

We did not win overall but we had the fa test non infantry time 
over the assault course, came first in the BC and had won both the 
individual and team prize for MT. ot a bad weekend . The fina l 
activity to record i the quadron Christma party held th i year in the 

The Foot Patrol Team 
Back row: Cpl Fundak, Sgts Walke r, ' Don 't switch off on me now' 

Mossop, Sig Thomas (the radio) , ' Will it burn' Hallam 
Front row: LCpl Davis , Sig ' where's the RVD' Ord 

Front: 2Lt Meikle 
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Poli ~.h Cl;.1b . The OC, Maj Paul !,tal'ford surprised everyone b , 
keeping his speech short (another break wit h traditi'on) th T · · > 
M . lh f' . . ' e raining 

8JOr won e 1r&1 pnLe m the rafnc th'is ""as 0 I · k d · · · · • ur on y m1sta ·c 
an everyone had a good family party in the true traditions of 
Squadron . 

LCpl Steve 'never ag~in ' Davis leading Sgt Charlie 0 NBC' Walker 
and 2Lt Me ikle away from the assault course 

58 Q N 
Well here I am once agai.n to bring to you yet more tales of high 

adventure, o_f d~agon lam and beaut iful maidens rescued-but 
e~o~gh of th1 flight of. fancy (and indeed fantasy!) and on with the 
urnng ta le of the domg of 58 (Stafford hire) Sig Sqn (V). But 

b.ef?re I do, let me a k (as they once did on Childrens Hour) 'Are you 
s11t111g comfortably?-then I'll begin '. 

The last wee~end in July_ saw the arrival of the LAD who spent the 
weekend declaring our vehicles (and naturally enough trying to mend 
them). Unfortunate ~ y, tho e that weren't off the road when they 
arnved were by t.h ~ time we'd completed the elf recovery training and 
cross country dnvmg. co~r e t~al had been arranged. That evening we 
held a .squadron social 111 their honour. The following morning, ju t 
to banish all hangovers, Sgt Geoff Harrima n, our BC NCO, aided 
and abetted by Sgt Hughie Phillips put us all through Swynnertons gas 
chamber. 

Just LO complete our out-going PS I' bid to get us all through our 
compul ory trammg te t , the very next training ''eekend wa pent 
firing the APWT on Rug~y ranges. Saturday gave perfect weather, 
but Sunday, for the SLR firers wasn't a kind . It started to rain at 9 
am when we arrived and then proceeded LO rain throughout. We 
stopped only when the range telephones finally expired . (Query for the 
QM's Department. Who aid that Boot , H igh, Combat were 
waterproof?). 

.718 September was SSgt John Hyde's wan ong, his la l exerci e 
with us after three years as PSI. It a l o gave us the cha nce to meet his 
replacement, SSgt Mel Metcalfe . T hat weekend also saw a double 
meda l presenta tion, the LS & GC LO Staff Hyde and the Territorial 
Medal lo Sgt Alan Kirk . Talking of presenta tion , just half an hour 
later, Lt Col Mike Louden (our outgoing CO) him elf was the 
recipient of a number of pre enc fir l among 1 them being a chamber 
pol filled wit h oatcakes. 

The following T ue day gave us the opportunity to say a proper 
goodbye to Staff Hyde a nd his wife Julie . He leaves us o n promotion 
and we wi h him the best in hi new appointment. T he evening al o 
gave u rhe opport unity to ' elcome properly gt Mel Metcalfe and 
hi wife Sandra . A t that evening's ocial, Cpl Paddy Knowles 
managed to convert a 50 piece dinner service into a 150 piece o ne, a ll 
wit h the sweep on a hand! 

And fina lly, the movements (and thing ). 

HATCHES 
Lt Jane Hubbard collected her econd ' pip'. 
2Lt Anette Holland made a triumpha nt return from Sandhur 1. 
S gt Mel Metcalfe a rri ved a P I. 

gt Da,•e Corrie became a taff ergea nt (Fo fS). 
LCpl Kim Jackson co llected her fir l tape. 

MATCHE 
Gough- Wiwczaryk . On a turday 17 of August 1985 at Cro 

Heath Methodi l hurch, Cpl Darrel LO Pie Carol. 

DE PATCHES 
Sgt John Hyde to be W02 (SSM) a t 249 (A IF) qn . 

W02 (S ' M) ' ailor' Ecdeston's mou tache due lO a n accident. 
2Lt Jeanette Bell 's plaster due to no furth er accident . 
SSgt Bill Lamberts's excuse for not mowing the lawn . 
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36 Sig Regt (V) 
Wanstead 

• 
The outgoi ng CO , Lt C~I David Walden , was presented with a gift 
from the Wanstead Off icers - . . to remind him of the kit he used 

w hile with the TA 

HQ Q UADRON 
'Life can be tough in the TA' we told o ur new recruit s but after 

their first weekend with the Squad ron they may not believe it. At 
Shoeburyness on the weekend 7 a nd 8 December members of RHQ 
and HQ Squadron were treated to a n excellent presentation on A TO 
small arms given by Capt Dave (Rambo) Burton and a gory talk by 
PC Horn fr?m the Coroner's office . _ . (was the CO , Lt Col Chris 
Gale, looking green?). O ur own ' airborne' MTWO, WOI Ian 
Camp~ell, told us all about the para signals, dressing petite Pte Tracy 
Hook 111 all the gear . . . she was unable to tand! 

On Satu rday evening a Christmas meal was served by the Officers 
and WOs and a hilarious fancy dres party followed . Sgt John Owen's 
poued sports were not appreciated by all on Sunday morning. 

The weekend , organised by W02 (RQMS) Lloyd Drakes and 
fr iends and Lt Colin Dyball was a great succe s . 

CONGRATULATIONS 
T hese are due to Sgt Linda Cooper. She was wheeled in front of the 

CO by RSM Jim Preston , charge sheet in hand . The CO took pity on 
her and gave her a third stripe instead of a reprimand 'for not making 
the RSM's tea'. 

45 (ESSEX) SIG SQN (V) 
DINING 0 T OF THE CO 

45 Sqn Officers took the lead yet again by being the first to say 
farewell to our CO. On 21 September we sat down in the Officers' 
Mess at Colchester to dine OU! Lt Col David and Mrs Angela Walden . 
The evenmg was an opportunity to recall many amusing storie of Col 
David's period of command . Luckily our excellent mes taff are 
di creel and no one el e can recall the details! In December another 
ad occa ion as we dined out our Operations Officer, Capt Mike 

Stewart and his wife Deidre . Mike leave us for 56 Sqn as TA 
Comma nder Sandgate. perhaps not adder but certainly wiser . 

BATTLE CAMP 
Late on Fr iday night a group of apprehen ive soldier gathered to 

catch the coach to Battle Camp 85. Could it be a bad a M Pete 
Minshall and his staff had threatened . Well yes , it could! After an all 
too brief rest at Wathgill Camp the victim as embled to zero weapon 
on a windswept moor, first thing next morning. Soon MPI were 
moved and weapons zeroed. At this Lage Pte Michelle Benevides 
WRAC elected to end home for her pee ! After this onto the !BS 
Range, the ection in defence and preparation for the exerci e. By now 
LCpl Pete Bugg's fire order and Sig Dave Northea t' camouflage 
had caught the eye . LCpl John carry though, found it impo ible to 
direct his section fire with his gla se teamed up. 

The exercise was 'good for the character'. LCpl Stewart Ward sued 
ig Dave Platten for a divorce after a night in their collective bivvy. 

However, all the soldiers soon had a common enemy after the D led 
by gt ~hil Hunt, provided a fire fight on the edge of the po i~ion . 
Oh- wailed LCpl Bob milh as he tood hi section to- we were dry 
and warm! 

ext day ection I ucces fully stormed the garri on golf cour e 
and captured a video crew whil t their section drills were te ted by 
instructor S gt Mick O'Brien . The night pat rol that followed aw the 
same intrepid ection s~arch in vain for a floodlit gr Kevin Grons 
who marked the ObJecuve. Oh well! LCpl 'Jim' Jamie on in i ted the 
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m p "' \Hong. or gt <..rO\es \\a in the wrong place. or the lamp 
"· n't brieht enough! 

An •arn1oured· aua k a dawn ,,a. ju t beaien off despite qn OC 
1aj Dougla 1d .a~ and S ·M Pete finshnll' leopard ·rawling. or 

"•1 it · reeping., through a '"amp 10 1,re home the enem) anack. 
ba1tle mar·h in F :--10 .orted out the men from the boy .. II 

· ·ept Pte l.iza Mac. 1illan WR that i . Her direction of ec1ion 
fire at the water cro ~ing had R M Jim Pre ·ton in awe. Back on the 
range ''e all pa~ ed AP\\'T on all quadron weapons and did 
JllO\ ing target and B shoo1s. By now eve;-:•one wa much more 
confidem in their weapon handling .. ig Richnrti Collins demon 1ra1ed 
his ne" found I abilitie as hi ection ucurr.bed 10 anot her enemy 
ru'h orchestrated b) ' gt Kevin C.ro,·e . 

For the record be 1 :--1G and be. I LR hot of 1he amp was LCpl 
'Jim' Jamieson and winning L Ki pair LCpl John ca rr~ and the OC. 
' ig Jamie on i now trying 10 gel an LMG moun1ed on the 0 
Ro, er! 

54 (EA) SIG QN (\' ) 
EXERCI E LA KE IDE 

To e\cryone' urprise. the 0 . Maj Roy Gran ·bury , ha decided 
1ha1 we hould practise our tactical role as member of the Royal 
Corp of ignal rather 1han indulge in visit 10 nowdonia , the Lake 
Di trict , late night a1 tradi hall Training Area and the like. 

o. one fine unny morning, the qn L 1 ' lumbered thei r way 
into the Training Area behind Cambridge TAC (706 and 707 Tp 
having achie,ed a notable feat by not using map and compas 10 Lra el 
the full 400 yards from their ba e at Cambridge) and duly arranged 
them eh·e into a fully camouflaged environmem-the effect wa 
however lightly spoiled by the arrival of SHQ without camouflage, 
but a omeone remarked 'they don't coum anyway'. 

Having · et up and e tabli hed comm , the exerci e went back on 
itself a~ we pracu ed a rapid helicopter deploymelll into a prepared 
ite-per onnel were moved by our own tran port to aterbeach 

Barracks. To the urpri e of everyone except the trusty Training 
Officer an RAF Puma arrived (de pite mar hailing efforts 10 the 
ontrary by 2Lt Wesley Blewelt) 10 ferry the Squadron imo 

Cambridge Airport from where a wift march returned the Squadron 
10 it exercise lo ation. At this time mention must be made of certain 
per onalities involved in the flight namely: 

Ex 1 Dave\ at on-the only oldier without his webbing (is thi 
the way to go from \V02 to WOI?). 

LCpl Denni · Gorbould who in hi 97 year of ser ice (a rumour ha 
it) had never before een, much le been in, a helicopter. 

ig Eddie Kikas who favourably compared a Puma to his wife (and 
that' all we're aying about that! ). 

Lt Julia Black WRAC giving a helping hand to the Squadron 
hunchbacks 

We were al o delighted to welcome imo the deployment our Hon 
Col, Col Sey -Phillips, our CO, Lt Col David Walden, and RSM Jim 
PreMon, all of whom were obviously highly impressed by the 
profes ionalism and flexibility of the Squadron (my words no1 
theirs!). 

After the excitment of the deploymem, the exercise senled down 
despite the efforts of the Squadron Operations Officer, Capt Derek 
Blake, imo its me sage handling phase, where (evemually) all wem 
well. Indeed , time was available for a barbecue and the appearance of 
the non-tactical SHQ alcohol lorry plus the Bedford TAC fairy lights 
rou ed great chee.~ of approval. Unfortunately the night raised many 
que lions the answer to which we may never learn, for example: 

Wh} was the Operations Officer unwell? 
Who tumbled over the OC at 3 o'clock in the morning? 
Why was 818 Tp still in bed at 7 o'clock on Sunday morning? 

otwithstanding, the exercise fini shed smoothly and on time 
(except 706 Tp) with the weather remaining perfect (good organisation 
yet again by the Training Officer)-our next exercise is Easy Ride 
coming hortly, but this time unfortunately no helicopter! 
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37 Sig Regt (V) 
Bristol 

On looking back over 19 5 it is amazing how quickly 1 he year ha 
pas ed, but in compari on it i not unlike any ot her year in the life of 
a TA unit. part from the routine commu nications exercises, 
elemclll of the Regimem have been involved with the International 
Air Tauoo at Fairford, The Cardiff Tauoo, the re-enac tment of the 
Baules of Sedgemoor and Edgehill, the ijmegen Marches an exercise 
covering the whole of alisbury Plain, and of course Annual Camp 
part of which included a major invol ement in Ex Brave Defender. 
Defender. 

During thi, time there have been the inevitable change in 
per onalitie . Capt Bob Mills our Adjutant ha been po ted to be 

djutant and Quartermaster at Bri tol UOTC, WOI (R M) John 
Peacock ha ret ired. W02 (Fof ) John hepherd i now in the un on 
econdment, Sgt (ORQMS) John Richardson i with HQ 4 Sig Gp. 

They have been replaced by Capt Mick Fogg, WOI (R M) George 
Cairn , W02 (FofS) Roger Gibson and gt (ORQM ) Dave Tarrant 
fre h from the Falklands . Howe, er, enough from RHQ the following 
indi idual Squadron report will add more detail. 

43 (WESSEX) SIGNAL Q ADRON (\') 
The high point as ever in our training year ha been Annual Camp. 

This tarted with a MOBEX at our drill hall in Bridgwater and 
continued with the rapid deployment of small detachments all over the 
South We t-from Truro 10 Trowbridge-to fulfil our nominated role 
in Ex Brave Defender. For many it proved IO be a welcome break from 
operating D 11 ' and teleprinter and gave a much needed opportunity 
to sharpen up on voice procedure. Schizophrenia wa deemed a u eful 
quality by radio operators who found themselve Ii tening to a 
different net in each ear! 

Experience a t each of the location differed grea tl y. One 
detachmelll lived underground for five day whilst members of 
another detachmelll managed to get airborne in an helicopter! All the 
communications link for which the Squadron was responsi ble were 
established at an early stage and whil l in some instances they were not 
u ed as much a we would have hoped, valuable experience was 
nevertheless obtained by working with our regular coumerparts in all 
three ervices and the Ci\ ilian police . 

The major event of the econd week wa the Squadron 
Commander' exercise in which the officer a nd S COs had to 
tran port variou item of equipment across the training area without 
gelling caught by the rest of the Squadron. Those unlucky enough to 
be captured spent an unusually muddy and wet day in a bog and river 
under 'imerrogation' by our NRPS SQMS, S gt Bill Chapman! 

Earlier in the year notable uccesses were achieved by our shooting 
team of Cpl Huxtable and LCpls Richards, Dawkins and Bond who 
were m.:mber of the regimental team which gained best TA Royal 
Signals score on aggregate at Bi ley. LCpl Porter and ig Jone 
participated in the ijmegen March and, not to be outdone, 16 
members of our CMHQ Troop at Exeter compered in the Chiche ter 
March where they achieved a very creditable Lime. Our imrepid jungle 
warrior, Sgt Avery, returned to us in March after participating in 
Operation Raleigh during which time she pelll several months in 
Co ta Rica and had a number of hair-raising adventures. (An article 
by gt Avery i included separately). 

In July the Squadron t0ok pan in the local celebrations IO mark the 
300th anniver ary of the Bau le of Sedgemoor. They marched through 
the town together with other representative bodies to meet members 
of the Sealed Knot who were arriving at the station by steam train, as 
part of GWR 150 celebration, prior to re-enacting the baule . In token 
of our participation , the mayor presented the Squadron with a fine 
picture depicting the Baule of Sedgemoor. 

SSgt Bill Chapman briefs members of 43 Sqn (V) on how to throw 
a trip flare! 
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53 (_WELSH) IG AL SQ ADRON (V) 
Smee our last report we have been involved 1·n Ex s s l · 

Th C d ' ff · ummer o st1ce 
e . ar _1 earchhght Tatloo, Annual Camp and d · II h" ' 

breakrng Ill a new Squadron Commander unng a t is, 
We welcome Maj John Insley who took over on l A ·1 ( h' 

d · h 1) · ' pn not rng 
10 re_a rnto l at. ·.He has Ill fact been with us since 1981 as OC of 
~he CMHQ Troop Ill Brecon, and so he already knew the 'characters ' 
Ill the Squadron which much have helped him immense! w d 
sad goo~bye to SSgt John Buckler who has been with t~~ Sqeu~~ro~ 
as PSI srnc_e 1982, and welcomed Sgt impson who has come 10 on promotion from Cyprus . us 
Anoth~r ~red i t to the Brecon Troop came with the recent 

Comm1ss1onrng of LCpl John Duggan . John has been with the 
Squadron srnce January 1983, and this year successfully underwent 
th.e Wal~ Direct Entry Scheme and then pas ed through Sandhurst 
with flyrng colours. 

yery special_ congratulations to gt Kathy Rose and Sgt Geordie 
Shields on their recent marriage and Lo Pte Alison Clissold and s· 
Robert Reynolds who have also recemly tied the knot. We all wi 

1~ 
both couples luck and a long and happy life. 

IL doesn't see~ like two years ago that we last participated in the 
Cardiff Searc_hhghL Tau.oo, bu1 we found ourselve once again in 
August. of this year takrng part in the biennial event that is both 
mag111f1c~nt and spectacular and dominates Squadron life solidly for 
the for.Lmght of dress rehearsals and performances. lncidently the 
tattoo 1 larger ~han the one held north of the border but for some 
trange reason 1t does not rece_ive _the same media coverage! The 

Squadron handl~d well the daunung JOb of providing and maintaining 
all the commumcauons for the Tattoo. Capt Malcolm Lott and his 
team worked ~ard for weeks beforehand to lay line and get the 
exchan~e workrng and were on hand at every performance to make 
sure thrngs welll smoothly. Without their work, it i true 10 say that 
the Taltoo cou ld not have taken place. 

A recruiting di~play was s~t . up an~ opened daily throughout the 
fort~1ghl along with other m1htary displays in the moat around the 
oulSlde of the castle: The recruiting team , led by Lt Jackie Dimond , 

Layed cheerful despite the appalling weather, in an allempt 10 lure the 
unsuspecting public imo joining the TA. And not content to stay 
behi~d the scenes a deLachment led by Cpl (now) Sgt Shields took 
part Ill the Batt!e scei:ie GI the. Signallers. Finally a special mention 10 
the girls who did wallress duues at the GOC's receptions before and 
after the performance each night. 

Annual Ca"?P. in September was plil between Ex Brave Defender, 
the much pubhc1sed home defence exercise, during the first week and 
the second week- a Regimental Camp at Leek in Stafford-with trade 
training running concurrently at Bridgwater. 

As _a com~lete c~ange from the usual weekend training Ex Summer 
Solstice earher this year tested our map reading, orienteering and 
escape and evasio'!_Skills (as well as our sense of humour threshold). 
Abou1 7511/o of the Squadron took part with most actually completing 
the course which was approximately 30 miles over the whole weekend. 
Everybody survived and most actually enjoyed themselves! Despite a 
few stiff muscles the exercise proved Lo be most worthwhile and we are 
all looking forward to the next one! 

57 (CITY AND COUNTY OF BRISTOL) SIG AL SQUADRON 
The lmernational Air Tauoo (!AT) al Fairford, Ex Summer 

Solstice and Annual Camp have dominated our ummer months. 
Capt David McKeown, Lt Ian trachan , Line Troop, the TOTs, 

technician and many operators and drivers were allached to the 
communications departmem of the IA T and tasked with providing a 
telephone network throughout the airfield for admini tration 
exhibitors, emergency service , air traffic control and ecurity. The ai; 
di play i the biggest in Europe and the local US Air Force personnel 
were completely taken aback by the ize and complexi ty of the 
arrangement . We were joined by elements of 10 Sig Regt and 38 Sig 
Regl (V), and as a result of the efforts of the communication team the 
Wilkinson Sword for the spirit of the tatloo wa awarded LO the 
com munications team leader, Capt David McKeown. 

In June the CO introduced an experiment in Regimental military 
!raining which is likely 10 become an annual feamre. The 'CO' 
Exerci e' took the form of a baule field urvival Lest aero s exten ive 
tracts of Wilt hire . Many of 1he four man teams, each including an 
officer and WRAC, managed to elude the I WESSEX enemy and 
sprint, or rather limp, 10 the finish. For tho e who did not, the penalty 
was interrogation, disorientation and, if lucky, being released to tart 
again. We are all wondering whal 1he 0 has in store for u next year! 

Camp 85 wa the culmination of several month training in what it 
is hoped will be part of Squadron' new role. Some elements went to 
Leek in Staffordshire for our normal home defence radio ta k, while 
a trial Mobile Signal Troop wa deployed in the South We 110 support 
No 7 Region on Ex Brave Defender. The MST is an adaptable, self 
contained ub-unil providing radio communicarions, a flexible field 
telephone system (MATEL) and an instant terminal comcen. 
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The Troop was split to provide control communication on tv.o 
separate exercises, Dorset Chase in the Bovington area and Wvvern 
Challenge on Dartmoor and Bodmin Moor. · 

While the D?rset de1achme111 ~eceived early morning calb from I 
PARA, (the d1sadva111age of berng located too close to a friendly 
fore~ !-IQ), the Dartmoor detachments struggled with the ta\k of 
obtarnrng a~equal~ ".HF coverag.e all ov~r Dartmoor. Following the 
best theo~cuca_I principles they raised their antenna to the top of Ye~ 
1: or. Passrng hikers and the occasional parachutist were pun led by the 
sight ?f a Royal Signals landrover perched only yards below the 
summn. The reason why the Army use four wheel drive vehicle is 
now clear ! 

57 Sqn Mobile Signal Troop on top of Yes Tor during Ex Brave 
Defender. OCdt Andrew Creasy and SSgt Rab Young 

The rest of the Squadron took pan in the HF communications Ex 
Rainbow . . With so many people lost IO the Mobile Signal Troop, it wa 
a challengmg task to maintain efficiem flow of traffic. Staff shortages 
were so acute that linemen volumeered Lo work in the commcen; an 
exper ience that may leave a lasting impression. Due 10 everyone's hard 
work the communication were very good throughout the week. It has 
even been suggested that only half of the Squadron should be 
deployed in future if thi i to be the re ult! 

Th.e econd week of camp included mainly military and adventurou 
lramrng and memb~rs of the Regimem climbed, abseiled, canoed and 
walked up, down, Ill and around, the local scenery. 

SSgt Lee providing the shift catering service. Bacon grill 
omelettes a speciality! 
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\\ ~RWJCKSH IRF A "ID WORCESTER 'HIRE 
\ EOM R\'\ I . Al . Ql ADRON 

ugu. t Bank Holiday brought an unu ual engagement for the 
quadron. . 30 trong detachmem led by Lt Ros Winter WRAC 

provided communication at what wa billed a the bigge t arena 
pectacular e\ er taged in Britam! It wa the re-enactment of the 

Battle of Edgehill in olving more than 4,000 soldiers of the Sealed 
knot ociety of Roundhead and Cavalier who fought the batt le,ov~r 
the three-day holiday on a 130 acre arena at Combrook. The 1te is 
clo e t0 the original 1642 Edgehill battlefield ·vhich lies within the 
Central mmunition Depot, Kineton , Warwi('~ hire. 

The event attracted more than 20,000 spectators and raised about 
£15,000 for the Army Benevolent Fund . It was an e er ise wio a 
difference for us all , and torn between TA and Sealed Knot duty a 
the quadron' ig te e Sandilands. Finally he ettled fo r his 
Parliamentary dutie a a pikeman in Sir Phi lip Skippon' Regiment 
of Foote! 

oon afterward the Squadron was in action on Ex Brave Defender, 
providing comm for Blue Force at HQ W Dist and at Key Point 
throughout the di trict. 

ince our la t bulletin we have raised a fu rther £400-plus for charity 
by means of a ponsored walk organised by LCpl Steve Dunn and the 
foot sloggers of CMHQ Troop at tourbridge. 

Sig Steve Sandilands (fourth from left) TA Soldier and part-time 
Parl iamentary pikeman 

Keep your unit notes 
SHORT I 
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AVE AND VALE 

38 Sig Regt (V) 
Sheffield 

We welcome Maj David Podevin from HQ I Gp, RAF Upavon a 
our new Traini ng Major. We are sure that he, Lorna and fa mily will 
find Sheffield a very convivial po ting and the T A a great experience . 
At least, that i the impression taken away by his predecessor, Maj 
Richard Harrison, who is off to Shrivenham for a course and then to 
A rmy Management ervice at Rhinedah len after two short but happy 
year with u . A well a memorie he and Jane take away a real 
Sherfield product, Matthew who wa born a year ago. We also 
welcome Maj Terry Phillips from HQ 11 ig Bde who has taken over 
a OC 46 Sqn , vice Maj Terry Lea who ha taken over 64 qn , vice 
Maj Frank Kirkham who ha now taken over the stewardship of HQ 
Sqn from Capt Colin Slaughter . 

Lt Col Nick Henwood receiving a handsome picture of t he Traini ng 
Brigade approaches from Maj Richard Harrison at his recent din ing 

out of t he Reg imenta l Officers' Mess 

HONOURS' 
At a recent parade at Scarborough the following were presented 

with well deserved service awards: 
Maj Frank Kirkham Territorial Decoration 
SSgt Bob Shaw Territ0rial Efficiency Medal 
Sgt Gail Knights Territorial Efficiency Medal 
Sgt Eric Wilde Territorial Efficiency Medal 
Cpl Ted Hurt Territorial Efficiency Medal 

REMEMBRA NCE CROLLS 
Mrs Pat Lloyd , widow of the late Capt John Lloyd TD who died 

in a tragic accident in August 1984, presented two scrolls to the 
Regiment in memory of him . The scrolls are honour lists of the names 
of best recruits of the unit at courses at Catterick (male) and 
Guildford (female proficiency awards). At a recen t ceremony at RHQ 
she unveiled the crolls in the presence of the Lord Mayor and Con on 
of Sheffield, senior officers of the Corps and assembled members of 
the unit including two of the ' best recruit' winners. 

Mrs Pat Lloyd , widow of the late Capt J. Lloyd , and her daughter, 
Meryl, fol lowing the unveiling of the Lloyd Scrolls at RHO 
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TARA'S TROPHY 
The Tar.a's ~rophy, for the.Sq~adro~ ecuring the highest number 

of •. pas cs m military and basic signalling skills coupled with Tickle 
Test successe , was won recent ly at Scarborough by 93 Sqn. 

Maj John Lew er accept ing the Tara ' s Trophy for 93 Sqn 's fi rst 
pl_ace .achievement in . t.he unit ' s fitn ess and basic military/ 
srgnalh ng skills compet1t1on from the CO, Lt Col Nick Henwood 

EXERCI E TEAM MATE 
1:le~ently our annual military skills competit ion was held at 

Dri ffteld. I~ was co_nducted largely by WO I (R M) Joe Lovell aided 
by the. ~nure Reg1m.ental PS I team . The strongly fought patrol 
compe1111on re ulted m the following honours: 
Bes t overall Squadron: 46 Sqn 
Be t male soldier: Cfn Mark John Will~-HQ Sq n 
Best WRAC ind.ividual : ~pl haron Mitchell-46 Sqn 
Best young soldier : Sig (now LCpl) Mick Murray- 46 Sqn 
Best patrol team: 46 Sqn D team (led by Lt Helen Roy) 

Lt Helen Roy, leader of the victorious 46 Sqn D patrol team at t he 
Ex Team Mare competition weekend, receives the t rophy from Lt 

Col Chris Marriott, Comd WAAC NE/NW Dist 

Lt Col Chris Marriott presents the young soldier trophy to Sig 
(now LCpl) Mick Murray of 46 Sqn at Ex Team Mate 
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A crowd of happy potential recruits at the recent recru it selection 
weekend 

A HAPPY BOND 
. The Regime~ll ~as always been proud of its links with its local Royal 

Signals Assoc1auon branches. For instance most of our Annual 
Camps are visited by representatives members' from the branches The 
Regiment was therefore particularly pleased and honoured t0 be ~sked 
to present one of the Association's most coveted awards to one of the 
Sheffield branch 's most loyal and hardworki ng stalwarts , Mr Frank 
Stockdale BEM-branch secretary, at a recent ceremony at the unit 
when he received the Certificate and Badge of Honour \1ember hip 
from Lt Col Toby eymour-21C. 

Mr Frank Stockdale, secretary of the Sheffield Branch, after the 
presentation by Lt Col Toby Seymour, 21C of the association ' s 

coveted honour membership certificate and badge 

87 (NOTTINGHAM) SIG SQN (V) 
Following on from Annual Camp the Squadron ha continued to 

thrive with a steady flow of new blood recruits. Ex Grayling, the 2 Sig 
Bde concentration exercise at RAF Waddington, has been the main 
highlight following camp. The quadron earnt it fir t COM TAR 
award which was later pre ented to the OC, Maj Ron Toft, by the CO, 
Lt Col Nick Henwood , on a recem vi it to the Squadron. The 
Squadron attended the ouingham Remembrance Day parade at the 
Cenotaph which is located on the embankment of the River Trent. 
Thi is quite a beautiful setting and the weather wa kind to the large 
number of parcicipating organi ation and spectators. The salute was 
taken by the Lord Lieutenant for ouingham hire. 

The Squadron continue to figure large in the marriage-making 
take . The mo t recent alliance being between Sig Gary and Pte Julie 

Orme. 
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\'I IT BY THE GOC N IRELAND 

40 Sig Regt (V) 
Belfast 

The GOC, Lt Geo ir Robert Pascoe KCB MBE, paid his first vi it 
to 1he Regiment on I October. It took place during a n"rmal mid-week 
training e\'ening, providing a good opportunity fo( him to ee all 
a pect of Regimental life-both training and social, meeting and 
chatting with many of the volunteers, from the newest recruit LO the 
'old hands'. 

The 'isit started with a brief from rhe CO on the role of the 
Regiment, followed by a tour oft he TAC, visiting the various training 
activities. 

After the formal in peciion, he was entertained to upper by the 
Officers and Sergeants in the Sergeant ' Me s. 

What's he telling him? 
Training Major (far right) listening in on a conversation with SSgt 

Wandless 

REMEMBRA. CE PARADE 
Under command of the 2IC, Maj Norman Gedde , the Regiment 

marched from the TA Centre Clonaver Park to their parish church, 
Sr Mark's, Holywood Road ; Belfast, on Sunday 10 November for the 
annual ervice of Remembrance. 

The Regimental flute band led the parade of volunteers and 
members of the Royal Signals Association NI Branch and the Old 
Comrades of the Parachute Regiment, NI Branch. 

The service was conducted by Canon J . G. Moore and the lesson 
was read by the CO, Lt Col W. R. Oare. 

During 1he service there was a wreath laying ceremony and 
afterwards the Regiment 'marched past', Col J.E. Wilson, Hon Col 
of the Regiment who Look the salute. 

After the parade, friends and relations of members of the Regiment 
and the Old Comrades Associations, were entertained to lunch. 

The Regiment marches to the church service-don't look so 
worried Adjutant - you'll get there 
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85 SQN NOTES 
PROMOTION BOARD 

During October the promotion board sat and turned many of our 
Junior rank into responsible Lance Corporal· and Corporals, the new 
lean mean fighting machine included Cpl Kenna, LCpls Hume, 
Kitchen, Coulter and Corkin. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Congratulations to SSgt Ellen Williamson who takes over as SQMS 

for 85 Sqn from I January 1986. The present incumbent hard-working 
Tommy Cairns is back to his 'first love'-radio relay troubleshooting 
within the Squadron. 

EXERCISE MASTER TASK 
This exercise took place on weekend 23-24 November. Overall it 

was a great success where many of the Troops re-organised and re
vamped their own equipment and documents. The weekend also had 
its social side and with the officers being withdrawn to attend a 
Regimental cocktail party, this left the SSM, Magnus Magnusson 
Donaldson in charge of an inter troop quiz-'Winner Take All' 
which was won by Sig Sauce Fairfield. 

We would like to express our thanks to 2Lt John Adolf Blemings 
for making everyone feel welcome in Echo Troop Mess even though 
it was like Custer's last stand with arrows flying in all directions. A 
'yard of ale' competition took place with our beer guzzling LCpl Pip 
McNally upsetting the previous record holders Lo take first place. 

EXERCISE KNEES BEND 
This was an obstacle course competition held at Kinnegar during 

Sunday training. The competition consisted of teams dismantling a 
model cannon and transporting it with ammunition over and under a 
very wet assault course; ii had to be re-assembled at the course finish 
with a final sprint (cannon and all) to the start line. 

85 Sqn of cour e won hands down, the merry team consisting of: 
Capt Gerry (I'm the 2IC) Fleming, 2Lt (and so am I) Davy Brown, 
LCpl and Sig (Mr and Mrs) Kitchen, LCpl Jo-Jo Cupples, and LCpl 
P. G. Totten . 

LADIES CLUB 
On Tuesday 15 October, instead of our usual coffee morning, we 

decided to make our husbands jealous and visit the old Bushmills 
Distillery in Co Antrim. The distillery claims to be the oldest in the 
world and is situated on the outskirts of the village of Bushmills near 
the north Antrim coast. 

We would not like it to be known that we are avid whisky drinkers, 
but thought the trip might give us some clue as to why our men folk 
find this liquid so appealing. 

In the mashing room where grist ground malt (no relation to our 
Training Major) is mixed with hot water, everyone, including the 
CO's wife, Mrs Marrianne Clare, the Adjt's wife, Mrs Jacqui 
Pengelley and the MTWO's wife, Mrs Jenny Dring, were seen to be 
holding their noses. 

Our tour ended in the bottling plant with the Customs and Excise 
men very much in evidence to see that we didn't slip the odd case or 
two into our handbags. 

Finally we were taken to the visitors' centre and had a chance to 
sample the 'stuff'. The centre was in fact a very interesting bar filled 
with plaques and mementoes presented by hundreds of clubs and 
organisations that have visited Bushmills. Most of us opted for a 'hot 
toddy' or two and then into the shop to buy souveniers. Everyone 
enjoyed the trip which left us all with quite a rosy glow. 

Eat your hearts out fellas 
Sampling what appears to be extremely large measures of the 

lunatic soup 
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· News from Squadrons 

.-:.1 U ::.::.... NORTHAG Air Support Radio Sqn 1~-i . 
+ * BFPO 18 

SQ ADRON PERSO 
Comd 

ALITIES 

21C 
Yeoman 

'M 
QM 

NCO IC WKsps 
OC Comms Tp 
MTO 
lnflight Comd 

Maj M. N. Johnston 
Kapt G. Palm R LA 
W02 (Vof. ) Ron Burrell 
W02 Keith Hawke 
HFW Oscar eidel 
Adjt Maurice Engelen 
SSgt Bob Walker 
Sgt Dick Clegg 
Adjt Gaens BE Army 
gtl Janssen NL Army 

Sgt Morgan UK Army 
U Kullman GE Arm) 

HA~DOVER/T AKEOVER OF Q ADRON COMMANDERS 
F.rrday 30 August aw the arrival of our new Squadron Commander 

Maj M. . Johnston. The occasion was marked with the signing of 
a scroll b}'. both the outgoing and incoming commanders. Kapt Palm, 
the 21 w1tne sed the scroll to .ensure fair play. After the presentation 
of the Squadron plaque Lo Maj M. J . Anderson he was ceremoniou ly 
placed 111 a whe~lcharr and towed to the camp entrance. We wish Maj 
Anderson and his wife Layle a happy tour in HQ UKLF. We welcome 
~aj Johnston and his wife Molly and hope they have a happy tour 
Wllh US. 

EXERCISE ABLE ARCHER 
A fairly quiet. exerci e to end the ea on. A couple of highlights 

wonhy o~ nt;ite mcluded gt Denni (I'm in green) Morgan who had 
opene9 h1 hnk i:rror 10 tanex Lo say 'al I 800Z I go in, in green'. 
W;ll, 11 lasted a lmle over 24 h_our before bang, up goe his PSU and 
he s off the air!_ Fortunately h1 tech support had him on again inside 
24. hours but h1 percentage was only 300Jo green Lime. Better than 
Wmtex but some effort still required, Dennis . 

Another ~vas SLD Lio~ (yes Lion) Clae sen who, on hearing the 
stand-LO whistles, tuck his head out of hi 1ent to a k what was going 
on , only Lo be caught by Sgt Dick Clegg, who on seeing he was not 
fully dressed had him outside doing pre s-ups. 

ARRIVALS/ FAREWELLS 
Quite a few comings and goings of late. We say farewell to SSgt 

Paul mith and wife Jennifer off to 211 ig Sqn, LCpl (now Cpl) 
Murray back Lo 7 Sig RegL, SLD'sHor e Corel and Jan Van Haren 
both on discharge from conscription (yes, it's till about). We ay 
hello and welcome LO Sgt Bob Walker and wife Gwen, Sig Tony 
Wringe, SLD's Richard Oo tendorp and Eric Van Morgen . 

EA ON' GREETI G 
To all ex members of ASRS wherever you may be, we pre ent 

members, wi h you and your familie a Happy ew Year. 

Maj M. N. Johnston signing on 
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Exit Maj M. J . Anderson, 'The trailer number was his London 
Marathon time 4 hrs 30 mins 8 secs' 

REG LAR FORCES EMPLOYME TA SOCIATIO 
A a member of the Regular Armed Force you know the value and 

sa.Li faction o~ doing a job well. Al 1he end of your engagement you 
will . ~e . eekmg the .b.e t employment available LO meet your 
quahf1cat1on and ambmons. The RFEA exists Lo help you find that 
employment and to seule in civil life. You may use our ervice a 
often a you wish thereafter. 

If you have erved with good character in the non-com mi ioned 
rank of the Forces for a minimum of three year , or le if you are 
bein_g di charged on medical ground , the Association i a1 your 
service. 

·our Employment Officer , all ex-Regular , are ituated at Bran he 
throughout the United Kingdom and are in close contact with local 
employer and Jobcentre . 

Branch addresses and telephone numbers can be found from 
Uni1/~hip Reseulement Officer ; Regimental, Corp and ervice 
A oc1auon : Jobcentres and local telephone directorie . 

The A ociation provide all it ervice free. 
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1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. 
(215 Sig Sqn) 

Tidworth 

PER ON LITI 
0 Maj M. K. tretch 
21 
Adj 
Q\1 
Tfc 
TCO 
0 A 
OCB 
occ 
21C C 
RSM 
Fors 
Yof l 
YofS 2 
Ch Clk 

Capt M. A. Rough 
Maj S. C. Firbank LI 
Maj H . A. C. Meekings 
Capt R. C. Papworth 
Capt K. W. Robson R T 
Capt J . W. C lark 
2Lt D. G. R. Wood 
Capt A. N. Morphet 
2LI J. M. Hodge 
WOI (R M) Bailes 
\ OJ (Fof ) John on 
W02 (Yof ) Turner 

gt (YofS) Hayward 
gt Manning 

The Squadron ha again had a bu y period. We have been on 
exerci e in chleswig Holstein, Cauerick training area and Sali bury 
Plain. We tarted with Ex Broad Band which was a Squadron exerci e 
in chle wig Holstein , Germany. After fighting the mover and the 
Hamburg City Police, we managed to gel to the training area complete 
with a vehicle from Isl Bn RGJ , which unfonunately had joined the 
wrong convoy after leaving the ship. Maj Harry Meekings denies 
having had anything to do with it. We had to do a lot of moving 
around on the exercise, which provided a good opportunity to practise 
map reading. Some of us needed it more than other ! 

At Catterick we made good use of the extensive ranges available, 
and whil t trying to emulate infanteer , ome of the newer members 
tu the Squadron had their first experience on the difficulties of field 
craft on the CQB and lBSR ranges. 

Another first for the majority of the Squadron was the F!BUA 
pha e. This was carried out in the excellent Whinney Hill complex in 
Catterick. The morning was spent watching films and being shown 
round a demon tration hou e. We were then shown to our respecti ve 
houses , and eight hours, two thousand sandbags and half the Sahara 
desert later, a defended hou e had been constructed. These houses 
were then put to the test on a foggy early morning and despite the 
efforts of the enemy and Cpl 'Scouse' Read on his private crusade of 
north west Europe, they were easily defended. 

During the Camp, the Bde Deputy Comd Col Eastwood visited u . 
A Troop howed off their defended house, whilst B Troop ran 
through ection attacks. C Troop demonstrated various methods used 
for gaining entry to a hou e-all without knocking! 

A day spent on ambu hes with an ambush sprung at night rounded 
off what had proved to be a very successful and unusual battle camp. 

OC Alpha , OC Charlie and 21C Charlie all pointing in different 
directions . . . LCpl Burrows looks worried 
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2Lt Hodges thinks he knows where he is . 
looks worried 

. LCpl Burrows still 

Only one thing for it; consult the OC . . . but does he know 
where he is? 

Members of C Tp impersonating bushes 
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It's a hard life 
L- R: Sig Rob Price , LCpl Steve Franklin, Sig Gaz Wright, Bob 

Young, Cpl Tom Fuller, Sig Tony Swinford and Tony Harrison 

The Squadron was visited by the GOC SW DIST, Maj Gen BM Lane 
CB OBE in November, which caused amongst other essential work, 
a massive purge on dead leave , a job which owes much to 'An Ode 
to Life in 215' which is included below. 

With Christmas fast approaching the Squadron has had its 
Christmas party/revue. The number of sketches conceived for this 
revue was staggering and it was very unfortunate that on the night 
some of them had to be cut out altogether. It was, however, an 
enjoyable night with one of the best ketches being written and ung 
by Cpl 'Taff ' Dennis with his performing techs; 'AN ODE TO LIFE 
I 215'. 

CAPTA IN BEAKY THEME 
The bravest soldiers in the land 
are Major K. Streich and his band. 
That's troop OC's and Capt Rough 
and QM 'H' who's got no stuff 
who spend their leisure hours in 
lhe Officers' Mess consuming gin. 

Once Rosman Bailes decrees did make 
that kept the soldiers all awake 
with grun1s and moans throughout the night 
of sweeping leaves up out of sight. 

Said Yeoman sweeping leaves is fun 
but I've a Jocomex to run and 
if I stay and join this scene 
I'll never get to work in green! 

Say's TCO with forceful thrust 
l 'm afraid my trucks are full of rus1 
they'll be fixed by LAD again 
and Q Webb said ' You want 1hem when?'. 

Sgt Woodcock said, 'There's line to lay 
so the linies won't be here today '. 
Head Chef says, 'My lads must be off 
they've go1 to cook the boy's their scoff'. 

The Chief Clk's lads can't sweep the roads 
'cos they've got work to do and loads 
and dick jobs, well they aren't much fun 
1hey'd ra1her sit and shine 1heir bums. 

Alpha Troop have gone away 
They are on an exercise today 
we are not sure where they've been sen/ 
but 1hey won 'i gel far with just one lent . 

The Rosman was in deep despair 
I can 't gel sweepers any where 
If the jobs nol done I'll be fleeced 
I'll ring the Regimen1al Police. 
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Cpl Ashton it's 1he RSM 
I want half dozen of your men 
they're not here they can't be dicked 
they're all locked up in Salisbury nick! 
Just four bleeps and three chunkies 
yes they'll be collected by the monkeys. 

Hello RQ, it's 1he RSM 
repor1 to me with all your men 
1 know that ii will be a squeeze 
but I must get rid of all these leaves. 

QM, here on the party line 
if you want my men ask me next time 
my men can'/ do this job of yours, 
their s1ocktaking long johns and drawers. 

Damn and blast the Rasman said, 
the Brigadier will have my head 
there must be someone who will do 
I'll try Staff Wild in Brigade HQ. 

Hello Staff Wild i1's Geordie Mick 
you must have someone I can dick 
said staff my boys aren't in your class 
you shove your sweeping up your jumper. 

Who on earth can I ring next 
I know the FOS and all his techs 
I've got this job and heaven knows 
I'll have to use your NCO 's. 

Said FofS my men can't do this 
as half of them are three parts whistled 
I can't release 1hem for your sweep 
the other half are fast asleep. 

Right all Troop Sergeants report to me 
I wan/ this done by Christmas Eve 
what Sgt Rose gone home for grub 
and Staff Taylor down 1he pub. 

No Roy Pick or Alpha's Keith 
and Sgt Burnett up a thousand feet 
Oh my God I feel quite dizzy 
is there no one who's not busy. 

This job it simply must be done 
I've asked all Troops except for one 
I'd like to speak 10 Mr Wood 
can your men do it, Oh thal 's good. 

I see it can '1 be done today 
bu! 1hey'// be free in early May 
I hoped it would be done this year 
I suppose this means 1he buck stops here. 

Up to Brigade with eyes all flashing 
in through Ille door wi1h teeth still gnashing 
past Burt Huckle on the gate 
and to the Brig said look here mare. 

My men are busy, all tied up 
I'm afraid 1his time its just hard luck 
I know I've probably sealed my doom 
so do it yourself and here's 1he broom. 

The bravest soldiers in 1he land 
are Major K. S1re1ch and his band 
1hat's Troop OC's and Capt Rough 
and QM 'H' who's gor no swff 
who spend their lei ure hours in 
1he Officers' Mess consuming gin. 
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(205 Sig Sqn) 

Aldershot 

0 PER ONALITl S 
faj John Allan 
apt tan Young 

Capt John Whilby 
Maj 'Ray' Dam~lls 
Lt John Lugg 
Lt andie Aitken 
LI Peter Gillespie 
WO! John A pinall 
WOI D:n·e Jackson 
W02 Alf Thoma 

gt Steve Hutchins 

For ome ob cure rea on October' Wire notes did not materiali e 
and after a rather pointed memo from the Squadron 21C, Capt Stan 
Young, the following bumper edition ha been produced. For tho e 
friend in the Corp who look forward to reading our note in every 
edition we apologise for the delay. 

COMMANDER' CUP 
The Squadron entered a team in the I Sig Gp Commander' Cup 

Competition. 11 is an annual evenr which con i ts of a mixture of 
military and trade skills with the cup being pre ented by the Comd 1 
Sig Gp. The Squadron were the holder of the cup and were very keen 
that it hould stay in Aldershot. However after a very good. well 
fought competition 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn were the eventual 
winner . The Squadron team fini hed well down the placings although 
we did manage to win the shooting and marching events. 
Congratulations 10 all who participated and well done to 19 Inf Bde 
HQ and Sig Sqn-but wait till next year! 

LANYARD TROPHY 
The Lanyard Trophy is our own competition aimed at testing the 

endurance of competitor in moving a long distance (40 mile ) aero 
difficult country carrying in exce of 30lbs plus weapon. Thi year' 
competition wa run over the Dor et Coast Path which proved LO be 
a lovely seuing for a good competition. The Squadron entered four 
team this year with our first team taking a rota! of 12 out of a possible 
14 prizes. Particular congratulation go to Sgt Rog Taylor for hi 
outstanding performance in completing the course in 8 hrs 42 mins. 
Commi eration to ig ' kull' Cullen who after being in third place 
got lo t in a wood and did not quite regain his position. 
Congratulations must also go co all the other teams who participated 
in the competition. The standard of performance is increasing every 
year which can only be good new . We look forward ro next year' 
event. 

'Winning Team' 
Back row L to R: Cpl John Cakebread, LCpl 'Smudge' Smith, Sig 

'Skull' Cullen, LCpl John Allan, Cpl 'Ging' Border 
Front row: LCpl Rod Cowan, Sgt Rog Taylor, LCpls Mick Woods, 

Brian Wellard 
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ALPHA TROOP 
The la t three month has been a very bu y period for 'A' Tp. 
In October, element of the Troop have gained their civil wings 

Freefall Parachuting at cthcravon. ow the Airborne Helicopter 
Assault Troop's clement of 'A' Tp are dying to complete 'P' 
Company and gain the real thing. 1eanwhile back in Aldershot the 
rest of u were bu y moving 'A' Tp store . We arc all surpri ed at the 
quantity of odds and end accumulated over the years. It was at thi 
time that one of the champion stalwart furniture removers Cpl Ross 
(Hernia) Miller suffered a erious 'blow out'. 

In ovember we took part in Ex Purple Victory which proved to be 
ucce ful. It al o proved that whoever cho e Otterburn as the exercise 

area ha a great ense of humour! Here are some of the problems 'A' 
Tp encountered, whilst on the exercise. 

Ob ervation of Cpl Lang, whil t having a moke break having 
loaded hi RRB onto a Cl30 chatting to 1he ere\ out ide. 

Cpl Chalky Lang ob erve a familiar Hercules taxiing on the 
runway. 

Cpl Lang (panic in voice) 'There goe my flight and it's got my 
vehicle on it'. 

Pilot (at 9,000ft) 'You've got problems mate it's my ... aircraft'. 
Congratulation to Lt John Lugg who won the golden maggot 

award for Ex Purple Victory. He went to sleep in an empty hangar. 
Whil t he slept, 600 Gurkha moved in and he still managed ro leep 
peacefully for another 10 hours. 

BRAVO TROOP 
Well since the la t Wire wa published the Troop ha been involved 

in Ex Saxon Shirekee, Ex Purple Victory and a vi it to HMS Arrow 
followed by a JOCOMEX. 

Ex Saxon Shirekee, the Troop's adventure training, took place in 
Scarborough. Some member of the Squadron thought that this was 
an adventure drinking holiday to a typical English ea ide resort, but 
they couldn't have been further from the truth. On 17 October SSgt 
Toms upervised the setting up at Burniston Barracks. The first night 
became a gentle warm up for the days to follow, or not o gentle in 
the case of ig Walker and Morgan. 

On 18 and 19 October we went on a tab from ju t South of Saltburn 
ro Scarborough along the Cleveland Walkway. LCpl Kev Jones was 
unlucky being lumbered with Lt andy Aitken in his group becau e 
the other group used their 'initiative', cheated and went by a variety 
of buses vans and cars on the first stage. LCpl Chippy Wood thought 
it was a race and charged off ahead. 

Our overnight stop had a pub nearby, recced by gt Toms, so 
everyone retired for the evening to find out if the tales about old 
peculiar are true. Well they are, most people looked distinctly unwell 
the following morning, some like Cpl Bernie Bern tein decided that 
bashas are out of date and slept under the stars in the pouring rain. 

One and a half day R&R followed, then some deep ea fishing for 
a day, ending with two days rock climbing supervised by Capt John 
Whitby. ig 'Dob bs' Dobson caught the first, and biggest fish during 
the fishing stage . By the end the Troop needed some proper work to 
recover. 

After a hard climb-relief 
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Ex Purple Victory was the next social event on the calendar and 
~ook place from 2 to 13 Novem?er 1985 . As a Brigade exercise it 
involved the whole Troop deploying to Ouston Airfield in Ba b · 
(Lt Aitkcn's home groun.d). Sgt Chippy Monk, Cpls Andy Wate~s~~~ 
Pet.e Duffy and LCpl Chippy Wood had a great time with a new phone 
which would not work. For the rest, things went normally. 

HMS Arrow hosted some of us on 22 November, LCpl Udell and 
POC R. S. ~oger , RN rang the bell meaning 'I'm getting them in'. 
They entertained us well, maybe some would ay, too well! 

LO T AND FOUND 
.. We sent Sig Jimmy Walker to the Falklands on 7 ovember and got 
1g B~nny Bennett back on 14 November. New additions to the Troop 

are 1g Moby Whale, Shan Shanahan, arge Ezard, Dobbo Dob on 
and tape Stapleton, all from Harrogate. Welcome lads. 

CHARLIE TROOP 
October saw most ?f the Troop away sports parachuting at 

Netheravon. LCpl Stevie Mc ally did seven descents and still didn't 
get to dummy .Pulls. C~l Chris Bean was up to I O,OOOft and tracking 
across the _Salisbury skte.s. Cpl Nidge Barnett and LCpl Bod Horan 
were holdmg the. fort in sunny Aldershot building the Leading 
Parachute Battalion 9roup FFR Trailer (All right for some). 
November was something else; the Troop was deployed with the rest 
of the Squadron on Ex Purple Victory. 

The Troop parachuted on to Corby Pike DZ in the Otterburn area 
along with 1,200 other parachutists from 5 AB Bde. There appeared 
to be no casua.lties until we reached the heavy drop DZ, there we 
found the Medium Stressed Platform with Cpl Barnett's new trailer 
and landrover piled in. 

Five hours later we managed to salvage most of the radio kit and 
haul it to t~e Brigade RV. Radios and wires were held together with 
black maskmg tape but we managed to keep it running for four days 
until Alpha Troop arrived. 

CHARLIE T ROOP REMOVALS 
Since the Troop formed 18 month ago we have changed offices and 

tores seven times. 
Congratulations to Sig Scouse Delaney and his bride Karen. 
Welcome LO Charlie Troop to Lt (Crow) Gillespie and 

congratulations on passing 'P' Company . 
Congratulations to now Sgt Chris Bean on his promotion. Sadly he 

i po ted out of the Troop back to Remf ville. Good luck in the future 
to you and Kim from the lads. 

TM TROOP 
PER ONALITIES 
WO l (FofS) Jack on 
Sgt Rog Taylor 
Cpl George Crozier 
Cpl Craig Kearney 
Cpl Sea n Mackay 
Cpl George Murray 
Cpl Mick Fleming 
Cpl Dave (Wordsworth) Murray 
LCpl Kermit Robertson 
LCpl J ohn W hitty 
LCpl Craig McGowan 
LCpl Hami h Calder 

The Troop ha had a very bu y time over the pa t month with 
exerci es and PRE In pection . The Brigade Concentra1ion exerci e in 
July proved very useful. WOI (FofS) Dave Jackson i still trying to 
sell copic of the video taken of him parachuting. He insi t all the 
twists he managed to get were for show! 

SSgt Ben G rossmith and LCpl Craig McGowan set up their ba has 
in a hedge row for the duration of the exercise (Just to get the feel of 
it). 

EXERCI E JACKSO S FOLLY 
In October the Troop departed from Alder hot for a week' 

adventure training in the Lake District. The accommodation in 
Amble ide erved a our base and provided u with comfort to which 
we could ea ily become accu tomed. Once unpacked WOI (FofS) 
Dave J ackson and Sgt Rog Taylor led the recce patrol to the town. 
Sunday was spent wi ndsurfing and ailing. C pl George Crozier proved 
to be a natura l wind urfer, whilst C pl Dave Murray in i ted on 
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attacking the swimmers and f shermen with his board, when he 
managed to Mand on it. WOI (F"ofS) Jack on kept a v.atchful eye on 
events fr.om, a safe distance aboard his Laser. (Kindly loaned b} the 
Apprentices College). Unfortunately the wind dropped completely by 
mid afternoon and LCpl John Whitty had to swim back from the boat 
as he proved too much 'ballast' to get it moving. LCpl Kermit 
~obertson caught the only fish of the week but his glory was short 
lived whe~ Sgt ~?g Taylor gave it away to the next door neighbours. 

The main acuvay of the week was rock climbing taught and led by 
Capt John Whitby. Everyone enjoyed the 'experience' although 
somewhat relu~tantly in some cases. Cpl Dave Murray made the final 
climb on the first day and has not been the ame since. Cpl George 
Murray and _LCpl Kermit Robertson accompanied Capt John \ hitby 
on a 400ft climb on Black Craige Rock (gluttons for punishment) and 
successfully made the ascent. Well done fellas. 

WOI (Fof ) Jackson gave a cla sic demonstration of how to peel 
(fall) off a rock face and become 'Airborne' in e•:ery sen e of the 
word . Capt John Whitby almost had a fit laughing before 
unceremoniously lowering the FofS. 
. The re.mainder of thew.eek was taken up with fell walking and a day 

sight seemg. Everyone gamed a tremendous amount from the exercise 
and a ~ood relationship with the local provided many invitations to 
return in the near future. The Troop returned to Aldershot uitably 
refreshed and already planning the next trip. 

ARRIVALS AND FAREWELL 
Sadly we have said farewell to SSgt Ben Gros mith who is now with 

2 Inf Div. We will miss hi runs and good humour. We also say 
farewell to Cpl George Murray who is going on his Tl Cour e to 
Cauerick. To both the Troop wi h you well in your new postings. 

Welcome to LCpl 'Hamish' Calder who has just completed 'P' 
Company and parachute training at Brize orton . Well done on 
joining the brotherhood. 

The techs posing again!! 
L to R: Cpls George Murray, Mick Fleming, LCpl Hamish Calder, 

Cpls George Crozier and Craig Kearney 

Q T ROOP 
These Wire no1es were prompted by a memo from the 21C which 

read 'the fo llowing department are to submit Wire note with 
photograph by Friday 6 December 1985' today i the 3rd. 'Late 
submi sion wi ll not be accepted', now there's a man who really does 
not under tand the loneline sand frustration of the modern day Tech 
tmn, o let' jump on the bandwagon-Wire notes from the 'Q' dept, 

the 21C is desperate even for an Airborne oldier. 
tore for the two major exercise paled into in ignificance \\hen 

compared with the endles upply of paint we have been providing for 
WOl (R M) John Aspinall who ha decided that everyth ing hould be 
painted maroon and blue. De pite being overworked-we did manage 
10 do ome adventu re training and had a couple of memorable ail 
aero s the channel. Everyone had a great time and were grateful of the 
change of cenery. 
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WEDDI G 

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(209 Sig Sqo) 

Colchester 

Maj Tony Raper 
apl Jim McGrath 
ap t (QM) Charle Homewood 

LI Jill Trainor WRAC 
Lt And)' Jame 

gl Brian Mountain 
Lt Richard Bul.lin 
WOl (R Ml Ale.'\'. Gavillet 
WOl A ngus P aterson RCT 
W02 (FofS) Mick Everett 
W0 2 (YofS) Mick Hawley 
W02 (AQM ) Geoff Coller REME 

gl Mick Hague 

Congratulation and be t wishe (all those ra h promi es made o er 
German 'phones on ummer exerci e were honoured thus) : 

Sgt Andy Gibb RCT and Elizabeth 27 July, Pte David Bailey RPC 
and Karina 28 September, LCpl Robert lanley and Kathleen 2 
October, Sig Rodney Help and haron 4 Oc1ober and Cpl Dominic 
Cox and Debbie 26 October. 

Congratulation also to Cpl Tom McGuire and Elizabeth on the 
birth of their daughter E lizabeth . 

COMMANDERS C P 
T he valiant 11 lravelled from Colchester to T idworth relying on the 

aying third time lucky, a the previous two years had een the team 
oming econd each time. 

' Better late than never' wa the learn mouo as we turned up late for 
the parade but no one eemed to notice. 

The events passed qu ickly through the day with LCpl Ji m Tierney 
lrying to strangle himself on the line laying competition. Lt Morley
Kirk excelling him elf on the BC stand only to be outdone by LCpl 
Mark Rouse who, on the eating and drinki ng drill , decided to leave 
a compo biscuit in his BC sui t pocket thus adding points again t us. 
But he uffered enough afterwards from some carefully cho en words 
selected by the other lads. The assault course saw the team coming 
into its own bea ting all the other teams with a faster time, SSgt Pele 
Aitken picked the larger log against his better judgement only to regret 
it later in the event. With the competition decided on the la t event the 
peed march, Sig Ian Omerod and Phil Boarer sprinted ahead, leaving 

the re t of the team to grit their leeth and push on. 
T he team gained second place, enough to clinch victory overall and 

lift the Commanders Cup. 

THE TEAM 
LI Morley-Kirk , gt Pele Ailken , Cpls Bob Cook, Paul Harby, 

LCpls Chris Drew, Jim Tierney, couse O 'Brien, Mark Rou e, ig 
Tony Bennett , Ian Omerod and imon lrickland . 

Commander's Cup -Go l 
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LANYARD TROPHY 
Thi saw the victoriou galla nt few trave lling from Tidworth to 

Weymouth. Nursing the odd blister and a few ache a nd pain from 
the day before the team ettled down to a sleeples night and 
contemplated the day ahead. 

Thur day 19 eptember arrived with everybody stumbling around 
in the dark at ome ridiculou ly early hour in the morning. We 
tra elled by the scenic route, everyone dreading the 40 mile ahead 
except ig Ian Omerod, who i kinky that way . We finally got tarted 
with LI Morley-Kirk and gl Pete Aitken up near the fro nt where ig 
Ian Omerod had disappeared in a cloud of dust. The half way mark 
aw most of the team in the Top 50 except LCpl Bob Cook a nd LCpls 

Mark Rouse and couse O ' Brien who had gone the oppo ite way to 
everybody else with their map up ide down . Sig Phil Boarer and LCpl 
Chris Drew doubting their map reading ability were clinging on to a 
couple of 5 Bde lad who eemed to knO\ where they were going. 

The team did very well with Sig Ian Omerod, Sgl Pele Aitken, 
LCpl Chris Drew, ig Tony Bennell, LI Morley-Kirk and Sig P hil 
Boarer fin i hing in the top 30 in that order. Cpl Bob Cook and LCpl 
Mark Rou e not far behind with LCpl Jim Tierney and ig Simon 
Strickland helping each other not far behind them. Cpl Paul Harby 
decided to practi e hi night navigation and found the rest of the team 
in bed when he finished. 

Commander' s Cup/Lanyard Trophy Team 

CURI TMAS 
Preparations are in full swing and partie are being organised , with 

the LAD putting fairy light up in the multi-gym! As for the SHQ 
party the mas ed re ources produced invite , raffle ticket and funny 
hats at such a rate that we'll get no more work out of them until 
March at least. 

Our party organising fame spread: even the Brigade Commander 
called in the experts. So tigh tening their woggles, with cries of ' dib, 
dib , dib' our Lent erecting party went to work and a Marquee appeared 
in his garden. 

Meanwhile the QM became 'props' for the Brigade Christmas 
Revue, so RQMS Bill Metcal fe struggled with the resupply problems 
of two wardrobes, an antique card table and a TARDJS . 

CROSS-CO NTRY 
The strange,training methods of coach SSgt Pele Aitken , offering 

advice on running in the Cypru heat as the team sink into ano1her 
East Anglian Marsh, seem to be paying off as the Squadron now lead 
the District Minor Unit League. With our eyes et firmly on the 
championships we trained heavily, especially the team ' Iron Man ' ig 
Ian Ormerod who insisted on walking the course four time on the 
morning of one event. We al o discussed taccics: 'Cpl Chris Drew, you 
run like mad to the finish, everyone else follow him '. 

On the day, a walk around the course revealed large amounts of 
mud, and puddles on an olympic pool scale, but undaunted the team 
et off a nd struggled through it all. Two laps tota ll ing six miles of 

marsh later, the team came in and having added its totals, nervous ly 
awaited the result: would Depot Queens Div natch iL away, or would 
Comms and Sy Group take it? 

But our faith in tha1 desert training paid off as we were called to 
take the trophy- and to retire happy 10 the bar; roll on next year. 
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BATUS DETACHME T 
Report h) LCpl Greg Terr} 

BATUS (British Army Training Unit Suffield) 1 ooo ·1 
t II . ·h · · . ' , square m1 es 

o. r~ mg s Ort grass prame, 250 mile South l::ast of Calgary in the 
p1 ovincc of Albena, anada. Each year seven battle grou · . 
from BA.O_R to take par.t in live firing and manoeuvre exe~~i~~s~~l~~j 
b. Med1c111e Ma11. TI:1s year I_ was involved. helping to run the 
BA T_US ~ps room, wh!c!1 .coo~d111ates the safety side of things or the 
umpires 1f you like. Civilian Motorola' hand and vehicle d 
sw, were us~d ~nd by mean of a microwave shot to the au~i~;~~o 
at Bru1us, wah its 200ft tower w~ were able to talk to any area of the 
range. F?ur channel were provided, a movcmen1s net. a 'chat net' 
a anad1an forces net and a net exclusively used for safety matters' 
t!1ere were also net u ed by the engineers for targetry and batti~ 
1mulators and ~ne for.the Slaff ~or ~rivate 'ear bends' (we didn't have 
~cce s to_ the. e .). Beside_ m.0~1tonng its nets other responsibilities 
111cl_uded 1 SUJ_ng ~nd ma111ta111rng some 80 handset., the control of 
vehicles boo~1ng 11110 or o~t of 1he range, 1he control of green areas 
and ace?untrng for all vehicles before an area can go 'Red'. We also 
lent ass1s 1 an~e 10 .1he Baule Group whenel'er possible, especially if 
they lo ·t veh icle 111 red are~ ! Long days of working over 12 hours 
~ut tl~ere "."as plenty of lime f<;>.r R&R .. between exercise periods 
1nclud111g lnp l? Montana, Hawan and sk11ng 111 the Rockies at Barf. 
All 111 all an enjoyable tour and well worth the trip. 

ORIE TEERING 
Back into l~e season wit.h a bang, the Squadron team took on the 

Corps champ10nsh1ps at T1dworth and nine out of ten control said 
tha_t our team found them. Cpl Dick Blacklock set a good example, 
ra~111g around the cour c, only stopp111g to buy a Royal Signals OCT
Shm from the A_AC_ Har~ogate team (who incidentally were kind 
enough t_o let us nde 111 their coach). ig Dann) Ford followed an 'if 
I _don' t f111d the contro!, they'll have to find me' policy-and we did. 
Sig.Sieve Kay , a last m111ute capture for the team, enjoyed it o much 
he 1 now a regu lar member! 

. wi.th thi great competition over we bravely as aulted the Eastern 
D1stnct league and although it seem heavily dominated by RAF 
ta11on are uccessfully notching up ome point with the mo t 

improved runner prize going to ig Paul Merrifield . 

The Orienteering Team at Tidworth 

COUNTING T H EM OUT .. . 
0 Tp's C pl Lee disappears to 30 ig Regt ('our lo . . . ')and the 

command team lost its two major ceptic . LI J ames forley-Kirk 
to TC 5 at Blandford-to learn how to do ii for real. LI Chri 
Wakerley, who ince his arrival has filled e ery quadron post from 
0 to Tp Comd except for QM, left for iddle Wallop with hi long-
uffering wife J acqui (why communicate when you can learn to fly?) . 

The week leading up to the e departure were filled with' ot me, I'm 
posted', but all will be greatly mis ed, not lea t becau e their jobs ha,·e 
10 be hared out among t the re t of u . 

. .. A D CO UNTI G T H EM IN GA i 
New 'inmates', include C pls Mass ingham and Osbourne, welcome 

to them and also to our new batch of Officer. Lt Fred Connor from 
the calm of hrivenham and 2LI Roger Cotterel from RM S. 
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227 Sig qn (AFCENT) 
BFPO 18 

ALTER ATE WAR COMM NICATIO SQUADRO 
OC Maj A. R. Gale 
21C HPM Griesler (GEA) 
RSM WOl Gladwin 
Fof WOI Atkinson 
Yof · W02 Lawrence 
CC Sgt Gillard 
OC Alpha Tp HPM" Krah! (GE ) 
OC Bravo Tp Capt Coupar 

The Alternate War Communications Squadron i a mobile Signal 
Squadron made up of 124 Army and Air Force personnel of Briti\h 
American, German and Dutch force . ' 

IL is loe~ted in Tapijn Kaserne, Maastricht as part of AFCE T with 
a role w_h1ch roughly equate. to ~hat of a Bde HQ ig Sqn. 

The picture above shows a poruon of the quadron on parade prior 
to deployment on Ex Able Archer 85. 

"["he diver e marks a_nd age of the vehicles within the Squadron are 
easily apparent and given that the equipment and men which work 
with them are equally diverse it i some indication of the complexity of 
life in the quadron. 

The. vehicle seen here are being paraded for the la t time, as 
followmg Able A rcher, they will go into light pre ervation in southern 
Germany to allow lhe Squadron pace to accommodate the new fleet 
of vehicles and equipment which ha started to arrive and will be 
i sued during 1986. During this period the operational readine of the 
old equipment will have LO be maintained whilst at the ame time 
exten ive training on the new will be taking place which mean a busy 
year ahead for all rank with the exception of Maj Andrew Gale who 
leaves u to take up his new appointment as Comd Comms London 
Discrict in January . 

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? 

HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'? 
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244 Sig Sqn (AS) 
RAF, Brize Norton 

Maj Derek McLean 
Capt Nigel Harrison 
Lt Neill Hogarth 
(2Lt imon Purser-De ignate) 

O B Tp Capt David Powell 
21C B Tp (2LI Rob Healey-Designate) 

gt B Tp gr Cliff Marshall 
OC D Tp gl Chippy Chamber 
O E Tp (V) Lt haun withenbank 

gt E Tp (V) SSgl Greg King 
M W02 Mick Mutlow 

YofS W02 Andy Slokoe 
FofS W02 John Jones 
RQMS W02 Ton. Thomas 
OR QM SSgt John Morgan 
MT gr Sgt Jim Lewington 

WORK-NOT MORE WORK 
Since the la t mention of the Squadr~n i~ T~e Wire,_ life ha 

continued at a fast pace. ine major exerc1 ~s 10. 1x countries an~ a 
further 20 or so minor ones and detachments 10 eight other c_ountne . 
Add to that five VIP visits, one ARU, a Baule Camp, a tra1010g cadre 
and a Squadron reunion; it doe n't ound much for ix months work ! 

EXERCISE SOUTHER 1 TRAPPER . 
Thi exercise was billed a a two week late summer holiday o~ the 

South Coast, not far from Weymoulh . It al o appeared to.be an ideal 
way to get away from Exercise Brave Defender back at ~nze Norton . 
How wrong can you be? The fir t week .w.as spen.t ~vorkmg hard at. a 
mixture of military and adventure tra10mg acnv1~1es. Capt ~avid 
Powell , fresh from his NBC Instructor course, mixed ~oth with a 
game of dribbling a crick~t bal_I a'.ound ~n obstacle ~ourse m full 

1
1BC 

kit with over boots. Pity IL co10c1ded with the year hotte t day . 
A weekend of BFTs and falling out or canoe in Portland Harbour 

was interspersed with ab eiling. Cpl Steve Goodyear ran the canoeing 
with shouts of 'don't get me wet lad', while Sgt Pat Dooher and LCpl 
Mark Baxter were doing the pushing off the rock face. 

Threats of a crate of beer for the best section and cups for the best 
J CO, signalman and shot started a second w~ek of frenzied 
competition. A mention here for the RAF lads who JOm~d us from our 
sister RAF Squadron. Full marks for effort but next lime could you 
point the thin end of the rifle do.wn. t~e range} . . 

Everyone tried hard for the 10d1v1d~al pnzes with Cpl .Marti~ 
Pascoe and Sig Pete Middleton com1!1g out top~ and Sig .1:h1l 
Hannah's catapult came in handy to w10 the shooting compeuuon 
which was designed and run by S gt Cliff Marshall and Sgt Sid 

mellie. 

Sig Wilson teaching 2Lt Frazer how to use a prismatic compass. 
Or is it the other way round? 
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The Section competition, which included a swi mming gala, a 30K.m 
0 ,·ernight march, BC and First .Aid tests wa a very close r.un arra1r. 
The eventual winner~ wrrc 4 Secllon led by 2Lt Johnathan f razer and 
Cpl Jim Harris. . . 

On the last night, after the pnzes had been awarded by MaJ McLean 
and the barbecue had been demolished, I ection (the Commanders 
Cup Drinking Team) came out or the woodwork to show the 
remainder or the quadron what they had been practi ing for the la t 
two weeks. 

The next morning, the call that everyone had been waiting for, came 
from LCpl Andy Palmer the PTI, 'once around the flagpole and on 
to the buse '. 

Cpl Edwards proving that not only monkeys have long arms 

'The Brave Unknown Soldier' -one of Bravo Troop finally plucks 
up courage to speak to his Troop Staff Sergeant (SSgt Cliff 

Marshall is the one on the right) 

Sig Swallow emulating his name prior to descending the rock face 
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EXERCISE ROLLING DEEP AND THE NATIONAL JOINT 
HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS 

The 3 C<;>mmando Bd~ FTX and the Hang Gliding Championships 
appear unlikely companions, however, these were the two tasks that 
Bravo Troop found themselves doing while Ex Southern Trapper was 
on. 

Ex Rofling Deep found 2Lt (now Lt) Neill Hogarth running Air 
Sup~ort commun.ications between the 3 Cdo Bde HQ and RAF 
Loss1emouth. Whlle LCpl (now Cpl) Dave Oliver deployed by road to 
Lossiemouth, LCpl Stu Latham's detachment travelled from 
Plymouth to Scotland, courtesy of the Royal Navy. Communications 
worked perfectly, except when the Navy decided to 'just disappear' at 
regular intervals . As well as high praise gained by the detachments 
from the Commando Brigade, much was learned. For example Sig 
John Payne learned the advantage of allowing a landing craft to beach 
before driving off! Better luck next time! 

As ~ final note ?n Ex Rolling Deep comes a story of Lt Hogarth 
travelling from Bnze Norton to Portsmouth in order to attend a 
conference in Plymouth! Yes I know they are both south coast ports 
with lots or Navy and they both start with 'P' and end with ' mouth ' 
but they are several hundred miles apart. Better luck next time Neill! 

The second commitment during Ex Southern Trapper was the 
National Joint Service Hang Gliding Championships in South Wales. 
Who else but the Country's Air Support Communications Squadron 
could provide the safety communications? The five VHF detachments 
worked hard providing communications from the take off site near 
Abergavenny to the landing sites. The good weather and beautiful 
countryside added to the enjoyment. 

That certain young officer who should have been in Plymouth (or 
was it Portsmouth?) found himself on the wrong side of one of the 
National Park wardens when he parked on the roadside just where he 
should not have done. On returning to the Squadron the young officer 
said to the QC 'If there are any problems with the National Park 
wardens then GOC Wales said he would sort it out'. There was a 
problem-and yes the GOC did fix it. How do some people acquire 
such influential friends? 

TACOMMEX 10 
With Southern Trapper over; October found Bravo Troop and 

SHQ with the UKMF Flight from the RAF in Denmark on our 
quarterly exercise there. 

Throughout ihe two weeks of the exercise the Red Hand could be 
seen around Danish training areas all over Jutland, as the Troop 
travelled from one end to another and one BC state to another and 
back. 

The culmination of the exercise wa the construction and 
occupation of NBC trenches. SSgt Cliff Marshall proved that it was 
pos ible to bury an 18ft x 9ft CP given 12 deranged diggers and 
RQMS Tony Thomas' ability to produce a forest from the back of his 
wagon. 

Sig 'Tyrone' Campbell displayed a certain taste for comfort when 
he was discovered sitting in his chair at the bottom of his trench. One 
question remains-do the RAF really use I 0 man slit trenches? 

ARCHWAY EXPRESS 
With Bravo Troop off enjoying it elf, Alpha Troop travelled to 

Turkey for an AMF exercise. Having despatched the vehicles by sea 
some 10 days earlier the Troop flew from Brize Norton to Istanbul, 
living on an airfield has some advantages. 

Turkey proved to be a liule outside the experience or most of the 
Troop but once we realised that the ever present armed guar~s were 
protecting us and not imprisoning u , thing went well. Dunng the 
early stages the Troop was involved in FAC training but found so~e 
time to visit the Black Sea coast and Istanbul. For most people, their 
first experience or bartering in the market ' proved great run. 

PROJECT WALLACE 
Despite the Squadron' hectic programme, with a few detachments 

alway on exercise, some time wa found fo~ individ~a.ls. and small 
groups to take part in sl ightly out of the ordmary act1vll1es. . 

Project Wallace was one such event. It was a commemora11~e 
expedition to Sulawe i, Indonesia looking into the co.mpl7x and fragile 
ecology or the fast disappearing rain fore t. Work.mg m support of 
about 150 international scientists are ome 60 erv1ce personnel and 
for a time, this year, LCpl Dave Oliver join~d them .. Hi work 
consisted mainly of carrying out supply trek mto t~e Jungle a~d 
rebuilding sub-camps dotted around the surroundmg mountam 
ridges. Despite a humidity factor or 9607o and temperature or 34°C 
the expedition proved very enjoyable . 

CY PRU WALKABOUT 
The Squadron entered a three man team in the Cyprus walkabout 

during October. Cpl (now Sgt) Dave Iverson, LCpl Andy Palmer and 
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Sig Mark Stewart were the team. After a rigorous eight day 
acclimatisation, the team wa~ ready for the competition , which la~ted 
two days. Sadly having completed the course, we were disqualified for 
missing out the last checkpoint. As a consolation prize we were 
awarded six days R&R before the flight back to UK. 

ARU 
Almost as soon as we had returned from Turkey, Denmark and 

sunny Otterburn the ARU was upon us. Thi year's inspecting officer 
was Col C. A. Brown, Comd I Sig Gp. Prior to the inspection we were 
given an outline plan of the requirement and so, at 0825 hrs on the 
appointed day, the Squadron stood on parade awaiting the 
Commanders' arrival. At this point surprise periods of drill, PT and 
SOP Kit inspection were sprung upon the parade. This was followed 
by a planned radio exercise, Physical Fitness Assessment, canoeing 
tests, morse tests, map reading tests and range work. Thankfully not 
everyone had LO carry out everything although most would have been 
only too glad to take the PFA, as Maj Derek McLean, the OC, had 
organised some very attractive young ladies (stewardesses from the 
VCIO Squadron) to take the pulse rates! 

The finale was a CFT run as a competition in I 0 teams. Col Brown 
set the time limit of I hour 40 minutes for the run, plus 10 minutes 
for the press ups and lifting exercises. The prize for the winning team 
would have been a WRAF Flying Officer, but for the fact that the 
team were so tired they could not catch her, although Sig (now LCpl) 
' Brommers' Bromley had a good try! 

At the end of the ARU, Col Brown presented to the Squadron the 
Birtwistle Pennant for Recruiting. This award was gained for one 
year's undetected assistance to the women cadets of Oxford OTC by 
the young officers of the Squadron. No map of Plymouth needed! 

CO.'.'IGRA TULATIONS-PO TINGS, PROMOTION , AW ARDS 
AND FAMILY MATTERS 

Firstly congratulation to Cpl Mick Roe who was recently awarded 
a GOCs commendation for services in Northern Ireland. gt Jim 
Lewington also received a commendation, this time from AOC I Gp 
RAF for his services to MT! 

Congratulations also to Sig Mark Stewart who received the Owen 
Memorial Trophy for the most outstanding signalman. 

The past few months have seen a large number or promotions. 
Notably: Sgt J im Lewington (SSgt on posting to 28 Sig Regt), Cpl 
(now Sgt) Dave Iverson, Cpl (now Sgt) John Weatherall REME, Sgt 
(now SSgt in our TA Tp) Greg King, LCpl (now Cpl) Dave Oliver, 
LCpl (now Cpl) John Jenkins, LCpl (now Cpl) 'Scouse' Edwards, ig 
(now LCpl) James Robert on, Sig (now LCpl) Alan Tocker, Sig (now 
LCpl) Alan Howes, Sig (now LCpl) Nobby Cox, Sig (now LCpl) 
'Brommers' Bromley, Sig (now LCpl) 'Faggsy' Fallows and Sig (now 
LCpl in 10 Sig Regt) Russ Baker. Apologies to any who may have been 
missed! 

December was a good month for births at RAF Hospital, 
Wroughton. Congratulati6n to W02 Mick Mullow and Sue on the 
birth of Hannah Lucy, Sig Craig Williams and Debbie on the birth of 
Michael and LCpl Andy Ross and Jan on the birth or Lee Alan . 

Postings out in the last few months have included 2Lt Rob Healey 
and 2Lt Jonathan Frazer to the School of Signals, Sgt Steve Oliver to 
SHAPE, Sgt John Weatherall REME to BAOR, Sgt Steve Adams to 
602 Sig Tp, Cpl Alec Semple to SHAPE and Cpl Jeff Tracey to civvy 
street. Lastly Lt Neill Hogarth to Mount Pleasant, the airfield not.the 
London Sorting Office-don't forget the map of Plymouth! 

GOC's Commendation 
Cpl Roe receiving his GOC's commendation from Lt Gen Sir 

Geoffrey Howlett 
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\I IT. 
Re.:ent important vi it~ to the quadron have included Brig 

Burro\\ tComd Comm UKLF), Maj Gen Lane tGO SW Dist} and 
Maj Gen Enn omdt RM S}. 

Visit of GOC SW Dist, Maj Gen Lane 
LCpl (now Cpl) Oliver briefs the GOC while 2Lt Hogarth, SSgt 

Marshall, Maj Mclean and LCpl Simmonds look on 

RED HAND RE NION 
The last weekend in October saw the first Red Hand reunion for a 

few years held at RAF Brize Norton. About 50 former members 
attended along with most erving members of the Squadron. The 
weekend consisted of a number of social events including a few 
sporting events, darts and football! 

Red Hand Reunion 
Five OC's of the Squadron, past and present. Lt Col P.A. Spooner 
(1971 -741. Maj G. A. Allen (1975-771. Maj D. J . Mclean 
(1983-?l. Lt Col A. L. W. G. Steane (1977-79) and Maj C. D. 
Melhuish ( 1979-81). (Note: only past OC's can afford jackets and 

ties!) 

AND FINALLY ... 
The RAF have to have the last say, so that nobody can say that we 

are biased. 
Scene One (Tac 10-Dnmark}. 
Enter SSM stage left. 
33 Sqn RAF sentry: 'Halt who goes there?'. 
SSM: 'Friend'. 
Sentry: 'How do 1 know?'. 
SSM: 'By challenging with the password'. 
Sentry: 'What's a password?'. 
Exit SSM!! 
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) 
Bulford Camp 

Our last notes concluded with a punishing week in mid September, 
which included competitions, a communications exercise and a 40 mile 
race across the Dor et Coast Path. The next weekend 10 members of 
the Squadron, all volunteers, decided to run a rela~ rac~ between the 
seven Wilt hire white hor es and through sponsor hip raise money for 
Od tock Hospital. 

THE SEVEN WILTSHIRE HORSES RELAY RACE 
On Sunday 22 September 1985, 10 members of Main Troop, 249 Sig 

Sqn AMF(L}, ran a charity relay race, around the seven remaining 
Wiltshire white horse . 

The team con isted of: 
Sgt 'Sammy' Simcox, Cpls Pete Plevin, Kev Salisbury, LCpls Dave 

Kennedy, ' Herby' Banks Steve Cook, Sig Neil Bedford, Greg 
Harwood , Dave Alderson, 'Mac' McGibbon, Cpl 'Paddy' Lynch
medical cover LCpl Dave Taylor and Sig Gordon Tunstall- Drivers . 

The team ~overed a distance of approximately 120 miles, each 
member completing 10 miles, in three mile stages. They got together 
on Sunday 22 September at 0545 hrs, the actual run started at 0600 
hrs and continued throughout the day. The team returned to the 
Squadron compound at 1805 hrs, the actual time taken was 12 hrs 4 
mins 45 sec . 

We were blessed with good weather for most of the day, and were 
also pleased to ee the HTV outside broadcasting team. They followed 
us around a couple of the legs filming us on the We tbury horse (until 
they ran out of film). All in all a satisfying day for everyone, raising 
around £700 for the special baby care unit of Odstock Hospital , 
Salisbury . 

The team would like to thank Maj Jonathan Cook our OC and Capt 
(QM) Nick Nicoll our Publicity Officer for helping to make this event 
so successful. 

Seven Wiltshire Horses relay team 

EXERCISE ARCHWAY EXPRESS 
Less than a week after the relay race, the advance elements of the 

Squadron were in Turkey providing a communications link between 
the various reception areas prior to the arrival of the remaining AMF. 
All ideas of deploying to a holiday resort were soon forgotten as the 
initial aircraft were surrounded by Turkish guards. After having 
successfully cleared the airport at Istanbul , coaches packed full of 
drivers completed a 'death ride' to meet up with the vehicles docking 
at a nearby port. The scheduled four hour journey was completed in 
less than two by the cannonball style of the Turkish drivers. 

Vehicles were then moved along the few reasoi:iable roads to the 
staging area, where, before long the whole force appeared. What was 
barren wasteland was gradually transformed into a heavily populated 
military area, surrounded by Turkish guards to keep away the curious. 

This time proved to be the best of the exercise. The weather was hot , 
tempers were still kept under wraps, and for the majority it was a new 
and interesting country. However, as the novelty wore off, the dust 
started to grate on people's nerves, and the inevitable 'chuff charts' 
were started. 
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. The exercise !)roper then filled the next fortnight leaving very little 
time for relaxation . During this period two of the 'newest vehicles · 
the ~quadron were rolled, one seriously. Although Sig Pete Gait w~~ 
medically evacuated back to the UK, he was not seriously injured 

However.' shortly after .the exercise phase, there were a couple ~f 
days set aside for compe~1uons and administration, prior to loading 
the ~oa.ts for the return Journey. 
. W!thm 24 hours of endex a Squadron team was crossing the start 

hne Ill the defence of the NA TO Challenge Cup. This Cup was last 
com\'eted for, and won, by the S~ua~ron in 1983. The competition 
con 1 ted of a f?rced march carrymg nfle and light order equipment 
followed by a simple shoot. The Squadron team of 26 led by Capt 
Fraze~ Grant. performed ex~eptio_nally well on the march, beating all 
the .mmo~ units by at least nrne ~mutes, and being beaten by only one 
maJOr unit,. t.he Ge Para Bn, by JUSt 24 seconds. The shooting part of 
the .compellllo~ was not so successful and although only marginally 
behmd the lead!ng team, the shooting tipped the balance. This left the 
Squadron holdmg the second place and unfortunately meant the loss 
of a cup from the trophy cabinet. 

However, the next day, was devoted to R&R and the majority of the 
Squadron were transported to Istanbul to see the sights. Although 
many presents. were bought, they were at wildly fluctuating prices, due 
to. the expertise of some hagglers. Many unu ual incidents were 
w1tness.ed, b~t perhaps the most outlandish was the sight of an Islamic 
ex~rem1st tryrng to persuade Cpl Petherbridge of the advantages of 
bemg a Moslem. Quite a difficult task from what we saw. 

Over the next few days all the Squadron were returned to Britain. 
Turkey ~tarted to fade into the background, as the prospect of another 
wmter m ~orway lo<?~ed . Recces were sent to inspect their 
acc01n~odat1on and trammg areas; meanwhile at home preparations 
started m earnest for another two months in the Arctic. 

RUGBY 
Report by LCpl 'Bob' Littlewood 

.Th.e S9ua~ron Rugby Team made history on 4 December 1985 by 
wmnmg its first match m three and a half years. So surprised were the 
team l!lembers and supporters, that much of the third half was played 
suffenng from severe shock. In all fairness, the team has put a lot of 
effort into chasing this first win. The opposition, provided by 16 Field 
Am~ulance, had four weeks previou ly beaten us 8-0 and were 
confident of another victory. 

The team played well together and were rewarded early in the first 
half with a try by Sig 'Village' Harwood . Followed by further trys 
from Sig 'The Feet' Jones and 'Rooster' Barsley. Conversions from 
Sig Jamie Duncan and LCpl 'Smudger' Smith all helped to increa e 
our lead. The match was not without injury as after only two minutes 
we lost LCpl 'Ivan' Oakey with a chest injury. LCpl 'Ginge' Hunt 
staunchly replaced him and the game continued. At half time, 2Lt 
'I'm a hea~banger' Longley, replaced Sig 'Slug' Davey adding a touch 
of.style with his death wish. With about 20 minutes to go Sig Dave 
Wilson uffered a foot injury and was replaced by LCpl 'Paddy' 
Brown. By the time the final whistle wa blown, hock had started to 
set in. It was firmly entrenched when the ref informed u we'd won 
30-8. 

Finally on a more personal note, thanks go to the Captain, Lt 
'Ernie' Wise and LCpl 'Smudger' Smith for arranging the matche 
and training the team . If Lt 'Doc' Holiday and WOI (RSM) 
'Machum' McArdle (now at 1 Div) are reading this, 1 know it took 
three and a half years, but we got there in the end! The n~xt win will 
hopefully be before 4 June 1989! 
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VOLVO TRAINING 
During .the first two weeks of November gt 'Geordie ' Patterson 

and g~ Jim .Pe~ry organised a Volvo familiari~ation course. 
The mtrep1d mstructors putting their lives on the line were: Cpls 

Kev Drew, Frank Jackson, Terry Petherbridge, Earl Wigg.lesworth 
and S~nan Lynch. Aft~r a short period of classroom work the students 
~ere ht~rally thrown m at the deep end after only four days driving 
mstruct1on. 

Students .were taught obst~cle crossing, fording and swimming 
track changmg, recovery, mamtenance and servicing. Thanks to th~ 
good we~ther i:io ~ne got too wet and the Squadron now has 16 more 
Volvo drivers 1tchmg to get lost in the snowy wastes of orway. 

Volvo driver training - oops!! 

249' s very own car wash 

VISITORS 
Durin.g ~he course of November Squadron was visited by Maj Gen 

G. Chnshe CB Commander AMF(L), Brig K. H. Olds (an ex 
Squa~ron Comd), and Brig M. J. Evans ADC (Dep Comd SW 
D1stnct). The fir t two visits were pleasant affairs with presentation 
made t? Cpl Tim Abbot (~ang :r~ophy) and Cpl Pete Plevin (Barry 
Memonal Trophy). The third v1 1l wa our ARU. Due to a vehicle 
fleet change this was centred around a patrol competition testing 
individual skills. Of course stands were well spread out and by the end 
of the day each team had completed a metric marathon in full CEFO! 
Theda~ went well and Cpl Brehner' team gave their all to finish first. 

Luckily for us at the end of the day the Brigadier wa impre ed 
with what he had seen. 

FAREWELLS 
Farewells are bid to Capt Nick Nicoll and Margo on their po ting. 

We welco~e Capt Ron Cot~ins as hi replacement. Capt Steven Leach 
and his wife Patsy are leavmg the Army and would like their friend 
to know that their address will be 49 Beechwood Road Alton Hant 
We bid welcome to the 35 or o new face in the Sq'uadro~. Enjoy 
Non ay! 
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262 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 58 

Thi. report over the last half of 1985. 

\ I IT OF THE OinC 
On Monday 19 Augu t, the quadron was isited .by the Sig~~l 

Officer-in-Chief, Maj Gen R. Benbow. The General paid a hort v1 II 
to FSS Cape Greco 11here he 1 a met by the Squadron O~ Maj Ian 
Greig and the Station Commander W02 (FofS) John Ratchffe before 
fi>ing down to Dhekelia by helicopter. . 

On arri al the General was introduced to the Officer and Warrant 
Officer~ and' was given a brief talk on the Squadr~n r.ole i~ Cypr':' . 
Thi was followed by a tour of all department begmmng with Mamt 
Tp ection offices ·had never looked so good! From Maint Tp the 
ne~t 'en route' stop were the Q If tores, the MT and fi nally the 
Commcen. 

Time 1 a running a liul hort and so after a final brief di cu sion 
with the OC the General was then escorted to the Squadron Club for 
the highlight of the visit-The presentation of two LS & GC Medals 
followed by a Barbecue Lunch . The two recipient were SSgt Tre 
Jones and Sgt John Gadsdon. It was a very proud moment for both 
them and their famil ie and the barbecue lunch was an excellent way 
of rounding it all off. The General left shortly afterwards for 9 Sig 
Regt. Our best wishe go with him in his next appointment. 

The SOinC speaking to SSgt John Gadsdon (left) as SSgt Trev 
Jones (right) looks on with members of the Squadron in the 

background 

COMINGS AND GOINGS 
This has been an intensive period of comings and goings. To all the 

new arrivals we say welcome and to those who have left, farewell and 
good luck. Of the more notable moves, Lt Donna Tognarelli has just 
left us to fight for her laurels on the Troop Commanders' Course at 
Blandford, our thoughts and best wishes go with her. The other move 
of note is the departure of Cpl Donnie Brough our Squadron Orderly 
Room Corporal. We say farewell to 'DB' (and his disco) and wish him 
luck in Germany. In this issue we turn our attention to Maintenance 
Troop. 

MAINTENANCE TR OP 
TROOP HIERARCHY 
OC/ TOT 
21C/ FofS 
IC TE Section 
IC RR ection 
IC Tele Mechs 
IC Radio ection 

Maj Dave Potter 
Wo2 John Mugford BEM 
SSgt Bill Hitchens 
SSgt Trev Jones 
SSgt Dave Belshaw 
SSgt Keith Easterbrooke REME 

FOCUS ON RADIO SECTION 
It is high time that our smallest section shared a space in the 'Shop 

Window'. The Radio Section is centred on the Tels Workshops which 
is a joint venture of Royal Signals and REME technicians. SSgt Keith 
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Ea ·terbrooke REME lead the section with Sgts Gerry Spicer, Ade 
Broadbank, with Gin }' airclough REME a 'mid management' and 
LCpl Dann) Robertson and our resident civilian technician John 
Charilaou available to do the work . 

The work is wide ranging both in equipment used and in 
georgraphical coverage. There is the normal everyday working 
chedule which is then supplemented by a 24 hour call out service. 

Some call out are more popular than others. For instance, a call-out 
to Troodo in mid summer bring forward many volunteers, however, 
the same call-out in winter i greeted with cries of, too much of 
importance to do already, by all concerned (Bras monkeys and all 
that). 

Lately in the workshops Staff Keith Easterbrooke has been 
observed talking to himself for long periods; we were all becoming 
concerned urtti l it wa explained that he was rehear ing for a major 
part in the local theatre production. Sgt Gerry Spicer, for months 
after purchasing his X country motorbike, was rarely seen without 
resembling an earthquake victim. He has now realised that the idea is 
to tay on the bike, and he i much happier. We were beginning to 
become a little concerned over the traffic record of the section with 
accidents reaching near epidemic proportions, and Sgt Ade 
Broadbank bumping his way around the local roads, did not help. We 
have yet to asses LCpl Danny Robertson 's driving as to date he has 
not got hi legs brown enough to be allowed to try. 

STATION COMMANDER 'CONFERENCE 
Every year the Local Control Organisation ~osts a confer~n~e for 

the ACE HIGH Station Commanders/Supervisors. Though 1t 1s not 
very local as it is held in Izmir, Turkey. The OC Maj Ian Greig, W02 
(FofS) John Ratcliffe and Sgt Duncan Macpherson represented 
Cypru . The conference con ists of presentations by representatives of 
various organisations within HAPE and NICS. The OC presented a 
lecture on the British Communication in Cyprus. 

It also provides an opportunity to meet the people you work with 
and for sightseeing in a country you don't normally get an 
opportunity to visit. La t year our baggage didn 't arrive until half way 
through the conference; this year it was the reverse. Presents for the 
family arrived belatedly. 

Remember the old saying: Fly (insert name of appropriate airline). 
Have your breakfast in Istanbul, your lunch in Athens and your 
baggage in Tel Aviv! 

CRICKET 
Report by Sgt Martin Lamarsh 

Early April saw the Squadron cricketers sweating in the nets in 
preparation for the oncoming season. However it wasn't until we were 
approaching the hal f way mark of the season that the team enjoyed 
any success . After close fought matches, notably against I Sqn 9 Sig 
Regt (defeat by five runs) and The Duke of Edinburgh's Royal 
Regiment (defeat by six runs), we finally struck gold twice in one week. 
The first was victory in the return with I Sqn by 112 run . (LCpl Billy 
McKeegan 67 not out and Sgt Neil March 45 not out), and the s~cond 
was a win by 120 runs against 3 Sqn 9 Sig Regt (McKeegan 118) m the 
ESBA Knock-out cup . 

The second half of the season swung between highs and lows. The 
high spot being a win by 10 wickets over the Dhekelia Garrison and 
the lows being a 10 wicket defeat by 33 SU, RAF and defeat in the 
Semi-Fi nal of the ESBA cup by the Dhekelia Blades. 

So the season ended with our being placed sixth in the league but 
the cricket being enjoyed by all who played . Due to various other 
commitments some 25 members of the Squadron played at one time 
or another and 23 were used as bowlers, some for the first time. Sgts 
Neil March, Andy St Clair and LCpl Billy McKeegan were our most 
consistent bowlers whilst gts Neil March, Martin Lamarsh and LCpl 
Billy McKeegan (2,scores of 100 + )our chief run getters. Thanks must 
go to Sue Lamar h for her endurance as scorer all season although she 
wasn't overworked in some games! 

SQUADRON FAMILIES DAY 
Where el e in Cyprus can a Families Day be held except on the 

beach? So, hoping for good weather, like the previous 200 days, a 
barbecue and various.entertainments were laid on . There were boat 
trips for the kids, and some parents, sailboards (but these required too 
much skill and concentration after a beer or two) . The pony rides were 
enjoyed rather more than the more strenuous obstacle races. 

For the adults there was an inter-troop volleyball competition, 
which was eventually won by the Greco All Stars, who crushed Maint 
Troop techs in the final. Thanks must go to Sgt Fred Green and 
Duncan Macpherson who burned the meat and to everyone else in the 
Troop who helped to make it a happy day not forgetting Stig who put 
up the marquee. 
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TUG OF WAR 
. The Squadron Tug of W~r tea.m started training for the Cypru. All 

Jslan~ Tu~ of War Champ1onsh1ps at the beginning of August s d 
the direcu~n of team trainer Sgt Mick Scull. · un er 

. By the time the championships were upon us the squad consisted f 
mne men, they were:- Sgts Graham Tilley, Andy St Clair, Mi~k 
Buchan, Al Geddes, Cpls Tony Bentley, Phil Bryant, Chris Aslett 
Dean Marshall and Pete Lowe and coach SSgt Dave Belshaw. · ' 

On the day, the .Squadron entered for three weights the 640Kg 
680Kg and catchwe1ght competitions. ' ' 
. In the 640Kg event we came second, losing to the RAOC in the 

fmal. In the 680Kg eve.nt again we made it to the final only to lose 
2-1 to the RAOC agam (w~ were the only team to take an end off 
the RAOC all day). By the time the catchweight event arrived some 
of the team members had pu~led .30 ends and were getting very tired. 
The ~quadn:_rn team came third m the catchweight-beating 259 s· 
Sqn m the fmal pull of the day. ig 

A very hard day's competitive pulling which produced excellent 
results-Well done! (RAOC watch out next year). 

. The S9uadron 640Kg team in action 
Lef~ to Right: Cpl Phil Bryant, Sgt Al Geddes, Cpls Dean Marshall , 
Chris As.lett, Sgt Andy St Clair, Cpl Pete Lowe, Sgt Mick Buchan 

(Hidden) Cpl Tony Bentley Coach: Sgt Graham Tilley 

The Sqn Rugby Team who were runners up in the ESSA ' 7's' in 
October 

Back Row (l - R) Cpl Bentley, LCpl Twohigg, Sgt St Clair, LCpls 
McKeegan, Armstrong 

Front Row (l-RJ LCpl Jarvis , Sig Keeble , Sig Bowman, Cpl Aslett 

The Sqn Shooting Team. Winners of the Tate Cup 1985 
(L - RJ Cpl Cummings, W02 (SSM) J . Carter'. Cpl Prescott 
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266 Sig Sqn 
(South Atlantic) 

BFPO 666 

Maj Graham Elliot 
Capt Adrian Ridley.Jones 
Capt Danny Lamerton 
Lt Nick Metcalfe 
Lt Nigel Gill 
W02 Jim Reeve 
W0 2 Noddy Baugh 
W02 Jim Syke 
S gt Butch Cas idy 

gt Ken Jone 
gt Pete Butcher 

DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS 
We have aid farewell Lo Maj Tony Sugdon, Capt (QM) Ron 

Collin , Lt Fred Connor, WOI Gordon Scott, W02 (Fof ) Frank 
Rumble, W02 (YofS) Steve Wh}tock and SSgt Dave For yth. We 
welcpme in replacements Maj Graham Elliot, Capt (QM) Danny 
Lamerton, Lt ick Metcalfe, W02 (FofS) Noddy Baugh, W02 
(YofS) Jim Sykes and SSgt Ken Jones. 

REMEMBRANCE DAY PARADES 
Squadron personnel attended a service in .t~e gymnasium .abo~rd 

Coastel Bibby Resolwion . The Comd Bnush Forces, A1r-V1ce
Mar bal R. J. Kemble CBE, and Mr Kemble were present. Wreaths 
were laid by Capt Adrian Ridley-Jones and W02 (FofS) Frank 
Rumble at locations where Royal Signals personnel gave their lives 
during the conflict. 

Capt Ridley-Jones lays a wreath at Pleasant Peak where Maj Mike 
Forge was killed in a helicopter crash 

• 

Capt Ridley-Jones lays a wreath on the grave of Lt Jim Barry 
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Maj Tony Sugdon says' All Yours' as Maj Graham Elliot takes over 
t he Squadron 1033 

SPORTS 
INTER TROOP 

The last competition was won by Commcen/ QM with the Inter 
T roop Trophy being pre ented at the Squadron Supper Party on 19 
October 1985. 

TRI-SERVICE COMPETITIONS 
Squadron teams were runners up in both the volley ball and 

basketbal l competitions completed in October. The latest round of 
competitions have begun and our progress will be repor ted . 

RUGBY 
Since fielding a team, two games have been played against PSA and 

HMS Herald . Our opponents have proved stronger and more 
experienced but we have shown great spirit in our defeats. 

Results: 
266 Sig Sqn 7 PSA 18 
266 Sig Sqn 0 Herald 23 

Recently the Squadron 7's A-team were eli minated from the Tri
Service competition in the early league round . 

FOOTBALL 
The season began well with a good 4- 1 victo ry over Stanley FC. 

CROSS COUNTRY 
We continue to be a major force in the league but relinquished our 

title to 69 Gurkha lndep Fd Sqn RE . Medals were awarded Lo Cpl 
James, LCpls Cole, Taylor, Sig Gemmell and RO Griffiths . 

HALF MARATHON 17 NOVEMBER 1985 
Over 200 runners entered the latest half marathon over a demanding 

course in fa r from favourable conditions. The Squadron entered a 
four man team and 10 individuals in the men 's race while WPte 
Donna Galway and SACW Carol Tate were the only ladies entered. 
Again we were runners up to the Gurkhas. The following ran! 

TEAM 
Sig Gemmell (6th), LCpl Cole (14th), Lt Gill (35th), LCpl Taylor 

(43rd). 

INDIVIDUALS 
W02s Reeves, Sykes, Sgt Butcher, Sgts Scott, Smith, Cpls Brint, 

Bullimore, Cairns, Kelly, Vanier, LCpl Sibley, Sig Green, and Pte 
Galway and SACW Tate. 

BLESMA CHARITY RUN 
A charity relay run from Mount Pleasant Airport (MPA) to the 

Liberation War Memorial in Stanley was held on 19 October 1985 in 
aid of our charity, BLESMA . Money was raised by organising a 
sweepstake based on the finishing time. Mrs R. J. Kentble, wife of the 
Commander British Forces, started the race and Sgt Mick Scott led off 
on the first leg. Further legs were run by LCpls Griffiths, Singh, Sig 
Funn, LCpl James, Sig Crook, LCpl Taylor, Sig Gemmell, Birkin and 
Dickson. The finishing Lime of 3 hrs 43 min 43 sec stands to be beaten 
by other units and won for Sig Dickson the £50 first prize. At the 
finish a cheque for £703 was presented to Mrs Kemble, on behalf of 
the Squadron, for BLESMA. 
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EWS Jo' ROM TROOPS 
SHQ 

Since the last issue we have said a sad farewell to W02 (Y f ) S 
Whyl~ck and W02 (FofS) Frank Rumble. A warm welcome ~s off tev~ 
LO their replacements. ere 

SHQ we~e well represented i~ the half marathon with W02 (SSM) 
Jim Reeves and W02 (YofS) J im Sykes compe1ing alongside a// the 
cl.er ks, namely SSgl Pete Butcher, Cpl ed Kelly and LCpl Mike 

1bley . The new OC cheered us on but our intrepid 2IC c I R"dl 
Jones, was absent at work . A poor excuse. ' ap 

1 
ey-

TM TROOP 
.wo2 (Fof ) Noddy Baugh has taken up the reins and is welcomed 

v. 1th open arms. Two members of .th~ Troop participated in the MPA 
relay run, ~I S~ott and LCpl Griffiths. De pite new blood and hi h 
hope we trailed 111 recent Inter Troop sports competitions. g 

QM TROOP 
Our not-so-old and bol~ QM, Ca.pt Ron Collins, has departed and 

moves on.to quartermas tenng on ski's with 249 Sig Sqn (AMFL) . We 
welcome 111 return Capt Danny Lamerton. Another departure of note 
wru. that of Cpl (The Smurf) Mack on completion of his service who 
returns to UK aboard HMS Herald . ' 

TOP PRESS 
The workload. continues at fever pi tch, with furrowed brows and 

bags of sweat bemg th.e order of the day. A new horror or treasure is 
brought. t<? account daily, and eagerly awaited by this overworked but 
every w1lhng happy department. 

One of t ~e treasures rec~ntl y unearthed is a captured Browning 
C~nnon which has been lovmgly restored to pri tine condition . This 
will eventually be placed outside the Squadron Headquarters when we 
move to .Mount Pleasant . In the meantime it will be used to add 
authentic ity LO the regular .Battle.fie ld Tours. The photograph shows 
~he complete department d1splay111g the gun which is their pride and 
jOy. 

(L- RJ Sig 'Wally' Wallis, Cpl Mick Dullaghan, LCpls Chris Collin, 
'Blackie ' Blackman, SSgt Dave Forsyth , LCpl Colin Taylor, SSgt 

' Butch ' Cassidy . On the gun , the QM , Capt Danny Lamerton 

SOUTH GEORGIA DETACHMENT 
Del Comd Cpl Chris Mann 
21C LCpl 'Bronski ' James 
Tech LCpl 'Peewee' Howson 
Op Sig 'JohnBoy' Macleod 

The most southerly detachment in the Royal Signal is commanded 
by Cpl Chris Mann . LCpl 'Bron ki' James and Sig 'JohnBoy' 
MacLeod have only recently replaced LCpl 'Tel' Fleet and Sig 'Shef' 
Sheffield . The man responsible for keeping everything working i 
LCpl 'Peewee' Howson . 

Apart from other Troop member the only company available to 
them are the penguins, elephant seal and feathered birds, all of which 
have been mating. The elephant seals in particular are noisy, smelly 
and very temperamental at this time of year. 

We have been visited by the QM, Capt Ron Collins and briefly by 
our OC Tp, Lt Fred Connor. 
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RADIO TROOP 
Turnover in rece_nt weeks has been too large to menuon everyone, 

except SSgt Doug Scott, who handed over Lo Sgt Mick McDermott 
w~o was waiting to meet his FNG two hours before he landed . w~ 
wish all those recently departed good luck. 

Away from shift work SSgt Mick McDermott, Cpl teve Brint 
LCpl Chris Cole and Sig 'Norm J nr' Chivers have rebuil t the Comd 
FfR from a t~ree quarter ton vehicle hell. Work on other landrover 
will progress 111 the near future. 

LINE TROOP 
N~~mal t~rnover continues with two new faces in the hot seats of 

the tm can com~unica~ors. Lt Tony Johns~n and gt Dave Boyle 
handover to Lt Nigel Gtll .and Sgt ~ohn m1th re pectively. Work 
progresses from the luxurious confmes of our ISO containers at 
Lookout Cai:np and RAF Stanley . Rumour has it that li fe wi ll improve 
at MPA. 'Sutch of the Month' was played on FNG ig Kerr who wa 
offered a .trip over Antarctica on Concorde . To everyones amu. ement 
he was still booked on, three days la ter. 

Reproduced below is a poem from a long departed bard : 

THE BOYS NEXT DOOR 

Here's a verse about 266 
the 'grunts ' who live next door 
poor beggars have no wallpaper 
no carpets on the floor 

This 'ditty' is to decorate 
your walls that are so bare 
so instead of looking into space 
you have somewhere else to stare. 

The floor now is no problem 
that floor where all have stood 
for 'lambe' and 'rabbs' have lined the boards 
with boots that were covered in mud 

'Tis true they gel the 'dirty ' jobs 
the two /hat I 've just named 
but 'meat ' comes off the worst f'm sure 
for breathing he is blamed. 

'Bullimore's the next I choose 
to pick on in this rhyme 
to spell is what he needs to learn 
'tho' I'm sure he will . .. given time 

'Gorman' is the next l pick 
the 'laid back' one for sure 
but ask him anything your like 
no doubt he'll find a cure. 

Can they play darts? l ask myself 
(do fish swim in the sea?) 
but when they lose against 'Doris del ' 
we can't wait to collect the fee 

Now 266, they are the lads 
who fix up all your 'phones 
they switch your numbers here and there 
cut-off your dialling tones 

Some say they are all animals 
the worst you 'II ever meet 
but never fear if you walk in 
they 'll offer up their seat 

Tho ' soldiers they are thru· and thru' 
and minimum they're paid 
'tis cables that they love the best 
tho ' that's not a// they 've laid 

l visit regularly next door 
the brews l get are jab 
best coffee and tea in the whole damn place 
clean cup ... that can't be bad 

Now all that's left for me to say 
is so long and farewell 
perhaps we'll meet again sometime 
if not before . . . in hell. 
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- News from Troops -

PIU and SST (Fwd) 
BFPO 32 

PTARMIGAN A~D WA\'ELL SYSTEM S PPORT TEAM 
(FORWARD) 

We've arrived in Lipp tad!! 
The PTARMJGA Wavell y tern Support Team (Forward) has 

now moved from Verden down lO Lippstadt and are now co:oca1ed 
with 22 ig Regt. PWSST (Forward) was originally located ith the 
PTARMIGA Introduction Unit. The PJU are laying in Verden to 
coniinue the training and it is only the System Support Element that 
has moved down to Lippstadt. 

The Sv tern Support Team is made up of both a Civilian and 
Military ·element commanded by Maj Helier Exon ably as isted by 
Capt Suzy Reed WRAC/R Signal . 

Moving from Verden lO Lippstadt wa no joke and wi1h a_ tea.m 
compri ing mainly S CO' it wa a ca e of everybody doing his bu. 
In fact W02 (Fof ) Randerson firmly refused lO be photographed 
carrying boxe off the two 16 ton lorries but SSgt (FofS) Bob 
Bradford and SSgt Colin Na h REME were not nearly so shy! 

The team spend most of i1s time out on exercise in BAOR helping 
to solve equipment teething problems bu1 all are fervently hoping that 
they get to pend Chri tmas in Lipps1adt, or Scotland, in SSgt Bill 
McLean' ca e. 

The newest arrival is Cpl Neville Hyde who has not had to move at 
all, he joined us from 22 Sig Regt. Cpl Hyde will understudy the 
Yeoman, S gt (YofS) Wayne Brown. In fact Cpl Hyde already has the 
ame middle name as the Yeoman-'l'm checking the Crypto.' 

Both civilian and military members work together on exercise
although it is easy to tell the military and civilian apart and crie of 
'you need a haircut solider' and 'no mixed dre s' are wasted on the 
civilians. The civilian element is commanded by Mr Frank Jory of the 
Plessey Company who keeps the boys in line, and their water pistols 
loaded! 

The exerci e season next year is bound to be busy with even more 
units being issued with their PTARMIGA slice so perhaps we won I 
see too much of Lippstadt, but so far it looks good. 

The PTARMIGAN and WAVELL System Support Team ready for 
the off 

Back Row (L-RJ Ron Tatchell, W02 (FofS) Lee Randerson, Dave 
Sanders, SSgt (FofS) Bob Bradford, Brian Pearce, Sgt Steve 

Hatfield, Andy Davey and Adrian Henshaw 
Sitting: SSgt Colin Nash REME and Sgt Alan Wilson 

SSgt (FofSl Bob Bradford and SSgt Colin Nash REME unloading at 
Lippstadt 
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633 Sig Tp 
BFPO 12 

CARIBBEAN COMMUNICATORS 
After a long absence 633 returns to the pages of The Wire with a 

bit of Caribbean charisma from 'der Buleeze Sygnul Troop, maan' . 

VI IT OF COMMANDER I SIGNAL GROUP 
In April we were vi ited by Col Colin Brown who came to keep a 

fa1herly eye on the Troop, and 10 remind us that, unlike the 14 Army 
of old, we are not totally forgotten. The grand Western Highway (at 
least it ha tarmac on it) took the Colonel on a welcome escape to 
Cooma Cairn, away from the humidity and squadrons of mosquitoes 
based at Airport Camp, and who pu1 in substantially more flying 
hours than the RAF! Experience of lesser Belizeian roadworks was 
provided by the tortuous one and a half hours of jungle track from 
the Western Highway to Cooma Cairn rebroadcast station. This 
remote four man detachment is sited permanently in the Mayan 
Mountains and is a key link in British Forces communication. 
Sen itive equipment such as C41 radio (yes C41 is still alive, but not 
very well, and living in Belize) goes by helicopter. Less sensitive 
equipment such as Mark I Homo Sapiens and 27 lli KVA generators 
by road/gravel track/mud slide, through scorpion and snake infested 
jungle (exciting stuff-eh?}. 

The rebro crew, commanded by LCpl 'Buck' Buckmaster, hosted 
the commander and were joined for a barbecue by the RRB moggie 
and LCpl Pronto. LCpl Pronto was fairly recently reduced from 
Substantive Corporal for biting the visiting CSM. Some dogs have no 
taste . . . 

(l- R) FofS Frank Running, YofS Don Wilson, Capt Mike Lithgow 
(prettier side), Col Colin Brown 

YofS to FofS 'Does the Comd know that Belize chicken is really 
Iguana? 

'LET LOOSE THE DOGS OF WAR' 
The Airpon Camp defence exercise provided some interesting 

diversions for the Troop for a week. All Troop members, not on a 
two-way shift, became o 2 platoon stalwartly defending the 
Commcen and Transmitter site (the 'Alamo') against all comers
most of whom didn't bother with our neck of the woods. Cpls John 
Gorman and Russ Dodd led their gallant warriors with inimitable 
style, with SSgt Derek Coker keeping a fatherly eye on them. A 
telemech was also seen to rejoice at the sight of a tech heavily laden 
in cam-cream. 

HAVE BERGEN, WILL TRAVEL 
'Enough of. the luxury of APC', decided the OC, Lt Nick Davies. 

The steamy jungle of the Sibun Gorge provided an appropriate setting 
for the troop jungle training course. Unsuspecting 'volunteers' (never 
again!) strolled, hacked, crawled and slithered over terrain resembling 
Snowdonia, covered in bramble bushes. On Ex Jungle Sword I ably 
led by LCpls 'Buck' Buckmaster and 'Geordie' Longstaff, the patrols 
triumphed-eventually. LCpl Mark Pinkney ' lt's all right, this pool is 
only two feet deeeeep . . . glug . . . glug. . . ' 

Course No II saw a change of location and all secondary jungle. 
Very thick undergrowth concealing a multitude of evils' Anything you 
see that resembles brightly coloured climbing rope, do not touch, it 
may object . . . ! ' Cpl Dean .Jackson's patrol learned the joys of 
morse on their RT 316 (his patrol consisted of 3 x techs and I x 
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telcm~ch) and h~d. tl!c pl.easure of thanking the OC for their 
expenence by anmh,tl~t111g him and Sig 'Dinger' Bell (posing as 'them 
lot over the border) m a nver ambush at the end. 

Cpl Paul Rushen and Sig 'Dinger' Bell roughing it at Control HQ 

DISASTER RELIEF-OPERATION VASCO 
!he ~arthquake in Mexico saw a swiftly prepared CRL deiachment 

b~ing d1spa~ched from the Troop to establish a rear link from Mexico 
City to Belize. 

The initial party, consi ted ~f Cpl Joe Flood and LCpl ick 
Basford, set up a PRC 320 CW hnk back from Mexico City Airpori 
They had flown up with the advance party by Puma and wer~ 
followed in the first Hercules by a YRC 321 detachment. With the 
~ssistance of a 'Para Vee' antenna. and much perseverence a secure Tg 
hnk wa~ eventually set up bouncing the I ,OOOKm over the Mexican 
Mountains back to Belize. One local, intrigued by a landrover parked 
in the middle of the airport asked 'Ah, telex! May l send a telex to 
my mother in Spain please?'. 

The Mexicans were incredibly friendly, offering 1he detat.hment 
cups of coffee, and the hospitality of the Armada de Mexico was most 
welcome (but tortillas and chili was rather novel for breakfast). 

Back from Mexico and preparations for HM The Queen 's visit were 
in full swing. Three radio detachments deployed, a CRL to UK and 
a MRL to HM Guardship, HMS Diomede; two way shifts rule. LCpl 
'Taff' Davies and Sig ' Rolf' Harris had the best of it, exchanged with 
!he RN for the week and basking in the air conditioned luxury of the 
ships radio room. 

The rainy season is now well and truly here. Old cable joints fill 
with water nicely, providing hours of entertainment for Cpl 'Budgie' 
Parrett and his telemechs, especially in the remoter corner of camp 
in the evenings. 'Why has the tree got scraich marks five feet off th~ 
ground?' 

'Through-at last' LCpl Nick Basford bending the airwaves on 
Operation Vasco 

Up, up and away - almost 'loading the Hercules for Operation 
Vasco 
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640 Sig p (EW) 
Blandford 

The formation of 640 Sig Tp (EW) took place on I Augu t with a 
Regimental parade. The CO 30 Sig Regt Lt Col W. H. Backhou e 
took the salute as Capt John Terrington, the Troop Commander, led 
his men in a drive past of the Troop vehicles. 

Although we have no permanent accommodation at present, the 
building rapidly going up on Anson Square, Blandford Garrison will 
be our new home (heated garages and all), in the near future. 

This period we said goodbye to S gt Barry Thorp and family, 
posted to Cyprus on promotion and welcome gt teve Rook and hi 
family to the Troop and hope they have a happy tour. You can read 
Sgt Steve Rook's impression of our first exercise below. 

EXERCISE PURPLE VICTORY NO EMBER 1985 
On Monday 4 November 640 Sig Troop (EW) left Blandford on its 

first major deployment. Ex Purple Victory was 10 be a testing time for 
both men and equipment. We were told that the exercise was to be 
held in four phases, in the end it was, although the e bore lillle 
resemblance to the ones given:-

Phase I-Pre exercise training at Blandford. 
Phase 2-Two days twiddling thumbs waiting for a phone call. 
Phase 3-Three days R&R at RAF Leeming waiting for a C-130. 
Phase 4-Six days exercise play waiting for the ice to thaw. 
Having repaired the runway, the RAF flew us into Oustonia from 

where we were deployed. Once established on the ground, gt (Ditcher 
Danny) Glover RM decided to Reece possible comms sites, prior to the 
ar~ival. of the_ OC Capt (Jn John Terr_ington, but found 6ft deep 
1mgat1on ditches not really suitable. Having reversed 
(accidentally)into a ditch his co-driver gt Steve Rook found himself 
at an angle of 90° chatting to the inhabitants of the undergrowth; two 
CRVT's and a wrecker later they were recovered. 

The bulk of the Troop had by now arrived and were settling down 
into a steady routine, discovering that the equipment was much beuer 
than they thought, especially the Arctic heaters. The Troop admin 
detachment commanded by Sgt Dave (GGG Granville) Taylor were 
excellent and even managed to provide a rum ration (on the last day). 
A mention must go to the EWLO and his merry band of men at Costa 
del Redesdale, WOJ Colin May, gt John Smith and Cpl am Shaw 
who were very disappointed when they found that they would only get 
one issue of clean sheets throughout the exercise. Well done everyone 
for keeping your sense of humour in the sub zero Arctic wa te of 
Hadria. 

On day five of the exercise a strange sight was seen. A sleeping bag 
armed with an SMG with very shiny boots was seen walking into the 
cook's tent closely followed by a pair of snips and an EMER. We 
never did find out who that was, but it was rumoured that the only 
thing that the Techs repaired wa their Kero heater! 

Finally came Endex, and the recovery phase, with the Troop doing 
a mammoth drive to Blandford via the M6/M5/M4 (the OC decided 
to stay on in the field despite kind offers of RAF assistance) apart 
from the comms det with LCpl Jock Hewitt being recovered to 
Otterburn for a new clutch. To sum up, the Troop did actually gain 
a lot of experience from the exercise, and this will be of great value 
to us on our next deployment to orway. 
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The Field of Remembrance 1985 
General view of t he Field from t he West Doo r End of Wes tminster 
Abbey showing , in the background , St Marg are ts Westmins ter 

a nd , in t he fo reground , The Burma Star Associatio n Plot 

The Roya l Corps o f S ignals Plot in which are p lanted two Badged 
C_rosses (Donated by the Serving Corps and 1 1 Sig Regt ); two 
Fie ld Crosses (Donated by The Roya l Signals Association and The 
Ind ia n S ignals Ass ociation ) and 35 Poppy Cros ses donated by 

Units of t he Corps and Branches of t he Associat ion 
These photos were taken on the opening day of The Field of Remembrance- Thursday 
7 November 1985- by Mr Fred Thomas of The West London Branch 
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NEWCASTLE & DISTRICT BRANCH 

The Annual General Meeting of the Branch was held in the FE POW 
C lub in ewca tie on Thursday 11 April with ome 36 member 
p re ent. T his had been po tponed from 14 March due to the illness of 
the C hairman and o ther Committee member , a nd inclement weather. 
This enabled me to attend the Annual Representat ives reun ion a t 31 
Sig Regt (V) at H ammersmith on Saturday 13 April. 

T his yea r ha been a n exceedingly bu y one, e pecia lly for our 
Branch. 

On Friday 19 April our Chairman Mr J. Graham , 10 ladies and 
my elf were up before the crack o f dawn to travel from Newcas tle to 
Gatwick Ai rport, prior to fl ying off to Guernsey fo r the 'Royal 
Signa l weekend ' held by the Guernsey Branch . This was full y 
reported in The Wire o f July 1985. uffice to say tha t a heartfelt vo te 
o f thank mu t be expre ed to our Ho ts for the wonderful ' do' 
which had been la id on for us. Whil t there, we were jo ined by Capt 
(Ret'd) Denny Rochester WRAC, who joined u from holiday in 
Jer ey to be ' ith her 'Old Gi rl ' (Our Lady Members). I a lso enjoyed 
meeting up again wi th the two In Pensioners, C M A. T . Nash and 

gl H. R. Hulme, whom I had met the previou weekend a t the 
Representati ve Meeting, and at the India n Signal As ocia tion AGM 
and Dinner, held at the Victory Services Club . 

We must also express our incere thank to the ma nagement and 
staff a1 Les Rocquettes Hotel , St Peter Port, for the wonderful service 
we were given, a nd especially fo r the entertainment laid on a fter the 
Sunday Evening Concert , when the Ba nd came back with us a nd 
' tayed for a while' !! Since tha t time, we seem 10 have been meeting 
up with the Band quite frequently. However, all good th ing come to 
an end, and none o f u had too much leep before we had to be back 
on our Mini-Bus and heading for Guern ey Airport , and home. I 
think we will all remember that Mini-Bus, and the travels we had in 
it on that Sunday a fter the Church Service, for a very long time! ! 

Our next venture a frer rer urning home was when we a ttended the 
Centenary Ser ice at St Nicho las Cathedral , Newcastle, for the 
SSAFA, a good contingent from the branch, with of course our 
Standard joining in , with aU the other Ex-Service Associa1ions and 
RBL contingents and Srandards. 

This was of cour e followed by the Annual Catterick Reunion over 
the weekend 29/ 30 June. Some 50 Members attended , including o f 
course our TA members from 34 (N) Sig Regt (V}, from whvm we get 
a great deal of support and hospitality. This has of cou rse already 
been reported (photographically) in the September Issue of The Wire . 
Here again of course we met up with the Band, and again at 
the e.wca tie Town Movr Show on I and 2 Augu t , when we 
entertained them at the 'Mercury Club' at 34 Sig Regt Drill Hall in 
Gareshead. This had originally been arranged for the Saturday night , 
but due to change in the Band' s Programme, had 10 be brough1 
forward to the Friday . The Saturday night event on 3 August till went 
ahead, taking the form of a combined 34 Sigs (TA) and Association 
social event at the Gateshead Drill Hall. 

Shortly after this on Friday 8 August, we were invited to auend The 
Final Pass Off Parade of the Junior Regiment Royal Signals (26) , at 
Albermarle Barracks, Ouston, about 14 A sociation Members were 
able to attend, and all were most impressed by the excellent way in 
w~ich Ulster and Rapier Troops carried out the ceremony, together 
with two Troops from 11 Sig Regt. Following the conclusion of the 
•Pass Off Parade, the official hand-over of the barracks to the CO and 
a contingent of the Junior Infantry Battalion was made . A very 
impressive and well carried out ceremony. 

At the conclusion , our members were invited to proceed to the 
WO's and Sergeant's Mess where we were entertained to an excellent 
lunch ecc, and we must express our sincere thanks to all member of 
the Mess, and to their counterparts from the Junior Infantry Batcalion 
for the wonderful welcome given to us a ll. 

On 8 November we were well represented at a local banqueting suite 
fo r .a Remembrai:ic~ Ceremony held by the RBL together wich 
Regimenta l Assoc1auons and regu lar Army, TA Units and Cadet 
Conti ngents, and Bands. At the conclusion of the Ceremony the 
evening conti nued with band di p lays and community si nging. T his 
was the fi rst time for several years tha t a local ceremony had been held 
in the area, and it is to be hoped tha t it will by no means be the last. 
For those unable to attend the A nnua l Festiva l of Remembrance in the 
Albert H a ll , it was a fitt ing occasion for us all to remember our fallen 
comrades. 
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SHREWSBURY BRANCH 

Report by Maj R . G . Ailkcn Hon Sec 
Another successful year,_ regrettably no increa e in membcrshi , but 

we keep_ go 111g._ Anyone. 111 the hrewsbury area reading thif who 
would like to JOl!l us 1s always most welcome just . h 
secretary fo r further information. ' contact t e 

The photograph is_ of Brian Harrington receiving his Honour 
Members~1p Badge fro_m our Branch President John Wall the 
p~esemau?n took place 111 Brian's home town of Wern and wa' w II 
recorded 111 the local press 'Well done' Brian e 

~im Goggin 's death was reported in the N~vember i sue. He was 
Branch Secretary for more than 20 years until he moved South 
three years ago. Jim completed his service in the Recruiting Offsome 
the town and then join_ed _the C_ivil Service, he was employ~~e ~~ 
Headquar_ters Western District until he recired with ill health; Jim wa 
a very active supporter o f Shrewsbury Town Football Team he also 
devoced a lot of sp~re t.ime to being Branch Secretary. Ou( deepest 
ympath y goe to his wife and fam ily. 
_The third Saturday in November aw the Branch holding its Annual 

D111~cr Dance at the Radbrook Ho tel, smaller in numbers than 
prev10~ years, but a rea lly pleas~ n.t eveni ng was enjoyed by those 
attend111g. Th~ Band caught the spm t of the occasion and played the 
Corps March 111 our Honour. Have you ever heard the Corp March 
played ? n an organ ~ saxopho ne and drum ? It's a pity that we did not 
record II fo r our Directo r of Music; it gave a whole new meaning to 
' Band Cuts' . 

We, now. loo k forwa rd to 1986 a nd the Branch 'Grand ational 
Draw which we run on be~al f of the A sociation. Wich your 
conllm.~ ed support we ho pe to mcrease the proceeds which are passed 
to .Regimental Headquart er to carry ouc the excellent job of work 
which they perfo rm on our beha lf. 

From a ll our members, a pro perous New Year. 

Brian Ha rrington (Left) receiving his Honour Badge from the 
Branch President J ohn Wall 

FORMER PENSIONERS 
We report wi th regret, the recent death of the following former 

Member of the Corp who were in receipt of a pension: 
22242186 W02 V. J. larke 
33 11 876 Sig J . Fergu on 
23 1657 1 Sig S. T. Guile 
23 16198 W02 P. W. Garner 
23 1641 5 C pl C. Dura nd 
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- Sport -
ORIENTEERING 

The Roy~! Sig~als came _up !~umps in_ the Team Inter Corps 
(BAOR) Onen~eenng Champion hips, held 111 November at L.i nwedel 
near Hanover 111 Germany. 

In dry but bin_crly cold weather ~heir 'A' Team beat the Royal 
Armoured C?rps into ccond place wnh a mere 26 seconds difference 
over a total t.1mc of J~St under eight hours, while the Royal Electrical 
and Mechanical Engineers' 'A' Team took third place 

Full results were as follows: · 

INTER-CORPS (BAOR) TEAM C LA S 
1st Royal Signab 'A' 
2nd Royal Armoured Corps 
3rd REME 'A' 

ROYAL IGNA LS MAJOR . IT TEAMS 
1st l Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
2nd 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 

ROYAL SIG ALS MINOR U IT TEAMS 
I t 2 11 Sig Sqn 
2nd 227 Sig Sqn 

G UEST T EAM CLA 
1st O LV U lar 
2nd 3 Queens 

ROY AL IGNAL J DIVID AL CLAS 
1st SSgt Tem'!1en, I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
2nd Sgt Probm, 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 

CH IEF SIG AL OFFICER' C P FOR 
CHAM PIO BAOR ROYAL IGNAL U ' IT 
I Armd Di v HQ and Sig Regt 

CORPS GO LF 1986 
The Fixtur~ 1:-ist for 1986 _i publi hed below. All ranks , pa 1 and 

pre ent , a_re ehg1ble for selection. Individuals wishing to be considered 
fo r selecuon should contac1 the Secretary: 

Maj (Reid) J . E . Gill 
Minist ry of Defence 
Army Security Veui ng Unic 
Royal Milita ry Academy 
Woolwich London SEIB 4JJ 
Telephone: 01-856 5533 Queen Elizabeth Military Hospital 
Extn 2545 

Thu 27 . Jar Sta ff College 
Thu/ Fn 10/ 11 Apr Corps Meering (South) 
Wed 7 May RAPC 
Mon-Fri 12-16 May Army Championship 

(AOGS Meeting) 
Thu 22 May HMS Mercury 
Tue 27 May RE 
Wed-Fri Inter-Corp 
4-6 Jun Champion hip (AGA) 
Fri 20 Jun RAF Sig Sp Command 
Thu 26 Jun RCT 
Fri 11 Jul RA 
Wed 16 Jul RMAS 
Fri 7 Aug REME 
Mon-Wed UKLF Champion hip 
11-13 Aug ( GA) · 
Wed/ T hur 3/ 4 Sept Corp . leeting ( orth) 
Fri 5 ept RAOC 
Fri 26 Sept Ironsides 
Wed 1- Oct RAMC/ R DC 

Wentworth (pm only) 
High Post 
Tyrrells Wood 
Royal St George' 
Royal Cinque Port 
Black moor 
Hankley Common 
Cauerick 

To be confirmed 
Blackmoor 
Berkshire 
Alder hot (pm only) 
Black moor 
Liule A ton 

Canerick 
Fulford 
We 1 Hil l 
Farnham 

CRO S-CO NTRY 2 INF DI HQ AND SIG REGT 
T~e Regimemal cross-co~i:itry team is improving with e ery race. 

Hav111g won a team compeuuon on the roads in a major ivilian meet 
at Barh in ovember, the team came a close econd to lst PWO in the 
Army Cro -Country Relay Championship in Alder hot. The team 
including LCpl Pete Freeman , Cpls Pete Ro) ale , and teve Lawrenc~ 
wa led home by ig Mark V_ile who ran the fa te t leg of 1he day. Jn 
breaking the cour e record in a race a t Leed Roundhav earlier in 
. ovember by 50 econ_d , Vile again l~d the team to a convincing win 
in the orth Eas t Services League. Th is put the Regiment \\ell clear. 
a~ead of the ~o l ice and . . ivil Service, in the league competition. 
F1_nal_ly the Regiment qua li fied for the Army C ro -Cou ntry Final by 
winni ng the orthern Area competi tion outright on 7 December. 
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters 
The following items are available from •he Association 

Any telephone enquiries to Millbank Military extension 245, please. 
STD 101) 834 9060 Ext 245. 

•Jimmy' in bronze. Height 11 Y," includin.g plinth . 
Produced by Peter Hicks for the Assoc1at1on 

Royal Signals stick pin, for ladies wear. 
9 carat gold with spring safety stud . 

Sterling silver with spring safety stud. 
Complete in presentation case. 

Corps table mats (set of six) ... 

Corps table mat (large) 15 H by 11 Y," 

Corps cocktail mats (set of six) 

Corps wall plaque (scrolls ' Royal Corps of Signals' or blank) ... 

Corps cuff links (revised pattern) 

Framed, illuminated Corps badge 4 Y," x 4 Y," 

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background) 

Crested glass ash trays 

Corps ties - terylene 3 Y," 

Car badge - square, acrylic .. . 

Key ring w ith Corps badge tag 

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold 

Corps transfers - large (10" x 7 % " ) 

medium (7 Y, " x 5 Y, "l 

small (3 " x 2 %" ) ... 

Identity card holder . . . 

Blazer buttons - large 

small 

Association lapel badge (new pattern, members only) 

Vinyl ' coasters' with Corps Crest (set of six) 

Corps crest on foil. Framed and glazed 

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING 

Cheques payable to:- 'Royal Signals Association' please 

Overseas UK 

£ £ 

39 .00 43 .70 

42.50 48 .00 

8.60 9 .50 

26.00 28 .50 

6 .30 7 .15 

6 .50 7.40 

9 .40 10.80 

4. 60 5 .00 

1 .85 2 .00 

5 .00 5 .60 

1.80 2.00 

3 .10 3 .50 

3.40 3 .75 

0 .85 1.00 

3 .20 3 .60 

0 .85 0 .90 

0 .80 0.85 

0 .75 0.80 

0 .25 0 .30 

0 .60 0 .65 

0 .85 0.95 

0.40 0.45 

1 .45 1.55 

5 .00 5 .65 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES, 
PO BOX 4, FARNBOROUGH. HAMPSHIRE, GU14 7LR. TEL 0262 615891 

The style is 
Vintage but not 
the price 

For all bar 

supplies 

contact your 

nearest NAAFI. 

Amontillado Shern: 

-------------------------- f"fre-; flowe-;; fl;:n dire~ fr~ - I 
Reader Offer I the Sovereign Nursery in Guernsey I 

to any address in UK and Ireland 

2 S • I Fl D I with your message inside. Pe CI a Owe r ays A free 75p Voucher will be sent to 
I you for your future use. 

FEB 
14th 

Closing date 
1st Feb 

Valentines Day 
Single long stem 
Sovereign Red Rose 

£2·75 

Printed In Great Britain 

MAR 
9th 

Closing date 
17th Feb 

Mothers Day 
20 Narcissus 
1 O Chincherinchees 

I TICK BOXES B Valentines Day 
Mothers Day 

I NAME & ADDRESS OF SENDER (BLOO<CAPITAlS) 

'~~~~~~~~~~~
!~~~~~~~~~~~ 

plus 
Florida Fern £7·951 

~~~~~---=-:::~~=--~~ I NAME & ADDRESS OF RECIPIENT: 

I I enclose Cheque/Postal Order for£ 
f or debit my Credit Card No ' 

SUPPLEMENT No. 1-PAGE THREE 
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Ground 
Electronics 

(Radio/Radar) 
Technicians 

Oman 

Circa £25,500 over 2 years 
(tax-free) plus Company 

fringe benefits. 

. .-- . 

of the following fields: 

•Army HF/ VHF/ UHF Tactical Commumcalions (fixed and 
mobile). 

• Medium powered HF transmitters / receivers 

If you will be shortly completing your service with the 
British Armed Forces, you are likely to be ideally swted 

In return for your skills we offer bachelor status open
ended contracts (minimum 15 months) with free air 
conditioned accommodation and meals. superb sports 
fac1l1t1es. expert medical care and free personal accident 
msur ance. plus generous periods of UK leave with air 
passages paid. 

_Interested applicants should telephone (0202) 572271, or 
wnte with C.V .. quoting reference W/033, to: Company 
Personnel Manager. Airwork Limited. Bournemouth-Hurn 

We need experienced technicians to install and maintain 
a wide range of military ground communications and 
electronic equipment used by the Sultan of Oman's Armed 
Forces. 

Airport, Christchurch, 
Dorset BH23 6EB. 

. Candidates must have had thorough basic training 
·ideally with ONC, C & Goran equivalent ~ervice qualification 
and have at least 5 years' practical experience in one or more 

Airwork 
Limited 

~OPERATORS 

The Team to Trus1 

When you 
leave the 
Services ... 

Contact the Three Tees Agency 
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street 
The Three Tees Agency serves 6.000 companies and deals solely 
with vacancies for Telephone. Telex . and Teleprinter Operators. 
You can be sure of a warm welcome and tree advice and guidance 
on employment prospects in the commercial world of 
Telecommunications If you are rusty. we can give you the opportunity 
to brush up your operating and also familiarise you wi th commercial 
routines and equipment. and then guide you to the right JOb. 
permanent or temporary. In some cases resettlement courses are 
available for those seeking permanent employment in the Greater 
London area . 111e T11ree TeeS Ca//, write or telephone 
110 Fleet Street EC4 01-353 3611 

Agency Ltd 124RegentStreetw101-7340365 '~ L--~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Cable and Wireless are the 
professionals in applying the 
latest technological advances to 
meet the expandingtelecommuni
cations needs of today's and 
tomorrow's world. Our state-of
the-art equipment is backed by 
more than a century of communi
cations achievement. It's this 
combination of experience and 
adv a need know-how that enables 
us to keep ahead in proyid ing 
services to over 60 countries. 

If you areaboutto leave the 
Services and want an opportunity 
to expand and develop your 
telecommunicat ions experience 

Join the other 
professionals 

and talents, why not contact us? 
Especially if you 've had several 
years' experience in HF & 
Broadband installation systems, 
plus qualifications to C & G, B & C 
standard or Forces equivalent. 

An initial contract up to two 
years overseas with Cable and 
Wireless can earn a handsome 
tax free salary all found, with 
generous leave, terminal gratuity 
and paid travel. 

Talk to us. Full details to: 
Recruitment Manager 
Cable and Wireless Pie 
Mercury House, Theobalds Road 
London WC1 X 8RX 

Cable and Wi•eless 
Helps the world communicate 

Producro by the Publishers, THE .ROYAL SIG ALS ASSOCIATION, 56 Regency Street , London SWIP 4AD (Telephone Millbank Mil ext 246 STD 018349060) 
on conJunctoo~ with. COMBINED SERVICE PUBl.ICATIONS LTD, PO Box 4, Farnborough. Hampshire GUJ4 7LR 

Pnntcd ·~ Great Bruam by llolbrook & Son Ltd, Norway Road , Portsmouth, Hants POJ SHX 
AdvertiS<ment Managers: SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD, PO Box 4. Farnborough, Hampshire GUl4 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891) 



The triumphs and traditions of Her Majesty's Services are 
pai~s.takin~ly reflected i~ precious metal by Carrington, the 

military iewelJers and silversmiths. At our Regent Street 
showrooms you will discover a wide selection of our 

c~aftsmanshi~, from regimental brooches, cuff-links and tie 
pms, to magmficent centrepieces honouring past glories and 

pre~en.t achievem~nts . We are always pleased to accept 
commissions, and will gladly undertake renovation work on 

your existing regimental trophies. 
Write or telephone for our iUustrated brochure . • c . w i¥ arnngton .. ---¥-

170 Regent Street, London WIR GBQ 
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NATIONAL SAVINGS- FOR A 
WIDER INVESTMENT CHOICE 

There a.ff many National Savings 
products to choose from, each one 
answering a different need. 

Which is the one for you? 

FIXED INTEREST CERTIFICATES. 
A lump-sum investment that gives a 
guaranteed tax-free return over five years. 
Buy thern from your bank or post office. 

INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES. 
A tax-free investment with full protection 
against ihflation - plus Extra Interest. Buy 
them from post offices. 

YEARLY PLAN. A scheme offering 
regular savers a high rate of tax-free interest 
guaranteed over five years. Application 
forms at post offices. 

INCOME BONDS.Aregularmonthly 
income at a highly competitive rate. Interest 
is paid gross without tax being deducted. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INDEXED-INCOME BONDS. 
For an inflation-proof monthly income. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INVESTMENT ACCOUNT. 
Competitive interest with no tax deducted 
at source. Especially beneficial to non-tax 
payers. From post offices. 

DEPOSIT BONDS. A premium rate 
of interest on a lump sum investment. Best 
for longer term savings. Interest is paid gross 
without tax being deducted at source. 
From your post office. 

ORDINARY ACCOUNT. Immediate 
access to money at over 20,000 post offices. 
Two levels of interest according to when 
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and how much you invest- with the first 
£70 of interest tax free. 

PREMIUM BONDS. A chance to win 
a fortune - over 155,000 prizes a month -
with no risk oflosing your stake money. 
Application forms at banks and post 
offices. 

NATIONAL SAVINGS STOCK 
REGISTER (NSSR). The easy way to buy 
Government Stock ('Gilts'). The interest is 
paid gross without tax being deducted at 
source. Details from post offices. 

FIND OUT MORE. Leaflets on all 
these schemes are available at post offices. 
If you prefer to phone, ring 0800 100 100 
(free) any time or send the coupon ,__~-f-~----, 
to: National Savings, FREEPOST 
433512,Bristol BSl 3YX. NATIONAL 

SAVINGS 

1r------------
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0 STOCK REGISTER 
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This shows the stained glass w indow recently presented to St Luke's Garrison Church in Soest by 3 
Armoured Div1s1on Headquarters and Signal Regiment. 
The window , which depicts t he baptism of Christ by St John the Baptist, was designed from an original 
drawing by Maj C R. Harper, t he Officer Commanding 206 (6 Airmobile Brigade) Signal Squadron. 
Funds w ere raised by t he Regiment and the Divisional Headquarters Staff by means of a sponsored walk 
around the Mohnesee. 

See page 140 

PAY BANDS AND THE RATE FOR THE JOB 

At about this time each year , results are announced for job evaluations which have been completed in the past 12 months. For the large majority, this usually means 
no change, but for some, there will be upbandings and , unfortunately for others, downbandings. For many of you it is hard to understand why someone, somewhere, 
sends om a letter once a year altering your rate of pay. So, what exactly is going on? What is job evaluation, and why do some trades have their paybands changed 
after so many years? 

Since 1970, we have all been paid what has become known as the 'Military Salary'. The idea is that we should be paid rates of pay 1hat are broadly comparable 
with earnings for jobs of a similar size in civilian life. 

This does no1 mean that cooks in 1he Army are compared with cooks outside, or that clerks are compared with clerks. If it did mean that, who would we compare 
a 'Gunner' or an 'Infantry Soldier' with? No, we are paid the same average rate of pay as someone outside who has a job which is the same size as our own. So 
how are we supposed to measure the size of the job? Quite simple, we do it by a system known as 'job evaluation'. In fact it is far from simple, and the Armed Forces 
have a specially trained team of servicemen devoted solely to the task of evaluating job sizes and recommending appropriate paybands for each trade. They are the 
Joint Services Job Evaluation Team (JSJET) and, since 1970, it has been their job to examine every single trade at each level in all three Services. Of course, it was 
an impossible task to do them all at once, and it is only this year for the very first Lime that we can claim to have evaluated every single trade in the Armed Forces. 

Each year a number of trades are selected for evaluation. They are chosen either because it is !heir 'turn' to be checked, or because the person who sponsor the 
trade (usually the Directorate concerned) has asked for it to be re-evaluated-perhaps because the job description has changed. 

A representative number of soldiers from each trade, between 1he ranks of Corpora l and WOI, are then interviewed at their unit by a WO! analyst from JSJET. 
The analyst will have already studied the job description provided by the Sponsor, but he still needs to talk io great detail about the job to the person who actually 
does it. It is very important therefore, that the job holder (which could be you) has given the subject a lot of thought before the interview takes place. 

The analyst takes the result of hi work back to JSJET where a judging panel, made up of an officer of equivalent Colonel raok from each of the three Services, 
plus a civilian consultant from the International Bu iness Con ultants firm (I BUCO ), agree to a job score. 

The total score is made up from a number or factors, each of which have been allocated a maximum number of points . Some of these factors are:
Previous training and experience 
Planning requirements 
Responsibility for supervision 
Consequence of error 
Physical/Mental skill required 
Responsibility for materials 
Working environment 
The scores achieved from each factor are added together to produce a total out of a possible maximum score of 1,000. If the job achieves a core of, say, 500 point 

then the appropriate pay band would be Band 2 for a Corporal or Band 6 for a SNCO. (Band 2 scores between 453-532 on the Corporal Factor Plan; Band 6 between 
441 -600 on the SNCO Factor Plan. 

Mo t job cores change a little over the years, but not enough to move the job into another payband. Sometime though, jobs do change a great deal , perhaps 
due to new technology or changes in work pattern and responsibilities. In the e ase the trade can be either up or downbanded . Because it was impossible to evaluate 
trades all at once when the scheme started , some were ' lotted ' until they can be evaluated by JSJET. Sloll ing has caused a number or up and downbandings recently 
because the trade were originally placed in the wrong payband and have ince been evaluated. It is, of cour e, cold comfort to tell a soldier that he has been overpaid 
for the past few years and, now that his job has been properly evaluated for the fi r t time, he is going to drop a payband. But this i what has actually happened . 
We do have a built in safeguard for soldier who suffer from a downbanding however, as they go on to 'mark time' rates of pay for three year or until the new 
rate overtakes the level of pay they have become used to receiving . All changes are effective from I April each year . 

Well, the question has to be asked whether or not we feel we are getting a fair deal from the job evaluation and paybanding sy 1em. In the last three years there 
have been a ratio of 1hree to one upbandings to downbandings in the Army. Downbandings are, of course, very difficult to swallow and they are alway checked and 
double checked at very senior level before they are accepted. As we would expect, !here is never any problem about upbandings! 
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A ROYAL COMMAND WITH THE CHILDREN IN MIND 

Report by Capt Stuart Lockie, l Squadron, Wilton . . . 
On our la t adventure training expedition we took ume out to v1s11 

a very pecial chool indeed. 
A few weeks before none of us had even heard of Khemi set let 

alone did we think it w~uld feature in our expedition. Khemis et town 
lie midway between the Moroccan capital of Rabat and the ancient 
cultural city of Fes. ince 1972 the Save rhe Children Fund (SCF) h~ve 
administered a school, which is a converted farm complex, catering 
for the need of 120 phy ically handicapped children aged 6-16 year . 
Mo tare victims of polio and all are from poor families. Fortunately, 
a high percentage are financially assisted through the SCF' 
ponsorship scheme. . . . 

The vi it came a a result of a recent royal v1s1t to Wilton. HRH The 
Princess Anne our Colonel-in-Chief became aware of our Morroco 
expedition during her visit to I Sqn, 10 Sig Regt (HQ UKLF). As the 
president of Save the Children Fund it was easy to understand 
Princess Anne's enthusia m and ub equent uggestion that we should 
isit the chool. 
Our Yeoman of Signals, W02 Trevor Taylor quickly consulted 

the expedition's officer to see if this was possible. 
After a few calculations and everal frantic telephone call it wa 

decided that the visit was feasible and required only a minimum of last 
minute changes. Our thank go to Mr Jock Wingfield, the SCF 
overseas deputy director, who smoothed the way and provided timely 
information about rhe school. Armed with several maps of Central 
Morocco we arranged to visit the school on our way back from the 
expedition's original destination, the High Atla Mountains. 

It was scheduled to last only two hours and we had been asked IO 
restrict our numbers as the Moroccan authorities can often be rather 
obstructive. This arrangement suited our needs anyway because the 
minibus was packed full of various gifts and tores that we had 
transported all the way from our Wilton base. We had made a last 
minure local appeal for clothing and toiletries so that we could help 
SCF in some positive way and with people knowing that we were able 
to deliver the goods, the response was overwhelming. Space, 
therefore, was at a premium and it was necessary to choose a 
deputation from the expedition of 16. 

The visiting party was to comprise two from the Corps, Capt Stuart 
Lockie and W02 (YofS) Trevor Taylor and three from the WRAC, 
Pies 'Fran' Graham, 'Kibs' Kibble and 'Spud' Murphy. 

We had stored the goods in the cellars of the British Embassy in 
Rabat during the initial part of our expedition to make room for 
passengers in the minibus . So after carefully repacking the vehicle, we 
set off on the hour-long drive to 'Ibn-al-Baitar ', Khemisset. 

We arrived in a cloud of dust, and were warmly welcomed by the 
school's field director Mr John Kahn MBE, who introduced us to the 
other British expatriates of his team, Miss Kathleen Dykes MBE and 
Robert Hayward, an ex Sapper who has now, we understand, become 
a field director in Casablanca. 

'Time for lunch', went out the cry and we were treated to a special 
meal of Chicken Cous-Cous with vegetables and gravy. 

It was Friday, the children's favourite day, and the afternoon was 
to be free of any formal schooling. We were invited to tour the 
school's many facilities which ended with a splendid view of the 
children doing what seems to come naturally, swi mming in the 
school's own swimming pool. Imagine my surpri~e when it was 
suggested that I could actually Join in. I was encouraged by children, 
staff and colleagues alike to get my trousers and shirt off and take the 
plunge. Without ceremony, I quickly obliged as the pool looked quite 
refreshing. After all it was 32°C, standing there in the sun. 

It was at this stage tha• I felt only admiration for these plucky 
children. They all managed to display great courage and skill 
overcoming their obvious disabilities. Cheerful smiling faces, bobbing 
about in the water with powerful hands eager to give me a visitor's 
ducking. 

Later we also had the opportunity to see them playing other games. 
Marbles and crutch football, the latter being a deadly game of 
scuffles, bangs and bruises, played with much noise and enthusiasm. 

The school had been visited by Princess Anne during 1984, whilst 
on a brief stopover in Morocco, and even today they all remember 
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their royal v1s1tor and proudly di play photograph and palace 
correspondence of the occa ion. 

During the vi it I tried to capture on film some of the warmth and 
love one immediately sen es about the school and it was with a true 
feeling of humility and regret that we left to continue our expedition . 

J shall alway remember my vi it IO Khemisset, the total dedication 
of the permanent taff working in a country with poverty and di ease 
as a fact of life, and the fortitude of the e unfortunate but , in many 
way , lucky children. SCF has other concerns in Morocco , notably in 
Ca ablanca and Agadir and I can only presume the same sterling work 
is going on there too. 

The children of Khemisset hardly ever pass up the opportunity to 
pose for the camera 

The SCF Khemisset staff 
Robert Hayward, Miss Kathleen Dykes and Mr John Kahn quietly 
spoken, but confident in the knowledge that their efforts do not 

go unnoticed 
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With the children in mind - happy smiling faces despite their 
obvious disabilities 

Ptes Kibble and Murphy have a laugh and a joke with some of the 
young girls of SCF Khemisset 

Photos by Capt Stuart Lockie 

A CORPS FIRST 
22 SIG REGT WIN THE ARMY SKI CHAMPIONSHIP 

The photograph shows the victorious 22 Sig Regt ski team which 
this year won the coveted Princess Marina Trophy awarded to the 
overall winners of the Army Ski Champion hip-which includes 
Alpine and ordic competitions. It is the first time that a Royal 
Signals team has won the Trophy which was originally presented by 
Princess Marina, the late Duchess of Kent. Our congratulations go to 
the team which consisted of Sig Paul Coulson, Cpl Bob quire , ig 
Colin Fraser, Cpl Ged Keane, LCpls Martin mith, Adrian cott, Sig 

tephen Burke, Lt David Hal tead, Lt Col Peter Pritchard, Lt Paul 
Ford, LCpl Andy Brown, gt Ian Philemon, ig George Crawford, 
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Cpl Frank McGoldrick and Pte John Rennie. 
Missing are LCpl Carl Davies, Sgt Paul West and ig Dean 

MacKenzie. 
In winning the Trophy the team won the Army Giant Slalom, the 

Army Slalom, the Army Alpine Combinaiion and the 2 Division 
ordic Prize. In addition the team won the following 4 Division 

competitions, Slalom, Giant Slalom, Downhill, Alpine Combination, 
4 x lOKm Relay, ovice IOKm, and was the champion unit in 4 
Division. It was also the best 4 Division uni t in the Army 
Championship winning the Galtur Plate. 
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633 SIG TP HELPS IN COLOMBIAN DISASTER RELIEF 

ew began to circulate around Airport amp of ano!her ~isa tcr 
in the area; the Troop had already been deployed to l'vte IC? C~ty a~d 
1hi time we were put on tandby for relief force :ommumcauons in 
Colombia after the volcanic eruption on the pre· 1ou da.y . 

It wa decided , after numerou conference '. 1hat ~ c?ntingent o/ 11 
officer. and soldier would deploy to Col~mb1a. Tlus included a our 
man detachment from 633 Sig Tp, their task wa · to et up 1nd 
maintain a rear link ro Belize to enable the Local Co~ma!1der to pa s 
mf rmation back to the UK, via the Troop's Commumcatton Centre . 

Eventually it wa confirmed we were going to end a detachment 
a11d the Troop, including tho eon Jeep day, began w form a queue 
out ·ide Lt ick Da,•ie ' office. The d~tachment would be headed by 
W02 (YofS) Mal Channing and con 1 t of Cpl P!lul Rushen! LCpl 
Nick Basford and ig Siu Bull. Ir then collecte~ all the equipment 
together attended briefings and checked the radio . . 

At la;t we were put on ix hour notice to move but this wa 
changed to the early hour of Saturda¥ 16 N<;>vember 1985 when we 
all deployed, along with medical supphe , r~uons and .tentage to the 
Colombian Air Force Base at Palenquero which was being u ed as the 
main relief centre for international aircraft. . 

After a long flight in an RAF C-130 a1~d two meals the aircraft 
cro sed into Colombia . A we neared the d1sa ter area, you could see 
the overflowing river , which only day before had b~n clear , t;>ut 
were now a fast flow of mud, and the remains of the villages which 
the lava flow had engulfed . . 

On arrival we were met by local airmen who were overjoyed to ee 
u ; their willing hands soon had the C-130 unloaded and the palle.ts 
lined up along ide the hangars. The ta k now was to find ou~ r~d10 
equipment and to .look for a uitab!e site. This proved more difficult 
than we had imagined. The local airmen were so eager ~o help that 
every time wc located a piece of equipment and m?ved It to an area 
away from the relief piles, th~y follo.w:d. us carrying, whatever they 
could lay their hands on and piled the1~ bits and ~obs. on top of ~ur 
equipment! It seemed as if we were going around m c1~cle , an~ wit~ 
them not understanding English and us not understanding Spanish, n 
was left to sign language and Cpl Paul Rushen t~ superv1 e the 
unpacking of the pallets. Eventually we had all our equipment to hand 
and proceeded to look for a uitable site. . . 

We were allocated an area alongside the US Army Signallers which 
was on the other side of the runway. Problem two had arrived; no 
transport. So it was back 10 the sign language and the u e of a lo.cal 
truck to get all our equipment transferred across to our proposed site. 
Antennas were pm up and communications attempted,_ using our own 
equipment, and then the American high ~owered r~d10~. Eventu~lly 
after moving the antenna around we established a voice hnk to Beh~e. 
It was during that period we became TV .stars when the .BBC me 
o'clock ews crew took pictures of us erecting antennas, this wa later 
shown on the News in the UK. 

It took about two days for the atmosphere to clear enough for u 
to attempt to use the PRC 320, we had bee~ given a computerised 
frequency listing that was produced. by 2~ ~1g Sqn and, after some 
engineering, established a good quality vote~ hnk between Palenque~o 
and Belize. This circuit was used to pass smeps back to the UK via 
the DC circuits and for the radio conference that was held by the 
Commander BRITFOR Belize. The detachment worked shifts u ing 
radio by day and telex by night. During the off shift periods flights 
were arranged with the US Army. C~inoo.k and Bla~k H~wk 
Squadrons for us to go out and assist m rehef work, t.h1s 1'.lainly 
consisted of moving supplies from the airport to the outlymg villages 
and relief camps. Cpl Paul Ru hen and _LCpl Nick Basford we~t 0~1 
first but came a little unstuck as the Chmook they were travelling m 
broke down and they were tranded in one or the relief camps for two 
hours until a Black Hawk was flown in to bring them out. During their 
time in the relief camp they helped out as best they could and ~he 
following day W02 (Yof ) Mal Channing was asked to go out with 
a CBS TV News team to cover a tory for an American TV 
programme. The team left in an American Black Hawk which was 
fully laden with medical suppl~es and rations. We. followed the lower 
lava flow up into ,ne mountams where at the height of 16,000ft we 
began delivering supplies and food to the outlying villages that were 
taking in some of the survivors. 

It was here that the tragedy came home 10 you, with parents asking 
if we had found any children whilst the children asked if we had found 
their parents. After unloading al each village and the TV crew having 
taken their pictures we proceeded to cover the route of the volcano 
from the higher lava now down to the village of Almero which was 
totally demolished. While "".'e were flying over the village .every e~e was 
searching the ground looking for movement and any sign of 1tre. 

On 21 ovember there were fears of another eruption so it was 
decided that all US and British relief force would be withdrawn to 
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Un loading Relief Supplies 
L to R: SAC Dave Corfield, Sig Stu Bull , SAC Wally Callow , LCpl 
Nick Basford , Cpl Paul Rushen (supervising) unloading supplies 

from the C-1 30 

Melgar which wa some 112 miles outh of Palenquero . We left three 
of the Signal detachment and an RAF Officer in Pa.lenquero to 
maintain communication with Belize and report everythtng that was 
happening. Cpl Paul Rushe~ and the tw.o R.AF signallers moved up to 
the new location and established a radio hnk back to Behze. 

Once the Columbians had established themselves and ~egun to cope 
with their own problem it was decided that we should withdraw. Due 
to unforeseen delay we were accommodated in four and five star 
hotel in Bogata, the Colombian capital and Pa.nam~ City . T<;> ease 
our sorrows we sampled the local brew and the night hfe! A .with all 
good things it had to end and we were b~ought back to realtty once 
we had landed in Belize after our two day JOUrney. The welcome fro~ 
the mosquitoe and sand-flies soon told you that you were back tn 
beautiful Belize. . . 

For the technically minded . We initially u ed US Signals high 
powered radio but once conditions improved we used t.he PRC 3~0 
with a cut length R4 dipole set on a bearing of 5510 Mil and braid 
antenna sec 10 a bearing of 3400 Mils, this antenna was to .be us~d for 
the internal Palenquero-Melgar link but worked well. in voice ~o 
Belize. The distance worked was 2,500Km over mountamous terrain 
using a IOMHz frequency. 

Yeoman showing how it's done 
LCpl Nick Basford and Sig Stu Bull supervise the Yeoman of 

Signals establishing the link 
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OPERATION RALEIGH 

Report by LCpl N. P. WhiUingham 63 (SA.) Sig Sqn (V) 
We were pla tered in mud, from head to toe, and our hands were 

blistered. The few tools we possessed were bauered-evidence of the 
immense ta>ks they had been obliged to carry out. Ahead of us, a large 
mound of mud, looki ng like a stranded whale, blocked our path. This 
was the tenth roadblock in as many days and the mental and phy ical 
exhaustion was begi nni ng 10 how on some of the faces around me, 
but morale was al its perpetual high. We began to dig. The following 
day, we arrived at our destina tion, Puerto Maldonado, in south-east 
Peru. We were eight days late . This was one of the situations we found 
our elves in with Operation Raleigh (the four-year round-the-world 
expedition for young people). 

It had been mentioned on the application form that there were 
unexpected challenges ahead. During the interview, I was asked how 
I would face up to the hardships and on the election weekend, we 
were beasted around a Berkshire forest. It was as I was shovelling the 
mud from that last roadblock, that I reali ed why the laborious entry 
procedure existed and ju t how important it is. The last th ing you 
want when the pressure is on is uncooperat ive or lazy people. Even the 
raising of the £1,400 spomorshi p was another challenge, testing your 
su itabi lit y for the expedic ion, and it 1s RHQ Royal Signals that I must 
thank fo r their kmd assistance a nd donation I had been selected to 
panicipate in Peru , a coun:rv or de ert, mounta in and jungle. During 
our three-month >tay, we were to experience all three of these 
environment>; at che same time, carrying out community work, 
scientific research and ad1 enturous activities; (the three essential 
ingredients to any Operation Raleigh project). When we arrived at our 
base camp, near Puerto \.1 aldonado, we set about helping the local 
India ns by digging a well , providing toi let faci lities and planting a 
medicinal garden, u ing local jungle plants. Our scienti fic tasks 
included studying mammal tracks and inve ligating the distribution of 
frogs. During th is part icular project, we had the honour of 
discovering what appeared to be a new specie of frog, (as yet to be 
confi rmed but if o will be named 'The Whittingham Frog') . 

The adventurous activities included 'jungle patrols', during which 
we explored the local area and searched fo r a lake, hown on an aerial 
photograph , buc not seen for ma ny years. Another team canoed 
up tream, exploring the river y tern and carryi ng out scientific work 
en route. Most memorable of the adventures for most , however, took 
place 200 miles west and almo t three miles higher than Puerto 
Maldonado, in the Andes, near a city called Cuzco. It was in this 
region chat the lncan Empire had nourished and the area i dotted 
with the remains of this great civilisation, ranging from solitary 
bui ldings, to splendid cities. It was to the most famous of these citie , 
Machupicchu, that we were headed . Di covered early this century, it 
remains a mystery to this day, how the Spanish Conquistadors failed 
to di cover it. The honour was left to an American, who paid a local 
Indian one sole (exchange rate i now 20,000 ole to the pound), to 
show him the nearby ruins , which turned out to be an entire lost 
region, consi ting of Machupicchu, several smaller towns and a 
highway linking them to Cuzco. It now costs considerably more to 
visit Machupicchu, even without the help of a guide! Our plan was to 
follow the highway, now known , more commonly, as che Inca Trail, 
to the ruin , armed with touri t brochures and maps, to walk in the 
footsteps of lncan trader and hardy travellers. After much planning 
and preparacion, we set off and all efforts were amply rewarded when, 
after two days, we walked (or crawled), around the final bend and 
Machupicchu prang into view, many hundreds of feet below. It was 
a sight I will never forget - 'the view of a lifetime', a one of my fellow 
venturers commented . A week later , thank to 1he wonder of the 
jumbo jet , l found my elf in England , packed and ready for my 
Territorial Army camp. 

We worked hard, played hard and at the end of the day, left Peru, 
having felt that we had achieved something. The locals had a lot more 
respect for the gringo , the cientists felt that their research project 
had gone well and the venturers had seen and done things they never 
thought possible. That is the Operation Raleigh experience. 
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WERE YOU IN THE TEAM? 
Mr G. Hale of Botley has sent the foliowing photograph and 

wonders if any reader may recogni e !he two unnamed per ons in the 
back row; or even your elf! 

Peshawar District Signals - NWFP India 
In Front L to R: Mann, Legge 

Front Raw: Buchanan, Fenton, Lt Goldsmith, Col Hitchcock, Lt 
Gardner. J. De Baker 

Back Row: Walsh. Hale , Mills, ?, Monagan. Milligan, ?, Clark, 
Gamble 
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ANTARCTICA RESCUE AW ARD 

LCpl Kerry Gill receiving The Star award for bravery from HRH The Duchess of Kent at the Inn on the Park Hotel on 19 Fe bruary . He was 
interviewed later that day on t he Terry Wogan TV programme 

From: Ex Sgt f . S. Baker 

Dear Sir, 

Is the Corps taken for granted? 
I read with interest the item from the Master of Signals together 

with extracts of the reply from Field Marshal Lord Carver. 
in short, the answer to this question must be YES, it is nearly 

always the same with any industry, military or civilian , which can be 
classified as 'Service' . 

Jn my short span of service with the Corps from I 939 to I 946 I saw 
action with a variety of 'Fighting Units' and found that whilst 
' Jimmy' was frequently fi rst in, last out, few people, even among the 
initiated, stopped to examine a differing shoulder nash or cap badge 
and thus the identity of the Corps is assimilated into that of the 
battalion or brigade etc conducting the affray. 

It has to be accepted that a squadron of tanks, grinding across 
country, a dive bomber in close support action, a destroyer churning 
up the depths with explosives, are all more newsworthy than is the 
man with his message, whatever the importance of it may be, simply 
because it is 'action' which prompts the imagination . A fact of life in 
all spheres which will persist into the future. 

As against this, I am equally certain that fa ilures of the Corps or 
its equipment do, and will continue to receive, abundant publicity of 
the adverse kind , simply because it has been direly missed when it was 
most needed. 

In my opinion, recognition of the Corps must start from within , ie 
the Battalion/ Brigade Commanders must be inculcated into 
recognising the efforts of the Corps in just the same manner as they 
attribu te efforts to this or that particular regiment, after all, wi thout 
the right messages at the right time, they could well initiate a disaster , 
which in turn would cast serious shadows over the efforts o f 
G l-G2-G3 etc, and quite unreasonably so . 
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l feel this to be much more important than any trumpeting from 
within the Corps itself. Secondly I would like to suggest that it is not 
enough simply to say 'vital importance o f good communications'. We 
have a name, proudly held in esteem by us, the retired, and by those 
still erving, so let ' s use it , The Royal Corps o f Signals, and if any 
warts are howing, let's tack le them and put them right. The man, 
admitting his failure and putting it right does more to keep the badge 
hining than any oblique reference to a major arm o f our la nd fo rces. 

Thirdly, I feel we don't make the most o f our history, and museums 
to publicise the fac t that we ' have been there all the time', too often 
these pieces of our past are held incognito except for those of us, 
already initiated , who choo e to visit them . Let's get the covers off! I 
feel quite sure, the media will with the right approach, make a 
thoroughly good job o f publicising our role within the Army. 

True to say, it must not be overdone, but from the days of 
Wellington when his ADC galloped off with written orders, there have 
been signallers of all descriptions, so there is plenty to go at. 

Unfortunately for the public at large, most o f the signals we operate 
are veiTed in secrecy or encoded, and rightly so, not much publicity 
rating there, but a few well chosen words of recognition from the 
emanating and receiving Commanders at either end of the link would 
work wonders for morale within the Corps. After a ll we are a part of 
the who le, just as are the Pioneers and the Catering Corps, but they 
must fig ht their own battles , especially as Napoleon is no longer 
around to help the latter. 

43 Countess Way, 
Euxton , 
Chorley, Lanes 
PR7 6PT 

Yours faithfully, 
F . . Baker 
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horn: Maj M. A. W. Rose TD 

TU NISIA- FEBRUA RY 1943 
The Corps is frequently called upon to provide communications in 

unusual circumstance~ at very short notice and is usually able to meet 
the challenge s~cccssful l y. This is a brief accoulll of the preparation 
<tnd move req u 1_r~d to meet .such a challenge that arose in the ear ly 
days of the Tu111s1an Ca mpaign 1942/43. My personal diary and War 
Diaries allow me to be more precise over details than memories over 
40 years old could have recalled with accuracy. 

In November I 942, I was a Signals subaltern with a section of 50 
men attached 10 a Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment, RA (3 in guns) 
which landed at Algiers. In a few days we moved east to the most 
forward port of Bone, vital for the supply of !st Army advanci ng ea t 
toward T unis. Its importance was confirmed by the frequent day and 
night ra ids mounted by the German air force from ai rfie lds at Bizcrta, 
Tunis and Sicily. The Regiment and Signals were soon involved 
actively in its defence. 

In a few weeks the Regiment wa again on the move, some 150 miles 
further east to protect the forward airfields in the Beja and Medjez-el
Bab sector of the front. The line was only thinly held and the 3in guns 
were from time to time fo und to be equa lly usefu l in an anti-tank role. 
Until now my section had been actively engaged in the role for which 
it had been trained . though perhaps in a more mobile and scatlered 
situation than would normally be expected of a HAA Regiment. 

f ortunatelv, for th~ change o f role so oon 10 come the section was 
a firs1-class one. It consisted largely of a happy mix ~f Regulars and 
TA (including a num er o f ex-PO men), many of whom had already 
seen action wi th the 5 I st Highland Division in the withdrawal to 
Dunkirk. 

In early Feoruar:r 1943 I was summoned to AA Brigade HQ and 
to ld that I was to be detached from my Regiment to form an ad hoc 
section of some 40 m n for a n unspecified task, ot her than that it 
would still be with Gunners. The new section was to be assembled and 
ready to move in th ree days ! Happily, half of the new uni t would be 
found from my ex isting section , the remainder would be 'volunteered' 
from other local signal units or be po ted from the Signals 
Reinforcement Unit a t Algiers. 

To decide on the split of my own ection was a difficult task- I had 
to ensure that the new section was as efficient as possible and that the 
remainder wou ld cont inue 10 serve the Regiment as well as in the past. 

My sect ion sergeant (PO and ex-Regular) was obviously well able to 
take command . Between us , during long session in my tent , 
supported by a bortle of whisky, we split the section reasonably 
amicably. At the end of the campaign, his services to the Regiment 
were recognised with a ' 1ention' . My W IT sergeant came with me as 
~ection ergeant; after Tu nis he returned to the UK to OCTU. The line 
ergeant remai ned to support the section ergeant. The line corporal 

who took over responsi bility fo r the exac ting line wo rk iha t was to be 
carried out in our new role wa rewarded at the end of the campaign 
with the Croix de Guerre. 

Du ring this hectic three days all the impedimenta of an HAA ignal 
section was allocated between the old and new ections-W / T and 
Li ne stores, electricians and fitters ki t , cooking equipment, vehicle , 
etc: whilst at the same time till carrying out our signalling 
responsibilities for a widely cauered regiment. 

In the meantime, W IT detachments complete, together with 
individual vehicles and men from other units were arriving at · the 
French farm near Beja where we were concentrated ; rations had been 
supplementc=d by per uad ing the far mer to laughter a fine pig. 

By now I had learnt that we were to provide communications for 
a Gunner Group HQ which had ailed from the UK without a ignal 
ection and wa urgently requi red in the line. The HQ later proved to 

be No I Army Group RA ( I AGRA). 
At the end of my three days and naturally before the arrival of all 

my reinforcements and equipment, I received my orders to move 
sou th fro m the Beja area to a map reference RV some 80 miles away. 
There I would be met by a rep from I AGRA! 

Due to German comma nd of the air space at this time, day~time 
convoys were forbidden, so my journey with some dozen vehicle 
wou ld take place after dark without lights, with poor map , by dirt 
road over the mounta ins that barred the way to the south . 

It wa with not a little trepidation that I led the column out of our 
fr iendly French farm as dusk fell about 1800 hrs on 17 February. 
Happily, I was completely unaware that on 14 February Von Arnim 
and Rommel had launched their initially highly ucce ful offensive 
against the US 11 Corps th rough the Ka erine Pa s some 60 mile 
outh o f my RV . 6 Armoured Di ision wa already de patching 

elements south from Medjez to provide support - ignorance is bli s! 
The move, fortunatel y, wa on a clear moonlit nigh t, even so the 

drivers and DRs had an unenviable task a we wound our way over 
the serpentine mountain road. In 1980 on a vi it to the area in a hired 
car I found it difficult to believe that we had managed uch a journey 
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wnhout accident in the dark on road\ immeasurably wor~e than those 
I was u ing 37 years later. 

Ou r ro~tc took us through Teboursouk , Le Krib and Siliana . part 
from passing th rough these small townships there was little in the y.ay 
of la ndmarks to confirm we were on course . Once over the mountain\ 
the landscape was largely featureless scrub with numerous track~ 
which were difficult to distinguish from the main route . From time to 
time the presence of small Arab villages wa. revealed by the tell -tale 
unpleasant musty odour and the barking of dogs. 

As we moved slowly south there was a complete lack of any sign of 
Allied units LO provide some moral support. After some five and a half 
hours we reached what I believed to be the RV- as it was only a map 
reference in a feature-less moonlit scene I was not prepared to take 
any bets. 

T here was still no sign of any friendly units, let alone the rep I was 
supposed to meet. With no positive fix as to my position I was 
becoming more and more apprehensive that if I was lucky enough to 
miss any minefields, friend ly or otherwise, I could put the whole 
column in the 'bag' . Then I AGRA, wherever they were, would have 
to find another signal section. 

As the noise of a dozen grinding vehicle in the still night-air eemed 
to be loud enough to alert every German in Tuni ia , I decided to leave 
the column at the RV and press on alone, apart from o ne DR . 

At Robaa (a fa rm, not a vi llage as 1 had thought) a few miles north
east of Siliana I was greatly relieved to spot a unit lamp sign by the 
side o f the road and nearby a 'bivvy'. The occupant , a drowsy 
infanteer, confirmed that I had stumbled on the HQ of 36 Infantry 
Brigade part of 78 Division who gave me a guide to their Command 
Post. 

They had no knowledge of my elusive AGRA but as I was looking 
for Gunners gave me direction to 58 Medium Regi ment, RA whose 
RHQ was a mile or so away. The DR went back to bring the column 
up to Brigade whi lst I continued on to the Mediums. 

To my relief the CO did know of the expected arrival of HQ I 
AGRA but I had beaten them to it ; they were expected in a few hours. 
He kindly offered a somewhat harassed and weary Signals subaltern 
the hospital ity of his vehicle lines for the rest of the night on the firm 
understanding that my vehicles were well and truly hidden by dawn 
some two or three hours off. This was soon done and we settled down 
for a short nap in the vehicles. We had no need for alarm clock , as 
at firs t light , our rest was rudely shattered by the roar of the 5.5' 
engaging in a Iinle harassing fire- it was nice to know we were back 
amongst fr iends! 

By I 100 hrs I AGRA HQ had arrived and the CRA and Brigade 
Major soon put me in the picture. Under command were two Field 
Regiments , a Medium Regiment, a Heavy Regiment , a Light Anti 
Aircraft Regiment , an Anti-Tank Battery and an ir OP Flight of 
Au ter aircraft. 

Thi co nsiderable weight of artillery was to be placed at the dispo al 
of the enthusiastic but ill-equipped French XIX Corps who had no 
armour and only a few very old 75mm guns. They held the line in hilly 
country between the British V Corps to the north and the US 11 Corps 
to the outh in the Kasserine area. 

I was left in no doubt by the CRA that he expected communication 
to his Regiments, etc, in no time at all (all Corps members will know 
the feeling). 

How we achieved this and integration into the French ignal set-up 
(s ignal instructions from Higer Formation in French!) plus links with 
36 Brigade and Briti h V Corp back in the Beja area, hampered by 
rain which started to fall the following day and turned the whole of 
the gun areas into a sea of mud, i another chapter. 

--~ /~O "'J• 9 t:J"J\ 

7'.:NISJrf 

n::ll ~a 
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ROYAL SIGNALS ORIEi TEERING 

lthough the Royal ignals Orienteering Club has achieved many 
things over the year· it ha never produced a map of its own. Mot 
Orienteering Club have members who inve t their time and effort in 
producing the very speciali ed maps on which orienteering 
competition are run these day . The Royal Engineers Orienteering 
Club have even produ ed one in the Falklands. The Corps has now 
managed to produce its own first map. 

Orienteering ha been accorded the st2tus of training by the 
Director of Army Training. It i- u ed at , A Coll Harrogate as a 
mean of teaching navigation and a milit.uy sporting activity. To 
facilitate this-particularly the early tages of introducing rer· uits to 
the kill-a map of Uniacke and Hildebrand Barracks ha been 
produced. Previously all orienteering at Harrogate has relied upon lhe 
map produced by the local civilian club in Airedale, called 
Airienteers . t ow the College has at least one map of its own and to 
celebrate the fact the Commandant has given permi sion for a 'home' 
match. In ay we hall invite Airienteers to come and compete 
against u in an event on our own ground. 

College Orienteers carried off Team and Individual Championships 
at Lhe Corps Meeting la t October. The PS team scooped the minor 
units and the Individual Championship and are also currently Group 
5 ( E, W & Scotland) minor unit champions. A strong team went 
to the Junior Army Championships in March. 

Our College Orienteer range from the newest recruit-still in the 
Ml5 age bracket-to a Lieutenant Colonel who still competes 
regularly in the M50 group and achieves GOLD tandard. 

Those who know Harrogate will realise that Penny Pot is not ideal 
orienteering terrain. evertheless it erves the purpose: introducing 
young oldiers to the large scale of 'O' maps, the special symbols 
which are used, and teaching them to relate map to ground in a very 
detailed way. And the skills they learn will in time be equally 
applicable on the Weser or be ide San Carlos Water. 

T he Royal Signals O rienteering Club (RSOC) provide a focus for 
all orienteering mauers throughout the Corps. It aims to promote the 
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involvement of Royal Signals in Army Orienteering Association 
(AOA) sponsored competitions, to field teams against other Corps 
and to take advantage of the full range of sporting activitie organi ed 
by national and international orienteering bodies such as the British 
Orie~t~ring ~ederat!on (BOF). Cof!Jmun!cation. is achieved by 
prov1dmg a direct lmk between Unit Orienteering Officers and 
individuals, the AOA and BOF. 

The Corps is fortunate to have a good following of enthusiastic 
orienteers and has produced teams which are often placed high in the 
re ults. Since 1968 there have been few years when a Royal Signals 
unit team has not been in the top three places at the annual Army 
Orienteering Championship . In 1977 the Army Team Relay 
Championships were won in each class-Major unit, Minor unit and 
TA unit-by a Royal Signal unit team . Since 1978 we have produced 
a series of winning guest teams at other Corps Championships. 
Although producing the M 19 Army Champion in 1983 and the M35 
Army Champion in 1985 our Corps has yet to produce a Senior Army 
Champion or win the Inter-Corps Championships. 

Since 1974 the Corps orienteering newsletter 'The Platform ' has 
helped to keep orienteers informed about events and all aspects of 
'cunning running '. 

In 1975 orienteering was adopted by the Royal Signal Games Club 
as a Corps sport with it~ own annual budget though, like skiing and 
shooting, it is an official part of military training sponsored by DAT. 

The change in National rules during 1976 led to the establishment 
of RS<?C as a bona fide member of the British Orienteering 
Federauon and the South West Orienteering Association (SWOA). 
Any member of the Corps can join the BOF through the RSOC and 
th~ will . keep them in touch with both Royal Signals and Army 
onenteenng matters plus the broader sporting aspects through 
'Compass Sport' colour magazine and BOF circulars. 

Further information and membership forms a re available from the 
Secretary RSOC, c/ o Royal Signals Games Club, RHQ Royal Signals, 
56 Regency Street, London SWl P 4AD . 
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ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM 
fhe ~taff of the Corps Museum h~ changed since the last report in 

The W1re. In July Maj Leslie Taylor retired having been the Curator 
?f the Mu eum since 1976. Les Taylor had become a familiar figure 
111 the museum d uring his tour in office and was able to talk 
knowledgeably about the displays. I le will be missed by manv of the 
regular visitors. · 

In December 1985 the two Research Assistants left. Mrs Sheila 
Cooper, who worked on the displays and reserve collection, resigned 
to accompany ~er h~sband and daugh~er to Germany. Mrs Jan 
Mason also resigned 111 order to move 111to her new home in Co 
Durham. Both had been \~ith the mu eum for 18 months, were very 
co.mpetent and hard workmg members of the staff and will be greatly 
missed. 

. After~ l?eriod of four months without a curator, Maj (Retd) Roger 
Pickard JOIOed the team to fill the post. We were also able to recruit 
Arthur abell to fill the post of assistant curator. 

With the reorganisation of RHQ Royal Signals the museum staff 
ha been reorganised as follows: 
Chairman and Director of Brig J. H. Almonds 

the Museum 
Deputy Director Maj (Retd) Alan Harfield 

(responsible for all matters of 
policy, querie , the library 
and archives) 

Curator 
(responsible for all vi its) 

Archivi t 
Assistant Archivist 
Assistant to Cura<or 

Maj (Retd) Roger Pickard 

Mrs Jan Nicholson 
Mrs Susan Potter 
Mr Arthur Cabell 

Units and individuals please note that all correspondence other 
than that referring to visits, should be addressed to the 'Deputy 
Director' and not to individual by name. 

The museum five year plan, entitled 'Through to 90', has been 
approved throu~h the various committee stages and, during the next 
f1.ve year~, the. improvements will be directed towards bringing the 
displays mto hne with modern techniques . More emphasis will be 
placed s~owing e9uipment in operation or working seuings. Because 
of the high cost mvolved only one major project can be attempted 
each year. 

Donations in the form of equipment, personal papers and 
mementoes, medals, and books continue to arrive at the Museum and 
all are most gratefully received. We still welcome all manner of trivia 
as these are the items that make the display come alive. We were 
:ecently plea ed to rec~ive a pair of war-time knitted khaki gloves-an 
item we had been tryrng to obtain, for about three years. 

One of the museum's regular benefactors, Maj J. Wilbur G. Cocke 
TD, has again sent a mi cellany of items, including a Rolex watch that 
was _issued to him in 1939; a tin of Horlicks tablets, that had been 
earned throughout the 1939-45 war as an emergency ration, as well as 
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numerous other items. The daughter of the late Brig J. R. Patten Bt: 
MC has donated her father's sword and his officer,' kit box full of 
~nifor~s that will greatly en hance the collection or pre-war and war
time uniforms. We have also received a virtually complete collection 
of post-war uniforms from Lt Col John Grey, all of which will be 
extremely useful for the new displays. 

For the archives and library we have had a number of operation 
orders, numerous books on .a variety of military subject and Maj 
Jack Westwood has very kindly donated a collection of military 
history books. 
. The list ~f don_ation~ is far too long to include everyone but every 
~tern that 1s received 1s welcome and all help to contribute to the 
1mprov~m~nt of the ~orps Mus.eum. The museum is a public one and 
as such 1s m ~he public eye and.is open to both praise and criticism by 
!he press. lt 1s therefore m the mtere ts of the Corps to maintain, and 
improve, the standard of displays and the research facilities that are 
avai lable and open to the public. 

In this connection the museum ha agreed to assist the Blandford 
Town Museum by taking care of the Royal Crest that was made to 
decorate Blandford Town for the celebrations for the Golden Jubilee 
of Que.en Victoria in 1887. The large painted crest was originally in the 
Council Chambers of the town, which are being refurbished . However 
the Town Museum is housed in a listed building and it was found that 
the rooms were all too small. At this stage the Corps Museum wa 
approached to ascertain if we could house the wooden plaque. It wa 
agreed that a suitable wall space could be provided and with the help 
of the Support Workshops of the School of Signals the large plaque 
was removed ~rom the Council Chambers above the Corn Exchange 
and rehoused m the Corps Museum. The illustration shows the plaque 
which is now in the safe keeping of the Corps Museum. 

MARCONI'S UK ORIGINS 
Yeoman Gaoler Alan Copestake-who spent a weekend in the 

Haven in Bournemouth writes: 
A pleasant weekend spent at the 'Haven' Hotel Sandbanks, situated 

next to the the Poole Harbour entrance Ferry yielded the following 
interesting details. 

MARCONI AT 'THE HA VEN' 
~u~liel~o 1".larconi came to England as a young man in 1896 

bnngmg with him the first practical system of Wireless Telegraphy on 
which he started work in Italy the year before. 

He took out a British patent for his invention and founded a British 
Company to develop it commercially. 

During . the . yeai:s I 896-1901 Marconi was bu y giving 
demonstrations m various parts of Britain and working to increase the 
range and performance of his crude equipment. Many of-these earlier 
tri~s took place in the Isle of Wight area, Marconi's first land station 
bemg at A!~m Bay. From here he carried out experiments with small 
vessels cru1smg off the Needles and with other land stations which he 
set up at Madeira House, Bournemouth. On 30 September 1898 he 
moved the Madeira House Station to the 'Haven' Hotel, Sandbanks . 
The 'Haven' remained a Marconi Station until 1926. 

The wireless experiments carried out from the 'Haven' Station were 
vital to the development of the science of radio from which in due 
c<;>urse was. to .follows~ '!luch more, Radio Telegraphy, Broadcasting, 
d1rect1on f1odmg, telev1s1on, radar and space communications all owe 
thei r conception to the original 'Telegraphy without wires'. 

Information supplied with the compliments of the Marconi 
Company Limited of Chelmsford, Essex founded by Guglielmo 
Marconi in 1897. 

We congratulat~ Alan and J oan Copestake on receiving the 
Freedom of the City of London at a ceremony at Guildhall on l l 
February. Two of their son are serving in the Corps W02 (Yof ) 
Clive Copestake with 21 Sig Regt and Sgt Howard Cop'estake with 14 
Sig Regt. 

HONOURS FOR OUR CORPS BANDSMEN 
During the 1985 Pupil Course at The Royal Military School of 

Mu ic, Kneller Hall, Musn Martin C . Hancock was awarded the fir t 
prize si lver medal in The Frank Wright Cornet Competition. The 
first prize for instrumentation in the Cassel' Competition went to 
Musn Miles BS Nipper. Both have been members of the ba nd since 
1983. 

Miles Nipper was Be 1 Recruit at Cauerick in 1983 which wa 
reported on page 65, January 1984 is ue. 
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Officers 
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Rank and • ame 

pt M . R. Complin 
Brig R. F. L. Coo 
Lt J . W . Cooixr 
CaptMCot .. 
C•pt P. J. Costello 
MaJ \\ . P. Cro,.ley 
Lt . R. Da»ics .. 
Maj I. R. Fielder 
Mtj L. G. Fra«:r .. 
Maj (TOT) W. F. Graham 
hi (Tfc) R. H. Gurr 

Col M. J . Hales . . 
1aj B. Hewin 

Mllj R. G. L. Hill 
"1aJ R. M. J. Hussey 
"1aj (TOT) M. Langford 
Capt D. G. Longhurst .. 
Capt (Tfc) T. J. Mcloughlin .. 
Capt C. W. S. Miller 
Lt Col T. F. Moncur 
Brig . Moss .. 
Lt Col P. C. Pearson . . 
Capt (Tfc) J. D. Raymen1 
Maj T. E. M. Richardson 
Brig J. A. P. Rusell 
Lt Col A. C. 1u1chbury 
Lt Col J. W. Swindells .. 
Col R. D. K. Thompson 
C.apt P. G. F. Wilkin 
Capt (Tfc) L. Yates 
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2Lt J. S. Adams .. 
Lt G. D. Anderson 
2Lt R. S. Appleton .. 
Capt J. D. Ashton WRAC 
Col G. Barnett .. 
Maj (Tfc) J. P. Beasley .. 
2Lt K. W. Bo"ers .. 
Capt C. . Bunenshaw .. 
2Lt R. M. Bullin . . . . 
Capt I. Cameron-Mowat .. 
Maj P. D. Cole .. 
2Lt R. M. Dobson 
Maj A.H. G. Elford 
2Lt P. R. M. Evans .. 
Maj (Tfc) J.M. Ferguson 
2L1 A. J. Fletcher 
2Lt R. J. Freedman .. 
Lt Col (Tfc) K. M. French 
Capt S. C. Green . . . . 
Maj W. A. C. Griffiths . . 
Col M. J. Hales .. 
Lt R. A. Hamilton 
2Lt C. J. Hinsley .. 
2Lt D. P . Hix .. 
2Lt J.M. Hodges .. 
Lt Col R. J. Holmes 
Lt D. Hornsby .. 
Maj D. P. Howshall 
2LI S. '. Jackson 
Capt (TOT) R. B. Kelbie 
Capt E. J. P. Kellett .. 
LI Col A. T. B. Kimber .. 
Capt P . King . . . . 
Capt (QM) D. A. Lamenon 
Capt M. Lithgow .. 
2Lt . Longley .. 
Lt Col D. J. Lowe 
Capt D. G. McCaulay 
Maj J. A. lacfarlane . 
2Lt F. G. S. Maclennan 
Lt S. K. Macrostie 
Col D. M. 0. !\.filler 
2LI A. K. Munday 
2Lt G. R. orion .. 
Capt M. S. Oli'e .. 
2Lt G. L. Owen 
2Lt J. R. Tod .. 
LI J. R. Wallace . . . . 
Maj (Tfc) L. T. Waumsley 
Lt R. C. Yeomans 
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Uni1 10 ..-hich post~ 
Trg Depot Bde of Gurkhas 
HS HQ AFSOUTH (BAE) 
AA College Harrogate 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
HQ 6 (AM) Bde 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Reg1 
11 Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and ig Regt 
HQ 2 ig Bde 
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp 
Live Oak 
(HS) 2 Sig Bde 
HS RMCS Shrivenham 
266 Sig Sqn 
DSS (AD) 
28 Sig Rcg1 
266 Sig Sqn 
HQBFFI 
21 Sig Regt (AS) 
UKLF 
SHAPE (BAE) 
School of Infantry 
HQ CDC 
Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt 
HQ 2 Sig Bde 
chool of Signals Regt 
chool of Signals 

HQ 4 Sig Gp 
28 Sig Reg1 
HQ Bertin (BR Sector) 

Unit to which post~ 
School of Signals 
266 Sig Sqn 
7 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt (Depot) 
DSS(A) MOD(A) 
School of Signals 
22 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
HQ BR Forces Belize 
8 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
MS (PBll) 
School of Signals 
HQ UKLF 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
MOD (ACDS) (CIS) 
School of Signals 
HQ 11 Sig Bde 
HQ 2 Sig Bde 
205 (5 AB Bdc) Sig Sqn 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
7 Sig Regt 
38 Sig Regt (V) 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
21 Sig Regt (AS) 
HQLF Cyprus 
HS 30 Sig Regt 
38 Sig Regt (V) 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
16 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
8 Sig Regt 
R Signals Manning and Record Office 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
244 Sig Sqn (AS) 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
28 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 

WOs nd SNCOs 

FEBRUARY 1986 
Rank and Name 
WOI L. L. Carr . . 
WOI T. R. Craven 
W02 D. Brown . 
W02 J . R. Baggaley 
W02 R. M. Beebee 
wo2 (Fors) G. Chaphn 
W02 G. J . Crofts . 
W02 (Fors) J . B. Connolly 
W02 N. J . Cox . . . . 
W02 (Fors) J. F. Hanifrn 
W02 G. T. Hedge 
W02 D. Parker . . . . 
W02 (Fors) K. F. J. Perry 
wo2 (Fors) c. s. J. Phillip 
W02 M. L. Rea . . 
W02 B. A. Rabjohn 
wo2 (Fors) K. s. mith 
W02 (Fors) J.P . Scully .. 
W02 T. J . Taylor .. 
W02 J. T. Witherington .. 
SSg1 J . J . Dent . . 
SSgt R. I. S. Hope 
SSgt F. S. Pay I en . . 
SSg1 M. J . Read BEM .. 
SSgt (Fors) M. w. J . Shaw 
SSgt R. C. Simpson .. 
s gt (Fors) P . F. Wood .. 
ASSgt D. J. Forsyth 
ASSgt N. R. Phillips 
gt J . P . Beecham 

Sgt I. W. Brereton 
Sg1 C. M. Brown .. 
Sgt T. J. Clancy . . 
Sg1 D. M. Forteath 
Sgt S. J . Gerrish .. 
Sgt I. R. Ingham . . 
Sgt w . C. Johnson 
Sgt J. Lamb 
Sgt R. A. Lee 
Sgt B. Murdin .. 
Sgt P . J . O'Connor 
Sgt J. R. Pancrson 
Sgt D. R. hu1tlewor1h .. 
Sgt M.A. Simcox 

gt D. H. Smith .. 
Sgt R. C. Taylor .. 
Sgt R. L. Woodfine .. 
ASg1 B. M. D. Glossop .. 
ASgt A. W. Scowcroft 
ASgt W. J . Simpson 

MARCH 1986 
Rank and Name 
W02 D. Barnell .. 
W02 P. J. ~ynon .. 
W02 (FofS) A. F. Cashen 
W02 D. A . 0. Holmes .. 
wo2 (Fors) M. J. J. Kelly 
W02 D. R. McClelland . . 
W02 A. K. Whillock 
W02 R. L. Waller .. 
SSg1 (FofS) D. G. Bayley 
SSg1 A. J. Birkell . . 
SSgt D. W. Bowman 
SSgt M. J. Boxall .. 
SSgt G. Forbes .. 
SSgt J.M. Hanersley 
SSgt J. H. Jackson 
SSgt R. W. Marshall 
SSgt A. F. Peebles 
SSgt R. A. P . Pylee 
SSgt J. W. Sherwood 
SSgt S. M. Steele .• 
Sgt A. J . Anderson 
Sgt G. E. Annetts. . 
Sgt K. J. Bailey .. 
Sgt V. P. Baines .. 
Sgt K. Bolton .. 
Sgt K. C. Burchnall 
Sgt E. T. Hannibal 
Sgl J. G. Cakebread 
Sgt S. Campbell .. 
Sgt A. J . Churchward 
Sgt R. S. Combe .. 
Sgt F. Crammen . . 
Sgt C. G. Deary .. 
Sgt P. A. Gotdon .. 
Sgt G. M. Edwards 
Sgt K. L. Essam .. 
Sgt P.A. M. Gladwin 
Sgt G. R. Greaves 
Sgt I. Hunt .. 
Sgt . D. Jameson 
Sgt T. Jenkins .. 
Sgt M. McAnulty . . 
Sgt J . H. Manin 
Sgt B. A. Mee 
Sgt K. Meck 
Sgt S. J. O'Dare 
Sgt A. J . Smith 
Sgt M. T . Sheppard 
Sgt R. D. O'Keeffe 
Sgt 0. S. Pettigrew 

Unit to which posted 
7 Sig Rcgt 
4 Armd Dav HQ and Sig Rcgt 
8 Sig Rcgt 
FS fos y Hill 
30 ig Rear 
School of Signals (Cadre) 
11 Ord Bn 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
ACD (OR) 
642 Sig Tp 
35 Sig Regt 
Manchester U OTC 
30 Sig Regt 
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
11 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Rcgt 
Intelligence Centre 
Project Wavell Mil Team 
13 Sig Regt 
38 Sig Regt 
21 ig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
38 Sig Regt (V) 
13 Sig Regt 
Int and Sy Gp (Nil 
227 Sig Sqn (AtC£NT) 
227 Sig Sqn (AFCENT) 
21 Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
9 Sig Regt 
259 Sig Sqn 
21 Sig Regt 
242 Sig Sqn 
241 Sig Sqn 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
262 Sig Sqn 
HQ LANDJUT (BAE) 
8 Sig Regt 
9 Sig Regt 
516 RLD 
583 RLD 
233 Sig Sqn 
28 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
5 AB Bde and Sig Sqn 
599 RLD 

Unit to which posted 
22 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
UK SP Unit SHAPE 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
School of Signals (Cadre) 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
BR Contingent UNFICYP 
Army Apprentices' College 
Depot 
14 Sig Regt 
Electronics BR REME 
School of Transport 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
266 Sig Sqn 
8 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
14 Sig Regt 
233 Sig Sqn 

~~i~of ~~t Signals (Course) 
School of Signals 
35 Sig Regt (V) 
8 Sig Regt 
568 RLD 
ACP Burnley 
538 RLD 
7 Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp (Int) 
Comms and Sy Gp (UK) 
517 RLD 
13 Sig Regt 
PW SST 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Int and Sy Gp (NI) 
642 Sig Tp (Gibraltar) 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
21 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
HQ AFCENT 
240 Sig Sqn 
13 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
22 Sig Regt 
FSS Cold Blow Lane 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
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Sgt S. M. Pickwick 
S11t I) Style. 
S~t . . P. Samm 
Sgt I W. Thoma• 
Sgt G. M. Tilley BEM 
Sgt A. M. Tindall .. 
Sgt T). R. Thomp<on 
Sgt C. Weir . 

s• R. I. Windows 
ASgt J. Dcnehy 
ASgt P. Duffy . 
ASgt W Co. Farrell 
ASgt G. A Hlld1en 
A Sgt R. Orchard 
ASgt C. P Tough 
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532 RLU 
9 ig Regt 
22 Sig Rcgt 
School of Signals (Coor,.) 
21 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
AA Coll Harrogate 
I l\rmd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
School of Signal~ 
3 Armd Div llQ and Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
259 Sig Sqn 
28 Sig Regt 
262 Sig Sqn 
11 Sig Rcgt 

Welfare 

SOME OF OUR RECENT CA ES 

11 

The elderly widow of a Corporal who served throughout the war 
is now severely disabled du to arthritis. She live alone and can only 
get around the house by using a walking frame. This meant that she 
was unable t u e :lte telephone, even in an emergency. A grant wa 
made to enable her to pur ase a cordle telephone to carry around 
wi th her. 

Recently we received a request for help from a widow who had 
suffere.d a. double. tragedy . Both her sons had suffered from multiple 
sclerosis since their teen . He husband had given up work to help her 
care for them a few years ago. He then died suddenly followed by the 
death of her elder son. Last month her younger son died and she was 
unable to meet the funeral expenses. Together with the Army 
Benevolent Fund a substantial grant was made to pay the funeral costs 
and to meet other out tanding bills. 

An elderly couple were rehoused by the council so that their house 
could be renovated as it was in a very poor state of repair. 
Unfortunately in the process of replacing windows etc, they caused a 
great deal of damage to the interior. There was a need for a grant to 
decorate the house and also replace carpets and curtaining which no 
longer fitted. 

An ex-Signalmen aged 45 was made redundant some years ago and 
has been unable to find work since. Two years ago his wife had an 
accident which has confined her to a wheelchair. Her health is now 
deteriorating and she feels the cold badly and the couple are finding 
it difficult to meet their high electricity bills. A grant was made to 
relieve the immediate problem and a weekly allowance is being paid 
10 them to cover future bills . 

DECEMBER 1985 
Number of cases assisted financially: 
Amount spent (including Christmas grants) 

JANUARY 1986 
Number of cases a sisted financially: 
Amount spent: 

339 
£10,947 .83 

53 
£10,865.04 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT ............... each £3.90 
U .K. inc. VAT .......... each £4.49 

(PootapExtn1) 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during January 
1986: 

Jn memory of Maj W. A. Bain .. . ..................... £ 20.00 
In memory of Capt E. C. Barker .... ................ .. £ 15.00 
In memory of A. Furlong Esq ......... ..... . .......... £ 10.00 
In memory of Maj W. E. Parks ........ .. ......... . ... £ 5.00 
In memory of Maj L. B. Lee ..... .. .. ................. £ 5.00 
Officers Club 42 Sig Regt ............ . .... . ........... £100.00 
Certa Cito Lodge .. . .. .. . .. . ...... . ........ .. ......... £ 50.00 
W. Bayliss ................................... . ....... £ 50.00 
N. H . Chadwick .......... . ................. . ........ £ 50.00 
G . Cairns .............. . . ........................... £ 35.00 
J. D. Simon . . ..... .......... ........................ £ 31.25 
M. W. Lee .. . . . . . ...... .... ... ...................... £ 20.00 
H. R. W. Marsh .............•....................... £ 20.00 
J. E. Neale ..... . .... .. ........ . ......•.............. £ 20.00 
P. M. Sparling ................................ .... ... £ 13.00 
Mrs Harvey .................. .. ... ... ............... £ 10.80 
J. Bradford ............... . ......... ..... .. . . ....... . £ 10.00 
K. W. Crowther . .. ........... . ....................... £ 10.00 
'Gillespie' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ I 0.00 
R. N. Houston ... .. . . .. . . ............ .... . . .......... £ 10.00 
B. Williams ......................................... . £ 8.50 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 47 .13 
TOT AL £560.68 

The following donations were gratefully received during the month 
of February 1986: 

In memory of Maj W. A. Bain ........................ £105 .00 
Maj W. Brewin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 50.00 
J. B. McKissock ............................. . ....... £ 25.00 
Royal Signals Association Eastbourne. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 25 .00 
G. M. L. Claridge .......... . .............. . .......... £ 20.00 
C. A. Smith ........ . ............•.. ... ............. . £ 8.00 
P. F. Davidson ... . ................. . ................ £ 7.80 
H. A. Simons . ................................. . ..... £ 6.25 
In memory of Maj W. E. Parks ........•.............. £ 5.00 
0. R. Withers ......... . ....................... . .. '. .. £ 5.00 
Miscellaneous ....... . .................... . ........... £ 3.90 
TOTAL £260.95 

GOODS AVAILABLE FROM 
ASSOCIATION HEADQUARTERS 
PRICE CHANGES AND NEW ITEM 

Key Ring, metal disc with enamelled Corps 
badge and leather tag. O' seas price £1.25 
each, UK £1.40 each . 

New Item - Nylon watch 
colours, O'seas price £1.25 
each. 

strap in Corps 
each, UK £ 1 .40 
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NOTC 
DEATHS 

Bartlett - apt (Retd) J. H. Barllett-died 20.12.19 5. 

Beaumont- Capt (Reid) T . H . Beau:uont-Ser ed 1944-50. Died 
27. 1.19 6. 

Bremner-Cap I (Reid) R. Bremner MBE-died 20.11.19 5. 

Dunbar-Lt (Hon Capt) J. T . Dunbar-Served 1939-46. Died 
21.9. 19 5. 

Jone -Capt (Hon Maj) J. W. Jone - died 24. 11. 1985. 

Jone -Capt K. E. Jones- erved 1932-45 . Died 10. 12. 1985. 

Parks-Maj (Reid) W. E. Parks- Served 1931 -67. Died 11. 11.1 9 5. 

OBITUARY 

Ashbrook- gt Philip Norman Ashbrook was born in antwich. 
Che hire on 17 March 1955 . He tarted hi Army Career on 7 
September 1970 at the Army Apprentice ' College, Harrogate. 
After ervice in B OR with 28 (BR) Sig Regt ( ORTHAG), he 
returned to UK to 10 Sig Regt. He died on 3 October 1985 at 
QE 1H Woolwich are a Jong, determined fight again t the effect 
of a brain tumour. Our sincere condolences are extended to hi 
widow Eileen and son Grant. 

Bain-Maj William (Bill) Alexander Bain was born in Glasgow on 31 
August 1923 and died peacefully at Scrath on 18 January 1986. 

Maj Gen E. J. Hellier CBE wrices-Bill joined the Royal Signals 
in September 1942 and served in the UK, NW Europe and Hong 
Kong until he was commissioned in March 1966. Whilst serving in 
Germany, he married r ula in the Garrison Church, Berlin on 14 
April 1948. After he was commissioned , Bill continued to serve in 
the Corps in orthern Ireland, Singapore, BAOR and UK until he 
retired on I June 1977. 

On retirement he assumed the appointment of Project Liaison 
Officer, orth East District unci l August 1980. He then retired to 
his home in Strath, where he and Ursula involved them elves in the 
various activities of the local community. 

Bill was a dedicated and much respected Officer to whom 
nothing was ever too much trouble. In all his many postings, he 
performed splendid ervice for Royal Signals and by his untiring 
efforts made manifest the word Obedience, Sacrifice and Service. 
He was also a man of unfailing good humour and warm 
personality; and these characteristics, combined with his 
undoubted profes ional competence, enabled him to work in 
harmony with all. His loyalty and integrity were both total and 
absolute and his los will be deeply regretted by all those who knew 
him. 

To his wife Ursula, who always gave Bill such unfailing support , 
we extend our deepest sympathy and that of his many friends in 
the Corps, in her sad loss. 

Bolam-~aj . Frederick George Bolam enlisted into the Corps at 
Cauenck m 1930. He was posted to the North West Frontier Area 
in 1.9~3 returning to UK in 1938. Promoted to WO I (RSM) in 1940 
he JOmed 8 Army and was commissioned in 1941 with service in 
the Desert and subsequently Italy. He met and married his wife 
fra~ces at Gaza i~ 1944, followed by postings 10 Germany, West 
~~nca and C~uenck be_fore r~turning to Germany in 1953. George 
JOmed 19 1r Formauon Sig Regt at Changi as 21C in 1956, 
followed by two UK postings at Brighton and Edinburgh before 
retirement in 1964. 
. George continued to serve the Corps in two RO appointments; 

f1~stly at CAFSO Branch, HQ RAF Germany and then in York 
wnh 240 Sig Sqn, before finally retiring to live locally in 1976. 

George's sudden death from a heart attack on 6 January came 
as a great shock. He will be adly missed in the York Branch of 
the Association in which he played such an active role and been 
such good company. He erved as Zone A representative on the 
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Central Committee from 1980 to 1983. Many will also recall him 
as Parade ommander of the Old Comrades' Contingent at the 
Catterick Reunions for several years. Condolences are extended to 
Frances, her two daughter and their famil ie . 

Brown-Maj Alan Brown died udden ly at his home in Longhouton 
Alnwick on Tue day 23 July 1985, aged 50. Alan joined the Corps 
in 1953 and erved in BAOR, Malta, France, Belgium, FAR ELF 
and atterick. Hi final appoi ntment was OC HQ qn , 8 Sig Regt. 
He retired in March 1980, to run a post o ffice in Darlington . 

He la ter moved to hi home town of Alnwick, Northumberland 
where he wa involved with the Ma npower Service omm1 s1on 
local community affairs and the running of the loca l Aln wick 
Football Team. 

He wa a dearly loved fa ther o f three girls and a devoted 
husband of his wife Calh . He wi ll be sadly mi ed by all who knew 
him. H i fu neral wa anended by a military contingent from 
Catterick and many of hi ex-Corps and civilian friend . 

Creaton- Capt (Retd) S. W. Creaton died on 11 February in 
Jubbulpore whi l t on an Indian Signa l As ociation visit. Warren 
retired from the Corp in 1945 . Our sympathy is extended to hi 
widow, Dorothy who li ve in Redcar, Cleveland . 

Hewil on- Maj Peter William Hewitson. Pip Hewitson was born on 
9 July 1929 and was commi sioned into Royal Signa ls from 150 
OCTU at Canerick in ovember 1948 . 
Lt Col (Retd) Ralph Plant writes: 

After service as a subaltern in UK and Germany with 7 Armd 
Div Sig Regt he went to Korea and served with the Common
wealth Div Sig Regt. There followed three years as an instructor 
at the Officer Training Wing at Catterick and three years as Troop 
Commander of No I Ship Signal Troop in HMS Mean based in 
Malta and Aden . From January to September 1962 Pip was at the 
Staff College Ca mberley. He spent four years at the Army 
Apprentices' College, Harrogate and finall y retired in December 
1966. 

After hi retirement he took up personnel ma nagement and 
became a Member of the Insti tute o f Personnel Management. As 
well as successfully pursuing a business career Pip became active 
in local politics and this culminated in his election as Mayor of 
Knaresborough in 1980. He was a distinguished town councillor at 
the time of his death on 22 December 1985 . He leaves a widow Pal, 
three daughters and a grandson . 

Throughout his life Pip was a loyal and always entertaining 
comrade. To everything he brought enthusiasm fired by a lively 
and original mind . He never a llowed years of indifferent health to 
denect him from his aims. 

Strong-Maj (Ret'd) Dudley James Strong. Maj C. F. Lewis writes
Dudley was born in Tidworth on 23 October 1924. His father was 
a regular soldier, serving in the Sappers and later in the RAOC and 
his mother , a nurse, served in France during World War land later 
in Germany with the army of occupation. His brother, Col Strong 
is currently G3 Training at HQ UKLF. 

Dudley started travelling at the age of three months which also 
necessitated many change o f schools . It is to his credit that he 
finished his school days with excellent academic results and as 
Captain of School, Captain of Cricket and a CSM in the school 
OTC. He wa accepted for the army on an engineering cadetship 
and after attending the OTS at Mhow was commissioned into the 
Corps in 1945 . 

He saw service in Korea, also Germany, Cyprus and HQ 
AFNORTH as well as UK. Sadly hi health deteriorated in 1977 
and ht: was invalided out of the army in 1978. With enormous 
support from his wife Pam and with great determination he 
continued to busy himself with many domestic jobs in the house 
and garden. However the autumn of 1985 saw a marked decline 
and he died on 9 ovember in hospital in Boston. 

He will be remembered by those who knew him as a very worthy 
officer, and a gentleman who quietly and calmly showed the way 
for others to follow. 

His many friends send sympathy Lo Pam, to his mother Mrs I. 
O. Strong and to his brother. 

Vockings-Sig Steven Brandon Vockings, I Sqn, 11 Sig Reg1. 11 is 
with much sadnes that we report the death of teven on 18 
February, aged 18 Y2 years, the son of ex Sgt Dave Vockings. 
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THE LONDON DIVISIONAL IG1 ALS (CITY 01-· LO DON) 
TA MOTORCYCLE OISPLA Y TEAM 
Report by Maj M. A. W. Rose TD 

The sad news in the November hsue of The Wire of the death of 
Maj, The Hon Richard Denison-Pender TD whom I had brieny 
known in 56 (London) Armoured Divisional Signals in 1951/3, brings 
to mind \\hat is now a small piece of the Corps History. 

In the 'Thirties' the then City of London Signals-The London 
Divisional Signals-had formed a very active and proficient Despatch 
Rider sc~tion. 

The inspiration LO form a Unit Display Team for publicity and 
recruitmg purposes from this DR section in 1935 derived from the 
Adjutant, Capt (later Brig) Henry t'irth and CSM Angell who had 
joined the permanent ·taff from Catterick where they had been 
actively involved with the Royal Signals Motor-cycle Di play Team, 
now known universally as the 'White Helmets'. 

The Officer in charge of the newly-formed Display Team was Lt 
(later LI Col) S. J. Lovegrove and his Assistant was 2Ll Richard 
Deni 'on-Pender. Training took ~lace at weekends at Hockley Farm, 
near Chesham, on land made available to the team by Lord Che ham . 
Practices were often anended by the CO, Col G. D. Ozanne MC and 
Col J. C. Denison-Pender, The Hon Colonel. The laner greatly 
assisted the training of the Team by shooting hundreds of feet of 
16mm cine film which was invaluable in helpi ng to improve the sk ill 
of the riders. 

The firs1 µublic performance by the Team was at Annual Camp, 
1935, near Brighton, in front of the Divisional Commander and a 
large attendance of .he public. Through the good offices of the 
'Motor Cycling' magazine considerable publici ty was given to the 
event both locally and m the national Press. 

The object of forming the Team, namely to provide a st imulus to 
recruiting in the doldrums of the 'Thirtie ' was now being achieved 
not only for the City of London Signals but for the TA as a whole. 

Their achievement in having a repertoi re which included some 
fifteen varied tricks, including jumping and IO-Up, has to be judged 
by the devotion of part-time soldiers to many hours of practice in their 
spare time, using their own civilian motor-cycles in normal road trim . 
These included orton , AJS, Rudge, Triumph, Velocette, Scott, 
BSA, Vincent-HR D and many others, representing the thriving British 
motor-cycle industry of the time which has now so sadly disappeared . 

An exception to the u e of civil ian machines had to be made for the 
jumping for wh ich their fu ll road equipment made them unsuitable. 
Due to the good office of Graham Walker, a noted motor-cyclist of 
the day and, himself, a DR in 1914 in the ve ry earliest days of Army 
mechanisat ion , three motor-cycles were loaned by Rudge-Whitworth 
fo r this purpo e enabl ing the Tea m to provide the most pectacular 
part o f their Display. 

From the modest beginning at Brighton the Display Team went 
from strength LO strength in 1936, appearing at over a dozen Tattoos, 
Sport , Gymkhanas, etc: including the OTC Camp at Tweseldown, 
AJdershot which J was attending as a school cadet acting as a DR on 
my own 250 cc OHV Royal Enfield. 

However, the successes of 1936 were to be crowned in 1937 when 
the Display Team was invited to perform at every performance of the 
Royal Tournament at Olympia-the only occasion that a TA Unit has 
had such a privilege. The Officer in Charge o f the Team for this 
auspicious occasion was Lt Richard Denison-Pender. 

Wit hin two years, however, the Team was to be involved in the 
more serious ide of the duties of the Despatch Rider. By 1939 the City 
of London Signals were communicating for what had now become the 
56 London Infantry Divi ion (The Black Cats) . 

Thei r war-time duties took them to the Middle East in 1942. After 
a spell in Iraq the Division made what , somewhat jocularly, was 
refer red to as the longe t approach march to batcle of some 3,000 
miles from Palestine to Enfidaville, Tuni ia . There the Division wa 
blooded brieny on the 29 April 1943 in an engagement a pan of 
Monty's renowned 8th Army. 

Within a few month the Division wa heavily engaged a one of the 
two as aulting British Divi ion on the beache of Salerno on 9 
September 1943- this was followed a few month later by 
commitment to the Anzio Beaches . All a far cry from the glamour of 
the Royal Tournament. 

Shortly a fter the war the City of London Signals was again active 
with the London Division , for a hon time a 56 Armoured Divi ion. 
Maj Richard Denison-Pender had rejoined the unit as a quadron 
commander until his retirement in 1953 . In 1956 the London Divi ion 
reverted to its infantry role but in 1960, in one of the many TA purges, 
the Division wa reduced LO a Brigade. 

Sadly this necessitated the axeing of the City of London Signals 
from a regiment to a squadron, 332 (City of London) Sig Sqn TA 
under my command . 

Happily, during this time, under the enthu iastic leadership of Capt 
.John Baber the Motor-cycle Display Team wa revived briefly, once 
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again providing chrills and entertainment at local events. 
A brief swan-song, however, as before long, in yet another TA rc

o~ganisation, the Squa~ron \\as absorbed into 31 (Greater London) 
Sig Regt a nd the old Cny of London Signals fi nally lo\L its identity. 
Its Regimental History traced directly back to 1861 as the I Tower 
Hamlets who in 1868 became the 2 Tower Hamlets (East London 
Engineer Corps Volunteers) to become, in 1914/ 18, 56 (l ondon) RE 
Signals. 

As a postscript to past success, on 15 July 1972, thirty- five years 
after the Team's appearance at the Royal Tournament Richard 
Denison-Pender and nineteen of the original thirty members of the 
Team had a re-union to support their successors, the ' White Helmets' 
who were performing that night. 

CORPS DATES 
HM THE QUEEN 'S GARDE PARTY AT 
BUCKI GHAM PALACE 

Our Colonel-in-Chief HRH The Prince Anne may auend HM The 
Queen 's Garden Party on Thursday 10 July, 1986. 

Any member of the Corps who receive invitations to attend on this 
date, are asked LO notify Col Francis at RHQ Royal Signals, 56 
Regency Street , London SWIP 4AD, in order that they may be 
included in the Corps organised party, and presented LO The Prince s 
Anne. 

OFFICERS DINNER CLUB 
Dates for 1986: 

Corps Dinner, 
London Press Centre 14 May 1986 

The Corps Luncheon notices sent out LO Members by RHQ 
indicated that tickets would be limited for the Lunch Party on 14 June 
at the Headquarters Mes , Blandford Camp. As a result of hiring a 
suitable marquee, this limitation on numbers happily no longer 
applies . 

REUNIONS 

ASSOCIATION REUNIONS 1986 
The Association Reunions are to be held at Blandford and Canerick 

on the following dates:-
BLA DFORD-18 May 
CA TIERICK-5/ 6 July 

INDIAN SIGNALS REUNION B FFET L NCHEON 
For the eighth successive year a reunion buffet has been arranged 

and will take place, once again, in the Town Hall Hotel Richmond on 
Saturday 5 July 1986 12 noon for lunch at 1.15 pm. Cost £3. -o per 
head. In order to keep co t down, no tickecs will be printed but 
receipt will be issued for all cash received. 

ApplicatiOns plea e to LI Col E. Thomp on, 11 Woodvale Road, 
Darlington , Co Durham DU SHA (Tel 0325 463835). 

OLD WELBEXlAN ASSOCIATIO 
SPORTS AND OCIAL WEEKEND 
21 / 22 JUNE 1986 

The OW A Sport and Social Weekend 1986 will take place on the 
Sat/ Sun 21 / 22 June 1986. The format of the weekend will be a 
follow: 

Sat: Watch Inter Hou e Athletic in che afternoon . BBQ in the 
evening. 

Sun: Tenni and Squa h ver us the College. 
Limited accommodacion and facilitie for camping and caravan 

are available. You are encouraged to come with your familie . 
Any Old Boy who would like to attend and/ or take part in one of 

the port fixture i urged to contact: · 
Capt A. field 
Welbeck College 
Worksop 
Notts SBO 3LN 
Tel (0909) 476326 X 30, (0909) 485351 evening 
by 24 May at the latest please. 
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_OCIATIO 
T' DI 'ER 

Th O\ Pr . 1dent's Dinner" ill be held a t W !beck on at urdav 
I la) 19 6. Anyone \Ii hing ;o attend hould contact: ('apl A. 
ti Id, \\elbeck College, \\.orbop. ous 80 .H . Tel (0909) 476326 
E t 30 or evening (0909) 485351 by 3 fay. . 

Dre 11ill be me· kit for erving officer . dinner jackets lor n.·w~d 
officer . The o t will be approximately £10 per head and ther.e w1_1l 
be a ca h bar available after the meal. Limited accommodation 1 

available on reque 1. 

REU 10 ' OF 25 FIELD REGIMENT 1'0YAL ARTILLERY 
1947 TO 1984 

Th second reumon of 25 Regt i taking place a1 Larkhill, '.: al isbury, 
\ 'ilt on unday 6 July 1986. . .. 

. 1eet at ergeant ' Me 1arquee high . noon, · Ba~ fac1hues 
available. Bring a picnic lunch . Bring the famtl>• 1f you w1 h. Plenty 
of car/ aravan parking. 

If vou have erved in 25 irre pective of cap badge you are welcome. 
Details from:- Len Haddow (Ex RSM) , 11 Chapel Lane, 

Hempstead, Gillingham , Kent IE7 3TD. 

THE WHITE LIST 
Thi was sent out to all erving officers and to tho e retired officer 

who ub cribe in December 1985. If your copy did not arrive, plea e 
advi e RHQ Royal ignal . Copies may be purchased by non
ubscribing officer , and by Warrant Officer by application to RHQ 

with a cheque for £2 made payable to 'Royal Signal Corps Fund '. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
Yacancy fo r a Reti red Officer Grade 3 in Headquarter London 
Di trict, Hor e Guards, Whitehall 

A vacancy exi t for the R03 Communications appointment in 
Headquarters London Di trict. Details of the post can be obtained 
from Commander Communications London Di trict and application 
should be made to MOD CM(A)2, Lacon Hou e, Theobalds Road 
London WClX 8RY. 

RETIRED OFFICER ACANCY IN WALES (R02) 
The po t of S02 Comm , HQ Wales in Brecon comes vacant in 

September 1986. It cover all aspects of Communication in Wale and 
i the only R Signals taff officer po t in the Headquarter . 

Officers who are contemplating retirement or are already retired 
and are interested should contact either Maj Eric Fox at HQ Wales , 
Brecon Military Ext 234 or CM(A) 2(RO) Lacon House 6509. 

FOR SALE 
ROYAL SIGNALS BAND 

The following records and cassettes are on sale through the Royal 
Signals Band: 

Marching and Waltzing 
Regimental Music of The Briti h Army Vol 2 
Regimental Mu ic of The British Army Vol 3 
Regimental Silver 
The Old Brigade Soldier Songs 

Price: £5.60 inc p&p. Cheques/PO to be made payable to: Central 
Bank School of Signal . 

Band Addre s: Record Sale , Band of the Royal Corps of Signals, 
School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset DTl I 8RH. 

A LADIES CO RP BROOCH 
Col J. A . D. Francis, the Regimental Secretary has been asked 10 

arrange the sale of a Ladies Corps Brooch. It is the old pre 1945 
de ign, which is different from the pre ent day Corps badge. The 
surround is 18k gold, and dark blue enamel, the Jimmy is set wi th 
about 20 small stone , probably diamonds. It's value is thought to be 
in excess of £150. It is a fine piece of jewellery and may be seen at 
RHQ . Bids please to Col Franci . 
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BAND ENGAGEMENTS 1986 
APRIL 
2-5 Freedom of Berlin 
9 List.:n to the Band record ing 
10 onccrl Coade Hall Blandford 
11 Dinner ight 
18 Pa s Off Parade 
19-29 Leave 
30 Dinner ight 

1AY 
I 
2 
3 
3 
5-7 
7 
9-11 
14 
16 
16 
21 
24-25 
26-31 

J NE 
3-8 
9-10 
13 
II 
12 
13 
14 
19 
20 
22-28 
22-29 
29-4 

J LY 
3-4 
5-6 
JI 
11 
13-19 
20-26 
25 
27 
27-2 

AUG 
5-10 
10-16 
11 

Training Group Dinner 
Pas Off Parade 
Freedom of Harrogate 
Dane 
Royal Vi it BAOR 
Dinner ight 
Kohima Week End 
Corp Dinner 
Ladie Dinner ight 
Dinner Night 
SOinC' onference Part y 
Cara an Ra lly 
Royal Bath and We t Show 

Band Tour 
Week End Leave 
Pas Off Parade 
Dinner ight 
Dinner ight 
Dinner ight 
Corp Lunch 
Garri on Cocktai l Party 
Concert Fairfield Hall 
Bournemouth Bandstand 
Aldershot Army Di play 
Regents Park 

Pa s Off Parade 
Old Comrades Association 
Pass Off Parade 
Dinner ight 
Bournemouth Band tand 
St James' Park 
Dinner ight 
Hyde Park 
Eastbourne Bandstand 

ST 
Public Duties 
St James' Park 
Dinner ight 

SEPTEMBER 
2-8 Leave 
10-12 Berlin 
13 Move to Celle 
14-15 Celle 
16 Lippstadt 
17 Herford 
18-19 Herford 
20 Verden 
21 Herford 
22-23 Free 
24 Move to Krefeld 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29-30 

Krefeld 
St Toi is 
Krefeld 
Maastricht 

29 ig Regt 
BB Bristol 
Gui ld of St Helena 
30 ig Regt 
11 ig Regt 

8 Sig Regt gt ' Mc s 

8 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
AA Harrogate 

hepton Mallet 
16 Sig Regt 
I Sig Gp Tidwonh 
2 Div HQ York 
Press Centre London 
School of igs Mess 
DADPTC Mess Blandford 
School of Sig Mess 
Leeds 
Shepton Mallet 

I 1 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
Records Office Reading 
School of Sig Mess 
Blandford 
Croydon 

11 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

DADPTC Mess Blandford 

London 

30 Sig Regt 

29 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Reg1 
22 Sig Regt 
3 ADSR 
7 Sig Regt 
I ADSR 
4 ADSR 

16 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 

ORTHAG 
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0 TOBER 
I Free 
2 Wildcnrath 
3 Krefeld 
10 Pass Off Parade 
8 Concert Pontin 
8 Dinner Night 
9 Guest Night 
17 Concert Wessex Hall 
18 Dinner Night 
24 Dinner Night 
25-3 Lea ve 

NOVJ<.MBER 
5-7 Pass Off Parade 
6 \II.aster of Signals Dinner 
8-9 Remembrance Parade 
9 Remembrance Parade 
14 Sgts' Mess Cocktail Party 
17 Dance Band BAOR 
28 Pass Off Parade 
27 Dinner Night 
28 Dinner Night 
29 Dinner Night 

DECEMBER 
5 Pass Off ParaJe 
3 Concert 
4 Concert 
5 Dinner ight 
5 Dinner ight 
9 Wive Club Dinner 
12 Ladies Dinner Nigh 
13 Malcolm Sargent Fanfares 
21 Concert 

21 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
I I Sig Regt 
Weymouth 
Dyers London 
School of Sigs Mess 
Poole 
38 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Regt 

Catterick 
Blandford 
10 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Regt 
AAC Middle Wallop 
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn 
37 Sig Regt 

I I Sig Regt 
Woolverhampton 
11 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
35 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 
School of Sigs 
Royal Festival Hall 
Preston 

PERSONAL 
OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATIO 
MATERIAL FOR 'THE WELBEXIAN' 

Article of any length are urgently needed for the Old Welbexian 
A soci~tion part of 'The Welbexian' magazine. 
. Wou~d all ~Ws who have had interesting jobs or undergone any 
mteresung military or adventure training or done anything in the 
sporting line please put pen to paper . 

Articles should be submitted to Mr A. Walker-Morecroft, Welbeck 
College, Worksop, Notts by 30 April 1986. 

W. Foster of 2 Dunelm Crescent, Moorends, Nr Doncaster DN8 
HPT (Tel Thorn (0405) 813971) would like to get in touch with his old 
friend the Irish cook from I 07 SW Section 1941 . Anyone who can help 
please contact him. 

COMMERCIAL COLLECTORS OF MEDALS AND MILITARIA 
Several retired officers have received letters from Mr M. R. 

Heidkamp of Cincinnati, Ohio . He has omehow obtained a copy of 
the Royal Signals Officers Retired Li t and has used rhis to write and 
ask that he should be given medals, equipment, badge , photo and 
documents. 

Mo t retired officers will be aware that their campaign medals in 
particular have a considerable commercial value. They are invited to 
consult Maj Alan Harfield (Blandford Forum (0258) 52582 Extn 413 
or 248) before parting with any of the items mentioned by Mr 
Heidkam1>. 

Retired Officer are also advised that the White List i a valuable 
document to many commercial concern , and they are a ked not to 
pas it on, or allow it to be photo copied by per ons or firm likely 
to use it for commercial purpo es. 
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FINANCIAL 
PLANNING 

ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital 
and other A\sets. to prepare the wa~ for the individual to 
achieve fin ancial aims. These may indude: 

FINANCIAL PROTECTION 

FINANCIAL SECURITY 

HO USE PURCHASE 

EDUCATIO EXPE SE 

COMFORTA BLE RETIREMENT 

TRANSFE R OF ASSETS 

-against the effects 
o f p~sess1ons lost 
or dam:iged 

-for pre-;ent or 
future dependants 

- immediatelv or in 
the future · 

- for present or 
future children 

- based on an 
adequate con tmuing 
income backed 
up by an adequate 
capital reserve 

- to the next 
generation 

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the 
investment of capital. the use of other assets \\here 
applicable. insurance against ill health and the insurance of 
posse sions. We help clients to lay the foundations of sound 
plans. to develop existing plans and keep them up to date. 
and then to make the best use o f resources when the time 
comes to meet commitments . 

GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning. 
The more clients take us into their confidence the better we 
can assist them . Please let us have full details of existing 
resources. you r ability to save. and any expectations. Please 
also tell us all you can about commitments with which vou 
expect to have lo cope. We. of course. treat all such 
information as confidential. 

AN EA RLY START help . and we will be pleased to as isl 
you howe,·er modest your resources may be now. If vuu have 
existing a rrangements "hich may need develop.ing. the 
sooner you refer them to us. the more help "e are likelv to be 
able to give you. · 

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any 
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to 
make be made through us. It is based on over 37 years of 
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising 
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive sale men, but i 
given in writing for you to study at your leisure. 

ARE YOU MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YOUR 
INCOME A D OTHER ASSETS? 

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE EAREST POST 
BOX OR TELE PHO E 

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA I G CA 
HELP YOU 

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
Major T. F. Williams F.B .l. B. A. 

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET, 
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE 

Telephone Brighton 28 1 I (5 lines) 

Member of the Briti h Insurance Brokers As ociahon 

Member of the Armed Force Insurance Brokers 
Commillee of the B. l.B.A . 
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~ REPORT FROM ULSrfER 

HQ Northern Ireland 
BFPO 825 

OinC(A) YI IT ~ OPERATION IN NORTHERN IRELAND 
I TRODt.; TJON 

The fir t vi it made by our new Signal Officer in Chief (Army), Maj 
Gen P. D. Ale ander MBE, was to the operational theatre of 

orthern Ireland. From hi arrival on 6 January, when he wa met by 
hi clo e protection party, to his departure the next d~y, ~he ~Oin. 
had an extremely bu y period of briefings on the security 1tuat1on in 
the Province and visit to the three operational signal quadrons 
including everal hot pot . Thi , his fir t visi t as SOinC to members 
of the Corps, wa an out randing success. 

TO HQ NI . . . . 
Following an up-date on the current s1tuauon in the Prov111ce, the 

OinC was briefed in detail by member of Communications Branch 
on the current communications in use and the major projects to 
replace others. Commander Communications, Lt Col M. R. 
Stephen on, outlined the introduction of COUGARNET-an 
integrated radio network which replaces the myriad of systems now in 
u e. Maj Ben Higson S02 (ADP) then briefed the SOinC on the 
replacement of several manned ADP equipments as well a the small 
ystems used by all arms. The final briefing was on Project Brinton-

an integration of the Army Telephone Network and Tape Relay 
COM tCE into one rationalised system- indeed that part which we 
have already in service is the most modern telephone system in 
Europe! 

SOinC meets Comms Branch HQ NI 
Left to Right: LCpl Dave Harkness , Mrs Sue LeRiche, Mrs Rene 
Scarlett, Maj Chris Greig, SOinC, Lt Col Rex Stephenson , Capt 

Charles King , Maj Ben Higson , W02 (FofS) Joh n Mcil ree 
Front: SSgt M. Barbe, Sgt C. lbberson , Cpl G. Smith , W02 (YofS) 

R. Childs 

TO 39 INF BOE HQ AND SIG Q 
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn are proud LO have been the fi rst R 

Signals unit to be visited by Maj Gen Alexander in his capaci ty as 
SOinC. The visi t began with a shon briefing by the OC Maj Philip 
Rouse, and then to the Horseshoe Club for lunch, where the SOinC 
met many members of the Squadron, and renewed some old 
acquaintances. ' 

The afternoon was particularly busy. Before leaving Lisburn to visit 
the Brigade area the SOinC toured the Squadron and was given a Heli 
tele update by Sgt Chris Christian , and a briefing on the Brigade 
Radio Room by LCpl Baz Hardman. 

From Lisburn the first port o f call was to Girdwood Park in North 
Belfast LO meet W02 (Fof ) Jim Hanifin and members of the 
Squadron's UHF Faults Team who support the Belfast Roulement 
Baualion. Also at Girdwood were Cpl Dave Whittaker and Sig ' Prof' 

keels who demonstrated the mobile Heli tele detachment. It was then 
back on the road for a 60 minute journey to Bessbrook Mill and the 
Armagh Roulement Battalion, who are currently 1st Bn The Black 
Watch. The SOinC was warmly received by the CO Lt Col Irwin , and 
after visiting the Bn Ops Room he flew to Crossmaglen in a Lynx 
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appropriately piloted by Capt Mike Anderson. At Crossmaglen he 
saw ome 'COUGAR' preliminary installation work being carried out, 
and met OC 'COUGAR' Troop, Capt Barry Keegan and members of 
his team. 

SOinC talking to LCpl Neil Stewart with SSgt (YofSl Paddy 
Coburn looking on 

SOinC w it h Cpl Dave Evans 

The SOinC discussing the intricacies of the Hel i-Teli syst em with 
Sgt Chris Christian 
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The SOinC talking to W02 (FofS) Hanifin with OC Maj Philip 
Rouse looking on. The SOinC was on a visit to the Forward Repair 

Team at Girdwood, as part of his visit to the Squadron 

TO 233 SIG SQN ( I) 
On 7 January the SOinC, Maj Gen Alexander visited the Squadron 

and was able to see much of the new building work and planned 
equipment enhancements. 

W02 (Y~fS~ Ni&el Cox showed him the Vengeful system which is 
due to receive its mid term enhancements in the near future, and Capt 
(Tfc) John Nichols took him to the now split site Commcen; Capt 
(TOT) Henry Connor led the SOinC around Systems Control and the 
recently commissioned telephone exchange. Divis mountain gave it 
usual bleak reception as the SOinC visited the radio site where Cpl Tes 
McBride and Sig Nigel Matthews are spending January manning the 
C50s; the C50s are due to be replaced in mid-87 within the Brinton 
project. 

The visit concluded with a buffet lunch organised by the new Admin 
Offr Capt Mike Ledwards, it wa certain to be a success with nice 
touches such as free drinks! 

Capt (TOT) Henry Connor explains the advances being made in 
Tech Tp. W02 (FofS) Doug Rackham is even more impressed than 

SOinC and OC 

W02 (YofS) Nigel Cox and Sig Kevin Newman with t he SOinC in 
the Computer ma in frame room . LCpl Sea n Hughes continues to 

run t he Tp from the Ops bubble 
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TO 8 f, 1' BUE HQ A D IG S(.l 
The SOinCpaid a ~ncf, but mtc.n c, visa to Londonderry, ~pending 

three ~ours wuh the S4uadron. Alter meeting the Bde Comd, Brig M. 
I. E. Scott DSO, ~nd being briefed by the 0 , faj .John Kirh), he 
was taken on a bnef tour. 

Sgt Cliff Swailes BEM and Sig Ade Pierce demonstrated Antenna 
Rigging on a 120ft mast. SSgt Chris Rogan and Cpl bic Burn' 
exi;>lained their system of Crypto management and re upply in the 
Brigade. 

OC Comms Tp, Cap! Steve Hunt, introduced rhe SOinC 10 21 t 
Graham Deans, (his first day in the unit, fresh from Sandhur~t), 
followed by the Rover Group, commanded by LCpls 'Smiler' Smales 
and Phil Hopwell. Sig Chas Fox explained the role and facilities of the 
Incident Vehicle and LCpl Jeff Richards the Heli-Tele Mobile 
Groundstation. 

Sgt Len Twells and Sig 'Scouse' Hale demonstrated the Brigade 
Radio Room. 

The SOinC then met the QM, Capt Brian Young, commenting that 
he. hadn't gr~wn at all since. they last served together! Sgt Tom 
Mitchell explained the accounting for the entire stock of radios in the 
Brig~de and gt Taff Cad~ick explained the FAT 0 system. LCpl 
Ro~m Gray.showed the SOmC the Local Equipment Table, winning 
praise for h1 tylt: of presentation. 

In TM Tp, SSgt Taff Williams demonstrated the Commercial Radio 
Management System, and introduced the SOinC to Sgt Ben Mee and 
LCpls teve Nix and Jim McCready. 

CO I R Anglian, Lt Col M. J. D. Walker OBE took the SOinC on 
a tour 'West of the River Foyle', accompanied by Comd Comms I 
a.nd the Sqn Comd, the fir t time the SOinC had been in Londonderry 
smce 1969, when he brought 24 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn from 
England on an Emergency Tour. 

The SOi nC meeting Rove r Group: LCpls Smales and Hopwell, Sig 
Scott and Pte Spedding 

SSgt Williams explaining 8 8de's Commercial Radio Sys tems to 
the SOinC 
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HQ NOTES 

8 lnfBde HQ and Sig Sqn 
B.F .P .0. 807 

Report by Capt R. P. Walkin RA 
O\·erheard in the AO' office 
AO: 'Chief' . 
Chief: 'Ye Sir' (very quick i Chiefy). 
AO: 'Have we got any unit in Argentina?' 
Chief: ' o Sir'. 
AO: 'Well it says here that we have to send someone on Pampas 
training. I thought that was a field in Argentina' . 
Chief: ' o Sir, that is the name of the new Admin computer'. 
AO: 'Oh well , it is all very confusing to us long range snipers'. 

I would like to pas on ew Year greetings to all ex members of 8 
Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. We here are looking forward to the arrival 
of our Pampa . I am ure it will make life a lot easier and indeed more 
efficient. All SHQ personalities are alive and well. Our 
congratulations go to Cpl (I can move them) Windu on hi well 
deserved promotion. We also welcome Anne Leslie to the fold as our 
new typist. We will be aying goodbye at the end of the month to Sgt 
(Smiler) Simp on, the training Sergeant. He is off to sample life at an 
RLD in Blackpool. He is being replaced by Sgt Benson and we say, 
welcome to him and his wife Jacqueline. 

COMMS TROOP 
Report by Lt J. C. R. Bertram 

December produced the normal run of Christmas festivities, with 
very succe ful Troop and Squadron parties. 

Cpl Jim Moore made the mistake of inviting Sig ·Scou e' Hale to 
his house on Christmas Day, the mistake was allowing Hale to get 
his own beer from the fridge-he ate the family's turkey instead! 

Our Hilltop rebro site suffered a few administrative difficulties in 
the early pan of January, when bad weather and low cloud 
prevented helicopters from flying in. Once the fresh rations had run 
out, LCpl Mal Clark is rumoured to have wanted to butcher the UDR 
site guard rather than eat the compo emergency rations. 

Heli-Tele has had two operational deployments over the last two 
months, for Lundy Day, a large Protestant celebration in 
Londonderry, and for the 15th anniversary of Bloody Sunday, a large 
Republican parade. Lundy Day was very quiet and peaceful with no 
incidents, while Bloody Sunday saw GLC leader, Mr Ken Livingstone 
joining Republican leaders on the platform, calling for a withdrawal 
of the Army from Northern Ireland. 

Rover Group have recently returned from an intense period of anti 
ambush training, improving their drills and skills. They are now to be 
seen driving round Londonderry 'controlling' other traffic with their 
vehicles. They are now under command of 2Lt Graham Deans, who 
is on attachment to us prior to going to the School of Signals to attend 
the Troop Commanders Course. 

We would like to say hello to new members of the Troop, Cpl 
McClements and Newbon, LCpl Hopwell, Sig Donovan, Logan and 
Scott. We hope they have enjoyable and successful tours here. 

MIKE TROOP 
Report by Cpl I. McKittrick 

With the recent bad weather, some major incidents and 
COUGAR ET to contend with, the troop has been stretched to the 
limit over the past few weeks. Some of the worst storms the Province 
has een have left the troop rushing about repairing broken antennae 
and knocking ice off masts. Not to mention bogging in a few 
landrovers and becoming expert at putting on snow chains. Sgt Mee 
take a bow. 
Cpl Flanny Flanighan and LCpl Neil Gray met PIRA at one of our 
ites just casually wiring it up for demolition. As expected PIRA left 

humedly, is Flanny really the TERMINATOR? COUGARNET is 
now whizzing (!) along with the Ops Room fits organised by Sgts 
Bro~n, Thoma and Carey starting to take shape. The Boss, W02 
(Fof ) Bob Thompson, keeps everything moving while leaping around 
the T AOR trying to get the PSA to put the right mast S"Ctions in the 
right locations, SSgt Tony Williams is resting at present on a 
COUGAR course, but should be back in time to write the next Wire 
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Sgt Swailes explains Antenna Rigging . Lt Col Stephenson and Maj 
Kirby look on 

notes. This is why I am writing them thi time (too difficult for the 
FofS). The Rigging ection has been so busy that we can't even find 
a rigger to get ome Wire notes from! Sgt Cliff Swailes BEM leads the 
team assisted by LCpl Neil (where's my finger) Gray. The section has 
been busy with COUGAR antennae and assisting Racal on their 
travels around the TAOR, they also complain that someone keeps 
trying to blow up their masts. Score so far PIRA I, Sig Sqn l. Replay 
to follow. 

Finally the troop welcomes Cpls McCready and Farnell, LCpl Nix 
and Sig Jones and we bid adieu to Sgt Ben Mee, Cpl Flanny Flanighan 
and Pete Wilson and wi h them all the best in their new postings . 

MT TROOP 
Report by Sgt Gillan 

We would like to congratulate Dvr Marden on the occasion of his 
marriage. We wish him and his bride well for the future and may all 
their trouble be little ones! 

Congratulations are also in order for Sig and Mrs Mark Preece on 
the birth of their son Nicholas. 

We would like to take this golden opportunity to make public and 
congratulate our MTO Capt (QM) B. Young on his great 
achievements in the International Dans cene this year (Eric 
Bristow-look to your laurel ). 

The troop would like to welcome the following to the fold: 
Sgt Norrie Penman, Cpl (BJ) Chapman, Sig Moore, Dvr (Poser) 

Hall. 
And to say goodbye to : 
Sgts Allen Du nn, J immy Shaw, Dvrs Tony Hagan, Graham Brown, 

(Ugh) Marden. 

QM DEPT 
Report by Sig D. E. Mackrodt 

We quickly settled down to normal working after a busy Christmas 
period. The New Year began with a visit from the SOinC Maj Gen P. 
D. Alexander MBE on 7 January. This was followed by the defence 
auditors, causing Capt (QM) B. Young's hair to turn grey over night, 

Capt (QM) Young explaining to the SOinC (as the ROMS looks on) 
that he has no idea about the G 1 098, and could he have a 

question on Golf instead 
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Uu t like the RQ's). He only reali~ed what a switched on department 
he had when the week was over and he was informed that all was well. 

Congratulations to Sgt A. C. 0 '. hea on his recent promotion and 
we wish him and his fam ily well on their posting to AFCENT· also 
well done to Sig Mackrod t on being selected to play in the Corps 
hockey team. 

W0 2 (ROMS) Braddon looks on as t he SOinC meets Sgt Caddick , 
Cpl (now Sgt) O' Shea and Sig Mackrodt 

NORTHER ' IRELAND MINOR UNIT 
SOCCER CUP WINNERS 
Report by W0 2 CRQMS) Braddon 

After a great deal of effort the Squadron has won the NI Minor 
Units Cup . In he final the team were convincing winners. After a high 
pres ·ure tart by the Squadron, the King' s Division Depot, I Royal 
Irish fina lly succumbed in the 15th minute when LCpl Geordie Hurst 
got on the end of a cross by LCpl Scouse Dawson. This seemed to 
open the floodgates and by half time we were 4- 0 up. 

The Squadron kept the pressure up in the second half despite 
injuries to Sig Jacko Jackson and LCpl Andy Cameron and ended up 
winners by 9-1 with goals coming from Sig Jacko Jackson 3, LCpl 
Andy Cameron 3, LCpl Geordie Hurst I , an own goal, and finally a 
header by the oldie of the team W02 (RQMS) 'Headband' Braddon. 

The whole team on the day played very well from SSgt Dennis 
Rutter in goal through the back four of Cpl Kenny Ives, Sig Jock 
Barrie, W02 Mick Braddon, LCpl Dave Ellitson in the midfield where 
out captain WOl Geoff Gill held us together with ig Jacko Jackson 
and LCpl Mal Clark and finally our strikers LCpls Scouse Dawson, 
Geordie Hurst and Andy Cameron. Our sub Cpl Taff Shaw came on 
for inj ured LCpl Andy Cameron. 

We look forward now to entertaining 60 Sqn RCT on 5 February 
in the semi fi nal of the UK minor units cup . 

BU RYS COURT PREP ARA TORY SCHOOL 
LEIGH, Nr. REIGATE SURREY RH2 SRE. 

Boarding School for 6 \lz -14 year old boys. 
Good facilitie for learning and sport include 
Science and Maths Labs, Playing Fields, Computers 
and Videos, Gymnasium and Swimming Pool. Small 
Classes. Preparation for Exam to Gordon Boys, 
Duke of Yorks and for Common Entrance. Interest 
in Sport, Music and Recreation activities encouraged. 
As istance with travel arrangements. 
Fee covered by Services Education Allowance. 
Apply Headmaster or telephone 030 678 372. 
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SHQ 

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
B.F .P.O. 801 

In December we said fa rewell to Brig M. Rose, and we welcomed 
the new Brigade Commander, Brig I. Freer; we wish him and his 11ife 
a very happy and safe tour in the Province. Socially Christmas and the 
New Year passed in a very traditional manner with a seemingly endle s 
and punishing programme of Troop and Squadron function s. 
Virtually all were held in the Horse hoe Club , and while the AO Capt 
Pete Humphreys has spent most of January counting the takings, the 
Club President W02 RQM Terry Hughes has been re-furbishing the 
Club to make good the damage; ably assisted by the new committee! 

On the operational side our hopes for a quiet new year were dashed 
with the sudden arrival of the Spearhead Battalion, but the Ops Room 
duo of 2IC Capt George Whyman and TOT Capt Jan Ja iok very 
nimbly put together a comms plan which worked . It is just a well 
because they and the rest of the Squadron have been working solidly 
on Phase 1 of the COUGAR ET installation programme which is 
now in full swing. 

The pressure of work has not eluded SHQ Troop who have been 
busy preparing the mountain of paperwork for the forthcoming ARU. 
Cpl Jan 'Where's my posting?' Trask, somehow managed to wangle 
a week's leave to UK leaving 'Little and Large', namely, LCpl Nobby 
'Cuddles' Clark and Sig Dick 'Rambo' Peacock bearing the brunt of 
the work load . Even the Chief SSgt John 'Jock' McEwen managed to 
escape now and again with his beloved football team. On the per onal 
side, we would like to take this opportunity to congratulate WO I 
(RSM) Charlie Manning on his selection for Commissioning. Well 
done. 

The RSM W01 Charlie Manning has just been told he has been 
selected for Commissioning, provided he doesn't let go of the 

rope! 

ALPHA TROOP 
Alpha Troop ha , as usual been very busy. Despite all the 

maintenance ta ks there have been ever increasing demands for the 
installation of the new COUGAR radio y tern. 

Thi ha involved Cpl Dave Bunt. LCpl 'Scouse' Bradley, ig Pete 
Clark, 'Mo' Morrison and LCpl 'Mudflap ' Mudway pending every 
day in different locations doing all the preparatory work e ential for 
the later installation by COUGAR Troop. Other , such as LCpl Jim 
Rice, Sig Paul Cross, 'Prof' Skeels and Chris Davies have all been 
escorting the civilian team around the province. 

Rover Group ha not been neglected during this bu y chedule; not 
only are they doing increa ed patrolling around the Garri on but are 
deploying men on roulement to the South Armagh Roulement 
Battalion, currently 1 t Battalion The Black Watch to do rural patrol 
out of Cros maglen and the other ba es. 

Additionally they have become TV uper tars-at lea t in the view 
of Cpl Andy Fenton all becau e of the two very brief clip on the 
recent 'First Tue day' programme on Northern Ireland. Cpl Fenton 
viewed thi 'Screen Test' so eriously that he asked HQ I PR Branch 
for a copy and when this failed ha now written to York hire TV for 
a personal copy-watch out 'Roland Rat'. 
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RRJ\ AL A 'D DEPARTl'.Rt:' 
ig And) Cook married Mariun and the wedding 11a attended b) 

many o i th troop, the reception b:r e1en more! When the r.:gular 
dance band IOOk a break Sig Paul Cros on drum and LCpl Jim Rice 
and ' ig Pete Clark on guitar deputi ed. We wi h Marion and And) 
all the be t in their marria!(e. We al o congra tu la te LCpl Ste,•e Bai rd 
and Janet on the birth o f their daughter C hantelle . 

\\'e say hello to Cpl Gar)' Cooper and hi ' ife Pauline newly arrived 
a the orderly IO Brig Freer, replacing LCpl ' Brian ' Cockroft and 
B rbara who are off to the Hong Kong un hine. Pte Barr, Figure 
arrived to enable Pte 'Jock' tewart to be po ted to CA D Kine on . We 
wish them all the be t. 

B TROOP 
Bravo Troop ha been active over the la t few month , with a ho t 

of po ting · in and out and a Christmas party to end them a ll. It wa 
an out !anding affair. with the guy in tuxedo and the ladie in the 
•flapper' tyle dres e . The theme was the 1920s and the free cock ta il 
en ured everyone wa soon in a relaxed mood. 

By the time Cpl Alan Balderstone had finished the ra ffle, the whole 
party wa declared a ucce 11 ith a fir t ever in Squadron hi tory-the 
OC Squadron didn't win a prize! The whole function wa organi ed 
by Cpls Angus Palmer and Alan Balder tone who did a fantastic job. 
Well done to them and thank to all those who helped them in the 
preparation . 

MOVEMENT 
The last few month have een quite a fe1 comings and goings. 
December aw the departure of Cpl Alan Balderstone and allv 

(congratulations on your promotion), Cpl Nick Hawley and Angie 
Cpl teve Davie -William and Connie, and Cpl John Hynes. Thi~ 
y~ar o far we hav~ lo t Cpl Cliff Knighton and Wendy. ig Tilly 
T1llot on and Lorraine, Cpl Angu Palmer, LCpl Luigi Dedman and 
Eddie ~dwards and Sig Paddy McCandless. All of them go with our 
best 11•1shes (the last two are going IO civvy treet and we wish them 
the best of luck in their new career ). 

To fill the ~ap (and. there are quite a few) we welcome Cpl Dang 
Locker an? Simone, Sig Dave Churchward and Nikki, Sig George 
Best and 1g 'Mac' Mclean. We al o welcome Yof S gt 'Dai' Jone 
and Kathy. Have a nice tour! 

The troop would also like to welcome back the OC, Lt A. Metcalfe 
who has managed in the last three months, to go hang gliding for two 
w~e~s, skiing in Austria for two weeks and to spend two weeks on a 

k1 ID tructors course at Aviemore. What's next? 

FOCUS ON DET CASTLEREAGH 
Detached from B Troop is a small detachment based at RUC 

Castlereagh and a Commcen in Ladas Drive, under the watchful eye 
of Cpl John Crawford, LCpl Eddie Edwards and ig Paddy 
McCandless, the detachment main task handling traffic for variou 
~gencies in Ladas Drive, and maintain an Ops Room for Army liaison 
ID RUC Castlereagh. The detachment live in portacabins in RUC 
Ca~tlereagh and enjoy the freedom of being away from the 
ma1D tream. The facilities in and around the station are good with a 
auna, multi gym, swimming pool, squash courts and a snooker hall 

nearby. All the detachment personnel are in their last few months of 
military service, so for anyone who knows us it's goodbye from him 
and him and him. ' 

TM TROOP 
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 

Recently the. troop has said farewell LO Sig Doug Easby and Sally 
posted to 21 Sig Regt, and Cpl Kev Bell and Maggie posted to 8 Sig 
Regt_. :"-lso after two years of blood, sweat and tears W02 (Fof ) Jim 
Ham~m and Robina leave on posLing IO sunny Gibraltar. He has 
pron;11sed to han~le our in~ent for sunshine, which is sadly lacking 
here. Our best wishes go with them all for their future tours. 

We we!come to the troop W02 {FofS) Tony McMahon, ig Martin 
Breckenndge, _LCpl Andy Boon , and Cpl Jim Hagger. 

Con_gratulat1ons go to ig Gary Rushworth and Diane on the birth 
of their <laughter Heidi. 

With the run up to the in tallation of our new comms system firmly 
under way, i;ian" of the Troop have become involved in either 
talkthrough Sile checks or escort duties for the RACAL installation 
team. The Troop Christmas party is now a dim and distant 
memory-but many belated thanks to Sgts imon Tatman ' Buck' 
Buckingham, Cpls 'Trev' Roe, 'Vince' Connoly and LCpl Dave 
Covey of TE Tech 'love the bow ties' Section for all your hard work. 
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THF, ADVA 'ICt: OF THE HORDES 
Report b~ apt (QM) Bob \'ale 

In the far distant pa t an Italian chappit: dec ided he would pop 
aero to ngland for a holiday, liked it and tayed a while. Whilst he 
enjoyed most of his stay he was upset by marauding horde that 
invaded hi tranquil c tates, (mainly on a Saturday, for the Celts v 
Roman gladiatorial games), from the cou nt ie north of Newcastle. As 
an act of public ervice he decided LO build a wall across the width of 
hi e tale, in an auempt to re trict the movement of the e northern 
horde . For Lhi the inhabitant of peaceful England were eternally 
grateful a nd even to thi · day Hadrian's name can be seen all over the 
northern reaches of England. 

Ho wel'er it is ad to rela te that thi wall ha been well and truly 
breached and a steady flow of illegal immigrant are spreading 
through the land and this Brigade Signal Squadron appear to be a 
taging post. T he leaders of this late t marauding bunch have cloaked 

them elve with a veneer of re pectability, but lapse into their natural 
tongue in time of tre and thi makes them ea ily identifiable. Due 
to a lack o f vigilance on the part of many Engli hmen ome have 
reached the very pinnacle of ocia l acceptability. 

The author can reveal tha t their leader Col 'Jock' Drummond and 
the members of his taff Capt 'Jock' lrvine-Forlesque and Capt 
'Jock' Farquhar on are a t this very moment trying to change the title 
o f. the Brigade Sign~! ?qua~ron •. to the 39 Independent Auchnecloy 
Brigade . In-depth 111 f1ltra11on, mto the very heart of the Signal 
Squadron ~a already taken place ~nd i_L i feared that it is only a 
matter of ume before the now guttering hght of Engli h civilisation is 
finally extingui hed . The internal leader hip is well organi ed and i 
busy extending its influence. 

The 21s; . Capt 'Jock ' Whyman i studying for PQS2 in an attempt 
to push himself furthe r up the social ladder . His right -hand man Capt 
'Jock' Jasiok i the PR man who ha already achieved world media 
coverage with his London Marathon run and i expected to achieve the 
same _coverage this year. W02 'Jock' Haldane is attempting to re
establish cavalry as a form of warfare by running the Garrison Saddle 
Club, (a venture in which he is supported by Capt 'Jock' Farquharson 
Scots DG). Capt 'Jock' Rafferty and SSgt 'Jock' Shaw meanwhile 
train and lead a tight group of vigilantes who disgui e themselves as 
the Commander' Rover Group. The Chief Clerk, SSgt 'Jock' 
McEwe~, act a ecretary for the group and by running the football 
team Stimulate the aggression in the political wing of the organisa
tion. Logi tic upport is well looked after by Sgt 'Jock' Torrance and 
Cpl 'Jock' Vance and tran portation is covered by LCpl 'Jock ' 
Semple and LCpl 'Jock' MacLeod . The list of supporting 'Jock's' is 
endless and to make matter worse the Regimental Sergeant Major 
WOl 'Geordie' Manning is uspected because of his proximity to the 
wall. 

So what, I hear you all say. But have you considered the effect on 
!llorale within the Squadron . Christmas was almost cancelled this year 
111 favour of _some ethn!c celebration venerating a pig, called 
!-fogmanay, which no Englishman understood but was willing to give 
1t a try. Th~ only d~awb~~k appeared IO be that enough of the English 
stalwarts, hke MaJ Ph1hp Rouse, managed to convince the 'Jock' 
element that no Englishman would forego his traditional turkey in 
favour of offal cooked in a sheep' s stomach . 
. The lang~age ba_rrier is also becoming an increasing problem and an 
IDterpreter 1 requ1red on mo L communication conferences. As the 
education services. have not y_et identified this problem the Squadron 
has .to make do with the services of Sgt 'Paddy' Coburn which, for 
obvious rea ons, creates problems of another nature. 

The final plea is to PBI I and RSMRO and indeed Records Offices 
of all attached Corps members; please let u have a few Englishmen! 

FOOTBALL 
The Team have got off IO an excellent start to 1986 with a 6-0 

h~mmering of Depot Troop Royal Irish. This was a particularly fine 
wm away from home, when you consider The Depot Royal Irish 
knocked us qut of the York and Lancashire Cup 4-3, al o away from 
home. Keep up the good work. Rumour has it the Team manager SSgt 
'Jock' McEwen has ~idden the letter with the Team's position in the 
league. He keeps telling everyone, 'they're doing great', but we're not 
so sure . 
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MENTIONS IN DESPATCHES 

233 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 801 

. Ou~ congratulations go to Maj Pat Kington and Capt Charles Le 
(,a lla1s, ex-member of the quadron, who were awarded Men1ion in 
Despatches in the recent Operational Gallantry Awards. 

ECHO TROOP 
Report by Sgt Taff Williams 
COMINGS A ND GOl'IG 

As usual we must say ou r welcomes and farewells. We say goodbye 
and thank you LO two of the longest serving members of the troop 
WOI Rod Goddard and Brian Libby. Also our farewells go to Cpi 
Tony Axten and LCpl Steve Allan . We wish them and their fa mi lies 
a ll thi: best in the fu tu re. 

On the hello side we welcome Lo the T roop, WOl John Carr, W02 
Rog Clarke, Sgt Mark Hardy, Cpl Ginger Baxter, LCpl Steve 
Guildford , Sig Mac McDonald, ' teve Tucker and Chri~ McArdell. We 
wish them and their familie an enjoyable stay. 

WITH THANKS 
Vlany thank s mu st g to our hn tmas Ball Committee, SSgt Eric 

Langton, Sgt D.ne Tomkins, Cpls Jock Black, Tony Axten, LCpl 
Steve Allan and Sig De i Jone , on the organisation of Echo Troop' s 
Christmas Draw. It \\as a great success. 

C HARITY CAROL SL G ING 
Keporl by Cpl Rusty Bullock 

Every year member;, of the Squadron visit the Garrisvn Married 
Quarters a reas to raise thei r voices and money for our fr iends from 
Thompson House Hospital. 

This year Cpl Rusty Bullock and hi s wi fe LCpl Jill Bullock 
'volunteered ' to organi e the event and W02 ( SM) Pete Doherty 
found to his dismay that ' press-ganged' soldiers don't sing. The 
people concerned, except for LCpl Shawn (rugby songs) Hughes, 
managed to get themselve invited into various house for a drink, 
never to be seen again . 

AL the ot her extreme LCpls Jill Bullock and Scouse Johnson got 
carried away and filled their collection boxes. Meanwhile Cpl andy 
Bennie, who is on a free tran fer from QO Hldrs, et up a snap VCP 
'Pay or you don't pass '. 

After a brief encounter with Lisburn railway bridge, the handbuilt 
float managed to get round the final quarters areas; for those still 
singing at the end of the night, refreshments were gratefully provided 
by Maj Charles and Mrs Paddy Kemp. 

Despite the cold, wind, rain and the ingers who were 'left behind' 
(never mind Sergeant Major you'll gel them next time) a total of £150 
was raised for the hospital- double la t year's total! Many thanks to 
all who helped and also to those who contributed . 

Cpl Rusty Bullock and LCpl Jill Bullock hand over the £150 cheque 
to the Thompson House Hospital 
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COMM<.:E .. TROOP 
At last all the Christmas and ew Year fcstivitie are ov rand the 

troop has now settled back into the normal routine. Is cttled the right 
word? 

Most visitors Lo the Commcen over the past few weeh will have 
no ticed vast changes taking place, all in preparation for the arrival of 
the AMS (Automatic \1c sage Switch) towards the end of thi year. 

Past members of Commcen Troop, who remember the joint TR 
a~d . Commcen. with the Exchange situated in HQNI, would find it 
difficult to beheve the changes which have taken place o far. 

CHANGEOVER OF LI BURN MILITARY 
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE 

The changeover of the Li burn Military Telephone Exchange took 
place over the weekend 7-8 December. The deci ion having been 
made, the plugs on the old PABX 3 were pulled at 0830 hr on 
Saturday 7 December 1985 as planned and the new Merlin Digital 
Exchange came into operation. 

With the switching on of the new exchange it seemed that all the 
staff within Lisburn Garrison had decided to just pop into work to 
have a go on their new telephones and puzzle over many new 
expressions such as 'Call back, Comm group, Pick up group' etc etc. 

As expected the operators experienced a few teething problems over 
that first weekend. But if the weekend was busy, Monday saw the 
Exchange Control Cell, manned by Capt (Tfc) John ichol , WOI 
(YofS) Dave Wright, WCpl Di Lawton, WPte Debbie Teece and 
occasionally Capt (Ton Henry Connor, receive over 1,000 queries 
regarding the new system. Hopefully everyone was satisfied with the 
answers they received. Does anybody want the 600 question that till 
remain outstanding? The exchange has been in operation for two 
months and the sub cribers are very happy with what is regarded as 
one of the most advanced telephone systems in Europe. Thi wa a 
first class example of Commcen Tp, occasionally Tech Tp and BT 
working together and getting it right-well nearly! 

Silence at last-the old PABX aher the plugs had been pulled on 
7 December 1985 

The Switchboard Ops with the new Merlin digital exchange 
(where is it?) 

L to R: WLCpl Angie Lovell, WPtes Doreen Marr, Kathy 
Hardcastle. Chris Mottley, Gill Brindle, WCpl Di Lawton and WSgt 

Jan Garnett 
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IT ' TIO AT PR~ NT 
Th TRC can nO\\ be found in what was the 'Burnt Off·ring ' (the 

old coffee ·hop). Earl) februar) saw the moYe of T RIB into ystem. 
(mu h to the amazement of,' ' gl Pete mith , CO IC System ) and 
the infamou PO I stations take over the Commcen re t room . The 
re t room being re ited in the battery room ! 

Thi ituation will hopefully la t for only one month and allows the 
ontractor to renovate the remaining ommcen area . 

THE FUT RE 
The existing Commcen area will br. iivided into three rooms which 

will contain thee change, at present ituated in a portacabin out ide 
the main quadron building, the AM and the most forward of the 
rooms will contain the DSO's console, Commcen ORIRELAND 
and the RDC. A you can see we are going through quite a busy period 
but we are just managing to keep our heads above water and carry 
on without too much inconvenience to our cu tomers. 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
Commcen Troop i going through quite a quiet phase on the 

movements front. We bid farewell to Cpl Terry Murrell to 3 Div, 
ig Chris Smart ro 28 Sig Regt and to Sig Kev Wade to 9 ig Regt. 

All the best in your future employments. A warm welcome i extended 
to the following new members of the troop; WLCpl Penny Lansbury 
from 29 Sig Regt and LCpl Simpson and fiancee Pte Shirley Smith 
from 16 Sig Regt and 243 Sig qn respectively. 

MCKELVIE TROPHY 
At present Tech Troop is leading the field in the McKelvie 

Competition, and we are now waiting in anticipation for the Rugby 
which is due to be played next month. This year may ju t see the end 
of Tech Troop's domination of the McKelvie Trophy if the Tps 
napping at their heels come good! 

TROOP SP ORTING SCENE-WRAC 
The only event which has taken place so far is the WRAC 

Badminton Competition and for once, after a long, long time the 
Commcen girls were relegated into second place. Could this have been 
becau e the organiser of the event Lt Margaret Roberts our esteemed 
AAO, who is a Badminton player of exceptional quality, decided to 
represent the eventual winners of the competition-'The All Stars'? 
Honest Ma'am, there are no sour grapes in Commcen Troop . Well 
done to Cpl Linda Pawson , LCpls Mel O 'Brien, Penny Lansbury, 
Dawn Smith, Ptes Allison Bowers and Annette Norman for a spirited 
performance. 

PROMOTIONS 
Congratulations LO Phil Lythgoe, Ginge Burrell, Tommy Brand and 

Linda Pawson on promotion to Corporal and to Michelle J ohnson 
and Mick Harman to Lance Corporal . 

Polam Hall 
Darlington. DL 1 SPA, U.K. 

Pola m Hall is one of the leading g1r1s · independent 
boarding schools in the U.K. . with easy access by air via 

Teesside Airport. and by road and rail. 

We offer 

High Academic Standards. 
• Full Boarding School Life. 

• Strong Music. Art and Drama. a nd many out of school 
activit ies. 
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For a prospectus. or to arrange a visit. contact 
The Headmistress - Miss M.C . Bright. B.A. 

Tel: (44 325) 463383 

E\ MA~T IN CROSSMAGLEN 
With the help of a Puma. the Rigger of Tech Tp and member of 

R Tp fitted a new ma t in Cros maglen. W02 (FofS) Pete Martin 
'masterminded the evem' to quote OC R, Capt Tim lnshaw as the 
photographs clearly show! fhank full y the photo can' t how how 
many goes it took to get it right. 

I 

The PUMA lifts the mast 

With a little help from the PUMA, the Riggers Sgt Keith Pe rki ns, 
Cpl Mick Horrocks, LCpls Sandy Sanders-Crook and Les Chapman 
position the mast. R Tp give a helping hand - note W02 (FofS) 

Martin's hand and someone R Tp aren ' t ow ning u p to 
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·--- flliws ~tram Headquarters · -

Royal Signals Manning and Record Office 
Reading 

On 26 November 1985 we said goodbye to Mrs Doreen Blackwood 
who, for the last eight years, has been responsible for the posti ngs and 
general management o f the careers of some 2,000 Radio Operators 
and Radio Relay Operators. In the process she became known to a 
whole generation o f operators throughout the Corps. 

Doreen 's career in the Civil Service started in September 1939 when 
she joined the RPO in Reading from school. Apart from two war time 
years in the Women's Auxiliary Air Force, she spent the next 46 year 
in the service o f the Corps; a truly remarkable record. 

Gen Benbow was making his farewell visit as SOinC on the day 
Doreen retired and a fter paying tribute to her service presented her 
with a gold ' Jimmy' stick pin subscribed to by her colleagues. 

Doreen anJ he• husband are going to live on the I le of Wight and 
in thanking her I cir her devoted service to the Corps over many years 
we send al o our be;t wishe for a long and happy retirement. 

Mrs Doreen Blackwood pictured with Gen Benbow and a 
diminutive 'Jimmy' 

(Photograph by courtesy of Reading 'Evening Post '/ 

It eemed that no sooner had we aid our goodbyes to Doreen than 
we were doing the same to Mrs Dori Harri who retired at the end 
of January 1986 after nearly 35 year at this office. During all thee 
years she looked after the posting of the senior rank on the 
Regimental Duty and Yeoman of Signals rolls and she knew ju t about 
all there is to know about the career background of everyone she 
administered. One could go along to Doris to make an enquiry about 
an individual and almo t invariably he had the information at her 
fingertips. 

It was typical of her that she happily extended her service beyond 
her normal retirement date in order that the office could recruit a 
replacement from Gia gow and allow sufficiem time for him to 
absorb all the finer points of the job before she left. A she aid in her 
own word. ' I would like to make su re my ucce or get the be t 
po sible tart. Then I can go, happy that all will be well'. Thank you 
Dori for a job well done and every happine and contentment in 
retirement. 

To George McKenzie from Gia gow who ha 1aken on this 
formidable ta k we extend a warm welcome a we do 10 all hi fellow 
Glaswegians who are joining us in ever increa ing number ready for 
our move to Glasgow in September. 
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The end of a perfect handover! Mrs Doris Harris with her 
successor Mr George McKenzie 

• 
Royal Corp1 of Signals 

LEAVING THE REGULAR ARMY? 
MAIN TAIN YOUR LINKS WITH THE CORPS 

(AND YOUR PAY GRADING) 
B Y JOINING THE TERRITORIAL ARMY! 

IF YOU ARE GOING TO LIVE IN THE 
SOUTH WEST. WEST MIDLANDS OR WALES 

3 7th (WESSEX and WELS H) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V ) 
HAS SQUADRONS IN BRISTOL. BRIDGWATER. 

CARDIFF AND STRATFORD-upon -A VON WITH TROOPS 
A T EXET ER. BRECON and STOURBRIDGE. 

There a re othe r TA Units throughout the South West, 
West Midlands and Wales if these are too far from your 

home . Deta ils from : 
RHO 37 Signal Regiment 
TA Centre Horfield Common 
Bri stol BS7 OXL 
Telephone: Bristol (0272) 519898 

TAVR Associ tion for Western Wessex 
2 Beaufort Road 
Clifton, Bristol BS8 2.JS 
Telephone: Bristol (0272) 734045 

TAVR Association for Wales 
Centre Block Malndy Barracks 
Cardiff CF4 3YB 
Telephone: Cardiff (0222) 20251/2 

TAVR Association for West Midlands 
Tennal Grant, Tennal Road 
Harborne, Birmingham B32 2HX 
Telephone: 021 427 5221 
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RMCS Shrivenham 

EXER IS UMLIMA SAFARI 
MO NT KENYA CHRISTMAS 1985 

Report by Lt S. C. De~ter 

La t December, four Royal Signals officers from RMCS 
hrivenham flew to Kenya with the aim of climbing Mount Kenya . 

The expedition wa led by Lt ean Dexter and the other members were 
Lt Mark Perry, Simon Renfrey and Tim Watts, all in their final year 
at the College. 

We took advantage of CNFP flight and arrived in Nairobi , by 
courtesy of the RAF, on 14 December. After a brief stay in Nairobi 
we went to aro Moru, which is the main tarting point for 
expeditions to Mount Kenya. Here we sorted out kit and prepared for 
the next JO day on the Mountain . 

The walk LO the inner peaks takes three day , the econd day going 
through the 'Vertical Bog', which mercifully was quite dry. We set up 
our base camp at the Austrian Hut, where we were to spend most of 
the next week. After a few days acclimatisation, in which we walked 
up to Point Lenana and 'played' on the Lewis Glacier , we started our 
fir t seriou climb. This was on Point Melhuish, one of the lesser 
peaks, which we succes fully climbed on 21 December. We had 
planned to make our main attempt on Balian and elion (the highe t 
peaks) the next day, however the weather had other idea . We awoke 
on 22 December to find a mild blizzard blowing out ide, and the only 
action taken wa to roll over and try to get a few more hours sleep . 
So it was on the morning of 23 December that we set out early to start 
our attempt on the peaks. After JO hour involving 15 pitches of 
climbing and the odd unethical pull-up we reached the summit of 

elion (17 ,021 fc). There we spent a very cramped night with two 
outward bound insLTuctors from Ull water! The next morning we got 
up early hoping to cross the Gate of the Mists LO Batian (17 ,058ft). 
Unfortunately the route was heavily iced and out of condition, so 
reluctantly we decided LO turn back (a decision that proved LO be a \vise 
one; the Ullswater pair took 14 hours to cross and then return to the 
Austrian Hut, a climb that should have taken only seven hours! 
Descending didn't seem to be much easier than climbing. After five 
hour of abseiling we were glad to be back down at the foot of the 
climb. 

ChrisLTnas Day was spent resting at Austrian Hut with a blizzard 
blowing outside. We had a slap up lunch, consisting of corned beef 
and baked bean hash followed by real Christmas pud! 

On Boxing Day we bade farewell to the Mountain and de cended to 
Naro Moru. 

After a few days resting at aro Moru we returned to Nairobi, and 
from there we went to Malindi on the coast for a few days of 
'bronzing'. Lts Tim Watts and Simon Renfrey then returned to 

airobi to catch their flight home while Lts Sean Dexter and Mark 
Perry made a quick detour to Tanzania for a few days before 
returning to the United Kingdom on 9 January. 

On the Nelion Summit 
Lts Simon Renfrey, Tim Watts, Ma rk Perry and Sean Dexter - and 

Jimmy? 
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SHQ 
2 SQN TRIAL 

Srhool of Signals 
Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

At the end of last year we said goodbye to our OC, Maj John 
Doody, on his depanure, on promotion, to take over the 
PTARMIGAN System Support Team, a move of at least 150 yards. 
To this intrepid traveller we wi h ' hon-voyage ' and success in all his 
future endeavours. At this poim it might be opportune to ask for the 
return of our Traffic Adjutant , Capt Ron Chisholm, whom Lt Col 
Doody saw fit to take with him on his move, together with the 
telephone directories and office furniture. 

We welcome our new OC, Maj Peter Day, fresh from 5 (AB) Bde 
and Loan Service in Kenya. Maj Day spends his spare time either 
flying light aircraft or jumping out of them- both of which, 
according to our old and bold confirmed groundhogs, are ill advised 
activities and bode nothing but evil for the future. 

In December we aid goodbye to WOI (Fof ) Mick Woodhouse 
who was commissioned and immediately po ted to the Falkland 
Islands, and to Sgt ( QMS) Butch Maycock who went to 
Communication Project Divi ion on promotion and who is also 
bound for the Falkland Islands . Mick Woodhou e will be replaced by 
W02 (FofS) Chaplin in February and Butch Maycock by SSgt 
(SQMS) Stanley. 

December also brought a strength increase in the form of a bonny 
bouncing baby for Sgt Keith Pammenter our MT Sergeant. Mother 
and baby are well and we send our congratulations to them both . 

The Squadron wa very succe sful in the annual Blandford Garrison 
cro s-country race known as the Truscott Trophy . We took the fastest 
School of Signal team prize, the fastest veterans team prize and the 
prize for the third fastest individual veteran . Eat your heart out PIU! 

PTARMlGAN TRIALS TROOP 
The Troop Christmas party this year was held in the comfortable 

surroundings of the MilLOn Arms at Winterbourne Whitechurch near 
Blandford. It was a good opportunity to say farewell to more of the 
old stalwarts and to pre ent them with bye-bye plaques by way of 
commiseration. LCpl 'Rambo' Smurthwaite is bound for BAOR, Sig 
Andy Joint (our sole Tele Mech) is going to orthern Ireland and Sgt 
Brian P ritchard to Catterick to find out how to be a Yeoman. Our best 
wi hes go with them . 

There were several spoof awards as well . Sig Andy Join t received 
his 'Troop Colours' for Volleyball . C pl Kevin 'Fossil' Raistrick 
received a new battery for his pacemaker and Cpl Andrew Beverley 
received a map of Mesopotamia, with his map reading ability he can 
use it everywhere! 

RADIO TROOP 
After a prolonged and tedious trial involving the collection of data 

on frequency hopping radio nets, the Troop said farewell LO Cpl A ndy 
Winter who leaves us for a tour of duty in Gibraltar and to Sig George 
Best who is bound for Northern Ireland. Our thanks and regards go 
with them and their families . 

W02 (Fof ) Flanagan managed somehow to organise a trip to 
Germany in order to stock up with King Edward cigars prior LO his 
imminent retirement. 

Any rumours which may be circulating to the effect that the Troop 
Commander, Capt Mike G ilyea t , has defected are strongly refuted. 
He is alive and living in a heavily polluted classroom practising for his 
PQS exams. 

DEVEisOPMENT TROOP 
In ovember we began saying our farewells to Sgt Brian Isaac who 

was due to retire at Christmas after 22 years' service. Firstly the 
Squadron officers and seniors lunched him out in the Langton Arms, 
then he was lunched out by the Sergeants' Mess (an event that will live 
long in the memory of the Technical Adjutant) . After a ll that he was 
promptly granted an extension of service for a further two years! 
Having exhausted himself and his credibility placating the clothing 
storeman who had to issue him with a full set of new kit only days 
after being dekitted, he is now faced with the problem of what to do 
with the bronze 'Jimmy' presented by the Sergeants' Mess, the 
mounted ornamental hammer given by the Squadron and fina lly how 
to explain LO his bank manager that the promised lump sum will not 
now be forthcoming until 1987! 
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The f roop he~d its Chri~tmas lune~ in the pleasant ~urroundings 
offered by the. Kmgs Arms. The fun cuon was organised by Cpl aun 
Sanders and 1t would be a scurrilous libel to suggest that it was 
achieved between arguments with policemen and traffic wardens . 

YOUNG OF'FICERS EQUITATION COMPETITION 
On a somewhat cold, damp evening last November, the No 4 Tronp 

Commanders Course followed the established tradition at the School 
of Signals of showing an admiring, if amused, audience just what they 
had learnt during their time at Blandford. The grand event was the 
Equitation Competition held at Leigh Equestrian Centre where the 
overall standard of riding amongst the Troop Commanders was found 
to be impressively high, considering they had only received seven 
lessom each . 

i:~ose worthy of particular mention include 2Lt John 'I am working 
on 1t Charnock, who with the help of Frost, earned the title of 'most 
improved rider' and Lt Ian 'Bookie' Burleson who sported a massive 
10 gallon hat bedecked of course, with the Corps Colours. 

2Lt Guy Brewsher and Lt Rick 'the bowtie' Mather either shared a 
lack of sense of direction or were merely expressing their natural 
dyslexic tendencies. 

As far as the spectators were concerned, 2Lt Ian Hunter provided 
the most entertaining ride when Starsky tried to tumble him, but he 
recovered to prove that perseverance can make up for bad 
communication v.irh hi mount. 

It was 2Lt • tcphen Williamson who eventually emerged clutching 
the first Prize, the magnificent Silver Horse Trophy, presented to him 
by Mrs J. H. Almond .. 

The competition was then celebrated in style at the Fox at Anstey 
enabling the valiant spectators to thaw out at last. ' 

No 4 TC Course showing off the fruits of their Equestrian skills 

The competition winner, 2Lt Stephen Wil liamson (21 Sig Regt), is 
presented with the Silver Horse Trophy by Mrs J. H. Almonds 
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O'.'llE our, ONE I'll 
The Coi:nmander of the School of Signal took part in a unique 

ceremony m the Corps Museum when the Corps achieved a one-for
one exchange of the Demain family. 

Leaving on 6 January I 986 after 22 years in the Corps was ·sgt Ivor 
Demaio who, during his career, saw service in Aden, BAOR, Cyprus 
and N Ireland where he received the GOC's Commendation. We wish 
him well in his new career with the Staffordshire and West Midlands, 
North Sector Army Cadet Force. 

In exchange the Corps received his son, Paul Demaio, who ha 
joined the Army Apprentices' College and commenced his training as 
a TE Technician on 7 January. 

The photograph shows father and son with the Commander, Brig 
J. H. Almonds. 

What happens when 
I • you re an ex-s~rv1ce 

Telegraphist or 
Telephonist? 

Well trained? Ambitious? Due to leave 
the service shortly? Settling in London? 
How are you going to use your skills to 
get a good job in 'Civvie' Street? 

The answer is to contact TAG Services, 
the leading telecommunications 
employment agency. Their ex-service 
interviewers know your problem exactly 
and can help you with guidance, advice 
and job prospects. Why not contact them 
today and put your mind at rest about 
the future. 

=== @t:_ TRG SERVICES 
Ill Ill ~ 21 Lovat Lane, London 
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News from Regiments 

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 32 

ADSR Cross-Country Team Winners: 7/22 Armd Bde League 1 Armd Div Championships BAOR Championships 
Back Row L to R: SSgt Temmen, LCpls Withers , Rollins , Kennedy, Potter, S ig Martinez, LCpl Crusoe 
Front Row L to R: SSgt Buttery, QMSI Duncan, Lt Col S . M. A. Lee, Capt D. G. Graham, SSgt Wood 

1 AD R DISTANCE R NNER 
1985 has been a notable year for the distance runners of I ADSR. 

The year started successfully when the unit cross-country team came 
from an almost impos ible position to win the Divisional League for 
the eighth consecutive year by one point in the very last race. 
Individually S gt Les Wood won the last four races, but did not run 
in enough races to gain an individual prize . Individual first and second 
places over the whole sea on were won by Sgt Don Adams and W02 
(QMSJ) Bob Duncan respectively. Capt Derek Graham chipped in by 
winning the veterans prize. 

Onto the track season and, a team consisting of SSgts Les Wood, 
Tony Buffery and LCpl Nick Withers were convincing winners of the 
BAOR I0,000 metre track championships. To show their versatility 
these same three switched from spikes to road running shoes and won 
the first team prize in the Verden Marathon, with Le Wood coming 
econd individual with the very good time of 2 hrs 26 min 31 secs. 

It was then time to don the cross-country training shoes and round 
up some more willing volunteers to swell the ranks of the cross
country team. What started off as half a team of raw novices with the 
other all 38 years old or older has turned into a bunch of hard
working runners . Their first success was a very easy and comfortable 
victory to win the I Armd Div cross-country championship with S gt 
Les Wood winning the individual title by a very clear margin, and 
QM I Bob Duncan fifth individual. Not to be om done, Capt Derek 
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Graham (he who trains at least twice each week with a 12 ec warm
up) won the Divisional Veterans title. Overall it was a good team 
victory with all runners coming in the first 40 across the finish line . 
This victory qualified the team for the big race of the year, the BAOR 
cross-country champion hip LO be held in Herford . The team left for 
the big Bismark hill in Herford a little apprehensive a all their train
ing was done on the flat sandy plains of Verden . A place in the first 
three was the aim and o qualify for the Army Championship in UK. 
The favourites for the race, 7 Sig Regt, had the first two individuals 
across the line which set all the opposition back a bit, but the excellent 
packing and teamwork of I ADSR soon began to emerge behind 
them, and when the points were totalled I ADSR were the convincing 
winners of the BAOR cross-country championship 1985. Les Wood 
was an excellent fourth individual and the remainder of the team 
packed to within one and a half minutes of one another to give a solid 
team performance. Special mention must go to a few of the youngsters 
who 'ran out of their skins'. LCpl Andy Kennedy who returned to his 
early season form, ig Geoff Martinez and LCpl 'Leg ' Crusoe who 
came up trumps on the big day, and not forgetting our chefs LCpls 
Dave Rollins and Ady Potter! 

With the Div League in a comfortable position and the Army 
Championship to look forward to, who is to say that 1986 won't be 
an even better year? 
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THE CO'S DAY 

Maj David El on 
Capt Jerry Peck 
2Lt Roy Freeman 
2Lt Allan Hill 
2Lt eil Holden 
W02 ( SM) Ben Brillon 

Sgt ( QMS) Stan Taylor 
SSgt (Y ol'S) Ron Allan 
SSgt (FofS) Ian Hugill 

This wa an inter squadron competttion with each squadron 
providing three teams. The competition was split into two, in the 
morning military skills and in the afternoon a 12 mile march followed 
by a hooting competition . In the latter we excelled although some 
c:cellent performances were turned in during the morning, such a the 
excellent di play of driving by LCpl Selwyn Froggatt. In the afternoon 
3 qn showed which was the fittest quadron by taking the top three 
places . The winning team, an exhausted Oscar Troop, was hounded 
by taff 'Grey Skull ' Dobson. 

HIGHLAND MALT 
This was the first exercise of the year. It proved useful to see what 

the months had done to the hessian, and if Sig 'Dumb Olly ' Oliver, 
a liney of great expertise, could actually remember where all hi cables 
1 ent without the prompting of . gt igel Samm. 

EXERCI E CAR QUADRANT 
Yet again gt Alex Carmichael was off on another diving trip. Thi 

ti 'lC to Belize. He and the team spent their time instructing the RAF 
a d pho1ographing many fi h including shark and baracuda . It's nice 
t~ sec him again but we wonder for how long . 

CONG RAT LA TION 
Congratulations to Sig Willy ichol and his wife Cherri on the birth 

of their baby daughter. 
Congratulations to Cpl Steve Chinn and his wife Tina on the birth 

of their baby son Daniel. 
Congratulation to Cpl Rick Camilleri a nd Cpl 'Pepe' Fernandez on 

their recent marriages to T one and Julia respectively. 
Congratulations to LCpls 'Taff Williams and 'Fatman' Oliver on 

their recent promot ions. 

FAREWELL 
We say goodbye to Lt Ian Favager who has gone to 2 Royal Anglian 

in Northern Ireland, Sgt Peter Harris who has disappeared to play 
with the penguins, to SSgt (FofS) Ken Thompson and finally to Cpl 
' Pork) ' Hawkin who ha gone to 40 Fd Regt RA. 

WELCOME 
We welcome 2Lt Neil Holden, SSgt (FofS) Ian Hugill and his wife 

Jane, Sgt Dave Ashley and wife Alison, Sgt Dave Harman and wife 
Jo, Sgt Neil Barlow and wife Jenny, Cpl David Rice and wife Tracy, 
C pl Phil Parker and wife Leslie, Sig Alex Yates and John Savage. 

The Squadron photograph after Ex Cold Shot prior to the tab back 
to Caithness Barracks 
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201 (22nd Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 30 

Maj D. J. Wills 
Capt S. J. Turnbull 
2Lt M. G. Billingham 
LI Croft 
W02 (SSM) Boyle 
W02 (YofS) Bowden 

Sgt (FofS) Dolt 
gt K. Jones 

After a long and bu y, bu1 interesting, year which has included the 
fir t fielding of PTARMJGA / WA YELL 2 (wa it only la t year?); 
acting a demonstration Squadron, or so it seems, for anyone who 
wi hed to see PTARMIGA and the fir t PTARMIGA FTX we 
have seized the opportunity for a spot of R & R. 

The last two months of 1985 were put to good use in allowing the 
maximum number of men to catch up on their leave and enjoy the 
fe tive eason. 

CHRI TMAS DRAW 
Once again no expense was spared in producing an excellent 

Squadron Christmas Draw, in fact the entertainment was that top 
class tha1 once \Ye had paid for it there was no money left for the 
buffet-you can't win them all can you? 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
As well as allowing people to take leave, che end of 1985 lull before 

the 1986 storm (beginning 27 January) has allowed us 10 get rid of 
anyone who knew anything abou1 PTARMJGA , except 1he YofS, 
who denies ii is a ploc by him to make him look even beuer 1han he 
is (who is writing this I wonder?). 

We bade farewell to Cpl Gary Thomas and his family, Dvr Ben 
Brough, Sgt Dave Harman and Joanne, Sig Alan Banister, Sgt Pete 
Wand RAPC and Michelle, Cpl Dave Foster REME and Gill-on 
promotion to Wolfenbuttel (Dave, that is). LCpl Pete Jowitl on 
discharge, SSgt (SQMS) Bob Cook and Margaret on promotion to 
Liverpool, SSgt (FofS) Tony McMahon and Gill (and car) on 
promotion to 39 Bde. Last but not least of course to Maj Bob Hussey, 
the Squadron Commander and his wife Louise LO MOD. We wish 
them all the very best in their future jobs. 

In their places we welcome firstly the new Squadron Commander 
Maj David Wills , his wife Elizabeth and family fresh from the Staff 
in Dusseldorf (he is ex aval Staff College, to keep our ex Marine 2IC 
company). SSgt (FofS) Willie Dolt and his wife Susan and family 
from the School. SSgt (SQMS) John Riley and his wife Alfreda and 
the family all the way from Soltau. Sgt Bill Riley RAPC a nd his wife 
Lynne and famil y, LCpl Alex Craig RCT and LCpl Colin 
Etherington . lt seems like the Squadron nominal roll. To them, 
welcome, and we hope you enjoy your stay. 

It only remains for me to wish all past, present and even future 
members of the Squadron a very belated but nonetheless Happy New 
Year, before I pack my bags for the exercise (someone el e will write 
about that). 

Apologies for lack of photographs but with all of that talent gone 
we don't have anyone left who can operate a camera! 
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212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 36 

CHANGE OF COMMAND 
On 10 January Maj Adrian Schuler formally handed over his 

command of 212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn to Maj Jon Henderson. The 
handover parade took place on a bitterly cold and nowy Friday 
morning outside the Brigade Headquarters. The weather did not top 
the quadron howing it warmth and appreciation by presenting Maj 
chuler with a beer and sandwich (service provided courte y of 

King. man 'Toms' Thompson of the Brigade Officer's Mes). In 
addition Cpl Steve Clark on behalf of the Squadron, presented the OC 
with a clock, thi howed 11 badges representing the different 
personnel commanded by the OC. Prior to hi handover Maj chuler 
wa dined out no les than three times: by the Regimental Officer in 
Verden, the Brigade Officer and the WOs and Sergeants of the 
Squadron. Thi excludes an excellent evening in the Squadron Bar 
where the troops and eniors provided some very entertaining sketches 

. including the Chelsea Pensioners on Parade in mock wheelchair , ably 
as i ted by LCpl Mary-Ann Ramshaw in a nurses uniform! 

This mark the last occasion that Maj Adrian Schuler wears his 
pre ent rank a he a sume command of 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
in March 1986. The Squadron wishes him and Caroline all the very 
best in their future in Herford. 

Cpl Steven Clark presenting the QC with the clock. SSM Glen 
Harwood looks on-again 

Maj Adrian Schuler saying farewell to Cpl Brine on 
Handover/Takeover Parade 
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During the festive ·e:::son, the Squadron has experienced thP busy 
FTX Ex Zodiac Zest followed immediately by a hectic week of 
Squadron functions prior to the Christmas stand-down, and also the 
arrival of a new OC and being kitted out with Jaguar-a frequency 
hopping radio for a trial. 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
We have had LO ay farewell to no less than three Officers in the last 

two months, these are in chronological order, Capt Steve Turnbull 
and his wife Sharon who has moved to 201 Sig Sqn as their new 21C, 
Capt Simon Leigh and his wife Mandy; he is now fiddling with kit in 
Blandford (he always said he liked getting his hands on the kit!) and 
finally LO Maj Adrain Schuler on promotion and his wife Caroline. In 
addition we have also said farewell to : Sgt Chas Ward, Cpl Ken 
Turley, LCpl Baz Hawkins, Pies Keith Wilton, Caroline Wheatley 
and Cfn Taff Jones. The Squadron wishes them all and their families 
good fortune in their new Units. 

We welcome Maj Jon Hend~rson and his wife Tr~sh, 2Lt Ian 
Hunter, S gt Phil Hawke, Sgl John Somerville, LCpls 'Dinga' Bell, 
Andrew aunders, Steve Wiltshire, ig Stuart Miles, Jeremy Ashcroft, 
Cfns Ian Mullen and Clive Williams. 

BIRTHDAYS 
The Squadron recently toasted our youngest swinger in town, Sig 

Stuart Miles in Papa Tp on his 18th Birthday-congratulations! 

JAGUARS PROWLING IN THE SQUADRO ? 
The casual observer could be forgiven for being slightly perplexed, 

Quebec Barrad.s i perhaps more akin to a zoo than a military camp. 
Not 011ly is the a"iary \\Cll stocked with PTARMIGA but a new 
beast, Jaguar, is now behind bar . Jaguar is the second generation of 
Frequency Hopping (FH) radio produced by Racal Tacticom. The 
Squadron has been tasked with providing phase three field trials for 
the Jaguar V - E ercise Kangaroo Shield is the name, another visitor 
to Quebec Zoo. The concept of frequency hopping is no1 new, but, it 
represents a major step forward in combat net radio for the Army in 
general and Battlegroups in particular who will now have a better 
Battlegroup net, BATCO is dead, long live Jaguar or is it Cheetah? 

EXERCISE ZODIAC ZEST 
THE ARRIVAL or 2L T IA H NTER 

To many old hands this exercise may well have gone by 
unrecorded-not so for 2Lt Ian Hunter! To cut a long story short, co
ordinated by that dastardly W02 Glen Harwood, 2Lt Hunter was 
thrown into the hot scat in Comms Ops with all other personnel 
disappearing on some pretext or other. The OC, Chief of Staff, SSM 
and others then created havoc by calling on phones, intercomms, 
radios etc. This was followed by a change of location by the Brigade 
recce officer (LCpl Andy haw wearing Capt imon Leigh's jacket) 
which resulted in 2Lt Jan Hunter mislaying the grid for the next 
location; in fact he was never given it! Consequently he received 
rockets from both Brigade Staff and the recce officer (LCpl haw). 
Occasionally during the spoof 2Lt Ian Hunter claimed 'This is a set 
up and I know it', however the amount of perspiration on his 
forehead indicated that he wasn't at all ure. All came to an end when 
the Chief of Staff called 2Lt Hunter to Plans for further orders and 
revealed that he had been done by the Brigade Lazy H Hit Squad! 

BUDDING THESPIANS 
Report by Sig John Chapman 

Amateur dramatics is something many people turn away from, 
however bored or however much time they have to spare. I must say 
that I had not thought about acting when I came to Germany until my 
wife Tanya was approached by a member of the local society and 
asked to come down and see if it interested her. Well, we both went 
down and were introduced to the various members of 1he society; 
there were teachers , education officers, dentists, gunners, chefs and 
many more besides. The night went welt and we were eventually given 
parts in the next play-'The Real Inspector Hound' a comedy by Tom 
Stoppard. I was to play the Inspector-di guised as an old, wheelchair 
ridden major! My wife was given the part of my long lo t wife. We 
had six weeks to perfect our lines and piece the set together. The night 
came and the play was a great success, with the audience laughing, 
seemingly, every minute. l can safely say that everyone who took part 
during those six weeks-both on stage and behind the scenes had a 
really good laugh. l would tell anyone to have a bash at amateur 
dramatics, especially when they have time on their hands, and 
remember; 'It' ll be all right on the night'. 

Since this article was written by Sig John Chapman he and his wife 
have embarked on a new production - Dick Whittington. 

'The Real Inspector Hound' A Comedy by Tom Stoppard, starring Sig John Chapman and his wife Tanya 
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2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
York 

RRIVAL AND DEPART RE OF THE GOC 
~EDI T 2 I F DI 

On Friday 19 January the depa·ting GOC EDI T and 2 Inf Div, 
Maj Gen P. A. Inge paid a f- ewell vi it 10 the Regi!1'1en1. The 
following Friday the entire taff of HQ NEDIST, 2 In f Div HQ and 

ig Regt and York Garri on lined a route along L~e narade square 3;11d 
the GOC wa driven out of camp in a Saxon, wnh rhe band playing 
Auld Lang Sync. 

The new GO EDIST and 2 Inf Div arrived in barracks on 
Tue day 21 January and the Regiment provided the quarter guard. On 
1onday 27 January the GOC, Maj Gen C. R. L. Guthrie MVO OBE, 

paid an inirial vi it to the Regiment. 

Maj Gen P. A. Inge discusses with Cpl Bywater the erecting of a 
nine by nine whilst Cpl Bergin hides in the background 

Maj Gen P. A. Inge presents Cpl Wroe with his c0mmendation 
which he gained whilst serving in Northern Ireland . The CO, Lt Col 

Elford, looks on 
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The GOC NEDIST and 2 Inf Div is piped out of Barracks in a Saxon 
by a band of the King's Division with the Regiment cheering in the 

background . 

The GOC inspects the Quarter Guard under the watchful eye of 
Sgt Patterson . Brig Arnold smiles to himself in the background 

REGIMENTAL MOUNTAINEERING CLUB 
Report by Lt Alison Mann 

During our Summer Camps in July there were many cries of 'Can 
we go climbing when we get back to York?' and 'Who's going to start 

' up a club?' A club was duly formed and a meet hatched whilst on Ex 
Brave Defender. Great long lists of the kit needed were sent LO the 
PR!, and we held our fir t meeting in late September. 

At the end of November the Club went away for its first trip Ex 
Hard Rock I. We went LO the Lake District and camped in Borrowdale 
for three night . At the start there was crisp snow everywhere, but it 
soon melted and we woke up with rivers running through the tents the 
next day. The exercise was successful in that the club worked well 
together and everyone enjoyed themselves; and we are now experts on 
the tea shops of Keswick. Below are accounts by various members of 
the Club: 
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AN ADC'S VIEW 
Report by Capt Watt. ADC to GOC 

This is not Lo say that an aide's view is any different from that of 
any other young officer! I thought that it would be great to get out 
of the office for some fresh air and exercise. The Lake District gave 
me more of these (certainly the first) than I had bargained for. 

Saturday morning was cold and wet in Borrowdale, as we walked 
up Grains Gill it was like walking into the Arctic. By the time we 
reached the top of Great End the visibility had dropped to almost 
zero, there was a howling gale and about two feet of snow. We called 
it off and retreated, the novices amongst us having had a fca1;ome 
introduction to mountain weather. 

Overnight, the snow vanished and I saw more water than I had seen 
for years. We had planned to climb on Shepherds Crag, but it was far 
too wet. So Sunday was spent in Ambleside, drinking more cups of 
tea and coffee thrin was good for our livers! 

adly Monday morning dawned in the same way, and our planned 
trip up ca fell the hard way, also had to be called off. I only hope that 
the weather did not put off those who were venturing into the 
mountains for the first time. We learned, and relearned, some good 
lessons, hopefully in future outings the elements will be kinder. I 
certainly enjoyed myself. 

Report by i~ Hancock-1 Sqn 
Ex Hard Rock was an introduction to mountaineering and the basic 

skills needed to be a succc::ssful mountaineer. 
The exercise was well planned, with all the requirements such as 

accommodation and food catered for. We were sited in an area of 
extreme natural beauty, offering a variety of walks and climbs. 
I.u..:kily the rain didn't dampen anyone's humour, and variou 
incidents provided many laughs. 

The exeruse succeeded due to the nexibility, forethought and 
a1tit1.1de of the ;taff. If anything, the exercise has shown that in 
moumaineering, navigation and movement can become impossible 
and the weather is sovereign. 

Report by Si Goddard-2 Sqn 
Ex I-lard Rock got off to a great start when the MT provided the 

group with a Rover that only took half an hour to start. We could not 
have picked a better time to go to the Lakes. The weather was all in 
our favour, with thick fog, heavy rain and even snow. 

When we finally arrived in Keswick, we set up camp in a freezing 
snow-covered field, complete with cold and 'colder' running water. 
Sig Hancock and I were forced to sleep in the cookhouse tent after 
discovering we only had half a 'Vango' to live in! 

On Friday night Sig Hancock and I were forced LO sleep in the only 
tent with a heater, surrounded by food (which was a bad mistake) and 
all the coffee we could drink . So we settled down for a warm, dry 
night. How wrong we were! 

At 0400 hrs Saturday morning we awoke LO find ourselves lying in 
the opt:n air, and the tent about to ny away. So, dressed in complete 
army issue thermals and ' bobble hats' we set off in pursuit of our 
home! Morale was boosted when Cpl Ash brought us breakfast in 
bed. 

Early Saturday morning the groups set off on differem route up 
Great Gable. After walking for about two hours we still had not 
reached the summ it. This was due LO low cloud making navigation 
almost impossible. So we took a slow walk back down the mountain 
and back to the Rover. Finally after about four cups of tea each, we 
ended the day shopping in Keswick . Sunday was more or les the 
same. The forecast did not look so good and so we decided to spend 
the day shopping in Keswick, Ambleside and finally Windermere. 

Considering the weather was against u all the time, we did make 
the most of the time we had. The only disappointing aspect of rhe 
exercise wa the fact that we did not do any rock climbing. Apart from 
that I thoroughly enjoyed it, and look forward to the next event. 

After our la t meeting, this time held in The Saddle, Fulford, 
rumour are afoot that we will be heading for the Llanberis Pa s in 
North Wales for our next trip. 

AN AQUATIC REPORT BY LT R. N. CLAPP 
OR 
'A MORNING IN THE LIFE OF A REGIMENTAL 

WIMMING OFFICER' 
Unable to body swerve organising the inter-troop swimming 

competition our intrepid reporter immediately screamed down the 
corridor for some expert guidance from 2 Sqn's resident fi h._ ~gt 
Allan Palterson. After a brief discussion the bones of the compettt1on 
were con tructed and a letter wa duly promulgated to all concerned. 

The date was set- Monday 9 December, the venue was ser- The 
Edmund Wilson Pool in York. 

Ar last the big day arrived. The time-keepers checked their preci ion 
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digital stop-watches. One did not work. The time-keeper checked hi 
precision Seiko watch. All was no1\ ready for the fir t event. 
Competitors on the block. Starter at :he ready-Bang- ix hopeful 
competitors dived into the clear blue pool. 37 .68 econd later the first 
heat of the two lengths freestyle is over. Six more hopeful competitors 
mount the block and the same procedure is repeated. A winner i 
found; Cpl Andrews of the LAD picks up 12 points for his team. I·our 
more events arc raced. Four more winners are found. Time now for 
the first relay . . . 

Starter (Lt Robin Clapp) to Sgt Patterson: 
'We are running ahead of time and the CO is not due until 10.30 
hrs'. 
'That's all right Sir, I'll give him a ring. Hold the start of the next 
race as I'm competing'. 
'OK gt Patterson'. Bang 
Five minutes later: 
'I asked you LO hold the last race'. 
'Ah'. 
Luckily the starter was excused two black eyes due LO Radio troop' 

A Team eventual win at the end of the day. 
The last race was inspired by Mrs Patterson who suggested a 

corruption of an egg and spoon race. Competitors started in the water 
with a boiled egg balanced on a tea spoon. A five minute cut-off time 
had been imposed and at the end of the ra.::e the pool was littered with 
bodies searching for disintegrated eggs. Boiled eggs do not noat. 

At the end of the morning the CO presented the prizes to the 
winning team. 

Individual winners were: 

2 Length Backstroke 
2 Length Breaststroke 
2 Length Freestyle 
4 Length Freestyle 
4 x 1 Length Medley 
4 x I Length Freestyle 
4 x I Chain of Command 
4 x l Egg and Spoon 

REGIMENTAL BOXING 

Sig Leonard 
Capt Lancaster 
Cpl Andrews 
Sgt Patterson 
Radio A 
COMM HD 
Radio A 
Radio A 

RHQ 
RHQ 
LAD 

Radio A 

The Regimental Boxing Season got away ro a good start with the 
Inter-Squadron Competition taking place in October 1985 although it 
was a little disappointing to see that after a great deal of training and 
hard work by the boxers the majority of inter-squadron points were 
awarded after walkovers . 

The final evening did, however, provide some excellent fights. The 
evening commenced with Cpl Fez Newell beating Sig John Collins in 
a good fight which was then followed by a traditional novice slogging 
match between Sig Paddy Hineson who narrowly beat ig Danny 
Brown. Brown was awarded the best loser of the evening after a fight 
where they both fought blow for blow all the way to the final bell. 
LCpl Mick Every then fought Cpl Allan Holyoak which again was a 
great display of courage although Every proved to be the stronger. 
LCpl Taff Martin then beat Sig Mac McCulloch again in a clo e but 
hard fought contest. Sig Smudge Smith 'was the next victor beating 
LCpl Dev Deaville who although being slightly outboxed, refused to 
give in. The evening was concluded by Sig Chink Sloan displaying his 
much talked about assassin qualities to stop a game Sig Mac Mcinnes 
in the first round. 

This gave the Inter-Squadron Championship by a clear margin to 
I Sqn for the second successive year. A lot of credit for this victory 
must go to Cpl Bob Hugill who led and trained their very trong team. 

Following the Inter-Squadron Competition a Regimental Squad 
was formed and trained hard under the QMSI Tim Johnson and gt 
Clive Blackburn ready to box 49 Fd Regt RA at Topcliffe. 

Early in December when the weather outside was cold and damp the 
boxing wa just the opposite and in a match that wa white hot at 
time we lo t to 49 Fd Regt RA by one majority decision after all our 
team had given an excellent display of boxing skills, determination 
and sheer courage. Sig ET Maddocks, Sig Paddy Hineson, Cpl Bob 
Hugill and Cfn Davey Brown all won their fights taking us into the 
interval 4-1 after unfortunately giving away a walkover at Bantam 
weight. However, we were then to meet the strong half of 49 team 
and Sig Smudge mith, Vince Key, LCpl Geordie Fosler and LCpl 
Mick Every all fought well but couldn't prevent a 5-4 defeat. \:. e 
were all slightly di appointed but a the Deputy Commander E D1 t 
said when presenting the prizes, the evening wa uch that there were 
no losers. 

So it was off to the re pective Me se to console our elve and plan 
the trategy for next year' competition. The new Boxing Officer 
(RSM) won't have been selected on the Board yet but when he i I've 
plenty of potential team coaches lined up for him. It's amazing how 
many boxing expert a unit ha in the bar AFTER the fighting is over. 
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l QUADRO. REPORT 
PER O'loALITIES 
0 
2IC 
0 omcen Fox 
OC Comhd 

M 
QM 

Yo 
Fors 

Maj 2P.in Robert on 
Capt Ted Banham 
Capt John Gale 
2Lt Ian Birle on 
W02 Sandy McLean 

Sgt Dave S11owdin 
gt Mal B ii 

S gt Jim Graley (Stand in FofS) 

REGIME TAL BATTLE CAMP 
During the la t two week of October 1985 the regiment held it 

annual Battle Camp at Wathgill Camp, after completion of the Royal 
Visit. 

The Battle Camp te ted the regiment in all aspects of military 
training and skills, which left everyone aware of their strengths and 
weakne es . Thanks mu t go to Capt Bill Olive, 2 Sqn, for the detailed 
planning which made the camp uch a success. 

During the camp each quadron conducted it own 24/36 hour 
exerci e. Our exercise wa organised on competitive lines, involving 10 
ection each of nine men, suffice it to say that the exercise was very 

demanding but none-the-less enjoyable. 
The winning section ably led by C pl Rick Connaughton won the 

competition with a convincing points margin over their nearest rival 
Cpl Terry Le Saint's ection who must have covered the majority of 

orth Yorkshire before eventually arriving at the first RV . A mention 
must go to Cpl Keith Andrews' line section, who won the last event, 
the peed march . 

SPORT 
INTER SQUADRON t'ALLING PLATE COMPETITION 

T he prelim of the inter squadron falling plate competition took 
place at Wathgill Camp, Catterick prior to the Royal Vi it. After a 
very exciting morning' shooting, both 1 and 2 Sqn 'A' Teams made 
the final. During the Royal Vi it the team shot for the top position, 
the eventual winner being 1 Sqn led by the team Captain Cpl 
'Smudge' Smith. 

FAREWELLS 
The time ha come for Capts Barry Keegan, Colii1 Whittaker, Lt 

Ste\•en Ardagh-Waller and W02 (now WOl (R M)) Robbie Burnett 
to move on to pa ture new and we wish them and their wives and 
fami lie the very best of luck in their posting . 

ARRIVALS 
We welcome OC Comcen Fox, Capt John Gale a nd his wife 

Victoria , we trust they have a good tour with the squadron. Welcome 
also to 2Lt Ian Birleson , SSgt Ben Grossmith and gt Joe Williams. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
Finally congratulation to LCpl Kev Curleu and Kim on the birth 

of their daughter Kayleigh , a lso to Sig Taff Price and Jane on the 
birth of their son Aaron . 

ELECTRONICS INSTRUCTORS 
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Several positions for suitably qualified Electronics Instructors 
are immediately available at the Electronics School in 
Dhahran. Ex WO's/SNCO's of the Corps who have 
experience in classroom instruction are invited to apply. 
The subjects taught include Mathematics, Physical Science, 
Basic Electronics and Telecommunications up to City and 
Guilds Telecommunications Technician T2 level. 

• Prior experience with overseas students preferred. 

• Competitive base salary plus annual bonus. 

• Thirty days vacation plus holidays, air fare twice yearly, 
monthly food allowance, medical coverage, furnished 
housing. · 

If you are completing your service with the Army 
Contact: David H. Hooks (ex-W02), Senior Electronics Instructor 

SSOC Ltd (Training Dept), PO Box 753, 
Dhahran Airport 31932, Saudi Arabia 
Tel: (966-3) 879-2323 
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PERSONALITIES 
oc 
21C 
OC HQ Tp 
OCOTp 
OCPTp 
SSM 
YofS 
FofS 
SQMS 
Chier Clerk 

210 (24 Inf Bde) Sig Sqn 
Catterick 

Maj Tony Elford 
Capt David Burden 
Capt Ray Briant 
Lt Gary Mason 
SSgt Gerry Knight 
W02 Mick Pawlak 
W02 Mick Taylor 
SSgt Bob icholson 
SSgt Mick Campbell 
Sgl John O'Donnell 

EXERCISE DEVILS LEAP 
SNCO Trg Sgt 'Tommy' Burns 
Sect Comd C I 'Colin' Dennis 
21C lCpl 'Kev' Tiernt>y 
Gun Team LC..:pl 'John' Clifford 

Sig 'Si' Wallace 
Rifleman ic 'Jack' Terris 

Si • •Andy' Dring 
ig 'Shorty ' Green 
i\• 'Mac' McGillivray 

Radio Op Sill 'Chin' Walker 
Sig 'John Wayne' Peach 

Ex Devils Leap, for the uninitiated, is the annual NE District Patrol 
Comp~tition. Teams from all Regular and TA Units take part 
alongside such guest teams as the RAF Regiment, from RAF Catterick 
and a local WRAC Team. 

During the week prior to the competition Sgt Burns ensured that the 
tea!11 \"'.ent through some quite intensive, but always 'fun', training 
which included the usual NBC, First Aid and IA Drills to what 
becam,e th~ t<:am' s favourite; 'Rambo' fitness training, c~urtesy of 
LCpl K~v Tierney (children are not the only ones who like to get 
co~ered 1.n mud._ but I don't think even they would be stupid enough 
to Jump 1~ the nver. Swale in mid-November to wash it off!). Thanks 
~ust be given .at this stage to Sgt Burns who throughout the training 
(1f not always 1~ body) kept us on the right track, even though we did 
not do the Secuon Attack on the Traders Club as promised. 

W~ll the dreaded day arrived before we knew it, and we were to be 
the first team away on Friday night (20 Regular Teams had started the 
previous night). The fir t thing we had to face was a rigorous 'kit 
Check' and NBC test after which we were soon off on to the Yorkshire 
Moors for a timed night march. On completion of the march (one 
hour ear.ly) we sett led down to our night routine quite happily de pite 
the continuous downpour. 

Saturday started at 0530 hrs, for a stand-to , and at 0700 hrs we were 
on our way ~o the first stand of the day which was Map Reading. 
When we arrived at the tand we were a little confused to see the OS 
looking at us in disbelief-what had we done wrong? Apparently not 
only were we the first team to arrive on time but actual ly five minutes 
early. We were off to a good start! 

After completing the Fieldcraft stand and the dreaded Section 
Auack the heavens opened again, which didn 't do much for our 
morale , but on we went to the First Aid Stand. This later proved to 
be one of our strong points. 

LCpl Tierney second from right 'Jocks don 't wear makeup' 
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A.ftcr collecting <;>ur live ammo prior to the forced march and 
section shoot the ram .stopped (were the gods with us?) . By the ume 
w~ started the march we were half a minute behind ~chedule, but we 
sull managed to complete the course in under the one hour time limit 
After completing_ the march we were off to the ranges for the ectio~ 
Shoot, which agam went very well for us even though by this stage we 
had begun to 'flag' a little. 

All in all the competition was very challenging and worthwhile 
made even better by the fact that we had won both the overali 
competit ion and were the best Regular Unit. 

The Winning Team: 
L- R: Cpl Dennis, LCpls Tierney , Clifford, Sig Dring, Green, 

McGillivray, Peach, Terris, Walker, Wallis 

Cpl Dennis receiving (overall winners) Trophy from Maj Gen Inge 
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HRI TMA IN CA TIER! K 
The hri5tma activities started early in December when all of the 

quadron eniors were 'volunteered' to make up the entire Chri tma 
Draw Committee for 24 Inf Bde Sergeant ' Mes . Under the expert 
guidance of the PMC W02 ( M) George Hedge and PEC SSgt Mick 
Campbell the evening was a resounding succe s. 

HILDREN ENJOY THE FESTIVE ACTIVITIES 
The next item on the social calendar .,.. u; the children's Chri tmas 

Party. With the retirement of Capt Henry J~nnings._ t.he problem w.~s 
to find a uitable Father Christmas. A quick aud1t1on a, the da11y 
coffee onference' revealed a talent which had hitherto lain 

undi covered, gt ' Robo' Robin on's Ho~ Ho! Ho!' were ea ily the 
best we had heard and he was immediately promoted to Father 
Chri tmas. There are some who ay he was picked because he didn't 
need any padding. 

The party was organi ed by Sgt 'Uncle Stu' Rickar~ who ~lso 
entertained the children dressed as a clown. (Typecasung agam). 
Although the party was basically for the children of t~e Squadron, '~e 
al o invited five children from the Oaktree House Children's Home m 
Richmond. The invitation is an annual event which we hope to 
continue. eedless to say Father Christmas had a pre ent for everyone 
and a lot of happy children went home that night. 

WIVES TOO! 
Another annual event in the Squadron is the Wives' Club Dinner. 

Once again Sgt Stuart Rickard was asked to produce the entertain
ment and did so with the help of Sgt John O 'Donnell , W0 2 (SSM) 
George Hedge, SSgt Gerry Knight and Sgt . Mick R.ees. Even the OC 
Maj Tony Elford helped make a comedy v1de? which w~s sho~n on 
the evening. With the rest of the SNCOs as waiters, the wives enjoyed 
a very successful evening. 

THEN IT WAS OUR TURN! 
The fi nal e\'ent of the year was as usual the Squadron Christmas 

Party, to which everyone brought their wives, girl frie~ds, mums, dads 
and friends. The evening was very successfully orgarused by Cpl Steve 
Beverley who is to be congratulated , along with his team of J COs. 
This praise is well deserved and has nothing to do with the fact that 
the writer won a prize in the raffle! 

WE, THE 
LIMBLESS, 
LOOK 
TO YOU 
FOR HELP 

We come from both world 
wars. We come from 
Korea, Kenya, Malaya, 
Aden, Cyprus, Ulster and 
from the Falklands. 

Now, disabled, we must look to you for help. Please help by 
helping our Association. 

BLESMA looks after the limbless from all the Services. It 
helps to overcome the shock of losing arms, or legs or an eye. 
And, for the severely handicapped, it provides Residential 
Homes where they can live in peace and dignity. 

Hel~ the disabled by helping BLESMA. We promise you that 
not one penny of your donation wi ll be wasted. 

Donation• and information: The Chairman, BLESMA, 
Midland Bank Ltd., 60 West Smithfield, London EC1 A 9DX 

Give to those who gave - please 

BLESMA 
BR ITIS H LI MB LESS 

EX -SERVICE MEN'S ASSOC IATION 
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3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 106 

VISIT BY COMO COMMS 1 (BR) CORP 
On Monday 27 January, the Regiment welcomed the new Comd 

Comms 1 (BR) Corps, Brig S. Cowan, on his initial vi it to the unit. 
After signing the visitors' book, he was briefed by the CO, 2IC and 

TOT on many a pects of Regimental commitments, and particularly 
on those involving PTARMIGAN. 

After all the theorising, he flew with the CO to Deilinghofen to see 
the armoured vehicle conversion for himself. 

There followed a buffet lunch in the Sergeants' Me s and the 
Brigadier was able to meet many Officers and SNCOs of the 
Regiment. After lunch, he addressed those present on the WA YELL 
and PTARMIGAN introduction. 

The afternoon was taken up with tours of 1, 2 and 3 Sqns, and the 
Brigadier appeared impressed with the obvious hard work that was 
going on. 

Jn all, thi was a full' day and, we hope, was of benefit to the 
Brigadier. We wish him well, and look forward to our time under his 
watchful eye. 

Brig Cowan signs into the Sergeants' Mess for lunch, following an 
apparently enjoyable visit to CI AT 

I doo • t ear• what 10u vere 
•rpect:ing CUT 1

1 eig:n 1 f'!re! 
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REGIMENTAL ALPlNE SKI TEAM 
For the 1985/ 6 season the Regiment trained with 22 Sig Regt in 

Zermatt, under the watchful eye of Cpl 'Dasi' Jones. The training was 
made difficult by the lack of snow in other resorts, producing 
cnormou ~rowds o_n the one T-bar we used for getting to our skiing 
courses. After the six weeks were up we moved to fulpmes in Austria 
for the 3 Division Championships. 

We had been nominated as the 'hot tip' by BFBS and we were a 
litLle complacent in the first team race. Despite falling over frequently 
we came fourth and staggered to the team slalom with dented egos. 
We came second and were well behind 50 Missile Regt who had two 
firsts; however, the overall prize was being decided on FIS race points, 
(a system which reward5 the difference in time you can pull out over 
another team, and not places). The downhill produced our first 
victory by a 15 second margin (Cpl 'Basi' Jones first, Cpl 'Rip' 
Atkinson second, LCpl 'Mons' Donnelly sixth and Cpl Ian Elborn 
twenty-first). The calculator overheated doing the sums but to our 
amazement we had won the Alpine combination beating UKLF a 
well. 

The only sad note from the meeting was the seriou injury that Cpl 
Mike Nutley sustained to his knee, trying to rescue the team Giant 
Slalom for u . We all hope he recovers well enough to ski again. 

Sig 'Worm' Driver showed a great deal of promise, but discovered 
that skiing whilst seeded 143, results in being expelled from large ruts 
if you are too ambitious. He will be back. 

The Army Alpme Championships produced our best results ever. 
The team were second behind 22 Sig Regt in the Giant Slalom and 
Slafom but won the downhill, (the CO was watching again!) to finish 
second overnll. B:i.i" and 'Rip' were selected for the the Army Team 
and LCp! ·Mon Donnelly deservedly won the Michael Pearse 
rrophy as the mo 1 promismg Royal Signals skier. For sheer guts, Cpl 
Ian Elborn descr ed a prize, as two complete wipe outs in downhill 
runs did nothing Lo dent his enthusiasm for abfahrt (the skis are 
another story). Spedal thanks must go to Maj and Mrs Peter Moody 
as our dedicated supporters club; the team will try to give them 
something to cheer about next year. 

NORDIC Kl REPORT 1985/86 
After an arduous six weeks training with 22 Sig Regt in, orway and 

Bavaria, the team moved to Fulpmes in Austria for the 3 Div meeting. 
The snow conditions were hard and icy which made for fa~t skiing and 
bruising injuries. The two biathlon race , the 4 x 7.5Km and the 
Patrol Race proved to be our best two events; perhaps the CO'~ 
support made a difference. The straight Nordic race proved a little 
disappointing, particularly the 4 x IOKm, when ig 'You can call me 
LCpl' Lloyd, suffered from an acute lack of energy. Obviously the 
Austrian beer was affecting him. However, not all was lost, and with 
an excellent fourth in the Patrol Race we qualified for the Army 
Championships in sixth place (more time off work in Zwiesel). 

Zwiesel was cold, wet and icy, no change from previous years. The 
return to German beer did the trick for 'Lloydy' and we finished a 
creditable eleventh in the first race. Celebrations on hearing that the 
Wendies (Downhillers) were performing miracles in the Alpine 
Championships obviously affected the team, and consequently the 
next two races will not go down in history as our best. Yet again, we 
struck back in the Patrol Race, and a tenth place ensured that we 
finished a creditable fifth in the Nordic/ Alpine combination (The 
Princess Marina Cup). 

Certain events and recommendations are worth a mention, even 
though they may cause slight embarrassment to certain individuals, 
such as Sig 'Basher' Robins forgot to fill up the 'Rover' and we ran 
out of petrol 5Km from Salamanca on our way to Norway. 

The local polizei are still looking for Compo Eyre's biathlon rifle, 
presumed lost somewhere in Ruhpolding. Don't worry, it's in the 
armoury! 

Compo managed to return with more money than he started with. 
In recognition, the Oxford dictionary will, in future, spell scrooge, 
'Eyre', and not in the old way. 

Basher and Compo will be issued with night lamps and maps for 
next year. Yes, they did get lost on more than one occasion. 

Those not mentioned in the scandal column include Capt 'Tony' 
Rock, and Cpl Ned Kelly, LCpl ' Pernod ' Barry and Cpl Dixie Dean . 
Don't worry, your turns will come! 

Well done to all the skiers, and you Basher! Hopefully, photos will 
be included in the next instalment. 

STOP P RESS 
Has Lloydy been promoted yet, or has Compo found his IO pence? 

L- R Top Row: Lt Andy Higgs. LCpl Ian Elborn , Cpl Basi Jones , LCpls Mons Donnelly, Dobo Dobson 
Front Row: Cpl Mike Nut ley, S ig Worm Driver, Cpl Splash Ditchburn 
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I. DO\\ D 'DI l 10~ 'ER\ ICE AND MEMORIAI ER\ ICE 
fOR .\PT J.P. ARMIIAGE R SIGNALS 

1 Luke' Garmon Church oe·t ~tand along ide ib ' i 1er' the 
R hurch of The Holy Trinity, their twin towers con picuous to 
countle million of traveller pa. ing by on the Ka sel to Donmund 
Autobahn . True tereo Christianity! 

The churches were 1aken over from the Canadian when the Iron 
Divi ion moved to BAOR in 1977. t Luke' already had a series of 
tained gla. window pu1 in by the Canadians. Since that time other 

have been added, notably the 3 Annd Div's beau1if~l ormandy 
Windo" which wa dedicated during 1i1e 0-Day celebrauons la I yea~. 

The church' late t acquisition are the 3 Armd o:v HQ and Sig 
Regt window and a balu lrade pre ented in memory .:if Capt John 
Armitage. . . 

The wmdow i the brainchild of the CO Lt Col Dick Baly and II 
depi t the bap1i m of Chri t in the River Jordan by S1 John the 
Bapti 1. . 

The scene of land water and ky is in the Corp colour whit t the 
pre ence of the me' enger · of God, John the Baptist and Gabriel, 
remind us of our role . The mall red triangles mimic the centre of the 
divi ional cypher and echo tho e in the ormandy window. 

The triangle are al o curiously remini cent of a network of 
PTARMIGA Trunk odes. This unintentional coincidence i rather 
apt in the year of this Divi ion' conversion to PTARMIGAN. 

The window wa made by Otto Peters of Paderborn who e excellent 
work and 1hat of his father and grandfather adorn many churches and 
cathedral in the area. The original ke1ch of Christ, S1 John and 1he 
Angel wa done by Maj Chri Harper, OC 206 Sig Sqn, in re ponse 
to a ompetition run wi1hin 1he Regiment. The inclu ion of the Holy 

pirit a a dove (St Matthew Ch 3 vs 16) wa suggested by the 
Divi ional Chaplain the Rev Peter Denton. 

The fine wrought iron balustrade which runs the length of the 
gallery parapet was made by 5 Armd Wk p REME and is the very 
practical gift of Rosemary Armitage, tO afeguard the Sunday School 
children who u e the gallery. Rosemary 's late hu band , John was a 
sidesman at St Luke's and the balustrade is his memorial. The 
window and the balustrade were both dedicated in a moving service 
in the church on Sunday 26 January J 986. 

The ervice was conducted by the garrison chaplain the Rev David 
Tickner and the I British Corps Chaplain , the Rev Graham Roblin , 
representing the Chaplain General, made the dedication. The service 
was attended by a very brave Rosemary and daughter Katie as well as 
the Divisional, Garri on and Station Commander , Commander I 
Signal Brigade, the CRA and the man who made the window, Otto 
Peters. 

Detail of the plaque in the balustrade in St Luke's Church , Soest 
'The just man walketh in his integrity: his children are blessed 

after him' 
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'OLD l OMR 1>1:..'i' 
au anyone better this'? A Coy AAC Harrogate 1964. 

L to R: W01 (FofS) Alan Eames (64A). SSgt Brian Mower (64C). 
SSgt Stu Bromidge {64C), W02 (SSM) Dave Lumb (64A) 

The four stalwarts above, erve together again at Salamanca 
Barracks, Soe t after leaving AAC Harrogate 21 years ago. 

W02 (SSM) Dave Lumb has repre ented the Corps at Football. 
The remaining three are till playing hockey for the Corps. 

2 SQN 
Changes in the upper management of the Squadron have been the 

dominant factor of late. 
We bid a sad farewell 10 Maj Bob Wannell BJ;ld his wife Gilly on 

their posting to Blandford. Very good luck with ~our new Squadron. 
We welcome Maj David Lynam MBE, fresh from the corridors of 
power and the ew Year Honours List-congratulation ! (YofS, 
please nole the spelling for the nominal roll-not Maj Lynham, not 
Maj Lyname, not Maj mith-but Maj Lynam!) Also welcome to 2Lt 
Gordon Elliott, who rnkes over from the elusive 2Lt Andy Fletcher, 
allowing Fletch to depart for his Troop Comds Course-that's if we 
find him to give him his movement order! 

Finally, we wish Sgt (SQMS) Bill Allan good fortune in the 
Falklands, and good luck tO him and his family for the future. 
Welcome to S gl ' Bob' Hope who arrives just in time to discover the 
delights of signing for all that PTARMIGAN stuff. 

PTARMIGAN has dictated most of the Squadron 's activities 
during January, with one day package t0urs to Verden. Most people 
thought that one day was more than enough, but the DTGs enjoyed 
the training so much, that they stayed for two weeks. 

Oscar Tp have adopted Scouish accents in order to remain 
inconspicuous whilst stripping 432s for the PTARMIGAN refit. 
They've been using the Gordon's barracks down the road, and had to 
take Colloquial Scottish before entering the NAAFI. 

Tango Tp, in the meantime, seems tO be making a takeover bid for 
the Squadron, as it is growing almost daily in both manpower and 
vehicles. They are even considering changing the colour of the berets, 
since they now have an SAS/ MC; (lawd luv 'em), they haven't 
twigged that this SAS/ MC means Secondary Access Switch/ Message 
Centre and not Special Air Service/ Marine Corps. 

Radio Tp are little affected by the bird, or indeed anything else that 
goes on in the Squadron , and continue to Clisappear in support of 
various other units-schhh ...... you-know-who! The Troop also 
seemed to dominate Snow Queen for a while, with 2Lt Andy Fletcher 
taking over as hut commander, joining forces with SSgt John Hatch 
who is the senior instruct0r and admin SNCO. To make sure of the 
Radio Tp stranglehold, additional men were promptly despatched to 
help. These gallant few included Sig Tonto Pettit, Robo Robinson, 
Stu Hodgson and LCpl Brad Bradley . 

In th~ meantime, SHQ, believing these mundane military mauers tO 
be somewhat incon equential, seem to be running a shiny boot 
competition. The main contenders are the Admin Offr, Lt Fred 
Bancrofl and the SSM Andy Hickling . The 21C/ OC Oscar Tp, Capt 
Bruce Avison had rejoined the Squadron, following a brief foray into 
RHQ as Adjutant, and is fully expected not to join in the competition! 
Hopefully the OC will not participate either, or else the 21C and 
everybody else will have no choice! 

All this activity has not stopped the daily running, and the well 
known phrase, 'ru nning troops are happy troops' seem Lo fit 2 Sqn 
to a tee (or so the SSM insists on telling everybody!) . 
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Ex Rhino's Charge was 6 Bde' s FTX and took place in early 
December . Unlike previous exerci es, both HQs were fully airmobile. 
<\nother unusual factor was that both HQs managed to catch some of 
the action that only the Battle Groups usually see. Alpha Troop had 
JU t set up when Reece vehicles went past, firing on the move. They 
were rapidly followed by two Marder , a Leopard tank and an umpire 
vehicle. Judicious use of thunder nashes ensued, resulting in the 
tanks , together with the umpires, being destroyed: Later on the Radio 
Relay crew added two Scorpions to the tally . They had been foolish 
enough to revcr e up to the unseen detachment and loiter in a casual 
manner. Two Scorpions plus two more thunder nashes resulted in two 
more kills. 

Meanwhile Bravo Troop were having their own fun and games. 
Four hundred action hungry TA Paras decided that simplicity was the 
order of the day. and put in a frontal assault across 500m of open 
ground. Needle to say, Bravo Troop, (with a litt le help) managed to 
despatch 1he1r n w found airborne friends. 

fter Rhino's Charge, Lt And) Higg moved off to whiter slopes 
for the Division' Ski Meeting. Lt Simon (get the bottoms of your 
boots polished) Lowe moved in to watch the take over by the big P. 

In early January, 206's Langlauf Ski Team headed for Austria, also 
bound for the iv1sion's Ski meeting. Despite a lack of training 
cau ed by other c. mmitments, they managed a creditable two second 
place~, a third and a fourth in the minor unit's competition. Special 
mention must go to ~ ig Posh 'ead (why are snow chains so expensive?) 
Geeves, LCpl Benn (I could've shot better with a catapult) Gunn and 
2Lt John (I'm heading for another wipe out) Field . 

ST. AUDRIES SCHOOL 
• Girls Boarding & Day, 8 - 18. 
• Happy School with excel! nt facilitie , small classes & 

thorough teaching. 
• Reduced Fees for Service Families. 
• Beautiful country setting with ea y access to a ll parts 

of the country by motorway and rail and escorted 
trains to and from London. 

• Strong tradition in Drama, Art & Music and some free 
mu ica l tuition. 

• Emphasis upon character training and the acceptance 
of responsibility. 

• Many lectures, concerts and activities, including 
riding. 

For a Prospectus/Video write to: 
The Headmaster, St. Audries School, 

West Quantoxhead, Nr Taunton, 
Somerset T A4 4DU. 

or telephone Williton (0984) 32426 

25% off the erice of 
your trip home. 

100% more enjoyment. 
For ten months of the year you, your 

family; even your car will travel for less with 
DFDS Seaways. 

On or off duty. Single or Return. 
And the trip is great. Bars, disco, cinema, 

cafeteria and excellent restaurant. 
We sail from Harwich to Hamburg, 

from Newcastle to Esjberg and Gothenburg. 
Enjoy yourself all the way. 

DFDS SEAWAYS, Scandinavia House, Parkeston Quay, 
Harwich, Essex C012 4QG. Tel: 0255 552000. 

Germany; Esjberg, Denmark; and ~~-~~~5!:~~===="7 
Gothenburg, Sweden all year round. _. 
And throughout the summer ~'====~~~~~~~~~~ 
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REGIMENTAL BOXI G HALF TERM REPORT 
Bo:1cing wa off to a good tart thi sea on with an extremely 

ucce sful Inter quadron Competition in September 1985 which 
encompa ~ed a LOia! of 45 bout . Six out of the even Squadron 
entered teams and all were represented on finals night. The Inter 
Squadron Champion hip wa won by l Sqn after an exciting evening's 
boxing with much skill in evidence. 

The Regiment entered che 4 Armd Div Novice Grade 3 Competi
tion, which is part of the main BAOR competition. Having received 
a bye into che econd round of che competition we fought 4/7 DG ac 
Decmold on Monday 16 December 1985 where we won convincingly 
by ix bouts co three and qualified to meet I RRW in the semi-final 
at Herford on 10 January. After an extremely exci ting night' s boxing 
I RRW won by five bouts to four. All the Regimental boxer were a 
credit to the unit, displaying a high degree of skill, fitne , aggre sion 
and courage. Particular mention hould be made of Sig Leighton at 
Welterweight who survived three knockdowns to gain a majority 
points decision. 

The Regimem are again organising the BAOR Royal Signals 
Compelition and are drawn to meet 16 Sig Regt in the semi-final. This 
is a repeat of last year's final and promises to be just a closely fought. 

The following have formed the quad so far thi season: 
LCpl Docherty (2) LCpl Horobin (2) 
Sig Garrett (I) LCpl Parker (3) 
Sig John on (I) Pte Murtagh (HQ) 

•+Cpl Latimer (HQ) *Pte Martin (HQ) 
Cpl Nelson (HQ) LCpl Carr (3) 

• ig Baillie (HQ) Sig Bolton (HQ) 
*LCpl Cartmell (HQ) Sig Leighton (I) 
Sig Smith (2) ig Edwards (I) 

+ Po ted to BFFI 
• ew arrival/yet to box 

S OW QUEEN 85186 
The Snow Queen team of Hut Commander Lt Julian Bunce, Hut 

S CO Sgt Keith Roach of 14 Sig Regt and Chief Instructor Cpl Bill 
McCann deployed co Bavaria on JO December 1985. They were soon 
established in the Pen ion Berghof once more and snow conditions 
looked good. 

However by the time the Families Course IA had arrived, all snow 
had disappeared. Many miles were travelled in search of now and 
skiing was achieved most days. The officers on Course I B brought 
snow with them so local skiing was enjoyed. They left on I January 
and the permanent staff prepared for the first soldiers course 2-15 
January. 

Course 2 followed the established lines of langlauf training for the 
first three days then downhill skiing Monday to Friday with langlauf 
races on the second weekend and downhill races on the final day of 
t~e C?urse. Much skiing and socialising was enjoyed by all, but the 
highlight of the course was three young officers singing 'l want 
to ski like you' to a well known Jungfe Book tune. 

Maj Derek Howshall 
Capt Nick Swainson 
Lt Julian Bunce 
W02 John Mullender 

gt Mick Brady 
. gt Trevor Payne 
S gt Dave Dalton 

I TER TROOP COMPETITION 
'And there's also an Inter Troop Competition' said the CO in his 

Ex Quarter Final debrief while outlining the Regimental commitments 
for the next few months. 
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The brain child of Maj Lachlan Fraser, the competition began with 
a 22Km larch and Shoot around the Wiuloger Training Area in sub 
zero temperatures. Thi included tands on First Aid, the Geneva 
Convention and NBC. Most of the ice was cleared for the assault 
course on Wedne day morning but the clas rooms for Soviet 
Recognition and 'Current Affairs' were mo t welcome. What's 
current about Keynsian Economics? 

Thursday saw most of the Regimem run in the orienteering event, 
held in the now once more. The physical activity continued with 
BFTs on Friday morning and culminated in a Stretcher Race in the 
afternoon. After ome more work on the scoreboard, A3 (Rebro) 
Troop emerged as winners, led by Lt Julian Bunce and Sgt Nigel 
Scott . 2 Sqn also managed to claw back the hallowed ' pade' from the 
'auld enemy 3 Sqn, by the closest of margins. 

The First Aid Stand. Sgt Scott and Lt Bunce resuscitate a casualty 

ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS 
It is with much regret that we say farewell to LCpls Dougie Craig, 

Tony Taylor, Sig Bone Routledge and Mac McNally. 
It is also a pleasure to welcome S gt (FofS) Trevor Payne, LCpls 

Ron Catlin and Steve Hetherington, Sig Jim Hastie and Fitz 
Fitzmaurice. 

3SQN 
SHQ TEAM 
oc 
SSM 
FofS 
YofS 
SQM 
MTSgt 

A2 Tp 
Lt D. Spencer 
SSgt A. Giles 

B Tp 

Maj J. Blake 
W02 A. McBain 
W02 N. Bahr RA Signals 
SSgt W. Ruthven 
SSgt M. O'Brien 
Sgt A. Parker RCT 

LTp 
Lt G. Hearn 

gt M. mith 
2Lt J. Tod 

gt I. elkirk 

SQUADRON IN GENERAL 
Since I Decefl'!ber when the Regiment officially became a 

PTARMIGAN Umt, the Squadron has worked hard to meet deadlines 
to ensure all is ready for the new exercise season. The Squadron did 
relax at the Christmas Party which was a great success due to the 
efforts of Sgt Ian elkirk and his Troop. 

The Squadron has seen a number of personnel changes in the past 
couple of months; so it's hello to 2Lt Jeremy Tod who is on a three 
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month attachmem, W02 (SSM) Andy McBain, Sgt Hugh Allison 
and Sgt Alex Porter RCT. We bid farewell to W02 (SSM) Bob 
Rylance, SSgt (now W02) Angus Whitton and gt Ivan Gill RCT. 
Also. farev.:ell to W02.(l•of ")Alan Todd RA Signals who ha returned 
to his nauve Australia, and hello to our new token colonial W02 
ffofS) Norman Bahr RA Signals. 

A2 TROOP 
A new prest~gious award, The Golden Blanket, has been presemed 

by Sgt Mick Kmdness, who because of his experience in this field was 
naturally chosen as Troop Umpire. After intense competition Cpl 
John Bragg was nominated as the winner for Ex Norman Shield. This 
has made others even more determined to win on Ex flying Falcon. 
The competition was very close with Lt Duncan Spencer and Sgt Alec 
Por~er takmg an early lead. This was nearly upset by a late run by Cpl 
E~d 1e Goff, but the marathon push of 17 hours by Sig Dave Quinnell 
clmc!1ed the competition in the closing stages. Unfortunately the 
umpire refused tc present the trophy co him fearing he would wear it 
out. 

Sig Unwin was subject to an unfortunate mibtake on Ex Norman 
Shield when returning from a one-man patrol he was mistaken for the 
enemy; t.ied, blindfolded, interrogated and to complete the insult 
paraded m front of the Troop. Meanwhile Sig Samuelson anxiously 
lookmg for a fire officer to check his extinguishers wandered about 
for an hour and then realised he had visited the same people twice! 
Such are Troop initiations We also welcome LCpl Holbourn LCpl 
Reilly, Sig Moake and Sig Chapman. rinally a farewe ll td LCpl 
Lewis and Sig RPid. 

L fROOP 
On 5 February the Troop once again spread to the far corners of 

the Regiment on Ex Flymg Falcon. Six detachments were deployed, 
one to Oscar Group co.nmanded by Cpl Scott Fitzsimmons. The 
Troop OC 2Lt Tod was a1so in altendance. Surprise, surprise LCpl 
Ro~ Mclotte's ~11.ergy to exerci e laid him out once mort:. It was Sig 
White whose dnvmg put mor than a few gray hair on his passengers' 
and the forest wardens' heads. 

Spare time between moves was spent brushing up the already high 
standard of crib playing. While doing o we were surprised by gt 
Selkirk who arrived on the exercise only five day late. 
. We would like to wish Sig McLaughlin all the best when he leaves 
m March and LCpl Melotte who goes to 7 Sig Regt. 

202 (33 ARMJ) BDt.) SIG . Q 
QUADRON PER. ONAI.11 IF . 

OC Maj Gordon Hughes 
21C Capt • eil Couch 
OC Ardennes Tp LI Ian Hume 
OC Rhine Tp I.t Alan Madsen 
SSM W02 Rick Licence 
YofS W02 Jeff Hattersle} 
SQMS . Sgt Ron Woodger 
Tp S gt Ardennes Tp 'Sgt Frank McAleer 
Tp SSgt Rhine Tp Sgt Gus Graham 

Presentation of LS & GC to SSgt (SQMS) Ron Woodger 
by Brig A. G. H. Harley 

-- -
Sqn photograph with Brig A. G. H. Harley , Comd 33 Armd Bde 
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I .. ' R( U·: (I/If.I FD 1.0/Pf:.' 
E Chilled L01pe \\.l a week'~ langlauf kiing exercise hl'ld a1 
1T ilb rhuttc in the Harz mountains group of most!~ 

ine perienced . k:er· l'Cntured out from 202 ig Sqn to bral'e the 
ekment and learn how to ki. There was verv little instruction but 
enough 10 enable the group to go out on the overnight expedition. 

Fre h now had fallen increa ing the depth to over a foo t wil h more 
in many place at the tan of 1he expedition . The going at fir t was 
very low and the group COl'ered only 9Km in tr.~ first day. 

cold night wa. pent under canvas with ;r.':! oldiers warming 
themselve over the petrol c oker. . It wa very obvious how quickly 
everyone improved by the progres made in the econd day' kii r_ . 
The exp dition \\a cut ·hon o that ·ome of the group could go 
downhill kiing while the re l carried on langlau fing. A thoroughly 
enjoyable and welcome break from work C\en though it wa hard 
work. 

Thi year' run up to Chri tma left most of the quadron with the 
opinion that the ew Year had already tarted. The Squadron ~va 
kept busy right up until tand down with a full programme of exerci e 
and in-camp commitrnems. 

Ex Chilled Loipe 
Left to Right: Pte Ian Baker, Sig Lefty Wright, John Brooks, Cfn 

John Cain , 2Lt Colin Hindsley and LCpl Dicky May 

MORE EXERCI ES 
Thi year instead of having a Baulecamp, the Squadron found itself 

forced into training for a Site Guard commitment. Amongst early 
winter snows the Squadron deployed on LO the local Galdgrund 
training area to practise anti-ambush drills and Plawon attacks with 
592 RLD from l QLR among ochers, providing the enemy. Sig 
Christopher McKenna distinguished himself for hi continued 
perseverance in firing the LMG from the hip , on the run, whilst 
looking the other way, despite having his errors pointed om by Lt 
Alan Madsen (when he could put down his Thermos). 

We must all thank Sig Archie Gemmell for his magnificent 
demon tration of how to recover an AFV 436. However SSgt (FofS) 
Jim Martin wishes to point out that PT ARMIGA 7 Quad was not 
designed for that purpose. Meanwhile SSgt (SQM ) Ron Woodger 
wishes everyone to know that he has now received this year's exercise 
maps and since his are all edition eight he will in future be able LO get 
his packet to the right place, in the correct order and on time; 
furthermore guided LOurs of Lower Saxony will be done only on a 
repayment basis. Cpl Brian Naylor denie he has issued an atlas with 
a 'you are here' arrow pointing at a picture of planet Earth. The same 
atlas apparently has been on long loan to Sgt Kirphal Singh since his 
arrival in the Squadron. 

Ex Bui/shine 
Sig Ian Stringer and LCpl 'the Trout' Salmon watching the 

Paderborn Stepµes 
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Ex Bui/shine 
Lt Alan Madsen gives his orders to the Section Comds prior to an 
advance to contact. Meanwhile SSgt Dave Gaffney wonders if the 

growth on OC Rhine Tp' s back is serious 

OTHER EVENTS 
Particular thank mu t go to all the Corporal for their efforts in 

organising the quadron Christma Party. ext year Sgt Paul Rylance 
ha promi ed to find a di co that doe n't have a bayonet as a tylus, 
a record arm made from a 432 shock absorber and records that are 
po t 1960 and have fewer scratche than the local ice rink. However, 
he ha also promi ed the OC that he will gel WA YELL to work! 

Finally the Squadron has found a new game. It ' called ' odd one 
out'. It involves a clo er examination of the photographs in the SHQ 
corridor and trying to find one that does not feature W02 (SSM) Rick 
Licence! 

NEW ARRIVAL 
The following have arrived recently and all of us would like to 

extend a warm welcome and wish them good luck for their tour in 
Paderborn . They arc: Cpl C hris Murray, Sig Darren Nichol, Mark 
Cheney and John Mar den . 

Itriars 1};chool 
Great Chart 

Ashford, Kent, TN23 3DJ 

Telephone Ashford (Kent) 0233 20493 

Pre-Preparatory 43.4 ·7 years (Day) and Preparatory 7-14 
(Boarding and Day, including weekly boarding) Boys on ly. 

Friars School is situated in 103A acres. It is within easy 
reach of Heathrow, Gatwick, The Channel Ports and 
Charing Cross. Classes are small. There is a close-knit 
community with a friendly atmosphere. Every considera
tion is given to the boarding needs of the boys. 
Gymnasium and all-weather surface a rea constructed 
1980. Mountbatten building, comprising Science 
Laboratory, <Art Room and Computer Room, to be opened 

in Spring 1986. 

Soccer, rugby, hockey, cricket, athletics and golf are major 
games. Numerous extra-curricular act ivities. 

Special reduction in fees for Service personnel. 
Scholarships available up to 50% of fees to 

boys under 9 . 

Apply, quoting ref. CSPW to the Headmaster, 
Mr J. M. Stevens, BA, CertEd. 
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Maj Gen A. Yeoman receiving a comprehensive brie f from LCpl 
Robson during his recent visit 

The 'A' Team surrounding Comd Comms during his farewell visit 
l to R: W02 (SSM) Pawlak, W01 (RSM) Whitehead, Comd 

Comms and Lt Col Wood 

AROUND THE REGIMENT 
Mare field barracks i a hive of ac1ivity. I uppose to the out ider 

it may even resemble what is commonly known as organised chaos. 
With the introduction of PTARMIGAN a bu y year was expected, 

however, I don't think any of us fully appreciated the amount of time 
and effon required to become familiar with 'the.system'. 

The new Ops Offr, Maj Graham Leach, and his partner in crime, 
Capt (TOT) John White and Capt (Tfc) Chas Birchall, appear to be 
content with only five hours sleep per day (Saturdays and Sunday 
included), whilst the QM (T) Maj Colin Stevens look forward to hi 
imminent retirement and an easy life down in 'Sleepy Hollow'. 'Q' 
Morrison ays the Q 1(T) loves it really! 

Capt (TOT} Pete mirthwaite, Capt Mike Heelis and their taff 
con1inue 10 work long hour to keep us 'on the road', meanwhile the 
operators and drivers are making strenuous efforts to en ure that 
' things' get broken, bent or set on fire at every opportunity. Make 
for an interesting li fe! 
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The 'outdoor acthities' ~cene , except Ex Snow Queen, remain 
relatively quiet, whilst on the sporting front the Rugby team 11ait 
pati t:ntly for their confrontation with I RRW in the Dil'i ional Final. 

The constant activ ity within the Regiment has contributed in many 
ways 10 the somewhat limited articles in this edition. We apologi e to 
readers and in an attempt to increase our output and indeed 
presentation of Wire notes, we have made tentative offers to tho e 
journalists currently 'Wanting in Wapping'. We may get the Page 
Three franchise yet. 

Finally a note LO our many new arrivals. The effect of being 'steam 
rollered' soon wears off and just think, later in the year you may get 
a long weekend . You may even get a holiday next Christmas! 

4SQUADRO 

PERSONALITIES 
. HQOC 
21C 
SM 
FofS 
YofS 
SQMS 
MT Sgt 
B Tp Tp Comd 
Tp Sgt 
Sgt 

Maj Neil Fisher 
Capt Mike Radford 
W02 Mick Pawlak 
W02 Chas Dowie 
W02 Alf Edwards 

gt Taff Williams 
Sgt Clive Howland 
Lt Jerry Bradshaw 
Sgt Paul Sixsmith 
Sgt Barry Smith 

gt Colin Roberts 
C Tp Tp Comd 2Lt Jamie Compston 
Tp Sgt Sgt Geordie Deeming 

The Squadron has aid goodbye to many old face and hello to 
many new ones in the last six months. Maj Martin Clarke has departed 
to 2 Sqn and the sunnier 'climes' of South Camp-he says it's not so 
far to walk from the Officer ' Me s! We would like to wish him and 
his wife L.esley all the very best for the future. 

Lt 'Whacko' Wilson has gone back to England to study for a degree 
al the RMCS. After the mental exhaustion of running Line Troop, 
reports are that he is glad to gel his 'hands dirty' again. 
Congratu lations LO W02 (FofS) Bob Morley on his posting LO 14 Sig 
Regt (EW) and his promotion to WOI. Best wishe also go to his wife 
Lois. Farewell also to SSgt Mo Harkin and his wife Jill and gt Dave 
Gilbert and wife Janice. 

Maj Neil Fisher and his wife Jinny arrived in September from 39 
Bde. We hope they have now sett led in and many congratulations to 
both of them on the birth of their first child Thomas. We would al o 
like to welcome 2Lt Jamie (Trumpton) Comp ton on his appointment 
as OC Line Troop . W02 Cha Dowie has joined us from 3 Sqn, we 
welcome him and his wife Maggie. 

DEAR DIARY ... 
In September the Squadron commuted weekly to Verden for 

PTARMIGAN Training in preparation for our forthcoming role as a 
Major Access Node, otherwise known as the Main MAN! 

On return LO Herford in early Ocwber, the Squadron exploded into 
frenzied military training for site guard. On site guard it elf, 2 Platoon 
were delighted to find that they were 10 spend much useful time 
pouring lead down the Sennelager ranges at German sand banks. I 
Plawon were too busy for thi , occupying them elves with seeking out 
and arresting traying German cyclists and saying hello LO America . 

By December, the Squadron deployed as a MAN on Ex Hanging 
Albatross. The initial phase of Hanging Albatross wa a five day static 
exerci e at Bielefeld, where the Squadron received numerous VIP 
visitors inclµding the Corp Commander I (BR) Corp , Comd Comms 
BAOR, Comd I Sig Bde and from the Costa Del Sol an as oned 
delegation of Spanish General . · The e visits even captured the 
imagination of YofS 'Lone Ranger' Edward who wa coaxed up 
from the luxuriou confine of his Boudoir camping trailer. Cpl 
'Rambo' Dear was also per uaded to set aside his RPG 7 and M60 
while he explained the operation of hi generawrs. 

The reminder of the exercise saw us deployed to numerou 
cavernous locations to await the fate and the wrath of the OC. 

orhing could have been more plea ant than 1he early morning stroll 
back to Herford through a 3 Div FTX whil t our vehicle were 
returned by 14 Sqn RCT. icknames to watch from thi exerci e are 
LCpl ' Batch' Sanderson and the 'Commsec Kid' ( ig Proctor) for 
their updating prowe and Cpl 'Tarzan' Rumsey for hi ability to 
make the SHF antenna reach the parts where mere mortal fear to 
tread. 

On return, the build up 10 Christma dominated all events but did 
not stop the annual Squadron 'cros country' run, et by ' M Mick 
Pawlak, in a blizzard . 

SSM Mick Pawlak i now po ted! Al o the hill around Herford 
and Bad Salzuflen have been echoing to the ounds of baying linemen , 
Data Tg and technician · out on a quadron Ha h. 'o one ha yet 
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n lo t althou h I. pl mith had lO rel~ on lus mu h refined hommg 
m tmct t m kc It ba I:: 10 the gluh \\Cm. 

J nu, r h een the quadron out on Ex Woodland /-light and the 
ine\1tnble blizzard started minute~ after the fir:t packet deployed. The 
R giment ha een the departure of the djutant, Cap! SteH? Turpin, 
p 'ted all the ~a) to Bielefeld. and the Ops Offi er, Maj Bernie 
He~itl \~ ho enroll in the ollege of Knowledge to be educated at las1. 
On the porting front the Regiment excelled at . . . -no1 rugby
but cro · ountry where ii came fir l in the Divi ional Finals and 
econd in the BAO R Finals. Our congratulation to them. 

HQ SQ ADRO!\ 
LAD DETACHMENT 
PER 01\ALITI · 
OCLAD 
A 'M 
AQ\1 

Capt Mike Heelis REME 
WOl D. Johnson REME 
W02 G. T. Gardiner REME 

CHRI TMA P RTY GRANAU KINDERHEIM 
An annual event is the Christma Party for the local children' 

home. Money et a ide from the Regimental Summer Fete is given to 
the OC LAD (2000 DM) to organi e the event . 

The LAD a very bu y department, managed through the director
hip of Sgl Blears lO build, in 1heir own rime, a uperb Noddy Tra in 

which was used to transport the children around the Camp. Father 
Chri tmas (Cfn Falconer) al o used it to tran port hi pre ent to the 

pearhead Club where a Disco and a super buffet had been organised 
by the LAD soldier . 

Capt Mike Heelis enjoy the jest; his soldiers have 10 speak German 
and the children have to practi e their Engli h. So it's a two way teach 
in, it certainly doe the Regiment ' Anglo-German relationship a 
power of good. 

Further events include a football match and a barbecue. The 
Regiment say thank you RE 1E LAD for a job well done. 

Congratulation to OC LAD who shot off to Hong-Kong and 
married the love of hi life. Hi wife joins him in March . 

De Bus 
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NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 
EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

BOARDING EDUCATION 
North Yorkshire Local Education Authority maintains four secondary 
schools w ith boarding provision . Places are available for boys and 
girls for September 1 986. Further particulars of the schools and 
application procedures may be obtained either by writing to the 
Head of the school or direct to the County Education Officer, 
County Hall, Room 143(S8). Northallerton DL7 SAE. 

Admission to the two grammar schools is subject to the pupil's 
suitability for grammer school education. No charge is made to 
parents in respect of tuition . 

ARCHBISHOP HOLGATE'S SCHOOL 
Following the implementation of comprehensive education in the 
City of York in September 1985. Archbishop Holgate ' s School is a 
Voluntary Controlled Comprehensive School for some 750 boys and 
girls situated on the eastern outskirts of the City of York having 
accommodation for about 45 boarders in a modern purpose-built 
Boarding House on an attractive site within easy reach of the City. 
The School founded in 1 546, is now accommodated in modern 
premises and provides a wide range of GCE 'O' and 'A' level 
courses. Boarding facilities will continue at Archbishop Holgate ' s 
for boys 11 - 18 including some boarding provision for pupils 
attending the York Sixth Form College. 

Head Teacher: Mr A . Walker, Hull Road, York Y01 5HA. 

ERMYSTED'S GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
A Voluntary Aided Grammar School for some 500 boys situated in 
the market town of Skipton on the edge of the Dales National Park, 
having accommodation for about 50 boarders. The school is of 
ancient foundation and the Boarding House is integral to the 
school's historic premises. A wide range of GCE 'O' and 'A' level 
courses is provided and a high proportion of pupils proceed to 
courses of higher and further education . 

Head Teacher: Mr D. M . Buckroyd, M.A. , Gargrave Road, Skipton 
BD23 1PL. 

RICHMOND SCHOOL 
A County Co-educational Comprehensive School for some 1, 500 
pupils (with a sixth form of about 230 pupils) having two well 
appointed Boarding Houses set in their own attractive grounds, with 
accommodation for about 35 boys and 1 2 girls. There is a wide 
range of courses based on strong academic traditions, for pupils of 
all abilities to CSE, CEE. GCE 'O' and 'A' level examinations. 

Head Teacher: Mr J. D. Dutton, M.A., J.P., Darlington Road, 
Richmond DL 1,0 780. 

RIPON GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
A County Co-educational Grammar School for some 660 pupils 
having two attractive boarding Houses with accommodation for 
about 55 boys and 45 girls. A wide range of CGE 'O' and 'A ' level 
courses is provided and a high proportion of pupils go on to courses 
of higher and further education . 

Head Teacher: Mr D. B. Stanley, B.Sc., Clotherholme Road, Ripon 
HG4 2DG. 
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8 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

Driver Power Motor Transport Group on parade 

SPOTLIGHT ON DRIVER, POWER AND 
MOTOR TRANSPORT GROUP 

The many ' would be' Corps hi torians wi ll at this moment 
undoubtedly be searching frantically for ome evidence of the date 
and origin of our Group T itle. We suggest they will have as much 
success in their search as we did trying to discover when the world of 
Driver and Powerman Training last featured in the magazine. 

Fiuingly the spotlight falls on us ac a time when we are, even if 
somewhat smug, nevertheless justifiably proud of our 'New Look'. 

Some eight month ago we began a project 'Power to the 21st 
Century' , the aim of which was not only to refurbish our working 
environment but more important to enhance the image of Combat 
Powerman and Driver Training. This project involved a great deal of 
hard work on a self-help basis and above all else the integration of 
HGV Driver T raining, Combat Powerman Training, and the 
Regimental MT into one instruccional working group. 

H ence our new title and the most modern of appearances and 
outlooks. The management of this newly formed and now well 
func tioning organisation is: 

0 
Gp SSgt 
GpSQMS 
Supv Dvr Trg 
Supv BSS 
Supv MT 

upv Pwr Trg 
Supv Licensing and 

Course Loading 

Capt (QM) 'Wally' Lockwood 
SSgt Peter Whitehou e 

gt 'Chalky' White 
SSgt Barry Lewis 
SSgt Mick Knights 
Sgt 'Taff' Jones 

gt Joe Cawley 

Sgt Paddy Bartlett 

POWERMAN TRAINING- THE NEW LOOK 
To say our working and training condicion have changed over the 

la t few months would be an understatement. Past students and cadre 
would only recogni e our training area by virtue of it being in the same 
location. The directive we received al the outset of Project 'Power to 
the 21st Century' , by the, then, new OC Capt 'Wally ' Lockwood, was 
to make the two garage we occupy look like (quote) The Operating 
Theatre of the Duche s of Kent' Military Ho pita! (unquote) . With 
due deference to the medical fraternity we have done this and more! 

It should be mentioned at this point that whil t the pur e 1rings 
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were tightly held and the greater part of our work was self-help (we 
have learnt a new Lockwood type meaning of the phrase) much 
assistance and advice was received from the QMs Gen and Tech, Lt 
Col (QM) Fred Orr, Maj (QM) Vic Prees and their staff. 

The latest improvement is the creation of a Reception Centre and 
Museum area. This refurbished garage workshop is now a bright, 
attractive and informative rest area. 

The centre was recently formally opened by the OC TIS, Lt Col 
George Finney and feature among many anractions not only 
renova1ed museum pieces from yesteryear's world of EDs but also a 
number of plaques generously donated by many units in the Corps. 

Should you wish to add to our collection, either by old photographs 
of the Electrician Driver era, or, if you have not already done so, by 
sending us a plaque, your contributions will be gratefully received and 
displayed with pride. 

Lt Col Finney formally opens the Group's Powerman Reception 
Centre. Sgts Abbot and Cawley look on 
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rm Pm f.R 'ECTIO. 
The enh. n ~ment of the training and image has not heen limi ted to 

our appearance. Indeed uch i the atmo ·phere created by what i. a 
ne" leas~ of life to the trade. chat it ha dearly affected ~tandard . 

For the fi r t time in two year we had t\ o upgrading 'A· result ·. 
Our congratulation go to LCpl Vogel of Sig Regt and LCpl Naylor 
of 14 ig Regt (EW) . 

SSgt Whitehouse and the Power Section ins tructional staff pose 
in the Group ' s newly o pened museum 

DRIVER TRAINING ECTION 
We in the Driver training world have never been more aware of the 

importance of our role in the Corp . With the advent of 
PT ARM I GA the newly trained driver we send you, the field unit, 
must be a 'man for all seasons'. 

We have for some four months now, and in keeping with our Group 
project, put extra emphasi on Phase Three of the Heavy Goods 
Vehicle driver training. The better informed will real i e that thi phase 
is the Special to Arm training; and never has it been o special! 

The Section Supervi or SSgt Barry Lewis, ably assi ted by hi field 
driver training team of LCpls John Lightowlers, Steve Strothard and 
John Ellis has devised a week-long cro s-counrry, field-condition 
programme that, to say the least, stretches our new and often young 
drivers to the full . The programme, keeping within the training 
objectives, is designed to give the uainee experience in what he might 
be faced with in, say his first major BAOR exercise. 

We are following the maxim that to change a wheel on the A I 
is somewhat different in more ways than just conditions, from the 
same job at 0230 hr on the Teutoberger Ridge in minus 10° and under 
verbal pressure! 

Whether or nor we are succeeding in our aim of producing a better 
equipped HGV driver, only the fie ld units will be able to confirm 
when they compare the Catterick trained HGV driver with other . 

BASIC SIGNALLI NG SKlLLS SECTION 
This section makes a justifiable boast that every other rank in our 

Corps will, or has at some lime, passed chrough che doors of this small 
yet most important of power training facilities. 

Its importance is best stressed by emphasising it i the training 
organisation that teaches the Tech Stmn how to plug in the exerci e 
electric kettle without destroying the Divisional HQ lighting system . 
Or, less importan t , giving the Sqn Clerk of the future sufficient 
knowledge to prevent him electrocuting the Sqn Commander! 

The Supervisor, SSgt Mick Knights, has with his cwo staff of Cpls 
Sammy Cook and Kev Flinton , created an environment of field 
powerman training chat leaves nothing to the imagination. 

In fact, such is the realism of the training area some students are 
even after only one period in the SSS classroom claiming field 
conditions! There is no truth in the rumour, however, that the staff, 
for reali m, are adding a Catterick winter by turning off the heating. 

THE REGIMENTAL MT SECTION 
By traditioi . a Regiment's MT has been a lonely place smell ing of 

POL and visited only when one had to. As far as our MT is concerned 
such things are memories. 

The MT 1s now the HQ of the Group a nd whilst still performing its 
prime role, is very involved in the activi ties of the other section . 
Those who remember, and undou btedly with some affection, Mr 
Arthur Gates, will be relieved to know he is still doing his thing at 63 
years young. His latest title is Quality Controller . If you remember the 
ervice he provided he could not have taken on a more apt 

appointment . 
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\\'e ar thorough!~ (Ofljoying a joint role which ha brought much 
needed anenti,,n to our often forgon en trade. Tho c driver. look ing 
for a rewarding job "ith the odd trip outh to relieve the pressure need 
look no fur ther. 

LICENSING AND COURSE LOADING ECTION 
V.'e the 'white collar ' workers of the Group are tucked away in the 

burrows (or is it warren ?) of the Vimy B Block . We are often 
overlooked by everybody except the OC (un fort unately) whose 
inspection vi.,it are only ea ed by his info rming us that we are the 
'Engine Room' of the Group. 

Our prime role is licen ing. Every member o f our o rp if he learns 
to drive Light or HGV whil t in the Service will one day pass through 
our doors (beware the polished floor). 

Our Supervisor, Sgt Paddy Bartlett leaves us oon after completing 
his 22 year . We hall all sad ly mis him, owe su peel , will the Corps. 

The OC learns all about recovery during the Phase 3 HGV 
demonstration - unwillingly 

POSTSCRIPT 
Li fe goes on in the Group , albeit a t a higher standard of living a nd 

awareness, neverthele s with a Catterick fina lity. Our social life has 
become, of late, a great whirl. The ladies of the Group sta ff are full y 
involved , havi ng been co-opted on to many of our activity 
commiuees. As uch , ' tag ' events are a thing of the past and not 
badly missed. 

Mrs Linda Whitehouse and lady assistants have produced a n 
entertainments programme that leaves us gasping fo r breath, whilst 
the hospital visits comminee organ ised by Mrs Dorot hy Lockwood 
and Mrs Jane Abbot ma ke it a pleasure to be ill. 

In summary both at work and play our li fe is hectic, full and very 
enjoyable . 

TEAM ROY AL SIGNALS 
IL is not generally known, overshadowed o ften as we arc by the 

White Helmet of the Display Team, that the Corps runs a very 
ucce sful and much enjoyed Enduro Motor Cycle Team . Whilst the 

emphasis is on sport as opposed to display and rec ruiting, the Team 
Royal Signals, as it is called , does much for our Corps image in the 
outside world . 

The CO, Col Bev Austi n, is the President of Corps Motor Cycling 
and the team is not only based here at Catterick but comes under the 
control of our Group. A such the team ma nager i the Group OC, 
Capt (QM) Wally Lockwood and its members are mo tly on the 
Regimental strength. It should be noted however the team are not 
specialists doing only that job, for example one is a Technician , 
another a Lmeman . These enthusiasts selflessly pend most of their 
spare time involved in weekend civilian and mi litary events . The 
success of the team is clearly seen by the trophies they have won. What 
isn ' t immediately obvious are the benefits they give to the Corps in the 
publicity and goodwill their performances engender. 
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The team Captain, Sgt Clive Thorsby has recently represented the 
Army and members Cpl Mike Moseley and LCpl Steve Crawford arc 
at the forefront of their classes of motor cycling in the country. 

Notwithstanding the team ' s success we are looking to expand the 
sport . l 6 Sig Rcgt under the guidance of Maj Steve Bresslof are going 
from ~trength to strength . Yet we need new blood. 

If you arc located in either of the two areas or are due for posting 
LO one and arc intere ted in motor cycling of any variety, contact the 
Corps Team Manager here urgently . 

Team Royal Signals 

THE WILKI NSON POIGNA RO 
The poignard is awarded annually to the team who donated the 

largest amount to BOSA funds as a result of the BOSA wheelchair 
marathon. 

The Winner for 1985 were 8 Sig Regt- HQ Sqn. 

Cpl Kevins and LCpl Booth are pictured here with the Poignard 
afte r the presentation. Sgt Lee was the other team member (not 

pictured) 

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? 

HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'? 
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A f 'IRST 
Sgt haron Ley WRAC is the first WRAC Sergeant TI Technician. 

She was promoted in December 1985, having completed her r I, 
WRAC Sergeants Course, EPC and the statutory five year.,. Sgt I e\ 
is now working in Training Support Group here in the Regiment. Her 
husband is at present on his Tl which ends in May thb year. They are 
then both posted to Cyprus. 

Sgt Ley WRAC 

OVERSEAS ADVA CED TECH ICIAN COU RSE 
The first overseas advanced technician course included tudents 

from Jordan, Kenya and Belize. 

The Overseas Advanced Technician Course pictured with 
members of 1 Squadron Cadre and their Course Tutor 
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9 Sig Regt 
BFPO 58 

Ml KILLS COMPETITION 198" 
The team .:on_i ted of eight people cho en at random b} the 

organi er (2nd Bn The Scot Guard.) with a team c:mtain and 2IC 
ch en by the Regiment. The team wa led by !;t ~01 athan Turner 
"ho wa ably a. i 1ed by W02 ( M) Tom McGmnr . The members 
of the team were: gt Ian 'do JOU understand' Thornicroft, Sgt ·1 
ha,en't done rifle drill before' Cable. Cpl 'I'm okay' Nh:on, Cpl 'I 
could run fa ter if I wa n't carrying a 432' ullivan, LCpl Kev 
• tudent' Tong , LCpl 'how much further' Binnie. ig 'Lucky' 
Luckhurst and ig 'You'll believe a man can fly' Pryce. 

The event tarted with an in pection during which time Lt Jon 
Turner was able to u e hi tuned up drill voi e in vain, as ome 
member of the team decided to tick to their own drill! 

Weapon handling and an I que tion e ion followed after wh!ch 
the team reali ed that they were in with a good chance of a high 
placing. With only the 10 mile run and a ,hoot 10 complete, spirit 
were high. Everyone gave 110% 1hroughout, but the team wa pipped 
at the po t by a better hooting core from 62 Engr p qn. 

The Regiment fini hed in a very commendable second place out of 
the nine team that entered. 

The long march and shoot under the winter sun 

The team on parade w ith dreaded ' rifle drill' 
L- R: Lt Turner, W02 (SSM) McGinnis, Cpl Sul livan , SSgt 
Thornicroft , LCpl Binnie, Sig Luckhurst, Pryce, Sgt Cable and Cpl 

Tongs hidden by the Drill Sergeant 
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FAREW ELL 
I ast week we bade farewell to Lt Col Mike and Marion 

Galloway , af1 r two and a half years. It ha been a turbulent time in 
the Regimem ·~ history, but now Lt Col Mike Galloway moves on10 
pasrnrc new . The night our wa the culmination of many weeks of 
gozomes. hand-o er programme and packing. Marion will be 
remembered for her hard work at the Ay Nik school and Lt Col 
Gallowa~· for hi enthu ia m and humour in all he did. We wish them 
well. 

Welcome to Lt Col Gareth and Jennifer Mann who arrived earlier 
last month. 

The photograph shows the final farewell at the departure lounge, 
Akrotiri when even at thi 1wclfth hour he couldn't escape from 
members of the Regiment. 

Back row L to R: Maj Bob Taylor, Lt Roger Harris, Elsie Harris, 
RSM Mike Besant , SSgt Nancy McDougal , Maj Alan Browne, 

W01 John Crooks, Capt Tony Roberts , W01 J im Dodds 
Seated L to R: Sue Browne, Lt Col Mike Galloway, Marion 

Galloway, Liz Taylor 
Front Row: Pte Andrea Prout, Venessa Galloway, LCpl Sarah 

Barnes, Pte Scouse Moore 

WASHING BLUES 
St George's A, old people's home at the re fugee village of Ayios 

Georghious is a small o rganisation accommodating 30 mixed folk in 
cramped primitive conditions. One of the major domestic problems 
was coping with the laundry requirements. The Regiment investigated 
and spent £507 on a heavy duty washi ng machine to ea e the burden. 
The picture shows the presentation by Pte Bernadette Thomas (left) . 
Looking on (next left) is Oikonomoz Stavros pnaos, the Bishopric 
representative on the commiuee of the home. Mis Loukia 
Constantinou was there to accept the presentation (far right). 
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WHITE Wt TER FOR 1''AMAGUSTA HOME 
Fifty white sheets were presented by the Regiment recently 

t ~ the old people o~ the St John the Merciful Charity Brotherhood 
(Famagu ta) house m Larnaca. The Regiment had discovered that 
much of the bedd~ng in t~e home was in urgent need of repair and 
replacement and with the aid of the proceeds of a Regimental Felc and 
a Charity Motor ~how were able Lo purchase and present the sheets 
for use by the 59 inmates. The home is always in need of assistance 
and the President, Mrs Eugenia Kapsouraehi thanked the Regiment 
fo1 this evidence of continued support by the Bases. 

While one of the residents {Right) looks on, the Vice President of 
the Poor Society Mrs Loulla Joannou accepts the sheets from {L 
to R) Pte Bernadette Thomas, W02 Ron Potter and Capt Alison 

Fullerton 

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY PATIENT GETS NEW WHEELS 
The cruel, wasting disease of Muscular Dystrophy lea,·es sufferers 

unable to look after themselve and dependent on homes like the 
Ayio Georghios B home in Larnaca. Many of these patient require 
special chairs and beds to make their live comfortable and this fact 
led to the recent pre entation by the Regiment (Radio) of a specially 
constructed wheeled bed to a patient in rhe Larnaca home. The homes 
rely considerably on donations of this type for specialised equipment 
and Mr A. Pashias the District Welfare Officer thanked the Regiment 
for the continuous interest in the home by personnel from the 
Sovereign Base Area. 

With one of the muscular dystrophy patients, the Superintendent 
of the Ayios Georghious B home , Mrs Nitsa Ellina {Right) and the 
Assistant District Welfare Office , Mrs Myrianthi Papdonesifovour 
(Centre). thanks (l to R) Mrs Lillian Mutton , Mrs Christine Dick-

Peter and Maj Peter Dick-Peter 
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CHAIRS A1 D COT f'OR COMM . ITY Kl. 'DERGARH, 
CHILDRK 

Cheerful children from the kindergarten at Ayio\ Georghio\ 
Refugee Village near Ayios Nikolao spend all day at the chool while 
their parents ~re at. work. Until recently the children had to sleep and 
auend classes m shtfts because there was a hortage of chairs and beds 
for them, however the workshops of the Regiment recently repaired 
many of the school's broken cot beds and cut down some chairs which 
the Regiment owned but no longer needed, for use by the children . 

ome foam mattresses to be cut up for the cots completed a package 
of presentations planned to improve the facilitie for the member~ of 
the school. 

Capt Steven Richardson makes a presentation of the furniture 
repaired and given to the Ayios Georghios Refugee Village 

Kindergarten, to one of the smallest members of the school 

HOT PRESE T FOR OLD FOLKS 
A presentation of wood recently guaranteed a warm winter for the 

old people of Kokkines Refugee Home. Members of the Regiment 
(Radio) had discovered that although there was a large fire in the 
occupants common room, there was no money to buy wood 10 fuel 
it for the cold winter months . A sum of £160 was used to buy the 
wood. The old people invited some members of the Regiment along 
to visit their home and join them in morning refreshments, on 17 
December 1985, shortly after the first delivery of wood was made. The 
Kokkines home is in the refugee village of the same name, on the 
outskirts of Larnaca and houses about 50 old people made homele 
in 1974. Mrs Evagelia Andreou thanked the soldiers of the Regiment 
and invited the visiting group to join the members of the home at their 
residents' pany later in the same week. 

Members of the Regiment from L to R WPte Andrea Prout, Pte Jim 
Darby and Sgt Dennis Richardson, meeting members of the 

Kikkines Refugee Home 
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10 Sig Regt (HQ UKLF) 
Wilton 

OPENI G OF ER~KINE LODGE- PORTS CENTRE 
Those of you who have erved in Wil t.m will_ be only too aware t~at 

the Barracks ha no g ·mna ium, and that physical pur u1t arc arned 
out under omewhat partan conditions (what is a ho,• er ... ?!). 

It wa , therefore, with great plea ure that we we1 omed the 
Commander-in-Chief, Gen ir James Glover KCB MBE, to open our 
new port Centre-Er kine lod~e . i_n ?cto~er la t year. 

The Lodge was originally a Bngad1er res1denc~, b~t bec~me the 
office~ for our Civilian Admini trators before falling 111to d1su e. It 
ha lain empty for the pa t two year . Back in October of last year our 
newly arri' d Commanding Officer (Lt Col Mike Thorne) wa hear? 
to utle1--'we need a sports centre here'. We rested on our laurels-It 
would never happen, after all, there just wa n't the real e tate ... 

How wrong we were! We were oon haken out of our apathy !Ind 
now the Lodge stand a a reminder tO all those who put off thmg 
that seem too difficult-even though they are. 

The main tay of the Lodge were _Cpl ~illy Allan. a~d LCpl Joe 
Robin on who did mo t of the graft, mcludmg the pam~mg of all the 
floors a well as the walls! They were ably asS1Sted by _the 
'volunteers'-W02 Terry Jinman and his two son · Dale and Le!gh, 
gt Lester Piggott, LCpl Lynda Edlin! Ptes Huckstep, Waller, Spmk, 

Johns, Jardine and of cour e a mention tao to th~ QM Department 
without whom none of thi would have been pos 1ble. 

The lodge now hou es a Sauna, a sport /exerci e room, hower 
and a Sports Store. It will provide an important base _for the more 
energetic people in Erskine Barracks as well as encouragmg the not o 
energetic to t.ake more exerci e. 

Gen Sir James Glover opens the new Sports Centre watched by 
some of those who worked hard to get it into shape 

1 SQN 

A BIT CWSER TO HOME 
I have just had a gentle reminder from those upstairs that it.'s time 

again for a few enlightened words from the 'Salisbury Scribe'. I must 
temporarily shelve all notions or ingenious ways to promote the Spire 
appeal and how on earth I can 'fix it' so that my name appears on the 
nominal roll for the Squadron summer expedition to Norway . 

It's not normally my scene to mention all the comings and goings 
but there are a few worthy of record. 

Unifor·,. Troop has had its New Year management cri is; within a 
few short weeks the Troop said farewell to its QC, 2Lt Jenny Ogden, 
who, rumour has it, has quickly made her mark in 16 Regt. Gone too 
is that intrepid explorer of North Africa, YofS Trev Taylor on 
promotion at last to Birgelen and 13 Regt . Also gt Jim Lander on 
retirement, we wish him well. The Squadron also bids farewell to gt 
Phil Paine, Ptes Juliet Green, Fran Graham, Kibs Bibbie, 'Smurph ' 
Murphy, 'Tafr Hatton, Anita pink, Jayne Cinery, 'R' Thomas and 
LCpl Helen Gray. We welcome LI Melanie Ostacchini on this her first 
tour with the Corps-U Troop will never be the same! Everyone has 
igned up in the Wilton Free Fall Team under her capable guidance. 
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\ ' ho said SaJi,bun Commccn and Exchange were a 'para' plegic lot '! ! 
1986 promises ' 10 be a busy and. rewarding _Year. Busy., wi~h 

detachments, e>.pcditions and Fa tnet 1mplementat1on. Rewardmg m 
the knowledge that our peers mu t be happy with our efforts, after all 
when was the last time there was comment on 'Fixed ommunica tion' 
in the Yariou journals? 

Next issue 1 hope to have a few pictures of some of the more 
attractive people who frequent the HQ UKLF corridor· of power, 
and with luck we should receive ome special reports from the 
undercover agents of the quadron curremly on Ex Stage-Coach 86 in 
'The Bunker' entit led 'Off Shift Activities and Calories and Crypto 
lethargy'. 

Stop Pres . 
The PRI Minibu ha ju t returned from foreign part , now chains, 

broken ego and all. 

2 SQN-CHEL EA 
The Squadron has urvived a very busy ceremonial season and after 

a well earned Christma break we are now looking forward to 1986. 
During the la t two month~ before Christ~as memb~rs of the 
Squadron have been involved rn the State Opemng of Parliament, the 
Cenotaph Parade, a State Visit and a Diplomatic Reception at 
Buckingham Palace. Phew! 

To round off this serie of event , Comd 2 Sig Bde, Brig K. Olds, 
visited the Squadron for our ARU on 13 November 198~ . He wa 
escorted into Chelsea Barracks by our MT motorcycle outnders, and 
at the end of the inspection he formally opened the new Bruno Club. 
The Bruno has been moved into the Squadron Lines and completely 
rebuilt under the guidance of Sgt Shann Dillon-White. 

Brig K. Olds chats to members of the Squadron and to one of the 
Chelsea Pensioners afte r the opening of the Bruno Club 

THE FESTIVE EA 0 
Christmas is no more than a memory now, but it was certainly 

celebrated enthusiastically by members of the Squadron. The 
Squadron Christmas Party wa ably organised by a committee of: 

Sgt Bill Smith, Cpl Pete Schollick, LCpl Taff Mansfield, Pte Lynn 
Hebden, LCpl Jane Powell, LCpl George Walker, ig Jason Ballard 
and Titch Petre. 

The evening went with a swing, and the Squadron was pleased to 
play host to some ex-members of the Corps who are now Che! ea 
pensioners, and resident in the Royal Hospital across the ~oad. The 
star vrize at the draw was won by Sgt Terry Machon (aga111!), amid 
cries of 'It's a fix' and 'Unfair!' 

At the oldier's Christma lunch members of the unit were waited 
upon by the Officers and SNCOs, according to tradition. Spirits were 
high, and the WRAC element entertained the Grenadier Guard by 
bursting into spontaneous bouts of singing (if you can call it that). 
However the waiting staff beat a hasty retreat as the Guards 
responded to the entertainment by launching turkey, pudding, plates 
and all into the air! 

The Officers and SNCOs had a more sedate Christma celebration 
which was a combined Christmas Dinner Night, and Dining-In for the 
new QC, Maj Lionel French. 

2 Sqn is rapidly beginning to look like a 262 Sig Sqn reunion with 
the QC, 21C Capt Sally Bates, and Chief Clerk Sgt John icol a ll ex
members of 262. Could this be a conspiracy by the posting branches? 
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LOOK ING AHEAD 
Radio Troop have at long last got a new Troop Sergeant- gt Mike 

heehan. So, in the fine tradition of Radio Troop, Capt Justin 
John~on made sure that neither he nor the Troop Sergeant were both 
at work at the same time by embarking on a series of promotion 
course· which will keep him occupied until the summer . He's 
becoming almost as elusive as OC 0 Troop-Capt Phil Castle! 

The troop are now back on duty at the Palace, mingling with the 
ri<:h and t_he famo.us. They're even letting ig Colin Whiteway back in 
sp11e of ht upsettmg the Chancellor of the Exchequer last time by not 
recognising him! 

The next quarter sec the unit organising the Bruno Cup Regimental 
Sp()rts Competition, and going on Annual Camp to Crowborough
watch this space fo r a few candid shots of both events. 

3 SQN-ALDERSHOT 
After the Royal Visit 3 Sqn members were desperately hoping that 

life migl'it revert to normality. However ii wasn't that simple. 
From 8-14 October the 21C took some members on a sailing 

exercist!, Ex Bruin Breeze. The exercise was run from Gosport and the 
team had the use of a JSSC Nicholson 55 named Sabre. They sailed 
from Gosport to Cherbourg and in and around the Solent area. Apart 
from the inevitable initial sea-sickne s a good time was had by all, 
particularly Pie Jane Batten and Euni Bolder who never stopped 
eating! Sgt Chris McTernan, LCpl Ian Harrison, Sig Mark Hugman 
and Pte Trbh I ampoon also took part . 

1 lie next thing to be arranged wa the Leadership course that was 
due to run from 28 October to I November. This involved much map 
reading rracticc and hurried revision of such ubjects as Military law 

and Army Orgamsation (what organisa1ion?). The cour e ran \I.ell and 
most of the students enjoyed it (except for the PT at 0700 hrs each 
day) . 

No sooner had we finished picking up the pieces from that (ie the 
21C and Troop Commander after PT!) than Remembrance Sunday 
was upon us once again. That obviously involved a few more early 
starts for some practice on the parade quare. Another winner! 

Squadron members started to get a little nervous when nothing out 
of the ordinary happened for a couple of weeks but, not to worry, the 
Frensham Ponds Fun Run was just waiting to cheer us up. fun?! 
Congratulations must however go to the keener runners among t us 
who battled against appalling conditions (ie very steep hills!) and were 
placed as follows-Pte Celia Duffield 3rd, Pte Pat y Howett 11th, ·gt 
Milli Jeffery 13th and Cpl Sue Smith 16th. 

We said farewell in January to Capt Jim Rayment, our Traffic 
Officer. After several functions he finally ended up in the Orderly 
Room where the greatest surprise was awaiting him. Jim tells a fine 
story and after much egging on he recounted hi favourite tale. He 
always used to feel a bit 'under the weather' after Me s Dinner ights 
and he was always received by his wife, France , with a sympathetic 
ear after she learnt that the fish was a bit off and the red wine didn't 
keep. This went on for many years until Frances met a friend in the 
supermarket who asked where Jim was and was informed that he was 
resting at home due to the effects of fish and red wine, and she 
received the retort ... but we didn't have fish last night! His cover 
story was now destroyed. On returning home, Jim was suddenly 
awoken by the hoover and other household items. 

The Orderly Room taff presented Jim with two goldfish (SOOI 
and SOO 2) and a large bottle of red wine! 

GIEVES &HAWKES 
No. I Savile Row, London 

Officially Appointed Tailors, and Outfitters to 
The Royal Tank Regiment 
The Royal Regiment of Artillery 
The Corps of Royal Engineers 
The Royal Corps of Signals 
The Scouish Division: 
The Royal Scots 
The Kings Own Scot1ish Borderer 
The Queen's Division: 
The Queen's Regiment 
The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers 
The Royal Anglian Regiment 
The King 's Division · 
The King's Own Royal Border Regiment 
The King's Regiment 
The Prince of Wales's Own Regiment of Yorkshire 

Th!! Green Howards 
The Royal Irish Ranger · 
The Queen· Lancashire Regiment 
The Duke of Wellington·s Regiment 
The Prince of Wales 's Division: 
The Devon hire & Dorset Regiment 
The Cheshire Regiment 
The Gloucester Regiment 
The Worce tershire & Sherwood 
Fore ter Regiment 
The Royal Hamp hire Regiment 
The taffordshire Regiment 
The Duke of Edinburgh· Royal Regiment 

The Light Division: 
The Light Infantry 
The Parachule Regiment 
The Anny Air Corp 
The Royal Corps of Transport 
The Royal Army Medical Corp 
The Royal Army Ordnance Corp 
The Corp of Royal Electrical & 
Mechanical Engineers 
The Corp. of Royal Military Police 
The Ro) al Army Pay Corps 
The Royal Army Educational orp> 
The Royal Army Dental Corps 
The Intelligence Corps 

In our additional role a Civilian Tailors and Ou1fit1er we offer an extensive range 
of ready to wear clothing. shirts and accessoric for formal and ca ·ual occasions. 

We arc now Stockist of the famous ·BARBOUR" FIELD COAT RA GE 

No . J SAVTLE ROW, LONDO W.1 Tel: 01434 2001 l, HIGH STREET. CAMBERLEY, SURREY Tel: 0276 63659 
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2 TROOP 
Tp OC 
Tp Sgt 
Tp CpL 

apt N. D. Gibson 
D. Nicholson 
Verdon 
Clifford 
Bushby 
Hugill 

DIARY OF EVENTS-INTAKE 8515 
The reception committee on day one at Darlington Station was Cpls 

Derek Clifford and teven Bushby who welcomed u with tender 
loving care. The next few day were the tran ition period from civilian 
to Army life. The fir t hock to the y tern came one cold morning 
during the fir t week with the initial BIT. Sig Hollingsworth thought 
the world had come to an end! ow the course tarted in earnest with 
early morning run , on the e occa ions we received gentle 
encouragement from Sgt Nick Nicol on and Cpl Paddy erdon ! It 
was about thi time that we learnt of the Commanding Officer' 
intere t in boxing and were a ked(!) to elect a team to repre en t the 
Troop. Inundated with volunteers, Sig Price had to decline as he was 
till awaiting hi 'Charle Atlas Course '. 

The fir t tumbling block wa called Ex Firs1 Hurdle which was 
coordinated by Capt Neil Gibson which was a rare occa ion a he is 
normally away flying Helicopters or skiing! Thi was our fir t 
introduction to camping, Army style. ll consisted of: Hou e 

2 Tp is reviewed by the Comd Trg Group, Bri g R. F. Maynard 
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11 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

Construction (Ba has), Cordon Bleu Cooking (24 hr Ration Pack) and 
Archaeological Re earch (Shell Scrapes). 

By thi tage the boxing team were ha rd into their tra ining , the team 
consi ted of: Sig (Knuckles) Webster, (Rnmbo) Holmes, (Biffer) 
Ferguson, (Bean Pole) Haley, (Pounder) Parnham , (Crusher) Cox and 
(Hooker) Hook. 

Our first te t at drill came in the ixth week when we d id j unior back 
up troop for 6 T roop Pa s O ff. Our reward wa an eagerly awaited 
long weekend . 

P ressure o f work made sports afternoons a luxury but 'The Cat' 
Hollingsworth was in great demand as the Regimental ' Goalie'. 

At about this time the mail increa ed for 'Froggy' Brown who 
received a letter every other day containing green pla tic frog ! 

One of the big days we had all been waiting for , the ection log race, 
a mere 6Km stroll around the Catterick Training Area where we 
always ju t happen to find ome hallow puddles ! Where Sig Price 
tried swimming le sons! Of the three sections , No I Section proved to 
be the gladiators on the day. 

Our boxer fou ght hard, as the prelim bouts slipped away we 
managed to get three through to the fina l- Rambo Holmes, Hooker 
Hook (who got a walk over) and Bean Pole Haley but due to a badly 
swollen nose the MO decided he would not be fi t for the final . 

The final bouts were hard fought with only Rambo Holmes winning 
his fight-well done to all boxers who gave up their free time (what 
little they had) to train and gave their best effort. 

Back up time for Pass Off once more, this time as senior troop for 
I Troop Pa s Off, excitement mounting as days to do are getting few! 
Ex Final Fling, where we practise all our kills learnt during the cour e 
over a five day period . The weather held out, which upset ig Duncan 
who had been reading up on Arctic survival! Much to the 
disappointment of the troop, they had Christmas and New Year leave! 
Sig Duncan, Sooker and Darlington volunteered to come back early! 

JO January, the big day had arrived . After the usual practice 
parades beforehand, all went well on the day, our parents a bit cold 
and stiff but feeling proud of us , now soldier . The prize for Be t 
Shot was well earned by Sig Duncan. Overall Best Recruit for 
maximum effort went to ig Ferguson. 

We welcome Cpl Bob Hugill and his wife Debbie and their daughter 
Leanne to the Regiment and hope they enjoy their tour. 

INTER TROOP BOXING COMPETITION 1985 
On 2, 3 and 4 December the Regiment held its annual inter troop 

boxing competition, both I and 3 Sqns took part. Each Squadron was 
represented at troop level in a separate senior and junior Competition. 
All competitors were recruit . 

Preliminary bouts were held for both Squadrons, followed by the 
finals on the evening of day three. 

DAY 1 
The Juniors started the leather flying as Kohima, Kukri , Iron and 

Beaufighter troops all battled for maximum points. The day ended 
with Kohima and Beaufighter equal on 12 points , followed closely 
by Kukri with 10 points . 

DAY 2 
The big guns started to fire as the troops of I Sqn locked in combat 

to see who could produce the goods; often some excellent boxing and 
some serappy business: 3 Troop pulled in front of 2 and 4 Troops with 
13 points to their 12. 

DAY 3 
The night of the finals was a ight to behold a Sgt (Spike) Mill igan 

APTC and his crew organi ed a spectacular night ' s boxing for all. 
Special thanks LO the Boxing Officer Maj (Jack) Boyle without 

whom thi competition would not have been po sible. 
The lights dimmed, the band played a fanfare (or was it the theme 

from Rocky) and the adrenalin was running. The gladiatorial combat 
became an affair of troop honour. All the bouts during the evening 
were of a high standard, with each boxer hawing great 
determination , grit and guile. All were congratulated by the CO Lt 
Col E. M. Powell who presented the prizes. 
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A verv successful boxing tournament , the final results were as 
fo llows:· 

I Sqn 
Winner : 3 Tp - 20 pts 
Runners Up : I Tp = 17 pts 

3 Sqn 
Winners: Kohima = 22 pts 
Runners Up: Beaufighter 17 pt 

REG IMENTAL CHAMPIONS 

l qn 
Feather 
Lightweight 
Light Midd le 
Middle 
Light W clter 
Welter 
Light Heavy 

3 Sqn 
Fly 
Bantam 
Fcathe1 
Lightweight 
Light Welter 
Light Middle 
Welter 

Sig O'Neil 
Sig J ohnston 

ig Lydiatc 
Sig Hartley 
Sig Maybin 
Sig Shand 
Sig H olmes 

J Sig Mortimer 
J ig Duffy (Kohima) 
J ig Duff} (Kukri) 
J Sig B nson 
J ig Greenland 
JSig Raine 
JSig McGill 

Ground 
Electronics 

(Radio/Radar) 
Technicians 

Oman 

Circa £25,500 over 2 years 
(tax-free) plus Company 

fringe benefits. 
We need experienced technicians to instali and maintain 

a wide range of military ground communications and 
electronic equipment used by the Sultan of Oman's Armed 
Forces 

Candidates must have had thorough basic training 
·ideally wi th ONC, C & G or an equivalent ~ervice qualification 
and have at least 5 years' practical experience in one or more 

Airwork 
Limited 
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S ig O' Nei l 3 Tp, receives the team winners trophy from Lt Col E. 
M. Powell 

of the following fields: 

* Army HF / VHF / UHF Tactical Communications (fixed and 
mobile). 

* Medium powered HF transmitters / receivers. 

If you will be shortly completing your service with the 
British Armed Forces, you are likely to be ideally suited. 

In return for your skills we offer bachelor status open
ended contracts (minimum 15 months) with free air 
conditioned accommodation and meals, superb sports 
facilities, expert medical care and free personal accident 
insurance. plus generous periods of UK leave with air 
passages paid. 

Interested applicants should telephone (0202) 572271 , or 
write with C.V. , quoting reference W/ 033, to: Company 
Personnel Manager. Airwork Limited. Bournemouth·Hurn 
Airport, Christchurch, 
Dorset BH23 6EB. 
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13 Sig Regt 
BFPO 42 

. GLO-GERMAN OLD PEOPLE'S DINNER . 
For many year it has been the cu tom _for the Regimen~ to ho_ t 

about sixty old people from the urroundmg tow~s and villages in 
Krei Heinsberg to a Chri tmas Dinner . Thi function took place on 
2 December 1985. 

Ho t included the Commanding Officer, Lt Col 9ordon How~rd 
and Mrs Elizabeth Howard, German peaking officer and Senior 

CO and their wives, the Kreisd irektor Heinsberg and the 
Burgermei ter Wa senberg. 

WRAC members of 2 Sqn acted a waitresses and, a usual_. _SSgt 
Gordon Scott and his staff provided the e,xcellent, trad1t10naJ 
Chri tmas dinner. . 

After the arrival of the VIPs, our guest were entertained to 
Christmas music ung by a local German choir an~ the chil?ren from 
our primary school. After a short '~elcome b~ MaJ Joh~ Hlgton, and 
an addre s by the CO, the joint choir ang 'Silent 1ght and then the 
meal began . 

Speeches of thanks on behalf of our guests were given by .Herr 
Thonnissen the Kreisdirektor, and Herr Schumann the Burgerme1ster. 
The host then distributed mall gifts and the evening came LO a clo e. 
The whole function took place in a delightful atmosphere and set the 
tone for the remaining Christmas fe tivities . Much credit for sound 
planning and close liaison with the local auth«?rities must go to W<?2 
John Chudleigh. Hi efforts ensured a mo t enjoyable and worthwhile 
evening. 

I SQUADRON 
NEWS FROM THE TROOPS 

Alpha and Charlie Troops' Christmas Ball once again prov~d to be 
the ideal way to finish off another fun packed year at 13 Sig Regt. 
After everyone had enjoyed a magnificent meal, the raffle got under 
way. 

The prizes were shared out very evenly, that is if you were a member 
of Charlie Troop! Cpl Bill 'the Whizz' Corner managed to 'corner' 
the tar prize (excu e the pun). 

The Raffle had enabled everybody' Christmas pud to settle prior 
to the Aerobic Classes-commonly known as Disco Dancing. Some o f 
the macho men actualJy went white when ' persuaded' by their loved 
ones to set foot on the dance floor, but once they realised that every 
other bloke had two left feet, they forgot their inhibitions and did 
their John Travolta impersonations. Mrs Anne Higton, wa the 
undoubted star dancer of the night as she managed to dance every 
male present off his feet and keep on smiling. Not an easy ta k when 
trying to keep out the way of Sig Willie (The Hulk) Wallace's flying 
feet! 

Everyone agreed that the evening had been an outstanding success, 
even SSgt Cas 'The Purring Cat' Hayes whose claim to being able LO 
remember the whole evening must be open to question! 

Finally, a successful evening cannot be achieved without a great 
deal of organisation and sheer hard work, and this was provided by 
the Joint Christmas BalJ Committee, ably commanded by Cpl Kevin 
Rhodes (Alpha) and LCpl Ollie Campbell (Charlie). 

B and D Troops held their Christmas Party at the Mercury 
Restaurant on 10 December 1985. 

The OC and his wife arrived at 2000 hrs and soon after we all sat 
down to a very good meal washed down by the odd glass of vino, our 
thanks go to all the cooks and the lads from 2 Sqn who waited on u . 
SSgt Gordon Scott and Sgt Sid Wakely, the two barmen, were kept 
very busy, and with Campbell Eider's Disco keeping everyone dancing 
until the early hours a good night was had by all. 

There has been a vast changeover of personnel during the last few 
months, with many inter-unit postings, and a large intake of 
Signalmer fresh from training. 

From the supervisory aspect, a warm welcome, and fond farewells 
are extended to the following: 

'A' Troop see the arrival of Sgt and Mrs Dave Butler from 9 Sig 
Regt, and 'B' Troop see the departure of W02 John Carr (on 
promotion to WO!) to 233 Sig Sqn, and Sgt and Mrs Frank Lindsay 
to AAC Harrogate. In their place, W02 'Stu' Parrish has inherited 
the Troop Commander's mantle, and Sgt and Mrs Mick Hartley have 
arrived from 9 Sig Regt. 'C' Troop extend a welcome to SSgt and Mrs 
'Dolly' Dolling from Comms and Sy Gp, and 'D' Troop to Sgt Bob 

impson from 14 Sig Regt. 
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rinallv . congratulations to Cpl Paul Davey and his wife Marcia on 
the birth of a baby girl, LO Cpl Kev Rhodes and his wife Manuela on 
the birth of their baby boy, and LO ig Dean Willi and hi wife 
Beverley on the birth of their baby girl. 

WOs' AND GTs' ME S 
On 18 October 1985, continuing in a now established mes 

tradition, Lt Cdr R. Stanton RN, Assistant Naval Attache, Bonn, 
accompanied by hi wife, Capt P. Stanton QARANC, attended as 
guests of honour, a Trafalgar Night Dinner, held to celebrate the 
I80th Anniver ary of that battle . 

The gue ts were welcomed aboard by WO! (R M) Phil Welch, and 
joined Mes Member in celebrating 'A Mo t Memorable Victory'. 

Cdr tanton pre ented the Me s wit h a fine print of HMS Victory, 
and thi now hangs in what mu t be one of the few Army ergeants' 
Mes e which celebrate a Naval anniver ary. 

On the rece111 occa ion of WOI (Yof ) Nick Naylor' being 
commis ioned a nd therefore elevated to the high office of Captain 
(Tfc), a certain convict in chains (the late t addition LO. our gar~en 
gnomes) wa nicked from outside the Sergeants' Me s. This abduction 
was apparently carried out by members of the Officers' Mess . As this 
individual has till to answer certain a llegations, would tho e 
re ponsible for nicking our Nick , or anyone knowing his whereabouts, 
please return him OD. We want our gnome back! (Last heard of 
among the Amazon ). 

Lt Cdr R. Stanton RN, Assistant Naval Attache Bonn accompanied 
by his w ife Capt P. Stanton QARANC are welcomed to the 
Sergeants' Mess by the RSM , W01 Phil Welch on Trafalgar Night 

SOCIAL CIRCLE-TRIP TO BERLIN 
It was up early after the Christmas Dinner on the morning of 5 

December for 18 ladies from Birgelen LO shun their apron and hand 
over children, washing machine instructions, etc, LO their husbands 
for a four day trip to Berlin. 

We travelled from Monchengladbach to Braun chweig, where Mrs 
Debbie Coupland from H Troop joined the party. For most of the 
journey on the Military Train it was dark so there was liLtle to ee en 
route, but judging by the laughter from the various carriages there was 
little boredom . After our arrival in Berlin and the formahues of 
settling into Edinburgh House, we were soon assembled to see the 
sights. Sgt Barbour from 3 Sqn bravely escorted the party round 
Berli111 by night, explaining places of interest and giving a few facts, 
just as a taste of what was available over the next couple of days. 

Left to their own devices, and armed with maps of the U Bahn, 
small groups of ladie spent the next two days seeing the sight s and 
shopping in the wonderful stores of Berlin. 3 Sqn ladies organised an 
evening get-together which was held at the home of Mrs Lynda 
Smedley. This was a great success and was a marvellous opportunny 
for wives of the Regiment 10 get acquainted and exchange stories . 

Saturday morning was spent on the tour of East Berlin, which many 
found depressi ng yet fascinating, and a trip to Berlin wouldn't be 
complete without a visit to a night club. A lot of fun was had by all , 
sides ached with laughter, many stories will be told for months to 
come. Everyone returned to their families tired but refreshed after 
their break, and reflecting on how pleasant it was to get away-and 
will Liz Payne's legs ever be the same again? 
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CA fERl"1G TROOP 
Last but not least a few words about the troop behind the scenes. 

As u ual December was extremely busy a everyone seems to have 
parties except the Army Catering Corps. It wa however with a great 
deal of pride and pleasure that the nightly buffet atrived on time and 
were enjoyed by all. 

It must be said that the party which the Catering Troop eventually 
had (in a German restaurant, well you wouldn't expect them to eat 
their own food) was an outstanding success. It rounded off a very 
busy year of training, exercises, anniversaries and fetes, all of which 
involve us heavily. ft was al~o the la t Christmas function for our 
faster Chef, S 'gt Gordon cott ACC who will be leaving the 

Regiment and the Army very soon. It can be said without fear of 
contradiction that he enjoyed the party more than anyone else (you 
hould ask him to show you his new 'T' shirt). There will certainly be 

many compliments paid to him when he departs as he really has been 
a top class Master Chef, under whose guidance his staff have provided 
this Regiment with a catering facility 'second to none'. 

He and his wife Valerie who is always behind the scenes with him 
will be greatly missed by the Catering Troop and all their friends. It 
is however onl} goodbye to uniform as he will continue to live in the 
area and Val will still 'move us all'. 

OSCAR TROOP 
Report by Sgt l\otac McKenzie 

The time has ~ome once again to put pen to paper, and recount the 
exploit of the mall band of men and women that make up 0 car 
Troop As I sit here contemplating \\hich colour crayon to use, I find 
it difficult, as always, to find a way of mentioning everyone, and all 
their achievements ince the last time. I have tried LO include as many 
as possible, and to those I have missed I apologise. 

Ala , as in all walks of life, there must be the inevitable farewell. 
This is the time to bid fond farewells to the following members of the 
Troop: 

Capt (Tfc) Len Yates and his \\ife Margaret posted to Berlin. WO! 
(YofS) Nick aylor and his fiancee Barbara posted to 10 Sig Regt, on 
hi commissioning to Capt (Tfc). SSgt (YofS) Dave Bowman and his 
wife Elaine posted to 14 Sig Regt. Cpl Mac Mcfeely and his wife Janet 
posted to 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. Cpl Taff James and his wife 
Shirley posted to 7 Sig Regt. LCpl Griff Griffin and his wife Gelinda 
posted to 28 Sig Regt. Sig John Holt and his hair to Civvy Street. 

We wish them and their families all the best in their new posting 
and hope they find the friendship which they have given us over the 
years. 

With everyone eemingly disappearing, like the fated lemming , we 
are glad LO ay welcome LO some new members of the Troop: 

2/0 Dita James WRNS from HQ AFNORTH, our Senior Naval 
Officer Birgelen (or SNO ... oh dear), we' ll have to change her title. 

SSgt (YofS) Wilf Wedge from the School of Signals, Sig Ritchie 
Meadows from 16 Sig Regt, Sig Crusty Ireland from 8 Sig Regt and 
Sig Dave Kirk from 8 Sig Regt. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
To Pte Ruth McCreath (nee Driver) and Cpl Billy McCreath on 

their marriage on 22 ovember 1985. Congratulations LO LCpl Kev 
(the gerbil) Williams and Pte Debbie (Oracle) Hitchmough on their 
engagement. 

Although 0 Troop is one of the malle t in the Regiment 
they can normally put together a good team when the occasion calls 
for it. In particular the Troop came Runner-Up in the Regimental 
Softball Competition. Well done lad and la ses. On an individual 
note, congratulation to LCpl Boogie Knights on coming sixth in the 
Royal Signals Singles Bowling Champion hip, and to Cpl Taff 
Rumble on comi ng eleventh in the Royal Signals Master' Bowling 
Championships. Well done lad . 

On 13 December 1985 we held a function in the Tudor Bar Mercury 
Barrack to say farewell to WOl (YofS) Nick Naylor (now Capt (Tfc)) 
and Sig John (where 's my legs?) Holt. The nighr comprised variou 
games and raffles under the quiet (?) control of LCpl Jock (shut up) 
Milne. LCpl Jim Dyer gave us a rendition of Scots Tunes on his 
Chant er (the little thing rhat hangs down from a set of bagpipes). Both 
Nick Naylor and John Holt attempted a similar rendition but we had 
be t leave it at that . The night culminated in the arrival of two Ki -0 -
Gram girl giving their own version of a farewell gift LO both ick and 
John. The night wa planned and executed well by Sgt Steve Gillespie, 
Cpl Taff Rumble and the re t of C Shift. Well done C Shift. 

On 17 December 1985 the Troop held their annual Christma Draw 
at YOGI's in Effeld . During the night we also aid goodbye to Cpl 
Mac Mcfeely and his wife .lnnel. The Yeoman ' Cup wa pre ented 
to Sig Taff Allen for being the mo t promising Signalman for 1985 in 
sport, military skills and general achievements. Well done Taff Allen. 
The night went well, everyone enjoyed them elve into the mall 
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hours. Another good function, the credit this time going to gt Kev 
Page and the rest of his shift for their hard work. 

On 18 January we held a troop function to ay farewell to Capt 
(Tfc) Len Yates and his wife Margaret. We also said goodbye LO LCpl 
Griff Griffin and his wife Gelinda. The night was, once again, a 
success, this time thanks to gt Vinny Hunter and the hard work by 
the rest of the lads and lasses of D Shift. 

The photograph shows OSCAR Troop prior to WOl (Yof ) ick 
Naylor's departure. 

Oscar Troop 

H TROOP 
It is time to update our readers with some of the postings in and out 

since our last contribution. 
We welcome the following-W02 Neil Mapp, S~gt Jon Bellion, 1gt 

Pete Scales, Cpls 'Bear' Kelly, 'Aids' Knight, Cpl Colin Knight ACC, 
Cpl Bob Quinn , LCpls Mick Lang and Pete Swann. We hope they and 
their families have an enjoyable tour. 

We have aid farewell to-Sgts Dave Stapleton, Steve Rofe, Paul 
Meadows, Charlie Hebden, LCpl Les Webster and Sig 'Taff' Artigan. 
Very soon we say ' Bon Voyage' to W02 Dave Green, gt Clive Turner 
and Cpl Jimmy Speirs. 

We wish all former members of the Troop and their familie much 
succes in their new units. 

In welcoming new member we mu t not forget the babies of Cpl 
nod Mrs Dave Roberts , LCpl and Mrs Stuart Adlington ACC and
on New Year's Day, no less-Cpl and Mr Jimmy Speirs. 
Congratulations to them and al o to SSgt J9n Bellion and Sgt Phil 
Adam on their recent promorions. 

During rhe period of this report we have had our usual crop of 
visitors. One of particular note was in October when the Corps Band 
travelled LO Dannenberg on the occasion of a Retreat Ceremony. 
During the day they performed in the town Market Place, much LO the 
delight of the locals. In late afternoon they played at the Retreat 
Ceremony and the salute wa taken by Lt Col G. W. Howard . After 
this ceremony the Troop held it annual Anglo-German cocktail 
party, maintaining the good contact with the townspeople. The whole 
day was a huge ucces and it is hoped that the band will return in the 
not 100 distant future. 

The Corps Band in Dan'1enberg 
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In earl · D ember omd 7 Armd Bde, Brig R. E . Barron, paid the 
Troop a vi it. Part of hi tour of the camp included a trip up the 
tow r. The Brigadier, hi D OS- Maj Cook, and the Foreman of 

ign I . \\ 02 Brian Gardner, are all looking skyward -perhap for 
in piration-whil t the OC, Capt Wayne Coupland has obviou ly seen 
it all before. The Brigadier managed to meet the majority of the unit 
member during his tour of the camp and we look forward to hi next 
vi it in the Spring. 

The re t of December wa taken up \\1th work and play. A usual 
there were many functions organi ed and well attended. O ur pictures 
indicate two of the ·e. The first hows the children enjoying them elves 
at their party, although two older ones, Mrs Chris Bowman and Mr 

Musical Statues at t he Children' s Pa rty 

ue Low , appear tO be happily dancing too . The ccond hows some 
of the wive at the Ladie Christmas Dinner Night. Santa Claus duly 
called in at both parties and pre ented gifts to the chi ldren and mums. 
In between these two function were the Christmas Ball and Christmas 
Draw. Both were superbly organi ed by Sgt Phil Adams and Cpl Kev 
Sargent re pectively and enjoyed by all unit members. Leading into 
the week of Chri tma itself there was a function for the LEC and also 
the oldier ' Dinner. The soldiers re ponded lo being well looked after 
by conducting a tour of the quarter to ing Christmas Carols. One of 
our 'singlies' is till mi ing. 

Everyone look forward to another hard-working but enjoyable 
year and there will be no doubt much to report on through 1986. 

L-R: Mrs Chris Bowman, Debbie Coupla nd, Eileen Romanis, 
Jackie Mapp and Sue Low 

H you are leaving the Services within the next 12 months 
and would like to start a new career, consider GCHQ. 

TECHNICIAN ENGINEERS 
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS 

A Planned Career in Technology in the Cotswolds 
Salaries up to £13,745 * 

• VACANCIES at both TECHNICIAN ENGINEER 
and ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN level. 
• CHALLENGING WORK in the development and 
support of highly sophisticated communications 
and computer systems. 
• OPPORl'UNITIES for gain ing experience in a 
wide variety of technical roles. 
• EXTENSIVE ENGINEERING FACILITIES 

Applicants for the higher grade of TllCHNICIAN ENGINEER 
should normally possess a BTEC Higher National Certificate/ 
Diploma in electronics or other relevant subject; or a City and 
Guilds Full Technological Certificate, or an equivalent 
qualification. An aggregate of at least 8 years relevant training and 

• CAREER PIANNING aided by regular 
assessments of performance. 
•ADVANCEMENT opportunities on the basis of 
proven ability. 

OVERSEAS service (voluntary). 
• FLEXIBLE working hours with up to six 
weeks leave. 
•RELOCATION EXPENSES in most cases. 

····· ~~~~;;~-~ .... -••••• :······ -~1:. ...... :·.···· ---·-= ······· .... ----=- ....... 

experien~ is required. Registration as a Technician Engineer 
IT.Eng) would be an advantage. Salary Scale: £11,413 - £13,745" 
Applicants with BTEC 0 C or equivalent and at least 4 years 
relevant training and experience are eligible for posts at the 
ENGINEERING TllCHNICIAN level for which a structured 
training progranllTle is provided. Salary Scale: £8,149 - £10,685 • 

INTERESTED? Then for either post send for full details and 
application form to the address below, quoting Ref: T/945/86 
• Sal . led . cl d ial dditi 
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RHQ UPHEAVAL 

16 Sig Regt 
BFPO 35 

RHQ has had yet another turbulent two months with ChriMmas and 
New Year coming and going unnoticed. 
Ou~ Adjut.ant Capt Rod Thomas has been on Snow Queen and 

PQS-.mg while bem~ replaced happily by Capt Grace Harrison 
learnmg that Royal Signals does have an 'animal call' on MOD. 2Lt 
Di Allen.-Asst Adj! is on her way to warmer climes (NI). she will be 
sadly missed for her humour, wit and coffee. Her disembarkation 
leave wa~ spent findi ng out how to put an MFO box together. Our new 
Asst AdJUt 2Lt Jenny Ogden is still being harnessed to her desk. 

Maj Chris Melhuish our 2IC has moved himself to busy Comms 
Branch HQ BAOR only to return two weeks later to handover his seat 
to Maj Richard Gravestock from York. And quickly (if possible) we 
say fare.well to. ou~ par.a trained band five Chief Clerk who departs on 
promotion to inflict h1 sense of humour on 4 ADSR, being replaced 
by ~02 ~ar h Thomson of 32 Sig Regl. We wish all those going and 
their .families bon-voyage and all those arriving a happy and enjoyable 
tour 111 Krefeld. 

A DOWN lfl'IOER REPORT 
Report by W02 (YofS) Coleman 

G'day. In th• space allocated it would be impossible to tell all you 
Bruces and Sheilas about the four months spent on Ex Long Look. So 
this is a broad brush opinion of Aus . I was one of five Porns who 
represented th< Corps, all of us dispersing to different corners of the 
continent I was attached to 2 Sig (City of Heidelberg) Regt in 
Melbourne. T e first seven weeks were spent playing with the 
Regiment , partkipating in such activities as a lOOKm run, a golf trip 
along the Murray River, adventure training in the Grampian 
Mountains and culminating in an exerci e (of sorts) in Hobart, 
Tasmania. I also became involved in the Regimental Football team. 
An explanation will be needed here. I do mean football not soccer. 
Aussie Rules that i . If you have never seen it played then the only way 
to describe it is cro ~ country basketball. It would certainly be too 
complicated to try and explain here. 

After that period of work! I then became a professional tourist. I 
was lucky enough to visit places such as Sydney, Brisbane, visiting the 
Gold and Sunshine Coasts as well as the We t. It is possible to travel 
throughout Aus using RAAF Hercules but I chose to do a lot of 
travell ing by civilian coach. To give you an idea of the size of the 
country it took three days to travel from Melbourne to Perth, but it 
was a really good way to see the countryside. 

The Australian Army is very professional and their 'diggers' are 
trained to a high standard. The average Aussie is proud of his country 
and quite rightly so. All in all, a marvellous place and well worth a 
visit. The only complaint, if you could call it a complaint, is that they 
cannot speak English. For example, at the end of my tour I presented 
2 Sig Regt with a plaque, they insisted on reciprocating by presenting 
me with a plarque. I tried to explain that this was somethi ng you got 
on your teeth ! 

AWARD 
Congratulations to the I Sqn personnel detached to Dortmund on 

being awarded the Bronze COM ST AR (Commendation for Signals 
Transmitted Accurately and Rapidly). The award was made Ia t year 
and was presented to the staff by Brig G. P .R. Ransby, Commander 
Dortmund Garrison. At the time Army Commcen Dortmund was 
handling over 380 outmes ages a day, which is a lot of hard work for 
a relatively small staff. Well done!! 

Me mbe rs of Dortmund Commcen receiving their COMSTAR : 
L to R: Cpl Blaikie, Sig Jones , Brig Ra nsby, LCpl Tweats , Sig 

Thompson (Rece iving Award ), Sig Smith, Cpl Naylor WRAC 
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REGIMENTAL REVUE NIGHT 
Squeezed in between Squadron warm up exercises, Tech update 

and New Year leave straggle~s. the actors ~n_d actre ses of each Troop 
assembled amongst the footlights, entertammg the audience with wit 
pun and none too kind send ups, reflecting Regimental life. ' 

Capt Westerman was responsible for the production, assisted by 
Sgt Gordon Sh~ll e.y. They both steered and guided the Troop 

sketches from b.as1c ideas through to the professional end products. 
otable thespians were abundant and far too numerous to mention 

however nothing would have been possible without the hard working 
stagehand , backroom boys and lighting specialists, W02 Terry Kidd 
Sgts John Fielding and Al Geddes. Our Compere for the evening wa~ 
W02 (FofS) Terry 'Wogan' Jack. 

No Regimental Review w ould be complete w ithout the self 
destruction of the Officers by t he Officers: 

L to R: 'Col' Phil Osment, ' Maj' Gordon Anderson, Capt Nigel 
Austen and Lt Neil Dewar 

The surprise of the evening was the RSM 's 'This Is Your Life ' 
sketch . W01 (RSM) Dave Simpson took it in his stride but rumour 
has it that his family are speaking to each other but not to him! 

FOCUS ON 3 SQUADRON 
THE BREWIN FIELD SQ ADRON 
SQUADRON PERSONALITIES 
OC Maj Willie Brewin 
21Cs Capt David Larkam 

OC F 
OCJ 
SSM 
YofS 
FofS 

Lt Jim Body 
Lt PhiJ Osment 
Lt Trudi Sutcliffe 
W02 Dave Hogben 

gt Brian Colvin 
SSgt Tony Sarginson 

De pite the combined effon or Pie sey and the PIU we are plea ed 
to report that the BRUI of 3 qn is al ive and well and will continue 
to be so for ome years to come. We are al o plea ed to report that 
despite the pre sure of being Royal Visit Project Officer. being 
leaped upon by horde of blood-thir ty me s-rugby playing officer 
and having a ca te for 'Voitu re de Grot' the ot her 3 Sqn Brewin i 
also a live and well . The 21Cs have both been sent to fa r flu ng corner 
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of th pt D \id I.arl.am a OJ RCZ now Queen ~ncl Lt 
Jim R }(j\ ~I 2 qn. I a \'ing the urvivor_ of the last Chn tma 
p rty m ihe capable hand. o f Lt Phil 0 menl (nee Osmiroid) and Lt 
frudi • utcliffe. With the e:ception of S gts Bob Ta)IOr and Paul 
E) re \ho had di ·over d ho\\ much money an act ing M can sta h 

wav in a month we were all plea ed to ee the remrn ~! the SSl\.1, 
WOi Dave Hogben from the bionic Sergeant Major repa.ir factory m 
Woolwi h. The YofS, gl Brian Coh'in ha proved h1:n el ~ lO be 
highly . killed at football, basketball, olleyball, golf and_Jugghng the 

ergeant ' 1e Ac aunt and was actually spotted at his. desk for a 
brief period between training e sion la. 1 week . Face~ with ~he ever 
pre ent problem of maintaining growing amount of widely d1sp.ersed 
kit with a dwindling bunch of technician • gt (FofS) Tony argmson 
ha recently b en forced to turn to puffing away at small L ut melly 
moky things that he all 'See-Gars' have the fragrance of 
mouldering arpet. 

\: ith the on et of yet another exerci e ea on th~ oldier and 
combat WRAC of the Forward RCZ qn are preparing them elves 
and their equipment for their annual pilgrimage to the trad_itional 
exerci e location to pay homage to the all powerful JSEPS JU t as 
generation before them have done. ~ut, things. are changin~; gone are 
the familiar friend ly tribe of the Bielefeld Ridge, the Umform. and 

ierra. 1 BRUJ going to be finally pensioned off and the Brewm to 
be replaced by a shiny Maj T. Node? Watch thi space for more news 
from the Front Line (of the RCZ). 

4 Q ADRON . . . 
W02 (YofS) 'Mi ing id' Coleman arnved back at the begmmng 

of December from his holiday (which masqueraded as Ex Long Look) 
in che antipodes. ee above for hi report of the work (?) he did whilst 
he was away. 

Our thank to S ol (YofS) Forryan who did a fir t class job 
tanding in for YofS Coleman for the four months he was in un~y 

Australia. Despite the fact that YofS Forryan now has more grey hair 
than when he arrived, he repucedly enjoyed his time in Bielefeld. 

The Squadron, at the end of lase year, were able to make two 
contribucions to charity one of DM 1,000 to SSAFA and che other of 
DM750 to BLESMA. These result from Squadron efforts in reviving 
a coffee shop which is a Bielefeld Garrison facility. Well done to all 
those who have assisted. 

Cpl Teala Aga is presently training with the WRAC quad in 
Austria in the hope of being selected for the WRAC Inter-Service Ski 
team. 

Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for 

CHILDREN 

CONVERTIBLE WHOLE 
LIFE 

CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX 

EDUCATION ENDOWMENT 

LOW COST AND FLEXIBLE 
ENDOWMENTS FOR 
HOUSE PURCHASE 

MORTGAGES ARRANGED 

RETIREMENT POLICIES 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING: 
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit. 

Home Insurance with full cost replacement. 
Motor Competitive rates, Home and Foreign. 

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INSURANCE BROKERS 

11 King Street, Richmond, N. Yorks DL 10 4HR 
Telephone: (0748) 2308 

Members of 
THE BRITISH 

~------liWNJt~Ilia-----~ 
ASSOCIATION 

~OPERATORS 
When you 
leave the 
Services. • • 

Contact the Three Tees Agency 
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street 
The Three Tees Agency serves 6.000 companies and deals solely 
with vacancies for Telephone. Telex . and Teleprinter Operators 
You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice and guidance 
on employment prospects 1n the commercial world of 
Telecommunications If you are rusty . we can give you the opportunity 
to brush up your operating and also familiarise you with commercial 
routines and equipment. and then guide you to the right JOb. 
permanent or temporary . In some cases resettlement courses are 
available for those seeking permanent employment 1n the Greater 
London area. ~ The 

~ Three Tees Ca//, write or telephone .J.. 110 Fleet Street EC4 01-353 3611 
TheTeamtoTrust L.__A_g_e_n_cy __ L_t_d __ 12_4_R_eg_e_nt_S_tr_ee_t w_1 0_1_-7_34_ 0_3_65 __ ~ 
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21 Sig Regt 
BFPO 42 

Col M. J. Hal · (Comd 4 Sig Gp) on his farewell visic to the 
Regiment at Wil cnrath being greeted by the RSM, WOt G. M. 
Whelan after meet:ng the CO, Lt Col Jan Turner and the 2JC, Maj 
David Dobson. 

The Colonel pent wo days with the Regiment and during that time 
managed lO visit all locatiom and meet most of tlie soldiers. The 
culmination of his visit was a beer in the Regimental Train Bar where 
he was presented with a Regimental beer stein by our youngest soldier. 

BAOR TEN-PIN BOWLING CHAMPIONSHJPS-1985 
Due to military commitments the 1985 Championships had to be 

postponed until J anuary 1986 and were held at the Elite Bowling 
Centre Bielefeld during 24-26 January. Ten bowlers from the 
Regiment participated in the championships. 

T he championships tarted with the singles event in which Sgt Mick 
Langley came fifth. In the doubles event Sgt Mick Langley and ig 
Digger Grave (Howard to his friends) finished a respectable seventh. 
That finished our first days bowling and it was now time for the post 
mortems and to sort our the bowlers into two teams. On Sunday the 
team event took place and both Regimental teams were eager to do 
well, after two games it became apparent that the second team were 
out of the running bur good steady team bowling had put the fir t 
team in with a good chance of securing the Major Unit Title. In the 
third game SSgt Marlin James bowled a marvellous 246 (his highest 
ever game) and wich the rest of the team bowling consistently the team 

Sgt Langley on his way to victory in the BAOR Championships 
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title was ours. This is the first rime the Regiment has won a major 
team championship in bowling. The championship winning ream was, 
SSgt Martin· James, gts Mick Langley, teve Grantham, Cpl Gary 
Coxon and ig Digger Grave. 

After the chree events were completed gt Mick Langley was the 
'All Events' winner and along wich gt Martin James progressed co 
the 'Masters' Final. This is for the top 28 bowler after the three 
events. After six more games to cut the 28 bowlers to the top six, gt 
Mick Langley was still leading but gt Martin James just failed and 
finished eighth. Royal Signals had four bowlers in the top ten. 

With the scores starting from zero there was everyching to play for 
in the final. Sgt Mick Langley started off well but then ran into 
trouble and going into the final game was lying second, 35 pins behind 
the leader. Needing a good game to secure the Masters Championships 
Sgt Mick Langley started to string the strikes togecher and shot a 
marvellous 242 which was enough to push him into first place and the 
championship was his. He had been runner up in the two previous 
championships. 

This capped a very successful year for gt Mick Langle)' who al o 
won the BFG singles ticle, RAF (G) (BRITVlC) single championship 
and Albingias Invitational ingles championship. 

He also gained official recognition for his 835 three game series 
bowled in 1984; it became the new Briti h record and i now entered 
in the Guiness Book of Records. 

NEWS FROM THE SERGEANTS' MESS 

The pipes and drums of the 1 Battalion Irish Guards perform at a 
Regimental Dinner held to say farewell to four members of the 
Regiment on completion of 22 years service, SSgt Tom Ginty, Sgt 

Ray Burgess, Sgt Joe Peters and Sgt Graham Johnson 

W01 (RSM) G. M. Whelan presenting Sgt Joe Peters with his 
farewell gift while (from left to Right) SSgt Tom Ginty, Lt Col Ian 
Turner and W01 (FofS) Brian Billsberry obviously concur with the 

sentiments 
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R • O BRllAI BASKUBALL COMPETITIO. 
The Battle of Britain trophy i competed for annually b) all 

ion , rmy and Royal Air Force, belonging to RAF Wild_enra.th. 
It run throu •hout the year and include every port from swimming 
10 rugb). The aim of th competition being t0 involve a many 

pe1sonncl as pos 1ble m playing sport. 21 Sig Reg! usual~y ~nter five 
or si. teams in each sport and the photograph shows the wm!1mg RHQ 
A Team. along with the runners up from 1 Sqn afte~ the fmal _o r the 
ba kctball competition . (Three out of the four teams m the semi fmals 
were 21 Sig Regt) . 

Photographed with the Station Commander Group Capt McBrid_e are Back Row . 
Left to Right: the winning RHQA Team. Sgt Paul Radford, Sig Fos_sy Foster, SSgt Alec Hamilton , The RSM, Capt Brian McAneny , W02 

(QSMIJ Richard Wilson, Sgt Phil Rosslee 
Kneeling Left to Right: runners up from 1 Sqn. LCpl Scotty Scott, Cpl Rock , LCpl Shuggy Cain, LCpl Robbo Robinson , Sig Ricky Harper, 

LCpls Ted Heath, Chris Booth , Sig Mick Hudson 

RHO Team on the way to beating the favourites to win, the RAF 
Ops team, in the quarter finals. 

QSMI Richard Wilson shooting and missing but the RSM superbly 
placed to slot in the rebound. Capt Brian McAneny and Sgts 

Rodford and Rosslee gaze in admiration 
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HQ SQUADRON MT 
Christmas, a time fo r celebration, but in our case not strictly true, 

as the troop said fa rewell to our Superstar Troop Sergeam, Sgt Joe 
Peters. 

After 22 years service the troop wanted to give Joe a send off to 
remember. So after weeks of devious and cunning plans made by Capt 
Stan Hargreaves, SSgt Taff Eynon and Cpls Paul Critcher and Al 
Deane, the stage was set. The evening was in full swing when the time 
came to put plans into action . 

After the humorous speeches came the presentations. 
Joe was blindfolded while his 'present' entered the bar, at the grand 

unveiling Joe, for once, was speechless as he found, standing in front 
of him, his wife Judy. Judy had been smuggled from their home in 
UK by Sig John Hughes, to be the main surprise of the evening. 
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O nce the emotional reunion was over, everybody settled down to 
continue the festivities, o they thoufht! 

SSgt Taff 'Hannibal' Eynon ushered all the troop and their guests 
out. ide to the camp railway track where there was a locomotive 
crewed by member of 79 Railway Sqn RCT, for Joe and Judy to drive 
around the Camp. 

As the loco's whistle faded into the distance, SSgt 'Hannibal' 
Eynon, taking his cigar from his mouth and turning to Capl Stan 
Hargreaves was heard to say, 'I love it when a plan come together'! 

In Joe's place the troop now welcomes Sgt Dave Easter with the 
mes age- 'Next troop function is in April' . 

M TROOP 
After the Regiment' combined efforts with the RAF in putting on 

an interpretation of War of the Worlds the last couple of months have 
been fairly quiet. The Christmas Party in fancy dress was held in the 
Regimental Bar 'The Train'. A good time was had by all with LCpl 
Ken Butler our storeman proving that his delusions of being a 
techmcian were unfounded by producing the right number but the 
wrong coloured ticket in the raffle. The comperes were our troop 
clowns Cpl Scouse Anwyll (Max Wall) and LCpl Marty Abrahams 
(appropriately a baby) who both helped to organise an excellent night. 

Back in the Troop however, chaos reigned as the painters merrily 
turned our Troop upside down. But as the dust settled and under the 
watchful eye of WOl (FofS) Brian Billsberry we emerged eventually 
sound and in one piece . 

.l ust before Christmas we had a new arrival LCpl John Ainsworth 
but after two weeks he had had enough of being Duty Tech and got 
himself posted to 2 Sqn (Good luck J ohn !) 

Jn December a sigh of relief resounded throughout the Regimem as 
we said a fon d farewe to our long serving C70s. Cpl Al Hinton and 
I .Cpl Terry Coffe) are now searching for toupees to replace lost hair 
after out-inspecting an endless line of C70s. 

In the New Year CP 21 was given a new box body and installation 
work fell to Cpl P hil Case, our newest member of the TE Section. He 
is now finding out what life in the RCZ is really like. After much 
debate and o called hard work Cpl Case eventually emerged from his 
hibernation in CP 21 grinning and triumphant. However, the grin was 
quickly wiped off his face when he was told that there was a change 
in plan and that he would have to rearrange part of the installation. 
He was last seen heading in the direction of RHQ muttering something 
about hanging all members of the Ops Room. 

All in all the last few months have gone well and we are now looking 
forward to the impending introduction of PTARMIGAN in the RCZ. 

Samples of the M Troop fancy dress outfits 

I SQUADRON 
A the Squadron 2IC Capt John Hogan has sloped off to Blandford 

10 learn how to write, it has fallen yet again into the Squadron 
Commander (me) to draw on his year of experience in the jungle of 
Chevinix-Trench and tri service PR cocktail parties to complete the 
task . Taking note o f the senior officers exhortation to u e both halves 
of the brain (see BAR Dec 85 Selected for War. Quotation from 
Liddell Hart) and resting my Christmas paunch on the edge of t_he 
desk , I notice that my pen has become as blunt as my ceremomal 
sword. Qualified PR/ PI experts please ignore the use of well-known 
techniques to ea e the burden . The re pon ibility for the news val~e 
and age of the following jottings is mine only so far as I cannot avoid 
them. Let me start with the easy bit; ayings and Scenes from exercises 
in 1985 . 
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CLIPPll"GS FROM EXERCISES IN 1985 
Maj David Dobson, Regiment 21C spent a lot of ume with us, 1f 

only to try out his new, elf-customised DP'v1 ba ha with built in 
patio. 

OC 1 Sqn, Maj Tim Bushell , spent most of the exerci e with the 
Com mcen. His main topic of conversation was to complain about the 
thermal properties of his tent. The truth is the heater was so powerful 
that the convection currents actually sucked in cold air from under the 
tent flaps. Consequently all the hot ai r was at the top of the tent and 
as no-one would lend him a trestle table to sleep on he was left at 
ground level exposed to the elements. 

We had three WRAC with us th roughout the main part of the 
exercise a nd as usual 'Tech Control' became the mo t popular vehicle 
in the Commcen. However, I' m sure gt Tim Terry, our tech 
controller would argue that this is the case even without their 
presence. 

Our new CO, Lt Col Ian Turner, visited the Comrncen. He was 
given a comprehensive tour and was even able to ample the delights 
of the cookhouse with a specially laid-on breakfast. 

About half way through the exercise a controver ial guard roster 
was anonymously produced (although I suspect it came from the 
direction of the techs). If it had come into effect then neither Lt Ian 
Hume, Capt John Marman nor W02 (Yof ) Roger Secker would have 
had much sleep as between them they were down for every duty. The 
dress for guard was somewhat questionable as not even Capt (POW) 
Marman brings service dress out into the field . 

One member of the Commcen had a birthday on exercise. The 
lucky man was Sig Leo Sayer. The cooks came up with the goods 

and managed to produce a 'compo' cake 
Left to Right: Lt Ian Hume, Sig Nobby Hall, Leo Sayer, Rob Hepple, 

Maj Tim Bushell and Cpl John Simons. Note the SOP candle 

Cpl Gaz Cullingworth getting to grips with the Switchboard or is 
it LCpl Fiona Thomas? we're not sure. Cpl 'Boss' Hog seems to 

be happy (he has the night shift to look forward to) 
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t Rt. Rt: IT HAPPENI. G 
19 D ember 1985 aw the quadron's greatest celebration. Vehicle 

from b vond our rime were . lowly and majestically driven away from_ 
Hangar ·7. After two year of bitter argumeni wai_ling, gna hing of 
teeth, the ba e of our lives left us . The C70s had finall y been call~d 
to higher thing . I counted them in and I _counted them out and Sll_ll 
the Q 1 and l disagree! Even now we sti ll ha e four f:rench tan ks 
(M. 'T 24 ) di gui ed a multiplexing equipment ~dormng the tech 
work hop. A st&.rk reminder of the pit"all of equipment change . 

A uitable ceremony aw them lie! Jowly southwa.rd, led by a 
grinning QC with a red flag and tarted in true Grand Pm< manner.by 
the 2IC of the Regiment Maj David Dobs.on. Th, lumberi ng 
lotharian left through a line of lad eagerly wavmg breakdown flag . 
A tearful cene; never t0 be re-enacted again (Cos I won' t play). 

Earlier in the month the Christmas festivities got under way wi th a 
particularly well organi ed evenin_g, plai:ined and execute~ by Sgt Dale 
lkin and his powerman, ably a s1sted, m the most techi:i1cal manner, 
by Sgt Garry Annetts. The prize draw was run by a skilled program 
including Christmas graphics written by Sgt Annetts and was 
guaranteed a good write up by selecting the ~C Squadron for the mam 
cash prize. Cpl Rocky Rock won the Chnstmas tree of 200. DM5 
notes. obody complained about that. (Maybe because he is the 
Regimental Heavyweight boxer) . . 

The reception committee for the VIP guest all took to wearing full 
evening dress including Topper and Tails . In fact t\~O young lads 
seemed to get confused as to exactly what was happenmg and when . 
They duly appeared, after a party, on parade one morning, somewhat 
better and more formally dressed than usual. 

EXERCI. E ENEMY 
Life has not been all parties and vehicle maintenance! A detailed 

account of the screen play for Rambo IV or V or VI? now follows. 

EXERCISE ENEMY FOR TACEVAL OF RAF LAARBRUCH 
Report by 2Lt G uy Owen 

One Squadron were given the task of providing enemy for a raceval 
of RAF Laarbruch in the first week of December . Ten volunteers were 
required but none were forthcoming. It was then leaked out that our 
base for the week would be a hotel, at which new recruitment became 
a case of selection rather than conscription. 
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l u ~ ~ o en 'Spctznal' patrols were led by Cpls Bob Loveridge 
and C..:u (ullm •worth. 2Lt Guy Owen and S gt Bill Pounder worked 
in · onjunction "with "enior Master Sgt Will David an~ Sgt Tom 
Jenkins of the 7350 Security Police quadron o f the US Air Force , as 
Taceval Team Members controlling the antics of our infiltra to rs . 

Our ta k during the week was a mixture o f ~oven ~nd overt 
operations: disrupting the base in the form of Soviet Special Forces 
patrols, and testing for weak areas in the _ground defences. As luck 
would have it , Rambo II was on at the cmema ~h ~ week befo re so 
e eryone went to see it and that took car~ o f tram.mg. 

On arrival at Laarbruch we were surpn ed to fmd that not only 
were we the only enemy, but that the defending forces had fifteen 

partan and ix Scorpions at their disposal whose sole purpose was 
to keep us at bay. A decision wa immediately made to return to 
Wildenrath for a couple of 66mm, even though some of Sylvester 
Stallone thermo-nuclear bow -and-arrows would have been more 
useful. 

There were many individual acts of bravery during the Taceval. 
LCpl Mick Hazelgrove and Sig Leo Sayer risked life and limb to take 
over and actually man the main COC barrier having bound and 
gagged the urprised RAF guards . 

LCpls Kev Thacker and Taff Childs took great delight in harassing 
the main VCP with poradic sniper fire which threw the guards, 
waiting cars and people on foot into confusion; especia lly during shift 
change. . . . . 

Our ucce s during the week JUSt goes to how that infantry trammg 
within Royal Signals i worthwhile, and that ~vhen given the chance 
to use these skills we perform well and enJOY ourselve mto the 
bargain . 

THE FI NAL ACT OF IDLENESS 
As with all good Wire notes, if in doubt produce a list of uni t 

personalities at the tart and a Hello/ Goodbye list at the end . l '.m 
saving the former for the next time l exercis,e the left half of my br~1~ . 
Don't blame me if these are wrong or you ve been forgouen . T his 1s 
a straight extract from Troop notes (when I could read them). 

DEPARTURES 
Cpl and Mrs Richie Conway-8 Sig Regt T l , LCpl Pte Brindle

Only for a short while to Fl so that Cpl Steve Longworth can come 
home, Sgt and Mrs Anneus- To become a real Fof~ instead of on~y 
acting, Lt Ian Hume-4 Div, LCp_I Stu Garrett-4 ~1v, ~C~I Geord1~ 
Howe-3 Div, LCpl and Mr Wtlf Sneddon-2 Div, Sig Wrecker 
Sayer- Driving Instructor? Catterick and Sgt Steve 'Smurf' 
Carmichael-Civilian life . 

ARRIVALS 
SSgt (FofS) and Mrs Allerton-A real FofS at last!, Sgt and Mrs 

Rid ley Kelly Heath, daughter of LCpl and Mrs Ted Heath 0054 hrs 
25 De~ember 1985, Cpl Tony Howse, LCpl T ush Tushingham, Cpl 
Andy Terry, Cpl Bill ' Rotweiler' Bailey, Sig Jock Mullen, LCpl and 
Mrs Skin Thrumble-a baby girl , Lucy, Sig Fitzpatrick, Reader, 
Teeven, Marnell, LCpl Robinson and Cpl and Mrs Paul Flemming- a 
baby boy, Alistair. 

A QUIET WEDDING 
Congratu la tions to Capt Jon Marman on his marriage to Mary. All 

went well on the day, although two guests did go to the wrong church! 

2 SQUADRON . . . 
On Friday 17 January Col M. J. Hales (Comd 4 Sig G p) visited 

Osnabruck to say farewell to 2 Sqn . Although the visit was fa irly short 
he managed to see most of the Squadron at work . We would like to 
take this opportunity to wish him well on his move to Aldershot. 

Col Hales chatting with W02 (ROMS) Mick Hill , SSgt 'Dougie ' 
Ellis and W02 (FofS) Ch ris Platts 
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The 'Genny Bay' c rew ponde r over the internal organs of a 500W. 
Cpl Dave Yate s prompts from t he background 

Discuss ing the finer points of generato r maintenance with S ig 
'Steve ' Royston-'Mac' Mackenzie looks busy 

FAREWELL TO THE OLD AND BOLD 
We have recently said our goodbyes to W02 (SSM) Tom and Gill 

Witherington, who are now firmly ensconced in 38 Sig Regt (V) 
Sheffield . Both the Squadron and the Sergeants' Me s saw them off 
the premises in traditional style with a Squadron Dinner Night. T he 
fo llowing evening all the Warrant Officers and their ladies travelled 
from Wildenrath to Osnabruck, a distance of some 150 mi le for yet 
another Dinner Night in a local restaurant-a good night was had by 
all. Our thanks go to the SSM for his untiring efforts in establishing 
what is now a very successful Amenity Centre and to Gill for her two 
years of guidance/ running our Squadron Wives' Club . I wonder if the 
tradi tion o f ' Nippy Sweeties' ha now died. 

2 SQN CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS PARTY 
The photograph shows Maj Pat Maloney, a lia Father Chri tmas 

distributing the present . Mrs Gill Witherington acting as the 
impartial referee. 
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ECHO T ROOP 
Report by Cpl Paul Youd 

There i a lot of hustle and bustle in the troop al the moment , as 
we are waiting to be converted to PTARMI GA , (let us hope that it 
is not too painful). Even so, several members of the troop have till 
managed to perform in a way as to merit an inclusion in this month ' s 
publication . 

New arrival Sig 'Tommo' Tomlinson earned his inclusion fo r 
wandering around camp for a couple of hours looking for the machine 
that refills the gas in light bulbs; nice one LCpl Ian Hay. 

Congratulations to Cpl huggy ' I'm clean now' Cowan and ig 
Billy ' Backaxle' Greaves for their recent selection to run for BAOR 
against the French Forces Germany. Well done also to Cpl Guy 
Lewendon on his recent promotion . 

L- R: A. N. Other, Cpl Cowan, French Soldier, S ig Greaves 

Sig ' Mac' McKenzie had the dubious honour of representing the 
Regiment recently, as a member of the Regimental boxing squad, 
although he did not win on the night, he is obviously a force to be 
reckoned wi th in the future. 

Recently, while training fo r the forthcomi ng SAAM LCpl 'Grizzly ' 
Sanders, inspired by a couple of pints of Coke (believe it or not!) 
decided to entertain the local ' Blue Jobs' with his famous Belly Dance, 
(we are not saying he is fat but it certainly cleared the bar faster than 
any Orderly Sergeant could). As if this was not enough, Cpl Shuggy 
Cowan rhen pulled out a photograph of Grizzly switching off a radio 
cassette in a most unusual fashion, and all hell broke loose with people 
trying to escape this terrib le sight. 

We say a big welcome to Cpl 'Scouse' and Pauline Wikeley, and 
also Sig 'Jock' Ewing (not the one of Dallas fame) nobody has got 
that long to do. 

Farewell to Sig Shamus Atkinson on posting to 233 Sig Sqn; he 
finally gels his name in the Wire after three years, and also to LCpl 
'Jai the Jap' Tully on his way to 22 Sig Regt (Ha Ha). 

FOXTROT TROOP 
First we want to say our Hellos and Goodbye . Goodbye 10 Cpl 

Kei th 'Slap .head ' Belcher who is off to 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. 
Then there is LCpl J immy Paton who has gone to Windy Benbecula. 
LCpl Mick "Slap head II' Roberts who has gone all the way down the 
corridor to I Tp, and finally 'Bye to Sig Ian Lobban (of armoury 
fame) who is now residi ng in 10 Sig Regt. Hello to LCpl 
Radziemierski, and that's not a pelling mistake; also just back from 
the Falklands Sig 'Hughie' Green and duty penguin LCpl Higgin
Botham who has come back from his third tour, and want (after five 
years at 21 Sig Regt) a posting or another Falklands tour! There is ju l 
no accounting for taste! 

The Main event has been the Christmas party. It was a joini effort 
between E and F Tp and surpri ingly ended without any blood being 
spilt, although the aftermarh of the Gateaux fight did cau e a couple 
o f lip-ups. Apart from the occasional 'With all due respect ' (Officers 
and S COs' ear bending se ion) , nobody got too up et. I hope the 
remainder of the Corp had as good a festive sea on as all of u in F 
Troop did . 
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G ROOP 
Th Ir p extends a \\arm \•·elcome to LI 'illiamson, SSgt Bull, 

Ben•rll'). Bra) . l.Cpls Wintlle, Robinson and Sig Kelle). 

HRI T tA f '1Cl JO. 
Among the numerous funct ions being held within the Squadron 

over the Chri tma period , we managed to fit in our troop 'do'. thi 
tool.. place in <he Amenity Centre, with mo. t, if not all of the troop 
pre ent. The evening got off to a great tart. although not, it eemed, 
for gt Ray Bra), who hortly after arriving received a face full of 
foam pie. courte ) o f the Disco entertainer. . 

Later on in the evening ig Frankie Howard was presented \~ 1th a 
wedding gift from the Troop (he wa wed lacer on in the month). and 
in return gave a olo rendering of 'You 'll Never Walk Alone' (he 
certain!) won't now) . ~ ig Howard i also due to leave u for Civvy 

treet and we \\ i h him all the be t for the future. 
ince getting back to work the Troop furthered Anglo-German 

relation wnh a vi it to the local Osnabruck Brewery, the lad 
howcd o much intere l it has been decided to extend relations even 

further with another visit later on in the year. 
Finally LO all tho e member who are due to leave in the near 

future:- Cpl 'White Transit' Whitehurst and hi wife Mary, Cpl Mark 
almon and wife fella. Cpl 'Tommy' Steele and wife Tracy, and Sig 

• hank' P ilgrim; we wish them 'Bon Voyage'. 

The CO , Lt Col Turner, handing over the traditional Chri s tmas 
' Pud' to Sig Steve Evans. Who got the lucky sixpence I wonder? 

INDIA T ROOP 
1986 has started well with the issue of some new equipment. 

Replacement vehicles, left hand drive, and a new telepri nter for the 
radio dets have kept the troop busy. The flying in Portugal has been 
severely reduced limiting the Troop commitment to one man (Cpl 
' Motley' South). again! It is hoped however that a trip to Denmark 
will be a suitable diversion. 

The beginning of the year has seen the departure of Cpl Guy Benson 
on promotion to Sergeant, C pl Mark Bendall to sunnier climes, LCpl 
' Jed ' Robinson on promotion and Sig 'Chaz' Young. Most of our new 
arrivals over the last three months seem to have 'volunteered' for NI 
or Lhe Falklands, we hope to see them soon. 

J TROOP 
EX RH/ O'S CHA RGE 

From 6-13 December last year, J Troop deployed on Ex Rhino's 
Charge. It started off as a very wet exercise and SSgt Eddie Marsh 
soon made sure he had a roof over his head, along wilh his 'Del Boys'. 

It was Cpl Baz Jone ·~last exercise so the OC Tp 2Lt Matt Fensom, 
LCpl Dusty Miller, Cpl Jan Flooks and Sig Bob H ope decided LO 
attack C pl J ones's Rebro. The auack went well with numerous 
thunder nashes and blank rounds being expended, however, there was 
no reaction from the Rebro crew. The OC Tp then put his head 
through the flap ')f the 9 x 9, to see Sig 'Sleeping Bag' Little still on 
set. 'I knew it would be you Sir', he said confidently. 

CONGRAT LATION 
All of J Tp offers incere congratulations to W0 2 Eddie Marsh on 

hi recent promotion. Thanks for all you have done for Lhe Tp 
However he is not going far away. He is now the Squadron Sergeant 
Major. 

Also congratulations to Cpl Geoff Smyth and his wife C hristine on 
the birth of their son and to LCpl Martin Heap and his wife Anoe on 
the birth of their daughter. 

fARE •I I. . 0 W F.LCOME 
\\'e . a~ farewell to C pl Baz Jones and Carol who a re going off to 

Cin y trcct, a lso to (pl Martin Fielding and Marion, LCpl Martin 
Heap and Anne and LLpl pike Kelly who a ll go to 30 Sig Regt. We 
wish them all succc.s in the future. 

The Tp also welcomes LCpl Wayne Willson , who joined us from 
Calterick . Sig 'Geordie' Milne keeps reminding the Tp OC that he 
ha. n't had his name in the Wire for ix years, so jusl for 'Geordic'
'Sig Geordie Milne'. 

E XERC ISES AN D DETACHMENTS 
From now until the middle of March, the Tp is involved in various 

exercises. There are a l o detachments one of which is Lo provide 4 x 
2 man dets to Bad To lz in Bavaria . in support of 230 Sqn RAF while 
the. are in olved in Mountain/Snow flying . Becau e of the language 
problem, the two member of the Tp on detachment there at present 
are. Cpl 'Geordie' Ramshaw a nd 'I can't believe it, my name appears 
twice!' Sig ' Geordie ' Milne. Secure voice no problem? 

Not forgetting our lone ' MAOT' LCpl Brian Moore who is 
detached to 230 qn RAF, on Ex Night Echo. From 16 Jan- 14 
February in Portugal. He thinks he may just hack it. 

PS. The Tp OC's map reading is improving. 

9TH INTERNATIONAL FIVE-A-SIDE 
INDOOR SOCCER TOURNAMENT 

The above tournament took place at General Martini Kaserne , 
Osnabruck on 11, 18 and 25 January. The qualifying dates being the 
I Ith and 18 with the final played on the 25th. 

The Squadron team were allocated their two qualifying matches on 
18 January. The fir t game was against a local Spani h team from 
Osnabruck, and although we took the lead 1-0 from a fine effort by 
Cpl 'Tommy' Steele we eventually ran out gallant losers by 1- 2 in 
what turned oul Lo be a very hard and physical malch. 

The second game was against KK Osnabruck a German side, the 
team ran riot in this match and notched up 10 goals in the 15 minute 
period with Cpl 'Tommy' Steele, Sig 'Geordie' Robinson, 'Pinky' 
Tighe and LCpl 'Brian' Moore all scoring some brilliant goals. This 
score of 10-0 eventually turned out to be the highest score in the 
whole competition and al o gave us a place in the final. A total of 
eight teams had now qualified for the finals, three German teams, the 
Spanish, Italian, Yugoslavian and Portuguese civilian Learns and 
ourselves. We were drawn in a league against Lwo German sides and 
the Portuguese. 

The first game against Fermelderegiment 11 turned out LO be a 0-0 
draw wilh LCpl 'Sid' Paine making some excellent save . 

In the second match we played RK Osnabruck (Lhe eventual winners 
of the competition) and lost 4-1 with some creditable performances 
from Cfn 'Jock' McCreatb, Sig Paul Durham and 'Rick' South. 

The third and final game was against the Portuguese whose superior 
skill and effort gave them a 2-0 win. 

The Squadron were, in the end, placed seventh out of a total of 16 
Learns who entered. Our thanks also go to the AO C apt Ron Hails and 
Cpl Graham Lamberton who gave up their free time to referee 
throughoul Lhe compelition . 

The Team 
Cpl Graha m La mberton (ref). SSgt Billy He nders on (ma nager) , Cfn 

J ock McGreath, Cpl Rick Sout h, Sig J am ey James 
Capt Ron Hails (ref ), Cpl Tommy Steele, S ig Paul Durham, Pin kie 

Tighe, LCpl Syd Paine 
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JSQUADRO N 
K TROOP RAF WILDEN RATH 
PERSO NALITIES 
oc 
Tp SSgt 
IC Tech 
IC Maint 
JC P rojects 

Capt Pete Kearns 
SSgl C hris Biddlecombe 

gt Ian Barnes 
Sgt Geoff Gardner 

gt Billy Allen 

The Airfield Troop celebrated Chri stmas and the New Year in the 
traditional way. Every 'living in ' member of the Troop was invited to 
pe~d the ChrisLmas grant wi.th a family in Married Quarters. The 

Chmtmas Day duty was earned out by the SNCO i/c Syslems Sgt 
Geoff Gardner and the Troop Commander Capt Pete Kearns was ' our 
man in the systems'. on New Year's Eve. The witty and amming 
telephone ca lls received by Capt Kearns were much appreciated 
parti cularly tho~e arriving at 0300 hrs. ' 

On the last. day before the C hristmas grant Kilo T roop were proud 
to have as their guests fo r the day three Chef ea Pensioners. T hey were 
all ex-members o f the Corps and were interested to see what progress 
has been made since the days of the heliograph. A very worlhwhile 
a nd enjoyable tou r of the Airfield was organised by SSgt Chris 
Rirldlecombe, our Troop Staff Sergeant . The photograph shows our 
three guests prepari n!! to observe a fire fighting demonstration by the 
RAF Fire Section 

Left to Right: Sgt Steve Millen, 1920-1945, Sgt Ted Lingham, 
1938-1959, W02 Tom Nash, 1924-1945. The elderly looking 
chap with the moustache is LCpl Phil Rose one of our Combat 

Drivers 

Photograph were taken by Sig Charles Hanson who a well as 
being one of the best all-round sportsmen in the Regiment is now 
trying his hand al photography. 

Sig Charles Hanson and Cpl Gary Gillings are both members of the 
Regimental Basketball Leam . They can be een here posing just before 
the team won the RCZ Basketball Championship. 

And la tl y the Troop sends greetings to ASgt Mick enior , Sig Taff 
Workman and Lewy Lewis who are spending the winter 'down south'. 
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N TROOP 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
Tp Sgt 
IC Maint 
JC Projects 
IC Tech 

Capt Dave Lon!\hur t 
. Sgt igel Grant 

gt Bob Orchard 
Sgt Dave Jame 
Sgt Paul 'Chud' Richardson 

~ov~mber 1985 ~aw the completion of the ASM 2 Project, a projecl 
whic~ myolved laymg 34,440 metre of cable, its jointing, testing and 
termmatmg all under the watchful eye of gt Bob Orchard. The 
completion of ASM 2 brought to an end 18 month of work. The 
telemechs can now get back to normality! 

On Decembe~ 6 the troop held a well earned Christmas Party at a 
local Gasthaus m down town Outer loh. This was a sumptuous affair 
well orga nised by gt Rob frape, Cpls Taff Morgan and Herbie 
Subryan. Sig Ralph Biddulph found a unique way of getting home 
first and in the OC's transport as well! 

Prior Lo the Christmas Grant Lhe OC presented ig kinl Wilson 
and Andy Little with a special present each: Lhey are now Lance 
Corporals. Congratulations! 

Recently the troop has said farewell to Sgt Torn Ginty, gt Barrv 
Vargas both to TA units; Cpl Subryan to Belize; Cpl J ohn Phillips 

lg Dobber Fielding and Taff ilver all to Cyprus, and LCpl And; 
Little LO Civvy Street. LCpl Chewie G umm and ig Grolsch Millar to 
the Regiment. 

March sees the departure of the OC, Capt Dave Longhurst to 37 Sig 
R~gt (V) via the Falklands; gt Bob Orcha rd to Cyprus; gt Paul 
Richardson to Lhe School; LCpl Taff Bryant to 28 Sig Regl on 
promotion and Sig Scouse Brad ley to Cyprus. We wish them and their 
families all the best in their re pective postings. 

v:'e :velcome into the troop gt Nigel Grant from 14 Sig Regt; gt 
Phil Hill, LCpl Steve Wood and Sig Pete Lo ngdon from Cyprus; Cpl 
Ade Cook from AFCE T; Cpl Parrett and LCpl Griffiths from 
Belize. 

H TROOP RAF BRUGGEN 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
Tp SSgt 
IC Projects 
IC UG 
IC Techs 

Capt Bob Bates 
SSgt J ohn Dent 
Sgt Rod H ick 
C pl Derek Carman 

gt Mick Campbell 

The last few m~nths of 1985 and the beginning of 1986 have been, 
as usual, a busy nme for the Troop. 

VISITS 
On the 12 December Lt Col T urner and the RSM visited the Troop 

~nd were taken amongst other places to the SE di persal which had 
J~St ~een compl~t~d to receive Bruggens third Tornado Sqn . The 
highligh t of the v1s1L was an opportunity to see the Tornado from the 
inside. 

SPORT 
'.he Troop foot~al.I team continues to do well de pite lo ing many 

of 11 tars. It 1 till m the Lop four of the league and also still in the 
running for the Station Cup. 

The Troop Ten P in Bowling team i also doing well under new 
captaincy of Sgt Rod Hick who ha taken over from LCpl Taddy 
Tadman who relinquished hi position in favour of a posLing to Belize. 

PROMOTIONS 
CongraLUlations to the fo llowing on their recent promotions: 
Sig Andy Smith , John Palmer and Taddy Tadman all to La nce 

Corporals. 
LCpl Bob Shotton to Corporal on a rriva l from K T roop a t RAF 

Wildenrath . 

FAREWELLS 
To: 
SSgt Geoff Graham to HQ Sq n, 2 qn det at Osnabruck, gt Jeff 

Shipton LO Civvy treet, Sgt A. J. Ridley to I Sqn a t RAF Wildenra th, 
C pl Baz Griffiths to Beli ze, LCpl Steve Purnell to Bel ize, LCpl teve 
Wheatly to 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Bob Holden to 9 Sig Regt, ig O car 
Clutterbuck, Brummie Bryan and Colin Meakin all Lo Civvy Street. 

ig Brad Bradley co I Armd Div HQ and ig Regt. And fina lly ig 
Jimmy Dahl lrom and Jim Burgess to Catterick for retraining as 
Tech . 

ARRIVALS 
gl John Dent from 246 (Gurkha Fd Force) Sig Sqn, Cpl Jacko 

Jackson from his Tl. And from withi n the Regiment LCpl Jim 
Wainwright , Sig Dusty Miller and Mark Rhodes 'our new clerk'. 
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TARR. CO. TRO 
P ER ' O ALITI 

0 IC 
Wat hkeepers 

DTG 

gt Martin James 
gt T fry Smith 
gt Nev Flintham 
gt Di:\.i Dixon 

Sgt Dave Monk 
gt Edge Sharpe 

WPte Lesley Gearey 

' Whal control? ' we hear you ask . Static Rt R Network Starrnet. OK 
what do we do? '\i ell for a tart we control and monitor the BAOR 

tatic R/ R etwork, using the la test computer monitorin~ ~q ;pm~nt. 
For good mea ure we monitor the whole of the BFG telev1S1~n er ice, 
right from UK across the Netherlands to Germany and Berhn. Ye all 
you people in BFG, blame u for no 'Grandstand' on at_urday 
afternoon . (Wive rub hands and shout 'hooray' for a good film). 

FAREWEL 
In December we said goodbye 10 Cpl Andy Marston-Weston to 3rd 

Line at Wildenrath who promptly sent him to the Falklands. T hey 
now wish he wa ba~k with them. (What. no men). This month we say 
goodbye and good luck to WPte Lesley Gearey who is leaving the 
Army having married a Sapper Corporal. 

WELCOME . 
We welcome Sgt Dave Monk and his wife Pam from <;Yprus. He 1s 

now find ing out what work is all about. Congratula~1?n .to Edge 
Sharpe on hi promotion to Sergeant and to Sgt D1x1 Dixon for 
winning the draw to replace Andy in the Falkland . 

ROETGEN DETACHMENT 
PERSONALITIES 
IC 
Admin Sgt 
Tech Sgt's 

SSgt (FofS) Bob Pullan 
Sgt Brian Nevins 
Sgt John Blackman 
Sgt Gary Clifford 
Sgt Taff Llewellyn 
Sgt Rick Rickwood 
Sgt Mal Thomas 

Not a Jot of people know where and what Roetgen Del, 21 Sig Regt 
is. For the unenlightened, Roetgen can be found by coming off the E5 
at Aachen and aiming for the Tropo dishes. During summer the site 
can easily be seen in the picturesque setting of the Eifel, but in winter, 
we have our own private cloud which descends on us round about 26 
December and out ef which we emerge on April Fool 's Day. The role 
of the Det, is to interface the Starrnet System with the DCN. 

The dee consists of eleven Army and thirteen RAF (who refer to the 
det as RAF Roetgen) . In charge is SSgt (FofS) Bob Pullan and he is 
ably assisted by 'Trapper' Nevins in the day to day running of the det. 
The Technical staff members are Sgts John Blackman, Rick 
Rickwood, Gary (Rambo) Clifford, Mal Thomas and Taff Llewellyn. 
LCpl Jimmy Neild is our MTO and his Indians are Sig Tommo 
Thompson and Steve Parks. The resident ACC cook is Pte Pete 
Harper. 

At the time of writing, we are enveloped in our customary winter 
cloud and to find the Tropo site we have to follow the fence. There 
is a substantial carpet of snow at the moment and last week some o f 
the det members went skiing, fortunately without any breakages . 

We are fortunate to have become friendly with the local Police 
which has resulted in a marked decrease in the number of speeding 
and parking fines. They also give us tuition in Langlauf and Downhill 
kiing. 

Our new arrivals include Sgt Taff Llewellyn and we look forward 
to meeting his wife Yvonne who will be joining us shortly on discharge 
from the US Navy. Also we would like to welcome Sig Steve Parks 
who is nearly old enough to go in the bar. On the debit side we would 
like to wish Bon Voyage to Sgt Mal Thomas who will be shortly 
leaving to become a Foreman and also Brian Nevins who is off to 
Balado Bridge. 
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Roetgen det , 21 ig Regt (AS) can be best described by a letter 
written to his mother by an RAF dog handler. 

Dear Mum, 
I am writing this letter from the top of a mountain in Germany. 

They sent me up her because my dog bit the OC Dog Flight but it 
really wasn't Fang fault because the OC was taking his temperature 
at the time . 

We had omc trouble getting up here because everything is covered 
in snow but when I got here I found that there were lots of Pongos 
running around and l don't know if the dog will like them very much. 
The bloke in charge i something called a Foz. He met me when l 
arrived and he seems like a nice enough sort. His name is Bob Pullan, 
but we don't see very much of him. The other guy in the office is gt 
Nevins. He is alway on at us dog handlers about one thing or 
another. Today it wa a dressing down for putting our boots in the 
tumble dryer. Well, we've got to get them dry somehow. 

The techs are funny ort of people, they keep ranting on about 
something called Tropo and Starrynet. I think they're all a bit 
touched, we're a bit out of touch up here and the odd Red Cros 
parcel might come in handy. As I aid earlier , there ' s a lo t of snow 
at the moment and I hope to go down to Monschau fo r a bit of skiing 
this weekend. I've rigged up a pair of skis to fit my BHC' . 

l 've just watched a video of the Roetgen Police Dog trials which 
they have every year. It .seem the only safe person wa the criminal 
in the dog uit. A soon as they let the dog loose it went straight at 
the camera. I've never een a pongo run so fast! 

My room mate is a LCpl Neild who is in charge of the MT. He 
seems very friendly. O nly last night he offered to run me down to 
-Simmerath and he was only going to charge me a little bit more than 
the taxi fare ! 

Well Mum, I will have to finish now because I have to work my dog 
and John Blackman is in the dog uit. 

Your loving son , 
Julian 

CHAFYN GROVE 
SCHOOL 

BOURNE AVENUE, SALISBURY, 
WILTSHIRE, SP1 1 LR 

Tel: Salisbury (0722) 333423 
Telex: 477019 ASRG (weekdays only) 

Headmaster: J. R. Singleton, M.A.(Cantab) 

Chafyn Grove is a long established (1879) 
preparatory school, now co-educational, with 
special experience at caring for service and 
ovi:frseas based children. We prepare pupils for 
Public School entrance and offer excellent 
academic, cultural, and recreational standards 
adjusted to the individual child. There is a good 
scholarship record, including recent major 
awards for music and art, and a very wide 
range of games, sports, activities, and 
weekend excursions and outings. 

A prospectus and further details may be 
obtained from the Headmaster. 
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Despite a cold start (excuse the pun PTARMIGA Pundit) to the 
winter months the slow metamorphosis from BRUIN to 
PTARMIGA continues. The last few months have been a bu y 
period for the Regiment. Victory in the coveted Princess Marina Cup 
has been preceded by a successful visit to the Regiment by Brig . 
Cowan OBE, Comd Comms I (BR) Corps, the arrival of our first 
PTARMIGAN vehicles and the continuing success of 22 Sig Regt 
'PTA RMIGAN Conversion Company Pie'. All this and an almost 
complete new complement of officers. 

A FIRST FOR ROYAL SIGNALS 
On 3 February 22 Sig Regt made Royal Signals history by becoming 

the first unit to win the prestigious title of British Army Combined 
Alpine and Nordic Skiing Champions-The Princess Marina Cup 
which was donated by the late Princess Marina. This is a highly 
coveted prize and one that Royal Signals has bee11 trying to win for 
the pa:t 27 years. The •rophy is awarded to the unit who, after even 
skiing events, 1:onsi tently produces the best performance. 

The seven event are: Slalom, Giant Slalom, The Down Hill, The 
4 x IOKm Relay Th 4 x 7.5Km Biathlon Relay, The 15Km Race 
and The Miliiary Patrol Race. 

The Corps has com, very close to winning thi trophy a couple of 
times before, but has always been pipped at the post or by a count 
back. This year the do.vnhill team produced fantastic results winning 
the Slalom, Giant Slalom and coming a very close second to 3 ADSR 
in the downhill event. Lt Paul Ford the team captain (and Army 
Captain) and LCpl Andy Brown both had outstanding results. In the 

ordic disciplines the team were up against an array of British 
National Skiers from 35 Engr Regt and l Armoured Division 
Transport Regt. This did not deter them and they produced some 
really great skiing with a notable high being a third place in the 4 x 
7.5Km Biathlon Relay. The Marina was not decided until the last 
event of the seven, !he Military Patrol Race. Probably the most 
gruelling event in skiing, the Patrol Race cour e took the four man 
teams over 28Km of very difficult undulating terrain. The 
composition of the Patrol Team i one Officer, one Corporal and two 
other Lance Corporals or below. With all eyes on the I ADTR, 35 
Engr Regt and 22 Sig Regt Patrols the overall results were announced 
after over two and a half hours racing. The winners of the Princess 
Marina Trophy were 22 Sig Regt by one point over I ADTR. A great 
achievement by all concerned particularly as the Officer and Corporal 
levels of the Patrol Team were first time sk iers. 

POST SCRIPT 
It's not only the Royal Signals element of the Regiment who ski at 

a high level. Over the weekend of 8-9 February ACC members of the 
Regiment took part in the ACC BAOR Individual Skiing 
Championships in the Harz mountains. Pte Rennie won the Downhill 
Race with other members of the Regiment comi ng fifth, sixth and 
eighth. 

Lt Appleton won the Langlauf Race. 

The Brigadier meets Sig Gordon Kynoch who is a member of the 
Barrack Guard 
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22 Sig Regt 
BFPO 107 

THE VISIT OF COMD 1 IG BOE 
On Wednesday 15 January Brig . Cowan Comd 1 Sig Bde paid his 

initial visit to the Regiment at Churchill Barracks. A very bu y day 
had been planned which began with an inspection of the Barrack 
Guard followed by briefing . It was during the 21C's introduction that 
WOI Cartwright told the Brigadier that he was a ' totally dedicated 
soldier sir'. It wasn't until later that we learned that the question was 
'Do you play any sports?'. 

After coffee the Brigadier was briefed by Op and Quartermasters 
and then went on to present LS & GCs to Sgt Harry Ridle) and gt 
Tim Wallis in the Sergeants' Mess. From there he had lunch in the 
Officers Mess followed by briefs from I , 2, 3 and 4 Sqns on their role , 
personalities and organisation . Finally tea in the CO's office finished 
a very demanding day of briefings which enabled the Commander to 
meet the management of the Regiment. 

LS & GC Presentation 
L to R: CO, SSgt (FofS) Harry Ridley, Brigadier, SSgt Tim Wallis 
RSM . Matthew Wallis, Kay Ridley, Margaret Wallis, Kate Wallis 

THE ARRIVAL OF PTARMIGAN 
On Friday 10 January the first PTARMIGAN vehicles arrived in 

the Regiment and were taken on strength by Lima Troop 4 Sqn. They 
consis t of fou r Tactical Interfaces who e immediate role will be to 
interface between PTARMIGA and BRUI , but in the long term 
will provide a link to our ATO allies. Lima Troop will be taking 
their new assets on Ex Flying Falcon. 

Left to Right: Maj Alan Hutt, 2Lt John (Woka Woka) Charnock and 
the CO - Lt Col P. J. Pritchard, discuss the arrival of the first 

PTARMIGAN vehicles 
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WORD OF HONOLR 
t a eremony to mark the growing and already substantial good 

will between 4 qn and the lo.:al German Kamerad re-er\'i t , a \\Ord 
of Honour wa pre ented LO th quadron by Horst chlegel, founder 
member of the Lipp tadt re ervist . On hand to receive this g1ff of 
friend. hip wa 2LI J. Chamock, W02 (S Ml John Davies, ~ gt 
( QM ) Crossley and a contingent of 4 Squadron member . Special 
mention mu t be made of gt Crossley ' s effort over the la l 18 
month in promoting good Anglo-Germ. in relations. Modest as ever 

gt Cro sley wa 'out of camera' for th~ picture. The eremony wa 
followed by a traditional celebrat ion in 4 qn bar where the Sword 
now takes pride of place. A a mark of respect Horst ' ·hlegel wa 
pre ented with a cup by the Squadron to mark 25 years of loyal and 
dedicated ervice to the reservi t . 

2Lt J . Charnock receives the Sw ord of Honour on behalf of 4 Sqn 
as Sgt Charlie Dubi que t ranslates 

Horst S hlegel is presented with a cup for 2 5 years of loyal service 
by 2Lt J. Charnock 

PTARMIGAN RR(W) CO NVERSION TEAM 
cw-for-Old RR Triffids continue to ro ll off our production line 

with our 60th vehicle completion now in sight. We now have the added 
motivation of knowing that the converted installations are for our 
own Regiment and thi helps to sustain the effort requ ired to keep 
standards high. We are all looking forward to the PTARMIGA 
training in the ew Year, even if it is only so that we can see how our 
particular piece of the jig-saw fits into the puzzle. 

Our mole-like existence in the Mike Troop garages is sometime 
relieved by external happenings; for example WO I (Fof ) Davey 
decided th?' gt 'Modesty' Jones and C pl Keith Dwyer needed 
training to see if conversions were possible at altitude, so he had them 
thrown out of a plane at Bad Lippspringe, but after one jump each, 
decided that the scaffolding was probably the ideal height after all. 
Cpl A ndy Cooper won the PTARMIGA Team Cro s Country 
despite the course being clogged up with enthusiasts from the rest of 
the Regiment, we are still wondering why so many turned up. Cpl T im 
Debell soldiers on cheerfully despite his inabi lity to retain his teeth 
when drilling holes, and Cpl Oz Chapman sti ll finds his nose a 
handicap on the close-up work . Cpl ' I don' t believe you said that' 
Rogers i currently in bed with 'flu although we all know that is an 
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excuse for him not 10 go home. Cpl ' lim' Hughes and (,p l 
'Backpack' Bergen joined the team from 21 Sig Regt having replaced 
LCpls ·Doc' Dochert} and 'Mac' Mcluskcy who have been i sued 
with unglasse prior to a return to life 'out ide'. LCpl 'Bodger' 
Goodwin returns to Herford leaving LCpl Taff Morris to continue a 
our 7 ig Regl representative. 

We would like to congratulate Cpl C hris Mockford and Sheila on 
the birth of their on on 20 December at BMH Mun ter. 

23 FROM 22 GO PARACHUTING 
Saturday 16 ovember 1985 aw 23 members of 22 Sig Regt 

(otherwise known as the Lipp tadt Suicide Squad) journeying LO the 
Joint Service Parachute Centre at Bad Lippspringe for a one jump 
parachute course. The intrepid crew of misfits led by WOI Russ 
Davey, him elf an experienced parachuti t , shrugged off the dangers 
and proceeded with a lot of bravado and a sense of derring-do. 

After ix hours of training they were rewarded with their first jump! 
eedle s to ay there were a lot of anxious faces and ome weird and 

wonderful aircraft exit immortalised on film by a video camera fixed 
to the wing of the aircraft. 

Everyone landed safely, though some more heavily than other . Full 
marks were awarded lo Sig J. D. Hogg who demonstrated his 
aerobatic prowes by managing a double somersaull with a twi l, all 
before his canopy had fully deployed. 

All in all an enjoyable day was had by all, the sport having recruited 
23 avid participants . 

The second 'lift' ready for the off complete with the 'bluff smile' 

TRIPART ITE HOOT 
This is an annual event held at Lippstadt between 7 Fernmelde Bn , 

The Police and ourselves. Each team consists of six officers and 
everyone fires one another's weapons. This year there were two types 
of rifle; SLR and G3, and three pistols, all 9mm. 

7 Fernmelde Bn Officers managed LO win the trophy for the third 
year running but the scores were very clo e. Indeed the prizes for both 
rifle and pistol were equally divided among t the three teams. 
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I he l am results were: 

Rifle 
I ~t 22 Sig Regt 
2nd 7 Fernmelde Bn 
3rd Police Lippstad1 

Pistol 
1st 7 fernmelde Bn 
2nd Police Lipp tadt 
3rd 22 Sig Regt 

Overall 
ht 7 l·ernmelde Bn 
2nd 22 Sig Regt 
3rd Police Lippstadt 

This year as hosts we entertained the teams to a most convivial 
lunch in the me s. The day had provided good competition and many 
new friend hips were made in our pursuit of Anglo-German relations. 

Lt Col E. F. G. Burton (then Station Comd) presents w inning shield 
to Maj R. Rambach - Captain 7 Fernmelde Bn Team 

Background: CO and CO 7 Fernmelde Bn, Oberst Lt R. Schertz 

THE CORPS HISTORY 1945-1985 
Readers will probably be aware that Philip Warner the professional 

author has been commissioned by the Corps Committee to write the 
new Corps history covering the period 1945-1985. An appeal for 
material resulted in a good respon e from officers and signalmen but 
strangely there has been a disappointing response from a most 
important section of the Corps namely those who were Warrant 
Officers and NCOs during the time covered by the history. There must 
be many who have a story to tell about operations, or other Corps 
activities which took place during this time and would be worthy of 
inclusion. In particular there is a scarcity of material on the Berlin 
airlift, on operations in Cyprus-in particular the UNForce in Cyprus 
(UNFICYP), Malaya, the Arabian Penin ula and Borneo. 

To all those who are in a position to contribute but particularly ro 
those who were Warrant Officers or NCOs during these four decades 
I would say that this history is to be about them; they helped to make 
it and unle sit is recorded it will eventually be lost, o how about it? 
Contributions to Lt Col Robin Painter c/ o Royal Signals Museum, 
Blandford Camp, Dorset DTl I 8RH. 
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28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG) 
BFPO 35 

VISIT OF OUR CHELSEA PEN 10 ER 
On Tuesday JO December 1985 In Pensioner Tom ."llash Steve 

Millen and Ted Lingham arrived at Dusseldorf Airport at the ~tan of 
their holiday with the Regiment. They were met by WO! (RSM) Peter 
Bawden and W02 (RQM ) John Phillips and naturally the first port 
of call was the Warrant Officers ' and Sergeants' Mess bar to ta te the 
local brew. The taste was acquired very quickly and the pen ioners 
were soon ready for a very heavy social programme. 

The following day they travelled to Dulmen where they were 
introduce~ to the Regimental football team who were repre enting the 
Corps agarnst the RAOC. The game proved LO be rather one sided as 
the final result showed; 10- 1 in our favour . 
~ fter a minor accident with another car on the motorway they 

amved back at Francisca Barracks with just enough time for a wash 
and brush up before the Annual Rugby Club Dinner. 

The next couple of days saw many visits and parties which enabled 
our guests to meet many of the Regiment and their families . The main 
topic of conversation was always 'Whal did you get that medal for?', 
which led to them telling their life stories over and over again . 

On Monday 16 December the pen ioners were entertained by the 13 
TTr Belgian Radio Squadron based in Francisca Barracks. They were 
impressed with the reduction in size of all the equipments. One told 
us that in his day the teleprinters were that big one could walk across 
the _keyboard! Later that day they were guests at a typical Belgian 
Christmas lunch. The food and customs were certainly different as 
our guests soon found out. The meal lasted so long that one of them 
fell asleep! 

One of the highlights of their visit was to see our Corps team baule 
it out in the Rear Communications Zone boxing final against 21 Sig 
Regt (AS). 28 (BR) Sig Regt were determined to win, and this showed 
in the final re ult seven bouts LO two bouts. 

After the Regimental Carol Service, the In Pensioners were whisked 
away this time lo visit ' Victor Troop' (Joint NORTHAG Commcen) 
at Rheindahlen. 

On Saturday 4 January their last function was in sight-an 
in_vitation to The Rhine Area Theatrical Society Pantomime, 
Cinderella, and a chance LO meet the cast after the production. 

The following Monday 6 January it was time for the 'old boys' to 
return to London. The RSM was relieved he was able to hand three 
Chelsea Pensioners to the RAF Movements Staff at Wildenrath after 
their hectic programme. . ' 

Forty years on ... In Pens ;oners Ted Lingham, Tom Nash and 
Steve Millen arm in arm with th ree SSMs from 8 40 German S ignal 

Battalion at the Sergeants' Me ss Chris tmas Draw 

28 T HE REGIMENT ENTERTAIN H ANDICAPPED C HILDREN 
On Wednesday 11 December 28 (BR) Sig Regt held a Chri tma 

Party for the handicapped chi ldren of the Krefeld Heilpadagogisches 
Zentrum. 

The children arrived at the Regimental Re taurant, l'rancisca 
Barrack , at 1400 hr , along with nur e , teacher , mum , and a few 
dad . There were plenty of party hat , ma k . and ballon for them 
and they soon adorned them elve before tucking-in to a magnificent 
pread of sausage rolls, mince pie , andwiches, cri p and orange 

juice . While they ate they were e111ertained by an accordionist, who 
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pl }ed tradi1ion I G rman Chri 1ma ong·. l\ any of the children and 
dult ang along Y>ith the music. . 

Later t ikolaus arrived in a Stalwart. kindly loaned tor th' 
a ion by 35 qn, 3 Armd Div Tran port Regiment , Ro ·al Co~p~ 

of Tran. port, ba ed in Duisburg. 11 has been suitably deco ated \\Ith 
streamer and balloon . 

After offloading all the bag of presents, St Nikolaus went inside 
the re tauranl, a:companied by the children. He pent the next 10 
minutes shaking hand wi1h and t.dking to each hild. Then, of 
cour e it was the time all the chi,jren were waiting for when St 
1 ikol;u would hand rhem their presents. The expre, ions on the,ir 
fa e a, he called oul their name and handed them th· pre ent , aid 
it all. 

Before leaving, Herr chroder, the Direktor, expre ed his thank 
and presented the Regiment with a lovely handmade clock from the 
adult work hop of the Zentrum. 

Once again the Regiment had ensured that a little extra had been 
added ro Chri tmas for these children. The organiser Sgt Bryan 
Jenkinson and hi merry band of technicians were well rewarded for 
their effort by experiencing the pleasure of tho e children who are, 
perhaps, le fortunate than the re t of us. 

R SIGNALS BAOR TEN-PIN BOWLING 
This event took place in the Krefeld Bowl on the weekend 11 and 

12 January 1986. The Regiment entered two teams and the first team, 
con isling of W02 Chris Martin, SSgt Don Stewart RAPC, gt Andy 
Kirk and Sgt Chippy Wood rolling a team cratch average of 173 won 
the team event again t 20 other Corps team . Mention mu t al o go 
to W02 Chris Marlin for coming Runner Up in the Masters 
Tournament. 

RUFC 
The rugby team has struggled this season to find the form of last 

season. This been due to the po ting out of a number of players. 
Recently, though, there ha been an influx of player and, under the 
leader hip of Lt Jim Richardson, the lads won through to t~e RCZ 
final of the Army Cup where they unfortunately lost to 21 Sig Regt. 

The second half of the season ha started well with a good win over 
Dusseldorf Dragons . We aim to see that this trend continue . 

The end-of-season tour is being planned for Berlin. Lt Dave 
Kenyon, the OIC Rugby, and the Skipper, carried out a very 
enjoyable recce there in January. 

The team coach, SSgt Charlie Prowse, deserves a mention. Firstly, 
he has done such an excellent job for us. Secondly, he is a Sapper! 

28 Sig Regt forwards in action against 14 Sig Regt 
L to R: LCpl 'Bilboy' Cleaverly, Cpl Dai Williams, LCpl 'Jock' 
Collins, Ctn 'Fasteddie' Wing, Cpls 'Taff' Arnold, 'Pixieboots' 

Bond 
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RL ,J E. I"AI. SO CER 
The Regimental Fir t Team are finding life increasingly difficult, 

the. more succe ful they become. At the present time they have won 
the Royal Signals (BAOR) Football Competition, are quarter finalists 
in the BAOR round of the Army Challenge Cup competition , semi
finalist in the North Rhine Inter-Services League Cup competition, 
semi-finali ts in the RCZ Major Units Cup competition, a nd are top 
of the North Rhine In ter-Service Football League. 

The team ' kipper', Sgt 'Ally' McKenzie, is away on his Staff 
Sergeants Cour e at the moment. The team awaits his return with 
bated breath for a demonstration of how to play 'football by 
numbers'! Cpl Andy Norris, our ever-consis tent utility player reckons 
he will be there at the end of the season. Sig 'Scou e' Maloney has 
promised to break into a weal with effort in the latter half of the 
season to win ome 'silver' for his newly-acquired son Scott. Cpl Joe 
Corcoran is eager to win ome soccer honours before departing for 
civvy street. Sgt Phil Welham, Cpls 'Scouse' Wayman, 'Billy' 
Grierson, and Brian Wilkins are geared up for the final push, and with 
Cpl Dave Tuck, our goalkeeper, playing as well as Peter Shilton, the 
team coach, SSgt Brian Parkhill, is looking happier every day. The 
team manager, Lt 'H' Lund, i still dreaming of the ' Roy of the 
Rovers ' era and looking for a good striker. He ha even tried British 
Leyland! One thing is sure-we won't go down without a fight! 

SUPPORT SQUADRON NEW 

MT TROOP 
Since the beginning of the year MT Troop has had its ups and 

downs-li1erally! A major refurbishment, which commenced hortly 
before the end of last year, aw the office walls in MT Troop being 
knocked down around our ears. The German contractor • in their 
eagerness to get things done quickly, decided to knock out the main 
power supply to Support Squadron. In panic and almost pitch 
darkness , the foreman contractor wa seen attempting to get into the 
glass case holding the Squadron trophies. He was aparently trying to 
check the fu es! Our belief in German efficiency is now severely 
dented. Throughout all the surrounding noise a'nd the flying masonry 
and plaster, sat the lonely figure of LCpl 'Mitch' Mitchell, quietly 
running the ever efficient MT Details desk and contemplating his 
future posting to 'sunny' Catterick. 

FAREWELLS 
As well as saying farewell to LCpl ' Mitch ' Mitchell, we will also be 

saying our farewells in the near future to a number of others. SSgt 
George Forbes is posted to Combat Troop, Army School of Motor 
Transport at Leconfield. We wish him and his wife Joan 'Bon 
Voyage'. Sig 'Wolfy' Pavey, our professional ignalman from the 
ration store, is posted to 2 Div Sig Regt at York. We hope he will 
concentrate on his BFT. LCpl John Parker goes, on promotion, to 8 
Sig Regt-keep smiling, John. And last but not least, the ever smiling 
Sgt 'B' Burbridge will shortly hand over the reins of the POL office 
to spend the last few months of his Army service with 31 (GL) Sig Regt 
(V) at Hammersmith, London. Look out, Hammersmith Palais! 

WELCOME 
We welcome our latest intake to the Troop. They are Sig 'Geordie' 

Smee, 'Taff' Owen, 'Mac' McNeilly, and LCpl 'Scouse' Senior. 
Long overdue congratulations on his promotion to Lance Corporal 

to our very popular 'Mackam' McHale. 

TROOP ACTIVITIES 
We have just had the PRE on our 'Brit' fleet of vehicles, and 

achieved a good report. But now it is time to roll up our sleeves again 
to prepare for the annual TUY inspection on our NA TO fleet of 
vehicles in March. The RMTO, Lt Harry Lund, will, no doubt , be 
ably assisted by the MT Park Sergeant, Sgt 'One-Two, One-Two' 
Geelan, fresh from his success on his recent Staff Sergeants Course, 
and Cpl 'Banger' Leigh, who is the British Army version of Sgt Bilko! 

I SQUADRON 

ALPHA TROOP 
Here is the latest news from Alfa Troop. 
Congratulations to the Troop Commander, Lt Dave Kenyon , who 

has recently become engaged to Miss Elizabeth Keast, of Rheindahlen. 
The happy couple are getting married in May. 

Sgt 'Ricky' Richards also deserves our congratulations for coaching 
the Regimental Boxing Team in their progress through LO the Quarter 
Finals of the Army Cup. 

We must say farewell and good luck to a number of lads who have 
left the Troop. They are Cpl Jim Frew, Sgt 'Thomo' Thompson, Cpl 
'Paddy' Niblock, LCpl 'Cocky' Robinson, Cpl 'Hong Kong' Hugill 
and, Sig Jim Clancy. We wish them all well. 
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We also welcome some new members to the Troop. They are Sgts 
Downs, Young, Moore, Cpl Press, Wrightman, Ewing, Sig 
Anderson, Nixon, Rankin, and Templeman. Welcome to the A Team! 

Last, but not least, more congratulations, this time to the Troop 'A' 
Team, who took part in the Inter Troop Military Skill Competition 
and came an excellent th ird out of twelve teams. The team consisted 
of Cpls 'Ears' Prowse, 'Scouse' Creighton, Sig 'Driver' Bowbrick, 
Cpls 'Noddy' Wilkins, 'Scouse' Naylor, Sig 'Boxer' Hurt, Sgt 
'Rupert' Singleton, and Cpl 'Flip-F'lop' Kirby. Well Done! 

BRAVO TROOP 
As the glowing embers of Ex Able Archer began to fade, 

preparat ions for the numerous Christmas parties got under way. The 
Troop party was held in a large hall in the local village of St Tonis. 
Apart from a slight chill in the air, the evening went very well. Our 
special guests, three Chelsea Pensioners, amazed everyone with their 
hvelines. on the dance floor , and that was after spending the last two 
evenings at other parties! The German proprieters had laid on a 
uperb buffet, but were not aware that most Brits are not that fond 

of fish . One or two people were spotted at the end of the evening with 
a smoked herring sticking out of their top pocket. Others found out 
that the fish could talk (with a little help and a couple of drinks!) LCpl 
Dave Merricks certainly seemed to enjoy himself (again) and ended up 
wearing one of the table cloths and part of the Christmas tree. Thanks 
go to Cpl andy Rennie and LCpl Dave Clarke for all their hard work 
in organising the evening. 

After the b1eak it was all ·tations go for Ex Fran Freeze. The 
exercise was r• n by the quadron 2IC, Capt Dave Gilchrist, who in 
~pite of a knee injury, managed to hobble his way through the muddy 
puddles on Schwerte. The exercise started on Monday 20 January with 
a training day in barracks to prepare us for the activities the following 
day. Tuesday morning commenced with a couple of explosions and 
continued with various IS incidents. Not to fear, Wonder Woman was 
clo5e at hand in the form of OC Bravo Tp, Capt Therese Crook. Yes, 
she even managed a couple of twirls during the day! Various members 
of Mike Tp were playing the part of terrorists or suspicious character . 
Cpl Bob Markham probably wished he hadn't taken part at all after 
Cpl 'Ginge' Parker had finished with him. Sgt Phil Welham played his 
star part as Herr Hans Shaker the German contact in 
Monchengladbach. He seemed a bit uncertain about what language he 
wanted to speak, but in the end settled for some form of German, and 
was rather upset that everyone aw through his disguise. For the rest 
of the week we deployed to the Schwerte training area and sampled 
the delights of the German weather; rain , rain, more rain, hail thunder 
and snow! The exercise had some amusing moments; LCpl Douggie 
Kee lost his bearings on the way back to his basha and ended up 
setting off one of the trip flares. In a slight moment of panic he dashed 
back towards his trench and nearly got shot by the sentry who thought 
he was under attack. 

As usual we have some new members of the troop to welcome; LCpl 
'Boggy' McKeegan, Sig Glen Evans and Simon Brice, and W02 
(FofS) Ken Thompson. Farewells to; Sgts Nigel De Oweneley, Dave 
Price and LCpl Bob Gudgeon. Hello and goodbye to LCpl Paul 
Senior, who spent a couple of weeks in the troop before being 
' hijacked' by MT Troop. 

2SQUADRON 
EXERCISE FRAN FREEZE 
Ex Fran Freeze took place from 20-23 January. It was a movement 

and deployment exercise, incorporating live enemy. The exercise 
started with 0 car Troop deploying first, on the morning of 20 
January, led by Lt (i there any food left?) Jim Richardson. 

On arrival at Haltern Training Area, their convoy was ambushed by 
S gt (YofS) Keith Pywell, Sgt Dave Taylor, Cpl Stew Lawson, and 
Dick Rutherford. Initial reactions may have been slowed down a little 
by the recent Christmas break, but Lt Richardson soon had his men 
flanking the enemy positions with guns blazing. 

With the enemy eliminated (or so they thought), the convoy moved 
further into the training area and set up the communications complex. 
They were watched by the Squadron Commander, Maj Matt Helm 
W02 (YofS) Brian Alway, and SSgt Keith Bridger. They were the 
exercise DS Staff. 

Further actacks followed. This forced a era h move to Leuth 
Training Area. After etting up the communications complex in the 
dark, Lt Richardson was ta ked with locating the enemy camp. This 
proved a little difficult, no doubt due to the clear skies and a full 
moon! Plans were drawn up and orders given for dawn attack on the 
enemy position. Once again, the enemy were overrun, almost literally, 
in one case, as it was still quite dark. 

Oscar Troop then received a reminder to ensure that all your enemy 
are dead or accounted for, a an ominous cloud of coloured smoke 
had them pulling on their re pirators. Thi was followed by yet 
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another move, this time in Egglesberg Training Area and . . . gue~ 
what? Correct! Hit again by the enemy. 

At Endex, Maj Helm debriefed all those who took part. He 
particularly congratulated LCpl 'Jacko' Jackson who, during a stand
to, shouted, 'Gas! Gas! Gas!', because he thought that LCpl 'Korky' 
Corcoran was wearing his respirator! 

It was now the turn of Papa Troop to shake out the cobweb of the 
Festive season, as they deployed to Haltern on 21 January, led by gt 
Kev Munnelly as the Troop Commander, Capt imon Green, was 
absent on duty. 

The programme of events for Papa Troop followed the same 
pattern as that carried out by Oscar Troop. However, two 
personalities must be mentioned. LCpl 'Jock' Gray, who, when 
discovering the sudden appearance of a thunder flash beside hi 
trench, was heard to say, 'Oh dear, I need to go to the toilet', or word 
to that effect. And LCpl 'Tiny' Murdoch, recently returned from a 
Skill-At Arms course, was champing at the bit to get stuck into the 
enemy. Unfortunately, the only thing that he managed to get stuck 
into was a bog, in his four tonner, just after Endex. Come back, Tiny! 
We won' t laugh, honest! 

The final impression was that the exercise proved a great success. 
For the new arrivals, it was their first opportunity to observe and take 
part in setting up, tearing down, and moving of the communications 
complexes under more trying conditions than normally encountered 
during communications exercises. 

Cpl 'Paddy' O'Connor, Sig Nick Foster and Simon Brice move 
casualty LCpl Howarth to safety on Ex Fran Freeze 

OSCAR TROOP 
Oscar Troop continues to grind on, trying to maintain the high 

standard of professionalism that is so well known it has become a 
household name in St Tonis. 

We have just said 'auf wiedersehen' to Sgt Mick Palmer. After three 
years with the Troop, he is off to 'sunny' Herford and 7 Sig Regt. 
Good luck, Mick, we will miss you. There is a phrase about bullets 
and backs of heads, but we cannot remember it. Goodbye, also, to 502 
and 736, both 'Harrisons', who are off to 233 Sig Sqn and 21 Sig Regt 
respectively. LCpl John Mahon will soon be leaving us for 608 Signal 
Troop at Viersen, which is close enough to keep in touch. 

We welcome Cpl Ian Rutherford, Sig Clinton Burke, and Dave 
Murton and hope they will have an enjoyable stay with the troop. 

Congratulations to Cpl 'Robbo' Roberts, LCpls 'Sturm' Sturmy, 
'Taff' Mustoe, and 'Raft' Raftery on their recent promotions. 

With only one event still to be held in the Regimental Inter-Troop 
Competition, Oscar Troop look set to take the trophy for the fourth 
year running. 

PAPA TROOP 
Congratulations to Cpls 'Step' Steppens, Dick Rutherford, 'Scouse' 

Shield, LCpls 'Jabber' Kerr, and Russ Parker on their recent 
promotions. 

Congratulations are also in order for the Troop badminton team. 
They took first place in the Regimental Inter-Troop Badminton 
Competition. The team consi ted of Sgt 'Mumbley' Munnelly, Cpl 
'Shirley' Shergold, LCpl 'Jock' Gray (Captain), LCpl (now Mr) Nigel 
Hillman, LCpl Jim 'Lucky' Mcintosh, Sig 'Noddy' Nodwell, 'Willy' 
Williams, 'Mac' 'the racquet' McKinnon . 

We say farewell and the best of luck in the future to a number of 
members of the Troop who have recently departed. Fir tly, to Cpl 
Rick Hughes, who has gone to 8 Sig Regt to attend a TE Technician 
Class I Course. And secondly, to LCpl Nigel Hillman, Sig Pete Mead , 
and 'Sooty' Scuttle, who have all left for civvy street. 

We bid a warm welcome to some new members of the Troop. They 
are Cpl Tony Quinn, LCpl 'Grif' Griffin, Sig Chris Smart, Chris 
Monks, Alan Hall, Liam McCulloch, and Pte 'Ronnie' Nixon. We 
trust they will have an enjoyable tour with the Troop. 
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29 Sig Regt (Berlin) 
BFPO 45 

\I IT or CORP BAND IN OCTOBER 
!though thi vi ii took place everal month ago, it deserve 

r cording. . 
Until 19 5 the Corp band vi.ited Berlin every tw.o year ~~d since 

their la t two vi it have been such a ucce , they will now v1,1t ey~ry 
vear. Our photograph hows the band in from of the HQ Bnt1sh 
Sector Berlin . 

GRANTING OF FREEDOM 
T he Regiment has had a great deal LO do with the T_o~v~ Bor<?ugh 

of Wilmersdorf in 1he pas1 two year . We share the affihallon with I 
RHF. 

At the annual two day fair we provided many tands and made 
money whjch we plough back into Anglo German relations. ~e 
played a large pan in setting up and running the West German Fi lm 
Awards celebration , and during its visit the Corps band played for 
the citizens. In recognition of this effort we had our cock tail party and 
Retreat ceremony a t the rown hall. The Mayor was so grateful for our 
efforc and that of I RHF who joined us last year, that he is giving 
both ~nits the Freedom of the Borough, which is about the size and 
population of a large provincial town. We and the garrison a re 
particularly pleased with this honour, since no Brit ish or Allied unit 
has ever been granted the Freedom before. We parade and celebrate 
on 4 April. 

EXERCISE H U. CR Y BEAR JV 
Restrictions on the availability of training areas in Berlin means that 

the infantry ballations must travel down to 'The Zone' for annual 
training. One Squadron deployed to the moonscape of Soltau 10 
control the exercise for two battal ions . The drive down was largely 
uneventful with Capt James Dryburgh asking his driver, LC pl Jim 
Crabb, if his snoring was disturbing his d riving-'No problem Sir, I 
was asleep myself'. The fir t week was spent with the Devon and 
Dorset Regiment. T he exercise itself started qu ietly with CV2 as Step
Up, ably led by SSgt Clive Young, getting down to a routine of 
sleeping, eating and sleeping. Sig Paul ' Babyface' Bea Uie had finally 
found someone he wa• senior LO , new boy Sig Geordie Ledger , a nd 
started to teach him all he knew. Two minutes later he was finished 
but the two were often seen a rguing over who was making the next cup 
of tea. T he AP C crew of LCpl Paul Clayton and Sig John ' Hungry 
Bea r ' Quinn disappeared into the woods only to reappear for food, 
CV2 was at 20 minutes notice to wake up and the line crew had last 
been seen two days ago 'We've got to trace a fault in the DIO, Sir' said 

ig J ohn Taylor. Pte Ga ry Ellwood, our TA provider of sustenance 
was the most popular man about a nd the SQMS, SSgt Steve 
McKechnie was still looking for his parka. 

The battle very quickly livened up and all of a sudden Orange forces 
were defeated (again!). T he Squadron was a llowed out on the middle 
Saturday and took on the Desert Rats of 207 Sig Sqn in a games night. 
Thanks to YofS Drake for the entertainment and we are more than 
willing to come back nex1 year and beat you again . 

The second week was a repeat of the first, working wit h the RH F 
and ig Jock King was in demand as an interpreter. 
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Oi ~ • IG!'>. .\Is (HAORJ ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIP ' 
1985 

The 10th R<'yal. 1gnJls (BAOR) Orienteering hampi?nships were 
held oYer the wech. cnd 16/ 17 November. The event al o incorporated 
the Inter-Corps (BAO R) Team Oriemeering hampion hip . A 
combined team from Berlin was entered , captained by Capt (TOT) 
Gerry Sullh•an and con isting of Lt Jim Wood, gt Tony Mullen, Cpls 
Brian Clarke and Phil Cox from 1he Regiment and W02 (SSM) Mal 
Heane~ from 3 Sqn , 13 Sig Regt. Although practice time wa limited 
the tea m put in a very good performance. Capt Gerry ull~v~n ra.n for 
the Corp ' B' team on the fir t day and helped them finish eighth 
overall (the Royal Signals ' A· team won the I mer Corps 
Champion hips). On the second day, Lt Jim Wood fini hed fifth on 
the 7.7Km cour e and Capt Gerry ullivan finished eighth over 
4.5Km. Some very te ting course were experienced and the team felt 
that the trip had been well worth the effort. 

BRIGADE CROS - OUNTRY 
The Brigade Cro s Country Championship were held on 19 

December 1985 and the Regiment wa able to field a trong team for 
the event. In cold and wet condition , 130 runners set off to compete 
for both Major and Minor Unit competitions. Con idcring the cour e 
wa set around the flat area of Stadium Barracks, the organiser were 
able to find a urprising number of hill . A u ual the Minor Unit 
competition wa dominated by 29 Sig Regt and Cnpl Roy Hunter and 
LCpl Clive mith fin ished second and third respectively. The variety 
of per onnel in the Regiment is illustrat_ed by th_e fact that there were 
five different cap badge represented m the eight-man team. Capt 
Hunter PWO, C gt John Lawton R Anglinn, Cpl Churchill RAPC, 
Cpl Elli RE and, from Royal Signals, Lt Jim Wood, gt Tony Mullen 
and LCpls Andy Ham a nd Clive Smith. The Regimental team are also 
leading the League. 

THE REGIME T'S RETURN VISIT TO HMS ILLUSTRIOUS 
In November 1984 a number of officers and ratings from HMS 

!llusrrious were entertained in Berl in by the officers and soldiers of 29 
Sig Regt. An invitation was issued at the same time for a party to join 
!llustrious at sea and to be entertained by the ship 's company. In 
November we were able LO do just that. A pany led by Cnpt J im 
Dryburgh and including Lt Jim Wood, W02 (SSM) teve May (bull~d 
boots and phy ical violence expert), C pls Cook, Tough, Webb, 1g 
Quin n and Greenhill joined the ship at Hamburg on 25 November. 

It would have been very easy for us to have felt a though we were 
getting in the way, but the ship's company went out of their way to 
look after us and a good time was had by all. The concensus of 
opinion on completion was that we would all rather keep our 
feet on dry land! 
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RE GIMENTAL SKI TEAM 
The Regimental Ski Team set off for Austria in January 10 try and 

retain the I Armd Div Minor Units Cross-Country Skiing Trophy. 
Other commitments restricted training time and the team members 
had much more enthusiasm than experience. However , they were 
determined to give a good account of themselves and come back with 
idea for running next year's team . 

The team consi ted of Lt Jim Wood, Cpl Mick Evans, LCpls Andy 
'Turbo' Ham, Brian Turner and Jim Crabb and Sig David 'Allegro' 
King. Prior to January, LCpl Jim Crabb had only been on downhill 
ski s, LCpl Andy Ham had only worn roller skis and LCpl Brian 
Turner thought 'ski' was a type of yoghurt . There was no-one 
available to compete thi year from last year's successful team but 
LCpl Biddy Baxter was a great help in the preparation of equipment 
and offering advice. 

Berlin had only a light covering of snow and this was used to 
practice ba ic techniques before leaving. The team became quite 
proficient at falling over, careering wildly out of control and 
performing snowplough with assorted parts of the body. To get some 
practice in proper langlauf tracks, we were to spend three days in 
Soest, courtesy of 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, travelling to 
Winterberg for skiing. However, weather conditions on the Ea t 
German corridor greatly delayed the journey and wasted a whole day. 
Once at Winterberg, however, there was good snow on a variety of 
cour es and >Orne useful training was enjoyed. 

Two memb rs of the team had to return to Berlin, LCpl Andy Ham 
who was pinmg for hb new car and LCpl Jim Crabb who lost the 
moustache-gr wing competition with the Team Captain . The 
remaining four members set off on 14 January for Axams, a small 
town 15Km north-we t of Innsbruck in Austria. Axams is almost 
totally dedicated to the tourist industry, particularly skiing, and is 
situated on the southern side of the glacial valley of the River Inn 
which runs e'd '"l-west through the Tyrol region of Austria. Snow 
conditions were not perfect when we arrived but there was a heavy fall 
of snow before the first practice day. Practice time was eagerly sought 
to gain experience on different snow and ice conditions. The first race 
was the 4 x IOKm Cross-Country Relay and the course ran over a flat 
open expanse of cri s-crossing tracks before heading off up the side 
of the valley through closely-wooded tracks . There seemed to be more 
uphill than downhill with a few difficult sections which greatly tested 
o ur skill. Lt Jim Wood was falling over with more grace each time and 
LCpl Brian Turner developed a characteristic running style readily 
recognised from afar. On the day of the race, Cpl Mick Evans ran the 
first leg, followed by the Team Captain and then LCpl Turner. By this 
time, the Major Unit teams were way out in front but the race for 
Minor Unit places was still close. Sig Jock King used all his experience 
gained at Partick Thistle and Norway to bring the team in as the 
leading Minor Unit. The afternoon was spent going over the course 
and using the range before the 4 x 7.5Km Biathlon Relay. Practice 
was needed to fall over whilst carrying the rifle to prevent damage, 
both to the rifle and the skier, and so consequently this was 
thoroughly rehearsed! The race consisted of a 7.5Km undulating 
course with two shoots using .22 biathlon rifles at 50m. Cpl Evans 
again started for the team a nd managed to avoid a massive pile-up of 
skiers where all the tracks converged. The remainder of the team duly 
completed the course and again the team ended up as the leading 
Minor Unit. 

The Regimental Ski Team before the start of t he Milita ry Patrol 
Race 

Back Row L to R: Sig Jock King, LCpl Brian Turner 
Front Row L to R: Cpl Mick Evans, Lt Jim Wood (Team Captain) 

The remaining two races were held across the ocher side of the valley 
in the area of the village of Leuta ch, site of the World 
Championships in 1985 where the snow conditions were much better 
and the weather cleared up. To qualify for payment of hotel bill , all 
competitors including the Alpine skiers, had co complete the 15Km 
Cross-Country Race and consequently there was a large field for the 
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race. Competitors started in pair , at 30 second intervals, seeded from 
the results of the fir t two races. The course was relatively easy and 
being fit, the team performed very well, beating a number of Major 
Units and again ending up as the leading Minor Unit. ig Jock King 
was, as always, our fastest skier but only 11 seconds separated him 
from Cpl Slick Mick Evans and Lt Wood managed to come in only 
three minutes behind both of them. 

The final race was the Military Patrol Race, to be run as a team of 
four, over 24Km, carrying 801b and with a .22 shoot after 
approximately 18Km. The course was almost the 15Km race with 
another 9Km loop added on. This extra loop, however, incorporated 
a number of difficult sect ions including a steep descent with a sharp 
turn halfway down. Lack of experience began to show and a number 
of teams easily overtook us-however one (cavalry) team, having sped 
past on the way down the hill, failed to negotiate the corner and were 
last seen careering in the wrong direction. We suffered one broken 
stick and a badly injured arm but managed successfully to complete 
the course. 

Overall, the team performed very well and won the Minor Unit 
ordic Team Combination LO win the Swingfire Trophy for the 

second year running. 

S ig J ock King strid ing out in the Biatha lo n Relay 

In December the outgoing GOC, Maj Gen B. C . Gordon Lennox 
CB MBE presented the LS & GC Medal to SSgt S. L. McKechnie in 
a short ceremony in the GOC's office. A full and varied career saw 
SSgt McKechnie serve wi~h 50 Miss! le Regt ~· 3 A r_md Di~ J:Iq and 
Sig Regt, 11, 24, 28 a nd fmally 29 Sig Regt. His tour m Berlin m itsel f 
was highly unusual, being initially as the 'Chief DTg in the Berlin 
Commcen (Army) and leaving as the SQMS of I Sqn. During his tour 
with 29 Sig Regt he rep resen ted us in Hockey in which he captained 
the side a nd cross-country running . He has left us now on promotion 
to the Q ueens G urkha Signal Regiment in Hong Kong and we wish 
him well. 

Two o ther nota ble departures have been tho e of Majs Sandy 
Lovatt and David Thompson, OCs of I Sqn and HQ Sqn respectively. 
We welcome in their place Majs Bob Axton and Bob Duncan (6 GR). 
The latter can speak anything so if you're hort o f an interpreter ... 

SSgt (now W02 ) S . L. McKechnie receives his LS & GC from the 
then GOC 
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30 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 

FAREWELL TO OUR CO: LT COL BACKHOUSE 
On rriday 17 Januar., Lt Col Bill Backhouse said farewell to.30 ig 

Regt. He a urned ommand of the Regiment in Julv 1983. 11 is very 
much a 'family' Regiment and therefore both Lt Col Backhou e and 
hi wife Keri, who devoted much of her time and enthu ia m LO '30'. 
will be mi sed. 

Lt Col Backhouse said farewell to the WO and Sergeants at their 
1es on Tuesdav 10 January and had hi farewell dinner at the 

Officers' fe son Friday 17 January. After the CO' .farewell speech 
to the Regiment on 17 January he wa 'as isted' on to a motorised cart 
which wa 'pulled along' by the officer , who followed member of 
the Corps Band along the road lined by the soldier of '30', to the 
camp gate . 

Lt Col Backhouse's next appointment i SO(W) in l (BR) Corps. 
We wish him well as he leave for Germany. 

Our new CO is Lt Col W. K. Butler, who is no tranger having 
previously been a Squadron Commander here in 1981/82. 

Lt Col Keith Butler takes over the Regiment from Lt Col Bill 
Backhouse, on 1 7 .January 

ROYAL SIGNALS RETIRED OFFICERS SAILING ACTIVITY 
(Extracted from Autumn 1985 Newsletter for Retired Members) 

From: Brig (Reid) R. H. Maxfield 

It wi.; with surprise, chat during a visit to the ' Pussers Bar' in the 
British Virgin Islands, I noticed a 'Jimmy' shield among those 
presented by ships of the Royal Navy. Fortifying myself with a 'pain 
killer' and offering my wife, son and daughter-in-law (the latter two 
live there) a ' elson's Blood', l moved closer to inspect. It had been 
donated by 30 Sig Regt. I joined 30 Sig Regt when it was 
'Corps Signal Regiment ' on the day it was formed on I March I 95 I, 
sub equently spliuing to form 5 Corps Sig Regt later that year, wh ich 
then became 90 Sig Regt, then 30 Sig Regt in the course of time. I had 
the great privilege to rejoin 30 Sig Regt in February 1963. 
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CO v RSM: BA KETBALL MATCH 
Report by WOl (R M) Sutherland 

It may or may not have been due to the effects of the fe tive sea on, 
but our CO, Lt Col Bill Backhouse, actually challenged the RSM to 
a ba ketball match! The whole event wa approached with great 
gusto, with the CO taking advantage of both youth and experience 
when selecting hi officers . WOl (RSM) Pete utherland was 
re tricted to Warrant Officers in hi team. The cene was set. 

The game wa played with high spirits and enthu iasm (and with a 
surprising re pect for the rules!). 

It soon became obviou that the officers were no match for the skill 
and scoring abilitie di played by the WOs. 

Upon retirement for refre hments and curry, the RSM pre ented the 
Officers' Team with the 'lo ers' trophy (a wooden roll ing pin). It had, 
in fact, been marked up for the Officers prior to the start of the 
match! For diplomatic rea ons, core are not being published! 

Not another basket for the WOs! (cleverly camouflaged.) The 
team Captains, Lt Col Bill Backhouse (CO ) and W01 (RSM) Pete 
Sutherland look on . Is it in disbelief? 
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The Officers' Team 
l to R: Cap! Gordon James, Maj Roger Clague, Capt Andy 
Keendn: Lt Giles Henschel, Lt Col Bill Backhouse, Capt Graham 

McNe11l, Lt M. S. King, Capt Dennis Mills, Capt Paul Moseley 

EXERCISE KANGAROO MERCURY 
Ex Kangaroo !>fercury was the Regiment 's Concommex and took 

place from 24 November-16 December 1985. It involved the 
deployment by air of a Joint Communications Exercise Force from 
the UK to Ghana. FHQ was located m the capital, Accra, and FMB 
in Tamale in the north. Maj Bill Lidster (normally the Regiment's Ops 
Officer, now with PPG Aldershot) commanded the exercise while 2Lt 
Phil Davies led the army detachment in Tamale. 

The local inhabitants (both native and expatriate) warmly welcomed 
us and everyone quickly settled down to the 'Ghanaian' way of life! 
Popping paludrine, sleeping under mosquito nets, hot sunny weather 
and PT (including swimming in the sea) organised by W02 (SSM) Ian 
McSherry, soon became the routine (even the RAF had to run a 
BFT!). Showers were installed in the Trade Fair site by SSgt YofS 
Derek McClelland and W02 FofS George Blythe who combined 
talents to form YOF Enterpri es. The length of the hessian was the 
only problem encountered by Lt Kate Martin! 

At the end of the first week ome of the officers took part in a 
shooting competition-a very important event in the Ghanaian Army 
ca~~ndar. V.:e formed part of CMA T's team (Commonwealth) 
Military Assistance Team). Even the Russians entered and we prided 
ourselves on coming third overall out of about 12 teams. The shooting 
stars were Capt Paul King, Lt Rob Salvoni and Lt Neil Griffiths. 

The adventure training team looked after the Ghanaians by 
instructing them in sailing, canoeing and climbing. They in turn 
looked after us by providing transpon and drivers and much else 
besides! We had two cocktail parties where we hosted the Ghanaians 
who had looked after us so well. 

After a very succes ful comms exercise and a welcome visit from 
Col Colin Brown, Comd 1 Sig Gp, came the barbecue where two pigs 
were roasted, having been given a clean bill of health by our medical 
team! What a treat it was to have real meat after three weeks of 
compo! 

And now a word about the Tamale detachment. 2Lt Phil Davies led 
the detachment which formed the Army element in Tamale. Sgt Bill 
Stack kept morale high by maintaining good relations with TCW, and 
LCpl Dusty Millar supplied the cigars! With little to do off-shi ft, LCpl 
Kev Lee slept, Cpl Kiwi Mar hall organised frog-racing and Cpl Jim 
Harvey beat the RAF in every sport. 

An interesting exercise, in an unusual area of the world. 

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? 

HA VE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'? 
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31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V) 
Hammersmith 

HAil, ... 
The N.ew Year brought with it a new CO and in welcoming back to 

the Regiment Lt Col Colin Stenning we wish him and Alex an 
enjoyable and rewarding tour of duty. In previous appointments Lt 
Col Stenning has served with '31' since formation and with such in
house knowledge, the hallowed cry of ' But Colonel, we've always 
done it that way' will have to be used more sparingly in future . 

AND FAREWELL 
Highlight of the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess dinner held at RHQ in 

mid-December was the dining-out of our previou CO, Lt Col David 
Strong who apart from the more traditional gi fts was presented with 
his very own enormous imitation ' Bounty' Bar in recognition of his 
allendance on more training days than the rest of the Regiment put 
together. These formal events were followed by Lt Col trong being 
confronted with not one but two 'kissogram' girls (LCpl Betsy Kol ky 
and Pte Dorinda Rowe) and then, in quick succession, being charged, 
arrested, handcuffed and paddy-wagoned by uniformed officers of 
the 'Met' (his hitherto loyal RSM WOI Jeff Shergold la1er confessed 
to a secret desire to have a CO arrested but relented just in time to 
prevent incarceration in the Hammersmith cells). 

Every best wish for the future-we miss your '0' Groups already! 

And, still smiling (or delirious?) is carried off by the 'Met' 

POSTINGS 
Since our last notes we have (at last) gained a new QC LAD with 

a very warm welcome to Lt Peter Walters who joins us from 220 
(Ulster) Amb Sqn Wk hp (V), whils1 from further afield Lt Hayley 
Clamp has.arrived on attachment from 142 Sig Sqn, Royal Australian 
Corps of Signals. (In far off New South Wales her own unit's weekday 
evening 1raining is, remarkably like ours, Wedne days 1930-2130 hrs 
so he is thoroughly at home already.) Another new arrival ex 
Birmingham OTC is OCdt Tim Smith, now 2IC A Tp, 83 Sqn, 'and 
OCdt ~am~ron Rennie ha assumed the mantle of 21C F Tp, 47 Sqn 
fo llowing his recent success at the District A sessment Board . 

Many and varied have been the recent movements of permanent 
staff and we have welcomt>d aboard; 
SSgt Barry Wickett PSI LAD 
SSgt Douglas Martindale SQMS ( RPS) 47 Sqn 
SSgt (FofS) Dean Allen Shiny new and s1raight from the 'factory' 
Sgt Brian Penny PSI B Tp 
Sgt 'Chip' Standley PSI J Tp 
Cpl Colin Jones M Tp 

And from the departure lounge we have said farewell to W02 
(FofS) (he of baritone voice) Lou Lawton bound for the depths of 
Dorset and the School, gt Roy Sutherland (PSI 41 Sqn) en rou1e to 
civilian life, and finally S gt Tom Harrison who has hung up hi boo1 
after 22 years ' service (not all with 47 Sqn at Harrow although he ay 
it just feel like tha1). Thanks to you all for your hard work and be t 
wi hes for the future. 
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. 'DA 0t \ORL 
(n D mber I 30 and with Io-al di.order rife, a public meeting at 

rhe 'hite Hor·e Inn, U. bridge led to the raising of a volunteer 
avalry unil, the forerunner of the famous Middle ex Yeomanry from 

whi his de ·ended 47 Sqn ba ed at nearby Harrow. For many years 
a Yeom;.nry plaque had been 011 di play in the bar area and when the 
inn was r ently re-opened after decoration, four Squadron CO's, 

pl teve Young, Steve Prance, 'Spud' Taylor and Sten Cooke were 
on hand, resplendent in their distinctive Yeomanry side-hat to add 
colour to the occasion. 

HQ QN NOTES 
2IC Capt Alan Lafferty write : 

Mid-January aw the Squadron moving back to the newly extended 
and refurbished accommodation at Southfield , Wimbledon; from 
Hammer mith came SHQ, Defence/ Admin Tp, the SQMS tores and 
1T Tp, whil t from Lytton Grove emerged the LAD, M Tp and the 

QM Dept. Left behind (no offence intended) at RHQ is the Pay 
Office and our medical team. 

Seconds spent in careful planning paid off and we oon felt 
thoroughly at home although (fortunately for these notes) the odd 
repeatable hiccup occurred; OC Sqn Maj Chris Mote wa horrified to 
find that his pending file had not only survived, but grown during the 
move, and the confined Q Tp food tore raises the pectre of half
rations on future exercises. Next door in the clothing department SSgt 
Terry Bray, Sgt (Big Bren) Prater and Pte Alison Wrate oon 
di covered the absence of any changing facility and the date of the 
next WRAC basic kit issue is now a closely guarded secret. And whilst 
Quartermasters Maj De Thomas and Capt John Rob on were 
threatened with having to share a ' erni-detached' desk, over in the 
main building WOI (MTWO) Paddy Dickinson was delighted with his 
new office, probably the biggest of the lot. (He says he needs it to 
spread out a BAOR road map and all the FMT3's we thoughtfully 
provide to keep him busy.) 

The odd problem aside, we mu t in fairness to Greater London 
TA VRA say how delighted we are with our new facilities; a brand new 
training wing and LAD block, superloos, enlarged bars and me ses
and even a squash court to keep me as fit as Cpl Dave Farmer and PTI 
(SAS) Crofts recently found to their cost! 

My other hand is a bit shy- OC HQ Sqn, Maj Chris Mote 

'Wide, wide, na rrow , narrow, narrow,'-SSgt (NRPS) Dwight 
Peart (HQ Sqn) takes his 83 in shelf erection 
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'We chose this room because of the calendar' - SSgt Ken Durrant 
and W02 (ROMS) Geoff Back 

PRAMS AND PINTS 
Our now traditional annual sponsored pram race around the 

hostelries of Hammersmith (14 of them-half pint in each) got off to 
a flying start with Sgt Frankie Vaughan (41 Sqn) in the lead, dressed 
as a baby (and only losing his nappy twice en route) clo ely followed 
by Pte Chrissey Byrne in bin-liner and cheering on a large contingent 
from 47 Sqn. Pte 'Fred' Massei and LCpl Dinger 'Rambo' Bell led 
teams from 83 and HQ Sqns, whilst Sgt Brenda Prater dressed as a 
housewife tried unsuccessfully to highjack any passing bus, car or 
even the odd pedestrian. 

CO's driver Cpl Klondyke Bashford pushed his ' baby' (wife 
Lyndia) around the gruelling course which ended with everyone 
exhausted and rather the worse for wear but with the satisfaction of 
having raised over £400 for the Guide Dogs for the Blind and with a 
further £1,000 to come in sponsorship. 

AT CROWBOROUGH 
A cold January weekend saw 47 Sqn down on the Pippingford Park 

training areas for two days of wind, hail and copious quantities of 
assorted mire; OC Sqn Maj Bill Morris had ordered everyone to 'get 
stuck in' and li ved to regret his words after straying into a large unseen 
bog. Leg shaped lumps of mud were found later in camp. In the 
meantime LCpl Betty Jordan was perfecting her new skill at covering 
a moss-covered bridge; she attacked at great speed, throwing herself 
on her back at the precise moment, and waving her arms and legs at 
everyone in a remarkable display of nonchalance. The wicked enemy 
(Lt Steve Potter) was so un-nerved that he quite forgot to throw his 
thunderflashes under the said bridge. And the patrol led by Cpl 
Loxley Trype and Pte Vera Hull had that nasty feeling of deja-vue 
when, on taking a 'short cut ' to the final checkpoint, they ended back 
where they had started some hours before; fortunately a local farmer 
came to their rescue. 

Also in camp were 41 and 83 Sqns on their own joint weekend of 
fun, and on a bleak hillside the various teams introduced SSgt (SQMS) 
Dave Shirley to several new methods of recovering his landrover from 
a pond (it was that sort of hillside ... ). Sig Ian Mackay then 
contrived to smack himself on the jaw with a winchwagon cable (no 
easy task) but the local hospital managed to stop the bleeding in time 
for the evening social held after a four mile tab back to barracks (LCpl 
Sue Rayner thought it was much further than that). Winning team of 
the day was led by LCpl Mark Blackford and at the joint Squadron 
party OC 83 Sqn, Maj Jim Mill was the clear winner in the 'best 
impersonation of Mick Jagger' competition. 

Sunday morning followed with a survival presentation by 2IC 41 
Sqn Capt Mark Zaremba-Tymnieniecki who had been busily setting 
traps and snares the previous· day; sad to relate but as correctly 
prophesised by PSI 83 Sqn SSgt Taff Flaherty all he managed to catch 
was a cold although several brass monkeys were spotted in the 
distance. 

The weekend culminated in blood and gore with a plain soldiers 
guide to the killing and preparation of chickens by Cpl Janet Wilson
Brown ACC who holds the necessary veterinary certificates; each 
team then discovered its potential trained killers and these certainly 
did not include either LCpl baron Driver (whose legs buckled after 
chicken no 2 had squawked its last) or Pte Ann Atkinson who has 
sworn never to eat compo chicken curry again. 
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RHQ NEWS 

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V) 
Glasgow 

1986 started full of promi e for the Regiment, we have a busy and 
interesting training programme to prepare us for CONRAD II. A new 
trade structure to balance our proposed establishment in order that we 
can fulfil our new look Home Defence Role and the prospect of 
modern communications equipment to replace our Dll 's. Over the 
\\eekend 18/19 January the Annual Officers Symposium was held at 
Edinburgh Training Centre where Lt Gen Sir Norman Arthur GOC 
Scotland and Brig Keith Olds our Bde Comd were amongst the guests 
at a Ladies Dinner Night. 

The dinner was enjoyed by everyone and allowed the officers from 
our widely dispersed locations to dine together with their ladies. It also 
gave us the opportunity to dine out six members of the Regiment 
namely Maj Ken Sutherland-QC 51 Sqn and Pipe Band President, 
Maj Alex Peebles-Ops Offr, Maj Jimmy Rhynas-21C, Maj Jimmy 
Jamieson-QM(V)/OC HQ Sqn, Maj Mike Sandys-OC 52 Sqn, and 
Capt Peter Costello-Adjutant, on posting to HQ 6 AM Bde. 

The weekend proved to be extremely enjoyable and interesting, 
although we lea1 ned of the slippage over the introduction of 
CONRAD II, all Nas not gloom with the imminent arrival of some 
Trend teleprinter~ 

Of general in.er st were the lectures on SATCOM by Maj Bob 
Binham of RSRE Malvern and the PTARMIGAN Communications 
by Lt Col John Doody from the School of Signals. 

Lastly, we say a fond farewell to Maj Pat MacCulloch (Training 
Major) and to Capt Peter Costello (Adjutant) and his wife Sharon and 
wish them all well in BAOR . We in turn welcome Jack and Carol 
Fiske! from 21 Sig Regl (as Training Major) and Ian and Anne Brown 
from 8 Sig Regt (as Adjutant). 

FOCUS ON 69 (NORTH IRI H HORSE) SIG SQN (V) 
After a very successful annual camp at which the squadron won the 

two main annual trophies and enjoyed an excellent end of camp party, 
we returned to Londonderry in high spirits. 

The first item on our post camp calendar was a visit by the GOC 
N Ireland, Lt Gen Sir Robert Pascoe KCB MBE, on JO October 1985. 
The GOC spoke to many squadron members as he was conducted 
round an indoor training exercise devised by our PSI, SSgt John 
McAveety . This exercise is of such good train ing value that we 
continue to use it at training weekends. 

L to R: SSgt (PSI) McAveety, W02 (SSMl Wylie, GOC, Maj Moore 
(QC Sqn) 

On 10 November it was the Squadron's turn to organise the 
Remembrance Day Service which is held at Clooney TA Centre. In 
attendance were all 69 Sqn members, a local UDR Company and 
members of a detachment of 253 Field Ambulance (V). Tea and cakes 
were served after the service followed by the usual 69 Sqn hospitality 
in the various messes. 

An Employers' evening was held on 14 ovember to thank local 
employers for their support during Ex Brave Defender and 
throughout the past year. The evening took the form of a presentation 
by Maj John Pinkerton, Regimental 21C Designate, and some 
demon trations on fi rst aid , weapon training and self defence . The 
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Pte (now LCpl) Callaghan meets the GOC 

first aid demonstration was organised by 253 Field Ambulance (V), 
whose detachment is co-located with us. They demon crated the 
immediate first aid given to a victim of a gunshot wound . The weapon 
train ing was organised by W02 Jim Sims, OC RRTT, and consisted 
of two teams taking part in a competition using 2 x LMGs (DP). The 
result was received with wild enthusiasm because the recruits team 
won! Was this a fix by 'Sim y'? 

The self defence demonstration showed a knife wielding thug 
(PSAO) attacking two defenceless WRAC member , Ptes Liz 
Cammack and Elaine Neely. Needless to say the 'defenceless girls' 
gave this despicable thug a severe beating and finally threw him in the 
air, kicked him in the teeth and frog-marched him off to the local 
police to loud cheers from the audience. 

Wpn Trg Competition, Recruit Young v Sig Olphert 

December brought its u ual spate of festive activities commencing 
with the Squadron Christmas Dinner on 8 December. The waiter 
service by the officers and SNCO's brought the usual playful abu e 
from all and sundry! (Note: Must get larger plates for LCpl Atkinson 
and Sig Olphert!) The Sergeants' Mess held their Christmas Draw on 
Friday 13 December and once again a memorable night was had by all. 
It is not true that SSM George Wylie is superstitious. The fact that he 
wore a flak jacket and travelled in an armoured vehicle that day wa 
purely coincidental. So he ay ! The JRC Christma Dance took place 
on Friday 20 December and was well attended by all squadron 
members. Due to the hard work of Cpl Billy Keys and his committee 
che evening was a great ucces and was thoroughly enjoyed by 
everyone. Among the guests attending were ex-OC Maj Noel Dykes 
and our Regimental Padre Maj John Silcox. 

Congratulations are due to the following quadron member : gt 
High Lynch and Billy Lyle on passing their 'Staffies' cour e. LCpl Y. 
Callaghan WRAC, LCpls S. R. Atkinson and LCpl W. J. Kennedy on 
their promotion. 
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33 Sig egt (V) 
Liverpool 

Lt Col R. F. Will her 
Maj A. . Leech TD 
Maj P. A. Hallett 
Capt E. Butterworth 
W01 (RSM) G. J. Mason BEM 

Since our la t report in December 1985, the Regiment ha been 
heavily involved in a busy social programme of Chri tma festivities 
and, would you believe, a military operation. 

On Friday, 13 December 11 member of the Regiment took part in 
Operation Goblet which wa mounted to ea e the water hor age 
in Leeds. Three man teams from HQ Sqn (Huyton), 42 Sqn 
(Manche ter), 59 Sqn (Liverpool) and a two man team from 80 Sqn 
(Chester) took 10 trailers with full Water Carriage Packs and headed 
for the RV point at Hartshead Moor Service Station on the M62, they 
were then tasked to cover a pecific area of Leeds to supply water to 
local resident . Volunteers who took part were: HQ Sqn-Sgt G. I. 
Maronev (PSI), LCpl I. N. F. (Cbalkie) Haynes and Sig W. Smith . 42 
Sqn-ciipt B. S. Kennedy, Cpl J. J. Ward and Sig P. M. Duffin . 58 
Sqn-LCpl J. C. Bell, LCpl A. J. Cole and Sig J. Smith. 80 Sqn-Sig 
P. D. Griffiths and Sig I. K. C. MacDonald. 

OPERATION GOBLET 
Report by Sig P. D. Griffiths-SO Sqn 

On the morning of Friday 13 December, I received a phone call 
from SSgt Curtiss (SQMS 80 Sqn) asking me to take part in an 
operational exerci e called Goblet. 1 agreed and went to collect 
another member of the Squadron, Sig MacDonald. 

On arrival at Gilwern TA Cemre in Chester, we received our 
instructions, collected two Landrovers and water trailers and departed 
for Hartshead Moor Service Station on the M62 at approximately 
1030 hrs. 

We arrived at the RMP point at approximately 1330 hrs where we 
were told to wait for a police escort into Leeds. We eventually left 
under escort at about 1400 hrs just as the remainder of the Regiment 
arrived at the Service Stacion. 

The police then escorted us in convoy to 49 Sig Sqn (V) barracks in 
Leeds where we were given food and told to report to the Operational 
Command Centre. We were then cold to supply water to the 
Cookeridge area. 

On arrival, Sig MacDonald and l split up, he went to the Old Age 
Pensioners' houses, while l started delivering later to an estate called 
Cookeridge Towers and Grove Farm, which had been \vithout water 
for two to three days. Between the hours of 1600 and 2330 hr I 
refilled the water bowser seven or eight times. Sig MacDonald and I 
finished at approximately 2345 hrs and we slept in the vehicle on the 
Cl.late. 

On the morning of 14 December we supplied a further 300 gallons 
of water on the same estate and then moved to another area where we 
continued issuing water until approximately 1130 hrs. We then 
returned to Command HQ to lunch. After lunch we were told t0 
return to our unit in Chester. We arrived back at 1545 hrs. 

COMBAT SURVIVAL TRAJNING 
The first Combat Survival Training weekend wok place between 1-3 

December 1985 in the grounds belonging to our Honorary Colonel, 
Col M. C. Stanley MBE DL in Cumbria. 

The weekend started on the Friday night from AJamein TA Centre 
(Liverpool) with 18 students from HQ and 80 Sqns in readiness for an 
early start on Saturday morning. 

After a short warm up, the weather forecast predicted very low 
temperatures, later to be proved an understatement! 

Each student was issued with rations which consisted of two 
potatoes, two carrots, one onion, one oxo cube, two hexamine blocks, 
some tea bags, sugar and powdered milk all to be carried in webbing 
manufactured of hessian and string. 

Students were then briefed on the programme for the weekend and 
then bedded down in the TAC, Revielle was at 0330 hrs. 

Lectures began on arrival in Cumbria at 0800 hrs, in outdoor areas. 
These were given by W02 Watkinson, Sgt Buchanan, Officer Cadet 
Patricia Woods (WRAC), Cpl Meakin and Cpl McFarland. The 
lectures covered various topics including fire making, survival kits, 
navigation, butcher:i g, water, bivvies and cooking techniques. 

Saturday ended with students cooking rabbits and chickens, this 
being their only meal for 24 houn. The students then slept in their 
bashas that they had constructed for the long, cold night. (How cold 
was only realised the following morning when we awoke to frozen 
water supplies). 
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LCpl McMullen displaying his skills 

Lecture on Lhe Sunday consi ted of techniques to be used for laying 
snares, trapping and alternative weapons . 

The student returned to Liverpool on the Sunday evening to a hoL 
square meal along with 'Lucky' , Lhe sole surviving rabbit, who has 
become a mascot. 

INFANTRY TRAINING 
An Infantry Training Weekend was organised by WOI (RSM) 

Mason on 11 / 12 January for members of the Regiment to gain 
experience of what it was like to be an infantryman. Soldiers from all 
Squadrons took part and were attached tO the 5/ 8 Kings Regiment. 

The following report is from LCpl McMullan of HQ Sqn 
(Liverpool) of his experience of the weekend . 

'Before this weekend I did not really know how the Infantry 
worked, but I was sure to find out! We arrived at the 5/ 8 Kings 
Barracks in Townsend Avenue, Liverpool on Friday 10 January and 
were introduced Lo our various seccions and commanders who all 
seemed very good lads. 

By the cime we arrived at Nesscliffe Training Area it wa 0130 hrs , 
dark, wet and very cold, but strangely we were still enjoying ourselve . 
At 0530 hrs we were to carry out a Dawn Auack on an enemy 
position. It turned ouL to be a great success and also gave us an idea 
of what we were going to be doing for the next few hours . 

We then had breakfa t and afterwards took part in section attacks 
and bunker clearance drills. l learnt a Jot on the ection attacks and 
how they are controlled . Also how important the planning and 
preparation is, we did two section attacks and one company attack. 
The company attack showed us how so many men could be controlled 
by one leader and also what all the training is for and how important 
it is. 

After the company attack we did a three and a half mile run (forced 
march) back to camp with full kit. I did not realise how tired I had 
become until we started running, it was good fun, but very exhausting. 

On the Sunday while the rest of the Kingsmen did NBC drills we had 
a lecture on the handling of GPMG. Because none of us had ever used 
it before it was really interesting and now we can all strip and re
assemble and know the first IA's and stoppages and most important, 
the NSP. As a treat we were allowed to fire the GPMG, it really is an 
effective weapon. 

My thoughts on the weekend were that it was a very productive and 
worthwhile weekend and very educational. It al o gave me an insight, 
which I never had before into what the Infantry does.' 

EXERCISE COLD BED 
Our first exercise of the year took place on 25/26 January and 

covered an area with boundaries as far North as Weeton Training 
Camp tO Delamare Forest, Cheshire, in the South and Ashton under 
Lyne to the East. As in previous years, the weather lived up to the 
name of the exercise with temperatures dropping tO below freezing. 
The good news however, was that it was dry and there were clear blue 
skies with sunsttine. 

The nights however were something else and made the 'Buddy, 
Buddy system' of keeping warm quite an attractive proposition. 

Squadrons were deployed from Manchester (42 Sqn), Liverpool (59 
Sqn), Chester (80 Sqn) and Huyton (RHQ and HQ Sqn) early on the 
Saturday morning with WOI (RMTO) Davies and SSgt Morri on 
making sure that everyone was adhering to convoy drills and moving 
into locations correctly. 

As can happen from time to time the odd mishap like the C70 
vehicle that refused to stand upright in soft ground on Winter Hill 
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A drunken C70 vehicle on Ex Cold Bed 

' If you don't know the password Tough!' Sig Errol Thompson and 
Sig Goldman defending switch X on Winter Hill 

Cpl Mottram and LCpl Tennant of our LAD assemble a 'Turfer' in 
readiness for the ' Long Haul' 

(Rivington Moor) which in the cold conditions that were being 
experienced at the time was quite remarkable. (Why that spot, 
everywhere else was frozen solid!) A le son to be learnt for the future 
no doubt. However the recovery of the vehicle proved to be an 
interesting task for WOl (A M) Harris and his talwart lad of Lhe 
LAD, who, after the experience were heard to mutter that they would 
volunteer t0 drive all our vehicles into location for us in the future. 

The exerci e was primarily aimed at providing an area communica
tions system and practising tactical moveme~t, defence and milit~ry 
kills. The high turnout of volunteer soldier made the exercise 

worthwhile and hopefully a IOI of le on were learnt. 
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FOCUS ON 42 IG SQN (MANCHE TER) 
TAVRA President and HM Lord Lieutenant for Greater 

Manchester, Sir William Downward made the presentation of Lord 
Lieutenant Certifica tes to W02 (S M) H. tiles and · gt ( QM ) T. 
Byrne at the County Hall, Manchester on Wednesday 20 ovember 
1985. 

Lord Lieutenant' s Certificates are awarded to TA officers and 
soldiers for outstanding efforts beyond normal volunteer service and 
it is a memorable achievement for the Squadron when two such 
awards are given in the same sub unit. Not that it ended there, gt 
Tony Byrne was then promoted to SSM and was awarded the BEM 
in the New Year Honours List. Additionally as reported upon in our 
last contribution to The Wire, W02 (Nobby) tiles was 
commissioned- keep up the good work 42 Sqn . 

Lt Col R. F. Willsher proudly presents the Regiment's two Lord 
Lieutenant's Certificate holders, W02 (SSM) Stiles and SSgt 

ISOMS) Byrne (42 Sqn-Manchester) 

RECRUIT SELECTION 
The first Recruit Selection Weekend of the year took place at 

Saighton Camp, Chester on 10-12 January. 
Of the 30 recruits who attended 25 passed the course and are now 

part of the Regiment. They are: HQ Sqn-Sig D. C. Charsley, C. 
Oakes, P. Ballans, G. White ide, M. Caldwell, Pte K. Flemming ACC 
and Pte M. Marsh WRAC. 42 Sqn-Sig P. Halfurd, N. C. Page and 
G. E. Ward. 59 Sqn-Sig B. J. A. Wallington, P. Burrell, P. Gibson, 
M. Unsworth and 0. A. Pheonix. 80 Sqn-Sig S. R. Kirkby, M. G. 
Clarke, C. S. Durrant, P. Wood, P . Beadle, M. W. Salvi, Pte K. 
Jennings WRAC and Pte A. M. Simms WRAC. 

We welcome them all to the Regiment and hope they enjoy serving 
with us. 

CHANGE OF COMMAND 
On 26 January 1986 we said farewell to Brig I. R. D. Shapter who 

relinquished command of 11 Sig Bde (V). We wish him and his family 
a plea ant tour in UKLF as Comd Comms and look forward to seeing 
him again in che near future. 

We welcome Brig M. Marples QBE, as our new Brigade 
Commander and hope thac both he and his wife enjoy erving with u 
in Scouseland. 

STOP PRESS 
The Regiment wa represented in the orth West Di trict TA 

Football Competition by 59 Sig Sqn based at Edge Lane, Liverpool. 
The final was played at Altcar on Sunday 9 February again t 238 

Sqn RCT, who have won thi event no less than ix time in the last 
six year . 

The match was a hard fought game, controlled well by the official 
and refereed by Sgt Dave Alvey. Two goals cored by 59 Sqn in the 
28th and 78th minutes of the game ealed the fate of the 'Truckie ' 
who foughc hard to come back but were kept out by che brilliant 
defence of 59 Sqn. corer were LCpl Nick O'Malley and Billy 
Wardle. The ceam now goes forward into the UK Competicion. Well 
done everyone. 
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34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V) 
Middlesbrough 

FOCU 0 49 (WEST RIDING) SIG SQN 
PER 0 ALITI 
0 
21C 

0 
0 A Tp (Hull) 
OCCTp 
OCDTp 
OCM Tp 

M 
QMS 

p I 
P I (Hull) 
QPSI 

Maj P. R. Walker 
Capt A. A. Turner 
Capt G. G. Bonne-
Lt A. M. Grindrod 
Capt C. Pickles WRAC 
Lt J. Tomlinson 
Capt S. Jack 
W02 ( SM) G. Jennings 
SSgt (SQMS) A . Vance 

Sgt P. Quinn 
W02 Y. Swinney WRAC 
S gt G. Hardaker 

A TP, HALIFAX BARRACKS, HULL . . . 
As reponed in the ovember Wire (yes, RHQ pi~ched _the h1ghhghL 

of 49 Sqn's year for their report), A Tp are now m their brand new 
barrack . They are so flush with offices that there is one ea~h for the 
Tp Comd, Lt A. M. Grindrod, the PSI, W02 Yvonne Swinney and 
SSgt Mally Wilson. All they need now is the Triffid RR kit for the 
high-roof garages! 

In October to recover from the trauma of the move, the Troop held 
a dinner night, which was auended by virtually all its members and 
guests from RHQ and SHQ. OC 49, Maj Phillip Walker, pre ented 
the Troop with a framed Troop photograph to commemorate the 
opening day. 

In September, A Tp was visited by the Bde Comd, B~ig Wheawell, 
and in October it welcomed 2LI Kelly Warren (Canadian Volunteer 
Defence Force) on an altachment while studying criminology at Hull 
University; the affairs of the Troop _are no doubt being reported back 
to British Columbia. Congratulat10ns to LCpls Stephen and Ian 
Howard on their promotion. 

WEEKEND TRAINING 
In June, the Squadron went to Holcomb Moor Camp, where 

training was organised on the Krypton Fa~tor assault cour~e, on ~he 
CQBR and, a new experience for many, with the LMG. Onenteenng 
and a barbecue completed the weekend. 

Io August, an assault on the Three Peaks was organised, a 2~ mile 
circular route from Horton-in-Ribblesdale climbing the three highest 
peaks in the area. We picked the first dry sunny day for three months 
and many Squadron members successfully completed the route inside 
the 12 hour target. The Squadron wok part in the Regimental Comms 
Ex Final Fling in November on the coldest weekend of the year to 
date; it was so cold that the beer from the fridge was warmer thai:i off 
the shelf. The exercise was to be the last with our museum pieces 
(sorry, C4Is) but there is a rumour of Ex Welcome Back in the New 
Year to reactivate them! The Squadron was much depleted of RR Ops 
on the exercise as they were all on Triffid courses (does this kit really 
exist?). 

CONGRATULATIONS 
Special congratulations are due to LCpls Martin Hardy and Janet 

Clarkson on their wedding on 20 July and to Capt (formerly WOl 
(YofS)) Bruce Graham on his commissioning in January. At the 
regimental training weekend at Scarborough the CO, LI Col Mitchell, 
presented Maj Phillip Walker with the TD, W02 (SSM) Graham 
Jennings and SSgt Mick 'Butch' Buccilli with the Clasp to their EM 
(T) and Sgt Dave Gath with the EM (T). 

REGIMENTAL ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
We welcome for service in 50 Sqn, 2Lt Mark Cadman, who has 

recently transferred to us from Bristol UOTC. AJso recently arrived 
are two new members of the PS; we welcome Sgt John Hughes from 
28 (BR) Sig Regt (NATO) and Sgt Jim Vincent from QG Signals-we 
hope their tour in TM Troop will be a happy one. Also we welcome 

gts Tom McGinty, Bob Wyse and Sgt Jeff Shipton. AJl three have 
come to us for a last six months' tour. We hope their short stay is a 
happy one and that the turmoil of resettlement goes easy on them. 

Sadly, we must say goodbye to Cpl 'Mac' Mcconaghy who leaves 
for civilian life after 15 years' service. Hopefully in the next issue we 
will welcome him back as a volunteer-luckily for us he lives locally 
and he is casting his eyes in the direction of the North Sea Oil and Gas 
fields for employment. 
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36 Sig Regt (V) 
Wanstead 

RHQ PER. ONALITIES 
co 
21C 
Trg Maj 
Adjt 
QM 
RSM 
MTWO 
RQMS 
FofS 
Yof 
Chief Clerk 
Trg Cell 
CO' Driver 

CHANGEOVERS 

Lt Col C . D. Gale TD 
Maj M. E. Sexton TD 
Maj T. P . Mountford 
Capt P. Cain 
Maj J. Izzo MSM 
WOJ J. Preston 
WOI I. R. Campbell 
W02 R. G . Pollitt 
W02 R. J. Walton 
S gt D. A. Prince 
S gt (NRPS) I. D. B. Stewart 
SSgt C. C. Hoban WRAC 
LCpl P. M. Johnson 

We ay a sad farewe ll to Lt Col D. J. Walden MBE, who is posted 
to HQ NORTH AG via the Falk land Island . Good luck in your new 
venture Sir. 

In return we welcome our new CO, Lt Col Chris Gale TD and to 
fi ll his vacated 21C 's chai r we welcome Maj Mike Sexton TD . 

The CO Lt Col David Walden is escorted oft the premises 
L to R: W02 (FotS) Bob Walton, Mr Bill Law, W02 (RQMS) Bob 
Pollitt, Maj (QM) Joe Izzo, WOl !MTWO) Jan Campbell and 

the Adjt Capt Peter Cain 

~- ~ 

Lt Col David Walden receiving a farewell gift from WO 1 (RSM ) Jim 
Preston. Also in the picture Mrs Angela Walden, Mrs Mana 

Preston, WO 1 Ian Campbell. and Mrs Sue Campbell 
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• rt:Cll, CO. Vf,NTIO:'ll' 
On 11 a nd 12 .Janua1y the Rcg1n11.:nt's T~chmcians anended their 

annual 'get together' at Wanstead r A<". 
TOT Capt Paul Burton and regular l·of W02 Bob Walton 

arranged a full programme including practil:al work on the new 
l ri ffid equipment a nd T rend tclrprinters. The foreman gave a lecture 
on the proposed mult iplexer and the Ops Officer, Maj Malcolm 
Touchin, talked about the role of the RegimL'nt and the implicat ions 
of re-equipment. 

'\t 1he Annual Dinner on Sa tu rday evening the guests included the 
new CO , Lt Col Chris Gale and two former TOTs-Lt Col Ken 
Christian and Maj P hil Blackburn . SSgt George Green and PSI, Sgt 
Brian laard were dined out. ror the six th Lime the Christia n Cup was 
presented , this year the nominated 'Technician o f the Year' was Cpl 
[revor aint of 45 Sqn . 

HQ SQUADRON 
The new year saw many changes in the SHQ team. Maj Bob Hill 

moved across to RHQ to become regimental co-ordinating o fficer , 
leaving the Squadron Lo the tender mercies of Maj arah Ma ude. Lt 
Colin Dyball became 2IC and Training Officer. 

Lt Dyball had to be mov_ed from MT T~o_op, ha~ing forgou~n how 
to use his legs . He takes his duues as trainmg officer very cnously, 
providing a quality exa~pl e o~ a broken leg (in two places), on the 
dri ll night pri or to the First Aid Tc t weekend . 

Sgt Harry Welshman 1s cnthusia Lically performing th~ dut ies of 
both SSM and RP Sergeant (watch out , Squadron!). gt Phil Goss has 
taken the wheel at MT and Cpl teve T horpe remains m his po t as 
SQMS. 

Maj Joe Izzo demonstrates that being a Ouarte~master is not suc_h 
a bad life after all . For the unobservant , note his casual dress, his 
s mile , the contents of his left hand , and where are our TRIFFIDS? 

SCOTTISH VETERAN ' RE IDENCE-REMEMBER 
We have been providing good and comfortable accommodation 

with Full Board for fo rmer members of the rmed Force for over 
73 years. 

Whitefoord House Ro endael 
53 Canongare 3 Victoria Road 
Edinburgh BroughLy Ferry 
EH8 BBS Dundee DD5 I BE 
(031 -556 6827) ( TD 0382 7707~) 
Borh these Residence have been full y modernised recently a~d 

have Vacancie OW for all categories of ex-Servicemen and, m 
addition Whitefoord Hou e ha vacancies al o for ex-

ervicewomen . . 
To find out more about rhe Re iden e of your ch_oice plea e nng 

up the Superintendent a1 1he telephone number given above and 
ask for detail . Visitor are alway welcome. 
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37 Sig Regt (V) 
Bristol 

The end of 1985 saw the usual social act1vmes being held 
throughout the Regiment which included a very succe~s ful WOs ' and 
Sergcan1s' Mess Draw held in Bristol. T he d·av. itsel f was full_y 
computerised under the diretion of W02 (FofS) R. L. Gibson and.his 
technicians which meant that everyone had an equal chance of a pmc, 
although a. usual not everyone was uccessful. 

As pan of our usual pattern of acti vities the winter months are 
being devoted to Trade Training in order to give everyone a chance of 
obtaining a trade rati ng or upgrading, and this will culminate in Trade 
Boards in March. We have also seen some very good results from the 
Autumn 1985 recruiting campaign and this is keeping WOI CR. M) 
George Cairns and his team very busy with the a sessment and 
training of 190 recru its. In addi tion both 43 Sqn (Bridgwater) and 53 
Sqn (Cardi ff) have some WRAC personnel attached with the Royal 
Mari nes on Ex Pendulum in South orway. 

REGIME T AL CROSS CO TRY 
On Su nday 19 January the Regiment took part in the Western Area 

Stage TA Cro~s Coumry Cham pionships at the Army Apprentices' 
College Chepstow. There were 28 male and 10 ladies teams entered all 
hoping Lo qualify for a place in the TA National Champion hip 
against the Regular Army at Camberley, Surrey on Saturday 15 
March . 

De pite blu tery conditions on the day most runners seemed to cope 
well and some good rimes were recorded. The first lady runner across 
the fi nish line wa Pte Bernadette Roberts who completed the four 
mi le course in a commendable time of 22 minute 4 econd , 40 
econd ahead of her neare L rival. 

Cpl Pete Game howed our team the way home, closely followed by 
Sgt Gary (nearly a veteran) Avery. The results recorded at the end of 
the day showed that our male team had come eighrh our of 28 teams 
entered . Although we did not qualify as a team the following will 
represent the TA as individuals; Sgt Gary A very, Cpl Pete Game, and 
Pte Bernadette Roberts; those of us in the team who did not qualify 
end them our best wishes and hope they do well at Camberley. 

Finally a slightly ad nore. For many years the out ide of the RHQ 
in Bristol has been enhanced by everal fine willow trees, but it had 
been di covered that the roots were causing severe damage to rhe 
drain . Regrettably therefore they have had to be cut down which was 
indeed a sad lo s as they had become very much part of the 
surrounding area . 

Regimental Runners 
Back Row: Sgt Avery, LCpl Thomas, Sig ' Para' Farrow, 

Fitzsimmons, Charmley, Sandilands, SSgt Young, Cpl Game 
Front Row: Pte Roberts, LCpl Paltry . Pte Gould, LCpl Rendle, Sgt 

Avery WP.AC 
Absent: Lt Hughes WRAC, Sig Deakin-busy talking to the CO 
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38 ig Regt (V) 
Sheffield 

RfG LAR STAFF VALEDICTORY .. 
The Regiment i genuinely ad to bid farewell to two ol its regul~r 

stalwarts. Our Quarterma ter, laj Eric. We~ster , leav~s u _for 16 Sig 
Regt after three ha pp} years with the umt. En c very quickly mt~grated 
with hi T colleague and ha done a tremendou JOb as 
Quartermaster and a a mento.r and_gm1'e to u~ all. We hope that he 
and Denny will be very happy m their tit'•'' po Ung ~nd tha~ they both 
come ba to ee u from time to time. Equally mt s~d 111 be Ca~t 

ni e A hton , our pioneering Lady Adjutant, who 1 _o,f to 10 1g 
Regt. Deni e, who i one of the mall but gro1~ing. ~and of 
permanently employed WR officer in the Corp , fir t JOmed the 
T at London Univer ity OTC. After her degree he tran ferred to the 
Regular Army and, a fter a ucce ion of tours including command o f 
an all male troop in B OR, she returned to the T_A a <;> ur regul~r 

djutant in the middle of our Annual Camp m Edinburgh m 
eptember 1983-in tant integration! Although v~ry loyal to her 

primary corp she i e ·tremely proud to be Royal Signals and wea~ 
'Jimmy' with great pride and_ c~nsiderable aplomb . By her effort m 
promoting the 'one army' pnn_c1ple he ha earned great re peel and 
admiration from u all. We wish her well. 

Capt Denise Ashton, our regular Royal Signals/WRAC adjutant 
and Imprest Holder, makes a cash check before she leaves us on 

posting to 10 Sig Regt 

Members of the 'Green' squad at a recent Recruit Selection 
Weekend solve an interesting group task movement problem 
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46 (Of.RB\SHlRE) SIGNAL SQUADRO (V) 
October av. the Squadron bidding farewell to Maj Terry Lea and 

welcoming Maj Ter11 Phillip. as the new 0 . The ,q uadron w~n 
three trophic in the Regimental Team Mate omp7t1t1on-876 Sig 
Tp, led by Lt Helen Roy won the coveted team prize. Cpl ha~on 
Mitchell (903 ig Tp) won the best WRAC award .and LCpl Mick 
Murray (876 Sig Tp) won the Best Young So l ~ 1er trophy. The 
Squadron then went on to win the Hawk wonh Tickle Tc t Trophy 
for the highest percentage of BFT passse at the ov7mber 
competition at carborough and came ~ very good ~eco nd m the 
recent Tara Trophy competition for the h1ghe t proportion of bounty 
qualifying entrie . 

A familie curry luncheon followed the Remembrance Day parades 
at Derby. An a toni hing figure of 210 people turne? up for ~he 
meal! Our atering team came up with the loaves and f1 hes sol_u ~1~n 
and all were ati fied. Thi level of upport for Squadron acuv1tte 
continued into the December ocial ea on. T he O ffi cers' Me dined 
in Maj Terry Phillips. Leice ter Detachment ~o ted the CO , Lt Col 
Nick Henwood, Maj Terry Phillips and f1 v~ former Squadron 
Commander at dinner. The Squadron octal Party and the 
Children,' Chri tmas Party wa equally well upported . 

Sgt Mick Gooding , LCpl Ken Wilson, Cpl Philip Horton and Sig 
Mark Fox , all of 64 Sqn, pause at the bivouac station during the 

recent Team Mate competition 

Our happy (and much relieved) RSM W01 Joe Lovell, at the 
successful conclusion of the Team Mate competition which he 

recently organised 

93 (EAST LANCS) IGNAL QUADRON (V) 
The Squadron repre ented the Regiment at the recent orthern 

Area eliminating stage of the Regular/ TA Cross Country 
Championships over a six mile course. With over 300 individuals 
entered in the competition our team acquitted it elf very well - the 
team consisted of Sig Lovick (39th), Cpl nelson (43rd), LCpl 
Crewdson (47th), Sig Lomas (53rd), LCpl Ebbs (64th) and_ L.Cpl 
Dougela (90th) . ig Bolton and ig Larner, although not quahfymg, 
ran in the individual heats. Pte Haslam, LCpl Cornthwaile and Cpl 
Pinder ran in the Women's Services Championship . The teams were 
led by Lt Jane Annison (Sqn Sports officer) and Capt Ted Hall 
(PSAO). 
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40 Sig Regt (V) 
Belfast 

PENSIO ERS' CH RJ TMAS COFFEE MOR I G 
On Tuesday 3 December, the Ladies Club invited the re~idents of 

the old peoples' flats , next to the TA Centre, to a coffee morning in 
the Sergeant ' Mess. We were amazed at the response, 46 came along. 

fhc wives spent the day before the event in their kitchens producing 
mince pie , sausage rolls and cakes. 

After some arm twisting, all the PSls and the CO, donned 
their Sunday best and helped hand out the sherry and Christmas fare. 

As a final surprise for the old folks, gt (FofS) J ohn Mayson did 
his Santa bit and gave them all a small present to remind them of their 
visit. 

We all thoroughly enjoyed our morning and look forward to seeing 
our fr iends again in the futu re. 

'Santa ' alias SSgt (FofS) John Mayson handing out presents 

VISIT BY BRIGADIER TA, UKLF 
The Brigadier TA, UKLF, Brig Orchard-Lisle TD ADC DL visited 

the Regiment on Sunday 19 Ja nuary at the end of a three day tour of 
the TA Units in the P rovince . 

After the customary brief on the Regiment 's role by the CO, the 
Brigadier had lunch with the Regimental officers followed by a tour 
of the TAC to chat with the volunteers in the various aspects of 
training. He was accompanied on his visit by the Colonel TA, Col W. 
E. Falloon TD ADC. 

The Brigadier and CO chat to the REME_ PSI SSgt McClarence, 
looking on are Col Falloon and Mat Norman Geddes 

CHRI TMA CELEBRATION 
Sunday 15 December saw the arrival of the annual m~d day_ when 

the Regiment's Officers and SNCO feed the monster their Chnstma 
Dinner. . 

The day tarted with the arrival of the R. M and SNCO m the 
Officers' Me s to allow the as embled gathering to con ume a mall 
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amount of Dutch Courage in order that the mammoth ta k ahead 
could be carried out with tact and diplomacy. 

When H-Hour arrived they marched in correct military style led by 
the Regimental Flute Band around the camp and into the Drill Hall 
where the troops were sitting silently awaiting their scoff. 

After an hour or so of pandemonium the afternoon's entertainment 
was rounded off with a med ley of sea ·onal and Irish ballads from the 
band, accompanied by a few of the Regimental per onali tie . 

Echo Troop from Lurgan held their annual troop dinner on 22 
December which in keeping with previous years was excellent. 

The annual personality awards were decided during the function 
and the fo llowing individuals were successful: 
Wooden Spoon Cpl Cush 
Miss Echo Troop LCpl Coulter WRAC 
Best Recruit Pte Taylor WRAC 
Sports Personality LCpl Cush 
Super Trooper ig Paveley 
Bellringer Mr Bleming TP OC 

Prize-giving, which normally take a short period of time at the end 
of most dinners turned into what can best be described as ' Funny Halt 
Hour' . 

The most sought a fter prize-the Wooden Spoon-had only one 
nomination from Troop members. Cpl Cush, after a considerable 
amount o f effort and no small measure of stirring got himself 
nominated. 

LCpl Coulter WRAC for the second year running treated the 
gathering to a twirl with the sash for her nomination as Miss Echo 
Troop and Pie Taylor, now Mrs Blatherwick, won the prize for the 
best recruit. After her stirring performance on the football fields of 
Scarborough, LCpl Cu h WRAC won the nomination of Sports 
Per onality beating Sig Paveley down to his nomination of Super 
Trooper. LCpl Herridge , long time Super Trooper holder was not 
amused . 

Finally, to end what had been a mo t pleasant day for him, 2Lt 
Blemings , Troop Commander, was forced into ringing the mess bell; 
his bank manager hasn't smiled since. 

LADIES CLUB CHRISTMAS DIN ER 
Monday 9 December was the date of our annual Ladies Club 

Christmas Dinner held in the Drill Hall. This year we had a record 
attendance of 53 wives and guests sitting down to a traditional meal. 
Our Volunteer cooks, Sgts tannex, Trimble and Cpl Dempsey once 
again produced an excellent meal which was expertly served by Capt 
Platts and a merry band of PSis. 

While we were enjoying coffee, our now resident Santa, SSgt (FofS) 
John Mayson, who, after much practice, has now perfected his act, 
arrived to distribute the presents. 

Having wined and dined, we were all in good spirits when we 
returned to the Sergeant ' Mess for the after dinner entertainment. 
The CO, complete with flute and a bevy of PSI led us through an 
assortment of carols and Irish folk songs. 

CADET OPEN DAY 
An Open Day was held on Friday 31 January for the Cadets of 

Bangor Grammar School, CCF, giving the boy a chance to try out 
the Unit's equipment . A dozen cadets under Lt Col D. B. Greenaway 
arrived at 1600 hrs and were met by PSis SSgt Wandless and gt 
Tungate and after a short brief on role and equipment, the}'. visited 
various tands laid out in the Drill Hall and operated the equipment. 
The visit ended around 1915 hrs with tea, cake and a chat. 
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ORHU.R .. IRl:Iu.\ 'D 8A D\.U TO CHAMPION ' HJP.' 
hom 17- 19 Januar: 1986 1he Army Badminion hampion !ups 

''ere held in Li burn Garrison . Although the compet11ion wa of a 
ver) high siandard, in !he laier round it wa completely monopoli ed 
by ihe Regimental Badminton Team . Thi became evident in the Semi
finals, a it took member from 40 Sig Regt 10 put each other ou1 al 
ihi 1age. 

In 1he final . t he Regiment wa r~ Jre ented in no le than five 
maiche out o f e\'en and from thi po it ion they managed to ga in 
four oui of fh e cup . They a lready held the Shield fo r the rmy 
Badminton League 1984- 5 ea on. 

LCpl Joe Hume featured in ihree out of four finals and managed 
h1 . hai -trick in 1he l\ten' Double Final wii h brother gt Bernard 
Hume in an ea y iwo et win . Thi added to hi Single Final ''in over 
Pte Love, 6 UDR, and hi :vlixed Double win with Mrs H. 
McClarence over gr McKeever and Pte Cann . T hen, with the 
de1ermination and skill shown by Pte litC'hell in the Final o f t he 
Lad1 - ingle , the day wa made compleie' hen he ran a' ay in the 
third et to be an ea y winner. Unfortunaiely, SSgt Wnndle s wa 
beaten \'ery narrowly by Lt Hix in the Men' Single Plate but he i 
improving very rapidly and i likely to be a winner in the fu ture. 

Once again, thanks 10 all the player from 40 who entered the 
Championships, win or lo e you all did the Regiment proud . 

The Winning Team 
Left to Right: SSgt Tom Wandless, Mrs Hazel McClarence , Sgt 

Bernard Hume, Sgt Colette Murray, LCpl Joe Hume 

Badminton Brothers-Winners of the men's doubles, Sgt Bernard 
Hume and LCpl Joe Hume 
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Mixed Doubles Winners - Mrs Hazel McClarence and LCpl Joe 
Hume 

DES 85/ 86 'OFFICER IN THE MAKING' 
It ' February, it ' freezing and thi year' batch of potential heroes 

are maturing quite nicely- thank you . The famous five from 40 are 
having a whale of a time, in a sadisiic sort of way. Well, what do you 
exl?ect from a course that ' , as Monty Python would say, 'conceived , 
written and pre ented ' by tho e uper heroes from 5 Royal Irish
makers of men (and women 100). What is he talking about? I hear you 
ask . What i this Des? Let me explain: 

Each ummer, TAVRA gather together a hotch-potch of serving 
soldiers (TA) and civilians at St Patrick' Barrack , Ballymena, for a 
we_ekend to as e their officer potential. Tho e who survive the quite 
enjoyable ordeal and 1 ho have no military background, go off on a 
10 day Potential Officers Basic Cour e. The moulding begin . Those 
with a two weeks TA Recruits Course are exempt. 

I must add that my 10 days tint at the Prince of Wales Depot 
Lichfield i etched indelibly on my brain and feet. ' 

At this tage you become an Officer Cadet and are let loose on the 
DES course prope_r. This year there are 13 of us representing Signals, 
the lnfantry, Engineer , Transport and Artillery. 

The cour e runs from ovember 10 the following Summer and 
consists of six weekend at tho e fun spots of the Costa del Magilligan 
and Costa del Ballykinler followed by a 10 day 'Battle Camp' at 
Warcop Disney-World . Finally it's off for 14 days a sessment at the 
'Big S' (the Royal Miliiary Academy, Sandhurst) . 

OK, how do we earn our money? In the Army, whether in a 
Regiment or Corps, first and foremost you're an infantryman. That's 
what we're doing, spending the best part of nine months learning how 
to become infantry platoon commanders with all the attendant 
expertise. It's not an ea y job. 

So what do we think of the show so far, four weekends down and 
an aw~ul lot of plaLOon attacks, trench constructing, naviga1ing, 
patrolling etc to go. In a few words; LOugh, rough and ready, 
enjoyable and positively 'different'. What better way to spend a 
weekend than up to your eye in mud, sheep and Sergeants? 

Of course we five from 40 are the backbone of the quad, what else! 
Tw<;> lads and three lassies resolutely determined LO battle their way 
against all the odds (or too thick not LO know when to 1hrow in the 
towel). No, we don't get losi on night exercises, we don't make a 
spectacle of ourselve on the drill square, we don't fall asleep during 
lecrnres, we don't get soaking wet in our basha , we don't drink to 
excess (honestly) and we defini tely don't try to emulate J ohn Wayne 
by practising suicide attacks on enemy positions during platoon 
attac~s. do we? I just hope we don'! end up shooting each other at 
Warcop during ihe live firing exercises . What a waste (of 
ammuniiion). 

Seriously, commissions are earned, and earned the hard way_ It ' a 
tough cour e by nece sity . You can't lead from 1he back and that' 
what H's all about. Anyone game for next year? 

The member of 40 currently in the DES Scheme are Officer Cadet · 
Michael Kennedy, Robin colt, Hilary Bustard , Isobel avage and 
Shelley Hardy. 
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71 (Yeo) Sig Regt (V) 
Bromley 

68 (lnm, of Courl & City Yeomanry) 
Sig Sqn (V) 

ALL HANGE AT RHQ 

70 (l::s~cx Ycomanr)) 
Sig Sqn (V) 

Since we last appeared in pri nt the Regiment ha changed CO , 21C, 
Adju tanl and two Squadro n Leaders. Lt Col Mike Yolland has 
handed over to Lt Col Mike Patterson who comes from the Signa ls 
Wing at Sandhurst. Maj Richard chole has been replaced a 21C by 
Maj Tony Vere) , until recently Squadron Leader o f 94 (Berks Yeo) 

ig Sqn who in turn has been replaced by Maj imon Fros!. Our late 
Adju1 ant, Capt Andrew Johnstone, wa replaced by Capt Gareth 
Smith JUSt before Christmas. Andrew's laugh will be much mis ed ! 
Last, but, as they ay, not least, the quadron Leader o f 68 ( Inns of 
Court and City Yeo) Sig Sqn is now Maj Tony Benbow as hi 
predecessor, Maj Richard Duxbury has ta ken over the raising of the 
Regiment 's late t addi tion , 348 (Inn of Court and City Yeo) Sig Sq n 
Home Service Force. The Assi ta nt Adj utant is reported to be 
indenting fo r a new chinagraph to write up all the changes . 

The departure of Lt Col Mike Yolland 

OTHER NEWS IN BRIEF 
Regimental Winter Trade Training i now well under way with 

attendance by all ranks on weekend siill topping the 500 mark. Good 
progre sis being made on all courses and the arrival of new equipment 
is eagerly awaited. On the ocial front , Lt Col Mike Yolland ' farewell 
dinner for Officers and Warran1 Officers wa held in the Regimental 
Pavilion at Sisley in early January. A tremendous rime wa had by all 
and an excellent meal was provided de pite the rudimentary facilities 
and a warning about the lack of heating. Still with a few extra layers 
under the mess kit, nobody suffered. However I don't think that green 
wellies o r ski boot really go with Blue and lfe Kit ... 

265 (KCLY) SIG QN (V) ( HARP HOOTER ) 
A TIME GOES BY 

At the close of another fun packed year, we looked back at the 
events that had made 1985. To stan with there were the Brigade 
exercises and the partie at their conclu ion. The Regimental training 
weekends and the discos . The recrui1 election weekend and more 
discos. The troop excrci es and the bar at their end . The Regimental 
exercises and the NAAFI bar . INFE and the rain and ihe bar a1 it 
end. The range weekend and the bounty tests and the TAC bar at the 
conclusion. The Regimental exerci e and the cups of tea at the end 
(wot no bar at T AC?-oh ye 1 he bar at the TA ). The year wa really 
flying by, Hever astle and the Royal Guard, the hours of practice 
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94 (Berkshire Vcomanr>) 
Sig Sqn (V) 

265 (Kent & Count) of London 
Yeomanr)} 'ig Sqn (V) 

and poli hing, who suggested walking through the muddy field LO get 
to the parade ground? Never ha so much pohsh been rubbed off and 
put back on again in uch a short period of time. 

W02 (SSM ) Danny Farmer trying to open his light ale 

CAMP 
By the sea, in the sea, aero s the ea and the odd glass or two. The 

company assault where we were led where no human eye ha ever set 
foot. Down, round, up, down, over, through and back again-the 
moke looked very impressive and Cpl Dave Whitehou e probably 

had the right idea when he led hi ection in an assault on the OS. The 
end of camp/ trade training and the di co. 

FOOTBALL 
The quadron ieam made it ye1 again back to their rightful po ition 

in the finai of the London District TA cup, but finally succumbed to 
the superior fooiballing kill of 2 9 Commando Battery RA . Good 
luck in the Nation 289. Cannot remember much about ovember and 
December except that the rebuild of the TAC tarted and we were all 
living in each others pockets in a building designed for 30 people, not 
100 plus. But the good new is that the new bar opened ju tin time, 
o social events could continue. The Troop Chri tmas parties. 890 

were concentrating on ihe refined approach, but 905 held a fancy 
dre s barbecue (doe n't everybody hold barbecues in December?). 
Food good, bar crowded, till overflowing, boogie the night away. A 
sma hing time wa had by all. 

Wot a long paragraph tha1 wa (I thought all paras were hort?). 
Here we are in 1986 already and raring 10 go. We have one free 
weekend this year-in Augu t. Campi in June and Penhale here we 
come. We play hard, train h.ird and know how to enjoy our elves. The 
be t example of ihis 1 a undoubtedly the truly amazing Ex Grayling. 
I am ure that 265 would like to join the other squadron from 2 Sig 
Bde who gathered at RAF Waddington, in Lincolnshire on those two 
memorable weekend in thanking our parent for providing u with 
the mo t important of chromosone -the ones that give you a en e 
of humour. See you there next year? 

A ihe evening draw to a close, I look out of the windO\\ at the 
rubble that wa the TAC and hope to goodnes that omebody ha 
numbered the brick in ca c we need 10 glue them back together again. 
We could till be the fir t bionic igna' quadron-pas me the 
crewdriver ... 
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1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig 
(215 Sig Sqn) 

Tidworth 

Since our last report the squadron has taken its Christma lea e, 
which for some was chree weeks so that chey could go kiing in 

ustria. The OC Maj Martin Stretch, Capt Jim Clu k, Lt Derek 
Wood, Sgt Jeff Woodcock, and Sig 'D-P' Davidson-P age together 
with Maj Ian Ross and Maj Piet ro Frisone (Italian Army) from Bde 
HQ drove to Fulpme , Au tria in the squadron minibu to spend three 
weeks training for and competing in the 3 Armd Div/ UKLF Ski 
Championships. Sgt Jeff Woodcock took cha rge of the trai ning and 
inflicced everal days of pole training on the rest of the squad. The 
Brigade Commander Brig J . F . W. Wilsey CBE a former army 
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standard skier joined the squad for a week and competed in the team 
and individual giant . lalom races. Sgt Jeff Woodcock got the highest 
re ult by coming 10th in the individual super giant lalom race. Maj 
Martin Stretch came home with the champion veteran award but 
denies that it means he's past it. Although the team didn't come back 
with any team trophie they were the best of the minor units 
competing. 

Whilst the ki team were having their jolly, the rest of the squadron 
were back on Salisbury Plain taking part in Ex Freezin Portz, a troop 
training exerci e in preparation for Ex Cold Start the first squadron 
exercise of the year. If nothing else wa learnt it was not to let 2Lt 
Justin Hodges lead Charlie Troop into location, not that is, if you 
want to get them out again! 

On the sporting ide, SSgt Bob Bardwell organised the squadron 
inter-troop five-a- ide soccer competition on 11 February. The 
competition was well supported and a popular Charlie Troop team 
came out the winners winning all ix games without conceding a goal, 
Bravo Troop were runners up. 

~ 

Quote of the month : 
Tp OC: 'I'd like to go to Morocco or T unisia for my hols .' 
Cpl Jeff Morris : 'Yeah I like che Greek Isles tool' 
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(205 Sig Sqn) 

Aldershot 

After practising his teaching techniques on che new Comms Officer 
Capt Nick Bateson , for the last couple of months (to what avail I hea; 
you ask). Capt John Whitby has finally moved down to Blandford to 
take up his post at the School. The new Yeoman, Sgt tevc Roden 
having just graduated from the Yeoman's course is anxiously waiting 
to pick the brain of W02 (YofS) Alf Thomas and is looking forward 
to 'doing the bu iness' in the same professional manner. The Yeoman 
has served the Squadron without fault in his two years and we can 
only hope that the sense of humour is included in the handover/ 
1akeover. 

Lt Peter Gillespie having returned from Brize Norton is now firmly 
established as OC C Tp and seems happy to have swapped his cross 
country ski for a red beret. Sgt Dave (tact and diplomacy) Wilson 
willingly releasing his Troop Commanders responsibilities for the 
more type cast role of Troop Sergeant. 

Bravo Troop has enjoyed a more transient leadership with the youth 
of the Officer Corps under the experienced eye of SSgt Steve Toms. 
Lt andy Aitken has completed the brain operation involved in his 
transfer from the Parachute Regiment and will start his Troop 
Commanders Course on his return from 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig 
Regt. 2Lts Kevin (Rocky) Bower and Andy (Romeo) Munday being 
thwarted only by injury in their attempts at 'P' Coy are also due to 
start on the same course. The latest attachment is 2Lt Andy Duncan 
who is in the throes of preparing his body for onslaught at the Para 
Depot by attending Ex White Shod in Norway. 

Two seniors who have served the Squadron loyally have also just 
been dined out prior to leaving and we wish them the best of luck in 
their new postings. Sgt Steve Cross who is moving to the quieter world 
of recru iting and Sgt Steve Clark who is posted to N lreland. We 
thank them for all their sterling work. 

Someone who doesn't really deserve a mention for his inability to 
fit his work into the normal five day week is the Chief Clerk S gt 
Steve Hutchins, 'and on the seventh day thou shalt do the typing' . 

Any other last minute requests for a mention in print should be sent 
to the 21C! 

SE DISTRICT BOXING FINAL 
On 16 December 1985 the Squadron met their loca l rivals 9 Para 

Sqn RE in the final of the SE District Minor Units Boxing 
Competition. The match took place in the Army Boxing Centre 
Aldershot. Both Squadrons enjoyed a very close match and the boxers 
from both teams were congratulated on providing an excellent evening 
of sporting entertainment. The eventual winners were the Sappers by 
11 points to 9, the deciding bout being at the Featherweight divi ion, 
at which the Squadron were unable to produce a boxer of the correct 
weight. 

In the lightweight division LCpl Baures of C Troop scored a win 
with a knockout in the third round. There were also wins for LCpl 
Langley of B Troop and 2Lt (Rocky) Bowers showing the Squadron 
that 'Real men wear blue berets too'. Congratulations must also go to 
the valiant losers, LCpls Jackson and Fearn and Sig Brown and Hope 
all of whom displayed excep1ional loyalty and courage. 

Thanks must also go to 'Taff' from Pitt Rd (no one seems to know 
his second name), Cpl Richard on, Sgt Cakebread and Sgt 'Good 
News T ime' St ringer for the training of the team. T his report cannot 
close without a mention of Lt John Lugg's name; he must be thanked 
as an invaluable punch bag for training Sig Brown. 

A IRBORNE SIGNALS REUNION DINNER 
An idea that was hatched barely a month beforehand came to 

frui tion on 6 December 1985. The Squadron hosted the fi rst Ai rborne 
Signals Reunion Dinner at the Brigade Officer ' Mess . T he serving 
officers of the quadron entertained past members of the Airborne 
Signals fraternity, and we hope the foundation have been laid for 
what will be a memorable annual occasion. 

Maj John Allan briefed u on the up to da te picture of the Squadron 
and how he saw the future of Ai rborne Signals . Ideas were exchanged 
and Maj Peter Day's video of a po sible services protected evacuation 
was enjoyed before the food and drink had a chance to inhibit our 
abilit y to focus. 

T he dinner provided an excellent fo rum fo r old fr iendships to be 
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renewed and for younger elements of 1he Squadron co benefit from 
the experience of ~oldiers who had served m campaigns ranging from 
Arnhem to the Falklands. After the meal the formality of the occa ion 
was forgotten and the atmosphere that prevailed gave everyone an 
extremely enjoyable evening. The Squadron would like to take thi 
opportunity to thank all those people involved in the reunion and 
looks forward to meeting them again in the future. 

The past and serving officers of the Squadron pose for the camera 
before the Royal Signals Airborne reunion held at the Brigade 

Officers' Mess on 6 December 1985 

ALPHA T ROOP 
After three changes of office in as many weeks and a liberal helping 

of maroon and blue paint January saw the T roop raring to go after 
the Christmas break. 

The Troop passes on its hearty congratulations to WOl (RSM) 
Aspinall on his commissioning; the Troop hopes this will stop Lt John 
Lugg from picking up even more ext ras. 

This month sees many congratulations and much back slapping 
within the Troop . 

Congratulations to Sig Charman on his maintenance of democracy 
and his regaining of T om stams. to Sig Evans (where's my red beret) 
who is still as leep on Hampden Hill and collects the golden maggot for 
J anuary narrowly beating Lt John Lugg by a full 10 minutes. 

A not so well done to Sgt Stringer who hasn't so much given up 
smoking as given up buying them and to Cpl Smith 029 who has given 
up mecal detecting because of its erious financial implications. 

The biggest congratulation is saved for our glorious leader who 
informs us that he is to marry this ummer. We have tried 10 talk him 
out of it, but to no avail. 

A fond memory of 1985- Bravo Troop anxiously awaiting the 
Brigade Commander ' s arrival at the Christrras Dinner, I wonder 

why !! 
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C TROOP 
lmmediatelv after the hristma break the Troop achieved succe s 

in the Brigade Rigging Competition. (To the uninitiated Rigging is the 
method b\ which vehicles are loaded on to the Hercule ready for 
dropping): The team con i ting of Cpl (anything you need to k11ow, 
j ust a k) Barnett, LCpls (Pi11kie) Baures~, (Bod) Horan. (Civilian) 
Mc all) and (I' ve forgotten his nickname) Nave e) achie,·ed a ery 
creditable third place. 

The Troop exer-isc gave Lt Pete Gille v!e a chance to confirm our 
grave t uspicion. with a map and comp. and a chance to practise 
the 'Para Tac' pha e of the quadron communicat ion . 

Due to the bad weather the para in ertion was on fou r '' 1eel but 
the le sons learnt proved the validity of the Troop hake out. The new 
(YofS) Sgt ' te,·e Roden looked a tonished a the complete Para 
complex. Billy mart' Circu and all wa produced from ingle 
landrover and trailer. He wa even more astonished as the manpack 
pha e took place and he found that the circus actually moved from 
town to town! All potential parachutlsts be warned. The promise of 
Oman, Cypru and Canada are certainly com ing true but they didn't 
tell us we would actually have to carry our baggage allowance in our 

bergens. 
T he Troop would like to congratulate WOl (RSM) Aspinall on his 

commi sioning Uust o as not to be outdone by Alpha Troop!) and 
al o newly promoted gt J ohn Cakebread . We welcome the new 
Commander Op to the Troop, Cpl Chille C hillcott and wish hi 
predecessor LCpl Rick Clayton the be t of luck . 

Some of the old sweat s of C Troop lead t hei r ne w OC Lt Pete 
Gillespie to the Hercules 

Nervous s miles from Lt John Lugg and Cpl Border as fi nal checks 
are c arried out before take off 
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19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(209 Sig Sqn) 

Colchester 

INTRODUCTION 
Out with the old and in with the new, as 19 Bdc welcomes a new 

Commander Brig T. P. Toyne Sewell (Late KOSB) in time to start the 

exercise sea on . 
With large portion of the Squadron in BAOR for PTARMIGA 

training the re tofu have to move twice a fa t o it look as if we 
are all here whenever the Brigadier appear . 

BRIGADIER'S DEPARTURE 
After two years at 19 Bde it was time for our ex-Welsh Guard 

Commander Brig J. Rickett to move on to other thing . o after 
drink in the Officers' Mess one fine wimer morning he was placed on 
hi worthy teed (albeit a wooden one) and cheered out of Goojcrat 

Barracks . 

A whisky to steady the nerves 

All that Guards Officer training pays off 

FOOTBALL 
The Squadron football team are having a very good season in the 

EDIST Minor Units League even though our cup run came to a 
sudden end in the second round. As yet we are unbeaten in the league 
and have now gone four points clear at the top after doing the double 
on our main rivals MCTC, so cominuation of this present form is sure 
to give us a place in the league play off in mid March. Sadly we say 
farewell to our long standing manager, W01 Angus Paterson who is 
leaving us for a job in Ballykelly. We hope that his departure wi ll not 
adverse~y effect our present form. 

CROSS COUNTR Y 
It was a brave collection of top athlete that stood before the 

blackboard at the course briefing I 0 minutes before the tart. 
Listening intently, pausing only to cheer coldly at any mention of mud 
or water, they heard the fatal words 'then you go round for a second 
lap'. After showering the Cros Count ry Officer Lt Richard Bullin 
with insults, o ld trainers and tracksu it tops wrapped around half
b ricks they set off. 
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\: ' ith no thought for sponsmamh1p Sig Ba R · 
lead straight away leaving LCpl Geo;ge St r~ . ooer~s ~pened a 
Bronniman to fight it out for second Furth e d mg an :"1g Dave 
Stan Sta~ley ~nd Sig Paul Chesters we~e moree~on~:r~:~~~ihld L<;:pl 
clean while ig Percy Hornbuckle looked for his h I\ stay1.ng 
them up for lost and come in 12th. s oes, on Y to give 

Special mention for S~g Craig Lumsden who turned up at th f' · h 
half an hour later, havmg got lost on his second la . nd Se 

11115 

Combe who won the Duncan Goodhew award for :e~t:st fi~~h~~-b 
SQUASH 

19 Ind Bde HQ and Sig Sqn have been involved in a v h · 
Squash programme during the pa t few months . . ery ecuc 
levels have been entered for and either won or 'iocs~~eut;ont ':[ all 
unfortunately, the latter. mos o t em, 

ln~erest in squash at pre ent is at an all time high th' Id 
poss1bl~. be due to the fact tha.t 19 Inf Bde's new Com~an~!r c~~i 
Toyne Se"':ell , plays at No I stnng for the HQ and Sig Sqn team' Thi~ 
coup~ed with the fairly recent arrival of Sgt Colin Jackson RAPC 
who 1 another very accomplished player, puts a completely different 
sla~t on the .ga'!le. We can now actually enter for competitions with 
a view to winning them. Other members of the team include LC I 
~rank T~kacs R~T, SSgt Mick Hague and a constantly fought f6r 
fifth tnng placing, between Capt Charlie Homewood and W02 
Geoff Cotter REME. 

We are. cu_rrentl.Y enjo~ing a certain amount of success in the 
Eastern D1st~1ct Mmor Units Championship, having come throu h a 
very toug~ .f1:st ro~nd by beating last year's champions the D~ ot 
Queens D1v1 ion wit~ .a very convincing 4-1 resu lt. In the seccfnd 
round of the compeh!lon we are drawn against P&EE Sh b h k k d f I , . oe uryness 
w o noc e us o~t o a t year. s championship; so a chance to even 
the score and possibly even on into the emi-finals, who knows? 

The Gallant Heroes :. Brig Toyne Sewell, LCpl Frank Takacs RCT 
SSgt (ORSQMSl Mick Hague , Sgt Colin Jackson RAPC W02 

(AOMS) Geoff Cotter REME ' 

SSgt Mick Hague finds it eas ier to catch the ball than to hit it 
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LS & GC PRESENTATION 
On Wednesday 29 January both Sgt J R d · 

peck received their LS &: GC medals. The~ewer~ :r~;e:t~~ ~ft~~~~ 
by_ C~I Bro'Y~· Comd I Sig Gp m the Sergeants' Me s. Both Joe'; and 
Mic~ s fam.1hes were able to attend the ceremony and to share in the" 
~b1r1ousdp~de and ple!lsure in receiving the awards. A buffet lunc

1

~ 
fo owe l ~ presentat~on along with an extension of the bar True t 
orm Joe still made his normal Wednesday evening in the m. 1 ° es. 

Sgt Joe Rodgers, a very proud dad, posing tor the camera with his 
two daughters Donna and Gillian 

Cpl Mick Speck being congratulated by Col Brown wit h Maj Tony 
Raper looking on as 'referee' 

INS AND OUTS 
('i- sad far~well to the followi ng: Cpl Tony coins, Richie Plummer, 

Mick L~e, Sig John Moore, Gary Bradshaw, Cpl Tony Winier and on 
promouon W02 Pete Aitken-good luck to you all ·and ucce 

A rapt urou welcome (especially from those you are replacing) to· 
Lt. Fred Connor, 2Lt ~oger Cot~erell , Sgt Tob) later, Cpls te\e~ 
0 borne, Frank Ma smgham, 8111 Flemington teve Woodford ' ig 
Derek Brown, ' Jordie' Thorpe. Johnnie Smith, Craig Watt , Mark 
Bentley, Gary Curlis , 'Hoppy' Hopwood . 
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244 Sig Sqn (AS) 
RAF, Brize Norton 

With Chri tma behind u , the Squadron ha rime ro reflect on the 
acrivitie leading up to the festive sea on. 

The Yeoman' 'fun run' around rhe Oxfordshire countryside led to 
mu h merriment a the checkpoint were offering .a variety o f 
beverage for con umption. The next event " "-lS a cros country run 
around Tidwor1h Garri on followed by ::on indo.or hoot. The 

quadron Commander, much to hi ~urprise .man.aged to be&t all the 
participanl. and awarded the following as h1 . pnz~ :. 

'Why did you let the OC beat you? An wer in writing by tomorrow 
morning! ' 

The an \er were a varied a the ize and hape of the members 
of the Squadron. However, the following give some flavour of the 
replies: 

Dear Sir, 
In reference to your having a need for failure excu es, my reasons 

come traight to mind. 
The c!rcumstances on 16 December 1985 were similar to a film 

called 'Bedknobs and Broom tick 'where in a football match the Blue 
Team decided ir would be in their best intere t lO lo e 10 the Red Team 
a the Red Team con i ted of the Lion, King of the jungle. 

In the same wa Sir, with you winning the competition it keeps you 
in a good frame of mind, meaning the Squadron is happy. 

Sig Woods 

The reason I failed to beat you was, whil t I was running round the 
course I came upon a wounded Aardvark lying in the middle of the 
track. 

It had been trampled on by a group of sadi ts running in front of 
me. 

Being an honourable chap I did the decent thing and put it out o f 
its misery. Unfortunately this took slightly longer than I anticipated, 
as I had to strangle it. 

In fucure I will become a sadist. 
LCpl Adams 

LCpl L.ee Keily blamed the cheese rolls from the night before, which 
made a dramatic re-appearance. He also miscalculated the effect of 
the wind in the indoor theatre. 

Cpl 'Geordie' Hall was overcome by an early do e of Christmas 
Spirit. 

Sig Mick Darbyshire· tried to shoot at SSgt Cliff Marshall who was 
running the range (fortunately he missed). 

Cpl Glen Sutherland lays the blame firmly on his wife for not 
providing him with the correct quantity of carrots to improve his 
sho01 ing in the dark. 

So if you see a group of runners, eating carrots and chasing 
aardvarks around Salisbury Plain-you can assume the 'Red Hand 
Gang' is about. 

The remainder of this month's Wire notes come from D Troop al 
RAF Upavon and E Troop (V) in Cardiff. 

In their own words: 

EXERCISE KA GAROO MERCURY 
ovember found LCpl 'Cozzie' Cosgrove in Ghana enjoying the 

sun and dust storms. 
Here is his tory: 
'For my part l was attached to Tactical Communications Wing at 

Tamale and as the weather was hotter than on the coast, I managed 
to pend many of my off duty hours at the local swimming pool. 
Other attractions included a trip to the local safari park (150 miles 
away) the disadvantages of being 5ft Sins tall proved to be a problem 
as the grass was well over 6ft tall!' 

FAREWELLS AND HELLO 
The last 12 months have seen the inevitable upheavals but here is a 

ummary: 
Hellos Lo Sgt 'Taff' Butler, Cpl teve Harrison, LCpls Chris Kidd , 

Pat Phillamore and 'Robbo' Robertson, Sig 'Jock' Plunkett, 'Spud ' 
Murphy and 'Scouse' Jones and of course Master Leigh Ross (28 

ovember 1985). 
Goodbyes and good luck to Cpl and Mrs Lee Martin (I AOSR), Cpl 

Frank Gib on and ig Andy Fearn to Civvy Street, LCpl and Mrs 
teve Hare ign (210 Sig Sqn) and ig 'Charlie' Brown to Hereford . 
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Winning Cross Country Team - Delta Troop MAOTs 
Standing Left to Right: Sig Jason Scott, 'Scouse' Netherwood, 

LCpl Chris Kidd 
Seated: LCpl Andy Drummond 

DELTA TROOP (MAOTs) 
Based at RAF Upavon in Wilt hi re, surrounded by Training Areas 

and beautiful country ide, you will find 20 members of the Royal 
Signals amongst a myriad of blue uniform . The Troop is commanded 
by SSgt 'Chippy' Chambers . 

Affectionately called 'Sleepy Hollow', our tasking shows thal this 
place is far from quiet. In the past year the Troop has been 
represented in Ghana, West Germany, Norway, Turkey, Dubai, Hong 
Kong, Portugal, Shetland, Denmark, and South Georgia as well as a 
short detachment on HMS Beaver. 

The Troop maintains two crews on immediate readiness to deploy 
and is out most evenings on Salisbury Plain as the Support Helicopter 
crews practise Night Flying. We can cover all AMF exerci es and most 
UKMF excursions a well as numerous displays for a wide variety of 
VIPs to ooh and aah over. 

At the time of going Lo press , Cpl Steve Goodyear is running a 
canoe and rock climbing expedition in Wales-his last request over the 
rear link was for crampon and snow shoes. Seems to be a bit chilly 
then Steve? 

Newly promoted LCpl Tony Downing, at present in Norway wi1h 
five other members of the Troop earns our congratulations and is no 
doubt filling his time with 22 hour trips into the field . 

The School of Signals production of the MAOT video is now near 
final editing and thanks are due to the fo llowing for their assistance: 

Sgt 'Paddy' Braithwaite of the School was the senior cameraman. 
I expect he doesn't often have to hang out of Pumas 500ft up in the 
air . 

Cpl Lee Martin and Sig Ritchie Southgate proved to be dashing film 
stars and F/ O Dave tubb of 33 Sqn RAF provided the aerial 
sequences. 

E TROOP (V) 
The Troop has had a quiet year with a rapid changeover in the 

command structure. The OC Troop, Maj A. R. Burden , resigned after 
33 years service and Lt Swithenbank assumed Command of E Troop 
(V) 244 Sig Sqn (AS) on 1 September 1985 . The Troop also aid 
farewell to Sgt 'Knocker' Borley , the marathon runner, after he had 
completed 35 years in the TA . 

The Troop have had various deployments with the 4 FAC Det 
training in Belize over March, April, September and October and 
various attachments, mainly to 244 Sig Sqn (AS) who always make 
sure that the Troop is well looked after and work hard! 

Currently the Troop i expanding so a big recruiting drive is 
underway . We had a Recruit Selection weekend at Vauxhall Camp, 
Monmouth, with the view of selecting only the best which, after the 
effort and aggression of all participants, proved a very difficull Lask. 
Cpl Elliott, who is NCO IC recruits, has had to put his SQMS job to 
one side and try to remember how to 'Bull' his boots again. 

Sig 'Nipper' Cole is still entertaining us all with his 'Bad Taste 
Party' student exploits and his talents with Sig ' Basher' Condick in 
composing 'Rapping' songs on the Troop personalities/ happenings 
certainly help the bar profits. 
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262 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 58 

Back f!ow L- R: LCpl 'Yogi' Cauldwell , Maj Ian Gre ig, Cpl 'Arter 
Daley Bryant, Mr Tony Davis, Cpl ' Mint' Cobban , SSgt Dave 

Belshaw 
Front Row L - R: Cpl Dean Marshall , Sig Mark Sherwood, Al 

Ritch ie 

SQUADRON PERSONALITIE 
OC Maj Graham Elliot 
2IC Capt Bill Olive 
QM Capt Danny Lamerton 
OC Radio Tp Lt Nick Metcalfe 
OC Line Tp Lt Nigel Gill 
SSM W02 Jim Reeves 
Yof W02 Jim Sykes 
FofS W02 Noddy Baugh 

QMS SSgt Ken Jones, SSgt Pete Harris 
Chief Clerk Sgt Pete Butcher 
SSgt Radio Tp SSgt Mick McDermott 
SSgt Line Tp Sgt Taff mith 
S gt Commcen Tp Sgt John Armstrong 

Sgt TM Tp SSgt Nick Staden 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
As u ual the turnover of personnel continues unabated and we 

would like to say farewell and good luck 10 Capt Adrian (where's my 
Mars .bar?) Ridley-Jones, Sgt Butch Cassidy, gts Dave Hartshorne, 
Dougie Ratcliffe and Scratch kinner. In turn we welcome Capt Bill 
Olive, SSgt Pete Harris, Sgts Terry Carter, Martin Bamford and 
Frank Walker. 

To the many Olhers who have left recently-good luck and thank 
you for all your hard work. 

SQUADRON EVENTS 
At the beginning of December the quadron was vi ited by the new 

ACOS (Ops) Capt K. S. Pitt RN. A the photograph how he was 
entertained by the u ual comedy routines around the quadron . 

The remote RRB at Bombilla Height was also vi ited by 10 
Members of the House of Common and the House of Lords. Much 
to the concern of Cpl Chris Marlowe and the re. idem Powerman LCpl 
Si Powers ii was apparent tha1 LI Nick Metcalfe was a jinx with power 
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HECTIC CHRI "'fMA . 
The dust is now seu ling after Christmas and just a hort report this 

month of o~e ?r two significant events. T he busy lime began in 
Novem~e! with its a~nua~ Batt le Camp fo llowed by the ~il i tary Skill 
Compet1uon, by which lime Christmas \~ a~ upon us . 

FA REWELL TO TOT 
At the bcgin ~ing of December we said fare well to Maj (TOT) David 

Potter on leaving the ~rmy: Maj Potter left us to take up a post in 
Lhe Oman and. takes wtth him our very best wishes for the future a 
well as. our smcere thanks for his sterling contribution to life in 
Dhekeha. 

WIRELESS FOR THE BLI D 
C£1,000 RAISED FOR CHARITY 

On Friday 27 Januar~, the Squadron 's BITSA Club played host Lo 
a lun~h tn;ie presentauon of money raised over the last year, for 
BFBS s W1r~less For The Blind Appeal. 
~n a special BF~S ew Year's Eve Show, the Squadron, under the 

guidance of Cpl Arfer Daley' Bryant, pledged the grand sum of 
C£1,000 for 1he last. record, Queen's 'We are the Champion '. 
. The.money was ra ised .th roughout the year by a number of activities 
mcludmg a sponsored disco and sponsored darts match. The picture 
shows the OC Maj Ian Greig, having pre ented 1he money (all in £1 
notes!) LO Mr Tony Davis of BFBS. 

266 Sig Sqn 
(South Atlantic) 

BFPO 666 

Cpl Derek Alderman explains that a Bic biro is always reliable and 
that he doesn't know anything about the 353. Lt Fred Connor 

wonders why Alderman again 

as everything topped working just when the det were a ked to give a 
demonstration. The chocolate biscuits oon diverted everyone' 
attention. 

The three day FfX practi ed everyone in all action to be taken on 
air raids and ground attack. The QM dept ucce fully defended 
Lookout Camp capturing a number of pri oner . The deployment of 
the airmobile RRB went well until it was found that none of the 
crew-Cpl Derek Alderman, LCpl Chris Cole and ig (I didn't forget, 
Staff) Bolton- had ever een an RRB let alone pu1 one 10 use. 
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Over Christmas the festivities went on and on. The Officers and 
Seniors of the Squadron manned all the departments while everyone 
el e had a 'Merry' Christmas lunch. Readers may be interested to 
know that Capt Fiona Grundy (ex 16 Sig Regt} successfu lly manned 
(?) the switchboard . Boxing day saw the start of the Stanley Races. 
This southern rival to Ascot was well attended and, the beuing 
obviou ly got heavier as the day went on, even though the horses all 
looked remarkably similar from race to race. 

The details of the Squadron Christmas party will go unpublished
suffice to say that Cpl Mark (This is your life) Read and LCpl 'Sibs' 

ibley have a good acting career ahead of them. 
Ex Quick Kill is the monthly shooting competition. In the January 

hoot very creditable performances by Sgts Andy Mahon, Taff Smith, 
Cpl leve Bullimore and ig Ben Gunn meant that the Squadron 
finished third out of 23 team competing-the best result yet. 

RADIO TROOP 
Looking back at the pace of life in Radio Tp over the last two 

months make you want to reach for the oxygen and judging by the 
amount of R & R requests hitting the de k we could all do with a 
breather. The build up to the FTX 18-20 December demanded a great 
deal from troop members not only in the vast amoun t of preparatory 
work but 'dare I say' for some, extension of tours. We would all like 
to thank Cpls teve Brint and (Super Slim) Ron Leach for staying with 
u those extra few days ensuring a smooth running radio room during 
the exercise. Apologies to Mrs Leach. 

The troop has said farewell to Cpls Ron Leach, teve Brint , ig 
Pep Pepperall , ht heffield and welcome Cpls 'Fo sil' Henshall, 
Keith Baron ( outh Georgia Bound), Sig Taff Rees , Mick 
Green~ood, Cpl Don Ward (I don't like sailing SG bound) and LCpl 

mudge mith. 
The end of the FT X saw the beginning of the Christmas festivities 

and tree lights were hurriedly flown out to our RRB 's on Mt Adam 
and Bombilla hill along with goody boxes full of cheer, whilst the 
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remainder of us decided on a troop party at Emmas Guest House. The 
meal was very good and in the best Falkland Tradition roast (Baa 
Baa) . The wine that flowed during and after ensured a very merry time 
was had by all. PS Would someone explain lO Cpl Ian 'Fossil' 
Henshall that ditches ar the side of the road are for drainage and not 
man traps. He swears someone pushed him in three times. The 
remainder of Chri tmas and New Year was taken up by normal shift 
routine and Squadron functions with the Stanley race held in brilliant 
sunshine, a highlight of the week . 

Three weeks into the new year, has seen many changes in our 
detachments especially South Georgia with the arrival back of Cpl 
Chri Mann and departures lO colder climate of Cpls Keith Baron , 
Don Ward and ig Taff Rees. We have also seen the succe ful 
deployment and trials of RRB I Airmobile under the firm handling of 
Cpl Ian Hen hall . We arc now looking forward lO another ucce sful 
and difficult year. 

LINE TROOP 
At the time of writing, the Line Troop team of one officer, thirteen 

Telemech's and eight Cbt Lmn is still based in the Stan ley Area. 
However the contract0rs have almost finished building RAF Mount 
Pleasant, indeed it ha been an operational airfield for many months, 
and soon Line Troop will be no more. 

To allow for the efficient support of circuits in the island, Line 
Troop is splining into three independent detachment (WEF I 
February 1986). These detachments will be at RAF Stanley, RAF 
Mount Pleasant and Lookout Camp (with responsibility for Stanley 
Town and outlying sites). With virtually every unit making the 30 mile 
move from Stanley to RAF Mount Pleasant sometime in the next year, 
this next 12 months is going to be busy for all three detachments. 
Eventually the RAF Mount Pleasant Detachment will become C Tp, 
of the new Joint Communications Unit Falkland Islands (JCUFI) and 
the other two detachments will be disbanded. 

To those of you due to come down to lhe South Atlantic this year, 
we can promise you a busy but rewarding time. 
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COMM EN TROOP 
Ov~r. ( hnstmas the Squa~ron smoker. was the highlight of the 

fest1v111e; . 1 he sketch ( . M J1!'1 Reeves This is your li fe .. . ) had the 
pla..:c in uproar. The script wrners Cpls Mark Read , Jim Macrea and 
Phil (b tha t a badger?) Vinnicombe were much relieved when it was 
taken in good heart. Special mention must go Lo two actors (actors in 
the broadest sense of the word) Sig Ray (how many?) Cooney and Sig 
(Bob the dog) Graham for Oscar winning performances. Roll on the 
Squadron Barbecue . . . 

W02 (SSM) Jim Reeves 'This Is Your Life ' 

TM TROOP 
A usual thing have been very hectic in the Troop, what with 

keeping the Falkland Islands Trunk Sy tern (FITS) on the road and 
getting things ready for the move to Mount Pleasant Airfield (MPA) . 

The only things that change faster than the weather conditions here 
are the people in the troop. Four months seems a long time but soon 
passes when you spend half your tour in helicopters, travelling to 
ome Godforsaken rocky outcrop where someone has placed a FITS 

cabin . 
November aw Tom Cardwell of Pies ey UK arrive in the I lands 

to son out some, if not all of our 'Teething' problems with our FITS 
radios. Our thanks go to him for all the work and wish him all the best 
fo r 1986. (Especially from those who received the Plessey diaries and 
penknives !) 

A new sound has been heard echoing around the walls of HQ BFFI. 
'Get the Trunks in! ' The aim of 1986 seems to be to get all telephone 
trunks working with Sgt Andy Mahon trying to sort his way through 
all the Monarch manuals and finding a way to blame the FITS techs 
for the state of the circuits. 

Another new arrival to the Troop is Clive Williams of Remsdaq 
UK , sent at no expense to prove to us that the system is capable of 
doing everything that is promised o f it. He al o aim to prove to us 
that ' Remsdaq' is not Arabic for ' unreliable' . Good luck to him. 

It was difficult to accept that it was Christma when people 
maintained good suntans with the Troop Staffie, SSgt Nick Staden 
looking for his KF shirt. The Troop i working long hours under the 
taskmaster W02 (FofS) oddy Baugh but still finds time to represent 
the Squadron at sport with the FofS, gt Brian Clark, Cpl teve 
Longworth and LCpl Kelman at the fore. 

The Squadron manning of MPA begins in February 1986 with TM 
Tp taking over Airfield Cable Control. Sgt John Leask (acting troop 
storeman) is not looking forward to signing for the CES complete with 
bricks. The Troop said farewell early in February to the next batch to 
have clocked up 126 days and we wish them farewell. They are Sgt 
Nick Staden , Sgts Mick Scott , Andy (Monarch) Mahon, Cpls Steve 
Longworth, Dave Jones, Colin Griffiths, LCpls Mark Boylan, Martin 
Kelman. 

MESSAGE IN A BOITLE 
Just prior to Christmas a ignal informing Argentina of a search 

and re cue operation south of the Falklands got an intere ting 
reply . .. 

FROM COMMANDANTE DE OPERACIONES AEREAS, 
ARGENTINA 

In order not to con iderate hostile action please inform what type 
of aircraft or naval unit is uffering lost and also inform if you need 
any help and what kind and how many units are working in the earch 
and rescue operation near I la Malvinas. 
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- News from Troops -

642 Sig Tp 
BFPO 52 

. Since our_ last . appearance in The Wire the Troop has moved from 
its old location m Lathbury Barracks to its new home in H"vt aval 
Base, so now, after a number of year of being split between the 1wo, 
we are all under one roof. 

The move was completed within two weeks and apart from the two 
storemen trying to put all the stores into an area half the ize of the 
previous one (more storage space will be available soon) and 
endeavouring to answer all of the call for stores that were most 
probably in transit from Lathbury Barracks, things went quite 
smoothly. 
T~e Troop, both civili~n and military, have been kept bu y with 

Project work, planned maintenance and the various PA commitments 
that we are responsible for. 

The end of Ex Autumn Train saw a number of ships in port and 
even though they all seemed to change berths every hour, the lines that 
we provided kept pace with their move . 

In August we said hello to Cpl Craig Wrath and Sgt John Marsden 
and his family. 

Our goodbyes go to Cpl Tony Daw on who left us for 7 Sig Regt, 
Cpl 'Scottie' McLay on his way to 21 Sig Regt and to Sgt Nick Phillip 
and his wife Maggie en route for 227 Sig Sqn (AFCE T}. 
Congratulations also on your promotion, Nick. 

In October Sgt Nick Phillips was presented with a Commander-in
Chief's Commendation by his Excellency the Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief Gibraltar, Admiral Sir David Williams GCB, 
for his Project work during his rour. 
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Association. News -

FORMER PENSIONERS 
\ e report with regret, the recent deaths of the following former 

Member of the Corp~ who were in receiri• of a pen~ion: 

Cpl R. A. Hales 
Cpl T. A. Robinson 
W02 H. W. Bradbury 
Sgt F. J. Dymond 

7 ARMOURED DIVISION OFFICERS' CLUB 
1985 ANN AL DINNER 

Maj Gen 'Pip' Robert presided over a record attendance of 102 
members and their guests at the Club's annual dinner on 30 October 
in the aval and Military Club, Piccadilly. 

After a warm and light-hearted speech by the President, Field 
Marshal Lord Harding of Pethertoo, now in his 90th year, delivered 
a moving ex-tempore address recalling the Division's great spirit of 
comradeship and hi pride in having commanded it during the pursuit 
from El Alamein to Tripoli. (Please apply to the Hon Sec for a tape 
of speeches at £3 .50). 

Among the members were 13 other generals and guests included two 
from the Somaliland Camel Corps, a Royal Navy officer who had 
served as 8 Army's link with the Mediterranean Fleet and a jerboa 
(real, live) ponsored by 7 Armoured Brigade in BOAR and e coned 
by the Curator of Mammals at the London Zoo. 

A display of 'Rattery' included original campaign maps from the 
Western Desert to Italy and Normandy, copies of the 'Tripoli Times' 
and 'Tunis Telegraph', cartoons of the 'Two Types' by Jon, portraits 
of war-time commanders, the Black Rat of 4 Armd Bde when it 
became independent, a unique silken version of 7 Armd Bde's Green 
Rat when it went to the Far East, the flag flown by the Division's 
GOC in the Berlin Victory Parade and a collection of the badges of 
every unit which had served in the 1939-45 Division, given or lent by 
members or regimental museums . 

During the proceedings the Hon Secretary was presented with a 
silver rose-bowl, for which he wishes to thank members most heartily. 

Eligible officers seeking to join the Club should write to Maj C. F. 
Milner MC at Mill Lane, Radford, lnkberrow, Worcester WR7 4LP. 
(0386 792262). 

The 1986 Dinner will be held on Wednesday 29 October-again at 
the 'In & Out'. 

MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY 
ASSOCIATION 

Report by Mr E. T. H awkins Hon Sec 
The _40th annual dinner of the 22 Armd Bde HQ Sqn and Middx 

Yeo Sig Sqn was held. 3;t the Cock & Lion, Wigmore Street, on 
Saturday 5 October. This 1s an annual event which brings together old 
friends who served in the desert and in European campaigns, and 
many who were present have not missed a reunion since 1945. 

An informal evening which 'just happens' on the first Saturday of 
October every year without any committee or formal organisation, 
and we are deeply indebted to BOWO Allen RAOC and Capt W. 
Catl iff RASC who have made the arrangements over so many years. 

On 18 October over 90 members and their guests attended the 58th 
Annual Middx Yeo Association dinner at the Duke of York's 
Headquarters, Chelsea. 

The President, Col Sir John Prideaux OBE TD DL welcomed the 
Guest _of_ Honour, Col Jo~n Francis, General Secretary, Royal Signals 
Assoc1at1on, who gave a hvely and interesting talk on the activities of 
t~e Association and of his duties as Regimental Secretary to Royal 
Signals. We were also pleased to welcome Maj Gen Sir Roy Redgrave 
KBE_ MC. The Chairman was Maj J.C. Clark TD. A very enjoyable 
everung. 

LAFONE DAY 
. Members, t~eir families, _and a large contingent of 47 (Middx Yeo) 

Sig Sqn (V), filled The Guild Church of St Martin Within Ludgate, 
on Sunday 20 October for the Lafone Day Memorial Service, 
conducted by The Rev Gordon .Watk ins, assisted by Maj The Rev A. 
E. Crampton-Bard~n. The service was followed by the wreath laying 
ceremony at the Middlesex Yeomanry Memorials in the crypt of St 
Paul's Cathedral where a trumpeter from the Middlesex Yeomanry 
Association Band sounded 'Last Post and the Rouse'. 
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!he parade from St Marti~1·s. Chur~~ to St Paul's was headed by the 
Middlesex Yeomanry A soc1auon M1htary Band (by kmd permission 
of Lt Col S. J. Williams MBE TD) which played outside the cathedral 
uncil the Squadron was ready to march off after the ceremony. 

Jt i always a proud moment to watch these you ng men and women 
march off to a lively military tune, and on this occasion there were 16 
members of the WRAC, serving with 47 Sqn, taking part in the 
parade. 

HARROGATE BRANCH 
Report by Maj (Ret'd) B. B. Gallagher 

It is with great sadnes that we report the death, on 28 September 
of Maj (Ret'd) (QM) Trevor H. Luscombe MBE after a long illnes~ 
bravely borne. The Branch extends their sympathy to his widow and 
family. 

The annual dinner was held on 8 November. Our official guests 
were Colonel and Mrs S. Carr-Smith and WOI and Mrs J. Falloon 
The event was again held in the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess at AAC 
Harrogate by kind permission of WOI (RSM) J. Falloon Irish 
Guards. Over 60 members and their guests attended. The Mes 
Manager and his staff are to be congratulated for providing an 
excellent meal. 

The Branch was well represented at the 1985 Remembrance Parade 
when a wreath was laid by our President , Maj (Ret'd) Ken Doyle. 
Afterwards the Branch entertained the Mayor and Councillors at the 
Meeting room in the Conservative Club. 

To show our appreciation and thanks to the Harrogate 
Conservative Club for affording us facilities to meet there, the Branch 
has presented the Club with a print of 'Contact Wait Out' depicting 
Sgt Mather MM during the Falklands campaign . The picture now 
hangs in our meeting room. 

Remember, the Branch meets on the third Friday of every month 
at the Conservative Club, East Parade, Harrogate. See you there! 

YORK BRANCH 
The Branch Christmas social was held in the civilian staff canteen 

at Imphal Barracks, York. Ably organised by the late Maj George 
Bolam it proved a very successful evening with the excellent 
accommodation, catering and bar facilities. A trial run of this venue 
had been held in the summer when the hospitality previously extended 
by the 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt WOs and Sergeants, was reciprocated. 
At the social, the opportunity was taken to make a presentation to Mr 
Ernie Hedge who has relinquished the post of Branch Treasurer. Our 
President, Lt Col Ralph Plant in presenting a bronze 'Jimmy' on 
behalf of the Branch, paid a warm tribute to Ernie's sterling service 
over 35 years. 

Due to the re-organisation of the York Central Conservative Club 
where our meetings have been held for a number of years , a new 
monthly meeting place (the last Wednesday of each month) may well 
be the RAFA Club, Aldwark, York, a successful pilot meeting having 
been held there in January. 

The Branch suffered a sad loss, with the sudden death on 6 January 
of Maj George Bolam. His cheerful company, absorbing stories and 
willingness to volunteer for any task, will be greatly missed. There was 
a strong Association representation at his funeral at Dunnington 
Church. 

York is now bracing itself for the 1986 tourist season- a new 
150-bed Crest hotel situated by Clifford's Tower is due to open in 
May. Th~ 14-acre site of the redundant glassworks by the river is 
about to be developed to include another hotel, and what was the 
Royal Station Hotel-now the Royal York Hotel- is being extensively 
and expensively refurbished. The south transept roof of the Minster 
is well on the way to being fully restored after the fire-and even more 
daffodils will be out along the walls at Easter! 

We hear that ex Sgt J. H. Mason, is in Fiji and has taken up long 
distance running including the Fiji marathon (time 3 hrs 40 mins). 
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Naali 
• 1saname 

that means a 
great deal! 

Naafi is ... a new colour TV ... 
an advanced VCR ... the latest hi-fi ... 
a labour saving appliance .. . 
a gift for a special occasion .. . 
new sports clothing or a 
quality piece of sports equipment ... 
with a budget account scheme to 
increase your purchasing power. 

Naafi is .. . car sales ... 
finance for a new car 
or caravan .. . motor insurance ... 
life assurance ... house purchase ... 

_ _u_:~~..u_i~~~~;:. savings plans ... household and 
personal insurance .. . holiday 
and travel insurance. 

tn addition to the day to day advantages of shopping at Naafi, · · ·• 
there's a great deal the Naafi customer can count on, so don't hesitate 
to ask your Naafi shop manager !or details ?f the ma.ny services 
available. He will be pleased to give you wntten details of 
all finance facilities. 
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Baa little 
llamewarlf before 

you ga 'lla1ne' 
fl. WHICH CAR FERRY GIVES 

FORCES DISCOUNTS 
EVERY TRIP 

Town nd Thoresen gives discounts 
for pas engers on every trip and 
reductions for cars, motorised 
caravans and motor cycles on most 
sail ings. 

lll WHO HAS THE BEST 
ROUTES FOR YOU 
Town send Thoresen has the 

right routes and plenty of sailings . 
Choose easy access from Germany 
via Zeebrugge to Felixstowe or 
Dover. Ostend to Dover. Or go for 
speed via Calais - Dover. 

fl. WHICH IS THE FASTEST 
FERRY HOME 
It takes just 75 minutes on 

the record-breaking Blue ,.. .. ; 
Riband fleet between Ca lais ~.~~ 
and Dover. 

fl. WHO HAS THE BEST 
SHORT BREAK BARGAINS 
Check out the great savings 

to be made on our 60 hour and 5 
Da y Mini-Tours. 

fl. WHERE CAN YOU FIND 
ALL THE ANSWERS TO 
GETTING HOME 

Townsend Thoresen Forces Fares 
and Timetables are ava i lable 
now. Ask your Travel Agent or 
Townsend Thoresen, 
Craf-Adolf-Strasse 41, 
4000 Dusseldorf 7 . 

TOWNSEND~ 
THORESEN_,. 



FLT. NO. DESTINATION 'DEP. 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 

HONGKONG 
BOTSWANA 
MACAU 

-SAUDI ARABIA 
BAHRAIN 
QATAR 
GRAND CAYMAN 
ST.KITTS 
ANGUILLA 
NIGERIA 
FALKLANDS 
ASCENSION 
CAMEROUN 
BERMUDA 

Where in the world would 
you like to go next? 

This is just a small selection of the 60+ locations worldwide where Cable 
and Wireless are currently at work, providing an unrivalled level of expertise to 
both the public and the private sector, to meet the telecommunications needs 
of today - and tomorrow. 
If you are about to leave the Services and are keen to move into an environment 
that will not only stretch your technical horizons but your geographical ones 
too, contact us. Especially if you have several years' maintenance and 
installation experience in on~ or more of the following disciplines: 

• HFNHF Radio • Broadband Radio/Line Systems• Voice Grade Line 
Communications • Data/Digital Transmission Systems. 

Qualifications should be up to C&G Full Tech or the Forces equivalent. 

We'll be pleased to tell you about renewable contracts overseas, with tax-free 
salaries, generous leave, terminal gratuity and paid travel, in return for sending 
details of your Service career to our Recruitment Manager, Ref: FA/W, Cable 

~ c;;1;c;;;mbawil~·;~. 
~ Helps the w orld communicate 
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FINANCIAL 
PLANNING 

ITS PU,RPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital 
and other Asset . to prepare the way fo r the individual to 
achie\'e financial aims. The e may include 

Fl A CIAL PROTECTION 

Fl A CIAL EC RITY 

HOUSE P RCHA SE 

EDUCATIO . EXPE ES 

COMFORTABL R TIREMENT 

TRANSFER OF ASSETS 

---{lgainst the effects 
of posses ion lost 
or dam:iged 

- for pre. ent or 
future dependant 

- ·immediatelv or in 
the future · 

-for present or 
future children 

-ba.ed on a n 
adequa te continuing 
income backed 
up by an adequate 
capital reser"e 

-to the next 
gene ration 

WE ADVISE on the use of sa,·ings from income. the 
im•estment of capital. the use of other a e t where 
applicable. insurance against ill health and the insurance of 
possessions . We help clients to lay the foundations of ound 
plans. to develop existing plans and keep them up to date. 
and then to make the best use of resources when the time 
come to meet commitments. 

GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning. 
The more client take us into their confidence the better we 
can assi t them . Please let us have full details of existing 
resources. your ability to ave. and any expectations. Plea>e 
also tell u all vou can about commitments with which vou 
expect to ha\'e to cope. We. of course. treat all such 
information as confidential. 

AN EARLY START helps. and we will be pleased to assist 
you however modest your re ou rces may be now. If you have 
existing arrangements which may need developing . the 
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we are likely to be 
able to gi\'e you . 

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any 
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to 
make be made through us. It is based on over 38 years of 
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising 
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is 
given in writing for you to study at your leisure. 

ARE YOU MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YOUR 
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS? 

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE EAREST POST 
BOX OR TELEPHO E 

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNI G CAN 
HELP YOU 

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
MajorT. F. Williams F.B .I.B.A. 

PRINCE A BERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET, 
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE 

Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines} 

Member of the British Insurance Brokers Association 

Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers 
Committee of the B.l.B .A. 

THE START OF 
SOMETHING 
NEW 
If you're Leaving the Services 
within the next 12 months and 
would like to start a New 
Career consider GCHQ as a 

Trainee 
Radio Ollicer 

If your trade or training involves Radio 
Operating you may wish to continue in 
the work you know and enjoy. 
Government Communications Head
quarters can off er you a career in 
communications involving the very 
latest technology. It starts with 32 
weeks thorough training to fit you for 
the post of Radio Officer with 
extremely interesting work, good 
salary, good prospects for promotion 
and also the opportunity for overseas 
travel. Add to this the security of 
working for an important Government 
Department and you could have the 
start of something new. 
The basic requirement for the job is 2 
years' radio operating experience or 
hold a PMG, MPT or MRGC. 
Registered disabled people are 
welcome to apply. 
Salaries start at £4,988 at age 19 to 
£6,028 at age 25 and over during 
training and then £6,832 at 19 to 
£8,915 at 25 and over as a Radio 
Officer. Increments then follow 
annually to £12,328 inclusive of shift 
and weekend working allowances. 
For full details and an application form 
phone 0242 32912/3 or write to: 

J##/ffe] 
Recruitment Office, Government Communications Headq ua rters, 

Oakley, Priors Roa d, Cheltenha m, 
Gloucestershire, GL52 5AJ. 

aali 
• 1saname 

that means a 
great deal! 

Naafi is ... a new colour TV ... 
an advanced VCR ... the latest hi-ti ... 
a labour saving appliance .. . 
a gift for a special occasion .. . 
new sports clothing or a 
quality piece of sports equipment .. . 
with a budget account scheme to 
increase your purchasing power. 

Naafi is ... car sales ... 
finance for a new car 
or caravan ... motor insurance ... 

,_..__ life assurance .. . house purchase ... 
~-.JL-~-.ill......Ji:::::--I"" savings plans ... household and 

personal insurance ... holiday 
and travel insurance. 

~~~ 
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In ad?ition to the day to day advantages of shopping at Naafi, · · ~ 
theres a great deal the Naafi customer can count on, so don't hesitate 
to ~k your Na~fi shop manager for details of the many services 
available. He will be pleased to give you written details of 
all finance facilities. 
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WIN A FREE CHANNEL CROSSING with Townsend Thoresen 
and travel to or from the Continent - for the day, a short break or 
as the start to a perfect holiday. 
Townsend Thoresen has plenty of choice for routes between the UK 
and the Continent, headed by the 75-minute Blue Riband service 
between Dover-Calais. Townsend Thoresen also operates between 
Dover and Boulogne or from Dover and Felixstowe to Zeebrugge -
perfect for journeys to or from Germany and Northern Europe. New for 
1986 are crossings between Dover and Ostend served by ships of 
Townsend Tuoresen's Belgian partner Regie Voor Maritiem Transport. 
There are sailings from Portsmouth to Cherbourg and Le Havre too -
ideal for visits to or from the South of France or Spain. 

Comfort and enjoyment come first with Townsend Thoresen and on 
board you'll find plenty to keep all the family happy with an extensive 
range of passenger facilities. All the ships have self-service cafeterias, 
most have waiter-service restaurants and the Blue Riband ships have 
an additional Salad Bowl restaurant. There are plenty of bars with 
drinks at special ship board prices, spacious lounges, sun decks and a 
range of up-to-date video games. In addition, there's the exchange 
bureau as well as duty free and gift shops where you can purchase 
wines, spirtts, tobaccos, perfumes, jewellery, cameras, watches and 
souvenirs. Mother and baby facilities are also available on many ships. 
On longer crossings the latest video films are shown and cabins can be 
booked day or night; with special Club Class seating available on the 
Portsmouth routes for your added comfort. 

If you'd like to win one of these Channel crossings, just enter the 
simple competition below. GOOD LUCK! 

Return crossing for a 
car and four passengers. 
Return crossing for a car 
and two passengers. 

All prizes are valid on any of Townsend Thoresen 's five routes between 
the UK and the Continent from Dover-Zeebrugge, Calais and Boulogne 
and Ostend or Felixstowe-Zebrugge and should be taken before 
31st December 1986, subject to space availability. 

WHAT YOU HAVE TO DO TO WIN 
All you have to do is to rearrange the letters - preferably in ballpoint 
pen - to each of the anagrams. 
Then fill in your name and address below and you could well be on 
your way to a "Uper freedom holiday. 

•full name .......................................................... ........................ ..... . 

•Address ..... .... ...... .... ...................... .................. .. .... ...................... .. 

....... ... ..... ....................................................................... 

.................................... ························· ·· ··· ······························ 

Daytime telephone number .......................................................... .. 
"BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE TT 

SUPPLEMENT No. 1-PAGE TWO 

Rearrange the following anagrams to find the British and 
Continental ports that Townsend Thoresen ferries 
operate to and from:-
1. STRUPHOMOT ___________ _ 

2. VEDR0 - -----------'-----

3. WESTEXFOIL - - -----------
4. GRUBEROCH ____________ _ 

5. VEAHLER _ _____________ _ 

6. ASLIAC _ _____________ _ 

7. GERBEEZUG ____________ _ 

8. LEGUNBOQ ____________ ~ 

9. TEDSON _ _ ___ _________ _ 

RULES 
1) Employees of European Ferries Group Pie, Combined Service 

Publications and/or subsidiary/or associated companies and their 
families are not eligible to enter. 

2) All entries must arrive by first post on Monday, 30th June, 1986. 
3) The winners will be the first correct entries to be drawn after the closing 

date. Winners must agree to participate in presentation publicity if 

required. 
4) Prizewinners will be notified by post by Friday, 11th July, 1986. 
5) The judges' decision is final and legally binding. No correspondence can 

be entered into. 
6) No allemativp prizes, such as cash in lieu, can be offered. 
7) Prizewinners may travel on any of Townsend Thoresen's routes 

between Dover-Zeebrugge, Calais, Boulogne and Ostend or 
Feli)(stowe-Zeebrugge up until 31st December 1986. 

8) Entry to the competition implies acceptance of the rules and 
understanding of the instructions. 
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All correspondence and 
'11atter for publication in 
The Wire should be 
addressed to The Wire 
Royal Signals Associa t ion 
56 Regency Street . ' 
London SWl P 4AD. 

The !Wire Subscription rates 
1986 (Bi-monthly) 

(Jan, Mar, May. 
July, Sept, and NovJ. 

lnd1v1dual : Yearly £4.20, 
81-monthly 70p 

Bulk (five or more copies!'. '~~~~ 
Te l No. Mlllbank Mil Ext 246 
STD 0 1 ·834 9060 

. Yearly £3.60; 81-monthly 60p 
Remittances should be made payable to: 

Ask operator for e)(tenslon 
Matter for publication must be 
received by the 12th of the 
month preceding publication. 

Royal Signals Corps Fund 

Editor Lt Col K. E. P. Andrews MBE 
Assistant Editor Mrs M. A. Riggs 

NORTHERN IRELAND AW ARDS 
We warmlv coneratulate those named b I h Northern lreiana. ~ e ow, w ose awards and mentions were announced during April, for service in 

MBE 
WOI (~upvr R) R. J. Goddard 

MENTIO IN DESPATCHES 
Capt D. E. Rowlinson 
Sgt (now SSgt) H. R. Allison 
Sig (ALCpl) D. V. Turner 

1 

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION A WARDS 
We are very pleased to announce the result of th b · · · 

Institution Silver Medals. The medals are awarded fore ;~ts~1s~1.ons mh~de m 1985 f<;>r the award of the Princess Mary and 
th~ C:orps. an mg ac tevements which enhance the name and reputation of 

h1 year the award go to the following, lO whom we offer our congratulation . 

. PRINCESS MARY MEDAL 
Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE D O 
LCpl K. R. Gill. ' ' . 

I. .STITUTION SILVER MEDAL 
Maj J. M . Sweetman, Royal Signals. 
W02 (For ) J. B. Connolly. 

Sgt (FofS) G. Wood. 

OUR COVER PICTURE 

The picture shows Sig (now LCpl) John Brend erformin · · 
last season. The machine used is an Armstron ~MX 500g the car Jump at the Derby City Show and Carnival 
are on page 199. Information on joining the wiite Helmet motogros~ bi~e. Details of this season 's programme 
Regt, Catterick Garrison, Tel Catterick Military 2556 . scan e 0 tamed from the OC White Helmets, 8 Sig 

THERE IS IMPORTANT NEWS ABOUT SOLDIERS' CAREERS ON PAGE 277 

EDITOR'S NOTES 
This issue contains a centre page supplem t · h · 
Readers yvill find the ' In Tray' contents co~;r sceov~~~~fm~~rt75~h anniversary of the lndiari. Corps of Signals. 
some vrsrts and expeditions We also includ h an events, amongst them sk11ng successes and 
Helmets, The Blue Helmets. and the Mobil: bi~ti~~g~ae~me~hof f ngagem~nts for the Corps Band, The White 
together with dates when the Corps is responsible for pro~idinge t~~~ pedr apBs bekner known as Quicksilver, 
Palace and The Tower of London. uar at uc mgham Palace, St James 's 
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29th SIGNAL REGIMENT GRANTED THE FREEDOM OF WILMERSDORF 

We will alJO\\ ome of the hundred of phows taken to tell the 
tory. but a little of the background to this i worthy of mention . The 

Regiment was formed in 1983 on a hoestring, and i really only now 
flexing it mu le and geuing ome attention. otwithstanding it 
minor unit military trength, which we occasionally go over, and it 
572 civilian and 130 admini tered UKBC, it ha worked hard at all 
the area attempted by large units. After all a balance mu t be truck . 
Before the Regiment formed Royal Signals had not had a liaison with 
Berlin, and thi wa fir t uggested by the GOC and Bde Comd in mid 
19 4, when we joined I RRF in a Freundschaft arrangement with the 
Borough of Wilmer dorf. The Borough is situated in the Briti h 

ector, is two third woods and lake , but has 180,000 inhabitant and 
reache the centre of the city. l t was a town before Berlin became a 
citv. 

in 1984, with I RRF, we began to forge clo er links. Our technical 
'know how', and our larger number of German speakers, wa put to 
good use. Amongst many events, we helped run the We t German 
Film Award in 1985, an event frequently referred to with plea ure 
and horror. In 1985 we held our annual Playing Retreat and Cocktail 
Party (Extravaganza) in the Town Hall, which was the British HQ 
until the early fifties. We are already well into plans for the large 
annual two day German British Fete next to the Kurfur tendamm in 
June. All this activity and contact, led last September to the Regiment 
and I RHF being offered the Freedom of the Borough. With o many 
pfficial events, it has taken time, and some organisation to set up the 
date and ceremony. 

To save drill practices, and blocking all the main roads in central 
Berlin, we agreed to march from the Kurfurstendamm to the Town 
Hall, to be followed by a short ceremony to mark the granting of the 
Freedom. Because of the large frontage and the consequent problem 
of hearing orders in city streets, we reduced the length of the column 
and parade frontage to 250m. This allowed the band, a Guard of 66 

plus Officer etc from the Regiment, and two Guards and the colours 
from I RHF. R Signals led the parade as enior guard, and the CO 
commanded the whole parade as senior Regiment- it made up for the 
hard work. Berlin came to a halt as citizens and tourists gazed in 
amazement, at this fi r t parade with bayonet fixed in the city centre 
ince the war. 

At the Town Hall ome 300 guests, all from Berlin, watched the 
Parade march into a blocked off Hohenzollerndamm . Having 
completed the Salute, and heard several speeches, the two 
Commanding Officers were presented with Freedom Scrolls, and 
750th Anniversary minted coins. Following the parade all troops and 
guests, including a number from each Regiment, attended two 
Reception in the Town Hall, at which there were further speeche , 
and presentations of Freedom badges for all military and civilian 
per onnel of both units. After this both COs signed the Golden Book . 
Meanwhile up tairs, 350 JNCOs and soldiers from both unit had a 
welcome end to the parade by getting through over 1,000 litres of beer, 
almost as much coca cola and brandy, and a lot of sausage. When the 
Mayor and CO visited them the hall shook to cheers, and a photocall 
in various forms of dress and undress took place. One photo sums it 
up as soldiers from both units got together with the Mayor. 

Our day did not end there of course. Senior officers attended a 
formal lunch which ended at 1600 hrs, and later there were two 
parties . The R Signals WOs and SNCOs hosted the I RHF Mess and 
German official , which included a short ceremony where the 
Burgermeister was presented with a framed print of the Corps In The 
Falklands, by the RSM WOl Crabtree. Later at a function run by the 
Officers Mess of 1 RHF for all officers and guests, the CO Lt Col 
J ames Budd, presented a print of Sgt Mather MM. On behalf of the 
Mayor of Sutton (the town of Sutton is twinned with Wilmersdorf). 
Councillor R. A Kerslake then presented the CO with a print of Sutton 
and various memorabilia on behalf of the borough. 

Lt Col James Budd- CO, Capt Kevin Fisher- Adjutant, W0 1 (R SM) Crabt ree, Maj Bob Axton - Guard Commander, and the Guard lead 
t he parade 
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Commanding Officers signed the Golden Book so far a very 
'restricted' document! ' 

The Burgermeister, Herr Dohm, presents Lt Col J ames Budd with 
the Freedom Scroll 

The Burgermeister , Lt Col Budd, Lt Col Hills and soldiers celebrate 
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JUNE 
1 
5-7 

8 
II 
13-15 
17, 18, 19 
21, 22 
28, 29 

JULY 
2-4 
5 
6 
12, 13 
15-17 
19 
23-26 
27 
30-2 
Aug 

AUGUST 
3 
6-12 
16, 17 
20 
21 
23 
24, 25 
29, 30 

THE WHITE HELMETS 

TVS Air Show, Bournemouth-Hurn Airport 
South of England Agricultural Show, Ardingly, 
Haywards Heath 
Brentwood Tattoo 
SuJ?reme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (Belgium) 
Rhine Army Summer Show (West Germany) 
Lincolnshire Agricultural Show 
Putney Show 
Royal Marines Eastncy Tattoo (provisional) 

Army Exhibition for Schools Bassingbourn 
British Steel Gala Day, Redc~r 
Old Comrades Reunion, Catterick 
Wandsworth Weekend 
East of England Show, Peterborough 
Fordingbridge Show 
Dover Military Tattoo 
RAC Open Day, Bovington 
Tyneside Summer Exhibition 

Medieval Day, Ripon 
Tour of Scotland 
Derby City Show 
Staffordshire Police Carnival Day 
Denbighshire and Flintshire Agricultural Show ' 
Harlow Town Show 
Eye Carnival, Suffolk 
North Wales Tattoo, Colwyn Bay 

SEPTEMBER 
6, 7 Stockton Services Tattoo 
13 Telford Super Saturday 
27, 28 Hartlepool Power Station open weekend (provisional) 

· The White Helmets Record Jump 
LCpl A. C. Whitmore over two cars and 17 motorcyclists . The 

Royal Showground, Stoneleigh , August 19B5 
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ARMY LADIES SKIING SUCCESSES 

THI:: AR tY CHAMPIONSHIP -F LPMES-Al STRIA 
Report b) Capt Ann Humphre~s \\ RAC/ R Signal · 

E ·erci e ~tember : Maj Barbara Crinson RADC, Capt Carolyn 
addicl.. \\'RAC, Capt Ann Humphreys WRAC/ R iguals, Capt~ 
arol O' ian and Vanes a Raine WRAC. Capt ue Stone WRAC/ 

RAEC Capt Jane Turpin and Lt Jeanne Burrow WRAC. Lt Leah 
Dou~h~rtl and Lt Pam Pyatt WRAC/ RAEC, 2Lts Ja.ne Weir and 
Trac\ Woolford WRAC, gt Mand) Moore, L~'!lda Richards, Cpls 
Tila · Aga, Yelanda McCammont, LCpls Anita Burns, y,·onne 
John on. ue Mitchell and Karen Smith. 

I Januar) 19 6, 0500 hr , Zeebrugge, and after week or begging, 
borrowing and appropriating, the Army Ladies Ski Squad wa al last 
'on the road'. In our two overladen 'Sherpa ' ' e made low time 
through Germany and after a number or hair rai ing incident on 
treacherou roads, we slid our way into Fulpmes at about midnight 
and fell into very comfortable bed . 

The ne:-.t day the girl recovered in the swimming pool and made 
u eful contact with the 3 Div Admin Staff whilst 1 orted out lift 
pa e , food and the trainer. 

tephan, our trainer ' a everything we could have hoped for
blonde, blue eyed, 6ft 2in and according 10 Capt Carol O'Nian (the 
expert) had a good phy ique! Apart from that he worked u hard , 
teaching us 10 ki on our edge , and on one ski-\ hy bother with two? 
Light entertainment wa provided by the Aus ie Defence Force Team 
who trained with u and we di covered many ways of kiing pole : 
through, over, round (occa ionally) and quite commonly, prone. 

Three days later, a sign of improvement were beginning to show, 
12 of u faced the fir l race in the Army Champion hip -giant 
Slalom. It all seemed to be one mad ru h to view and ideslip the 
course and get back up to the start in time for our start time . Then, 
jackets off, numbers on and we were off, with Capt Carolyn Caddick 
(team Captain) leading the way and showing u all how to gel 
disqualified by taking a gate the wrong way . However, for us novice 
racers it wa an exhilarating experience, and excellent practice for the 
real thing the next day. 

Meanwhile the eight non-racers learnt the delicate an of gate 
keeping-how to write wi.th three pairs of gloves on, and who tO 
waylay for the best upply of cherry brandy. 

During the next three days our performances improved as we got 
more used to racing and our top times began to compare very 
favourably with the men's. 

After the Slalom the weather took a turn for the worse. The wind 
increased, and the visibility, which had been poor all week became 
almost non-existent. The men donned their helmets and battled with 
fear and the element on the downhill course as we retired gracefully 
t0 training again. (Ladies do not yet compete in the Downhill event 
in either the Army or the Inter Services Championships). 

At the end of the second day's training, the team Captain, Capt 
Carolyn Caddick and I chose the team to go on to the Inter Services 
in Courmayeur. Inevitably there were ome disappointed faces that 
evening, but not for long as all the girls had enjoyed and benefited 
from the two weeks training and racing. 

The next day was the men's Downhill race, and the intrepid Army 
Ladies threw elegance to the winds and piled on the layers in 
preparation for a day's gate keeping. The weather had cleared slightly 
and we were impressed by some spectacular and courageous 
performance from the men. Those girls near the finish puzzled over 
the lack of 'gate keepers perks' (Cherry Brandy) until a very smug, 
and glowing Capt Carol O'Nians appeared. 

With all the serious events over, the final day was a fun day with 
the team parallel Slalom, including a large jump, and the Lady 
Hamilton Vase Toboggan race. Our 'A' team in the parallel Slalom, 
which had co-opted a couple of national junior skiers, fought its way 
through the hail of snowballs to the quarter finals-su rprising some 
of the men! In the toboggan race, too, the girls put up a spirited 
performance resulting in a multiple pile up at bend two! 2Lt Tracy 
Woolford bruised her back and Lt Jeanne Burrows knocked herself 
out as a result, but undeterred they headed for the tOp again, and a 
econd run. 

That night, at the prizegiving, Capt Carolyn Caddick swept the 
board by taking all the ladies prizes. LCpl Anita Burns came a very 
good econd, and Lt Leah Dougherty, third. Then the group parted 
company, the nine team members for Courmayeur, and the remaining 
11 for home. 

We always welcome new talent. If you are interested and would like 
to be considered to ki with the Army Ladies Ski Squad contact Capt 

. R. Paxton , WRAC AOrg and Sec, MOD Main Building, 
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Whitehall , London; or Capt A. Hu mphreys, WRA ORLO, School 
of Signals, Blandford amp, Dor et. 

THE INTER SERVICE CHAMPION HIPS AT 
COURMAYEUR-ITALY 

The Arm) Ladies Alpine Ski Team 1986. 
Captain: Capt Carolyn Caddick 

LCpl Anita Burns 
Maj Barbara Crinson 
Lt Leah Dougherty 
Capt Vanessa Raine 
Capt Pam Pyatt 
LCpl Karen Smith 

Manager : Capt Ann Humphreys 
Photographic/ 
administrat0r Lt Jeanne Burrows 

The drive to Courmayeur wa long- ome 400 miles, and tiring. We 
reached the village at about 5.30 pm and had made our presence felt 
after only five minute by gett ing stuck on one of the now covered 
village roads . In true Italian tyle a traffic jam built up quickly and 
what eemed like half the village arrived to join in the wild excitable 
arguing and ge ticulating. We were now experts with the snow chains 
and managed to fit them in a few moment and drive on- the Italians 
continued unaffected . We reached the race office only to find that our 
hotel wa 5Km back in the direction from which we had just come! 
The 'meet and greet' party had just finished a well , so we headed 
back to the hotel for dinner. 

The next day started disastrously with a lengthy struggle to buy lift 
pas es with sterling traveller cheques . We were all disorientated and 
still tired from the previous day ' s journey and did not feel fit to race. 
However in spite of all odds the team skied steadily and well and we 
found ourselves leading by 30 seconds at the end of the day. Capt 
Carolyn Caddick wa well in the lead for the Individual trophy, too. 

That evening we learnt that due to poor vi ibility, the Slalom race 
was t0 be held the next day . This meant that all our races would be 
over by Monday evening. The next day we felt a lot better after a good 
night's sleep and despite the team talking and leg rubbing of the 
WRAF, we increa ed our team lead to 40 seconds, giving us a 
resounding victory in the Inter Services Ladies Championships. Capt 
Carolyn Caddick kept up her outstanding performances, too, and 
won all three individual prizes (slalom, giant slalom and combined) . 
LCpl Anita Burns was runner up for the combined and Slalom 
trophies. 

With all the races over and the pressure off we spent the next three 
days trying to remember how to ski without poles to go round! Capt 
Carolyn Caddick took us 'off piste' where we explored some 
challenging runs through the trees and narrowly avoided starting an 
avalanche in one particularly steep valley. 

The prize giving on the Friday was a very proud moment as the 
Army had won both the mens and ladies team and individual trophies. 

Army Ladies skiing ha progressed a long way this year. For the 
first time we have raced along ide the men in the Army and Inter 
Service Champion hips. 

This is a big step in the right direction and we hope to continue to 
improve the training and racing for Army Lady Skiers . 

The UK members of Ex Maiden Warrior ready to depart at Dover 
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::.. 
Capt Carolyn Caddick on her way to victory in the slalom LCpl Karen Smith in action at the Inter Services 

The Winning Army Ladies Team _ 
l r.o R: Capt Ann Humphreys, Lt Jeanne Burrows , Capt Vannessa Raine, Capt Pam Pyatt, LCpl Anita Burns, Lt Leah Dougherty, Maj Barbara 
Cnnson (m front) LCpl Karen Smith and Capt Carolyn Caddick . (In the middle) a representative of Hill Samuel, our sponsors holding the 

trophy, the Wilkinson Sword 
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llt 1 JG At REGIMENT TEAM WINS ARMY JUNIOR SKI CHAMPIONSHIP 

\ e h d a \\et>k' training in unbelievably good weather on the 
Lecht ome of the Junior 'comment like 'l thought it wa nasty
·kiing in cotland' were amply ju tified the followi~g week duri~g ~~1e 
race . fa er) day we were greeted with gale force wind and ~hatrhft 
and poma which broke do\\ n regularly a a re ult . The technique' as 
to get to the top of the hill and tay there, otherwise you would have 
to walk up when the life topped. 

The race till went ahead, however , with the Giant Slalom cour es. 
JI 10 racer worked \'Cry hard and improved their speed in each race. 
The Junior did verv well on their race day and .;e ended with fir t , 

econd third and eighth pla.:e : J ig trafford, aunders, Laud and 
Harri 're pe tively. Thb was good enough to win the 'Army Jun:or 
Inter Unit Champion hip' and the 'Army Junior Minor Unit 
Championship', o beating the other ix team . J ig trafford him elf 
won the 'Armv Junior Indi idual Championship' and the 'Army 
Junior ovice · hampionship'. 

JSig • now-Bunny' Harri must have thought he was still on the 
Austrian Downhill when he missed out six gates on the Slalom . 

The Senior Team came econd out of 16 teams with the help of 
W02 (SSM) To~nsJey who hadn't kied for three year , and still 
managed to win races. We were beaten to first place by AA Coll 
Harrogate. 

This year was a pilot study into Junior Skiing and we howed that 
it i pos ible to win ASA (Scotland) from scratch. It wa a pleasant 
change to have a table full of silver at the prizegiving! 

L to R: JSig Strafford, Laud, Cpl North and JSig Harris and 
Saunders 

JSig Strafford, The Army Junior Individual and Novice Ski 
Champion in Scotland 

L to R: JSig Harris, Saunders, Strafford and Laud 

CPL ANDERSON REPRESENTS GREAT BRITAIN 

Cpl Bob Anderson of 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt represented 
Great Britain in the World Ski Orienteering Championships in Orbita, 
Bulgaria from 21-23 February. Prior to the event a fortnight's 
rigorous training took place. Cpl Anderson was placed 64th in the 
27Km elite course in a total entry of 90. In the relay race the British 
team was placed 45th out of 70 but Cpl Anderson achieved the second 
fastest time in his leg. 

He thoroughly enjoyed himself and all the competitors taking part 
were friendly and helpful to the British team. Cpl Anderson is now 
looking forward to the championships in March 1987. He has been 
invited to Bulgaria in July as a guest with the British team for two 
weeks' orienteering training. He is a Radio Relay operator with seven 
years' service and comes from Malton, N Yorkshire. 
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'Bulgaria here I come' 
Cpl Bob Anderson who was away ski-orienteering for Great 

Britain at the World Championships 
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OPERATION VARSITY RETURN 

Operation Var ity took place ~>n 24125 March 1945 in the area of 
Hamm1~1keln ne~r Wesel. The airborne operation was in support of 
th.c. ~hme crossrngs .and was. ll:n~ertaken by 6 British Airborne 
D1v1s1on and 17 US Airborne _D1v1s1on. They were to land in daylight 
on the . East bank of the Rhme and protect the crossing forces of 
Operation Plunder from enemy counter attack from the East. 

On 25 March 1986, 41 years after the original conflict 28 Sig Regt 
sponsored a Royal Signals battlefield tou~, on behalf of'Maj Gen A. 
Ye?man Comd Comms. BAOR . The ~~m was for Royal Signals 
ofrtc~rs to study the action of the 6 Bnush Airborne Division . The 
pnnc1pal speaker at ~he study day ~a Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB 
c.BE DSO who dunng th~ operation held the appointment of CR 
Signals m the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and was returning to 
Hamminkeln for the first time since that eventful day. 

Many readers will remember Gen Bradley as both Master of Signals 
and Signal Officer-in-Chief. 

The day commenced at the Wetherbruch Burgerhalle with a 
presentation by Maj Robert Freeman followed by a short film of the 
Ope.ration. Gen Bradley .next d.escribed some of his experiences to the 
audience of about 100, mcludmg Maj Gen A. Yeoman. It was then 
time to be out on the ground on a cool, windy but dry day, for which 
we were all very grateful. 

i:~e first .stand was ~~l~ at Kopenhof Farm, the Headquarters of 6 
(Bnush) Airborne Div1s1on. lt was introduced by Maj Douggie 
Pawlow and then Gen Bradley brought the whole scene to life. 

The area to the front of the farm had been the landing zone for the 
gliders of .the I?ivision and the plac~ where he had landed . Vividly he 
recalled his arrival at the farm and It was a matter of great sentiment 
that on the day before the ba!llefield tour he had met Frau Korthauer 
who was the owner of the farm. 

Frau Korthauer, now a very spritely 82 years of age recalled the day 
in detail and her son who was only 15 years old then, ~as also pre ent. 
Gen Bradley presented a photograph copy of the Corps painting 
'Kopenhof' to her on behalf of 28 (BR) Sig Regt. Also on the previous 
day th.e Burgermeister of Hamminkeln, Herr Meyer, had held a small 
reception al the Rathaus to welcome the General and to express his 
thanks for 40 years of peace. 

Back at Kopenhof the General was able to recall the actions of other 
members of the Corps such as Lt (later Lt Col) Rex Gladwyn and Lt 
(later Brig) Geoffrey Proudman. We also discovered that he was 
probably the last serving officer to have command of pigeons with Lt 
Ingham being OC Pigeons. 

The 3 Para Bde stand was held in the middle of the Brigade Landing 
and Dropping Zone. The presentation explaining the action of the 
Brigade was narrated by Lt Col Cliff Walters. W02 (SSM) 'Swampy' 
Marsh was able to wear his (own) para smock and red beret and was 
promoted to brevet Lieutenant Colonel as, amidst smoke and LMG 
fire, he recalled the words of Lt Col George Hewetson who had 
commanded 8 Para Bn. Gen Bradley was able to recall that wireless 
comms to the Brigade were established almost immediately but that 
line was not connected until D + l due to the heavy fighting. 

On to the 5 Para Bde Landing and Dropping Zone where Maj John 
Hincks was on duty. From the stand location the action of the 
whole Brigade could be seen and WOl (YofS) Jim Hindle 
unfortunately had to take a drop in pay whil t he recollected the 
actions of Cpl Landau of 6 Airborne Divisional Signals. 

Next, a bus tour of the whole location headed by Maj Matt Helm 
tied the whole scene together and described the action of a Division 
in an area that would now be no more than a Combat Team task . 

Finally, back to the Burgerhalle for a very late lunch and 
presentations to Lt Col Tony Skipper , the SLO: Herr Nilrowski, a 
local school teacher who had loaned his collection of war photo
graphs; and Herr Kar the Deputy Burgermeister, as a token of our 
appreciation for all their as istance in arranging the tour. 

At the end of the day we had all learnt a great deal about the 
pressures that a major war is likely to put on all of us as soldiers. 
Operation Varsity is ideal for study because so much happened in such 
a small area. We were very grateful to Maj Gen Bradley for hi 
account of the operation. It is amazing how many of the lessons that 
were learnt then are still relevant today, but adly are all too often 
forgotten. Never put all your equipment in one glider wa one lesson 
learnt that seemed to have been forgotten when the Atlantic Conveyor 
wa loaded some 40 years later. There are many more . . . 
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Herr Meyer, the Burgermeister of Hamminkeln, and Maj Gen 
Bradley 

Maj Gen Bradley's reunion with Frau Korthauer after 41 years 

Maj Gen Brad ley speaking to the officers at Kopenhof. The farm 
is in the background 

Lt Col Cliff Walters presenting at the 3 Para Bde stand. Lt Col 
(SSM) 'Swampy' Marsh is second from the right 
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THE LORD MAYOR'S DINNER - 39th SIGNAL REGIMENT (V) 

The Offi er·· te recently entertained the Rt Hon The Lord 
. fayor of London, ir Allan Davis GBE, to di~ner . He ~as 
accompanied by the ity herriffs and the Duty E quire. On arrival 
at theTA Centre the Lord tayor wa greeted by the CO, LI Col Hugh 
Grem·ille.Jone and the Mayor of Hackney, Councillor Dorice 

hank before in peeling the Guard of Honour commanded by LI 
Jame Abell. Jame. then performed the fa:,test change of the evening, 

en·ice Dre· to \,fe kit in 10 minutes! 
The Lord , tayor met WOs, CO and Soldiers of the Regiment 

over a drink in the Lynx Club before proceeding to the Offil~rs' Mess 
to join the other guest . The e inclu?ed the ~ayo~s of !3anbury and 
Tunbridge 'i ells (both ladie ): the Signal Offtcer-m-Ch1ef, MaJ G~o 
P. D. Ale ·ander; The Director WRAC, Brig H. G. Meech~e ; 
Commander Communication UKLF, Brig J. R. Burrows and Chief 
of Staff HQ London District, Brig D. H. Blundell-Hollingshead
Blundell . 

The excellent dinner, prepared under the watchful eye of SSgl 
Denni Pear« had a mu ·ical accompanimem from the Corp Band. 
The Band e1z~d their chance and at one point threatened to cum a 
!Vie dinner into a Jazz concert! 

In hi speech the Lord Mayor thanked the Re~im~nt! not oi:ly for 
the dinner but also for the part that we played m h1 mstalla!lon as 
Lord Mayor during the Lord Mayor's Show last November. 

The Regiment was greatly honoured to have the Lord Mayor as a 
gue 1 considering his very fu ll calendar during his year in office. 

II I 
t. \ 

• ,. ... 1!' '' 
- : I ... ·r· . 
""" ~ 

The Lord Mayor stops for a chat with LCpl 'Twin' Brent 

I . 

Sgt Jim Webster, SSgt Chris Bell and W02 Joan Wilmot with the 
Aldermanic Sheriff 
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Maj Ian Fisher being presented with his TD 

Enjoying a chat with LCpls Joe Samuel and 'Sylv' Hack 

The Lord Mayor inspecting the WRAC Guard 
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OPERATION RALEIGH 

EXPt:DITION RADIO OP-NORTHERN CHILE 
Report by l,Cpl Andy Doran- 604 Sig Tp 

It all started when a mate of mine in 604 Sig Tp, Munster BFG told 
me about Operation D.rake. The ~hole thing ounded quite good, so, 
without delay, I got 111 touch with Capt Grieves who was the Op 
Raleigh Liaison rep. His initial letter told me basically that Op Raleigh 
was a fo llow up expedition to the highly successful Op Drake and that 
1t was stalled on the sugge tion of HRH The Prince of Wales in order 
that young people between the ages of 17 and 23 could become 
involved with helping people worse off than themselves, and to 
participate in community and scientific projects and undergo arduous 
adventure and leadership training. He also told me how much it would 
cost. A staggering £1,251, which came as a bit of a shock. Later I 
could understand why. Op Raleigh is a charitable organisation with 
only a handful of hardworking paid administrative staff. 

The majority of the money I had to raise was for the £811 return 
air fare to Chile, the remainder was £10 per day for food, transport, 
expenses etc. 

My OC Capt David Meyer helped me raise the money. The Royal 
Signals Corps Fund generously donated £600, 8 Regt RCT £200 and 
604 Sig Tp £50 for all of which I was most grateful. This left me about 
£400 to find from my own money. 

Finally the time came for me to set off and on 16 July I made my 
way to Op Raleigh CHQ in London for the pre-exercise briefing. The 
PXB consi ted of a lot of leccures about Chile and the scientific 
projects taking place there. It was also a chance to meet all the people 
with the expensive looking rucksacks! A few people knew one another 
but on the whole we were all strangers. 

Once we were on the plane everyone started conversing and we soon 
got to know each other. The night to Santiago (the capital of Chile) 
was via Lisbon (Portugal) and Rio de Janeiro, and the journey lasted 
about 20 hours. We reached Chile on 18 July. This left another 
l,300Kms to go to the expedition base camp. 

After spending about two days in the capital, Santiago, and meeting 
some of the many other nationalities on the expedition, we finally 
made our way north to our base. The journey was by coach and was 
to take us to a little fishing port called Mejillones (nr Antofagasta) 
which was to be the base camp. On arrival the first sight to meet 
everyone's eyes was the scientific exploration ship Sir Walter Raleigh; 
the centre piece of the operation, as she carried all the stores, scientific 
equipment, rations etc. 

Scientific exploration ship Sir Walter Raleigh 

Another sight which met our eyes was the many locals who had 
turned out to greet us . This was our fir t real meeting with the natives 
and we were probably the largest group of Gringos they'd ever seen 
in their lives. The main sources of employment were fishing and 
working in the Nitrate factory, quite a wide scope really. The people 
were very poor and their houses were ju t corrugated iron shacks, but 
they seemed happy enough and were very friendly. 

The firs t week everyone stayed in the base camp to learn map
reading, field hygiene, radio use and procedures etc . 

My main task for the week was to teach all the staff and some of 
the vent urers how to use the radios and draft a signal instruction to 
accompany the radio kit to each of the site . The main expedition 
radio was the PRC 320. We also had 1he YRC 353 and various hand
held VHF radios. In addition we had 10 PYE SSB 200 HF radio , but 
only one set of crystals so we could u e only one of the 10 radios. 
Finally the time came for the groups, consisting of about three staff 
and 12 venturers each, to move to the project sites. 
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The movement to the sites was by coach, cattletruck and any other 
transport that was available at the time. 

The first project site was at Parinacota, a little village at the base 
of a huge volcano inhabited mainly by Indians who work for CONAF 
(forestry commission). Parinacota and a sub-site called Chungara (a 
CONAF wildlife station) were in the far north of Chile at very high 
altitude (approx 18,000ft), Lake Chungara being one of the highest 
lakes in the world. Living conditions were very harsh, temperatures 
being in the - 20s at night. This site was judged as the best and most 
popular regardless of only being able to walk about three paces at a 
time and being sick several times a day, because of the thin air. 

The projects being done at these sites were: building of wildlife 
observation platforms, repair of an old church at Parinacota, 
adventure training, fitness at altitude study and the second project site 
was Camarones (later Pampa de! Tamarugal). 

This group had with them a renowned archaeologist from Santiago 
called Prof Hans Niemeyer. The project was to last two w~ks digging 
around a pre-Inca Indian site. Many artefacts were found and sent to 
Santiago for further examination. When the work was finished the 
group moved to Pampa del Tamarugal (another CONAF station) 
where, for the remainder of the first phase they built a picnic area in 
the forest. The work was hard and quite unbearable during the heat 
of the day. This was one of the many sites that I visited in the first 
four weeks, repairing antennas and ancillaries etc. I got there on a 
public bus going to Arica (nr Peru). The driver woke me up at 0300 
hrs in the morning to tell me to get off. I got off in the middle of the 
desert and luckily saw the welcoming lights of the CONAF station. 
After being attacked by the guard dogs I got quite a warm reception 
from the Op Raleigh people there. They were quite pleased to see me 
a they hadn't had communication of any sort with any of the other 
sites. After finding that their only problem was flat batteries, which 
I remedied, I then travelled to lquique (a big tax-free port) for a few 
days R & R. 

LCpl Andy Doran on Stag, still short haired and beardless, must 
be early days 

The next site was San Pedro de Atacama. This was a Little village 
surrounded by desert, the nearest big town being about IOOKm away. 
This was probably the second best project area and considering the 
village had a population of only 1,600 people the tourist business was 
booming. The place was full of Europeans, Australians and 
Americans visiting the Inca museum and hiking around the lunar 
valley (where astronauts do practical training) . Also the desert around 
San Pedro is one of the three best places in the world to observe 
Halley's comet. 

The projects being undertaken here were: archaeological digs, 
working at the orphanage, climbs up the volcano Licancabur, hiking 
around the lunar valley, and desert survival courses. 

The dig was a great success . Nineteen Indian tombs were dug up. 
They contained mummies and personal belongings, jewellery, spears, 
woven cloth etc. 

The bigge t challenge of the expedition was the volcano Licancabur 
(18,000ft). Many attempts were made at climbing it but severe cases 
of altitude sickness always seemed to defeat the venturer and it 
wa n't until the second to last week of the expedition that four of 
them made it to the summit. 

In my eyes the best part of the San Pedro phase was a five day desert 
survival cour e run by a USAF global survival expert called Tom 
Banridge. It wasn't like any army survival cour e I've ever done. We 
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Venturers at work on the San Pedro archaeological dig 

had a half tin of bean and a half tin of corned beef to eat per day 
except for the econd day when we had to kill, skin and eat a rabbiL. 
We also set the snare , learnt rescue techniques, survival first aid and 
how 10 get water in the desert from olar til~s. . 

Another group did two 10-day desert crossings on foot ~urveying 
geographical areas en route. Thi proved LO be very demanding so the 
group and their adopted dog Atacama (nicknamed after the desert) 
felt a great sense of achievement at the end of it all. 

The final group of the first phase was at a mall fishing vi llage 
called Paposa (IOOKm from anywhere). The village (including our 
people there) had no electricity and no telephone, and fresh water af!d 
gas (for cooking) were delivered <?nly once a we~k. The local pub in 
Papo a was in one of the local's kitchen. Every mght all the men-folk 
would meet there to drink excessively and talk about the day's events. 
The venturers, despite having no toil~ts or washing facilities and living 
in a tent for four weeks, seemed to hke Paposa. The locals seemed to 
respect them a great deal and treated them like ?1issionari.es. The 
projects in this area were: flora ~nd fauna studies, Tf!a~king and 
mapping of national park boundanes and adventure training. 

Preparing base-camp at Paposa 

Paposa was another of the sites I had to visit to get the radio going. 
The route there was along a cliff face, just like the ones you see in the 
films. It was quite eerie driving along knowing that if we went about 
a yard off course we'd end up at the bottom of a 200ft cliff floating 
around in the sea. 

Finally the half-way stage came in the expedition. All the groups 
changed round and three sites were added: Delores, Marie Elena and 
Tillamonte. The first two were archaeological searches for relics from 
the Pacific wars. 

ow to the project I was leading for the second phase, the 
Tillamonte meteorite project. This was probably the most beneficial 
of the expedition. The group consisted of three venturers, two Chilean 
geology students and myself. For transport we had an Op Raleigh 
800cc Suzuki jeep and an old American army jeep with a trailer 
belonging to the two Chileans. We had to carry enough water, food 
and petrol to last u 10 days as we were driving 800Km across the 
drie t desert in the world the Salar de Atacama. En route we were to 
search for and map two meteorite craters which had never been 
mapped before. 
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o r the JO days of arduous desert d~iving we successfully found, 
mapped and obtained sample~ of meteonte from the. craters. A repo.n 
wa · written and ha~ now been sent to the natural history museum m 
London along with some of the bigger samples we .found .. 

On completion of this project we went north to Anca and into Peru 
for a few days R & R before re~urning to Santiago for .the ni~ht home. 
J was looking for ward to getting home but would miss Chile and all 
the people I'd met. . 

Before clo ing I'd like to thank all the people who helped .me raise 
the money to go on Op Raleigh especially the generou donation from 
the Royal Signals Corp Fund. 

NORTHERN CIDLE 
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CORPS PLAYERS IN THE INTER
SERVICE MATCH 

ACpl Craig Shrives and ACpl Robbie Stafford, Harrogate, both 
played major parts in the Army's two goals to nil win over the Royal 
Navy in the Inter Service Youth Championships, at Portsmouth, on 
Saturday I Mafch 1986. 

Stafford scored the second of the Army's two goals and secured the 
win with which they retained the trophy for a further year. He was the 
most lively forward on view. Shrives, always a tower of strength in the 
Army defence, was judged by most to be the 'Man of the Match'. 

Both were chosen to represent the Combined Services Youth in their 
forthcoming matches versus The E nglish Schools FA and The 
Football Association Colts XI. 
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ROY AL SIGNALS WHITESHOD COURSE 1986 

Report by 2Lt Matt Fensom OC J Troop, 21 Sig Regt 

PARTICIPANTS 
Maj 0verland (Instructor) 
Lt Kavli (Instructor) 
Capt Paul 'Memorial Hill' Hammon USMC 
Capt Barry 'What if' Clarke USMC 
Capt Ron 'I have a question' Ross USMC 
Lt Guntrum 'Don't mention the war' Gattner 
Lt Phil 'Look at me ski' Brown 
Lt Paul 'Snake' Bailey 
Lt Mark 'Red hot jism bop' Myra U MC 
Lt Pete ' Romeo' Ridall USMC 
Lt Tony 'Hammy Hamster' Sanchez U MC 
Lt Andy 'Wa I really sick' Goff 
2Lt Matt 'BV206 (and the rest)' Fensom 
2Lt John 'Crusty' Field 
2Lt Tim 'Yes, she was a nurse' Cooper 
2Lt Alan 'Junior' Hill 

On JO February the above mentioned officers (less 'Junior' who was 
to arrive two days late) assembled at Jorstadmoen Camp near 
Lillehammer to embark on a five weeks' Allied Signal Officers Winter 
Warfare Course. Jorstadmoen Camp is the home of the Norwegian 
Army Signal Regiment or Sambandsregimentet, which is the only such 
Regiment in their Army. 

The aim of the course wa primarily to teach us to ski and to learn 
about various aspects of Winter Warfare. All ski-ing was carried out 
on the age old favourite-the NATO plank! No time was wasted and 
after our initial kit issue we were preparing our skis for the endless 
hours that lay ahead; little did we know as we worked enthusiastically 
that evening that the novelty would soon wear off. 

As expected day one on skis was somewhat amusing. To be truthful 
the entire five weeks on skis was somewhat amusing. Only four of the 
course had langlaufed before, these included Guntrum Gattner and 
Phil Brown . Mark Myra had not langlaufed before but as the cour e 
progressed it was obvious that he would be the American entrant in 
the three nations race (or 30Km biathlon). Our very patient 
instructors, Maj 0verland and Lt Kavli, were excellent teachers and 
never gave up on even the most hopeless case. Practically the entire 
first two weeks of the course were ski-ing, learning different 
techniques (of falling over!) and attempting to 'polish' up our style so 
that we did not look like a bunch of homesick penguins . 

One break from the ski-ing was our attempt to pass the Norwegian 
Army equivalent of the APWT. We were using the AG3 and the test 
was different from both the British and American personal weapon 
test. The lucky ones that passed were awarded the Norwegian Army 
Shooting Badge. 

After two weeks came the IOKm race, our first real test to ee how 
we were progressing on skis. A lot depended on techniques and not 
pure physical strength and it is a difficult thing to master. Sixty five 
minutes was the cut off time and again those that passed were awarded 
the Norwegian Civilian Ski-ing Badge. 

Next came our first exercise, a tactical few days in the mountains. 
God, it was cold! We were sleeping in sheet tents which are diamond 
piece of canvas fastened together and held up with string and a pole. 
If you had the primus on full blast then the tent did warm up tO quite 
a pleasant temperature. The Norwegian kit was very good and as we 
acclimatised the cold began to affect us less and le s. The coldest night 
was the one we spent in fox holes (that is holes under trees, in the 
snow). All of us also appreciated the problems faced when fighting in 
Arctic conditions. 

I was leading a fighting patrol- playing sneaky baddies on skis i 
not easy-and was armed with thunder flashes and schermulys, the 
works. Suddenly we were bumped, well to be honest, it was chao . 
First I ordered 'open fire', then I removed my outer glove to light 
a thunder flash, I dropped the striker, looked for it, lost my balance, 
fell into I Yi m of snow, had great difficulty getting up again, lit the 
thunder flash, could not find my glove-it goes on. I think we all 
learnt a few lessons that night! The exercise soon ended. With a warm 
feeling of relief we climbed on to the buses ready for a night on the 
town. There were some good places tO go but everywhere wa 
expensive. A beer in Norway costs 30 NKR (approximately £3). 

The Americans were a good bunch- we certainly had a few laughs 
and learnt a new language. All in all the town was good but expensive; 
then the LOA should cover that (Paymaster please note-ie Maj Alex 
Moses 21 Sig Regt). 
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The other form of weekend relaxation was the downhill ki-ing in 
Lillehammer. Several of the course hired skis and hit the slopes and hit 
them hard. It was very icy and fast, suited us down to the ground. We 
adopted the squaddie pose, knees bent, head down, bum in the air and 
go for it. We were fortunate that a Norwegian Second Lieutenant 
named Thor offered to ferry us to the slopes as he was a keen skier. 

Probably the final form of entertainment was the Ludo board. 
When the wallets were empty the board came out and many an hour 
was spent by myself, Crusty, Tim and Junior moving little coloured 
counters from square to square-mindless really! 

The fourth week of the course was a five day mountain march-we 
were towed out by BV's and then stayed overnight in section tents
these had wood stoves in them and were real luxury compared with the 
sheet tent. The week comprised day long marches across the bleak 
Norwegian countryside. Map reading in such terrain proved to be very 
difficult but members of J Tp, 21 Sig Regt will be pleased to know the 
Boss did not get lost! One bit of light relief from the marching was 
the morning we spent fishing. 
The idea was as follows: 

l - dig a hole in the snow 
2 - bore a hole through the ice 
3 - dangle hook and bait on string 
4 - catch fish 

One to three worked well. Four did not work so well. As a matter 
of fact it did not work at all. I can assure you that the novelty of 
sitting over a hole in the snow, holding a bit of line, soon wore off. 

We were towed back from the exercise area by BV's. Our 
confidence had grown and everyone was attempting to cause havoc 
and it worked. Many falls later we arrived at the buses. 

The final test of the course was the Biathlon. (30Km ski and shoot.) 
The biggest problem we faced was what wax to use. Lt Kavli suggested 
violet klister as it was a relatively warm day. It was a wrong decision 
as we had plenty of uphill grip but no downhill glide. This did not, 
however, prevent the whole course from doing well. It was twice 
around a l5Km circuit with the shoot after 22 \liKm-10 shots-two 
minutes added for each miss. Twelve of us passed the Biathlon and 
were duly awarded the Norwegian Army Ski-ing badge. It was 
certainly hard work but our training paid off. 

Like every good course we finished up with the final parties. One 
at Kavl's and the Saturday night during which we all had a good time. 

The course final party was held on the last evening. The beer and 
whisky flowed freely (as it was duty free) and the course songs were 
sung. It was also the time for presentations-the badges to the course 
and from the Royal Signals Officers a framed Corps Badge was 
presented to the Officers' Mess. We had co be up at 0500 hrs the next 
morning but it did not deter us from having a good time. 

The farewells were made at Oslo station and the course members 
went their separate ways. 

On behalf of all those who participated I would like to use The Wire 
to thank the Norwegian School of Signals for their hospitality and, in 
particular, to our Instructors Maj 0verlaod and Lt Kavli, a very big 
thank you for all their patience and expert instruction over-the entire 
course. 

2Lt Matt Fensom fishing 
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10 WEEKS IN BELLES 

As Intake 8517 Pa sed Off on the new Tarmac Square covered in 
now, 7 February 1986 must remain a memorable day. 

In hi own word a Recruit's thoughts of the last JO weeks. 

A RECR IT' THOUGHTS 
(A contented young man' views unadultersteJ by authority) 

The rain wept against the window as I stared out into the bleak 
desolate indu trial area known as orth Yorkshire. This was the 
furthe t north I had ever been in my life and I had heard stories ' bout 
civili ation being left behind in this part of the world and I as ociated 
it with Emmerdale Farm. 

A lump filled my throat and I was full of apprehension about the 
next 10 week as I saw the first signs of Darlington. I stepped off the 
train laden with luggage, (which I later found was a waste of time 
bringing) struggling away but concealing the strain behind a macho 
image. The fir t fellow recruits I aw were three Scots whom 1 
approached and we introduced ourselves. My brother had warned me 
about the Scots' accent but I never believed how much of a foreign 
language they spoke. To everything they said I just nodded my head 
or laughed, all the time thinking 'what the hell are these guys talking 
about' . 

A I walked along with these foreign speaking 'gentlemen' , from 
the other platform came some more skinny guys with illusions of 
becoming 'Rambo' within the next JO weeks. We were met by two 
Corporals, one large and menacing looking, who later turned out to 
be a real joker, and a shorter fitter looking one, who when I saw him, 
my first thoughts were that he could do a hundred dips on parallel 
bars. 

Our names were taken in a ruthless, no bull manner, and then we 
were told to wait in the cafe. As I looked around I could see so many 
people desperately trying to look cool, calm and collected by either 
slouching, smoking or chewing gum, but behind the plastic faces I 
knew they were all just as worried as myself. We waited for what 
seemed an eternity until eventually we were herded on to an army bus. 

Then followed a drive of about half an hour during which 
acquaintances were made by the usual methods of telling jokes or 
'Where are you from?', 'Why'd you join?', 'What did you do 
before?'. For the first week I must have answered the e same 
questions over a hundred times. 

The fust night was the 'put the civilians in their place night' with 
a series of abuse, shoutings and general destroying of any self images 
that anyone might !).ave about being tough. We met all the cadre and 
then were put into rooms. The following week was just about the 
worst week of my life which consisted of waking up at the unearthly 
time of 0500 hrs and going to bed sometimes at up LO 0130 hrs; ironing 
clothes until I thought the iron would snap under the pressure, 
starching trousers so they could stand up on their own, losing my 
beautiful head of hair, running through streams, 'decharacterisation', 
then character building, cleaning floors so that surgery could be 
performed on them and then after spending all that time on our kit 
finally being told 'it's not good enough' . That was the most depressing 
week of my life, where the main aim, I now understand , was to get 
us to obey orders without question and respect authority. 

After that initial week and partly through the second week we 
started to settle down to some proper training including fitness, 
weapon training, various studies, form filling and drill. Within the 
first four weeks we had learned all the drill moves but were thinking 
and acting as individuals and not as a team. Although at the time I 
used to hate the slow method of learning drill I had some of my best 
laughs on the drill square at the mistakes that were made. 

I must admit that when I arrived I believed that I was fit but after 
one moors run I realised that that was one big illusion and I came to 
despise running, however, by the eighth week I began to understand 
my body better and run more efficiently. The only fitness training I 
found I really enjoyed was the gym work which 1 found easier than 
a lot of the others. 

The first time I fired the SLR I got a real fright! I could hardly 
believe the force behind it that almost took my shoulder clean off and 
every shot of that day was a nightmare. However, eventually it 
became bare'y noticeable and I really started to enjoy shooting. 

After six weeks of training I came to the conclusion that none of 
our cadre should be in the Army, but on the stage making people 
laugh, because everyone had his own individual style of humour that 
just had everyone in stitches. Although the cadre used to say how they 
hated us, they were always there if you had any problems. They talked 
to you, and even though they joked with us and were very rehxed, 
they were always in total command and were serious when the 
situation demanded it. 
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In the fifth and ninth weeks we went out on exercise during which 
I could not believe what was happening to us. I expected a nice sort 
of camping trip but I wa · o wrong. We were subjected to being 
gassed, shouted at, crashed out, fatigued , no sleep and bitter cold. I 
thought the grim reaper wa about to seize me when I first inhaled CS 
gas. After that I learned to put on a respirator in four seconds, instead 
of nine. 

As I come to our Pass Off in four days time I can look back and 
laugh at the pre sure weeks behind me and even laugh at our party 
which wa lacking one vital ingredient- not enough females! - but we 
had a lovely time, we danced with cadre wives. 

I mu t ign off now as I have my boots to bull, but dori't be put 
off by these thought , they are mine, anyone with a sense of 
achievement out there, it i well worth it and very rewarding in the 
end. 

BAOR INTER CORPS CROSS COUNTRY 
CHAMPIONSHIP 1986 

Report by SSgt P. M. Probin, Secretary, BAOR Corps Cross Country 
The BAOR Inter Corps Cross Country Championships were held at 

Caithness Barracks Verden on Wednesday 12 March. 
Ten athletes from within the Corps in BAOR were selected to run 

under the Captaincy of SSgt Peter Probin from 4 Armd Div HQ and 
Sig Regt. After a seven mile run over the sand at Verden the first man 
across the line was Cpl Bill Bailey from 21 Sig Regt in a time of 37 
mins 30 secs. Other members of the team followed closely behind with 
the last to count coming in 26th. With the help of Sgt J. J. Smith and 
his computer from the PTARMIGAN Introductory Unit, the results 
were quickly produced and the Corps team came out winners with a 
total of 95 points, in second place was the Infantry with 169 points. 

The trophy was presented by Maj Gen A. R. G. Mullins OBE GOC, 
I Armd Div . 

Individual positions were as follows: 
7th Cpl Taff Roberts 7 Sig Regt 
9th SSgt Peter Probin 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 

10th Cpl Dave Carr 7 Sig Regt 
11th SSgt Les Wood 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
12th SSgt Trev Mortlock Comrns Branch BAOR 
19th LCpl Mark Quinn 16 Sig Regt 
26th Cpl Dave Gill 200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
29th Cpl Paul Hawkins I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
70th Cpl Taff James 7 Sig Regt 

Twelve teams with a total of 120 runners took part. 

The photograph shows the successful Corps Team 
Standing Back Row L to R: Cpls Paul Hawkins, Dave Gill, SSgt Les 
Wood, Cpls Bill Bailey, Dave Carr, Lt Col R. F. Baty , President 

Corps BAOR Cross Country 
Kneeling Front Row L to R: LCpl Mark Quinn, Cpl Taff James, 

SSgt Pete Probin, Cpl Taff Roberts, SSgt Trev Mortlock 
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THE PRINCESS MARY AND INSTITUTION SILVER MEDALS 

TH E PRINCESS MARY ME~AL shall be regarded as a rare honour 
t<? be awarded to !11ar~ an ac?1evement , contribution or service of the 
highest or~er which !S considered manifestly to have enhanced the 
performance, reputation or status of Royal Signals. 

THE INSTITUTION SIL VER. MEDAL shall similarly be regarded as 
a r3:re award _to mark the attainment of an outstanding professional 
ach1evem~nt in the C?rps. An exemplary standard on the f u · 
courses will also qualify. 

0 
owing 

a. The Royal Signals Officers Telecommunications Engineering 
Management Course 

b. The Foreman of Signals Course 
c. The Yeoman of Signals Course 

RULES AND CONDITIONS FOR THE A WARD OF 
THE MEDALS 
THE PRIZES_ are ~ilver medals. and an i~luminated scroll and the 
name of the winner 1s annotated in the White List/ Records as sho 
~~- ~ 

Princess Mary Medal (PM) 
In titution Medal ( M) 

RULES 
• Nomina_tions for _these awards are to be submitted, through the 

Royal Signals chain of command to the Signal Officer-in-Chief for 

the serving Corps, and through the Royal Signals Association to 
the Chairm~n for the retired Corp~, using the format below, and 
then to Regimental Headquarters in September for consideration 
by the council annually at its October meeting. 

• When the Co_uncil co_nsi~ers that a case for an award or awards has 
been made, tt. shal_l invtte. the Selection Committee to review the 
recoi:nmendat1ons in detail to decide whether the high standards 
required have been met. 

• The Se~ection Con:imit~ee sh~ll consist of The Master of Signals, 
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, the Representative Colonel 
Commandant and co-opted members as required . 

PRESENTATION 
!" full citation is to be prepared and the presentation made at a 

SUIL3:ble Corps fl!nction for the Princess Mary Medal, and at a School 
of Signals occasion for the Institution Silver Medal . 

RECORDS 
The Secretary of t~e Royal Signals Institution maintains a 

pen:nane.nt record of winners names and PBI I is to arrange for the 
While ~1st to be annotated (PM) or (M) as the case may be against 
each winners name. 

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP OF THE INSTITUTION will be 
conferred upon recipients of these awards. 

Nomination for the Princess Mary Medal* 
Nomination for the Institution Silver Medal* 

I. Rank and Name .......... ... .. .......... . .... .... ...... . . .. ... . .. . ............... ...... . .. . .............. .. .... . . . 

2. Event/ Course 

3. Citation .. . ............ .... .. . .... . ···· ··:· . .... . . 

4. Comments 

a . Commander Communications/ Association Branches* 

b. SOinC/Chairman of Signals Association•.............. . .................... . ............... . ....... . ....... .. ..... 

5. Institute Recommendation 

6. Selection Committee Deci ion .............................. . ... . .. . . ... . .... . . .. . ..... ................. .. .... .. ..... 

*Delete where inapplicable 
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- Movements -
Officer 
"PRIL 19 6 
Rank and "am~ 
Capt J. . lkn . 
1l) A. J. Brigg . 

Maj (TOT) \I. D. Chem· 
Maj B. Chubb . • • 
Col 1 F. H . Colman 
Capt D. . Crawford .• 

1aj R. G Ona<• .. 
Maj T. G a Ft h 
Capt . D. Gtbson 
Lt Col C H. Glydon 
Col P . Goldn<) . 
Capt . P Harrison 
Capt A. B. Higg • 
Lt Col D. P . Hughe 
Lt Col I. E. Kerr .. 
Capt C L. Lee . 
Lt . P. 1etcatr• . . . 
Capt (QMl A. G. Morgan 
Lt Col J . P. Munnery 
Lt Col 1. A. Payne 
Brig J. A. P Ru II 
Bfi4 I. R. D. Shapter 
Mai J. T. Smuh .. 
Lt Col 1. V. Upson 
Col T. I 1. \ augh . 

Unit 10 which postrd 
34 ig Regt (V) 
ACDS OR (Land) 
Logi tic Executive (Army) 

hool of Signals 
HQ AFCENT (BAE) 

'g Regt 
28 ig Regt ( ORTHAG) 
Ii Sig Regt 
H" AAC Centre 
DEF ADP Trg Centre 
DI 24(A) 
HQ BR Forces Belize 
-49 ig Sqn (AMF(L)) 
HQ BFFI 
SHAPE (BAE) 

hool of Signals 
249 Sig Sqn 
259 Sig Sqn 
29 Sig Regt 
DGGWL(A)(PE)(AE) 
HQ 2 Sig Bde 
HO UKLF 
DCIS(Al 
HQ 12 Sig Bde 
RMCS 

1aj (QM) E. T. A. Webster .. 
. 1aj (Tfc) A. J . Whydcll. . 

16 Sig Regt 
HQ AFSOUTH (BAE) 
LSOR IOb Lt Col . F. Wood 

Lt Col R. A. Wright 

1AY 19 6 
Rank and Nam• 
Col G. Barnett . . . . 
Maj T. Bushell .. 
Mai (Tfc) R. A. Dodman 
Capt P.H. Eaton . 
1aj H. J. P. Exon 

Capt F. N. Grant .. 
Maj I. R. Grant .. 
Capt D. A. H. Jones 
Capt A. J . Madsen 
Col M. J. Pidard .. 
Maj R. A. F. Reynolds .. 
A/Maj I. 0 . Robenson .. 
Capt A. J. Rock .. 
Maj A. H. Symmons 
Mai C. J. Whittaker 

MS 

Unit ro which posted 
SOLF Oman 
HQ Trg Gp R Signals 
242 Sig Sqn 
H 7 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
40 Sig Regt (V) 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
DSS (A) 
4 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
QG Sig Regt 
I Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
PW SST 
HQ BAOR 

Ground 
Electronics 

(Radio/Radar) 
Technicians 
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Oman 

Circa £25,500 over 2 years 
(tax-free) plus Company 

fringe benefits. 
we need experienced technicians to install and maintain 

a wide range of military ground communications ~nd 
electronic equipmenl used by the Sultan of Oman s Armed 
Forces. 

Candidates must have had thorough basic training 
-ideally with ONC, C & Goran equivalent Servic~ qualification 
and have at least 5 years' practical experience m one or more 

Airwork 
Limited 

WOs and SNCOs 
APRIL 1986 
Ronk and Nome 
S gt D. A. ormack 
S gt M. McDermott 

gt J . 0. Smiley .. 
Sgt P. G. Smith .. 

A gt A. Malcolm 
Sgt C. Alexander . . 
Sgt M. Altham .. 

gt . E. Ander on 
gt G. Blonde I . . 

Sgt S. P. Buh . . 
Sgt R. W. Coppinger 
Sgt C. Doughty . . 

gt W. J. Gillan . . 
gt C. 1. Green . . . . 

Sgt J.C. D. Harradine 
Sgt P. Hunter 
Sgt P. 1cSorlcy . . 
Sgt W. T. Pattison 
Sgt G. V. Sims .. 
Sgt H . W. ullivan 
Sgt C. 1. Ty on .. 
Sgt M. P. Waclnwck 
ASgt M. Gear 

MAY 1986 
Rank and Name 
SSgt C. R. Marshall 
ASSgt A. Arbuckle 
ASSgt A. M. Campbell 
Sgt D. C. L. Brown 
Sgt R. Brown . . 
Sgt W. Johnson . . 
Sgt G. A. MacKenzie 
Sgt . McGreedy .. 
Sgt D. J. Millard .. 
Sgt J . F. 1illar . . 
Sgt G. Quick .. 
Sgt K. Robinson . . 

gt D. Ward . . 
Sgt L. G. Young .. 
A gt G. . Maher 

of the following fields: 

Unit to which po red 
11 Ord Bn (EOD) 
32 Sig Rcgt (V) 
244 Sig Sqn 
School of Signals 
22 Sig Rcgt 
11 Sig Regt 
2 Inf Div HQ nnd Sig Rcgt 
11 Sig Rcgt 
13 Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
HQ AFCE T 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
Army School of Mech Tpt 
School of Signals 
Comms and Sy Gp (UK) 
8 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig qn 
28 ig Reg< 
HQ AFCENT 
30 Sig Rcgt 
233 Sig Sqn 
641 Sig Tp 
4 Armd Div HQ and ig Rcgt 
21 Sig Regt 

Unit to which posted 
RMA Sandhum 
UK Sp Unit SHAPE 
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
HQ AFCENT 
7 Sig Regt 
HQ W Dist R and L Staff 
241 Sig Sqn 
14 Sig Regt 
249 Sig Sqn 
UK Sp Unit SHAPE 
8 Sig Regt 
233 Sig Sqn 
633 Sig Tp 
11 Sig Rcgt 
16 Sig Rcgt 

*Army HF /VHF / UHF Tactical Communications (fixed and 
mobile). 

*Medium powered HF transmitters/receivers. 

If you will be shortly completing your service with the 
British Armed Forces. you are likely to be ideally suited. 

In return for your skills we offer bachel?r status.open· 
ended contracts (minimum 1 S months) with free air 
conditioned accommodation and meals, superb sports 
facilities, expert medical care and free personal acci~ent 
insurance, plus generous periods of UK leave with air 
passages paid. 

Interested applicants should telephone (0202) 572271 , or 
write with C.V., quoting reference 1W/033, to: Company 
Personnel Manager, Airwork Limited, Bournemouth-Hurn 
Airport, Christchurch, 
Dorset BH23 6EB. 
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11 Welfare 
11 

OME OF OUR RECENT CASES 
We received a request recently for help from Social Services on 

behalf of the two teenage daughters of an ex-Corpora l, the case was 
both unusual and sad. Their mother died in 1980 and from that time 
the husband was unable to cope with the situation, he became an 
alcoholic, lost his job and finally the girls were taken into care as he 
was no longer abl~ to. look after th~m. In January of this year 
arrangements were fmahsed for both children to emigrate to Australia 
where an aunt was going to take them into her home. A gram was 
made to provide the girl with suitable clothing for their new home 
and we have since heard that they have settled down well and are very 
happy. 

An elderly ex-Sergeant and his wife were living in their terraced 
property which had fallen into a tate of disrepair as they were unable 
10 afford the maintenance and upkeep. As a result the window frames 
became dangerous and in need of replacement. A substantial grant 
was made in which we were helped by the Army Benevolent Fund. Jn 
addition the local SSAFA was able to get their loft insulated, the cost 
being met by the Local Authority. 

An ex-Signalman had to give up work some years ago to look after 
his bedridden wife, since then they have been living on a low income. 
She ha become increasingly disabled and it was recommended that a 
pecial bed be obtained that was not provided by the NHS. A grant 

was made to cover the cost and also to meet their additional fuel bills 
during the winter. 

An elderly ex-Signalman was recently discharged from hospital 
following a series of major abdominal operations and it was essential 
that he was kept warm and in a constant temperature. Unfortunately, 
the plumber who was in the throes of installing their central heating 
y tern went bankrupt, leaving them with an unusable system and 

unable to meet the cost of putting the mailer right. We were able to 
make a grant to meet this expense and a local firm have now 
completed the work very satisfactorily. 

FEBRUARY 1986 
umber of cases assisted financially: 

Amount spent: 

MARCH 1986 
Number assisted financially: 
Amount spent: 

36 
£10,807 .84 

54 
£10,392.14 

ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during March 
1986. 
AAC Harrogate ...... . ..... . ...................... . 
RSA Lincoln ............................... . .... .. . 
RSA Coltswolds .............. . .......... . ......... . 
Maj H. D. V. Chappell . ............ .. . ..... ... ..... . 
AAC Harrogate ................................ · · · · 
Maj RF. Yarker CD .....•.............. ........ . - .. 
Miscellaneous .............. - . - .. ... ....... . . .. . ... · 

£ 60.00 
£ 50.45 
£ 30.00 
£ 25.00 
£ 16.70 
£ 10.00 
£ 6.06 

TOTAL £198.21 

CORPS MAJOR PUBLICITY AND 
RECRUITING TEAMS 

QUICKSILVER 
This is also known a the Corp Mobile Display , and comprises two 

1eams (MDT I and 2). Each Team has a small frame marquee in blue 
and white striped canvas, in which is set out equipment such as 
telephone and teleprinters, a model of the PTARM!GA ystem, 
and photographic displays. T he teams can be combined to produce a 
single large display at major events. 

THE WHITE H ELM ETS 
The original mi li ta ry motor cycle di play team, now in their 59th 

year. The team Com mander is a captain , and he will usually have a 
tearn of 32 riders, a ll volunteers. The White Helmets are much sought 
after, and have a full programme throughout the Summer months. 
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THE BLUE HELM~'TS 
The Royal Signals frecfall Parachute Di play Team i~ competitive 

and also puts on displays at major shows around the United Kingdom. 
Unlike the White Helmet~. the free-fallers come together only for 
competitions and displays. 

THE BLUE HELMETS 
ENGAGEMENTS 

JUNE 
7 
21 

JULY 
5 
5-6 

12 
13 
19 

Shetland Islands Air Show 
Crestwood Association 

Carnival 
The Royal Signals Association 

Reunion 
Coumy Fair 
Country Sports Show 
North Devon County Fair 

AUGUST 
8-10 Hampshire County Show 
31 Cancer Research Fete 

SEPTEMBER 
22-26 Joint Services Exhibition 
20 Bryantston Fair 
21 Carnival 

Sumburgh Airport 
Eastleigh• 

Uttoxeter• 

Catterick 
WellingLOn 
Newton Abbot 
South Molton 

Portsmouth• 
Weymouth 

Leconfield 
Blandford 
Peterlee 

• Provisonal-for confirmation of dates-Montgomery Mil (0252-24431) Ext 452 (Ask for 
Montgomery) 

QUICKSILVER 
ENGAGEMENTS 

JUNE 
7 
14 

20-22 
21 -22 
23-29 

JULY 
2-4 

5-6 

11-13 
10- 13 
25-28 
28-3 

Fayre, Blackheath 
APSG Open Day, Sutton 

Coldfield 
Carnival, Shrewsbury 
Tattoo, Rotherham 
Tour, Teeside 

Army Exhibition for Schools, 
Bassingbourn 

The Royal Signal Association 
Reunion, Catterick 

Carnival, Finchley 
Town Show, Dagenham 
Services Tattoo, Southport 
Tattoo, Colchester 

AUGUST 

MDT2 

MDT 2 
MDT2 
MDT I 
MDT I 

MDT2 

MDT 2 Band 
MDT2 
MDT2 
MDT I & 2 
MDT 1 

3-10 Army Week, Teignmouth MDT I 
6-7 Show, Bakewell MDT 2 
12-13 Agricultural Show, Anglesey MDT 2 
15- 17 Hot Air Balloon Festival, Bri LO I MDT l 
16-17 Hor e of the Year Show, 

16-17 
21 
22-26 
24-26 
30-1 

Doncaster 
City Show, Derby 
Carnival , Cromer 
Stoneleigh Fest ival, Kenilwort h 
Carnival, Leeds 
City Show, ottingham 

SEPTEMBER 
5-6 Show, Or ett 
12-14 Super SatUFday, Telford 
12-14 Open Day, RAF St Athan 
22-26 Joint Services Exhibition, 

Leconfield 

MDT 2 
MDT2 
MDT2 
MDT 2 
MDT 1 
MDT 2 

MDT 2 
MDT2 
MDT I 

MDT I & 2 
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NOTICES 
DEATHS 

Amott-Lt ol T. M. Amott-died 22 January 1986. 

Bayli -Lt Col G. F. Bayli s-died 30 OcLOber 1985. 

Caughey-Mr W. E. Caughey- erved 1939-48, died 13 December 
19 5. 

Crocker-Capt (Hon Maj) C. J. Crocker-clied 19 March 1986. 

Daniels-Maj E. C. Daniels- erved 1937-48-died 24 April 1986. 

Daw on-Capt W. S. Dawson-served 1932-39-died 16 October 
1985. 

Dermit-Maj W. Dermit-served 1941-61, died 10 December 1985. 

Evan-Smith-Capt M. C. M. Evan-Smith, RAC and R Signals-died 
2 February 1986. 

Enns-Maj L. M. Evans- erved 1942-60-died 19 April 1986. 

Garlick- Maj J . C. Garlick-served 1937-56-died March 1986. 

Jones-Capt R. E. Jones-clied 10 December 1985. 

Luscombe-Maj T . H. Luscombe MBE- erved 1931-70, died 28 
September 1985. 

Pickard-Maj (Hon Lt Col) C. Pickard MC-clied 11 March 1986. 

Prendergast-Capt R. Prendergast MBE MC- died 6 December 
1985. 

Rumsey-Maj W. P . J . Rumsey-served 1945-64, died 22 September 
1985. 

Sharp-Maj L. J . Sharp-died 29 December 1985. 

Smith-Maj P. Smith-died 22 March 1986. 

St Johns~n-Col Sir Thomas St Johnson , 33 (Lanes and Cheshire) Sig 
Regt (V)- clied 14 March 1986. 

Storey-Capt (Hon Maj) C. E. Storey-died 5 February 1986. 

Talbot-Capt L. J . Talbot- died 30 December 1985. 

Tully-Sgt P.A. Tully- died March 1986. 

Wheeler-Maj J. Wbeeler-clied 19 December 1985. 

OBITUARY 
Barker-Capt Edward Charles Barker was born at St Albans on 16 

May 1904. He enlisted into RAO~ i~ 1939 ~d transferred: to 
Royal Signals in 1941. He saw service m the Middle East, Beirut 
and Egypt and was engaged on cipher duties. During his time in 
Egypt he also served as a signal officer in 9 Army Group, and 
returned to England in 1945. He joined the Territorial Army in 
1953, and in 1959 he moved to Taunton; there he assumed a PSO 
appointment as Adjutant of 43 (We~sex) Divisional Sig Regt (TA). 
He remained in this appointment until the re-organisation of the 
TA in 1967, when he was appointed PSAO of 43 (Wessex) Sig Sqn 
of 37 Sig Regt (V), initially in Taunton and then Bridgwater. I:Ie 
retired in late 1975. Ted will be remembered by all who knew him 
for his ability as an administrator, his generous and friendly 
manner and his consideration for others and their well being. He 
died on 5 October 1985. His funeral was well attended by former 
colleagues and current members of the Regiment. We extend our 
sympathy to his wife Connie and family. 

Cotterell- Mr W. M. (Joe) Cotterell. Born 10 February 1902 died 24 
March 1986. Joe Cotterell was acknowledged to be one of the 
finest, if not the finest, athlete that the Corps has produced . His 
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list of sporting achievements filled an entire page of ! he Wire in 
September 1971 when ex WOl F: A. Jones wrote of hun after the 
50th anniver ary of the foundation of the Corp . 

In later years he wa a staunch member of the 3 Divisional 
Signals Reunion Club a the Honorary Secretary Mr E. E. Bayley 
recalls: . · 9 2 

Joe joined the 3 Divi ional. SignS!S Reumon ~lub m I .5 and 
served on the Committee until movmg to Lancing on reurement 
from lCI in 1976. He was responsible for recruiting many who 
served in the Divisional Signal in Maresfield, Crowborough and 
Bulford . He was also a member of the ex Boys Reunion Club and 
the Indian Signals Association . 

Joe was a very active man up t~ ei~ht mon~hs bef<;>re h~ .became 
seriously ill. He offered hi~ services m f~rrymg semor c1l!zens to 
ho pital appointments etc ID ~he Worthm~ ~rea. He very rarely 
missed attending the Royal Signals Assoc1at1on . get togethers at 
Blandford and Catterick as a member of the Brighton Branch. 

The pas ing of Joe Cotterell is a sad blow to the Corps as a 
whole and especially to me as a friend over. 34 years. 

On behalf of the 3 Divisional Signals Reumon Club I extend our 
deepest sympathy to his dear wife Connie in her sad loss. 

On behalf of the Corps we join in extending sympathy Lo Mrs 
Cotterell . 

Jack-Sig Colin Jack. With deepest regret the d~ath of Sig Co.Jin Jack 
is announced. Colin of 2 Sqn, 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, 
attached to 266 Sig Sqn (SA) was tragically kille~ in a traffic 
accident whilst on duty in the Falkland Islands. His father, Mr 
James Jack i a former Warrant Officer in Royal Signals and 
sincere condolences are extended to him and all members of the 
family. 

Mackune-Bill Mackune served in the Corps from 1946-1948 as a 
national serviceman, serving in Kenya and the Middle East. He 
became a life member of the Association in 1973 and was also a 
past pre idem of the Live~pool District ~oy~l Signals Amateur 
Radio Society with a call sign G8CFM. Bill died on 13 March at 
the age of 57 years and will be much missed by Liverpool Branch 
members. 

Moore-ex Sgt Clifford Edward Moore ~nlisted in the. Corps in 
January 1939 and after training at Canenck saw service tn the BEF 
and 1 Arrnd Div Signals in MEF and MELF. After the war he 
served as a Sergeant in the School of Sig.n~ls an~ in BAOR,. ~n 
leaving the Army in 1954 he joined the CIVIi Service as a ~nvmg 
Instructor and spent the rest of his working life with Royal Signals. 
He served with 5 Trg Regt Royal Signals (1954- 1959), 25 Sig Regt 
(1959-1960), 24 Sig Regt (1960-1970), 8 Sig Regt (1970-1977) ~nd 
was then transferred to the newly formed 4 Troop ASMT which 
remained based on the Trade Training School 8 Sig Regt. 

During his long and loyal service with the Corps he becam~ ~on 
Secretary of the Catterick and District Branch of the. Assoc1att'!n 
in 1969. He was awarded his Honour Membership Badge .m 
November 1971 and in April 1981 he was awarded the lmpenal 
Service Medal. Increasing ill health forced him to retire in 1984 at 
the age of 64. . 

Ted continued with his work as Branch Secretary, but died 
suddenly at home on 14 March 1986. . . 

He will, forever, be remembered by Members of the Association 
attending the Annual Reunions in Catterick as 'The Standard 
Marshal', a position he held, with great pride, for the last 20 years 
without a cancellation. 

He will be greatly missed by his many friends in the ~orps and 
to his wife Kathleen we extend our deepest sympathy ID her sad 
loss. 

Morrison-Lt Col H . A. Morrison, R Signals. Col A. N. de Bretton 
Gordon writes: Col Hugh Antony Morrison , who died on 21 
March was Commanding Officer School Regiment , School of 
Signals, Blandford Camp from January 1979 to March 1 ~86. 
Hugh originally enl isted into the Black Watch, but ~o'!n real~sed 
there were belier ways of soldiering and was C?mm1ss1oned IDtO 
Royal Signals in February 1955 and after his Young Officer 
training was posted to Malaya. . 

He was later posted to a Divisional Signal Regiment ID Germany 
and subsequently to 12 Inf Bde Sig Sqn where we first met on my 
taking over from him in 1962. The week or .so of hando~er was 
quite the most hectic I had known and my wife of ~pprox1mate l y 
one month was initiated into, and somewhat bewildered by the 
strange goings on of life in an Infantry Brigade. 
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Ve did not serve together again tor 20 years u:itil 1982 when 1 
was posted to the School of Signals . But I followed his movements 
and our paths crossed from time to time. His was a much more 
glamorous one with a tour in Canada and an appointment with 
UKCICC, which took him to all parts of the world from the 
United States to Bermuda and elsewhere, usually where there were 
superb golf courses. 

He successfully completed the Army Staff Course and later 
returne~ to 12 Inf Bde ?ig Sqn a the Officer Commanding and its 
reputa tion as a professional and happy Squadron was entirely due 
to his steady and humane hand on the helm. 

This bri~gs me to his last appointment in the Corps where he 
held down ID a remarkable way the most demanding of jobs that 
of Commanding Officer, for six years. ' 

For me, also in my last tour , these were very happy times and 
I appreciated. Hu~h ' w~se counsel both at work and on the golf 
course and his fnendsh1p. Through our close association during 
thi time I know how much he gave of himself to meet the needs 
of soldier ' welfare, from creating a junior ranks club LO 
reminding young officers of the need to keep up standards and 
maintain our traditions. He was LO my mind the complete 
Commanding Officer, never flustered, always approachable and 
always in command. 

There are many other instances and occasions which exemplify 
his enthusiasm, fruitful imagination and love of fun and li fe. 
There are many who have gained something from knowing him 
and like me will be glad to have had his company, wise counsel and 
friendship. 

Hugh has given many of us much to be thankful for and if I 
rnuld sum up his philosophy of life in a phrase it would be 
'Everything matters but nothing frightfully'. Our sympathy goes 
out to his family. 

Murray-LCpl Calvin John, 640 Sig Tp. It is with great sadnes that 
we report the death of LCpl Murray on 26 April. He enlisted in 
July 1981 and compleLed training, uccessfully passing-out as a 
Radio Operator. He served with 2 Sqn , 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig 
Regt before joining 640 Sig Tp in February 1985 . During his time 
with the Troop he proved LO be a popular mixer who also 
worked very hard at his trade. He was attending an upgrading 
course at Catterick and sadly was involved in a fatal traffic 
accident whilst visiting his home at the weekend. He will be 
missed by his friends in the Troop and all members offer their 
sincere condolences LO his family at this time of grief. 

mith- Sig Alfred William Smith was born on 1 September 1900 and 
enlisted into the RE Signal Service in March 1920. He was 
transferred into the Corps on its formaLion the same year. He had 
previously served in the Royal Navy from 1916 to 1919. He was 
posted to India in June 1920 and remained there until February 
1927 . During this time he served with No I Wireless Company and 
was a member of the Wireless Section, commanded by the late 
Capt Skinner, which left Jandola in ovember 1920 and formed 
part of the relief column to Wana. With this relief column was a 
Pigeon Section which had increased in numbers by the time the 
column reached Wana! On his return to the UK in 1927, he took 
his discharge after seven years service with the Corp . On 
the outbreak of the Second World War, he volunteered and was 
accepted as a Civilian Wireless Operator with War Office Signals 
W IT Station at Arkley . 'Smithy' became a Life Member of The 
Royal Signals Association on its formation in 1920. In October 
1947, on the amalgamation of The City of London Branch with 
The London Branch of the As ociation, he became Chairman of 
the London Branch and held this office until ill health forced him 
to hand over in 1982. He died on 17 January 1986. The funeral at 
Golders Green was attended by eight members of The We t 
London Branch of the Association . 

Waterworth-Maj Joe H . Waterworth . Maj J ohn Heyes writes: 
Another Corps character died recently in ew Zealand. J oe joined 
the Army in January 1937 and after service in India wa 
commissioned in Apri l 1942 working in a Spec Works Group 
from April 1942 to January 1945 . 1 first met Joe and Doris in 
Beverley at 6 (Boys) Trg Regt in 1953, when Freddy Lockwood , 
Dick umner and myself were posted from the subalterns' Part II 
course. J oe and Doris were always entertaining the young 
subalterns and endeavouring to help us avoid too many extra 
Orderly Officers. After further ervice in 3 Trg Regt and 62 Line 
of Comm Sig Regt Joe and Dori went out to 2 Wirele Regt later 
9 Sig Regt at Famagusta where we met again and he introduced me 
to my wife and also became best man at our wedding in 1961. The 
celebrations surrounding the birth of their son Willia!D Henry ~ill 
be tong remembered particularly by two young Nattonal Service 
subalterns, Alan Connock and Geoffrey Bayle , both now 
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successful bu~inessmen. Phillipa wa born after Joe and Dorh had 
left Cyprus. Joe continued to ~erve in BAOR in 16 Sig Regt and 
HQ I (BR) Corps and then returned to the United Kingdom to 41 
Sig Regt before retiring in 1968 when he and the family emigrated 
to Nelson, New Zealand. We all extend our warmest sympathy to 
Doris, William and Phillipa. Their address in ew Zealand is: 
18 Martin Street, Monaco, elson, NZ: 

LETTERS 

We publish the following warm letter which has been received from 
Mr . van Hoek and hope that any readers who are able to as ist in 
tracing next of kin will please get in touch with him as early as 
possible. 

NEDERLANDSE BOND van 
OUDSTRIJDERS het VETERANEN 

LEGIOEN NEDERLAND 
VENRA Y CEMETERY 

Dear Sir, 
Will you plea e help us with the following: 
On Sunday 9 ovember 1986, the Veteran Legion in the 

Netherlands-department Venray, will organise again the traditional 
Remembrance Service at the British War Cemetery in Venray, where 
almost 800 Allied Liberators have been set at rest. 

On this large field-of-death, the population of Venray want to 
expre s thei r thankfulness to all soldier , who brought us our freedom 
in October 1944, after an occupation of almost five years . During a 
sober but impressive ceremony we commemorate, between the grave
stones, the highest price, that was sacrificed, to bring our freedom 
again . 

Particularly for the young generation we are anxious that the names 
of so many brilliant boys will not be forgotten. 

In response to the last remembrance services we received support 
from the local-government, the industry and from the Venray 
population. This support makes it possible to invite people of Great 
Britain to attend this event. We are trying to trace the next of kin of 
soldiers, buried in Venray earth, who for obvious rea ons may never 
be able to afford LO visit the grave of their late husband, father, son 
or brother. We would like LO invite them and we are willing to bear 
part of the expenses for the journey, white everat Venray-familie 
volunteer as host-family during the stay in Venray. 

For practical reasons it is difficult for us to find these people and 
we would be very grateful if you would do your utmost to help us in 
this matter. . 

Everyone, who wishes to attend this Remembrance Service in 
Venray, will be more than welcome and we hope to greet many 
relatives of 'Our Venray Soldiers' together with many of their 
brother -in-arms. 

Contact-address: Mr N. van Hoek, secretary Veteran Legion in The 
Netherland, Oranjestraat 19, 5802 BG Venray, The etherlands. 
Phone: (0) 4780-8 3972. 

Yours incerely, 
N. van Hoek 

WAR DISABLED PENSIONER 
Those in receipt of a \\ar disabled pension may like Lo know that, 

in 1he event of death, dependent are entitled to make application to 
the War Disabled Welfare Officer, al the local DHSS office, to have 
all their funeral expense paid by the DHSS. Application mu I be 
made as soon as pos ible after the death and preferably within 24 
hours. T his is because the DHSS prefers to know the order of co ts 
before any firm commitment is made regarding arrangements for a 
funeral. 

l f in doubt, plea e consul t the Welfare Officer at RHQ, Roya l 
Signals. 
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CORPS DATES 

Pl BU Dl Tl 1986 
30 ig Regt, 244 ig qn (A ) and 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) will be 

findinR the Royal Guard at Buckingham Palace. St James' · Palace 
nd The Tower of London on the following dates in ugu t 1986. 

taunting Dismounting 
6 Augu t 7 Augu t 
8 9 

10 11 
12 13 
14 15 
16 17 
I 20 
22 24 
26 28 
30 I September 

Confirmation of dates can be obtained from HQ I Sig Gp, 
Tidworth 1il (Stonehenge 46221) Ext 2732 . 

CORPS NCHEON, 
Headquarters Mes , 
Blandford Camp 14 June 1986 

TYNWALD-lSLE OF MAN 
30 Sig Regt is finding a half-guard of honour on 7 July for 

Tynwald. This i an old Viking ceremony held annually in the open 
on Tynwald Hill. It inaugurates the new session of the Hou e of Key 
when the laws passed in the last session are read out in Manx and 
English. It also outlines the programme for the coming year. On this 
occasion the Royal visitor will be HRH The Prince Edward . 

BAND .ENGAGEMENTS 1986 
J NE 
3-8 
9-10 
13 
11 
12 
13 
14 
19 
20 
22-28 
29-4 

J LY 
3-4 
5-6 
11 
11 
13-19 
20-26 
25 
27 
27-2 

Band Tour 
Week End Leave 
Pas Off Parade 
Dinner ight 
Dinner ight 
Dinner ight 
Corps Lunch 
Garrison Cocktail Parry 
Concert Fairfield Hall 
Bournemouth Bandstand 
Regents Park 

Pass Off Parade 
Old Comrades Association 
Pass Off Parade 
Dinner ight 
Bournemouth Bandstand 
St James' Park 
Dinner Night 
Hyde Park 
Eastbourne Bandstand 

AUGUST 
5-10 Public Duties 
10-16 St James' Park 
11 Dinner ight 

SEPTEMBER 
2-8 Leave 
10-12 Berlin 
13 Move to Celle 
14-15 Celle 
16 Lippstadt 
17 Herford 
18-19 Herford 
20 Verden 
21 Herford 
22-23 Free 
24 Move to Krefeld 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29-30 
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Krefeld 
St Tonis 
Krefeld 
Maastricht 

11 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
Records Office Reading 
School of Sigs Mess 
Blandford 
Croydon 

11 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

DADPTC Mess Blandford 

London 

30 Sig Regt 

29 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
3 ADSR 
7 Sig Regt 
I ADSR 
4 ADSR 

16 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
NORTH AG 

OCTOBER 
I Free 
2 W ildenrath 
3 Krefeld 
I 0 Pa Off Parade 
8 Concert Pontins 
8 Dinner ight 
9 Gue t ight 
17 Concert We sex Hall 
18 Dinner Night 
24 Dinner ight 
25-3 Leave 

NOVEMBER 
5-7 Pa s Off Parade 
6 Ma ter of Signal Dinner 
8-9 Remembrance Parade 
9 Remembrance P arade 
14 Sgt Me Cocktail Party 
17 Dance Band BAOR 
26 P a s Off Parade 
27 Dinner Night 
28 Dinner Night 
29 Dinner Night 

DECEMBER 
5 Pas off Parade 
3 Concert 
4 Concert 
5 Dinner Night 
5 Dinner ight 
9 Wives Club Dinner 
12 Ladie Dinner Night 
13 Malcolm Sargent Fanfares 
21 Concert 

21 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
Weymouth 
Dyer London 
School of Sigs Mes 
Poole 
38 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Regt 

Catterick 
Blandford 
10 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Regt 
AAC Middle Wallop 
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn 
37 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Regt 
Wolverhampton 
11 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
35 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 
School of Sigs 
Royal Festival Hall 
Preston 

BOOK REVIEW 

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A VICTORIAN OFFICER, by Alan 
Harfield , Published by The Wincanton Press, illustrated 

'The Life and Times of a Victorian Officer' is a fascinating account 
of Col Donisthorpe Donne CB ,_ based on his diaries, letters and 
paintings which have been edited and commented upon by the Deputy 
Director of the Corps Museum-Maj Alan Harfield . Diligent 
searches into the various family archives have produced a wealth of 
information which has resulted in a 232 page book with about 200 
illustrations, of which 16 are in full colour. 

B. D. A. Donne was born in 1856 and died in 1907 . In his military 
career he served in many parts of the world and made a pictorial 
record as he went along. In 1857 he was gazetted as a sub-lieutenant, 
went to Sandhurst where he noted happenings and personalities, a 
habit which he continued throughout his life. He joined the 35th 
Royal Sussex Regiment and began overseas service in the West Indies . 
After a session in Malta he went to Cyprus where he joined the local 
Pioneer Force of mixed Greeks and Turks until it was absorbed int0 
the Cyprus Military Police. On this island he described the places, 
events and uniforms, also the capture of the would-be assassins of Lt 
H. Kits:hener RE. He joined the Royal Sussex in Egypt in 1882 where 
not all was active service and he sketched many famous places. He 
then became a Major in the Egyptian Army when he was appointed 
Commandant of the 10th Sudanese Battalion and was present at 
Suakin and the Battle of Toski. Later military service took him to 
India and South Africa. 

On hi return to the United Kingdom in 1902 he became a Colonel 
and had administrative duties until his death in Isleworth when he was 
given a full military funeral. A remarkable man whose story may be 
read in the well indexed volume. 

W. Y. Carman 

The book is available from the Royal Signals Museum at £35.00. 
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FOR SALE 
THE H I TORY OF ARMY RUGBY 

A book on T_he History of Army Rugby has just been published 
undt!r the auspices of the Army Rugby Union (ARU). It is hard 
backed, ha~ 300 pages and 36 plates covering Regimental, Cot ps and 
rep1 escntauve Army rugby at home and abroad , in addition to the 
~rmy up ~ for the p~st 1ps year . . A limited edition of 1,000 copies 
1s betng printed. and 1 being sold only within the Army. 

T hose who wish to order a copy should write to· 
Maj H. G. Greatwood · 
Secretary ARU 
Army Sport Control Board 

fini try of Defence 
Thornhill Road 
Aldershot 
Hants GU 11 2BG 

The price is £ 1 2.9~ per copy and cheques should be made payable 
to 'Army Rugby Umon'. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

Vacancy for a Non-Regular Permanent Staff toreman ergeant
Light Aid Detachment REME 

A vacancy for a Non-Regular Permanent Staff Storeman Sergeant 
in 31 (Greater London) Signa l Regiment (Volunteers) LAD based at 
Southfields SWJ8 will occur on l August 1986. 

The term and conditions of ervice are et out in TA Regulations 
1978, Chapter 6, Part 4. ' 

The p~~t carr ies the rank of Sergeant with a daily rate of pay of 
£25 .01 ns111g to £25.31 after nine years in the rank . 

Applicant~ should have served in the Regular Army, ideally at WO/ 
SNCO level 111 !lEME_. A sound_knowledge of stores and accounting/ 
record ystems 1s required . Applicants should be quali fied as storeman 
at the time of application. 

Applications, including a 'curriculum vitae' and details of two 
referees should be forwarded t0: 

The Adju1ant 
31 (Greater London) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
190 Hammersmith Road 
London W6 7DL 

Short listed applicants will be expected to appear before a Selection 
Board prior to appointment. 

C losing date for applications is 28 June 1986. 

Vacancy for a Non-Regular Permanent Staff Storeman Sergeant
Light Aid Detachment REME 

A vacancy for a Non-Regular Permanent Staff Storeman Sergeant 
in 34 (Northern) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) LAD based at 
Middlesbrough will occur on I August 1986. 

The terms and conditions of service are set out in TA Regulation , 
1978, Chapter 6, Part 4. 

The post carries the rank of Sergeant with a daily rate of pay of 
£25 .01 rising to £25.31 after nine years in the rank. 

Applicants should have served in the Regular Army, ideally at WO/ 
SNCO level in REME. A sound knowledge of stores and accounting/ 
record systems is required . Applicant hould be qualified as storeman 
at the time of application. 

Applications, including a 'curriculum vitae' and deiails of two 
referees should be forwarded to: 

The Adjutant 
34 (Northern) Signal Regiment (Volunteer ) 
TA Centre 
Brambles Farm 
Middlesbrough 
Cleveland TS3 BOS 

Short listed applicants will be expected to appear before a Selection 
Board prior to appointment. 

Closing date for applications i 27 June 1986. 
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Vacancy for a o n-Regular Permanent Staff Radio 1 elegraphi t 
Sergeant (Territorial Arm)') 

A vacan~y for_ a. non-regular permanent staff radio telegraphist 
sergeant _ex ists wnhm 7 1 (Yeomanry) Signal Regiment (Volunteers). 
The Re~1mental Headquarters are located in Bromley, Kent . 

Ap~hc_ants sho~ld have served in the regular army as a enior non
comm1ss1~ned offlc~r. The appointment will involve the following; 
a. Work111g at Regimental Headquarters in Bromley. 
b . A sound working knowledge of classified and unclassified 

do~u!'llentation procedures, including the maintenance of unit 
tra111111g records. 

c . A ~is_t the Yeoman of Signals in the areas of radio telegraphist 
trammg and other trade training matters. 

d. Assist the Chief Clerk in the operation of the unit PAMPAS 
system (due to arrive 1987). 

e. Travel to Regimental sub-units to advise and assist on training 
matter . 

The pre_s<:nt daily rate of pay for this post is £26.55. Applicants will 
also be ehg1ble for London Allowance (approximately £1.01). 
. The t_er~s and conditions of service of the appointment are detailed 
111 Terntonal Army Regulations, Chapter 6, Part 4. 

Applica~ts are to forward the names and addresses of two referees 
and a curriculum vitae to the fo llowing address by 30 June 1986: 

Adjutant 
71 (Yeomanry) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
Hill House 
Beckenham Lane 
Bromley 
Kent BR2 ODA 

All applicants wil l be noti fied by post if they have been selected for 
~he hort-list for interview by the Selection Board, which will be held 
111 July, on a date to be decided. 

West Mercia Constabulary, Worcester, require an assistant com
munications manager (age 38-42) from August 1986. Apply to the 
Personnel Manager, Police HQ Worcester, Hindlip Hall, PO Box 55, 
Worcester WR3 BSP. Tel 0905 27188 . 

ADVERTISING 
otices and advertisements, other than tho e related to a 

business intere t, will be published free of· charge to serving 
members of the Corps, and to tho e retired members who 
subscribe to The Wire. All matters for publication mu t reach 
the Editor by the 12th of the month preceding publication . All 
other advertisements should be forwarded to our advertising 
manager~, Service ewspapers Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough, 
Hampshire GU14 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891) who will advise 
charge . 

You are invited to visit 

ARTILLERY DAY 1986 

on Saturday 5 July 

at Larkhill, ear Ame bury, Wiltshire 

10.30 am to 6.00 pm 

Live firing demonstrations with 50 gun at 2.15 pm 
Military Band - RA Motor Cycle Di play Team 

PT Di play - Free Fall Parachuting - Equipment Stand 
and Event of intere t to everyone 

Refre hments available 

Admission FREE 

Parking : Car £5 and Coache .£25 

The Preview Day on Friday 4 July is open to the 
Military and their Familie 
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'HQ 
Report b) Capt R . P. W alkin RA 

PREP ARE TO MOYE 
Wi1hin the nex1 few months the following per onalitie are on the 

move. The QC, Maj John Kirby, in early June, Capt (I' ll clean your 
carpet ) Walkin in May, gt (Cbiefy) Barlow on promotion in July, 
W02 (YofS) G us Hartley on promotion in April, Cpl (Mo,•er) \V indu 
in July and ig (two left boot ) Turner in April. In anybody' book 
a fair turnover. We wi hall well, congra1ula1ions where nece. sar. and 
the be t for the future. 

From my point of view, a the quadron Gunner. 1 give my pecial 
thanks to 1he quadron for accep1ing and puning up wi1h me for the 
la 1 two year . It has been my first real experience with Royal Signals 
and very enjoyable it ha been. 

SHQ i a always a hi e of ac1ivity. Capt Paul (2IC) Oldfield i 
going on leave for a change, gt (I'm training) Ben on ha settled in, 
Cpl (Old King) Cole pop in ometimes between visit to Blackpool. 
The RSM become a bean tealer nex1 week, Yof (Ba by) Rogan is 
truggling on, and gt Chri (Goldfinger) Dean is keeping us all happy 

meeting our claims. Finally best wi hes to Cpl Simon Windu , who is 
taking the plunge and getting married in April. That's it for thi 
issue- o i1's goodbye from him and it's goodbye from me. 
Editor's note: Heartfelt thanks from the Squadron go. to Capt Richard 
Walk.in RA and hi wife Carol , on the culmi nation of 24 years' 
ervice. His sympathetic ear, ound advice and tremendously hard 

work have helped dispel many scurrilous rumours about Gunners! 
Thanks and good luck Richard . 

MIKE TROOP 
Report by Sgt Richardson 

Well here we are again, very busy a usual; this time with all the Ops 
Room refits. The entire troop seems LO be taking on secondary trades, 
we can now boast of 'chippys, brickies, plumber , electricians and of 
course a tea boy'. 

On the sporting front, stock car racing i the predominant pa time 
with Cpl Ian Toft way ahead on 1he leader board. He now relaxes by 
filling in F'.\1T 3' and taking day release courses in panel beating. The 
'.\1T are considering i suing pack mules to the troop for deployments, 
but extreme care must be taken with the exhaust on this form of 
tran port . 

The 'Ulster ulcer' is a topic of many conversations and Cpl 
' Honest?' mootb y offers favourable odds on any of the leading 
troop per onalities; 

March has seen the installa1ion of Cougar in the ci ty, and we keep 
our fingers crossed for the 'switch-on' date . 

Finally it is time 10 say goodbye to Sgt Ben Mee, Cpls Nick 
Flannigan and teve moothy, and hello to Cpl A ndy Johnson , LCpls 
Andy Foster, Pete Stowell , S ig Andy Joint and wish them every 
uccess in !heir tour here. 

COMM TROOP 
Report b) 2Lt G . Deans 

Being the newest arriva l from Sandhurs1 1 have been given 1he 
somewha1 dubious honour of detailing 1he exploil of the Troop. Such 
i a subaltern' 101. Having been here nearly 1hree weeks I had just 
aboui learnt the ins and out of the Troop when the Troop Staffy, 
Denni R •tier, disappeared on a flower arranging cour eat Deepcu1, 
although it may have bec:n his RQMS course. We are very oon 10 
wel ome him back and I am sure the Sergeants' Mess will apprecia1e 
hi newly acquired talents. The gap left by his disappearance has been 
admirably filled by Sgt ' Gringo ' Twells and Cpl 'Almost interesting' 
Middleton , who coped very well, particularly on the P rovince'.; day of 
aciion. 
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Over the pa. t month or o. omm Tp has been extremely busy 
especially with the PRE in which Sig 'I like the outdoor li fe' Chas fox 
ha put in a lot of hard work on the vehicles. Well done Fox. Heli -tele 
ops have been keeping certain members of 1he troop bu y, with ops 
in such exotic locations a trabane and Londonderry itself. Having 
been o bu y over the pa t few month , the troop has been spread very 
thinly. \ e even had 10 bring Cpl Vic Thompson out of his stores to 
a ume command of Rover Group. This wa a major achievement 
since mo t of the troop thought Vic had retired six months ago. He 
has been heard to remark 'I thought we till used cro sbows' . 
However, hero e to the task and proved his worth on 1he Loyalis1 Day 
of Ac1ion. Good run Vic. 

Sporting personalitie have included Sig 'Mounta in Goat ' Staff who 
is about to lead a climbing expedition to the Mourne Mountains . 
Sporting event have acquired an oriental flavour with LCpl 'Kung 
Fu' Ted Stuart challenging all comers to duel - the only setback is 
that he keep getting hurt. A potential Franz Klammer in the form of 
Pte Jane Crowther ha recently returned from Austria, to help 1he 
Chief in the Orderly Room. Keep licking, ticking and tamping those 
letter Jane. 

Whil t on the subject of those girl from the Commcen, they were 
recently visited by their bo , DWRAC Brig H. G. Meechie, who 
topped to talk to them during her flying visi1 to Londonderry. 

Pte Llewell yn attempts to inte re s t DWRAC, Brig Meechie, in he r 
new pen . Lt Bertram wonders if t here is a ne w pen in it fo r him , 

whilst Pte Crowther appears to be trying t o make o ne work 

Finally goodbye and good luck LO LCpl Debs Alcock on her posting 
and forthcoming marriage and to Sig Billy Johnson goi ng to 2 1 Sig 
Regl. We say hello to ig Petrie and hope you have an enjoyable tay. 
Congra1ulations are also in order for !he engagement of ig Pierce and 
Pte Sha ron Llewell yn a well as C pl Dave 'Screamin kull ' Jowitt and 
Paula. The la l set of congratulations go to Sig cou e Inman a nd 
Kathleen on their forthcomi ng marriage. 

QM DEP T 
Report by C pl Sali sbury RAOC 

Charlie reporting to Brian ' l s t hi s the QM's Dept or is it 8 Bde Dog 
Section?' 

Everybody in the department now seems LO own a dog and most 
look like 1hem, or is it tha1 the dogs look like them? or imply that 
they all look like dogs? 

PRE has been and gone, meaning that C pl ' Famto ' alisbury can 
go back to sleep for another year, al1hough it was rumo ured tha t he 
awoke in the middle of PRE muttering 'Tyres . . . what 1yres?' LCpl 
Maggs has also returned to do what he does best, guards and looki ng 
after the Boy Scou1s, and an excellent job he ma kes of it. On the 
sporting front LCpl Gray goes from strength to strength in his cross 
country and marathon runn ing. T he QM Capt Brian Young has still 
not sold his darts and dart board, despite an ad placed in the Visor 
by person or persons un known; any offers? Cpl Tony Bowen rema ins 
the o nly person in the da rt s team who is unbeaten . 

Finally welcome aboard to Cpl ' Geordie' Short . 
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SKI REPORT 
Report by Capt . P. Hunt 

Despite operational commitments and the day of action five 
mcrnbcr\. of the quadr~n travelled LO Scotland to defend the Ni Cup 
al the ASA chan~pwnsh1p .. At the start of the week we were blessed 
by the be~t combma11on ol sun and snow the airngorms had seen for 
30 year . Unfortunately, conditions sicadily worsened throughout the 
week, until the wind was so high on the final two days that the lifts 
bad to be closed and competitors had to walk up to the start gate. 

After an extended training period on the Saturday and Sunday 
Capt (QM) 'Buttons' Young was demonstrating his ice techniqu~ 
when he had a most spectacular crash with two other unfortunates on 
the slopes. Had a member of the race commi1tce seen the crash it 
would, undoubtedly have won the prize for 'bes1 dob' and a boule of 
champagne. 

We finishe~ .runners-.up in the NI Cup to 2 Gren Gds, who won the 
team compet1llon ou1ngh1. A useful exercise for the team four of 
whom had not skied in co1land before, and we will go back ~ex1 year 
knowing what to expect. 

L- R: The competition for the biggest skis was won by Cpl 
Douggie Shields, LCpl Barney Barnett proves that he is the tallest, 
Capt Buttons Young is cheating. Capt Steve Hunt and Cpl John 

Farnell are trying to control their skis 

TECHEMPLOY 
Technician Employment Agency 

Are you a Technician approaching the end 
of your Service? 

The problem of find ing a job is a nagging worry 
as you approach your final days in t he Corps. If 
you are in this situation there is one simple, 
cost free step you can t ake to ease the 
problem. Contact TECHEMPLOY w hen you are 
approaching the end of you r service and we wil l 
send you , by return of post, an easy to 
complete pro forma wh ich w ill enable us t o 
inform the hundreds of companies that w e are 
in contact with about your tra ining , skil ls, 
experience and personal qual ities. 
My long involvement in Service training 
organisations and as Inspector of Trade 
Training, and my recent civilian career as an 
Executive Search and Selection Consultant, 
enables us to provide a unique service wh ich is 
completely free to all serving or recently retired 
technicians . What have y_ou got to lose! 
If your retirement is imminent contact 
TECHEMPLOY by telephoning iE 
Derek Richard~~n on 0428 712590 

or writing to me at: 
TECH EMPLOY, PO Box 29 , BORDON, 

Hants GU35 8NF m:HEMPLOY 
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u 39 lnf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
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OPERATIONAL AWARDS 
~e warmly congratulate S gt Allison and Cpl Wikely on receiving 

thetr awards. and wish them and their families the very best for the 
future. 

Sgt (now S ' gt) Hugh Allison received a Mention in De patches for 
his work as Senior Radio Technician maintaining rural 
con:imunications, and communications in South Armagh, during the 
period July 1981 to September 1985. Sgt Allison is now serving 11ith 
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt. 

Cpl Grahame Wikcly was awarded the GOC's Commendation for 
his work a CO in charge of 1he Brigade's mobile Heli-tele 
Detachment. During Cpl Wikely' tour Heli-tele had a number of 
operational successes, and the detachment played a major role 
assisting the RUC during rioting in Belfast and Ponadown in 1985. 
Cpl Wikely is now serving with 21 Sig Reg!. 

SHQ TROOP 
The las1 two months have been extremely busy for SHQ. In addition 

to the heavy workload which is largely attributed to COUGAR ET 
ms1allation, the administrative nerve centre of 1he Squadron ha been 
involved with various other activities including the ARU Staff visi1 
which was succe sful (we think!). Unfortunately 1he Commander's 
formal visit which was to have taken place on 27 March was 
postponed. Instead the Squadro.n were busy preparing for Brigade 
Operauon over the Easter period, and these are covered in our 
eparate Operation Brolly report in this issue. 

On the subject of long hours mention should be made of our Chief 
Clerk S~gt John 'Pull up a sandbag' McEwen, who actually braved 
1he outside world (W Belfast) on escort duty during the recent Loyalist 
Day of Action. He has since been porting a ' DPM' Parker Pen and 
apparent ly he has his name down for the Squadron Shooting Team. 
ls this 1he beginning of a new trade of Combat Clerk within the 
Corps? 

evenheless, during the period we have had 1ime fo r a li tt le 
recreation with gt Dave ' Gimme a job ' orman taking up the game 
of quash and being well beaten by both Cpl ' Where' my po ting ' 
T ra k and LCpl obby 'Cuddle · C larke. Keep crying gt l orman ! 

OPERAT ION BROLLY 
Report by Capt George Whyman 

In re ponse to a threatened major Loya li s1 backlash against a 
Ministerial ban imposed on the Apprentice Boys /ll arche on Ea ter 
Monday, the Squadron deployed two Bde Tac HQ's; one to Belfa t, 
the other to Portadown. In addition, contingency communication 
were established for three reinforcing baualion group . 

Bde Tac Belfast, co-located wi1h RUC Castle reagh, wa activa ted . 
From here communications for our 1hree batta lions who normally 
operate in Belfast and one additional reinforcement baualion were 
run. Bde Tac (Rural East), co-loca1ed with RUC Mahon Road in 
Portadown, was in tailed on Good Friday a nd activated al o. II wa 
from here that communica1ion for 1he local UDR Baualion and two 
addi1ional reinforcemem baualion were comrolled. 

In addition to 1he contingency net provided for the e 
reinforcemem uni1 , a 353 net wa also commis ioned. Heli Tele 
once again pro ed lo be an invaluable tool for the O p Staff with one 
aircraft covering Belfa t and 1wo aircraft providing continuou 
picture for ome e1·en hour over Portadown. 

Traditionally Ea ter herald the can of 1he marching ea on here 
in the province, and if Easter Monday i any indication, then it i clear 
that 1he quadron can look forward to a very bu y year ahead. 

QM 'S DEPT 
This humble department a ks 1he question, 1 ho name our radio 

equipment? Do they reali e the long term implicat ion of 11hat they 
do? For example: 
LA RK P UR This can be ea ily defined as a bit of a joke that 

CLA M 

PT RM IGA 

P EGA US 

need prodding to make it work. 
1ribal bea t 11ho e in-breeding i bound LO thr0\1 

up generic odditie . 
bird that change colour in a vain allcmp1 to 

protect it elf from being hot. 11 change colour in 
ugu t (about the ame time 1hal the exerc1 e 

ea on tart in B O R). 1 1here any ignificance 
in thi ? 

mythical flying hor 11ho e normal bod) 
function mu l e entuall) fall on the u er. 
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\ r ti _ T R C nJure up an image of a lot of hoc air and effort 
with littk re·ult, and .:cnainly never works on 

1onda) or Frida} s. . 
ROPA .\concept engineered by many for th benefit of a 

fe" and understood by nobody. . 
CO G R nervous bea t that prowl South Amencan 

mount in regions wailing for an eruption and 
ine\'itablv i in the direct path o f 1110 t of chem. 

HO\\ can the Corp li\'e '~· ith the e names? W hatever happened. to 
the 19 .el and the 52 e1?; their in truct ion may have been in Rus 1an 
bu! their name never embara ed you. 

GAM ~IGHT-THE LAD ,. OFFICERS/ SNCO 
The nnual Squadron Games ight took place 1 ~ the Horse hoe 

Club on Friday 21 March, and wa pon ored by Hemek.en, muc~ to 
everyone' delight. After a hard fought contest the officer / seniors 
JU t clin hed the trophy winning by 21 points to 17. However, the 
Junior Ranks are convinced chat 1he underhand inclusion of an extra 
free barrel of beer con titute a foul and therefore the winner should 
be rele£ated 10 second place. 

A. a~con olaiion the lad orted the men from the boy by winning 
1he ·Boal Race' wi1h the greate 1 of ea e. As a resuh of this , the 
Quanermaster Capt Bob Vale ha apparently 'given up' beer, for 
good. 

Cpl Alan Smith explaining the intricacies of dominoes to Maj Philip 
Rouse 

SSgt 'Mick' Partridge with WLCpl 'Joe' Worsdall (centre) with 
WCpl 'Dot' Doherty. I wonder which games they were playing? 
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The OC Maj Philip Rouse presents the trophy to the winning 
captain. Sgt Keith Storey 

CLO E Q ARTER BA TILE DRILLS 
Whilst driving along in the OC's covert 'thoroughbred' the 

following conversation could be overheard: 
OC 'l ay RSM , what do we do if we drive round this bend and 

come across an illegal vehicle checkpoint?' 
RSM 'Pray Sir!' 
OC 'Ye but what el e?' 'Perhap we had better investigate and 

find out. ' 
After several telephone calls and the odd begging letter, the 

Nonhern Ireland Patrol Group very kindly agreed to run a 'one off' , 
three day, close pro1ection car drills course, at Ballykinler for 
members of the Squadron. To the RSM's surprise and de pile 
previous misgiving the cour e proved LO be both very enlightening 
and enjoyable! 

ew kill such as the 'quick draw', shooting through windscreens, 
and 'fighting from chairs' were demon trated and very quickly 
acquired. Opportunities to practise handbrake turn were pursued 
with great enthusiasm, particularly by MT driver , Sig 'Cruncher' 
Jones and LCpl ' uper' Semple who showed off their skills (or lack 
of them!!), and LCpl 'Carl' Mast took particular delight in trying to 
overturn the car. Cpl Tony Mellett and 'Taff' Henton became well 
practised in the art of manning road blocks and dodging runaway 
cars! 

Sgt (missed again) Storey still manages to practise his quick draw, 
in front of a mirror for three hours every night, whilst Sgts (my 
jacket's ripped) Christian and (so is mine) Buckingham still compare 
scars. Rumour has it that Cpls 'Bodie' Dangerfield and 'Doyle' 
Walmsley have already auditioned for their new TV series in the 
autumn. All in all it was a very relevant and worthwhile course, and 
the RSM returned confident and enthusiastic. 

Two weeks later in the same 'thoroughbred' (but with lightly less 
paint and slightly more rust) the OC and RSM were chatting again: 
OC 'Well RSM, if we drive round this corner and come across an 

illegal vehicle checkpoint, what do we do now?' 
RSM 'No problem Sir, just do what I do.' 
OC 'What do you mean?' 
RSM 'Pray Sir!' 

Cpl (Bodie) Dangerfield and Sig Cruncher Jones encounter a 
simulated illegal vehicle checkpoint (Sig Jones is the one having 

trouble finding the terrorists) 
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Sgt Keit h Storey practises his quick draw during the 'fighting from 
chairs' 

Cpls Dave Evans and John Howell-Walmsley prepared to 
encounter an incident. (Cpl Evans is the one who looks like 

'Starsky') 

ALPHA TROOP 
The time has come the OC said 
to ralk of many things. 
Of missing files, late replies 
and Wire Notes of Squadron happenings. 
(or else) 

The time has come the Chief Clerk said 
10 talk of many things. 
Of Ration Returns, Nominal Rolls 
and Wire Notes of Tp happenings. 
(by 0900 hrs on the 24th or else) 

Tile time has come the Tp Sta/fie aid 
to talk of many things. 
Of increased duties, no leave 
if no Wire Notes of Tp happenings. 
(Come on chiefs giesa hand plea e) 

for the QM a translation 'Come on chaps give me a hand'. 

Who said 'when the cat' away the mice will play'; well the Troop 
can prove them wrong. Our cat is away- Capt 'I've got my happy 
head on' Gordon Rafferty i on his Captain' course followed by his 
JCSC. 

The insta llation of the OUGAR radio sy tern i now well 
underway and threatening to overtake the final preparation work but, 
so far, Sig Pete Clark and 'Mo' Morrison have managed to keep 
ahead of them. 
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The busy period fot Hcli Tele, which has been taken out of 
mothballs by Cpl Dave Whitaker a ·si~tcd by his semi-permanent 
helpers LCpl Taff Boucher and Sig ' Prof' Skeels, ha begun. 

The other crews have been busy in their respective areas with 
rout ine maintenance, especia ll y the W~st Belfast Crew, with 1he 
departu re o f 2 RGJ (we didn ' t wan t a plaque anyway) and the arrival 
o~ l yvG (every unit wants Lo be different) . ig ' Prof' Skeels has lost 
his piglet (old age) and has gone into business supplying information 
on. Mazda 626's while waiting for a new one. Sig Glen Weaver and 
Chve Hallett take note, that although your vehicles are now doing all 
the work the washdown point is down by the EOD. 

The telemechs have just completed a major re-wiring project of the 
15 year cabling ho rro r show at Musgrave Park Hospital. The project 
survey was undertaken by LCpl 'Taff' Boucher, a lot of digging wa 
done by LCpl ' couse' Bradley and it has been said that Cpl Eddie 
Pluskota supervised . Such was the interest in this project that the 
RS~ , WOl Charlie Manning set about recapturing his youth by doing 
a bu of Telemeching whilst wiring a distribution box . He was heard 
to c~mment 'There weren ' t all these fancy plastic things in my day'. 

It is not often that unusual occurrences are reported, so we wi h to 
record that the powermen amongst us were deployed on trade during 
the recent Loyalist Day of Action at various talkthrough sites to 
ensure that power was available to maintain comms. LCpl Jan Rice 
and Sig Paul Cross were a sisted by ig 'Ginge' Nield 'Prof' keels, 
Glen Weaver and Chris Davis. ' 

Rover Group 
Back Row (l-R): Pte Katz Beckett, Cpl Tony Mellett, Pte 'Pass' 

Mottley, Pte Mick Varndell, Cpl 'Fingers' Roberts 
Front Row (L - RJ: LCpl Tony Nugent, LCpl Jim Crowe, Cpl 

' Rambo' Weaver 

ROVER GROUP 
For 1he uninformed amongst u , they do belong to Alpha Troop. 

As you might expect they are kept on their toes carrying ou1 tasks for 
the Brigade Commander and copi ng with a larger than usual 
manpower change which leads us to our ai;rivals and departure . 

We welcome to the Troop Cpl Jimmy Stevenson RPC and ig Mick 
Church to Rover Group and Sig ' Donny' Donne to Combat eclion. 

Farewells to LCpl Rambo Weaver going to 30 Sig Regt, LCpl 
'Brummy' Whittaker RCT !O MFO Sinai, Pte Jim (PTI) Eaton RPC 
on transfer to RCT, Pie Mick Varndell to HQ Lisburn' Garrison and 
Sig Paul Cros to 16 Sig Regt. We wi h you every succe in your new 
uni!. 

BRAVO TROOP 
Bravo Troop continue to be the shift worker of 39 lnf Bde, 

providing R TG' manning the Brigade Commcen, Radio Room, 
Crypto Cell, and a 1hree man Commcen/Ops Room a1 
Castlereagh/Ladas Drive. 

.The Troop continues to uffer a ma ive turnover of per onnel, 
with the departure of SSgt (YofS) 'Red Hand 1771' Ron Coburn, on 
promo1ion to W02, po ted to 8 Inf Bde HQ and ig qn, Cpl Cliff 
Knighton to 13 Sig Regt, LCpl Luigi Dedman to the heep worrying 
1 le of Benbecula, and finally LCpl 'Little Ed' Edwards and ig Paddy 
'Plod' McCandless to that ever popular pos1ing 007 Civ Div . ew 
arrivals include Cpl Phil Locker. ig Al Perrie and ig George Be t 
with their familie , and ingle Sig John Heaton and ig 'Mac' 
Maclean. 

Since our last repon. a power 1rugg]e involving the Troop OC, Lt 
Adrian' Ade the shades' Metcalfe , and 'Benny' ha developed. Benny 
is Sgt (Yof ) Dai Jone ' Wei h collie, who ha a remarkable 
capacity for con urning huge amount of chopped pork, left o er 
from the night hift' ration . 



10 LCpl D:ne 'SeH)' Rirhards on his 

o doing ruined the 

TM TROOP 
After man month of hard work leading up to the in tallation of 

the COUGAR radio ystem, we are at la t beginning to see the re ults. 
much to the delight and surpri e of all concerned. 

The fir t of the talk through hilltop site was recently commissioned 
bv RACAL' , Mr Don Hunt, and acce ted on behalf of the MOD by 
Capt (TOT) Jan Ja iok. The weather »a a typically misty, windy day 
at the top of Slieve Croob and the road up was extremely icy. The 
variou repre entat ive decided to leave thei r cars at the ot of the hill 
and walk up, no mean feat for the QM. Capt Bob Vale and Don Hunt 
who are not renowned runner like the RQMS, W02 Terry Hughes 
and the TOT. However the import11nce of the event and the promi e 
of a photograph prompted Cpl Kev Simmons and LCpl Pat Boon to 
book out on a fault docket and speed up lo the ite in a Land rover. 
Photograph over, the dashing pair departed in their four wheel drive 
steed, pa ing the hill walkers on their way down. Thi brought large 
grin from tho e in the Rover but not such large ones from tho e who 
were not. 

The official handover of the fi rst talkt hrough s ite being handed 
over by Mr Don Hunt, the resident RACAL engineer to Capt (TOT) 
Jan Jasiok. Looking on from (L- Rl Capt (QM) Bob Vale , W02 
(ROMS) Terry Hughes, Cpl Dev ' Poser' Simmons and LCpl Pat 

Boon 

Danger-Techs at work! 
LCpl 'M•1dflap ' Mudway and Cpl Dave Evans working on ou r 
present equipment prior t o deployi ng to a ta lkthrough s ite to carry 

out routine maintenance 
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The hierarchy of TM Troop, namely Capt (TOT) Jan J as iok and 
W0 2 (FofS) Tony McMahon. For once both in the office at the 
same time . A rare occasion as both are heavily involved in the 

planning and commissioning of our new comms system 

MT TROOP 
The Troop represented the Squadron fo r the second time in two 

years at the Northern Ireland Command Road Safety Quiz finals held 
at Thiepval Barracks, Lisburn in February . Unfortunately, unlike last 
year when we finished winners, this year the opposition proved to be 
the stronger team and we were knocked out in the semi-final. 
However, our position in the finals gave us a badly needed six points 
towards the Royal Signals Mercury Cup held each year between 8 lnf 
Bde, 39 Inf Bde and 233 Sig Sqn. 

Finally the Troop have undergone a 50 per cent change over of 
NCOs and drivers during the last three months. Shortage of space 
prohibits the mention of all the comings and goings, but we must just 
mention the MTWO, W0 2 Fred Osmond RCT who has been in a state 
of euphoria since receiving his posting announcement to SHAPE in 
June. 

NORTHERN IRELAND ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The Northern Ireland Orienteering Championships took place in 

South Londondery on Saturday 22 March, the Squadron being 
represented by the OC Maj Philip Rouse, Maj David Drennan, Capt 
Alan Lloyd, Sgt Ian Horton and Cpl Ian Trask. 

The atrocious weather conditions turned the already demanding 
course into a quagmire of peat but the team ploughed on to finish a 
very creditable 28th out of 65. 
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233 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 801 

Col R. D. Buchanan-Dunlop, COS 1-!-QNI, visited the Squadron on 
14 Mar:h and spent a very full day tounng our various sites and seeing 
everything that the Squadron can and does do. During the visit he was 
kind enough to present the Super Soldier Baton at our annual Inter
Troop Military Skills Competition and LS and GC medals to W02 
Roger Clarke and Sgt John Brockman. 

The LS and GC recipients with the COS and the OC, Maj Charles 
Kemp 

SUPER SOLDIER COMPETITI01' 
The Super Soldier Competicion piued seven troop team~ again t 

each othe~ . Th~y w~re tested on NBC, weapon handling, shooting, 
com!fls skills, first aid, comd ta.sks, map reading and fina lly fitness. 
Having completed seven tasks in a round robin all the team.> were 
b~ought together for the final fitness stand-a BFT with a slight 
difference-have you ever carried a water jerrican and four ammo 
boxes around a BFT? A ding dong battle throughout the day finished 
with four troops tyinti for second place two points behind the winners 
Commcen Tp. The winning team members were: Cpls Carlo Sinclair, 
Tommy Brand, LCpls Jim Knight, Paddy Potter and lg 'Beef' 
Berger. 

COMMCEN TROOP 
MANAGEMENT 

With five of the management clutching their posting orders and 
WOl (YofS) Dave Wright straining at the leash it's time for a photo! 

TROOP CABARET NIGHT 
gt. Gus Hales and the CDA organised the troop's first social 

funct ion of '86. Cpl Andy Andrew booked the Province's ' o I Mime 
Arti.ste', who l!n.for~unately for the troop hierarchy, relied heavily on 
audience paruc1pauon; Capt John 'Benny Hill ' Nichols did an 
impressive mime with SSgt Joe McKenzie and Sgt Gus Hales followi ng 
on-where are the photos? Thanks to Cpls Tom Brand and Andy 
Lewis for laying out the buffet (all over the road) and thanks to Cpl 
Glynis Ball who ran the raffle. An excellent evening! 

MOVEMENTS 
Farewell to Cpl Ginge Burrell , who joins 21 Sig Regt and to LCpl 

Sandy Anderson who leaves the Army. A warm welcome to LCpl 
Dave Harrison from 4 ADSR. 

PROMOTIONS 
Congratulations to Karen Cable on her well earned promot ion to 

Lance Corporal. 

WHISKY TP 
BACKCHAP TROPHY 

On 7 March we played our sister ADP troop , Victor fo r the annual 
Backchap Trophy. Sgt Bob Sleeman organised an excellent games 
evening with great skill being shown in such games as bombers and 

Whisky Troop 
Back Row:- Sgt Smith , Cpls Hughes, Skerritt , Chiswell , Allmark, Sig Bl ight, Hudson, Riddell , LCpl McKay, Cpls Atkinson , Garner, LCpls 

Collings and Geere 
Centre Row:- Sgt Stadius , Sig Langley, LCpl Turner, Cpl Mitton, LCpl Hilton , Pte Tucker, Cpl Alexander, Pte Shaw, LCpl Walters, Sig 

Maughan, Swift and Byrnes 
Front Row:- Sgts Aspin, Sleeman and Corrigan , SSgt Jones, W02 (YofS) Gibson, Capt K. Taylor, W02 (YofS) Childs, SSgt (FofS) Wood , 

SSgt Haldane, Sgts Scott and Duckworth 
Absent Duty/Leave:- Sgt Byrne , Cpl Raven , LCpls King and Warn , Pte Baxter 
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tom 10 h ey! ith the ·ore tanding at 2-2, the la t game •a, a 
chff ng r; three I die armed with handbag • from each troop, had 
t m · e their Tp Comd as pretty a. pos ible. Capt Kevin Taylor won, 
b~ the pO\\der at the end of his no·e, again t Capt Richard Blum. 

. RRI D DEPARTUR 
Farewell and congratulation LO Capt Ian and Jane Fielder; Capt 

Fi Ider ha left on promotion to 4 Div. LCpl Andy Maynard has left 
u for i. month R & R (you know where!) before going to 22 Sig 
Regt. 

Wei ome to Capt Kevin and Margaret Taylor, gt Ian and Christine 
Duckworth, gt Bob and Debbie leemaa (we've had to chain him to 
hh de k! ), Cpl Mitch and Deborah Mit1c 'I and Sig Gary Blight (who 
can noy, hand in hi pa sport after erving with 30 Sig Regt). 

ADMI ' TP 
Report by gt Yates 

We must say farewell to four member of the troop. They are Cpl 
Paul Rutter, who is leaving to go to work on the international ide of 
AFCENT in Holland; we wish Paul and Liz all the be t. Next to leave 
will be Pte Cathy Brown, who ha done terling work as movement 
clerk . Cathy leaves in April on promotion and i po ted to lnt & Sy 
Gp in Bielefeld. 

Cpl Dave Stokes, who has ju t married Michelle, is off to 9 Sig Regt 
in April. To Dave and Michelle; enjoy the sun hine . 

Finally in April we shall also ay farewell to LI Margaret Roberts 
who is going to Plymouth where her husband is being posted 
(unfortunately this means no more holidays in Cyprus). 

On the arrival ide we welcome Cpl Spike Spurr and Pte Heather 
Downes to the Squadron .Office and we welcome Cpl Sandy Bennie to 
the Corps. He has been with us for some monchs and is to be re
badged in April to become a 'bleep' . Welcome to the Corp Sandy and 
we hope that your posting to 28 Sig Regt in June will be a happy one . 

CROSS COUNTRY 
The cross country season ended on a high note with the team 

coming second both in the NI Championships and the NI Half 
Marathon team event. 

CHAFYN GROVE 
SCHOOL 

BOURNE AVENUE, SALISBURY, 
WILTSHIRE, SP1 1 LR 

Tel: Sal isbury (0722) 333423 
Telex: 4 77019 ASRG (weekdays only) 

Headmaster: J . R. Singleton, M.A.(Cantab) 

Chafyn Grove is a long established ( 1879) 
preparatory school, now co-educational, with 
special experience at caring for service and 
overseas based children. We prepare pupils for 
Public School entrance and offer excellent 
academic, cultural, and recreational standards 
adjusted to the individual child. There is a good 
scholarship record, including recent major 
awards for music and art, and a very wide 
range of games, sports, activities, and 
weekend excursions and outings. 

A prospectus and further details may be 
obtained from the Headmaster. 

~ · OPERATORS 

The T earn to Trust 
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When you 
leave the 
Services ... 

111e 
111reeTees 
Agency Ltd 

Contact the Three Tees Agency 
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street 
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and deals solely 
with vacancies for Telephone. Telex , and Teleprinter Operators. 
You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice and guidance 
on employment prospects in the commercial world of 
Telecommunicallons If you are rusty. we can give you the opportunity 
to brush up your operating and also familiarise you with commercial 
routines and equipment, and then guide you to the right JOb, 
permanent or temporary. In some cases resettlement courses are 
available for those seeking permanent employment in the Greater 
London area. 

Call, write or telephone 
110 Fleet Street EC4 01-353 3611 
124 Regent Street W1 01-734 0365 
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BEM PRESENTATION 

School of Signals 
Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

On 20 March the SqinC, Maj Gen P . D. Alexander MBE, pre ented 
the BEM announced m the New Year Honours List to S gt Dennis 
U her for his outstanding contribution to the School of Signals and 
Ex-Sgt Terence Reynold for his excellent support to the ACF display 
at the 1985 Royal Tournament. 

SOinC Presenting the BEM to SSgt Dennis Usher with Sgt Joe 
Pearson in the background 

Ex-Sgt Terence Reynolds being congratulated by the SOinC 
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PREPARING FOR PTARMIGAN 
As you read this article a major piece of construction work is 

proceeding at speed in Blandford. The first turf was cut on 19 
November 1985 and the contractor arrived on site on 2 December. 

The photograph shows the framework of the Main Container Hall 
for Systems Division and was taken on 26 February. Out of view to 
the left are the offices and container hall for PWSST while the existing 
School building (M Corridor) can be seen in the background . 

The steelwork was erected during a 10 day period when the 
temperature was below freezing and there was a gale force wind most 
of the time. All credit to the steel erectors who worked in these 
atrocious conditions and completed this phase of the building on time. 
The next stage will see the roof and walls of the container halls being 
put on followed by the brickwork of the office area in between. 

The building is scheduled fo r completion in mid October this year 
when it will house the majority of the PTARMIGAN installations in 
Blandford . Elsewhere on the Camp garages are being converted to 
house some of the wheeled installations, while !n the main School 
building rooms are being altered ready to take dismounted equipment 
when it arrives towards the end of the year . 

2 SQUADRON (TRIALS) 
It's been a while since we published the details of the management, 

so we would like to commence our article by doing just that. 
OC Maj P.R. Day 
21C Capt J. Mcintyre 
Tech Adjt/OC Dev Tp Capt (TOT) C. W. Payne 
Tfc Offr Capt (Tfc) R. C. W. Chisholm 

OC PTARMIGAN Trial Tp 
OC Radio Tp 
OCS Tp 
Custodian 
FofS 
SSM 

TRIALS UPDATE 

(Detached to PWSST Maio) 
Capt (TOT) P.H. Davis 
Capt M. C. Gilyeat 
Capt S. A. Leigh 
WOI (YofS) A. C. Doane 
W02 (FofS) G. Chaplin 
W02 (SSM) B. Gibbons 

The Squadron has continued its work on the 40 or so current 
minor trials. The following major trials have also been active: 

Scimitar and Jaguar V VHF Freq Hoppers. 
PTARMIGAN Functional Testing of 22 Sig Regt installations. 
A Battlefield Mission on the PTARMIGAN facsimile equipment. 
Preparations are now well under way for the functional te ting of 

WA YELL A and B installations in Blandford and the trialling of the 
Marconi Scimitar HF Freq Hopper on location in Scotland, England 
and Cypru . (Come to 2 Sqn (Trials) and see the world). 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
We welcome the following officers, soldiers and their familie , Capt 

Simon Leigh, W02 (FofS) Graham Chaplin, Sgt Denis Allison, Cpl 
James Smith, LCpl Paul Chiplin, Sig Anthony O'Keefe, Capt Green 
and Sig Hughes . We say 'Bon Voyage' to Capt Kevin Taylor, to 233 
Sig Sqn, W02 (FofS) Alan Huey, on discharge, WOl (FofS) John 
Connolly to 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, gt Martin Hardy on 
di charge, Sgt Brian Pritchard to 8 Sig Regt, Cpl Andy Winter to 577 
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PO 42, Cpl Petrr Isle to 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Gar) murthwaite 
to 22 · R ~ t, L pl Michael Luke on discharge. Sig And) J oint. to 

Inf Bde ig qn, ig Grorgr Be t to 39 Bde and finally Capt Mike 
ii at to IO Sig Regt . 

DETA HMENT 
Currently we are supporting units in orthern Ireland, the Falkland 

Islands, Cypru and Belize. (Who said Blandford wa a sleepy hollO\~; 
early bid are required, if you wish to be con idered for our dynamic 
international team). 

VISIT BY OinC 
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander MBE vi ited the School of Signals on 17 

January and was formally welcomed by a t:eremonial Barrack Guard 
from 2 Sqn, commanded by gt Gordon f bursfield . 

l to R: RSM Cairns, the late Lt Col Morrison, SOinC, Sgt 
Thursfield, Cpl Nuttall, LCpl Rosney, Sig Hoyt, LCpls Murray, 

Jones, Cpl Sanders, Sig Campbell 

l to R: Cpl Rennie, LCpls Phoenix, Chi plin, Sig Bridge, Cpl Wood, 
Sig Campbell, Macleod, Capt Payne, LCpl Lindon 

A six man team from PTARMIGAN Trials Troop, consisting of Sgt 
Gaz Ledger, Cpl John Moulson (on loan from I Sqn). Cpls Pete Isles, 
Kev Raistrick, Will Rennie, Buzz Walker were deployed on Ex Flying 
Falcon to conduct further PTARMIGA enhancement tests in an 
operational environment. We would like to express our thanks to all 
who assisted us, particularly our sponsors 7 Sig Regt. 

Maj Peter Day, now firmly in command, exercised his Para training 
upon the Squadron in the form of a Lhree day arduous training 
exercise. The exercise code-named Trail Blazer was scheduled for the 
barren lands of Dartmoor, but due to heavy snowfalls the moor 
became a 'no go area'. Not to be deterred the management reacted to 
the OC's (short notice) request to re-organise it in the Blandford area. 
The photograph above, shows Capt (TOT) Chris Payne briefing a 
patrol at the beginning of the exercise. 
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2 Sqn were prominent again in the Corps activity as our Radio 
Troop Sgt, Gordon Thursfield , controlled the communications for 

the successful Nordic Ski Meeting at Swiezel, Bavaria 

CHINOOK HELICOPTER TRAINING 
Our main feature this month is the recent Chinook Helicopter 

training which was organised and coordinated by Capt John 
Mcintyre. 

During a three day period in mid February 2 Sqn (Trials) took part 
in an exercise with the Chinook conversion flight from RAF Odiham. 
After several months of planning, four Chinook helicopters swooped 
down out of the sky and landed on the airfield at Blandford Camp on 
the afternoon of 12 February. The exercise involved the Squadron in 
providing a number of Land Rover detachments for the helicopters to 
move around Dorset , Somerset, Wiltshire and Hampshire either 
underslung or inside the aircraft. 

Three FFR detachments belonging to Cpl Stan Sudron, Cpl Chippy 
Wood and Sig Sam MacLeod were already prepared for underslinging 
when the helicopters arrived thanks to the ground crew from Odiham. 
Each detachment had between five and six passengers from all over 
the School of Signals and even some personnel from 22 Sig Regt who 
were carrying out functional testing on their PTARMIGAN 
installations. Some of those involved were Cpl Steve Bryan from TM 
Wksps, LCpl Scobbie Schofield, WCpl Tiny Witney-May, WSgt Pip 
Almonds from the MT and SSg1 Mal Linton, Cpls Nulls Nuttall, Buzz 
Walker, Sean Sanders, Mick Tomison, Sig Ray Bridge and Bugs 
Bugby all from the Squadron. 

The first move saw the detachments being taken 30-40Kms away to 
different locations from which they moved to an RV. At the RV the 
detachments were supposed to replace the canopies on their vehicles 
but one or two hardened commanders let their passengers enjoy the 
fresh air as both darkness and the temperature fell! The return flight 
to Blandford from the RV was supposed to have the vehicles inside the 
helicopter but in the event Cpl Stan Sudron was left by his crew to 
drive home. One interesting aspect of the flight was that it was carried 
out in total darkness. 

The second day saw the same detachment commanders taking their 
vehicles and new crews out to an RV at Mere Ranges some 20Kms 
north of Blandford. Again it was to have been underslung vehicles out 
to a drop off point but this time it was Sig Sam MacLeod who missed 
out on the flight when one helicopter went u/s. 

The last day saw two detachments going to an RV at Barton Stacey 
Camp, Cpl Chippy Wood decided it was his day to be left behind so 
he remained at Blandford. As it happened it was 38 YofS course who, 
with WLCpl Lynne Fawcett from Tfc and Sy Gp and Cpl Bev 
Beveridge, Cpl Pete Lee and LCpl Wall Waller from TM Wksps, were 
nearly stranded when the helicopter coming to pick them up had to 
make an emergency landing and arrived over an hour late, it really 
gave them confidence! 

All in all most people had an enjoyable time. However there were 
some people who did very good Huey impersonations in the 

. Chinooks! Mention should also be made of the loyal crew who 
manned the control cabin on the Trials Squadron Antenna Field 
beside the airfield. Sgt Gordon Thursfield and Sgt Dave Milne kept 
a calm eye on all the activities while LCpl Ros Rosney manned the 
radio and kept the log and Capt J ohn Mcintyre claimed he had 
organised it all! 
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News from liegiments:··:/i:~ 

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 32 

VERDEN GARRISON'S NEW COMMANDER VISITS THE 
REGIMENT 

The visit by Brig I. Townsend , recently appointed Comd Verden 
Garrison and Comd Royal Artillery 1 Armd Div , had both official 
and personal significance for members of the Regiment for as well as 
touring all sections of the Regiment and meeting many of its staff the 
Brigadier also accepted an invitation to present a coveted Long Se;vice 
and Good Conduct Medal. 

The Brigadier's tour started when he was greeted on arrival at 
Caithness Barracks by the CO, Lt Col M. Lee, and inspected a smartly 
turned out Quarter Guard. 

The next item on his programme was to present the Long Service 
and Good Conduct Medal to Cpl John Watt, who received the award 
after 16 years loyal and outstanding Service. The ceremony was 
attended by his wife Annette and daughter Kelly-Marie. Cpl Watt 
joined the Corps in 1970. He then qualified as a radio relay operator 
at Catterick and served in UK and BAOR. 

Following the award ceremony, the Brigadier moved on for a 
comprehensive tour of all the Regiment's squadrons and support 
elements, which gave him the chance to meet many of the soldiers and 
learn at first hand about their work. This includes operating 
'PTARMIGAN', the Army's latest battlefield communications 
system, which the Regiment was the first to bring into service. 

The formalities over, Brig Town end concluded his tour by joining 
the Senior NCOs for lunch in the Sergeants' Mess. 

Congratulations! Recipient of the Long Service and Good Conduct 
Medal, Cpl John Watt (right) is pictured with wife Annette and 

daughter Kelly-Marie, and Brig Townsend 

I SQUADRON 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
SSM 
FofS 
YofS 
SQMS 
OC Eagle 
Tp SSgt 
OC Falcon 
Tp SSgt 
OC Hawk 
Tp SSgt 

Capt Ian Condie 
W02 Bob O'Hara 
W02 Ron Kirkwood 
W0 2 Dave Taylor 
SSgt Don Bruce 
Lt Mike Griffi ths 
SSgt Syd Hayward 
Lt Calvin Owen 
SSgt Dave Toleman 
Capt Mike Maxwell 
SSgt Tom Patterson 

We start the notes by saying farewell to Maj Chris Wright and his 
wife Judy. He has moved over the dark road to RHQ to take up the 
post of Regimental 2IC, and we take this opportunity to thank t~em 
both for all the hard work they have put into the Squadron since 
arriving in Verden. . 

Capt Ian Condie moves up the ladder and take command unul 
August and we wish him luck in his new and taxing job. 
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EAGLE TROOP 
We have had a Tew farewell 'do's' for Sgt ' Bo' Clarke who will be 

a great loss as will Cpl 'Many' Boika, also; we say welcome to gt 
Paul Shenton who has moved up the corridor from Kestrel Troop. 

Cpl Max Steele is still the largest member of the troop with ig 
'Mac' Mcintyre the coolest. We also have two member of the troop 
who have qualified as rugby referees and in this troop that puts them 
in line to be gladiators. 

FALCON TROOP 
We have had a change in OC's, so it's goodbye to Lt Pender-Johns 

and welcome to Lt Calvin Owen, we wish them both luck for the 
future. Cpl Mick Openshaw has joined the ranks of the musclemen to 
become the third member of the troop to pass as an APT!. 

HAWK TROOP 
Capt Mike Maxwell is now OC Troop, which gives gt Tom 

Patterson more time to scrounge (God help us). SSgt Al Davey has re
appeared in the troop after his skiing exploits which lasted from 
December to March (it's all right for some). 

SCT (SQN COMMAND TROOP) 
We have said farewell to Sgt (YofS) Mike Boxall on his posting to 

UK and hope he enjoys his new post as MT Sergeant for CIA T (UK). 
The troop has taken up ten pin bowling in a big way (twice in the 

last six months) where ig Bill Ganley gets to wear his leather trousers. 
PS. The SSM Bob O'Hara would like to ask 22 Sig Regt if they got 

back the Bedford which he sent to grid MC 041126 instead of NC 
041 126 (sorry). 

WIVES CLUB 
Mrs Judy Wright and members of the wives club have just returned 

from a long weekend in Berlin. I am sure it will take them at least a 
fortnight to catch up on missed sleep (dirty topouts!). We would like 
to thank the Garrison RSM Paddy Crabtree and his wife Sue for all 
they did to make the weekend such an enjoyable and unforgettable 
one. 

2SQUADRON 
oc 
21C 
SSM 
FofS 
YofS 
SQMS 
OCP 
OCR 

Maj A. W. Boag 
Capt R. F. M. Cousins 
W0 2 J . J. Ashwell · 
SSgt N. Baugh 
SSgt F. McCubbin 
SSgt 0 . Chhetri 
Lt R. Mather 
2Lt D. B. Warne 

February opened with the traditional spell of ub-zero weather 
ordered to coincide with Ex Flying Falcon . In an endeavour to get the 
gods to relent, the Staff were coaxed out to suffer with us . But even 
the misery displayed on their faces during an 0630 hrs stand-to 
brought us no re pite and the cold was endured until we returned to 
our barra.cks on 14 February. 2Lt Duncan Warne (OC R Tp) then 
registered his discontent with exercise conditions by di appearing on 
Snow Queen for six weeks. Rover Troop are running a book on how 
many items of uniform will still fit when he returns. Just as the 
Squadron were forgetting what the cold weather wa like we were 
given a brisk reminder at 0600 hr one morning on Ex Hard Fist. 

After Hard Fist was over, the challenge presented were generated 
internally. The shooting team put in a lot of hard work and had 
expectations of good re ults in the Regimental Skill-at-Arms meeting. 
In the final compilation of the scores, we tied for first place with 201 
Sig Sqn. The result was eventually decided on the core achieved in the 
SLR Competition and we therefore came econd to 201 Sig qn. 2 Sqn 
did not leave empty handed though; the team won: 

The Falling Plate Competition 
The SMG Competition 
The Pistol Competition 

They were also runners up in the rifle match. 
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out t ndin md 1du I perfom1ances were: 
\ mner P1,tol latch 

unner Up Pi,tol . latcl 
Third Pi. tol . 1atch 

i Harri Runner p • 1G latch 
Cpl Ll'ather Runner lJp Roupell 

II round it "a: a good effort by the whole team. 
Our next challenge wa the inter-squadron march~and - hoot 

ompetition which wa held on Friday 21 _March . S gt .Tim Ha}nes 
produced a training programme, team h ts, and we1g~ed nearly 
everybody' webbing. On the day, every~:me gave their all a.nd 
produced good core , which we_nt forward 11110 the lottery to dec1~e 
the champion quadron. Yet agam the squadron came ~~ond. '!he 
Team' were however the be t ection in he compeuuon with the 
fa te t march time and the econd be t SLR hoot. 

There have been a few change within the quadron . We have at la L 
found omeone mall enough to fill ·Q' Gibbons· boots. We arc 
promi ed loo Dumo, and other curried snacks. b.Y the new ' ' , gt 
Om Chhetri at future happy hour . Our best w1 he go to Al and 

and\ Gibbon on their new po ring to 2 Div. Rumour ha it that he 
will be back to disturb LCpl Bob Hepple tone's new foun d peace and 
quiet up at PIU. Bet regard also to SSgt Phi l Rumsey and family 
now afely establi hed at RMA Sandhurst. lf anyone knows how to 
winkle Staff'. replacement , S gt ' kip" Rediman out of Kenya-
plea e write and tell u . . . 

Warm welcome are extended to the new arrival : gt Jock Rice, 
Cpl Lee Martin and Charlie Brown, and Sig Drew Drewitl , Woody 
Wood, Dave Longridge, Moggie Morgan and Jan Heron . 

201 (22nd Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 30 

\ ith all the changeovers of the last few month this has been a 
period of con olidation for the Squadron . The year began with Ex 
Highland Malt J as a shaking out exercise for Ex Flying Falcon which 
followed in February. 

EXERCISE HJGHLA D MALT 
The first Regimental exercise of the season found recce driver Sig 

Paul 'Sticky' Allardyce trying to work out how to fit the headquarters 
into the locations d~scovered by our recce officer Capt teve Turnbull. 
With the reduced headquarters uccessfully eased into one of these 
locations OC Maj David Wills took LO the air with the aid of a Lynx 
helicopter to judge for himself the standard of camouflage. On 
landing all was declared satisfactory apart from three pages of PXR 
points. 

EXERCI E FLY/ G FALCO 
Eager as ever the Squadron deployed Lo the field a day ahead of 

everybody else! (Who booked the transport?) o sooner had the 
exercise begun when rumour circulated rhat the Squadron wa to 
practise setting up in a wood! These were quickly quashed by LCpl 
'Budgie' Finch and his intrepid Radio Relay crew. On their way to the 
location they decided LO use their AFV 439 as skis. None being 
expert skiers (at least not with a 439) the result was the inevitable tree 
stop and a very tricky recovery problem. Reports have it that Sig Neil 
'Where' the brake?' Morrison got two days R & R in a local hospital 
but these remain unconfirmed . 

The weekend passed peacefully, our thanks to the Gurkha pipers 
for Sunday lunch entertainment. ow it was the turn of the staff. In 
a fast moving exercise (faster on the map than on the ground) the 
Squadron was put through its paces hither and thither across 
Germany. Returning to Hahne we were greeted by another three pages 
of PXR points. Rumour has it that as a result of OC LAD' s S gt 
Douggie Woodhead PXR the pioneer section is to be diverted to 
provide defence for echelon! (from German landowners perhaps). 

REGIMENTAL AAM 
EXERCJ E SI ARP SHOOTER 

The Squadron as usual , hosted this event and the day was 
conducted under the watchful eye of W02 (SSM) Mick Boyle. 201 's 
two team began the day with high hopes (we organised the event after 
all). The competition became a battle between 201 and 2 Sqn. Good 
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Slores ' from Cpl Chrh Rix and Cpl Mark Hammond .could not, 
hO\\C\er, prevent 2 Sqn taking the SMG Shoot. 20 1 got a ue 3:t ~~cond 
place on the Pi~tol. II hung on the SLR Shoot. A good wm .m the 
Roupell Cup by 201 's A Team ~et the pace an<;! the battle continued. 
At the final whi tie and a dead heat on pomt , 201 retamed the 
champion quadron trophy becau e of the SLR competition . The 
Squadron also took the top four pl.aces in the. champion shoot 
competition with Cpl Chris Rix champion hot. Pnze · were awarded 
by Maj Gen A. R. G. Mullens OBE, GOC I Armd Div. 

Maj Gen A. R. G . Mullens GOC 1 Div presents prizes to 201 Sig 
Sqn shooting team. Seen here speaking to Cpl Mark Hammond 

201 (22 Armd Bde) S ig Sqn - Shooting Team 
Back Row: Cpl Mark Hammond, Sig Steve (Rosie) Rose, Tony 

Purnell, Lt Stephen Croft, Sig Lance Crosdale, Cpl Chris Rix 
Front Row: Sig Michael (Scouse) Block, Jim Rushman, Ivan 
(The Terrible) Basford, Cpl Vince (Dusty) Miller, Cpl John Levins, 
Sig Kane Gunter , Pte Robert Avieant, Sig Phi lip (Taff) Cummings , 

Gary Parr 

RUGBY 
SQUADRON STAG 

After two warm up victories against 207 (7 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn and 
40 Fd Regt RA Wksp, the Squadron was in good form to enter the 
Verden Stallions 15-a-side competition held recently at Verden . An 
unlucky draw left the Stags with the plate to win after being knocked 
out by the 1 Staffords' team in the opening round. Victory over the 
CO's Select XV put the team in the final. Cpl ' Jock' Lamb began the 
pre-match warm up for the final, and Sgt John Dunne remembered 
to join the side just before kick off. A hard fought final with 207 out 
for revenge fina lly ended in victory for the Squadron and a well 
earned trophy. Well done a ll the team. 
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207 (7 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 37 

The period from Februa ry to March has contained only one majo1 
commitm~nt, that being ExF_lying Falcon( Morning Glo1y. Partly due 
to the terrible weather cond111ons the exerc1 c was not fast moving and 
gave the quadron an excellent opportunity to impress the staff right 
at the start of the season. 

De~pite a fairly clear 'Year Planner' for these two month there has 
been plenty of work with a recent innux of new faces all keen to 
ensure that the tatus of the Squadron is that of the premier 
Brigade Signal Squadron. Leading the new arrivals is the OC, Maj J. 
M. Shaw, who ha already set to work 10 bring his particular tratcgy 
into operation. However, Maj haw is no stranger LO Soltau, having 
served as 2IC of the Squadron from 1978-1979. All other newcomer~ 
arc warmly welcomed, including Lt Peter King , who is already 
organising two adventure training exercises, in a bid 10 escape to 
warmer climates. Sgt Dave Forbes has been posted in to fill the 
vacancy as MT Sergeant and Sgt Rick Lewis takes over as the new 
SQMS and is to be congratulated on his recent selection for 
promotion. Also to be congratulated are gt Fred Kirk, a veteran of 
the Squadron, and our Foreman of Signals, SSgt Dougie Brisco , both 
embarked for the lofty heights of W02. 

The new list of quadron Officer and eniors look like this 
OC Maj J .M. Shaw 
21C Ca pt P . H. Eaton 
OC A Tp 2Lt N. . Coldrey 
OC' B Tp Lt J. P . King 

M W02 J . . Bailes 
Yof W02 M. L. Drake 
Fof gt D. A. Bri co 

QMS gt R. J. Lewis 
OC LAD S gt J. Ball 

Sig 'Jock' Frame - It makes a change from pen-pushing 

SPORT! 'G ACHIEVEME T 
As a small but busy minor unit, the Squadron has little opportunity 

to strive for major sporti ng honour , o the achievement of reaching 
the BAOR Squash Champion hip finals i a plea ant urprise. The 
combined Headquarters and Signal quadron team which has made 
this ucce s po sible are to be highly commended. 

Alpha Troop - NB Cpl ' Pugwash' Keevash was unable to be present due to operational commitments! 
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212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 36 

During this period, the quadron ha been on two exerci e 
enduring the bitterly cold weather. Ex Flying Falcon boa ted daytime 
temperature of not abo\'e - 10° : Mar h aw the Squadron doing 
\'ariou Inspections and even coming third in the Regimental 
Orienteering Competition-not bad as we didn't even know the 
ground! 

PAP TROOP 
432 DRIVING CO R ~E 
Report b Cpl Wickham 

In order to get 'Last Blood' from Cpl 'Archie' Arbuc.kle bef<'re his 
po ting to 30 Sig Regt , it wa decided to throw a 432 driving course 
at him. Cpl Arbuckle being the only instructor at the time had to deal 
\\ith a motley crew such a Sig 'Nora' Battye, Sig 'Maggot' Blyth and 

ig 'Spaceman' Byrom, with Sig Blyth deciding at one tage that a 
Chieftain was no match for the Rebro a they drove head on at each 
other! If it wasn't for Cpl Arbuckle' quick thinking in shouting 'Get 
om of the ••• way Maggot' they would now be impersonating track 
pads. Besides little incidents like that and a runaway, the lads are now 
waiting for their te ts. Beware! 

POSTI GS IN/ OUT 
The Troop welcomes the new OC 2Lt Hunter, we hope that while 

he i here he might get a new car! Al o arriving are Cpl Walters from 
30 Sig Regt and Sig 'Lewis' Carroll from 8 Sig Regt. Inter-troop 
postings from Oscar include LCpl 'Rabbit' Simpson (is this the start 
of another three year tour?) and Sig Tom Baker. 

We are losing a lot of experience within the Troop and wish 
everyone and their families all the best, whether in civvy street or a 
new unit. 

Goodbyes to:- Cpl 'Marbles' Francis to Cyprus: Cpl 'Glen' Ralston 
to civvy street, all the best with the driving school: Cpl 'Seldom' 
John on to I Inf Bde: LCpl 'Spic' Newbold to civvy street: LCpl Jack 
Shaw to 21 Sig Regt. Going across the road to Oscar Troop are: LCpl 
'Staybright' Gorton, Sig 'Manny' Dean and Bob Sizeland. 

EXERCISE FLYING FALCO 
The weather was the worst thing about Flying Falcon this year with 

rum rations being issued to keep the lads happy. However, full 
advantage was taken of the conditions and Cpl Paul Wickham almost 
completed a full 360 degree tum when he tried Ice Dancing in the 
SAS/MC (F\1436). 

OSCAR TROOP 
THE ARRIVAL OF LT RICHARD GILES 
Report by LCpl Shaw (again!) 

It all started just after lunch on Thursday 13 March when Lt Giles 
arrived at what he thought was 212 Sig Sqn. He was approached by 
two RAF airmen who asked him for the password, which was of 
course wrong and resulted in Mr Giles being thrown to the ground in 
a manner which was straight from a Monty Python sketch. The two 
RAF men asked him his name and replied 'don't be silly, thats a comic 
strip not a person's name'. Mr Giles' reached for his ID card, but 
could not get it as these nasty men stood on poor Mr Giles' fingers. 
A terrible mistake had been made and Mr Giles was escorted to the 
duty signal officer. 

I suppose the DSO vehicle is almost the same as radcon but has only 
telephones, however when you are a new officer left by yourself all the 
telephones seem to ring at the same time. Trying to answer five 
telephones all at once is enough to make the best of us flap, as a result 
it was not long before Mr Giles joined the Harriers hovering about the 
air trip. When he eventually landed, a real message was taken for a 
tores kit that Mr Giles was to collect with LCpl Andy Shaw and Cpl 
igel Carr, it consisted of the following: 6 x Camm string: 2 x Auto 

40 complete: 2000 x B & H: 13 x 13 amp Fuses: 2 x NASA ashes: 
2 x BPO 250 with ZAP's. We could only obtain a few of the items 
at Echelon and our next port of call was site I for the remainder. On 
our arrival we were met by the Site I DSO who said 'Hello Sir, have 
you come for YC!ur ZAP's?' 'Yes' answered Mr Giles enthusiastically, 
who was _the~ dt~ected to a nearby tent. There was a deathly silence, 
then a spme tmglmg scream broke out as Mr Giles received his ZAP's 
(electric)! He had in fact been staying with 2 Sqn of 21 Sig Regt not 
212 Sig Sqn! ' 

TELS WORKSHOP 
Report by Sgt Grist 

Goodbyes were drunk to Cpl Glen 'Winddown' and Sharon 
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Ralston, Sig Mark and Karin Floyd and Sgt (nearly Mr) John and 
Carol Hunt to allow the arrival of Cpl Bill 'Scarface' Mckelvie (late 
of the erden line mafia) and the promise of another liney and tech . 

212 (available to be visited) ig Sqn opened for comms and visits on 
Ex Flying Falcon !Km from I Armd Div HQ to minimise visitors 
travelling time. Frequency hopping radios proved to be as much an 
auraction in the field as in camp, to General , their friends, and those 
who would like to be their friends, with testing inserted into inter-visit 
interval . 

GEITJNG THE BIRD 
Report by Sgt Knight 

As some of you may know the old system BRUIN was to be 
replaced by a sy tern called Mallard, this however, has long been a 
dead duck. BRUIN has now been replaced in the main by 
PT ARM I GA a the older system was more than some of us could 
Bear. There follows a brief resume of some basic SOP 's to follow 
when exercising with this system. 

Fault reporting-please report any real Grouse with PTARMIGAN 
to Aviary Control, the Secretary will see you first and will then pass 
you on to the chief Birdwatcher whom you will recognise by an Owlish 
look and he may also be smoking Shag. You may at first on hearing 
o many abbreviations think he is either a Raven lunatic or as crazy 

as a Coot. Please be understanding with the Chief Birdwatcher as he 
has to be up at sparrow every morning. II is after all the early Bird 
which catche the dial tone. You may be asked to Swallow the odd 
excuse which will be given in Pigeon English not for a Lark you 
understand, it's just that he learned the system Parrot fashion. Any 
problems with your Birdtable, should you be lucky enough to have 
one, may be reported to any Eagle eyed Signal Officer who will 
probably tell you to go fly a Kite, as he doesn't give a Chough about 
Mynah problems. 

We are usually located in farmyards or villages and, due to this, 
care must be taken not to upset the Pheasants. 

Before roosting in the evening, clear your nestbox location with 
Aviary Control, we don't want any Cuckoos here! 

Keep all your equipment and valuables safe as there are always one 
or two Magpies who are forever Robin. 

All feeding is to be carried out near the Crowsnest at the Cookhouse 
where Weaver fine selection of seeds or, if you wish to clean up before 
lunch, a Cuttlefish may be available on request. Users of this facility 
must be prepared to wait and there is of course the usual Pecking 
order. 

All Preening is to be carried out by 0700 hrs every day. 
If you cause any damage to equipment or property we will have to 

Razorbill against you. 
Movement-when migrating south on change of command all 

movement is to be in V formation. Keep to the speed limit as there's 
no Thrush. 

POL (Plumage Oil and Lubricants)-If POL is late or just doesn't 
Tern up don't get your Hackles up, Petrel can always be obtained in 
an emergency at Echelon . 

Finally, remember Patience is a virtue. The Chief Birdwatcher will 
not try to Gull you, he will work as quickly as possible, but he's not 
as nimble as he used to be. It's not the first time some old Buzzard 
has come Puffin up to Aviary Control and accused him of not being 
Swift enough, he's even in extreme cases been called a Lyre, and once 
even a Great Tit, but one must remember he's no Spring Chicken. Any 
further problems we will endeavour to sort out on Flying Falcon next 
year. 

PRESENTATION OF LS & GC MEDAL 
Congratulations to Sgt (soon to be SSgt) Trevor Loughton of SHQ 

Troop on receiving the LS & GC medal on 24 January. It was 
presented by Brig J. J. G. Mackenzie ODE during his visit to the 
Squadron. After the presentation, there was cause for double 
celebration as it was also Susan Loughton's birthday. 

Sgt Trevor Loughton and his wife Susan being congratulated by 
Brig J . J. G. Mackenzie on receiving his LS & GC medal 
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2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
York 

VISIT OF THE LORD MAYOR 01'" YORK 
On 1:uesday 18 February the Lord Mayor of York, Councillor Mrs 

Marjorie Bwye, and the Lady Mayoress, Miss Brenda Miller visited 
York Garrison . They were given a short tour of the Regiment. The 
highli~~t was undoubt~dl)". the p~rfor"'!ance of the Lady Mayoress on 
th.e ~1matu_re ~ange . With incredible skill she managed to hit the target 
with amazing accuracy. There was a suggestion that Sgt John Taylor 
of I Sqn , had ex~hanged the Lady .Mayoress's target for one from the 
regimental shooung team, but, this was strongly denied! 

'The Lady Mayoress, Miss Brenda Miller prepared for battle! 

The Lord Mayor looks on with interest as the Adjt, Capt Steve 
Johns adopts the 'posting position! ' 

Cpl 'Doc' Ash takes members of the Regiment through their paces 
at First Aid 
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After watching an indoor assault course competiuon in the 
gymna ium , the Lord Mayor retired to take tea with the CO, Lt Col 
Hugh Elford and the regimental officers . 
At~ local area meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers on 

8 Apnl, Lt Robin Clapp was presented with the IEE prize for his work 
at RMCS, Cranfield. The Citation read: 

'Lt Clapp has obtained a First Class Honours level in all three years' 
examinations. In addition to achieving the highest examination grade 
each year, he produced an outstanding project on "Phoneric 
Recognition ' '. He achieved these very high academic standards whilst 
making substantial contributions to the College's sporting and 
cultural life. His award of the top First Class Honours Degree in 
Electrical Engineering was well deserved and qualified him for the 
nomination as IEE prize winner.' 

The Regimental 2IC, Maj Brendon Hughes, was present at the 
meeting. The presentation was followed by a lecture on 'Tariff 
Metering-Present Development and Future Trends' given by Mr J. 
O'Brien of the North East Electricity Board. 

EXERCISE FLYING FALCON 
A PER ONAL VIEW 
by Lt R. N. Clapp-21C 15 Inf Bde Sig Tp 

0400 hrs 3 February-dark, wet, miserable, the Regiment lined up 
on the square ready to deploy on Ex Flying Falcon 1986. The RSM 
twitched and convoy 1304 rolled out on its journey to Hull docks. 

One and a half hours later, having passed a couple of vehicle 
casualties, we arrived. 'Be prepared' I was told, ' to have some vehicles 
on North Sea Ferries and some on the Landing Ship Logistic'. 

'Right' I thought, as vehicles disappeared in two different 
directions. Having put vehicles and members of the troop on two 
ships, I boarded the LSL and prepared for a 'hairy' crossing of the 

orth Sea. The journey lasted nearly 24 hours and involved many 
members of the Regiment seeing their last meal on more than one 
occasion! 

We arrived on land at last, ready for the journey to Haltern, our 
staging post, where a night of rest and refreshment was to be 
forthcoming. The Dutch police escorted us admirably to the German 
border, whereupon we travelled the remaining distance to Haltern 
under route cards. 

At last the start of the exercise was in sight. A night of rest. 
Deployment to first field locations. Startex ! 

The exercise went well with even the Tactical Interface Installations 
working well, thus enabling BRUIN Subscribers to talk to 
PT ARM I GAN Subscribers and theoretically vice-versa, although few 
people venture on this course of action! 

The staff phase of the exercise, Ex First Key, practising the 
transition to war, went well and many les ons were learnt for future 
exercises. Comd Comms, Brig Sam Cowan, visited the Troop during 
this phase. 

At the end of the exercise we redeployed to Rotterdam via Haltern 
and arrived back in York in the early afternoon of 16 February. 
Notable memories include my attendance at a briefing at Step Up 
(when it actually took place at Main!) and our Reece Officer SSgt 
Clive Blackbum, who became confused on one occasion and spent 
many happy hours recceing for a location near the wrong 'stadt'
however these minor problems simply helped to keep up the Troop's 
morale! · 

EXERCISE BOLD CORMORANT 
Report by 2Lt Birleson 

Unexpectedly, the Regiment was requested to supply a civilian 
population for a NIT AT exercise at Stamford Training Area. First 
Banalion Royal Green Jackets had just returned from a tour of Kenya 
and needed a refresher in rural Northern Ireland tactics before 
embarking on their emergency tour. 

We were asked to supply the civilian population for three villages 
and in addition, 16 men for active service units. The patrols had 
photograph of key members of the ASUs, one of which was a 
photograph of Sig Innes and his nose (or vice-versa). Needless to say 
Innes was recognised and arrested on several occasions. 

Radio Troop provided Sig Eddie Wright and LCpl Frank Twohigg 
which made their group look more like 'The Bash St Kids' than 
civilians. 

As an ASU member Sig IGrk Nielson was asked to deliver a parcel 
bomb to the Operations Room. This task proved easier than originally 
expected as the guard not only let him through but they also gave him 
directions! So much for security. There were several embarrassed 
faces when he collected the package after the exercise and explained 
to them exactly what it was and how easily he did it. 

The most memorable incident of the exercise was firing at a camp 
guard from a Mini Metro. Sig Steve Fasey was driving (or attempting 
to) with myself firing from the passenger window and LCpl Jubb and 
Sig Kirk Nielson firing out of the raised hatchback. 
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R POR ' t'ROM RllQ 
E Flym~ Falcon ha · come and gone wi1h 1he Assi. cant Adjutant, 

Lt r on lann having her fir t (and la t?) experience of the 
wonderful world of communication . She came through with flying 
colour and it L rumoured that she i now really into PTARMIGAN 
interface . Whil t the Re1dment enjoyed itself in the oaring German 
heat. WOl Rs) Duffy, our 'Super Clerk' held the fort in York . He 
·urrently ha a 'medal feti h' and can be heard walking the RHQ 
corridors mumbling abou1 'LS and GCs and even '\1BEs!'. These 
para · are all the ame. 

We bid we! ome to our new 2IC, Maj Brendon Hughes and we tru t 
that hi tour wi1h 1he 'fighting econd' will be enjoyable, if he 
eventually manages to get out of his office. Our h'st wishes go to Maj 
Richard Gra,estock on his recent departure to Krefeld. We also 
welcome \ 01 (Yof ) Derek McLelland to the Ops Room, havi ~g 
only been with u for a few week it is surely too early for any coar e 
comments! 

Congratulation must go to Sgt Charlie Foster on his recent 
promotion and it is hoped that he will now take his running more 
seriou ly. 

r port from RHQ would be incomplete wi1hout a mention of the 
CO: Lt Col Hugh Elford wa la 1 seen crawling from beneath a pile 
of RHQ files, with subjects ranging from establi hments , PTARMI
GAN garage , athletic , canoeing, Kohima and even the Garri on 
Fe1e! 'Keep going bo -once we get thi PTARMIGA tuff it'll all 
be plain ailing.' 

The RSM, WOI Bill ('where's my posting Adjutant? ') White wa 
potted by a Lineman last week, but thi was an unconfirmed sighting. 

Having lost his 'best hat' at a Christmas function, the RSM ha 
recently been bu y atcacking young officers with such sweet renderings 
a 'ls that my·••!!**' hat Sir?'. Hi reque t for the PR! to pay for 
the purchase of a new ha1 wa politely refused! 

And finally to the wms! Cpl 'Spike' Spurr has recently departed for 
the quiet life in orthern Ireland and we wi h him well. We welcome 

ig 'not another coffee Sir' Leonard , and a special mention to our 
three ch'Vies, Angie, Helen and Mike whose upport i appreciated by 
all. 

PS: The Adjutant, Capt Steve Johns having recently gone through 
the painful 'PQS 2 proces ' has now returned to add a little Welsh 
spice to the team! 

REGIMENTAL SKI-ING EXPEDITION TO BAVARIA 
Report by Lt Alison Mann WRAC 

At 1600 hrs 16 February, having just returned from BAOR after Ex 
Flying Falcon, 15 members of the Regiment headed back to Hull to 
caLch the ferry to Zeebrugge and then drive down to Bavaria to go ski
ing. The journey was not without incident but we arrived eventually 
at our hotel in Ofterschwang near Obersdorf at 2200 hrs, rather later 
than expected. We were welcomed by 'Erich' and his wife who very 
kindly cooked us all schnitzel and chips which went down very well! 

The next morning we woke up LO clear blue skies, warm sun and the 
now looked perfect. After collecting our skis and boots we raced off 

to the slopes. The morning was spent getting our ski-ing feet back on, 
and by lunchtime we were bored with the nursery slope and moved on 
to greater heights, and steeper slopes!! The extremely long and rather 
steep draft lift proved interesting, with many people falling off before 
reaching the top! In fact two members of our team namely, Lt 'Franz 
Klammer' Clapp and Lt 'Jean Pierre Loonie' Wareham managed to 
either fall off or get banned from most of the drag lifts we used. The 
afternoon proved 'interesting' as there were many rather icy patches 
upon which people came to grief. Unfortunately I managed to try and 
ski over a small cliff and, not having a rope, bailed out at the top 
leaving my skis flying off to the bottom, much to the delight of the 
rest of the group who were clearly waiting for it to happen. 

That evening war stories were compared over an excellent, typically
German meal and a few beers. As the week progressed, so did the ski
ing, everyone improved rapidly and we went to new slopes every day 
to experience different types of snow. 

C?ne afternoon, with local map in hand (not an officer's), we 
decided to take the scenic way back to the hotel! The route started off 
as a well defined track traversing the mountainside but suddenly there 
was rather a steep drop so we turned right down the ridge through the 
trees and ended up in Sft of powder snow. Unfortunately, all tracks 
ceased and e_ve~tually we saw a sign for a village and carefully 
followed a wmdmg track down to the bouom, but ended up miles 
from our hotel. In desperation, we headed for the nearest bar to warm 
up with a Gluhwein. 
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The weather in the ~econd week was even better than the first and 
we held our own Dow nhill and lalom race (not quite up to World 
Cup standard) but it was good fun and gave everyone a good time. 
T he final two days were spent on the Fellhorn which fi nished the trip 
off uperbly. The ski -ing wa perfect and the snow beautiful. On the 
last night we had a party before heading back to York to end what was 
a very succe sful expedition . 

ATHLETICS AND CROSS COUNTRY 
The Regiment's athletes continue LO perform well in both civilian 

and military competition. The Army Half Marathon Championship 
was lo 1 by only IO points with one of the strongest runners, Cpl 
'Taff' Thomas, having to drop out with stomach cramp. The 
Regiment fini hed second. Cpl Thomas made up for the disappoint
ment by finishing 14th in the Welsh 10 Mile Championships the 
following week . He was al o fifth in the Army v TA match. 

Sig Mark Vile di pelled the misfortune which brought about his 
disappointing 15th place in the Army Cross-Country Champion hip 
by winning the Army v Wales match at Chepstow. 

The cross-country team won the North East Services League from 
the Civi l Service who had won the trophy for the previous two years. 

The athletics team's a pirations for the coming summer were 
justified by their success when competing as guest in an RAF v British 
Universitie indoor meeting at Cosford . Among the more notable 
victories were Sig Chris Ling's 81 second 600m, and Mark Vile 's 
8 mins 19 ec 3,000m. The 4 x 200m relay team of LCpl Eric Franci 
and Sig Vince Key and Wayne Taylor with Sgt Neil Killen, a guest 
from 7 Sig Regt , easily won its race. Such performances have been 
rewarded by the selection of eight athletes for an Army team match 
in lace April. 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (ARMY) 

Civilian Instructional Officers 
Catterick Garrison, North Yorkshire 

Applications a re invited for appointment as Instructional 
Officers Grade III (Electronics! in Catterick Garrison, 
North Yorkshire from personnel who are shortly to leave 
the armed forces. 

Duties: 
Applicants are to teach Electrical Electronic and 
Telecommunication Principles and equipment at TEC 
Diploma level to Royal Signals Technicians. 

Salary Scale !Rev April 1985) 
£7,693 to £9,383 per annum. 
Candidates selected for interview will be required to sit 
a short written and/or practical test and give a short 
demonstration lesson . 
Relocation expenses of up to a maximum of £5,000 will 
be considered in approved cases. 
Further details and application forms are available from: 

ACSM Catterick 
Horne Road, Catterick Garrison 

North Yorkshire DL9 4JH 

The Civil Service is an equal opportunities employer. 
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• 

SSgt (SQMS) Mick Campbell suffers frostbite during the cold 
Catterick winter 

EXERCISE FLYING FALCON 
February saw the Squadron stir from its winter slumbers and head 

off down to Hull ready for the move to Germany, for Ex Flying 
Falcon. As a result of 1he previous month's lottery, run by Sgt Mick 
Rees, half the Squadron, led by Lt Gary Mason, were banished to the 
LSL Sir Lancelot whilst the rest of us luxuriated in the bars and 
re laurants of the NSF Norstar. The LSL became the only ferry to do 
the Hull to Europort cro sing via Dover and Calais. Once reunited al 
Europort the Squadron went for the convoy endurance record, with 
a 12 hour drive up LO Detmold, where we were kindly hosted by 200 
Sig Sqn. 

On the basis that everyone else will be claiming 'record l?w 
temperatures' for the weather during Ex Flying Falcon I shal l confme 
my comment LO more local happenings . Our recce team of Capt Ray 
Briant, gt Fuller RMP and Sig Paul Hilton excelled themselves by 
finding a location opposite the village ' house'. Guard duty has never 
been so popular! A later location saw the Squadron develop a 
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'healthy' interest in pig-breeding, with Sgt (fofS) Bob ichol\on 
becoming the quadron expert (when he could be dragged away lrom 
his favouri te exercise hobby of Tll bashing). 

Endex saw a brief evening' s R & R in De1mold, except tor those like 
Cpl 'Chappie' Chapman who didn ' t even manage to gee a far a the 
Camp gates. Our return journey to Catterick resembled apolcon' 
retreat from Moscow as we drove back 1hrough the German snov.~. 
and we were all thankful to return to Ca!lerick's relative heat wave. 

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
The week after Ex Flying Falcon saw major change~ in the 

Squadron hierarchy as we said farewell to W02 (S M) George Hedge 
(now RSM) and the·oc, Maj Tony Elford. Their combined dining out 
was an event to remember, with a classic tribute from gt Gerry 
Knight to the departing SSM, and an excellent 'This is your life' 
cassette for the OC, produced by gt ' tu' Rickard . The Squadron 
Officers were sorely tempted to sell the casselle LO the Sun, but 
decided against it since Maj Elford was being posted to PBI I! Maj 
Elford was finally led out of Gaza Barracks on 20 February on 
horseback, wi1h Sig 'Jonah' Jones acting as duty 'Piggot'. 

Maj Tony Elford makes a farewell presentation to W02 (SSM) 
George Hedge while W02 (YofS) Mick Taylor is astounded that 

SSgt Knight has managed to work the camera 

WELCOME 
Out with the old, in with the new; and we extended a warm welcome 

to the new OC, Maj Paddy Crowley and his wife Sheila, W02 (SSM) 
Mick Pawlak and his wife Jenny. Both have already made their mark 
in the Squadron, mostly on 1he balls of our feet! 

SQN FOOTBALL-SENIORS v JUNIORS 
Jn order to seule cores before the exercise season got underway a 

eniors v juniors football match was held on 14 March. T~e seniors 
spent a great deal of time assembling their bes! squad, whil t the 
juniors pent a great deal of time compiling their hi! Ii l. 

On a cold Friday afternoon the 1eams set out to do baLLle. Despite 
the very, very experienced defence of the seniors, the juniors soon 
took the lead with a goal by Cpl Joe 'old man' Turner who calmly 
lobbed the ball over the advancing keeper, Sgt 'Robbo' Robinson. 
The juniors continued to apply the pressure and were rewarded wilh 
a furt her goal scored by Sig Pat 'Puff and blow' Kenny . The enior 
managed to grab an unexpected goal before half lime when the 
Foreman bea1 Cpl 'Chappie' Chapman, the junior's keeper, from the 
edge of the box. 

After a limited outbreak of chemical warfare at half time, and a 
refreshment kindly provided by Sgt Pete Goddard REME, the team 
returned to the field. Again 1 the run of play the junior managed a 
third goal, thi time from LCpl Mick 'The German' Dyer. The enior 
were soon back on the attack though, with goals coming from gt 
(FofS) Nicholson and Sgt 'Tommy' Burns, the latter only 20 econd 
from time. In the end, a fair re ult, three goal apiece and 
congratulations to LCpl Al Higgins for being such an unbiased 
referee. 

DELETE CYPR IN ERT CORNWALL 
Who ever decided 10 tell us-on pril Fools' Day-that our month 

in Cypru on Ex Lion Sun wa cancelled and 1hai we were going to 
Cornwall in 1ead need to take a swift cour e in tact. ov. 1he 
Squardon is looking forward to an e citing fortnight' ad enturous 
1raining in Cornwall. 
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3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 106 

CHANGE OF cor. MAND 
On I pril Paderborn Garri on had a change of command from 4 

Di\ ision to 3 Divi ion. To mark the occasion, as well a the end of an 
. 'COs cadre course. a parade wa held in the barrack of 202 Sig Sqn . 

The re,·iewing officer wa Brig S. Cowan OBE, Commander 
Communication , I t British Corps, and the parade was commanded 
by Capt Neil Couch . 

The new pennant is presented to Maj G. Hughes, Sqn Comd 202 
Sig Sqn, by Lt Col R. F. Baly CO, 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Sig Richard Brett, 21, attached to 1st Royal Scots, accepts his 
award for top student in the Cadre Course from Brig S. Cowan 

Comd Comrns, 1 BR Corps 
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In the two week Cadre Course, which was aimed at enhancing 
confidence. developing leadership skill and preparing the oldiers for 
further courses, all 20 Mudents were successful in passing the fi nal 
tests. 

The top student wa ig Richard Brett, 21, serving in the Royal 
Signals rear link detachment attached to the Royal Scots. The prize of 
'Top Tom' wa given to Sig Ian Stringer for showing himself to be the 
best in trade skill . military skill and spor t throughout the year. 

In his address, Brig Cowan praised the mens' dri ll and encouraged 
them to continue their good work. 

I SQUADRON 
Keen readers of The Wire will have noticed and, even remarked 

upon, the ab ence of report recently from I Sqn. Thi is due in no 
small measure to ... ye ! you've guessed, PTARMIGAN ha 
arrived. Without wishing to labour the point, nor indeed bore the 
reader, events have moved at a great pace, so much o, as to 
overwhelm almost even the mo t energetic of soldiers. Planning for 
the Great Day started last spring. The Squadron was re-configured on 
paper, from three Troops to five. Men and resources were reallocated 
ready for the Big Happening. Then all smugly sat back and waited for 
development . November came, and a high-powered management 
team wa despatched to the School at Blandford to take part in Ex 
Albatross. This hurdle successfully negotiated, everything still looked 
good and on course. Then came step two, the collection of equipment. 
Quartermasters, Storemen, Foremen and Technicians descended on 
Blandford and Ashchurch, starry eyed and eager to come to grips with 
the new beast. Then the work really started . Equipments were duly 
checked and collected from Ashchurch and trundled down to 
Blandford for the functional testing phase. It was during this pha e 
that patience and tempers were fu lly tested. Our thanks go to Capt 
(TOT) Peter Davis and his team at Trials Squadron for their help , 
patience and forbearance during a rather trying time for our collection 
party. Meanwhile back at the chuckle ranch , life went on, with the 
usual round of visits, inspections and a couple of exerci es thrown in 
for good measure. All this, of course, interspersed with the usual run
up to Christmas . The collection party, meanwhile, continued to 'drive 
on', testing and breaking, until it was deemed that all was as ready as 
it would ever be. Just as well, as the convoy was due to sai l from 
Marchwood the following day which it did, courtesy of the LSL Sir 
Percivale to Antwerp and then drove on to Soest. On arrival at Soest, 
the vehicles were duly admired then locked away in the 'new' secure 
garages to await their baptism in the New Year. 

Came January, and the bulk o f the Squadron moved to Verden for 
training, in the clutches of the PTARMIGAN Introduction Unit. 
Much instruction was received, much homework done . The Officers 
bad a particularly difficult time, planning all day how to fit in Kaffee 
and Kuchen ac 1700 hrs and still manage an enormous dinner two 
hours later. Then the Squadron, deemed suitably 'PTARMIGAN 
introduced', returned to Soest to await the big test, two weeks of 
exercise, practising our new-found skills . Whilst this was going on, the 
Regimental Ski team, under the captaincy of Capt Tony Rock , were 
acquitting themselves very well in the ski championships. This was 
particularly pleasing to the Squadron, as the bulk of the Regimental 
team was found from 1 Sqn. 

Just prior to deployment on the exercise, the Regiment was visited 
by our new Comd 1 Sig Bde, Brig S. Cowan. Naturally enough, the 
Commander bad a special word for 1 Sqn , who were exhorted to 
'drive on' and make a success of the venture. 

So, l Sqn deployed, in company with the brigades and elements of 
the Div HQ which had been equipped. Also on the exercise were 
elements of 19 Bde Sig Sqn who were just as keen to try out their 
equipment and practise their skills. 

During the exercise new skills were developed, and many nails were 
bitten . By the middle weekend the Squadron were deemed to be 
sufficiently competent to join the PTARMIGAN network on Ex 
Flying Falcon. So, rather tentatively, comms were established and 
held for the weekend. At last we were out playing with the big boys. 
This experience served to whet appetites for what was to come, and 
we were looking forward to demonstrating our new found skills. 

The weekend over, the Squadron returned to the domestic exercise 
which had now entered a new phase. This meant that there was less 
close supervision from PIU , and the emphasis was placed on learning 
by mistakes. 

Early in the second week the Squadron was visited by the new CRA 
Brig M. T. Tennant . The CRA was conducted around the Trunk Node 
to see the new equipment. 

As all aspects of the Squadron were to be tested during the exercise, 
the AO was despatched around the various locations to sample the 
culinary expertise. The 'Jim Adam Trunk Node Good Food Guide' 
was born! In this instance, the winners were X Ray Troop with Cpl 
Alan Stewart ACC producing excellent meals under adverse 
conditions. 
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tnJc came, then debrief and Pl!J left for Verden. The Squadron 
had been tried an~ ~e~ted ~o the maximum, in the time available. Thus 
wa~ ~he Iron D1v1s1on PTARMIGANISED', and a very heavy 
exer ·1sc programme e~sures that. the remainder of the year will be 
bu y. Ample opportumty now exist~ for the Squadron to 'drive on'. 

2 SQN 
There have again been a number of arrivals/departures. Sig Nigel 

Divers, Bob Bleasdale and Andy Murdoch have moved to 206 Sig Sqn 
(how. are your h.eads for ~eights lad~?). •·ergy Ferguson and his wi fe, 
Jackie, LCpl Mich Gudgm and ~am1ly and Sig Dave Shimmons have 
left for pa tures new, and we wish them well. ig Taz Taylor, LCpl 
Joch Russell and Cpl Baz Egan also bade farewell and good luck to 
them all. 

We we~come Sgt Trev?r Jen~ins and hi family and congratulations 
on selecuon for promouon. Sig Jock Leslie, Simon Manley-Hudson 
and Ian Bothan are all welcome to well our dwindling ranks (RSM RO 
plea e note!). 

Promotions in the Squadron are numerous and we hope are 
indicative of the quality of a~l our ranks. W02 (SSM) Andy Hickling 
has been selected for promotion to WO I, gt Brian Mower has been 
selected for W02 an.d we ~ffer them ou.r sincere congratulations . Cpl 
Mass Donnelly received his second stnpe with grateful thanks and 
LCpls Paddy Ward , and Rick Cummins can't think what they did 
right to earn theirs! The AO, Capt Fred Bancroft has also recently 
been promoted and we congratulate all of them. 

'Welcome back' to SSgt John Hatch from his four month kiing 
holiday in Bavaria-any chance of doing some real work now Staff? 
and this brings to a close another very successful Snow Queen seaso~'. 

Recently 'dug up ' from our files - could 2 and 3 Sqn become the 
first in the Corps to be ' Ubique'? 

CURRICULUM VITAE 
Report by Sig Ken Tucky R Op (rootin' and pickin') 
Age Unknown (approx I Y2 ) 
Birth Place Echtrop (Nr Korbecke) 
Parents Mother: Chicken-Licken 

Father: Unknown 
Education Nil 
Skills Can spot a grain of wheat at 10 struts 

Can swallow worm whole 
Lays eggs 
Enjoys Warsteiner 

Previous Employment Egg layer to Farmer and Mrs Schmidt 
Present Salary Two bushels of corn per week 
Ambitions To run away by Christmas 

<?~r newest recruit is ig Ken Tucky, recently posted in from trade 
training where she excelled herself with an E grade (egggrade). She 
was introduced to the SSM on a recent block inspection, having 
hidden in the toilets for 24 hours . It wa a dramatic entrance; the SS 1 
was th rown by the hy terical laughter of the re t of the Squadron, and 
was about to become extremely annoyed, when Sig Tucky made her 
entrance and scared the daylight out of him. 

POT CRIPT 
Our most recent posting is Sig Ken Tucky, and we .wish her and her 

family (all one per three day of them!), very well fo r the future . 

PTARMIGAN 
Ex Staff Ride and the Red Tricorn series have kept us on our toe ; 

each had their ups and downs . Red Tricorn was held during freezing 
weather and we endeavoured to get hold of a space heater. We 
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s~cceeded in time for Ex Staff Ride, where the Div taff made their 
first appearance, only to find that we were in the midst of a 
comparat ive heat wave-and the staff still complained of the cold. 

'ang on. This is power for OC' s sleeps!' 
Sig Geordie .Aspe~y , LC pl Dave Stait a.nd Sig Oggie Ogden get to 

grips with PTARMIGAN during Ex Staff Ride 

A STAFF VlEW 
o names, but one member of staff, despite the mass of up to the 

minute technical, tactical and wonderful PTARMIGA equipment 
till wasn't satisfied . ' 

A Staff View 
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202 (33 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn 
BFPO 16 

On Thucdav 27 . larch the Squadron held a formal parade to mark 
the change of command from 4 Armd Di~· to 3 Armd Div and the end 
of the annual J CO Cadre. The reviewing officer was Brig Sam 
Cowan, Comd Comms I (BR) Corps and the parade wa commanded 
by Capt "lei! Couch. 

A"ARD 
Brig Cowan a'~arded two prizes during the par...de. The top tudent 

of the Cadre Cour e was Sig Richard Brett of 590 RLD. attached 
Royal Scot . The prize of 'Top Tom' which is given to the oldier w '10 

hows him elf to be the best in trade kill , military kills and sport 
throughout the year was awarded to Sig Ian Stringer. 

CHANGE OF COMMAND 
The CO's of both 3 and 4 Armd Div and Sig Regts , Lt Col Dick 

Baly and Lt Col Adrian chuler also attended the parade. To mark the 
change of command the Squadron returned the lance bearing the 4 
Armd Div motif to Lt Col Schuler and was presented with a Lance 
bearing the 3 Armd Div motif by Lt Col Baly . 

202 Sig Sqn give eyes right to Brig S. Cowan , Comd Comms, 1 
BR Corps 

Brig Cowan chats with Sig Richard Brett, top student in the Cadre 
Course 
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204 (4 ARMD BOE) SIG SQN 

SQUADRON OW QUEEN 
In February we were lucky enough to be offered an additional hut, 

beautifully located in Wertach. by 19 Fd Regt RA who were unable 
to use it due to their other commitments . 

The weather could not have been better. The girls from our 
COMMCEN, WPtes Lynn Marshall and Mandy Hewilt took full 
advantage of ' catching the ray ' much to the delight or the boys! 
However a we were to di cover, budding bronze award skiier had 
difficulty in just 'catching' the T-bars. The results of which almost 
meant the banning of Sig 'Klammer' Breydin and SSM Steve Jones 
from the Lopes. 

Becau e of the weather however our Snow Queen did have some 
disadvantages, there was little Langlaufing! ! , which took much of the 
joy out of our cour e. Strong cross-country skiiers found it frustrating 
but the ex-249 Sig Sqn Club soon took shape, consoled themselves 
and · bored the others with their exploits in Norway and it seems, 
according to Sig 'Jackanory' Hooker, the rest of the world too. Our 
own SQMS convinced the rest of the course that the clocks must go 
forward one hour on the Sunday morning. A pity it was the wrong 
Sunday as a good hour wa wasted waiting for the Cafes to open. 

Overall a good course and well run by the Gunners. Generou 
prizes were awarded to the winners at the internal competitions so 
everyone was happy. Worthy of a mention is YofS W02 Hammett 
who is still only a bronze skiier and Lt Finneran's tactics with roses 
no longer ucceed. 

HOCKEY 
The Squadron team visited Berlin in January to play the 14120 

Hussars in the semi finals of the 3 Armd Div minor units hockey cup. 
On arrival, the team had a heavy training session at night in the city 
centre with the keener members continuing practice until the not-so
early hours of the day of the match. 

However, despite fatigue, and the snow we won convincingly 4-2. 
W02 (YofS) N. Hammett scored a hat trick with Lt Finneran scoring 
a goal to seal the victory. 

This put us through to the final with BMH Munster, which we 
sadly lost 1-0. De pite this we qualified for the BAOR minor unit 
semi finals against 20 Electronic Workshops. After a long wait due to 
Ex Active Edge, the team was beaten 2-1 with a last minute penalty. 
So ended a fine season of squadron hockey with a well balanced and 
very keen team. 

Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for 

CHILDREN 

CONVERTIBLE WHOLE 
LIFE 

CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX 

EDUCATION ENDOWMENT 

LOW COST AND FLEXIBLE 
ENDOWMENTS FOR 
HOUSE PURCHASE 

MORTGAGES ARRANGED 

RETIREMENT POLICIES 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING: 
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit. 

Home Insurance with fu ll cost replacement. 
Motor Competitive rates, Home and Foreign. 

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INSURANCE BROKERS 

11 King s.treet, Richmond, N. Yorks DL 1O4HR 
Telephone: (0748) 2308 

Members of 
THE BRITISH 

~-------·If iNJt&lD------~ 
ASSOCIATION 
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4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 15 

BA KETBALL CHAMPIONS AT IXTH ATTEMPT! 
Having lost two BAOR-standard players on posting at the 

beginning of the season, few people thought that the Regimental side 
could maintain its high profile in BAOR basketball . However under 
the direction of the coach, WOI ( C) Dave Hornsby, the young team 
has gone from strength to strength. They remain unbeaten in the 
league, indeed the Regiment has lost only two league games in three 
years, and have scored over 100 points in a game on no fewer than 
four occasions. But it is in the cup where they have excelled. In the 
semi-final of the 4 Armd Div Championships they once again hit the 
magical ton to defeat 39 Hy Regt RA 102-34. Then on 4 February 
1986 they made their sixth successive appearance in the final, the 
previous five ending in defeat. Everything pointed to a hard battle 
against 3 RHA, especially as the game was played in the 3 RHA 
gymnasium, and so it proved to be. 3 RHA got off to a good start and 
at the mid-way point of the first half had opened up an 8 points gap. 
However showing a great deal of character the Regiment clawed 
themselves back into the game and held a two point lead 34-32 at the 
interval. The first IO minutes of the second half proved just as tight 
with the lead changing hands on numerous occasions. The turning 
point came when the Regiment scored nine baskets in a three minute 
spell to open up a nine point gap. At this stage the Regiment settled 
and produced a powerful display of controlled basketball to silence 
the partisan crowd and ran out 84-63 winners to become Divisional 
champions at last. The team prides itself on team work, which 
certainly proved to be the deciding factor in this game. 

Individually Cpls A. J. Bain, A. J. Matless and R. C. Matless have 
repre ented the Army Under 21s and the Corps. Cpl Bain also played 

for BAOR m the Inter Service game against RAf(G). f. pl . Fell 
represented the .orps and ig S. 'ii on is being watched by the Army 
under 21 coach for next season. 

TOP PRESS 
The Regiment quali fied for the BAOR Semi-Finals played at 

Osnabruck on 6 March 1986 by winning all three of the BAOR 
Quarter Final Pool games defeating 23 Engr Regt RE 59-52, 32 Hy 
Regt RA 62- 28, and 16 Sig Regt 83- 49. 

STOP STOP PRESS 
The Regiment won the BAOR Basketball final by beating 3 RHA 

77-63 at Osnabruck, on 7 March 1986. 

STOP STOP STOP PRE.SS 
The Regiment were runners up to 39 Engr Regt in the Army 

Basketball Final in a close fought match (69-70) on 22 March 1986 
in the UK. 

BAOR Major Unit Basketball Winners 1986 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Back row left to right: Lt Col Bob Wrig ht CO, Cpl Ian Pennell, LCpl Stewart Fell. Sig Michael Fitzmaurice, Steve Wilson, WOl (RSM) 
J. Coffey 

Front row left to right: Cpl Roy Crumpton , Sig Ian Green, Cpl Adrian Bain, 2Lt Neil Stevens, Cpls Richard Matless, Andrew Matless 
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R \\E I P R DE. • 
n Fnda I 1 r.:h the e•1m('nl '\\ere on parade 10 say farew~ll 

to I t ·0 1 Bob \\right who leave u. afler two and a half year .m 
·om.mand. In a remarkably : hort per!od of 1ime the R M. \\01 Jim 
Coffe, , had whipp d the Regiment mto shape and ~ad prepared a 
parad· \\ hich appeared to have been t al.~n tra1ght from the 
Hor eguard o fewer 1han 10 'forms' were mcluded ! . 

fter tal.i~g the General alute, Col Wright reviewed the Regiment 
from a VIP Landrover, e pecially borrowed fo r the .day f~om BAOR. 
f he Regiment marched pa t in low and quick lime 10 1he 
accompaniment of 1he Band of 1 QLR. In hi fa.rewell speech t~e CO 
1hanl..ed e\'eryone for thei r hard work and de".0110~1 to duty during an 
ex1r mely bu y period: Lio11heart, Quarte: _Final • nd ~T RMJGA 
were j usl some of the highlights! fter g1v1~g the Reg!ment the _rest 
of 1he day off, ol \\right was pu lle~ o l f parade m a pe~1a 1l y 
om;ened dinghy to the train of 'A Li fe on the Ocean Wave and 

' ~~~nf~;nk ol and Mrs\ right for all their har~ work in the: last two 
and a half year and wi h them all the be t for their nex.t tour m MOD. 
At the ame time we would like to welcome .LI Col Adrian S~huler a nd 
hi wife Caroline to the Regiment. We hope that he wi ll have a 
succe ful and enjoyable time in command of the 4th ! 

2 Sqn marching past in 'Slow Time' commanded by Maj Ian 
Fielder 

Lt Col R. A. Wright ·sailing' out of barracks after his farewell 
parade 

ORDIC SKIING 1985/86 
Report by Lt S. J. Vickery 

For the first time in the Regiment's history the Nordic Ski Team 
competed in the Army Championships. This was achieved by 
qualifying at the 4 Armd Div Nordic Ski Championships. . 

In the Divisional meeting the team encountered some formidable 
opposition but managed to finish sixth overall recording the following 
re ults: 
4 x lOKm Relay 7th 
4 x 7 .5Km Biathlon 8th 
15Km Race 10th 
25Km Patrol 5th 

The above achievements were attributed in no small part to the 
gruelling training period (9 December 1985-12 January 1986) run by 

gt Ken ykes. ' ot more internal training' was the cry heard on 
many occasions. 
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The team having qualified for the Army meeting, then headed for 
Zweisel in the now-famous ' Blue Land Rover ' (with 60 watt stereo-
system ourtesy of Cpl Bob Andel'l!on) to . d~ batt_le. . 

From a tota l of 30 team , the Regiment fm 1s.hed m a cre~nab~e 13th 
place, and were placed second be t Royal Signals Nordic ski team 
overall. 

ARRIVEe 
ZIEL F\N \SH 

Nordic Ski Team 
Back row left to right: Sgt Ken Sykes, LCpl Chris Loughlin , S ig Ray 

Till 
Front row left to right: Lt Steve Vickery , Sig Paul Thomas 

- The Happy Patrol Race Team 
Pictured is the patrol race team minutes before the start 

Left to right: Lt ~teve Vickery , Sgt Ken Sykes, Cpl Bob Anderson 
and Sig Ray Till 

RHQ . f h 
The last three months have been a very busy and hectic ume ?r t e 

nerve centre of the Regiment. Whilst the remainder of the Regiment 
got PTARMJGANISED, RHQ received PAMPAS ~the computer 
system supposed to ease administration). 1:his resulted ma lot of ~ong 
days and nights updating records-who said clerks have an easy lime. 

On the personal front, Operation New Broom will soon ?e 
completed. We welcome Maj Jonathan Ingram (21C), Capt David 
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Hargreaves (Adjutant-again!), Capt Neil Swainson (Operations 
Officer), WOt Tim Cr~ven (Superin.tent Clerk) and finally by the time 
of printing Lt Col Adnan Schuler will have assumed Command of the 
Regiment. A warm welcome and we hope you all enjoy your time 
here. 

We bid farewell to those who managed to serve their time and 
escape namely, Maj Lachlan Fraser to 2 Sig Gp, Aldcrshot, Capt 
Colin Burtenshaw to 22 Sig Regt, Capt P hilip Pratley and Lt Col Bob 
Wright to MOD and fi na lly a fond farewell and congratulations to 
wot (SC) Dave Hornsby on his recent commissioning and posting to 
38 Sig Regt (V). H ope you have all enjoyed your time and good luck 
for the future . 

Finally, the recent star of RHQ, our latest member of the Clerical 
team Cpl Ray Pritchard , who wasn't content in being the first clerk 
to report to the new C lerical School at Worthy Down, he left with an 
'A' grade and top student. Well done Ray and welcome to RHQ . 

HQ SQUADRON 
Probably the sanest place to work in BAOR is in the Headquarters 

of HQ Sqn of a Divisional Signal Regiment. With about 18 different 
cap badges it is rare, indeed unique, to fi nd anyone with the remotest 
idea of signalling. Consequently correspondence containing 
unintelligible cries of Nodes, Trunks, Bite, Radcon, Triffid is 
nonchalantly initialled and quickly engulfed in the swimming, medical 
or modern technology files which so effectively decorate the clerical 
office. It was therefore with no little horror that the request to pass 
Wire notes to the Adjutant required rather more action than 'the 
passing of •••• .' (4936 COMMS dated 4 March 1986). Regrettably 
this was only realised on receipt of a second reminder from an officer 
we so admirably administer . However the well-oiled machine of 
Cavalry, Infantry, RA , RCT, REME, RAPC, RPC, RAOC and ACC 
sprang out of hibernation and decided in 'committee' that the scope 
for a faux pas or an overt expression of total ignorance was too great 
to trust these notes to an outsider. It was additionally but regrettably 
decided that all attached personnel would remain anonymous and that 
only technical or literate personnel should be allowed to contribute . 
T he following is the (pitiful) result : 

QM(T) DEPT 
CRV/ CIV . 

Since our last report there have been many moves within this busy 
department. CIV action has been carried out on the following- W02 
(RQMS) Archie and Irene Hambling to 242. Sig Tp-Cpl a!ld Nyree 
Wright to 16 Sig Regt- LCpl and Suzanne Simmons to 13 Sig Regt
Sig Frank to NI. From 200 Sqn Cpl and Susan Live~ey depart to the 
sunny climes of Catterick . We thank them all for their support dunng 
the ' PTARMIGANISATION' of the Division and wish them and 
their families a pleasant tour in their new units. . . . 

We have CRVd the following and hope that they and therr fam1hes 
have a happy and successful tour in Herford-W02 (RQMS) Norman 
and Lilian Cawthra, Cpl Marsden, LCpls Abson, Dullaghan, Wynn 
and Sig McMenamin. 

On the F AMTO/ F ATSO side we welco~e two !1ew RAOC 
Sergeants and their famil.i~s-Sgt ~harpe ,who 1s now with the LAD 
and Sgt llrogan who is with 'Bramstrust ~nd TOT. _We hope that 
they can adjust to the 'Bleeps ' way of workmg and enJOY themselves 
in their new environment. 

TM TROOP 
We extend a warm welcome to WOt (FofS) John Connolly ~~M 

who takes over as Regimental Foreman, and Sgt Dave Shaw who JOIOS 
the UWI Team. · · 22 s· 

Farewells to wot (FofS) Jeff Chaloner who leaves to JOIO 1g 
Regt as TOT. Congratulations and best wishes . o.nce al!ain. Cpls 
Thompson and Pennell both leave this month to JOIO 8 Sig ~eg_t o.n 
their Tl courses. We wish them both every success. Cpl Grrffm .1s 
going to one of the more remote parts of Britain, renow~ed for. its 
wool production . Before leaving he starte~ a new trend m evemng 
footwear-windsurfing boots! Cpl Moodie leaves for a warmer 
climate, namely 633 Sig Tp . 

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? 

HA VE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'? 
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2 SQUADRON 
THE MANAGEME~T 

Since New Year several changes have taken place wi thm the 
Squadron hiera rchy. The new li ne up is: 
OC Maj Ian Fielder 
2IC Capt Mike Cost 
OC A3 Tp Lt Julian Bunce 
SSM W02 Brian Howe 
YofS SSgt Mick Brady 
FofS SSgt T rev P ayne 
SQMS SSgt Ian Selkirk 
MT SNCO Sgt C harlie Richardson 

FAREWELL 
A number of farewells have recently taken place and none more 

interesting than that of our OC Maj Derek !lo~shall ._ Much to hi 
surprise, the lads had arranged a ' Kissogram with a ~1ffe_rence. w.e 
hope he has had time to recover from the shock and wish him and h1 
wife Sue all the best at Blandford . Farewells have also been said to 
SSM W02 John Mullender , SSgt Dave Dalton , gt Nigel cott, Cpl 
Trevor Irving, LCpl Harry Harrison , Tony Taylor, ig Glen Dre~, 
Jock Forsyth , Marv Marvel and Ma~ Mc. ally. We thank them for 
their service to the Squadron and wish them good fo rtune for the 
future. 

VISIT OF COMO COMMS 1 (BR) CORPS 
During a recent visit by Brig S. Cowan OBE, Al Tp put on a tr~ck 

splitting competition called the 'Track Bash' . After much crashmg 
and banging the result was closer tha.n e~pected and s~~e shrewd 
officiating was required. It took the Bngad1er, a deft dec1S1on maker , 
no time at all to decide that there was a dead heat between two teams 
and therefore the prize was shared, much to the dismay of LCpl 
Flaherty who wanted it all. 

Brig S. Cowan addressng the winners of the 'Track Bash': 'If 
those Tracks are not off my staff car by . . .' 

Brig S. Cowan talking to Cpls Porky George, Chris Hardwidge, 
Mick O'Connell, Rob Whyke and Jim Cl!thbert; 'Does he always 

sleep with a smile on his face ? 
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I th Tr op ha b n kept bu.} hut ha managed to e·cape 
fr m th uadron 'C ionall} They ha'e ju t returned from a four 
d } kiing e pedition in •he Har7 moumain and a detailed report, 
wuh photograph , "ill be included in the next edition . 

t Steftart continue. hi succe \at Dart. with a recent second place 
in the German Open Dart Tournament. Another notable uccess wa 
the Troop' overall fir t place in the Princes Anne ilver hovel 
Competnion which involved a serie of military training stands. The 
winning team con isted of Lt Julian Bunce. Sgt Nigel Scott, LCpls 
Hetherington, Win hip ( O\V I Tp). Kenny Kendel. ig teel, Dan 
Bo)d, Stevie A) res and tewarl. 

EXER I E NORMAN SHIELD 
rmoured reco\'ery cook on a ne" meaning during Ex om1an 

hield. cry for help wa heard from one of the Radio Relay AFV 
439 which had got it elf bogged in. Lil..e the proverbial 'Knight in 
. hining armour' the AFV 434 went to the rescue but adly got bogged 
in as well. It wa therefore up to the econd Radio Relay AFV 439 to 
pull out the AF 434 o it in turn could recover the fir t Radio Relay 

FY 439. Confu ed! \ e were. The exerci e was al o u ed a a 
convenient handoH:r/ takeover period of the S M . W02 (S M) John 
Mullender went off to the Falkland , handing over to W02 ( SM) 
Brian Howe, ju t arrived from Cyprus. The former was heard to 
mutter 'There' no ju tice· . 

Capt Mick Hannagan on patrol during Exercise Norman Shield. 
Enjoying the ride are W02 (SSM) J. L. Mullender and W02 (SSM) 

B. C. Howe 

• ;;:J'~ • 
-~~ 

Cpl Millington REME doing a Geoff Capes imp ression with a Radio 
Relay AFV 439 
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3 SQN 
PERSO ALITIE 
oc 
SM 
OC A2 Tp 
SSgt A2 Tp 
OC BTp 
SSgt B Tp 
Sgt L Tp 
Fof 
Yof 

QMS 
MT Sgt 

A2 TROOP 

Maj J. Blake 
W02 (SSM) A. F. McBain 
Lt D. P. Spencer 

gt A. C. Giles 
Lt G. Hearn 
SSgt M. Smith 
Sgt P. Duffy 
W02 (FofS) N. E. Bahr RAS 
SSgt (YofS) W. P. Ruthven 
SSgt (SQM ) M. O'Brien 

gt A. Porter RCT 

Along with the re t of the Regiment the Troop ha euled down to 
thaw out and take some well earned leave after Ex Flying Falcon . 
Those of us left behind have been very busy with vehicle and 
equipment PRE's. Congratulations to LCpl Carl Smith on hi recent 
promotion. 

B TROOP 
Bravo Troop have had some notable sporting successes in the past 

few weeks. Not least has been LCpl Andy Parker's magnificent 
victorie against opponent from I RRW and 16 Sig Regt in 
Regimental Boxing. Al o of note has been Lt Garry Hearn's midfield 
play helping the Regimental team to promotion. 

The Troop would like to congratulate Cpl Tim avage who 
succe sfully passed his RCB and leaves for the Rupert Factory in early 
May. We ay a sad farewell to Cpl Lovett and Sgt Yeaman, a nd al o 
congratulate gt Yeaman on hi recent promotion. 

L TROOP 
The Troop has worked hard to ready itself for Sgt Duffy' takeover, 

with LCpl Melotte ( Loreman) running around like a headless chicken. 
He rea sured us the store were JOOOJo , but the trouble was his IOOOJo 
did not always satisfy the SQMS. About the same time the Troop went 
mad painting, and if you stood for too long Sig Niles and Sig Dean 
were sure to come and paint you! 

At the end of these endeavours we bade a fond farewell to SSgt Ian 
Selkirk with congratulations once again on his promotion, and 
welcomed Sgt Duffy . Also welcome to LCpl Atwell. 

Finally well done to LCpl Bill Agnew and his wife Clair on the birth 
of their first son Dougla . 

200 SIG SQN 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
2IC 
OCATp 
OCBTp 
SSM 
YofS 
Fors 
SQMS 
cc 
X COUNTRY TEAM 

Maj R. J. Evans 
Capt K. P. Barrett 
2Lt M. Hanson 
2Lt G. Horn 
W02 (SSM) M. Orrell 
W02 (YofS) A. Crilly 
SSgt (FofS) M. Kidd 
SSgt B. Evans 
Sgt A. Fiddes 

The Squadron's X Country Team has just completed a very 
successful season. Under the auspices of Sgt 'Pat' Gibney they entered 
the 4 Div League and Knockout Championships. The first major event 
was the 4 Div Championships held in Herford. Over a gruelling cou-rse 
they had a very strong confrontation with 6 Ord Bn RAOC. The team 
consisting of Cpls D. J. Gill, Blackburn, LCpl Espie, Sig King, LCpls 
Campbell, Wilson and Ewing, put everything they had into the race 
and finished second, a mere one point behind 6 Ord Bn. This meant 
that the team qualified for the BAOR Championships held the 
following week over the same course. Despite having the local 
knowledge we came up against two stronger Ordnance teams (who are 
only just Minor Units) and finished a creditable fourth. 

We had beuer hopes in the League Championships, and at one stage 
were leading. Unfortunately a plethora of circumstances such as 
PTARMIGAN, srfow, exercises and skiing forced the team to pull out 
of a couple of events. Nevertheless we finished a very creditable third 
overall. Special mention goes to Cpl D. J. Gill who was the 
Squadron's best runner in every event. He is a natural athlete and was 
awarded his Corps Colours for Athletics during the summer, and 
these were presented LO him by Brig F. R. Maynard, DSOinC during 
the latter's visit in December 1985. 
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Cpl D. J. Gill being presented with his Corps Colours by Brig 
Maynard 

KI TEAM 
The Squadron sent teams to participate in the 4 Div Ski Meet at 

lschgl. in A~str~a. Pr.ior to this a short training period was held in 
~avana. This, ~s their story . . . We wanted to make the training 
rigorous. To this end we booked the team into a spartan hotel. 

We have many memorie of one shower, between 20 of us which 
could only be used between 1600-1800 hrs . The four ring gas burner 
with !noperative oven and . the constant tantrum thrown by the 
proprietor when we left the lights on, or even worse, used the electric 
kettle! Such happy days . Lt Miller was looking after the cilor account 
as if it were his own prized savings, but gruel i quite nice when you 
get u ed to it. (No really!) 

Although there was a lack of snow, there was no lack of tortuous 
pastimes in place of skiing. The Langlauf Team suffered worst of all 
by being led by Cpl Blackburn . He used all sorts of tricks to hone the 
team into a 'skiing machine'. The Downhill Team were quite 
?isturbed by. these antics as they were often woken by the Langlaufers 
in the mo~nmg before they had had their customary 18 hours kip! 

The tra1mng over, we headed towards Austria for the 4 Div Meet 
at lschgl. Lt Miller' car was auacked by an armoured vehicle of the 
Free Austrian Army and was severely damaged. Fortunately Lt Miller 
escaped the ambush . 

From having little or no snow in Germany, we now found an excess 
of the stuff in Austria . (Over a metre fell on the first day) . We then 
found the teams separated with the Downhillers in lschgl and 
Langlaufers in Galtur. The road wa closed for a day or so which wa 
OK except that the Downhillers kit was with the Langlaufers in Galtur 
some 30Kms away! 

We entered all the events open to our teams and were pleased with 
our performance after so little training . 

The Downhillers enjoyed the courses set by a strange Austrian 
fellow who seemed determined that only 50Jo of starters should finish. 

Gareth Pope showed us how trong hi leg were (it' the training, 
you know), by breaking a new pair of 225cm skis over them. Excuse , 
excuse ... Dave Morton proved that an aerodynamic blob can be 
quite fast when fastened to a big pair of skis, and Tony Crilly won a 
pair of glove for actually managing to fini h a race! 

• . 't 
The Squadron Ski Team 

Back L - R: LCpl Pope, Sig Morton, Lt Miller, Sig Wiggins, Mills 
Front L- R: Cpl Blackburn. Sig Newman. Cooke , LCpls Campbell. 

Ewing 
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The Langlaufer~ were meanwhile taking part in the patrol race 
'J:Iors Concours' (I thought you said you were going to bnng the bi no 
Sir?). Nobby . ewman had a day off while the rest of the lad (Ollie 
Campbell, Cookie Cooke, Ron Blackburn and Andy Ew.ing) helped Lt 
(I'm as fit as these young whippersnappers) Miller around the course. 

It's a pity there isn't more space to include 'The Disco in 
~onthofen', 'what the butler found' and further takes of 'My name 
ts Jaque and I am OK, thank you!'. 

The result ? Oh yes, the results. Well, the Downhill Team achieved 
second place in the Slalom and Giant Slalom and first place in the 
Downhill (Minor Units). The Langlauf Team found their technique 
was not as good as those unit that had been to Norway; another 
lesson learnt. This was in fact the reverse of last year when the 
Langlauf Team excelled. Next year we'll get it right! However, all that 
rough living and hard training paid off. 

EXERCISES 
Needless to say the Squadron has been busy on exercises as normal. 

So far t.his year we have been on Ex Norman Shield, Flying Falcon, 
Hard Fist and Royal Gauntlet, as well as providing the admin support 
for a terrain tour and a PQS l TEWT. On the latter event one 
unnamed driver went up to the SSM LO get his work ticket signed for 
the 20 Armd Bde Chute. 

This report from 202 (33 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn covers events in the 
Squadron before its transfer from 4 Armd Div to 3 Armd Div. 

202 (33 ARMD BDE) JG SQN 
FAREWELL VISIT OF LT COL R. A. WRIGHT 

On 7 March Lt Col R. A. Wright paid a farewell visit to 202 Sig 
Sqn, and during this watched the finals of the JBI Quadrangular Cup 
Competition. This is an annual competition which consists of seven-a
side rugby, five-a-side football, basketball, volleyball, hockey and 
tug-of-war. This year saw Rhine Troop take an early lead in the 
competition with SHQ Troop pressing them hard . Ardennes Troop 
were obviously saving themselves for a final effort. With Bde HQ 
withdrawing from the competition due to pressure of work (or 
perhaps other rea ons eg the possibility of losing). Rhine Troop 
surged to the top of the league table with victories in rugby, football 
and tug-of-war. SHQ secured second place by winning the volleyball 
and hockey. Ardennes Troop managed to confound their critics, 
stealing a last minute victory by winning the basketball final against 
Rhine Troop. 

The trophies were presented by the CO and Sig Geordie Nichol, the 
younges1 member of the Squadron, collected the trophy on behalf of 
Rhine Troop. 

Sig Errol Ricketts puts in yet another basket against Rhine Troop 
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W02 (SSMl Rick Licence keeps SHQ team out of trouble in an all 
SHQ fi na l 

CO, Lt Col R. A. Wright, presenting the JBI Quadrangular Cup to 
the overall winners, Rhine Troop . It is received by t he youngest 

signalman in the squadron, Sig Nicho l 

Cpl Paul Harding receives the Basketball cup from the CO 
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211 (11AR,1D BDE) IG SQ 
4 ARMD mv SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS 

The preparations for the championships took place in the scenic 
town of Alpback in Au tria, where both the Nordic and Alpine teams 
honed themselves, under the watchful eye of Sgt Barnard , to 
maximum fitness. After a hard eight days of training for the 
langlaufers and posing and drinking for the downhillers, the team was 
hit by the tragic los of their most promising new arr ival 2Lt Paul 
Graham, due to the Squadron's exercise commitments. 

Having departed from the idle peace of Alpbach the teams got 
down to the eriou bu ine s of racing at Ischgll. Bad weather delayed 
the competition for several days and at one point S gt Paul Smith was 
stranded in the town of lschgll itself with Cpl Eddie Grattidge as his 
only companion. 

When the champion hips eventually started, the bad weather 
provided ome exhilirating skiing. In the downhill competition Sig 
John (Honest that ski instruct res· fancies me) T homas and Sig Mike 
Harman put in ome excellent lalom runs, while LCpl Tony Wilson 
amazed us all by remaining on his own two feet while spectat ing. Cpl 
Tony Slaney, Sig Tony Ellison (u ing his naturally aerodynamic 
features) and Sig Daz Barrowman led the langlaufers' way gaining 
very high places in the Nordic IOKm race. 

Unfortunately, the race we had to win-the Giant Slalom- to retain 
the 4 Armd Div Minor Units Ski Champions slipped from our grasp 
when Sig Mike Harman, era hed at the fifth gate from the finish. 
Thus fate went against us. However, the team did excel itself in 
winning the other ix competition races and collecting the Alpine and 
Nordic Combination Trophies. The Nordic team particularly 
impressed by winning everything they entered. 

A word of thanks must go to Cpl Eddie Grattidge for organising 
th.is ~ear:s s~iing, a~d SSgt (I 'm too old for this) Smith for coping 
with mtncac1es of C1lor, to SSgt Barnard for participating, despite his 
age, in the langlaufing, and to the Squadron for so splendidly 
supporting the team throughout the year. 

The Langlauf Team (Standing) 
l to R: LCpl Tony Slaney, Sig Tony Ell ison , SSgt Barney Barnard , 

S ig Baz Barrowman, Taff Evans 
The Downhill Team (Front Row) 

l to R: LCpl Tony W ilson, S ig Mick Harman , SSgt Paul Smith, Cpl 
Eddie Grattidge 

BAOR MINOR UNIT NOVICE BOXING CHAMPIONS 
211 Sig Sqn won this championship for the third consecutive year 

see report on page 289. 

BURYS COURT 
BOYS PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

Leigh, Reigate, Surrey 
'If Dawes Green (030 678) 372 

, * Boarding for 6'/z· 13'/z year-old boys 
* Small classes, individual attent ion 
* Fees not more than Services Boarding School Allowances 
* Good science and music facilit ies 
* Computers and videos 
* Preparation for Gordon Boys, Duke of Yorks and Common 

Entrance Exam 
* Good sports amenit ies including Judo and Swim ming 
* Help with travel arrangements 

For Prospectus, write or telephone 
The Headmaster 
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CHANGE OF COMMAND 

7 Sig Regt 
BFPO 15 

. Lt Col Nigel Wood bade the ~egiment a fond farewell with one of 
his famous walkabouts as a climax to a fortnight of farewells for 
Wendy and hims~lf. Thanking their lucky star that they had retained 
both cars for th.e Journey West to Bushey land they gratefully accepted 
many substantial presents and mementos to remind them of their 
happy days with '7'. During the surprise 'impromptu' parade on his 
last ~riday the CO was presented with bowler, brolly and briefcase 
(Officers, Staff, for the use of) and these were in evidence as he left 
Maresfield for a qu iet life in the depths of MOD. 

We now welcome Lt Col Richard Holme and his wife Anne and 
trust that they will find their tour equally enjoyable and rewarding. 

Lt Robert Kelly presents his ' Milk Tray Special'- his 'where is 
Wendy?' w as received with much hilarity (even by the Adjt, Capt 

Ian Seraph) 

W01 (RSM) Pete Whitehead (in step as always) escorts the CO to 
the getaway car 
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21C, Maj John Reed , and QM (A) Maj Alan Davies appreciate the 
'must give up s moking somehow' attitude of QC HQ Sqn. Maj 

Derek Wood, some folk w ill try anything to get into The Wire 

MIKE TROOP 
On Friday 21 February, a fter extensive renovation, the Troop office 

and workshop complex was opened by the Maj QM(A) Alan Davies. 
The renovat ion had, in fi ts and starts, been going on for many 

months, more in fi ts than starts, but with the help of the QM's Dept 
PSA were goaded into act ion and hopeful that the task would be 
completed in the near future. 

After the opening ceremony all members of the Troop and their 
guests, who included the CO, the RSM , QC HQ Sqn, then retired to 
the 'coffee room' for a refreshing bot tle of Grolsch served from 
behind the new bar by SSgt Dave Courtenay and Sgt Dave Wilks. 

The coffee/rest room was redesigned on a self help basis and our 
thanks go to those involved as carpenters, 'painters and 'gofors' . SSgt 
Dave Courtenay, Sgt Dave Wilks, Cpls Bob Birch, Andy 'Canabeans' 
Cannadine, Martin Webb, Vince Cunningham all ably commanded by 
Sig 'Rab ' Cannon . 

The noise emanating from SSgt Chris Bond's office can be 
translated into 'Do not lean on the clean paint, keep those dirty hands 
off the wall ' . 

Finally our congratulations are due to WOl (FofS) John Gerrard on 
hi selection for commissioning and to SSgt Dave Courtenay on his 
selection for promotion to Warrant Officer. 

QM(A) Maj A. Davis performs the opening ceremony. Holding the 
ribbon Cpls Goodwin and Cannadine. Capt (TOT) Peter 
Smirthwaite and W01 (FofS) John Gerrard look on obviously 
amused . In the background adding an air of reverence to the 

proceedings is SSgt Chris Bond 
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• l.\ fRO. l I Ql DRO"' 
Maj Graham ' Falkland holida) ' Elliot 
Capt Ian 'Buffalo' Ducklow 
W02 Dave ·Basil' }-ox 

gt Ron 'Fingers' Morris 
S gt Chippy ' urvh•al Aid • Wood 
Lt Joe Tm posted' Cooper 
:? 1 ick 'Rabies' Caleb 

apt David 'The Plough' Jone 

With Ex Woodland Flighr, the fir t PTARMIGA exerci e thi 
)ear. we have been kept ~u ) ~ver ince. I o a fir t for the .Trunk 
. ode who were located m 'anous barn (make a change) with the 
RR det trekking to the dizzy height of 'nowhere'. Well, that' a the 
idea though ome never made it, did they, 'Sig Holden'? 

The omfort of the agricultural world. was oon to change f?r the 
T • a they joined the RR det on the ndges. \ 1th the excepuon of 
2Lt Caleb who wa de patched to the neare t Medical Centre after a 
clo e encounter of the feline kind. He is now getti~g a free ~ourse of 
Rabie injection . Perhaps he will leave the cat's milk alone m futur~. 

January aw the departure of S gt (~ofS) ~ick Chap.man and ~1 
wife Mary to Belize. We congratulate him on h1 promotion an~ w1. h 
them weli. In his place we' elcomed SSgt 'Chippy' Wood and lus wife 
Karim, we hope they have a happy tour. , , 

Our warm congratulations go to our own Cpl Taf~ Roberts from 
T 022 for becoming BAOR Cro s Country Champion. 

During February the Squadron continued to aid the recovery of T 
023 vehicle from arious ditches throughout Germany. 

Ex Flying Falcon tarted well with .the deploymen1 of the three 
Trunk ode , each with it own specially elected Staff Se~geant. 
Anyone above 5ft tall ha to crawl into the ode Comd Vehicle. o 

gts Waters, 'Henry' Hunt, and Courtney were the CO' selected. 
Flying Falcon wa al o the la t exercise for 021 Tp Comd LI Joe 

Cooper, who left us for the AAC at Harrogate. 

ST. AUDRIES SCHOOL 
" Girls Boarding & Day, -1 . 
" Happy School with e>..cellent facilitie , small cla ses & 

thorough teaching. 
• Reduced Fee for Service Families. 
" Beautiful country etting with easy access to all parts 

of the country by motorway and rail and escorted 
train to and from London. 

" Strong tradition in Drama, Art & Music and some free 
mu ical tuition . 

" Emphasis upon character training and the acceptance 
of re ponsibility . 

" Many lectures, concerts and activities, including 
rid mg. 
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For a Prospectus/Video write to: 
The Headmaster, St. Audries School, 

West Quantoxhead, Nr Taunton, 
Somerset TA4 4DU. 

or telephone Williton (0984) 32426 

8 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

Many a true word wa spoken when Winnie-the-Pooh conjured up 
tho e immortal words; 

The more it 
NOWS-tiddely-pom 

The more it 
GOES-tiddely-pom 
The more it 
GOES-tiddely-pom 

And nobody 
KNOWS-tiddely-pom 
How cold my 
TOES-tiddely-pom 
How cold my 
TOES-tiddely-pom 

on are 
Snowing . . Gro~ving . . 

-and yet, de pite the element , hfe m 8 Sig Regt m coldest Cattenck 
has been lived to the ful l. 

The weather induced individuals to work harder to obtain a spate 
of A grades, important people to rush to the Regime~t to visit, an~ 
groups to disappear in search of yet more snow, (a 1f there wasn t 
enough here already!). 

VISIT OF THE SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF .. 
On 4 February, the SOinC Maj Gen P. D. Alexander MBE v1 1ted 

the Regiment. It was the General' s fir t vi it ~o u as SOmC a.nd 
accompanied by the Comd HQ Trg Gp R Signals and ~~~tenck 
Garrison, Brig R. f. Maynard MB~, he spent a busy day v1s1.tmg all 
aspects of the Regiment, including th~ three messe . ';11 only 
complaint seemed to be that he wa bemg far too well fed and 
watered ' ! 

Mr Eddie Bell, Lt Col George Finney and the SOinC showing much 
interest at whatever it is that Sig Whitehead keeps in that box 

. . . Sig Parnham has seen it all before 

VISIT OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL OF THE UNITED 
STATES ARMY SIGNAL CENTRE AND FORT GORDON 

On Monday 17 March, Maj Gen T. D. Rogers US Army visited the 
Regiment. It was a packed programme which included meeting our 
three exchange US Army personnel, Maj D. A. Robin on US Army , 
SGM Schwartz, and GM Roberts , and seeing the soldiers living 
accommodation before lunching with us . 

'That's a firm grip you have there soldier' . Sig Darlington meets 
Maj Gen Rogers. W02 (SSM) Jones recovers in the background 

from his handshake with the General 
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EXERCISE W HITEOUT 
To prove that life i not all work and no play Cpl Angie Irving and 

a group of her fellow trainees were packed off on a Regimental Skiing 
Exercise. Cpl Irving relates the tale . . . 

'With typical Army efficiency, course TE/RA470 descended upon 
the quiet Scottish highland town of Granton-on-Spey. 

Cpls Alexander, Garman, Hatton, Lockyer, McNult}, Owen, 
Pottage, Switzer, Smeaton, WCpl Irving, I.Cpl Robinson and Sig 
Moore were in high spirits having been chosen to go skiing instead of 
a week's mil training. 

On arriv ing at the slope the course was split into two groups, the 
ba ic and not so basic, and given an almo t free hand to get used to 
the long extensions on their legs called skis. 

A the week progressed Peter Wheeler (civilian instructor) gradually 
coaxed the basic course higher up the slopes whilst QMSI Pat 
Kaufman took the bull by the horns and attempted to teach the finer 
art of skiing. 

Capt lain Brownlee was the organiser and film producer and having 
captured everyone 's efforts on film provided very entertaining viewing 
whilst we watched the contortive positions we'd managed to get 
ourselve into without even trying! 

The major events of the week were when some of the above 
individual earned themselves some new nick names, Sig Moore 
having succe sfully wiped out and split his no e open with a ki is now 
named 'scarface'. Cpl Keith Hatton , a very basic, but up and coming 
skier decided to see if his skis had brakes, and upon finding out that 
they didn't, decided to fly through the air and build his own 'Mogul 
Fields' thus being known as 'The builder' , and finally we come to the 
tar of the course, Angie Irving from now on to be known as 'The 

hobbit' who, clad in an over bright blue ski uit could be seen from 
a distance slowly meandering down the slopes only picking up speed 
when he fell on her back. 

T hus the week came to an end, the winds picked up and the clouds 
covered the slopes (again) and with the mountain range echoing the 
wild cry ' Banzi ', course TE/RA470 finally left the Scotti h Highland 
to try and regain the peaceful tranquili ty that they were used to. A big 
thank for the whole week goe to gt Bill Dewhurst for the excellent 
food . ' 

A GRADES 
Meanwhile, those members of the Regiment who were not 

' wanning' about on a skiing holiday were working hard and February 
saw a number of A grades achieved. 

Cpl MacKay is congratulated on his A grade by the OC TTS, Lt Col 
Finney 
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An unusual event, all four Hong Kong Chinese students on Course 
TM010 gained A grades . 

L- R: Sig Lee Kwok Leung, Lau Sau Sap, Lai Yuen Fung, Lau Cl11 
Ming 
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10 Sig Regt (HQ UKLF) 
Wilton 

THE BRl'~O TROPHY 
The annual Regimental in1er- quadron ports competition was held 

at CheLea on Wednesday 19 Febn:ary. Teams from HQ, I, 2 and 3 
qn ·competed to win the coveted t:ophy. The aflernoon consi led of 

four porting events, namely .22 hooting, ix-a-side hockey, 
\Olleyball and . wimming, with a chain of ommand race to round off 
the da)' event . 

Team were well upported, and the competitive pirit was even in 
e\idence at the pub game evening which followed che prize giving. 
The 2 qn ream put up an excellent performance, and gained a well 
de·erved vi tory. \\'e were very graceful to Mrs Karen Thorne, the 
wife of the CO, who kindly presented the prize . 

Cpl Alister Rutherford, 2 Sqn, receives the Bruno trophy 

I SQN 
EXERCI E NEW SKI 86 

An adventurous training exercise (torture, hard work, but fun!) at 
Silberhtitte in West Germany was organised for the troop by the OC 
2Lt Jenny Ogden. With a party of eight (who thought they'd 
volunteered for a romantic skiing expedition with sunset over the 
mountains, boxes of that well known chocolate and of course the 
apres-ski) she set off for BAOR. Apart from an alarming Jack of 
snow, the journey to the Harz mountains passed without incident, our 
arrival at Silberhiitte coincided with a snow storm which put 
everything to rights. The first week was spent Langlaufing and it was 
proved that you don't actually have to be on the skis to go across 
country; other parts of the anatomy will do just as well. German beer 
does however take the sting out of bruises and induces a competitive 
note concerning their size and location. A week's Langlauf was 
enough lo increase fitness, stimulate the appetite and provide the 
opportunity to meet lots of new friends, (some romantic). The only 
trouble was that it left everyone too tired to watch the sunset and the 
neare t chocolate shop was far away . . . 

The second week was full of movement and speed, (a lot of it 
uncontrolled), with the start of the down-hill element of the exercise. 
Out came the trendy dark glasses, woolly hats and smart outfits, 
howe\er, it remained true that skis can be replaced by various other 
thing . Pte Polly Poyton quickly learned how to mono-ski when she 
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lost the other one over the side of a mountain . By the end of the week 
everyone had managed to 'run' and most had managed a 'run a la 
po eur'. That i one wearing dark glasses (to cover looks of panic), 
best woolly hat and glove , occasional confident waves to anyone in 
range, ending with a graceful now plough, timed to stop just outside 
the cafe! 

The e ercise was a great success and all the hard work put in was 
more than compensated for by the fun and enjoyment it gave. 2Lt 
Jenny Ogden was deposited in Krefeld with all limbs attached to start 
her new job and the others on the roll of honour were Cpls Kim 
Neilson, Val Murray, Ronda Harry, LCpl Sharon Stinton, LCpl 
Janine Hoh, Pies Karen Townsend, Carolyn 'Polly' Poyton and 
Lauren Laithwaite. 

Safely back in Wilton they are determined to do it all again next 
year! 

Ptes Townsend, Poyton and Laithwaite 

2SQN 
LETTER FROM LONDON 

The Squadron's military training camp at Crowborough marks the 
end of a very 'physical' phase for 2 Sqn, with the CFT, inter-troop 
spons, and the Regimental Bruno trophy competition all falling in the 
same month. Radio Troop are now dusting down their ceremonial kit 
in preparation for the summer 'silly season' of Beating Retreat, 
Trooping and Royal Garden Parties-and of course there will be the 
Royal wedding this summer to keep us all on our toes! 

CROWBOROUGH MILITARY TRAINING CAMP 
Report by Sgt Doug Robertson and Sgt Mike Sheehan 

Once again the dreaded name 'Crowborough' was whispered in the 
corridors of 2 Sqn. The week long battle camp, designed by Capt (Tfc) 
Phil Castle and the SSM W02 Tod O'Brien to re-awaken military 
skills, was now under way. 

We left Chelsea in a blaze of sunshine for our week of training at 
Crowborough Camp, East Sussex. We were blessed with good weather 
for the entire time and this was particularly welcome during the 48 
hour exercise. 

On arrival at Crowborough we all took part in a CFT which with 
other activities, namely PT, map reading, a night navigation exercise, 
fieldcraft, first aid and NBC were all marked to find the best 
section of the week. 

The first four days were spent in improving the physical fitness and 
military knowledge of everybody. The CFT got everybody off to a 
flying start and so did the PT before breakfast. The subjects taught 
were many and varied, although some were dubbed 'Death by Vu
foil'. Sgt Terry Machon's NBC stand was particularly enjoyed 
although the fun in carrying a stretcher casualty while wearing 'Noddy 
Kit' escapes me. 

'S: Platoon consisting of 3 and 4 sections and led by co-reporter Sgt 
Mike Sheehan assisted by Sgt Brian Murkin and George Frith (from 
the W London Admin Service) together with 'A' Platoon (I and 2 
section) were the first to be put through the mill. Mike takes up the 
story ... 

. . . The exercise began with a short walk to the location and 
digging in. The ground was rock hard for some and a bog for others. 
During the first and second days recces were done and OPs were set 
up to locate the enemy. Some people got a little too close and 
prisoners were taken on both sides. 

On the last night 'B' Platoon mounted an attack on the enemy base. 
Unfortunacely the 'pathfinders' Sig Morris and Woodfine didn't find 
the location and the patrol had to be rallied with the aid of a rope 
alarm. The final morning dawned with a simulated artillery barrage 
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THE SEVENTY FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE INDIAN 
CORPS OF SIGNALS 

An account by Maj Gen J.M. W. Badcock CB MBE DL, Master of Signals 
The first Indian Army Signal unit to be formed was 31 Div Sig Coy 

(of the Bengal Sappers & Miners) on 15 February 1911 and it was from 
this date that the present Indian Corps of Signals cou nts it origin. To 
mark the 75th Anniversary a week of celebrations was planned to be 
held at I Sig Trg Centre at Jabalpur from 11 -16 February 1986. Lt 
Gen R. P. Singh, their SOinC, very kindly invited me, as Master of 
Signals, the SOinC and as many of the Indian Signals Association as 
their President could get to Jabalpur to be their guests. I would like 
to record and comment on the programme and to give some insight 
into the organisation and working of our affiliated Corps. 

The first jolt was to discover that the Indian Signal Corps numbers 
over 100,000 men with at least 10,000 officers. Soldiers under basic 
training alone at Jabalpur number 10,000 which is not far short of the 
total soldier strength of our own Corps. 

Our party arrived by train at Jabalpur at about midday on 11 
February to be received by all the senior officers of the Corps, the 
Band playing and a red carpet to a marquee where introductions were 
made over coffee whilst our baggage and transport was organised. 
Then off to our accommodation. There we found apartments 
provided with every possible need from Old Spice shaving cream to 
personal headed note paper . There was a letter of welcome not only 
from the Commandant, but also from his wife who had personally 
supervised the layout and provisioning of our rooms. 

That evening and on subsequent evenings there was a buffet supper 
and entertainment; this time Indian dancing by some of the wives, 
and here, as elsewhere, the standard was thoroughly professional. 

The next morning the celebration started in earnest with an 
Inaugural Ceremony in the Pollard Arena, an open air auditorium. 
All the senior officers sat opposite the stage and round the sides sat 
officer , soldiers, their wive and children, some arrayed in clothing 
in the Corps colours (identical to ours) and others in the vivid contrast 
of national dress. 

' Jimmy' with a star instead of a crown is their badge and under it 
the ceremony started with prayer read by each of four religious 
leaders, followed by the Corps Song rendered by a group. The song 
(of which we have no equivalenQ records the history of their s;orp 
and could quite easily be a hit in the European Song Contest. Children 
then performed mass PT to music and finally there were speeche 
from the SOinC and the Senior Colonel Commandant (equivalent to 
the Master of Signals). 

On most days there was a separate programme for the eight ladies 
of our party and they went off to a Tuaaraff, a di play of Indian 
dancing whilst the men went to an equipment demonstration. All the 
current equipment was on display ranging from the equivalent of 
Clansman to troposcatter but the most exciting part was the di play 
of a slight ly simpler version of PTARMIGA which, like us, they are 
just accepting into ervice. This typifies the ability and quality of their 
officers and soldiers (they have retained the appointments of Forem.an 
of Signal and Traffic Officer ). Most of their oldier peak Engh h 
so it was no1 difficult to di cuss and under tand their work. 

Thi over, there was lunch at the Golf Club where we joined the 
ladies. 

In the evening there was a triple event staged in an open air arena, 
the first part of which was boxing in which three pair of their Corps 

and services boxers fought at Light Fly, Light and Bantam weights. 
Not only was the boxing superb but all the associated arrangements 
were slick and effective. For instance the ropes round the ring were 
later removed by a team of trainees acting to music and this was 
followed by Weight Lifting exhibitions culminating in a Clean and 
Jerk of 140kgs. 

But this was not all. The final part was six body building or 'muscle 
men' going through their repertoire, a sight not so common in our 
Army. 

That over, there was an outside buffet dinner and entertainment in 
the Commandant's garden where attractive stalls had been built, 
serving different regional foods. 

Thursday dawned another lovely day and we started at 0830 where, 
before a crowd of several thousands of soldiers and their families, 
there was a display of powered hang gliding in four machines, 
followed by a parachute drop of some 70 soldiers in sticks of six. One 
soldier, blown by gusting winds, landed on the front row of the VIP 
stand much to the amusement of those of the crowd who were not too 
closely involved. That was not, I understand, rehearsed! 

There followed a horse jumping and pig sticking event where all the 
competitors were from the Corps. ' 

On to another large sports arena for a Paga) Gymkhana or 'It's a 
Knockout' based on traditional Indian games. This culminated in a 
Tug o' War between our own Association Team and an Indian Team 
of retired General who won-but we seemed to get the better prizes. 
So drinks in the Sergeants' Mess was a welcome prelude to a picnic 
lunch by the artifical lake. In all these cases, the numbers being 
catered for were many hundred . 

After this there was a Corps hockey exhibition match in which most 
of the players in both teams were Corps, services and even national 
players. The spectators were seated in tented tands and the Band 
played at half time. eedle s to say the hockey was of an extremely 
high standard and the Corps team won 3-2. 

It was then back to the golf course which had somehow been 
transformed since the morning into a setting for a 'Son et Lumiere' 
depicting the history of the Corps . The stage management and effects 
were uperb and it was done before a seated audience of over one 
thousand. Indeed it wa no coincidence that the full moon was exactly 
over the SOinC chair! 

That over it was back to the Golf Club for a buffet upper marred 
only by a sudden squall of rain. 

Friday dawned with a cloudles sky and started with a most moving 
wreath-laying ceremony commencing with a Guard of Honour in their 
distinctive Corps ceremonial dre and followed by wreaths laid on the 
Memorial by the two Corps' most senior pensioners and the British 
and Indian Signal Officers in Chief. I should mention here that each 
regiment ha its own 'Colours' and these are carried on formal 
parades such as this and are accorded full honours. On the same 
parade ground there followed the Attestation Parade where recruit 
pas ing out from their basic training take the oath of allegiance to 
serve their country. There were about 300 recruits drawn up in hollow 
square. A tray carrying four 'bibles' was paraded by the Adjutant and 
a sergeant before each recruit who touched that appropriate to his 
faith. Subsequently when all had done o, they repeated the oath read 





b the Adjutant. The recruit march~d past in quick and low time and 
an d ·an e in review order wa immacula1e. They rhen marched off 

t 1he lo\\ march to 'Auld Lang yne' di iding either ide of 1he 
enotaph whi h they aluted indi idually. This symbolised that they 

belonged to the family of their Corp from atte tation to dea1h . Thi 
wa a particularly moving ceremony, beautiflllly executed in front of 
a large and ilen1 crO\ d of specta1ors. 

A \;Sil 10 the Corp Mu eum wa next on •h programme and wa 
of particular intere t 10 our own A socia1ion member mo I of .vhom 
had erved in ' Jub' or in Indian Army Signal Uni1s. ariou 
pre entation were made by them 10 the 1u eum. 

hortly afterwards, 1he weather changed and the afternoon 
programme wa witched 10 1he following day. Con idering what wa 
involved, chi wa a mammoth La k and wa a supreme example of 
detailed planning with aherna1ive fully prepared and rehear ed . 
Meantime, the ladie were entertained to an imaginary 'round Lhe 
world' night. They were ea1ed as if in a Jumbo jeL and the ho tesse , 
dre ed in ideniical peacock blue ilk saris, erved weel and soft 
drinks. There were five tops, London had 'Wouldn 't i1 be lovely' and 
Japan a demon traLion of paper flower making . India provided an 
exqui ite dance by an eighL year old. 

Jn the evening, there were two plays staged in the theatre. The first 
wa an English play-Dearly Departed and 1he second was a comedy 
in Hindi. Bo1h were excellent. 

Over to the Olympic sized swimming comple.x for dinner and a full 
potlit fa hion show of Lhe apparel for men and women throughout 

the four ea ons. The whole sho' , music and commentary was 
arranged and performed to perfection by wives. The evening ended 
\\ ith a buffet upper. 

So we came to Saturday which fortunately was warm and unny 
because there was a formal parade of eight companies, all in 
ceremonial dress and accompanied by the Corps Band and Pipe and 
Drums. The men were in the middle of their trade training but their 
drill, marching and tu rnout were fault less. T he alute was taken by the 
Senior Colonel Commandant, LI Gen . S. Brar, who is Commandant 
of Lhe Indian ' Sandhurst' in Wellington. 

Following the parade, Lhere was a ceremony on an adjacent tented 
ite where the firs1 of many First Day covers were pos1marked by LI 

Gen Brar and subsequently we seemed to pend most of 1he day 
auLOgraphing 1he covers for our many hosts. 

We then wem to a barakhana, literally a big meal, but perhap best 
described as a Regimental buffet lunch, in tents round a sports ground 
all beautifully decorated, in the centre of which successive groups of 
200 dancers in traditional costumes performed. Of the e perhaps the 
Punjabis were the most exciting and colourful. 

That afternoon a gigant ic stadium was overflowing with spectaLOrs 
whilst others found perche on the roofs and balconies of nearby 
buildings, all there to wa1ch a Tattoo, part of which took place in 1he 
sening sun and part by floodlight . 

The Tanoo began with a march past with floats depicting life in 
each of the major States and culminated \vi lh the Corp Motor Cycle 
Display. The Dare Devils are the Indian equivalent of the White 
Helmets. Unlike our Corps, there are still DR Troops in the Indian 
Corps and each command had drawn its best to form a team to ride 
over a eparaLe 1,500 mi le course to this event. The floa ts were joined 
by the Dare Devils and 400 motorcyclists of the Learns involved. 

Th~s was followed by a Massed Band di play by the Corps Band, 
1he Pipes and Drums and the RajpUL Regimental Band culminating in 
Beating Re1reat with the same traditional hymn jusL as Lhe sun sel. 

At this point tea was taken so that when the spectators returned LO 
t~eir seats, i_t ~as dark. On came the Dare Devils LO give a floodlit 
display. Their impact came from the numbers involved, using Enfield 

Sent ries fo r the War Memorial w it h 'arms reversed' 

machine . rather than from the individual stunts which we favour . 
Finally on marched nearly 1,000 oldiers ~winging flare or torche 

to mu ic which again was executed faultles ly for 10 minutes . As they 
left the arena, an enormou firework di play provided a final e. 

But thi wa not the end of the day for u . There followed a formal 
Officers' Me Ladie ' Guest Night eating over 500 with silver and 
floral decorations. Considering that the tables upon which all this was 
laid had to be brought from the Stadium, because of the switch in 
afternoon programmes and that there was only one and a half hours 
for the task LO be completed this wa a major fea t of organisation in 
it own right. 

So we came to the last day and the closing ceremony in the outdoor 
auditorium. This followed the ame sequence a the Opening 
Ceremony with a catchy ong on the theme of 'parting i the beginning 
of meeting' and culminating in addre e by a 94 year old pen ioner, 
by myself a Master of Signal conveying the congratulation of our 
Colonel in Chief to the Corp of Signals, and followed by the SOinC 
and the Senior Colonel Commandant. 

My point in describing the e events in such detail is to how the 
extent and variety of event involved. During all this, just to cap it , 
the SOinC crammed in hi Annual Conference. That not one single 
event wa mi timed or went wrong reflected the enormous effort in 
planning and execution per onally upervised by the SOinC who made 
everal visit for this purpose from Delhi . Right in the middle of all 

this, a full military Christian funeral was organised for one of our 
number who sadly died on arrival. All the senior Indian Officers and 
their wives auended with provision made for a piper and pall bearer 
together with wreath for all the men and posie for all the ladies of 
our party. 

If their communication planning and versati lity i only half a good, 
they would still be fir t class and 1 have no reason to uspect that it 
i not excellent. 

Before leaving this LOpic, it i interesting to know that part of the 
qualification for promotion to Lieutenant Colonel is that the officer 
must have erved in five geographic areas; one is in the frozen North 
of the Himalayas where they may do two years at 20,000ft with 
temperatures at - 40°C. Another i in the Sind Desert , rivalling tho e 
in central Arabia for heat. Another is in the jungles of A sam and the 
remainder in the more temperate (by comparison) climates of central 
and outhern India. Their equipment has .to work as well in these 
varying conditions as their men. What is more, they have fought and 
won two major wars in the e conditions. I came away wondering 
whether their Corps has not gained greater experience of ignalling 
under adverse conditions than our own. 

But one' abiding memories of this kaleidescopic visit is of the 
enormous and genuine affection that they have for the British and 
particularly our Corps. We were never left unauended by signallers of 
all ranks who wanted to talk , a k questions, or swop experiences and 
make sure that we had everything we wanted. Such was their 
generosity that not one of our party of 30 or o was allowed to pay 
for a thing and we were all showered with gifts and mementoe 
throughout our visit. The ame but on a smaller scale occurred when 
we paid an evening visit to their Military College of 
Telecommunication Engineering at Mhow, where many of our 
officers of the post war years received their officer training. 

I believe that we should reinforce our affi liation to the Indian Corps 
of Signals wi th vigour at all levels and in every possible field. We 
could learn so much from them now in return for what they see as a 
genuine legacy left by our predecessors serving with Indian Army 
Signals. As a nation they have an exceptional talent for friendship and 
this I am sure, is the basis for Lhe nostalgia, which our many old hands 
feel so strongly, for India and its peoples. 

Some of the visiti ng party in re laxed mood 

and ~n auack by the enemy _on t~c p_la~oon location, a fact which 
chee1c~ everybody as they assisted m f1lhng in the trenches at cndcx 

ecll?~s 3 a~d 4 m~de all the running in the early stages of Lh~ 
compe_t1t1on with s~ctlons I (the eventual winners) and 2 doin 
exceptionally well m the latter stages. AL the end of the wecf 
ev~rybody agreed that they had benefited militarily and had also 
enjoyed themselves enormously. 

PANCAKE CAPERS 
Report by Sgt Karen Barbe 

Shrove Tuesday went with a swing as 2 Sqn were supplied with 
pancakes by Oscar Troop. Ptes Angie Pledger, Mandy Richardson 
and ~t ~aren Barbe were the duty 'lemons' . (Jiffed again!) 

MaJ Lionel French had many unsuccessful attempts at making a 
panc~ke but w~s very s~cce~sful at covering the 2 Sqn building with 
them. Capt ~h1~ Castle is Still recovering from eating them all-and 
W02 Tod 0 Brien, as normal, had a lot to say about the situation. 

I 
T~e Sqn OC Ma) Lionel French, Sgt Karen Barbe and Pte Mandy 
Richardson making s ure the Squadron got its pancakes on Shrove 

Tuesday! 

COMSTAR FOR WOOLWICH 
The Squadron has many outlying exchanges and COMMCENs in 

the. London area, most of which are manned by civilians. We were all 
deh~hted ~vhen the Woolwich COMMCEN was awarded a COMSTAR 
e~rher this Y~~r. T~e photograph shows the Supervisor, Mr Jim 
Lmskey, receiving his award from the Garrison Commander while 
Maj Lionel French and Mr Bert Hounsome look on. ' 

Mr Bert Hounsome, Mr Jim Linskey and Maj Lionel French at the 
COMSTAR presentation 

Keep your unit notes 
SHORT I 
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NOTE f'ROM ALDER HOT 
3 SQN 

On T~1;1rsd_ay 6 Februar~ we staged a Fancy Dress Potted Sporn 
~ompet1t1on 111 the ~ymnas1um-this was followed by a buffet supper 
111 the JRC. Our resident PTI Cpl ue milh WRAC now takes up the 
story ... 

. .. Ev_eryone was in the gym by 1830 hrs-there were cheerleaders, 
punks, p~rates , ~lu Klux Klan and school kids . The Fancy Dress 
Comp~t1t1on was Judged_ by the Officers and SNCOs of the Squadron. 
The w111ners were the pirates . 

. The actual competition c?nsisted of six games and a relay. The only 
hitch was that each competitor had to carry an egg around with them 
at all times-the question was- were the eggs raw or hard boiled! 
They soon found out! At. the end of the competition extra points were 
awarded to any team which could produce a whole egg! The winners 
of the overall competition were the cheerleaders and the ASVU who 
are now looking closely at the photo of the cheerleaders! 

~a 
The Fancy Dress w inners 'The Pirat es ' in the guise of l - R: Cpl 
Fr~nk C~rter, ,Pte Sara Charman, LCpls Maggie Tomkins, Sandra 
Alhson, Sam Sampson, Pte Karen Ellis and LCpl 'Phil ' Mattison 

The Punks l - R: Cpls Connie Dabbs, Pte Jane Pudsey, LCpl Colin 
Brooks, Ptes Susan Fairish , Pte Eoni Bolder, LCpl Jackie Byrne 

The competi~ion winners - Th~ Cheerleaders l - R: Ptes Lesley 
Thomson, Ahson Locke, LCpl Diane Lazzari, Pte Diane Evans , LCpl 

Penny Brooks, Cpl Brian Brown (ASVU please note) 
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0 T , 0 ;\BO T 
R port by apt . J. H. aylor . . 

5 February saw many Traffic Of fi~ers descend mg f~om al~ corner 
of the J... on th Headquarter '1e s 111 Blandford . Thi was mtended 
to be the first of a ucce ion of annual Traffic Officer ' Dinner 

ight . The night coincided with the annual Traffic Officer refre her 
our e (planned of cour e!) which re ulted in ome 20 Traffi Officer 

and gue l ha,ing a really excellent evening. . . . 
On Friday 7 1arch young and old. pa t and present Traffic Officer 

gathered at the ational liberal Club in London to bid farewell to 
four of our illu triou trafficator Lt Cob Aubrey Howie, John Elliot, 
Maj Le'\ Leach and Paddy Iring~_. . . . . 

The opportunity to u e the mag111f1cent bmldmg and 11 . beauufully 
decorated interior, 10 take a few photograph of the occasion was too 
good 10 mi . Grateful thank mu l go to Lt Col (Retd) Pat Ma ey 
and Lt ol Ken French who organi ed the function and to the 

ational Liberal Club who kindly gave u permission to 'takeover' 
their lounge bar and dining-room for the day (and ni_ght). 

L-R: 'Now when I was on Yeoman of Signals Course No 4 in 
1 963 we . . .' Lt Col Ken French, Lt Col Aubrey Howie, Maj 

(Retd) Roy Smithard, Maj (Retd) Eric Gill, Capt Alf Cooper 

Making a total of more than 1 50 years service - Maj Paddy 
Stringer, Lt Col John Elliott, Maj Alex Leitch and Lt Aubrey Howie 

beneath the statue of Gladstone 
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SKIING 

11 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

The Junior Squadron added a new element to Regimental Skiing 
thi year. We concentrated on the Junior Team with the Permanent 
Staff team in support. 

Training for the Junior Signalmen started as their hobby on 
Tuesday and Thursday nights at the dry ski slope in CatLerick. A 
group of 10 started in August and after basic ski in truction and an 
introduction LO race training ix junior were selected to go Lo Austria 
in January. 

The two teams of six made the long haul LO Austria in two 
minibuse , and after being held up by a ferry strike arrived in Fulpmes 
during the night of Saturday 4 January. 

There then followed eight days of hard race training under the 
upervision of Cpl Mick North, before the 3 Div/ UKlF 

Championships started. 
The two team gained experience in racing in the Giant Slalom, 

Slalom, Downhill and Super-G. This year we were actually racing on 
now which made a pleasant change from last year's ice. 

The Juniors were very keen to enter the downhill race, and J ig 
Strafford did very well to finish 82nd out of 150 Starters. The final 
results placed the Junior Team third out of four, being beaten by the 
JLRRE and JLRRA. 

We stayed in Fulpmes and carried on training for eight days after 
the Championships and by the end of this period we all felt very 
confident on kis and that we could have done even better in the races. 

This year Capt Neil Gibson insisted on taking the Juniors on a 
15Km langlauf which everyone enjoyed to varying degrees. 

After three weeks' re Lin Catterick the two teams, slightly changed, 
headed for Aviembre and the ASA (Scotland) Championship 
(reported elsewhere in this issue). 

5 TROOP 
MEMORIES 

Thiny-four keen young men arrived at Catterick in early December 
ready for what they had been told would be the 'hardest 10 weeks of 
their life'. Their apprehension rapidly turned LO disbelief when we 
issued them rail warrants and sent them home on Christmas leave. 
There must be a lesson there somewhere . . . 

The weathermen told us that February was the coldest for 40 years, 
but that didn't interrupt the programme. We lost a few range days, 
but the exercise was a great success. For the first time in living memory 
everyone wanted to dig trenches at break-neck pace. Tho e who found 
themselves without picks or shovels soon developed a rather unhealthy 
blue tinge ... 

PASS OFF 
On 21 February the Troop concluded the l 0 week course with a pass 

off parade . It was reviewed by Col K. P. Burke, who presented prizes 
to: 

Best Recruit: Sig Crier 
Best Shot: Sig MacPherson. 

Col Burke speaks to Sig Nisbet 
L to R: Sig McPhail, Nisbet, Galloway, Finney, Hartley 
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VISIT OF THE SOinC 

13 Sig Regt 
BFPO 42 

On Friday 7 February the SOinC Maj Gen P. D. Alexander MBE 
paid his first visit to the Regiment in his new appointment. 

The SOinC was met by the CO, and the RSM, WOI Phil Welch, 
before he inspected the Barrack Guard, commanded by Sgt Dave 
Gilbert. Much hard work and heartache went into the preparations for 
the Guard, mainly during sleep and re t days. 

Nevertheless all went well on that freezing morning, including an 
excellent sounding of the 'General Salute' by the trumpeter, kindly 
made available by the Band of RAF Germany. 

The first photograph shows the barrack guard, the second shows 
the SOinC speaking to the RSM outside the Guardroom with the CO 
checking that all tatements are true. 

The SOinC then moved on lo the regimental square which had been 
cleared of snow for the RSDCC parade. Our records indicate that this 
is the first time he has taken a Detachment Commanders' Pass Off 
Parade. Does your memory go back before 1968? The SOinC was met 
by the Training Wing Staff, commanded by Capt Peter Clark, and 
comprising W02 (SSM) Paddy McConnon, Sgts Paul Donovan, Mick 
Forster and Nick Nielson. 

The parade commander Cpl Thorpe of 7 Sig Regt gave aa excellent 
performance justifying his reputation as the best J CO at drill. 
Awards were as follows: 

Best Student LCpl Appleby 7 Sig Regt with an 'A' Grade. 
Best Section on the field exercise at Grobbendonk was 0 car 
Section. 

This was a particularly good course and the SOinC was pleased with 
their performance. Forty two started the course, eight were RTU on 
initial intake and six more were RTU later on medical grounds. Those 
JNCOs who successfully completed the cour e can be justifiably 
proud. 

He pent the rest of the busy day visiting all parts of the Regiment. 
Our next pictures show him talking to members of TM Troop in the 
Middle Workshops. We all enjoyed a memorable day and look 
forward to his next visit. 
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l-R: LCpl 'Don' Donald, Capt (TOT) Bob Wherry, SOinC, Cpl Paul 
Finnis RE 

L- R: Cpl Andy Hilton, Sgt Chris Little RAOC, SOinC, Capt (TOT) 
Bob Wherry 

CROSS COUNTRY 
The Regimental Cross Country heralded the start of the season in 

September at 13 Sig Regt. 
Our next big event was the Milocarian Cros Country on 16 

November, kindly ponsored by Windsor life. The teams invited 
included RAF Bruggen, 16 Sig Regt, RAF Wildenrath and Laarbruch. 
In the team events the Milos achieved a convincing first place. 

The Regimental Cross Country teams have also competed in the 
RCZ League and the Dutch Army League again this year, hosting 
races for both the above leagues early in 1986. Although the team has 
not tasted the fruits of victory this season in either of the above 
leagues, some of the individual runners have performed very well, 
notably, Cpl Jame , LCpl Peters, Sgts Vezey and Butler. 

The ladies team were able LO enjoy a greater measure of succe s than 
the men chis season. For the first time in recent year the Regiment 
was able to field a female Cross Country team comprising WRNS and 
WRAC ·personnel in the RCZ/RAFG League. Much to our urpri e 
the team achieved a creditable third place due LO che efforcs of econd 
Officer Oita James WRNS, who has been with us for only half a 
season, but was always placed in the first four. This coupled with the 
commendable effort of WCpl Hazel Budden earlier in the sea on 
gained us our third place. 

Heany thanks mu t also go LO gts Janette Reehal and Carol 
Exley, Cpls Lauren lilley, Marina Neighbour, and Debbie 
Huntington, LCpls Julie Cros , Claire Arnold, Alison Taylor, and 
Dilys Newell. We now look forward LO the scart of che next season and 
hope LO improve on this year's performance. 

La tly, thanks go to W02 John Smith and Cpl (now gl) Davie 
Forbes for all their efforts during the sea on for both men ' and 
ladies' teams. See you in the quarry next ea on. 
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RHQ RO CO , TR\' PER TAR 
Report b) L pl Paul Baker 

'Lo, the R giment now ho teth ye Dutch Cro se Cou~try league 
match, ve clerk of RHQ halt take parte, yon RSM a well , so sayeth 
yon d]utant in darke t March. . 

o it wa that the Adjt, Capt Richard Evans, the R M WOl Phil 
\\ elch the Chief Clerk W02 Peter Cuckow and Sig Steve nderhill, 
took ~ff their B . uit and donned short and running hoe . 
Certain member of the RHQ er w were conspicuous by their absence, 
L pl Kim Atkinson and LCpl Michelle 'Gizmo' \Vil.ton found that 
their ' In Tray • were far better company than the gluunou ocean of 
mud that awaited the intrepid runners . However LCpl 'I'm off to H 
Tp' Baker had the wor t of it he wa roughing it in UK on leave. 

T he runners et off on a 6Km course laced with mud. ig Steve 
nderhill fini hed hi career beating the R:M whilst the Chief Clerk 

took great care to come behind the Adj1it<1nt. . 
well a the usual ' Brits', there were Dutch and Belgian runners. 

good time wa had by everyone. Our photograph show the state 
of the runners before and after, in order of arrival. 

HQ ' Superstars ' Before, L- R: W02 (ORQMS) Pete Cuckow, 
Capt Richard Evans, Sig Steve Underhill , W01 (RSM ) Phil Welch 

SCHWALMTAL PATRO ILLE 1986 
Every year the German Army reservists in the area organi se a 

military patrol competition to which they invite German regulars, 
Dutch and Belgian Units and teams from the RAF Regiment. For the 
fi rst time 13 Sig Regt was invited to represent the British regular army. 
1 Sqn entered two, four-man teams. Preparation and training was 
undertaken by the SSM W02 Geordie Hennrie ably assisted by SSgt 
Mick Griffith-Williams. Liaison with the German organisers was done 
by W02 John Chudleigh . 

The competition which took place on 22 February attracted 24 
teams and included a course of some 18Km with stands covering 
recognition of NA TO and East Block aircraft and AFVs, Target 
Shoocing, Grenade Throwing (with a difference, fairground skills 
were needed), Rope River Crossing, First Aid, Assault Course, Map 
Reading and a Fast March . The day was bright and sunny but cold , 
with snow on the ground . 

Both our teams drew early start times and both were fit and 
determined to do well. They excelled at the rope river crossing, 
achieved first and second best times in the assault course and a first 
and third in the fast march. T here was a long wait during the 
afternoon whilst the remaining teams finished but the village hall at 
Merbeck was warm and there was plenty of hot soup and cheerful 
company to help pass the time. The wait was worthwhile as we gained 
a most creditable third and fifth place in the overall competition and 
an excellent first and second in the visitors table. 

The first team was commanded by Cpl PauJ Edon and comprised 
LCpl Bob Fanning, Sig (now LCpl) Taff Allan and Sig Jim Hunter. 
The second team was commanded by Cpl Eddie Thompson and 
comprised Cpl Paddy Williams, LCpl (now Cpl) Oflie Campbell and 
LCpl Taff Burdge. 

Our photograph shows our econd team (13) at the grenade 
throwing tand . 

As the new trophy for visiting regular units was not ready fo r the 
day of the con petition, a separate presentation took place later on 12 
March, in the Tudor Bar, Mercury Barracks. The photograph shows 
Cpl Paul Edon receiving the new Trophy from Unter Offizier Gersch, 
one of the organiser o f the competition . The next photo shows 
members of both teams with UO Gersch , UO Reiners, and the CO. 
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LCpl (now Cpl) Ollie Campbell with t he grenade, Cpl Eddie 
Thomson, LCpl Taff Burdge and Cpl Paddy Will iams wait 

Unter Offizier Gersch presents the trophy to Cpl Paul Edon 

L-R: LCpl Taff Burdge, Cpl Paddy Williams, UO Gersch, Sig Jim 
Hunter, Cpl Paul Edon, Sig (now LCpl) Taff Allen), UO Reiners , 

LCpl (now Cpl) Ollie Campbell, and , Lt Col Howard 
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2SQUADRO 
The Squadron grew a little during March, with a total of five new 

arrival , and only three po ted. We all extend a hand of welcome to 
gt Stephanie Vollentinc, Cpls Derek Graham and Chris Lamb, and 

LCpls Sally Baines and Rita Tacy. Here's hoping you all have a 
pleasant and fruitful tour in Birgelcn. We could have said farewell to 
Cpls Jez Jezard , John Blackshaw and Steve Phelps way back in 
September, all three have been on upgrading courses taking them right 
up to the end of their tour. We bid you all farewell and good luck. 

The ocial highlight of the Squadron's winter programme was a 
visit, one week-end in March, to a modern day 'Maplins', just 15 miles 
from the Regiment in the Dutch town of Reuver. Eighty eight of us 
packed into 15 superbly comfortable bungalows for three days of 
swimming and sunbeds, wavepools and waterslides, saunas and 
jaccuzi. The complex centres around a sub-tropical paradise, where 
mo t of the Squadron could be found relaxing in a comfortable 80 
degree , and sipping exotic cocktails such as Grol ch. W02 Steve 
Lid tone took the photograph, to send to Noel Edmund , 41 in a 
jaccuzi, it must be a record! We also had a 10 pin bowling 
competition, which was won by Sgt Paddy Patrick, but he did bring 
his own ball. The management made us most welcome, and laid on a 
marvellou buffet on the Saturday night, completely free of charge. 

Come Sunday, everybody agreed we had had a tremendous 
weekend and good value for our money, and that we would be back 
next winter, to try and improve on that figure of 41 ! 

3 QUADRON 
VOLLEYBALL 

41 in a Jaccuzi! 

Once again we have made 1he headl ines, thi time wi th Volleyball. 
The 1985/86 season has been a bu y and rewarding one for the team. 
The Berlin Bde Volley-ball League ha hown that 3 Sqn is able to 
hold its own against major and minor unirs. During the League !he 
team played a total of 20 matche losing only two, one again l RAF 
Gatow the other the I t Bn The Hampshire Regiment. Toward the 
end of ~he sea on it could be seen that the Squadron wa in a po it ion 
to win 1he League. 
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The gods were not on our side-runners-up being the consolation 
for a season's hard effort. However, not to be outdone, the Brigade 
Knock-out competition was held on Saturday 22 February. This 
competition took place to find the best team in Berlin to take on the 
might of 4 Division. Eight teams entered this Major and ~inor Units 
competition. This all day tournament saw each team playing 21 ets, 
telling on even the fittest person. The climax to the day was a Signals 
final, 3 Sqn v 29 Sig Regt. The winning team would go forward to the 
Quarter Finals of the BAOR Competition. After a hard match-3 Sqn 
were the victors. The Quarter Finals were played in Berlin on 9 March 
against 4/7 Dragoon Guards from Detmold. This match proved to be 
one of excitement lasting nearly two hours. It was not to be our day; 
losing, in the end, two sets to three. However, as it was our fir t real 
season the team has played well. 

Team Players: Sgt Wayne Sweeting-Capt, Sgt Taff Evans, Jeff 
Wilson, Cpls Bob Clare, Oscar Clarkson, WCpl Sally Oliver and LCpl 
Pete Heppinstall RPC. 

3 SQUADRON CRO S-COUNTRY 1985/ 86 
In a long season, made longer by the cold weat her conditions 

throughout much of the winter, the Squadron was nevertheles able 
to regularly field a first team capable of fending off a ll other Minor 
Unit teams in Berlin with the exception of 29 Sig Regt, by far the 
largest Minor Unit in Berlin. Most consistent performers throughout 
the season were Cpl John Gower (shown here finishing in fourth place 
in the last race of the eason), who finished in fifth place overall , the 
SSM who finished in twelfth place and SSgt Tich McKeating. 

But for a sluggish start by the team at the beginning of the season, 
the end result might well have been different. In the Brigade 
Championship, which took place on 19 December, the Squadron team 
was again bearen into second place by 29 Sig Regt. The lady members 
of the Squadron were also much in evidence during the season. In 
particular, mention should be made of Cpl Sally Oliver and LCpl 
Matty Mathews. Hopefully, the ladies field will be larger in the 
coming season, providing more realist ic competition. 

OFFICERS' MESS 
Mess life, with many varied and excellent social functions arranged 

by the PMC, Maj John Stuart , and his committee, seems recently to 
have been dominated by farewells and welcomes . 

Having said farewell to Gen Benbow when he visited wi th his wi fe 
prior to relinqui hing his appoi ntment as Signal O ffice r-in-Chief we 
were particularly plea ed to see his successor, Gen Alexander, so soon 
after assuming his appointment. 

On a more domestic note we have recently said farewell to Maj 
Richard Randell and his wife Judith posted to London , Capt Len 
Yates and his wife Margaret posted to Berlin and Capts Rod Willars 
and Tony Beach who shortly leave the Army and wish them all the 
very best. Farewells lead to welcome and we are pleased to welcome 
Maj Chris Hewitt and his wi fe Sally, Capt Les Rix and his wife Chris, 
Lt Col Bill Minns and his wife Jackie and wish them all a happy and 
satisfying tour. 

On yer a more domest ic note we welcome Robert the newly arrived 
son of Capt Richard Evans and his wife Marian and congratulate 
rhem. 

Cpl John Gower 
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14 Sig Regt (EW) 
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Having reached a lull in the exerci e period and fi nally hauled mo t 
p ople ba k from their skiing, the Regimen! ha ettled down to a 
bu:y programme of nglo/ Germ:.n events and numerou ports 
fi . mre . Fir t the Anglo/ German: 

THE ALLER WIM 
The lier wim is an annual event which the Regiment jointly 

organi e with the DLRG-the German Life avi.ng S_ociety. Th~ wim 
in,olve fir t breaking the ice and then w1mmmg (floating ~r 
paddling) about 7Km down the riv~r which run thro~gh Celle. Thi 
year the ice wa o thick that the w1m was delay~ while boat broke 
it up. The Regiment wa represented by Lt Col Mike Shaw, Capts Bob 
William on and Ian Cameron-Mowat and Lt Mike Grim on who all 
faced up to their ordeal bravely, encouraged by the floating glm ein 
and bratw ur t stand and the ight of even colder spectator . 

After the wim the urvivors were warmed up with more gluwein 
and all-in tew back at the Regiment's Junior Ranks Club. 

ELLE WA A LA F 
The Wasa Lauf i another annual event organi ed by the local 

tadt. It take the form of 5, 10 and 20Km runs around the treet of 
Celle. The Regiment were well represented and W?n che lar~e t team 
entry prize with over 200 member of the Regiment takmg part , 
re ulting in everal good times being recorded and near heart attack 
from the al o rans! 

Re ults of panicular note are ig Saunders who came 15th in the 
Juniors 20Km race with a time of I hr 34.12 mins, SSgt Doughty came 
22nd in the over 30's 20Km with a time of I hr 15.20 mins. Also Sgt 
Man on and Cpl Collins and Fairclough who came second in 1he 
20Km team race. 

Other worthy result were Mrs Tiffin wife of Capt Tiffi n who came 
24th in the over 19's IOKm race and Mrs Mackender wife of 1he Chief 
Clerk who came 31 t in the over 30's JOKm race. 

NOW TO SPORT: 
Continuing the running theme the Regimental Cro Country 

Competition reared it head once again, and despite the fear of self
induced masochi m that il brings, a good turn out ensued and there 
wa a great anempt from nearly everyone to improve on their 
reputations and tanding within the Regiment. . . 

The Regiment is running a series of Inter Troop compeu uons. The 
result to date are: 

Tp won the Inter-Troop shooting, the team are now busy 
preparing for Bisley. 

W Tp won the Inter-Troop Rugby, and 1he Inter-Troop Football 
was won by Y Tp. 

The Regiment are the winner of the I Armd Div Major Units 
Squash Championships beating the Royal Hussars three games to two 
in the final. Congratulations go to Majs McLuckie and Burnage, Lt 
Hunt , WOl Morley, W02 Wea,·er, Cpl Ranier and Cpl O 'Brien . 
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ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT .. ..... .. ...... each £3 .90 
U.K. inc. VAT . ......... each £4.49 

(Pootaee Ertra) 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BA WTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 

The Regiment ''ho were the BAOR champions a lso got to the semi 
final of the BAOR Badminton Final - unfortu nate ly being knocked 
out by the e entual winners- 16 ig Regt. Be~ter lu_ck next year! . 

We are also through to 1hc I Armd Div Fmals tor the s1x-a-s1de 
Hockey. Wait out for final re ult. ! . • 

Congratulations go to our Regimental team of Lt Gnm~on, Cpls 
Daniel Foster, Huddleston, LCpl Thompson , Forbes, Sig Bowen 
and R;mshaw- who won the Plate in the R Signal BAOR Rugby 7' 
competi tion . . . 

Special congra tulation al o go to Cpl Kavanagh on w111n111g the 
Harvey Sword in the U/65kgs Army Open Individual Judo 
Champion hip 1986. 

PONSORED PARACH TE J MP 
On I April, following a week of wind and rain 13 'volunteer 'and 

nine brave wive all lo t a good night ' leep with the prospect of a 
full day· ground training a nd the jump on the following day. 

We woke up to sub zero temperature for. the early morn!n.g drive 
to Bad Lipp pringe. The day starred badly wah Capt .Bob Williamson 
getting involved in a car era h on the autobahn; luckily he wasn't Loo 
badly hurt . Our be t wishe to him and his two daughters for a speedy 
recovery. 

The weather could not have been better o training began . 2Lt Tim 
Cooper cheated , having jumped before, courtesy of 5 (AB) Bdc HQ 
and Sig Sqn. He wa uitably volunteered to act as demonstrator for 
the day. Training wa fast and hectic but by 1800 hrs we were ready. 
The weather held out- but the prospect of a night jump rai ed a few 
doubts! Maj John Burnage wa first t? go, in tilli~g u all wit.h 
confidence until he landed and broke h1 leg. Be t w1 he go to his 
wife for h;ving to cope with him in plaster for the next eight weeks. 

The rest of the jumper all completed uccessful descents, w1th some 
very varied landings! The bravery award o f the day goes to Mrs Hazel 
Cullen who freely admits to being terrified at any height greater than 
2ft but managed a good drop. The day ended at 2IOO hrs with the 
jumpers returning to Celle exhausted but with a great ~ense of 
achievement. There have even been volunteer for the next Jump! 

All the money raised will go to SSAFA. 
Finally, congratulations to the Adjutant, ~apt John Coulthard o.n 

his marriage to Capt ally Gardner on 5 Apnl 1986. We all admit this 
is a very good excuse for getting more leave. 

What happens when 
you're an ex-service 
Telegraphist or 
Telephonist? 

Well trained? Ambitious? Due to leave 
the service shortly? Settling in London? 
How are you going to use your skills to 
get a good job in 'Civvie' Street? 

The answer is to contact TRG Services, 
the leading telecommunications 
employment agency. Their ex-service 
interviewers know your problem exactly 
and can help you with guidance, advice 
and job prospects. Why not contact them 
today and put your mind at rest about 
the future. 

Ill Ill rr 21 Lovat Lane, London 
= @t:_ TRG SERVICES 

!'!L '!~ ~'i "==EC3=R 8=£8.=Tel=: 01=23=6 2=661:::::!.i 
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RHQ 
SKILL-AT-ARM 

16 Sig Regt 
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This year 's RSAAM was held at Arsbeck Ranges duri ng the period 
8-10 April. Although the RSM was unable to produce the ideal 
weather conditions for shooting, the meeting went smoothly, tha nks 
to the hard work put in by the Admin Staff (especially all the typing 
done by our Trg Clerk , Miss Rowland who insists on getting a 
mention or there'll be no more cups of tea bei ng made!), Range 
officials and indeed the Butt party which suffered the cold and 
monotonous chores that go with that role. 

The competition results were very encouraging with an overa ll 
increase in the standard of shooti ng by both the male and female 
soldiers. Our REME colleagues were narrowly beaten by I Sqn fo r the 
honour of champions of RSAAM 86 and are still to be heard 
mumbling prote ts and 'When is your car due for its BFG?'. W02 
(SSM) Dave Hogben beware! 

For the fourth year running I Sqn WRAC took the honours of 
WRAC Champions RSAAM 86 but did not have it all their own way 
as 4 Sqn WRAC put up a very good show and are to be watched when 
next year 's competition i held . 

On completion of the competition the CO, Lt Col D. J. Lowe and 
Mrs L. Lowe, kindly presented the pr ize and the competitor thank 
Mrs Lowe for braving the cold weather condi1ions for such a long 
period. 

THE MARCHING CLUB 
As the Marching Club starts the 1986 season we say a ad farewell 

to our OlC Capt Jim Allen who is leaving on posting to 34 Sig Regt 
(V) . 2L< Jenny Ogden has now taken over the reins and we have 
everal marches on the horizon. Not least are the Nijmegen Marches 

for which the Regiment has entered two teams again this year. 
The club's last two marches have been at Krefeld and Lippstadt and 

all involved enjoyed themselves- despite the weather! 
The Krcfeld March will be distinct in our memories not just for the 

course of 21Km but for the countless times we spent crossing and 
recrossing the start! We were auempting to locate the start-not 
knowing we were actually tanding on it! When we finally got 
underway the weather had cleared up slightly and only the mud we 
had to trudge through was left behind to remind us of the uncertainty 
of the wealher. 

gt Jackie Broker of I Sqn and her husband SSgt Dave Broker will 
remember the march for a different rea on-it was thei r first wedding 
anniver ary! 

At the Lippstadt marches we entered the fourth largest team and 
were presented with a plate to mark the occa ion. Again the weather 
left a lot to be desired- ( torrential rain and high winds arc hardly ideal 
conditions!) but with the aid of waterproofs and the hot lemon tea 
erved at each check-point, we kept the smiles on our faces . At one 

point in the march the wind was so strong that it nearly blew LCpl 
Judith Broder and Pte Jo Borland off the track! 

ISQN 
MARCHING 

The marching season is upon us again and our intrepid band have 
already braved the weather LO complete the 21 Km routes . 
Congratulations to Sig J oyce who ran the Krefeld route, despite 
etting off in the wrong direction and being ent back by a German 

policeman! Lt Hands, W0 2 (SSM) Smit h, Sgt Broker and husband, 
WLCpl Dawes and fiance, WLCpl Becker-Hayes, Ptes Watson, 
Borland and Musgrave all completed the march, though there were a 
few pair of bandaged feet the following day! We were also well 
reprc ented at the Lippstadt Marches, despite the wet weather . SSgt 
Graves hared round in record time, whilst WLCpl Thomis, Ptes 
Litt lewood , Lamb and Law took a little more time to enjoy the 
scenery! 

REG IMENTAL SKILL-AT-ARMS 
The Squadron took everybody (including itself!) by urpri e at the 

Regimental Skill-at-Arms Meeting by coming away with trophies by 
the armful! . 

Thanks to the hard work and preparation put in by SSgt ( QM ) 
McCaffrey we won the overall male Champion Team trophy and the 
LMG Cup as we ll as several individual prizes. W02 (Yof ) Wilson 
won the overa ll Champion-at-Arms and Individual SLR whi lst Sgt 
Stimpson excelled himself on the 25m range and won the Individual 
Pistol. The standard of WRAC shooting had al o improved since la t 
year and Lt Hands won the WRAC Champion-at-Arms and Be t 
Novice. There wi ll be no stopping us next year . . . ! 
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1 Sqn Shooting Team victorious in the Regimental Skill-at-Arms 
Competition 

Top L to R: Cpl Prowse, Sig Joyce, Sgt Stimpson, Cpl Potter, Sgt 
Richardson, W02 (YofS) Wilson, Sig Cain 

Bottom L to R: LCpl Davies, Pte Ellams, Maj Staples (OC Sqn), Lt 
Hands, LCpls Burn , Boyes 

FOCU 0 1 2 SQ 
SQ ADRON PER 0 
oc 

ALITIES 
Maj Jan Grant 
Maj Brian Campbell from May 1986 

21C Lt Jim Body 
SSM W02 Gordon helley 
YofS W02 Alan Bodimeade 
FofS SSgt Steve Bibby 

Spring 1986 has arrived to find the Shiny Second Squadron in fine 
fettle. Glowing RSIT reports and exceedingly successful SNCO 
promotion results have added to the belief that the Rear-most 
Squadron in BAOR is a good place to be. Maj Ian Gran t has moved 
on to fish new waters in N Ireland, we wish him, Marlies and the fish 
good luck in his new post a Training Major of 40 Sig Regt (V). Also 
departing the Squadron after the results of the W02 to WOI 
promotion board is W02 ( SM) Lenny 'Where's my guitar' Rowland
Jones. The Squadron will not be the same without them. The 
Squadron Operations team, Lt J im Body and W02 (YofS) Alan 
Bodimeade have been out of the office and flying around in 
helicopters yet again, and on a day when the CO was told that he 
could not have a helicopter! The prize for the mo t noticed 2 Sqn 
personality of Spring 1986 must go to the Ops Clerk LCpl Tracy 
'Toyah' Milton who has promi ed that she will go on a ba ic German 
course so that she can read the instructions on her bottle of hair 
colouring! 

Lt J im Body smiles happily having completed another heliborne 
recce and having found yet another ' personal' weapon 
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l.PHA TROOP 
Lt Nigel Gill 

21 'ituation ••acant-apply to Adjt, 
16 ig Regt 

gt te•e Din·ie 
gt (Yof ) Paul Forryan 

gt Ian Walker 
gt Neil Hatton 
gt !Wick Hanrahan 

the Troop ha been in barrack for more than five day in a row, 
time has been found, for once. to pu1 pen to paper. 

In February the Troop deployed Lo Belgium t r a week' exerci e. 
Thi· al o took 1he form of the second trial for our Clan man VRC 
321/3'.!2 in 1alla1ion . 101 of experience wa gained, especially 
regarding antenna . In particular the Ostend deiachment must get a 
pecial mention for 1he way they utilised the few quare metres of real 

e tate they were allocated. 
Man of the exerci e must have been Cpl • laphead' Tidswell, who 

took the opporiunity 10 reinforce his repulation a the mo t 
experienced LO in the Troop. . . 

ince the exerci e the Troop ha been busy providing a large 
proportion of the Regimental Boxing Team. They mus1 be 
congratulated on providing good emertainment, and are welcomed 
back to 1he Troop to do ome work. Looking forward, instruction will 
oon tart on the equipment that is due to replace our aged D 13 ' . Our 

adapiable refit team will hortly be getting to grips with the TRC 521 
having uccessfully in tailed the Clan man kil. 

Finally congramlation mu l go 10 SSgt Mick Mc.Dermott on hi 
promoiion to W02, gt Jan Walker on promotion to Staff Serge~nt, 
both on posting to 32 Sig Regt (V), and to ig Drakes en promouon 
to Lance Corpora] on po ting to I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. Sgt teve 
Davie will also shortly be joining thi group, having been selected for 
promotion to W02. 

Other recent departure from the Troop were Capt Mike Cost and 
family to 4 ADSR, Cpl Grigg (Bob), to ciwy street, LCpl Elliott (Sid) 
to 8 Sig Regt and Sig David Smithdale to 30 Sig Regt. Recent arrivals 
include Lt Nigel Gill, Cpl peck, LCpl Farrar, and Sig Crawford 
'Ratty' Down , Leonard, Smudge Smilh, and Terri to whom a warm 
welcome is extended. 

Also welcome back to LCpl 'Sherpa' Brown, back from trekking in 
the Himalayas, or so he tell us. 

FOC SON 3 SQN 
FEARLES FOXTROT TROOP 

On 26 1arch, F Tp said goodbye to their Line Sergeant, Wayne 
'Taff' Jolly, a Lineman of many year's standing and even longer lying 
down. As Taff had completed 22 years service, it was decided LO send 
him off in fining style, so he was duly 'Dined Out' of the Troop Line 
Bay with a Herfie ten pack and a packet of compo biscuits. 

Taff was then shown LO his Line FFL (Fitted for Leaving) and 
driven around Bradbury Barracks in the most dignified manner that 
linemen can muster, having carried out the unique ceremony during 
which he handed over the key 10 the Line Bay (available at all AAFls 
Price DM6.50). 

We wish Taff all the best for the future, every success with the 
surplus store and with his application for a Welsh passporl. 

Sgt Taff Jolly hands over the 'key' to the Line Bay to Sgt Mick 
McDonald . Sig John Skevington, Bamber Gascoyne, LCpl Nick 

Parkyn and Sig Simon Lees look on 
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J TROOP PER ONALITIES 
OC Lt T. J. Sutcliffe 
Tp SSgt Sgt P. Eyre 
RR Sgt gt W. Watts 
Tech Sgt gt Turfrey . . 

J Tp received a shock to the sy tern abou! six months ago with the 
arrival of its new OC, Lt 'Fred' Sutcliffe. It has now nearly recovered 

· but continues to be entertained by her (ye , that' righl) varied scrapes 
and adventure that are fitted into her busy Extra Duly schedule. 

The exerci e ea on went rela1ively smoothly with Sgt (For ) 
arginson and the Te7h coping admir~bly with the PT ARMIG~N 

interface. Congratulations to FofS Sargmson for successfully coming 
off the Promotion Board. 

Congratulations also to gt Watts on hi imminent promotion to 
Siaff ergeant and will MRO plea e note that if he i po ted to Cyprus 
he does a good line in holidays for mothers-in-law. 

J Tp got off to a good start in 1he prepara1ion for the vi it of Her 
Royal Highness The Princess Anne by putting in the fastest time in the 
a ault cour e competition. The OC was 1he '1oken' fema le with the 
rest of the 1eam con isting of Cpl 'Paddy ' Phillips, LCpls Clark, 
Townsend, Sig Cockburn, George Anderson, 'Tommo' Thompson, 
'Jock' Gill and Bausor. 

Departure from 1he J Tp menagerie have been Cpls Grigg. 
Pomeroy, Gerad, LCpls Twigger, Longworth, Sig Wynn and Davie 
to all of whom we wi h all the be t. Welcome additions are Cpl 
Cowlan, Sig Ker haw, Blair, Ferguson and Lagdcn. 

KILO TROOP 
OC 2Lt Neil Dewar 
Tp SSgt gt Ian Kirkpatrick 
T ARIF gt Dave Metcalfe 
Power Sgt George Young 
MT Cpl 'Mac' McCutcheon 
Line Cpl Phil Green 

Kilo Troop has had a bu y 1ime since ii wa la t reported upon in 
The Wire. February was almost entirely taken up with exercises. An 
exceedingly cold and tatic Ex Flying Falcon will be remembered for 
years to come as 'The one where everybody froze.' Then came an 
interesting Squadron exercise aimed at improving military skills. 

March began with the handover/1akeover of Troop commanders. 
Lt Gordon 'Rubik' Anderson departed the Troop to join 266 Sig Sqn 
and was succeeded by 2Lt Neil Dewar, who immediately after hi first 
exercise wi1h the Troop disappeared on leave. Was it something we 
said ... ? 

SSgt Ian Jack Kirkpatrick cannot get away without a mention this 
time. He managed to salvage the Troop name by winning the 
individual SMG prize in the Regimental Skill-at-Arms Mee1ing. 

Polam Hall 
Darlington, DL 1 SPA. U.K. 

Polam Hall is one of the leading girls· independent 
boarding schools in the U.K.. with easy access by air via 

Teesside Airport. and by road and rail. 

We offer 

• High Academic Standards. 
• Full Boarding School Life . 

Strong Music. Art and Drama. and many out of school 
activities. 

For a prospectus. or to arrange a visit. contact 
The Headmistress - Miss M.C. Bright. B.A. 

Tel: (0325) 463383 
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REGIMENT AL BOXI G 
The Regimental Boxing team is still thriving and after a very narrow 

de~eat in the RCZ Major U~its Final again t 28 Sig Regt, is now 
poised to take on 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt in the final of the 
BAOR Royal Signals Major Unit Championships. 

This competition will be held at Maresfield Barracks, courtesy of 7 
Sig Regt on 26 April. 

The Regimental team 
Back Row L- R: Cpl Bill Bailey (Trainer). Sig Gash, Cpl Rock. Pipe 

Major 4 RTR, LCpl Howe, Cpl Fleming, Sig Lewis 
Front Row L-R: Sig Mullins, Bennett, Parkin, Hawkins, McKenzie 

TRAINING WING 
Recently, we have said a sad farewell to gt Bunny Hutchinson and 

his wife Irene. Congratulations on the promotion and it's good news 
that you go to Cyprus (second time around). February saw the arrival 
of Cpl Arthur Nicols, cross po ted from H Troop in Bruggen, just in 
time 10 deploy as one of the enemy on Ex Frosty Comfort. 

Frosty Comfort is I Sqn's annual winter field training and survival 
exercise which lakes place in the Eifel Mountains, ii certainly lived up 
to it's name, with deep snow on the ground and temperatures which 
went as low as minus 30 degrees during the five day period, no1 much 
comfort to be had there. The Wing, plus volunteers from HQ and I 
Sqns, enthusiastically led by Sgts Alan Hoen ch and Tim Terry, 
deployed as two enemy sections to set up and carry out tasks of 
various natures requested by the exercise director W02 (SSM) Trev 
Johnson . To add to the reali m of the scenario, some replica Warsaw 
Pact uniforms were used. The star of the how was Sig Gupta 
Karbhari, he not only looked the part of a Mongol Motor Rifle 
Regiment Sergeant but got ome very anxious and worried look from 
a coachload of tourists when they tried to cross the dam he was 
guarding. The exercise proved to be an interesting although very cold 
experience for everyone involved and many lessons were learned, one 
lesson by the author, that is to make sure that his leave application is 
timed to coincide with next year' exerci e! 

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTIO PRIZE 
At its 85th Meeting on 8 Oc1ober 1985 1he council of the 

Royal Signal lns1i1u1ion agreed to increa e the prizes awarded 
for the henevix-French E ay Compe1i1ion. The new prize 
are:-

First-£125 
Second-£75 
Special prize for Captains and below-£50. 
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The Gang of Four 
Posing for some very startled and bewildered tourists are (L-Rl 
Sgt Alan Hoensch, Sig Taff Marshall, Gupta Khabari and Cpl Colin 

Riddell 

We must stop meeting like this 
Cpl Arthur Nicol of the Training Wing being searched by Cpl 
Smudge Smith; in the background looking on and for once, with 

his mouth shut, is Sig Jock Govan from 1 Sqn 
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O~MITIEE 
pl Ian Oruce 

Cpl Doc Oochert) 
L pl Ian Ha) 
L pl Dean hardlo~ 
LCpl Joe DeviU 

pl Paul Youd 
Cpl Geordie Ram him 

L pl And) Rook 
LCpl cou e Meehan 

The Corporal • le recently heid a Regimental dinner night on the 
o ca. ion of the dining in of the new SM, W02 ( M) Marsh . 

The dinner wa held in the Indoor range above the Airmen' Mes 
in carborough Barracks on Thur day 6 March. A little wine washed 
down an excellent meal and the mes extends its thank to F gt Fred 

pindler RAF and his cooks, and to Sgt Jim Kane and hi cheerful 
band of waiter for their hard work which wa very much appreciated. 

fter the speeches some longer than other (ye you ir!) we retired 
to the bar for a fe" drink to round off the evening. The SSM pent 
ome time playing down the fact that Cpl Paul Youd had wiped the 

deck at Trivial Pur uit the previou week on exercise. He wore 
revenge, but we mu t wait and ee. 

FAREWELLS 
We say Farewell to Cpl Paul Youd and Cpl Tommy Steele both off 

to Catterick for their Ti' and to Cpl Tug Wilson to 27 Fd Regt at 
Topcliffe Bk and finally LCpl Jai Tully who got this month's plum 
po ting and is off to 22 Sig Regt. 

The photograph shows Cpl Geordie Ramshaw congratulating Cpl 
Paul Youd on an excellent function 

W02 (SSM) Eddie Marsh presenting Cpl Tommy Steele with his 
farewell Regimental plaque 
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2 QN .22 SHOOTING 
During the winter month November-February the Squadron 

participated in the Rhine Army Small Bore Service Rine Competition. 
The fir t phase being the Garrison Minor Unit League, with the 
overall winners going forward to Sennelager on 28 March for a 
houlder to shoulder meeting. 

After numerous training ses ions in the indoor range (one of the 
Squadron's a sets) a team of six firers was eventually chosen , 
consisting of the following members, SSgt Harry Worth , Sgt · Mick 
Couston, Steve Cleary. LCpl Clem Clements, Mick Roberts, Sig Pete 
Van Den Brock and, when available, Cpl Tony Ball . 

Pha e I con isted of six matches which had to be completed by JO 
February, fortunately for the Squadron, we were able to complete all 
our matche by the deadline and therefore won the Garrison title and 
went on to Sennelager. 

SSgt Harry Worth and gt Steve Cleary each scored a total of 11 5 
a their highe t score , however SSgt Harry Worth ' average core of 
107 for the ix matches gave him fir l position overall, whilst gt Mick 
Cou ton came second with a score of JOI. 

BADMINTON 
The 85-86 eason saw the birth of a 2 Sqn badminton team which 

recently entered as a gue t team in the I Div mixed knockout 
competition. 

The team are a 
Mens Single : 

Mens Doubles: 

follows: 
Cpl (I'll travel anywhere) Eric Bergan (G Tp), 
LCpl (So I've lost one game) Niel Stewart (G Tp) 
W02 (Grandad) Mick Hill / Sgt (Pen ioner) 
Harry quires (Mike Tp), gt (Poser) Phil Court 
(Mike Tp)/Sgt D'Rozario (Mike Tp) Captain 

Womens Singles: Mrs Ali on Evans 
Womens Doubles: Mr Alison Evans/ Mrs Sue Bray 
Mixed Doubles: Sig (Bopper) Bromley (G Tp)/Mrs Petra quires 

The team put up a tremendous fight in the Knockout Competition 
achieving the following re ults. 
20 January 2 Sqn (3) v I RTR (8) 
19 February 2 Sqn (8) v 2 AFA (3) 
6 March 2 Sqn (8) v 4 Field RA (3) 
At this juncture the team has high hopes of qualifying for the semi 

finals. 

ECHO TROOP 
FAREWELL AND WELCOME 

We will begin by aying 'Goodbyes' and 'Hellos' to some of our 
members. We say a sad farewell to Sig 'Acky ' Atkinson and LCpl 
'Jai' Tully, who by the time these notes have been published will have 
left. The Troop thank you both for all the hard work you have put 
in during your tour. Arriving are Cpls Meeson and' couse' Wikeley . 
We hope they and their families will enjoy their tour with us here in 
'Colditz'. 

Recently the Troop returned from Ex Hardfrost . Due to lack of 
manpower certain individuals were given crash courses in other trades . 
Sig 'Geordie' McKenzie and 'Morph' Saunderson tried their hands at 
being radio relay ops, so now Georgie knows that the arctic batteries 
will run for only approximately three hours. While Morph forgot to 
replace the oil filter cap on the generator before starting and very 
kindly decorated Anderson 's triffid with oil. 

F TROOP WIRE NOTES 
The members of F Troop wish to extend a warm welcome to the new 

troop OC, Capt C. W. S. Miller and we hope his stay with us will be 
enjoyable. 

The main event for the troop this year was the one day exercise on 

L- R: Sig Willy Williams, Paul Vardy, LCpl Trev Allen, Sig lain 
Berny Bolt, Scouse Slim Renshaw, Cpl Mach 'Porsche ' 

McCluskey, Sig Joe 'Brandy' Jevons, Olly 'Snake belly' Mills 
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Achmer training area called Foxtrot Folly. Although there was a 
heavy fa ll .of snow on th~ ~round the weather promised to be good. 
Upon arrival at the training area the three section leaders were 
nominated, they were: Cpls Tony Ball, Pete (Cliff} Old and Steve 
(Techs ~o wor.k, honest!) .Holloway . Despite the dynamic section 
le~ders h1p, a misunderstanding on orders , led to one section auacking 
fncndly forces on the NBC phase and another failing to find the 
ambusher on the ambush phase . Overall the exercise was a great 
success despite Sig 'Evo' Evans suffering loss of memory with his 
LMG handling and Cpl Pete (Cliff) Old having problems standing up. 
The day did have its highpoints and proved that humour had not been 
left behind in the sto res! 

The hard work put in by everyone involved stands them in good 
stead for the troop two day military training exerci e on the 20/21 
March, again on wonderful Achmer! 

I OlA TROOP 
Exercise Hard Fist (Gallant Display) proved to be a chilling 

reminder that the sun .does not always shine on the righteous. Having 
deployed early to avoid a road movement ban India Troop arrived at 
its destination from several directions, owing to diversions and the 
lack of tracks. Waiting for the Chinook fo rce advance party to arrive 
gave the opportunity to camouflage in peace. All was going well unt il 
gt Ainsworth discovered that the hessian and camnets on his ERV 

were frozen solid. After several hours of kicking, blowing and 
occasional profanities he realised that a once wet camnet at - 26° is 
an untamable creature. 

One of the first RAF vehicles to arrive was a night cookhou e, the 
appearance of which indicated the possibility of hot food and drink. 
Having detected delaying tactics from ome cooks (by this stage 2 
Field catering cookhouse had been et up within IOOm) a recce party 
et out to investigate. They soon discovered the problems; the water 

bowser was a plastic covered ice cube and all the fresh vegetables were 
frozen. Not to be deterred the issue packed meals (normally located 
in the bottom of the trailers for the duration of the exercise) were dug 
oUL-frozen . Whilst most of the lunch was edible, after defrosting on 
a Kero heater, the oranges were only fit for cricket net practice. 

Meanwhile, back at a Flight cookhouse, steam began to rise as 
lunch progressed until a pilot decided to hover over the cookhouse 
tent to see if food was on. As the tent was lifted in the air and 
deposited upside down some 20m away the cooks assembled to sing 
'Corne Oy with me'. But pilot are inquisitive beasts as SSgt Billy 
Henderson found out two days later. Having been spotted from the 
air while joining cable with ig • tu' Deeken a Chinook dropped to 
investigate. At one in the morning, on a snow covered field the down 
draught of the helicopter left the crew bewildered as to the meaning 
of the marshalling signals from the line crew. 

With Sgt ' Rai ' Martin proving that you can pend a whole week in 
a leeping bag, the exercise ended the way it had began-cold. 

J TROOP 
EXERCISE GIN CALL 

The troop deployed to RAF Gutersloh on Wednesday 12 March . 
Our mission was to act as the enemy for RAF Gutersloh on their 
station exercise. We divided into two sections, the A team 'Meehans 
Marauders' led by LCpl Paul Meehan con isling of LCpls Sid Payne, 
Shaun 'Arfer 0 Level' Hendley, Sig Dave Clarke, Paddy Whelan and 
Shuggy Little. The B team ' Dusty's Dynamos' led by LCpl Dusty 
Miller consisting of LCpls Paul Jude, Wayne Willson, Sig Geordie 
Milne, John ' o l' Grosch, and umpire Sgt Mick 'Colonel' Tharme, 
Cpl Neil Portlock, Jeff 'The Brigadier' myth . 

Our first 'assignment ' called for three Volunteers (Idiots) to try and 
infiltrate key points and gain access to buildings. They were found in 
LCpl Paul Meehan, Sig Dave Clarke and Sig Paddy Whelan, who got 
into SHQ and were welcomed with open arms as they were posing as 
Re-inforcement Guard. Unfortunately, the WRAF i/ c, on learning 
that they were the enemy, changed colouir and screamed 'Don't ever 
ever darken my doorstep again!' Known as a ense of humour failure. 
Next target was the POL Bowsers . With RAF guards watching, they 
chalked colourful and poetic lines of ve rse on them uch a 'Boom
Boom-Zap-Pow-J Tp-Bang'. On being told what had happened 
the RAF Guard replied 'They don't belong to us mate, you want to 
tell them over there.' While these three were still laughing, the rest of 
the troop was causing a minor demo out ide Gate two and giving the 
RAFP even more to think about. 

The night phase called for the two Section to hit named target at 
certain times, all this was a ucce , and the RAFP prote ted loudly. 
The la t pha e was when we all met up at Junkers Farm to re-enact 
'Cu ters la t stand' with the QRF plus re-inforcemen1s attacking our 
po ition in force. The excrci c ended at approximately 0730 hrs when 
we all retired to the cookhouse to have a good breakfast and tell our 
'war stories' over our meal. Then, to Osnabruck where we knocked 
off and retired to bed, still wearing cam cream! 
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BIRTH 
Once aga in the ~tork has been visiting the Troop, we wish to 

congratulate Cpl Ian (Big No e) F'looks and Tina on the birth of a 
baby boy Adam Brent; LCpl Paul (Big Ears) Jude and Jan on the 
arrival of a baby girl Michelle and LCpl Guy (The Horse) Broadhur~t 
and Tina on their baby daughter heree Kay. 

MARRIAGES 
Congratulations to Sig Dave Clarke and Inga who were married 

recently, we hope all your troubles are small ones. 

COURSES 
Well done to the following members of the Troop: LCpls Paul 

Meehan and Phil Horne on pas ing their RSDCC. LCpl Paul Jude, 
Sig Nick Hearne on passing their Al. 

Last but not least, 2Lt Matt (Capt Compass) Fen om who did 
manage to find Norway (or so he says). 

Sadly in this issue we say goodbye to LCpl 'Dusty' Miller . Thanks 
for all you have done for the Troop in the past, and best wi hes in 
your new posting to 574 RLD. Also Sgt Mick Tharme who is going 
back to E Troop after standing in for Sgt Dave Parry. Cheer Sarge. 

RAF(G) SYSCO 
PERSO ALITIES 
SN CO/ IC 
Controllers SSgt Mick Jones 

gt Geoff Barden 
Sgt Brian Bennett 
Sgt Dave Langridge 

gt Gary Coxon 
Mr Egon Grie e 

A TRIP TO FRANKF RT 
Report by Sgt Dave Langridge 

In November last year Frankfurt Messe hosted the third 
In ternational Model Railway Exhibition. The Rheindahlen Model 
Railway Club was invited LO attend the exhibition. Members of the 
Club are from RAF, Civilian and Army Units. Between us we 
constructed two portable layouts to take to Frankfurt. 

The layouts were well received by the 110,000 (or so) people who 
attended the exhibition. Of a number of people I spoke to, two came 
from Berlin , one from Sweden and one from Luxembourg, all for the 
day, as this exhibition is the only one of its type and size in Europe. 

The Club has received invitations to attend exhibitions in France, 
Belgium, Luxembourg and to return for the fourth International 
Exhibition to be held in Hanover later this year. One invitiation has 
also come from a Dutchman to attend an exhibition in Holland in 
1989. 

FAREWELLS 
A Troop have aid goodbye to gt Martin Hudson and his wife 

Louise who are leaving to go to sunny Blandford for his Foreman of 
Signals course. Good luck Martin, maybe next time we meet you will 
be giving us the order! 

Sig Da,•e White has also left recently to go to a dark, dismal jungle 
called Belize. We hope that you will not be eaten by the snake . 

WELCOME 
We welcome Sig Stephen Burrows from K Tp to replace Sig Dave 

White. 

H TROOP RAF BR GGEN 
PERSONALITIES 
OC Maj Bob Bates 
SSgt SSgt John Dent 
IC Techs gt Mick Campbell 
Projects gt Graham Tilley 
Maint Sgt Rod Hicks 

Continuing project work and other commitment have combined to 
keep life in Bruggen a hectic as ever. 

TACEVAL 
The event of the RAF year arrived on 11 February when the ATO 

Tactical evaluation team arrived to put Bruggen through it paces . A 
usual all went well on the day with the Troop demon trating Battle 
Damage Repair to -a group of USAF officer , who eemed more 
concerned that the Tele Mech might catch cold itting in the no\\ 
jointing, than anything el e. 

VI IT 
Col Thompson OBE, Comd 4 ig Gp vi ited u on 2 April. A quick 

introduction to the Troop role on Bruggen was followed by coffee in 
the Tea bar where he met some personnel before departing for 
Roetgen. We also hosted WO Cdt Flood on 20 March, and a group 
of Army Cadets on 7 April all of \\horn received the 'Ten Bob' tour 
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nd probably went awa) o impre ed with Tornado that they may 
\\ell ha'e jQined the RAf b) nO\\ . 

For a change. the Troop had the opportunity to vi it our re ident 
R F Regiment quadron ( ' o 37 Rapier) on Friday 14 farch and had 

\Cf) intere,ting and informative tour of the equipment prior to an 
even more intere ting tour of the quadron bar. 

FARI-:WEL 
"incc our la:t note we have aid farewell 10 the following; Capt 

Bob Bate 10 be QC 3 qn, Cpl Anthon) Nichols to 1he Regimental 
Training Wing and LC pl John Palmer to 4 Armd Div HQ a nd ig 
Regt. 

WELCOMES 
Welcome to: gt Graham Tilley, LCpls Paddy Keenan. Griff 

Griffiths, ig Doug Ea by, Dave French, Ian Wil on and last but nor 
lea 1 Mrs Helen nowdon , who ha taken over as Troop Clerk. 

PROMOTION 
In the recent promotion take the Troop also did well " ith Capt 

Bob Bate gaining hi majority. 
gt John Dent elected for W02 and gt Graham Tilley selected 

for taff ergeant. Sig Mick Mottram wa promoted Lance Corporal. 

TROOP RAF G 
PER ONALITIES 
0 
Tp gt 
IC Maint 
I Project 
IC Tech 

TER LOH 

Capt Eddie Kellett 
gt igel Grant 

gt teve Gerrish 
gt Dave James 
gt Rob Frape 

CAPT DA VE LONGH R T 
Farewell have been aid and Capt Longhurst has departed . He is 

seen in the photo receiving hi flight ticke1 to 1 he Falk land I lands 
from gt Nigel Grant. Although s1ill on the strength of 2I Sig Regt 
Capt Longhur t i po ted to 37 Sig Regt (V) when his tour with the 
penguins is over. 

Capt Longhurst is seen in this photo doing the 'Final Act ' by 
removing his name plate from his office door. Late t reports indicate 
that he is now firmly established on the islands and is heavily involved 
with the big move at MPA. 
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CAPT EDDIE KELLETT 
On I7 March Capt Kellett arrived on slation to take up the 

appointment of Troop OC. He comes from 28 ig Regt and all Troop 
members take thi opportunity to vi h him an enjoyable tour wi th the 
Troop . 

IN AND OUTS 
Sgt Dave James breathed a sigh of relief on 2 April wi1h the arrival 

of Sgt Steve Gerrish who joins us from 259 Sig Sqn , via his Staffie 
cour e in Cat1 erick . 

Sgt Rob Frape also returns to the fo ld after attending the same 
cour e, he is quoted o n his return a saying ' Well that ' one way of 
losing a stone and a half'. His sense of humour remains undaunted. 

UMMER CAMP 
Plan are well on the way to ta ke the Troop on a retu rn trip to 

Oberstdorf in Southern Germany in May. 

SPORT 
Congratulations are extended to Sig Taff Jones, 'JJ' by his friends, 

on his recent election to repre ent the Corp in the BAOR In ter Corps 
Rugby competition . 

K (AIRFIELD) TROOP RAF WILDENRATH 
PERSONALITIES 
OC Capt Pete Kearns 
SSg1 SSgt Chris Biddlecombe 
IC Techs Sgt Ian Barne 
IC Project Sgt Billy Allen 
IC Maint Sgt Geoff Gardner 

March has been a very busy month for the Troop and much ha 
been achieved. Several interesting events have kept the morale high. 

TREASURE HUNT 
The Troop SSgt Chris Biddlecombe organi ed a Trea ure Hunt 

around the Wildenrath area. The MT Signalmen, Shaun Pollard and 
Dave Knight left the start as if at Brands Hatch but managed to clock 
75Kms around a 25Km course; most of the time they were seen going 
backwards. Sgl Billy Allen ran the competition and collected the prize 
of a driving jacket. Search parties were sent out for Sig Charles 
Hanson and ig Mick Ryan . Unable to find them the Troop packed 
up and just as the Crew Room was being locked, they both arrived! 

POOL COMPETITION 
A Troop pool competition was organised by Cpl Sam Backhouse. 

A good evening's entertainment with the surprise of the tournament 
being Charles Hanson beating LCpl Baz Bazzard; this after Charles 
doing his now famous break . Sam Backhouse won the competition 
beating Cpl Jim Reid in a close fi nal. 

GOOD SHOW A WARD 
Sgts Derick Bright and Ian Simpkins were awarded an RAF 'Good 

Show' Certificate by HQ RAF (G). This Station Commander 
presented the flight safety award, to the Royal Signals, for the first 
time ever. 

Left: Sgt Derek Bright and Sgt Ian Simpkins 
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SPEED MARCH 
~art of the OC's increased military traini ng involved the Troop 

doing a speed march, 16Km around the local area, with the usual 
' blood, sweat , tears' and good humour. 

PORT 
The Troop has done well in sport this year with Sgt Ian impkins 

and ig Charley Mathews both repre enting the Corps at Rugby. The 
Troop now lies in second place in the Station ' Battle of Britain' 
Competition ; a competition involving all sports organised by RAF 
Wildenra th. 

The football team has won the 'Sportsmans Trophy' presented by 
referees of the Station leagues, probably the only thing they will win, 
as t he~ have only won one m~tch all season ! After their amazing 
effort in the Treasure Hunt, Sig Pollard and Knight have taken to 
ra lly driving; the first race saw them gain a respectable thi rd. 

PROMOTIONS 
Congratulations to Sgt Billy Allen promoted to Sta ff Sergeant soon 

off to Cyprus (again) also Dave Reith and Bazz Bazzard on pro~otion 
to Lance Corporal. 

FAREWELLS 
To Cpl Dave and Jan Wyldes, Cpl Phil and Debbie Wood and C pl 

Jim and Kathy Reid ; good luck in the future. 

WELCOMES 
We would like to welcome Sig Charley Mathews and Sig Bill 

Simpson and his wife Debbie. 

2SQN 
ORIENTEERING AND CROSS COUNTRY 

The Squadron Cross Country team of Cpl Shuggy Cowan, LCpl 
Paul Ridout, LCpl Ian Walling, Sig Stu Gemmell, Billy Greaves and 
Nick Wood easily won the Osnabruck Garrison Minor Units 
Championships. Sig Stu Gemmel was second overall and Sig Nick 
Wood the best junior. 

The Orienteering squad of W02 (Fof ) Chris Platts, W02 (SQMS) 
Steve Singers RAPC, SSgt Geoff Graham, LCpl Wayne Will on and 
Sig Nick Wood has won the Garrison and RE (BAOR) Minor Units 
Championships. Very well done, both teams. 

The Cross Country Team 
Standing fl to R): W02 (FofS) Chris Platts, Sig Stu Gemmell, Sig 

Billy Greaves, LCpl Ian Walling, Maj Pat Maloney 
Sitting fl to RJ: Sig Nick Wood, Cpl Shuggy Cowan , LCpl Paul 

Ridout 
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28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG) 
BFPO 35 

VISIT OF COMMAN DER WRAC FOR L AND GC 
PRESENTATION 

The Sergeants' Mess recently had an influx of 'visitors' from Victor 
Troop Rheindahlen when WOl June Skelton received her LS and GC 
medal from Col . R. Robert on MBE. It was a bit of a family affair 
as her husband Sgt Christopher Skelton who is servi ng with 13 ig 
Regt was the medal orderly. 

Col Robertson also had the opportunity to visit the refurbished 
WRAC accommodation and meet a ll the girls who work at Francisca 
Barracks. 

A family group with Col N. R. Robertson 

RETIREMENT 
Maj Judy Webb WRAC recently retired from the Army after 17 

years service with the Intelligence Corps and the Royal Corps of 
Signals . Her career must surely be unique and likely to remain so. 

She speaks fluent Arabic, German and French which were perfected 
during her early service with the Intelligence Corps. She aw service 
in Cyprus and BAOR. She then decided to seek a career in 
communications and qualified for permanent employment with the 
Royal Corps of Signals. 

For almost four years her final appointment has been as 
Commander of I Sqn, 28 Sig Regt which comprises 120 soldier , 
responsible for engineering the complex communications systems of 
NORTHAG, in the field. This in itself is unique. 

Her husband, Maj Gerry Webb RCT is a staff officer in HQ BAOR 
and upon retirement Judy is going to manage her ·mother's boarding 
school in East Brent. Somer et. We all wish her well and hope that 
civilian life can offer the challenges that her unique military career has 
obviously provided . 

Lt Col Cliff Walters CO 28 (BR! Sig Regt bids farewell to Maj Judy 
Webb on behalf of the Corps 
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l. F 0 t I HE \ I\ f-'; 
h Re imen1 h a ' n acti\ e \\'i\ e Club under the guidance of 

ud \\alt "' and Gill Ba~ den . Regular!~ the funcllons arc a11endcd 
b\ JOO he , much 10 the dismay of tht: cook uch a LCpl Ellioll, 

ho ha'e tv cook hine-e 'no. h' on occa ions. 
\\ e kl\ badminton i anended by a talwart group including Linda 

ingletoii and ue Winter. t\lany of the wive help throughout the 
Garri on including Brenda Coppinger and Marie R~c~ard at 
Brownies: Christine Hindle, Val Gilchri t at The Chan11es Wool 

hop; hri tine Freeman, Carol Knight, ue O'Connor, al Krefeld 
Fir 1 chool. 

The Charitie· Wool Shop ha made con iderable contributions in 
the pa t £ix month · to many good cause . They have made 
pre entation of money or equipment 10 Krefeld Fir I School, Kent 

hool. The S out and Guide A ocia!ion, Wegberg Hospital and 
Willich menitie- Centre. Thi month saw the departure of Jane 
Pal\low who ha had the bu y job of Trea urer. A a token of their 
appreciation the Commi11ee presented her with a 'Jimm ' brooch . 

Mrs Judy Walters presenting a cheque to the Beaver Leader, 
Carole Lawes on behalf of the Charities Wool Shop 

ARMY HALF MARA THON 
A team of runners set off for Aldershot from St Tonis and 

Rheindahlen on Friday 21 March. Quite an uneventful journey except 
for Cpl (Kelly's Eye) Foster clearing the ship's re taurant by 
dropping hi glass eye in his meal, ii made room for the rest of us 
anyway. Sig (Crasher) Windress nearly re-arranged the offside of the 
PRI minibus and OC V Troop Maj Ted Noon much to the amusement 
of SSgt (Yof ) Pete Jarvis following in his own car (too young to die 
in the minibu ). The weather for the run was cold and windy with the 
rain just holding off. Taking two minutes to get over the start line with 
3,500 runners all fighting for room the Regimental team did well to 
complete the hilly course. Times were: 
Cpl Andy Fo ter I hr 22 mins 

Sgt (YofS) Pete Jarvis I hr 30 mins 
Sig (Pizza) Binnington I hr 38 mins 

gt Linda Fairnington I hr 39 mins 
Maj Ted Noon (veteran) I hr 34 mins 

gt Kate Williams I hr 59 mins 
Cpl Sandy Cleverly 1 hr 59 mins 

ig (Crasher) Windress 2 hrs 10 mins 

KREFELD HALF MARA THON 
The Krefeld Half Marathon was run under ideal conditions on the 

outskirts of Krefeld on 16 March . The run started early at 0930 hrs 
but at least the pain was over by 1130 hrs. Cpl Andy Foster had a good 
run of l hr 14 mins and Sgt 'Geordie' Dale plodded in at 2 hrs 5 mins. 
This was really a practice run for the Army Half Marathon the 
following week, however everyone gained a .er.editable time. 

FRA R NNER 
ow that the weather is improving the runners of the Regiment 

have been out plodding the tarmac again. It is hoped LO enter a team 
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in th Paris . larathon again this year (4 May) and the Verden and 
Berlin Marathons. To prepare for the year the Regimen! entered a 
team of 15 runner in the KrefeiJ Half Marathon on 16 March and 
eight runner· in the Army Half Maratho~ in Aldershol on 23 Marci~. 
Training i going\ ·ell and hopefully we will ee some good results this 
year. 

REGIMENT AL SOCCER 
In the BAOR final of the Army Challenge Cup competition the 

Regimental team were beaten 5-3 by 28 Amphibiou Regt RE. The 
match wa played in Osnabruck on a blustery day. Unfortunately, 
LCpl 'Mackum' McHale wa unfit and had to mis the match. The 
Regiment did not eem to get into top gear until they were 3-0 down . 
Then, they began 10 fight and twice came within a goal of the trong 
opposition. Cpl Brian Wilkins scored twice and C pl ' couse' Wayman 
cored the third. Cpl Dave Tuck saved from very close range on 
everal occa ion from a very skilful RE forward line. ln defence Cpls 

'Dinger' Bell and Paul Lincoln \ ere alway under pressure but they 
coped well with the very windy condition . Finally, it was for Sgt 
'Ally' McKeniie 10 lift the Runner -Up Trophy. To quote Brian 
Clough: 'If you're going to lo e-lo e in the fina l.' This we did and 
well done for doing so well in a competition entered by 84 Major 
units. Heads down again as the team till ha four major trophies to 
play for. 

The team for the final was a follow : Cpls Dave Tuck 
Ally McKenzie (Captain), Cpl Dinger Bell, Brian Wilkins, Billy 
Grierson , Sig Gary Maloney, Sgt Phil Welham, Cpl John Wayman , 
LCpl Mark turmey ( ub), Football Officer : Lt Harry Lund , 
Trainer/Coach: SSgt Brian Parkhill. 

Sgt 'Ally' McKenzie receiving the Army Challenge Cup Runners
Up Trophy from Brig P. K. Conibear 

RUFC 
This report comes near the end of a mixed season with some success 

and some disappointments. However, the spirit of the club remains 
high. We are all looking forward to the club wedding of LCpl Cookie 
Cooke our much maligned Hooker 10 LCpl Debbie Sparkes. We wish 
them the very best and hope all their troubles will be big six footers 
as we are short in the econd row! 

Coventry Welsh have just returned after a very successful tour. 
They proved to be a very good side both on and off the field . 

Plans are now in hand for the end of season dinner dance and Sgt 
Ricky Richards is in the thick of it as usual. Dave Kenyon came out 
of retirement for the Easter tour. All the lads wish him the best but 
please go back, we like t0 feel the ball in our! hands occasionally. 

ALPHA TROOP 
The A-team has continued to perform well under the guidance of 

2Lt D. H. Kenyon and Sgt Ricky Richards . 
Departures to warmer climes include LCpl McConnoll, ig 

'Chubby Brown' Burgin, and Sig ' Round the Corner' Clancy . New 
arrivals are Cpls Kelly and Johnson, Slim Harrod and Sig Shanks. 
Good luck to Andy, John and Clancy and welcome to the new lads. 

Hc1t Gossip this month includes the boss's promotion to Lieutenant. 
The news that LCpl Hickenbottom and his wife are looking forward 
to being parents. Engagements are rife; Mr Kenyon, LCpl 'Frosty' 
Frost, and 'Cooky' Cook a well as Sig Parr and 'Mavi ' May all 
taking the plunge. The Boss is fir t as usual gelling married in May 
but the others follow soon afterwards. 

The next big exercise is Crested Eagle and the lads are going 10 make 
sure that Alpha are tops yet again. 
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BRAVO TROOP 
Th~ troop has. had a quiet couple of months apart from a few 

'comings and g01ngs'. 
Farewell and good luck to; Cpl 'Meat Man' and Dawn Meachin Sig 

• tan' and Beale Brown, ig 'Guy' l'oulke and Sig Bob McT~gue 
who have recently had their 'escape chit 'signed . Welcome to our new 
1roop members; Cpl 'Remo' and Eileen Williams Cpl John Badder 
Cpl 'Taff' and Kerry Bryant, LCpls ' Robbo' 'Roberts and Rick 
Stevenson. 

ongratu lat i on~ to ~n.other new member of the troop, LCpl Jim 
Newark who has JUSt io111ed us on promotion from Alpha Troop. 

0 CAR ORACLE 
0 CAR TROOP NEW 

Oscar over the past few months has changed drastically so here are 
the personali ties: 
0 Troop Lt J. E. Richardson 
Tp gt Sgt I. Brereton 
IC Wksps gt G. A. Mackenzie 
Line Sgt Sgt Hitchen 

. We ~elco~e Sgt Ian Brereton f~om 22 Sig Regt and hope he and 
his fami ly will have a pleasant tay 111 St Tonis. A warm welcome also 
to ig Hitchen from 8 Sig Regt, LCpl Rapier Weavers al o from 22 
Sig Regt, H. H. Harland , Alan Chester and Steve Bancroft all fresh 
fr?m the factory. We all hope you se11le in well and enjoy your tour 
with Oscar. 

On the social scene Oscar have been busy having a very successful 
Troop Party held in the NAAFI. Many thanks to Cpl Dinger Bell and 
'who me' Roberts for organising the event. The troop soccer team 
grows from strength to strength and still remains unbeaten. There is 
truth in the rumour that we had 10 use mirrors in order to beat Papa 
Troop, they had to supply their own comb unfortunately . 

. Has anybody een the OC Troop? We have heard he has got shares 
wJth Townsend Thoresen. Jf found please hand him into the nearest 
Military Establishment. 

A ad farewell to Sgts Terry Frankel, Derek Style , Sig Wack 
Wakinshaw and Taff Morgan . Oscar will mi s you, the reasons for 
which are different in each case! 

Congratulations to LCpl Geordie Laws and his wife . . . on the 
birth of their son Alexander. ls there rumour you are going for a 
Rugby Team? 

PAPA TROOP 
We say farewell to Capt Simon Green now in the School of Signals 

brushing up on accounts, and welcome to Capt Paul Wilkin who 
landed in the vacant OC's chair with a bang! 

Welcome to SSgt John Jackson having the honour of being the only 
Radio Relay Tech in the Regiment and who was fir t here in 1968! 
They've invented the transistor since then John . 

Congratula tions to Sgt Dave Taylor for 'coming off the board', and 
welcome to Sgt Bob Taylor as our new 'Troopy'. Also welcome to 
Cpls Paul Evans and Kerry Gill , LCpl Rab Graham, Sig Glen Villiers 
and Andy Rigby. obody has 1ha1 long to do! 

Congratulations to Sgt Kev Munnelly on passing his 'Staffys'. gt 
Graham Wolverson on his Ski In tructors . Cpl Taff Webb and LCpl 
Nige Coomber on their BI , Cpl Zelda Steppens on his cypher cour e 
and finally to LCpl Jim Barr on his rat catchers course. Very u eful 
in the Tech Workshop Jim. 

Goodbye and the best of luck in your new units to LCpl Jim Gray 
and ig Mac McKinnon . 

EXERCISE FRANSKI 86 
The Regiment held its annual ski exerci e as in previous year in 

Wertach, Bavaria from 8 Ja nuary-25 March. Thi year we remed 
a new hut, a definite improvement on the last, as all those who took 
part would agree. The hut cater for 20 personnel at any one time, plus 
five permanent staff, and this year five courses were held. 

There were a few change to the permanent staff during this time 
too, due to postings out. Maj Judy Webb who ha been in charge of 
Ex Franski for the last three years left the Corps in March- many 
thanks for all her very hard work and for managing 10 acquire the 
desperately needed new ski equipme111 ! Lt Graham 'Grambo' Norton 
held the position of OIC ski hut until the middle of February. He wa 
relieved by Lt Gemma Fesemeyer WRAC (Assi tant Adju1an1 / 
Regimental WRAC Co-ord Officer). She learnt to ski during this time, 
although thi i a matter for argument as much time was spent on the 
ground and being pulled out of tree by her skis!! 

Another ad farewell is to W02 Bernie Burnett who has been a 
member of the Franksi permanent taff for four year . and ' to LCpl 
Colin 'Lurch' Orchard , our re ident chef, al o a staunch member of 
1he staff. Many thank go to them for the smooth running of 1he 
admin and catering. They will also be orely mis ed by the local 
Weinslube!! 

Chief Inst ructor Cpl Steve 'Follow my tracks' Francis was joined 
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this year by two instructors from the Netherland Signal Squadron, 
SSgt Ari .van der Munckhoff and Pte Wim Payman~. due to one of 
our own.111structors LCpl Clem lements sustaining an injury to the 
knee ~h1le demo~s1rating something to his class. Enough said! \\'e 
also gamed a help111g hand from Maj John Ayres RR\\ who instructed 
a beginners class for a week. Grateful thank, to our a11ached 
instructors. 

Ex .Franski uses the facilities at Jungholz which is just inside the 
Austrian border. Each course has the opponunity to ski on a different 
slope towards the end of the second week, once the beginners have 
~ained a modicum of control! The courses this year were good and the 
111structors had many successes with Bronze and Silver standards. 
Congratulations to all those who passed! 

The injury record was also the smallest yet with only two dislocated 
shoulders during the whole exercise. What a magnificent fall by LCpl 
~eb~ie Sparkes on the slopes and Cpl Bob Markham at the skat111g 
rink 111 nearby Sonthofen! All the courses enjoyed themselves and we 
now look forward to Ex Franski 87! ! 

LANGLAUF 
This ye~r only one member of the Regiment entered any of the 

races. This was the Deputy Commander Maj John Hincks in the 
30~m Bay~rischer. Ski Langlauf at Oberammergau . Although he 
achieved his best lime ever over this distance, due to the very icy 
tracks, he was not certain whether it was the additional weight or 
purple klister that did the trick! He would, however, like 10 ee some 
other members of the Corps in this prestigious race! 

Ex Franski 86 

Pte Wim Paymans from the Netherlands S ignals Squadron taking 
one of the courses through its morning warm up exercises 

L to R: LCpl Dougie Kee, 2Lt Paul Creedican RCT, Cpl Jane 
' Blodwyn' Morris, LCpl Denise Banks , Pte Jane Pritchard 

EX ER Cl E FRA RO VER BA CK STOP . 
On Tue day 28 January nine members of 28 (BR) Sig Reg! found 

them elves flying in a VC!O over pectacular scenery, including the 
awe-inspiring Materhorn and the French Alps, on their way to 
Sardinia for a three-week trekking and climbing expedition . Ex 
Franrover Backstop had begun! The aim was 10 trek from Cagliari in 
the South to Olbia in the orth, climbing the i land' peak, ' Punta La 
Marmara' (l ,833m) on the way. 

The aerial view while de cending 10 RAF Decimomannu were 
quite spectacular, revealing extremely mountainous coa tal and 
central region , inter persed ' ith flat and seemingly uninhabited 
plains. The snow had e tabli hed it elf very well on the peak and the 
expedition party was advised to take a afety vehicle, due to the 
promise of more snow. So 'Sally' The Safari Landrover became the 
tenth member of the group and one of the mo t important! 

The parly was of mixed ability and experience a far a adventure 
training wa concerned. Ex Franrover Backstop con isted of: Lt 
Gemma Fesemeyer WRAC (OIC Expedition), S gt ( I) Dave Orange 
(Deputy Leader and resident adventure training expert), Cpls Dick 
Rutherford (Medic-ela 1opla 1 cure everything!), ' cou e' hield 
(Rock leader and IC peciali 1 equipment), Dud Maher (The keeper of 
the log and expedition journali t), LCpls 'Cookie' Cook (QM 
repre entative), Debbie parkes (PR rep), Sig Glen Evans (MT rep) 
and Eddie O'Kelly (Catering rep). 

RAF Decimomannu kindly provided tran it accommodation umil 
all the vital admin wa completed. qn Ldr A. Lovett RAF deli ered 
a comprehensive brief and many u eful hints on how to urvi e in the 
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low land and highland · of ardinia. Little did we know how valuable 
thi information wa to prove later on. 

The first couple of day were pent familiari ing the whole group 
with climbing techniques, rope work. knots and map reading. The 
weather wa dreadful and de pite the helter afforded by a vacant 
shepherd' hut, the leaky roof made us all very wet by the econd day! 
Our fi r t encounter with the local populauon occurred that evenmg 
when the owner of the hut visited . He very gratefully accepted a 
pa ket of cigarette and told u , in sign language. that we were 
welcome to tay! 

On Saturday I February the party brok camp for the first ridge 
walk. Two members drove off in the landrover to recce the next camp 
site wi th inst ruction to meet at a prearranged place and time. The 
17Km trek wa along Mount Vittoria ridge, the view would have been 
superb had it not been for the fog and mist, but we did manage to take 
ome good photos of the snow! The talwart of the rugby club Cpl 

Maher, LCpl Cooke and ig O'Kelly amu ed the rest of the party with 
their musical talent ; luckily we managed to meet the landrover at the 
prearranged place in Seui and were able to rest our eard rums! 

Following an unsucces fu l recce, due to overestimating the state of 
Sardinia's freeway , the night wa spent in a transit camp, that is to 
say an unprotected field. Despite the gale force wind we decided to 
have an early night and fo rget about the local Sardinian breed of cows 
that seemed to move in on us from all sides. Spiri ts ro e the next 
morning as the sun came filt ering through-that wa more like it ! 

Lt Fesemeyer, Staff Orange and Sig O'Kelly went off to recce a new 
ite while the re t reorganised the kit. It was decided co camp in the 

heart of the Gennargentu Mountain region next to a river which 
provided natural showers, bath and jacuzzis; all at - 15°C, of 
course! Half of the expedition objectives were within reasonable reach 
of the campsite so we used it as a ba e camp and remained there for 
six days. Sunday 2 February was LCpl Debbie Sparkes' birthday. She 
was ceremoniously presented with a huge birthday cake plll together 
by various members of the crew in very cramped condi tion -a two 
man tent! It was enjoyed by everyone sitting around a roaring camp 
fire and complemented by the local 'vino collapse ' ! We were awoken 
the next morning by the melodious sound of bells ringing. The 
shepherds herd all their goats into a pen at night and release them 
early in the morning. We met the aforementioned gentlemen a li ttle 
later on-we also learnt not to stand downwind of a Sardinian 
shepherd. The effect is rather like that of smelling salts but it knocks 
you om rather than brings you round! Despite their ripeness they were 
very friendly and even asked if we would partake of some 'aqua 
vitae'-probably the first time any members of the rugby club have 
refused alcohol! 

The rest of the day was spent rockclimbing and abseiling in the 
immediate area. The weather was warm and sunny but we had already 
realised that it can change from hour to hour so were also prepared 
for rain, snow and hail! Tuesday 4 February saw the party climbing 
and walking Allumafogu, a ridge of I ,492m in the vicinity of Punta 
La Marmora Sardinia's highest peak. The snow was thick but once the 
summit was reached the views were superb and lots of photos were 
taken . We were al o taught the technique of 'ice-axe braking' , it 
sounds like a new form of dance but is a most effective way of 
stopping oneself while travelling at full pelt down a mountainside! 

There was a complete contrast the following day as the party began 
a long, sharp and rocky ridge climb to the North East of the mountain 
village Villagrande Strisaili . We started at 1100 hrs and fi nally 
completed it at 1650 hrs-on the way Staff Orange discovered a 
couple of interesting rock faces to conquer. Cpl Maher and LCpl 
Cooke decided to follow him, LCpl Cooke was the fi rst to suffer 
'disco leg' and all three agreed on the name of the climb as ' Brown 
Adrenaline' . The day was ended pleasantly in the local Pizza Parlour 
with traditional food and ale! 

Thursday 6 February was to be an exciting day. An amazing rock 
formation, Mount Perdaliana (l ,295m) had been spotted and became 
the new objective. It could be seen for miles around and on closer 
inspection proved to be superb for increasing the cl imbing experience 
of the group. It took the party over an hour to reach the foot of the 
rock face. Two routes were selected, one led by taff Orange, the 
other by Cpl Shield. Lt Fesemeyer, Cpl Maher and Sig O'Kelly 
followed Staff while Cpl Rutherford and Sig Evans fo llowed Cpl 

bield . Staff estimated the climb as a VS (very severe) and once again 
'disco leg' became the common disease. He, however, was the 28 Sig 
Regt representative on the summit, as due to lack of time, the rest of 
the group didn't make it to the top. Despite this, it was a most 
satisfying day's climbing. 
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The big day arrived on 7 February and the party had an early start 
in anticipation of climbing Sardinia' peak 'Punta La Marmora'. The 
party was dropped off at the foot of Perda Cerina ( I ,455m) one of 
five peak forming a ridge which rise to form La Marmora . The first 
part of the climb went well although strong wind were noted and the 
a cent gradually became more eventful. Due to the soft but thick snow 
it was impractical to fit crampons-however, the ice-axe braking 
practice was much appreciated, especially by Lt Gemma Fesemeyer 
who was con tantly blown over! The strong winds also created white
out conditions . The party roped up, followed in each other's footstep 
(literally!) and at one stage came to a standstill due to nil visibility and 
fear of walking off the edge of the ridge. Sig Evans' camera had 
already slithered accidentally down the mountain never to be een 
again, so the pany were aware of the situation around them. On 
reaching the ummit at 1500 hrs the un miraculou ly came out and 
enabled ome photos to be taken. The descent was even more exciting 
than the climb due to the per istent gale fo rce wind and everyone felt 
relieved to reach base at 1810 hr , just in time for hot coffee and 
baked potatoes made by the duty crew! 

The following day was u ed as a very welcome rest day and the 
expedition moved camp. It snowed all day in the mountains rendering 
the party and the kit tired, cold and very wet, therefore we moved 
down to the coast and to a place called Tortoli. We were able to hire 
a chalet and u ed thi opportunity to do some wa hing and to dry out. 
It wa a little cramped but felt like luxury! 

On Monday JO February the whole party headed off to the harbour 
and found ome superb climbs along the beach. The rock was most 
unusual in places therefore it wa decided to devote the following few 
days purely to rock climbing. The afternoon climb was up a 150-200ft 
set of rocks (cal led 'The Red Rocks') wh ich appears on all the local 
postcards, Cpl Maher and Sig O'Kelly led their first climbs which 
turned out to be harder than anyone expected! On advice from one of 
the locals Tuesday was spent finding and climbing a geological wonder 
called Perdo Longo located in the Baunei area. The 400ft pinnacle juts 
out and up from the eashore and took all afternoon to climb . The 
most spectacular part of the climb was crossi ng a ridge wi th a 3-400ft 
sheer drop into the ea. Dur ing the descent there was a great deal of 
enthusiasm to see who would be the first to reach terra firma! 

On the way ' home' Staff Orange took as many photos as possible 
of the area with the intention of advertising it as a climber's 
paradise- and thi area certainly is! 

The long trek home was begun on Wednesday 12 February 
interspersed with climbing breaks and a short ridge walk overlooking 
Tortoli Bay. The idea was to reach St Theresa Gallura and travel 
across to Corsica. The journey by boat took one and a half hours and 
the party were then able to split up and do a linle sightseeing of the 
fortified French island. RAF Decimomannu then became our next 
stop. It took two days to reach our destination du ring which time the 
rain was so heavy that many of the roads were completely fl ooded . 
One lesson learnt was that Sardinia is extremely underdeveloped. 

We completed our fi nal admin and prepared to leave on Tuesday 
18 February . Overall the expedition was a succe s despite having to 
change our aim from the outset, and the whole group gained much 
experience. Our thanks go to RAF Decimomannu for all their help 
and to all those who helped us on our way. Roll on the next 
expedition! 

Ex Franrover Backstop 
The happy crew (l - R) Cpl ' Scouse ' Shield , Cpl Dick Rutherford , 
SSgt Dave Orange , LCpl Debbie Sparkes, LCpl 'Cookie' Cooke 

Front: Lt Gemma Fesemeyer WRAC, Cpl Dud Maher 
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29 Sig Regt 
BFPO 45 

BURGERMEISTER OPENS NEW RHQ AND SQN OFFICES 
When the Regiment formed in late 1983, it took over accommoda

tion which in many instances looked as it must have done in 1945. 
Some. of the employees certa!nly had . been there that long, and 
plannmg a phased transformation was hke trying to rewrite history . 
However after three phases of moves and works services over two 
years, we were finally able. to have RHQ and the Squad;on offices 
close together, better orgamsed, and lookmg efficient. Since we were 
about to receive the Freedom of our Town Borough, and the 
Burgermeister and his staff had not visited us , we combined their visit 
with .an opening ceremony, a visit and a lunch. Herr Dohm, the 
effusive May?r, was astounded at what a Signal Regiment gets up to, 
and he and his staff much appreciated the insight into our home and 
life. 

We must add that since February the Wilmersdorf garden nurseries 
have been supplying the Regiment with shrubs and potted plants. Jn 
fact some pots are gardens in themselves. On some days RHQ has 
looked like a Jungle warfare school. Horticulturists should now apply 
to be posted m. 
The speeches below sum up our Anglo German relations. 

Lt Col James Budd and Burgermeister Dohm at the opening 
ceremony 

J i 

... 
Herr Dohm signs the visitors book in the COs office 

SPEECH BY CO 
Ladies and gentlemen. The recent completion of the refurbished 

office accommodation for the Regiment has given us an opportunity 
of furthering our ties with the Town Borough of Wilmersdorf. Since 
mid 1984 we have had a great deal to do with the town on friendship 
days, official events and social occasions. Recently during the visit of 
our band, we had a unique and excellent Playing Retreat ceremony at 
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Lt Col Budd, the Burgermeister, Maj Axton , SSgt Young 

the Rathaus Wil mersdorf, and now we have been granted the Freedom 
of Wilmersdorf. We are a small , busy and very mixed Regiment, and 
our opportunities for showing our respect for the Town Borough 
cannot be particularly large or flamboyant. For example we have no 
Scottish pipers or band, although I have thought of forming a pipe 
band under Pipe Maj Dryburgh (Capt Dryburgh-of Scottish 
descent). 

Recently, because of our much improved accommodation, I asked 
the Borough of Wilmersdorf if they could help us with plants and 
pictures. Apart from some larger plants now here and still to come, 
Herr Kassner has been delivering regular pots on Tuesdays, and a 
garden officer wilJ soon have to be nominated . This wilJ help the 
Adjutant who is having difficulty writing Standing Orders for potted 
plants. 

As a token of appreciation for alJ the help that we are getting from 
the Borough, and because of our recently granted Freedom, we have 
asked the Burgermeister Herr Dohm to officially open our bright and 
plush looking office accommodation. In order that a proper record is 
made of the event, I would now like to ask Herr Dohm to open the 
new Glamorgan Block office accommodation. 

REPLY BY HERR H. DOHM, BURGERMEISTER OF 
WILMERSDORF 

It gives me great delight to be here with you today. My presence 
here is also evidence of the friendly relations between 29 Sig Regt, Lt 
Col Budd, and the Borough of Wilmersdorf. I am thoroughly 
convinced that the existing friendship has, in particular, been 
promoted and secured by the personal engagement of Lt Col Budd. 

Unfortunately I have not as yet had the opportunity to inspect the 
offices of 29 Sig Regt. For that reason any comparison would be 
impossible. Nevertheless I am delighted to discover that bright, 
friendly offices have emerged . In all offices, whether at the district 
Town Hall or at military camps, work has to be done. I always have 
been of the opinion that the quality of achievement is largely 
influenced by the conditions in which the individual has to work. 

Ladies and gentlemen I am therefore confident that your work 
performance will even be better in the future now that redecoration 
has been accomplished. · 

Your Regiment is a member of the alJied protecting power in Berlin. 
Your presence is a contribution to the political and economic stability 
of the city and its citizens. I am personally of the opinion that the 
Allies are not given the appreciation for an assignment of such 
responsibility. Today I would like to convey thanks to you, on behalf 
of Berlin and its population, for your commitment and contribution 
towards peace and security in the city. As a symbol of gratitude I have 
had large photos prepared of today's Berlin. These photos should 
supplement your existing photos of old Berlin, and are certain to make 
an interesting expansion to the collection. 

In addition I have arranged for the flowers and plants for the 
corridors and in your offices. They come from a nursery in 
Wilmersdorf. Gardeners in the nursery have tenderly raised these 
plant , and I do hope that someone here will take responsibility for 
their care. There is a saying in Germany that a plant has to be talked 
to in order that it will grow and flourish. So far these plants are certain 
to have been spoken to only in German. Now they will have the 
opportunity to learn a second language. So if your plants do not grow 
and flourish, it can really only be due to language problems. 

Finally I would like to express once again how honoured I am to 
have been given the opportunity of participating at this opening 
ceremony. I would like to hand over these photos to 29 Sig Regt. Lt 
Col Budd, I have brought you a special plant for your office. With 
this present I would like to thank you personally for the honour you 
have given me. 
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\I I f THE IC. AL OHICER-1. - HIH 
taj Gt>n Paul le ander \'i.ited Berlin from 11-13 1arch . In two 

nd a half day the 'OinC wa bare! able to kim the urface of 
Y.hat goe on here, and he certainly did not have Lime to ee the ights, 
e ·cept from a ·peeding Maff car. We get o few vi, itor from the 
orp~. that it .... a a plea ant change to be able to t.alk !!~out 

communi ation properly. and about Corps matter . Berlin nuhtary 
life ha changed beyond all recognition, and late nights now mean on 
e crci c or in the office, not in the night club down town. 

Gen Ale,ander' programme took him from the admini · trative and 
operational jde of the Regiment, through the Headquarters p~obl~m 
and to the ivilian Town Command Po t and Lande po td1rekt1on . 
He al o vi ited 3 qn 13 ig Regt and RAF _ignal unit . Dinner in the 
Brigade WO ' and ergeant ' le s, and .mending a Ladies' ight in 
the Officer ' '.\1e s were al o on the agenda. 

Maj John Hayes shows MATEL to the SOinC in the Command 
Post 

Our telephone exchange obviously provides some humour for the 
SOinC 
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WORKING WITH THE ALI.JES 
The two photo of our connection with the Allie are a timely 

reminder that, here in Berlin. much of what we do is done in 
conjunction with the French and Americans . Ensuring that the 
command and control system will work, requires each of the Allied 
communication ta ff and unit s to be aware of what their operational 
staff are thinking. Thi i bad enough in a Briti h Headquarters, but 
an be very frustrating when three staff of different nationa li ties are 

involved. 
Over the la t two year there i no doubt that the Allied Signal 

Officers have got to know each other cry well indeed. By being open 
about our national problem , and helping out in area where other 
national communication per onnel have a more pedantic system, we 
have built up a rapport which we understand i second LO none 
amongst the Allies . Our excuse for this openne s, if we ever have to 
give one, i that if the communication per onnel cannot communi
cate , the taff certainly never will . We have also recently reached a 
point where the three national communications taff will actually 
tand houlder to houlder to make a point. A le son for our Corps 

perhap ? In 1985 the three Commanders Communications of the 
Sectors, Ll Col Roger Auffret, Lt Col James Budd , and Lt Col J:ick 
o ·onahoe, signed a wonhy document known as the Signal Operating 
Procedures. Mo t of the hard work on this document was done by 
Maj Gus Gurr (BR) and Maj Larry Henly (US). 

Each month the main Allied Signal Officers Comminee it to work 
through the problems, and ub commitlees are then tasked with 
tediou detail or inve Ligation if nece ary. Adminedly a lunch 
follow , at which off the record discussion can be most fruitful! Only 
a proportion of the Signal Officers and Civil Telecommunication 
staff attend. The recent annual photograph of the Committee, in front 
of Headquarters Berlin (British SecLOr) (second home of Comd 
Comms!) i a good guide to our li fe in Berlin. All those in civilian 
clothes are our civilian telecommunication staffs, and they seemed to 
overwhelm the military on this meeting. 

British personnel in this photograph are: 
Front Row, Centre - Lt Col James Budd, Right- Maj Gus Gurr 

Second Row, Left-Maj 'Bob' Axton, 4th - Mr Bill Gorst, Right
Maj John Hayes 

Third Row, 2nd-Mr Cyril Hughes, 4th - Capt Gerry Sullivan 

Allied Signal Commanders sign the new operating procedures 
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CROSS COUNTRY 
The 1985/86 Cross Country 5eason was a very succe sful one for the 

Reg1mcnl, tarung on 8 October 1985 and finishi11g i6 races later on 
~I Fe~ruary 1986. Berlin . is a city totally enclosed by the ·infamous 
Wall but the race. orgarn ers have shown great imagination in each 

weekly tortu re es~10n. Most or the races were run around the forest 
by RAF Gatow or 111 the Grun.c~ald but excursions were made into the 
Spandau Forest, a.nd the. Bnush Sector Championships took place 
around the Olympic Stadium . 

The Reg!ment to?k an early lead in the Minor Units League, being 
unbeaten m the flfst four race , and the team performed well 
throughout the Ion~. ~ard w1111er, often running in sub-zero 
temperat_ures. The.ma111 nvals were ~rom 3 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt but these 
were aga111 beaten into second place 111 the Sector Championship Race 
held on 19 December 1985. 

Number anending the races fluctuated from four to twenty four 
runners (the only Minor Unit to field an F team!) but some of the 
name.s cropped up regularly. Capt Roy Hunter was near the front of 
~he. f~eld from the .stan of ~he season and finished up as the top 
111d~v1dual runne; with four first places and two seconds. LCpl Clive 

m1th was showmg very good form with two seconds and gt Tony 
Mullen, the fl ying tech, finished 10th overall. CSgt John Lawton 
CQMS of HQ ~qn, completed 14 out or the 16 race and was the top 
vet.eran runne; 111 the 1.eague. A total of 38 personnel repre ented the 
untt but pec1al mention must be made of Cpl Gavin Barclay. He 
regularly managed to escape from the RQMS's store and ran for the 
A team on one occasion. 

Now that the season is over, interest has turned towards road 
running tarting with the 25Km Road Race at the end of April and 
culminating in the Berlin Marathon at the end of September. we' look 
f~rward to. the rains of autymn .and the 1986/87 Cross Country season 
with the a im of once agam bemg the best Minor Unit in Berlin. 

Minor Unit. Winners - British Berlin Cross Country League 
From left to nght: CSgt John Lawton R Anglian (attached), Cpl 
Gavm Barclay, Sgt Tony Mullen , Cpl Paul Cox, Capt Roy Hunter 

PWO (attached) 

SCOTTISH VETERANS' RESIDENCE-REMEMBER US! 
We have been providing good and comfortable accommodation 

with Full Board for former members of the Armed Forces for over 73 
years. 

Whitefoord House Rosendael 
53 Canongate 3 Victoria Road 
Edinburgh Broughty Ferry 
EH8 BBS Dundee DDS I BE 
(031-556 6827) (STD 0382 77078) 
Both these Residences have been fully modernised recently and have 

Vacancies NOW for all categories of ex-Servicemen and, in addition 
Whitefoord House has vacancies also for ex-Servicewomen. 

To find out more about the Residence of your choice please ring 
up the Superintendent al the telephone number given above and ask 
for details. Visitors are alway welcome . 
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31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V) 
Hammersmith 

HILEX 86 
Late March saw a high-powered team of almost 30 officer~ and 

soldiers deployed to NW Europe on recce and RR path-proving for 
Annual Camp and despite a slight crisis over RSA-which, only at 
the last m111ute, changed from 'not really staying anywhere' to 'nice 
ro01'.1Y shalet ( orry) accommodation' arranged by our resident 
co~tmental LO, Capt Ian Puddy. Once established, Ops Offr, Capt 
Kellh Bruce-Smith lost no time in despatching his recce teams into the 
frozen wa~tes, whilst the radio relay dets led by Capt Linda Webber 
and Sgt Simon Fernley-Jones ranged far and wide with 'Cena Cito' 
results almost every time. Sadly, left behind at B Tp Cobham was PSI 
Sgt Brian Penny; Pte Jackie Masset denies any involvement in his 
·~ccident' but seemed just a little too keen in stepping forward to take 
his place. 

Finally, to our visitor from 11 Sig Bde HQ, Maj David Tebbutt, 
thanks for all your hard work and we think you're all wonderful 
really . . . ' 

Oh, yes, and next time we promise to take the maps with us 
Colonel. 

2Lt Penny Rose and MTWO W01 Paddy Dickinson getting their 
priorities right 

'What Channel, Brigadier? - the English Channel' ; the CO with our 
latest comms kit 

Maj David Tebbutt is sure the 2 Bde Staff have got it right Regt 
Ops Offr Capt Ke ith Bruce-Smith and 21C Maj Paul Whittle are not 

so sure 
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OOK°I. G 
fter their triumph la t year, competition in the 19 6 London 

Di tri t Cookery Conte t had !ea rly ' hotted up ' (quite literally) and 
the HQ qn team of: Team Leader Cpl Janet Wilson-Brown, LCpl 

nd ha~ . and Pte Ian Jee\e : Driver S gt ( QM ) Dave Shirley 
did ~ell to achieve third place overall. but were placed first in the 
\Chide maintenance and kitchen layout section . A pit y about the 
food but they are determined to regain the top place next year. 

PO Tl G 
\\'ith a new CO ha come h1 driver and we welcome Cpl Danny 

Ha) den, the future cu todian of '31 1obile' or 'The Vodamobile' as 
it i no..., known. 

We wi h Cpl Ha} den and Colleen a happy tour of duty with u and 
hope that he i oon fully recovered from hi recent unfortunate 
colli ion with a squash racket. 

OUTHFIELD OPE~ING DAY 
With HQ and 83 Sqns now firmly establi ~e~ in T outhfi.el.d 

after it £23!.m rebuild we are delighted and pnv1leged that the official 
reopening on 17 May will be carried out by Her Maje ty 's Lord 
Lieutenant for Greater London, Field Marshal Sir Edwin Bramall 
GCB OBE MC. Originally opened in January 1939, the TAC served 
a Searchlight Company of the London Electrical Engineers, who e 
HQ was, by a quirk of history, at 56 Regency Street (the present 
location of RHQ Royal Signals). Mr Derek Board, a vo lunteer of the 
time has kindly donated an example of the remarkably elaborate and 
detalled opening programme, and we are now praying for fine weather 
on our own great day. 

THE KEN INGTON DRUMS 
ince formation in 1967, the Regiment has been the proud 

cu todian of the colour and drums of the former 41st (Princes 
Louise's Kensington) Regt TA, and the present Chairman of the PLK 
Regt OCA, Col B. R. Wood OBE TD is a former Honorary Colonel 
of 31 Sig Regt (V). 

Thanks to generous contributions from serving and past members 
of the Regiment, from the PLK OCA itself and from our previous 
CO, Lt Col David Strong, these historic drums are now being 
carefully restored to their former glory. 

FOUR MEN (AND A WIFE) IN A BOAT 
Yachting is an increasingly popular activity in our ranks and a grey 

windy mom in early April saw the good ship James Bond sally forth 
from Shamrock Quay, Southampton with its intrepid crew of; 
Skipper SSgt Jim Makinson 
Purser Mrs Kate Makinson 
!st Mate Sgt John Hickey 
Spanner Sgt John (Mutineer) French 
Crew Maj Paul (My bowline's come undone again) Whittle 

Our Regimental 2IC has been quite ruthless in suppressing any 
photographic record of his first venture on to the high seas (the Solem 
actually) but is said to have enjoyed himself, ascribing his swaying 
motion on the following exercise to retrieving his land legs, rather 
than a secret splicing of the main brace in the RCP . 

41 SQN NOTES 
Capt John Ruske write 

The weekend of 8/ 9 March saw our two Commcen Tps, Kilo and 
ovember practising movement and setting up drills in the grounds of 

TAC Coulsdon-and being videoed for our sins by SSgt Alun Parry 
(Training Team). On the re-run of the film Sig Tony Dew's power 
cable was seen to have quite remarkable elastic qualities and Cpl Mick 
Watkin appeared in some difficult)' trying to lace up his NBC 
trousers back to front. 2Lt Jenny Macilwaines's filming of the cam 
demonstration by Sgt Les Jackson and me was a little lacking in 
impact; largely because she had forgotten to put a film in first! 

Tp was, meanwhile in the (capable?) hands of Cpl Ray Stephens 
and OCdt Mark Price-Haworth , the 'old campaigners', Tp OC Lt 
Diane Lilley and SSgt Jan Hillin having decided to take a back seat 
(for that weekend only I am assured). Saturday's hard work was 
followed by a joint disco for which we were joined by SHQ (we love 
you) and J Tp down from Hammersmith. Music was provided by Sig 
Dean 'Cowboy' Jeeves and Sig John Henry, Tony Dew and Jim Price 
had a new and challenging experience in providing over £90 of Chinese 
takeaway. 

ew HGV licence holders are always welcome news and we 
congratulate Cpl Janet Wilson-Brown (SHQ) and LCpl Cynthia 
' niff' Bedwell on their recent successes with 151 (GL) Regt RCT (V) 
at Folkestone Camp. 

A popular new spon in the Squadron is judo and our SQMS, SSgt 
Dave hirley has started a club, meeting at nearby Sutton each 
Tue day evening. ew members are welcome, and the club will, 
hopefully, be operating soon from the TAC on Friday evenings . 
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Colocated wit h u at TAC Coul do n is our ' own ' cadet uni t, 148 
(Princess Louise' Kensingwn) Cadet Sqn R ignal and recently, 
several members of our ranks , together with CO Lt Col tenning, 
were pr ivileged to join their OC, Lt Neil Andrew , and the cadets at 
a ervice of dedication o f their new banner, in Coulsdon Parish 
Church. The turnout of the young cadets was fir t class and we are 
very proud of them . 

Finally, Jest anyone should think I have forgotten to give our HF 
Tp, J Tp Hammer mith a mention, they have been just as busy and 
active as the re tofu , taking part in the monthly 11 Bde (V) link-up 
and, providing the HF stand on the Courage Trophy competition . In 
the latter case a huge variation was noticed in the quality of knowledge 
a each team fla hed by Tp QC Capt Nick Denning every 15 minute . 
Pte Janet Guggenheim then charged after the team captains . . . No, 
he ju t wanted to get the BATCO wallets back! All thi wa followed 

by 2IC OCdt Niall Creed and Sgt Keith Bya tt charging off to variou 
points along the Thames to count and report the progre s of the 
canoes on the recent annual race held there. 

FAREWELL 
Our thanks go to Sgt John Hickey who after many years of service 

at Hammersmith has departed for pastures new in C Tp's mux veh 
with 83 Sqn at Southfields. 

COURAGE TROPHY 
The weekend of 22-23 March saw some 40 teams turn out for this 

annual event sponsored by the brewery company. Three teams from 
the Regiment entered the contest , taking on Gunners, Sappers, 
Infantry, Para and Medics from the London area . 

Weeks of preparation and training paid off with the three teams 
encountering no problems with their communication and voice 
procedure a nd impressing the assessors in the medical section with 
their careful and speedy evacuation of three 'inj ured' cadets . 

2Lt Tony Rose and Sgt Graham Drew headed an 83 Sqn entry and 
the Southfields team excelled in the vehicle fault-finding stand where 
their speedy assessment of a far-from-serviceable Land Rover earned 
them the second highest marks of the day . 

Lt Vicki Hutchinson led the WRAC team from Southfields. Her 
anticipated 2IC was unfortunately unable to compete but Pte Jackie 
Fred Massei stepped in at short notice and the pair led their team to 
glory on the four-mile march. The girls raced over the tough uneven 
course and were delighted to discover that they had succeeded in 
beating some of the Paras. 

The rigours of Saturday were followed by a night patrol and Lt 
Steve Potter, of 47 Sqn Harrow, scored a double success when his 
recce party, having rapidly discovered the enemy, were then in the 
happy position of being able to shelter in their 'bashas', while other 
teams stumbled around in the ensuing downpour. 

The weather relented and on a bright Sunday many spectators 
turned out to watch the teams test their agility over the 30 obstacles 
of the assault course at the Guards Depot at Pirbright. 

The two walls, always a severe test for the last man over, were 
tackled by a very determined 2Lt Tony Rose who shinned up and over 
in great style to join up with his team. 

Less fortunate was Pte Angela MacDonald , who suffered a 
sprained ankle when nearing the final stage of the assault course. At 
the end of the day, however, Angela was able to hobble along with the 
rest of the victorious WRAC team when, having achieved top place 
in their section and fourteenth overall in the competition, they were 
awarded their well-deserved silver tankards . Time to reflect on their 
victory, nurse swollen feet-and mentally offer up a prayer of thanks 
to those 12 little cadets from the Bluecoat School, Reading who had 
helped to retrieve the team's landrover from a rather deep puddle in 
the middle of the night . 

Sgt Graham Drew helps OCdt Tim Smith , whilst Sig 'Lenny Henry ' 
Sutherland strangles team QC, 2Lt Tony Rose 
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RHQ NEWS 

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V) 
Glasgow 

Saturday 1~ ~a~ch saw about half of the Regiment at Cultybraggan 
Camp, Com;1e ta heu of Scarborough TC for one week's concentrated 
Tr.ade Trammg. The week's communication training started well with 
bnght sunny weather, passed through gales and torrential rain before 
en~!ng on a calmer but _still windy ARU day on Friday 21 March . 
lmual comms problems mvolved the TV reception for the Scotland/ 
Ireland Rugby International, which produced a satisfactory result for 
all except 69 (North Irish Horse) Sig Sqn. 

Wednesday 19. March dawned warm and sunny. Comd 51 Bde, Brig 
Allan Alstead witnessed Cultybraggan at its best when he visited 51 
Sig Sqn in the field. Despite o r because this 'practice' ARU went so 
w.ell the gods decided to interv~ne and sent the second flood during the 
mght. Thursday was spent tymg down what equipment and tentage 
remained and recovering debris from local fields. 

Friday 2.1 March-.ARU Day-arriyed and the gales abated 
although ram clouds st1l! threatened. Bng Mike Thomson, Comd 52 
Lowland Bde accompanied by Maj Andy Middlemiss KOSS arrived 
on cu~ and the inspection began with a briefing on the proposed 
establishment .and role changes by the CO followed by a review of the 
tra~e and equipment re-construction by Maj Jack Fiske! our Training 
MaJOr . 

The Brigadier reviewed various trade training stands including our 
version of FMVT (fixed mastery, variable time ie learn at your own 
pac.e-Ed) for DTG's a~d the ne~ Trend Teleprinters before being 
mv11ed to the Sergeants Mess pnor to lunch with the Regimental 
officers. 

FOCUS ON HQ SQN 
SQUADRON PERSONALITIES 
OC Maj Liz Campbell 
QM (R) Maj Colin Markie 
QM (V) Capt John Gallacher 
MO Maj Jack Mulhearn 
Padre Maj John Silcox 
Paymaster Maj Tim Straiton 
TOT Capt Dave Watt 
OC LAD Lt Philip Stuart 
MTWO WOI Ron Hamilton 
RQMS (R) WOI Alan Brooks 
SSM W02 John McColl 
RQMS (V) W02 Campbell Crawford 
RQMS (V) W02 Jim Urquhart 
RQMS (V) W02 Anoe Rogers 
FofS (R) W02 Steve Randle 
SQMS SSgt Alan Smyth 

WELCOME 
Welcome to our new MTWO/ PSAO HQ Sqn WOI Ron Hammon 

who has joined us from the Royal Scots. On his own admission the 
major problem he has experienced so far is learning to wear a beret. 
However SSM John McColl has assured us, and the RSM , that Mr 
Hamilton, with practice, will grow to look less like Michael Crawford. 

FAREWELL 
It was with regret that the OC Maj Liz Campbell accepted the 

resignation of SSgt Eddie Braid in January of this year. SSgt Braid 
served with the TA for 17 years and was the SQMS of the Squadron 
until December. We are all looking forward to his farewell party, it 
promises to be quite a night. 

PROMOTION 
A 'new' face has appeared in the Offi<!ers' Mess. Until recently Capt 

Jim Sims wa SSM of the RRTT and we are delighted to welcome him 
to the Mess and wish him luck in his new post as OC RRTT. 
Remember Jim a good OC always listens to the advice of the SSM, 
or so you always told your QC. 

EXERCISE SNOW QUEEN 
The members of the Squadron sobered up sufficiently after the 

Ne'erday celebrations to organise a ski-ing weekend at the beginning 
of February in Aviemore. The new Training Major, Maj Jack Fiske!, 
decided to exercise his prerogative and become a member of HQ Sqn 
for the weekend and, along with Sgt Brian Maude, kept a watchful eye 
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on the aspiring 'klammers' on the slopes . Fo rtunately no injurie were 
sustained and everyone had an enjoyable weekend . Our thanks go to 
W~2 Rab Camp~~ll , the Regimental Adventure Training Warrant 
O fficer fo r o rgamsmg the w.:ekend and to Maj Fiske! and gt Maude 
for their instruction. 

TECH REVIEW LAD 
On the weekend 22-23 February, Comd Maint Scotland vi ited the 

Regiment at Cultybraggan .Training Camp to carry out the annual 
inspection of the LAD. It is unusual for anyone to see Lt Phil Stuart , 
OC LAD and SSgt Dolan, PSI, being quite as active as they were that 
weekend, but all in a good cause. The visit was a successful one and 
the display put on by the LAD was excellent. 

ARMY HALF MARA THON 
FofS Steve Randle and Sgt Brian Maude and 12 other members of 

the Regiment took part in the Army Half Marathon in Aldershot on 
Sunday 23 March. 

Brig Thomson meets HQ Sqn 

Comd 52 Bde shows a keen interest in FMVT training 

The Power section are introduced to Brig Mike Thomson 
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33 Sig Regt (V) 
Liverpool 

'ince our la t report, the Regiment ha continued to carry out a very 
full and a ti,·e programme of various type of exerci c and porting 
e\'ent . 

Our mo t notable porting event ha got to be the ucce tory of 
59 ig qn (Edge Lane, Liverpool) who have succeeded in b~~ting all 
oppo it ion in the orth West Di trict TA Football compeuuon and 
who are currently training for the final of the UK ational T 
Football Cup taking place at Ider hot on unday 13 April 1986. 

Their progres to date in both competi!ions are a follows: 

\ District TA Competition 
First Round Beat 238 qn RCT (V) (B) 2-0 
Quarter Final Beat p Tp 33 Sig Regt (V) 5-4 

emi Final Beat 208 Gen Hosp (V) 3-1 
Final Beat 23 Sqn RCT (V) (A) 2-0 

UK ational TA Competition 
Quarter Final Beat E Coy 5Ll (V) 3-0 
Semi Final Beat 19 Eng PK Sqn RE (V) 4-1 on penaltie 

after a 2-2 Draw 

The team are hown here having just won the final of the N\ 
District TA Competition with the CO and RSM, WOl G. Mason 
BEM . 

· 59 Sig Sqn Football Team 
Standing: Lt Col R. Willsher, Sig King, Tague, LCpl Goudie 

L to R: Sig Leader, LCpl Cavanagh, Sig Francis, W01 (RSM) G. 
Mason BEM 

Kneeling: LCpl McPartland , Cpl Cranney, Sig Woods 
L to R: LCpls O' Mally, Wardle, Pte Davies 

EXERCl ES OW GOOSE VJll 
Report by SSgt (ORSQMS) Taffy Roberts (NRPS) 

On Saturday 22 February some 21 members of the Regiment 
departed from Huyton to take part in the Annual Regimental Skiing 
Exercise in the Cairngorms. After a somewhat harrowing drive from 
Liverpool to Aviemore the party arrived at Rothiemurchus Lodge 
where skiing equipment was issued and personnel settled in. 

Early next morning under the watchful eyes of instrucLOrs Maj 
Peter Hallett and WOl Tom Taylor the party split into the 
experienced and the novices and training began. After a while the 
RSM W01 Gary Mason BEM appeared LO find two trees at the 
bottom of the slope which held some attraction for him, as he kept 
trying to embrace them, whilst travelling at speed. As the first day on 
planks drew to a close we were all considered competent enough to 
attempt the ki runs on Aviemore. 

That evening, after a good meal and a couple of pints of heavy, we 
retired early to get a good night's sleep LO combat the rigours of the 
next day, but all was not well. In a room occupied by WOl (RSM) 
Gary Mason, WOl Tom Taylor and W021SSM) Bill McAlisler the 
silence was broken by the bli~sful LOnes of one of our number who 
denied all a decent night's sleep for the duration of the trip. 

After a sleepless night we arose wi th the sun beaming in through the 
windows and were at the chair lift ready to go prompt at 0900 hrs. 
While the more experienced sk iers in the party enjoyed the th rill of the 
White Lady, Gun Barrell and var ious other slopes the novice gained 
more confidence and began to enjoy the new experience. Every step 
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Members of Ex Snow Goose VII/taking a rest after a day's skiing 
in Aviemore 

now became easier, unused muscles began to loosen and turns and 
stops were being done with confidence. 

By the middle of this week the group introduced a 'Wally of the 
Day' scarf, pre ented to the person who had been adjudged to make 
the biggest boob during the previou day. Among the winners were:
Sgt Ken Myerscough (I find it difficult to distinguish the difference 
between the figures above toilet door , it must be snow blindness), 
WOl Gary Mason (I'm sure I had both sticks when we got on thi 
chair lift) . 

Some of the most alluring ights to be seen on the upper lopes were 
Cpl Pauline Claus, LCpl Carol Thompson and LCpl Janet Brown 
WRAC, all competent skiers who had to be dragged off the slopes, 
such wa their enthusiasm. 

The weather during the remainder of the week was excellent and the 
party were able to ski every day of the exercise. Lt Suzanne Jones, 
SSgt Marie Watkinson and Sgt Paul Robertson are forgiven for 
causing a traffic jam by watching Maj Chris Reynolds-Jones (the 
Galloping Major) defy the laws of gravity and ski backwards through 
a boundary fence. 

The exercise was ably supported by our admin team of Sgt Hazel 
Smith and Cpl Alan Johnson who provided us with excellent fare 
throughout the exercise. 

On Friday the party returned to Liverpool, fit and well and no one 
walking around with splints. 

EXERCISE WA RM BED 
The venue for rhi Regimental exercise was in the Cheshire and 

Midlands areas, far enough away to practise our movement, but not 
too far to embarrass the POL Account. The exercise provided 
another opportunity to practise the Regiment's role before our 
Annual Camp in Germany this year, which takes place between 14-28 
June. 

On Saturday 14 March we were visited on exercise by our Honorary 
Colonel, Col M. C. tanley MBE DL who spent an enjoyable day 
touring all the locations accompanied by the CO, Lt Col R. F. 
Willsher. 

Sunday, 15 March aw another distinguished visitor to the exercise 
HQ North West District TA Colonel, Col W. M. Elder TD. He is seen 
in the photograph talking to the OC and SSM of 59 Sig Sqn, Maj G. 
W. Harrison and W02 (SSM) (Mac) McAllister, during his tour of the 
Commcen Sites with the Commanding Officer. 

The exerci e ended the way it started, all in good spirits and eagerly 
awaiting Annual Camp. 

NW District TA Colonel , Col W. M. Elder TD , discussing exercise 
tactics with the CO. OC 59 Sqn Maj Gordon Harrison and SSM 

McAliste r during Ex Warm Bed 
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The Hon Col, Col M. C. Stanley being escorted around the 
exercise area during Ex Warm Bed by OC 80 Sqn Maj Jim Johnson 

and Lt Roger Bracey 

FAREWELL VISJT OF GOC NW DI TRICT 
Maj Gen P.M. Davie OBE paid a farewell visit to the Regiment on 

19 March 1986. 
During his visit he presented LS and GC awards to gt Tom Beeley 

(~SI 80 Sqn, Chester) and gt Eddie Doubtfire (PSI 59 Sqn 
Liverpool). ' 

On conclusion of the presentation both SNCOs and their familie 
proceeded to the Sergeants' Mess with the GOC and the age old 
custom of 'w.etting' the medals took place. Regrettably the GOC could 
only stay with us for an hour, due to his tightly scheduled visit 
programme, however, his presence made the occasion. 

The sad story about this event is that all the photographs taken were 
lo t by the developing agency. A disaster not to be repeated, we hope! 

UNI RMAL 
Dress uniforms 
to give distinguished service 

Military and Civil Tailors, 
suppliers of accoutrements I 

woven badges and medallists 
to the officers of the 

ROYAL CORPS 
OF SIGNALS 

Uniformal. van Dung1e House. Meynell Avenue. Rothwell. Leeds LS26 ONU 
Tel (0532) 826102. BAOA Office Tel : Mmden (0571) 40067 

If you are leaving the Services within the next 12 months 
and would like to start a new career, consider GCHQ. 

ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS 
A Planned Career in Technology in the Cotswolds 

Starting Pay Package up to £10,685 
• VACANCIES at Engineering Technician level. 
• CHALLENGING WORK in the field of technical 
support of highly sophisticated communications and 
computer systems. 
• SfRUCTURED TRAINING programme for new 
entrants. 
• OPPORTUNITIES fo r gaining experience in a 
wide variety of technical roles. 
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• EXTENSIVE ENGINEERING FACILITIES 
• CAREER PIANNING aided by regular assessments 
of performance. 
• ADVANCEMENT opportunities on the basis of 
proven ability. 
• OVERSEAS service (voluntary). 
• FLEXIBLE working hours with up to six weeks leave. 
• RELOCATION EXPENSES in most cases. 

experience is required; registration with the Engineering Council as an 
Engineering Technician (Eng. Tech) would be an advantage. 

SALARY SCALE: £6,599 - £9,135 (under review) plus a special pay 
addition of£ 1,550 p.a. at all points on the salary scale. 

INTERESTED? Then send for full details and application form to the 
address below. quoting Ref: T / 945/ 86 
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34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V) 
Middlesbrough 

REPORT FROM SO Q 
PER 01'ALITl 

21 
0 

0C ETp 
OC FTp 
OCG Tp 
OCH Tp 

M 
QMS 

p I 
P I (Gateshead) 
QP I 

(DARLINGTON) 

Maj D. A. Bodycombe 
Capt P.A. Woodhead 
Capt A. H. Bell 
Lt G. L. L. Cabl WRAC 
WOl A. Gallagher 
2Lt . L. Aynsley WRAC 
Capt P. J. Skinner 
W02 D. . Phillips 
S gt J. T. Brooklyn 

gt G. Burton 
S gt C. W. Cushnie 
SSgt T. Williamson 

It i 1he turn of 50 Sqn to produce the notes but RHQ have decided 
to ' teal our thunder' by taking 1he majority of space in this issue. The 
reason for 1his is 1he invitation to the Regiment by the Borough of 
Darlington (our town) to exercise its Right of Entry. The 'Right' was 
duly exercised on 15 March. Another happening in the Squadron has 
been the arrival of the first of our TRIFFIDS-at long last! Both 
events are reported below. 

DARLINGTON FREEDOM PARADE 
On 15 March, at the invitation of the Mayor, Councillor J. A. 

Anderson the Regiment exercised its Right of Freedom of Entry to 
the Borou'gh of Darlington. This was the second time ii has done so 
since the honour was granted in 1977. Because Freedom parades are 
relatively unusual and involve such non-routine activities as S\~ord 
drill and fixing bayonels, a series of rehearsals was held the previous 
weekend at Burniswn Barracks, Scarborough. The RSM, WOI Roy 
Coffill marked out on the square the dimensions of the parade area 
in Darlington and over the weekend the Regiment practis~d _Par~ding 
in confined spaces. Nothing was left to chance-even a d1sungmshed 
visiting personality simulated the mayoral inspection. AJas there are 
no photographs of the visit of Ali bin Thurley as in his other life he 
is Sgt Derek Thurley, technician and Regimental Photographer-and 
he had the camera! 

General Salute 
The Regiment gives a General Salute to the Mayor of Darlington 

The day itself was cold but the rain, the blight of previous parades, 
kept away. Promptly at 1100 hrs the Mayor, accompanied by the 
Chief Executive, the Honorary Co1onel, Col R. M . Stewart OBE TD 
DL and the CO, took their places in front of the parade which was 
formed up in three Squadrons under the command of Maj Peter 

utherland . After inspecting the parade, and the l:iand, the Mayor 
made a speech in which he spoke of his pride and delight in having the 
Regiment in Darlington. He then presented the Regiment with a 
handsomely engraved crystal rosebowl. The Honorary Colonel 
replied, thanking the Mayor and the Council and people of the 
Borough for their continuing support. He then asked the Mayor to 
accept, for safekeeping, one of the Regiment's cherished possessions 
and one with a long-standing Darlington connection. It is the bass 
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drum from the band of 50 (Northumbrian) Sig Rcgt (TA) which was 
based in Darlington until 1967. T he drum ha been restored by an 
outstanding local craftsman, Mr Frank Hindmarsh, who is the son of 
fo rmer member of 50 Regt, W02 (SSM) Harry Hindmarsh . The drum 
will be put on display in the Town Hall. 

BSM Brian Scarlett and Cpl George Glen prepare to march on with 
the 50 (Northumbrian) Div Sig Regt drum 

Following the presentation the Regiment exercised its Right of 
marching through the Borough with drums beating and bayonets 
fixed . The Mayor took the salute and then the parade, followed by a 
vehicle parade which included the Regiment's first two TRIFFIDS, 
wound its way through the town centre and back to the TA Centre in 
Neasham Road. There the Regiment hosted a reception for civic and 
military guests. We were delighted to welcome the Master of Signals, 
Maj Gen J.M. W. Badcock CB MBE DL, the Representative Colonel 
Commandant Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB CBE and the GOC North 
East District Maj Gen C. R . L. Guthrie MVO MBE. Other military 
guests included Col Bill Illingworth , Deputy Commander 12 Sig Bde 
(V) (a former CO of 34), Brig D. H. Hodge, Secretary of North of 

The Master talks to Cpl Ena Hall !50 Sqn) and Pte Karen Hustwick 
(50 Sqn) at the Freedom Reception. The RSM 'stands guard' in 

the background 
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England ~erri torial Army Volunteer Reserve As ociation and 
representatives of other l~cal uni!., both Regular and TA. Civic guests 
induded the MP for D~rl.mgton , former mayors and councillors of ihe 
Borough and local officials. 

It was a lot of work but the end result was well worth it - as even 
Capt Stan Long, the ~djutant, who had borne the brunt of it, agreed. 
The Mayor wa_s delighted a_nd the people of Darlington, whose 
Saturday shoppmg had been mterrupted, had enjoyed it too. 

Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle gives some sound advice to Cpl Ron 
Ramsay (90 Sqn) 

One of our principal guests - GOC North East District 
The CO, Lt Col Graham Mitchell greets Maj Gen and Mrs C. R. L. 

Guthrie prior to the parade 

A relaxed group at the Freedom Reception 
Left to Right: W02 Mick Johnson (HQ Sqn). Sgt Ray Titler (50 
Sqn). W01 Tony Gallagher (50 Sqn) W02 Stan Phillips (50 Sqn) 
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Pictured at the Freedom Reception, Mrs Wendy Mitchell chats to 
recently commissioned Capt Bruce Graham (49 Sqn) and 2Lt 

Karen Harrison (49 Sqn) 

THE TRIFFIDS HAVE ARRIVED-WELL SOME OF THEM 
A.fter ma.ny anxious months of rumour, and when many in the 

Regunent had_ b_egun to doubt if such things really existed, the first 
two o f our Tnffld detachments arrived in mid-March, just in time for 
the Freedom Parade in Darlingion, and then a few days later came 
a!lother four .. The CO was moved to make a special visit to see for 
him el f-havmg been brought up on promises of new equipment, 
always ' next year', he said that 'seeing is believing' , and as we write 
RQMS Dave Lloyd is over in BAOR checking over another eight. 

COMING AND GOINGS 
Although he was not actually in the establishment of 34 the PSAO 

of 8_1 Sig Sq!1 (V), Capt Tom Swales, has been very much' part of the 
Regiment. Smee he completed his regular service as QM of 34 in 1977 
he has been based at Brambles Farm in his TA appointment. At the 
end of March, after 43 years' lOtal service, he finally hung up his 
bo?ts. We wish him and his wife Dorothy a long and happy 
retirement. They have settled in Middlesbrough so we hope to keep in 
touch with them. 

We welcome as Tom wales' replacement Lt Col John Elliot who 
is in the process of setlling in and getting to know about the TA. He 
has made a good stan at integration by turning ou1 as a member of 
the Regiment 's Golf Team in a recent competition at Catterick. 

Sadly three of our WRAC officers have left in the past two months. 
As the wife of a regular officer Capt Diane White has to follow 1he 
flag . So when her husband was posted to Bielefeld she had to end her 
year and a half as 2IC of 50 Sqn in Darlington. However, she will not 
be lost .t? th_e TA as she has transferred to the staff of 12 Sig Bde (V). 
If mob1hsat10n comes she may well be the first member of 1he Brigade 
in location! We wish her well. 

Also leaving recently were Lt Penny Wood WRAC from 49 Sqn and 
2Lt Sandra Lee from 50 Sqn. Sandra has moved scruth to work in 
London and has already transfered to 44 Sqn of 36 Sig Regt (V). 

One very importanl new arrival is our Band PSI, Sgt Jim 
Robinson. This is a newly-es1ablished RPS post, whose holder will 
be respon ible for training the members of lhe Band in 1he medical 
role which they mus! learn over the next 1hree years. SSgt Robin on, 
who completed his regular service last year a Band Sergeant Major 
?f the Cheshire Regiment, will be of grea1 value in adminisiering what 
is now probably the busiest sub-unit in the Regiment. 

CONGRATULATION 
To SSgt Carl Butler on his appointment as Foreman of Signal . 
To the WRAC Cross Country Team who came third in the UK TA 

final. 
To the Adjutant, Capt tan Long, on becoming a grandfather. 
To 1he team who won 1he lrophy for Best Visitors in Ex Geordie' 

Folly, a navigation and driving kills compe1i1ion for four ton 
vehicles, organi ed by 216 Sqn RCT, and to Cpl Gary Rodwell REME 
who acheved overall second place for Driving Skill . 

To gt Maggie Dad on WRAC (V) of HQ Sqn, gt Pete Beckley 
REME (V) of LAD, Cpl Brian Franklin and Cpl Kevin Appleby of 50 
Sqn who received Lord Lieu1enan1' Cenificate . 
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5 Sig Regt (V) 
Sutton Coldfield 

\\'e han: quite a 101 of ground to cover so wi1hou1 fu n hcr ado . . . 

REGIME"i'TAL A.RU 
Thi took pla e during the weekend of 22-23 February and 1he 

Regiment wa plea ed 10 welcome, the then new Commande~ 11 ig 
Bde. Brig M. Marples OB'E accompanied by two talwart of his taff, 
Capt Alistair Harri on and Capt Mike Stanners. The pr )gramme wa 
de igned to enable the Commander to meet a man~· pecple a p~ ~ able 
ir a many place · a po ible! The programme included a v1 11 to 
th.: Regimental hool on Kingsbury range conducted by Maj Paul 

tafford. ccording to our tatistic 200 Officer , SNCO and oldier 
were firing their APWT (we are good at tati tics!) . Thi wa followed 
by a visit to the Officers' 1e for lunch where the Brigadier mel the 
Officers of the Regiment, en ma e, for the first time. Hi next visit 
wa to S CO who were being in tructed in 1he 'Problems of 
Leadership'. The lecturer wa Maj David Hardy who is well versed in 
these things as he i a Training Officer at Peugol Talbot! Finally the 
Brigadier mel the Young Officers on a TEWT!-Canwell Canter. He 
a ked 2Lt teve Mill and OCdt Julian Webb, among t others, ome 
earching que tion and he got some searching answers. 

In the mean time back at the Ranch Capt Harri on and Capt 
tanner were being informed of the detail of We t Midland 

TA RA! 

DETACHMENT COMMANDERS AND HGV DRIVER COURSE 
The CO discovered 1hat STC Scarborough was free over Ea ter 

weekend and so this wa rectified immediately by organising a 
Detachment Commanders and HGV Drivers Course over the period 
28 March-6 April. The need to have good J CO to train the 
increasing number of recruit and unqualified soldier is becoming 
more and more important. The training and retention of HGV driver 
requires con tant effort. A combined course in an excellent training 
centre was the solution. Twenty five young COs a sembled at 
Scarborough and were welcomed by the sonorous voices of SSgt 
David (ocb ir ... ) Arnot and gt Da,•id Cottom. This duet of 
voices became a quartet when joined by R M George Hedge and SSM 
Bob Horne. 

The fire practice on Easter morning not only got the day off to a 
good start but provided Maj Derek McConnell with the opportunity 
to present all on parade with an Easter Egg. The Detachment 
Commanders Course with Capt Tony Jones as advisor contained all 
the usual nastie , early morning runs, field exercises; in fact, non stop 
activity for 10 days. The candidates responded magnificently and we 
now feel we have some very well qualified J COs. 

The final order of merit was: first Cpl Mark Letherland, second 
OC<lt Cherry Wilkin , third LCpls Janette Wheatley and Jane 
McEvoy. Every course has iis joker and LCpl Carl Pinkerton wins 
that prize. 

Meanwhile the roads of orth Yorks were invaded by 29 HGV 
' learner' drivers. The course consisted of a mixture of experienced 
drivers who needed just a weekend to pass their test and others who 
were completely new to driving anything bigger than a Land rover. We 
are pleased to announce that the Regiment has a further 11 HGV 
Drivers and several more who are near LO passing their test. 

We hope all the successful candidates enjoyed their Yorkie Bar 
presented to them by the CO at the end of their course. Many thanks 
to SSgt Paul Budden and his team of Instructors for all their hard 
work. 

LIFE ON A POTENTIAL OFFICERS BASIC COURSE 
Report by OC<lt Jane Nicholson 

From the moment it was realised that OCdts Nicholson and Erwin 
were WRAC it was guaranteed that we would not remain inconspicu
ous among the other 30 members of the course or indeed the other 300 
members of Strensall Camp, the home of the King's Divi&ion. 

As there are no facilities for women on the~amp-or was it because 
we were a danger to the men?, we were accommodated in Bed and 
Breakfast lodgings ome one and a hal f miles away. eedless to ay 
we were excused room inspection! 

After the BFT each morning arrangements had been made for us to 
hower in the gym with i. guard at the door. This worked well for the 

first morning! For the remainder of the course I was pushed from one 
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'man free' zone to 1he next for . howering. I can now safely say 1 have 
howered in most places in Stren all Camp! During a parade one 

eveni ng 1he drill ergeant was walking behind the ra nks prodding and 
bellowing-hai r cut. My on the collar locks, cau ed him to have an 
epileptic fit- sorry mis ! 

Obviously thi woman had to be put to the test- while one Corporal 
auntered along with a quash bott le o f rifle oil , I was burdened with 

a GMPG, five ' a llets, an LR, and my CEFO, he looked pleased to 
ee the per piration pouring off my forehead ! 

Language at the depot ha never been o good, for the first few day 
anyway, until patience and concentration wore thin and the trai ning 
team stopped apologising! 

I am pleased to ay that. de pite difficulties, I thoroughly enjoyed 
the cour e and being able to compete on equal term with the men 
Officer Cadet . 

NOTE 
We are plea ed LO record that OCdt Jane Nicholson received an 

excellent report on the cour e. 

NEWS AND VIEW 
48 (CITY OF BIRMI NGHAM) SQN 

The more a Lute of you will notice that 48 Sqn now have a new title. 
It is felt that 'City of Birmingham is today more ignificant and we 
are honoured and plea ed that this change ha been accepted . 

The Squadron ha been busy as u ual taking part in all the 
Regimental activities and enhancing this with several activitie of their 
own! 

Capt Chris Fidler wa obviously o overwhelmed with Ex Hilex that 
he ha actually produced ome photograph . 

Ex Hi/ex was not all work - maybe it was all play 

89 (WARWICKSHIRE) QN 
Sub Arctic conditions in our temporary huts have made the 

prospect of moving into our new TAC even more auractive. We are 
looking forward to the official opening on LO May. Building work has 
continued apace and from the Flanders-l ike mud the site has now 
become quite presentable. We have al o obtained our own 72in high 
bronze' Jimm y' which will grace the entrance. Well done W02 ( SM) 
Bob Horne. Your bidding at the local auction would have made 
'Lovejoy' envious . 

POINTS OF D1 COVERY 
On Ex Dry Run our OC Maj Paul tral'ford learned how to stay up 

all night! 
Capt Jane Whittaker, on the same exercise, found out that a switch 

is a red pin on a map. 
Lt Pat Bannigan 'discovered that the G 1 / G4 Cell is a vast paper 

making machine- but as a Tax officer he understands this. 
Why doe DI always host RCP on exercise? 
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REPORT FROM 53 (WELSH) IGNAL QUADRON (V) 
PRESENTATION TO CH ARITY 

37 Sig Regt (V) 
Bristol 

Cot d~aths among_ babies in Wales will, we hope, be fewer-thanks 
to t~e big-hearted el forts o~ the members of the Squadron. 

Discos and cheese and wine pa rt ies organi ed by members of th 
Squadron raised more than £ l ,000 to provide four new respi ratio~ 
mon1t.o rs, requested by . the League of Friends of the University 
Hospital of Wales, Cardiff. 

At a, curry_ evening in the Park Street TA Centre, Cardiff the 
Leagues Chairma n, Dr George Mitch~II , ~eceived a giant sized cheque 
for £ 1,081.62 from t~e Squadro~. T his will provide the hospital with 
the l'!luch needed resp1rat<;>~s, ~h1ch he says contribu te considerably to 
helping p~e~ent cot fatahues 111 new-born babies. 

Capt Gillian Jones, of 57 Sqn , organised the events which raised the 
money .. Watched by ome ? f her 50-s tro~g ba nd of male and female 
fund raisers, ~ho helped raise the cash wi th discos du ring the Cardi ff 
Tanoo, and with cheese and wine socials on Rugby International days 
th~ photograph shows her presenting the cheque to Dr George 
Mitchell . 

I E WEEKS IN NORWAY 
Ba~k from the cold, after nine weeks ' in Norway in temperature 

of mmus 45 degrees , the girls didn ' t need a second invitation when 
they found a hot curry supper dished up before them in the TA 
Centre. 

Cpl ~now Sgt) Nicky Neill_, Cpl Mar.ion Kim, LCpl hirley Parker, 
Cpl Lindsay Hughes and Lmda Hardiman went to different uni ts of 
3 Cdo Bde, RM~ in ~he north and outh of Norway, where they helped 
lay on commumcauons for two main NATO exercises, Hard/all and 
Anchor Express. 

Their schedule in~luded skiing, parachute drops and nights in 
Hercules tra~ port aircraft of the Roy~I Air Force. Some of the girls 
even found. lime for a spot of s1ght-see111g and gift shopping in O lo. 

LCpl ~lurl~y Par~er (second froa:i right) in the photo, stayed for a 
hort while with an ex~remely hospitable' Norwegian fam ily . She aid 

that at least two of their party managed to forge pen friendships with 
orwegians during their visit. 
Th~ warming curry came quite. by chance. Their home-coming 

coincided with the cheque presentauons and supper evening in the TA 
Centre. 
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PROMOTI01' 
Congratulation to Cpl "licky Neill and Viv Joyce on their recent 

promotion to ergeanl. 

THE HOOTl~G TEAM 
The lad of the quadron hooting team, led by 2Lt John Duggan, 

did the quadron proud at the recent Regimental SAM. They wept 
1he board by winning the ection 1atch, the 1arch and hoot, ;he 

. 10 ~1atch, the LMG Match and the Falling Plate. Sig R. Pearce wa 
a\loarded be t B Cla hot. ome of the team are now looking forward 
to the outh West District A 1, the Wales SAM and, of cour e, 
Bi le). 

67 (QOWWY) SIGNAL Q ADRON (V) 
Capt (now Maj) Edward Widger)· takes over this month from Maj 

tamford Cartwright. The handover marks the end of a link between 
the quadron and the former Queen's Own Warwickshire and 
Worcestershire Yeomanry, one of Britain's foremost TA armoured 
unit. 

Capt Widger)', 38, in civilian life a vintage car re torer of Hampton 
Dene, Hereford, will be respon ible for the Squadron which is based 
in e11 Broad Street, Stratford- pon-Avon, and Old Swinford Road, 

tourbridge. 
Maj Cartwright, 40, a director of a Worcester kitchen equipment 

company, live at Whitbourne, Worcester, and has served with the TA 
for 22 years. Married with two sons, he i shortly to take up a TA post 
on the staff of the Army's di trict headquarters at Shrewsbury. 

Capt Widgery joined 67 Sig Sqn three years ago, and has served 
ince then a 21C. 

Maj Cartwright is the last of the Squadron's officers to have served 
in the armoured cars of the Queen's Own Warwickshire and 
Worcestershire Yeomanry, which, became a Royal Signal unit in 
1969. 

The cwo are pictured on Maj Cartwright's final exercise as 
Squadron Leader at Lord Aylesford's estate, near Coleshill. 67 
(QOWWY) Sig Sqn traces its origins to the raising of the 
Warwickshire Yeomanry by Lord Aylesford's ancestor in 1794. 

Maj S. J. Cartwright (Left) Capt (now Maj) E. F. Widgery (Right) 
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38 Sig Regt (V) 
Sheffield 

SHEFFIELD OFFICERS' MESS ACTIVITIES 
A recent variation in informal functions was sparked off by an 

expired mes bar book. This book, taken first into use in 1972, showed 
on its first page a startling Ii t of the then bar prices- beer was I 2p 
a pint, whisky and gin was 12p a tot. A later mess meeting decided to 
spend some of the mess funds by staging a 1972 priced informal games 
function-the only qualification being that members and their 
partner were to attend in the uniform or other form of dress that they 
had worn in 1972. Thi turned out to be a very good function and not 
ju t due to the 1972 bar prices. Of course the clothing requirement was 
!es onerou for the more senior me s members-for the most part the 
uniform were to hand; if a little tight! For the junior member the 
translation back 14 years presented greater problems, solved by a 
variation ranging from cout uniforms to junior riding habits to 
school cap . It was interesting to note that the mini was till the rage 
in 1972 and our ladies' wardrobes rose to the occa ion! It wa 
e pecially nice to welcome our former Honorary Colonel, Col Richard 
Grimwood Taylor, and his wife, Anne. Col Richard wore white tie 
and tails. 

Capt Brian Platts, RMO, in his 1972 buttoned medical student 
garb, tests for heart functions (well 1972 was about the time his 
medical career started!); the 1972 Eagle Scout -Capt Rick 

Ludlow 

REGIMENT AL SKI AND COMMUNICATIONS EXERCISE 
Early in March the unit conducted a communications and sk;i-ing 

exercise in Scotland. Two weeks of snow, wind, sunshine, compo 
rations-and more wind! After the initial problem of getting the 
members of the party from the widely dispersed startpoints within the 
Regiment up to the Highlands, the rest was easy. 'Just point your skis 
downhill and hope for the best' said Sgt Sam Abdul Husain, our PT 
instructor, to the first-timers. Altogether 44 members of the unit took 
pan in the exercise under the direction of Lt Simon Blagden. 

The main aim was to give young JNCOs and soldiers a chance to 
do something rather different, at the same time refining their HF 
communications skills. Apart from the odd twisted knee and 
dislocated shoulder there were no serious accidents. However, Cpl 
Paul Snelson (93 Sqn) did enjoy more than his fair share of laughing 
gas in the ambulance! 

Sig Mark Muller Adams (46) was our ski-ing starlet who never 
ceased to grab every opportunity to display his inclination towards the 
stunts business. Sig Granger Culley (46) turned from novice skier to 
instructor overnight (or so he informed the Aviemore ladies). Cpl 
Fletch Fletcher (LAD) proved that a waterproof suit goes faster 
downhill than atPair of skis. Sig Paul Johnson, one of the youngest 
soldiers, went straight on to the Army Ski Championships where he 
justified his seeding of 32. Your reporter has been assured that there 
is no truth in the bare buff ski-ing story-who would be so stupid? 

It was a most worthwhile two weeks-the ski conditions 
excellent-the weather was fair-the food was adequate and much 
was learned about HF communications. 
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S_ome of the Regimental Ski/Comms Ex team at Aviemore (left to 
rtg_ht) Sgt Sam Abdul Husain, Sig Andy Agus, Lt Sim Blagden, Sig 
Mick Agus, Cpl Shas Mitchell , Sig Nick Greenan, Cpl Fletch 

Fletcher and Maj Bob Barnes 

FOCUS ON HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON 
QUADRON PERSONALITIES 

OC Maj Frank Kirkham 
2IC Capt Colin laughter 
TA WO WOl Derek Wilkinson 
SSM W02 Roy Frost 
OC LAD Maj Charlie Cartwright 
2IC LAD 2Lt Mike Philip 

Two very important members of the Squadron were honoured 
rec~ntly when the Lord Li~utenant for South Yorkshire Lt Col J. H. 
Neill CBE TD presented his certificates for excellent service to W02 
(RQ~S) Gwen Stabler W~~ (V) and. Cpl Mick Doolan (LAD). 

This w~s foll_o"".ed by_ wmmng the Clinch Cup and Gill Salver for 
.22 Shoot1~g w1thm 2 Sig Bde for the second year in succession. The 
team, cons1stmg of W02 (QMS) Derek Wilkinson Sgt Eric Wilde 
LCpl Andy Medler, and Pte Sherri Kershaw WRAC, won the award 
for the best teai:n 1.n the. annual small bore shooting competition for 
all Squ~~rons w1~hm 2 St!\ Bde. (NB The Regiment really shone in this 
competition, takmg the first three team places. 64 and 93 Sqns were 
second and third respectively). 

W02 (RQMS) Gwen Stabler about to receive the Lord 
Lieutenant's Certificate for excellent service from Lt Col J. H. 

Neill, Lord Lieutenant for South Yorkshire 
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Cpl Mick Doolan !LAD) pictured with his family following the 
presentation to him of the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate for 

excellent service 

64 (SHEFFIELD) IG SQN (V) 
O~r C?ngrat~l.ations to Cpl Billy Panther on his recent award of the 

Terntonal Efflc1e~cy Medal which was presented to him by Brig Keith 
Olds, Comd 2 Sig Bde, on his farewell visit to the Squadron in 
February. 

SPOTLIGHT ON 87 IG SQN 
. Capt John Sydney has unfortunately left the Squadron because of 

his move to London, on promotion, in his civilian job. His place as 
2IC has been taken by Maj Mike Wright. Capt Ian McGowan has left 
TM Troop to become the Systems Control Officer and his place has 
been taken by Capt Pete Mitchell who has rejoined the TA after some 
16 year'~ absence. At the start point in the hierarchy we welcome 
OCdts y1cky Wal~er and Kate M_cConachie who have just completed 
a very ngorou~ series of weekend mfantry leadership training sessions. 

Congratulauons are due to SSgt Carol Whitehead and Sgt Tony 
Mahon, on their very well deserved awards for excellent service to the 
TA, presented recently by the Lord Lieutenant for Nottinghamshire 
Sir Gordon Hobday JP. 

Congratulations also follow Squadron wedding chimes which rang 
for S~gt (SP~O Bill Kelly and Cpl Sue Bullock recently. The bells will 
also nng aga.m for Cpl Paul Randall and Pte Janet Carlin who have 
announced their betrothal. 

_We continue to flourish and have performed well in the exercises 
this year. Social events have continued to figure prominently; recently 
60 membe:s. ~f the Squadron attended a medieval supper and, as part 
of the fesu.v111es, ~gt Derek Tribe was sentenced to a spell in the stocks 
by Lt Chris Jenkins-presumably for trying to miss his turn buying 
a round. 
T~e Bde Comd, Bri~ Keith Olds, visited the Squadron on I April, 

to ~1d fare"".e~l. on h1 departure from the Brigade and from the 
ser'."1~e. H~ v1s11ed the troops at their training and tried hi hand at the 
tra1_mng aids and FMVT. Before joining the officers and SNCOs at 
their buffet supper he addressed the whole Squadron. 

SSgt Bill Kelly (SPSI 87 Sqn) and his bride, Cpl Sue (nee Bullock 
also of 87 Sqn) well supported by members of the Squadron and 

the permanent staff 
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RHQ HOOTI G CC 
Maj Brian Darrah , the Regimental Op Officer, was elected a a 

member of the orthern Ireland Team which won the ATO Re erve 
Officer match at Edinburgh. The team achieved the highest core in 
both MG and Rifle matches. 

During 1985 Brian al o repre ented the United ingdoro in Belgium 
at the Marcile En Famenne 'Challenge International' and in Germany 
at the International 1inuteman Competition where he qualified for 
the harp hooter medal pre ented by the US Army. 

Operations Office r Maj Brian Darrah displaying the Millar Trophy 

VISIT BY COMMANDER WRAC N IRELAND 
The Commander WRAC Ireland-Maj Wendy Le Gassick paid 

her first visit to the Regiment on Sunday 9 February. It took place 
during normal Sunday training and allowed her co see the WRAC at 
work. After meeting the WRAC Officers and Senior Ranks over a cup 
of coffee, Maj Le Ga ick toured the TAC, and met the WRAC, 
training alons1de their male counterparts. In the afternoon she 
inspected the WRAC recruits during their drill instruction period . 

Maj Wendy Le Gassick sharing a joke with t he girls of 42 Troop 
left to Right: SSgt Mercer, Lt Blake, Majs Wymbs, Le Gassick, 

W02 Spence 
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40 Sig Regt (V) 
Belfast 

TA POTENTIAL OFFICERS DIRECT ENTRY SCHEME 95/ 86 
DES BATTLECAMP 1986- WARCOP 

What's different about the DES Battlecamp at Warcop thi year? 
Girl ! Girls! Girls!! 

1986 saw the first intake of girls on the DES. Twelve men and th ree 
women TA potential officers, accompanied by training and 
admini trative taff made their way to Warcop for their Tactics and 
Leadership cour e over the period 21-29 March J 986. 

The aim of the course was to confirm the military knowledge taught 
and co practice leadership in tactical situations prior to their 
attendance at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. 

The course wa run in two phase -Phase one was field firing and 
dry training from 22-24 March. Phase two wa a tactical exercise run 
from 25-28 March . 

The hard pace of the cour e was et from the very first day with live 
firing section attacks . The atmosphere and excitement of the course 
wa beginning to take hold with everyone coming to grips with the 
situation, to make the uaining a real team effort of benefit to all the 
candidates on the cour e. 

For training purpo es the cadets were divided into three sections 
each with a girl student and with members of the Irish Ranger and 
Queens OTC making up the numbers. 

The activities carried out by the sections included field firing, 
ection and platoon attacks, map reading exercises, patrolling and 

defensive position , getting the students prepared for the events to 
come in phase two of the course-the final exercise. 

This was the real tester of the whole course with snow and rain 
diluting everyones enthusiasm. The first day of the final exercise 
involved preparation of a defensive position with everyone digging in 
for the night in trenches. Thi is where snow melting becomes a slight 
problem causing extra work for the students and the digging tools in 
the construction of drainage channels co prevent the trenches 
flooding. Who wants to get trench foot on the first day of the exercise! 

The defensive position was successfully held again and again from 
enemy attacks with the section moving location the next day to take 
up a harbour position. Fighting, recce and standing pauols were sent 
out. 

The weather at this point was at its lowest along with everyone's 
spirits. After a shivering night in a basha (if you were hardy enough 
to get into it) the daybreak was very welcome. It meant movement and 
food , both of which were great warmers of the body and soul. 

Another change of location, with the odd encounter and tangle with 
the enemy provided a bit of comfort for the last night of the exercise. 
But a dawn attack meant the same old story of no sleep again that 
night. An excellent dawn platoon attack revived everyone's spirits 
making for a very competitive climax to the exercise-the assault 
course. Surprisingly enough, people still had enough energy left for 
the entertaining Smokers ight. 

This year's course proved very rewarding for both the male and 
female candidates taking pan. The women students competed on 
equal terms with the men every step of the way, with no punches 
pulled. 

HQNI TA FIELD OFFICERS TEWT 
G3 TA HQ I held a TEWT for TA Field Officers on Saturday 22 

March, the theme being defence in an NBC Environment. 
The TEWT was held in civilian clothes on the wild and windy slopes 

of a County Antrim hillside near the Broughshane area of Antrim. 
G3 TA having indented for bad weather were granted one of the 

most appalling days of the year to date, with ample helpings of wind, 
rain and cold making the exercise area into a nice muddy mess 
resembling a Flanders field. 

Apart from our senior officers attending the TEWT along with their 
counterparts from other units, the Regiment was tasked with running 
the complete .administration for the day which included lunch served 
in two 24 x 18 shelters which were erected and dismantled in the most 
appalling conditions. 

During the afternoon we were joined by the GOC N Ireland, Lt Gen 
Sir Robert Pascoe KCB MBE, who arrived clad suitably for the 
weather. 

Congratulations must be given to our Officers Mess Steward W02 
Carol Cameron and her team for producing an excellent lunch under 
almost impossible conditions. 
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CO, Lt Col Rodney Clare a~d the remainder of the OS try to get 
their act together 

QM Capt Gordon Platts preparing to go fishing? 

-~ ..... -..ia..-
The aftermath, clearing up after the lunch break with all hands to 

the w heel 
l to R: Pte Gordon McGee, LCpl Jim Machesney, ROM S Charlie 
Peach, traini ng Maj Greg Grist and RS M Dave Brown (with the 

easy bit again} 
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85 ' QN 
UPGRADING WEEKEND 

This weekend of25/26 January was used to a sess potential S O 
and find .ol! t if they were capable of moving to higher thing . 

The victims met at Clonaver Park on the Friday night and 
transferred to our TAC at Lurgan in order to start bright and early 
on Saturday morning. 

The first session started on Saturday at 0600 hrs with the traditional 
keep-fit session taken by 2Lt Joe Fallows, the new Regimental Ballet 
ln_structor. The.r~mainder of the morning was spent in the classroom 
~nh the remammg subjects of lesson planning, qualities of an 
m~truct?r, the desire to learn and selection of training aids. At the end 
of the first day each candidate had to deliver a teaching practice and 
take part in group discussions. 

In order to ease the pressure, a Regimental dinner was held on the 
Saturday evening, the excellent food was followed by the traditional 
speeches, liqueurs etc and our special guest WOI (SVWO) Big Doc 
Doherty gracing us with his presence. 
Su~day morning saw us back to the grindstone with more teaching 

practices and an afternoon of Troop interviews. 
The weekend was thoroughly enjoyed by all the budding leaders of 

men (and women), who volunteered to a man to try it again, if they 
had to. 

Upgrading weekend - ca ndidates carrying out fault fi nding test s 
under the watchful eye of 2Lt Joe Fallows and Capt J erry Flemi ng 

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN 

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen 
in your Unit and send in to The Wire with one 

or two action photographs? 
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71 (Yeo) Sig Regt (V) 
Bromley 

68 Unn of Court & Cily \'eomanr)) 
ig qn (V) 

70 (Es e' Yeomanry) 
ig qo (V) 

ITREP .. 
this article i written the final Regimental T rade Training 

\ eekend is about to get underway. Sine~ the l~st i~ ue the ~egiment 
ha been bu y in many area as the other item in this entry will show. 
The ARU was held at Crowborough in late March when we were 
visited by Col Mike Hales of 2 Si~ Bd~. After _ i~~pecting the 
Regimental Lance Guard in the pouring ram and y1 mng the_ n_ew 
Signal Training Centre, Col Hale toured the Regimental_ trammg 
weekend. He al o pre ented Maj Richard Du.xbury OC Designate of 
the Regimental HSF Squadron with his TD and W02 (RQMS) Dave 
Tickner with the econd bar to his TEM. 

Other awards received by members of the Regiment in March. were 
the Lord Lieutenant's Certificates presented to W02 Tony Alhbone 
and W02 (RQMS) Peter Cook by Field Marshal Sir Edwin Bramall, 
GCB, OBE, MC, Her Majesty's Lord Lieutenant for C'.reater Lon??n. 
W02 Allibone has erved with 265 (KCL Y) Sig Sqn smce 1973 ns1_ng 
from Signalman in their Brighton Troop to Squadron Sergeant MaJOr 
in 1981. He was responsible for the est.ablishment of _c~e Squadron 
Corporal's Me s and is now the Regimental Recru1tm~ Warrant 
Officer. W02 Cook joined the TA in 1951 and has been with 70 (EY) 
Sig Sqn ince I 974. For the last three and a half years he has be~n. one 
of the Regiment's RQMS (V)-a job panning 11 TACs and 3 Military 
Districts. Whilst SQMS of 70 Sqn he wa_s awarded his fir t Lord 
Lieutenant's Certificate by Lord Chelmer m 1981. 

W02 Tony Allibone receives his Lord Lieutenant's Certificate 
from Field Marshal Sir Edwin Bramall . 
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265 (Kent & County of London 
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V) 

and W02 Peter Cook receives his second Certificate 

'THE DEVILS OWN' GO TO GERMANY 
Report by LCpl David Griffiths . . 

Late last year five members of 68 (IC&CY) Sig Sqn , accompamed 
by PSI SSgt Billy Haslem set off from Whipps Cross _TAC for Ex 
Magnum Spirit, a vehicle navigation exercise run by 2_ Div Regt RCT. 
As part of a Home Defence Regim~nt we were all c~nous to see "".hat 
is was like 'over there' and as our first encounter with a noddy suited 
and armed sentry implied, it was going to be a novel experience. 

We swiftly settled in and once Staff had worke~ out how to 
construct his bed (a special medicinal camp bed resembling a meccano 
kit) we set off for the Signal Troop who loaned. us some local maps 
and invited us to their bar. The next day's practice went well despite 
some minor problems experienced gettin~ used to Germa~ maps . 

To the exercise itself; after the DS had mspected our vehicles, maps 
and orders were issued. After a couple of hours planning the square 
steadily began to empty as the crews set off on the night ~avigation 
course. Sadly two of our three entries were eliminated at this stage as 
they failed to find enough checkpoints in the time allowed. They 
decided to continue anyway and after a few hours sleep we all set off 
for the cross country drive in full !PE over a_testin~ and very mud~y 
course. Dinner and then on to the second mght dnve. More frantic 
map work and then off into the woods where a bizarre game of follow 
my leader started as we caught up with some of the earh~r starters. 

Sadly our only remaining contender was forced to retire but the 
other two while failing to finish the competition did at least complete 
the cours~. so we were very pleased at achieving so much on our first 
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attempt. The experience of precision night navigation and operating 
as a ~mall detachm~nt proved extremely useful and enlighlt!ning a~ the 
length of the exercise allowed us a longer time to learn than the usual 
weekend . 

VI IT TO CVHQ ROY AL ENGINEER MIN LEY 
Report by Capt Brenda Sowerby WRAC (V) 

_Recently 20 WRAC from 94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn visited 
Mmley Manor fo r the day. After an introductory talk and tour of the 
gro~nds we w~re given a chance to drive and use some of the RE plant 
vehicles. Despi te all the holes we dug (and filled in again) and speeding 
along the tracks at !Omph our WRAC disproved those tales about 
women dr ivers, man~ging ~o.damage only one si:iall tree all day. 

in the field and socially. The celebration at Bexleyheath TAC was 
discretely arranged under the cover of a Squadron Leader's '0' 
Group. Despite the flimsiest of pretexts for their pre ence we managed 
to smuggle in most of the RHQ staff as well as the officers from our 
Brighton Troop. The ruse proved totally successful and J im received 
a presentation of a silver salver from the Warrant Officers and 
Sergeants. A decanter and glasses engraved with the Squadron ere t 
were given by the officers. 

Next, waterman hip trammg and the usual mterboat splashing 
contest developed into a chase after Capt Brenda owerby who was 
eventually caught and thrown in. 

After lunch we joined some of the men in an NBC exercise which 
demonstrated the 7xtreme di fficulty of ? oing anything well wearing 
full !PE and web~mg. The day ended w1t_h a very enjoyable Country 
and Western evening. There was a ' bucking bronco' machine which 
everyone was invited to try. T here weren't many ta kers, and most 
riders were volunteered by their friends. 1 ' m still shaking from the 
experience, and trying to find out who put my name forward! 

40 YEARS IN ROYAL SIGNALS 
On 25 February, Capt Jim Esson, PSO of 265 (Kent and City of 

London Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V) celebrated his for tieth year in the 
Corps. Since joining as a boy soldier in 1946 Jim has served in places 
as diverse as Ceylon , Egypt and Singapore a well as in the UK and 
wi th SHAPE in France and Belgium . Ever si nce joining us in 1978 his 
ski ll and experience have been significa nt in the Squadron's successes 

Capt J im Esson and his w ife Joyce celebrate his fortieth year with 
t he Royal Signals 

STOP PRESS 
THE ROYAL SIGNALS CAREER EMPLOYMENT REVIEW 1986 

IMPORTANT NOTICE BY ROYAL SIGNALS TRAINING ADVISORY CONTROL TEAM 
IF YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR CAREER, READ THIS 

By now nearly all of you will have heard something about the Career Employment Review which is currently taking place in order 
to modernise the Trade Structure of the Corps. · 

The Career Employment Review Committee has met several time during the past year and has already discussed variou options 
regarding possible changes required to our Trade Structure in order to correct some inconsistencies and to meet current and future 
operational requirements . Commanding Officers of all units in the Corps have also put forward their own comments and ideas. 

We are now at the stage where the largest and most important phase of the whole review is about to begin. We need to find out exacily 
what every soldier is doing to earn his or her pay and how much time is spent doing certain tasks. (Yes, that does include vehicle painting 
and fatigues!). 

You may have heard that this vast task is being undertaken by R SIG ALS Training Ad vi ory and Control Team (TACT) by means 
of a questionnaire which will be completed by every tradesman and tradeswoman of the ranks Staff Sergeant and below (with the 
exception of a few specialist trades and appointments), who have been in their current units for three months or more. The groans can 
be heard from Catterick to Kowloon but we assure you, the data we get from this questionnaire will be VITAL in pointing towards 
the way your future trade structure will be planned. 

Most of us at some time or other have had a whinge about our ' lot'. We wouldn't be British soldiers if we didn't. We all now have 
a golden opportunity to actually do something constructive about getting things right. This time it won't be the NAAFI bar girl who 
listens sympathetically to your views about your trade, it will be the SOinC. You may never get this chance again, so please don 't waste it. 

When your questionnaire arrives in your unit in July or August this year you wjll be briefed on how to complete it. Please complete 
it fully and if you have any additional ideas you want to put forward then write them down in the space provided. When all 
questionnaires have been returned, TACT will analyse the data and this will be put forward, with the re ults of several subsidiary surveys 
that have already taken place, for the Career Employment Review Committee to study. 

Do not worry that you, or your trade, will suddenly be declared redundant, or-that you will be arbitrarily amalgamated into another 
trade. The final report and recommendations will be made in May next year and implementation of any changes will take place gradually 
over the following two to three years. You can be assured that if there are any changes to be made to existing grades, mainly as a result 
of your answers to the questionnaire, they will take careful account of everyone's career, pay and promotion interests. 

Please remember then, we need your answers in order to get things right for the future, and you must ensure that you have had your 
say in the matter. 

Spare copies of the questionnaire will be in units in case you are away for any reason when everyone else is completing theirs but 
don't delay, all returns must be with us by the end of August. 

WE WILL PRESENT THE FACTS. IT IS UP TO YOU TO TELL US WHAT THE FACTS ARE. ENSURE YOUR F TURE BY 
ENSURING YOU COMPLETE YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE. 
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1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig 
(215 Sig Sqn) 

Tidworth 
Sqn;?"'-~ 0 
~ CCV 

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(205 Sig Sqn) 

Aldershot 

O'er the past two month the quadron ha continued it build up 
to the FTX to be held in Schleswig Holstein later in the year. Ex Black 
Swan III wa the la t of the quadron exerci es without the taff. 
During the exerci e I Sig Gp, who are our next door neighbour , were 
Yi ' ited by the OinC Maj Gen Alexander. We took the opportunity 
to .ho\\ the SOinC our quadron and the Brigade CP. After Ex Black 
Swan we were again on ali bury Plain, thi time for the first CPX 
of the year, Ex Hampshire Warrior. We are now preparing for Ex 
'orfolk ewt which i a Brigade CPX to be held on the Stanford 

Training Area. 
way from work and on the sporting side, the Squadron soccer 

team, in their attempt to regain the South West District Minor Unit's 
Cup, were narrowly defeated by 9 Ord Bn in extra time. They then 
went on LO win the competition. Congratulation go to S gt Graham 
Manning and Cpl Dave Woolley from the Orderly Room and Sgt 
Brian Cartwright from I Sig Gp for completing the Wolverhampton 
farathon on 6 April. 

gt Brian Cartwright 3 hrs 39 mins 
gt Graham Manning 3 hrs 59 min 

Cpl Da,•e Woolley 4 hrs 10 mins 
The Squadron aid farewell LO 2Lt Justin Hodges and Lt Bob 

Dobson who have left LO go to the School of Signals for the troop 
commander's course. We also said farewell to WOl (Fors) Mick 
John on who has left the army after 22 years' service, we wish him 
and hi wife Cath the best of fortune in their future. 

Here to take over as Foreman is WOI (FofS) John Phillip who ha 
ju t completed a two year tour with 38 Sig Regt (V) in Sheffield . 

Officers of 21 5 Sig Sqn Tedworth House 
Back Row L to R: Capt J . W. Clark, Capt K. W . Robson RCT, Lt 

D. G. R. Wood, Capt A. N. Morphet 
Front Row L to R: f\ aj (QM) H. A. C. Meekings, Capt M.A. Rough, 
Maj M. K. Stretch, Maj S . C . Firbank LI, Capt (Tfc) R. C. Papworth 
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Like a new Prime Minister reshuffling his cabinet and in celebra tion 
of reaching a rank befitting hi receding hairline Maj tan Young now 
ha the following resourceful characters at hi di po al: 
2IC Capt N. J. Bateson 
RSM WOl J. Aspinall 
QM Moj R. Danells 
Comms Offr Lt J. S. Lugg 
FofS WOl D. Jackson 
YofS SSgt S. Roden 
C Clerk SSgt S. Hutchins 
OC A Tp 2Lt J. S. Brammer 
OC B Tp Capt R. Hamilton 
OC C Tp L t P. Gillespie 

W02 Alf Thomas now has confirmation o f hi posting LO 4 Armd 
Div HQ and Sig Regt on promotion to WO I. 

Lt John (Jungle Warfare) Lugg hopes the eat will not have had 
Lime LO cool while he i swanning in Brunei. The Squadron also 
welcomes two new troop commanders separated by a gulf of 
experience bUL showing the same enthusiasm. 

2Lt Julian Brammer joins us straight from the School at Blandford 
and Capt Dick Hamilton rejoin the Squadron from Shetland after a 
break from Alder hot of more than 10 years. Having had its 
credentials checked out on Ex Purple Victory and at Ice Maiden the 
Squadron hopes to continue practising its military ski lls and adventure 
training in 1986. 

RECRUITING TOUR 
In an attempt to encourage volunteers for the Squadron and 

particularly for 'P' Coy Lt Pete Gillespie and WOI (R M) John 
Aspinall have just completed a 'Round Robin' of the BAOR unit . 
The theme of the tour has been LO dispel the 'macho' image of the 
Squadron and to encourage mere mortals, fit ones of course, to come 
to Aldershot. It has been very successful and the message appears to 
have been received . We look forward to seeing you in Aldershot. 

A TROOP 
Since our last entry the Troop has seen much lending and borrowing 

of its members. On the last major exercise we were involved in (Ice 
Maiden), Sig 'Jolly' John Walker managed to cover completely the 
new Yeoman with indelible black soot; a n initiation ceremony 
carefully disguised a an attempt to start the log ops wagon. ig 
Walker is now in America with 3 Para to do a trial on sky wave comms 
back to the UK. Sig Carbonell, just back from skiing on Ex Winter 
Warrior, and feeling the cold a bit on Ex lee Maiden, decided to set 
the whole complex on fire. Quick action by Cpl 'Smudge' Smith saved 
the day but Sig Carbonell now has his own lOOm remote specially 
fined LO Sig Ops. Best of luck to Sig Brown who is leaving the troop 
having gained his wings and red beret for 2 Para RLD. Also leaving 
the troop are 2Lts Munday and Bowers who are now at Blandford 
having saluted everything that moved and counted everything that 
didn't. Many thanks for all their help. Finally welcome to 2Lt 
Brammer who will be taking over as OC from Lt Lugg (moving on to 
become Comms Officer). 

B TROOP 
Despite the u~ual commitment to the Brigade Exercises and the odd 

Jocomex or three, for which the introduction of a 29 hour day is being 
considered, the Troop has still managed LO send people away on 
various courses and adventure training exercises. Meanwhile back in 
Aldershot the rest of us suffer. 

We say goodbye to Sgt Pete Duffy and Sgt Andy Waterston and 
wish them well at 4 ADSR and 8 Sig Regt respectively. Good luck LO 
LCpl Dave (Motor Mouth) Hindley who is spending the ummer on 
a well known group of islands in the South Seas and congratulation 
to the newly promoted Cpl John Allan. 
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A warm welcome t_o Ca_pt Dicky Hamilton who joins us as Troop 
0 . We hope you will enJOY your return to Aldershot. Cheerio and 
good luck Lo LCpl Andy Allan who leaves us after four and a half 
years (thought he would never go) to join 30 Sig Regt. 

C TROOP 
MAKING ENOS MEET 

February saw the Troop deployed on Ex Jee Maiden with Lt 
Gillespi_e nonch~lamly plucking out premature grey hairs and 
remarking that with a few more schizophrenics in the troop he might 
be ab le to make the manpower stretch to meet the commitments As 
usual the Troop worked overtime Uoke!) and produced the goods . 

. Unfo~tunately the planned parachute insertion was cancelled due to 
high ~mds . The exercise lost some momentum when a tactical 
deplaning was followed by a not-so-tactical boarding of a fleet of 59 
seater coache . 

St ~nta was reached eventually and things returned to normal wi th 
~he.s 1.ght of our_berge~s . The e~ercise progressed in wintry condit ions, 
md1 v1dual heating bemg provided by the QM Dept in the shape of 
picks and shovels. Once again the staff sat back and marvelled at how 
so few could achieve so much. 

~t (YofS), 'the <";hin' Roden tried his hand at close recce on 
Charlie Troop s locatJ?n and ~as surprised when 50% (four) of the 
Bde Step Up HQ put m a section auack on him . Squadron History 
was i:nade when the troop returned from exercise in advance of the 
remainder of the Squadron LO allow members to attend the UKLF 
Nordic Ski Championships in Scotland. 

FAREWELL 
The Squadron would like to send very best wi hes to Maj John 

Allan and Elizabeth on his posting to MOD. We would also take the 
opportunity to thank him for all he did here. The photographs may 
remind him of some of the madness he has left behind. 

Arnhem Square 0730 hrs. The OC is seized by desert booted NBC 
raiders and carried to the Basingstoke Canal 

In attempting to break the ice the OC ' s bearers sample the 
freezing waters 

LANGLAUF IN SCOTLAND 
With very li1tle training or preparation Lt 'Dizzy' Gille pie set hi 

~cart on entering the UKLF Nordic Skiing Championships in Scotland 
m February. 

The team consisting of Lt Gillespie, LCpl Kev Jones, ig John 
hanahan and Sig 'Smudge' mith left Alder hot with their • ordic' 

heads on and achieved some remarkable re ults including the third 
team placing in the 4 x lOKm race. With a mixture of Lt Gillespie 's 
ent husiasm and the 'Para' spirit the Squadron can look forward to a 
continued involvement in the sport. Succes must surely follow! 
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PERSONALITIES 
oc 
21C 
QM 
AO 
OC N Tp 
OCOTp 
OC P Tp 
RSM 
MTWO 
Fof 
YofS 
AQMS 
ORSQMS 

INTRODUCTION 

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(209 Sig Sqn) 

Colchester 

Maj Tony Raper 
Capt Jim McGrath 
Capt (QM) Charles Homewood 
Lt Jill Trainor WRAC 
Lt Andy James 
Lt Fred Connor 
2Lt Roger Cotterell 
WOl (RSM) Alex Gavillet 
WOl Graham Jesty 
W02 (Fof ) Mick Everett 
W02 (YofS) Mick Hawley 
W02 (AQMS) Geoff Cotter REME 
SSgt Mick Hague 

. Since last go_ing to press the Spring has sprung, the weather has 
improved, albeit only a little bit, and the exercise season has sneaked 
up on us once again. 

Until the end of February we till had a large proportion of the 
Squadron on PTARMIGA training, and now with the greater part 
of that out of the way WA YELL training has started . 

EXERCISE FL YI G FALCO 
Th~ evening of 31 January saw the Squadron setting off for 

~arw1ch at the sta~t of Ex Flying Falcon. This year's exercise was 
different from previous years because it was actually the culmination 
of our PTARMIGAN training. The only contact we had with the 
exercis~ was when we plugged into it during the middle weekend. 

The Journey between Colchester and Harwich a mere 16 miles wa 
not without incident. SSgt Toby Slater on enquiring of his driver LCpl 
'Oz' Heward as to whether he knew the way was given 'yes' as a firm 
reply. The route to Harwich via Ipswich is indeed the most scenic 
route but not th~ qu!ckest nor the recognised Squadron route, 
somebody please give him an up to date map. The ferry cro sing wa 
a httle rough as one would expect in a force nine gale. Breakfast was 
well attended and most people 'woofed' their food down in the 
n<?rmal way b_ut t~ere were a few exceptions, a very pale looking Lt 
Richard Butlm didn't manage anything, and WOI (RSM) Alex 
Gavillet was cautious. After a thoroughly interesting journey from the 
Hoek through Holland, with the Dutch Police as courteou as ever 
~nd Germany, we finally arrived at the exercise area. (A pqint to not~ 
1s that the only snow we saw on the whole trip was in San Sebastian 
Barrack ). 

The ~rst week ~aw the RR's and SAS/ MC's out on the ground 
puttmg mlo pracuce all that they had learned over the previous six 
weeks. The weather was the most memorable part of the firs t week 
it was a little chilly, but it wa a good way to get acclimati ed for what 
was to come. 

Vital heatin_g supplies being unloaded by Cpl Thompson (left) Sig 
McN1cholls (centre) and Cpl 'Stumpy' Mason (right) 
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Th lde:t VI ather came VI hile we were plu~ cd into E. Fly mg 
Falcon. On turday night the temperature. a ~ecordcd by the 
th rm meter m th urt ·ard of Gut obennhof. was do" n to 
- 22•c The ne t da the ma. imum temperature was - 10°C. Thi 
cold p~ll led to a fe,~ problem , uch as having no water becau e it 
''a all frozen, ha' ing no egg because the~· wer.e also frozen,. and 

02 (YofS) Mick Ha'l\'IC) having frozen hatr, thi happening m the 
time it took him to walk the IOOm from the shower block to the 
tandrover. One way of trying to keep warm wa by arranging a tent 
mo' ing competition between 0 car and Papa Tps ; it would have been 
nice if it had been a dead heat, but it was too cold for that! Ano~her 
\\a)' of keeping warm was to find out how many you can get in a 
9 x 9. Our re ord wa 11 people, a 26in Murphy and a video, but that 
wa only becau e it wa ational Lampoon Animal Hou e. In the fir t 
week. one detachment was participating in an H.f exerci e, with 
detachment in Canerick and Colche ter. This exerci e was a great 
u e . A ubaltern, who shall be namelcs organised this exercise 

and panicked momentarily when he wa told that nobody had brought 
the BATCO heet . Thanks to the Yeoman, his bacon was saved, a 
the Yeoman had the heet . 

Lt Andy Jame had a very close shave in one of our locations . SSgt 
Andy Gibb RCT wa just about to throw away a bowl of water on a 
hay tack. Had it not been for the fact the hay moved it would have 
been drenched by the water. The reason for the hay moving was 
becau e Lt James wa leeping under it in an attempt to keep warm. 
It \\as pointed out to him that it would be beuer for him to be out of 
his pit before taking a hower in future. 

The journey back to Colchester was fairly uneventful except for a 
little incident that Sig Eddie Yate is stm talking about. He is under 
the impres ion that his co-driver tried to make him drive over the 
bonnet of a fla hy green Mercedes. 'This is rubbi h, I did nothing of 
the sort, we mi sed it by miles-well nearly.' 

VISIT BY THE NEW COMMANDER 
On Monday 24 February we were visited by 19 Inf Bde's new 

Commander, Brig Toyne-Sewell . The Squadron was seen going about 
its normal daily roULine, except for the get together in the Sergeants' 
Me s. The Brigadier was accompanied on his visit by the Squadron 
QC, Maj Tony Raper. 

The Brigadier visiting the garages 
L- R: Brig Toyne Sewell, Cpl Steve Woodford , Sig Mark Bentley, 

SSgt Brian Mountain 

EXERCISE SNOW PA THER 
This was a military training exercise with an adventurous training 

content. A large proportion of the time was spent downhill and 
langlauf skiing with some rime spent snow holing and navigating 
through the mountains in winter. Predictably most interest was shown 
in the skiing phase. After a long and boring coach journey we finally 
arrived at our destination, the Nethybridge Hostel. Our journey was 
uneventful, unlike that of the advance party who ended up towing Sig 
'Percy' Hornbuckle because of a severe lack of juice. 

The weather throughout the whole exercise was variable, ranging 
from beautifully hot sunny conditions to days of lOOmph winds and 
driving snow. Soon after our arrival we were up on the slope of the 
Cairngorm. It was here that the fun really started as people were 
falling like nine-pins. As the week wore on the ski-ing improved 
dramatically. It amazed those of us on the first week how many pieces 
a pair of glasses could be broken intor but thanks to super glue Lt 
Andy James was able to continue wearing them for the rest of the 
exercise. Probably the most dramatic fall of th~ first week was when 
one of our 'banzai merchants', Sig Dave Bronniman, took out Lt 
And Jame . It wa like watching a snowball roll down a hill with 
arms, legs and kis sticking out at all angles. 
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LCpl 'Harry' Hawkins, when trying to ski into the back of our 4 
tanner, also wiped out in fine style in front of the entire downhill 
group. 2Lt Roger Cotterell had a similar incident in front of the same 
crowd. As well as knocking his pose points for six the fall re ulted in 
breaking a ki which, in this young officers case, became a bad habit. 

The langlaufers of the first week recount some memorable moments 
too such as watching LCpl Mark Rouse being pulled up a drag lift, 
ski poles between his teeth and gripping on to the bar with arms 
outstretched . They al o walked up the White Lady, a Piste on the 
Cairngorm. A k a downhiller about that and he'll say 'They are 
stupid, why walk when you can be dragged up it?' 

The second week saw as much rivalry between the downhillers and 
langlaufers a there wa in the first week. It was an eye opener for 
most people to experience both disciplines . The only time both group 
united to conquer a common problem was on the T-bar that Lake you 
up to the nursery slopes on top of the Cairngorm. After a hard fought 
battle which took about an hour we managed to get all the downhill 
beginners to the top. We offer our condolences to the langlaufers , ye 
you've gue sed it, they had to walk up. As well as the ki -ing we made 
good use of the ice rink and swimming pool in the Aviemore Centre. 
We spent a long time and a lot of effort in promoting a good 
relationship between the Squadron and the locals of Nethybridge and 
A viemore and we al o made good use of the snooker table in the 
Nethybridge Hotel. On the subject of snooker, if anybody has a book 
on the difference, between snooker and pool would they be kind 
enough to leave it in the Orderly Room , Cpl Mike Hopkins would love 
to read it. As with all things ski related there is an element of style 
attached. 

Not to be outdone by those that ski in the European re orts we ran 
a 'poser of the cour e award' . The proud winner of the title 'poser of 
the Piste' was LCpl Ian Ormerod . The exercise was a great success and 
our congratulations go to all of those who achieved their silver and 
bronze awards, particularly those who were there in the second week 
because of the adverse weather conditions. Our thanks go to SSgt 
John Tony for his work and to the cooks LCpl Kev Gallagher and 
Pte Maria Jennison for the marvellous food. 

._ a ...._ __ 

-

Red Arrows watch out! here come Sig 'Taff' Robinson, Rick 
O'Shea, LCpl Pete O' Brien 

SQUASH 
Congratulations also go to the squash team for winning the EDIST 

Minor Units Championships. The Squadron plays a lot of squash. The 
Brigade Commanders' interest in the game being purely coincidental. 

IN BARRACKS 
Life has been all change again here in the Squadron with a 

reorganisation of troops in accordance with the needs of our new role 
with PTARMIGAN. PTARMIGAN trials have been continuing and 
some members of the Squadron have started WA YELL training. We 
are pleased to welcome Lt David Ward a reserve officer who came to 
us for a week in february. He earned the respect of the Squadron by 
doing a CFT in new boots combat high . 

SHOOTI G 
The winners of the Springer Trophy for February were 'Oscar 

Troop' and the winner of the individual prize was SSgt Brian 
Mountain . This is now known as the Mountain Shield. T he winners 
of the Springer Trophy for March were SHQ. (This was a little 
suspicious). The winner of the Mountain Shield was Sgt Peter 
Corcoran King's Regl. 
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FAMILIE 
. Congratu~ations to Capt Jim McGrath and his wife ally on the 

birth of their son Rory . 
Congratulations to the following on their marriages· Sgt Mark 

Su.ddaby RPC to Cpl Gina pacey WRAC, Cpl Tony Ma~on ACC to 
Miss usan Gosney a11d LCpl Mick ibley LO Miss Sarah Dent. 

IN'S AND OUT'S 
Counting them out . . . 
We said 'Cheerio' in March to Lt 'Billy' Butlin who left us to attend 

the Troop Commanders Course at the School of Signals . We hope 
that ~hen he leaves Blandford he remembers where his farewell meal 
1s being held an? that he doesn't have to use the taxi's radio to find 
out from th~se in the other taxi which restaurant to go to. 

We also said goodbye to_ Sgt Bob Combes, Cpl Shirley Davison, ig 
Albe~t Fee~ey, Sandy. Blair, and Ian Duncan, we wish them all the 
best m their new postings. 

Counting them in . . . 
We welcome to the Squadron Cpl Elaine Clyde WRAC Cpl Leo 

Brookes, LCpl Keith Morris, Sig Paul Greed, Glenn Dr~w , Chris 
Blurton, Alan Garrad and Patrick Mullen . 

CROSS COUNTRY 
.co.ngrat.ulations. to the cross-country team on winning the Eastern 

Distract Minor Units League. There has been consistent good running 
throughout the year, but due to exercise commitments we turned up 
to the last race of the season equal on points with 19 Fd Amb 

Our congratulations also go to Sig Barry Roberts who came f~urth 
in the individual competition. 

19 INFANTRY BRIGADE 

HQ & SIGNAL SQUADRON 

. 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn Cross Country Team 
Winners of the EDIST Minor Units Cross Country Championship 

- 1986 
Back Row: Sig Barry Roberts , LCpl's Ian Ormerod, Tony Bennett, 

Sig Andrew McNicholls 
Front Row: Sig ' s Paul Merrifield, Dave Bronniman, Simon 

Strickland , LCpl George Stebbing 
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227 Sig Sqn (AFCENTI 
BFPO 18 

HANDOVER OF QUADRON COMMA DER 
(OUT. WITH THE OLD IN WITH THE NEW) 

. MaJ '."ndrew Gal~ can ~e seen here_Putting the finishing touches to 
his der.ual sheet while MaJ Ray Etheridge concentrates on gelling his 
best side to the fore at the handover/ takeover ceremony of the 
Squadron on 20 December 1985. 

B?th Squadrons wish fondest adieu to Maj Andrew Gale and his 
family as they leave for UK and their new appointment and promotion 
and at t~e same lime welcome Maj Ray Etheridge and family 10 the 
community. 

SSGT J. KEOHANE BEM 
Sgt Keohane, his wife Ruth and guests were summoned to the 

British Embassy in The Hague on 29 January 1986 to receive his 
award of the BEM from Hi Excellency Mr J. W. D. Margetson CMG 
the British Ambassador to the Netherlands. 

SSgt Keohane was awarded the BE I for his distinguished service 
to the International unit in which he serves and his considerable 
contribution LO the International community. 

He leaves the unit shortly, on promotion to W02 and a tour a SSM 
with 266 Sqn. 
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EXER I E AJRBOR E JJ ARRJOR 
Report by gt ·Dinger' Bell . . . 

E Airborne Warrior wa an ad enturou trammg exercise at the 
Joint eni e Parachute Centre, Bad Lippe prin.ge during the period 
3-7 1arch. 

The aim or the exerci e wa to get a happy bunch of gr und ba ed 
human lO parachute from an aircraft at 2,200ft. for many a new 
e. perience. 

The group, from the Squadron led by Capt Malcolm (Sky God) 
Coupar, and consi ting of gt John (Dinger) Bell , Kev (Fluff) Dale, 
Cpl Keith (Kicker) tewart, Chris Chapman, Sig (JP) Pole and U's 
Mende. Wei ner, Kruel!, H. G. (Sleepy) Schorpp and Og Werner were 
a commodated with 22 ig Regt whom we thank for looking after u 
o well. 

Ground training wa completed on Tue day 4 March, but too late 
to become 'bird' orientated that day. On Wednesday we were up, 
ready and waiting but the weather had other ideas-more dry training. 
On Thur day Mother ature ' a till again t u -thus more dry 
training, including the joy of hanging from a harne s, which tend~ lO 
enable you to sing that bit higher. We al o practi ed water landing 
during which Sgt 'Fluff' Dale was heard to reply to the in tructors 
query 'what the hell wa he doing'-'panicking!' . 

Friday dawned and at la t old Mother ature wa on our ide, kit 
wa gathered quickly. parachutes checked and we were up, up, up and 
away. Everybody managed at lea t two jump and qualified 
accordingly. 

Ready! 
Sgt Bell, SU Ria Espinosa (GEL Cpl Stewart, SU Weisner (GE), HG 

Schorpp (GEL Sgt Dale, Capt Coupar 

Go! 

2B2 

PERSONALITIE 
QC 
2IC 
SM 
ORSQMS 
OCHQ 
OCTM 
OCAFD 
OCMTN 
QC EPI 

259 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 53 

Maj Marlyn Reid 
Capt Les Budworth 
W02 (S M) Mike Kerr 
S gt (ORSQMS) Nick Round 
Capt (QM) Tony Morgan 
Capt (TOT) Ben Law -on 
Lt Bob Parry-Jones 
Lt Jim Morley-Kirk 

gt Graeme Hillhou e 

RSSAM 1986 
The Royal Signal (Cyprus) Skill-at-Arms Meeting took place on 

Wedne day 26 February 1986 at Akrotiri Ranges, with 259 Sig Sqn 
playing ho t to three other Signal units based in Cyprus . 

Six teams in all were entered, and the meeting consisted of several 
competitive hoot featuring varying weapons skill . 259 Sqn were 
able to enter two teams- A and B under the watchful supervision o r 
2Lt Parry-Jone , who gained the additional responsibility of 
captaining the B team, whilst SSgt Faherty claimed the dubious 
pleasure of the captaincy of the A team . 

A packed hooting agenda included the Roupell Cup a 7 .62mm SLR 
shoot in which the Squadron's highest individual scorer was gt 
McCluskey who wa placed fifth. However not to be deterred, the 
Squadron went from strength to strength with Cpl Brearley stealing 
the show for the A team. He demonstrated his all round ability by 
achieving a third place in the SMG Championship, joint runner up in 
the Whittaker Trophy and another runner's up position in the Service 
Pistol Championship. His personal score of 131 being a mere two 
points behind the winner of this section . 

Although the A team scored highest with 519 points in the SMG 
Championship, it was the B team with Sgt Drake who took the 
honours for the highest individual score in the SMG Championship 
with a per onal achievement of 210 points. 

The final event; the Minor Units Section Match saw 259 Sig Sqn go 
into battle valiantly without achieving its usual glory-however the 
individual achievements of the day far outweighed thi minor team 
hiccup and 259 became the runners up at the end of a very competitive 
meeting, with an overall score of 1,018 points, only just short of 262 
Sig Sqn's winning score of 1,050 points . 

Lastly but by no means least, mention must be made of SSgt Colin 
Thompson (TrgNCO) without whose inestimable skill at administration 
this happy event could never have happened . He proved himself more 
than worthy of his status as manager, IC paper work, haverbags and 
Yo-Yo's and is looking forward to futu re recogn ition and promotion. 

RSSAM 1986. 259 Sqn Teams 
Back Row fl to RJ: Sgts Drake. Witherstone, Cpl Brealey, Sgt 

Hutchinson, LCpls Gruncell, Nelson 
Front Row: SSgt Faherty , Lt Parry-Jones, Maj Reid , W02 Wilson, 

Sgt McCluskey 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
St Valentine's Day saw gt Alex Armstrong receive his LS & GC 

Meda.I from Com~and~r Co~ms U Col Payne. Present on this 
o~cas1on wa~ his wife Lmda , his daughters and his mother together 
with the Officers and SNCOs of ~he Squadron. Perhaps the choice of 
date was made to save Alex buymg Linda flowers? 

\\'.02 (Fo.f ) R. Wilson, Sgt L. R. Searle and Cpl D. Thor e all 
received their LS & GC Medals from the CBFC, Air Vice-Mars~al K. 
Hayr CB CBE AFC RAF on 21 March at the Jimmy Club. A proud 
moment for them and their famil ies. 

After the presentation of the medals, Air Vice-Mar hal Hayr 
accepted a cheque .for £ 1,000 on behalf of the British Limbless Ex
Servicemens Assoc1at10~ (BLESMA) from the Squadron. 

Th.e Squadron has raised a total of £2,000 this year from activities 
as diverse as car washes, sponsored battle fitnes tests and the 
Squadron Fete . 

Two other ch~rities have benefited from the Squadron 's efforts. 
£500 has been 1'\iven to the Save the Children Fund and £250 to the 
!he<?tokos Institute for mentally and phy ically handicapped children 
in Limassol. 

1-.i B .L .£ .5 .M A Unkr 

~ 71.tv9a'ld ~els s£1000·00 o,y ---
~. 

000000 

THE JIMMY CLUB 
Over the past few months the famou Jimmy Club ha been taking 

on a new look . It all started last year when W02 ( M) Mike Kerr put 
forward a proposal to the Squadron Commander, Maj. Martyn Reid 
lo gi~e the Club a. m~jor .overhaul . The design wa very comprehen ive 
a~d mcluded buildmg mdoor toilet , a new bar, tock room and 
kllchen. After much deliberation the 'go ahead' wa given. Finance 
for the project was aided by a substantial welfare grant which covered 
the cost of the new toilets. 
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Last N?vember a team was assembled with W02 ( M) Mike Kerr 
as IC prOJect, procuremen~ officer and apprentice bricky, W02 (Fof ) 
Fra~k Cashe~ as c?nstruct10n manager and builder, gt John Godfrey 
as his 21C, :-Vllh Sig Alan Aitchison and Paul Anderson as 'goffcrs'. 
These were mvolved in the demoli tion of the old bar and construction 
of the new. 

Work ~!so b.egan on the second major project, the excavation of the 
sewage.pipe dnch ~hich was to run down from the club building to 
the. mam sewage I?ipe, .some 40m in distance and 2m deep in places. 
This feat of engmeen ng was successfully completed by ig Billy 

els.on and Andy Brown, who at times looked more like navvies than 
soldiers and were heard often muttering about Australia between 
numerous mugs of tea. 

S gt Des Faherty ~nd Sgt Martin Drake were given the opportunity 
~o dei:nonstrate their woodworking skills, with Cpl teve Bland 
mstalhng the electrics. Nor should we forget all the lads from the 
Squadron MT section who provided a lot of the muscle in moving 
stuff about. 
. Many hours of work, and bags of cement later, we can now sec the 

ltght at .t~e end o~ the tunnel with everything beginning to take shape. 
The offic1al opemng of the new bar was in February so if any members 
?f the Co';Ps. are lucky enough to pass our way, please pop into the 
new look Jimmy Club where you will be given a warm and friendly 

welcome, not to mention a cool glass of Carlsberg. 

ORIENTEERING 
Congrawlations to the !ntrepid team who represented the Squadron 

from October to. Ma~ch m the Cyprus Service Orienteering League. 
They were: MaJ Reid , W02 Kerr, Sgts Armstrong, McCluskey, 
Thompson, John on, Cpl Pett and LCpl Gruncell . 

At the .clo e of the league the team \~ere the ~inal runners up scoring 
3,380 poi.nts overall, a mere three pomts behmd the winners . 

F~llo.wmg the well established precedent of the Squadron for 
ded.icauon. and devotion beyond the call of duty (or yet more 
e~p10~ag~ ~n the Hodgson Trophy); over hal f the team came within the 
fmal md1vidual league top 40. A special reference to W02 Kerr who 
was well placed in third position. 

Sgt ' upenn~n' McCluskey managed the twenty-first slot without 
actually managmg to ~ake all th.e events whilst Sgts Thompson and 
A~m~trong also rated highly as did the OC Maj Reid , all sprinting in 
wnhm the top 20. 

In March_ the team won the Guest Team Prize in the ESBA 
Cha~pionship a~d went on to win the WSBA Championships 
outnght on 3 Apnl. 

Standing fl to RJ: Sgt McCluskey, Cpl Pett, Sgt Johnston, LCpl 
Gruncell 

Sitting: Sgt Armstrong , Maj Reid, W02 Kerr 
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•· Ti!B~~!dron fo~tball tea_m ~t~:d L~~g~ece~=~g s;~P~~d ~)heA 
fim hed runner up mb the :'l.1m? t and then fini hed the ea on with 
h~~f ~ ~~? b~~tin~~he\~~e~~;in 'the League C~p Final by two goals 

a ·1 
to one on 5 pn · nd of sea on dinner in a local 

Trophie "erte 'Mpr!c~~~~~l~ts:e~· ! Players' Player of the year, Cpl I 
re taurant to g SS t N"ck Round a ma e 
One Rickard a .most imd pMrove:v~~a::rLondg as /emale u. porter of 
supporter of the year an rs 
the year. 

R'{-~~~nal match of the eason was a fitting climax to a _v~ry 
succe sful and enjoyable season. After winning the sevens co!11pet1t10~ 
and finishing second in the !~ague w.e were matched against RA 
Akrotiri in the final of the Mmor Units Cup. . . 

Despite starting as underdogs age1;inst .a v~ry s~ro~~l~~r~~~~ t:e; 
the excellent work by our forwards m wmmng l e h . h d 

die commitment shown by all 15 players won throug ml e en · 
~tie Squadron clinched the game 13-6 with the oru:i: try of the match 
coming in the second half scored by LCpl Eddy B!tgbt. 

Sadly three stalwarts of the team left us after the fmal. Many th~nks 
go to Sgts Graham Blonde!, Martin Wacla~ek and ~Cpl Stu Clar ·son 
for all their work for the team during their tours m Cypru~ d 

Congratulations go co SSgt Keith Leighton and Sgts J~hn h ose an h 
Fred Thompson on rep~esenting the Army Cyprus m t e mate 
against the RAF Akrotm team. 

Standing fl to R): Sig Hathaway, Cpl Rickard , LC.pl Hay!les, Sig 
May, Muir, Minton, Richard , Cpl Dykes , LCpl Blight, Sig John, 

Sgt Owen . 
Sitting: Sig Anderson, Cpl Rodham, SSgt Thompson, Maj Reid , 

Cpl Monteith , Sgt McCluskey, Cpl Poole 
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PERSO ALITIES 
oc 
2IC 
QM 
Tfc Offr 
TOT 
OC Radio Tp 
OC Line Tp 
SSM 
YofS 
FofS 
SQMS 

Chief Clerk 
SSgt Radio Tp 
SSgt Commcen Tp 
SSgt TM Tp 
Sgt Line Tp 

266 Sig Sqn 
(South Atlantic) 

BFPO 666 

Maj Robin Hill 
Capt Alfie Brand 
Capt Dave Longhurst 
Capt Terry McLaughlin 
Capt Mike Woodhou e 
Lt Gordon Anderson 
Lt Neill Hogarth 
W02 John Mullender 
W02 Bob Marshall 
W02 Chris Wilkie 
S gt Ken Jone 
SSgt Martin Richards 
SSgt Ron Coleman 
SSgt Bill Allan 
SSgt Stan Wise 
SSgt John Fuller 
Sgt Brian Mackey 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTl!RES 
The Gozome bird has claimed some more victims- some well 

before time! · h M · G aham 
The Squadron's good wishes and thanks go wit. aJ. r . 

Ell"ot Capts Bill Olive Danny Lamerton, Lts Nigel Gill, Nick 
M:t~lfe W02 (SSM) jim Reeves, W02 (YofS) Jim ykes, W~2 
(FofS) Noddy Baugh, SSgts Pete Bute.her, John Armstrong, Nick 
Staden Mick McDermott and Taff Smith. . 

We ~vould like to congratulate SSgt Mick McDermott on his well 
deserved promotion to W02. If B d 

In replacement we welcome Maj Robin Hill , Capts A 1e ran , 
Dave Longhur t, Lts Neill Hogarth , Gordon Ander0so;·c~?~) (~Sb~) John Mullender, W02 (YofS) Bob Marshall, W . o ns 
W"lkie SSgts Ron Coleman Stan Wise, John Fuller, Bill Allan, Sgt 
Br~an Mackey and Cpl Gill Reid WRAC, the first female tech posted 

The handing over of the Squadron . 
Maj Robin Hill signs for the Squadron from Maj Gr~~li;r'~ Elh~t~ 
The QM Capt Danny Lamerton looks to see why Lt e1 oga 

is trying to sneak to the bar before 1t opens 
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to 266 Sig qn and to all the others who left recently thank you for 
your efforts here. ' 

SQ ADRON EV ENTS 
In earl~ .February the Chief of the General Staff-Gen Sir Nigel 

Bagnall v1s1ted the Squadron. He toured the departments in Stanley 
and also visited the Rebroadcast site on West Falklands, Mount 
Adam. Once there, he was treated to an off the cuff brief by Maj 
Graham Elliot and met Cpl Geordie Croft and LCpl Wayne Hayes. 

The CGS and COS with Cpl 'Geordie' Croft at Mt Adam 

On the sporting scene the Squadron has had some success. The 
basketball team were fortunate enough to get a bye in the first round 
of the Island Championships, good shooting by Sig Steve Hunter 
ensured victory against Naval Party 1412, to win another minor units ' 
competition. 

The Squadron volleyball , led by LCpl Willie Leggat!, beat RAF 
Mount Pleasant convincingly and went forward to win the Island 
Championships, beating 2 Fd Wksps in the final. 

Ex Quick Kill is the Island Shooting Championship. In February the 
Team, consist ing of Lt Nick Metcalfe, LCpls Willie Leggat!, Smudge 
Smith and 'Geordie' Tierney won the Minor Units event and received 
winners' medals. In March however the results were as follows: 
SLR Pairs First Sgt John Barker 

Equal First LCpl Willie Leggatt 
SMG Equal First LCpl Mac Gardiner 

Unfortunately, due to the inability of a team member to identify the 
correct target, the Shield and Minor Units prizes eluded us. 

PORT AN CARLOS-STANLEY WALK 
Unable to go to Port San Carlo on an adventure training cour e, 

two members of the Squadron, Cpl Taff Dale and Sgt Frank Walker 
decided to walk from Port San Carlos to Stanley taking the same route 
as 42 Cdo had taken during the conflict. 

They were joined by Lt Neill Hogarth and Cpl Kev Smith and Sig 
Taff Herbert. Members not in the Squadron were Sgt Gus Tait from 
JSSU, CRS Brian Taylor and CRE Graham from the Royal Navy and 
Pte Rich from BMH to be the party medic. 

The march was over four days as follows. 
programme: 
Day I Port San Carlos-Bombilla 
Day 2 Bombilla-Teal Inlet 
Day 3 Teal Inlet-Mount Kent 
Day 4 Mount Kent-Stanley 

The walk was very hard especially the a cent to Mount Kent but it 
was enjoyed by all . The wildlife and beauty of the Falklands was 
something to be remembered. The hospitality of the local inhabitant 
and the Forces per onnel on the way was extremely good and alway 
welcome. 

The walk was a great succe s enjoyed by all members of the group, 
special thanks go to Sgt f<' rank Walker for mos1 of the prior planning 
and to Pte Rich who tended our blister before hi own and never 
complained . 
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HQ 
The past month has been a very busy time for SHQ, with the 

CASEVAC of Cpl (Argie tour) Steve Boardman to Germany, with 
p~eurnonia. This left the Chief Clerk SSgt Ron (Ghandi) Coleman 
with extra work, as well as taking over the roulement flights to and 
from UK. 

The SSM W02 (the Screaming Skull) Mullender managed to fit in 
a trip to S Ueorgia on HMS Liverpool, (nobody knew he was missing). 
The Ops cell of W02 (YofS) Mousey Marshall and W02 (FofS) Chri 
Wilkie have managed to keep Capt Alfie (display your pa s) Brand up 
to date on the Comms. 

LCpl Jock (Hurricane) Leggalt has been the stalwart in the 
Squadron volleyball team, without him especially as he has been 
driving the 'Cheeef', as he puts it, insane. 

The OC Maj (can't say too much at this stage) Hill is still looking 
for the 'Flantoms' , rumour has it he has been taking Gurkhali lessons 
from 212 GR who are the resident Infantry Battalion. 

Finally we say welcome to Cpl Dave (Popeye) Calverley having been 
picked at short notice, to replace Cpl Boardman. 

RADIO TROOP 
Several events have occurred during the usual busy routine of Radio 

Troop . The visit of CGS to RRB Ill at Mount Adam, the opening of 
RRB II at Campito above San Carlos Water which has taken over 
from the Rebro site at Bombilla, the accommodation being a vast 
improvement over the old site. 

The new OC Troop arrived, Lt Gordon Anderson. Both he and the 
old OC Troop Lt Nick Metcalfe went on a flying tour of the rebros. 
courtesy of the AAC. They visited Campito then Mount Adam and 
then became marooned on Mount Adam as the weather was so bad. 

The small delay of three days ensured that Lt Metcalfe missed his 
'gozome', the Troop though in the best tradition carried on without 
him. 

The detachment at S Georgia: Cpl Don 'Slim' Ward, LCpl Rich 
'Neil' Cartland, Tech LCpl John 'bruiser' Burton, Sig Wayne 
'Pudding' Kennedy and Sig Jim 'Brains' Toms are keeping well. The 
new Company of 2/2 Gurkha Rines have been practising Arctic 
Training with the detachment joining in . The visit of the SSM was 
enjoyed by all but apparently he doesn't believe in the crocodile fish 
stories. 

NEWS FROM THE QMs 
The present line up of staff is: 

Capt (QM) Dave Longhurst 
SSgt (SQMS) Pete Ha.rris 
SSgt (Accts) Martin Richards 
Cpl Phil Lattimer (FATSO) 
LCpl Jim Deas (F AMTO) 
LCpl Rob Kell (Expense and Armoury) 
LCpl Mike Weeks (R&I) 
Sig John Moreno (Gl098 & Misc) 

The last couple of weeks has seen the department getting down to 
some serious fitness training with everyone taking an interest in 
squash. 

Also the following took part in the BFFI half marathon: Cpl Phil 
Lattimer (I hr 26 mins), LCpl Jim Deas (I hr 45 mins), SSgt Ken Jones 
(I hr 49 mins) (SSgt Ken Jones has recently departed for the summer 
climes of 30 Sig Regt), LCpl Rob Kell (I hr 50 mins) and Sig Dick 
Whittington (2 hrs 39 mins) . 

Sig Dick Whittington has also gone to 30 Sig Regt. 
Congratulations are in order; considering the tortuous condition of 

the roads and the limited experience of the runners, they all did very 
well. 

We have also been active in the Inter Troop Sports Competition 
with most members taking part in at least one of the sports. Of special 
note was the basketball competition with good performances from 
SSgt Ken Jones, LCpl Jim Dea and Sig Dick Whittington helping 
SHQ to win this particular sport. 

The department also enjoyed a brief visit from W02 (RQMS) Dave 
Taylor of the Army Apprentices' College. Dave turned up to find that 
no one had thought to arrange a de k for him, by the time one was 
found and instaJled in the office, moves were underway for him to 
rernrn to UK since he is surplus to the establishment. Thanks for the 
brief visit, Dave, we are all looking forward to meeting you again in 
the future. 

LINE TROOP 
Life is becoming more hectic as unit close down at Stanley and 

move across to Mount Plea ant Airfield (MPA). The collecting of 
cable and telephones increases daily. Lt Neill Hogarth now spends 
most of his week at MPA together with the majority of the Troop, 
whit t Sgt Brian Mackey is left with the task of tidying up. 
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- Association News 
-~ 

FORMER PENSIONERS 
\ .'e rep n with regret, the rece!lt deat.hs o f the fol.lo"'.ing former 

1ember of the Corp who were in receipt of a pen ion. 

gt . . qu irrel 
WO! H. Fo ter MBE 

gt R. E. Hunt 
WO! P. E. A. Hall 

02 H . Brooke 
gt c. W. . Harte 

WO! M . B. Houghton 
WO! W . E . Boon 

gt L. C. Bis 
Sgt W. Allison 
SSgt H . Crowe 
W02 A. R . Souter 

ig E . W. Fresle 

3RD DIVISIONAL ~IGNALS REUNION 
CLUB 

Re orl by E. E. Bayley, Honorary Secreta ry . A ry succes fut 34th Reunion and AGM wa held at the Victory 
(Servr~es) Club London on 22 March with a record auendance .o f 71 
member widows and guests . The occasion also saw a change m ~he 
Presiden~y of the club when Brig C. G. Moore handed over the rem 

M · G p A M Tighe one of our founder members who was 
~~ese~Jt ate~he firsi re~nion i~ January 1952 al The ?Ide Co~k ~veg 
in Fleet Street. The Guest of Honour was 1"!aj. Gen · · · 
A derson Chairman of the Royal Signals Assoc1auon . Lt Col R. F. 
B~y, co,' 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, Adjutant Capt J. Hall and 
RSM S Gray-Cowan were also present. . 

Afte; the AGM the President welcomed _everyone ~spec1a_lly t~e 
ladies and guests . After handing over as President _he will contmue m 
office as Vice President. Lt Col Baly presente~ Bn g Cut~bert M?ore 
with a Regimental tie, followed by a presentaUon _by Maj G~n Tighe 
of a gift from the club to mark his years as our President. In his speech 
Bri Moore mentioned that this occasion ~!so n:iar~ed the ~0th 
~versary of his command of the Regiment m Haifa m 1946 ."h~n 
Ma' Gen Tighe was a young Captain and later promote~ Maio_r m 
co~mand of B Sqn. As predicted Tony T ighe went_ on to h igher thmgs 
becoming Signal Officer-in-Chief and then President of the Royal 
Signals Association. Gen Tighe said it was a great honour to take over 
the Presidency of the club and hoped to serve for many years. Many 
who had served in Palestine and Egypt were present . . . 

Maj Gen A. A . G. A nderson opened his talk with some fme JOke 
which got us all in the mood . He gave us an idea of the work of the 
Association and the excellent work done by the Bene~<?tei:it Fund .. ~e 
was very pleased that the club had decided to seek afflhauon ~nd JOJO 
the 63 branches of the Association. The <;orps was v~ry busy m many 
fields giving assistance where !1eeded _1e the MeXJcan earthquake 
disaster, the Colombian volcamc erupt~on and t}le yaiklands. !he 
PTARMIGAN communications system ~s no~ bemi: 1nt~oduced m~o 
3 Armd Div and the signaller of today 1s bemg tramed m el~ctr_omc 
warfare. Officer recruitment has improved and today' ~ soldier is of 
high quality . Magnificent support is received from renred members 
and the achievements of our Association are an mvaluable part of 
Corps affairs. . d · 

Lt Col R . F. Baly has invited the club to a R_egimental weeken m 
Soest to be held on 11 / 13 July . The intr_oducu?n.of PTAR~!GAN 
was gradually taking place and the Regiment 1s _m ~ood sp1~1ts. ln 
sports they came fourth in Hockey and ~ugby, th.ird m_ the Tnathl<?n 
Competition, second in the .~rmy down_h1ll c~amp1onsh1ps and first m 
the Dinghy class of the Sa1hng champ1onsh1ps. , . . 

A warm welcome was extended to 'first footers Bng Ronme 
tonham and Mr (Buck) Taylor. The 35Lh l_leunion has been booked 

for 28 March 1987 at the Victory Club and 1t 1s hoped that all of you 
who have served with the Iron Division will be with us . . 

It's sad to report that the following members of the Reumon Club 
have passed to higher fellowship and their names were placed on the 
cross in the field of Remembrance in the Royal Signals plot at St 
Margaret' s, Westminster. Messrs John Sowerby . (1984), S. ~
Henwood, I>t Col H. apper MBE, Ben MacClusk1e, N. P . Waite 
(1985) ' We W ill Remember Them' . 
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The following were present :-

Guest of Honour - Maj Gen A. A.G. ".'- n~er ·on B, C hairman, 
Royal Signals A sociah on. 

T he Regiment - Lt Col R . F. Baty a~d M rs Ellie Baly 
- Capt John Hall , Adjutant 
- WOl (RSM) . Gray-Cownn and Mr Cowan 

Members nnd Guest 
J. W . Anderson 
Mrs Yvonne Barrett 
Mr R. Baines 
E. E. Bayley 
c. f. E . 

0

8oldero and Mrs Joy Boldero 
J. E . M. Brady BEM 
Brig J . D . T . Brett OBE and Mrs Jean Bretl 
R. T . Broad and Mrs Edna Broad 
Maj H . D. C. Chappell nnd Mrs Anne Chappell 
f . Drake 
A. Elwick 
Maj R . S. Etherington 
Col G.D. T. Harris OBE 
R. Hobbs and Mrs Amy Hobbs 
W . D . Holden and Mrs Connie Holden 
S. G. Hounsell and Mr I. C. Hounsell 
Capt A. Hughes 
Maj H. Kelly 
Mrs Dorothy Kontzle 
L. F. Mart in and Mrs Valerie Martin 
J. s. Mccaul 
A. R. Mills M 
Brig C. G. Moore OBE and Mrs Pam oore 
S. J. Morris 
P. H. C . Munchin 
Mrs Marjorie Nanney-Wynn 
S. G. H . O ' Dell and Mrs E me O'Dell 
E. W. Packham 
T. A. Pakeman 
H. W. Palmer 
P. W. Pannett 
Mrs Ivy Parkin 
Col A. F. Pownall 
Maj D . J. Roberts and Mrs Pam Roberts 
Brig (The Rev) W. 8 . Rowett and Mrs Betty Rowett 
Maj Gen J. Sheffield CB CBE 
Mr Peter Sabin 
Maj K. N. Smartt and Mrs Winifred Smartt 
W . Spittal 
A. W. Spratley and Mrs Audrey Spratley 
Brig R. L. Stonham and Mrs Joy Stonham 
G . J. Sweeney 
E. Taylor 
J. Y. Templeton 
Maj Gen P.A. M. Tigh~ CB _ 
H. F. T imms and Mrs EJleen Timms 
Maj A. B . W heeler and M rs Rita W heeler 
Capt T. E. W illiams MBE 
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BURMA REUNION 
WHEN YOU GO HOM E . . . 

The_40th Anniversa ry Reunion of the Burma Star Association took 
place m Lhe Royal Albert H a ll on 26 April in the presence of Her 
Majesty T he Queen and His Royal Highness T he Duke of Edinburgh 
Patron of the Associa tion . ' 

Amoni: those honoured to be presented to Her Majesty and His 
Royal. ':11ghne s was Mr R. Jewell , a C hindit , who took part in both 
exped1uons, a member of the Burma Sta r Council and a member of 
our Plymouth Branch. 

Guests. included Capt (QGO) Balkrishna Rai BE M , Queen's 
Gurkha Signals, Hong Kong, at present a t RAEC Centre Beaconsfield. 
Ca~t Balkrishna Rai is one of two Gurkha officers appoi nted Orderly 
Officer for 1986/ 87 and attends Her Majesty at all investitures and 
other public events. 

On this occasion , Miss Elsie Walters, 'Gert' , o f 'Gert and Daisy' 
fame was presented with the Burma Star by HRH T he Duke of 
Edinburgh . 

On Sunday 27th many members attended the wreath laying 
ceremony a t the CenoLaph. 

SHREWSBURY BRANCH 
The resu lts of the Branch Grand National Draw 1986 were as 

follows:-

Isl Ticket No. 806 Horse West Tip- M. J. Barstow, (HQ 12 Sig Bde) 
£150. ' 
2nd Ticket No. 6113 Horse Young Driver- gt Hannon , (13 Sig Regt) 
£75 . 
3rd Ticket No. 2728 Horse Classified-Capt P. Moloney, (264 Sig 
Sqn), £25 . 
4th T icket No. 4998 Horse Mr Snugfit - D. M. Fearow, (Cambridge) 
£10. • 

T he pro fi t fro m this year's draw amoums to £300 and a cheque has 
been passed to RHQ and with it goes the Shrewsbury Branch 's 
grateful thanks to all those people who took ' time out' to sell the 
tickets on our behalf because without thei r help we would not be ab le 
lO raise this amount of money ourselves . Sorry if you didn' t win but 
betler luck nex t year. 

MEDAL PRESE NTATION-40 YEARS ON 
After demobilisation in 1945 ex Sig Alan Palmer quickly put it a ll 

behind him and did not claim the medals due to him fo r service in 
France, Holland, Germany and Egypt. 

So it came as a complete surprise to him to be presented with his 
France and Germa ny Sta r and the 1939-45 War Medal by LI Col Mike 
Payne, senior Royal Signa ls officer in Cyprus du ring a recent visic 
there . 

Alan Palmer was on a holiday visit to his son, Wayne, a Corporal 
serving wi th the Royal Ai r Force, who had a rranged this happy 
occasion . 

Lt Col Mike Payne and ex Sig Alan Palmer 
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- Sport -
BRITISH AND ARMY LUGE CHAMPION H IPS 
Report by Cpl Mike Ho pkins 

It a ll began when I received a letter from SSgt (J im) Evans APTC 
requiring volunteers to try their hand a t a new Army sport Lugeing 
(Singleman Tobogganing) . 

In October 1985 I attended a Luge beginners' course, a weekend at 
Hereford consisting of hard physical fitness training, lectures, films 
and wheeled traini ng. T his l found very demanding but also exciting 
and vol unteered to a ttend the Luge beginners' week which was to be 
held at the Olympic Bobsledge Track Igles, Austria. 

We set ou t from London for Austria all crammed into a mini bus 
for th~ 24 hours' drive. Training started the following day. To begin 
with, II was very hard and worrying but my confidence increased wi th 
each run. We averaged around six runs a day leaving us battered and 
bruised from head to toe . During the week we progressed from half 
way up the track , to chrowing ourselves off the women's start ramp 
by the Friday. There were accidents, but only one serious one and 
SPR (Mart in) Bartlett RE unfortunately, had to be evacuated t~ the 
UK. On the last day all the beginners entered their own race consisting 
of three runs, all to count. It was a very close fought race with the fi rst 
five racers being separated by less than hal f a second . I came first 
fo llowed by Sig John Rawsley from 8 Sig Regt. After celebra tions and 
the awards we packed and left for UK. 

In January 1986 I entered the British Championships; the Army was 
also holding its first Championships. Win terburg, West Germany, 
was the venue but at the last moment it was changed to Olang, Italy, 
situated high in the Dolomite Mountains. 

On 5 January we set out for Italy, and a fter travelling for some 30 
hours we finally reached our destination , where for t he next three 
weeks I would train for the fi na l races which would take place on the 
24-25 January, in conj unction with the Italian Championships . 

Trai ning over the th ree weeks was hard , averaging seven runs a day 
depending on the weather and also which other International teams 
were trai ni ng. 

Race day was soon upon us and by now the best in the British Team 
had arrived fo r the race. It was decided to run two runs on the Friday 
evening under flood lights and one run on the Saturday morning of 
which all three were to count. The races started, the crowds were 
cheering, and the television cameras were rolling. I was number 21 to 
go and it was terri fying waiting in the start hut. After che two runs I 
was placed 12th in the British and 4th in the Army; it was all on the 
next day. 

A fte r a restless night 's sleep we arrived at the track at 0630 hrs; at 
0700 hrs the tannoy crackled into life; we were off. I was 10th in the 
start hut, it was all on this run. I was thinking as I entered the start 
ramp, in less chan 40 econds and travelling at 50mph plus it was all 
over. I came eighth overall in the Briti h Championships and second 
in the Army . 

The medals were presented , the crowds dispersed and we packed up 
and left fo r home and the boredom of work . 

WARNING 
The BRT A (British Racing Tobogganing Association) are always 

looking for volunteers to participate in this ever growing sport but 
applicants are warned as this is not, as yet , a recognised Army Sport 
that they must pay for all expenses incurred . This runs at 
approximately £3,000 a season , so unless you come from a wealthy 
family or have a very understanding OC and PRI be warned! 

BASKETBALL 
ANNUAL TOUR 
22-30 NOVEMBER 1985 
Report by Maj (TOT) T. J . Everett-Secretary Corps Basketball 

A change of venue this year with RA hosting the Inter Corps 
Basketball Tournament in the Sennelager/Paderborn area. With the 
kind permission of Lt Col R. A . W right, CO 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig 
Regt, the as embly training and practice phase of the Tour took place 
at Hammersmith Barracks, Herford . 

The quad commenced training at 0900 hrs on Friday 22 ovember . 
A strong squad was assembled chanks to the cooperation of the various 
parent unit commanders in releasing personnel. Predominantly a 
young ide with just one or two more experienced faces, not the ideal 
balance, nevenheless with the talent assembled we scarted out with 
high hopes of succe s. 

The fir t practice match , on the evening of the 22nd, wa ver u a 
Herford side DJK Eintr, who play in the German Lande liga . The 
fir t half was evenly matched with the Signals' fir t five and everal 
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ub titute \ell v; o rth their lead at the half with good team work and 
on i tent coring. The obj t of the practice matches however i· to 
h all member of the quad practice on court under pre. sure from 

determined and skilled opponents . The local ide were talented and 
e. perienced enough to take advanta~e of the break up \n the Signal ' 
pla · pattern and ran out e\'entual winnrs. The core: Signal 71 OJK 

4. \1ore practice during aturday and Sunday followe~ by a econd 
practice match on unday afternoon. Another local 1de TOH who 
also play in the Lande liga. Signals got off to a very fa t tart with 
excellent plav, all scoring teadily leaving TOH reeling under the 
on taught -with fir t half core Signals -8 T~H 19. In the sec?nd hal f , 
a prniou~I>. the rest of the squad were given match prac11ce, ome 
finding it hard to adjust to the higher standard of play at 
repre ntative level, good experience for them neverthele s. Despite 
lo ing the second half ignal were comfortable winner of the match 
at 103 point LO TOH 73. 

We mo\'ed to Paderborn on Tuesday morning and Maj S. G. 
Hughe kindly provided accommodation for the quad at 202 (33 
Armd Bde) Sig Sqn for the duration of the Inter Corps Basketball 
Tournamenc 26-30 ovember 1985. 

The e ening of the 26th and our first important match, all are 
important but the CC are in with a chance to win and have beaten 
Signals in the two previous easons. After an unsteady start where the 
ACC went into an eight to nil lead in the first few minutes, Signal 
tayed cool, got it together, and finished the first half four points up 

at 43 LO ACC 39. The second half aw ACC catch up and Signals go 
back ahead so that at the IO minute point the margin wa still four 
point ; Signal 63 to ACC 59. This was followed by a period of five 
minutes where Signals concentration went completely and by the 
fifteenth minute ACC were 70 to Signals 63. Signals recovered some 
of their composure but failed to regain the initiative losing 73 to ACC 
81. Concentration cracked under pressure, but all was not yet lo t, the 
Tournament was played on a league basis and the ACC could well lo e 
a match or two so Signals needed to win the re t with good scores. 

Wednesday 1330 hrs, opponems RA. La t two meeting close 
games, one each. At the six minute point in the first half Signal are 
I to 8 in the lead and this does not look like the RA side of previous 
year , go for it, we needed points. First half Signal 46 RA 26, Signals 
maintain superiority in the second half and run out winner at Signals 
103 RA 60. 

Wednesday evening and the RAC. A new young side whom we had 
beaten on previous occasion . However in this compelition nothing 
can be taken for gramed as some have found when leaving first five 
players off the sheet when they think the -win will be routine. Signals 
went out determined to do well and accumulate as many points as 
possible. RAC could not handle this positive attitude from Signals 
and we won the first half at 59 to RAC 29, with similar scoring in the 
second half winning comfortably. Score: Signals 115 RAC 54. 

Thursday morning, and the big one, REME. Signals have been 
trying to beat REME at senior level since the senior side was formed 
and we felt we had the talent to beat the arch rivals. The team attitude 
was positive and confident. Inevitably REME scored first but by the 
10 minute point in the first half Signals had worked their way Lo a lead 
at 25 to REME 18. REME fought back and at half time the core was 
38 each. Again in the econd half Signals played their way into a five 
point lead half way through the half at 66 to REME 61. By the time 
the last half minute of the match was reached REME had fought back 
again to the lead at 82 to Signals 81 but Signals had po session with 
22 econds to go; could they score or draw a foul and free throw to 
win the match? We failed to make any effective attack in the closing 
econds putting up a desperate long range hot that missed. Game 

over Signals 81 REME 82. So near and yet so far, this is the hardest 
match REME were to have all week and now with two losses Signals 
were to all intents and purposes out of the running for a trophy. 
REME went on to win the Tournament-it could so easily have been 
Signals. It has got to come! 

Thursday evening and the RCT. A match we hoped to win; we 
usually beat RCT, but they had us on the run a time or two before. 
The first half and inevitably RCT went into an early lead; Signals in 
fact failed LO be the first Lo score in every match they played in the 
tournament. By half way through the first half the Signals had played 
their way into a 19 to 14 lead. Or .... e into a playing rhythm Signals 
maintained a slight edge and via a 43 to 35 lead at half time were 
eventual winners at 92 to RCT 74 at full time. 

Friday morning 0930 hrs and the RE. A good side whom we beat 
on the only previous meeting. An even start but Sappers worked their 
way into a 10 point lead by the I 0 minute point of the first half Signals 
closing the gap behind in the last few minutes of the half to come off 
four points behind at half time Signals 43 RE 47. By half way through 
the second half Signals had played their way back into the game with 
a six point advantage at 62 points to RE 56. On previous showings RE 
had tended to fade in the second half and the Signals made the mistake 
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f relaxing a little once they had got into the lead. On Lhi occasion 
the Sappers did not fade and took advamage of our slip of 
concentrat ion , fighting back well , to run out winners at 79 point to 
Signal 75. 

Mid afternoon on the same day and the APTC . A side that Signals 
have not yet beaten in Inter Corps Competition at senior level. APTC 
scored fi rst and took an early lead but by the 10 minute point Signals 
were leading at 21 point LO APTC 12. APTC fought back hard and 
regained the lead in the eighteenth minute but Signals hung on and 
won the half at 41 points to APTC 40 . The second half tarted even, 
with nothing in it after ix minutes APTC 58 Signals 57, the next eight 
minutes decided the match. By the fourteenth minute APTC had 
scored a further 21 points to Signals 8. Signals woke up again but all 
APTC had to do was hold the cushion of 14 points that they had 
created, which they succeeded in doing, and ended as winners at 
APTC 90 to Signals 77. Signals were without doubt the more skil fu l 
ide but allowed the fitne s. and never ending pressure from APTC to 

break their rhythm of play. 
1930 hr same day, a rearranged fixture versus the AMS, should 

have been on Saturday morning. Even the AMS scored first against 
Signals and they are the lea t experienced side in the competition . 
After that point however Signals dominated to run out well ahead at 
54 to 24 at half time. In the second half the coach used all the subs that 
often in the pressure matches earlier in the tournament had not been 
able to get on court . After some patchy play they settled down and it 
became well matched, the Signal scoring 38 to AMS 40 in the second 
half, and eventually winning the match ea ily al 92 Lo the AMS 64 . 

The Signals side played very well this year and cored more point 
than on previous tours, they nevertheless lo L one more match than 
last year and lipped from fourth to fifth on the Inter Corps League 
Table. Thi ays much for the keenness of the competition and the 
improvement in standards by all the Corps participating. 

The side has a very low average age and I am sure with a little more 
experience and maturity we can win the Inter Corps Competition at 
senior level. Thi year there were four lapses of concentration when 
under pre sure and we paid for them all. A the team gains maturity 
and experience they will learn to cope with the pressure and maintain 
the concentration resulting one hopes in Signals not only gelling LO the 
top but staying there for some time. Well done and thanks to all who 
participated or assisted in any way. 

The tabulated results were as follows: 

Opponents Result For Against 

DJK Eintr Herford Lot 71 84 

TOH Herford Won 103 73 

ACC Lost 73 81 

RA Won 103 60 

RAC Won 115 54 

REME Lost 81 82 

RCT Won 92 75 

RE Lost 75 79 

APTC Lost 77 90 

AMS Won 92 64 

Inter Corps Tournament-Final Positions: 
I REME 
2 APTC 
3 ACC 
4 RE 
5 R Signals 
6 RCT 
7 RAC 
8 RA 
9 AMS 

PLAYERS REPRESENT! 
Sig Andy Brown 
Cpl Bagsy Bain 
Cpl A. J. Matless 
Maj Terry Everett 
Sgt Colin Elstob 
LCpl Blue Lloyd 
LCpl R. C. Matless 
W02 Matty Matthew 
A/T LCpl Mark Reeves 
LCpl Stu Fell . 
Cpl Rab Mulholland 
Sgt Fred Tedby 
LCpl Jimmy Peat 

gt Stu Price 
LCpl Eddy Williams 

G THE CORPS 
13 Sig RegL 
<tADSR 
4 ADSR 
Intelligence Centre (Secretary) 
22 Sig Regl 
22 Sig Regt 
4 ADSR 
AA College Harrogate (Coach) 
AA College Harrogate 
4 ADSR 
8 Sig Regt 
AA College Harrogate (Captain) 
7 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
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BOXING 
BAOR MINOR UNITS NO 
CHAMP.IONSHIPS- HAT ~k~~i?RADE 3 BOXING 

The _fmal . of the BAOR Minor Uni . 
Champ1onsh1ps was held a t Cli fton 8 L Nov~ce Team Boxing 
1986, between 5 Armel Wksp REME a~racks, Minden on 4 March 
(11 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn who an th.e current champions 2 11 
third successive season. 'The e:'e~: ! Ltemptmg LO wi n the title for a 
spectators were treated to a selection ~} very. well supported and the 
the 3rd Battalion the Ro al An . music. played by the Band of 
expectantly for the first boJt gha n Regiment as they waited 

The evening got off to a· fin 
Squadron met LCpl Milward . e start when L.Cpl Clamp of the 
gruelling first round dominated ~n ~7:.:eath~rwe1ghL bout. After a 
a splendid demonstration of ~ hp, Mtlwa:d recovered to give 
determination and courage. Unde at td eb sport is all ab~ut-sk i ll, 
that forced him LO take a stand· terre Y a wel! placed nght hook 
square ~P to his opponent. Th;~go~~~~ · LCpl Milward continued Lo 
a unanimous decision and both b s awarded to LCpl Clamp by 
referee for a good performance. oxers were congratulated by the 

The second and third b t d 
to .211 Sig Sqn because t~~ ~:'oer~E~~rbed walkovers and awarded 
weight. oxers failed to make the 

The fourth bout was the Li ht M'd . 
Tyler RMP representing 211 a~d Cf• ~.lew_e1ght contest between LCpl 

n mmgan of the Workshops. The 

fight got off to a fast and fu . . 
e~ch~nging blows. Howeve~1o~s ~ta~ with both boxers energetically 
f1~mgan was visibly weakc~edo~~d \~he fiend of the first round 
k1lfully wear him down w· h . . e titer T ler was able to 

the judges were unanimo~~ i ~ senesd?f accurate left jabs. Once again 
After the interval Middl . . a war. mg the bout to 211. 

the fi fth bout of the cveninew~:ghL ig McGlashan met Cfn ' mith in 
McGlashan was Loo stron gfo s~on became clear that the aggressive 
the contes! early in ihe sc~on~. h1 s opponent and the referee stopped 

Jn the sixth bout Light Heav w . h . . 
strong for his opponent LC I i e1g t Sig Gabriel al. o proved Loo 
punches Lo both the head an~ b;~e°l,~. I I; a whirlwind of powerful 
canvas three times in the fi SL Y. P ;eeman was placed on the 
occasion, he was ordered to r~m '!11~ute o the bout. On the third 
to 211 . am own and the fight was awarded 

The fina l bout of the evenin w h . 
Sig Thrust and Cfn Alderson g Shas t . e Welterweight contest between 
set about defeating his oppo ~ 

1 
°.w~ng re~rkable coolness Thrush 

the head . In the second r n n wit a s~nes of well placed blows LO 
too .s~rong . The result m~~~1 ~~=/~~e(e~ ~terv~ned dec~ari.ng Thrush 
addH1on had become the 4 Ar d ff a. retam~d their Litle and in 

Before presentin the r· m iv Mmor Unit Champions. 
Wheeler CBE congfatulat~d1~~· the Guest of Hoi:iour Brig R. N. 
and sportsmanship He went o th teams on a fine display of courage 
Sig ~qn which achleved its aimn ~~ C?ng:atulate 211 (I I ~rmd Bde) 
Novice Boxing Championshi f wmmng the B~OR Mmor Units 
ever to complete the Hat-Tri~k.or three years running, the only unit ............. 

1 )1 . ,--
Front Row Left to Right· LC Is G . 

Back Row Left to Right: Sig Mick ·Gab~iel , Le~;r~;a~rf~nT;I:~ ~~f(ss~~ro Kay, Sig Chris Severs, Pte Rick Coffey RPC 
' erek Boyd (Coach}, Sig Pete Thrush, Jock McGlashan 

~~~~~~~~~--< 

FOOTBALL 
~ SOCIATO~ FOOTBALL REPORT FOR 1985/ 86 

eport by MRJ (QM) R. A. Peake BEM 
The season just com 1 d . only once in eight mafc~~~ ;as v~ry ~ewardmg with the side beaten 

more than en u h . ~en m t e three drawn game we did 
players was v~r/got~d\:~Jaan~v1cfo~y. Unbit lrespon e .to the release of 
had we had th . uc 1 eLLer a a nee aclueved. However 
Sqn we wouldeps~~~1acbelofhthe thbree Army capped players with 264 Sig 

Y ave een unbeatable. 
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The eason started in October · f 1 . 
in Catterick) and ~vithin 24 ,hill me sty e (wnh beautiful weather 
RAMC/RADC I 0 Th' . ours we beat RAPC 3-0 and 
. - · 1s set us m good sp· ·1 f h 
m Aldershot and on the Saturda . m s or t e Quadrangular 
the day a guests of WimbledonY/~e~ed1~g the to.urnament we spent 
reserve side, which contained se~e n ~ e rornmg :-ve pl~yed their 
experience. The Corp side were lifted r~ th ayer .wHh f1rs.L team 
than enough to win. Such wa . Y e occa ion and did more 
professional under a lot of pres ~~:t~ e~d~avour that they put the 
a draw. n 1 ey were very happy with 
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Our in:pir d play ontinued on the ~londay. in the opening 
Quadrangular match again t the REs and for 25 minutes we played 
uperbly to take a 2-0 lead. However, an injury to our captain, pl 
Bro~n. up et thing and in the end we had to fight for a 3-3 draw . 

2ain t the RA '~e had a di a ·uou game; nothing went right and too 
many players had an off day which re ulted in a 4-1 defeat. Our final 
match again t the REME wa much beuer, with everyone keen to 
overcome the previous di mat performance. A very entertaining 
match aw u clinch a worthy 3-2 victory. 

Our final two fixture were both played at Blandford in pril. Jn 
the fir t gam we had an excellent match again t the RA )C, beating 
them 3-0; their fir t defeat of the season. The last game versu the 
R proYed very difficult. n Army match robbed us of the service 
f pl Brown and Edward · and everal other regular players were 

mi. ing due to deta hment and injurie . However . it gave u the 
chance to experiment, and we included two 'over age' apprentice 

T gt Wei h and ATCpl Cheetham . Both played very ' ell and 
Cheetham cored our goal in a match we dominated throughout but 
which wa spoilt by a very trong wind. Bad fini hing left u little to 
how for uch superiority and the RCT equali ed with a crambted 

goal in the last minute of the match . 
Cpls Brown and Edward have both continued to play regularly for 
the Army and Combined Service . LCpl Redman was also elected for 
the Army side but detachment duties prevented him from playing. 
With ig Netherton posted to Cyprus and Cpl Hamilton leaving the 

ervice we lost the be t two goalkeepers in the Army and this has been 
reflected in the 'goals against column' this season. 

The Corps squad continues to give a good account of itself both on 
and off the field; backed by an excellent, ever present, President in 
Brig Wheawell. It ha been a pleasure to be a sociated with the 're
build' and I band o er to Capt Colin McLoughlin, in the knowledge 
that things are heading in the right direction. 

UMMARY OF RESULTS 

Played 
8 

V RAPC 

Won Drew Lost Goals For Goals Against 
4 3 1 16 11 

V RAMC/RADC 

won 3-0 (Cpl Gray, Cpl Edward , Cpl Brown) 
won 1-0 (Cpl Gray) 
drew 1-1 (Cpl Brown) V WI 1BLEDO FC 

V RE drew 3-3 (Cpl Wilkins 2, LCpl Higgins) 
lost 1-4 (Cpl Edwards) \I RA 

V REME 
VRAOC 
V RCT 

won 3-2 (Cpl Booth, Cpl Woods, LCpl Higgins) 
won 3-0 (Cpl Gray, Sgt Honeyman, LCpl Redman) 
drew 1-1 (ATCpl Cheetham) 

PLAYERS REPRESENTING R SIGNALS 1985/86 

Rank 
gt 

Cpl 
Cpl 
LCpl 
LC pl 
LCpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
LC pl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Sgt 

gt 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Sgt 
Cpl 

gt 
LC pl 
Cpl 

gt 
Cpl 
AT gt 
ATCpl 

gt 

Name 
Dyer 
Wood 
Moye 
Redman 
Allan 
Dunleavy 
Edwards 
Smith 
Higgins 
Gray 
Brown 
Toombes 
Young 
Honeyman 
Shirley 
Wayman 
Wilkins 
McKenzie 
Griffin 
Ros lee 
Downey 
Booth 
Coleman 
Barnet 
Welsh 
Cheetham 
Taylor 

Unit 
30 Sig Regt 
2ADSR 
640 (EW) Sig Tp 
565 Rear Link Det 
5 AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
30 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
210 Sig Sqn 
8 Sig Regt 
IO Sig Regt 
I Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
Comms & Sy Gp UK 
233 Sig Sqn (NI) 
I l Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
I ADSR 
21 Sig Regt 
1 ADSR 
3 ADSR 
30 Sig Regt 
I Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
Army Apprentices' College 
Army Apprentices' College 
School of Signals 

FOOTBALL AS OClATION-APPOINTMENT 
Maj J. R. (Ron) Roberts has been appointed Football 
As ociation Area Advisor on Refereeing Matters to Dorset, 
Somerset and Wiltshire. 
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HOCKEY 
ROYAL SIGNALS HOCKEY CLUB (BAOR) 
Report by WOl (Fof ) A. S. Eames 

After a successful trial held at Soe 1 on 4/5 October 1985 the 
following players were selected to represent the Corps for the current 
season. 
SSgt S. Hayward 
SSgt B. Mower 
SSgt S. Bromidge 
Sgt K. Tillman 
Sgt D. Payne 
Cpl A. Crabtree 
Sig A. Jenner 
Cpl G. Cottrell 
Sgt D . Critchlow 
Cpl P. William 
LCpl G. Payne 
Sig A. Malone 
Sig A. Storey 

I ADSR 
3 ADSR 
3 ADSR 
3 ADSR 
3 ADSR 
3 ADSR 
4 ADSR 
7 Sig Regt 
7 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 

Fixtures and Results To Date 

Capt S. Walli 
Lt M. Dunn 
Sgt A. Smallwood 
LCpl E. Francis 
Cpl A. Baughan 
W02 C. Martin 
W02 N. Hammett 
Sgt K. Roach 
Cpl A. Marsten-

Weston 

Corps (Trial) v REME 5 October 1985 
Win for Corps 3-2 

Corp v RCZ 
Win for Corps 5-2 
Scorers: Cpl Cottrell 4 (I Pen) 

SSgt Bromidge I (Pen) 

22 Sig Rcgt 
22 Sig Regt 
22 Sig Rcgt 
22 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
204 ig Sqn 
14 Sig Rcgt 
2 1 Sig Regt 

Berlin Tour 15-18 ovember 1985. Sponsor: Berlin Inf Bde 

Corps v Berlin Inf Bde 16 November 1985 
Win for Corps 3-0 
Scorers: Cpls Cottrell. Williams, Sig Jenner 

Corps v Berlin Combined Services 
Win for Corps 5-2 
Scorers: Cpls Cottrell 4 , Williams . 

Fixtures arranged against RAOC and RE in December were 
postponed because of bad weather. The Corps played RE on t 5 March 
at Osnabruck . The score was 4-4. The match against the RAOC was 
played on 20 April. The score was J-1. 

The early fixtures and particularly the Berlin tour have helped to 
develop a good squad spirit and team understanding. With the 
emphasis placed on securing Youth in the team (at the expense of the 
too old and bold), and steady coaching from SSgts Brian Mower and 
Stu Bromidge the team is poised for further successes . Therefore, 
availability of the strongest squad is essential for the forthcoming 
Inter Corps Competition to be played at Rheindahlen on 2-4 May 
1986. 

BAOR HOCKEY SQUAD 1986 
Congratulations to the following Corps players who have been 

selected to attend BAOR squad training: Capt S. Walli.s 22 Sig Regt, 
Cpl G. Cottrell 7 Sig Regt, and Sig A. Jenner 4 ADSR. 

Hockey 
After the Corps match v Berlin Combined Services XI 

Back Row: Sgt Alan Smallwood, Sig Adrian Storey, Lt Mike Dunn, 
Sgt Dave Critchlow, Sig Andy Malone, Cpl Andy Crabtree, W01 

Alan Eames 
Front Row: Sig Tony Jenner, Cpl Paddy Williams, Sgt Keith 
Tillman, W02 Nick Hammett, Cpl Graham Cottrell, SSgt Brian 

Mower 
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BRANCHES OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
ABERDEEN: (SA/ AB/ 1) 
P. J . Kerr Esq 
9 Kemp Street 
ABERDEEN AB2 7XS 

ALDERSHOT: (SA/ AB/2) 
SSgt G. Pickard MSM 

o 1 Area QM 
Buller Barracks 
ALDERSHOT Hampshire 
Isl Wednesday of each month at WOs & 
Sgts Mess, 5 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
Arnhem Barracks, Aldershot. ' 

BATH: (SA/ AB/3) 
E. F. Smith Esq 
6 Hillview Road 
Charlecombe Lane 
Bath 
No regular venue. Details of meetings from 
Hon Secretary . 

BEDFORD: (SA/ AB/ 57) 
T. E. Holyoake Esq 
54 Knights Ave 
CLAPHAM 
Beds MK41 6DG 
Last Tuesday of each month at New Drill 
Hall, Bedford Road, Kempston, Bedford . 

BIRMINGHAM: (SA/ AB/ 4) 
Mrs S. Fisher 
23 Highwood Ave 
SOLIHULL 
W Midlands B92 8QY 

BOURNEMOUTH: (SA/ AB/ 5) 
A. A. Hawke Esq 
30 Coombe Gardens 
Ensbury Park 
BOURNEMOUTH BHlO 5AG 
3rd Monday of each month at The 
Gunners Club, 177 Holdenhurst Road 
Bournemouth. ' 

BRADFORD: (SA/ AB/55) 
Mrs N. Houldsworth 
40 Kingsdale Crescent 
BRADFORD BD2 4DA 
1st Tuesday of each month at the RAOB 
Club, Hallfield Road, Bradford . 

BRIGHTON: (SA/ AB/ 6) 
Mrs S. Cogger 
I Baden Road 
BRIGHTON 
E Sussex BN2 4DP 
1st Friday of each month at Drill Hall 
Dyke Road , Brighton. ' 

BRISTOL: (SA/ AB/7) 
B. E. Clarke Esq 
24 Pendennis Road 
Staple Hill 
BRISTOL Avon BS16 5JB 
Last Thursday of each month at WO & 
Sgts ~ess, 37 Signal Regiment, TA Centre, 
Horf1eld Common, Bri tol. 

CAMBRIDGE: (SA/ AB/ 63) 
D. Watson Esq 
3 Romney Court 
Eaton Ford 
HUNTINGDON 
Cambs 
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CARDIFF: (SA/ AB/8) 
W. C. Davies Esq 
2 Hafod Street 
Orangetown 
CARDIFF CFl 7RA 
2nd Wednesday of every month at Echo 
Troop, 244 Sig Sqn, Mandy Bks, Cardiff. 

CATTERICK: ( A/ AB/ 9) 
Lt Col T. P. O'Connor 
HQ Ti:aining Group 
Cattenck Garrison 
N Yorks DL9 3JS 
3rd Friday of each n:ionth at WOs & Sgts 
Messes 8th & 11th Signal Regiments 
alternately. ' 

CHESTER: (SA/ AB/ 11) 
P . Haigh Esq 
' Plemont' 
29 Kingsway 
Newton CHESTER CH2 2LB 
3rd Monday in every month at 80 Sig Sqn 
Glwylan, Abbotts Park, Chester. ' 

CHESTERFIELD: (SA/ AB/ 12) 
G. Waddoups Esq 
20 Green Farm Close 
Newbold, 
CHESTERFIELD S40 4UQ 
lst Monday of each month at the Square & 
Compass Inn, We t Bar , Chesterfield. 

CINQUEPORTS: (SA/ AB/ 13) 
P. Poulter Esq 
2 Thorolds Road 
CHATHAM 
Kent 

COTSWOLD: (SA/ AB/52) 
Mrs M. E. Cropp 
18 Church Road 
Swindon Village 
CHELTENHAM 
Glos GL5I 9QP 
2nd Tuesday of each month at The Victory 
Club, Nelson House, Trafalgar St, 
Cheltenham. 

COVENTRY: (SA/AB/14) 
G. K. Limebeer Esq 
12 Fontmell Close 
Clifford Park 
Walsgrave-on-Sowe 
COVENTRY CV2 2JY 

DARLINGTON: (SA/ AB/15) 
C. Cooke, Esq 
95 Stooperdale Avenue 
DARUNGTON 
Co Durham DL3 OUF 
Last Thur day in each month at Bradford 
Armoury, TA Centre ea ham Rd 
Darlington . ' 

DERBY: (SA/AB/16) 
Mrs Joy Elliott 
144 Dale Road 
Spondon 
Nr Derby DE2 7DH 
3rd Tuesday of each month at The Drill 
Hall, Kingsway, Derby. 

DORSET: ( A/ AB/ 17) 
H. E. Wells Esq 
3 Frampton Road 
Pimperne 
DORSET DTJ I 8UU 
3rd '.uesday of each month at Blandford 
Garrison Sergeants Me s, Blandford Camp 
~~~- . 
DUNDEE: (SA/ AB/ 56) 
D. Reid Esq 
64 Beauly Avenue DU DEE 
Last Thursday of each month at WOs & 
Sgts Mess, TA Centre, Strathmore Ave 
Dundee. ' 

EAST ANGLIA: (SA/ AB/ 19) 
G. Mason Esq 
37 / 38 St Johns Street 
COLCHESTER 
Essex 
1st Tuesday of each month at TAVR 
Centre, Circular Rd, Colchester. 

EASTBOURNE: (SA/ AB/ 54) 
Mrs D. V. Brown 
2 Kingston Road 
Hampden Park 
Eastbourne 
!st Monday of each month at the TA 
Centre, Seaside, Eastbourne. 

GUERNSEY: (SA/ AB/51) 
Capt T. Freeman 
La Soucique 
Les Landes 
Vale, Guernsey CI 

HARROGATE: (SA/ AB/19) 
P. C. Wood Esq 
45 Knapping Hill 
HARROGATE 
North Yorkshire 
3rd Friday of each month at The 
Conservative Club, East Parade, 
Harrogate. 

HARTLEPOOL: (SA/ AB/20) 
J. J. Mitchell Esq 
35 Granville Avenue 
HARTLEPOOL 
Cleveland TS26 8ND 
1st Wednesday of each month (except 
Augu t) at The Rec Sport Club, Tower St 
Hartlepool. ' 

HUDDERSFIELD: (SA/ AB/21) 
T. Mellor Esq 
Lea House Shepley 
HUDDERSFIELD W Yorks 

HULL: (SA/ AB/22) 
Major J. H. Dirs MBE 
72 Inglemire Lane 
HULL 
N Humberside HU6 7TA 
3rd Thursday of each month at The RAF 
A sociation Club, 93 Beverley Rd, Hull. 
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J R EY: ( A AB '23) 
1 C. 1. Bue nel E q 
outhdale Mont E Croix 

La foye 
St Brelade Jer ey Cl 
I t Tue day of Feb, May, Aug & o 
United Service Club, 79 Halkett Pl, t 
Helier, Jersey. 

LEED : ( A/ AB/24) 
T . mith E q 
22 Park ' ood Cre cent 
LEEDS 
W York LSI 1 5RB 

LI COL. : (SA/ AB/25) 
F. R. J. Robinson E q 
346 ewark Road 
LI COL L 6 8RU 
I 1 Monday of each month at The Royal 
British Legion Club, Lincoln. 

LIVERPOOL: (SA/ AB/ 26) 
J. J. Carruthers Esq 
22 Hillcroft Road 
Wallasey L44 4BL 
1 t Thur day of each month at the TA 
Centre, 59 Signal Sqn (V). 142 Edge Lane, 
Liverpool. 

LONDON (WEST): (SA/ AB/28) 
C. Wood Esq 
12 Village Way 
ASHFORD 
Middlesex TW15 2LB 
Last Friday of every month at The Royal 
British Legion Club, Chesterfield Road , 
Ashford, Middlesex. 

LONDON (EAST): (SA/ AB/ 29) 
R. Bilby, Esq · 
288A High Road 
Leytonstone 
London El I 3HS 
4th Tuesday each month at 36 Club Signals 
House, S$!lsdon Road , Wanstead El 1 at 
8 pm. 

LONDON (NORTH): (SA/ AB/ 30) 
R. G. Wilkinson Esq 
4 Gant Court 
Shernbroke Road 
Waltham Abbey Essex 
2nd Thursday of each month at TA 
Centre, St Albans Rd, High Barnet. 

LOUGHBOROUGH: (SA/ AB/ 31) 
M. A. White Esq 
7 Newton Close 
LOUGHBOROUGH 
LEll OUU 

MANCHESTER: (SA/ AB/ 32) 
A. J. Bryne Esq 
70 Amberwood Drive Baguley 
Manchester M23 9PW 

EWARK: (SA/ AB/ 33) 
J. J. Dixon Esq 
34 Fair Fax Avenue 
NEWARK 
Notts NG24 4PQ 
On 2nd Wednesday of each month at the 
British Railway Club, Newark. 
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NEWCASTLE upon TYNE: 
( A/ AB/ 34) 
F. Luck E q JP 
23I Ne~ burn Road 
Throckley 

ewcastle-Upon-Tyne EIS 9AG 

2nd Thur day of each month at The 
FEPOW Club, Charlotte Sq, ewca tle
upon-Tyne. 

NORTHAMPTON: (SA/ AB/35) 
L. W. Knowle E q 
6 Watery Lane, 
NETHER HEYFORD 

orthant 7 3L 

NORTHERN IRELAND: 
(SA/ AB/ 36) 
Sgt T . Maguire 
40 Sig Regt (V) 
BFPO 806 

3rd Wedne day of each month at 40th 
Signal Regt (V). Clonaver Park, Belfast. 

OLDHAM: (SA/ AB/ 37) 
F. Dyson Esq 
'Red Roof' 
13 Kiln Hill Close 
CHADDERTON 
Lanes OLI 2RF 

PETERBOROUGH: (SA/ AB/ 38) 
Major A. V. K. Ward 
86 Gladstone Street 
BOUR E 
Lines PEIO 9AX 

1st Wednesday of each month (except 
August) at Axiom Housing Association 
Ltd , 107 Lincoln Rd , Peterborough . 

PLYMOUTH: (SA/ AB/ 49) 
S. R. ewcombe Esq 
'Caine' 16 Priory Close 
Whitchurch 
TAVISTOCK PL19 9DH 

3rd Thursday of each month at the RAFA 
Club, Ermington Terrace, Mutley, 
Plymouth . 

POOLE: (SA/ AB/ 60) 
J. J. F. Logan Esq 
Parkstone Grammar School 
Sopers Lane 
POOLE Dorset BHI7 7EP 

1st Thursday of each month at the Royal 
British Legion Club, Broadstone, Poole. 

PRESTON: (SA/ AB/39) 
Maj A. A. Hudson 
52 Garstone Croft 
Fulwood 
PRESTON Lanes PR2 3WY 

READING: (SA/ AB/ 40) 
A E. Foot Esq 
96 Chiltern Crescent 
Earley READING 
Berkshire RG6 IAN 

SALISBURY: (SA/ AB/ 41) 
A. J . reed E q 
' Marston' Mount Plea ant 
Staford SALISBURY 
Wilts 
3rd Wedne day of each month at the Royal 
Briti h Legion Club, alisbury. 

SCARBOROUGH : (SA/ AB/ 42) 
D. Fowler E q 
22 Sandybed Crescent 
Sandy bed 
SCARBOROUGH 
!st Saturday of each month at The 
'Jimmy' Club, Burniston Barracks, 
Scarborough. 

SHEFFIELD: (SA/ AB/43) 
F. Stockdale E q BEM 
2I Blackstock Close 
SHEFFIELD 
South York hire SI4 lAE 
1st & 3rd Thursdays of each month at 
WOs & Sgt Mess, 38 Sig Regt (V) Manor 
Top, TA Centre, Sheffield. 

SHREWSBURY: (SA/ AB/44) 
Major R. G. Aitken 
76 Boscobel Drive 
Heath Farm 
SHREWSBURY SYI 3DU 

SOUTHAMPTON: (SA/ AB/ 45) 
W. F. Green Esq 
2 Pirrie Close 
Shirley 
SOUTHAMPTON 
Hampshire SOI 2QA 
1st Wednesday of each month at 
Blightmont Barracks TA Centre, Millbrook 
Rd , Southampton. 

SOUTHPORT: (SA/ AB/ SS) 
E. Amor Esq 
23 Virginia St 
SOUTHPORT 
Merseyside 

TORBAY: (SA/ AB/ 46) 
H. G. Vennall Esq 
4 Hill Park Road 
Upton 
TORQUAY 
Devon 
1st Wednesday of each month at the United 
Service Club, Market Street, Torquay . 

WINCHESTER: (SA/ AB/ 62) 
Capt H. R. Steele 
76 General Johnson Court 
Wayneflete Place WINCHESTER 
Hampshire S022 4DB 

YORK: (SA/ AB/ 47) 
E. A. Leavesley Esq 
Flat 3, Ingram House 
90 Bootham 
YORK Y03 8DG 
Last Wednesday of each month at Central 
Conservative Club, Exhibition Sq, York. 
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NATIONAL SAVINGS-FOR A 
WIDER INVESTMENT CHOICE 

There ar~ many National Savings 
products to choose from, each one 
answering a different need. 

Which is the one for you? 

FIXED INTEREST CERTIFICATES. 
A lump-sum investment that gives a 
guaranteed tax-free return over five years. 
Buy them from your bank or post office. 

INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES. 
A tax-free investment with full protection 
against ihflation -plus Extra Interest. Buy 
them from post offices. 

YEARLY PLAN. A scheme offering 
regular savers a high rate of tax-free interest 
guaranteed over five years. Application 
forms at post offices. 

. INCO~EBONDS.Aregularmonthly 
mcome at a highly competitive rate. Interest 
is paid gross without tax being deducted. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INDEXED-INCOME BONDS. 
For an inflation-proof monthly income. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INVESTMENT ACCOUNT. 
Competitive interest with no tax deducted 
at source. Especially beneficial to non-tax 
payers. From post offices. 

. DEPOSIT BONDS. A premium rate 
of mterest on a lump sum investment. Best 
for longertermsavings.Interestis paid gross 
without tax being deducted at source. 
From your post office. 

ORDINARY ACCOUNT. Immediate 
access to money at over 20,000 post offices. 
Two levels of interest according to when 

Printed In Great Britain 

and how much you invest - with the first 
£70 of interest tax free. 

PREMIUM BONDS. A chance to win 
a ~ortune_- over 155,000 prizes a month -
with no nsk oflosing your stake money. 
Application forms at banks and post 
offices. 

NATIONAL SAVINGS STOCK 
REGISTER (NSSR). The easy way to buy 
Government Stock ('Gilts'). The interest is 
paid gross without tax being deducted at 
source. Details from post offices. 

FIND OUT MORE. Leaflets on all 
these schemes are available at post offices. 
If you prefer to phone, ring 0800 100 100 
(free) any time or send the coupon ~ 
to: National Savings, FREEPOST ~ 
433512,Bristol BSl 3YX. NAr10NAL 

· SAVINGS 

1r------------
I Please send me details of (tick box) 

I 0 SAVINGS CERTIFICATES 

I 
0 INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES 
0 YEARLY PLAN 

I D INCOME BONDS 
I D INDEXED-INCOME BONDS 

I 
0 INVESTMENT ACCOUNT 
0 DEPOSIT BONDS 

I 0 ORDINARY ACCOUNT 
I D PREMIUM BONDS 
I D STOCK REGISTER 

I MR/MRS/MISS 
tBI CX:K ( APll All 

I ADDRESS 

I 
I I POSTCODE CS06 
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For all bar 
The style is 
Vintage but not 
the price 

supplies ~ 
contact your There is nothing ~ke a g 

nearest NAAFI. PIMMS ~ 
Deliciously Different ~ 

Grey-Harris & Co. 
Jewellers Antique Dealers 

THE SILVER BOTTLE COASTER 
Hand made to the highest standards and 1·ery hea1·y 

(01·er 4 ~ oz of si/1•er) 

£125 each (£109 export) £245 pair 
including postage in UK 

Engraving or application of Badges to order 

GREY-HARRIS & CO 12 Princess Victoria St. 
Clifton 

0272 737365 Bristol 8 
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I 
Amontillado Sherry 

WE, THE 
LIMBLESS, 
LOOK 
TO YOU 
FOR HELP 

(ti, 

~ '*,\ 
'~ 

We come from both world 
wars. We come from 
Korea, Kenya, Malaya, 
Aden, Cyprus, Ulster and 
from the Falklands. 

Now, disabled, we must look to you for help. Please help by 
helping our Association. 

BLESMA looks after the limbless from all the Services. It 
helps to overcome the shock of losing am:is, or leg~ or Cl:n eye. 
And for the severely handicapped, it provides Res1dent1al 
Ho~es where they can live in peace and dignity. 

Help the disabled by helping BLESMA. We promise you that 
not one penny of your donation will be wasted. 

Donations and information: The Chairman, BLESMA. 
Midland Bank Ltd., 60 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9DX 

Give to those who gave - please 

BLESMA 
BRITISH LIMBLESS 

EX-SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION 

Printed In Great Britain 

Goods Available from Association Headquarters 
The following items are avai lable from the Association 

Any te le phone e nq uiries to Millbank Military (STD (01) 834 90601 
Ext 245. 

'J immy' in bronze. Height 11 % " including plinth . 
Produced by Peter Hicks for the Associat ion 

Roya l Signals stick pin, for ladies wear. 
9 carat gold with spring safety stud . 

Sterling silver with spring safety stud. 
Complete in presentation case. 

Corps table mats {set of sixl . . . 

Corps table mat {large) 15" by 11 % " 

Corps cocktail mats {set of six) 

Corps w all plaque {scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals ' or blankl ... 

Corps cuff links {revised pattern) 

Framed, illuminated Corps badge 4 Y2" x 4 Y," 

Blazer badge {as approved by the Corps Committeel {on navy or black background) 

Crested glass ash trays 

Corps ties - terylene 3 % " 

Car badge - square, acrylic .. . 

Key ring , metal disc with enamelled Corps badge, leather tag . .. 

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold 

Corps t ransfers - large (10" x 7 Y2") 

medium 17Y2" x 5 Y2"I 

small (3" x 2 %") ... 

Identity card holder ... 

Blazer buttons - large 

small 

Association lapel badge {new pattern, members only) 

Viny l 'coasters' w ith Corps Crest {set of si x) 

Corps crest on foil. Framed and glazed 

Watch st ra ps, (Corps colouredl nylon 

Corkscrew /Bottle opener, novelty, hard plastic handle, marked ' Roya l Signals' . . . 

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING 

Cheques payable to:- ' Royal Signals Association' please 

Overseas 

£ 

39.00 

4 2.50 

8 .60 

20.00 

6 .30 

6.50 

9.40 

4 .60 

1.85 

5.00 

1.80 

3 .1 0 

3.40 

1.25 

3 .20 

0 .85 

0 .80 

0 .75 

0 .25 

0 .60 

0 .85 

0.40 

1.45 

5.00 

1.25 

0 .85 

UK 

£ 

43. 70 

48.00 

9.50 

23.00 

7 .15 

7.40 

10.80 

5.00 

2.00 

5.60 

2.00 

3.50 

3 .75 

1.40 

3.60 

0 .90 

0 .85 

0.80 

0 .30 

0 .65 

0 .95 

0.45 

1.55 

5 .65 

1.40 

1.00 



FLT. NO. DESTINATION - . DEP. 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 
C&W 

HONGKONG 
BOTSWANA 
MACAU O 
SAUDI ARABIA 
BAHRAIN 
QATAR 
GRAND CAYMAN 
ST.KITTS 
ANGUILLA 
NIGERIA 
FALKLANDS 
ASCENSION 
CAMEROUN 
BERMUDA 

NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 
NOW 

Where in the world would 
you like to go next? 

This is just a small selection of the 60+ locations worldwide where Cable 
and Wireless are currently at work, providing an unrivalled level of expertise to 
both the public and the private sector; to meet the telecommunications needs 
of today - and tomorrow. 
If you are about to leave the Services and are keen to move into an environment 
that will not only stretch your technical horizons but your geographical ones 
too, contact us. Especially if you have several years' maintenance and 
installation experience in one or more of the following disciplines: 

• HFNHF Radio • Broadband Radio/Line Systems • Voice Grade Line 
Communications • Data/Digital Transmission Systems. 

Qualifications should be up to C&G Full Tech or the Forces equivalent. 

We'll be pleased to tell you about renewable contracts overseas, with tax-free 
salaries, generous leave, terminal gratuity and paid travel, in return for sending 
details of your Service career to our Recruitment Manager, Ref: FA/W, Cable 

~ .,:;;1;c;;;;·;1L~i;;.s 
~ Helps the world communicate 

ARR. 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
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In C3I Plessey is high profile. 
Prime examples of our prime con

tractor hip are Ptarmigan and Wavell 
now operational for the British Army. 

And UKADGE for NATO, 
Oakhanger for the Royal Air Force, 
DISCON for Australia, HERMES for 
Greece. 

These projects rely upon the 
maste'ry we have in CCIS, switching 
and satcoms. 

But as prime contractor and 

systems design authority, we also 
mastermind the many other tech
nologies and professional skills which 
a successful project demands. 

Within your time scale. Within 
your budget. 

Ask us all the questions you 
need to. 
Plessey Defence Systems, Grange 
Road, Christchurch, Dorset, United 
Kingdom BH23 4JE. Tel: Christchurch 
(0202) 486344. Telex: 418417 

THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVE:RTISEMENT PAGES, 
PO BOX 4. FARNBOROUGH. HAMPSHIRE, GU14 7LR. TEL 0262 615891 

Naali 
• 1saname 

that means a 
great deal! 

Naafi is ... a new colour TV ... 
an advanced VCR ... the latest hi-fi ... 
a labour saving appliance .. . 
a gift for a special occasion .. . 
new sports clothing or a 
quality piece of sports equipment ... 
with a budget account scheme to 
increase your purchasing power. 

Naafi is .. . car sales ... 
finance for a new car 
or caravan ... motor insurance ... 
life assurance ... house purchase ... 

_ _!L~~LU.-.I;-..- savings plans ... household and 
personal insurance ... holiday 
and travel insurance. 

In addition to the day to day advantages of shopping at Naafi, · · • 
there's a great deal the Naafi customer can count on, so don't hesitate 
to ask your Naafi shop manager for details of the many services 
available. He will be pleased to give you written details of 
all finance facilities. 

There's always a great deal at 

==~~Naafi;;;;;;;;;;~ 
LONDON S.E.11 sax 
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BIRTHDAY HONOURS 
All our readers will wish to join us in congratulating the following who received award in the Birthday Honour List: 

OBE 
Lt Col M. C. Barrett 

Lt Col M . J. C. Galloway 

W02 (Fof ) R. J . Walton 
gt R. C. Bracegirdle 

gt M. R. Widdicombe 

BEM 

MBE 
Maj D. L. Copeland 

Maj J. M. Shaw 
Capl J. A. Esson 

Cpl W. A. Blaikie 
Cpl (ASgt) M. C. Wray 

PRINCESS ROYAL DAY, 28 JUNE 

The Master of Signals, Maj Gen J . M. W. Hadcock CB MBE DL, ent the following mes age to our Colonel-in-Chief. 

'The Master of Signals and all ranks of her Corps, serving and retired, send to the Colonel-in-Chief their warm and 
affectionate greetings and thank her for her kindness in devoting so much time and interest to her Corps. ' 

The fo llowing reply wa received from the Colonel-in-Chief. 
'I was delighted to receive your very kind message of greeting on the occasion of Princess Royal Day. 
Please convey my thanks and very best wishes to all members of my Corps at home and abroad. I would also like to take 

this opportunity to thank those members of the Corps who looked after me so well in Belgium recently. It was a most 
enjoyable visit.' 

OUR COVER PICTURE 

Anne 
olonel-in-Chief 

Capt (QGO) Lilbahadur Gurung, team captain of the victorious Queen's Gurkha Signals shooting team being 
'chaired' through the Regimental Lines after the team had won the Hong Kong Skill-at-Arms Meeting 1986. The 
team beat 1st Battalion the Coldstream Guards, 112 Gurkha Rifles, 6 Gurkha Rifles. 7 Gurkha Rifles, 10 Gurkha 
Rifles, Queen's Gurkha Engineers and the Gurkha Transport Regiment . This is an outstanding feat in Army 
Shooting, particularly as the Gurkha Infantry Battalions have for many years been the leaders in Skill-at-Arms. 
The Regiment and the team deserve our congratulations . A full report and detailed results will be found in the 
In Tray. 
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COLO EL-11 -CHIEF, HER ROY AL HIGHNESS THE PRINCESS 
E MRS MARK PHILLIPS GCVO VISITS 16 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

On 6 and 7 la~, Her Ro) al Hi~hne ·s, The Prince · Anne paid a 
much awaited visit to 16 and 21 ignal Regiment . 

FollO\\ing arri"al at RAF \\'ildenrath, H.:r Royal Highne travelled 
to Rheindnhlen and vbited Headquarters Briti h rmy of the Rhine 

ommunications Centre to meet member of l qn, 16 ignal 
Regiment 

Her Royal Highne then travelled on to Bradbury Barracks. 
Krcfeld to be greet db• an enthu iastic and happy crowd of familie . 
The fir t part of the programme wa the presentatior of the Prince 

tar} Medal to Corporal K. R. Gill . 28 (BR) ignat Regiment and 
eight Long en·ice and Good Conduct Medal to member of 16 and 
21 ignal Regiments. Her Royal Highne s then took lunch in the 
Warrant Officer ' and ergeant ' Me of 16 ignal Regiment. 

Following lunch Her Royal Highnes travelled to The tadt Krefeld 
Rathau to take part in a hon welcoming ceremony and to ign the 
tadt Krefeld Golden Book. Her Royal Highness returned by car to 

the Regiment and walked around the Barracks to vie' a number of 
Regimental activities. The tands were designed to give the Prince an 
in ight into the Regiment's extra mural and sporting actidties and 
allow Her Royal Highne s to speak to officer and old ier on an 
informal ba is. 

The afternoon' acti\'itie were followed by tea with a repre entative 
ection of the Regiment' soldier and servicewomen and their wive 

and hu band . 
In the evening Her Royal H ighness attended a dinner dance with the 

officers and their wives of 16 and 21 Signal Regiment . 
The following portfolio of photograph capture the mood of the 

day, and how our Colonel-in-Chief relaxing happily a she talked to 
the officers, soldiers and their fami lies throughout the day with 16 
Signal Regiment. It was a very happy vi it. 

The Princess chatting to the fami lies who lined the route o n her 
arrival in t he Regiment 

The Princess presents Cpl Gill with the Princess Mary Medal 
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The Princess presents W02 {SSM) Gordon Shelley w it h t he Long 
Service and Good Conduct Medal 

The Princess chats to ca noe club mem bers after their 
demonstration 

Members of t he sai ling cl ub chat to the Princess near the ir display 

Members of F Tp chat to the Princess afte r t he finals of the inter 
Troop Assault Course competition . They w e re the winning team 
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Some of the WRAC members of 4 Sqn chat to the Princess on the 
Pony Rides Stand 

Members of 2 Sqn meet the Princess 

LCpl Tony Harris comme nta tes on t he J udo dis play 

The Princess ta lks to the Junior Ranks and fa mi lies over tea 
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Master Allan Watts presents t he Princess w ith a bouquet 

' Hats off to the Royal Visit. ' The CO and Master at the end of he 
day (note the well camouflaged member of the close protection 

force keeping an eye on the proceedings). 
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VISIT OFT E COLONEL-IN-CHIEF HER ROYAL HIGHNESS 
THE PRINCESS ANNE, MRS MARK PHILLIPS GCVO TO 

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

The highlight of the year for the Regiment wa the visit by our 
Colonel-in-Chief on 6 and 7 May. 

When Her Royal Highnes arrived in Germany on Tuesday 6 May, 
the \leather may have been a little on the cool ide but the welcome 
wa mo t certainly warm! ot even the heavv grey lauds and 
con tant drizzle could dampen the pirit of th <> familie who had 
turned out to greet our Colonel-in-Chief. As the ai!craft-an Andover 
of the Queen's flight-touched down at RAF Wildenrath, VIPs lined 
the red carpet and excited mother and children waved union nag and 
waited for their first glimpse of the Princess. 

Her Royal Highness The Princess Anne arriving at RAF Wildenrath 
in an Andover of the Queen's Flight. Cpl Martin Kelman, Sig Jan 
Sennett, John Hughes stand to attention having just laid the red 

carpet 

Among the VIP welcoming party was Her Majesty's British Consul 
General Dusseldorf Mr P. G. F. Bryaot who presented the Station 
Commander Wildenrath Group Captain I. A. D. McBride, the 
Burgermeisters and Stadtdirektors of Wegberg and Wassenberg, the 
Master of Signals, Major General J. M. W. Badcock CB MBE DL, 
the Commander Communications BAOR Major General A. Yeoman, 

the Commander 4 Sig Gp Colonel R. D. K. Thompson OBE, the 
Regimental ecretary Colonel J. A. D. Francis, the As istant 
Regimental Secretary Colonel A. N. de Breu on Gordon and the 
Commanding Officer 21 Sig Regt Lieutenant Colonel I. Turner. 

E carted by the CO, the Princess inspected the Guard of Honour, 
provided by 21 Sig Regt and commanded by the Second-in-Command 
Major D. W. Dobson. The Princes then walked across to chat with 
families before leaving for the Joint Headquarters at Rheindahlen . 
She wa pre ented with a bouquet by four year old Katrina Dobson, 
daughter of Major D. W. Dobson , prior to her departure. 

Her Royal Highness wa met at JHQ by the Commander-in-Chief 
BAOR, General Sir Martin Farndalc and Oberstadtdircktor of 
Monchengladbach, Herr Helmut Freuen, before moving on to spend 
the re t of the day with 16 Sig Regt at Krefeld . 

The Princes returned to RAF Wildenrath the next day as a guest 
of 21 Sig Regt and chi ldren from British schools on the ba e lined the 
route as she arrived. She wa met by the Commanding Officer and the 
Station Commander Group Captain Ian McBride. This joint reception 
highlighting the close working relationship between the Regiment and 
the Royal Air Force, not many people reali ing that 21 Sig Regt is the 
only Army Regiment under the operational command of the 
Commander-in-Chief Royal Air Force Germany. The Regimental HQ 
together with HQ Sqn, I Sqn and K Airfield Troop being based at 
Wildenrath but other elements of the Regiment are deployed at RAF 
stations at Laarbruch, Bruggen and Gutersloh . The Regiment also ha 
a Squadron of 300 men based at Osnabruck in upport of the Harrier 
jump jets and the Puma and Chinook helicopters from RAF 
Gutersloh. Other elements of the Regiment are based at Rheindahlen 
and Roetgen in the Eiffel Mountains. 

The Princes was introduced to the Regimental Sergeant Major 
WOl G. M. Whelan before being escorted around a number of stands 
by OC 3 Sqn Major R. Bates. Her Royal Highness was shown many 
demon trations designed to illustrate the operational activities of the 
Regiment in support of the Royal Air Force. The Princess was invited 
to operate the latest fibre optic jointing equipment and took a keen 
interest in all the static displays which included battle repair jointing 
by soldiers in full NBC kit. 

When Princess Anne reached the display of trenching and cable 
laying equipment HRH happily climbed in to the cab of a Smalley 
trench digger and proceeded to prove that women drivers are the best. 
After a few instructions from Signalman 'Digger' Grave the Princess 
sailed through the test of skill which the Regiment had laid on and put 
on a dazzling display as a digger driver in a race against the Master 
of Signals, Major General J. M. W. Badcock. 

Her Royal Highness inspecting the Guard of Honour commanded by Maj D. W . Dobson and having a word with Cpl Ossie Evans 
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1'11crc was a dramatic display by members of the Mobile Air 
Operat ions Team (MAOT) which highlighted the close liaison hetween 
member~ of the Signal Regiment and the RAF. While oldiers on the 
ground operated PTARMIGAN, RAF Chinook helicopters from 18 
Sqn and Pumas of 230 Sqn from RAF Gutersloh carried our some 
heavy lifting of equipment and vehicles. 

Princess Anne then trav~lled back to Arsbeck Training Range where 
she met the Regimental Catering Staff preparing luncheon for the 
Royal Party. T he Princess then watched teams of soldier competing 
over the assault course and a dramatic demonstration of basic battle 
skills carried out by soldiers under training; this included a simulated 
casualty di play by soldiers in NBC conditions, a patrol advance to 
comact against terrorists and various live firing stands. 

The Princess then toured Commcen Quebec escorted by Major Tim 
Bushell , 0 I Sqn and the Squadron Sergeant Major W02 ( M) T. 
Johnstone. 

Before lunch the P ri ncess met fa milies and was pre ented with 
bouquets by four little gi rls-Anita, Ellen and Victoria Marsh , 
daughters of W02 Eddie Marsh and three year old Teri Ellis, daughter 
of Staff Sergeant Dougie Ellis who had travelled down with their 
mothers from Osnabruck, especially to see Princess Anne . They were 
thrilled and excited when Her Royal Highness stopped to accept their 
bouquets and would have been even more delighted to know that as 
the Princess left RAF Wildenrath later that afternoon she was sti ll 
carrying the flowers. 

The Royal Visit finally drew to a conclusion with the Prince s being 
escorted on to her Andover for the flight home by Commander 4 Sig 
Gp Colonel R. D. K. Thomp on through an honour guard provided 
by 16 Sqn RAF Regt. 

It was a great pleasure to see our Colonel-in-Chief and to realise the 
interest she takes in her Corps and her knowledge of what we all do . 
The visit was a resounding succe sand the smooth running on the day 
a tribute to all the hard work and detailed preparation put in by all 
members of the Regiment. 

Her Royal Highness speaking to soldiers on Arsbeck Ra~ges w~o 
have just completed an advance to contact demonstration. With 

Princess Anne Section Commander Cpl Derek Hopcroh 
Section from right to left: Sig Chris Ketley, Paddy . Hog, T_aff 
Jones, LCpl Rabbe Robinson, Sig Dave Keenan, Training Wing 

Instruction SSgt Willy Ireland 

SSgt Tommy Perkins talking about life in Commcen Quebec to Her 
Royal Highness with Capt John Marman and the Master 
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Her Royal Highness being shown the latest in fibre optic jointing 
equipment by Cpl Neil Buckingham, Tele Mech 

Princess Anne chatting to (from right to left)· Sig Shiny Clark, Daz 
Collum, Ian Pollock, LCpl Fred Taylor, while Maj Pat MacCulloch 

looks on 

The daughter of W02 (SSM) Eddy Marsh, Victoria Marsh 
presenting a bouquet to the Princess, helped by her mother. The 
SSM can be seen in the background getting a shot for the family 

album 
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QUEEN'S GURKHA SIGNALS SHOOTING SUCCESS 

Report by ergeant Kri hna Gurung . . 
o ooner had our own Regimental Skill-at-Arm Meeting come to 

an end and what a fini h we had with 248 Gurkha ignal quadron 
being pipped at the post b only half a l?oint b) 246 (G.u:kha Field 
For e Signal Squadron) . Then . preparauo.n fo1 the Bnt! h Forces 
Hong Kong Skill-at-Arms meeting began m earne t. Ma1or H. M. 
Adam MBE, our Regimental econd in Command , who al o do~bte 
as officer-in-charge of hooting, addres ed the selected team wit~ a 
hon. morale-in piring, speech, after which he handed over the rem 

to Captain (QGO) Lilbahadur Gurung, our team captain . Training 
then started in real earne t. 

A problem that becomes accentuated, especially during the 
HKSAAM season is the existence of only a small number of firing 
ranges throughout the territory. To be preci e, there i only one 600m 
range, a 300m Electric Target Range and a 300m onvened ~allery 
range. Consequently there is always a need to resort to the hanng of 
range by prior liai on to achieve maximum training time. Fortunately 
for us, Captain Lilbahadur i as 'Switched on a team captain a any 
team could ever wish to have, and day when we went without long 
ranges were few . Full use was made of the local 30m range and the 
Indoor Training Theatre on these day . 

This year we had four young stars in the squad who were totally 
new to shooting at this level and therefore in the early stage , much 
time was devoted to the painstaking coaching of the ' young guns' by 
the older, more experienced shots! To qualify for Bi ley, the team had 
to beat both the Queen's Gurkha Engineers and the Gurkha Transport 
Regiment , the two other non infantry unit participating in the 
competition. 

Suddenly, it was 21 April and the HKSAAM 1986 had begun with 
the Henry Whitehead Cup match being fired at Lo Wu . The 
weatherman-more specifically, a cartoon character called 'Freddie' 
who appears on the daily weather forecast programme after the seven 
o'clock news-had forecast a reasonably fi ne day. From the th ird 
detail onwards in the Henry Whitehead match , the clouds started 
emptying their unwelcome contents to provide a regular thunderstorm 
throughout the morning. However 1/7 (Duke of Edinburgh's Own) 
Gurkha Rifles who were running the SAAM this year were quite 
determined that the show should go on and details were called through 
despite the pouring rain, much to the disbelief of competitors . That 
'Freddie' should be sacked outright, was without doubt uppermost in 
everyone's mind that morning. The resulting scores were, as was to be 
expected, generally low for all the teams. 

That afternoon, with the rain only having abated a little, the 
Association Cup and Pistol Match were fired. At the end of the day, 
we were lying fourth overall with 112 Gurkha Rifle , 6 Gurkha Ri fles 
and 1/7 Gurkha Rifles out in front. The following day was again 
overcast and wet and the early details for the Team Snapshooting 
match and the GPMG/ LMG match fired in drizzling rain. When it 
was our turn, the rain mercifully subsided and we succeeded in 
obtaining third position in the Snapshooling Match. The 
GPMG/LMG match, in which we had expected to come abom third 
went so well for us that, not only did our three gun pairs win the 
aggregate team match, but to our utter amazement, Captain 
Lilbahadur and I became the best individual pair wi th a score of 180 
and that with a 1945 pattern Bren Gun. In the SMG match, the reverse 
happened when we slipped to third; we had hoped for better! At the 
close of play the results showed I /2 Gurkha Rifles first with 58 points; 
6 Gurkha Rifles and ourselves equal in second place with 55 points 
and 117 Gurkha Rifles in fourth place with 42 poims. With just the 
Parachute Regiment Cup match and the Section match remaining we 
realised that the championship title was well within our reach. 

The eight of us who ran and fired in the Parachute Regiment Cup 
match on 23 April will remember the day for many years to come; 
allow me to elaborate. First, for those of-yocrwho are not in the know, 
the Parachute Regiment Cup is to be introduced this year for the first 
time at RASAAM (Bisley). The team must include an officer and two 
class B gunners. The match involves cwo phases-the first, a two mile 
run to be completed in under 18 minutes in w.eapon training order, 
immediately followed t.y a continuous fire and movement 'run down' 
from 600m. The Parachute Cup is a very interesting and-anyone 
who's done it will tell you-challenging match indeed. We finished the 
run in good time and everything went smoothly in the second phase; 
that is, up to the 300m point. Suddenly, during our reorganisation 
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int o two fire groups, a member of the firing poim taff unwitting!} 
're-organised ' us so that we were completely disorganised for the 
final pha e . Captain Lilbahadur lodged a protest which was 
immediately upheld-but of cour e we had condemned ourselves to 
running again after the la t detail. We ran and fired the Parachute 
Regiment up for the econd time later that morning. One of our class 
B Gunner will perhap remember the morning longer than the rest of 
u , for hi LMG jammed during the third pha e of the hoot, 
preventing him from firing 29 rounds. As a re ult, we lo t the 
Parachute Cup by a narrow margin to 6 Gurkha Rifles! After this 
event, however, we till retained second position overall with 76 points 
while 7 Gurkha Rifles had moved to first place with 79 points. 1/ 2 
Gurkha Rifles who had al o had to re-run and .re- hoot the Parachute 
Cup had now dropped into third position with 73 points. So the title 
position wa still 'up for the grab ' o to speak. 

The final day of the HKSAAM 1986 dawned, with just the Section 
Match to go. We were in the la t detail for the Section match, which 
meant that a ll our rivals would already have fired and we would know 
jusc how well we needed to perform to win the ection Match, if not 
the championship. We fired the Section match and cored 415! Ju t 
six point !es than 1/2 Gurkha Rifle's winning core of 421, and we 
were thus placed econd in the Section match , BUT we had become 
Major Unit Champions of the Hong Kong Skill-at-Arm Meeting 
1986. We could hard ly believe it had happened-we had achieved 
what no other non-infantry unit had ever done in the history of the 
Brigade of Gurkhas. 

When pre enting the Regimental Shooting Team with the 'Burnett 
Trophy', Brigadier I. A. Chri lie CBE MC added his congratulations 
but pointed out that the lnfantry would be out to win it back in 1987! 

The full re ults were a follows: 

Lt Col J . E. Neeve congratulates Capt (QGO) Li lbahadur Gurung 
on his success, Lt (QGO) Chaubahadur Gurung and Cpl 

Shyamkumar Gurung await their turn 

A moment to remember! 
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I FA, I RFSl LT~ 
larch ~ and 4 Henry Whitehead and Association 4th 

Match 9 S;\1(1 3rd 
, lat h 27 Parachute Cup 2nd 

f;itch 29 GPMG Isl 
Mat~h JI Section latch 2nd 
Match 33 Team Snap 2nd 
Match 21 T he Major Unit ha mpionship 1986 l sr 

I l>JVID AL RE ULTS 
Rlt'L.E MATCH 
Caplll in (QGO) Lilbahadur Gurung 5th 
Sergeant Krishna Gurung 13ch 
Corpornl Navindrabikram Gurung I Sch 
Signalman \'amkumar Gnrung 16th 
(3rd overa ll in B clas ) 

SMG MATCH 
Captain (QGO) Lilbahadur Gurung 6th 
Corporal avindrabikram Gu rung 61h 
Signalman Nirmal Gurung 15th 

GPMG PAIRS 
Captain (QGO) Lilbahadur Gu rung ) 

1
st 

Sergeant Krishna Gurung ) 

Brig I. A. Christie presents Sgt Krishna Gurung with the 'Gun 
Match' Trophy 

Capt (QGO) Lilbahadur Gurung and Sgt Krishna Gurung Winners 
GPMG/LMG Match ( 1945 pattern Bren) 

ARMY COLOURS 
ig Bill Edwards of 30 Sig Rcgt is to be congramlated on being 

awarded his Army Colour for cycling. A uperb achievement and one 
that has required a great deal of trai ning and dedication in hi own 
time. He is also one of che Regiment's general purpo e athlete 1 ho 
represented us e ·ceptionally well in che Royal ignals inter-unit 
athletes eompeticion . 
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37 SIG REGT WIN TA AAM 
While our JNC Os and recruits were taking Catterick t>; sto rm , o ur 

Regimental Shooting Teams were having a similar effect on the out h 
West District TA SAAM! 111 spite of the weat her , the admini \ tration 
(the teams did not get to bed until 0230 hrs on the Friday morning and 
reveille was at 0530 hr\,) and against 26 team s including 12 from the 
Infan try, we won the Major Unit Championship and a total of 10 
trophies ! T he teams were: 

Team Captain: Maj K. Goulding 

2Lt Duggan 
. gt Burns 
Cpl ewton 
LCpl Head 
Sig andon 

Our re ult s were: 

2Lt Stracha n 
gt Campbell 

Cpl Porter 
ig Walker 
ig Alberts 

2Lt Gill WR C 
gt Waghorn 

Cpl Arnold 
Cpl Huxtable 

ig Pearce 

The Champion Team (overall) 37 Sig Regt (V) 
Major Unit Champion (other arms) 37 Sig RegL (V) 
Whitehead Team Macch 37 Sig Regt (V) 
Roupell Team Match 37 Sig Regt (V) 
Rifle Class A Champion winner LCpl Bonso Head 

53 Sig Sqn (V) 
Rifle Class B Champion winner 
SMG Champion winner 

' ig Alberts 67 Sig Sqn (V) 
LCpl Bonso Head 

second 
The 'Windsor Life' SMG 
March and Shoot 1st 

2nd 

latch 

53 Sig Sqn (V) 
gt John Burns 57 Sig Sqn (V) 

37 Sig Regt (V) 
37 Sig Regt A 
37 Sig Regt B 

Maj Gen B. M. Lane GOC South West District presenting· LCpl 
Bonzo Head w ith the individual Rifle Champion trophy at the 

South West Distric SAAM 

Maj Gen B. M. Lane GOC South West District presenting 2Lt John 
Duggan with the Major Unit Champion trophy at the South West 

District SAAM 
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ORRI ON CU (UK) WIN 

233 , 1(, l !'!QllADRO -"10RRISO ' CUP (UK) 
ti OR U ITS Wl!'\'lll:RS 
THLETJ S . . , 
The thleti.:s eason gol off to an excellent star! '' nh th~ ln_ter 

Troop Cornpcti1ion on 6 la). Sig McNamara won the openm~ 
5,000m \\ i1h a fine bur t of peed in the last 200m. The ~RA 
competition \\as run along ide 1he Inter Troop and ome e.xc~en~ 
performance were produced; Pte Jane Freeman and Julie ray 
dominated the tra..:k e\'ent . Capt Rich11rd Blun:i turned up _for , 'h~ 
triple jump to be gi\'en the new that h~ wa:. runn_1ng the 800m,' a '~r} 
·pirited performance (on only one pmt f _Gumne ) wa n t qune 
nough 1o beat ia Mark Langley. The Cham of Command race, a 

blindfolded 400m., tecplecha e, gelling dre ed on 1he wa_: round, 
produced a ding dong ballle. W02 (FofS) Doug Rackham d1 covered 
a com.n problem when he kept running int_<> the hurdl~ but, none of 
the Troop Commander- could keep up wnh Capt Mike Ledwards 
mean turn of speed. . 

The quadron ream \\Cnt off 10 the i\lorri on Cup (UK) wnh a few 
worrie and a few last minute con cnpcs, but 01~ the day everyone 
pulled out their best. gt Charlie Abb~tt w?~ the di.cu and Cpl Andy 
Andrew 1he triple and long jumps. A fme f1111 h by the.4 x 400m team 
of Cpl Graham Smith. ig ·Frank' Spencer, Capt Simon . Lunn a~d 
Cpl Andy Andrew ecured the Morri on Cup (UK) 1mor Umt 

Trophy. l · h I 
Cpl Andy Andrew went on IO perform excell~nt Y m t e. 

Champion hip ''inning 1he I !Om hurdle , long JUmp and tnple 
jump-with new I records in bmh the jump . He wa awarded the 
Victor Ludorum a be t athlete m I 111 I 986. . . 

On 4 June the team were out again for the I hamp1on hip . The 
quadron quickly gained a lead but. it wa whittled_ down to nochmg 

at the start of the 4 x 400m. The Squadron won 1h1 event .by _a clear 
80m with gt Mick Honeyman a anchor man, thereby wmnmg the 
champion hip . . . 

Other sporting successe are mcluded under Unn ote . 

Capt Mike Ledwards sprinting (!) to the finish of the Chain of 
Comd race guiued by SSgt Taff Yates, Cpl Taff Kessell (hidden), 

Sig Taff Dilling, Sgt Pete Szczesiak and Cpl Graham Pardew 
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Winners of the Morrison Cup (UK) and NI Athletics 
Championships; Sgt Ray Pickering, Cpl Graham Smith, Sgts Keith 
Perkins Charlie Abbott, Cpl Graham Pardew, Sgt Stew Barclay, 
Sig ' Fra'nk' Spencer, Sgt Mick Honeyman, Capt Simon Lunn, Cpls 
Andy Andrew, Wayne Ratcliffe , (Absent) Sig Shaun Lawes, LCpl 

Steve Archer 

INSTITUTION MEDAL AW ARD 
We warmly congratulate Maj J. M. Sweetman on the award of the 

Royal Signals In titution Silver Medal. The a~ar~ wa made for his 
leadership of the Falkland I lands ommurncauon Pro_Ject Team, 
which has considerably enhanced the operational capability of our 
Forces on the Falklands and the reputation of the Corp . 

Brig J. H. Almond took the opportunity of making the 
presentation of the award on behalf of the Corp at the JERE 
Blandford Lecture on 7 May 1986, an occasion which permitted many 
of Jame ' friends and colleague to add their personal 
congratulation . . . 

Maj Sweetman's association with the Corps began dunng his day 
at Bristol Univer icy, fir tly as a member of the OTC an~ t_hen as a 
Territorial Army Officer. On graduation in 1965, . he JOmed t_he 
Regular Army and following hi 'Q' course at Ca1tenck served with 
4 Div HQ Sig Regt. From there he attended the TE course at_ the 
School, where he stayed on to teach antennas and p~opagatt~n , 
amongst his contribution at this stage was the acceptance mto service 
of the broad band VHF 'James Antenna'. After a spell as 
Commander of one of the early mobile atellite ground stations he 
served three consecutive t0urs in BAOR, ranging from a Brigade 
Signal Squadron, a tech nical staff post in Comms Br.anch,. HQ BAOR 
and as a Squadron Commander in 22 Sig Regt. This_ regimental and 
engineering field experience wa put t.~ good use 1.n his next tour a a 
member of the Project WAVELL military team m the Procurement 
Executive following which, after a short period in 39 Sig Regt, he wa. 
appointed' as the Falklands desk officer in Communication Projects 
Division, where he is still serving. 

Maj James Sweetman receiving the Institution Silver Medal from 
Commander School of Signals, Brig John Almonds , with Lt Col 

Brian O' Connor looking on 
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THE ADVENT OF PTARMIGAN IN 8 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

PTARMIGAN WING 
In April 1982, PTARMIGAN Training _was one of the many 

projects put in the lap of the then OC Tra111111g_ and J?evelopment 
Group, Maj T. McK. toddart. The team workmg acuvely on the 
project included Capt John Thewlis, W02 (Fof ) John Gallagher and 
Sgl (fofS) John Murray. The majority of courseware produced then 

1 ~ still in use t0day. Sgts John Butler and Chris Aubrey, 
PlARMJGA 's first instructors, began teaching Level I (system 
overview) training in October 1982. As 1he project became more 
demanding it oon became apparent thal it had outgrown Training 
and Development and required its own Wing. Thus in Augu I 1983 
PTARMIGAN Wing was born, Maj T. McK. Stoddart and company 
making the break. The nominal roll increased with more instructor 
and notably WOJ (YofS) Keith Hall joining the Wing a 21C. The 
Wing gradually e~panded. both in pers?nnel and . the number of 
students being rramed. Thi growth 111ev1tably required more space 
and indeed PTARMIGAN Wing' takeover bid for the Trade 
Training School (TT~) began. The c.la sr?oms taken ~ver. will hortly 
he relinquished as the Wmg move mto its own mulu-m1lhon pound 
building later this year. 

TRAI ING 
Up until July 1985 PTARMIG~N t_ra_ining consi ted of a basic 

overview of the system (level I). Thi trammg was bemg conducted by 
mo 1 Wing personnel bu1 principally by gts Merv Cox and Dave 
Higgins , supervision provided by the Wing's very own, American. G~ 
William P. Roberts , US Army. Incidentally, the SGM s humour 1s ull 
very much intact de pile recent American news stories and 1he US 
Army's purcha e of RITA as oppo ed to PTARMIGAN. 

Whilst Level l training was in progress other members of the group 
became 'Technical Authors' writing the necessary cour eware for 
Level 2 training (involving equipments), the completion of whi~h 
coincided with the arrival of a limited amount of equipment early 111 
1985. Although Levei 2 training could not be undertaken Level I 
Enhanced was introduced and i now in full wing. 

Most younger reader who have completed a PT ARM I GA course 
will remember Lt Col T. McK. Stoddarl, who despite pres ure of work 
in the office ha managed to visit just about every cour e for a ... 
'chat'. They may also remember Cpl Gary Boyle's psychedelic 
viewfoil in the Packet Switching le on, reputed to be the most 
expen.ive in 8 Sig Regt due to the manhours taken to. p~oduce it. One 
particular course will remember how they and their m tructor gt 
Merv Cox were locked in rheir clas room for over two hours, Cpl 
DaH Buckley's philo ophy of cla sroom ecurity coming to the 
forefront. 

BAOR 
Despite a busy schedule of course over th~ la t year and_ a half, the 

Wing has sent a training team to work with the P!U 111 erden, 
training the field units . The e trips, de pite what the :es1 <;>f 1he TTS 
would have you believe were extremely arduous, especially 1f the LOA 
rate had plummeted or even wor e, the AAFl in Verden had run ~ur 
of your favourite duty free. The ixth and last of the e one week 1np 
was recently completed and thanks must go to the P!U for making u 
so welcome. 

EQUIPMENT 
Early 1985 marked the arriva l of ou: fir 1 . PTA~MIGA 

installations a T Switch and two SAS/ MC installation . Smee then 
many loose equipments have arrived. Certain members of the group 
although instructing the ubjec1, had never actually seen any . of the 
equipme111s so a 101 of excited activity was involved in comparing the 
le son notes and AESP with the real thing. 

CBT 
PT ARM I GA trairling is not all 'chalk and talk'. Computer Based 

Training (CBT) has been incorporated from the very ta.rt, first of all 
using Apple computer and more recently our new Zemth Co~puter 
System . Programme writing on the Zenith is no longer co~fmed_ to 
computer experts and indeed many member of the Wmg .111clud111~ 
Cpl teve Joyce and gt Mick Comber have compkted arduou 
authoring cour es with the civilian contractor ba ed 111 1he ~en lre ~f 
London. The authors have returned from London clutch111g their 
certificates and ties and, under the guidance of Sgt Mick Parson , are 
producing some dazzling courseware. 
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WAVELL 
Under PTARMIGAN'S metaphoric wing, the WA YELL section 

began in June 1984 the 1wo founder members being W02 Cf"of'i) 
Roger Stevenson a~d gt Tony Jewell. The section, u_nder willing 
isolation, existed under the guise of courseware produ~t~on w11h t~c 
odd week or two spent on system trials. WA VELL trammg beg~n. m 
BAOR in October 1985 with two three week courses, more 1ra1111ng 
having taken place since. 

A first, Sig 'Evo' Evans (Tele Mech) at the controls of the switch 

JAMAICAN FLOODS 
633 SIGNAL TROOP PROVIDE RELIEF FROM FLOOD 
DISASTER 

633 Sig Tp produced a Contin_gency Rear _Lin_k detachment at _90 
minutes notice on 6 June to provide commumcauon for nood relief 
in Jamaica. Within three hour gt id Smellie and Cpl teve Bertram 
were aboard a Belize Defence Force Defender aircraft bo1_md ~or 
Grand Cayman, en route 10 Kings!On. The_y took PRC 320 radios with 
them and as much kit a they could w11hm the 280lbs total allowed. 
The initial deployment wa led by Capt Ian Cameron-Mowat, a 
watchkeeper in Force Headquarters. 

The following day Sig Mac McCl~~en an~ Dave Rooney new 
directly 10 Jamaica. Al the time <;>f wnu~g (mid June) the four man 
detachment is working to the aircraft mvolved and a~ternately to 
either the We t lntlie Guard Ship, or directly back to Belize. They are 
accommoda1ed in a four tar hotel in Kingston . . 

Thi is the third di a ter relief operation to be supported by 6~3 Sig 
Tp during the pa 1 10 month ; a volcanic eruption in Colombia, an 
earthquake in Mexico and now Jamaica. 

ARMY CHAMPION 
CO GRATUL TIO to Maj M. S. (Mike) Fi her on becoming 
rmy Archery Champion on 30 June. Well done! 
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ON BEING A BOARDER 

Report h) te"art Bo)le. a~ed 16 year . . 
Queen \ icioria chool i a boy.· board111g . ~hool 111 cot land. for 

the ,on of coltish en·icemen and women ot the regular ~errn:es. 
RO\al 'av · and Roval \1arine.. nm· and Royal Air Force. 

It ,,a founded in 190 and i~ iiuated in the country outside 
Dunblane. not far north of tirling. Boy u ually enter the chool for 
Priman 6 when they are 10 year old, though ome come at 11-12 
}ear· oid. The chool i all-boarding in four Hou es: Wavell Hou c 
of O primary boy , and three enior hou e of 60 + boys . 

Out of the 250 pupil in the chool , m the moment there are 22 
who e father. serve or have erYed in tl ,. Royal orp of ignal . 
The e pupil range from the younge t P~imary 6 boy to the elde t 
ixih year boy·. 

In Wavell Hou e, the hou e for the younge t of the pupiL, we have 
i-.. boy whose fathers are erving. in the <;orps. We have .Step.hen 

McMahon of Primary 6B who enjoys playmg football, w1mmmg, 
reading book and watching televi ion in hi spare time. He also play 
rugby for the chool in hi year' I st XV team. Alexande~ Coo~. al o 
in Primar 6B. i a cro -country runner and often run. either lor the 
\. 'avell cro -country team or for the chool team. He ing in the 
chool choir at many of the choir' fun ct ion . Alan Cargill in Primary 

6B is an avid tamp and po 1-card colleccor and enjoy running. He 
i a member of the chool choir and took part in the Chri tma Carol 

en'ice. 
In Primary 7 we have coll Harkin who i an athlete and repre ent 

the chool at rugby, playing for the lst V of hi year and at football 
in the 1st XI; he too does cro s-country and athletic , and enjoy 
swimming and reading. Bruce Gallacher i 12 years old and i in 
Primary 7B. His main hobbie are coin co llecting, football and 
reading, and he play for the Wavell I st XV rugby team and i a keen 
Highland dancer. Mark mith, al o in Primary 7B, plays for the 
Wavell 2nd V and is in the junior choir. Hi hobbie include 
marbling and football. 

In the fir t year of the enior chool we have Andew Mclnne aged 
I 3 who enjoys all the school recreational acti\·ities, particularly golf, 
shooting, football, athletics and squa h. He plays the bagpipe in the 
chool Pipe Band and want to be a Radio Technician in the Corp 

when he leaves chool. Al o in first year is Ala dair Tennick, a great 
friend of Andrew, who would like co follow in his father's foot teps 
and be a Radio Technician in the Corps or join the police. Hi main 
intere t are wimming, jogging, hooting, squash and American 
football; he is also a Highland dancer for the chool. Antony Millar, 
in first year, has ideas of possibly joining the Royal Electrical and 

1echanical Engineer later on in life. Antony enjoy most spores and 
athletic ; he is a drummer, though he ha not yet entered the Pipe 
Band. 

There are three .McAuley brothers, John in Wavell, Francis in 
econd year and Joseph in third year. All three enjoy footbal l and 

sport . Joseph and Francis are learning musical in trument , Jo eph 
play~ the piano and Francis the trombone, and all three arc in the 
choir. Peter McEachern, who e family now live on the island of Islay, 
is al ·o a regular playing member of the Pipe Band. 

Further up the seni or chool we have Jason Fox of third year 
brother of Neil who left the school la r year LO join the Corp a nd i~ 
now ba ed a t the Apprentices' ollege in Harrogate. Jn on, who i 15, 
participated in rugby in the third year I l XV and enjoy swimming, 
football and athleLic . He al o want to join either the Corps or the 
REME when he leaves chool. 

William O'Hare is in the fourth year and i 16 years old. He hopes 
LO go to college after lea ing school. Ai the moment he i imerc ted 
in canoeing, football and athletic and he was Lhe Captain of the 
chool' 2nd V. Along with him is Graeme Ten nick also in fourth 

year brother of Alasdair of fir L year. His intere t are sai ling with the 
chool, mo t sports and reading. He play the clarinet and saxophone 

a well as participating in the choir and has played a leading part in 
debating and publi speaking competition . He would like to tudy 
electronic engineering and microproces ing at trathclyde University 
at the end of hi chool career. Stuart Mcinnes, elder brother of 
Andrew, hope LO return to school and take Highers and then go on 
to do architecture or join the Civil Service. He played for the 2nd XV 
thi year and al o the school !st XI. He i interested in football, golf 
and kiing and ha ju t finished itting nine 'O' Grade examinations. 

tephen Bate left after sitting hi '0' Grade and is entering the army 
as an apprentice in the Royal Corps of Transport. Finally, in fourth 
year i Elliot mart who ha ju t finished sitting nine exam and is 
leaving to go to college LO do' A' levels in Rus ian, French and English 
Literature. He then hopes to study law at universi1y. Elliot has 
frequently taken part in public speaking and debating competition 
and invariably comes within the top three, as well as winning many 
academic prize throughout his career. 

In fifth year i Tommy Millar who ha been a member of the Pipe 
Band for many year , and di tinguished him elf as olo piper for the 
Highland Dancing Team at the televised Usher Hall Concert this year. 
He i scrum half for 1he 1st XV and is a mature and cheerfu l member 
of Haig House. He should be joining the Corps in the autumn a an 
apprentice. Noel Ander on i a School Prefect and Chapel Prefect. He 
is leaving at the end of this term co join the REME a an apprentice 
at Arborfield . The last of the boy in Queen Victoria School whose 
father are in the Royal Corps of Signals is tewart Boyle who is a 

chool Prefect and has just recently pa sed his bronze award of the 
Duke of Edinburgh' Award Scheme. He ha fini hed silting his 
Highers and hopes to come back to do further exams next year and 
then go on LO univer icy. 

(Reader will like to know that tewart Boyle is the son of Capt 
Andy Boyle .) 

Back Row: Francis McAuley, Jason Fox, William O'Hare, Stuart Mcinnes, Stephen Bates, Graeme Tennick, Joseph McAuley 
Centre Row: Peter McEachern, Mark Smith, Elliott Smart, Scott Harkin, Tommy Millar, Alasdair Tennick, John McAuley 

Front Row: Bruce Gallacher, Stephen McMahon, Neil Anderson, Headmaster, Stewart Boyle, Alexander Cook, Alan Cargill 
Absent: Andrew Mcinnes, Tony Millar 
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THE PRINCESS MARY AND INSTITUTION SIL VER MEDALS 

THE PRINCESS MARY MEDAL shall be regarded as a rare honour 
to be awarded to mark an achievement, contribution or service of the 
highest order which is considered manifestly to have enhanced the 
performance, reputation or status of Royal Signals. 

THE INSTITUTION SILVER MEDAL shall similarly be regarded as 
a rare award to mark the attainment of an outstanding professional 
achievement in the Corps. An exemplary standard on the following 
courses will also qualify. 
a. The Royal Signals Officers Telecommunication Engineering 

Management Course 
b. The Foreman of Signals Course 
c. The Yeoman of Signals Course 

RULES AND CONDITIONS FOR THE AW ARD OF 
THE MEDALS 
THE PRIZES are silver medals and an illuminated scroll and the 
name of the winner is annotated in the White List/Records as shown 
below. 

Prince s Mary Medal (PM) 
Institution Medal (M) 

RULES 
• Nominations for these awards are to be submiued, through the 

Royal Signals chain of command to the Signal Officer-in-Chief for 

the serving Corp , and through the Royal Signals Association to 
the Chairman for the retired Corps, using the format below, and 
then to Regimental Headquarters in September for con ideration 
by the council annually at its October meeting. 

• When the Council considers that a case for an award or awards has 
been made, it shall invite the Selection Committee to review the 
recommendations in detail to decide whether the high standards 
required have been met. 

• The Selection Committee shall consist of The Master of Signals, 
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, the Representative Colonel 
Commandant and co-opted members as required. 

PRESENTATION 
A full citation is to be prepared and the presentation made at a 

suitable Corps function for the Princess Mary Medal, and at an 
aoorooriate occasion decided oy the Senior Royal Signals Officer in 
the theatre/command for the Institution Silver Medal. 

RECORDS 
The Secretary of the Royal Signals Institution maintains a 

permanent record of winners names and PB! I is to arrange for the 
White List to be annotated (PM) or (M) as the case may be against 
each winners name. 

HONORARY MEMBERSHlP OF THE INSTITUTION will be 
conferred upon recipients of these awards. 

Nomination for the Princess Mary Medal* 
Nomination for the Institution Silver Medal* 

I . Rank and Name ................... .. . ............. . .. ..... ........... . .. ......................................... . 

2. Event/Course .. .. ...... . ........ ..... . .. ............... .... ..... ........................ ... .................... · .. 

3. Citation . . . . ......................................................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

4. Comment 

a. Commander Communications/ Associat.ion Branche * 

b . SOinC/Chairman of Signals Association* . .. .... .. .............................. ... ..... · . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

5. Institute Recommendation .................... . ........ .. .......... . ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

.... . .. . ... . .......... ............ ........ . .. . ... .. . .............................. ......... ....................... 

6. Selection Committee Decision ......... . .......... .. ... . .... .... ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

.... .. ... .. .... . ...... ............ .. ................................ .... .......................................... 

*Delete where inapplicable 
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THE HIGHLAND LINE 

I ~ l'RCISE JOI\ TEW R 4/l 
Durio an ei11 ht day pt'riod "tH\ard' 1he end t'f r\pril a nine_ man 

team from 1he , chool Clf ignal. and 30 'ig Rcgt took part 111 an 
e erc1 e in th • A'icmore area o f Sco1land . 

It had been de igned to get ome oldiers away from Bland ford , 
carry out ·ome trade training and at the ame time a i. 1 the 

trath pey Railway The railway is owned and opera1ed by vol~nteer 
and when it wa . di,..:o,·ered 1hat 1hev had ome cable 10 be buned and 
a telephone e\change to be installed it . eemt!,i a good opponu nit. to 
kill t\\ O bird<. with one ·tone! 

The fir ·t and largest part of the exerci e wa 10 bury about two and 
a half mile, of UG cable be ide the railwa_ track between ·emore 
a nd Boat of Garten. To save on a lot of bad. break ing digging, a mole 
plough wa used to put the able into the ground. ormally uch a 
de,ice i. winched m by a tractor but as we were working on a railway 
a locomotive with towing at1achment wa used in tead. Some cable 
had already been ploughed in la t ovember as an experimen1, o gt 

tan Holden and LCpl Taff Thomas had some cable to JOllll and te l 
while Cpl Jim Frew and LCpl reve Maycock helped ome of the 
volu nteer get the ploughing engine and towinp, bar ready . T he 
remainder of the 1eam did ome pade work buryi ng two short leng1hs 
of cable under the track and feedi ng them into a building. By the 
afternoon on the fir t day the cable had LO be unreeled from the 
drum . The fi r t mile having been laid out at la t it wa ti me to plough 
the cable into the ground . A the photograph how you may need up 
to ix people at a time around the plough to cont rol it and act a 
ballast. With member of the rai lway over eeing the operation Cpl 
Jim Fm~, Sig Jock Crocli.art , Allan O'Hare and Charlie \ right 
worked on the plough while LCpl teve Maycock and ig Speedie 

peed followed behind en uring the cable ' a properly in the grou nd 
Alway wi lling to lend a hand Capt John Mcintyre fou nd himself 
being asked to teer the plough on the left side after the first JOO yard 
very quickly discovered why when he fou nd himself being dragged 
through hawthorn and wi ld rose bu he by the plough! Fortunately 
for him it la ted only fo r 200 yards. After that the nex t major problem 
that occurred wa the plough hit ting boulders, well large stones, below 

ground _level. This re. ul tcd in ~h e people on 1he plough getting a very 
rough ride and occas1onall y being thrown off. A change of tactic wa1 
called f?r o. a recce part y wa ent off in fro nt to prod for 
ob truct1on ; II wa j us1 like cros ing a mi nefield. By the end of 
day one, three quarters of a mile of cable was in the ground and two 
joint and one distribution box had been completed. The die' el engine 
which had been pulling the plough had been having ome trouble ~o 
it was re1urned to Aviemore and a second engine was used to travel 
back 10 Boat o f Garien where everyone wa accommodated . Wi1h 1hc 
majority returning by car Capt J ohn Mci ntyre agreed to accompany 
the driver of 1he engine. gt Stan Holden a nd LCpl Taff Thomas were 
picked up en route from where they had fini hed 1heir work for the 
day and the engine rallied off down the line. Halfway from Aviemore 
to Boal of Garten in the middle of nowhere the engine qu ietly expired . 
everal attempts 10 bring it back to life were in va in and the quarte1 

had to abandon their tran port and u e Shanks' pony for the 
remaining two and a ha lf miles. 

The next day with diesel locomotives in short supply, our dri ver 
being a ver atile character, found us a 1eam engine to u e in tead . 
Apa rt from fi nding more tones and pieces of wood which had been 
buried, 1he next two day aw .another o ne and th ree qua rter mile of 
cable go into the ground. One length of cab le however had to be 
pulled out a nd replaced when it wa found to have some faul ty pair' 
but ince the rai lway relic on volu ntary donations, the cable had to 
be wound back on to a drum and 1aken back to Boat of Garten for 
testing to ee how much could be saved. 

One member of the team, who shall remain namele s, discovered 
that working out on the lineside can have its problems. Thi i' 
especially the ca e when you need to go to the toi let. All hough shovel 
were available, it transpired 1hat the 'comfy bum' had been left in the 
brake van over a mi le away down the line. In order to ave 
embarras ment, the engine driver unhi tched 1he plough and gave the 
unfortu nate individual a ride on the footp late to the 'comfy bum'. 
Thi special train was chris1ened by the other members of the team a 
'Speedie's Expre ' ! 

The Team 
Back Row: Sig Allan O' Hare, Cpl Jim Frew, Sig Speedie Speed , LCpl Steve Maycock 

Front Row: LCpl Taff Thomas, Sig Jock Crockart, Sig Charlie Wright and Sgt Stan Holden pose for the camera on the buffer beam of LMS 
Class 5 no 5025 at Boat of Garten Station 
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Cable Ploughing 
The plough team at w ork on the second day showing the steam 
eng ine towing t he diesel loco which had the towing attachment 

fitted 

Heading off to Work 
Cpl J im Fre w (concerned ), Sig Speedie Speed (tired). LCpl Steve 
Maycoc k (anxious} and Sig Allan O' Hare (serious) prepare to lay 
some more cable in the Scottish Highlands . Any suggestions as to 
what Cpl Jim Frew is thinking should be sent to Caption 

Competition, c/o Line Tp . 

Day fo ur was a Sunday and a day that the ra ilway operated a public 
train service. This meant that any cable laying had to be done withou t 
the help of an engine. One team lead by Cpl Jim Frew wi th LCpl Steve 
Maycock, ig Speedie peed a nd Jock Crockart set to work putting 
in a cable in the Boat of Garten Station area while Sgt tan Holden 
and LCpl Taff Thomas et to work terminating this cable and 
reterminating o thers on a new dis1ribu1ion panel under the signal box. 
This was also the ite for the telephone exchange, which was being 
insta lled at the same time , with help from the railway ' volunteers. 

On Sunday evening 1he highlight of the exercise came when a luxury 
charter train, The Royal Scotsman , which travels over Briti h Rail 
lines in Scotland every week in the summer, arrived on the Stra1h pey 
Railway at Boat of Garten . One of the eagle eyed Linie potted a VIP 
gelling off the train and after a few econd of ' is ii her?' and ' it can't 
be!' one of them ju t had to ask if the young lady was Hollywood film 
star Morgan Fairchild . Well Linies are eldom wrong and have lot of 
bras neck as well so not only au1ograph were reque ted but al o a 
group photograph of the team and Miss Fairchild. The only condition 
that wa put o n the photograph being taken wa 1hat she was ent a 
copy of The Wire with th i article and photograph in it. In order thal 
a copy of thi issue could be em to her , C pl Jim Frew a ked for her 
address. So any fa n of Miss Fairchild' out there you now know who 
to contact! 

Day five saw the fini shing !ouches to the work al Boat of Garten 
with cables being jointed, telephone in truments installed and ome 
more cables reterminated . 

The fin al day wa pent ou1 along the line again mainly jointing a nd 
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Cpl Jim Frew closes off a nother joint with a heat shrink enclosure 

The highlight of the exercise was the visit of Hollywood film star 
Miss Morgan Fairchild on the Sunday evening to Boat of Garten. 
Those members of the team who were not sleeping at the time 
had their photograph taken with her on the station platform and 
included Sig Charlie Wright, Jock Crockart, Cpl Jim Frew, Sig 
Allan (Super Smooth) O'Hare, LCpl Taff Thomas and LCpl Steve 

Maycock 

test ing rhe cable that had been put in the ground earlier. Cpl Jim Frew 
and LCpl Steve Maycock who are both linemen decided to show our 
tele-mech a 1hing or two about jointing multicore. There is now a 
challenge on between them and gt tan Holden and Cpl Taff Thoma 
to see who e joints fail fir t ! 

Since there was still a two mile gap between the end of the multicore 
and Boat of Garten, the exi 1ing cable pair of ex GPO 'drop wire' on 
an overhead pole route wa used to complete the link from Aviemore 
for the moment. With all the joint completed it was a trek back to 
Aviemore for the final te t to ee if the one pair wa working all the 
way through. At almost 1900 hrs a phone was put on to the cable and 
after a few cranks on the magneto, contact was made with Boat of 
Garten . To everyone's urpri e when auto working wa tried into the 
newly installed exchange at Boat that worked a well. ot bad going 
over five miles of cable of which two mile i only 'drop wire' . With 
everything tidied up on ite it wa back to Boat of Garten for the 
evening meal and some ' ell earned reer . 

The next day, Wedne day, aw u all back on the road again but 
unlike the week before. it was in the oppo ite direction and heading 
for Blandford. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed them elve and the 
railway wa very impres ed with the amount of work that the team 
completed . All who took part are now members of the railway and 
ome are wanting to go back again later in the year. o if anyone 

reading this ha two miles of 10 pair cable with .9mm conductors 
which they don't need, then 1he team would like to hear from you 
ince it will inually guarantee them another trip north to the 

Highland of cotland. 
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OPERATION RALEIGH-SUMMER IN PATAGONIA 

l"\1, tER I PATAGO ·1A 
b~ 'gt John Lnthbury . . . 

Dodging i eberg · in open boat , scrambhng ~ver glaciers, movtng 
a . hool brick by bri k and building bridge . T lllS wa how I and 1.20 
other pent our time in the hilean ummer of outhern Patagoma. 

In early 19 5 I volunteered, and was accepted, a a _member o!' the 
Dire.:ting taff of Operation Raleigh. I ~'·a selected tor the Chilean 
pha ·e cheduled for early ~ 9 6. ~ lef! with the. a~vance party on ~2 
December and ne" to anllago via R10 De J.ame~o and San ~aulo 111 
Brazil . Unfortunate!~ there had been delay 111 Rio ~nd San f aulo .o 
we only had 35 minute to get to the railway station for ? ur tratn 
outh. Thi proved to be an intere ting trip through th.e am_iago ru h 

hour which would make driving in Paris ~o~parauve child play. 
We were going to Puerto Momt, our log1 tic ba e. We. tayed 111 
Puerto \fontl for two day over Christmas before moving O\~th 
aeain. It \\a no\~ well into the Chilean ummer and our Carol erv1ce 
in Puerto 1ontt had been in hon and T- hirts. I wa lucky in that 
J managed 10 f1y the next leg, a two hour f1ight to Bahnaceda and 
from there a 40Km bu trip to Coyhaique which wa to be ~ur 
expedition headquarters. Others had to uffer a two day fe rry tnp, 
one group over ew Year's Eve. . . . . 

The next two week were filled with feven h act1vny as more 
directing staff arrived and we began to prepare for th.e arrival of t~e 
venturer and their ub equent deployment to the field. Our matn 
concern were our radio communication , the purcha e of fre h 
ration and. our bigge 1 problem, tran port. The road are ome of 
the wor t in the world and really took their toll on our vehicles. Mo t 
of our mo\ement wa by ferry as there were no roads to the e 
locations and a mi sed ferry could mean a delay of two or three day 
until the next one. We were working out of ix main sites. 

t La Tapera, approximately 250Km north of Coyhaique, we were 
moving a shop for the local inhabitant . Unfortunately after the hop 
had been built the to\ n had grown up 3Km further along the valley . 
The group took it apart piece by piece and moved it to its new si te , 
in the proces enlarging the econd floor. 

At Cisne we were helping the locals 10 build a boat they were 
hopine: to enter in a race later this year. Mo t of the woodwork for 
this was hand carved from blocks of rough timber. Our other project 
wa to build an ad\enture playground for the local children although 
they eemed to enjoy playing on the building materials as much as the 
fini hed article. 

Queulat wa the most pectacular of our northern ites. The camp 
wa at the foot of a glacier looking out over the channels around the 
many i lands of outhern Chile. The project here was 10 build a bridge 
for the 1ational Forestry Commission. This was to be a difficult and 
fru trating project trying to span a 30m glacial river. Twice in the 
lauer stages of the project their footbridge, built to allow work to 
commence on the far ide, was washed away by f1ash f1oods . 
Unfortunately a fault in the basic design provided by the Forestry 
Service prevented the project being fini hed. 

Lago Jenimeni, 150Km south of Coyhaique, wa the most 
picture que site and certainly one of the most remote. It took seven 
hour of rough driving with a four hour ferry trip in the middle and 
included the fording of five ri\ers in the last 20Km. The camp was set 
up be ide an ice cold bright blue lagoon ne tied in a narrow valley. So 
narrow was it that they had snow in the morning with sun to follow 
and snow and sleet to finish off the day. The project here wa co build 
a ranger hut for the Forestry Commission. Material were no real 
problem a they were to clear the land and then use the trees they had 
just cut down. Each plank and roof shingle was hand carved by axe 
and machette. Laguna San Rafael wa the mo l spectacu lar of all the 
site . The San Rafael glacier came down to the lagoon's edge with an 
ice wall a mile across and over 500ft high. Without warning huge 
blocks of ice would break away from the wall and crash into the 
lagoon. The lagoon wa covered with these majestic icebergs which 
had a habit of turning over when they became top heavy. A great deal 
of valuable scientific work was done here on the glacier and on tidal 
f1ows. Conditions were not hard but were certainly miserable. It rains 
almost continually here and everything got damp and never really 
dried out. 

Our la t group was the most remote of all. Dropped off at the 
Island of Melin"a they embarked in five small open fishing boats for 
a 500Km journey outh to San Rafael. The fishing boat were all hand 
made, carved by the local fishermen the biggest being 9m long. 
Carrying all their food, they took 21 days to sai l and row to San 
Rafael. 

Upon arri\al at Laguna San Rafael they changed places with the 
group already there and r was lucky enough to join the group for the 
return trip. Thi proved to be more strenuous than the outward 
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journey as we headed into the prevailing winds and we had to row over 
200Km of the total distance. It was however a tremendous way to see 
thi beautiful unspoilt region. We were accompanied most days by 
dolphins and were lucky enough to have a whale breach several times 
20m offshore from one of our nightly stop . 

T he time had flown by all too fast and it wa now the middle of 
March . Time Lo begin recovering the expedition . Many people elected 
to fini h off their field work by walking back to the expedition HQ. 
A group from La Tapera walked the 250Km from their location in 
eight day , whil t L\ o girls from Queulat who tarted out with good 
intentions only walked lOKm and managed to ride the re t of the way. 
We held a farewell party in Puerto Monti, the first civili ation many 
of the venturers had seen in two and a half months. We returned Lo 

antiago by train and the bulk of the people flew out on 20 March. 
I remained for a further four days which allowed me to see the sigh1. 
in antiago. It i a bea uti fu l city, very clean a nd has an excellent metro 
y tern which allow you to move around with the minimum of fuss. 

And o ended my summer in southern Patagonia. 1 did not ee a great 
deal of the sun but I did have a marvellou experience in a beautiful 
country. hi le is not a country that people think of visi ting but 1 will 
definitely try to get back for a visit in the future. 

Iceberg at Laguna San Rafael 

Picking our way through the ice on the return trip to Melinka 
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CHIPS WITH EVERYTHJNG MUSCULAR PAIN FOR MUSCULAR DY TROPHY! 
AN INSIGHT INTO DEVELOPME T TROOP 
Report by Sgt Eric Thomas 

On posting to the School I spent the first four months in TM Troop 
carr}ing out the normal servicing and repair tasks of a TE Tech. Then 
one Autumn day the TOT Maj Eddie Holland asked if I would lik~ 
to fill a vacancy in 2 Sqn (Trials). Seeing an opportunity to escape 
from TTVF and TIOOR's 1 jumped at the chance and reported to 
Block within the hour. 

Capt (Tfc) P. J. Daniel, Comms Branch, HQ Land Forces, Cyprus 
who admits to being 'old enough to qualify for the Super Veterans 
Category' recently completed the Cyprus Services Marathon. In 
addition to achieving a personal ambition, he was running to raise 
money for the Muscular Dystrophy Trust of Cyprus. Over 100 people 
pledged sums ranging from 50 cents total to 50 cents per mile and their 
generosity is greatly appreciated. 

Along with the majority of the Corps, I associated the Squadron 
purely with PTARMIGAN and expected my limited knowledge of the 
system to be rapidly expanded. This was not to be o as my new boss, 
S gt (Fof ) Eddie Harper, quickly pointed out. 

Development Troop con i t of six to eight technicians who convert 
bright ideas into hardware. Productions vary widely and have 
included Nicad Battery hargers, EW Simulators, Command 
Changeover Switches and the PTARMIGAN tone generator. 

Unti l arriving in the Troop my biggest project had been installing 
an intermittent wipe faci lity in my car. Being tasked with producing 
a device to enable message LO be transferred around a message centre 
without the u e of tape or tape factory facility came as a shock co the 
system. 

With the help of the elder statesmen of the Troop, Sgts Brian 
I aacs, Terry Toye and Cpl Dave Galloway the project is now nearing 
completion. 

Now for the ales pitch! The Troop play an important role within 
the Corp . Its members do not necessarily come up with the ideas but 
we do have the facility to develop and produce them. If you have any 
suggestions which may create financial avings, improve efficiency or 
enable realistic training then let us know. We are not trying to steal 
lhe glory but we are trying to improve the Corps in General. 

( 

~OPERATORS 
When you 
leave the 
Services .. . 

~ TI1e 

Contact the Three Tees Agency 
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street 
The Three Tees Agency serves 6.000 compa111es and deals solely 
with vacancies for Telephone. Telex . and Teleprinter Operators. 
You can be sure of a warm welcome and tree advice and guidance 
on employment prospects in the commercial world of 
Telecommunicallons. If you are rusty , we can give you the opportu111ty 
to brush up your operating and also familiarise you with commercial 
routines a nd equipment. and then guide you to the right 1ob. 
permanent or temporary. In some cases resett lement courses are 
available for those seeking permanent employment rn the Greater 
London area. 

I 11 110 Fleet Street EC4 01-353 3611 T ..._ree TeeS Ca//, writeortelephone 

TheTeam10Trus1 L_A_g_e_n_cy __ L_t_d __ 12_4_R_e_ge_n_t s_tr_e_et_w_1_0_1-_73_4_03_6_s _ ____.~ 
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Officers 
JU E 19 
Rank and 'amt 
Capt C. , . Buncn haw .. 
Capt (TOn A. 0 . A. Brillcndcn 
Maj C. P Conlon 
\1aj C . \.1 . Co• . 
Capt (Tfc) D. A. Dunbar 
Capt CTOn P. H. Da\'is. 
Maj 0 . N. Donaldson .• 
Capt (TOT) B. J Gallagher 
Maj 0 . J . H. Ori. I 
Maj . K. P . Hope . 
\1aj (QM) 0 . W E Hope 
Capt (Ton I. D. Hope .. 
Lt Col A . J . R Jackman 
MaJ J. E. F. Kirb)· 
Capt P . King . 
Capt S. J. Long . . . . 
Capt (Tfc) T . J . M Loughlin .. 
Capt (Tfc) J. T . i hols . 
Capt (QM) T. A. Perkin .. 
Lt Col M. W. H. Roberts 
Col P. J. Rowland 
Maj R. F. Rutherford 
Maj R. J. Sanders 
Maj J . A. Shepherd 
Capt (TOT) J. M. Smith 
Lt Col M. R. Stephenson 
Capt (Q 1) M. A. Ste,'Cnson 
Lt Col J . F. Storr 
Mag V. 0. Strivcns 
Capt (Tfc) D. 0. Wills .. 
Capt M . P . Wisc . . 

JULY 1986 
Rank and Name 
2Lt J. S. Adams 
Lt A. Aitken . . 
Capt (Tfc) o. w. Bartliff 
Col B. L. Belton .. 
Lt I. J . Bradshaw .. 
Col K. P. Burke .. 
Lt R. M. Bullin .. 
Lt S. J. Callaghan .. 
Capt (Tfc) W. J . Cheesman .. 
L 1aj (Ton W. 0. S. Cochrane 
2Lt M. S. Coleman 
Maj C. P . Conlon 
Brig R. F. L. Cook 
Maj R. C. T. Cuthbcn 
Maj A. Davies . . 
Lt S. C. Dexter .. 
2Lt R. M. Dobson 
Lt Col A. F. Eastburn . . 
Lt M . A. Eaton .. 
2Lt P . R. M. E'·an 
2Lt A. J. Fletcher 
2Lt R. J . Freeman 
Maj A. H . Gibb .. 
Maj R. 0. L. Hill 
2Lt C. J. Hinsle> . . 
Capt (TOT) D. Hirst 
2Lt D. P . Hix .. 
2Lt J . M. Hodges .. 
2L1 . E. Hogarth 
Capt M. S. Holman 
Maj A. J. Hull .. 
Lt S. N. Jackson . 
Maj S. Law . 
Maj 0. M. Lewis .. . . 
Capt (QM ) D. 0. Longhurst 
Lt . P . Longley .. .. 
2Lt F. 0. S. Maclennan .. 
Capt (QM) S. 0 . Marshall 
Lt A. W. T. McComb 
Lt C. D. McOrory .. 
Capt (QM) J. Mc!n t}Te .. 
Capt W. V. Miles .. 
2Lt A. K. Munday 
Lt 0. R. Norton . . 
2Lt 0. L. O"en .. 
2Lt A . Paterson 
Capt J. 0 . Ped . 
Lt T \\ . Pender-Jones .. 
Lt S. R Renfrey . . . . 
Capt (Tfc) D. D. Smith .. 
Lt R. 0. C. Sparshan 
LI M. Stapleton . . . . 
Capt R. F. Strawbridge . 
2Lt J . R. Tod . .. 
Capt (Tfc) D. J . Tunmore 
Capt C. H. Turner 
Capt D. J . Vardy .. 
Lt T . J. P . Wam . 
Capt C . D. Wilding 
Lt S. P . Windsor-Brown .. 
Capt CTon o. Yule 
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- Movements - . 

Unit to which p()S(ed 
22 ig Rcgt 
2 Inf Di'' HQ and Sig Rcgt 
HS 11 Sig l<ttl 
3 Armd Di' IQ and Sig Regt 
233 Sig Sqn 
10 Sig Regt 
MOD (PB! I) 
641 ig Tp (HQ2ATAF) 
29 Sig Regt 

Inf Bde HQ and Sig qn 
HS 11 ig Regt 
Q0 Sig Regt 
HS 11 Sig Regt 
DOAT 
28 Sig Regt 
21 Sig Regt 
3 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Reg! 
10 Sig Regt 
31 Sig Regt (V) 
HQNI 
IMS Brussels 
266 Sig Sqn 
HQBFFI 
HQ I 
School of ignal 
HS 11 ig Regt 
608 Sig Tp (Eqpt) 
HQ BAOR 
BDLS Onawa 
233 Sig Sqn 
1 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt 

Unit to "'hich po51ed 
39 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn 
2 Inf Di' · HQ and Sig Regt 
7 Sig Regt 
DSS (AD) 
AA College 
000\VL (A) (PE) (AE) 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1 
Q0 Sig Regt 
AA College 
HQ AFCENT SP OP (Int) 
HS School of Signals 
HQ NORT HAO (BAE) 
Int Mil taff Brussels 
22 Sig Regt 
QO Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
DSS (AD) 
3 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Rcg1 
7 Sig Regt 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
7 Sig Rcgt 
HQ DAAC 
RARDE (PE) (AE) 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
8 Sig Rcgt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
7 Sig Regt 
QO Sig Regt 
HQ 1 (BR) Corps 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Q0 Sig Regt 
S02 JS Civ RELfPR 
37 Sig Reg1 (V) 
22 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
3 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regi 
School of Signais 
HQ NI 
7 Sig Rcgt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
266 Sig Sqn 
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
MOD 
QO Sig Regi 
HS School of Signals 
School of Signals 
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
HQ AFCENT (BAE) 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
29 Sig Rcgt 
633 Sig Tp 
29 Sig Regt 

WOs and SNCOs 
APRIL 1986 
Rank and ame 
Sgt I. C. O illc11 .. 
gt t. C. Frankel .. 
gt T . M. Smith . . 
&t P. K. Thornton 

ASgt K. !Orey .. 
ASgt A. T . Watersto n 

MA Y 1986 
Rank and ame 
S gt 0 . . F. Knight 
ASSgt J . Allen .. 
Sgt J.M. Malloy . . . . 
ASgt M. H . 0 . Harrow . . 

JU E 1986 
Rank and ame 
WOI D. S. Pimm . 
WOI 0 . Thomas 
WOI D. 0. Wright 
AWOI A. R. Hale 
AWO! B. 0. Watson 
\\102 D. Bo wden .. 
W02 R. 0 . Hunter 
W02 B. lngli .. 
W02 D. Simpson .. 
AW02 T . Ha rdingham .. 
A W02 A . Huggins 
AW02 S. M . J a rvis 
AW02 M . McDermott 
A W02 B. E. Mower 
AW02 M . Willoughby 
AW02 W. Wingate 
SSgt P. M. Dignam 

gt 0. S . Grove . . 
SSgt D. R. Leaning 
SSgt J. F. Murry .. 
SSgt R. A. Smith .. 
SSgt S. P. Sutton . . . . 
ASSgt M. J . Arm trong .. 
ASSgt P . M. Curley 
ASSgt T . P . Hannon 
ASSgt K. P. Jones 
ASSgt K. W. Lodge 
AS gt S. Palfreyman 
ASSgt C . L. Savcall 
Sgt J. R. Acklaw . . 
Sgt L. H . T . Allen 
Sgt A. . J . A hwell 
Sgt 0. J . Baldry .. 
Sgt I. F. Bannigan 
Sgt M. C. Bradshaw 
Sgt R. Churm .. 
Sgt M. J. Drake . . 
Sgt 0 . P . Frazer . . 
Sgt R. D. Goode .. 
Sgt P. H . Grainger 
Sgt R. Gratton .. 
Sgt L. F. H~hne .. 
Sgt A. Hogg 
Sgt M. Hoy 
Sgt V. Hunter 
Sgt M. Jenkins 
Sgt N. A. Ki llen .. 
Sgt 0. Lathbury . . 
Sgt M. McDermid 
Sgt M. P. McGrath 
Sgt W. J . McKinnon 
Sgt P. C. May .. 
Sgt B. J. Meehan .. 
Sgt A. P . Minvalla 
Sgt E. Mooney . . 
Sgt R. 0. Munro .. 
Sgt J. F . Murray . . 
Sgt W. L. T. Parker 
Sgt N. W. Tait .. 
Sgt M. A. Wright-Jones .. 
Sgt S. E . Wyles 
Sgt D. B. Showell 
Sgt J . J . Taylor .. 
ASgt F. J . Clarkson 
ASgt 0. T . Kendall 
ASg1 R. B. Rennie 
ASgt 0. L. Russell 
ASgt J . Morris 

JULY 1986 
Rank and Name 
AWO! J . T. Haycock 
AWOI D. J . Keig 
AWOI C . D. Stovey 
AW02 0. W. Ba rber 
AW02 P . F. Budden 
AW02 J . Drummond .. 
A W02 O. K. Fitzgerald .. 
AW02 W. Kirk . . . . 
AW02 T. P . Langford .. 
A \V02 R. P . Logan .. 
AW02 !. F. McKinnon .. 
A W02 J . R . Mountcastle 
AW02 J. R. Nation 

Um t to which po.wed 
Int & Sy O p (NI) 
244 Sig Sqn 
8 Sig Rcg1 
8 Sig Rcgt 
7 ig Reg1 
8 Sig Rcg1 

Unit to which posted 
7 ig Regt 
16 Sig Reg1 
16 ig Regt 
40 Sig Regt (V) 

Unit to which posted 
1 I Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
School o f Signals 
13 ig Regt 
14 ig Regt 
Army Apprentices ' College 
31 ig Regt 
Comms & y Op (U K) 
10 Sig Rcgt 
Army Apprent ices' College 
33 Sig Regt 
9 Sig Regt 
Aberdeen University OTC 
30 Sig Rcgt 
259 Sig Sqn 
266 Sig Sqn 
RMAS 
55 Sig Regt 
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
8 Sig Reg1 
233 Sig Sqn 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
13 Sig Regt 
Kenya 
14 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1 
13 Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and ig Regt 
28 ig Rcgt 
262 Sig Sqn 
9 Sig Regt 
Scarborough Training Centre 
FSS Mossy Hill 
641 Sig Tp 
242 Sig Sqn 
School of Signals 
38 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
21 Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
37 Sig Reg1 
29 Sig Rcgt 
29 Sig Regt 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Reg! 
2 In f Div HQ and Sig Regt 
JS Sig Reg1 (V) 
13 Sig Rcgt 
HQ Land Forces Cyprus 
3 Armd Div HQ and ig Regt 
HQ AFSOUTH (BAE) 
588 RLD 
22 Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1 
37 Sig Regt (V) 
8 Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
8 Inf Bde HQ and ig Regt 
AC!O Coventry 
Army Apprentice ' College 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
262 Sig Sqn 
262 Sig Sqn 
28 Sig Reg1 
28 Sig Regt 
Comms & Sy O p (UK) 
233 Sig Sqn (N I) 

Unit to which posted 
233 Sig Sqn 
8 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
9 Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
7 Sig Regt 
35 Sig Regt 
Sheffield UOTC 
264 Sig Sqn 
14 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
241 Sig Sqn 
Comms & Sy Op (UK) 
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A W02 I' A. O'Brien 
A W02 <.. ' Shelly 
AW02 J J sm11h 
SSgt -i . P lfarn<. 
S~gt D. B. B•rlow 
SSgt C. S. Carveth 
. S~t C. A. Coulthard 
SSgt J 0. Easton . 
SSg1 K. J . Ola< by .. 
SSgt l. F. Harden 
SSgl i\ . Ha)eS .. 
SSgt W. Jac~son . 
SSgt G. M. McCrindlc 
SSa1 J R Mountca tic 
SSgt P. 0. Murton 
SSgt C fl. Pugh .. 
SSgt G. S Shelley 
SSgt C. J. Slaughrer 
%gt R. Tate . 

Sgt T . Thornton . . 
SSgt (fofS) C. J. Turner 
~Sgt P. 11-t . Wat<on 
ASSgt W. A. S. Allen 
ASSg1 P. . Collinson 
ASSgt R Hill .. 
Sgt fl. J. Bright .. 
Sgt R. J. Carey .. 
Sgt R A. Cooper .. 
Sgt T. F. A. ChriSL ian 
Sgt D. ullcn 
Sg1 P. J. Ounton 
Sgt G. C. Hai lsrone 
Sgt J. I Harley .. 
Sgt N. Holcombe .. 
Sgt 0. C Hughes 
Sgt S. !(. King 
Sgt A. S. cal 
Sgt D W. Mills .. 

gt J C. Payne .. 
Sgt M F. Pons 

gt S W. P rior 
Sgt C. L. Soutar 
Sgt W. R. tadius 

gt P. W. J . S1aynings 
Sgt F. Thompson .. 
Sgt D. Wood 
Sgt A. Zammut 

OWN 
YOUR 
OWN 
HOME 
AND 

POSTED? 

13 ' ig Regt 
249 Sig qn 
14 Sig Reg1 
7 Sig Rcgt 
HQ 12 ig llde 
11 Sig Regt 
Army Apprentices• College 
Army Apprentice • College 
HQ AFCENT 
14 Sig Regt 
9 Sig Rcgt 
262 Sig Sqn 
14 Sig Regt 
241 Sig Sqn 
Shape Sig Op 
3 Armd fliv HQ and ig Regt 
249 Sig Sqn 
Comms & Sy Op (UK) 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
11 Sig Regt Depo1 
633 Sig Tp 
633 Sig Tp 
259 Sig Sqn 
Int and Sy Op (NI) 
22 Sig Rcgt 
BR Cont (UNFIC YP) 
9 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Reg1 
Shape Sig Op 
Comm\ and y Op (U K) 
233 ig Sq n 
39 Sig Regt (V) 
31 Sig Regt (V) 
7 ig Regt 
36 ig Regt (V) 

Sig Regt (Cadre) 
33 Sig Regt (V) 
28 Sig Regt 
242 Sig Sqn 
262 ig Sqn 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
21 Sig Reg1 
262 1g Sqn 
21 Sig Regt 
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
30 Sig Regt 

If you have to let your home, pass 
the worry to us and take 
advantage of our experience. 

We specialise in the letting and 
management of high quality 
properties and will minimise the 
hassle and trauma. 

As a husband and wife team we 
care about our properties. For 
friendly advice and help without 
obligation please contact: 

AVRIL OR DAVID JOLLY 
Jolly Property Services 
Tel: Wylye (09856) 317 

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTER 
U EFUL TELEPHONE EXTEN ION 
Ext 240 Regimental Secretary 
Ext 241 Assistant Regimental Secretary 
Ext 242 RHQ office 
Ext 244 Welfare 
Ext 245 Association 
Ext 246 Edi tor/ Assistant Editor The Wire 
Ext 247 /248 Accounts , including all matters relative to 

subscription and distribution, change of addre 
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Wire 
etc: 

Welfare 

SOME OF OUR RECENT CASES 
An ex wartime Signalman has been suffering from multiple cleros1; 

for several years and is now confined to a wheelchair. Social services 
have been very helpful in providing several aids within the home and 
adapting the downstairs room . Unfortunately he was unable to get out 
into his garden through the back door. A substantial grant was made 
by the Corps and the Army Benevolent Fund to provide sliding door 
and access to the garden. 

The elderly widow of an ex SQMS had been living on a low income 
for many years following the death of her husband 30 years ago. 
During the severe winter this year in trying to economise on her 
heating, as she was afraid that she couldn't meet her bills, the pipes 
froze and caused extensive damage to her furniture and carpets . The 
Corps was able to meet the cost of replacing these items and al o 
arranged for her to receive a weekly pension from the Army 
Benevolent Fund to help towards the cost of future bills. 

The Corps was able to help in rehousing an elderly couple where the 
running costs were more reasonable and with telephone and other 
facilities will enable them to continue their lives in a more comfortable 
way. 

A Signalman who served through out World War 2 recently 
suffered a stroke and now needs a pecial chair. The Corps was able 
to fund this and the redecoration of his sitting room which was long 
overdue. 

APRIL 1986 
Number of cases assisted financially: 
Amount spent: 

MAY 1986 
Number of cases assisted financially: 
Amount spent : 

65 
£10,384.44 

66 
£10,501.19 

ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during April 
1986:-
The late Robert Dennington .... . ......... .. . . .... .. £14,000.00 
RSA Shrewsbury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 300.00 
RSA Brighton ................... _ ....... - . . . . . . . . £ 60 .00 
21 Sig Regt (AS) . .... .. . .... . ................ . .. . . £ 56.52 
RSA Bedford .... . . .. ..... .. .... ..... ... . ......... £ 25 .10 
Mrs F. Stanley (Charitable Trust) ....... . ...... ..... £ 25.00 
Miscellaneous ........ . .... . .... . .... . ... . _ . .... ... £ 15.85 
In memory of E. J. Cotterell .... . ........ . . ... ..... £ 15.70 
F. W. Milner .. . ......... . ... . ... . .... . ... . .. ..... £ 10.00 
RSA Aberdeen .................... . . .. . ........... £ 10.00 

£14,518.17 

The following donations were gratefully received during the month 
of May:-
In memory of Col D. Harris . . . .. . .. ..... ... .. . .... . . 
'Gillespie' ................................. . ....... . 
In memory of Maj E. C. Daniels .................... . 
Miscellaneous ........ . . ...... . ... .. ............... . 

TOTAL 

£20.00 
£10.00 
£ 5.00 
£ 4.15 
£39.15 

The following donations were gratefully received during June 1986. 

In memory of Maj E . C. Daniel .............. . ..... . 
Mr F. C. Forbe .... . ........................•...... 
Mr J. R . Selby .............. .. . .. . . . .. . ........... :-

£50.00 
£ 7.00 
£ 3.00 
£60.00 
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NOTICES 

DEATHS 
Buhn n- )lt G. W. Bulman- er\'ed 1947-69-died 21 pril 1986. 

Eecle. hall - W02 G. E. Eccle hall - erved 1927- -5- died 13 March 
19 6. 

Downie- ' gt T. A. M. Downie-died 21 May 19 o. 

FQ-W02 R. C. Fr)- crved 1931-53-died 18 April 1986. 

(,ib on- ig J. E. Gib on-died 29 May 1986. 

Hammond- WO! P. W. V. Hammond- erved 1948-72-died 18 
pril 19 6. 

Harri -Col D. C. (David) Harris-died April 1986. 

Johnston-Cpl A. Johnston- crved 1964-82-dicd 9 March 1986. 

Lille) - gt G. E. Lilley- erved 1962-died 6 June 19 6. 

Moody-Maj N. . Moody- erved 1931 -died 23 f\fay 19 6. 

Robert on-Brig\: . P. W. Robertson CBE- erved 1942-77-died 5 
June 19 6. 

aw)er- ig G. :myer-died 16 pril 1986. 

hort- gt G. R. hort-died 13 March 1986. 

mith-Capt R. D. mith- erved 1920-35 and 1941-45-died 2 May 
1989. 

pours- gt J. pour -served 1937-59-died 22 May 1986. 

tare -Capt . J. tares-died 6 May 1986. 

teven on-Lt Col G. B. teven on- erved 1931-59-died 17 May 
19 6. 

Todd- gt E. P. Todd-died 22 February 1986. 

Veale-Sig J. D. Veale-died 29. May 1986. 

Wilcox-W02 D. I. Wilcox-died 24 farch 1986. 

OBITUARY 
Daniel -Maj E. C. Daniel whose death was reported in the May 

is ue wa a member of the St George's (Hanover Square) Branch 
of the Royal Briti h Legion. The following appreciation has been 
received from Maj E. H. Rose Chairman of the branch. 

IL was sad LO hear of the death of Maj E. C. Daniels from a heart 
attack on 24 April. The Chairman and others attended his funeral 
and a Poppy wreath from the Branch was placed on the coffin.' 

Eric Daniels was born in Stockport, but lived for some time in 
Canada where he joined the Canadian Army. On the outbreak of 
World War 2 he returned to England LO join the Royal Signals. He 
erved on Earl Mountbatten's staff in Burma and received a lener 

of commendation from Gen lim. After ihe war he lived in 
Canada for a while and then in Gibraltar. 

In his_ Iat~r.)'.ear Maj Daniels lived in London. Despite his very 
e,·e~e d1_sab1ht1es he was determined to live life to the full, and this 

he did wnh the help of a few close friends. He was an excellent and 
knowledgeable raconteur on both Briti hand Military history, and 
he belonged to num~rous ex-Service organisation including the 
R FA Club at Tooling and the Royal Signals A sociation. 

It was a privilege for our Branch to participate in a final farewell 
to this outstanding officer. 

Orum!'1o~d- gt James Drummond, A Troop, 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn. 
It 1 _wnh much sadne s and deep regret that we report the death 
of Jim Drummond, tragically killed in a free fall accident over 
Sali bury Plain on 3 June 1986. His many friends send their 
deepe t ympathy to hi widow Maggie and son James. 
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.Jim joi~ed the orps_ on 23 March 1970. He served in 4 Arrnd 
Div, ~O Sig R_egt and with UNFI Y~ and 22 ig Regt. He joined 
264 Sig qn 111 June 1980 and wa Top Man' on his probation 
cour e. ub equently he served as a Trooper and Lance orporal 
in 22 (S S) Regt before going to Blandford on a Yeoman' ourse 
where he gained a B grading. He wa then po ted back to 264 
( AS) ig Sqn to become A Sqn' badged Yeoman of Signals and 
command Troop . 

Jim was an out landing oldier and a complete ignaller, indeed 
a profe ional and a perfectionist from head to toe. He would 
produce the mo t detailed briefing (with the inevitable vu foil) from 
the back of a C 130 or in ome remote spot in foreign parts. He wa~ 
a warm-hearted and inspiring character. Hi catchphra e 'looking 
good' will always be a sociated with him. He live on in our hearts 
and mind forever. 

Fleet- ig Andrew Fleet. It is with the deepe t regret that the death 
of ig A. Fleet i announced . Andrew, of 3 Sqn, 7 ig Regt wa 
tragically killed in a road traffic accident whi l t on Ex Summer 
Sales. Sincere condolence are extended to all hi family. 

Foy-ex SSgt (FofS) Vincent Hamilton Foy, of Witham, Essex died 
on 27 June 1986 in Colchester District General Hospital, aged 66, 
from heart fai lure ass?ciated wi.th arteriosclerosis. Vincent Foy, 
CQMS (Foreman of Signals) enlisted a a regular in the Corps in 
1938 and served until June 1946. 

He wa with the BEF in France. On leaving the Corps he secured 
a si tance from the army to qualify in dentistry and practised in 
that profe sion until retirement. He leave a widow, Chrisline and 
a son Roger. 

Hayn:ood-:--ex gt Bernard Haywood . Mr Frankie Young ha written 
th1 . tribute on behalf of the 1st Airborne Di vi ional Signal 
Regiment OCA. gt Haywood was one of the first to volunteer 
for parachuting dutie with the Corp . 'Dagwood', as he was 
affectionately known throughout the Division, led us through the 
maze of wireles procedure. In hi quiet una suming way he guided 
u through Africa, Sicily, llaly and Arnhem where he was elected 
from the few remaining operator to take a set and try to contact 
the Polish troop who were attempting to cross the river to support 
the Division. This he succeeded in doing but soon found himself 
back again defending the perimeter. 

After reaching England with other survivors he quickly 
organised training and within months had volunteered for duties 
with the Special Allied Airborne Reconnaissance Force who were 
to drop behind the line again. Eventually he went to Denmark and 
Germany before returning once more to Bulford from where he 
was posted to A section 6 Airborne Division to mould the new 
intake into a very proud unit. Then abroad to Pale tine. Returning 
to civilian life in 1946 he became a Legal Executive Officer in a 
profes ion where he was held in high esteem. 

As secretary of the local 'Forrester ' he did most of the 
organising and still found time to be a member of the local Lodge 
of the Freemason and a member of the Knut ford branch of the 
PRA. 

Bernard carried on his intere tin radio a a member of the Royal 
Signals Amateur Radio Club and the Society of Great Britain with 
his callsign G3MKR being known throughout the world. He served 
with the RAF for some time during the I 950's in communication 
work again with dist inction. 

Whenever any of his old friends were feeling under the weather 
Bernard would find out somehow and they would receive a call to 
'see how you are diddl ing'. All this and yet he himself suffered ill 
health for many years and recently with heart trouble and a nasty 
fall in the winter of 1985. 

After 'doing his figure ' he decided to take early retirement in 
1985 and was as chBerful as ever at the annual re-union in 
September 1985 at Caythorpe. He kept up his re earch to keep us 
in contact with members of Airborne Signals all over the world. 

Having fought against his illnesses for some rime he sadly passed 
away on 20 May 1986. Our sincere condolences to Joyce and their 
family. 

Always a smi le on his face and a helping hand co everyone he 
wi ll be sadly missed , but the world is a better place for having 
'Dagwood' pass this way. 

Knighl-Capt K. O. (Knocker) Knight. It is with much regret that we 
record the death of 'Knocker' Knight on 14 May in South 
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ustralia. ' Knocker' joined the Corps in 1934 and served in India, 
E ypt .. yre~ce, West Germany ~nd the UK. He resigned his 
comm1s~1on 111 January 1964 and migrated to Aust ra lia and resided 
in Christies Beach. On beha lf of the Corps, we extend our 
sympathy to his widow Avis, son Michael and daughter Kathleen 
and thei r fa milies . 

Lilley-SSgt Gerald Edward Lilley o f 2 Sqn 30 Sig Regt. It is with 
great sadness that we report the death of SSgt Lilley . Gerry was 
tragically killed in a traffic accident near Blandford on 6 June 
1986. He enlisted in April 1962 and completed tra ining as an 
apprentice Radio Technician (Light) at Harrogate in December 
1964. Later convening to Radio Technician, he started his regu la r 
~crvice with 30 Sig Regt and before returning to the same unit 
again in April 1983 , aw service in the U K, I, NW Europe and 
Belize . He completed 22 years ervice earl ier th is year. An expert 
technician and NCO, Gerry wa highly re pected by all who knew 
him. He worked and played hard and was an active and talented 
sportsman throughout his service. At the age o f 40 he was the 
finest example to young and old alike. He recently played hockey 
fo r the Corps and in May fini hed well to the front in the 14 Vi mile 
Blandford Tower Run. He will be greatly missed by his many 
fr iends in the Corps and to hi wife Glenda and famil y we extend 
our deepest sympathy. 

Lunn- Maj A. E. Lunn served in the Corp for 34 years and died in 
Scarborough on 23 April, aged 71 year . He started his working 
life in anada with Marconi Radio and enli red in the Corps on 
his return to UK in 1934. He became a heavyweight champion in 
the Corp boxing team . He served overseas in the Middle East and 
Singapore; after the desert campaigns he was appointed liai on 
offi er to King Idris . Freddie retired in Scarborough and formed 
the Scarborough a sociation branch where he will be much missed 
by all who knew him . Our sympathy i extended to hi wife Jean 
and to their three sons. 

Yates- ex gt Alan (Drum Major) Yates BEM was born in Torquay 
on 25 November 1929 and enli ted into the Devon and Dor et 
Regiment a a 14 year old drummer boy in 1944. He later 
transferred into Royal Signals and became a Despatch Rider. 
Posted to Hong Kong, he wa attached LO the Regimental Police 
and hi military career revolved around this type of work from that 
day on . 

On return to UK as Regimental Police Sergeant of the Depot 
Regiment at Denbury, he gained a reputation as a trict but fair 
disciplinarian and performed hi demanding duties excellently in 
tho e hectic days of ational Service drafts. When the Depot 
moved to Catterick Alan returned almo l immediately tO Denbury 
as Provo t Sergeant to the Junior Leader Regiment and oon 
became involved with the boys band. Eventually he took full 
charge of the band, its training and administration and guided it 
for more than 10 year , travelling extensively at home and abroad. 
The Band grew in numbers, over 50 trumpeters and drummers, 
and became very accomplished-a most remarkable feat for a man 
who could not read music, a fact that was commented on by HRH 
The Princess Royal. 

Such was the development of the band, a Pipe section wa added 
in 1960, that Alan wa officially appointed, and wore the rank of, 
Drum Major. His continuing position as RP ergeant wa an ideal 
one for band recruitment and, invariably, any boy put into 
aetention for 14 day or more came out playing either a drum or 
trumpet! Jn recognition of his ervice to the unit and the Band in 
particular, Alan wa awarded the BEM in 1959. He served in 
Denbury throughout the Regiment' entire 13 year stay and 
became a very well known local per onality. When the Regiment 
disbanded Alan went to Callerick for a short while before retiring 
in 1968. He then set up a taxi bu ine. sin Bournemouth and with 
his wife helagh ran a very successful gue t house. He sti ll 
managed to maintain an interest in band work.with the local Cadet 
Forces and was a member of the Poole Branch of the Royal ignals 
A ociation. 

Alan suffered a heart attack and died on 30 April 1986 at 
hi home, Sheridan House, Sunnyhill Road, outhbourne, 
Bournemouth. His funeral was altended by everal pre ent and 
pa t erving per onnel with Denbury connection and a trumpeter 
from the Corps Band fillingly sounded the la t po t to an 
outstanding servant of the orp . 

MEMORIAL ERVICE: COL D. A. POLLEY OBE 
A memorial service for Col David Polley will take place al 1200 hr 

on Saturday 20 September 1986 at All Saints Church, Woodham 
Lane, (A245) Woking, Surrey. Janet e rend an invitation to any of 
David's friend and comrades, who are able to be present. 
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CORP DATES 

PUBLIC DUTIES 1986 
30 Sig Regt, 244 Sig Sqn (AS) and 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) will be 

finding the Royal Guards at Buckingham Palace, St James's Palace 
and The Tower of London on the following date~ in August 1986. 

Mounting Dismounting 
6 August 7 August 
8 9 

10 11 
12 13 
14 15 
16 17 
18 20 
22 24 
26 28 
30 I September 

Confirmation of dates can be obtained from HQ I Sig Gp, 
Tidworth Mil (Stonehenge 46221) Ext 2732. 

BAND ENGAGEMENTS 1986 
AUGUST 
5-10 Public Duties 
10-16 St James' Park 
11 Dinner Night 

SEPTEMBER 
2-8 Leave 
10-12 Berlin 
13 Move to Celle 
14-15 Celle 
16 Lippstadt 
17 Herford 
18-19 Herford 
20 Verden 
21 Herford 
22-23 Free 
24 Move to Krefeld 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29-30 

Krefeld 
St Tonis 
Krefeld 
Maastrieht 

OCTOBER 
I Free 
2 Wildenrath 
3 Krefeld 
10 Pass Off Parade 
8 Concert Pontins 
8 Dinner ight 
9 Gue t Night 
17 Concert Wessex Hall 
18 Dinner Night 
24 Dinner ight 
25-3 Leave 

NOVEMBER 
5-7 Pass Off Parade 
6 Master of Signal Dinner 
8-9 Remembrance Parade 
9 Remembrance Parade 
14 Sgts' Mess Cocktail Party 
17 Dance Band BAOR 
26 Pass Off Parade 
27 Dinner Night 
28 Dinner Night 
29 Dinner Night 

DECEMBER 
5 Pa s off Parade 
3 Concert 
4 Concert 
5 Dinner ight 
5 Dinner ight 
9 Wive Club Dinner 
12 Ladies Dinner Night 
13 Malcolm Sargent Fanfare 
21 Concert 

London 

30 Sig Regt 

29 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
3 ADSR 
7 Sig Regt 
I ADSR 
4 ADSR 

16 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 

ORTH AG 

21 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
Weymouth 
Dyers London 
School of Sigs Me 
Poole 
38 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Regt 

Cauerick 
Blandford 
10 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Regt 
AAC Middle Wallop 
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn 
37 Sig Regt 

11 ig Regt 
Wolverhampton 
11 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
35 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 
School of Sig 
Royal Fe tival Hall 
Pre ton 
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THE \\lHJT HELMETS 

led1e\al Day, Ripon 
lour o · · ·01land 
Derb il \ hO\\ 

6-12 
16. 17 
20 1afford t1ire Police Carni\ a] Day 
21 
:!3 

Denbigh ·hire and Flint hire Agricultu ral Show 
Harlow fown how 
Eye arnival , uffolk 24. 25 

29, 30 orth Wale Tatloo, Coh\yn Bay 

EPTEMBER 
6. 7 1ock1on ervices Tatloo 
13 Telford uper aturday 
27, 2 Hartlepool Power tation open weekend (provi ional) 

~®lhc... 
,'(J'_Wiik 

H<!lm<?ts 
Royal ignal Demonstration Team would be mo l grateful if 

retiring or retired m~mbers of the Corps in po e ion of o I dres 
would kind!~· donate their uniform lo the White Helmet Team. 

Plea e end uniform 10: 
Officer Commanding The White Helmet 
Ro}al ignals Demon 1ra1ion Team 
\'imv Barrad. 
Callerick Garri on 

'orth York hire DL9 3PS 
Tel: Catlerick lilitary 074 832521 ext 2566. 

THE BLUE HELMETS 
ENGAGEMENTS 

A G ST 
8-10 Hamp hire County Show 
31 Cancer Re earch Fete 

SEPTEMBER 
22-26 Joint ervice Exhibition 
20 Bryantston Fair 
21 Carnival 

Portsmouth* 
Weymouth 

Leconfield 
Blandford 
Peter lee 

• Provisonal-for confirmation of daie -Montgome!)• Mil (0252-24431) Ext 452 (Ask for 
\tontgomery) 

QUICKSILVER 
ENGAGEMENTS 

A G T 
3-10 Army Week, Teignmouth MDT I 
6- Show, Bakewell MDT 2 
12-13 Agricultural Show, Anglesey MDT 2 
15-17 Hot Air Balloon Festival, Bristol MDT I 
16-17 Horse of the Year Show, 

Doncaster MDT 2 
16-17 City Show, Derby MDT 2 
21 Carnival, Cromer MDT 2 
22-26 Stoneleigh Festival, Kenilworth MDT 2 
24-26 Carnival, Leeds MDT I 
30-1 City Show, Nottingham MDT 2 

EPTEMBER 
5-6 Show, Or ett 
12-14 Super Sarnrday, Telford 
12-14 Open Day, RAF St Athan 
22-26 Joint Services Exhibition, 

Leconfield 

MDT2 
MDT 2 
MDT I 

MDT I & 2 

COM BI '.'llED ERV ICE CHE CHAMPJO HIPS-1986 
The Combined ervices Ches< Championships will be he ld al Ward 

~arra~ks, Bulford C~mp, _Wills during 28 August to 2 September 
inclusive. The c~amp1onsh1p are open to any servi ng or ex- ervice 
person_nel. I?e1a1ls or entry for the champion hip con1ac1 W02 
(. MIG) McCabe TOT RA R. A, Larkhill Salisbury Wilt Larkhill 
~1il 5592. ' ' . 
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SITUATIONS VACANT 

In tructional Officer at the Trade Trai ning School 8 Sig Regl, 
Caltcrick arrison 

Vacancie occu r from time lo lime for ivilian Instructional 
Officer G rade 3 (Electronics) and Civilian In tructional Officers 
Grade 3 (Telegraphist). 

T he e are ivil crvice appointmems. 
pplicant mu t have completed their service engagements and be 

capable of teaching Technician or Telegraphists to Royal Signals 
Cla I tandard . 

Full details are available from : 
CSI 
HQTI 

ig Regt 
atterick Garri on 
Orth York hire 

DL9 3P 
Telephone 0748-832521 Ext 2595 or Catterick Military Ext 2595. 

Vacancie · for Retired Officers Grades 2 and 3 
Royal ignals Manning and Record Office 

The Royal ignal MRO ha always been held in high esteem by the 
Corp a a whole and il high reputation ha been due in no small 
mea ure to the emhu ia m and experti e of the RO in the Wings in 
Divi ion I. There are three serving officer in the MRO and six RO 
plus ome 0 Civil Servants. The job i very rewarding and th~ 
a1mo phere a happy one. 

We move to Glasgow in September 1986 and shortly after arrival 
(Oct/ ov 86) a vacancy will occur in one of the Manning Wings for 
a Retired Officer Grade 3. The dutie of the po t are, basically, 10 
manage the career of a group of soldier in terms of their postings, 
promotion and provi ion of career advice. The currem salary scale of 
a R03 on appointmem is £7,481 rising by two increments to £8 917 
but is currently being reviewed. ' ' 

In April / fay 1987 a econd vacancy will ari e for a Retired Officer 
Grade 2 who fill the post of Staff Officer to the Officer in Charge 
and is re P?ns~ble for coord!nating action on matters affecting more 
than one d1v1s1on of the offtce. He 1s responsible for, and in charge 
of, the HQ of the MRO and i the focal point for enquiries which are 
not directed to a specific individual. The currem salary scale for R02 
on appointment is ~8,896 rising by five increments to £11,265, but is 
currently under review. 

Application for these posts are invited from serving Officers 
contemplating retirement and from officer who have already retired. 
The former sh_ou~d apply in acc~rdance with AGAI, Vol 2, Chap 40; 
the latter are invited 10 apply direct to: 

Mini try of Defence (CM(A)2(RO)) 
Lacon Hou e 
Theobolds Road 
London WCIX 8RY 

If it is nece sary for a succes ful applicant to move his own home 10 
take up one of these appointments limited assistance may be available 
to re-imburse l~gal and estate agents fees, removal expenses, stamp 
duly and a oc1a1ed VAT incurred during the removal, up to a limit 
of £3,000. Succes ful applicants should, however, seek advice from 
10D (C 1(A}2(R0)) before entering into any financial commitment. 

If a succe fut applicant received a pecial capital payment on 
redundancy he may be required to repay part of it. 
Anyone interested may wish to discus the work with Col David Miller 
(Reading 472701 Ext 62) or Lt Col orman Gallyer (Exl 66) prior to 
approaching CM(A}2(RO). 

Vacancy for a Non Regular Permanen t Staff (NRPS) Sergeant 
(MOULD Controller) 

A vacancy for a Non Regular Permanent Staff Sergeant (MOULD 
Controller) in 2 Sig ~~e based at Aldershot will occur on I April 1987 . . 
The terms and cond1t1ons are set out in TA Regulations 1978 Chapter 
6 Paragraph 4. 

The post carries the rank of Sergeant with a daily rate of pay of 
£25.01 rising to £25.31 after nine rears in the rank. 
~pphcants should have served m the Regular Army ideally as a 

Senior N~O. The appointment will involve the following: 
a. Working at Comms Branch , HQ South East District, AldershOl. 
b. Day to day management of the Regional Mould Network. 
c. Training and advising users on MOULD matters. 
d. Interfacing with maintenance contractors. 
e. Communication related duties such as assistance to SO Comms 

South East District in preparation of exercise CEI and ACEC 
cases. 

A d<!tailed job specification i available on request. 
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.S1tu11t1ons Vacant - continued 
pplications, including a curriculum vitae and details of two 

r ·ferct> , should be fo rwarded to: 
S02 Comms 
HQ South East District 
Steele's Road 
Aldersho t 
Han ts 
GUi i 2DP 

Short listed applicants will be expected to appear before a selection 
board prior to appointment, closing date for applications is I October 
1986. 

REUNIONS 
13 AIR FORMATION IG REGT REUNION 

T he 11th Annual reunion dinner of officers who served with 13 Air 
Formation Sig Regt in the orth West Europe Campaign was held a t 
the Kenilworth Hotel London on 5 October 1985 . Lt Col E. G. Day 
QBE. TD presided and 16 officers were pre ent . 

The 1986 reunion dinner will be held again at the Kenilworth Hotel 
on Friday 3 October. Further details may be obtained from Mr S. . 
Squelch 'Delden ' , Fort Road, A Iver toke, Gosport, Hant PO 12 2DT. 
Tel No 0705-584145. 

QUEEN' UNIVER ITY BELFA T OTC, ROYAL SIG AL . 
TROOP, 50th AN IVER ARY DIN ER, 10 OCTOBER 1986 

All former members are invited to attend. Please reply to: W02 C. 
J. Conroy, Queen's UOTC, BFPO 801 before 15 September 1986. 

OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION 
REUNION DINNER 
17 OCTOBER 1986 

The next OWA Reunion Dinner will be held at the Headquarters 
Mess Royal Engineers, Chatham, Kent on Friday 17 October 1986. 

All OW's are encouraged to attend. 
Dress will be Dinner Jacket and accommodation is available on 

request. 
Timings will be 7.30 for 8 pm. 
Anyone wishing to attend hould contact: 
Capt A. Field 
Welbeck College 
Worksop 
Nous 
S80 3LN 
Tel: 0909 476326 Ext 30 or evening 0909 485351 by 19 September 
1986. 

Lt Col D. J. Jolly retires from the Corps in July and he and Mr 
Jolly will be Jiving at 4 l Mary's Cloe, Wylye, Wilt hire B 12 OQZ, 
Tel : Wylye (09856) 311. They will be pleased if friend driving along 
the A303 will call and ee them. 

LETTERS 
From: Maj Earle A. Shaw, Signal Corp , US Army 

Dear Sir, 
On the eve of our departure and sub equent rea signment to the 

United tates I \I ish to expre s my heartfell thanks and tho e of my 
family to all .;,embers of the Royal Corps of ignal for making thi 
tour of duty one of the mo t personally and professionally rewarding 
we have ever experienced. A we depart, our feeling can be t be 
described as mixed; happy 10 be returning to our home country, 
community and friend , yet ad to have had severed e eral 
relationships not afforded ufficient time 10 mature into friend hips. 

However, we have had the pleasure of e tablishing many lifelong 
friends hips throughout the Corp which, in time, will urely draw u 
back together. Once again, thank to so many of you for allowing t.hc 
'special relationship' between our countrie 10 mature lo a ' pec1al 
friendship' between our elves. incerely you rs 

Earle A. haw 
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FINANCIAL 
PLANNI NG 

ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital 
and other As\c ts. lo prepare the "ay for the individual to 
achieve fin ancial aims. These may include : 

FINA CIAL PROTECTION 

FINANCIAL SECURITY 

HOUSE P RCHASE 

EDUCATIO EXPENSES 

~.igainst the effects 
of possessions lost 
or damaged 

-for present or 
future dependants 

-immedialclv or in 
the future 

- for present or 
future children 

COMFORTABLE RETIREME T -based on an 
adequate contmuing 
income ba kcd 

TRA SFER OF ASSETS 

up b) an adequate 
capital reserve 

-to the next 
generation 

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the 
investment of capital. the use of other assets "here 
applicable. insurance against ill health and the insurance of 
possessions . We help clients lo lay the foundations of sound 
plans. to develop existing plans and keep them up to date. 
and then to make the best use of resource when the lime 
comes to meet commitment . 

GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning. 
The more clients take us into their confidence the belier "e 
can assist them. Please let us have full details of existing 
resources . your ability to ave. and any expectations. Please 
also tell us all vou can about commitme nt "ith which you 
expect to have lo cope. We. of course. 1rea1 all such 
information as confidential. 

AN EARLY START help . and we will be pleased to assist 
you however modes! vour resources may be now. If you have 
existing arrangements "hich may need developing. the 
sooner you refer them lO us. the more help we are likely to be 
able to give you. 

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any 
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to 
make be made through u . It i based on over 38 years of 
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising 
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is 
given in writing for you to tudy at your leisure. 

ARE YO MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YO R 
I COME A D OTHER ASSETS? 

WE ARE S CLOSE TO YOU AS THE EA REST POST 
BOX OR TELE PHO E 

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA I G CA 
HELP YOU 

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
MajorT. F . Williams F.B.I.B.A. 

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET, 
BRIGHTON, BNI IDE 

Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 li nes) 

Member of the British In urance Broker A ocia1ion 

Member of the Armed Forces Insu rance Broker\ 
Committee of the B.I.B.A . 
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~ ItEI>ORT FROl\f ULS'I'ER 
HQ Northern Ireland 

BFPO 825 

CORP BA D TO R L TER 
The Royal ignal Corp. Week in UI ter v as giv~n an excellent tan 

by the eagerly awaited arrival of the Corp Bimd on Wedne day 5 
June. fter an extremely rapid turnaround, the band left their 
accommodation at the l\laze Pri on (they were on the righ t side oft 1e 
wall), to give their fin performance of the tour. 

The Band de-bu ed at Belfa t City Hall and mar hed through the 
crowded hopping centre, security cover being provided by 7/10 (City 
of Belfa t) Battalion Ulster Defence Regiment and the Royal Ul ter 
Con tabulary. During this march the Band appeared on local 
television and, the next day, featured in the Ulster newspapers; this 
\\a panicularly appropriate as, adly, thi would be the la t visit of 
the Director of l\iusic, Maj Gordon Turner, to Ul ter. 

Having completed it march, the Band gave a hort concen in the 
hopping precinc1, mu h to the delight of the crowd. Thi wa 

followed by a return to the City Hall where refreshments were 
provided by the Deputy Lord Mayor of Belfast . 

LCpl Barry Coraforth gets the shoppers ' hands clapping and feet 
a-tapping to a variety of well known airs 

The Director of Music, Maj Gordon Turner, conducts the band in 
a concert in Belfast City Centre 
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After this extremely ucce ful engagement the Band carried on 
with a very hectic programme. On Thursday they played in Lisburn 
Garrison, including a brief concert out ide Headquarters Northern 
Ireland, culminating in Playing Retreat in the eveni ng. 

On Friday half the Band travelled to Londonderry . Both halve 
pent the day entertaining the resident of everal hospitals as well a 

children at pecial care chools. 
Saturday morning aw the Band marching th rough the town centre 

of Li burn and in the afternoon they provided the music at the 233 Sig 
Sqn fete. 

Residents of Thiepval Barracks awoke on Sunday to find the Band 
playing a they marc.hed through the married quarters, prior to 
play111g at the Royal Signal sponsored church service at the garrison 
church. 

The Band returned to Blandford on Monday 9 June after an 
extremely bu y tour, which brought a lot of pleasure to both the 
military and civilian population of Ul ter. 

The Corps Band marches past at the Playing Retreat Ceremony, 
beneath 233 Sig Sqn' s communication tower 

Outside Headquarters Northern Ire land 
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
BFPO 807 

THOUGHTS FROM THE OPS ROOM 
Report by Capt P. J. Oldfield 

Having just finished editing all the Troop/Depanment Wire Notes 
! thought you might like to know about a st range new sport discovered 
in Ebrington Barracks. The game is played in a sauna (preferably with 
temperature set at l 10°F or more) by one person (normally RPC) on 
an exerci e bicycle. The aim is to pedal at full stretch for about 20 
minutes (or until collapse point is reached). Sounds fun? Well if not 
the RPC recommend wearing an SR 6 Respirator and wet suit' to giv~ 
the game a bit more zap! 

On the subject of strange happenings the Squadron was asked 
seriously, if we could stop jackdaws nesting in the AAC hangar at 

\ 

I 
I 
I 

Here comes the beastie, with a bit of a swing on 
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Ballykelly. Rather than ·liciting a stnng of 'we've got better thin~ to 
do than game hunting' type cxcu~es we decided to give it a try. The 
solution- a recording of a well known bird of prey's call broadca t on 
a PA system, eourte y of 233 Sig Sqn. Stranger jobs have been known 
of course . How about thi 'phone call. 'You remember the four and 
a half ton, 30ft x !Oft x I Oft , steel ided portacabin that is too big 
to go up Slieve Gallion on a truck. Ye , of course you do; well the 
Chinook will be here on Sunday to lift it in' . The reply to this was 
'Sterling stuff let me know when it's over', which was immediately 
pa1ried by, 'You'll know when it's over because you and 15 other 
" bods" will be on hand when it arrives to steady it.' Steady it! The 
following pictures will probably explain better than I can about 
steadying a four and a half ton winging hazard in a 90 moh 
downdraught. 

The site before. The cabin has to go alongside the building but not 
foul the masts. Dead easy eh! 

This time I think they 've got it. Note the one in arm bands ready 
to catch it on the next swing 

Sir, it was a doddle. What do you mean? Mr Bertram is still under 
it! 
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HQ 
FARE\\ El L OTES 
Repon b~ \\ 01 <R '. t) tanle~ . . 

The imminent arri\al of PA. tP S. a documents mspecoon, a 
t~pist off sick and the handover/takeover of the Admin O!Ticer- a_ll 
ex u e. to get the R 1 to write Wire notes. It worked! Sadly this 
month .ee. our Gunner doing a runner to Ci,vy treet as a afe Clean 
repre:.entative. \\'it h him, a pt R. P. Wnlkin RA , go our thanks for 
hi excellent work both for u and our families, and our very best 
wishes for the future to him and hi wife Carol. 

Capt Walkin (CAA 8 Inf Bde) presents t he RSM, WOl J. J. Stanley 
with a silver 105mm Light Gun for the WOs' a nd Sergeants ' Mess 
at his farewell dinner night. On the table is a 105mm shell case, 
with mounted AHA badge, which t he Sergeants' Me s s had just 

presented to him 

The next to leave can only be described as an all rounder. He has 
played rugby, orienteered and sailed for the Squadron (won the I 
best helmsman and best crew awards). He has allowed his dog to 
savage the Squadron . In time of need he has been used as an escort. 
He reduces everything to his computer and runs around camp like a 
man possessed . The only 1jme the sun shone on our summer camp was 
on the day of his visit (is tbere a message there?). Sir, the Squadron 
wish you and your wife Kim (not forgetting Jacob) all the very best 
in the MOD and hope you remember us with fond memories. Of 
course we mean the OC Maj J. E . F. Kirby. 

Signing over of OC's Maj J. E. F. Ki rby signs t he Squadron over 
to Maj N. K. P. Hope 
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Farewell to Capt R. P. Walkin RA in the Waterside Inn 
27 May 1986 

Maj Kirby (in re laxed mode) presents the AO with a Tyrone Crystal 
Rose Bowl to mark his leaving the Squadron and the Army. The 
present was from all ranks of the Squadron in recognition of the 
hard work Capt Walkin had put in on behalf of everyone in 

Londonderry . Bilbo (the OC's dog) in the picture as usual! 

Bye- Bye S ailor! Maj Kirby being removed from Londonderry in the 
traditional manner 

J:iard on the h~ls of the OC is the Chief Clerk, menu producer, 
scnbe, engraver, general handyman and socialiser extraordinaire. 
SSgt (ORSQMS) Dave Barl ow leaves on promotion to take up the post 
of Chi~f ~!erk in 12 Sig Bde. It i reported, by C pl Mick Cole, that 
the Chief is upset at not gelling a full time job. Chief we will miss you, 
we hope your gout gets better! 

Following the Chief is C pl Simon W ind us, our leave and 
movements clerk, posted to 14 Sig Reg1. He has managed 10 book the 
RSM on two flights that did not exist and had him at the airport 12 
hours before his night (J'm still trying to find out who paid him). The 
RSM of 14 had beuer watch out. 
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Wives Club Farewell to Mrs Kirby 
Mrs Kim Kirby making her speech at the Wives ' Club Dinner . Mrs 
Debbie Oldfield behind the candelabra. Mrs Veronica Seo t looks 

amused while Mrs Betty Robertson looks on with interest 

COMM TROOP REPORT 
Report b} S gt Dennis Rutter 

ince the last issue the Troop ha been hit by a BUG called 
COUGAR ISATION , not a new d isease (well that's what the Pioneers 
think it is), it's the new commercial radio system being in tailed in the 
province . 

The Brigade Radio Room team of Cpl Chris Middleton , LCpl 
(SAS) Girling, Sig Jock Barrie and Parky Parkinson arc trying to 
come to term with the tran formation of a quiet radio room into 
something resembling a 'disaster area'. Keep at it lads the mud will 
clear eventually. 

The Troop has been called upon to provide e cons for various 
agencies 10 all corners of the Brigade TAOR in order that they may 
spread the word on COUGA R. C pl Mac McClements has been heard 
to whi per 'I'm a Powerman not a body guard'. A busy time for all 
member of the Troop but the end i in sight. (Afrernore by 2fC
don't you believe it). 

LS & GC Presentation 
Pictured after the Presentation in the Foyle View Club from left to 
right: Mrs Wendy Rutter, SSgt Rutter, Brig M. I. E. Scott, Sgt 

Longworth , Mrs Alison Longworth 

ROVER GRO P 
On one visit to the city Cpl Tom Hornby wa vie1 ing the Murals 

in Ros. ville trcct when he had to withdraw to the afety of the' idc 
bin' to avoid receiving an unwanted gift. Rover Group is manned by 
Cpls Tarr Shaw and Kev ewbon, Sig co use Hale, Roo ter tarf, 
P te Martin peddi n~ and Mick Harrison . 
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HELE-TELE 
Over the period 30-Jl :Ylarch, Hele-Tele was deployed to cover thrc 

different events, the Easter Sunday marches in Carrickmore and 
Londonderry and on Ca~ter Monday Belfast wa~ the port of call to 
cover Loyalist marches. A busy weekend for Lt James Bertram, 2Lt 
Graham Dean , Cpls Jim Moore, Mac McClements and Scou\e 
Hornby. 

Meanwhile Back at Gortin 
LCpl Anderson of 233 Sig Sqn (NI) showing how not to achieve 

vertical hold . (But Sir, Sgt Grandison put me here!) 

OTHER NOT ABLE POI T OF I TEREST 
The di appearance of Cpl Chri Midd leton for four days, we all 

thought he'd gone on escort to a hill top site, until we remembered his 
wife was visit ing the Province for the weekend. 

Congratulations ro LCpl Billy Colclough, P tes Geordie Kirkwood 
and Antonio Gambino on passing their driving test-well done. 

Congratulations al o go to Pte Martin pedding on his marriage to 
Lorraine; well done and enjoy your stay in the Troop. 

FAREWELL AND WELCOMES 
We have said farewell to the following people and thank them for 

their contribution towards the smooth running of the Troop. We wi h 
them well in their next posting; Sgt (Civil McDermid 13 Sig Regt, 
WLCpl Debbie Alcock , Ptes haun Fieldh ou e and Steve Kohut and 
their families. 

In the same breath we would like to welcome: gt (where' my 
clothing allowance) Gus Tait , Cpl Scouse Hornby, LCpr Deke 
Haggart, WLCpl A ngie pa rling, WPte Marion Runciman (it's better 
than Lisburn) and finally Pte Mick (catch me awake) Harri on , 
welcome to the Troop and have a good tour. 

COMMCEN 
Report by LCpl Alli ter 

First rhe goodbyes . Sgt 'Mac' McDermid , who is IC Commcen, we 
think, the cypher run will never be the same, hi imper onarion of 
James Hunt will always be fre h in the mind of ig Roy Hanbidge. 
Farewell to LCpl J ane Crowt her to I BR Corps. Good luck to all of 
them in their new po ting from the 'Ops' . 

And .now the welcome mat i extended to: Sgt Gus Tait from 3 Cdo 
Bde, Sig Reg Harley fresh from the rigour of the Quick ilver display 
team , rime for him to operate the stuff he was proudly di playing. 
Hello to LCpl Angie parling who has dropped in from the big world 
of I BR Corp , time for work ngie. Also to Pte Marione Runciman, 
who ha joined u from 233 ig Sqn, has he been po ted or ju t 
moved rooms? 

nd now to the other op : LCpl couse Inman is now at 8 ig Regt 
doing hi BI , good luck cou e, enjoy Cauerick. LCpl tu 'Trooper' 
All ister ha decided 10 gel slightly fiuer after di covering that running 
up to Rosemount RUC from rhe bollom of the hill made him wear, 
but wa it fear or exertion?? LCpl ' Boogie' Bougard i now doing 
Marathon Man reve Jones imper onation , around the world, but 
being fir t is not on hi agenda yet, keep trying Boogie. 

ig T itch 'Sleepy' Petrie is rumoured to be trying hard to keep 
him elf awake. 

The Commcen Op have become quire proficient(i h) in the u c of 
the Trend (flexible friend) printer, and on the Commcen male op 
day off they become minder for Mike Troop, vi iting the more 
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1 ht of the pro\111ce li!·e lie>e Gallion or t Angelo . Pie 
:h ron '. ake' Lle1>1tll)n is hoping that one da) ·he might be allowed 
to out and < the province, Sig Regt Harley has decided not to 
dri e too many car on hi· tour here after bending hi fir t detail. 

111\:E TROOP 
Report b ''gt . C. \\illiam . 

Mike Troop i euling down after the long hard log of prepa~mg 
for OUGAR, a project that helped to teac_h the Troop the fmer 
points of building and decorating! Now hopetully we can get one or 
two port afternoon before our ne l project (Brincon or omething). 

TE ECTION 
Report by gt A. J. Leighfield 

Our congratulation go to Cpl Colin Brown on hi recent promotion 
and to gt Leighfield on his engagement to tiss Heather Norri . 
The ' ork load eem to be subsiding and now we are back to our 
'normal' work and everyone is geuing hand -on experience with the 
new Trend primer . 

RADIO ECTION 
Report by gt R. J. Carey 

Radio work hop (heart of Mike Tp) is like a gho t town , as u ual, 
with tech~ out on the road till all hours. The radio tech crength now 
scands at: Sgt 'three tape at last but nobody left in lo order around' 
John on, Cpl 'whoops I've just cut a BT 50 pair cable by mi take' 
McCready, Cpl 'two tapes at last and off the jiff list' Stapleton LCpl 
'good grief I look stupid in the e new issue helmets' Nix, LCpl 'I've 
forgotten all my tools' Stowell and LCpl 'I'm not on car fits again am 
I Sarge' Blakey. 

The section chis month lo t a very popular member-Cpl Steve 
Smoothy, who goes on his Tl. with all our besc wi hes. Another lo s 
is gt 'not another puncture' Richardson , who leaves for 21 Sig Regt. 

LINE SECTION 
Report by gt N. Thomas 

We have been very busy, not only in our departmenc but with the 
refit of the Brigade Ops rooms which required a lot of line 
involvement. Now we are looking forward to Brinton and what char 
brings with it. Hellos in the section go to Cpl John Farnell, Sig Taff 
Jone , Andy Joint and lase but not least Cpl Mick Brown and family. 
Sad farewells to Cpl Martin Hawthorne, who, on promotion to 
sub tantive 'mister', is posted 10 civvy street. 

RIGGING SECTION 
Report by Sgt C. F. Swailes 

The weather has done very liule to make our job any easier at a time 
when the work load wa exceptionally high. Various vehicles have 
required ' recovery' but che outstanding result was achieved by Sig 
Mick Cartwright who managed to finish off our van along with a few 
others [hat got in the way. However we were unable LO match the 
effons of the 'heart' of the Troop! 

Marriage appears to be che latest craze with Sig Jacko Jackson and 
Sig Cartwright getting wed (not to each other) and Sig Ade Pierce 
'pending'. LCpl Geordie Gray doe not have time for that son of 
non ense in between Adventure Training and LCpl De Carter going 
thinner on cop by the minute is looking forward to becoming a 
father-again. 

Sig Tony Artigan imply admires the world through a haze of work 
and carries on despite being encouraged to take leave. 

QM'S DEPT 
Report by LCpl Gray 

Once again Spring is in the air and the QM's departmem is a hive 
of industry especially for gt Tom Mitchell and Cpl Tony Bowen who 
control the ever increasing flow of COUGAR equipment in and 
commercial equipment out. We have said goodbye to Sig J. J. 
Mackrodt, and his wife Carol, who were posted to Germany. LCpl 
Robin Gray (rarely to be seen ac his desk) managed to put in a 
weekend's _yac~ting off the coast of France, whilst keeping on running 
by competmg m the UK Corps Athletics Championships in Andover . 
The ~arts team continues LO flourish, however, !here is not so much 
practice nowadays and we are suffering a few defeats. This will be 
rectified! LCpl Glynn Maggs is engrossed with the running of the 
resident Cub Scout Troop. 

MT 
Report by W02 R. Bras ington RCT 

After a particula ly successful PRE the Troop has not had time to 
sit back. _In co~mon with the other departments, the work demands 
are ever mcreasmg, but we meet the challenge. 
. Cp_l Chap!Dan, the Details CO, has become expert in the art of 
Juggling v~h1cles and details a~d the mere sight of a Mike Troop 756 
for a van 1s enough to send him and gt Hunter into paroxysms of 
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laughter! It is rumoured chat the MTWO' horse is going to be hitched 
10 a cart to aid the re ource . LCpl Hurst and Sig Alder on are 
planning another MT v Anglian MT football match to allow our 
counterpart. a chance for revenge. Dvr Braun i busy finding the 
Troop entne for Ex Macralon Man. Cpl Dodsworth is busy 
organising a hockey match against anyone who will take us on and the 
Troop Dans team will try 10 defeat the QM dept again. 

We welcome in Sig Whitbread and .Dvr McCully (second tour) and 
will be saying goodbye to LCpl Greenway in June. 

EXERCISE CAJRNGORM JA U T 
Report by 2Lt Deans 

This exercise saw the fir t of the quadron's adventure training 
exerci e for I 986. These series of expeditions are designed to give the 
soldier a break from the province but at the same time teaching some 
useful knowledge about hillwalking, climbing, canoeing etc. 

The 'jaunt' cook place in the Scocti h Highland and around 
Newtownmore for a period of about five days. After a long journey 
from Londonderry all I expected the boy to do was collapse in their 
bunks. Wrong! They wanted to be let loose on the town immediately. 
Four hours later they were found in a local hotel playing trivial 
pursuit ! 

The first day' walk wa planned to be a short ramble over the hills 
but because of the marshy ground it took a couple of hours longer 
than expected . There wa some light relief occasioned by sliding down 
che now patche on cagoules. 

LCpl Geordie Gray was seen bouncing down the mountainside 
before di appearing altogether, much to the amusement of the rest of 
the party . 

The R & R day came next which wa needed after the long walk of 
the first day. The day was spent in Aviemore at the Red Macgregor 
with the occa ional oucing to the Go Karts or Pizzaland, where ig 
Jono Johnson eemed to spend most of his time. Saturday night was 
spent back in ewtonmore with Sig 'Rooster' Staff and myself being 
very impres ed by the local hospitality! 

After Saturday's exploits it was back to the hills, climbing 
Cairngorm and a few of the other Munros in the area. It was a bit 
windy with 70 mph winds on top. This was a strange day for Dvr Nigel 
Braun trying to walk on water, the only problem was he kepi getting 
wet. 

Perhaps the besc day's climbing came on the final day when we 
climbed Ben evis, in mist and the lase 900fc being covered in 4ft of 
snow. En rouce we picked up two Australian tourists and two TA 
officers who were lost on the hill. 

All in all a good time was had by all. I would like to express my 
thanks to Cpl Mick Hunt for his help in driving the minibus and doing 
the admin runs and also Pte Jona Jones for being able to get up before 
anyone else and cook breakfast and still come out walking with us. 

SOCCER 
The 'Liverpool' of orthern Ireland ie, 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn's 

soccer team finally clinched the NI Minor Unics Cup they won last in 
December, thereby completing a memorable double. 

We nearly had a treble, losing only 1- 0 (own goal) in the semi-final 
of the UK Minor Units Cup, to the eventual winners. The league was 
won with 20 points from I I games, losing only once LO the runners up 
3 Tank Transporter Sqn RCT. The cup was won by bearing Depot 1 
Royal Irish by nine goals to one. 

Soccer Team 1985-86 Season 
W02 (ROMS) Braddon, Cpl Shaw, Pte Fieldhouse, SSgt Rutter, 

LCpl Hurst, Cpl Newbon, Maj Kirby OC 
Capt (QM) Young (Manager). Cpls Ives, Clark, W01 (STI) Gill 

(Captain). LCpls Ellitson, Cameron 
Inset: LCpl Dawson and Sig Jackson 

Missing: Sig Barrie and Sgt Dean 
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NISAM 86 

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
BFPO 801 

The Northern Irela nd Skill-at-Arms meeting was held during 26/27 
April at Ballykinler. 

The recently assembled shooting team cocked a collective eyebrow 
at this competition and decided to enter. The team consisted of WOI 
(RSM) Charlie ' quietly confident' Manning, Cpl Jimmy 'dead-eye' 
Johnson, LCpl Don Mills , and LCpl Pete 'Perfect' Goodliff. 
Competing as an individual, and doing the general donkey work and 
admin was Sgt Dave ' pick me' Norman . 

At the end of two well organised days of competition we emerged 
as the overall Northern Ireland Minor Unit Champions, winning the 
Rine Team Match Trophy and the Commander Land Forces Trophy. 

Many congratulations to the team, who now go forward to Sisley 
86. So watch this space! 'Quietly confident' and Co may strike again! 

The winners of the NISAM for 1986 
Back Row L to R: W01 (RSM ) C. J . Manning, LCpl Mills 

Front Row L to R: LCpl Goodliff , Cpl Johnson 

W01 (RSM) C. J . Manning accepting the NISAM Trophy on behalf 
of the team from Lt Gen Sir Robert Pascoe 

INTER-TROOP SIX-A-SIDE FOOTBALL COMPETITION 
A highly competitive tournament indeed! The medical centre was 

packed for the three day following che competition . Team were 
entered by A Tp (two), B Tp (two), MT Tp, TM Tp, SHQ/ QM , and 
Brigade HQ. 

The SHQ/ QM team consi ted of the Chief Clerk- S~t John 
McEwen (who played a blinder in every ense!) , Sgt Dave orman, 
Cpl Ian 'Madonna ' Tra ·k, ig imon loman, LCpl Andy Purdy, and 

ig Neil Franks. A good all round performance by SHQ/ QM, but you 
can't win them all! 

At the end of a hectic competition Brigade HQ emerged a the 
winners- well done. Bravo Tp were the runner -up, MT Tp cook chc 
plate and LCpl Johnson of Brigade HQ was the cop corer. 

The competition was organised by gt Dave Norman and LCpl Jock 
Baird . A final word of thanks to the two referees, Sgt Dave 'unbiased' 
Norman, and Sgt Geordie 'what's this whistle for?' Laing . 
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WIVES v HUSBA, 1) GAMES IGHT 
Not a lot to say about this, (to protect the innocent). Suffice it to 

ay that the ladies were victorious with a combination of kill 
(especially darts) and a talent for ome outrageous chcatmg. The 
ladies will hold the trophy for six months-but the men will return! 

ALPHA TROOP 
It's here again-Wife Notes time-what has happened that can be 

reported that has not been said before'? 
As always, busy. Dare I say it 'COUGA R' is the driving force that 

governs all our lives at the moment. We are now providing additional 
manpower in the radio room to enable two systems, the old and the 
new to be operated simultaneously. This has been done by L pl Matt 
Dyson, ig Pete Clark and Glen Weaver. They departed from the fold 
with the words 'the middle day off is mine' ringing in their ears. 

The North Belfast Coy at Girdwood are now safely housed in their 
new ops room. The move was assisted by LCpls 'Taff' Boucher, 
' couse' Bradley and Sig 'Taff' Donne. Another major re-wire was 
started at Bessbrook, again under the supervision of Cpl Eddie 
Pluskota . This has now been completed but the most difficult part has 
yet to begin, the de-wiring. Spaghetti junction does not even have a 
look in. 

Despite all that is happening we managed to put in a team for the 
Squadron Sports Day and were only pipped at the post in the 4 x 
400m relay from retaining the Sports Trophy for the third year. Well 
done TM Troop and well done the lads for a splendid effort. 

Rover Group are now the proud owners of three brand new APV's, 
the all singing, all dancing piglet replacement. 

Now news of comings and goings and additions. Fir tly going : the 
Troop bade farewell to Sgt Keith Storey to 7 Sig Regt, ig Andy Cook 
and Marion to 259 Sig Sqn. 

We bid welcome to Cpl Bob McClurg and wife Gracie from 2 Inf 
Div HQ and Sig Regt, and ig 'Spike' Harding from 4 Armd Div HQ 
and Sig Regt. We wish you a happy tour. 

Congratulations go to gt Dave Bunt on his recent promotion, now 
CO IC Rover Group, and to Cpl Dave and Sue Whitaker on the 

birth of their son Jack, could this be a case of 'I'm all right?'. 

BRAVO TROOP 
All members of Bravo Troop have been kept extremely busy since 

the last report. The reason is the much publici ed COUGARNET and 
the introduction of the new TREND Teleprinter into the Commcen. 

With the introduction of COUGARNET the radio room has had its 
name changed to System Control (more 'up-market' name). To assist 
us, Alpha Troop have provided three extra workers, LCpl Dy on and 
Sig Clark and Weaver who have worked well wich the Troop. 

The TREND Teleprinter has made life easier for che operators in 
the Commcen. The only thing it doesn't do is to make coffee, much 
to the disgust of YofS Dai Jones. 

The QC Bravo Troop Lt Adrian Metcalfe and Sig 'JFT' Maclean 
have gone away again for a two week walk around the Pyrenees . In 
the OC's absence che Yeoman's dog 'Benny' has taken over, and the 
Troop reckons he does a very good job. 

New arrivals into the Troop are Sig Stan Ogden, Kea Attwood, and 
Sahid Husain . 

TM TROOP 
SQUADRON SPORTS DAY 

On one of the few unny days which we are lucky enough to see in 
Norchern Ireland, the Squadron held its sports day. Due to the superb 
competitiveness, the hard achlecics training, che excellem team spirit 
and their dashing good looks, who else could win but che Techs . 
Alpha Troop tried hard but they obviously lack che dashing good 
looks bit. Hard luck lad . 

Sgts Chris Christian and John Howell-Walmsley, and LCpl Andy 
Boon fitting out Heli Tele 
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IT TRO r O"G,\R . 'Lr 1 fro 1 ha . ·n , \Cr~ bu three month~. u "' 

t ii 1111 ominue 1 a furiou pa"~. Ho\\e\'er, the Troop ha' e. rill 
man,\! d 10 ta c part in mo't of the .'quadron Spo1 t~ c,·~~ts 

\\ \\On the Plate 111 the Si -a-~ide football compet1uon, held 
r enth bet" ecn all 1he Troop-. Cpl 'Taff' Henion played an 
imp rtall! par!, he ha' now reCO\ered his \'Oicc. 

Congratula1 ion are in order 10 I.Cpl Padd) Morel on . and LC pl 
Jock Rus .. ell on 1heir re.:e111 promo1ion. The Troop would hi.~ to w1 h 
I.Cpl l on) 'emple and Gillian all the \'ery be t on their recent 
marriage. . 

Final!\ a \\arm \\Cl ome to the ne\\ MTWO W02 Neil inclair and 
hi tamih to the Troop. 

4.. ·: •. 

MT Troop on one of the rare occasions when they are all in 
uniform, seen here with the Province Master Driver W01 C. P. 

Osbourn 

MTWO W02 Fred Osmond receiving Road Safety Diploma from 
Comd Tpt and Movs Lt Col M. J . Blyth 

'Pull lads, I'm sure we can beat these three WRAC girls!' 
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SPORTS DAY 
The \1T Troop performed very well on the day to finis h a 

respec table fourth considering the ize of the squad . The t\\o 
outstanding competitors from the Troop were Cpl 'Taff' Henton who 
won the Javelin and Discus, and came econd in the Shot Puu and Ovr 
Geordie Greenwood who came second in the high jump. 

The •1TWO W02 Fred Osmond gave a good performance in 
beating the R M WOl Charlie Manning in the long jump. Mind you, 
Long John ilver could have beaten him . 

The Athletics Team 
Back Row L to R: Mudflap Mudway , Kev Smith, Andy Allen, John 
Howell-Walmsley, Frags Covey , Dave Aspray, TOT Capt Jan 

Jasiok and Kev Cotton 
Front Row L to R: Willie Morgan, Kev S immons, Vince Connolly, 
Fletch Fletcher, Ian Horton , Simon Tatman and Steve Coulson 

AR U 
The Squadron had its A RU on Friday 25 April when Col J. 0. 

Drummond , Deputy Commander 39 Inf Bde, represented the 
Commander. He started with a vi it to the workshop section, meeting 
all the lads and a king all orts of relevant questions . It was fortunate 
that we had a selection of past and present equipment to work on 
while he was with us, quite fortuitous really. He was al o able to see 
the Telemechs in action fitting a car radio. So on to the rigging section 
where Cpl Kev Smilh showed an example of each of the numerous 
types of antenna used by 39 in the Province and then surprised 
everyone, especially the Deputy Commander by asking him if he 
would like to climb the ma L. He responded well and said he enjoyed 
the view from the top, although we still aren't too ure what the chat 
at the top wa about. 

COUGA R 
Yes, at lat, the installa tion of COUGA R radios is going well and 

the day is not too far off when the whole province will be 
'Cougarised'. We are still looking for someone to give us the exact 
date but otherwise things are looking good. Everyone using the 
equipment is very impressed by its performance. The teething 
problems are being sorted out slowly but su rely. S gt Mick Parlridge 
and Sgls C hris C hristian and Ian Horlon guide the younger techs, 
Cpls Chris Cadman , Kev immons, C liff Wragg and Andy Allen of 
the Outstation Link Control Uni t down in the Forward Repair Team 
at Armagh. Our other FRT in Belfast are just about to begin the 
learning cu rve but Cpls Paul Gardner, John Haggar, Dave Evans, 
Sean Mackay, LCpl Dave Aspray, 'Mudflap' Mudway, Danny Boon 
and Jock Dear are keen as mustard, or at least they say they are. 

TREND 
While this has been going on, the TE Tech have been quietly 

grafting in the background replacing the old TIOO with TRE D and 
carrying out a general re-vamp of the Commcens in the proce s, gts 
Simon 'Di nky' Talman and Bucks Buckingham, Cpl Trev Roe, Vince 
Connolly and LCpl 'Frag' Covey. 

Well, that's it for now, no mention to be made of the Troop fancy 
dre s pany, no mad monks, Roy Orbisons or Freddie Starr . Nothing 
said about the CQB Course where 'Bucks' Buckingham and John 
Howell -Walmsley assi ted in teaching Fof Tony McMahon, gts Ian 
Horton and imon Tal man how to become effective anti-terrori t 
devices and really impressed· the MT at the same time (sorry about the 
Metro). 

Welcome 10 LCpl Jock Dear and Les Daw on . 
Congra1u lations to John Howell-Walmsley on promotion to 

Sergeant and gl Chris C hristia n to Staff Sergeant. We a l o wish 
Chris and Karen well on their post ing to Berlin. 
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PARACHUTING 

233 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 801 

J,t Andrew Allman, gt Mick Honeyman and Cpl Phil Raven 
continue to jump regularly in displays with the Blue Helmets and the . 
RUC and for local events. Together they have made 150 jumps this 
year; they've just finished a week of disJ?lays at the Royal Bath an? 
West show with the Blue Helmets. gl Mick Honeyman and Cpl Phil 
Raven are congratulated for recent ly passin~ their jumpmasters 
exam . 

Sgt Mick Honeyman jumping with the RUC 
Photo by Cpl Phil Raven 

McKELVlE TROPHY 
The Summer Competition of the McKelvie Trophy is well under 

way. The Inter Troop Basketball Competition was fiercely fough~
the OC, Maj Charles Kemp was. sent off in every match! Some high 
quality basketball was played with Squadron tars such a gt Sieve 
Smedley , Cpl John Garner, gts Kevin Perki~s and Loft~ Wilkinson 
showing their skills. W Tp were the eventual wmners. The Inter Troop 
and WRAC swimming were both closely fought; Tech Tp beat 
Commcen Tp winning the final relay race to just stay ahead and the 
Commcen and Switchboard tied for first place for the WRAC 
Trophy. (Commcen won the trophy having won the Medley Relay). 

Inter-Troop Swimming 
Left to Right: Pte Kay MacDonald, Pte Sue Baxter and LCpl Karen 

Cable on the off 

MERCURY CUP . . 
The final event of the Mercury Cup was a sport morning organised 

by 39 Inf Bde; the Mercury Cup i an annual Inter NI Signal q~1adron 
Competition. The Squadron's teams played at th~1r be l \~llh the 
hockey and the ba ketball teams having imp.re 1ve v1ctone ; the 
hockey team scored nine goals- S gl cott1e McDougall. Da~e 
Chalmers, gl Mark Hardy a nd Keith Dunk the scorer . T~e Tug-o -
War team though wi ll have to add more than a few pounds if they are 
to have any hope of beating the 39 In f Bde team! The Squadron won 
the Mercury Sport Trophy and, a a re ult of u ce e throughout 
the year, regained the Mercury Cup. 
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ECHO TROOP .. 
Since our last contribution, life in the Troop has been contmumg 

at it> normal fast pace. There is however an air of anticipation , with 
1he change of the Troop Commander looming ever closer on the 
horizon; Capt David Wills replaces Capt DaYid milh in June , 

FA REWELL 
The Troop has recently said farewell to gts Dave Alexander, 

lumpy Rowe, Cpls Tim Wood, Dave Labdon, LCpl Mac 
MacKenzie, Bav Davin and ig Bob Parry. Good luck to you all in 
your new postings. 

WELCOMES 
T he Troop welcomes to its ranks gl Brian Collin on, Cpl John 

Roo e, LCpl Bob Allward, ig Charlie Varley and Pip Giddings- we 
extend a warm welcome . 

MANY CO GRA TULA TIO 
All present and past members of the Troop offer their sincere 

congratulations to WOI Rod Goddard on being awarded the MBE a 
first for the Troop. 

COMMCEN TROOP 
With Capt (Tfc) John 'I've done my last BIT' Nichol , WOI 

(YofS) Dave Wright and S gt Joe MacKenzie all clutching their 
handover/takeover programmes; it's time for a photo! 

Commcen Tp Management 
Back Row: Sgt Alec 'The Whippett' Campbell, Sgts Steve 'Od~ 
Job' Smedley, Ricky 'Name Tag ' Sloggett, Gary ' Long Weekend 

Quick 
Front Row: WSgt Jan ' Heavy Eyelids' Garnett, WOl (YofS) D_av~ 
' Civvies Again' Wrig ht, Capt (Tfc) John 'I've Got My Posting 
Nichols, SSgt Joe 'Troop Funds ' McKenzie, Sgt Gus 'Eggy 

Weggy' Hales 

COMMCEN TROOP-Ml LIT ARY KILLS . 
o! ot a contradiction in terms-Commcen Troop. hn the 

reputation of being handbags for a six in the Super Soldier Inter 
Troop Military Skills Competition. A fit te~m produce~ good re ults 
throughout the day and won the event by JUSl two pomts. 

The COS HQNI Col R. D. Buchanan-Dunlop , presents the Super 
Soldier Baton to Cpl Carlos Sinclair 
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I fER TROOP IF ' IS 
The quadron tcnm t urnament wa' played on the one day that 

11l go do~n in the record book a th Irish 111 mer of '86. The 
matche \-er pla. ed throughout the day with two doubles pair from 
each Troop. I -ho T op's pair. played excellemly, winning the Inter 
Tro p ompelition, and both graduating to the semi-final -SSgt 
Eric Lan ton and Sgt Edd) mall beat Cpl John Wheater and Sgt 
Loft~ Wilke on in the fin semi. The formidable Admin Troop pair 
of pt :\Ukt Ltd"ard and 2U Adrian Clewlow bear Sgt Keit h Aspin 
and Ton~ Byrne of Whi key Troop in the econd emi-final and went 
on to win the final m excellent style. 

WIMMI G 
The quadron \\imming and Water Polo team go from strength 

to trength . With an excellent two day wimming they won both the 
I wimming and \\'ater Polo hampion hips. They now go on to the 

Army Championship . 

MMER FETE 
OVER £2,000 FOR LOCAL CHARITIES 

The day of the Fete, aturday 7 June dawned cloudy and grey and 
tho e who had worked o hard towards preparing some superb stall 
groaned inwardly but, the prayer of the Squadron and the arrival of 
our celebrity gue t, Mi June Nigh tingale of Dm ntown Radio, kept 
the rain at bay . The crowd were finally allowed in by gt Ricky 

loggett and the Commcen Crew who had practi ed trong man tactics 
all week elling huge amounts of raffle tickets. The crowd headed for 
the many tails, where they happily spent away and rai ed over £2,000 
for local charitie . As memories of all the hard work fade, who will 
forget Cpl Taff Kessell trying to control horde of kids on the 
Bouncing Ca tie or the worry that the Garrison Dog Team would 
ra_vage the Victor Tp BratLie tand. Perhaps the mo t lasting memory 
will be of Capt 'Bruno Brooke ' Lunn a king for the return of the 
ignition key to the Fire Engine which had been 'borrowed' by some 
little angel. Our thank 10 everyone concerned, too numerou LO name 
individually but, which includes the Corp Band, the RUC, the EOD 
and the Squadron Wive ' Club, who made mountains of money out 
of nothing. A great effon by all , roll on next year (as long a the 
Herforder is rill on ale) . 

The OC introduces June Nightingale of Dowtown Radio to SSgt 
Taff Yates, winner of the Best Stall competition 

Keep your unit notes 
SHORT I 
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UNI RMAL 
Dress uniforms 
to give distinguished service 

Military and Civil Tailors, 
suppliers of accoutrements, 

woven badges and medallists 
to the officers of the 

ROYAL CORPS 
OF SIGNALS 

Urnformal . van Dung1e House. Meynell Avenue. Rothwell . Leeds LS26 ONU 
Tel (0532) 826102. BAOR Office. Tel· Minden (057 1) 40067 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 

Telecommunications 
Engineers 

British Forces, Germany 
Candidates will work for The Civilian Division of 4 Signal Group which 
is responsible for the inst~llation and maintenance of a wide range of 
telephoi:ie. radio and !elev1s1on services for British Forces in Germany. 
They wdl be responsible for management and development planning 
for a private telephone network and radio relay system· maintenance 
and repair of a multi-channel relay network and col~ur TV trans· 
mission system. Candidates should be British subjects hold a current 
British driving licence and must possess ONC/BTEC/SCOTVEC(NCI or 
the equivalent (or higher) in a relevant subject such as 
Telecommunications or Electrical Engineering . They should have an 
aggregate of at least four years recognised training which may include 
up to three years relevant full time study, plus a minimum of one 
year's further experience. Ex-Service candidates or candidates 
completing t_heir service will be considered if they have served at least 
three years m an approved technical capacity with the rank of staff 
sergeant or above. A knowledge of Germ.an, although not essential, 
would be an advantage. 
Salary: PTO Scale £7 ,000-£9,310 according to qualifications and 
experience, plus an all01.".ance equal to Inner London Weighting of 
£1,365, plus Foreign Service Allowance as appropriate and according 
to 1nd1v1dual circumstances. There are additional grants and 
allowances dependent on individual circumstances. The scale 
maximum will be increased by 1January1989 to £10,500 in addition 
to any genera~ increases in Civil Service pay. 
Accommodation is provided. 
For further information and application form (to be completed and 
returned by 22 August 19861 please write , quoting reference 
EX/R/6/86 to: Ministry of Defence, CM(S)383c, Room 619, Lacon 
House, Theobalds Road, London WC 1 X 8RY. 
The Ministry of Defence is an equal opportunity employer. 
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Comms & Sy Gp (UK) 

Since our last co_nlribution to Th~ Wire, many change have taken 
pla~~;. so~e ~hy~1ca l re-cons~ructron; 1.hc expansion of training 
fac1lrt1es, a necess.1ty to cope with a large 111crease of young men and 
women w11h a thirst for knowledge and a desire to embark upon a 
re1,ard111g c.areer; a change of Commanding Officer and Adjutant; 
nor 10 ~ent10n the departure of several other per onalities, including 
the 'Scribe'. 

Lt Col .Tony ~idger , has departed for warmer climes, we bid him 
and his wife Karin a fond farewell and our best wishes for the future. 
We extend a very warm welcome to his successor Lt Col Robin Eccles 
and hb wife Marianne, a nd hope they will enjoy their tour in the heart 
of C'harnwood. 

Ou'. be~t wi hes. to our recently departed Adjutant, Capt Pat Cole 
and h1. w1f~ Valerie, .whom we hope will enjoy the change of scene
congratulat10ns are 111 order too, _on his elevation to Major. His 
successor has been re-housed! We bid a warm welcome and return LO 
Capt Bill Hou e and his wife Ann. 

Whilst ev~ryone ke.ep busy, the DAMA I of E Inspection looms 
over the horizon . Spring was due and as usual . the decision to adopt 
~ummer dress quickly left us in no doubt that the weather was not 
being sympathetic, we donned our winter dre again in the hope of 
fooling the sun! ... Now 10 other events. ' 

Left to Right Back Row: Sgts Randall, W iddicombe, Armstrong 
Centre Row: Sgts Douglas, Palfreyman , Sipson, Calland, Hannon 
Front Row: W01 A. Nex, Lt Col R. Eccles. Col P. Goldney , Maj W . 

Wyllie, Maj Cooper, SSgt (YofS ) Brant 

VISIT 
Having recently aid ad farewell to Col Martin Pickard we were 

visited by his succes or Col Peter Goldney on 15 and 16 fay, his first 
10 our unit since taking up his new appointment. During hi vi it , he 
officiated at a Medal and Award parade and presented Sgt ( upvr 
Radio) Graham Barber and S gt Roger Farmer with LS and GC 
Medals , congratulation to both recipient . 

On the evening of the 15th Col Goldney was principal gue ! at 
dinner in the Officers ' Mess . The fo llowing day, after a vi it 10 3 Coy 
training, Col Goldney addres ed che Supervi or Radio Course . He 
presented the students; eight delighted Sergeants, with their 
certificate , and the 'Top Student' Sgt Steve Palfreyman , wich the 
Royal Signals Instit ution prize, a cheque to the value of £25 and a 
further £20 book prize . 

To mark the occasion, che 1udent invited Col Goldney, che CO, 
and head of departments, including rho e who contributed to the 
course yllabu to lunch in the WO ' and Sergeants' Me s. 

ROHDE AND SCHWARZ TROPHY 
The name Rohde and Schwarz has become ynonomou with high 

technological achievement and che current state of the art 
development in the field of electronics. In the winter of la t year, 
Rohde and Schwarz agreed LO prescnc a trophy lo be awarded annually 
to the oldier on the posted trength of Communication and Security 
Group (UK) who, in the opinion of a panel of judges chaired by the 
Com ma nding Officer, ha contribut ed mo t to enhancing che 
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technical , operating, training or administrative kills within the unit. 
The 'Trophy', a handsome model of the ESM 500A communications 
receiver, was formally presented LO the unit on 3 December 1985 by 
Mr C. G. Morrow, Director Rohde and Schwart UK. \\:e arc 
extremely grateful 10 the firm for their generosity. 

The first recipient of this coveted award; which currently has pride 
of place within 3 Coy, was Sgt Dave McCreath (ex Royal Signals). 

gt McCreath, whilst employed as a Language Instructor during his 
tour , on his own initiative, de igned, produced and brought into use, 
a computerised teaching a nd preparation aid, which saves 80% of 
vocabulary and sentence preparation time, offering in tructional 
facilities previously not enjoyed. 

This he did usi ng his own privately-purchased equipment. It is a 
measure of the va lue of the system, which is a star attraction for 
visitors, that the rmy has now bought a duplicate set of the 
equipment to replace gt McCreath's. It is fu rther planned to 
purchase a parallel set, for use in an adjacent section. 

From L to R: Maj W . Wyllie (Just). Lt Col (Ret'd) J . Farr, Mr C. G. 
Morrow, SSgt D. McCreath, Lt Col A. Ridger 

WOs' Ai D SERGEA T ' MES HIGHLIGHTS 
Life in the Sergeants ' Mess over the last few month has been quite 

hectic, the dominating event being dining out Lt Col A. F. Ridger, 
who will by now, have cultivated a new bronze image in all that 
sunshine-our best wi hes LO him and his wife in their new 
surroundings . 

Shorcly after Lt Col Ridger 's depanure, the Me welcomed hi 
ucce sor Lt Col Eccles with the traditional dining in, we hope that Lt 

Col Eccle jungle and electronic warfare experience will be of great 
value in the teamy wamps of Loughborough. 

Recently, the les ha been honoured with a succe ion of high 
power visits by outgoing and incoming VIPs, Gen ir Michael Gow 
visited 1he 1e sand joined the RSM, WOI J. R. Farrell in a farewell 
libacion. We al o bade farewell to Brig Parrill and Col M. Pickard . 

Other momentou events enjoyed in the Mes , the promotion of 
WOI John Thoma ·on and Sgt Ken Harding to the exalted rank of 
civilian and their sub equent dining out which rank among 1he 
'superlative'. 

Sincere congratulation are al o due to WOI Rod Goddard who wa 
awarded the MBE. 

On the ocial ene, the Entertainment Committee ably led by gt 
J. Richard on, has been very bu y organi ing ome excellent 
function , the highlighc in many people opinion being a uperb quiz. 
The quiz wa run over two evening , and che competition becween 
Me Member v as very hot to ay the least. Quizma ter Jim Mathews 
et the po ers, and after a terrific eries, the overall winners were a 

team compri ing WOl Bryan Boyle, W02 Bob Hodges, Sgt Howard 
Finch, led by W02 (C M) Orrell. Praise were ung and orrow 
drowned . 
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HA B SKETBALL CLUB 
\\ e ha c mm reach d the end of a bu. y cason. 1111h vary ing 

de ree of uc 
In th · ni e Comp ition • the team took part in the Eastern 

D1 tnct 1mor Unit Championship and once again, for the third 
u e ive year. rerurned to the unit a champion~hip winners. The 
rm) Champiomhip. held during ~larch at Cambridge was 1he next 

compc1i1ior. for a now confident team. The team captained by the 
e perienced Sgr J. J. mith and compri ing L pis Beale, Foody, 
Dinie: and ig Gill, Graham, Pre 1, Peterkin and Pie Jones put on a 
,,ood display in the fir 1 two game and won convincingly. With only 
one game away from the final aga inst Army chool of PT, we knew 
we had to work hard 10 win and after a very hard fough t game, failed 
unfortunately in our bid, by a narrow margin. 

Prior 10 the ervice Competition the club entered the local 
Leice 1er hire League for the fir t time for many years, starting in 
Dh'ision five . \ hen the sea on ended in early April, we had fini hed 
a run:iers-up, se uring promotion to Divi io~? four next ea on. In the 
local cup competition, we were narrowly defeated in !he emi-final by 
one point, be1ter luck next year. The team could no1 have had such 
a good ea on without the help of a number of people, 100 numerou 
10 mention by name, o many thank to them all, and farewell 10 1he 
following member of the club, -"Sgl Smilh, LCpl Beale, Foody all 
on po ling and to gl Dewar, Coach/ Secretary, who i hoping to 
become a player next eason! 

WOODHOUSE WEASELS R FC 
Report for ea on 85/ 86 

eptember saw a good beginning to the sea on, with the club 
winning the Loughborough even-a-side competition againsl some 
strongly fancied civilian oppo ition . 

The remainder of lhe season has seen a varied fixture Ii t against 
Army, RAF, Police and civilian sides. 

ovember 1985 saw the ad departure of three stalwart , in founder 
member Maj Clh·e Arthur, skipper W02 Bob Carly and Cpl Mick 

HQ Queen's Gurkha Signals 
BFPO 1 

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY SIX YEARS SERVICE 
Shown in the above photograph are four Officers of the 

Quartermaster element of Queen's Gurkha Signals. 
Together, their service to the British Crown amounts to 126 years. 

From left to right, they are: 
Lt (QGO) Dinarkar Mall QG Signals Enlisted 1960 
Lt Col (QM) A. J. impson QG Signals Enlisted 1952 
Maj (QM) C.H. Richardson QG Signals Enlisted 1951 
Capt (QGO) Kajiman Gurung 2 GR Enlisted 1957 

Can any other Unit beat that? 
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W· Iker. 1'11cn in December the team wa decimated further wth the 
los~ of ight fir t XV member, , including uch per onalities as Cpl 
Martin Thir·k, Cpl 'Red' Gould, Army under-21 player LCpl Simon 
Gibb· and ' ig Mark Wells who wa awarded 1he Keith Arm trong 
trophy a the 'Mo 1 Improved Player' of the season . 

January aw the arrival of ome new trainees who were also of large 
phy ique, enabling the club to put together its largest pack for ome 
lime . Thi , together with the slrong and elusive(!) running of back 
Sgt teve Young, Sig Les Oliver and Brian Lord helped us to a 
succe sful eason. 

H!ghlight included rc1a_ining tl~e Ea tern Di trict minor units cup 
beatmg 1 Sqn RCT 48-9 m the final. The club also won 1he Dis1rict 
even-a- ide compelition thu qualifying for the Army 'Strongbow' 

seven finals . 
The team would like 10 offer its thanks 10 Mr Roger Savage for hi; 

terling work behind the bar, and al o congratula1ions to LCpl Jock 
'Bumblebutt' Edward and Sig Steve 'Gift from Woolwich' Moffet on 
their forthcoming marriages. 

Sad farewells during 1he close season go to the team skipper S gt 
J. J. mi th and the club trea urer SSgt Harry Brant both of whom are 
leaving on promotion. 

All members of 1he club are looking forward to next season under 
the guidance of team manager Maj John Selby and the ' new 
crummaging machine!' 

ATHLETICS 
The Group has consolidated its position in Eas1ern District Minor 

Units Athletics by winning, (for the third time), the District Athletics 
Cup for 1986. An excellent performance by a young team of 
Jn tructor , permanent staff and student against our old rivals, 
Queens Div Depot at Bas ingbourn . First place gained by: 
Sgl Foster 400m Hurdles 
Cpl Major 1,500m 
LCpl Foody Shot 
Pte Paxton Javelin 

SQ A H TEAM COLOURS 
Report by Lt Col A. J. impson 

On 14 March the British Army's ( ew Territories) Squash Team 
played a friendly ma1ch agains1 the British Army (Hong Kong and 
Kowloon) Squash Team at Borneo Lines. 

The match was very hard fought and the eventual winners-the 
ew Territories Team-won by four games to one. Team members 

were: Lt Col (QM) A. J. Simpson QG Signal , W02 I. Mellor APTC, 
Cpl Yu Jick Keung HKMSC, Cpl Binod QG Signals, and LCpl Sushill 
QG Signal. 

After the ma1ch , the President of the Army Squash Rackets 
Association , LI Col M.A. Nolan RE, presented Squash Colours to Lt 
Col (QM) A. J. Simpson, Cpl Binod a nd LCpl Sushill for the 1985/ 86 
Squash Season. 

ORIENTEERING , 
Report by SSgt (Fof ) Jim Leggate 

British Forces Orienteering has been held in Hong Kong for over 10 
years and has always been won by 31 Sqn or 28 Sqn Gurkha Transporl 
Regt. That is until the 1984/ 85 season when SSgt (Fof ) Jim Leggale 
formed a Squadron team and !rained it to win the British Forces 
Orienteering League. Unfonunatcly the team was unable to clinch a 
double and win the Championship Event as well. 
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The 1985/ 86 season wa~ tougher as the Gurkha Transport Regiment 
wa rufne.d. After a fierce a_nd very competitive season the Squadron 
team wa~ JUSt beaten into third place. Although the League Shield had 
slipped from ou r grasp 1he Champion hip was still open. 

Earlier in the year the team did very well in the Asia Pacific 
Orienteering Championships (APOC 86) held in Hong Kong in 
January. With competitor9 from all over Asia, Japan, New Zealand 
Australia and also Sweden it was a top class event. Sgt (FofS) Ji~ 
Leggate won the Bronze Medal for Hong Kong in the 21 B class. 

The British Forces Orienteering Championship was held on 2 April 
this year at Pak Tarn Au in Sai Kung. Thirty seven teams from 16 
army units took part. The event was in the form of a relay with three 
man teams. The Squadron team had excellent results with 1he 'A' 
team first and the ' B' team 1hird. 

BFOC Results: 
Isl 246 (Gurkha Field Force) Sig Sqn ' A' 
2nd 28 Sqn GTR 'A' 
3rd 246 (Gurkha Field Force) Sig qn ' B' 

The Squadron team 

2 hrs 40 mins 59 secs 
2 hrs 41 mins 15 ecs 
2 hrs 54 min 45 secs 

Front Row L to R: LCpl Krishnabahadur Gurung, SSgt (FofS) J . M. 
Leggate , Sgt Prembahadur Rana 

Rear Row L to R: Cpl Prembahadur Thakali, LCpl Rudraman 
Sunwar, Sig Budhibahadur Gurung, Surendra Rai, LCpl Ratna Rai 

On Leave: LCpl Gorkana Gurung 

The British Forces Orienteering Championship 
Winners 246 'A' Team 

L to R: Sgt Prembahadur Rana, LCpl Krishnabahadur Gurung, SSgt 
(FofS) J. M. Leggate 

ARMY COMMCEN EK KONG 
SILVER COMSTAR AWARD 

On 15 April the Deputy Commander British Forces Brig L A. 
Christie CBE MC visited the Squadron and also pre ented the 
Commcen with it's Silver Comstar Award. This is its first award for 
exactly three years and covered the period September 1985-February 
1986. The COl/C at the time was Sgt Taff Carr who modestly 
declined any credit for the achievement. 

The Commcen is staffed by both British and Gurkha rank of 246 
(Gurkha Field Force) Sig Sqn, which is one of four Squadrons 
comprising the Queen's Gurkha Sig Regl. The Commcen is situated 
at Sek Kong in the New Territories of Hong Kong only 10 miles from 
the Sino Border. The main unit i1 erves are Headquarters Gurkha 
Field Force, RAF Sek Kong, 50 Hong Kong workshops REME, three 
Gurkha Infantry Battalions and many more. 

The Commcen handled in excess of 138,000 signals during 1985 and 
over 63,000 for the period of the award. 

The photograph shows the Commcen group with the award and Brig I. A. Christie 
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246 (GCRKHA HEl.O FORCE) JG QN MMER A tP 
E. "RCI "E KAPHAI P4KYO V (4-23 MAY) 
Rtport b} gt (t'o ) Jim Ltggnte 

The quadron' annual battle camp Ex Kaphal Pakyo normally 
take. place in June or July. After la t year' wa h ou1 because of 
T)phoon Hal the training thi. year 1 a brought forward to May . 

A u. ual only half the quadron could take part at any one time. 
ot lO cau e di appointment and to allo" everyone the opportunity 

to participate, two identical phase were organised. 
The exerci e controller wa Lt Elton Dn"•· . hi Chief In tructor, his 

right hand man LI (QGO) Tekbahadur Guiung. 
The training wa to be comprehen ive and over a five dav period 

including \ eapon Training, BC, First Aid, Health and I ygiene, 
Map Reading, Section/Platoon Tactics, Orders, Voice Procedure, 
BATCO, and a PRC351 CPX to name but a few of the ubject . A 
two dav exerci e wa to follow. 

Week of preparation by the SQMS' clerk, Cpl Binod Dhoj 
Khadka, accumulated the tores and tents, and with the return of the 

QM Sgt Bob Stewart, from a six month detachment in Kenya, the 
exerci e wa ready to begin. At 0600 hr on Sunday 4 May the Admin 
Party left Borneo Lines in a convoy of 5 x 4 ionner and 1wo 
Landrover , for the rendezvous with 415 Maritime Tp R Tat Kwai 
Chung container pier. The final destination, and home for a month, 
was to be an isolated ite at\: ong Lung Hang on Lantau I land. This 
i the Squadron favourite pot for it baule camp . 

Two days later after the ba e camp had been et up, the main party 
flew from Sek Kong in Wes ex helicopters, courre y of 28 Sqn RAF. 
It took five round trip by two helicopter to complete the 
deployment. 

On the first evening an entertaining film 'Mis ing in Action' wa 
hown. Thi gave u inspiration and set the 1one for the exercise. It 

also emphasi ed that there wa no e cape from the tough training 
ahead. 

The Deputy Commander of the Gurkha Field Force Col M. J. F. 
Stephens together with the Commanding Officer Lt Col J. E. Neeve 
visited during training. They were met by the OC Maj T. E. M. 
Richardson and Lt E. A. Davis who gave the brief on the Battle 
Camp programme. Col Stephens then visited the instructors and 
section during training. The Deputy Commander expressed his 
keennes and said how pleased he was with the tandard of training. 

Fl AL EXERCI E 
Briefly the exerci e scenario required the two Platoons to rout small 

aggressive enemy patrols which were intent on disrupting and 
destroying communications. The Platoons, under 1he watchful eye of 
the DS moved tactically around Lantau Island on foot, fighting the 
po~k~ts of enemy. The two days on the move was packed with 
acuvuy, recce patrols, ambushe , section and platoon attacks all 
against a relemles enemy. The enemy led by W02 Mekman Gurung 
and Lt M. D. Wood with their detachment from Fantasia proved LO 
be a hostile foe. A lone enemy, Sgt Jerome Finister refused 10 die 
honourably. Eventually he was cut to pieces by a few sharp words 
from the DS and later reborn with dignity! 

_On the last night of each phase the OC Sqn pre ented prizes to the 
wmning sec1ion of the competition. The winner were: 
Phase I Section 5 COI/C Cpl Shibman Gurung 
Pha e 2 Section 4 COl / C Cpl David Lee 

Afterwards he spoke of the importance and benefit of Banle Camp 
training. This was followed by a well earned barbecue. 

Unfortunately we sustained two casualties. Cpl Eddie O'Connel 
suffer~d sores and in ect bites on his left ankle which went eptic after 
returning home. He spent almost three weeks recovering in BMH 
Kowloon. Sgt Willy Weatherill discovered a snake in his tent. He 
picked it U!J and it retaliated by biting his finger. His next 24 hours 
were spent 10 BMH under close observation by the nursing staff. The 
nake, ~ red-necked keel back, de cribed as never aggressive unless 

antagom ed and dangerously toxic, went with him. 
.For some old.sweats like Cpl Tre" Cotter and Cpl Eddie O 'Connel 

this was not their first Battle Camp on lantau. For gt Bruce Barnes, 
Cpl ~ndy Fe~ner an.d. Dave Lee it provided a pleasant change from 
work 10 the air cond1uoned Commcen, and they soon realised how 
unfit they had become. 
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NBC Training 
(The snake is in the box) 

The enemy 
W02 Mekman Gurung telling jokes 

The OS dry off 
Lt Elton Davis powders his rash 
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School of Signals 
Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

2 SQUADRON TRIAL 
oc Maj Peter Day 

Capt Mike Gilyeat 21C 
Tech Adjt 
OCR Tp 
0 PTT 

SM 
SQMS 
MTSNCO 

Capt (TOT) Chris Payne 
Capt imon Green 
Capt (TOT) Peter Davis 
W02 (SSM) Barry Gibbons 

gt ( QM ) Stan tanley 
gt Keith Pammenter 

INTRODUCTION 
Despite some reorganisation and continuing detachments the 

quadron has maintained its workload. Recent events have included 
the PTARMIGAN functional testing carried out by PTT, and 
continuing design and development by SSgt (FofS) Eddie Harper and 
his team. However the cream of all tasks recently fell to Radio Tp who 
trialled an HF frequency hopper which included a skywave phase with 
a link to Cyprus, on Ex Kangaroo Bound. 

Movements in and out of the Squadron have continued, mostly in 
favour of the latter. These have included the 21C, Capt John Mcintyre 
now totally released to fulfil the demands of the new PTARMIGAN 
buildings. Other movements have included the return of Capt (TOT) 
Mick Woodhouse from 266 Sig Sqn only to move on to 4 Armd Div 
HQ and Sig Regt. 

EXERCISE KANGAROO BOU D 
Report by gt Gordon Thursfield 

During the ground wave pha e of the HF hopper trial the OC Radio 
Troop wa busy looking for sky wave pha e locations. Edinburgh we 
all agreed would probably be the outcome. No one was keen. 

CENE: OC Radio Troop's office morning of 21 March. 
DIALOGUE: 
oc 
Sgt T 

oc 

Sgt T 
oc 
Sgt T 

'Sarge I'm afraid you are going to be in charge of the 
out leg on the sky wave pha e'. 
'Yes Sir, Thank you Sir'. (\: ith thoughts of Scotland 
at thi time of year). 
'You will be taking two of the lads with you, dates are 
yet to be decided but it will probably last about I 0 
days'. 
'Right ir any idea where we are going Sir'. 
(Wearing a rather peculiar grin) 'Cyprus Sarge'. 
Almost fain1ing from joy and trying very hard to wipe 
the stupid grin off my face I bowed and scraped my 
way out of the office closing the door quickly before 
he changed his mind. 

After breaking the sad news to the Troop, the question of the 
moment was, who would be the lucky two accompanying me? I must 
say, that the transformation in work performance and morale was a 
joy to behold. Soon the date was set and preparations made, ignal 
flew back and forth between Blandford and Cyprus. The two lucky 
lad were named, Sig am MacLeod and ig Taff O'Keefe. 

• 

Sig Sam Macleod and Sig Taff O'Keefe operate from Cyprus on 
Ex Kangaroo Bound 
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gt Davy Milne 110 had been mak10g noise~ about the requirement 
of tech cover, wa~ ~1!e•1 ed when the Company repre entativc 
demonstrated fir st line repai rs to ·gc Gordon Thur field in JO 
minutes, effectively squashing any claim to a seat on the plane. 

At 0400 hrs on Sunday 6 April the happy trio stepped onto the V 
10 at Brize Norton and bade fond farewell to snow and icy winds and 
began dreaming of sun, sand and bikini's. 'What was the name of the 
trial?'. 

We arrived on Sunday at 1030 hrs local , the temperature 75 degs 
and rising. The short journey from Akrotiri to Dekelia was oon over 
and it was time to see if the brandy sours had dropped in tandard. 

DAY ONE 
Up at 0630 hrs sharp, reported to the comcen and met gt (Yof ) 

Mick Bell who after a few phone calls started the ball rolling and with 
the help of S gt John Gadson, Radio Troop Commander, we soon 
had a site to work from, use of a vehicle and enough equipment to 
build the necessary antennas. First task went to Sig Taff O'Keefe. 'Go 
and build me a 300 ohm twin V with 90m leg pointing that way'. 
'Right Sarge' he said and disappeared in to the bundu with his drum 
of R4 under hi arm, returning two hours later looking a though he's 
been dragged through the bundu backwards over broken bottles and 
barbed wire, which of course he had. In the mean time ig am 
MacLeod installed the two equipments in the Ops room and the FFR 
Land Rover whilst SSgt John Gadson and I put up a couple of ma t . 
By 1700 hr all was ready. A quick phone call to Fof Graham 
Chaplin confirmed all was well. 

DAY TWO 
The trial began at 0800 hr and by 0803 hrs communication had 

been established fives both ways and the first test traffic was sent. 
Over the next three day things went well and all aspects of the trial 
were covered; all that was left to do was pack up and head for the 
beach for some R and R before returning to Blandford. 

Thanks must go to Yof Mick Bell who so ably arranged 
recreational transport. Also to SSgt John Gadson for supplying the kit 
and a place to sleep, lastly to Sgt Neil March, Chief Clerk, for the 
efficient shuffling of paper and my Sunday lunch, cheers Dawn. 

A mention must go LO the lads on the cold end of the deal who 
reported 60 mile an hour winds with snow and ice conditions 10 work 
in, led by the intrepid Sgt Albert Allison, crew were Cpl 
'Resettlement ' Sudron, LCpl 'I want to be an officer' Rosney, Sig 'the 
Driver' Burek and Sig 'the Key' Hoyt. All were duly impressed by the 
suntan on our return. 

COMINGS AND GOINGS WITHIN THE TROOP 
Farewell must be said to Capt Mike Gilyeat and his wife Maggie. 

He has travelled the amazing distance of one door up the corridor to 
the 2IC's office, pending posting. Also to W02 (Fof ) Mick 
Flanagan, W02 (YofS) Davy Bartlett and LCpl Albert Luke all 
leaving for civvy street, good luck to all. Cpl 'Chippy' Wood has gone 
to 2 Inf Div, Cpl Steve Firth is off to the Falkland I lands for six 
month detachment and Sig Taff O'Keefe leaves us for S Troop across 
the corridor after only six weeks (two of them in Cypru ). LCpl Mick 
O'Connor went for 264 selection, and having passed, we won't be 
eeing him again. LCpl Smudge Smith is still enjoying six months 

detachment in U FICYP. 
Welcome lO Capt Simon Green and family who have arrived from 

28 Sig Regt to take on the smallest troop in the Corp (none of tho e 
mentioned above has yet been replaced). Welcome also to ig Taff 
Hughes . 

Now as we prepare lO crape up a five-a-side football team for the 
Regimental Tournament I mu t bid you all farewell and figure out 
how we can man the next trial. 

NEWS FROM PTARMIGAN TRIALS TROOP 
Since our last contribution the Troop has tested the PTARMIGA 

vehicles of 7, 22 and I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt as well as the 
WA YELL packet for 22 Regt and 19 Bde. 

With all this going on, movement in and out ha continued. Sig 
Dave Welsh went acros to I Sqn (Trg Sp) on promotion to Lance 
Corporal. Sgt Gary Ledger has also joined the other ide to learn 
omething about radio relay! Also on the move are Cpls Bev Beverley 

and Matt Nuttall who have both gone lO face the rigours of Tl. To 
fill their post we welcome back Cpl Buzz Walker who ha been 
reprieved from his sentence in Dev Tp. 

A final farewell must be paid to Capt (TOT) Peter Davi who leave 
us for Dover and in hi place we welcome Capt (TOT) Pete 
Smurthwaite. Before leaving, the OC, in hi capacity a Athletic 
Officer en ured the Troop achieved the Regimental A1hletic 
Standard . He even surpri ed gt Da"e Whiting by electing him for 
the Regiment' s team in the 110 and 400m hurdles. It' s a hame 1hey 
raised the hurdle height at the actual event. The troop all wi h Capt 
Davis good luck and hope he won't forget LO wear his new sports kit. 
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·f.\ ·. 1-"RO I Ot' ELOPMENT TROOP 
Fir th th \ I ome ; . 'gt Pete Smith and hi wife, Pearl, recently 

j ined th Troop from 2 3 Sig qn we hope your ·tay in Blandford 
1 · an enjo~ able one. The lroop al o welcome back ~t Ian 
Hi erson and Cpl Ian ander.. after their attachments to m tall 
CO GAR. ET. 

There h. \'e al~o b n a numb r of recent posting and side loading 
from the Troop which have included us saying farewell, again, to Sgt 
Ian Higgtrson who ha departed to take up residence behind the 
counter of PR!. Farewell a lso to Cpl Buzz Walker who, as a 
puni hment for volunteering for a week in G~rmany, .ha move~ 
a ro to PTT. Our final farewell goe~ to Cpl Mick Tomi on who 1s 
no'' well into hi· Tl. Good luck and we hope you gel the posting you 
want. (Record plea e note) . 

De pite the terrible weather the Troop's sporting activitie have got 
off to a flying tart , gl (Fof ) Eddie Harper and Sgt Pete milh 
di appeared for two day to the Royal Signal Regaua in Port mouth . 
Thev r<>appeared smiling, having taken third ;>lace overall in the ix 
race5. Cpl Dom McGrath wa dragged off his bench for one day to 
participate in the W District Individual Athletics meeting where he 
achieved a creditable second place in the high jump, only being beaten 
by Cpl Matt uttall , another member of the Squadron. The final 
porting achievement has been Sgt Eric Thomas hanging up his 

hockey stick with the on et of old age. He has now taken to swinging 
a golf club instead. 

QUADRON MT 
Sin e our la t contribution, 2 Sqn MT, 'Hells Grannie ' have 

convened from two to four wheeled vehicles. Amidst the regular 
maintenance two members who could not find a rea onable excuse, 
were nomina'ted to assist in the asses ment of three new vehicle . Cpl 
Gaz Lee and LCpl 'Pinky' Phoenix were joined by WCpl 'Tiny' 
Whitney-May to trial the new two tonne vehicles. 

After collection from various units across the South, the lucky trio 
LOok the vehicle through their paces on Barnesfield Heath Te t 
Track. At least one vehicle went where it shouldn't have done; up to 
itS tail gate in mud. All in all the as essment made a pleasant change 
from normal driving duties and was enjoyed by everyone involved. 

Movements within the Troop continue, in particular we welcome 
back LCpl Taff Lewis from his tour in the South Atlantic but bid 
farewell, temporarily, to Sig Hamish Campbell who has gone off as 
his replacement. We wish him well on his second tour there and trust 
he wilJ enjoy it a much as he did the first one! 

THE BLANDFORD TOWER RUN 1986 OR 'ODE TO THE 
SHORT LEGGED JOGGER' 

The Blandford Tower Run 86 was the first large cale charity run 
held by the School of Signals and was organised by Lt Col Mike Rice. 
The 14 mile cross country course started at Bower Chalke and 
meandered along the Dorset and Wiltshire borders; through 
Cranbome Chase, finishing at the Blandford Camp UHF Tower. 
'You can see the UHF Tower for the majority of the run'. So said the 
official literature sent to all runners. The lener failed to mention that 
at 14 miles you needed good eyesight and a compass. 

The event was held on Saturday 18 May and attracted over 500 
runners and walkers, of all standards. The aim of the run was to raise 
money for the Army Benevolent Fund, the Save Lhe Children Fund 
and local Blandford charities. Money was raised by sponsorship of 
runners and by generous donations from the major communications 
firms. 

The competitors were 'bussed' to the stan (another cunning move 
by the organisers) and waited until midday when the Master of 
Signals, Maj Gen Hadcock arrived by helicopter to start the race. The 
mixture of civilians, military personnel, wives, children and dogs 
shook out over the next two miles into a semblance of order. The 
route ~as over local footpaths and bridlepaths, going through some 
very picturesque countryside (for those who could appreciate it) . The 
first checkpoint at four miles was manned by the 1st and 2nd 
Blandford Camp Brownies with drinks and lots of encouragement. By 
this stage the initial zeal and fast pace had gone and runners settled 
down. into t~eir own pace. This reduction in speed was also helped by 
the hill which now made an appearance. The route was well signed 
and for the author had been marked by the 300 runners ahead of him. 
The ~oing was generally good but the heavy rain during the previous 
fonmgh~ had turned the hill tracks into mud, making it difficult to 
run uphill (a good excuse anyway). The next six miles passed quickly 
until arriving ~t the Tarrant GunvilJe checkpoint. Again encouraged 
by the Browmes, the runners plodded up past the Tarrant Gunville 
church. By now the legs were feeling rubbery as the end appeared to 
be in sight. 

Arriving at Collirgwood Corner the long run to the guard post 
seemed like an eternity, but once there the thought of only half a BFT 
left made running easier. Finally the sight of the finish tent and the 
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white tape appeared and on~ of 500 personal victories was achieved. 
The proof was the pre entatlon of a medal by the ladies of the Wive 
Club. 

Data System Group and Software Support Division provided an 
efficent and accurate computer printout of results as competitors 
crossed the line. 

Overall, from a competitor's viewpoint, the run was a challenging 
event, well organised and something to look forward to next year but 
maybe with a bit more training. ' 

The Ma ter of Signals presented the prizes LO the overall winner who 
wa Mr B. D. Heywood who finished in I hr 26 min 10 sec, and the 
women' pri ze went to Fii LI B. E. Jones who completed the course 
in 2 hr I min 23 sec. 

The other result were: 

Individuals men 
I. B. D. Heywood 
2. LCpl Nick Clay 
3. OCdt A. A. P. Connolly, Oxford University OTC 

Individuals women 
I. Flt .Lt B. E. Jones 
2. LWren L. J. Grady 
3. (Capt E. Cunningham 

(Capt J. Chambers 

Veteran men 
I. Cpl Edwards Keefe 
2. Mr M. E. Burton 
3. Capt D. Tower -Clark 

Veterans women 
I. H. A. Pallister 
2. S. J. Pearce 

Super Veterans (over 50) 
1. D. Long 
2. Brig D. E. T hwaites 
3. Capt A. K. Oates 

Juniors (under 16) boy 
1. Mark Haigh 
2. G. S. Stevens 

Juniors (under 16) girls 
I. Clair Westrop 
2. Natalie Clark 

Teams 
I. Dorset Doddlers 
2. Plessey Runners and Joggers 
3. RAEC Centre Beaconsfield 

Royal Signals Winner 
LCpl Nick Clay 

First Unit Team 
RAEC Centre Beaconsfield 

First Royal Signals Team 
School of Signals (Tactics Gp, Tp Comds Course) 

Cpl 'Tiny' Whitney-May contemplating the last two hours 
watched by Sgt Erika Tyson 
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Capt (TOT) Arthur Brittenden pipped at the post by Sgt Bob Tate 

Maj Moray Martin-Rhind crossing the line in 1 hr 42 mins 

W01 (FofS) England - a creditable 128th 
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CHAFYN GROVE 
SCHOOL 

BOURNE AVENUE, SALISBURY, 
WILTS HIRE, SP1 1 LR 

Tel: Salisbury (0722) 333423 
Telex: 4 7701 9 ASRG (weekdays only) 

Headmaster: J. R. Singleton, M.A.(Cantab) 

Chafyn Grove is a long established (1879) 
preparatory school, now co-educational, with 
special experience at caring for service and 
overseas based children. We prepare pupils for 
Public School entrance and offer excellent 
academic, cultural, and recreational standards 
adjusted to the individual child. There is a good 
scholarship record, including recent major 
awards for music and art, and a very wide 
range of games, sports, activities, and 
weekend excursions and outings. 

A prospectus and further details may be 
obtained from the Headmaster. 

iE 
TECHEMPUJY 

TECHEMPLOY 
Technician Employment Agency 

Are you a Technician approaching 
the end of your Service? 

The problem of finding a job is a nagging worry as you 
approach your final days in the Corps . If you are in this 
situation there is one simple, cost free step you can 
take to ease the problem. Contact TECHEMPLQY when 
you are approaching the end of your service and we will 
send you, by return of post, an easy to complete pro 
forma which will enable us to inform the hundreds of 
companies that we are in contact with about your 
training, skills, experience and personal qualities. 
My long involvement in Service training organisations 
and as Inspector of Trade Training, and my recent 
civilian career as an Executive Search and Selection 
Consultant, enables us to provide a unique service 
which is completely free to all serving or recently retired 
technicians. What have you got to lose! 
If you are approaching retirement, contact us by 
telephoning 0428 712590 (24 hr answering service) or 
post the coupon: 

Please send me a Candidate Proforma for completion 
and return . 

Rank: ............... Name: ... . .......... . 

Address: .......................... . . .. .. . 

Postal Code: ........................... . 
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News from Regiments 

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 32 

3 .Q ADRO'I 
O Maj David Elson 
21C Capt Jerry Peck 
0 L 2Lt Alan Hill 
OC ' Li Steve Felton 
OC O 2Lt Neil Holden 

M W02 Ben Britton 
SQM SSgl ·Mac' Macfarlane 
Yof S gt Ronnie Allen 
Fof Sgt Ian Hugill 

The Squadron ha yet again pulled through another hectic period. 
Element have deployed on varying ta k , from KAPE Tour and 

hooting Team to the more usual horse show and e ercise . 
The KAPE Team i at pre ent touring W England and i 

commanded by LI leve Felton. He claim to have a new meaning for 
KAPE. othing ha been heard from the Team since they left! Will 
they ever return? 

After returning from Ex Highland Malt the· Squadron went straight 
into preparation for the Verden Garri on ummer Show. Although 
it wa 'bigger and better' than last year, the bad weather kept the 
e,>,.pected throng of German vi itors away and bar profit down . 

The Regimental hooting Team, in which the Squadron i well 
repre ented, and led by the 2IC, is now at Bi ley. Unfortunately the 
2IC, Capt Jerry Peck , has fallen by the wayside and is now a married 
man. Congratulations and the best of British. 

o ember Troop have ju t returned from their Summer Camp in 
Ba aria at the Regimental Adventure Training Centre. Both Line 
Troop and 0 car Troop will follow later in the ummer when the 
weather is even better! 

In late April the Squadron held an Inter-Troop Volleyball 
Competition. Each troop entered two teams of willing and keen 
player with two other teams from the Wives Club and the OC's 
Gue t . The winners were ovember Troop with a si Lance from Line 
Troop. 

A further sporting achievement was that of the Squadron v Wives 
charity football match. This was organised by Mr Jackie Beswick and 
was in aid of Cystic Fibrosis. Almost DM 2,000 was raised for · the 
charity. Jn order to ensure a fair game the male team played th ree 
legged for the first half and also in fancy dress. Particular costumes 
of note were those of Cpl Steve ' flasher' Davies and Cpl Pete 'Girlie ' 
Farrington-now posted to the Falklands. The Garrison ' Panto 
Cow/ Horse' made a guest appearance but it efforts to score goals 
were noticeably lacking. 

We would like to welcome to Line Troop: Sgt Dave Harman , LCpls 
Dusty Millar, Graham Husband , Spud Taylor, ig 'Adrian Mole' 
S~monds and Mac Mackenzie (no relation to the Adjutant). 

Oscar Troop; farewell to: Cpl Rice, transferred to HQ Sqn, Sig 
Casey, Wil on and Tom who have gone to the Falklands. 

Welcome LO Cpl Polmeer, ig Hogg and Gallagher, and Cpl Smith 
from HQ Sqn . 

TM Troop; welcome to: Cpls Gill and Bernice Lennox and Cpl 
Cave. 

Farewell to LCpl Nichol and his wife Sherie who have gone to I Sqn 
and to LCpl Todd who is soon to go to CIAT. 

Keep your unit notes 
SHORT I 
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20 l Sig Sqn (22 Armd Bde) 
BFPO 30 

SQUADRON PERSONALITIES 
OC. Maj D. J. Wills 
21C Capt S. J. Turnbull 
OC A 2Lt M. G. Billingham 
OC B Lt S. Croft 

SM W02 ( SM) Boyle 
YofS W02 (YofS) Sykes 
FofS Sgt (FofS) Dou 
SQMS Sgt (SQM ) Riley 

Following a four day demon tration for the Army Staff College
we can till do demos!-we embarked on a JNCO's (and potential 
J CO ) Cadre, a fairly trying 10 days , at the end of which LCpl 
Budgie Finch was awarded the Be l Student prize and Sig Neil 
Morri on the prize for the Most Improved . 

Hard on the heels of this, six members of the Squadron went to the 
JSSADC at Fort Bovisand, Plymouth for Ex Global Diamond- two 
weeks sub aqua diving. 2Lt Billingham , Cpl Bins Armstrong, LCpl 
Stew McConnell , Sig Jock Burns, Geordie Faulds and D. M. Davie -
Morri all had an enjoyable 14 day . 

Whilst thi was happening, the rest of the Squadron wa 'enjoying' 
Ex Highland Malt-an exercise to prove how many FV 436's could 
break down in four days! At least the LAD had a good exercise. 

Meanwhile, the Squadron Shooting Team has been very successful. 
First place in the Regimental Skill-At-Arms, followed by first place in 
the Minor Units Competition at the Div SAAM, ensured a place at 
Bisley. Congratulations go to: Cpls Levins, Rix, Sig Rose, Purnell , 
Pte Avaienl, and Sig Ba ford. 

We ay farewell to: W02 (Yof ) and Mr Bowden, Sgt and Mrs 
Vince, Cpl and Mr Wray, Cpl and Mrs Foster (REME), Cpl and 
Mrs McDonald (ACC), LCpl and Mrs Romain , LCpl and Mrs Henry, 
LCpl Barcroft , Sig Poyning, WPte Cressey, Cfn Armitage, Sig and 
Mrs Jenning . And we welcome: W02 (YofS) and Mrs Sykes, Cpl 
McCaughy ACC, Cpl Deakin REME, LCpl Hurford , LCpl and Mrs 
Forsyth (ACC), LCpl Oprey RPC, LCpl and Mrs Kay (REME) and 
Cfn Deakes. 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT ....... . ... . ... each £3.90 
U .K. inc. VAT .......... each £4.49 

(Pootaae Exira) 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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AC}' VISIT 

2 I 2 Sig Sqn 0 2 Armd Bde) 
BFPO 36 

Report by Lt Richard Gi les 
Easter saw the arrival of 20 British Army cade1s and one German 

cadet along with their four officers and senior instructors. The 
exhausting job of looking after them fell upon Cpl Kevin Bowker and 
LCpl 'Rabbit' impsun with ' ig 'Mack' McDermolt capturing their 
every move on film. Each day began before breakfast with PT led by 
Cpl (;eorgc 'Can I beast them over ttie a~sa ul t course' Daught ry, and 
ended 1n the Gym playing sport. During the visit they were let loose 
on the rtillery, RTR, Engineers, RCT and Infantry, in the proce s 
of which they drove Busy Beavers, T\il's, Stalwarts, APC' and 
Chieftain tanks. One cadet decided that Chieftains were better suited 
to driving on the railway track but he was stopped by a worried 
Trooper. The East Germans also had a glimpse of our future Army 
when the ACF visited the Border: was th i a wise move? The 
inhabitants of Osnabruck also had a gl imp e when they went on a tour 
of the Alt tadt. Al the end of the nine days the fina l toll on the 
Squadron was four e\hausted DS and two broken panzers! But the 
ACF· had not been without their casualtie ; as a re ult of PT they 
acquired one dislocated finger, two pulled muscle (or so they 
claimed) and one fa inting. The visi t was rounded off with a party in 
the Squadron bar, drinking coke ... of course! 

Cpl Kevin Bowker demonstrates the new M109 Target 
Acquis it ion System during the ACF visit 

Cadets from Northumbria and Staffordshire look on while Milan is 
demonstrated to them 

WIVE v HUSBAND .22 HOOT! G EXTRAVAGA ZA 
Report by Sgt Ian Knight . . 

During the Jailer part of la t year it was ugge ted , in idle 
conver ation, that perhap the wives could try a litt_le .22 hooting. 
Well , a nod' a good as a wink to a blind man, and in early January 
try it they did . After a few weeks a mall core of ev~n en1~u 1~ l 
remained all keen to learn the art of mall bore shooting . Wuh JU l 
a little paiience on my pan as instructor and a little more patience by 
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the shooters, much proerc. s was made, so much o, that by April 11 
was decided the wive could show their hu~bands their new kill . 

The date was set, 22 pril, and the hu bands armed full of 
confidence, 1his became a little suspect when, after being a,ked if he 
would like to use a sling, Maj Henderson replied 'But there'\ nothing 
wrong with my arm, it's my foot that's injured!'. This, added to the 
fact that after every other shot from the men, there was a cry of 
'whoops' or something like that. The competition finally ended with 
a resounding victory LO the ladies, who managed to beat their 
husbands by a staggering 70 odd poillls, and blaming the defeat on 'gl 
Taff Brooks was hardly fair (team coach) as he wa on ly there fo r the 
beer. All credit must go to the ladies who shot rea lly well, and were 
magnanimous enough to share the magnum of champagne they won 
wi th their husbands. The ladies team would like to take the 
opportunity to thank Sgt Ian Knight for all his hard work in coaching 
them - when do we start again - September? 

The photograph shows the haple s husbands being consoled by the 
victorious ladies. 

'There , there lads' 
Left to right: Sgt Ian ' Is it pointed end first?' and Gill Knight, Maj 
Jon ' If it wasn't for having to carry this stick I could have won' 
and Trysh Henderson , SSgt Pete ' But I thought it was subsets at 
10 paces' and Chris Grist, SSgt Graham 'I'm only used to 
shooting from the saddle ' and Ann Hackett, W02 Dave 'Maigret' 
and Jan 'Thumbs up ' Wright, Sgt Gran 'I'll be able to shoot when 
I'm a YofS ' and Lynn Yeomans, Capt Sandy 'If only I could have 

used my in tray to rest on ' and Jane Gallie 

'The Magnificent Seven ' crack thei r magnum 

EXERCISE HJGHL A D MALT 11 
Report by Sgt Ian Knight 

This exerci e produced the inevitable new rag and the follo,,ing i 
an extract from one of the edition . 

'Where have all the chunkies gone? Thi wa the que tion a :..ed by 
many a frightened oul last night whilst under a urpri e che1 muly 
attack from an unknown infiltrator with a limp. (The OC qn i 
pre ently uffering from an old war' ound). Well, you may be plea ed 
10 know they are al ive and well back in peacetime location looking 
after the SSM who unfortunately cannot be with u due to an attack 
of leave. They must also look after tho e few trade men of the 
Squadron who are left behind in camp, but I hear you sa} , we are all 
trade men. The writer regret that according to a th roughly reliable 
ource there are only a very few trade men in the quadron, none of 
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h m l h~ 'auonal Union of Techmcall) Superior 
Tr m d rm' ' ' Good Lh ing Extreme!) Rel a. cd peciali ts 
\• UT tranglers for . horl) . 

Foreman Gri ·t sho\\ed no embarra men! ye terday when he poke 
bout hi. late t 'turn on' ' Well, some men take girlie mag into the 

ER\' to drool over' aid ~1r ice Guy him elf 'but I ju I happen to 
prefer the occa ional exerci e CE I. and an) how ha ve you cen page 
3'?' . . . 

'ight ttack- lt " a a moonlit night and all wa quiet in l~epy 
O ar \\hen .uddenh the ky li t up. Wa it lightnmg?-no; wa · ll an 
artillery barrage?-no; it wa uperstick " l an un!it Rover. A~ter 
finding his lightn ing thrust at Oscars defence. mec wnh equally qu ick 
reactions the reaccion· of men o highly trained, o fine! ' 11 :ned and 
honed to\nife edge harpne , the Officer Commanding \\ a · .rn.ega
impr ed . On entering lo ation he wa challenged by the ever v1g1lant 
guard whom the QC a ked ' What can you do_ to preven~ a <;her~uly 
auack?' . The Guard noc to be caught out replied Get H1ggy Twinkle 
Toe ' to tread on your other foot , ir!'. 

Wi e Crack- It ha come to the nocice of our watchdog committee 
that the quadron recently purcha ed with the a i tance of LAD , an 
e.xtra crack in the Comma nder 's vehicle 1 indow. When a ked to 
comment, the Brigadier was heard to ay, I only made mention of the 
fact that the crack was gett ing old, tru · t the REME to go O\'.er the t0p, 
and buy me two new one . till a t D 197 for t\\ o they are qu11 e cheap. 

ME lR! - OF COURSE I'M NOT DOI G lT FOR A 
WEEKE 'D OUT I BERLI 
Report by LCpl William . . . 

On 25 April the ' Athletic' quad travelled LO Berlin to p~rt1c1pate 
in the 25Km City 'fun' run . The team travelled up to Berhn on the 
Friday, and on e there they decided to take in the ights , the problem 
wa that the tourist guide we had wa Cpl Eddie McDonald who knew 
only the local pub , so we decided to tay in, in our luxuriou 
accommodation in the attic of Brooke Barrack (that ' s what we told 
the QC anyway). In the race on Sunday, Cpl Eddie McDonald and ig 
Daz William on did quite well coming in at about two hours ten 
minute , and Capt Sandy Callie claiming he did it in two hours, but 
we all reckon that he waited outside the stadium and then joined in 
\\hen a big crowd ran past him LO the fini h. 

The team from left to right: Cpl Eddie McDonald, LCpl Willie 'I'd 
love to run it but I'm injured' Williams, Capt Sandy 'now come on 
lads you don't need a beer yet' Gallie, Sig Daz 'I'd rather be at an 

art gallery' Williamson 
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1251 H A, NJVERSAR OF THE SCH UTZE FE T IN 
OS. ABRUCK 

Report b) 2Lt Ian Hunter 
On acurday 3 April , 30 member of the Squadron took pan in a 

march through o~n :ib ruck city centre to celebrate the 125th 
Annivcr ary o f hooti ng clubs througho ut Germa ny. There were 
14,000 people caking part in th~ march with clu bs fro~1 as far afield 
a Berlin . M Glen Harwood 1 the Nato Shooung King. We had 10 
stand around for two hour prior to the march, and due to the 
on !aught of ummcr in 0 nabruck (?) our boot a ll tuck in the 
melting tarmac! We had problems gelling to the beer tent in a hurry. 
The Squadron ection of the march wa led by Lt Richard Giles and 
2Lt Inn Hunter. 

1 • 1 - .~ 

Members of the Squadron marching through Osnabruck c ity 
centre 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
We ay farewell to the following: Sgt Holden, ig Warren, LCpl 

Lever, Pte Cameron, Sig Floyd, Cpls Francis, Hirst, gt Hunt, LCpl 
Shaw, and Cpl mith; the Squadron wi hes them a ll, and thei r 
familie , good fortune in their new unit . 

We welcome Sig Dowdle, LCpl Turner, Wright, Cpl Walters, Sig 
Nattrass, Cpl Smith and Taylor, to the Squadron and hope chat they 
enjoy their tour. 

The Squadron would like 10 offer be t wishes to Pte Jo Lewendon 
(nee Bland) on her recent marriage t0 Cpl Guy Lewendon on Saturday 
24 May in Appleton, Cheshire and we wish her and her husband well 
for the future. 

We would al o like to congratulate LCpl Gus Hart, LCpl Mac 
McDermott and Cpl Haskayne on their recent promotions. 

A D FINALLY A INVESTIT RE 
W02 David Wright BEM 

On 30 April at the British Embassy in Bonn , Her Majesty's 
Ambassador, ir Julian Bullard presented W02 David Wright with 
the British Empire Medal. This was awarded in recognition o f hi 
outstanding work at the Brake (Bielefeld) Community Centre Married 
Quarters Estate and also for his pan in planning the communications 
for Headquarters I Brit ish Corps. The Squadron would like to 
congraculate W02 David Wright on receiving chis well deserved 
award. 

W02 David Wright and his w ife Jan with Her Majesty's 
Ambassador, Sir Julian Bullard at the Investiture 
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2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
York 

VISIT OF SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF 
On 14 April the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Maj Gen P. D. Alexander 

MBE paid hi init ial visit to the Regiment. Accompanied by Mrs 
Alexander, the SOin attended a Ladies Dinner Night in the Officer • 
Mess a t which he and Mrs Alexander met the Regimental Officers and 
their wive . The following day the OinC toured the barracks visiting 
the variou departments o f the Regiment before leaving for Leeds to 
pre ent the prizes at the inter-squadron athletics competition. The 
competition was well organised by Maj Johnny Rollins, however, he 
failed to eek the Padre' advice on the weather and the rain which 
engulfed the Leeds track that day mus t have broken all records . (Maj 
Rollins did no t have a great dea l of luck with the weather when he 
recently organ ised the UK Morrison Cup Athletics Competition at 
Andover where it rai ned yet agai n! Despi te the appalli ng weather the 
vi it was very successful with everyone smiling beneath dripping 
umbrellas a nd soa ki ng track suits. 

The SOinC talks to Sgt Lawrence, w ith the Troop Commander, 
2Lt Ian Birleson in the background 

NORTH EA T DI TRICT SKILL-AT-ARMS MEETI G 1986 
Report by 2LI Whimpenny 

After a week of intensive training the Regimental Shooting Team 
left in a confident mood to compete in the North Ea t District Skill 
at Arms Meeting. The meeting wa held a t Wathgill Training Camp, 
Cauerick . Shooting wa possible for most of the weekend although 
the weather made some of the hoot less than easy . 

Our fi rst shoot was the ection match with our A Team going down 
the range just in front of our B Team . Problem were experienced by 
both gun teams as the weapons were fresh from major overhaul and 
had not been sighted . However, the point lo t by the gun team were 
easi ly recouped by the lickness of the rinemen with notable 
performance at 500m by LCpl Taff Pattison and ig Andy Howard . 
The team finished with a score of 285 points and eventh place. 

Next on the programme was the moving target mate~- Thi shoot 
was made difficult by high winds and LCpl Taff hane did well under 
the conditions to score 37 out of a po ible 50. The moving target wa 
fo llowed immediately by the SMG hoot. With the mi s~ and rain now 
closing in, detail here were delayed . When the bullets fmally ne,~ Cpl 
John e ' bitt was the man on form scoring 119 out of 150 to f1111sh 
13th. · C I 

After a break for lunch it was the turn of the pistol firers w11h L P 
Taff Shane and 2Lt David Whimpenny finishing 23rd and 24th 
respectively . _ 

By now the weather had dramatically worsened mak1~& target on 
the Roupell range difficult to see beyond 100~1 . Th: condu.10ns ;au ed 
a protest from 9 out o f 10 firer , Cpl Mickey the M111cer Reed 
preferring to return 10 camp for tea . . 

Sunday proved to be a beuer day for weather and a more relaxmg 
one with only the Falling Plate competition left to hoot. The re ult 
was a quick end 10 our challenge with both team gecung knocked ?Ut 
in the first round. The A Team ju t held on for a re-run before bemg 
defeated. 

RES LTS: 
Be 1 Rifle Shot- 2LI Whimpenny- 51st 
Best Pistol Shot- LCpl hanc-23rd 
Be 1 SMG Shot- Cpl esbitt - 13th 
Best Moving Target - LCpl hanc- 21 st 
Team Overall- 7th Major Unit Team 
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ATHLETIC. 
Report by Maj J. W. Rollins 

The highl ights of the athletics sea! on. in the l?a\l few weeh have 
been the Morrison up (UK) and the first quahfy111g round for the 
Army Team Champiomhips. The inaugural meeting of the ~K 
version of the Morrison Cup was well supported and a succes despne 
the adverse weather conditions- currently the norm for UK 
competitions. In view of these conditions some ind!vidual 
performances were outstanding. ig Vivian Henry ran l~m 111 10.9 
seconds into a head wind whi le Sig Mark Vile brushed aside bl ustery 
and wet conditions to run a 3 min 52 sec l ,500m , the fastest 111 the 
Army this year. The 4 x 100 metre .relay t_eam ran a~ .impre~si ve 41.8 
seconds putting the seal on the maJor umts compeuuon. 

A few days later victory again came in th~ Group 5 
qualifyi ng/ orthern Area Championships held at Cattenck on a tr~ck 
that soon became a quagmire. Sgt ' Dickie ' Bird, who keep returmng 
from 'retirement' was at the ripe old age of 28 (younger than many 
Olympic Champions!)', the star of the field events, ~inn~ng both the 
triple and long jumps. The Regiment dropped points in only two 
events, both field. However, the next round of the Championships at 
Andover in late J une will be something of a quantum leap 111 terms of 
competi tion. Meanwhile, trai ni ng goes o n . . . 

The SOinC presents Sig Mark Vile with his prize for t~e 1,50~m. 
The RSM, W01 Bill White poses in the background with a golfing 

umbrella! 

The winners of the Inter-Troop Athletics, Fox Troop, led by Capt 
John Gale and 2Lt Ian Birleson 

COMMCEN FOXTROT ON THE THREE PEAKS 
Report by 2Lt I. P. Birle on . 

The Three Peak \Valk compri es three hill near Honon-111-
Ribble dale; Pen-y-Ghent, lngleborough and Whe~n. ide. The 
approximate distance i 25 mile and the walk start and f1m he at the 
Pen-y-Ghenl cafe. _ . 

York District Fire Brigade were ra1 mg money for Cancer Re earch 
o we decided 10 walk The Three Peaks and collect ponsor m~ney ~o 

help the cau e. We went out the night before and pent the mght 111 
a youth ho tel, free of charge: on the condition that we cleaned up the 
place for the manager. _ 

The next morning the weather wa a good a . we C?uld w1 h for, 
blue sky and a light breeze. The Troop ''a spin up 111to group of 
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foe \\llh a nominated team leader in charge or each g1oup. Each team 
wa. et off at half hour interrnl~ to a\·oid grouping. Even though the 
\\eather \\as fairly warm LCpl Stusrt Lindo wore o much clothing he 
looked more like 'l\lichelin man' than a hill walker. -

lthough we all ompleced The Three Peak -pecial memion has to 
be made. of ig Gar) Woodhouse and his 1eam who managed four 
peak . . \\ oodhou e left his camera at the top of Whernside and bribed 
hL team into accompanying him back to the top if he gave them half 
a \1arachon bar each for their efforts. 

E\ eryone completed the wa lk in good time a nd we are all member 
of The Three Peak Club nO\\ a we completed the walk in 1:nder 14 
hour ·. Everyone eemed to enjoy the walk. e pecially a we were 
rai ing money for a good cau e. Wee 1ima1e that between £200 and 
£250 wa rai. ed for ancer Re arch. 

KOHIMA 1986 
Report b)- Maj J. W. Rollins 

The annual commemoration of 1he Batlle of Kohima, a turning 
point of the war in Burma in which the Regimem participated , took 
place at Imphal Barracks in York O\er 1he weekend of 10/ 11 May. 
Everything wa conducted with the u ual unbounded enthusiasm, 
many oldier being infected by the excitement of the ve1erans, over 
600 or whom auended activitie on the aturday and Sunday. The 
continued uppon came not only from veteran , a many pa t 
member of both the Regiment and Divi ion \ ho are till erving 
returned 10 the Divi ion from all over the Army. Among thee wa Li 
Gen ir Martin Farndale KCB . 

On aturday, after lunch and tea in the tented enclo ure. a tour 
around a tatic display of modern military equipmem, including 
detachment from the Regiment and a visit to the Kohima Room, the 
veterans were entertained by an arena di play. This began with a 
formal addres by the GOC, Maj Gen Charle Guthrie MVO OBE and 
included a di play by the White Helmet team together wi th a 
magni.fi~~nt b3!1d di play l~d b>: the Corp band. In 1he evening, 1he 
2nd D1v1 ion Dmner Club dmed 111 the Ou efield Hou e Officer ' Mes 
while much hilarity and inging could be heard from the parallel 
Sergeant ' Me function. 

Potential recruits delight in examining a large gun whilst the 
Gunner Sergeant looks on with interest 

The Corps band gave a magnificent performance of musical skill 
and precision marching 
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!he highligh1 of unday's activitie was a memorial ervice in York 
hnster followed b) a march pa~t oft he veteran , formed up in their 

old brigade · and preceded. by two d.:tachment~ from the Regiment. 
The weekend concluded with an all ranks curry lunch at which over 
800 portion or curry di appeared. ex1 year·~ celebra tions will 1ake 
place on 91I0 May 1987 and we look forward 10 ceing our Kohima 
friends in York once more. 

The veterans formed up in their old Brigades, marched past the 
Minster with pride and precision 

The White Helmets display team perform an impressive feat of 
balance and agility 
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UKLf AND ARMY SLALOM CANOE CHAMPIONSHIPS 1986 
Report by 2 Inf Div llQ and Sig Regt 

Training .for the competition starte~ in March witb the team gelling 
out three umes a week and competmg at local competitions at the 
weekends. 

As usual the UKLF Championships took place on the River Teifi 
at Llandysul. The team went down to train the week before and as 
usual it raine~ all ~eek with the water level slowly rising. 

The champ1onsh1ps got orr to a good start with LCpl Martin Elliott 
coming first in the Novice event and Sig Woody Woodhouse second. 
On the Saturday in the Intermediate event, ig Slim Collins came 9th 
and ig Mack Mcinnes, 23rd. The star of the day was I.Cpl Andy 
Dob·on who came second in the Open event. Lt Alison Mann WRAC 
managed a 3rd in the ladies event, LCpl Elliott came 9th in the 
Intermediate and Sig Woodhouse 12th, while Sig Collins was 9th in 
the Open. On the Sunday, the Team event saw the Regimental 'A' 
Team which included Sig Collins, Mcinnes and LCpl Dobson coming 
Isl. The Boss, 2Lt David Whimpenny came 20th in the Open event. 
After a successful weekend all members of the team were elected to 
repre ent UKLF in the Army Championships at Hildesheim , in 
Germany. 

This year it was UKLF' s turn to travel to BAOR for the Army 
Championships, to be held on the artificial course at Hildsheim. The 
UKLF team was accommodated at Silberhutte in the Harz mountains 
o we were able to take advantage of this and paddle one of the whit~ 

water rivers in the meuntains. The team trained at Hildesheim before 
the competi tion and then spent two day judging the BAOR 
Championships. The Champion hips went well with our Regimental 
'A' team made up of LCpl Dobson, Sig Collins and Melone coming 
3rd. In the Open event LCpl Dobson came 2nd , ig Collins 18th, ig 
Mcinnes 19th, Sig Woodhou e 38th and 2Lt Whimpenny 42nd. In the 
ladies event Lt Mann WRAC came 1st. LCpl Dobson was a member 
of the winning Corps team and UKLF team. 

A lot of hard work has gone into the last few months and 
congratulations must go to all team members. Three members of the 
team have been selected to represent the Army in the Inter-Services 
Championships at Grandtully in September. 

Lt Alison Mann gracefully enters the stopper looking ahead at 
what's coming next 

LCpl Andy Dobson powering through the stopper on the course at 
Hildesheim. Where is his boat? 
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Sig Slim Collins looking thoughtful before attempting the next 
gate on the course 

In the C2 Sig Slim Collins has closed his eyes and does not dare 
to look as the boat goes through the stopper 

SWIMMING 
Report by Lt R. N. Clapp 

After the rigours of the Inter-Troop Swimming Competition the 
Regiment's swimmer looked forward to the Group 5 Swimming and 
Water Polo Championships. Sgt 'Al' Patterson put together a training 
programme for the four weeks prior to the compecition, which 
consi Led of bi-weekly sessions at the Barbican Bath in York, where 
potential team members had to prove their worth. 

At the final training ession 'Sgt P' picked his team of 12 trusty 
waterpolo player and swimmers. Then it was on to Catterick 
Garrison pool on 6 and 7 May. 

In the Waterpolo Competition we were matched against 15 Fd 
Wksp whom we easily beat 15- 3. 8 Sig Regt beat 3 RRF and were 
thu matched against us in the Final. After a closely fought final we 
lost 4- 12, but 1ill qualifying for the next round in June by being 
runners-up. 

A day later, we were competing against 3 RRF, 8 Sig Regt, 2 Div 
Tpt Regt and the RAC Trg Regt in the swimming. After fine 
performances from the team with a nocable achievement from ig 
Beattie in the 133 VJ yds Individual medley we came a clo e third to 
8 Sig Regt and 3 RRF and qualified by default for the next round a 
3 RRF will be in Canada in June. 

Training i now firmly under way again, o we tand a good chance 
of doing well in June . 
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J 210 Sig Sqn (24 Inf Bde) 
Catterick 
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Maj Paddy C...rowley 
Capt David Burden 
Capl Ray Briant 
W02 ( 1) Mick Pawlak 
LI Gal)' Mason 
~ 02 (YofS) Mic.k Taylor 

gl (FofS) Bob icholson 
gt ( QMS) Mick Campbell 

The quadron Orderly Room i the cene for thi month' change 
over. With gt Joh n O'Donnell and LCpl Steve Blun den departing 
for the land of the penguin , and gt Rab Rennie moving to BAOR. 
In their place we have gt Charlie Foster, Cpl Bob Hindhaugh and ig 
Michael torey, who are about to learn what the OC mean by 
'minimal tail' . Greetings al o to Cpl Tony Playford, LCpl Philip 
Jones, and ig Richa rd Cult , Dave Snowdon, Jame Parkin and 
Mark Jones. We ay farewell to Cpl Shorty Choule , LCpl Kev 
Tiernel, and LCpl Kev Langdale and wi h them every succe s in the 
future. 

E XERCISE ESCA PI G EAGLE 
Having recovered from the cancellation of the trip to Cyprus the 

Squadron geared itself up for two weeks Adventurous Training in 
Penhale Camp, Cornwall, our Cyprus 'wet weather' programme. 
Penhale i situated on the dunes above Holywell Bay, and much to the 
relief of most of us the dunes were out of bounds, although the PT I 's 
managed a run up them before this was known. The first week was 
a round-robin of windsurfing, hiking, climbing, ab eiling, BC 
training and canoeing. Highlights included gl Mick Rees 
demonstrating elf rescue down a IOOft chasm with sea roaring below 
him. Canoeists bauling against wind and tide in thee tuary to prevent 
an unscheduled stop in Ireland and Cpl Parker holding an impromtu 
swimming le son navigating aero s Peran Sands. The Squadron also 
did its bes1 to befriend the natives, arranging a football match and 
games night again t the Treguth Inn, who were admirably led by a 

avy CPO . 

The Squadron football team ready to p lay the 'Treg uth Irregula rs' 

The second week was taken up by Ex Arthurian Casile . . . 

EXERC I E A RTHUR/A CASTLE 
Ex Arthurian Castle took place over Bodmin Moor. Sections had to 

complete six ta ks whilst following a 50 mile course in 48 hr . 
LCpl Ian Church and ig Ian Martin report: 

T H E TEAM 
LCpl C hris tead 
LCpl Ian ' La ose' Church 
LCpl Kev ' I'll foll ow you ' Langdale 

ig Ian ' Don't wait fo r me' Martin 
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DA\' ONE 
Our fir t ta k wa to get the ection over a I 5ft high bra nch . An easy 

start to the exerci e, perfor med quite comfortably by our team, but 
reference mu t be made to a brave ig Pat Kenny , who became ·o 
auached to the ta k that he tried to leave his finger behind . En route 
to ta k 2 we pa ed section 5 who quite happily trailed past us in 
completely the wrong direction. At task 2 we were greeted by W02 
Mick Stevens and Sgl Johnny 'has anybody got a razor' Wykes ACC . 
Our ta k wa to tran port our section oyer a 50ft raging torrent of 
water . Thi wa completed with peed and gusto due to the fact that 
the ale house were open, and the Toucan Juice wa required to 
refresh the part that Heineken couldn't reach . 

DAY TWO 
Early next morning we decamped and set off for ta k 3. After three 

hour walking we arrived at a reservoir. LI Gary 'I will gel in the 
football team' Mason was waiting for us. Thi task we approached 
more cautiou ly as we were playing our Joker. The aim was to cross 
the re ervoir u ing four canoes but only two paddle . All went well 
until LCpl Kev Langdale decided to have a bath much to the 
amu ement of u all. Then it wa on to task 4, and after a stroll 
through a village or two we arrived at a quarry lo be met by C pl Dave 
'Doc' Ashe, W02 (YofS) Mick Taylor and gt Mick Rees. This ta k 
wa the dreaded ab eil, the idea being to get a simulated casualty down 
the heer rock face . After great deliberation our own hero LCpl Ian 
Church decided to go with the stretcher. Afer a few mishaps he arrived 
afely at the bottom, stretcher intact. He then pres -ganged the OS 

into carrying the tretcher away! 
The walk to the next ta k \ a the longe t of the cour e, covering 

mountain , moor and marsh. We arrived finally at task 5 to find Sgt 
Tommy 'The Tank' Burns and Sgl Mick 'I'm a grunt' Dennison 
waiting . The task wa a stretcher race, avoiding longhorned highland 
cattle. After completing this hideous ordeal, three members of the 
section were ab olutely exhausted, and all LCpl C hris Stead could say 
was 'I don't know why you're panting, it was a doddle'; mind you he 
was lying on the stretcher. After a strenuous sports evening at another 
local haunt we sett led down for the night under the stars. 

Sig Pete Haran descends into the depths of Cheesewi ng Quarry. 
W02 (YofS) Mick Taylor in the Michelin suit 

The stretcher race on Ex Arthurian Castle . LCpl s 'Muscles' Smith, 
Al Higg ins and S ig Cli ve W hitehouse go paddling whilst the SSM 

keeps his boots c lean 
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DAY TH REE 
The fina l day dawned bright and wet as we set off on the fina l leg 

of our epic journey. A fter conqueri ng ' Brown Willy' the highest point 
on Bodmin, we ambled heads held high to task 6 to be met by Sgt 
Lance Gardiner RAOC and Sgt Taff Davies REME who gave us a 
rover and told us to drive to the next village. The only problem was 
that the rover only had eno\lgh petrol to stall. Our loveable RE ME rep 
LCpl Chris Stead used all his skill and managed a credible second 
place. 

The course completed, it was then back to Pcnha le and civi lisation . 
The following night at the Squadron Smoker we discovered tha t our 
section had won. All in all we can honestly say that we enjoyed it and 
learn t a lot of useful skills. (Ha!) . 

BACK TO CATTERICK 
The OC, not content with beasting the Squadron about Cornwall 

for two weeks, decided that 'concentrated' training should continue 
on our return to Catterick for a further two weeks. This consisted of 
a potholing expedition led by our resident troglodytes W02 (Yof ) 
Mick Taylor and Sgl Mick Rees (with assistance from Sgt eil Wadey 
from York) and a deployment exercise with the emphasis on military 
skills. The SSM provided a shock to the system by ordering trenches 
to be dug, and then organised a series of incidents to te t reactions. 
These ranged from lustful couples ( gl Pete 'Pop' Rivett RAPC and 
female RMP accomplice) and irate farmers (Sgt Stu Rickard and the 
genuine article) to a Spetsnaz Team consisting of SSgl Mick (who put 
that picture in The Wire?) Campbell, gt Mick Dennison, Cpl Lenny 
Parker, Sig 'Shorty' Green and Trev Elli . The final set piece ambush 
gave everyone a chance to let off steam after a hard month' training. 

CRICKET 
In a fit of enthusiasm, and spate of buck passing, the Squadron 

entered a team in the Richmond hire Di trict Cricket competition. 
There was going to be a report on the first match, again t Aldbrough 
St John, but our correspondent arrived I 0 minutes after it finished, 
not surprisingly since the Squadron lost 39 all out. As a result the OC 
is no longer on speaking terms with Cpl Alan Oakman. Cpl Andy 
Lebillion is going for MCC selection and Sgt Dave Edgecombe 
(cricket rep) is congratulating himself on being on leave on that fateful 
day. 

INTER TROOP C ROSS CO NTRY 
The Super Troop competition continued this month with a Cros 

Country competition on Catterick Training Area. There was a mixture 
of driving snow with the pouring rain. The course wa a gruelling 
three and a half miles using every available hill, and regarded as 'ea y' 
by Cpl Dennis who had recce'd it on a trials bike. First home was Cpl 
Colin Gri ffi ths, closely fo llowed by LCpl Simon Wallis. Papa Tp was 
the clear winner. 

.. 

The Squadron lines up for the Inte r-Troop Cros s Country. Note the 
SSM's s on Ma rk ready to s how up the Squadron 
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Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for 

CHILDREN 

CONVERTIBLE WHOLE 
LIFE 

CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX 

EDUCATION ENDOWMENT 

LOW COST AND FLEXIBLE 
ENDOWMENTS FOR 
HOUSE PURCHASE 

MORTGAGES ARRANGED 

RETIREMENT POLICIES 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING: 
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit. 

Home Insurance with full cost re placeme nt. 
Motor Competitive rates, Home a nd Fore ign. 

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INSURANCE BROKERS 

11 King Street, Richmond, N. Yorks DL 10 4HR 
Telephone: (0748) 2308 

M embers of 
THE BRITISH 

~-----·If tWN~lu----1111111"' 
ASSOCIATION 

Polam Hall 
Darlington, DL 1 SPA. U.K. 

Polam Hall is one of the leading girls' independent 
boarding schools in the U.K .. with easy access by air via 

Teesside Airport. and by road and ra il. 

We offer 

High Academic Standards. 
• Full Boarding School Life. 

• Strong Music. Art and Drama. and many out of school 
activities . 

For a pros pectus. or to arra nge a visit. contact 
The Headmistress - Miss M.C. Bright. B.A. 

Tel : (0325) 463383 
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THE WIV Fl D OUT 

Report b) Mrs Chris Bancroft 

EXERCI E WET LOOK 
We had been warned 'bring your wellies and water proof !' 
The Squadron wive and families were vi iting their husband in the 

field on E Jron Charge. It was a bitterly cold day, and pouring with 
rain a~ we arrived in location . We were quite happy to it in the bus 
and atch proceeding from there, but the SSM, Andy Hickling had 
better ideas, and fell us in in three rank . We were split into group 
and were taken on a guided tour of the complex, radio relay, rebro 
and especially the cookhou e. Everything wa carefu lly explained, and 
that word PTARMIGA suddenly meant a lot more than it had done 
before. Mr Jane Hickling mu t take fir t prize for a king most 
question , although rumour has it that she was paid to do o! 

Throughout the vi it, the children (and LCpl Rich Cummins) 
revelled in the muddy conditions; they'd never realised Dad had o 
much fun when he wa away! 

Rides on one of the 'Panzers' were followl!d by a superb barbecue, 
prepared by true 'Galloping Gourmets' of the field kitchen. 

.Everyone had wished for a unny day, but in retrospect, all the 
wive were plea ed that they had been able to see a fair picture of life 
in the field, and our thanks go to Maj David Lynam and all member 
of the quadron for an excellent day out. 

The families take a ride on the LAD Noddy Train 

EXERCISE FUTILE DEFE CE 

Ground 
3 ADSR Prison Annex 

Situation 
Enemy Forces 
Elements of 6 Bde-approx I ,000 men 

Friendly Forces 
Elements of 2 Sqn 3 ADSR-approx 40 men 

Mi ion 
. Ti:> defend th~ ~rison Annex-without damaging the wire-or 

d1ggmg trenches ms1de the wire-and don't make it too difficult for 
6 Bde, it's their show!! 

Following a brief like that, what would you have done? . . . J 
agree, but once they'd caught us, we had to start work. 

Fortunately, we were allowed to dig outside the wire and we 
managed to persuade the engineers t? ~end us a mechanical digger for 
the day. Our meagre defence was spilt m two, half patrolling their line 
of advance, the other providing local defence for our Headquarters, 
manned only by Comrade Yeoman Samovitch McElreavey. 
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Sig Dusty Miller and Cpl Dave Ruane face the marauding hordes 
during Ex Futile Defence 

Patrols were despatched at irregular intervals throughout the night. 
Enemy patrols were encountered twice, firstly when 2Lt Gonion 
Elliott gave cha e, and secondly when LCpl Gloria Whitehead looked 
over a ri e and came face to face with an enemy patrol from J 
Gordons. It wa hard to tell who was most frightened, but Gloria 
broke all records in being first back to the Annex. 

.The attack eventually came in at approx 1000 hrs the following day, 
with 2_lt Elliott's patrols giving covering/ haras ing fire to the 
advancing enemy. Comrade Capt Bruce Avi onski was expecting these 
patrol to join forces with his own meagre defences on the Annex 
after the patrol had finished to the orth, but as the attackers gre~ 
clo e~. the i;>atrols obviously had second thoughts and di appeared up 
the hill aymg they had other tasks to deal with! 

Regrettabl y, our mi sion was not fulfilled, although we gained some 
valuable fieldcraft lessons, and certainly enjoyed the two days respite 
from our usual round of chores and preparation for inspections etc. 

Thank you , 6 Bde, for duffing us up good and proper! 

MANDATORY TRAINING DAY 
This year, the mandatory training tests were taken in the form of 

a con_ipetition, .with ~II Squadron personnel competing in weapon 
handling, shooting skills, BC and First Aid. 

The ~ay started with the Squadron being split into section , and 
then bemg pushed through the tests, with the re ult kept a closely 
guarded secret by the SSM. 

('-.t the end of the day, the OC, Maj David Lynam presented the 
prizes to the overall winner, Cpl Ray Elliott , second to Cpl Mark 
Phelps and the third to LCpl Steve Williams . 

QUOTE OF THE DAY 
Q. What precaution would you take to minimise the effect of an 

explosion? 
A. Don 't upset Gadhaffi. 

C~I Ray Elliott wonders what all the fuss is about, Cpl Mark Phelps 
enioys the ~tt~nt1on and LCpl Steve Williams tries to pin the 
trophy to his iacket . First, second and thrid in the Mandatory 

Training Day 
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PORll"'IG HORT 
Cpl Ned Kelly continues lo do well with his running, winning the 

fourth event of the Half Marathon League by over one minute. He 
now lies second overall in the league with two events to run. He also 
ran very well in the Inter Squadron athlet ics, winning convincingly in 
the 5,000m and 3,000m st,eeplechase. 

The Squadron Tug-of:War .team, ably ~oached by Cpl Larry 
Parkes, pulled a ll comers in straight pulls during the ath letics to win 
the competition outright. ' 

The Inter Squadron water polo also produced some good play and 
the SSM made his hat trick! 

Cpl Ned Kelly wins the 5,000m. Cpl 'Fossil' Brown, LCpl Scouse 
King and SSgt John Match all think he has smashing legs 

INTER QUADRON WATER POLO COMPETITION 
Report by W02 (YofS) Langford 

The Inter Squadron Water Polo Competition wa resurrected on 
Tuesday 3 June. Four teams competed for The Springer Water Polo 
Cup at Eickelborn Hallenbad during the afternoon. In the 'semis' the 
arch enemies 2 and 3 Sqn were drawn together in one game and HQ 
and I Sqn in the other. 3 Sqn beat 2 Sqn 7-3 and HQ won 10-5 
against I . Both HQ and 3 had strong teams and the final was expected 
to be a hard close game. At the end of the first quarter the score wa 
0- 0. During the second and third quarters 3 Sqn managed to build 
up a lead of 7-3 . The fourth quarter aw HQ fight for every ball and 
pull the score back to 7-7 but 3 Sqn finally won 9-7. Mr Baty, the 
CO's wife, kindly presented the trophie to the winners and runner 
up and commented on the high standard of play. We hope that this 
competition will continue in the year to come. 

H4-I ,,<'.1C V- I 

--- __,,,..-
Y7 t. -;,~ ,..-s, '6..w..~t.-- .~~ QJ6&'f 

11-l'O ~...J ..J,,.,...:9- ? ..... a . 

3 QUADRON TECHNICAL WORKSHOP 
Report by S gt J. J. Hindmar h 

I wouldn't ay that life is hectic at the moment, but I had to put a 
leave pass in to get the e note wriuen. Straight after the five 
weeks PTARMIGAN training we had during January and February 
up at unny Verden, we've been bombarded with Flying Falcon, 3 Red 
Tricons, a Staff Ride and Iron Charge, The caff College 
Domonstration plu numerous Plug Up . The singlie amoung t us 
have been saving a fortune in food and accommodation charges. 
Never mind, as Monty Python once aid ' It' all part of growing up 
and being British'. 
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At the time of wrillng the~e notes, Papa Tp is enjoying a \\ell earned 
four days 'off' adventure training at Heimbach, near the infamou 
Vogelsang. November Tp follow them, and the families have been 
invited to 'have a bash' during the long weekend of 13-16 June. 
Almost immediately afterwards we have Summer Sales to look 
forward to. 

To lighter matters. The troop personalities. Cpl 'Wa"ell Wimp' 
Webb has been busy trying to reassemble his Triumph Spitfire much 
to the consternation of his wife Jane, who feels that the kitchen i her 
own territory. WW mark II , Cpl 'Howard' Moseley i celebrating the 
very recent birth of his daughter, Janine Luzie. Well done Frau 
Claudia . Contrary to popular belief, both WWs did get some sleep on 
Iron Charge. 

Our SASpens have also been busy. Cpl Vincent 'The 'morph ' 
Murphy continues to defy the Guinness Book of Records with his ever 
expanding range of girlfiends, whilst Sig ' Where is he now?' Phipp 
is st ill reeling over hi marriage to Lippstadt lovely, Martina, and is 
currently undergoing the latest basic German course. ever mind 
Phippo, I believe you might get results with '!ch liebe dich'. 

The two Radio Relay Techs have now both become Panzer 
Professionals. Cpl 'Chip' Ryan , who joined u recently from the 
sunnier climes of Cyprus, enjoys the hectic life that being a REMF at 
Rear HQ brings, wherea Cpl Sandy Beech (a pseudonym for Viv out 
of The Young Ones) stags on with 632A at Step Up. In the words of 
that immortal song, 'This is not a love song'. 

So to the Radio side of life. LCpl 'Scouse' Jones continues to 
astound all and sundry by managing to command a Panzer, fix the 
world, put the complex up (and down and up again), take everyone 
and his uncle to the bank, stag on every available guard going (thank 
George) and yet till keep smiling. Avid readers will breathe a sigh of 
relief to learn that aid has come in the shape of our latest recruit, LCpl 
'Malcolm' Pavier. Having arrived here on a Thur day he was told he 
was on adventure training on Sunday. 

There we have it. A very busy time has been had by all, and will 
continue for some time to come. We still have a few treats up our 
sleeves though! Yer actual Mohnefest on J2 July, sunny Vogelsang, 
and perhaps, who knows, maybe even some leave in September. At 
least I feel that we've proved that the dreaded PT ARM IGA creature 
flie reasonably well, and that WA YELL wanders on . 

206 Sig Sqn (6 Airmob Bde) 
BFPO 106 

EXERCISE SH/NJ G RHJ 0 
Ex Shining Rhino was the annual JNCO's cadre run by the 

Squadron. Although candidates were primarily selecied from the 
Signal Squadron, the other units in the barracks were invited to send 
along suitable soldiers and JNCO . The aim of the course was to build 
upon those qualities required of a good CO. 

Each morning started early at 06 I 5 hr with baule PT and drill; 
allowing only 30 minute between these periods to get changed and to 
get breakfa t. Lecture in military law, recognition, man
management, BC, methods of instruction and fir t aid then followed 
until lunch. The afternoons were taken up by weapon training, 
running a range and range practices, BC battle runs, CFTs and BFTs 
and various exercises. Speciali t lecture on pay, the modern army, 
duties of an CO and The Threat were intersper ed into the 
programme. 

By the time the first exerci e arrived, everyone was well practi ed in 
getting to their start points '. . . five minutes ago'! Exerci e Battling 
Rhino wa a 24 hour exerci e on the local area, ju t outh of the 
Mohne ee and a very nice area too-except, of cour e, when it rain , 
and, of course, when it rain , and you're lost, the area becomes 
anything but 'nice'. So, you ee, ig ' Pathfinder' Brain had a morale 
crisi from the start. The cadre course had been divided into three 
ection , which were dropped off at eparate tan point , to reach the 

RV by I 00 hr . By 2100 hr the ever a tute D knew somethir.g wa 
ami s, as the ' Pathfinder ' \ a till at large. However, a quick earch 
by M 'Paddy' Ga s found ig 'I've been depo ed' Brain and hi 
now happier section. A few hints like' . . . get the map out' and they 
were on their way again under the new leader hip of LCpl el~} n 
Ru hton . By nightfall we were one happy cadre cour e again. Each 
section seuled down into their re pective patrol ba e and prepared 
their recce ta k . The enemy wa kindly provided by tho e great lavic 
impre sionist Sgt ' laid-back' Talbott and Sgt 'almost' Lewi , ably 
supported and directed by Capt 'KGB' Rowley . 
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The tollo\1 ing m Hmng .a11 the fir t command 1a~k-a ril'er 
ro . ing. o de pile the fa t 1he weather had improved el'cryonc 

fini hed the e er i e wet. Thi wa n ' t neces arily the intention, in 
fa·t there \la nothing that ould have topped ome people 
1oluntaril) jumping in tht: ril'er . ig 'I'll take all my clothes off' Lane 
11a no exception. On the otht:r hand, ome. uch a ig 'h)drophobia ' 
Greoen, needed a liule encouragement and thi wa duly given. For 
tho e who did e cape getting we1 on thi phase it very kindly rained 
on the march out. 

The remainder of the exer i es saw more command ta k , ob tacle 
cro ·ing, orienteering, ab.eiling and flotation drill . The ab eiling 
almo. t proved too much for om but after pointing out that the 
rock. , to whi h the rope were secu red, had been there for at least five 
million year some confidence wa restored . Even l.Cpl 'pneumatic 
leg ' killen managed to pluck up courage and quirm over the edge 
and do\1n the rope. And all thi after having leapt from a ho ering 
Puma into a very cold 1ohne ee only three hour before . 

The end of the cour e 11 a marked by a pa ing off parade with the 
Garri on Commander, Brig Gris!, a !he in peering officer. Prize 
were pre ented to Cfn Lo1•eli LAD, for be t tudent and to ig 
Walton for the mo t improved student. 

Sig Walton receives his prize from Brig Grist 

206 Sig Sqn entered a team in the 3 Armd Div SAAM, held on 10 
March at Sennelager. Due to exercise commitments, Cpl 'Hot Shot" 

herwin had been unable to take his sharp shooter away for practise. 
However, this obstacle did not unduly upset the team, con i Ling of 
Cpls Russell, Hanlon and Sherwin and Sig Millar and Passfield, as the 
following results indicate: 
Cpl Sherwin and Rus ell \\finner Minor Unit LMG 
Cpls herwin, Ru sel and ig Millar Second Minor Unit SMG 

The team together gained the following notable achievements: 
Minor Unit Section Match Shoot Winners 
3 Armd Div Minor Unit SAA Champions 

The team now moves forward to RASAAM a t Bisley. 
Footnote: The Squadron has since fired the APWT a t Haltern 

ranges. The shooting team provided endless amu ement with their 
ability to consistently mi s the targets. Cpl 'Slop Shol ' Hanlow failed 
the te t twice, and ig Millar once . . . ! 

206 Sig Sqn SAA Team 
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1 SQN 
EXERCISE WI TEX 86 

From 14-25 April 1986 rhe majority of I qn were involved with 
Control Headquarter on Ex Wintex 86. 

Radio relay and SCRA central detachment provided link from 
Hammer mith Barrack , main square . 

A number of amu ing incident occurred during the exercise. LCpl 
Greenland and LCpl Rowe 'diced with death' when erecting their 
mast in the Squadron attic. LCpl Smith, C pl Anderson, ig Young 
and Wilson staged a mini World Cup on the Minden Ridge with LCpl 
Smith breaking ihe record for the longest shower run ever. Meanwhile 
in the garage it was musical switches, with the operator never being 
caught in the same wi1ch twice . Out ide in ode Command 1here wa 
only ju t enough parking space for all the bicycle , although S gt Mel 
Hopper did cheat by u ing a motor on his. The Squadron powermen 
have decided to retrade as combat door openers after their exploit . 

Cpl A. J. Matless and Cpl Bob Anderson preparing for startex 

INTER TROOP SEVEN-A-SIDE RUGBY 
On the rugby field the four Troops battled well in the inter Troop 

seven-a- ide competition. After a hectic training afternoon when 
Panther Tp challenged Kiwi Tp, the teams donned their boots on 
Saturday 26 April. In spite of the rain there was some fine rugby 
played and all four Troop teams won through to the quarter final 
stages. Cheetah Tp was the only team to progress, finishing a 
credita~le third. The 'Peter Pan' of the Troop, SSgl Ian Plenderleith 
P!ayed J~St one game and Lt Neil tevens is still limping around from 
his exeruons. 

2 SQN 
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 

A number of farewells have taken place since the last issue: Sgl 
Waite, Sig Snowden, Steel, Giffen and Davies have all departed. We 
wish them every happiness and success for the future and thank them 
for their ervice to the Squadron during their tour. We welcome Sig 

,Henderson and Elliot and wish them an enjoyable tour in Herford . 

ATHLETIC 
The Squadron has enjoyed a number of sporting successes over the 

past few weeks and none more spectacular than the outstanding win 
m the Inter Squadron Athletics competition. We led the event from 
start to finish, despite a late run from 211 Sig Sqn. Notable individual 
performances w~re i:nade by Sgt John Brooks, Cpl George, LCpl 
Leadbeater, Wm hip and Sig Stewarl. Perhaps the bravest 
performance came in the 5,000m where LCpl Docherly ran the event 
neck and neck with M Brian Howes until the last lap when he 
decided to sprim ahead and beat the SSM home . A brave performance 
indeed considering who makes out the duty roster! 
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2 Sqn's winning Athletics team complete with Trophy and medals 

Al TROOP 
During a 'quiet period' (ha-ha) the Troop has managed to fi eld a 

couple of teams for the inter Troop events. The fir st victory came in 
the ~even-a-s ide Rugby where the Troop was represented by Sgt John 
Brooks, Cpls Mick O'Connell, Mark Harris, Chris Mountain, LCpls 
Flahcrly, Leadbeater, Winning, Winship and Sig Jenner. The second 
victory came in the six-a-side Hockey with an outstanding 5- 1 win 
in the final against the RSM's Guardroom team . The Troop wa 
represented by Capt Mike Cost (a legitimate guest appearance from 
SHQ), Cpls Chris Hardwidge, Chri Mountain, LCpls Flaherty, 
Leadbealcr, Winning, Winship, ig Jenner and Pickering . 

A 1 Troop's winning Hockey team 

A3 TROOP 
Led by Lt Julian Bunce and gl Stewart, the Troop mounted a 

uccessful Border Patrol a long the !GB. Despite looking at rather a 
lot of fence, everyone found it very worthwhile and the patrol gave 
some of the younger signalmen an insight into the 'meaning of life'. 

Sgt Stewart and Sig Anderson on the IGB - why should NATO 
tremble? 
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An early exit from E:.x Mam Brace allowed Lt Julian Bunce to attend 
the BAOR Sla lom Championships at Hi ldesheim. T he favourite, after 
being placed second last year, he overc11me stiff compet ition from Cpl 
Shane Wrigh l of 16 Sig Regt and LCpl Oockree of 3 RTR to take firM 
place. In the fo llowing Arm y Championships Lt Julian Bunce fini>hed 
fo urth overa ll and led t he BAOR team to victory o ver the UKLF side. 
He then joined fo rces with Cpl Shane Wright of 16 Sig Regt and I.Cpl 
Andy Dobson o f 2 Jn f Div HQ and Sig Regt to win the Inter Corps 
event. 

BAOR Slalom Champion Lt Julian Bunce in action 

3 QN 
Reporl by Lt D. P. pencer 

The Squadron is in the midst of a very busy time which started with 
Ex Winter Sales/ Crested Eagle in April followed in quick succession 
by UWIS and Ex Mainbrace. Time was found for Squadron Athletics 
with a very successful training day that unfortunately was no1 
mirrored in the Regimental Competition. At least we were not last this 
year. Of note were the efforts made by Sig Powell who wa first in the 
javelin and Lt Hearn who came a creditable la t in the fastest 5,000m 
ever run in the Regiment. 

A2 TROOP 
With the commitments of Ex Winter Sales the Troop, as u ual, was 

scattered to the four wind . Parade consi ted of Lt pencer, gr Giles 
and Sgt Kindness, which meant the seniors had to spray vehicle for 
PRE, the shock was o great they both gave up smoking. 

Alway keen to drive any tracked vehicle, Sgt Gi le volunteered to 
help to move some Sultans that were being back loaded. 
Unfortunately he could not start his o Sgt Mann of the LAD had a 
go while Staff siood over the louvres. Tbe night before had seen a lot 
of rain so as a result Staff became very oggy from the rear upwards. 

ot to be outdone LCpl Crook did manage to ran hi Sultan and 
move it but couldn't stop it! He waved frantically to gt Mann who 
yelled instruction to him as he ped pa t. 

Finally farewell to Sig Harding who has left the Troop for orthern 
Ireland, but greeting to LCpls Dexter and Graveson who have joined 
u . Congratulations must go to Sig Boyce for once again repre enting 
the Army succe sfully at Badminton. 

B TROOP 
The Troop ha been ucce sful in it sporting activities. In the hard 

fought Regimental inter Troop five-a- ide football competition the 
Troop team wa second. The player were Lt Hearn, LCpl Murney, 
Sig Thomp on, McCormick and McGowan . The Troop al o provided 
many of the athlete in the Squadron team for the Regimental 
Competition. 

L TROOP 
The RSM revealed yet another ide of hi character to the Troop, 

Chat of a con ervationi l. While ga thering cable laid for x Wimer 
Sales LCpl ells wa potted by the RSM as he parked on the gra . 
He was marched swiftly away to think for a couple of hour . 

t last the Linie ha e been given back the Old Stable , for storing 
their cable, not becau e they neede<I to be kept in the dark and fed, 
as rumour had it. 

The Troop welcome 2Lt Rob on who. at 'no great expense', ha 
joined u directly from Sandhur t. Al o gt Duff) who due to hi 
short run of eight miles ha been having a eriou effect on 1he tate 
of mind and body within the Troop. 
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200 'IG .Q 
RE IME 'T L GOU- DAY 

T\\enty player actually made it out of bed and to ennelagcr in the 
rlier hour of Tue da} 15 April. The weather did no t look too kind 

and muttering were heard 'my orders were for sun hine Yeoman' , 
'Thi i your fault, if} u didn ' t j ump a round o much Yeoma n, it 
wouldn't rain!' and '\\'hat dl) you e pect for a DMIO entry fee' . (The 
an wers were hon.) 

It had been decided that, unlike last year' pring 1eet ing, the 
annual trophie would be played for later in the yea r by which time 
ome player would have been able to get in a little more 'practice' . 

The meeting ommenced at 0830 hr> and, although overca t and dull , 
the drives, from the first tee. were 1:10 t encouraging; ' None wa lo t '. 
'Pro ' and 'Hacker ' alike played with determination, whit l till 
maintaining that 'it' not really a eriou game' .mitude to tho e 
around . The morning' competition went well and ome very good 
indi\'idual core were returned. Lt Col Harrison won eventually after 
a tie with gt Innes {' I had three week in Spain and had not touched 
my club'), the lower handicap taking it. 

A fter some light and ome 'heavy' lunche plus the odd gla s of ' I'll 
drive th1 further now' juice, the Green ome (bett er ball) pair were 
off. Very few had gone 36 holes in a day thi year, but the tandard 
were a liule higher in the afternoon, the weather now bright and 
warm. Some players were een to wander around ai mles ly, whether 
or not looking for ball , the commiuee wa not ure and never asked. 

202 SIG SQN 
As reader will know 202 Sig Sqn moved from 4 Division to 3 

Di i ion recently- ee report in The Wire of May 1986. The 

The event ua l winner of the pairs were S gt Fitzgerald and , gt 
Innes after o me clo e competition fro m Lt Col tringer and Maj 
Pearce . A n excellem day all round , apa rt from one or two very minor 
howers the weather ·tayed on our side. It is hoped that a ll who 

a ttended and are taking pa rt in the 4 Div Open meeting will have 
benefited from the day and will achieve ome creditable resul t next 
week. 

ODE TO CAPT BARRETT 
Let it not be said, 
That Capt Barrett loses hi head, 
For we have seen him quite a bit, 
Strikes many balls into the pit, 
Though 1101 as often we'll admit. 
He's getting better with those drives, 
But when it misses 'blue the skies'. 
And when it lands upon the gree11, 
The look as though there's never been, 
A better shot that could be see11. 
At putting we resolve to differ, 
Here he sends us all a quiver, 
Takes his ball and this he marks, 
Now come some really heavy sparks, 
Replacing it we disagree, 
'Hey! Why 's your marker 3ft 3?' 

photograph below shows the participants in the Combined Cadre 
ing Off and Change of Command Parade . 

202 Sig Sqn Cadre Course Change of Command Parade 
Ba.ck Row L to R: Pte Boczko, LCpl Dowdell, S ig Ricketts, Stringer, Dean, McKenna, Johnson , Cpl Dolan , Sig Brett, Cheney , Davies-Morris 

1 
Middle Row L to R: Cpl Day, Sig Pook, Pte Baker, Ctn Cain, Sig Marsden, LCpl Quin, Sig Patterson, Dvr Blues , LCpl Curt in , Sig Gray, LCpl 

Spence, Sig Paul, Conkey 
Front Row L to R: Cpls Harper, Doughty, Lt N. A. N. Pope, Capt N. D. Couch , W02 (SSM) Licence, Maj S . G. Hughes, Lt Col R. F. Baly, 
Brig S. Cowan, Lt Col A. J. Schuler, Lt A. J. Madsen, Lt I. Hume, W02 (YofS) Hattersley, SSgt McAleer, Sgt Evans, Cpl Barrington 

211 SIG QN 
FULDA MARCHES 

On 12 April, for the first time in the history of the town o f 
farbach , British oldiers arrived . They were to parta ke in the Fulda 

Mar hes, the second largest Military Patrol competition ever to be 
held in the Bunde republik . 211 Sig Sqn entering this type of event for 
the first time, ent down eight teams of eager volunteers. 

The competition consisted of a IOKm loop that had six command 
tasks and three unmanned check points along it. Extra points were 
given for finding the check points, but the real scoring was done at the 
task sites. The tasks involved field survival techniques, military 
awareness tests, Warsaw Pact recognition, a river crossi ng coupled 
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with grenade throwing, an assault course and a living off the land test. 
The latter problem proved LO be the most difficult as the Squadron's 
soldiers proved to be rather weak on idemifying edible mushrooms 
and fungi. The German reservist organisers also threw a deathslide 
and helicopter lift alongside the course to keep the momentum going . 

A truly international flavour ran throughout the competition with 
128 teams from as far afield as Belgium, Luxembourg, America and 
all corner of Germany, a well as the British interest. The Germans 
with far more experience in this type of event finished the day 
dominating the results. The Squadron excelled itself to get an eighth 
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and twel fth place (the second and third highest placed non-Germanic 
team) a nd a ll eight teams finished within the top 35 places . C'en::inly 
not bad for beginners. 

Afte1· the flag parade and presentat ions, the Squadron entertained 
the local res idents a nd fellow competitor to a varie ty of Bri tish songs 
which resulted 111 cheers for a n 'enco re ' and defin itely a ided entente 
amongst the allies . Two veiera ns o f the Second World War who had 
not been with British soldier since their relea e in 1948 made 
acqua intance with the Squadron 's men a nd informed them tha t they 
were 'a good as their fore-fathers ' and that they were glad that the 
Bri tish were ' now their NATO allies'. A firm invitation to return next 
year, to compete in a solely foreign armies competition , was gladly 
accepted on the team's departure and the Squadron is looking forward 
w a chance to carry off some trophies in 1987 . 

~ .. 
Cpl Andy Chubb races to the finish of the assault course while 2Lt 

Paul Graham and Sgt Paul Gladwin look on 

Their first helicopter flight - Sig Ellison (left), LCpl Barrowman 
(right) 

BAOR RUGBY VIl'S 
The Squadron sent a very st rong team into the BAOR Vll's which 

were held in Wildenrath on 3 and 4 April, though with not particularly 
high hope as we were competing mostly against Regimental team . 

The first day was organised on a league ystem and the Squadron 
found itself up against the assorted might of 13 Sig Regt, I~ Sig Regt, 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt A , 22 Sig Regt A and 7 Stg Regt A . 
Unfortunately we had landed ourselves in one of, if not , t~e harde~t 
of leagues . The first match of the day was an 8-8 draw wnh 22 Sig 
Regt A team, this was quickly followed by a 22-0 beat.ing from 7 Sig 
Regt. The team quickly pulled it elf together after this, t~ b~al the 
remaining three teams and come second in its league, quahfy111g for 
the cup challenge on the second day. . . 

On the second day the team found itself the only m1~or umt to reach 
the quarter finals where we unfortunately met 7 Sig Regt A t~am 
again, but thi time we were determined to put on a better how111g. 
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This we successfully did holding them 4- 4 at half time . Howe\ er, 7 
ig Regt 's superior talent eventually showed through a nd when the 

fina l whistle blew we had been defeated 12- 4. a very creditabh! 
performance by the Squadron team . 

pecial praise must go to Cpl Kenney Anrler~on and Paul Matthew 
for moulding a potential shambles into a highly efficient VIJ's team 
and to LCpls George Coffin, Tony Wilson, lg Evans and Estall for 
playing so stalwartly throughout the competition . Cpl Fowler is 
thanked for acting as linesman and to Cpl Laverick who represented 
our supporters club. 

Finally we extend our thank to 21 Sig Regl and RAT· Wildenrath 
for hosting us so lavishly and for staging the competition. 

FA REWELL 
On 27 March Maj Brian Chubb officially handed over the ·quadron 

to Maj John Macfarlane. 
After numerous farewell function , including dining out by the 

officers and seniors in the Sergeants' Mess, Maj Chubb was invited by 
the Brigade Staff for a ' final final' bottle. This, however, was a ruse 
by W02 (S M) Derek Boyd to gel the OC out of the way to prepare 
for a surprise parade. Maj Chubb was invited to review hi Troops 
riding on a donkey . A presentation wa made by the SSM on behalf 
of this Squadron, before the OC left the barracks still riding a donkey, 
with ears ringing from a route lined send off. 

The Squadron wishe both Maj Chubb and Pandy all good fortune 
for the future. The Squadron also wishes bon voyage to Capt Frank 
Riley and Sue and wish them good hunting and fishing in the su nny 
climes of Benbecula. 

Maj Brian Chubb departing the Squadron Lines 

BURYS COURT 
BOYS PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

Leigh, Reigate, Surrey 
'f:r Dawes Green (030 678) 372 

* Boarding for 6'h ·l3'h year·old boys 
* Small classes, individual attention 
* ·Fees not more than Services Boarding School Allowances 
* Good science and music facilities 
* Computers and videos 
* Preparation for Gordon Boys, Duke of Yorks and Common 

Entrance Exam 
* Good sports amenities including Judo and Swimming 
* Help with travel arrangements 

For Prospectus, write or telephone 
The Headmaster 
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8 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

. . . . , , Ptar.migan Wing 
Back Row L-R .. Cpl Rudr Petsc.hr, Srg Evo E~a~s , Cpls ~ony Barnes, G.ary Boyle, Steve Joyce, Mick Woods, Dave Buckley, Tony Ducker 

Mt~dle Row.L-R. Sgts Dave Hrggrns, Robrn Fenton, Chns Aubrey , Tony Jewell, Ray Joughin, Gary Thomas 
Front Row L-R. SSgt Mrck Comber, W02 (FofS) Roger Stevenson, Capt (Tfc) Keith Hall, Lt Col (TOT) T. McK. Stoddart, SGM Price 

Roberts , SSgt Mick Parsons 

PTARMIGA WI G 
PORT 
Sports. aftemo~n in the Wing, if a little infrequent, are always 

ente~t~mmg. Va~1ous port have been auempted, each time the 
part1c1pants playing for the 'Bird', a trophy donated by Lt Col T. 
M~K. toddart. The trophy is always hotly contested the winner 
bemg pr~sented with the 'Bird', 10 grace his desk, u~til the next 
compeuuon. ~notable ~~inner has been Sgt Robin Fention for having 
~he best fall m our kung afternoon, this he did taking out two 
mnocent bystanders who were not even participating. 

PROMOTIO AND CO GRAT LATION 
~ongratulations go to the recently promoted members of the 

'i mg-Lt Col T. McK. toddart and S gts Mick Comber and Mick 
P.arson . Congratulations also go to Cpl Dave Buckley being awarded 
h~s LS & GC and also to Cpl Gary Boyle for gaining an 'A' pass in 
his Tl entrance exam. 

Spe~ial ~ongrat_ul~tions of a d.ifferent kind go to Sgt Gary Thomas 
and h1 wife Chn ·tme on the bmh of their son ean. 

WELCOMf..S A"ID FAREWELL 
The \~'ing welcomes its latest arrival S gt Hyland , Cpl Ducker and 

LC:pl \\ ood . It say farewell and congratulations to WOI (Yof ) 
Kellh Hall on commis ioning and farewell al o LO gt Ra Joughin to 
Schemes Troop. 
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8 Sig Regt has fina lly dug itself out of the snow and soldiers bare 
legs, ~long with bluebells, are beginning to emerge. Despite the 
mtruswn of the elements the variety of life experienced by members 
of the Regiment is still as wide as ever. For those who have not 
manage~ w escape to Chile or even North Wales, ever changing 
personalities, equipment and dodging the Adjutant's Porsche ensure 
that everyone is kept on their toes! 

From some of the departments within the trade training school 
come some trange tales; 

FMVT 
BUSINE AS SUAL-or, with a little licence .. . 

ALL' WELL THAT END WELL 
Sig Stanmore, a member of upgrader course DT210U was admitted 

LO hospita l on the eve of his final trade test. ' 
. Coincidentally, civi lian instructor Tony MacDonald (served in R 

Signals 1954.-76) was a p~tient in the same hospital. Some original 
thought, a ht~le re-organisatron and a fast courier in the shape of 
Group Supervisor Ken Coates, transformed the hospital ward into a 
~rade test centre with recuperating Tony MacDonald as the test 
mvigilat~r, suitably attire.d in dressing gown, pyjamas and slippers . 
(Does thrs count a ovenrme?) 

The ,co~pleted test was rushed by Securicor 10 8 Sig Regt where 
close scrutrny produced a mark of 97%-who says Training Brigade 
can't operate under adverse conditions? 

R OP GP 
Counties numbers cont inue to pas through the group at a steady 

ra~e, although some per onalities have stayed longer than others. On 
Fnday 14 .March Mr Jack Barraclough retired after 25 years in the 
group. It rs fairly safe to assume that almost every operator in the 
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Corps who ha passed through 8 Sig Rcgt will have met Jack and been 
asked ; ' Did I tell you about . . . ' . Best wishes for a happy retirement 
in hestcr go Lo Jack from all who knew him. 

As a gro.up we contin.ue LO supply our share of gladiators on th~ 
Corps/Rcg1memal sporting scc:ne from a 25 strong group including 
one Corps Football: r, one Regi mental Rugby player, two Regimenta l 
Athletes, t hree .Reg1.mcnta\ Basketba ll players, fo ur members o f the 
Water-polo/~w1mmmg team, a nd one Corps Hockey player. And in 
the form of Sgt John Lnthbury we have the Regiment 's answer LO Dr 
Livingstone; he has just returned from the wilds o f Chile on Op 
Raleigh . 

CE GROUP 
Farewell to W02 (Yof ) Alan Knott on completion of 22 years 

ervice--:-to work .as a civilian in FMVT. gt John Leask on 
completion of service. gl !eve McLauchlan 10 sunny Belize ! 

We say welcome to SSgl (Yof ) Phil White. 

EXERCISE ALPHA WALKABOUT- 2 Q 
Twenty five soldier from 2 Sqn , supervised by Capt (QM) Andy 

Boyle and SSgt Paddy Goslyn , took part in a navigational exercise on 
22 March in upper Swaledale . The aim of the exercise was to practi se 
practical navigation in arduous countryside and trek to the highest 
pub in England (1,768m) . 

We set off with Sig Kev Attwood heading in the opposite 
direction-taking us the ' pretty way ' he stated! When we eventually 
faced the right way, we climbed continually from sea level at 
Gunnerside to 671m at Rogan ' s Seat. This was mainly by track, 
therefore not too much chance of getting lo t, even with the Force 8 
wind and intermittent mist. 

At Rogan's Seat, Sig Attwood, our intrepid explorer , suggested we 
top for lunch. Fortunately there were two huts at the end of the track, 

the only building in a radius of five miles . The wind was rea lly 
blowing now and we were finding it difficult to stand up . 

After lunch it wa decided to march on a compass bearing across 
the Grouse Moor to Tan Hill. The party set off in good spirits with 
the thought of a cool lager and warm fire in the Tan Hill Inn. 

After another two hours of fighting the winds and peat bogs, the 
roof of Tan Hill Inn was spotted in the distance. The pain and wet feet 
were forgotten! They printed the last half mile to the fini hand that 
cool lager. 

A good day was had by all, including the barman at the Tan Hill 
Inn . 

Objective achieved 

HEARTBREAK TROPHY '86 
On 28 April 2 Sqn As ault Cour e Competition took place. The two 

teams were Alpha Troop, the RTg and Bravo Troop, the DTg . Both 
teams et out in good spirit, at a super pace and with lot of 
aggres ion. 

The assault course slowed them down a bit and quite a few took a 
dip, ju t to cool them off! Al the end of the a sault course the teams 
had to carry two logs across the moor for a di tance of two mile to 
the finish point on Vimy A port Field. Although both team did 
extremely well and achieved a good time, Alpha Troop pipped Bravo 
Troop by a few minutes to win the Heartbreak Trophy. 
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Assault Course 

REGIMENTAL BA KETBALL 
The 1985/ 86 season has been particularly succes ful for the 

Regiment. 
In the Garr ison Inter-Squadron Competition, out of 13 entrants, 

HQ Sqn , I Sqn and TIS came fi rst, second and third respectively . 
The Regiment won the Garrison League with little trouble. AAC 

Harrogate ' A ' Team being the only real oppo ition and the Duchess 
of Ken t Military Hospital, Catterick fielding an inexperienced but 
enthusiastic team . 

The Group 5 major unit championships was held on 20 February at 
Cambrai Barracks, Catterick. 16 AD Regt RA, I LI, 2 Inf Div HQ 
and Sig Regt, RAC Training Centre and 8 Sig Regt were the only 
entries from three districts. Again we won comfortably with RAC 
Training Centre second. Our win qualified us for the UKLF finals 
which were held at Waierbeach Barrack , Cambridge on 12 and 13 
March. 

We won our first game against AAC Chepstow with no trouble. The 
following day 8 Sig Regt played the previous year's UKLF champion , 
35 Engr Regt. The game was very clo e, with 8 Sig Regt taking an eight 
point lead in the first 10 minutes. By half-time 35 Engr Regt had 
pulled back and it was all square at 26-26. The second half was hard 
fought with 35 Engr Regt eventually winning 58-51. All credi t co 8 
Sig Regt players for a 1 OOOJo effort against a more experienced and 
skilled team . 

The following day was an anti climax with 8 Sig Regt thrashing 45 
Fd Regt RA, but, alas, the one defeat put 8 Sig Regt out of the Army 
Cup. 

Congratulations to 35 Engr Regt who beat RMA Sandhurst in the 
UKLF Final by 30 points, and on winning the Army Cup against 4 
Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt by one point. 

We have lost five of our players, but still have a strong quad. 
Capt (Tfc) (now Maj) Andy Locke (OIC Ba ketball past) would 

have been, and Capt (QM) Andy Boyle (OIC Basketball present) was, 
very satisfied with the team' performance during this season. 

Brig R. F. Maynard Comd Catterick Garrison presenting the 
Garrison League Trophy to Cpl Mulholland 

CO GRAT LATIO 
Hard work and dedication ha shown reward for apt Andy 

Boyle, OC A Troop, in being selected for a QM Commi sion, W02 
(S M) Pete Whilbread selected for promotion to WOl and gt Trevor 
Smith selected for promotion to Staff Sergeant. Congratulation from 
all in 2 Sqn. 
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lt I< .,,« I. R HR 
Pie ban f the Parachute Rci.?1mcnt decided he preferred 10 be a 
n II r rather than an infantccr and requc tcd a transfer to the 

o p . In \pril 19 6 he uccc' full> pas ed hi 1rade?oard and 
b me Cl J Rl g. He has no'' JOmcd 249 Sig qn . \\ c welco me 
h m 10 the ( lllp and ,j h him \\ell. 

\ Ol (, CIIIZE. ' A\\ ARD 
ine year old Dean \\hile, son of Ii gl Bob and Moira White, \\a 

pre emed \\llh the 'Young itizen ward 1985' by the Lord l\1ayor 
of London at the \1an ion Hou e in London on 10 1 larch 1986. 

Dean wa ele·ted from everal hundred nomination worldwide a 
the" inner of the 6 w 11 year age group for hi ervice and ability as 
a t John mbulance Junior Cadet. 

Headquarter orth York. hire St John mbulance nominated 
Dean for hi e. emplary record in hi first year a · a Junior Cad<>t. Dean 
has en ed over 300 hour of voluntary ervi ea a Fir t Aider t many 
function iy the Richmond area. in support of adult t John member . 

Hi fir t aid knowledge anct ability i of a very high tandard, which 
he pro,·ed when he emered a Dale Area Cadet competition, 
competing again t 30 cadet aged JI to J6 year . He fi!1ished fourth 
overall indh·idual. and wa a member of the wmning team. 
Unfortunatelv thi was unofficial, a he was too young to en1er the 
·ompetition; · l John rule tate the minimum age for area or national 
compe1i11ons i 11 year . 

Dean ha al o at the Public Fir 1 Aid examination and achieved a 
pas grade, but thi al o is unofficial a the minimum age for this 
exam is 15 years. 

Whil 1 upporting adult members Dean ha helped with many live 
casualtie , but find hi biggest problem is getting members of the 
public to Ii ten to omeone o young. 

Dean White in Lord Mayor's chair with 'Young Citizen Medal' 
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EXERCISE TENJJER FOOT 
On 10 May I members of the WRAC from , and 11 ig Re21 set 

o ff on a journey that wa to take 1hem 10 Holy' ell Bay in orth 
\\'ale . Their aim was to participate in the fourth Delyn Walk, an 
annual event covering 25 mile and in the proce s to raise funds for 
the local Freidreich's Ataxia Group. 

De pite over-indulgence on the part of some in Holywell on the 
arnrday night. leeping on the (hard!) village hall floor once the 

giggles had ub ided, and ca1ing chocola1e and hamburger by 1he 1011 
en route, ii wa a IOOOJo ucce s with all the gir ls fini hing 1hc' alk and 
rai ing nearly £500 in the proce . 

Ex Tender Foot, raring to go 

The Enll! Ptes Ellis and Wilson sleep off the effects 
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9 Sig Regt 
BFPO 58 

I QUADRO 
TM TROOP 

TROOP PIG ROAST 
fhis long tanding troop 1radi1ion takes place annually during May 

and i 1he troops way of aying thank you 10 our locally employed 
civilians for all their hard work during the year. 

This year's event took place on Monday 12 May, commencing with 
1hc Troop pho1ograph, followed by the pig roast itself. During the 
course of the afternoon the pig was slowly demolished along with the 
odd bo1tlc of Carlsberg. 

Particular thanks mu t go to Mr Valentin Hussein and his 'gang' 
for clearing up the debris the following morning and al o to "gt Phil 
Mathews for organi ing the event which was enjoyed by everyone. 

PORT 
The troop enters 1eams in a ll the Regimental competitions and this 

time it is the turn of hockey and football to be featured . 

HO KEY 
Thi year's Squadron team consi ted mainly of member of the 

troop and once again was entered in the ESSA Minor Unit League. 
The Squad, capiained by Sgt John Middleton ; went from strength to 
strength and by the New Year were clear leaders. The game mo t 
worthy of mention was the victory by two goals to one over the 
favourites to win the league, Dhekelia omads. The team kept up the 
pressure during the second half of the season and despite the efforts 
of 2 Sqn, 9 Sig Regt and the Dhekelia omads 1he Squadron wem on 
to win the league. The final league total for the Squadron is as 
follows: 

P W D L F A PTS 

14 II 2 43 5 35 
The troop al o en tered a team in the all I land six-a- ide 

competition and managed a very creditable performance by reaching 
1he emi final stage before being defeated by 1wo goal to nil by a team 
repre eming Episkopi Garrison; the eventual competirion winners. 

Thank mu t to to all members of the team for a magnificent ream 
performance but in particular to Sgt Pete Havlin for his experience 
and guidance and to Cpl Don Bo coe who despite being po ted half 
way through the season still managed 10 maintain his position as top 
scorer for the team. Member of the troop have also repre ented 1he 
Regiment and the ESBA and congratulations to SSgt Pete Havlin and 
gt Tom Delaney in being se lected for the Army (Cypru ) Squad. 

1 Sqn 

ESBA Minor Units Hockey League Winners 1985·86 . 
Rear (L to R): Mr Symonds (Civ Wing}, Sgt Reynolds, SSgt Rankin 

OC 1 Sqn, W01 (FofS) Coleman, Sgt King (RAOC) 
Front (L to R): LCpl Lee, Sig Luckhurst, Sgt Middleton (Captain), 

Sgt Delaney, Cpl Taylor, SSgt Havlin 
Absent: Sgt Buff - Detached, Cpl Durlik and Cpl Boscoe posted 

FOOTBALL 
The troop entered a team in the Regimental Inter Troop League 

which commenced in Oc1ober 1985. The ea on progres ed lowly and 
by rhe half way stage the troop team was lying in a fal e mid-table 
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position . However, with the help of RSMRO; we suddenly found 
ourselves flush with new football talent and as a result started to make 
a determined bid for the league title. As the season drew to a close it 
became obvious that the two team in contention were TM Tp. I Sqn 
and D Tp, 2 Sqn. Al this stage of the season neither Learn could afford 
to drop any points. 

The 1roop penultimate game was against a ~trong team repre enting 
the avy. The game flowed from end to end and with time and the 
league title slipping away the score remained locked at three goals 
each. However, with four minutes to go Cpl Dave Harri~ managed to 
climb above the avy defence to head home the winner, much to 1he 
relief of the rest of the team. 

The team played their final game of the season again t B Tp, 2 Sqn 
needing to win to ecure the title. Despite three efforts B Tp were 
outplayed and the troop won the game by 5-1, taking the inter troop 
league title. 

Members of the troop al~o helped the Squadron to win the 
Carlsberg even-a-side competition and to reach the final of the ESSA 
minor unit cup. Particular mention are due to Sgt huggie Barcia) 
and Cpl Dave Harris in being selected for the Army (Cyprus) Squad. 

9 Sig Regt, winners of the Major un its, pictured here w ith the 
Colonel, The Hon N. C. L. Vivian, Commander Episkopi Garrison, 

2 SQUADRO 
FOOTBALL 

who presented the prizes · 

It ha been a very ucce ful year for the 2 qn football team. After 
winning rhe ESSA Cypru Minor Units League and the League Cup 
(beating arch foe I Sqn 2-0 in the final) we met the 15/ 19 Hu ar 
in the ESSA v WSBA Champions Trophy. 

This turned out to be a very good match with fortune con tantly 
changing. The well di ciplined Hu sar ide took the lead af1er five 
minutes through a defen ive error. 2 Sqn fought back well and after 
everal near mi e , drew level rhrough a clo e range effort from Jnr 

Tech John Cochrane. Just before half-time 15/ 19 broke away and 
scored, leaving 2 qn with lot to do. 

The second half saw 2 Sqn on the attack and draw level after 
Cochra ne fa tened on to a long ball from Benn and pu1 the ball over 
1he keeper's head. 

Shortly afterward ig And) Ro ber t and 'fltz' Filzpa trick 
combined well culminating in Fitzpatrick' hot beating the keeper at 
the near po 1 to put the quadron in from 3-2. From then on rhe 
Hu sar rhrew all they had at 2 Sqn tn an effort to find !ht equali er, 
but the Squadron held on gamely to win the match and the 1itle ' 11 
I land Champion '. . 

frer pre enting the trophie , Ca pt Ton) hlrrs) (Chairman rmy 
Football Cypru ) on behalf of the 2 qn team, pre entcd parting gifls 
10 ream manager gt Colin la ught er and hi wife Eileen. 

THE TEAM 
Cpl Purvey, Sgt Harrie, Mr Bean, Cpl fra er, ' gt Worle), LCpl 

Wrigh t, gt Holsgrove, gt Fuller, ig Robert-, Jnr Tech Cochra ne, 
W02 Kirk, Sig Fitzpat rick ( ub for Ki rk). ~ 
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' PL c H 0 T 
1 · i Ju, \ cnou h to have a 25m w1mming pool which O\ e1 

the nt r month ha been ivcn a iacc li ft with nc'' tile. to replace 
n Id liner and non- lip tile around the ou•~ide. . . . 
E eryone wa determined that it should open for public . w1mm111g 

on I 1a\ a th long ummer stretched ahead 
tr Denni · Wo g r . head of PSA at Ay ik wa as_k~d ti:> ~pe~ the 

pool , becau ·e hi. team had been working hard to finish 1t in t_1mc . 
Denni carried out the eremony wi th much panache and then qu1c~ly 
tried th water. Morri Pike another P A member (our pool spec1ahst) 
just had to fo llow him in and te t the water for eve_ryone. . 

The wimming pool i a marvellou as et to the Reg11~1ent and 1 well 
u ed in the afternoon , but ju t fo r the Record , May in Cypru , wa 
one of the '''ette t and colde t ever, and the water didn ' t look too 
inviting in the midst of thunder and lightning that became a dai ly 
event. 

fare work is needed to complete the pool sur. ound and equip it 
with an 'air bubble' type cover for the winter mnnths . 

Mr Dennis Woggar of the PSA opening the pool 

Mr Morris Pike quickly following Dennis into the pool 
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E. I ERTAINME T ALL THE WAY IN THE REGIMENT AL 
Q IZ fl AL 
CIVILIA WING TAKE MAJOR H ONOUR 

In its 17th year, the 9 Sig Regt Knock out Quiz maintained it 
entenai nment value and produced a number of memorable evenings. 

During the 15 weeks o f competition 28 teams had entered the Quiz, 
a much greater field than in the previou year a nd 129 individual 
repre ented the variously (and sometimes curiously) named teams. 

Last year' competition had been dominated by regular winner 3 
qn and aw the emergence of the Black Hand Gang from I Sqn as 

a force to be reckoned with. At the second round stage, 3 Sqn 
appeared to be putt ing in another fori:iidable . challenge wh ich wa 
extinguished in succe ive rounds by the 1mpre s1ve Black Hand Gang . 
Meanwhile , five times former winner Civilian Wing, who had 
organised them elve fa r more carefully this year , were quietly but 
efficiently di patching the quality opposition from 2 Sqn, al o in 
su ce si e rounds. wi th their Amber team . 

PRELIMINARY ROUND 
Two matches provided exciting clima e a they went to the fi nal 

que tion :-
Peruvian Con tabulary (3 Sqn) v Delta 's Dumbos (I Sqn). 

In the highest scoring match of the round Fuds Dud (3 Sqn) beat 
afties (2 Sqn). Know Alls (2 Sqn) and Nafties both qualified for the 

econd round as highe t scoring lo er . 

SECOND ROUND 
The highe t scoring contest of the second round, and the most 

thrilling of the competition, wa the match between Cannon Fodder 
(Officer Mes) and Civilian Wing Blue. Needin~ to win ~h~ _race fo r 
the buzzer with a correct answer to the last question, the c1v1han team 
reacted wiftly enough, but became tongue tied in the excitement , and 
were obliged to concede the question to a jubilant Cannon Fodder. 

Nafties progres ed comfortably into the quarter final against Brain 
Drain (RHQ), whereas their victors of the previou round, Fuds Duds, 
went down to Black Hand Gang in a very high scoring contest. 

QUARTER FINAL . . . . 
After a good run, Nafties were soundly beaten by Civ1han Wmg 

Amber who put in another quietly impres ive performance. Concert 
Party (3 Sqn) howed some of last year's form in eclipsing Cannon 
Fodder. Que tionnaires (2 Sqn) Skipper Tom Hamilton was 
outstanding in their victory. 

In a cliff hanger, Black Hand Gang disposed of their third 3 Sqn 
team, de pite a late run from Peruvian Constabulary. 

SEMI-FINAL 
All four elements of the Regiment were represented in the emi-

final: 
Black Hand Gang I Sqn-experienced, popular; losing finali ts 
1985. 
Questionnaire 2 Sqn-worldly wise, full of fun , dark horses. 
Concert Party 3 Sqn-youthful, academically brilliant, last year' s 
Winners. 

- Civilian Wing Amber-mature, steady, well organised. 
In a reversal of last year's final result, Black Hand Gang defeated 

Concert Party with a good team performance. 
In the other match, both teams were fairly even in the early rounds , 

but Civilian Wing Amber's experience carried the day as they forged 
ahead in the last three rounds. 

FINALS 
Both finalists were extremely well supported in the final which took 

place in front of a packed, enthusiastic audience. The early rounds 
were reasonably close, but then once again the balance of maturity of 
Civilian Wing Amber began to assert itself. Despite a magnificent 
rally by Janet Monkley in the Mastermind round, Civilian Wing 
maintained their composure and crowned an excellent performance 
with a flourish on the bell and buzzer to win the Trophy. 

Black Hand Gang, runners up for the second consecutive year, 
conceded that they had lost a good contest to an extremely poli hed 
team. 

Mrs Jenny Mann presented the Regimental Knock Out Trophy and 
Individual prizes to the winners, and mementoes to the runners-up. 

CIVILIAN WING AMBER 
Mr Don Cowburn (Captain) 
Mrs Sharon Bean 
Mr Mike Thompson ' 
Mr Malcolm Newell 

BLACK HAND GA G 
SSgt Brian Dalton 
Mrs Janet Monkley 
Capt David Poole 
Cpl Charles Jenkins 
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THE f"AIRWA YS MOTOR. MASTERMIND TROPHY 
COULD I H AVE THE NEXT VICTIM PLEASE . . . 

The Mastermind element of the Regiment Knock -Out Quiz wa 
spon. ored even more generou ly this year than last by Fairways 
Motors. 

Throughout the quiz, each team was required to nominate a 'vict im' 
to answer general knowledge ques tions against the clock. The 
ques tions became progressively more difficu lt with each successive 
round. The top IO contenders from a field of35 qualified for the fi nal. 
Cpl Baz Fowler I Sqn 
PO Paul Dennis 2 Sqn 
LCpl Al Grundy 3 Sqn 
Mr Mike Thompson Civ Wing 
LCpl Andy Barrow 3 Sqn 
gt 'Chels' Facer 2 Sqn 

Capt (Padre) Mike Spencer I Sqn 
Mr Janet Monkley I Sqn 
Mr Bill Maclean Civ Wing 
Capt Peter Fullerton 3 Sqn 

On the final night the pressure was on each contestant from the 
word go. Only the three leading candidate would qualify for the 
head-to-head final. 

Steady performances from Al Grundy, Paul Dennis, Baz Fowler 
and defending champion Janet Monkley were not enough against 
those of Mike Thompson, Bill Maclean and surprise leader at this 
stage Peter Fullerton. 

In the head-to-head, Bill Maclean maintained his outward 
compo ure and fully justified his status as hot favourite , with an 
excellent winning performance. Peter Fullerton, who only appeared in 
the Quiz as a substitute, was a very creditable runner up. A shell 
shocked Mike Thompson, who had occupied the hot seat three times 
during the evening, was third . 

On behalf of Mr Reg Kidd of Fairways Motors, who was unable to 
attend for health reasons, Mrs Jenny Mann presented the main trophy 
to the winner and Crystal prizes to all finalists. 

Words of thanks must go to the staff of the 4 Mile Inn and to TM 
Tp for their invaluable support during the Quiz. Special thanks go 
once again to scorer Sgt Angie Bailey and to her deputy Sally Reggler. 
Finally, a mention for cheer leader Pte ' couse' Moore for his witty 
contributions from the audience. 

Mastermind 'Conquistador' 
Bill Maclean won the Fairways Motors Trophy 

The panel firing questions were Maj John Berry and Sgt Angie 
Bailey 
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SMASHING TIME AT AY NIK 
The Regimental tennis finals at Ayios ikolaos were this year 

brought forward from June to May in an attempt to avoid the 
impending heat of summer. Not only was this aim achieved but 
addi tionall y the rea lism of a Wim bledon atmosphere was enhanced 
since on each day rain delayed the start o f play. Court having been 
swept free of puddles on Friday 16 May 1986 the appearance of the 
sun at about 1500 hrs dried the surface and allowed the ladies doubles 
final to begin a mere 20 minutes late. The contestants were Mrs Louise 
Dalglish and Mrs Sally Allen playing against Miss Karen Baird and 
Mrs Angie Bain . The small but knowledgeable band of spectators 
enjoyed a free flowing game of good ground shots in a friendly yet 
competitive atmosphere . The eventual winners were Loui e Dalglish 
and Sally Allen 6- 1, 6- 2. The second final to be played on the 
Friday was the mens doubles where Cpl Chris Elliot and Maj Alan 
Browne were matched against Mr John Baird and Mr John Dalglish. 
This again proved to be an enjoyable game for both contestants and 
spectators alike with slightly more net play in evidence than in the 
ladies match . Browne and Elliot slipped into a 3-0 lead only to be 
pulled back to 3- 3 in the next three games. However by dint of some 
steady play Browne and Elliot eventually managed to win 6- 3, 6- 2 
to collect the coveted title . 

Saturday produced even more tiresome weather than Friday. The 
mens singles was due to start at 1300 hrs and, true to form for this 
early May at Ayios Nikolaos, the thunder and lightning came together 
with rain and hail at 1200 hrs. This continued on and off until about 
1530 hrs and after again 5weeping the court free from water and 
allowing some time for the drying process to take place the tennis 
eventually began at 1615 hrs. The mens singles produced a hard 
fought game in a warm, humid atmosphere. Mike Jone Look the first 
set 6-2 but was then made to fight hard by John Baird in the next 
one before finally clinching the title by six games to four. The ladies 
singles followed between Karen Baird and Loui e Dalglish . Karen 
started well and aided by some nervou shots from Louise took the 
first set 6-3. Louise then senled more into her rhythm and produced 
some accurate and penetrating play. She won the next two sets 6-1, 
6-1 to win this three set battle. 

In the mixed doubles final the mens doubles winners found 
themselves facing each other across the net, this time with Maj Alan 
Browne partnering the ladies singles winner and Cpl Chris Elliot 
partnered by Mrs Angie Bain. It was now well into the evening and 
the lights around the courts were turned on to allow play LO finish. The 
game was again competitive but played in a friendly manner with 
Browne and Dalglish eventually winning 6-1, 6-1. The tennis 
officer then asked his wife Mrs Sue Browne to present the prizes, Mrs 
Browne having the singular qualification of having been a spectator 
at each 9 Sig Regt final in 1984, 1985 and 1986. The honours duly 
distributed the competiLOrs dispersed into what was by then quite 
definitely the black of the night to celebrate their victories or muse on 
the missed shots that might have been. 

Finally a word of thanks to all the other players who participated 
in the earlier rounds and who thus made the competition the more 
enjoyable due to their enthusiasm and involvement. 

Mrs Sally Allen and Mrs Louise Dalglish receive their ladies 
doubles trophy from Mrs Sue Browne 

ATHLETIC 
After two postponement due 10 rain the Regimental Inter 

Squadron Athletics wok place on Tuesday 13 May. 
The rain held off for most of the afternoon as the Squadron 

battled it out with good humour and sporting play. The tars of track 
and field are too numerous to mention, but some were caught on film 
and are recorded for po terity. 

The final re ult was a narrow win for 2 Sqn who took the cup from 
last years winner , I Sqn. 
2 Sqn 134 pt 
I Sqn 123 pt 
3 Sqn 99 pt 
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SSgt Maurice Emmott, 2 Sqn, won the Javelin w ith a distance of 
39.3m 

LCpl Julie Holder, 1 Sqn, won the 400m and 800m in times of 
1.13 min and 2.41 min 
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RHQ NOTE 

10 Sig Regt (HQ UKLF) 
Wilton 

SECRET ARY OF ST ATE FOR DEFENCE VISITS WILTON 
A plea ant urprise awaited the ecretary of State for Defence when 

he visited HQ UKLF, Erski ne Barracks, in Wilton on 3 June. He was 
greeted by a WRAC Guard of Honour from 10 ig RegL and 22 Sqn 
RCT Wilton Detachment. The ervicewomen, whose normal job 
range from driver to switchboard operator were under the watchful 
eye of WOI (RSM) Robbie Burnett on thi important occa ion . 

A WAAC Quarter Guard turns out for the Secretary of State for 
Defence 

L to R: W01 (RSM) Robbie Burnett, Maj Tony Blanch (S02 G4 
UK), Rt Hon George Younger MP, Sgt Anne Wilson, LCpl Denise 
McConville, Ptes Nicole Rennie, Lindsay Ridley, LCpls Jan Dyer, 
Denise Snijder, Ptes Julie Harvey, Deborah Edgeworth and Liz 

Reid 

PRESENTATIONS 
The Regiment knew that WOI (RSM) Robbie Burnett wasn't 

fooling when he said 'get on parade' on I April. (Alleged to be good 
practice for the forthcoming Freedom of Wilton parade.) 

The parade marked the occasion when WOI Alan Stanistreet 
RAOC was awarded the Meritorious Service Medal by Maj Gen 
Walker COS UKLF at Erskine Barracks. WOI Alan Stanistreet is 
something of an in titution here, having served in HQ UKLF since 
1973. In addition lO his professional skills a a verbatim court 
recorder, he admits to being a talented organist and a keen medal 
colleclOr! Well done Alan for adding a very special medal to your 
collection. 

WO 1 Stanistreet receives his Meritorious Service Medal from Maj 
Gen Walker COS UKLF 
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. gt Stuart Hutchinson A~C normally spend~ his time slaving over 
a h<?t stove 111 the ~ergcant s Mess. However on 10 May he traded his 
Whites for No 2 s and was awarded the Long Service and Good 
Con~uct Medal by Col Whal! (DACO G3 .Tpt and Mov). Rumour 
has ll that the lt!nch followmg the presentation was especially good! 
Our congratulations go to• gt tuart Hutchinson . 

Sgt Hutchinson ACC receives his 'just desserts ' from Col Whal! 

RHQ 
ANNUAL SUPERVISORS CONFERENCE 

The annual Commcen and Exchange Supervisors Conference was 
held over 14 and 15 May at Aldershot. The introduction of Trend 
printers into Commcens and Fastnet into exchange paved the way for 
a most interesting agenda . We were also most grateful to the many 
outside agencies who came a long lO talk on subjects as diverse as BT 
equipments, pay and promotion in the Civil Service, and the role of 
Comroller Defence Communication et work. As a grand finale to the 
exchange supervisors conference the CO, Lt Col Mike Thorne, 
presented the annual Bruno Cup awards for telephone exchanges. The 
result were as follows:-

Major Exchanges 
Gold-Bulford Military 
Silver-Aldershor Military 
Bronze-Wellington Military 

Minor Exchanges 
Gold-Caterham Military 
Silver-Thatcham Military 
Bronze-Colerne Military 

Mrs Wendy Grace, Supervisor of Bulford Military Exchange, with 
the Bruno Cup awarded to her exchange 
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Mr Bert Hounson, the 2 Sqn CTO, receives the Gold Award and 
Cup on behalf of the Caterham Military exchange from the CO, Lt 

Col M. Thorne 

The exchange supervisors mingle with the hierarchy for an end of 
conference photo 

FAREWELLS 
On Friday 21 March Mrs Frances Waite, the Supervisor of 

Government Telephonists at Warminster Military Telephone 
Exchange, said farewell to her many friends after serving 28 Y2 year 
with the Ministry of Defence. She received many gifts including a 
Regimental ice bucket, wine glasses, foumain pen and a microwave 
oven. The ho t unit, the School of Infamry, presented her with a ii er 
goblet at a buffet lunch given for 70 of her colleague and friends. 

Mrs Francis Waite being presented with her certificate of service 
by the CO 
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Maj Robin Dodman shares a joke with the CO at his farewell lunch 

Capt Taft Hope receives his fare well gift from the CO 

l QN (WILTON) 
EXERCISE DORSET SPRJ G 

'The Squadron military trc;1 ining programme could do with a biL of 
spicing up' . So, out of that succinct briefing wa born Ex Dorset 
Spring-a four day bout of activity in and near P iddlehinton Camp. 
The mandacory BFT started a programme of lectures on BC and 
First Aid given by gt Bob Archer and John 'Jungle ' Green , coupled 
with instruction on Field Craft given by Sgls Steve Reeve and Colin 

wano . The result of all this activi ty was an overnight exerci e 
consisting of night navigation punctuated with command tasks. 

Surprisingly, or perhaps gratifyingly, no Learns failed to complete 
the course in the given time although LCpl Antho ny Arno ld did insist 
on ensuring his patrol took 1he scenic route wherever possible! One 
final twist was the rude awakening from their fit ful slumbers in bashas 
in the early morning sunshine to catch the transport and spend a 
morning in Poole with the Royal Marines; the Squadron were a ll 
expecting a helicopter ride to Wilto n! Throughout the exercise Lwo 
competitions were held to discover the best individual and the best 
team. The be L individual proved to be Cpl Val Murray (she rea lised 
OS needed to be bribed with £5 notes!) whilst LCpl Sue Bond 
( CO IC), ig Nigel utton and Ptes Sarah Ledamu n and Ellen 
Thom on took the team prize. What's more, despite ini tial 
apprehension some individuals were heard to mutter that they had 
enjoyed them elves and wouldn't mind going again! 

WILTO. ART A D CRAFT 
Report by Maj I. D. Bingham 

It wa~ one of the few su mmer afternoons last year (yes, LhaL dry 
Thur ·day in July) when the CO, Lt Col Mike T horne, rang a nd 
requested my presence in HQ UKLF. In that august 1emple I was 
quickly appraised by the C0 and Lady Elizabeth Kitso n of my vita l 
mission for 1986-not Mexico but Wilton Arts and Crafts. So with a 
few muted 'supers' and 'can't wait till next spring' the file wa dul y 
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d spatchcd to the deepest drawer of my filing cabinet. Unfortunately 
the be st would not go away but instead proceeded to fi ll most 
working hour through February, March and April. Luckily a pluck~ 
little team headed by Lt Melanie Ostacchini WRAC (0 U Tp), and 
including Cpl Val Murray, teve Frampton, LCpl 'BL' Leyland , Pte 
Nick) Clark a nd Leslel·Anne Bryan and ig David Edlin ct to work 
with a will. The requi rement was to lay on a display of Ans and Crafts 
created by a nyone connected with MOD in South West District. 

Exhibitor included Maj Mike Anderson from Comm Branch HQ 
UKLF, Col (Reid) Arthur Byng and Mrs Pat Bate and exhibits ranged 
from gold plated, hand wrought wire model to detailed water 
colours. (Exhibits were collected by a variety of means including 
threat and wheedling telephone call .) The show opened with a 
flouri h (free drink at a reception for the pres and exhibitor ) on 
Thursday 17 April and kept going apace for two day . Suddenly, and 
mercifully, it wa all over! A chance to reflect on the advice and 
encouragement and thanks given by a ho t of senior officers and their 
wives, and the opportunity to mile at the pro pect of not doing it next 
year! 

2 SQN (LON DON) 
FOCU ON PUBLIC ADDRESS 
Report by Mr C. D. Hatcher 

2 Sqn is ta ked by 2 Sig Bde to provide public addre s cover UK 
wide. The scope i very varied-Royal Event , Tattoo , Air Shows 
and Stage Concerts, topped up by Conference and Sports Meeting . 

Control i exerci ed from two peciali t two ton tudio vans. 
capable of hou ing our 52 Amplifiers and JO Mixer driven from up 
to 60 Microphone / Tape Recorder / Record Players and feeding up to 
240 Loudspeaker . 

Our most daunting task to date has been the largest military air 
show in the world. Thi required two miles of high grade speech 
la ting 10 hours per day, which was slaved to ix other independent 
sy tern around the airfield . The commentary included live air to 
ground pilot chat and which was al o fed into the Army telephone 
network. 

The 24 or o taskings per year are of varying importance and 
dura tion, from the pin-point timing of a colour ceremony to the rather 
more tranquil needs of Army canoeing. 

In-house maintenance and preparation falls to the Squadron Tele 
Mechs and two METs. The highlights of the I 986 season are 
Pre entation of Colours to the Gentlemen-at-Arms at St James' 
Palace, The International Air Shows at Middle Wallop and 
Broadlands, and since these events covering a 10 day period coincide 
with the A sociation Reunion in Cauerick, a fast sports bike (on loan 
from the White Helmet ?) is required to control it all! After a two day 
breather we again 'double-park' at the Colchester Tattoo and a 
Professional Artists Stage Concert for war disabled veterans at 
Buckingham Palace. Then it's on into August and September with 
another air show, a band concert at St James' Park and Leconfield 
Open Days. 

The work involved is intense, enjoyable and atisfying. This despite 
the hazard of weather, Greenham ladies and occa ional political 
harassment, not to mention the standard change of mind by 
organisers-e pecially when they hear the quality! 

If only we cou ld tackle British Rail-perhaps you could catch the 
right train! 

LCpl Tony Nowell , Mr Sid Thompson (ex Tp Sgt), Sig Jimmy 
Wat son , Cpl Colin Webb, Sig Kai Kalmar 
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3 SQN (A LDERSHOT) 
The Squadro n gathered (several ti mes!) to bid fa rewell to W02 

( SM) Joan Page, who left us on 25 April to enjoy civvy street after 
25 years service. 

Joan has served with Signals a ll her long career and she will be well 
remembered by all who w\!rC fo rtunate enough to serve with her. 

In her place we welcome W02 (S M) Sheila Poklckowski from the 
WR AC T raining Centre Guildford and hope her stay with us will be 
a happy one . 

'Dined out in Style' 
L to R: Capt Cunningham, LCpl Howell, SSM Page, LCpl Robb, 2Lt 

Taylor, Ptes Atkins, Sellers, Gould 

W0 2 Poklekows ki receives the Squadron keys from the previous 
ca retaker W0 2 Page 
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A DAY I THE LIFE . .. 
REGIMENTAL ATHLETIC 
Report by Capt Brian Smith 

11 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

It could have been a mistake making me Athletics Officer, 'Smith's 
the name and football is my game'. 

The team selected, trained and ready for action (all down to the 
good work of Sgl (SI) pike Mill igan APTC and Cpl ' Doc' Tock), et 
off to kill two birds with one trip: The Morrison Cup (UK) and the 
Blandford Tower Run. 

The Morrison Cup (UK) took place on 17 May at Andove; and the 
weather was atrocious. The event was well set up and co-ordinated by 
2 Div HQ and Sig Regt and a special thanks to Maj John Rollins and 
his team. 

We came as underdogs and surprised everyone, including ourselves, 
by finishing second in the Minor Units, thanks to some fine individual 
performances, notably by Cpl Mick Shirley, LCpl Ian Hutchin on and 

ig ean Johnson. 
Sunday saw a large field of runners take part in the Bla~dford 

Tower Run, yours truly leading from the front (back actually-it took 
hours!). This was a good 'Corps' family get together and through all 
the pain it was nice to see the smiles of a lot of old friends and 
acquaintances. 

The Regimental team of Sgt J eff Williams, Cpl Terry Crane, Cpl 
Geoff Hunter and Cpl John Wood finished with a lot of spare (well 
so they told me!). 

CORPORALS' MESS 
During April the Corporals' Mess was officially opened. Although 

alterations and improvements are still in the pipeline the Corporals' 
Club has finally become the Corporals' Mess. 

The first pint of bitter was pulled by the CO, Lt C~l E. _M. Po~el ! . 
The CO, not being fully conversam with the an _of pulhn!I a pm.t , 
was well pleased with his work and ha nded over his m~terp1ece (wllh 
only an inch and a half of head) to the PMC Cpl Enc Strefford . 

The CO taking great pleasure at charging Cpl Strefford 6 8 p for a 
pint of froth 

GOLFING CENE 
The Regimental Gol fers chalked up their firs t ucce s of the sea on 

in the recent orth East Di trict Spring Meeting held at the York Golf 
Cour e, Stren all on 8 lay. In a field o f 14 teaf!"S we headed the 
Leader Board with 214 points over the neare t rivals t_he _Staff. of 
District HQ. Team members Maj (QM) John Jent , MaJ Bill Price, 
WOl John O'Rourke and gt Mike Kilvinglon. . 

gt Kih·ington wi th a gro s 80 picked up an indi vidual place prize. 
With a bu y season to come and the impending arrival of W02 

Chri Carvet h we hope to be able to report more good fo rtune. 
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I (J DRO. 
2 RO P 

PFR 0 
Tp OC 
Ip gt 
Tp Cpls 

Al.IT JES 
Lt Da' id Craig RAEC 
Sgt David Da,·idson 
Cpl Ste\e Bushby 
Cpl Derek Clifford 
Cpl Bob Hugill 
Cpl Norman Lazenby 

The Troop a embled on Sunday 11 May and already ome 
intere ·ting personalitie have emerged. They were met a t the tat ion 
by Cpl· Derek Clifford and 'Geordie' Lazenby who transported them 
to the delight of Helles Barrack . The initial shock of eeing thi new 
home proved too much for ig 'Flaky' Devlin. lt "ctn pired that he 
hadn't eaten ince leaving home. We're now teaching him why food 
i an important part of most people's Jives! 

3 Q ADRON 
KUKRITROOP 

PER ONALITIE 
Tp OC 
Tp Sgt 
Tp Cpl 

Capt Viv Thatcher 
Sgt Rick Shingler 
Cpl John Wardley 
Cpl Dave King 

Early in ovember 50 young men arrived at Catterick Lo start on 
the six month trail to pass off day and full membership of the Corps. 
The fust five week proved to be a culture shock for most of the boys 
and quite a few experienced difficulties adapting to the new lifestyle. 
However, a the end of the fifth week arrived the thought of wearing 
a cap badge (and weekend leave) appeared to dispel mo t doubts as 
to the wisdom of choosing the Army as a career. 

The saluting test passed, the Troop moved to Jnverne s for 
adventurous training. Living in a two man tent for a night in the 
Cairngorms with temperatures well below zero did not seem to appeal 
to many recruits, but plenty of activity helped to keep morale high . 
Most of the boys even managed to see the funny side of one of the 
tent blowing away in the night. lt was last seen heading in the 
direction of Ben evis. 

After the excitement of Scotland it was back to the drill square for 
a week before the Christmas grant. On returning from leave JSig 
Mark Gaskell reported that his suitcase had been stolen on 
Manchester Station leaving him with just the clothes he was wearing. 
He spent the entire holiday scouring Manchester for a smartly dre sed 
young man without a short hair cut! 

In the econd week we introduced the recruits to weapon handling. 
We encountered some real problems with Sig Denny, a man of 
amazing proportion - five feet tall , seven and a half stones (when 
wet) and a 26 inch che t-but in the end we got hi ritle to pick him 
up! 

Perhap the mo t intere ting personality is Sig Bhohindra Pradhan , 
a Gurkha from Nepal. He twice attempted to join the Gurkhas in 
Nepal. On the fir t occasion, at the age of 16, he was judged lo be too 
young and too light. He tried again at the age of 21, but was refu ed 
the job of a clerk becau e his English wa n't good enough . In 1978 he 
moved to the United Kingdom a nd seven year later enlisted in the 
Briti h Army. He was to join the Royal Signals in November 1985, but 
he managed to break his wrist in a hor e riding accident three days 
before he was due to tart training. He was discharged before he could 
report for duty! Undeterred, he re-enlisted in April of this year and 
joined 2 Tp. o, after 13 year of trying, Sig Pradhan has finally 
managed to join the Army. We wish him all the best in hi career . 

Week 14 wa spent on the ranges . After completing the APWT the 
Troop moved on the grenade range. This proved to be a fairly 
entertaining experience with JSig Scott Picton trying to give Sgt Rick 
Shingler a heart attack by dropping his grenade on to the ledge of the 
throwing bay. Glad to say all fini hed well and they live to throw 
another day. 

By the 16th week the recruits were considered proficient enough to 
be let loose with a map and compass. While out on patrol JLCpl Mike 
Balfe decided to attack an entire Squadron of the RAF Regiment who 
were exercising on the training area. It's nice to think that the training 
programme give young men such confidence-he still maintains that 
his patrol won the encounter! 

The fieldcraft completed, the Troop again invaded Scotland; thi 
rjme in an attempt to learn how to ski. Everyone had a marvellous 
time except for JSig Craig Raine who is till trying to work out why 
JLCpl Mike Balfe had to run over his hand . It was also discovered 
that Cpl John Wardley has great difficulty in standing up for more 
than two minutes at a time. 

Final Battlecamp was cunningly planned to coincide with five days 
or very heavy rainfall, but for all the discomfort morale was very high . 
Cries of 'I can hack it' and 'Two weeks to go' prove that the training 
sy tern works (or that it drives young men insane!) . 

After much rehear al and preparation the big day eventually 
arrived. Mums, Dads, sisters, brothers etc, appeared from the four 
corners of the country to watch their nearest and dearest pass off. The 
parade, inspected by Col C. T. Garton, went very well despite the fact 
that JSig Doug Fraser decided that it was warm enough to go to sleep. 
Sgt Rick Shingler explained, in a few choice words, that it wasn't that 

3 Squadron Kukri Troop 
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warm and J Sig Doug Fraser was soon alive and kicking again! 
The Pass off parade wa followed by the opening show of the 

season by the White Helmets wh ich proved to be as spectacu lar and 
entertaining as ever. 

The inspecting officer presented prizes to the following recruits: 

EDUCATION 
Map Reading 
Mililary Calcu lations 
Orientation for Service 
Best Overall 

Best Shot 

Best Recruit 

JLCpl Raine 
JSig Smith 
JSig Wahid 
J ig Harris 

J Sig Palmer 

J ig Byers 

Be t ection Section 3 
So after a gruelling, but enjoyable, 26 week , the 38 members of 

Kukri Troop now go on to their trade training and hopefully to a 
succe sful career in the Corps. 

+ 
REGIMENT AL FETE 

The sun finally put its hat on and added to the uccess of the 
Regimental Fete which was held on 10 May. Amongst the many troop 
run stalls and Regimental attractions we were privileged to have the 
Royal Air Force Germany Band and a German Army Radio Troop 
displaying their equipment. . 

A knock out competition was held with HQ Sqn emergmg as the 
eventual winners after a play off game against I Sqn. 

1 Sqn Knockout Team. . . 
Left to Right: Sig Jensen. Cpls Millington , Knighton, Sig Kirk , LCpl 

Hallpiece, Cpl Parry 
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Capt Thatcher leads Kukri Troop off the parade square to the 
applause of the assembled crowd 

13 Sig Regt 
BFPO 42 

SSgt Furber (left) and the Adjutant, Capt Evans showing pedal 
power in a knockout event 
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R I E II K-l P 
ltn -Up ' a a p n~orcd y~le ride from Field Station 

u bur to tht Regiment carried out by members of Tp I qn . 
C mm nding Of 1c r field tat ion Augsburg saw the team off at 0730 
hr on la) and ga\e the team a pre entation to make to the CO on 
the t am' arrhal. 

E Link-Up wa a pon ored cycle ride carried out in relays. The 
team averaged 20Km per hour for the whole journey, covering over 
600Km. One team member wa clocked at 65Km per hour, on a down 
hill tretch with a good following wind (of cour e) . 

The team arrived ·afely at the Regiment to coincide with the 
Regimental Fete on 10 1av and made the pre entation w Lt Col 
Howard. 

Over 4,000 01\1 wa pledged, and donation '' ll be hared by 
'\F and the Regiment' own Cub I cout / Gmde and Beaver 

Team members with the Regiment's Scouts/Gu ides 

ATHLETICS 
The athletic ' sea on got under way in late April with the Inter

Squadron athleti standards competition. Thi enabled the talent 
pouers to look at the varying standards with a view to electing teams 

for the Inter-Squadron meeting and the Regimental team for the RCZ 
and Morrison Cup meetings. The standards competition was won by 
2 Sqn clos~ly followed _by I Sqn with HQ Sqn bringing up the rear. 
. The Regimental meetmg wok place on 14 May in the local stadium 
m Wassen~erg. Yet again the Regiment was blessed with good weather 
and an enJo_Y_able afternoon was had by competitor and spectators. 
The coml?e1111011 turned out to be a close conte tall the way, with HQ 
Sqn holdmg the lead up to the final event. I Sqn won the final race 
and pipped HQ by one point to win the meeting wi th 2 Sqn only four 
points further behind. 

A l?t of hard work went inio seuing up the stadium, but all agreed 
that ll was well worth the effort, (even Maj Jefferis' compucer 
programme did not break down). 

Sgt Doorman and S ig J ensen coming off the fina l be nd close ly 
watched by the experts offeri ng adv ice 
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ORIENTEERING 
The ~egimental Oriemeering team have had a highly succe sful 

season .111 tl~e RCZ league, Berlin Brigade hampion hips, RCZ 
Champion hip a nd the BAOR Champion hips. 

The men' team '~on th~ R~~ leagu~ a nd in doing o also managed 
to pick up a quantuy of 111d1v1dual pnze as follows: 
RCZ league hampion 1985/ 1986 Cpl Edon 
Winner M 19 clas Sig Weston 
Runner up 119 class LCpl Maxwell 
Joint winners M21 cla s W02 Lidstone 

Sgt Locke 
Runner up 135 clas W02 Forster 

In the RCZ Champion hip the team were runners up to JHQ with 
Sig Weston winning the M 19 cla 

The Regiment' women' t~am ~ade it three years running when 
they w?n the RCZ league, wuh Cpl Hazel Budden being the league 
champion. 

In the WRAC BAOR Champion hip the Regiment entered three 
teams ~nd made a clean sweep of all the prize on show. The 'A' team 
were fir t, 3 Sqn team runner up and the ' B' team coming in third 
place. 

Individual pri zes were also won a follows: 
BAOR woman Champion WCpl Hazel Budden 
Runner up WSgt a lly Cranwell-Child 
Third place WLCpl Cross 

The 3 S911 team. ha al o been doing very well, winning the Berlin 
Bngade M111or Unn Championship and being placed third overall in 
BAOR thus qualifying for the Army Champion hips. Capt Martin 
Hagger also qualified as an individual M40. 

The 'A' Team - BAOR Orienteering Champions 
Left to Right· Lt Col Howard, Cpl Budden Cpl Grice, Sgt Cranwell

Ch1ld, LCpl Cross, LCpl Whittaker, Maj Jefferis 

HOCKEY 
This has been a sea on of mixed fortune for the Hockey team. A 

good start was made by winning the pre season Rheindahlen Garrison 
Tournament. This good start was followed by getting through to the 
final of the RCZ Cup which we narrowly lo t to a beuer team on the 
day. WOI (Supvr R) W hile one of the stalwarts of the team has left 
on posting and his dedication and enthusiasm will be sorely missed. 

Smiles hide t he disappointment o f de feat in the RCZ Cup 
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BRITISH UCCES IN INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIO 
. On 24 May 1986 two fo~~ man teams from 13 Sig Regt participated 
111 the 5th A~gsburg Military Weapon C<?mpetition run by the 

ugsburg secuo~ .or the Bundeswehr Reservists A sociation. Thirty 
two teams part1c1pated of which 17 were in the Invited Teams 
Category. The e included teams from regular Bundesweh1 US Army 
US Navy and British Army. ' ' 

The 13 Sig Regt team achieved fir~t and third in the Invited Tea ms 
Category and a very creditable 12 and 16 overall. 

However the hero of the day was gt H. Brunton who won the 
overall competition Champion Rifle Shot, the first time that a 
member of an invited team has achieved the honour and one that 
almost guarantees him the freedom of Bavaria . 

Sgt H. Brunton champion rifle shot 

Winning Team of Invited Teams Category_ .. 
Back Row L to R: Capt I. N. Li vermore, SSgt M. Gnff1th-W1 lhams 

Fron t Row: W0 2 (SSM ) R. He nnrie, Sgt H. Brunton 
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0 TIME FOR FIG LEAVES 
The Regimental Amateur Dramatic Society, more aptly kno-.m a 

'The Phoenix Players', arose once again from the 'ashes' during ~lay 
1986. 

Having waited for far too long following the group's la~t 
production which took place in June 1984, W02 John Anning was 
coerced into producing and directing the comedy 'No Time for Fig 
Leaves'. Rehearsals commenced during a freez111g February and 
culminated in a very well acted and presented play, which was 
performed in the Mercury Hall on 7, 8 and 9 May. Approximately 210 
members of the Regiment and wives and girlfriends attended during 
the three evenings. 

LCpl Helen Farrer (Keighley then), Mrs Valerie Muir, LCpl Debbie 
Lyons and Cpl Elizabeth Thomson, opened the play, and worked well 
together to set the scene for this hilarious comedy. Cpl Gavin Jo nes 
almost stole the show with his superb timing, whilst gt Bob Olli 
provided a brilliant contrast. LCpl Angela Kingshott had the 
ambitious role of trying 10 keep the two men under control, with the 
help (or hindrance) of the beguilling LCpl Julia Lattaway, and 
Margaret Rawles created a refreshing impact as the 'Chief Wren'. The 
cast and crew can well be proud of their efforts. Lt Ian Woods who 
led from the front of house, gt Pete Callaghan who supervised a 
successful rear guard action as Stage Manager, and due to the cast 
learning their lines so well, W02 (SSM) George Muir was unable to 
do any prompting. Thanks to SSgt Bob Simpson, who got the 
wallpapering of the set right at the 11th hour, Cpl teve Carr who 
turned up to assist at very crucial moments, Cpl Jim Hacking who 
helped considerably with construction of the flats (and then went 
fi hing!) and to those unsung ladie who lent various items of their 
underwear for the final scene which took place behind the sofa! 
Overall, de pite obvious difficulties in staging, the play was well worth 
an entry in the BFG Drama Festival-Watch out BFG in 1987! 

• 
Royal Corp~ of Signals 

LEAVING THE REGULAR ARMY? 
MAINTAIN YOUR LINKS WITH THE CORPS . 

(AND YOUR PAY GRADING) 
BY JOINING THE TERRITORIAL ARMY/ 

IF YOU ARE GOING TO LIVE IN THE 
SOUTH WEST. WEST MIDLANDS OR WALES 

37th (WESSEX and WELSH) SIGNAL REGIMENT IV) 
HAS SQUADRONS IN BRISTOL, BRIDGWATER, 

CARDIFF AND STRATFORD-upon-A VON WITH TROOPS 
AT EXETER, BRECON and STOURBRIDGE. 

There are other TA Units throughout the South West, 
West Midlands and Wales if these are too far from your 

home. Details from : 
RHQ 37 Signal Regiment 
TA Centre Horfleld Common 
Bristol BS7 OXL 
Telephone: Bristol t0272l 519B98 

TAVR Association for Western Wessex 
2 Beaufort Road 
Clifton, Bristol BSS 2JS 
Telephone: Bristol (0272) 734045 

TAVR Association for Wales 
Centre Block Malndy Barrack• 
Cardiff CF4 3YB 
Telephone: Cardiff (0222) 20251/2 
TAVR Aaaoclatlon for West Mldlanda 
Tennal Grant, Tennal Road 
Harborne, Birmingham B32 2HX 
Telephone: 021 427 5221 
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14 Sig Regt (EW) 
BFPO 23 

\I IT OF OinC 
The 23 \la) a\\ the vi it of our SOinC Maj Gen P. D. Alexander 

MBE. During the morning he wa given a full Regimental briefing 
followed by a demonstration. We were bl sed wi•h excellent weather 
which enabled u 10 have a very pleasant lun~ , in the WO • and 

ergeant ' te garden. After lunch the SOir.C toured our Field 
tation. at Langeleben and We endorf, followed by a courte v call on 

the Oberburgermei ter of Celle Herr Dr H. Ho tmann. • 

The SOinC being briefed 

Lunch in the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess 

With the onset of S_ummer-of course the minute we go into 
Summer order, the ram starts pouring-down-the Regiment ha 
found plenty of opportunity for sport. We were lucky to get good 
days _for the final rounds of the Inter Troop Competitions. The 
athJeucs was won by 2 Sqn, Swimming B Tp, Cricket TM Tp, and 
Cross Country by TM Tp. This resulted in TM Tp winning overall. 

W02 (SSM) Brown receiving his Hurdles Medal 
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2 Sqn receiving their Relay Medals 

2SQUADRON 
SHQ TROOP 

.A relatively q~iet period from an exercise point of view has enabled 
this mall bUl ehte troop 10 engage in a variety of activitie . 

M_ay saw the opening of the Squadron recreation facility and 
specials thank go to SSgt (SQMS) Tomlinson and his team of 
volunteers, handymen/ decorators for a job well done. Rumour has it 
they are founding a limited company. 

Our Squadro_n MT SNCO SSgt Arnold Palmer has recently 
performed well in several golf tournaments giving a new meaning to 
the title Master Driver. 

A hi_gh stat!! of alert currently exi ts in the Squadron Headquarter 
following a MIXMIS sighting, this of course refers to WOI (Mick) 
Green our training officer or is it 2IC to the 21C who was actually 
sig~ted in uniform . Further sightings are to be reported to OC 2 Sqn 
MaJ J. F. Burnage c/ o BKYC. Personnel are warned the man is armed 
with discharge papers and may be dangerous . 

YANKEE TROOP 
. Recently i~ has been a relatively quiet period after the very hectic 

winter exerc1 e _sche_dule. This in conjunction with an above average 
number of postings in and out made for a period of consolidation with 
time for trade training and equipment familiarisation. 

The lighter workload has also allowed time for relaxation in the 
form o'. _leave and sp<?rt. Having won the Regimental Football 
Compeuuon the troop side has gone on to successful results against 
full. ~egimental sides from the Bundeswehr and the PTARMIGA 
Trai_mng Team_. T~e troop has also achieved good results in the 
~e~11!1entaJ swimming, cricket and athletic competitions. On an 
md1v1dual note, Cpl Gardner represented the Corps BAOR Cricket 
Team, and LCpl Williams achieved eighth place in the I 500m at the 
BAOR Individual Athletics Championships. ' 

On the social _side the troop has run some successful parties with 
more on the horizon. Morale remains high as the troop continues 10 
be successful in everything it does! 

JULIET TROOP 
J Troop has had a packed spring season playing at events ranging 

from the popular crowd-puller such as Flying Falcon to friendly away 
matches against several brigades and battlegroups. Havoc was cau ed 
on e~ch, and we must thank our FRT for continuing to make it all 
pos~1ble! The troop has also been a regular feature at the Regiment's 
version of the Geneva Motor Show which has enthralled so many 
st;iff officers over the years. ' 

The transformation of J Troop from a wild, unruly collection of 
RTgs and ROps, to a wildly unruly collection of ROps is nearly 
complete; only Cpl Dave ' lumpy' Thomas remains to show just what 
RTgs can do. 

!n th; p~st f~w ft,10nths, we have said farewell to Cpl Fairclough, 
Mic~ 0 ~r!en, ~ Y Young and LCpl 'Taff' Collinson. In their place, 
~pl Jamie Jame~, Cpl Dave 'Boy' George, LCpl Brian Allan and Sig 
Yo_u don'_t get this at 2. Div' Gilbert all arrived in quick succession. 

See!ng which way the wind was blowing the OC, 2Lt Drew Llewellyn 
decided to &et out fast and passed it all on to Lt Steve Ardagh-Walter 
before moving across to 3 Sqn. The new OC then had the same idea 
and attempted, almost successfully, 10 get political a ylum in 
Denmark . 

Finally, mention must be made of Sig ' Paddy' Burton' s new role as 
troop_ human ca_nnon.ball, and congratulations are due to Cpl 'Jock' 
Rankin on passing his spoken English EPC. 
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TM TROOP 
TOT 
Art Rad 
FofS I 
Fof. 2 
S. gt Radio 
Sgt TE 

Capt John MacDonald 
W02 John Mann 
W02 l<'red Gardner 
SSgt Mick Cooper 

Sgt Dutch Holland 
SSgt Dick Woodfine 

Report by SSgt (Fol" ) Mick Cooper 
~aving only just. recently arrived at 14 Sig Regt my first worry, 

~eing a. n~wly ~PPO!nted f ofS, was how_ I was going to find my feet 
in a uml hk~ thi s. Lilli~ did I know that 11 would prove to be a bigger 
problem trying to get into one of the troop teams in the regimental 
inter-troop sports competition. 

The regimenta l cro s country proved to be no problem, at the age 
of 28 l_'m ~ea~ly a cen_tenarian in compari on with the rest of the troop 
and wuh whippets' hke Cpl Pete Collins, Sgt Dave Cluley and LCpl 
Andy Forbes in the team we cruised to a comfortable victory. The 
TOT, tand ing down for this one, swore blind that it was to give the 
younger lads a chance! 

Whilst ~ was aw~y skiing they held the only three competitions I had 
a chance tn, shoo11ng, football and rugby but under the guidance of 
Sgt Chopper Copestake, Cpl Paul Hubble and gt 'G' Whiteford 
respectively we came third, fourth and fourth. l like to think it was 
because they missed my influence that they didn' t do better but if the 
truth be known it probably because I wasn't here that they did so 
well. 

On my return I finally managed a place in a team; for the 
orienreering. Thankfully our running pedigree was matched by our 
map reading ability and with Cpl Pete Collin and LCpl Andy Forbes 
perform ing well beyond the calls of duty my inclusion in the team was 
compen ated for, although I would like to thank gt 'Chopper' 
Copestake for havi ng the decency to turn in a lower time than myself 
(if only he hadn 't opted for the remoulds on his wheelchair it might 
have been a different story). 

For the hockey we were deprived of the goal-keeping talents of the 
TOT, as he was running and refereeing the competition but we 
managed to talk SSgt Dick Woodfine out of retirement to take his 
place. Under SSgt 'Dutch' Holland' in pired leadership and with 
ome fine play from troop stalwarts like LCpls Ally Duncan and Mark 

Turpitt we came a creditable third , being unlucky to catch an in-form 
RCP Troop in the draw for the semi-final, a game which the 
knowledgeable say should have been the final itself. 

Our battle with RCP Troop came to a head in the swimming with 
them coming out on top, however , thanks to Sgt Chopper Copestake's 
team management and people like Cpl Col' Pullen and gt Stu Price 
swimming out of their skins in the relays we managed to come third 
to make it neck and neck with only the cricket to count. 

Fortunately for the troop SSgt Dick Woodfine ended his sabbatical 
with the Bundespost, to be posted in to guide the troop to a cliff 
hanging victory, with Cpl Paul Hubble giving a fine display 10 
epitomise his commitment to the troops sporting activities both as a 
competitor and as a supporter. The stunning tactical ability of SSgt 
Dick Woodfine will probably go down in the annals of cricketing 
history, how he deliberately (?) went for a 'duck' knowing that Cpl 
Hubble would bat like the 'Wolf of Tabal' will remain a mystery for 
many years. 

So with our win in the cricket went the overall be t sporting troop 
trophy with RCP Troop econd. The greate t relief is that we are all 
spared the TOT's abuse for at least a year, now all we have to do is 
make sure we win again. 

As in all good Wire notes it is traditional to finish with the farewells 
which are: SSgt id Steele, Sgt Dave Watson REME, Cpl Dave 

nowball (on his Tl), Cpl 'Scouse' Taylor to the QMs Dept and Sgt 
tu Price and Neil Duncan on promotion to pastures new. 
The welcome are; myself with wife heila , SSgt Dick Woodfine 

with wife Kay, Sgt Sandy (Porridge) McAulay RAOC and wife June, 
Cpl Ian McNelly and wife Nikki, Cpl Craig McGowan, LCpl Mark 
Turpitt and LCpl Steve Shephard. 

PARACHUTE JUMP FOR SSAFA 
What am I doing here? was the question uppermost in the mind of 

nine wive of 14 Sig Regt when they joined a party of officer and men 
of the Regiment for a one day parachute cour e at Bad Lippspringe 
in April. They bravely put aside the chought that they could be at 
home hoovering, drinking coffee or indulging in sane domestic 
pur uits and led (rather reluctantly) by the CO' wife Barbara haw, 
Valerie Nottingham, Hazel Cullen, Suzanne McCall, Sue Wil on, 
Barbara McMahon, Debbie wan on, Elaine Boweman and Clare 
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Duckworth decided to prov. that the spirit of adventure and derring
do is not an exclusively male preserve. 

Spirits went from a !OY. ebb during the lesson on what would 
happen if one landed in the lat..e and when some nasty things called 
malfunctions were mentioned, to a sense of anxious anticipation at 
whether one could actually manage that leap into the unknown at 
2,000 ft. 

A free show during the day by the Red Devils doing all sorts of 
clever things while freefalling did nothing to boost confidence, 
although the presence of the padre in the group helped, as did the 
reserve parachute which thanks to some ingeniou device would open 
even if one were rendered unconscious by a bang on the head or sheer 
terror! 

Well what goes up must come down and all the girl landed afely 
although some needed more persuasion to make the big jump than 
others. 

'Thanks to generou sponsorship for everyone on the course 
(including the men) the station SSAFA fund is a lot better off and all 
those who took part have a tremendous ense of achievement. ome 
are dying 10 do it again and others can only say never again! 

RUN NING FOR RA YNAUD'S 
14 Sig Regt appears to have a few 'mercurial' figures running to 

help Sgt Pete 'Where's my collecting Box' Dawson in hi bid 10 raise 
money to fund research into Raynaud's disease. This is a condition in 
which the arteries supplying blood to the fingers and toe go into 
spasm when encountering sudden changes in temperature. The fingers 
and toes turn white and dead looking, later they may turn blue and 
even red and burning. There is often constant pain during an attack, 
in severe cases ski n ulcers form and gangrene can occur necessitating 
amputation. Anyone requiring more information please contact gt 
Dawson , who is the BFG representative for the Raynaud' 
Association Tru 1, at Families Office, 14 Sig Regt, BFPO 23. 

Five 'Winged Me sengers' lined up with more than 11,000 runner 
outside the Olympic Stadium in Berlin on Sunday 27 April to take part 
in the sixth annual 25Km Road Race around Berlin. 

Sig John Castle was the first of the 'Raynaud's Runners' to enter 
the Olympic Stadium in a time of I hr 42 mins. The winning medal 
was won in l hr 16 mins and although John was not actually in 
contention his timing is to be admired. John was closely followed 
by SSgt Derek Witchell, and, eventually, by Capts Peter Westwell, 
Nick Nicoll and, last by no means least, Sgt Tony Freeman of 29 Sig 
Regt, whose wife suffers from Raynaud's disease. 

The Raynaud's As ociation Tru t would like to say a big thank you 
to the runners for raising over DM 1,000 and to LCpl Jimmy Crabb 
who along with Pete' wife toured the Olympic Stadium with 
collecting boxes. 

The Raynaud's Runners 
SSgt Witchell, Capts Nicoll, Westwell, Sig Castle 

POSTSCRIPT 
Finally we ay goodbye to the Adjt, Capt John Coulthard, and his 

wife Sally, who after four years in the Regiment i looking forward 
to returning to the UK to start hi job in UKLF. Our be l wi hes 10 
you both. Capt David Tiffin take over having recently returned 10 the 
Regiment after completing several courses in UK . 
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21 Sig Regt 
BFPO 42 

ROYAL IG A (BAOR) R GBY SEVENS 

fine coring run from 1 ell within hi O\' ' half by Cpl And) 
Le\\i ' . Skipper of RAF Wildenrath tags, wa :: fitting clima to the 
final of the Royal Signal even-a- ide Rugby Fe tival. 

Held recently at RAF Wildenrath , home of 21 Sig Regt the festi al 
produced ome fine rugby with che Stags, made up by RAF per onnel. 
cau ing che up et of che day by beating 22 ig Regt 2 points to 8 in 
an exciting and fa t moving final. Skippered by Cpl Dave Wood , che 
ignalter put on a fine di play, the final an indication of the 

tremendou effort by both sides. 
A tocal of 17 teams from BAOR Signal nit vi ited RAF 

Wildenrath for the fe tival which was generously pon ored by 
Topstock Tax Free Cars of Roermond (raffle prize ) and Guardia n 
Royal Exchange and Elldee Associate (trophic and memento ). A 
cheque for DM 1,200 toward che forchcoming Royal Signals (BAOR) 
cour of Hong Kong wa pre ented by Lt Col Ian Turner, CO 21 Sig 
Regt to Maj Gen Alan Yeoman, Comd Comms BAOR . 

Jn the Place competition, 14 Sig Regl beat 21 Sig Regc eighc point 
to four in a clo ely fought contesc. In presenting prize to the 
succe ful competicor , Maj Gen Yeoman aid chat only a Royal 
Signals unit could really hold the Rugby Seven crophy and o 22 Sig 
Regt were asked to look after it! RAF Wildenr.,th 's Scags were content 
co have been the be t Sevens team and look forward to defending their 
title at the anticipated repeat event next season. 

The CO presenting Maj Gen Yeoman Comd Comms BAOR with a 
cheque for OM 1200 towards the tour by Royal Signals (BAORJ of 
Hong Kong. Also in the picture W02 (SSM) Trev Johnstone 21 
Sig Regt Rugby team captain and Maj Pat Maloney QC 2 Sqn 

2 SQN REGIMENTAL INTER SQUADRON ATHLETICS 
MEETING 

The Inter Squadron Athlecics Meeting was held at Wildenrath on 13 
May. 

Two Squadron team members departed Osnabruck at 0600 hrs and 
cravelled the 150 miles to the Regiment to compece in the days 
Athletics. 

When we left che weather showed signs of being perfect, however 
on nearing the Regiments location the rain came down. 

The morning got off to a slow wet start but the achletes fared well 
against the rest giving 2 Sqn a lead from 1 Sqn by lunchtime, with wins 
in: Hammer-Cpl Dave Yates, Triple jump-LCpl Andy Skelton 
(REME) and 400m Hurdles-Sig Archie Gemmell and Jock Reid. 
First and second. 

The I !Om hurdles was put back to the afternoon, and after a litcle 
brow beating ig James (I don't like the high jump) and LCpl Brogden 
came second and third in the finals . 

The remainder of the afternoon brought glorious sunshine and 
bener results from che Squadron members. 1 Sqn were chasing our 
heels all afternoon and it was touch and go with three events left. 
These were the Javeli'1 and 4 x 100, we won the javelin and this put 
us in a most favourable position, but then came a last minute change 
in our 4 x 400 team when ig Chippy Wood decided he couldn't hack 
ic. He found a replacement from one of the Squadron spectactors, 
young ig Tighe. Thi was the nail biter, we had problems on the first 
handover, behind the firsc man by about I Om Sig Jock Reid took over 
second leg and pulled us up level for the second handover to Sig 
Archie Gemmell who pulled up enough to give ig Tighe (unknown 
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quantity) a !Om lead against Cpl Bailey o f I qn, the change paid off 
as 'ii: Tijlhe romped home to a win by about 20m . 

2 qn ran out the eventual winners overall and won the field events 
trophy as well. A fi ne performance by all, even tho e who were 
'lemoned ' ac the la t minute. 

Team member. were: ' ig Gemmell , Edge, Tighe, Reid, Wood, 
James, Hogg, Clarke, Frost, LCpls Philbrick, Dcvilt, Shardlow, 
Skelton, Brogden, Tredwell, Ainsworth, Bastow, Cpl Yates, owan 
Hopcroft and finally old man of the team SSgt H. Worth. 

2 SQN-0 NABRUCK 
VISIT OF COMO 4 SIG GP 

On 15 1ay Col R. D. K. Thompson OBE paid hi fir t vi it to 2 
Sqn in Osnabruck. He wa greeted by the CO, LI Col I. Turner and 
OC 2 qn, Maj P. L. Maloney. II wa the Colonel's wish to vi it all 
the element of the quadron and to be given the opportunity to talk 
to as many per onnel a po ible. After receiving a brief on the Air 
Support role by OC 2 qn che Commander toured carborough 
Barrack . 

Col Thompson wa able to chat informally to all Officers and 
S COs during lunch in the Sergeant ' Me . The visic was deemed a 
ucce s and we all look forward co the Colonel ' next vi it to 

Osnabruck. 

The Commander registering disbelief at SSgt Geoff Grahams ' 
explanation as to why the techs are all so busy . The SSM doesn't 

believe him either 

Col Thompson addressing members of the Sergeants ' Mess after 
presenting W02 (YofS) Chris Aitke n with his LS and GC 

Maj Pat Maloney amused . Does the Commander really understand 
the broad Geordie accent of Sig McKenzie I wonder 
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ECHO TROOP 
. . gt Ken (The Fonz) <.:ouns.ell is trying to claim Captain's pay for 

wntmg these notes as once again the OC Troop is 'In absentia' (a little 
known, but much frequent ed , area of NW Germany) . Some say that 
Maj Maloney actually signed his !eave pass, and that he isn't digging 
another tun~el. The real t~uth 1.s thac the ' Black Scorpions' have 
surfaced agam and are holding him for ransom· sorry Sir the Troop 
Fund isn' l that rich. ' 

The recent Troop families expedition lo the Serengeti Safari Park 
mul~ed. in LCpl Dave (Grizzly) Sanders having great difficulty in 
convincing the Game Wardens that he was not an escaping bear. The 
trip was a great success and everyone had an enjoyable day out. 

A video of the day 's events, including the rare Egg Battery Grass 
watering ritual, will soon be on hire from Sig (MSO) Lloyd . 

NEW ARRIVALS 
The Troop wishes a warm welcome to LCpls Ward, McKimm Sig 

Lloyd and Hoare. We hope you enjoy your stay. ' 

CONG RA TULA TIO S 
The Troop would like to congratulate LCpl Willie and Mrs Ryan on 

the birth of their son. 

F TROOP 
HELLO A D FAREWELL 

We would like to welcome the following members to the Troop, Cpl 
Roy and Gillian Shackleton , LCpls Willie coot , Max and Jeanette 
Wright, Geordie and Gail English and 'not the fat one' Brian and 

imone Hicken-Botham, Sig Waggy Wagstaff, • carface' Wood and 
a special hello to the most recent member of the Troop, Cpl ' I signed 
the wrong dotted line' Watson . 

Alas we say farewell to Capt 'come on down ' Tucker, taff ' Rubie 
Cube' Ramsey, LCpl 'Remedial' Higgin-Botham (29 Sig Regl take 
note!), Sig Joe Jevons, Willy Williams and Kir ty who are off to 7 Sig 
Regc, watch out for 'Joe's' pigs! The Troop is now entering a new era, 
with PTARMIGAN arriving bit by bit every day. 

ON THE SPORTS FRONT 
ot wanting co steal all the limelight in che inter-troop sports, we 

gave I Troop the chance to win che volleyball as a small sporting 
gesture. This, of course was, on condition that we would give G Troop 
a good thrashing in the basketball final, thanks co Sgt ' my name is 
never in the Wire' Stevenson for scoring the majoricy of our poinc.s. 
Wich another two events still to come we are looking for mqre 
honours. 

EXERCISE FOXTROT FOLLY Ill 
This was our troop milicary training exercise in all basic battle skill 

which was held in the local area of Achmer on 20/21 March. 
We were split into three sections and given our positions for che 

duration of the exercise. Each seccion was then tasked with recce and 
fighting pacrols, a skill that require a lot of praccice, as LCpl ' Really 
interesting' Radziemieski found out after attempting an a sault on a 
lonely clump of trees. 

LCpl 'Watch my chermuly' Ain worlh was lefc co iniciate an 
attack, found his own position much more comfortable and went to 
sleep instead . 

At one point, all looked on in amazement as ig Bob Burton 
emptied the contents of his water bottle into his eye, he swears blind 
(no pun) it wa the CS ga . 

Just before dawn on the second morning, having spenc a cold and 
miserable nighc in our own slit trenche , a heli-borne accack was 
expecced. Suddenly, approaching u from a wood not 200m away, 
came 2 APC's . We found ourselve under attack from Soviec dre ed 
paratroopers (courtesy of E Troop). 

The attack wa n't uccessful and they were forced to recreac to cheir 
own po icions (thanks to E Troop for harassing us during the cwo 
days) . Later, that day we returned to camp for an early tea in che 
Amenity Centre and wacched the funniest video since Spitting Images. 
The entire exercise had been recorded courte y of Sig 'on the spot ' 
Lloyd and ome of the action was a real cream. All in all a good 
exercise which taught everyone some le ons. 

If you are posted co F Troop and you go ouc co Achmer on a jaunt, 
don't believe half the chings che croop enior tell you. 
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22 Sig Regt 
BFPO 107 

We have finally come to the end of the Regiment 's PTARMIGAN 
Training, a busy period that scarted in February. We expect our 
BRUIN-PTARMIGAN Day (BP Day) to be announced in mid-June. 
We will then be judged as PTARMIGA ised. For those yet co 
undergo the transformation, stand by; it can be very painful. 

REGIMENT AL GLAD IA TOR TROPHY 
The trophy of a bronze gladiator for the Regiment's be t all round 

sportsman was, this year, awarded to Cpl 'Scotty' Scott of 4 Sqn. His 
noceworthy achievement is National Standard Cross-Country Skier. 

Cpl 'Scotty' Scott in the British Open Biathlon last winter. His final 
place was 17th 

7 FERNMELDE BATTALION RUN 
The Regiment's German sister Regiment in Lippstadt the 7 

Fernmelde Baualion made che mistake of inviting us to enter a ceam 
for their Regimental Run on 27 May. 

The team was captained by Lt Phil 'Sniffer' Brown l!bly supported 
by SSgt Gerry Heagarty Vice Captain, W02 Christophers APTC, 
Cpls Keane, Scott and Squires, LCpls Archer, Batt, Garner, mith 
and Sig Allen, Fraser and Muir. 

The team completely cleared the prizes by taking the first 10 places 
and a 12ch and 13th place. 

PARA JUMP 
On 12 April, WOI (FofS) Russ Davey took a high-powered parry 

on a 'One Day-One Jump' Parachuce Course at Bad Lippspringe. 
The Cour e participancs included the CO Lt Col Peter Pritchard , the 
RSM WOI Phil Daisey and five subalterns of the Regiment, the latter 
were obviously hoping for rewards on cheir 'confidentials'. 

VIP VISIT 
During Ex Tola/ Flighr fl on Thursday 5 June the Regiment was 

visiced by the second Permanent Under Secretary for Management 
and Budgets (OIC Money) Mr John Blellock. He was escorted 
throughout by che CO on a tour of 3 Sqn Trunk ode (PTARMIGAN 
Speak for CO l!MCE , for the readers still in the dark BRUI age). 
While at the ode the second PUS atcended a very smart lunch and 
a briefing on PTARMIGA . The vi it was exten ively covered by 
Capl David Sullivan, the Unic Press Officer. He napped photographs 
here, chere and everywhere and then had the film rushed back to camp 
by a 4 Sqn Rover Group for developing . Unfortunately, the camera 
was not working so none of the photograph came out. Better luck 
next cime. 
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A day out for all the family 

Sgt 'Budd' Abbott during the ' Plate of Jelly' Race 

Lt Pierre Stephenson attempting a 360° turn on a greased pipe 

Mrs Divers winner of the Wet T-Shirt Competition 
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Daalittl 
llameworlf before 

you go 11ome' 
fl/ WHICH CAR FERRY GIVES 

FORCES DISCOUNTS 
EVERY TRIP 

Townsend Thoresen gives discounts 
for passengers on every trip and 
reductions for cars, motorised 
caravans and motor cycles on most 
sailings. 

llJ WHO HAS THE BEST 
ROUTES FOR YOU 
Town send Thoresen has the 

right routes and plenty of sailings. 
Choose easy access from Germany 
via Zeebrugge to Felixstowe or 
Dover. Ostend to Dover. Or go for 
speed via Calais - Dover. 

Q WHICH IS THE FASTEST 
FERRY HOME 
It takes just 75 minutes on 

the record-breaking Blue 
Riband fleet between Calais ---r?ir
and Dover. 
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D WHO HAS THE BEST 
SHORT BREAK BARGAINS 
Check out the great savings 

to be made on our 60 hour and 5 
Day Mini-Tours. 

D WHERE CAN YOU FIND 
ALL THE ANSWERS TO 
GETTING HOME 

Townsend Thoresen Forces Fares 
and Timetables are available 
now. Ask your Travel Agent or 
Town send Thoresen, 
Graf-Adolf-Strasse 4 7, 
4000 Dusseldorf 7. 

TOWNSEND~ 
THORESEN lflil 
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28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG) 
BFPO 35 

A . your du1y cribe for these unit notes I have been lucky 10 be 
nominated to cover a two month period that has been a particularly 
bu Y one for the Regiment. Bu y a1 work, port and on the ocial 
cene. has meant . no hortage of material from fairly willing 

coi:tnbutor. , makmg my ta k of knitting it all together that much 
ea 1er. Havmg fer_veml~ read all 1he recent notes I feel an important 
a J?CCt ha bc:en m1s.sed m recent months and that is :>refacing all sub
unit note wnh their re pective personalities. Thi : have rectified. 

Regular :eadt:rs ~vho are looking for our soccer update hould refe 
el ewhere m this 1 ue where a special article recording the teams 
achievements will be found. 

UPPORTSQUADRON 
Comd 
2IC/ PRI 
QM 
TOT 
Trg Offr 
Payma ter 
OCLAD 
RMTO 
SSM 
SQMS 

qn Clk 

SHQ NEWS 

Maj Bob Drake 
Lt John Wallace 
Maj Phil Noble 
Maj Hank Langford 
Capt Alan Sharp RPC 
Capt Peter Death RAPC 
Capt Alec Chisholm REME 
Capt Harry Lund 
W02 Phil Lee 
SSgt Alec Turner 
Cpl Steve Swann· 

~ince our la t entry we have had many change , the mos1 significant 
bemg ~hat of 1he Squadron Commander. The end of an era-Maj 
Dougg1e Pawlow seen below, hands over the Squadron to the 
caretaker/manager Maj Bob Drake who is looking after the Squadron 
for a~out three months before moving on to I Sqn. 
~aJ Pawlow leaves us to go, via the Catterick Resettlement Centre 

to c1vvy street. We wish him, his wife Jane and baby Anna all the besi 
for the future and welcome Maj Drake to the fold. 

~elated congratulations to SSgt Graham Twisse (at present in 
Behze) . and to SSgt Brian Parkhill on their selection for future 
promouon. 

D~ring t~e refurbishing and rewiring of the SHQ, chaos continues 
to reign, wuh the main problem being the lack of 220 volts. Even the 
dreaded P~pas can't function without it, this is, of course, of 
secondary_ importance t<? the absence of coffee. Lt John Wallace, a 
recent ar.nval from 8 Sig Regt w.as se~n b~1ween visits to the golf 
course with ~h~ Commander, tearing h1s hair out trying to complete 
the PRI audit m the dark. 

We now look forward to the SOinC's visit, Battle Camp and of 
course annual summer leave! 

MT TROOP 
T~e refurbishment of the MT is complete. The MTO Capt (Mr 

Elusive) Lund .eagerly awaits a reply from Sunderland FC as to 
whether they will take on the Troop at Football. Now that our TUV 
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(our annual inspection of vehicles) is out of the way (no sir TUY d 
not stand for Troops Unter Wagen ), the lad (the Regimen~~! 
everyday workers) are getting thei r leave in a fa t a possible bcfo 
another mad season begin . re 

Sig Tony Cre well .. has volunteered to carry the Regimental 
Penna_nt on the nex1_ N13megen March- he apparently likes marches' 

I ~hmk that weddmg fever has reached our Troop . We would l ik~ 
I~ wish all the be t _to our details clerk LCpl Glyn Harrison and Miss 
Tina Bawden who mtend to get married in August. Our best wishes 
also go to LCpl . 'Da_ddy' McHale and Miss Marion Telford who 
hould beat them m tying the knot a they plan to get 'hitched ' in Jul 

A_ welcome to the. latest additions to the Troop who are Yj 
Le.-.;mgton (Oop l typing error) Lewington gt 'Mick Arnold LC~! 
'Dave' Gilfi~lan (out of retirement from 2

1 

qn), Sig 'Spick' Martin . 
Congramlauons go to LCpl 'Glyn' Harrison on his promotion . 

. 'Bon. Voya~e· to LCpl 'Ian' Campbell who is posted to 30 Sig Regt 
Sig ·~1ck TC ~~urch to NI, ig 'Jock (Chin)' Maccuaig al o to NI 
and finally to 1g Weasel ' Campbell who is posted to 2 Sqn for R and 
R. 

1 SQN 
Comd 
21C 
ATp OC 
BTp OC 
SSM 
SQMS 
FofS 

YofS 

MT 
Sqn Clk 

ALPHA TROOP 
COMINGS AND GOINGS 

Maj Robert Freeman 
Capt (Tfc) Dave Gilchrist 
Lt David Kenyon 
Capt Therese Cook 
W02 Terry Mar h 
SSgt Mick Knight 
W02 Ken Thompson 
W02 Bob Thomas 
SSgt Pete Jarvi 
SSgt Mick Dawson 
Sgt Geordie Dale 
Cpl Frank Davi 

Firs~ly we say f3;rel~ell ~n~ our best wishes to Cpl Steve Rogers to 
Cattenck, LCpl Hickie H1ckmbottom to 21 Sig Regt. We would like 
to welcome to the Troop Cpl Dave Almond and LCpl Karl Arnold . 

EXERCISE CRESTED EAGLE 
Once again Ex Crested Eagle. has flown our way finding Alpha 

agam ~t Senden but for the last ume as non-executive switch! For the 
next s1x months we take over as executive switch. Now it's Bravo 
Troop's turn to play trivial pursuits! 

The deployment would have been uneventful but for Sig Choke 
Anderson w~o drove one of ou_r old Mercedes and forgot that the 
choke was s~1ll out. Thus managing to completely clog-up the engine 
and cause his tel~phon_e exchange vehicle to finish the journey being 
towed into l?cat1on; h1g~ly embarrassing. 

The exercise was relauvely quiet with the exception of the 30 line 
exchange which decided to give up the ghost. Cpl Scouse Creighton 
LCpls Geordie Richardson, Mark Roberts and Karl Arnold tried thei; 
?ardest t? r~v,ive it but without success. So W02 (FofS) 
R~mpelshltskm Thomas from Bravo Switch was sent for. He 

arrived, deman9ed a. cup of coff~e, sat down and as if by magic the 
~xchange burst mto hfe! For the first time the admin area was re-sited 
m a )ocal fa;m yard due to boggy conditions at our usual site. Whilst 
Cpl Scouse Naylor, LCpl Eddy Edwards, Sig 'Hoppy' Hopkins, Ian 
Hurt and '!urbo Templeman were fighting off the farm dog and trying 
to eat therr ~reakfast the farmer decided it was work as usual and 
started spraymg some brown fluid on the adjoining field. Thus the 
smell of frymg bacon was overtaken by a traditional country smell! 

SPORT 
Recently we ~layed inter Troop Rugby against Bravo which we won 

by a large margm but to save them embarrassment we will not divulge 
the actual final score. One outcome of this match was that Cpl teve 
Rogers came away with a broken ankle. 

EXERCISE FRAN TREK 
Due to 13 BE TTRs 25th year celebrations the Regiment was asked 

to vacate Francisca Barr~cks for three days from 21 to 23 May. The 
Troop, led ~Y. Lt David ~enyon, decided to hold a three day 
a.dventure trammg exek1se m_ the Mosel Valley with the base camp 
situated on the Stadt Sports Field at Graach. The activities organised 
were: 
. Canoein~ led by ~ig Hoppy ~opkins during which everyone was 
mstruc~ed m the basics of canoeing and then proceeded to visit all the 
local villages by canoe. 

~yclin~ led by Sg1 .Tony Sing.leton;. the participants did a cycle
on~nteenng course with a quest1onna1re, over a distance of 40Km, 
takmg them through the most picturesque villages in the Mosel. The 
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!~st parl of the courseyroved the most ~e ting with a IOKm climb up 
hill to Longkamp but 1t was rewarded with an exhilarating run dow _ 
hill into Bernkastel-Kues. n 

Trekking led by Sgt Adrian Downs; this involved a small l2Km 
route but up and down every hill in the area, the last check-point being 
the castle ~hat overlooks Bernkastel-Kues where the teams were 
rewarded with a well earned drink. 

Evening entertainment was supplied by the numerous local 
hostelries. 

A big 'thank you ' goes to the admin party led by Sgt Ricky Richards 
and rnpported by our elected cook Cpl Scouse Naylor who managed 
to con3ur~ up some excellent meals from compo rations. 

In closm~ we cannot for~et to congratulate our illustrious Troop 
OC I:• David Kenyon on his marriage to Mis Elizabeth Keast. The 
wedding took place on 10 May at St Boni face Church Rheindahlen 
and was foll~wed by a reception at the Regimental Officers' Mess. 
The Troop wish them both the best of luck for the future. 

Our picture shows the happy couple and the chief bridesmaid 

BRAVO TROOP 
EXERCISE CRESTED EAGLE 86 

Whilst Switch Alpha were having a cushy time a1 Senden , Switch 
Bravo was once again the centre of attention , attracting visitors from 
fa r an_d wide. _Once the comms were in and working (TARE excepted!) 
all switch vehicles and personnel were maintained at a highly polished 
state for the visits, starting with Gen Sir Martin Farndale, on 20 April , 
followed by Col Robertson (Comd WRAC BAOR) the next day and 
then followed by high ranking officers from the RAF and German 
Belgian, and Dutch forces. ' 

To keep up the morale the 'Bravo Gazette' was resurrected (but 
unfortunately only two issues were produced due to the printers being 
required on exercise) . Yet again no-one was spared from undergoing 
a character assasination or being misquoted, but it also contained 
so~e amusing stories, jokes, comments and many other interesting 
articles! Here is an edited sample of its contents: 

BRA VO'S TEN COMMANDMENTS 
Thou shalt not say 'W AJT' to thy Commander . 
Thou shalt not miss stand to. 
Thou shalt not take the choppers bread away. 
Thou shalt not forget thy daily press up . 
Thou shalt nol forget who's visiting, hi wife' name, or how many 

children he has, what colour eyes he has, what weight he i or hi chest 
measurement, or hers! 

Thou shalt not leave, forget to clean, or lose thy weapon . 
Thou shalt not forget today's or tomorrow' password. 
Thou shalt not laugh, sing, dance, wear, drink more than two 

beers, crack jokes, mention nuckies or go to church on Friday. 
Thou shalt not forget to black out. 
Thou halt not throw wobblers or any other object at low flying 

Yeomen. 
At the end of the exercise the lad got their own back on W02 

(S M) Boggy Marsh for the many pre sup they'd received from him. 
Whilst he was re-doing the guard list for the umpteenth time in the 
Switch Command vehicle, his tent and all its contents were moved to 
the top of the bunker where he joined Cpl Brummie Perks, ig 
'Johno' Johnson and Sig Gary Parkes (whom he had sent there for 
various 'misdemeanours'). Even the CO joined in the wind-up by 
ringing 1he Switch Commander and giving him a dre sing-down over 
the state of the Admin Area. A very 'Hacked off' SSM left the Switch 
Commander but could not find anything wrong, until he found the 
gap where his tent had been. By then 1he 'guilty partie ' had very 
sensibly run away . 
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EXERCISE BRAVO ESCAPE 
During the 21-23 May Bravo Troop went to Cochem on the . 1osel 

to carry out some 'adventurous training'. The weather couldn 't have 
been better, and once all personnel had arrived at the campsite and put 
up the tents, the activities began. 

First on the agenda was a sports afternoon of volleyball and 
football: Next day started off with the five teams being dropped off 
m the middle of nowhere and getting back to the campsite via various 
c~eckpoi nts and lists of questions. Sgt Phil Welham managed to lick 
h~s way thro1:1gh about a dozen ice lollies while enjoying 1he view from 
his checkpoint at Burg Cochem, meanwhile, W02 (Fof ) Ken 
Thompson caught everyone out by asking them Lo do back-bearings, 
and Cpl Jim O'Connor had a good snooze in his car for most of the 
day, wai ting at a checkpoint that no-one wanted to visit. No visit to 
the Mosel would be complete without a wine-tasting session. After a 
tour round Burg Cochem the tour guide, Barbara, came along to 
translate at the wine-tasting, and sat next to LCpl Dave Merricks who 
hung on her every word . 

The last day started wi1h an early morning run (just to check that 
everyone was still alive) and continued with a boat trip to the small 
town of Beilstein . After a spot of sunbathing it was back up the river 
to Cochem and back to St Tonis and reality! 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
As usual a number o f new faces have arrived and some old faces 

moved on. Welcome to Cpl Guy Whitfield, Sig Busby Stimson, Phil 
Cullen and Bob Ridsdale. Farewell and good luck to Cpl Brummie 
Perks, who after many years here has now gone to 2 Div, and Cpl 
Dave and Kate Tuck who departed recently for 227 Sig Sqn. 

Congratulations 10 LCpl ick Foster on his promotion and Cpl 
Ginge and Sue Parker on the birth of their son, James . 

2SQN 
Comd 
2IC 
OTp OC 
P Tp OC 
SSM 
SQMS 
FofS 
YofS 

MT 
Sqn Clk 

OSCAR TROOP 

Maj Matt Helm 
Capt Alex Jenkinson 
Lt Jim Richardson 
Capt Paul Wilkin 
W02 Marlin Roberts 
SSgt Keith Bridger 
SSgt Pete Wilson 
W02 Pete Wykes 
SSgt Keith Pywell 
Sgt Mick Tate 
Cpl Terry O'Neill 

On 21 to 23 May we were instructed to deploy from barracks on 
adventure training as our erstwhile neighbours 13 BE (TTR) Sqn were 
celebrating their 25th anniversary. 

Therefore Oscar Troop duly vacated camp and went on a hard 
military exercise to 22 Sig Regt to view PTARMIGAN. Our visit was 
arranged by Sgt Ian (FA Cup Runners Up) Brereton who until recently 
was a member of 4 Sqn in Lippstadt. 

We arrived in glorious sunshine just in time for luncb. Thai 
afternoon we played a friendly football match against our hosts, 4 
Sqn. The first half was very exciting as LCpl Jacko Jackson scored a 
stinging goal. After LCpl 'Scouse' Morland had rearranged his hand 
picked team at half time, 4 Sqn scored a lucky goal. This was quickly 
followed up by yet another brilliant goal by Jacko. Sgt Ian Brereton 
topped it all off by managing to get the final goal, despite a crippling 
injury to his right ankle. The final score was 3-1 to us. 

That evening there was a games night arranged in 4 Sqn Bar during 
which our star darts player turned out to be LCpl Billy Smart. His 
game apparently improved throughout the evening a his hand got 
teadier. Lt Ray Reardon Richardson was lucky playing Pool due 

mainly to the fact that his opponent was on crutches. The final re ult 
was a diplomatic draw with the evening being rounded off with a few 
presentations and the boat race, which we won, thanks largely to our 
anchor person Lt Gemma }'esemeyer. 

The following day Cpl Tony Cryans was convinced we were in the 
field and remained in bed all day. The remainder of the Troop were 
escorted around and introduced to PTARMIGAN by 4 Sqn 
per onnel. 

On the Friday morning we set off for the Mohnesee after a night 
out in Lippstadt. WOl (RSM) Daisy of 22 Sig Regt kindly came along 
to show us the ins and outs of board ailing. We also had u e of several 
sailing dinghies from the Mohnesee Yacht Club. Cpl Robbo Roberts 
was a hit at water sports, especially the new one, called swan baiting. 
Our feathered friend did not like this sport and promptly bit him on 
the nose! Sig Sid Pearce volunteered to be in charge of the rescue boat, 
but spent mo t of the time going around at ramming speed. 

Oscar Troop would like to thank all members of 4 Sqn 22 Sig Regt 
for looking after them and especially Maj Alan Hutt, WOl (R M) 
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Dai .• W02 ( ·!'ti) John Oni and LCpl and Mrs Lippe who kindly 
a.: ommodated L pl 0 bbie parke . 

H ELI.O A ·o GOODB\' 
ince our la l app arance in The Wire we have said goodbye to 

ome of the old boy of the Troop. Among t those we have lo L are 
Sgt Derek t)les to 9 ig Regt, gt Mick Palmer to 7 Sig Regt, gt Ally 
McKenzie to 241 ig Sqn. gt Terry Fra nkel to 244 Sig Sqn, gt 
Dinger Bell to 233 ig Sqn , LCpl Joe Corcoran to the Police Force, 
LCpl John Mahon to 608 Sig Tp a nd last bu t not lea t Sig Bo b 

pro too who ' al o gone to Civvy treet. 
~ e ay hello to gt Ian Brereton, Gordon Hitchen and tevie 

Bennet, LCpl 'E."l:tra ' Hughe , Billy Reilly, Sig Sloan, Bancroft , 
Wil on and Radcliffe . 

PAPA TROOP 
Congra LUlation to ig 1 'odwell and hi wife on the birth of their 

on J2mie and to ig Dewhur t and hi wife on the birth of their 
daughter Cara . 

Congratulation are also in order to LCpl ixon on her promotion 
and to LCpl All} McKittrick on hi recent marriage. 

We ay farewell to LCpl Jock Gray and family off lO 22 Sig Regl, 
to Cpl Matt Helm who has gone firstly to cheer up everyone in Belize 
for six months and then on to 21 Sig Regl. Fi nally to ig Gino Booth 
and family to 227 Sig Sqn, AFCENT. 

We bid a warm we! ome 10 some new members of the Troop. They 
are, gt Jackson, Cpl ' couse ' El·ao , Cpl ' Hero ' Gill and traight 
off the production line, ig Rigby, Jones, Craig, T oal and Green. 

Well done al o to the Troop march and hoot team on winning the 
fir t of the inter Troop competitions. Watch out Oscar. 

.EXERC E OD/, BA CKSTOP 
Rl'port b. \ ·01 (Fo ) P . JohDS-On 

This ·as an ad\enturous sailing e.xpedition ro the Balti Sea held 
3-15 :-.tay 1986. The major aim was to introduce as many no\ices as 
po ible to off- bore sailing and funher the e.x:perience of both mates. 

Cru 
. pper Cpl Gtt!! Hill RE 

late ·aic ·eepers . hj John Hin • 
·01 o ) Pete ohnsoo 

Purser ;\"atehkeeper \\01 ·o ) .Jhn Hindle 
Starboard Wat h ~ Chris Geelan 

Pon ·at h 
i ·Turbo· Templeman 

Bob Taylor 
. Chris Smart 

On arrival at ,.el in the afternoon of 3 :-..tay we qui y located our 
_.pper who ho\\ed us around our home for the ne. t 12 days- the 

ya cht Kranich celebrating her 50th binhday this year. All agreed he 
was in beautiful condition, a fter undergoing a major refit during the 
\\inter months. 

A fter the usual storing of kit and rations the skipper took us om 
into the Kiel Fjo rd for three hours for a shakedown and the orting 
of crew into watches. T he next morning we were on our way and the 
first port o f call was Stubbekobing, a 150 mile sail from Kiel. This 
in\'Olved a night sail, the first of three in all. It also initiated Sig 
'Turbo' Templeman to the woeful miseries of seasickness. He was 
sadly stricken through the night more times than the crew can 
remember. After an otherwise uneventful sail we arrived in 
SLUbbekobing, only to have our departure for Malmo in Sweden 
delayed because of some minor repairs that had proved necessary. 

Coming out of the Stubbekobing Channel was a somewhat tricky 
affair. The channel is quite narrow in places with shallow water on 
either side, and with the yacht having to tack frequently to get through 
the channel, the crew and the skipper gave a sigh of relief when the 
open sea was reached. The navigat0r at the time, Maj John Hincks, 
was more relieved than most. His job was made even more difficult 
than usual, because the leading lights of the channel, used in helping 
navigation, were not operating that night. 

The rest of the trip proved to be a most exhilarating but tiring night 
sail, especially for the starboard watch . The frequent changes in wind 
trength and direction resulted in numerous sail changes . After four 

strenuous hours of hard physical work, an extremely weary watch 
handed over at 0600 hrs , the following morning. 

Malmo proved to be a popular place for most of the crew. The 
locals were very friendly, but the price of a small boule of beer at 
£3.50 was not. The rumour that WOl (FofS) Pete Johnson fainted 
when asked to buy a round is not true!! 

The next port of call was Copenhagen and although a sail of only 
20 miles , it did introduce the crew, for the first time, to sailing in fog. 
Again a delayed departure , due to a minor equipment problem, this 
time with the prop shaft. However with WOl (YofS) Jim Hindle, and 

gt Bob Taylor, completing a CFT around Copenhagen in order to 
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find a ne" bolt and with the kipper's mechanical kills the fault was 
oon repaired. 

ext stop wa the town of Aarhus about 120 mile from Copenhagen 
and our third night ail. During this leg, all crew member preparing 
for their competent crew certificates tried lO recogni e the 
characteri tic of the various light that are used for navigation, using 
the knowledge gleaned from the previou night's sa il. Some had 
greater succe s than others! 

It was also on chi leg of rhe trip that the quote of rhe exercise was 
made. Sgt C hris Geelan (driver by trade) wa asked by the skipper 
about the location of certain kit, he retorted, 'I think it's in the boor 
skipper', referring of course to the stern locker! 

The next few days saw us calling into the pon of Keneminde and 
Faaborg . At Kerteminde, the crew bachelors ig 'Turbo ' Templeman 
and C hri Smart , treated the rest of the crew to the benefit of rheir 
cooking skill , in preparing Cottage Pie for dinner. However 
volunteers to clear up their mess in the galley, which was a disaster 
are<t, were few and far between. 

On our passage to Faaborg we pas ed th rough the picture que 
channel of Svenborg Sanda, however, the wind was not in our favour, 
and we had to tack al l the way through. Both watches had to work 
ext remely hard at this stage, as it took two and a half hours to cover 
just five mi les, before we could alter course . At the narrowest points, 
each tack wa only three to four boat lengths long. Those immortal 
words 'Lee ho' are now for ever embedded in the memories of the 
crew. 

As Faaborg was our last pon of call before returning to Kiel the 
inevitable happened and whilst coming alongside the quay gt Bob 
Taylor missed his footing and took an early dip. The quick reactions 
of ig Templema n, and the fact that gt Taylor was wearing a safety 
harness, enabled him to pull gt Taylor from the sea, and out of 
danger of being crushed against the quay wall, by 2 cons of yacht. 

Our departure from Faaborg was wacched by a small crowd, and 
not to disappoint them we sailed out in style. With the , o I Genoa. 
and Full Main, the skipper and the crew performed magnificently to 
tack out through the entrance of the harbour, which is only a Jillie 
\\-ider than the 56ft lengrh of the boat. 

A few miles on, the wind dropped and the rest of 1be trip to Kiel 
had to be made under po ·er. 

In suIDJJJ.ar}· the exercise 111-as mOSl successful, ~·eryone bad 111· ·ed 
very hard, and played hard, bur per-haps most imponanr of all, had 
learnt a little more about themseh·es. A ·onhwhile challenge hi h 
resulted in all fj\·e no\ices being awarded their competent er · 
cenificateS. finally our thanks to Cpl Greg HiIJ RE of BKYC for 
being such a super-s "ppei-. We hope to see you again next year. 

' Birds Eye View of the Crew' taken by the skipper from the 
bosun's chair 

L to R: Sgts Chris Geelan, Bob Taylor, S ig Chris Smart, Turbo 
Templeman, W01 (FofS) Pete Johnson, W01 (YofS) Jim Hindle 

and Maj John Hincks 
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EXERCISE RO DO 

29 Sig Regt 
BFPO 45 

Ex Rondo is a signal exercise involving British, American and 
French signal per onnel to enable each nationality to familiarise 
themselves with each others' signal equipment and to foster a spirit of 
cooperation and a greater degree of inter-operability. It is held twice 
yearly and each Sector takes it in turn to organise the event under the 
control of allied staff Berlin. 

Ex Rondo XXX wa run by the Americans over the period 7-11 
April and got off to a good start-the rain was falling gently as the 
teams received the brief on the week's activities. The British 
contingent consisted of 12 'players' and an admin/training team led 
by gt Tony F reeman and Cpl Tony wift. Base camp was established 
in the 'picturesque' setting of the American Rose Range under the 
control of Capt Opitz and M gt Cashwell, US Army. Over the 
instructional phase, all the 'players' were able to gel 'hands-on' 
experience on examples of the thre~ _Sectors signa! equipment 
mcluding a French exchange of WWII vmtage-the Bnts were very 
imerested to learn abou1 the VRC 353! 

An American Forces etwork camera team paid a vi it and Cpl 
oho Col seemed to be the ma5t fascinating person around as the 

camera did not seem to lea~e him out of hot. The British training 
team led by Cpl Coles included Cpl Marl. Ha)"ltard and I Pilcher 
and LCpl Biddy, Ba ter and Paul Hales and again the qmplioty and 
mall size of the Bri1ish equipmem impre»ed our Allies. 

The players were then divided into teams of three, one member 
from each Sector, 10 ta c pan in the ornperition phase of l 
eur~. Wi h most of the French contingent nable to spea Engl , 

b houting and a•ing of arms was needed w comm nka e 1th 
each other. lbere ·ere a n mber of Slands to be visited t ou .out 
the British and American Sectors, 1lere each team had to complete 

Sig 'Taff ' Jones f iring the French personal weapon, the FAMAS 

Sig 'Archie ' Gemmell directing his team and o il drum over one of 
the leadership tasks - spot the deliberate mistake! 
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a task and their performance earned points. On the range, all three 
nations' weapons ""ere tired and pecial. mention must be given lo. ii( 
Kevin 'Sniper' B)rne for an oubtandmg performance o~ all three 
weapons! On the orienteering stand, there were complaint about 
wobbly compasses and different maps but all ream member managed 
to find their way back to civilisation. Command Tasks on the 'Team 
Reaction' Course tested the leadership skills of the soldiers and were 
very enjoyable. Each team was also tested in the use of American 
signal equipment including line laying in a built-up area and mast 
erection whilst wearing NBC equipment. With snow and high winds 
much in evidence the water crossing at the Wannsee was not the mO\t 
enjoyable task, m'ade more interesting by the warm reception received 
on the other side· London is not the only city to have its 'Isle of Do&l>'. 

The beer ratio'n of two cans per man did not dampen spirits in the 
evenings and on the last night, each Sector took it in turns to entertain 
the others. The French sang, the Americans talked and the Brits 
performed 'Lancasters over Berlin' narrated by LCpl Steve Chuter , to 
the delight of the audience and to the dismay of the American admm 
NCO Sgt Medina. 

The snow was still around on the last day although the sun was 
bravely trying to shine through to dry off the obstacle course at Parks 
Range. Each team competed against the clock to ~etermi ne final 
positions and, after much encouragement and advice, the te_ams 
containing Sig • af' Aziz and Sig • ·1gel Townsend had equal pomts. 
By virtue of number of ta~ks completed Sig Azi.c's team won and were 
awarded the winner trophies by Brig Gen T. . Griffin .Jnr Comd 
Berlin Bde. 
~1any friendships were formed over the week and cemented at the 

traditional Rondo lunch. The good food was a filling end 10 a good 
week. 

The winning team eader, Sig 'Saf' Aziz , practising flotatio n 
techniques on the assault cours e 

EXERCI E H U GR Y BEA R 
A report by Lt Tait WRAC/ R ignals 

The Squadron deploys regularly to the 'Zone' in support o f the 
Berlin Inf Bde. On 2 May after a fortnight of intense preparation the 
Squadron deployed on exercise down to the Sauerland . All the 
inspections for in pections for inspec tions . . . seemed to pay off, 
si nce for the first time in living memory, (which is as long as Sgt Tony 
Freeman has been in Berlin) we managed to get all the vehicles down 
to the exercise area without losing one. Everyone was eager to get out 
o f Berlin and there was a definite air of frivolity. 

A meal was taken en route at 7 Sig Regt but I'm still puzzled as to 
why people experienced hair curling on the back of their neck as we 
pas ed · through the gates. . . 

The convoy drills were fine until Lt Jim Wood passed the first ice 
cream stall. Finally though , the intrepid warr!ors reached 'ba e cami;>'. 

The exercise was split into two parts , first a Squadron exercise 
followed by Hungry Bear, the Brigade exerc~se itsel_f. The q~adron 
exercise gave the two CV a chance to pracuse setung up agam and 
again . . . and for the rebro to di cover where there were not any 
dead-spots in that rolling country ide. 

CV! (the Murray Walker CV because no ooner have you aid that 
everything is going fine when something happen ) eemed to manage 
to have t0 move every time the heavens opened. Thi never eemed to 
deter Sig Jock 'I've been to Norway' King from hi acrobatic on top 
of the penthou e every time we et up. CV I alway knew when the 
next move would occur by looking to see when Sig Duncan 'Dredger' 
Ledger wa due on tag. . . 

CV2 (the Sun hine CV) lived up to it name by managmg to avoid 
getting wet. Under rheir eminent .leader, Cpl Terry _'I don:t hout 
much' Gigg, they made a determined effort Lo retam the Golden 
Blanket' award, held since the la t Hungry Bear. 
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During the exerci e we were attacked by a marauding wagon from 
Fon Fun Y.hich ontained ome 'dam pretty gel · o work stopped and 
out came the bino . 

The food on the exercise was very good . The oup and the sau age 
were dehciou on the first day and the second and the third and . . . 
the food wa o good in fact that for the return journey the SQMS 
arranged for a specal container meal of . . . soup! But the SQMS, 

gt 'l'n nenr done thi before ' Bradley did very well, e pecially 
con idering he had never done it before. Although I am not o sure 
about the 'wild parties' he made Cpl Kev Enfield and John Ashley 
throy, every evening. 

Meanwhile what about the RLD ? The Korbecke COMM CE RLD 
compri ing Cpl Michael ' liiher' Evans and Sig 'S::f' Aziz were living 
the life of luxury courtesy of 3 Armd Div, whilst rt e field RLD under 
Cpl Titch Hayward wa having it rough living in tracksuits. 1 RH F, 
the Battalion we were upporting, thought they were TA and were 
about to lynch them after Scotland lo t at football. 

Commi eration go to ig Harry Ferguson who suffered 
con iderable pain on the exercise after being bitten in a rather 
awkward place. Still at lea t it gave Sig Charlie ' I love cleaning out 
toilets' Etienne the chance to get out of putting up the taff 'loo' in 
order to take poor Fergie to the BMH. 

And o to the journey back. Everyone wa looking forward to 
getting home if only for a nice shower. All except, that is, gt Tony 
Freeman who was enjoying himself so much that he decided to break 
doy, n at Checkpoint Alpha o he could stay out an extra night. 

It was a succe sful Squadron deployment with comm alway going 
well until the appearance of the Yeoman, W02 George 'Gremlin' 
McAvoy. 

ow back in Berlin, preparations are in hand for the next trip down 
the Zone to feed the Bear. 

THE Q EEN'S BIRTHDAY PARADE 
One of the largest parades to celebrate the birthday of HM The 

Queen is held in Berlin at the Olympic Stadium and this year was held 
on 30 May. The Regiment 's commitment was large and very varied, 
although there were only four people actually on the parade. 

The MT Section, especially Sig Sean Brennan and ' Iggy' 
lheagwaram had pent a long time preparing the single vehicle (and its 
obligatory reserve) and it was so good that it was mistaken for the 
demonstration vehicle. The vehicle was commanded by Sgt Phil Lewis 
and, with driver ig Iheagwaram and crewmen Sig Taff Greenway and 
Andy Blachard, spent many a happy hour driving around and around 
in circles on the rehear als. Prior to the parade, Cpl Pete Bagnall was 
kept busy organising the PA system and all the cables for the speakers 
had to be dug into the Maifeld; Sig 'Piggy' Myers could only worry 
about the effect this would have on the rugby pitches for next season. 
The Reception area had LO be patrolled continously, after being set up, 
and LCpl Clive Smith was enjoying the preparations so much that he 
spent his days digging trem;hes in the Maifeld and his nights on 
Reception guards. 

The day of the parade was overcast wilh drizzle but the event went 
ahead controlled largely by members of the Regiment. The parade 
Commander was Brig P. P. D. Stone CBE Comd Berlin Inf Bde. 
Outside the Parade Ground, Sgt Al Balderstone and his band of 
ushers were kept busy dealing with VIP's and guiding people to the 
correct enclosures. SSgt (FofS) Tony Amplett was in overall command 
of the communi~ations used to control the movement of the marching 
trc;iops and vehicle screen and WOI {RSM) Crabtree used a radio 
!111crophone where req~ired. ~pl Terry Gigg did a very good 
impromptu march-on with a microphone to enable the GOC Berlin 
(BR Sector}, Maj Gen P. G. Brooking MBE to make an 
announcement. The RSM is now rewriting the Drill Manual to include 
'Drill Movements with Microphone Stand'.. Cpl Gigg then returned to 
his duties as 'spotter' (for any 'collapses' on parade). Cpl Richard 
Wicking was based in the Stadium itself to turn on the main 
sc?reboai:d at the relevant moment and Sgt John Burgess and LCpl 
Cbve ~nth were on top o_f the Clock Tower overlooking the parade 
ground m control of the fmale to the parade, the helicopter flypast. 
. _For the rece~tion which followed, WLCpl Paula Doyle of RHQ 
JOmed WPte Liz Mason and Julia Skinner, and SSgt (SQMS) 'Brad ' 
Bradley was in charge of the waiters plying to and fro with an endless 
supply of refreshments . 

Although the w~ather was miserable, the Parade went very well and 
we are now preparing for the next event, the Allied Forces Day Parade 
in June. 

WILMERSDORF FRIEND HIP WEEKEND 
!he Regjment, together with l Bn Royal Highland Fusiliers are 

tw1~ned wnh the Borough of Wilmersdorf in Berlin and, over the 
period 6-8 J_une, h.eld thc;ir annual British-German Friendship Event. 
It was the fifth Friendship Event and the second in conjunction with 
RHF. Two months previously both units had been granted the 
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Freedom of Wilmer dorf. Thi event wa covered in the May issue of 
The Wire. The Briti h tails and sideshow brought an atmosphere of 
a Briti h ~etc, from both sides of the border, to the centre of this 
German city. 

Capt (TOT) Gerry Sullivan captained the Regiment's team and 
although the event wa right in the middle of a very busy period a lo; 
of effort was put in . An overcast ky and light drizzle ( eemingly' since 
the Queen's Birthday Parade the week before) did not dampen spirits 
and the even! was opened by the GOC Berlin (BR Sector), Maj Gen 
P. G. Brooking MBE, and the Burgermeister of Wilmersdorf, Herr 
Dohm. 

W02 (SQMS) Paul William on ACC and his band of chefs were 
k_ept very b!!SY for the whole weekend producing endless supplies of 
fish and chip -CSgt John Lawton looked very impres ive in his 
cook' white ! The Brigade Sergeant ' Mess under WOI (R M) 
Crabtree ran an 'Engli h Pub' to rival the 'Scotti h Bar' on the other 
ide of the fete. S gt (SQMS) 'Brad ' Bradley had rounded up a motley 

ere' to help him on hi 'General Store' selling English tea and 
biscuit . Cpl Chas Tolton and LCpl Jim Crabb were both under 
instruction as potential SQMS's. LCpl Harry Mullen thought he wa 
turning up· on a driving course and the Squadron clerk Cpl Brian 
Smith turned up so he could finally get a mention in The Wire. The 
roll-a-penny ta ll run by TM Tp alway had an intrigued crowd of 
German trying to win. ig 'Piggy' Myers and Sean Brennan were in 
fine voice and LCpl Clive Smith and Sig Charlie Ei tenne both helped 
rai e the takings. gt Clive Hunter had found a stack of plates lying 
outside the Regimental Restaurant and proceeded to reduce them to 
very small piece in a further effort to raise money. Cpl 'Smudge' 
Smith had to rebuild the stand quickly after it was demolished by a 
group of over enthusiastic Jocks. Cpl John Ashley, Mick Murphy and 
Kev Enfield were to be seen pouncing on unsuspecting member of the 
Regiment to lap them into tocks for a good oaking. o one wa 
safe and there were queues of eager throwers when both the CO, Lt 
Col J. Munnery and OC I Sqn, Maj Bob Axton fell vict ims. 

Radio Tp again proved to be the Squadron clowns and under 
Stationmaster Cpl Mark Hayward , the train rides were very popular 
with the under lO's (and Commcen Tp .. . ). LCpl Bob 'Casey 
Jones' lnglesant looked at home on the footplate and Sig Duncan 
Ledger enjoyed it so much he did it on both days. The Troop midgets 
Cpl Titch Hayward and Sig Bob Bailie were in danger of being 
overpowered by the bigger kids and so Sig 'Saf' Aziz and Ian Bo lem 
were added to ride shotgun. Commcen Tp ran the ducking stool and 
~pl Al Warburton managed to last the whole weekend without going 
m. Sgt Brian Johnston was the first to take the plunge swiftly followed 
by WLCpl Glyni Every, Pte Denise Lu ty won the endurance medal 
for lasting well over an hour before being carried off a delicate hade 
of blue. The Paymaster, Capt Simon Smith RAPC, did a very good 
impression of a stranded seal and Lts Jim 'It's my Troop really' Wood 
and Michelle 'Not until July ' Tait starred in a double act. W02 (YofS) 
George McAvoy, after a good ducking himself, 'persuaded ' his wife 
to have a go; well done Sue and we hope the cold gets better. 

By the end of the second day the weather had improved 
dramatically and the crowds grew in size. Even West Germany beating 
Scotland in the World Cup did not dampen the enthusiasm shown 
throughout the weekend and the event was an unqualified success. 

Radio Troop clowns with Thomas the tank engine 
L to R: Sig Bob Bailie and Saf Aziz, LCpl Bob lnglesant, Cpl Mark 

Hayward and (Kneeling) Sig Duncan Ledger 
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The SQMS, SSgt ' Brad' Bradley trying to attract customers on his 
'General Store' 

Sgt Brian Johnston going for an early bath 
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The first victim of the stocks, LCpl Pete Calvert regretting that he 
hadn't been able to run away faster 
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RICHARD WA TIS APPEAL 
SSgt Clive Young and Radio Tp have been very busy raising money 

to hefp Richard Watts, son of gt Jeff Watts. Richard , a mischievous 
and energetic three-year-old fell ill with meningitis at the beginning 01 
the year and has unfortunately been left very deaf. gt Watt has been 
posted to AAC Harrogate and Richard is now being ettled into a 
school for deaf children in Wetherby, Yorkshire. This school 
specialises in teaching children oral and reading techniques instead of 
sign language. To help Richard combat his di ability, the Troop are 
raising £2,000 to buy a 'Phonic Ear' Radio Microphone and to pay for 
its maintenance costs for two years. 

Two hundred pounds was raised at a Tramps Ball held after the 
Freedom of Wilmersdorf Parade in April and over £100 of loose 
change has been handed in so far. On the 25Km Road Race held in 
Berlin on 27 April , many ran for the appeal. Every one of the group 
finished and there were some fast times recorded. A total of about 
£500 was raised but special mention must be made of LCpl Pete 
Williams, the Squadron training NCO who alone raised nearly £250 
and finished in just over 2 hrs 10 mins. 

The next event is a sponsored hockey match versus 1 Glosters B 
team at which the draw will be made for a raffle in support of the 
appeal. So far about £800 has been raised and it is hoped to report on 
the purchase of the device in the next issue of The Wire. If possible 
we would also like to help BMH Hanover buy a Hearing Loss and 
Improvement Test Equipment to help other children with the same 
disability. 

2SKM ROAD RACE 
The Berlin 25Km Road Race on 27 April attracted nearly 9,000 

runners and 39 members of the Regiment turned out to pound the 
streets of Berlin . The race i organised every year by the French forces 
in Berlin and starts and finishes at the Olympic Stadium. A number 
of the run ners were raising money for the Radio Troop Appeal and a 
large proponion were turning out for their second session of self
innicted torture. 

The first across the line in I hr 33 min was the flying tech, gt Tomy 
Mullen and some very fast times were recorded. Veteran CSgt John 
Lawton stormed in ahead of youngsters LCpl Andy Ham and ig 
Duncan Ledger and Simon Sweatman. WCpl Sheree O' Reilly from 
RHQ was our first lady runner over the line in a very creditable 2 hrs 
19 mins and Sgt Tony Freeman was running to raise money for both 
the Radio Troop Appeal and Raynards Research. 

Overall 8,000 runners finished by the cut-off time of 3 hrs I 0 mins 
and, apart from stiff legs and aching feet, the race was enjoyed by all 
who took part. 

Sgt Tony Freeman (Centre) and the Regimental Draughtsman, Mr 
Mack Chamberlain , on the look-out for their next refreshment 

stop 
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30 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 

NORWAY-EXERCI E PE DULUM SOUTH 
There were time when ome of u· actually got bored with kiing. 
ot very many, I gram you, but it did happen . You see Ex Pendulum 

happen in orway and la ts from early January to the middle of 
tarch. During thi time everyone involved had ample time to become 

ma ters of the pi te. ome even managed ome kiing too! 
The exer i e it elf wa plit into three phas . The initial training 

pha in which Arctic \ arfare Training (A WT) cour es and 
Continuation Cour e took place. From the training period we moved 
on to a omm exerci e to shake out the equipment and prepare 
our elves for 1he final pha e which wa the deployment to the Orth 
of orway. 

The detachment con isted of 20 men, all from I Sqn and for mo t 
of them it wa 1heir fir t time in orway. This meant that they had 
to complete the A WT which i a three week 'residential' course 
(residential meaning 'out in the snow'!) All of u were plit into 'Tent 
Group ' of about 10 men each . These groups included everal Royal 
Marines which produced ome good natured rivalry. Many laughs 
were had learning to ki but mo t of decided that we weren't 
'designed' to ki and con equently spent most of the time in a 
horizontal po ition trying to master the principle . There were ome, 
however, such a ig · couse' Johnston who had erved with 249 

ig qn and put u all to shame with hi frequent demon !ration of 
hi adept kiing. Other notable member were LCpl 'Paddy' 
McMullan, who never mastered the art of stopping without fa lling 
over; Yof 'Scouse' Evans who e bergen was always bigger than he 
was; Cpl 'Fla h' Harvey, just for po ing on the slope ; LCpl John 
Evan , for his trick kiing and amazing ability to knock the 
Detachment Commander down at every po sible opportunity. Prize 
for the mo t adventurous kier must go to LCpl Pete Lamont who, as 
a novice, decided to take on the 'Black Slope' in Lillehammer , he 
launched himself over the edge and plummeted towards oblivion. 
Instead of turning from side to side across the slope he just went a 
fast as possible straight for the bottom. Unfortunately the slope ends 
by the queue for the ki lift. LCpl Lamont showed no sign of topping 
and hurtled through the queue lifting LCpl John Cairns off his feet 
and taking him with him to land in a crumpled heap about 500m later! 

Eventually the time came to pack up our kis and head towards the 
Arctic Circle for the main exercise, Ex Anchor Express. Transport for 
the main body came in the hape of a Danish car ferry, the Dana 
Anglia, which was sheer luxury after the LSL ! The female stewards 
(all Danish!) provided LCpls Pete Crawford and Stevie Elli with 
hours of endless fun as they fought for favours with about 1,000 
others! 

The aim for our detachment on Ex Anchor Express was to 
parti ·pate in the amphibious landings with the Royal Marines . 
However, due to the tragic avalanche which killed 11 Norwegian 
soldiers the exercise was cancelled and a modified one took place. 
Naturally this caused many delays and we were not able to get ashore 
for several days. When we did get ashore we all had a worthwhile 
exercise fulfilling our communications commitments as well as pulling 
our newly acquired skiing skills to the test. All in all a worthwhile and 
enjoyable deployment which enabled us all to work with the Royal 
Marines in their 'natural habitat'-' now'! 

Lt Giles Henschel, the det comd, and LCp l Pete Lamond share a 
joke after an arduous day on the Arctic Warfare Training Course 
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Sig Dave Wilson operating the satell ite station from the back of a 
BV 202 snow vehicle. A new configuration for the TSC 502 

which worked well 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO BR NEI (PENHALE AND LEEK! ) 
The merry month of May hould have found the likes of ig 

Brindlay and LCpl Lee of I Sqn experiencing the tropical delight , or 
otherwi e, of the jungle of Borneo in the State of Brunei . 
Unfortunately this wa not to be becau e Ex Liquid Mercury wa 
cancelled. As a resul t of this cancellation the 21C Capt Donald 
Macaulay was directed by the OC to devise 'a uitable replacement 
communications training exercise' (Ex Double Track). 

The days following this directive were filled with much consulting 
of the UKLF training areas handbook , frantic phoning to camp 
commandant , DC anchor stations a nd cratching of pens and 
head . Eventually ' the plan' emerged: Bravo Tp led by Lt Giles 
Henschel and ably supported by W02 (FofS) Blythe were to deploy 
to Penhale Camp in Cornwall. Their aim wa , provided the rock 
climbing, abseiling and 'cultural attraction ' of Newquay allowed, to 
set up various HF and satellite links and train the new arrivals in the 
Squadron in the art of contingency communications. Meanwhile 
Alpha Tp under the watchful eye of Lt Phjl Davies together with Sgt 
(YofS) Evans were to carry out a similar scheme at Leek in 
Stafford hire, a suming that Cpl Meek the troop ' entertainer' 
survived the corkscrew at Alton Towers. 

Both troop deployed for the exerci eon 12 May pas ing through 
a imulated air mounting centre before making their way to the 
appropriate training camp and etting up their communications site . 

PENHA LE 
Cpl Meachin was a willing pupil under the ever watchful eye of Cpl 

Harding and after much sucking of teeth and checking of kit learned 
a lot about SA TCOM operation. Meanwhile Sig Eldridge and 
LCpl Mayer set to to master the HF transmitter and receivers. Amid 
the flurry of activity the OC, WOI (YofS) Beebee and W02 (SSM) 
Whillock attempted LO synchronise their watche before attacking the 
Chirp receiver. It was a gleeful Maj John Grierson who finally 
succeeded in synchronising his watch to the very second with the 
atomic clock at Chelverton only to be deflated by discovering that 
while the seconds were correct the date was wrong! Try again Sir! gt 
Stack, our self styled Siemens expert spent most of the exercise trying 
LO kick our ham fanatic the SSM off the trial equipment. 

LEEK 
Cpl Fielding was thrown in at the deep end and together with ig 

Johnson got on with setting up the transmitter site in a quagmire and 
also coping wi th the intricacies of long haul HF to Belize. Meanwhile 
Cpl Warburton and his crew set up a Noddy train, better known as 
a TSC 502, and tried to find the Indian Ocean Satellite. The Peak 
District National Park, however, proved to be too big and the hill s too 
high and eventually, after much discussion, an access on the Atlantic 
ocean was found. While all was 'go at the site' Sgt (Yof ) Evans and 
SSgt Charlton took a liule 'bimble' in the local area. They returned 
two hours later extolling the virtues of long, long di tance running, 
cursing the liule brown lines put on maps for decoration and claiming 
that they had always intended to run around the complete training 
area. However we petrol footed warriors know better , even one in six 
hills should be avoided! 

The exercise finally drew to a close on Tuesday 20 May and all 
recovered to Blandford . A lot had been achieved in increa. ing the level 
of competence and expertise in the Squadron in all aspects of our 
equipmen t. However, how much more cou ld have been achieved 
under a tropical sun! Brunei we missed you! 
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THE AMERICA. CONNI::CTIO 
Ex Cygnet Ring is an a nnual minor unit overseas training exercise 

held in Fort Bragg, USA. This year's exercise was conducted over the 
period 2-23 May with the following team: Capt 'Grim ' McNeill W02 
(YofS) Percy Beynon, ~t Colin Whawell, Cpls Dave Tith~ridge 
' Monty' ~ontgom~rr , Dai Matthews, Pete Underhill, LCpls And; 
Beard, 'Ging~' Wdhmo!'t, .Pete Prater, Sig John Barts, 'El Al ' 
Roberts, 'MZ Moczulski, Jim Howe, 'Burgerlips' Ryding and Jock 
Campbell. 

STARTEX 
The journey began early on 3 May with a Tristar flight from RAF 

Brile Norton to Washington DC. The Host Unit, 25 Sig Btn were 
un~bl ~ to accommC!date them.until .5 May, so they ' reluctant! / spent 
their fir st weekend in the Capllal Clly . They were thankfully as igned 
three hire cars for use ov~r t~e period . 1:hus our reluctant heroes spent 
the next 48 hours mvesllgatmg the delights of Wa hington DC. 

TOURIST SCENE 
Having overcome the initial shock of driving on the wrong side of 

the road, the exercise party successfully located their hotel for the 
weekend. It was then time for exploration, with the ights of the city 
visited by day and night. Cpls Dave Titheridge and 'Monty' 
Montgomery soon fe ll fou l of the long arm of the law when they were 
unfortunate to pick up tickets for jaywalking. However, the nice 
policeman offered to put them up for the night instead which helped 
cool thc temperature slightly and the tickets were graciously accepted! 
A parking ticket for LCpl 'Ginge ' Willimont ensured that they had 
not gone unnoticed by the local constabulary . 

EXERCI E AREA 
A hasty retreat was made on 5 May, departing from Washington 

National Airport for Fayeueville , onh Carolina, 10 be met by Lt 
Linda 'Charlie ' Farley . She safely escorted them to Fort Bragg- home 
of the 82 Airborne Division. 

After a short settling-in period, the party was issued with their load 
bearing equipment (58 pauern webbing ha nothing on this). Thi was 
fo llowed by a couple of hours of in truction on assembling and filling 
to allow us to continue with our training objectives . 

EXERCISE AIMS 
The exercise aims included familiari ation on US radio 

in tallat ion , HF antenna technique ; and familiarisation with US 
weapons. Two PRC 320s were included as part of the baggage 
allowance and o ur American allie were somewhat urprised with its 
performance. A daily admin link wa et up as well to work back to 
Blandford, with eventual integration of an American A / GRC 142 
(HF RATT Station). 

The training was performed with enthusiasm and gusto. It proved 
rewarding and beneficial. 

VISITORS 
Maj Bob Wannell, OC 2 Sqn, took the opportunicy of visiting hi 

oldiers and played a major part in a mall pre entation on our rank 
structure and Regimental Role given to the officers and SNCO of rhe 
Battalion. 

BARBECUE 
As a token of our apprec1at1on to our ho ts for the excellent 

hospita lity shown, a barbecue wa organi ed by our soldier . Maj Bob 
Wan nell and W02 (Yof ) Percy Beynon volunteered to light the coals 
and fry the burgers (there i no truth in the story that chey have gone 
into partner hip with a McDonald's franchi e!) Capt 'Grim ' McNcill 
also volunteered to check out the temperature of the local lake. Cpl 
Dave Titheridge has denied being the ring leader of that particular 
incident. 

FREE TIME 
Having completed all training objectives, a few days R & R was 

au thori ed to allow vi its to some of the local (and not so local) 
attractions . The exerci e leader, Capt McNeill , looked rather un ure 
of retrieving them all in time for the return flight. All the soldiers, 
however, took full advantage of their free time and were involved in 
deep ea fishing and motor racing, with visit to Myrtle Beach , the 
Blue Ridge Mountain and much more . 

THANK 
Thanks mu t go to the O and all ranks of 25 Sig.Btn, ~vith peci~I 

mention to Lt 'Charlie' Farley and S gt Jack Blair. WHhout their 
enthusiasm and hard work the exerci e would not have been o 
successful. Everyone who went on thi exercise made many new 
friend and hope that one day the Regiment can ho t them 1n 
Blandford . 
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EXERCISE CYGNET GI OHE 
Ex Cygnet Globe, 2 Sqn's worldwide HF communication~ exercise 

took place from 14 to IR April. Liai on teams were sent to as many 
other overseas units and cou ntries as possible with the aim of gaining 
greater understa nding of HF techniques as well as gaining more 
experience at air travel (and touri sm!). Below are just three of many 
tales. 

SSgt (YofS) Graham Easton and Cpl Andy oward ended up with 
the I Canadian Sig Regt based in Kingston, Ontario. They were met 
at the airport by MCpl Pat Henderson who was to drive them to the 
barracks. In his eagerness to get there Cpl oward jumped into what 
he thought was the passenger seat only to find himself confronted with 
the steering wheel. Was it a question of jet lag or was he proving that 
technicians still don't know left from right? Communications were 
established with Blandford and on hearing that it was raining (as 
usual) both of them at back and enjoyed the Canadian sunshine. 
They obviously misread that their mission was to 'liaise' and not to 
' laze ' with the Canadians. For their hard labours of c-ommunicating 
for a couple of days a well as helping to fit out the Canadians new 
jeeps they were given a staff car to go sightseeing. This included trip 
to the Niagara Falls, Toronto and Ottawa. 

Whilst Sgt Yof Easton and Cpl oward were sunning themselve in 
Canada, Lt 'Cyclops' Baines and gt John Dyer were in ew Zealand. 
They arrived in Auckland via Bombay where they had an extra five 
hours to look around after the aircraft had developed a fault. Their 
time in New Zealand was exceptionally busy managing to take in tours 
on both North and South Islands. They visited the two main units 
participating in the exercise which were a Squadron from the ew 
Zealand School of Signals and the Force Signal Group. Their hosts for 
these tours were Maj Mike Hitchcock and CWO Papuni. For their trip 
to South Island which was done in an ageing Andover their hosts were 
Lt Tamoana and W02 'Mac' MacKane who introduced them 10 the 
joys of a Kinri happy hour which lasted until 4 am!! Judging by thr 
state they were in when they got back to Blandford it would appear 
that it lasted longer than that! 

Having passed the rigorous selection process, Lt eil Griffith and 
Sig Ray Pendrich were finally selected as the liaison team for Hong 
Kong. Some of the qualities required for the hazardous exercise 
included knowing how to use a crystal ball, the ability to pacify 
harassed movements staff and a natural resistance to alcohol. 

After a long 14 hour journey they arrived in Hong Kong and were 
met by their host for the exercise, 2Lt Tim Jones. He was quick to spot 
our needs and rushed us to the nearest bar to recover; this was the way 
all exercises should start. 

The next few days were pent vi iting 246, 247 and 248 Gurkha Sig 
Sqns. 246 Sig Sqn had their a nnual Squadron picnic on Saturday to 
which the liaison team wa invited. A great opportunity for them to 
try out their nip-flop and hons, they thought. However, they were 
rapidly put in the picture and duly arrived in planters order. They 
made the mistake of tasting ome Gurkha chutnie , an experience 
which they will not repeat again in a hurry. 

The communications to Blandford were not a good a lase year, 
but there was a highlight when on 1he second day Australia joined the 
link on voice on a PRC 320. Thi happily coincided with a visit by the 
Commander of the Gurkha Field Force who was suitably impressed. 
The ocial life was very good and they were well hosted by the 
respective units they vi ited. 

The end of the exercise arrived all too quickly and they, along with 
all the other detachment , were oon being embarked on to 'plane for 
home. 

L to R: SSgt {YofS) Graham Easton , Cpls Bruce Samson, Andy 
Soward , Sgt Neil Lobdell at the entrance to 1 Canadian Sig Regt, 

Kingston, Ontario 
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R[ , J lfa I. I fOR. IATIO. TEAM (RIT) 
After a rather late tan the It, m: OIC. Capt And) Keenan, leader, 

_ t Jim I opping. 21( . Cpl i • orris, LCpls Harr) Romsa). Pete 
'mith, D ' 'Ti' Ste" rt. tan Haworth and Sig Taff Jones formed 

up at the end of January under brand new management ( ome would 
argue that Capt Keenan is coo old to be brand new anywhere!). 

nyway, the fir 1 problem 10 O\ercome was how to get the funds to 
replace our agerng blue and white c:.mdy- !riped awning. Deciding !hat 
this problem ·hould be brought to the attention of the hierarchy a 
soon a po ible, advantage wa taken during the visit of the new 
Deputy OinC. Brig F. R. Maynard. After many auemp! in very 
blustery condition the awning was duly erected only 10 be blown 
away a the Deputy OinC arrived! The Cliief Clerk W02 Eddie 
CaJJaghan and hi taff were amu ed onlookers of thi incident from 
the afety of RHQ. gt Jim Topping and L pl Harry Ramsa held 
on gamely a ig Pallett was almost put into orbit. We now have three 
12 x 12 tents to do the job. 

In our new green livery and a brand new shiny Sherpa van the team 
set off on it fir t of 30 exhibitions and demon cration (are we an 
MDT some would ay-but funds don't!). Our destination wa 
Butlin' at Minehead. En route LCpl Pete Smith, driving W02 
( 1.TWO) 'Tarr Bean' brand new herpa (his pride and joy), had 
a slight altercation with a civilian car chat finished up in clo e 
company with a garage forecourt ign . The driver of the civi lian car 
ignored all queries as to hi health appearing only to be concerned 
about 1,300 duck eggs in the back seat of his car! 

Several omelettes later the team eventually arrived at Butlin 's and 
all thoughts of a ' wan' were oon dispelled a plans were made for a 
daily IO mile trek over Exmoor, with radio , accompanying parties of 
school children. Tho e unfortunate enough to be left at base were 
inundated a 1,800 children descended on the display tent. Two week 
later and surprisingly unscathed the team arrived back in Blandford 
to prepare for their major event of the year, the Royal Bath and West 
Show. 

The Royal Bath and West Show was, a usual, held at Shepton 
Mallet and this year wa attended on two days by our Colonel-in
Chief, HRH The Prince Anne. As an added auraction the RIT 
included a satellite detachment from 1 Sqn which proved to be of great 
interest to those vi iting the Royal Signal display. Despite poor 
weather over 100,000 people anended the show and visitors to our 
stand included the Master of Signals, the Signal Officer-in-Chief and 
the GOC South West Districr. The highlights of the show were the 
disappearance of the ORLO tent blown away by an over-exuberant 
Wessex pilot and the unfortunale landing on the roof of the main 
stand by one of the members of the Royal Signal Blue Helmets 
Display Team. We look forward to better things next year. 

ASSAULT COURSE COMPETITION 
After two weeks hard work building a superb course through the 

woods of Blandford Garrison, the men of Charlie Troop, 2 Sqn, led 
by gt Adrian Tindell and LCpls Ray Matthews and Geordie Green 
were able 10 stand back and on 30 May watch over 100 men run 
themselves into the ground trying to win the Trophy. Thirteen teams 
repre enling all the Troops in the Regiment, took part in full CEFO 
less weapons. Every man completed the course successfully with, 
amazingly, only a few minor injuries! 

At 15 minute intervals the teams started on the 4Km cross-country 
route, crossing 12 major obstacles before finishing on the assault 
course itself. The start was a fast death-slide, and the other obstacles 
included such hazards as a high-wire run, 25ft off the ground, a 15ft 
crawl in an underwater tunnel, and a lung bursting run in respirators. 

Sig 'Sprog' Robinson having fun emerg ing from the water dip 
trench! 
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, lost teams will admit to having had several anxiou moments but 
despite the eriousnes with which teams approached the event, 'ther~ 
were many light-hearted moments . Sig 'Chippy' Lang wa stuck 
underwater in the tunnel and his comments on emerging startled even 
the sea oned crew of supporters. W02 'Taffy' Bean managed an 
unorthodox roll off the I 2ft wall , drawing ga p · of admiration for his 
cat-like (?) landing! 

With so many men competing, there was a spread of ability, from 
our para-trained gladiator like LCpl 'Ginge' Willimon! and Sig Rick 
Buxton , to Jes er mortals like the members of a very keen though hard 
pres ed RHQ Clerk Team led by Cpl 'Grandad' Reid . The age range 
wa similarly open, and it was heartening to see two of our Warrant 
Officers, W02s 'Taffy' Bean and Henry Bank competing against the 
likes of ig 'Geordie' Bond and 'Sprog' Robinson , both first tour 
soldiers, 25 years (?) their junior. 

All the teams completed the cour e in good times, but the field 
was shattered by a terrific run by the men from Net Radio Troop, led 
by Lt 'Cyclops Baine , who finished in the excellent time of 23 min 
17 secs, nearly two minutes ahead of the econd placed team . 

At the prize giving the CO praised the enormou effort everyone 
had put into the competition. The course marshals , time-keeper and 
all the many supporters from the rest of the Regiment had all played 
their part in ensuring the success of the competition . Particularly, 
however, the CO stressed the proven ability of our men to tackle a 
evere physical test uccessfully. 

The Trophy was presented by Col C. A. Brown, Comd I Sig Gp, 
who was surely al o impressed by the plendid impromptu drill display 
by the winning team when receiving their shields! Public Dutie here 
we come! 

Results 
!st Net Radio Troop, 2 Sqn 23 mins 17 secs 
2nd Charlie Troop, 2 Sqn 25 min 
3rd 3 Sqn 'A' 27 mins 22 sec 

The winning et Radio Troop team at the end of the race: 

And two hour later with trophies, including the two elder 
'statesmen'. 

Back fl to RJ: W02 'Taff' Bean, Sig ' Nicko' Nickson, Rick Buxton, 
Safe Davies, Jock Bruce, W02 (SSM) Henry Banks 

Front fl to RJ: LCpl Dock Halliday, Lt ' Cyclops' Baines , Sig 
'Mowbs' Mowbray, Sprog Robinson 

Sig Davies and Robinson stood in for this photo for Sig Mick Sim 
and Russ Tong, having come fifth themselves in Net Radio 

Troop's A-Team 

THE LONDO MARATHON 
The Regimem's sole representative in this year's London Marathon 

was Sgt Ian Vine from Line Tp, 3 Sqn. He found it an extremely 
enjoyable occasion except for the fact that it took him nearly 20 
m1Uutes to cross the start line such was the number of competitors. 
Despite that he compJeted the course in just over four hours and came 
a creditable 2,043rd in his age group, which he does not wish to 
divulge! Nevertheless, it was good training for the Blandford Tower 
Run . 

THE BLANDFORD TOWER RUN 
On Sunday 18 May the first Blandford Tower Run took place in aid 

of The Save the Children Fund, The Army Benevolent Fund and local 
charities. Superbly organised by Lt Col Mike Rice of the School of 
Signals, with assistance from the Regiment as we ll as many members 
of the Garrison including dependants, the Run took place over a 14 !/z 
mile undulating cross country course. 
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If the 500 or so runners had been in any doub t a5 to how far they 
were going to have to run, they had a very good idea after an 
interminable bus ride into the Wiltshire countryside towards 
Sali bury. 

Despite fine weather on the day, the race organiser had fiendishly 
arranged continuous rain the previous day making parts of the course 
more suited to a swimming rather than running race and just to add 
an extra challenge, the course had been carefully chosen head on to 
the prevai ling wind. 

The race was started dead on noon by the Master of Signals, Maj 
Gen J.M. W. Badcock. It was not long before the squelching runners 
formed a muddy mobile snake, with the real runners at the front and 
the fun runners and walkers at the back. The course wound its way 
through the picturesque Dorset countryside. At one point the smell of 
bluebell was almost overpowering, particularly when all that was 
needed was pure oxygen. 

Approximately 50 members of the Regiment competed, not a bad 
turn-out as all the Squadrons were deployed on exercise at the time. 
Our first man home was Sgt Pete Colli nson in 11th place in I hr 34 
mins followed in order by Cpl Mick Stanyer, Sig Russ Tong, Sgt 
Wally Weslrop, Capt Dick Offord, gt Gerry Lilley, Lt Mark 
Baines LCpl Jock Primrose, Sig Nige Waters, LCpl Sid Perkins, Sig 
Paddy' Dickson and Sgt Ian Vine, all fin!shing in under two hour~. 

The Adjutant who had done some tra1U1Ug (cheat) came home Ill 

just over two hours and the Commanding Officer whose training was 
done on the beach in Cyprus the previous week whilst on recce, took 
well over two hours! Still he was ahead of the A si tant Adjutant , Lt 
Madeline King, who neverthele s put in a creditable performance on 
her first half-marathon with a time of 2 hrs 45 mins. And she cro ed 
the finish ing line smiling! 

Asst Adjt Lt Madeline King finishing with a smi le 
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SPORT AID 
Jn line with the re5l of the world on Sunday 25 ' fay fo r Sport Aid 

members of HJ· Tp, 2 Sqn under the leadership of I.t G~iUith\, , gt 
Dyer and Cpl McGready embark_ed upon a 24 ho~r five-a-side _football 
competition. Sponsorship for this event was readily forthcomlllg bo~h 
from the Garrison itself as well as many of the stores and shop~ Ill 

Blandford Forum and in particular Forum Engravers who donated the 
prizes of a silver cup and medals. 

The competition started at 1100 hrs on Sunday 25 May and the 
honour of dropping the first ball was undertaken by the Mayor of 
Blandford , Mr Cyril Hill who also gav~ us a very gen_erous cash 
donation. Despite poor weather, yet agam, as \~ell a belllg_ ~ Bank 
holiday weekend, the attendance was good, especially by fam1hes and 
friends of the players. The Garrison Commander, Brig J. H. Almonds 
and the Commanding Officer were amongst the stalwart who braved 
the elements to cheer on the six teams. . . 

Matches during daylight hours were pl~yed on_t~e outside pttch and 
at night game continued in the gymnasium. lnt t1ally all games w~re 
played at a cracking pace and with a great sense of hu~our. Dur~ng 
the early hours of Monday morning the former reduced Ill pace whilst 
the latter contin ued to maintain it high level helped by the endless 
playing of ' Bat Out of Hell' over S gt Bob Ho<!per's PA systert?. A 
few injuries in the form of twisted ankles and blisters were sustamed 
but the troop achieved its aim, aided by an ample supply of beer, tea 
and sandwiches. 

The Mayor of Blandford very kindly attended the very l_ast game 
and awarded the prizes to the winning team. The compe1111on had 
been a fairly close contest for five out of the six teams. The one od_d 
team was that of Cpl Max Irving whose gallant lads lost all of their 
24 matches. For sheer perseverence and their willingness and good 
humour to continue in uch adversity it was decided that they should 
take the prize which was duly pre ented by the Mayor. 

As the tired gladiators hung up their boots for another day ~hey 
were happy to know that they had raised over £600 for the Afncan 
Relief Fund . 

CORPS COLOURS . 
The following are to be congratulated on being awarded their Corps 

Colours for their respective sports: 
Capt Gordon James H~key . 
Capt Graham McNeill Or!enteer!ng 
Lt Patrick Windsor Brown Onenteenng 
Sgt Wally Westrop Orienteering 
LCpl Steve Swithenbank Hockey 
LCpl Scouse Dunleavey Soccer 

TAIL-PIECE-ONE BUTLER TOO MANY! 
The following is an extract from Headquarters Squadron Part 1 

Orders: · 
'DUSTBINS-THUR 8 MAY 86 . . . . 

Col Butler is to ensure that the dustbin al the old1ers hvmg-m 
accommodation are put out for emptying by the contra_ctors by 
0830 hrs Thur 8 May 86. He is also to ensure that all outside areas 
including the stair in front of the cookhouse are clean.' 

Cpl Butler is doing quite well as our new CO! 

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? 

HA VE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'? 
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31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V) 
Hammersmith 

RHQ . 
Th pa t two month have een the Regiment deployed on maJor 

omm exerci e in preparation for our bi-annual foray to NW 
Europe, and with nowhere busier than the QM Dept. All ch~nge has 
b en the order of the day a Maj (QM) Des Thomas d osed hi ledger 
for the Ia t time after 35 year of service, and we111 off to learn 
brickla}ing and plumbing n route for 'civvy treet. Our _incere best 
... i he go with Maj Thomas and June and ~e thank him for !he 
marvellou contribution he ha made to the Reg11nen t. Al o departmg 
(for retirement he ay ) i W02 (RQMS) Geoff Back and we wish him 
all the best. Our ne1 • team in the stores is Capt (QM) Tony Perkin 
from 22 ig Regt (bearing an uncanny resemblance to erstwhile CO Lt 
Col John Brian) and W02 (RQMS) Ra)· Hunter from AAC 
Harrogate. 

Finally, bet 1 i he to Sgt Jimmy coular, recently departed lo 16 
ig Regt, and 10 newly promoted Sgt Colin Mackay. 

TAC 0 THFIELD RE-OPENING 21C HQ SQN 
Report by Capt (QM) Alan Lafferty 

A two year project to re-furbi h the TAC came to fruition on 17 
May when the buildings were formally re-opened by Her Majesty' 
Lord Lieutenant of London, Field Marshal Sir Edwin Bramall GCB, 
OBE, MC. Guests at the opening ceremony included Maj Gen R. J. 
Airy CBE, GOC London Di trict, Maj Gen'P. D. Alexander MBE, 
SOinC, Maj Gen ir Roy Redgrave KBE, MC, Honorary Colonel, 
and Brig M. Marples OBE, Commander 11 Sig Bde. Civic dignitaries 
included The Mayor and Mayoress of Wandsworth, Cllr and Mrs 
Heastor, and the Deputy Lieutenant of Wandsworth, Group Captain 
L. E. Robins CBE, AE, DL. 

Work on the re-furbishment began in 1984 when the yard was 
re urfaced. At the same Lime the Regiment returned from annual 
camp to discover that a new security fence included a new main 
gate-set back from Menon Road to allow a four-ton lorry to pull 
into Southfields without stopping the mighty roar of London's 
traffic! In the main building the Junior Ranks club was turned into 
a builders tore with piles of new door frames and windows. The 
Sergeants' Mess became an all _ranks club until the builders moved in 
and decided that SSgt (Taff) Flaherty 's office should become pan of 
the Mess. Everyone decanted to a pair of portakabins that had been 
strategically placed outside the QM block . By now a suspicious pair 
who always worked on Sundays had been identified as steel erectors 
putting up the framework for the new Training Wing. Base 
foundations were seen to be part of the QM's old MFO boxes, and 
judging by the glue that went missing from the expense store, the 
whole frame was put together with araldite! 

By December news came through that the temporary accommoda
tion at nearby Lytton Grove was suitable for occupation, and the 
QM's department and M Troop were given less than a week to move 
out. Having moved, the old building was demolished in less than four 
hours. Sadly they forgot to warn the PSAO Capt Tony Daly, who was 
still working in the portakabin outside, and a fork life truck moved 
it to make way for the bulldozers; he decided to retire shortly 
afterwards. 

Target date for the return to Southfields was September 1985, but 
it was obvious from the lack of windows and doors that this would 
not be met. A further complication was the total demolition of a 
garage building that was to have been re-furbished . Inside the main 
building things were beginning to take shape; a third of the main hall 
had been lost to a squash court, the Sergeants' Mess had been 
extended, as had the Junior ranks club (which still resembled a 
builders store) and, once the caretaker had moved out, the Officers' 
Mess was extended to include a dining room and almost fully 
equipped kitchen . 

By Christmas most of the interior work was complete, and 83 Sqn 
decided to hold their annual party there. A brave move in view of the 
untested catering facilities, and toilets . In the new year HQ Sqn moved 
from Hammersmith, with the QM, M Tp, and LAD moving from 
Lytton Grove. 

Weeks before the opening it was decided that, after the main 
ceremony, there should be an Open Day, where the public would be 
invited to look around , and with a strong emphasis on recruiting. 
Each department was asked to provide a typical example of their 
work. This was to include Radio Relay, Multiplex, and TRY's, as well 
a a cookhouse, the field ambulance, and the LAD recovery vehicle. 
The best laid plans went awry when the builders indicated that the 
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vehicle could no t be parked up the week before, beca use the circuit 
and parking bays were to be painted the following Tuesday . The plan 
changed and they would be sited on 1he Wednesday train ing night. 
Posters adverti sing the Open Day were pu1 on the new security fence 
the preceding Saturday, only to be removed on the unday so that the 
fence could be repainted . The Officer ' Mes decided to hold a cheese 
and wine party to 'christen' their new mess, but workmen were still 
drilling hole for the radiators a week before. 

However, 17 May ha<l been firmly wrinen imo the diaries o f most 
senior taff in London, so the event had 10 go on. By Wednesday the 
circuit and parking bay line had been fini hed, but till the vehicle\ 
could not be i1ed ince 'a machine i coming 10 weep the yard on 
Friday'. Who said Briti h builder had not heard of 'just in time'? 

On Friday 16th all of the permanent taff were required to a11end 
outhfield to help gel thing ready. S gt (Fof ) Allen had managed 

to get 100 balloons to mark the opening ceremony but not in orps 
colour (would anyone notice?) The day was unny and warm, and 
S gt Roy Smith had great fun erecting the official plaque on the 
out ide wall of the TAC. A saluting dai borrowed from the lri h 
Guard developed a slight fracture when it was u ed a a leaning post , 
(would anyone notice the repair?) 

Panic began to set in on Saturday morning when it began Lo rain. 
Three MoD video crews who were on a BBC training course descended 
and their equipment soon got mixed up -with the instruments 
belonging to 34 ig Regt (V) Band. Guest arrived too early and left 
umbrellas dripping all over the immaculately clean Junior Rank ' 
Club. Finally, everything wa ready for the arrival of the Lord 
Lieutenant and the Quarter Guard under Sgt Graham Drew duly paid 
their re peels . The 75 official guests, which included ix of the eight 
former commanding officers, had assembled in the main hall which 
had to be cleared of buffet tab les in record time 10 accommodate the 
wet weather programme. 

Finally the curtains over the plaque were pulled, the building 
ble sed by the padre Capt David Crawley, and the Y!P's given a 
conducted tour of the building. A buffet lunch followed, and the rain 
abated long enough for the guests to depart in relative comfort. 

The Regiment breathed a sigh of relief, and prepared for the 200 or 
so visitors who took the opportunity to visit the TAC during the 
afternoon . 

By 6 o'clock the last visitor had departed and the residents, fell out 
to the bar for well earned refreshment. Not a bad afternoon's work 
with 20 li kely recruits, but how much better if it had not rained. What 
of the bal loons? No-one (except the FofS) noticed that they had been 
let off early when the heavy rain forced them out of their retaining 
net. And the dais? It was never used! 

Guard of Honour - Field Marshal Bramall inspects watched by the 
CO, Lt Col Colin Stenning and RSM Jeff Shergold 
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'Heads for the wet weather programme, tails for the d~y _one' -:-
Hon Col. Maj Gen Sir Roy Redgrave and OC 83 Sqn Mai Jim Mill 

make a command decision 

'Yes Sir we think he 's a bit of a dummy as well' -LCpl Janet 
Wrate an'd SSgt Terry Bray (QM Dept} present our latest 'recruit' 
to the Field Marshal and Cllr Maurice Heaster, Mayor of 

Wandsworth 

'I'll be home for tea, dear' - Cpl Geoff Parker decides recruiting is 
hard work 

Open Day - Lt Tony Rose, Sgt John Hickey ~nd SSgt Jim 'The 
Pipe' Makinson receive the v1s1tors 
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41 SQN NOTES 
Report by 2Lt Jenny Macllwaine 

The Regimental exercise soon demonstrated just how good our 
defence drills have become when one of our recent recruits, Pte Tracey 
Palmer, appeared triumphantly at the K Tp CP with a pas ing 
infantryman· now a broken man he was heard muttering pitifully 'she 
made me kn~el down . . . 'Capt John Ruske prescribed hot sweet tea 
and plenty of reassurance. . 

The Brigade exerci e took various elements of Tp to a varict.Y of 
locations in Warwickshire but, unfortunately, all at the same ume. 
This seemed to make it rather difficult for Tp to speak with one 
voice, and the post-ex postmortem continues . . . 

Finally congratulations to Sig Mark Cook (J Tp)-top tudent on 
hi recent recruit course at Catterick. 

47 SQN NOTES 
Report by Lt teve Potter . . 

Springtime at Harrow has seen the usual sp~te o~ act1v1Ly that come 
every two years with the threat of a fortmght m W. Europe ~or 
annual training during June. Exercises came and went w1.th .alarmm.g 
regularity as the gremlins were ironed out and S.qn O~ ;.1aJ _Bill Moms 
took on his 'I've done it all before, but not like. this atllt!Jde. . 

The Regimental exercise in early April on ~a.lisbury Plam ~ad ns 
usual share of events including an impromptu v1s1t by a lone helicopter 
pilot who was searching for an elusive Yeomanry unit. P~e (now LCpl) 
Carol Green and LCpl Barbara Bailey were offered a trip to see what 
our camouflage looked like from the air. This gave them a new 
perspective on the subject. . . 

Towards the end of April the Brigade exercise reared its ugly (surely 
not) head and off we motored to the Cotswolds. The OC went on the 
advance party and prepared a stew for all and sundry. Ho,yever,

1
due 

to an accident with ' Powder, army GS, gravy for the brown mg of the 
latrines were dug in record time by an all time record number of 
grimacing volunteers. Our movement drills have never been better! 

83 SQUADRON 
Report by Capt Ian Webber 

The Squadron has, in each of the last t~o months, J?~rticipa~ed in 
Regimental and Brigade exercises in re!auvely unfam1har temt~ry; 
Salisbury Plain and Gloucester hire. Both were tactical 
communication exercises and initiative was rested 10 the ful) as the 
Squadron officers struggled to make do with a Command Po. t of less 
than half the normal size and without the usual paraphernalia of the 
real CP, which was (and still is) in workshops. Despite, or J?erhaps 
because of, the privations caused by lack of the coffee machme. and 
biscuit tin, both exercises went very well . The weather was gl<;>rious, 
for the time of year and the sites superb. In Gloucester ~ire. the 
complex was tucked into a not too smelly barn and had .splendid views 
of the Chilterns· in momentery lapses of concentration one could 
imagine a Troop' or two of Roundheads galloping in hot pur uit of a 
couple of fleeing Cavaliers . .. a sudden ~ha~ge . o\ NB.C tate, 
carefully time to interrupt Lunch and test eating drills , brings one 
back to the realitie of modern war. 

The Salisbury Plain exercise was livened up by mod.ern day cavalry 
as a Troop of Yeomanry in Foxe and Ferrets practised a~vance to 
contact, with great dash and much dust; funny ?ow this seemed 
completely to disorient them; they were forever askmg us where they 

were! . · f h 
Back in the Drill Halls much time was spent 111 preparation. or t e 

Opening of the refurbished TAC and subsequent Open Day. :rime was 
found however to promote the deserving . . . congratulations to Lt 
Tony :Buck' Ro' e who joins hi wife, Penny, in that rank (now he can 
argue about doing the washing up!), to Cpl.Bev 'Smiler' _Ho lley.an.ct 
to LCpl Trish Monachan . . . not forgettmg LCpl Kevm Day, _h1 
promotion at B Tp represents anot~er step toward that Troop bemg 
without any Signalmen. Congratulation. are also due to L<:;pl Sharron 
Driver and to Pte Diane Jee for defeating the HGV QT~ s rece~tly . 

On a very much sadder note Pie J.ulie Watkin was tragically ~illed 
in a car accident after the la t exercise. She was a loyal and rel.1~ble 
member of B Tp at Cobham and of the quadron, a re 1lie~t 
individual who contributed greatly to the spirit of the Troop. he ~v1ll 
be greatly missed and our ympathy goes to her hu band and fam.iiy. 

Better news for B Tp, who have had a particularly _rough ti.me 
recently, is that Sgt 'Male' Vriens i . recovering well after l11s operation 
and is itching to get back mto umform. 
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32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V) 
Glasgow 

Thi month we focu on 51 (Highland) Sig Sqn, the mo~I nortl ern 
out-po c of Territorial Army .Signaller, . May i. t~e ~ont:i for 
congratulations on all front : firstly to The Temtonal Eight who 
received their Territorial Efficiency Medals from Col T . P . E. Murray 
OBE, TD. ADC in a eremony iield in the TAC at Prince Charle 
Barracks in berdeen . 

econdly congratulations are due to the members of the Squadron 
who ran in the Pearl A surance Army Half Marathon on 23 'vlarch 
(more o f thi la ter) who thought nothing of venturing over 500 mile~ 
into foreign territory to run 13. owt aid about the return trip either! 

And la t but by no mean lea t, congratulations to Capt adiq 
Ahmed who came a very clo e second in the Territorial Army Captain 
to Major Promotion Examination held at Scarborough TC over the 
weekend 19120 April. 

Before we leave 51 Sqn mention must be made of the momentous 
farewe ll party held on Friday 4 April to say farewell to four members 
who hetween them have contributed 75 year or ervice 10 the 

quadron. We ay many thanks and fond farewells to: Maj Kenny 
Sutherland (2 years) , gt McGrath WRAC (13 year) , Cpl Lumsden 
(12 year ) and our PSI Sgt Tony Thomson (22 years) . 

The Territorial Eight 
L to R: OC Maj Bartlett, Cpl T. P. E. Murray, W02 (RQMS) J. Urquhart (Second Bar 26 years). SSgt R. Ness (Second Bar 24 years). SSgt 
0 . Webster (First Bar 20 years ), Sgt I. Christie (12 years). Sgt E. McGrath WRAC ( 13 years), Cpl W . Burnett ( 14 years). Cpl I. Grant (14 

years). LCpl M. Mackay (14 years) 
The eight have a total of 137 years service between them! 

ARl\<fY HALF MARATHO 
Early in the year, Foreman teve Randle rdvenised the Army Half 

Marathon and asked for volunteers to represent the regiment. He was 
surpri ed and delighted by the response and had to limit those 
travelling to the capacity of the transport. 

Thirteen members of the Regiment , most of whom were running 
this distance for the first time, entered and successful ly completed the 
race. Fir t back was gt Brian Maude in I hr 28 mins. 
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The first photograph shows most of the team proudly displaying 
their well earned medals. ot shown on the team photograph are 
Foreman teve Randle and Cpl John Reilly who were not quick 
enough this time but are shown in the second photograph gliding 
gracefully across the line in just under I hr 45 mins! 

The race provided the chance to meet old friends, in particular ic 
was nice to be reunited with Pte Morag Christie who has recently left 
32 Sig Regt to join the ACC. 

And now off to sun ny Weymouth for two weeks Annual Camp! 
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Back Row: Sgt Brian Maude, Sgt Keith Anderson, Sig Ian 
McPherson 

Middle Row: Ptes Heather Robertson, Morag Christie, Sig Bob 
Burr, Pte Karen Cormack, Sgt Heather Ingram 

Front Row: LCpl Pam Smith, Sgt Helen Anderson, Sgt Jef 
Jephcote, SSgt Joyce Michie 

W02 (FofS) Steve Randle 2603 (yes it really is that Steve Randle!) 
and Cpl John Reilly 2606 race across the line 

The girls from 51 Highland Sqn cheekily display their 
appropriately embellished T-shirts 
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33 Sig Regt (V) 
Liverpool 

EXERCISE CALM FENCE 
Here we go again ; our bi-annual overseas exercise, Ex Calm Fence 

is upon us once again . For the past three months all hands have been 
on the tiller to steer us in the right direction for our masters HQ 11 
Sig Bde. Hopefully all the hustle and bustle is now behind us as the 
Regiment moves out on Saturday by sea via Hull and Europort with 
the Air Party bringing up the rear on Sunday. 

The Advance Party moved out as this report was being written, led 
by the QM Maj Len Jeffery and W02 (RQM ) Ming Gordon {who 
it is rumoured is retiring after this camp), I wonder why! Fortunately, 
no one has yet returned, so presumably everything needed has been 
taken! Perish the thought. 

This year our Public Relations Officer during the exercise is to be 
the Adjutant, Capt Ted Butterworth . As Ted has not featured in The 
Wire these last two years, we thought perhaps that readers who know 
him, and there must be many, might like to hear that he is still in 
circulation, surrounded by paper and still not sure whether he should 
smoke a pipe or a cigarette. As can be seen in the photograph-he still 
likes his 'real' coffee. 

The Adjt, Capt (Ted) Butterworth, taking time out to dream of his 
next posting 

RECRUIT SELECTION COURSE 
The last Recruit Selection Course before annual camp took place at 

Saightcin Camp, Chester on the 12-13 April. 
The Instructional Staff led by W02 'Snaps' Jolliffe and Cpl {now 

Sgt) 'Boots' Mcfarlane along with Recruiting Team members from 42 
Sqn (Manchester), 59 Sqn (Edge Lane) and 80 Sqn (Che ter) put .che 
potential recruits through their paces ably assisted by our medical 
team of Maj ' Doc' Ford, gt 'Quincy' A1!11ond and LCpl Bil.ly K~mp, 
all RAMC trained in the art of chopping off and replacmg hmb 
(tailored to fit of course). 

As usual the expected standard demanded was high and of the 23 
who attended only 12 made the grade. They were: 
HQ Sqn 4? Sqn 5? Sqn . 
Pte towbridge ACC Sig Moran 1g Owrng 

ig Gilligan Sig Venue 
ig Mullings 
ig Finney 

Pte Grain ACC 

80 Sqn 
ig Mitchen 
lg Finegan 
ig Walker 
lg Butler 

We welcome chem all to the Regiment and hope they enjoy their 
ervice with us. 
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T PR fO IO l: M 
h promo1 ion e arnina1ion for 1he T.\ was held at 'arborough 

0\ r th <ekend 19 20 April. The Regiment had the a\\ some 1a k of 
runnin' the admini 1ra1ion and . ening the cactt..:s paper. 

The Q. 1 taj Len JeHer), ably upportcd by hi ta ff, too" over the 
camp and prepared for the n laugh! of candidate and D (on a ra1io 
of on" to one). The D pro' ided by the Regimen! were all detailed to 
1he iactics cand, the • were: 
Lt ol Will her CO 
1aj Peter Hallet Trg 1aj 
1aj Chri Re)nold -Jone · TD OC HQ qn 

Maj hri larb. TD OC 42 qn 
Maj Chri B)ron Or Officer 

recce wa carried ou1 on the Friday afternoon to n ure that a ll 
the tacci D were e11ing the ame tandard and that it would be 
clearly pointed out 10 1he 1udent that the going wa firm de pite the 
mud bath appearance of rhe location. 

fter the recce the OS returned to the Officer ' l\te ably run by 
g1 Hazel mith and the Hazeldine brother . 
The exam pa sed wi1hout any majo1 problem , the cooks, directed 

by \\ 02 Ronn} Gawthorne produced endle s cup of lea and 
extremely good ha\'erbag . 

K NATIONAL TA FOOTBALL C P FINAL 
A promised in our la I report, the result of 1he UK TA C up Final 

which wa trongly contested by 1he talwart players of ·9 ig Sqn 
(Edge Lane) ended in di appoimment having been beaten by 'D' Coy, 
2 Bn Yorks in the Final played at Alder hot. The lad however, did 
not go down without a fight and although the final core wa 3-1 
again t them it did not reflect the clo eness of the game. The match 
wa hard but well fought by both team and we congratulate them on 
their efforts and the 70 spectator who brought much life to the 
Alder hot tadium in typical 'Scouse' tyle. 

ever mind '59' there is always next year! 

Team Captains Mick Woods 59 Sqn and Dave Oxley D Coy V 
accompanied by Maj Cottage, exchange team pennants after the 

big match 

0 T AND ABO T THE TA WAY 
Capt Mervyn Deighton 21C of 59 Sig Sqn who is a production 

manager with Boot in civilian life, recently travelled to the Far East 
on a Boot Travel Award. He spent most of his time in Japan visiting 
pharmaceutical companies and came across an interesting statue of 
'Mercury' (Jimmy) in traditional pose outside an office block in the 
centre of Osaka. 
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On lus way back, he Lopped off in Hong Kong for a few day-; and 
managed to fit in a visit to the Queen' Gurkha ignal , a rranged by 
the CO , Lt Col Willsher. er twhile 21 of the Queen' s Gurkha 

ignals. 
Taken by helicopter 10 Ping Chau 10 sec 248 Sqn on adventure 

training he sampled a traditional Gurkha 'bhat' before returning to 
Sek Kong camp and a vi it 10 246 Gurkha Fd Force ig qn. He wa\ 
also privileged to be pre ·ent to ee the Queen' Gurkha igna ls win the 
Hong Kong kill-at-Arm Meeting and receive the Burnell trophy, an 
historic occasion. He pre ented a Regimcmal plaque to the CO Lt Col 
John Nee,•e in appreciaLion of their kind hospitality during hi visit. 

The statue of 'Jimmy' in Osaka, Japan 

Capt Merv Deighton with his new found friends of 246 Gurkha Sig 
Sqn 
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VISITS 
The Regi ment was vi ired by the GOC North West District , Maj 

Gen C. T. Shortis CBE, on the 23 April at Alamein TA Centre, 
1 luyton. The visi t was pan of the GOC's initial visu programme on 
assuming command of Nonh West Di trict. 

Having received a brief on the Regimcm and its role by Lt Col R. 
f. Willshcr a nd Maj Peter Hallett , the GOC was invited to tour the 
barracks which included an equ ipment demonstration set up by SSgt 
(fol'S) Poland . 

The GOC visited Lhe QM's empire but as can be seen from the 
photograph getting past Mrs Carol Galvin at the barrier was not easy. 

Three clays later the Regiment was exercising with HQ 11 ig Bde 
(V) on Ex Vernal Maiden and received a visit from the Signa l Officer
in-Chief Maj Gen P. D. Alexander MBE. The SOinC toured all the 
exercise sites accompanied by the Brigade Commander, Brig M. 
Marples OBE, the CO, Lt Col R. F. Willshcr and WO! (RSM) G. J. 
Mason BEM . 

' What do you mean' Password! 
Maj Gen Shortis being confronted by Mrs Carol Galvin with SSgt 

(Geordie) Bradley, the CO and QM looking on 

OFFICERS TA PRESENTATION EVEN INC 
On 15 May, the Regiment held a Presentation evening for all units 

in the Merseyside area to display unit wares to potential officers. 
Although the response by candidate wa poor, the evening proved 

to be very successful in bringing other units of the Garrison together 
and displaying various equipment. 

The regimental stand was manned by our 21C Maj Adrian Leech 
TD together with. our very own husband and wife team, Lt Mike and 
Lt Su an Jone . 

Lts Mike and Sue Jones manning the Regimental Recruiting Stand 

ARRIVAL 
We welcome our new RQMS W02 Huggins who join us from 14 

·1g Regt. We wish him and hi family a pleasant tour and hope they 
enjoy their ray. 

DEPARTURE 
We say farewell to W02 (RQM ) Ming . Gordon and hi wife 

Annette who are 'both' retiring from the erv1ce after 24 year . Both 
have been sta lwart members of the Regiment over the pa l four year 
and they will be much missed . . 

Fonu na tely, they have ettled locally owe hope to commue to ee 
them. There is a rumour that Ming is raking over the We_ t Der~Y. Golf 

lub , providing he can have Wcdne day afternoon ol f, to v1su the 
Regiment! 
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34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V) 
Middlesbrough 

EWS FROM 90 ( ORTH RIDING) IG Q N (V) 

PERSO ALITIES 
oc 
AO 
OC J Tp 
OC K Tp 
OC OTp 

M 
QMS 

p I 
QP I 

Maj J. P. W. For ter 
Capt J. M. Lemon 
Lt I. T. Hall 
Lt J. A. Lambton 
Capt H. North 
W02 R. Holmes 

gt D. Rouse 
Sgt D. Aldous 

gt R. Georgeson 

A few months ago, after four years in the job W02 Dick Grainge 
relinqu ished his appointment a SSM 90 Sqn and moved 10 the less 
onerous (he hoped) duties of RQMS. He had begun his career in the 
Squadron a a technician and it is only coincidence, and according to 
the OC Maj Peter Forster by no means a precedent, that his succes or 
W02 Bob Holmes was also formerly a technician in 90. At the 
handover party a distingui hed gue t was about-to-retire W02 
(RQM ) Dick Richard on , a previous long-time member of the 
Squadron, who pre ented the Squadron with a handsome carved 
walking stick. 

After 19 years and everal good-byes the Squadron' C41s are still 
alive and well. However, even we now believe their day are 
numbered. Our first TRIFFID vehicles have arrived, and judging by 
the envy in the eyes of those crews who have not yet got them, the 
C4 l 's final departure will be marked by very few tears. 

The fir t test of the new equipment was on the Brigade exercise Ex 
Forward Look, in early June. The verdict on the TRIFFIDS was 
. . . 'They're Magic'. But the C41 showed how reliable it still i , all 
the ets functioned perfectly over the weekend. So did the weather, 
maybe having a Padre in the Regiment again, has made a difference! 

ig John McElwee had his big moment during the exercise when 
(with SSgt Ray George on pulling the strings) he guided Gen Alan 
Yeoman's helicopter in 10 land at Commcen Oscar. During a visit 
lasting an hour and a half the General spoke 10 every member of the 
Squadron except tho e taking their sleep. The topic discu sed ranged 
from football to replacemem window in the Yeoman home! Our 
cooks, LCpl Julie McCabe and newly-joined Pte Karen weeney, 
could not, however, tempt him with a meal. 

Juliet Tp found them elves a very comfortable 'home' for the 
exerci e, in a TA Centre in Worksop. Their cook LCpl Wendy Smith 
complained to the CO that she would have preferred cooking in the 
field to cooking in the well fitted out kitchen she had taken over! The 
Troop Commander Lt Ian Hall , and Sgt Hugh Mulligan were quite 
certain that they liked things as they were! . 

ewly formed Lima Tp, in the care of Sgt Mick Collin had their 
first exerci e manning AMC6 and acting as 'minder ' for the 
Regimental Command Post. Their location wa in a Scour camping 
area near Derby where at one time they were overrun by a pack of 
Cub who had a mo t enjoyable time trying out ga -ma ks, noddy 
uit and webbing. 

HAIL A D FAREWELL 
We have had a big change in the Permanent taff. Our QM for the 

past three year , Maj Ray Vasper. has retired after ~ career of oyer 
35 years. Trained originally as an OWL (Operator W1rele and Ltne 
for newcomer ) he ub equemly became RSM of 8 ig Regt and came 
to '34' in 1983 from a tour a QM of 35 Sig Regt. He i going into 
the horticultural bu ine and we wi h him and Val all the be tin their 
new venture. Hi place has been taken by Capt Jim Allen who ha 
joined u from 16 ig Regt. To Jim and Anita welcome 10 the TA. 

omewhal unexpectedly the djt , Capt tan Long, recei~ed an 
early posting 10 21 Sig Reg! , after I\ o and a half year wuh the 
Regiment. He and Ro emary leave with our be t wi he for the future. 
In his place we welcome Capt Grace Harrison. from 16 ~ig Re.gt, . w~o 
i rapidly learning about life in the ,·olunteer . The Regiment 1 , mu 
turn, gelling u ed to having a lady djuiant ! . 

nd finally, the CO' dri,er Cpl Alan Thompso1LIS.abou1 LO leave 
for Herford and 7 Sig Regt. fter two year of low flymg around the 

orth of England he will perhaps find life in BAOR a bit different! 
mong the volunteer Lt Gillian Cable of 50 q~ ha recently been 

forced to re ign due to ill-health. Fortunately he 1 now well on t!1e 
way to complete recovery and we expect LO ee her frequently on oc1al 
occa ion . 
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• f R< I t FORll 4RD I OOK 
90 qn h m ntioned E. Forward Look, but only their part in it. 

HQ • 'qn had the pleasure (. e really) of looking after HQ 12 Bde, in 
Proteu. C mp near Ollerton. OC Maj D. Kerr, M R. Garrell and 
the re t ot th~ team did their be t to meet the demand of the taff. 

pparently they did it o weli that the taff aid that they would come 
again ne t year. mong the visitor to the ite were Comd Comm 
BAOR faj Gen . Yeoman and of cour. t: our Brigade Commander 
Brig T. Whea~ell , Gen Yeoman also v1 1ted 49 Sqn a~ Commcen 
\ 1ike. The OinC Maj Gen P. D. Alexander MBE also paid an all too 
brief vi it to 1ike. The Genera l was most impre sed with 49's admin 
area, in a di u ed concrete water tank , !Jte ided over by SQMS Sgt 

. Vance. 
for the new QM . Capt Jim Allen, thi exerci e wa~ hi fi r t 

e. perience of the TA. He eemed to be qu ite impre sect-certainly by 
the enthu ia m with which Orderly Room clerks LCpl Chris Warriner 
and LCpl Jackie Waugh put up the tent at Echelon . 

The SOinC in discussion with SSgt Alan Vance in 49 ' s bunker 

Serious matters under discussion outside Bde HQ. Maj Gen Alan 
Yeoman with the CO and Col Mike Upson , Dep Comd 12 Bde 

Maj Gen Alan Yeoman accompanied by the CO, Lt Col G. c. 
Mitchell greeted by Maj David Kerr OC HQ Sqn at Echelon 
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Ste reo WO 1 s! 
SSM Graham J e nnings of 49 Sqn ca ught betw een SVWO W0 1 

Dave Sparks and WO 1 (RSM ) Roy Coffi ll 

CONGRATULATIONS 
To Capt Geoff Thirlwall , of 90 Sqn , who ha ju t received his QM 

commission . 
To Sgt Hugh Mulligan of 90 Sqn who ha pas ed the ity and 

Gui lds Communications Operator Certifica te Part 2 following a 
course at Catterick . 

To Sig Paul cott of 49 Sqn, who wa Be 1 Shot on TA Recru it 
Cour e o 2 at 11 Sig Regt and 10 all the girls who attended the 
WRAC Det Comd' course at 11 Sig Regt in April. After coping with 
Cpls Jackie Tuff , Ena Hall and LC pls Jackie Waugh, Gwen Tipton, 
Jackie Yeaman , Babs Cornfield, Sharon Bell , Yvonne Jordison , Pat 
Bell , Jackie Cook, Elizabeth Kaminska , Angie Willia ms and Katrina 
Connor, not to mention the girl from other Regiments, will 11 Regt 
ever be the same agai n? 

Don't be disappointed: 

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED 

BY THE 12th OF THE 

MONTH PRECEDING 

PUBLICATION 
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35 Sig Regt (V) 
Sutton Coldfield 

For this issue we have at last managed to produce some 'pictures'. 
We hope tho e of you who prefer pictures to the written word will find 
the article more interesti ng. 

NEW HO ORARY COLONEL FOR T HE REGIM E T 
We are very proud to welcome our new Honorary Colonel-Col M. 

P. K. Beatty TD, DL . 
Col Beatty lives in Great Haywood, Staffordshire and i married 

with three daughters 14, 13 and 6. Mrs Beatty is a local J P . 
The Honora ry Colonel was commissioned into the Territorial Army 

in 1959 and erved with the 7 Bn Worcester hire Regt. Between 1978 
and 1980 he commanded The Queen's Mercian Yeomanry and was 
appointed Brevet Colonel in 1982. 

In civilian li fe Col Beatty i Managing Director of BGS Ltd. He has 
already met the majority of the Regiment and we look fo rward to a 
long and enjoyable associa tion. 

Our new Honorary Colonel, Col M. P. K. Beatty 

REGIMENTAL WEEKEND- LEEK TRAINING CAMP 
For some rime the CO, Lt Col Don Overton, has been trying to g~t 

someone to organi e a Regimental Traini ng w:~k.end . H1 
opportuni ty, arrived when he discovered the excellent fac1h11es at Leek 
Training Camp . That's how it began . . . and we are pleased to 
report that all ended well. A tota l of nearly 3.00 member of the 
Regiment rook pa rt in a full programme which rncluded: 
Recrui t tra ining 
Trade training 

FQ training- field craft, camouflage, defence, movement 
Radio Relay race 
NFQ March and Shoot Competition 

1 And everybody did early morning runs on Saturday a nd Sunday. 
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We were delighted to welcome our v1rnors Maj (,en Brendan 
McGuiness, CB, GOC 'Nestern District, Brig Mike Marple\ OBE, 
Comd 11 Sig Bdc and our new Honorary Colonel, Col Mik Beall) 
TD, DL. Brig Mike Marples was able 10 attend the Regimental Dinner 
Night held in the Officers' Mess at I eek. 

Prizes for the weekend activitie\ were awarded as fo llow\: 
Winners of Radio Relay Race 48 Sqn 
Winners of Military Skills Competition 48 Sqn 
Winners of NFQ March a nd Shoot 95 Sqn 

Brig Marples also presented the 2IC, Maj Brian f'oxo n with his 
Territorial Decoration and RQM Ray Martin with a second clasp to 
his Territorial Efficiency Medal. Congratulations to both recipients . 

Maj Gen Brendan McGuiness tal ks to new recruits at Leek 
Training Camp 

Brig Mike Marples presents the 21C Maj Brian Foxon with his 
Territorial Decoration. Lt Col Don Overton and Officers of the 

Regiment are suitably impressed 

Brig Mike Marples presents ROMS Ray Ma~in with a ~econd clasp 
to his Territorial Efficiency Medal. The AdJt Capt Chve Mason is 

also selling berets! 
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Recruits Pass Off Parade 
Lt Col Don Overton inspects the Parade 

FAREWELL TO RSM GEOFF MARSHALL 
Our former RSM, WOl Geoff Marshall, left the Army and the 

Regiment on 21 February handing over to the new RSM, WOI George 
Hedge, during a Regimental FTX. IL was with regret we aid farewell 
to Geoff but we were very happy to welcome him back again a Lt 
Geoff Marshall. He eem to have ettled down well in hi new 
appointment as Training Officer, HQ Sqn. He must have learnt 
omething over the past 22 year ! 

Farewell to RSM Geoff Marshall. Members of Headquarters 
Squadron and recruits do the honours 

WELCOME AND FAREWELL 
WELCOME TO 

WOI (RSM) George Hedge and his wife Susanne and daughter 
Adrienne. We hope they enjoy their time with the Regiment. 

WOl Ian Mc herry and Marie and family starting their second time 
around in the Regiment. 

Maj Roger Breese who joins 58 Sqn as PSAO direct from 37 Regt . 
gt David Be t and family joining us from the Army Apprentices' 

College. 
gt Mac McManu (LAD), Sgt Paul Baines and family and Cpl 

Kendall, both joining M Tp. 

FAREWELL TO 
Maj Peter Tide~ who ays farewell after 42 years service with the 

Corps. Thirty even years with the Colours and five years as PSAO 
of 58 Sqn. We wish Peter and Lillian a pleasant retirement. 

gt Phil immon , ex PSI LAD and hi wife and family who have 
gone to sunnier clime -Cyprus. 

Cpl Carlo Buckley who ha retired to Spain taking Step hanie with 
him. 
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36 Sig Regt (V) 
Wanstead 

REGIMENTAL SERGEANTS' MESS 
DINING IN 

On Saturday 10 May the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess officially dined 
in our new Commanding Officer Lt Col Chris Gale TD (V) and also 
at the occasion aid a sad farewell to our Payma ter Maj Sally 
Cassanet TD, WRAC who i leaving TA after many years of sterling 
ervice. 

The function took place in 19 Inf Bde Sergeant ' Mess by kind 
permi sion of WOI (RSM) Alex Gavillet and was organi ed and run 
by the PMC W02 (Yof ) John Fayers ably as isted by S gt (SQMS) 
Colin Thackwell (or vice versa!) Our own RSM WOl (R M) Jim 
Preston was heard to mutter ' I hall go missing if things go wrong' 
but, a usual 'it was all right on the day' and everyone had a good 
time. 

HEADQUARTER SERGEANTS' MES 
Headquarter Sergeant ' Mess was the recent venue for a visit from 

several Yeoman Warders from the Tower of London, organised by 
W02 (RQMS) Lloyd Drakes. The evening was a huge success. 

Per onalitie from the Tower included past Corp member John 
Magher whom many will remember when he erved as RSM in the 
Regiment some 11 years ago . A mini 11 Sig Regt re-union al o took 
place with Yeoman Warders Tom Sharpe, Mike Thurgood, Ra> 
Senders-Crook and our RSM WOt (RSM) Jim Preston and Adjutant 
Capt Peter Cain all present. Yeoman Warder Tom Kenny of Ex STC 
Scarborough fame and Ex Cavalryman Keith Hauxwell made up the 
remainder of the party and rumour ha it that they were all 
incarcerated in the Bloody Tower on their return. 

REGULAR FORCE EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION 
The As ociation, together with the Ministry of Defence and the 

Manpower Services Commission, is part of the Forces Resettlement 
Service. Our task is to assist all non-commissioned men and women 
who served with good character for a minimum of three years, or less 
if discharged on medical grounds, to find civil employment at the end 
of their engagements. 

Our services are free, and we take a long term interest in ex
Regulars so these services are available to them throughout their 
working lives. 

Our Employment Officers are situated in Branches throughout the 
United Kingdom and they maintain close contact with local employers 
and Job Centres. Their addresses and telephone numbers can be 
obtained from Unit/Ship Resettlement Officers; Corps, Regimental 
and Service Associations; Post Office ; Job Centre and local 
telephone directories. 

During the period I April 1985-31 March 1986 the Association 
assisted I I ,370 men and women with their resettlement and placed 
4,648 in employment. Of those placed, 2, 164 were men and women 
from the Army and 201 were from your Corps. 
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37 Sig Regt (V) 
Bristol 

37 SIG REGT (V) AT THE ROYAL BATH AND WEST SHOW 
It i not often that a Corps is asked to be the sole Army 

representative at a major agricultural show. No, the Royal Signals i 
not going into cattle or sheep breeding! This year Royal Signals were 
invited to be the principal military contributor to the Royal Bath and 
We t Show, mainly because our Colonel-in-Chief is the President, and 
the Regimental Honorary Colonel, Colonel Sir John Wills Bt, TD, JP 
The Lord Lieutenant of Avon is her Vice President. 

The orp was heavily committed both in the Main Ring; the Band, 
the White Helmets and the Blue Helmets were participating 
throughout the show, and on the recruiting side the army's recruiting 
stand included Royal Signal unit only, and the complete Royal 

ignal Display Team (Quicksilver). Our Regiment was involved both 
on the recruiting side (we repre ented all TA in the South West of 
England), organising a number of functions, giving administrative 
upport to all the other participating units and for security . This was 

quite a daunting task for a volunteer regiment, and we were honoured 
with the presence of our Colonel-in-Chief at our annual Regimental 
Cockta il Party which was followed by a Retreat Ceremony superbly 
played by the Corps band. 

There is no doubt that the Corps' reputation wa enhanced 
considerably by the many displays, the arena events and the efficient 
and cheerful way in which everyone discharged their responsibilities. 
It was a memorable week for all concerned, and we rounded it off 
with an 'all ranks disco' which did a great deal to cement the 
friendships between the local population and ourselves. 

HRH and the SOinC watching the White Helmets 

HRH arriving at the Regimental Cocktail Party 
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Down here in the We:,t Country we are currently enjoying major 
successes in a multitude of Regimental activities, and we arc hopeful 
that our 'Purple patch' will continue throughout 1986! The gallant 
photographers have had some difficulty in keeping up with all our 
activitic , so some reports are either 'pictureless' or the photographs 
slightly amateurish. 

TOP STUDENTS 
Congratulations to LCpl hirley Parker WRAC (53 Sqn) who was 

the top student on her Detachment Commanders Cour e (it was all 
that training with the Marines in Norway-see our last report!), and 
to LCpl Sharon Brailey WRAC (43 Sqn) who was the best hot on the 
same course. To Sig Richard Elbourne (67 Sqn) for being top tude~t 
on his Recruits course, and to LCpl Rick Stephens (53 Sqn) ~or his 
exceptional report at Catterick. All these achievements were m one 
month! 

WALES KILL-AT-ARMS MEETING 
Our morale was high as the following weekend 53 (Welsh) Sig Sqn 

(V) entered the Wale SAAM. They were in competition with Regular 
and TA Regimental teams as well as ~egula_r Infantry ~epot teal!1s. 
The weather was unkind, it poured with ram, and MaJ .K ~ouldmg 
came to the conclusion that the reason God put mountains m Wales 
was to use them as stepping stones so that the water wouldn't come 
above your knee ! 

We had some succe s winning the TA moving target trophy and we 
also came out overall winners of the moving target competition. It was 
a creditable result against 13 Major Unit t~ams including regular 
infantry from POW Division and the TAC Wmg School of Infantry. 

The future looks good, with more than 500/o of our team class B 
shots. We also allow WRAC to fire in our team, on ment, and our 
Bisley team this year will include 2Lt Karen GiJI WRAC (67 Sqn). 

Left to Right: LCpl Bonzo Head, Sig Ray Worthington, Sig Carl 
Walker, Cpl Fred Newton, Sgt Billy Waghorn, LCp-1 Rob Pearce, 

Cpl Dave Arnold, Lt Col Mike Carson 

FAREWELL TO OLD FAITHFULS . 
It is alway sad to say farewell to members of the Regiment, 

particularly if they have been serving for many >:ears. On Sau~rday 12 
April the member of the Sergeant ' 1e s dmed out MaJ Roger 
Bree e, W02 and Mrs Gerry Farey, W02 Kay Pope (WRAq, gts 
Ian Aitchison, Jim Chamberlin, and Jim West. Total erV!ce both 
regular and TA added up to 185 .~ears. After an exce!lent meal the 
occa ion wa marked by the tradmonal exchange of gifts. 

Left to right: W02 Gerry Farey, Sgt Ian Aitchiso.n, W01 George 
Cairns, W02 Kay Pope, Maj Roger Breese, Sg~ Jun West. ex Sgt 

Sue Farey, Sgt Jim Chamberlin 
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WH T ABOUT COMM NICATION ? 
lthough providing communication i our bread and butter. our 

ageing equipment ah\ay pre em u with an added challenge! lt is 
therefore plea ing to record a thoroughly wonhwhile Brigade exercise, 

pecially when the exerci e happens to coincide with the introductory 
vi it of our new Brigade Commander. Brig John Russell accompanied 
by ol Peter M)hill (Deput Commander) vi ited u on Ex Sea Trout. 
For the Brigadier it wa a vi it full of no talgia, becau e he was once 
the Training 1ajor of 43 Sig Regt which was the prcdeces or of our 
43 Sig qn. We think that the Brigadier is worried that ome of the 
older member of the Regiment may know one or two thing which 
he would prefer to forget! Maj Norman Harvey who i currently the 
Regimental 2IC was the Brigadier's R;idio Operator many year ago. 

The 21C Maj Norman Harvey meets the Bde Comd Brig J. A . 
Russell 

The Brigade Commander's briefing 
Left to right: W02 Glydwr Nash, Brigade Commander, Maj Andy 

Flint, Lt Col Mike Carson 

IN CONCLUSION 
We are now looking forward to the Commanding Officer's exercise 

which is planned for the end of June. It is appropriately named 
Summer Solstice and after last year's experiences with the other 
activities on Salisbury Plain we look like having an exciting time. An 
American Circus is currently pitching itself outside your scribe' s office 
and he hopes that the CO will not vol unteer the Regiment to a sist the 
circus in the way that they participated in the Bath and West Show! 
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38 Sig Regt (V) 
Sheffield 

OFFICER ' TRAINING EM! AR 
The annual officer training eminar weekend for 1986 was again 

held al RAF Digby and Lincoln. 
The second weekend in May was crammed full \ ith presentations 

by outside peaker a well a a full range presented by Squadron 
team . A particularly interesting, appo ite and . challenging 
pre enta1ion wa given by Brig Peter Williams, omd 54 Bde, assisted 
by Maj C hri Ogden. 

The Saturday training wa linked by a splendid lunch provided by 
the Officer ' Mess, RAF Digby. A pan of the deliberate policy of 
filling every waking hour with activity the coach r ide back 10 our ba e 
at Lincoln after the afternoon training wa the venue for the vcrv 
productive (a far a the PMC wa concerned) 'en route' mes meeting 
when every proposal wa carried unanimou ly! The members of the 
mess were then joined for afternoon 1ea by their pou es and partner 
before the Regimental dinner and di cotheque. We were plea ed and 
honoured to be joined by Brig John Russell , Comd 2 Sig Bde and his 
wife Kate; and Brig Peter Williams, Comd 54 Bde and his wife 
Margaret. 

After dinner Brig John Russell pre ented the Eaton Memorial 
Trophy to Lt imon Blagden to mark hi achievmen1 of pa sing ou1 
highe t in the brigade at the 1986 Lieutenant 10 Captain promotion 
examinations. ( It was, incidentally, the third year in succession that 
this trophy has been awarded to a subaltern in the Regiment
following ucce es by Lt (now Capt) Roger Davenport and Lt Mike 
Evans. Well done, Simon). The dancing at the discotheque reflected 
the flavour of the preceding training (all action) testimony to the 
stamina, fortitude and total enjoyment of all concerned. 

Sunday morning saw a serie of presentation by Capt Bob Etherton 
(AAC Harrogate), Maj John Davies (TACT) and Capt Edward Keith 
(71 Sig Regt (V)) as well a a conducted tour by our pouses and 
partners of the Lincolnshire Folk Museum accompanied by our man 
of many pans the Rev Mike Hiles , our chaplain and mess secret&ry 
(incidentally the very interesting museu m of Lincolnshire life within 
the last century, with its full milita ry sect ion reflecting its history as 
the Lincoln Barracks, was specially opened for us. The training 
weekend was brought to a triumphant close by a Regimental luncheon 
when we were joined by our fam ilies. 

Lt S imon Blagden, winner of the 2 Sig Bde Eaton Memorial Trophy 
for the highest marks in the Lieutenant-Captain Promotion 

Examinations, at work and at ease 

SEEDt::OR FOR THE FUTURE 
Mention should be made of our very thriving officer cadet 

department. OCdts Vicky Walker, Kate McConachie (both 87 Sqn), 
Vanda Leary (46) and Colin Small (64) have completed their pre
RMAS training and will attend commissioning courses at Sandhurst 
during the next few months. OCdts Tony Booker, Madeleine Ma ni 
(both 64), Peter Baker, David Tomlinso n (both 87) and the newest 
OCdt ick Greenan (64) are a1 different stages of prc-RMAS training. 
We wish them all success and believe they will do as well as the other 
nine cadets commissioned within the unit during the pa t two a nd a 
half years. 
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W01 (RSM) Joe Lovell pontificates during a welcome break 
during the regimenta l exercise 

W02 (RQMS) Joe Hodgson , Regimental Officers' Mess Manager, 
intent on sorting out his field mess bar sheets 
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FOCUS 0 
oc 
21C 

46 (DERBYSHIRE) SIG .Q:'li (V) 
Maj Terr) Phillip: 

PSAO 
SM 

SPSI 
Trg P I 
SQMS (NRPS) 
OC Leicester Del 
OC 903 Tp 
OC CMHQ Tp 
OC 808 Tp 
OC 875 Tp 
OC 876 Tp 

Capt Dewi Treharne 
Capt Cliff Webb 
W02 Terry Hanman 
SSgt Ton) Davies 

gt Andy Dingle 
SSgt Alan Landsborough 
Capt David Etherton 
Capt David Rigley 
Lt Sally Reading 
Lt Helen Ro) 
Lt Mike E'•ans 
2Lt Rhona McPhail 

An Officers/SNCOs' tudy day was held at the Kingsway Training 
Centre, Derby during the first weekend of April. Spea~ers from R.HQ 
covered various topics and syndicates were formed during the sessions 
to extend the discussions into possible solutions. 

The day finished with a dinner in the Officers' Mess for the officers 
and SNCOs and their parent . Guests included the CO Lt Col ick 
Henwood, 21C Lt Col Toby eymour and the Adjt, Capt Dave 
Hornsby and Mrs Hornsby. About 80 diners enjoyed a splendid meal 
provided by our own team led by Cpl Colin Elliott aided by RQMS 
Joe Hodgson and his sterling mess waiting team. 

The main Squadron training function in May . ~a the 
range/military training weekend held on the Strensall tra1mng ar.ea. 
After briefing and training, including how to use a 24 hour ra~1on 
pack, the Squadron left early o n Saturday mo_r~ing to set up various 
military stands. Each yndicate was self-sufficient for 24 hours. A 
night exercise was carried out using the skills they had bee_n ta!-1ght 
during the preceding day with Maj Bob Barnes and Capt David ~·~le) 
setting off the odd thunderflash and flare. The OC MaJ Terry Phrlhps, 
was out on lone patrol keeping a close eye on all events. The Sunday 
saw command tasks carried out under the watchful eyes of Lt Mike 
Evans and 2Lt Trevor Brocklebank who had prepared them. The 
climax of the weekend was an arduous obstacle race after which the 
Squadron, tired but full of self-satisfaction well deserved, returned to 
base. 

A fire fighting test at 46 Sqn. W01 (MTWO) Ben Bentley 
supervises the SSM, W02 Terry Hanman , put out the flames (now 

you see it . Now you don't!) 
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40 Sig Regt (V) 
Belfast 

TRAINI G Q ADRON 
The quadron oldier on (and l't!mingly oblivious to the inclement 

(Summer) weather in this part of the Briti h Isle ) drill and rehear als 
for Uniform III Troop' ·Pa s Off in June, continue unabated 
de pite wind and rain! gt (J im) Worthington and Sgt (Tommy) 
Hunter maintain an expert eye on proceeding during thi , the final 
stage of the Troop' preparation. The Squadron' Training Team 
were glad to ee o many recruits from the Regimental Centre at 
Lurgan on thi recruit intake: it' nice to know there's life out ide 
Belfa t! We all wish them well on their big day-and 'Well Done '. 

The trial Selection Weekend for potential recruit had apparently 
worked well, in no small way due to the interest and enthusia m of the 
RSM WOl (Dave) Brown. Of over 40 people attending the weekend, 
20 have now pas ed on to Tango III Tp. In just over a month's time, 
these recruit hould be posted lO Uniform Tp to finish their military 
training before attending Catterick or Guildford recruit cour e . 
Attendance and morale have been of the highe t order among these 
recruit , which, hopefully, will not change (or rather will not change: 
S Ms note). 

Lastly, we have a ne~ arrival, or would 'convert' be more 
appropriate?, Capt Carol Twinem (WRAC). Capt Twinem will be 
looking after induction and selection for recruits and therefore 
relieving ome of the pre sure on our much hassled PSAO- Maj Ray 
Kinkead . Best of luck from the Squadron in your new job. 

Finally, congratulations from the rest of the training team to the 
SSM-W02 (Harry) Lee on the Regimental Band which goes from 
strength to strength. Their last appearance at 66 Sqn's Open Day wa 
an unqualified success . 

Recruit Pass Off Parade 
CO, Lt Col Rodney Clare inspects the recruits 

Recruits march off 
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PLAQUE PRESENTATION 
During the past two years the Regimental Flute Band ha~ received 

a tremendous amount of help and support from a local band-the Jst 
Ballymacarret r:Jute Band. By way of thank , a regimental plaque wa~ 
pre ented to their hairman, Mr John Lees at a small ceremony held 
in Clonaver on Saturday 17 May. The ceremony was concluded by 
clearing the windpipe with the odd pint of stout! 

Presentation of Regimental Plaque to members of 1 Ballymacarrat 
Flute Band 

L to R Sgt S . Lee, SSM H. Lee, DMaj J . Shaw, Mr John Lee, Mr 
Sam Haignton , Mr Ken Brown 

Training Squadron SSM W02 Harry Lee in his other role as 
Bandmaster 
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NATO SEMINAR FOR JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER 
O~ f~ur junior reserve. officers chosen to represent the British 

Ter.n tonal Army, the Regiment was lucky enough to have one of its 
officers, Capt J?ave Baxter selected. Most NATO member countries 
sent rep:esentauves ~o what_ turned out to be an enlightening four days 
in Belgium. Most mterestrng, according to our sources were the 
?il"fering defi~i~ions ?f 'r~erve' across the member cou~tries. This 
included qualified pilots from the Canadian and French Reserve 
Forces who flew regularly, and Italian 'Alpini' Officers who had not 
had a day's training since their National Service. 

The competi tion involved map reading, BC. equipment 
recognition, first aid, military ~ kill s and the dreaded march and ~hoot. 
The two day exercise started on Saturday 19 April and, the usual 
Northern Ireland weather of pouring rain and cold, made life le s than 
comfortable. 

The teams were headed by 2Lt (Dave) Given and 2Lt (Dave) Bro~n 
and for the first time, two members of the WRAC were members of 
each squad . 

Ap~rt fr?".1 th~s there w~re some varied presentations (including 
'Public Op1111on 111 the Alliance', 'SDI' and 'Civilianisation of the 
Armed Forces'); a battlefield tour of Waterloo and visits to SHAPE 

At 0730 hrs on the Saturday, Mr Given's team marched out for the 
start of an exhausting two days followed one hour later by Mr 
Brown 's team. 

and NA TO Headquarters in Bru scls. ' 
The value of the Seminar? Well, apart from a basic understanding 

of French and now knowing what 'SDI' stands for, Capt Baxter now 
has one of the most comprehensive collections of NATO publicity 
stickers in Northern Ireland! 

The Regiment took first prize at the First Aid Stand under the 
watchful eye of the GOC Northern Ireland; the test being casualty 
evacuation. 

Sunday started off with an inspection, followed by a five mile 
forced march and shoot, the competition finishing at lunch time with 
prize giving. 

PRESENTATION OF THE QUAICH 
During a recent Regimental Dinner, the Honorary Colonel-Col 

Elliot Wilson, very kindly presented to the Officers' Mess a 
magnificent pair of Quaichs (we make no apology for the spelling as 
we cou ld not find the word in the Irish Dictionary). 

The Quaich , for those Sassenachs reading this article, is a small 
two-handled drinking cup, traditionally u ed at Regimental Dinner . 

After the Pipers have completed their medley of tunes and the Pipe 
Major has presented himself to the Commanding Officer, they both 
simultaneously down a fa irly large measure of the Lunatic Soup in one 
gulp and then demonstrate to the remaining jealous officers that they 
have completed their objective by holding the Quaich upside down 
above their heads . We don't think that any CO or Pipe Major has ever 
got his hair wet whi lst performing this arduous task. 

EXERCISE PIED PIPER 
Ex Pied Piper is an annual military skills exercise held in the 

Province with all major TA units taking part. 
The Regiment entered two 12 man teams and had carried out a 

considerable amount of training under the direction of the SVWO, 
WOl (Dave) Doherty . Many painful nights were spent running 
around the TAC with bricks in the webbing and studying Soviet 
Equipment recognition slides. Pied Piper- No 2 Team, led by 2Lt David Brown, first on left 

THE ROYAL SIGNALS CAREER EMPLOYMENT REVIEW 1986 
IMPORTANT NOTICE BY ROYAL SIGNALS TRAINING ADVISORY CONTROL TEAM 

IF YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR CAREER, READ THIS 
By now nearly all of you will have heard something about the Career Employment Review which is currently taking place in order 

to modernise the Trade Structure of the Corps. 
The Career Employment Review Committee has met several times during the past year and has already discussed various options 

regarding possible changes required to our Trade Structure in order to correct some inconsistencies and to meet current and future 
operational requirements . Commanding Officers of all units in the Corps have also put forward their own comments and ideas. 

We are now at the stage where the largest and most important phase of the whole review is about to begin. We need to find out exactly 
what every soldier is doing to earn his or her pay and how much time is spent doing certain tasks. (Yes, that does include vehicle painting 
and fatigues!). 

You may have heard that this vast task is being undertaken by R SIGNALS Training Advisory and Control Team (f ACT) by means 
of a questionnaire which will be completed by every tradesman and tradeswoman of the ranks Staff Sergeant and below (with the 
exception of a few specialist trades and appointments), who have been in their current units for three month or more. The groans can 
be heard from Catterick to Kowloon but we assure you, the data we get from this questionnaire will be VITAL in pointing towards 
the way your future trade structure will be planned. 

Most of us at some time or other have had a whinge about our ' lot'. We wouldn't be British soldiers if we didn't. We all now have 
a golden opportunity to actually do something constructive about getting things right. This time it won't be the NAAFI bar girl who 
listens sympathetically to your views about your trade, it will be the SOinC. You may never get this chance again, so please don't waste it. 

When your questionnaire arrives in your unit in July or August this year you will be briefed on how to complete it. Please complete 
it fully and if you have any additional ideas you want to put forward then write them down in the space provided . When all 
questionnaires have been returned, TACT will analyse the data and this will be put forward, with the results of several subsidiary surveys 
that have already taken place, for the Career Employment Review Committee to study . 

Do not worry that you, or your trade, will suddenly be declared redundant, or that you will be arbitrarily amalgamated into another 
trade. The final report and recommendations will be made in M~y next year and implementation of any c~a!1ges will take ~lace gradually 
over the following two to three years. You can be assured that 1f there are any changes to be made to ex1st111g grades, mamly as a result 
of your answers to the questionnaire, they will take careful account of everyone's career, pay and promotion interests. 

Please remember then, we need your answers in order to get things right for the future, and you must ensure that you have had your 
say in the matter. 

Spare copies of the questionnaire will be in uni!S in ca e you are away for any reason when everyone else is completing theirs but 
don ' t delay, all returns must be with us by the end of August. 

WE WILL PRESENT THE FACTS. IT IS UP TO YOU TO TELL US WHAT THE FACTS ARE. ENSURE YOUR FUTURE BY 
ENSURING YOU COMPLETE YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE. 
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68 (Inn of Court & Cit} Yeomanry) 
ig qn (V) 

70 (Essex Yeomanry) 
ig qn (V) 

The Regiment has been bu y preparing for annual camp which will 
be in Penhale; however a lot else has been happening a well. The 
Bexley TAC. re-build no longer looks like the omme, although many 
have noticed more than a pa ing resemblance to Stalingrad. With 
luck we'll begin to re-occupy ome of it in the early autumn and will 
be back to normal by next pring. Al o at Bexleyheath we've recently 
een the marriage of Sgt Terry Munday to Cpl Lorraine Ward and 

of LCpl Keith Wrate. Many members of 265 Sqn attended both event 
and we wish the couples every happine in the future. 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN BROMLEY 
On Wednesday 26 March HM The Queen and HRH The Duke of 

Edinburgh visited Bromley Civic Centre and the Regiment were 
privileged to provide a party of four to raise the Royal Standard. The 
party con i ted of W02 (S M) Danny Farmer, Sgt Mark Penny, LCpl 
Tim Wyatt and LCpl Keith Wrate, all from 265 (KCLY) Sig Sqn. His 
Royal Highness spoke 10 them all afterwards and it is unfortunate that 
the pres photographers were not there at the time to record the scene. 

The Queen' s visit to Bromley - 265 (KCL Yl Sig Sqn's Flag Party 
l to R: W02 (SSM) Danny Farmer, LCpl Tim Wyatt, LCpl Keith 

Wrate, Sgt Mark Penny 
Photo by courtesy of 'Kentish Times' 

KIING 
Al o in :vt~rch, a pa~y of about 20, mainly from 94 (Berks Yeo) Sig 

Sqn w~re skung at Av1emore. They stayed at the Nethybridge Hostel, 
travelling to the slope each day. Lessons were provided for tho e who 
needed them and although there were some heavy falls, nobody was 
hurt during the entire fortnight. The now was excellent and we're 
trying to arrange another visit next year. 

LIFE I 70 ( EX YEOMANRY) SIG SQ (V) 
Report by Capt tephen Foakes 

There have been a few changes in the management of the Squadron 
recently. After 17 years Capt Alan Oates (star TA squash player) has 
handed over to 2IC Capt tephen Foakes. Alan took pan recently in 
the Blandford Tower Run , together with 12 other members of the 
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71 Sig Regt (V) 
Bromley 

94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) 
' ig qn (V) 

265 (Kent & County of London 
Yeomanry) Sig qn (V) 

Squadron. He recorded a time of 2 hrs 10 mins, not bad for someone 
in the veteran class and 28 minute fa ter than his succes or a 2JC 
although the new 21C prefers not to talk about that! 

SSM Chippy Woods i moving to the Squadron Training Team and 
SSgt Eric Murphy who has joined us from 33 Sig Regt (V) is being 
promoted and taking over as the new SSM with effect from the end 
of annual camp in June. 

Our PS l' s are currently SSgt Chas Dale who joined us from 4 Armd 
Div HQ and Sig Regt, Sgt Chris Heyward who joined u from 26 Regr 
RA and gt Jamie Jamieson who will be moving on around ovember 
when hi replacement arrives. Our NRPS SQMS is S gt John 
Fensome previously RQMS of 2 Bn The Queen' Regt who joined us 
on completing his regular service. 

The la t few months have been busy with the winter trade training 
programme and a ucce sful Brigade Exercise. We have also had an 
infantry training weekend where Lt Paul 'Digger ' Wooller and the 
'navvies' of 882 Tp attempted to contribute towards solving the EEC 
cereal urplus by digging their fire trenche in a farmer' field of wheat 
much to his disgu t! 

We are now all preparing for camp at Penhale in Cornwall and 
keeping our fingers crossed for some fine weather so that we can top
up our sun tans! 

NO SMOKING 
NO FIRES 

Sig Terry Jones and Alan Peacock of 70 (Essex Yeo) Sig Sqn on 
their way to a recent induction weeke nd 

DETACHMENT COMMANDERS' COUR E 
Report by Capt David Hannam 

Members of 71 Sig Regt (V) and invited guests from other units 
attended a Detachment Commanders' course at Crowborough Camp 
in March.' lt consisted of various activities which were set to test and 
annoy the participants . 

On arrival on Friday night the students were relieved to learn that 
the planned BFT had been cancelled due to RSM Barry Williams 
having fallen into a ditch. The following (and every other) morning 
began at 0530 hrs with a number 2 dress parade at 0730 hrs . Standards 
were so high that two students found themselves ' jailed ' much to the 
surprise and horror of their fellow students. Fortunately, it proved to 
be just the RSM's joke! The first three full days were spent on normal 
teaching practices all of which seemed to need a different dress. By the 
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time we went into the field most of the cou rse could easi ly have been 
accepted for the stage a~ qu ick change ani~ t s. 

Tuesday was spent at Lydd ranges and , as usual it rained heavily 
The rest of the appropriately named Ex Monsoon 'proved to be very 
imilar as we swapped our shoebrushes and polish fo r hammers and 

chisels to hack off the mud . The exercise itself consisted of section 
batt lcdrills an.ct ~ther ski[ls trainin~ with. the course forming two 
troops. The highlight was the use of a Chinook which enabled both 
troops to assa~lt each other in true Yeomanry style. LCpl Dclyth 
Willia~s . took ll upon herself to command such an attack , storming 
the pos1L1 on a lone. Any meda ls awarded would definitely have been 
posthumou . LCpl Gwynne Powell on the other hand preferred 
collaboration as she asked one o f the enemy to hold her rine whilst 
climbing over the fence sur rounding the po ition. 

On retu rning to Camp all practi sed hard for the pas -off parade 
with LCpl Karen Haine having to accept that her blisters might fo rce 
her to wear plimsoles. The Parade was inspected by the CO, Lt Col 
Mike Patterson , with LCpl Michael yrett receiving the award for the 
best tudent. Every student passed . Well done LCpl Mark ' Radar ' 
Hayman. All participants thoroughly enjoyed themselves although so 
far, nobody has applied to return next yea r! 

Det Commander ' s Course 
LCpl Michael Syrett-top student 

LCpl Liz Mann - runner-up 

LCpl John Nunn enjoying life in the field 
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LCpl Jo O' Brien showing what well dressed clerks are wearing 
this year 

SPONSORED ESCAPE IN AID OF THE ANTHONY NOLAN 
BONE MARROW APPEAL 
Report by 2Lt Richard Allen 

Seven members of 265 (KCL Y) Sig Sqn (V), from Bexleyheath took 
part in a 'Sponsored Escape' in aid of the Anthony clan Bone 
Marrow Appeal over the summer Bank holiday weekend. The teams, 
dre sed in prison-like overalls covered in arrows, joined in the escape 
from Northwood. Their aim was to get as far away from Northwood 
as possible in 24 hours, starting at 1100 hrs on Saturday, 24 May. In 
the process, the escapees, who had 10 remain in Great Britain and who 
had been sponsored for the number of mile that they completed, 
raised several hundred pounds for the charity. 

The event had been organi ed by the Royal Auxillary Air Force at 
onhwood, and those taking part included member of the Royal 

Naval Re erve and the Royal Auxiliary Air Force, as well as the TA 
teams from the Squadron. 

It is hoped that £ 1,500 will be rai ed by the event. 
A variety of ingenious and low-co t means of tran port were 

devised by the escapee , who travelled in pairs. One team even 
managed to get to an oil rig SO miles north of Shetland within the time. 
Of the teams from Bexleyheath, one team made up of LCpls Jo 
O'Brien, Gynne Powell and Karen Haine managed 10 get to Land's 
End, after first pending the night in a Police talion! Another team, 
Pte Julie Walter and Sig Dave Pilgram, managed to get all the way to 
John O'Groat . A third team of Cpls Melvin Absalom and Dave 
Whitehouse were not so lucky when it came to getting lift on the bu y 
Bank holiday weekend roads, and got tuck at Carlisle whil l trying 
to head North. 
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1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig 
(215 Sig Sqn) 

Tidworth 
Sq'-

PERSO ALITI 
oc Maj Martin Stretch 

Capt J im Clark 21C 
Adjt 
QM 
Tfc 
TCO 
21C A 
21C A 
OC B 
occ 
RSM 

Maj Simon Firbank LI 
Maj (QM) Harry Meekings 
Capt (Tfc) Ray Papworth 
Capt Keith Robson RCT 
Lt Jon Watt 
Lt John Watt 
Lt Derek Wood 
Capt Alan Mad en 
WOl Mike Baile 

The Squadron has lately had a particulary busy period . Along with 
our exercise commitments the Squadron has had a complete change 
over of its Landrover neet the old being replaced by brand new I 10 
series Landrover . 

Farewells go to Capt Mike Rough who has gone to the Junior 
Command and Staff Cour eat Warminster and to Cpls Dave Wooley 
and Jeff Morris both promoted to Sergeant and gone to bigger and 
better things. Congratulations LO them both. Congratulations al o go 
to Capt Jim Clark and his wife Eileen on the birth of their fi rst son, 
Robert ; to LCpl Geordie Ord and his wife, Dawn on the birth of their 
son, Gareth ; and to LCpl Des Ross and his wife, Jane on the birth of 
thei r son, Andrew. 

Capt Jim Clark has now taken over as Squadron 21C and Capt 
Tony Morphet has taken over his job in Alpha Troop . Capt Alan 
Madsen has arrived from 202 Sig Sqn LO take over as OC Charlie Tp . 

EXERCISE PADDLE WA LK 
Report by Capt Ray Papworth 

This exercise was planned as an adventure traini ng exercise LO take 
place in the Brecon Beacons and along the river Wye. 

The outli ne plan was fo r each patrol to walk 25 miles a day for four 
days and canoe from Glasbury (between Brecon and Hay-on-Wye) LO 
Monmouth. Anyone who knows the Beacons will realise that it is 
difficult to achieve 25 miles in four days let alone one. 

Day one was the swimming test and canoe training . All went 
exceptionally well and everyone deployed LO their start points around 
the Beacons. 

The first couple of days walking went very well too with only a few 
blisters and tired legs to show for the effort of climbing P en-y-Fan , 
Fan Fawr and a few other 'small' hills. T hen the weather which had 
been very kind LO us broke. The mist and the ra in came and the wind 
got up. 

One patrol, led by ig Steve Barker, had a case of exposure after 
a couple of hours walk ing. Every member of the patrol reacted 
exceptionally well and carried out al l the dri lls they had been taught 
and earned themselves a commendat ion from the nursing staff at 
Brecon Hospital. 

Sgt tevie Meachin (the DS) with Sig Steve Barker's patrol decided 
he should retrace the route back to warn Cpl Dave Pick and his 
intrepid patrol who were fo llowing them. Fortunately Cpl Dave Pick 
had decided that conditions were deteriorating to such an extent that 
the best course of action would be to lose height, find a phone and 
report to ex~rcise HQ at Llangorse Lake. 

In the meantime gt tevie Meachin was walking along the path 
near the cliff when a gust of wind moved him over the edge. Luckily 
and most fortunately he managed to save himself from fa ll ing all the 
way down and fin ished up with just a cut knee . A narrow escape but 
a good indication that Cpl Dave Pick 's decision was the correct one. 

At the end of this day injuries were on the increase and by the end 
of the exerci e only five people had completed the course. 
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For all those involved it was a new and ha rd experience but with one 
exception they all indicated a wi llingne s to participate in more 
e.xercise of thi na tu re. Next year we may attempt walk ing the Penine 
Way if time allows. 

Well done to all those that took part , especially Cpl Andy Wilson , 
Sig ' Fla h ' James, ' Mole' Whittall , ' Peanut ' Meehan and Graham 
Steel , who were the five that fini shed . 

SW DIST AM 
Report by Lt Jon Watt 

The Squadron under the carefu l guidance and instruction of S gt 
Brian Hayward and hi trusty companion Cpl Sean Magee, put 
fo rward two teams for th is year' s competition . Both teams were mixed 
with Squadron per onnel plus tho e auached : REME, RCT and 
Pioneers. 

The A-Team headed by Capt Mike Rough and the B-Team under 
SSgt Dave Thomas had done well in the practices and despite a cold 
and wet start to the competi tion the inter-team and competition 
rivalry soon ro e, cl imaxing in the section match and march and shoot 
where both teams did exceptionally well in the minor units 
competition . 

Cpl Graham Cornish and LCpl John Wright proved their worth on 
the LMG, while the remainder of the teams , Lt Jon Watt, Cpl Yogi 
Yeardley, LCpls 'Cats' Cathrew, Steve Blake, Sig Aid Bake and Cfn 
Bob Valance, tried hard . 

EXERCISE CORNISH VENTURE, SQN SUMMER CAM P 
Report by Lt Jon Watt 

Ex Cornish Venture was our annual Summer Camp which was held , 
as last year, at Penhale Camp, Newquay, Cornwall . This was an 
adventure training camp and the Squadron was plit into groups 
following a circuit of two day course . The main activities on offer 
were absei ling, rock-climbing, canoeing and walking. Those abseiling 
and rock-climbing overcame initial fears quite quickly, thus gaining 
greater confidence and enabling them to extend their talents to the 
more difficult climbs and abseils in the area. 

In addition to the main activities many took part in orienteering, sea 
fish ing, norkeling, surfing and pony trekking. The la t of these 
proving more than popular. 

During the Camp the Bde Deputy Comd, Col Eastwood , visited us 
and took an active interest in the act ivities. The Squadron participated 
in a fun run to help raise funds for Newquay athfetic club and also 
took part in a sports afternoon and barbecue against the locals from 
Holywell. 

In all, this proved to be a very successful and interesting camp. 

. ADVERTISING 
Notices and advertisements, other than those related to a 

busi ness interest, will be published free of charge to serving 
members of the Corps, and to those retired members who 
subscribe to The Wire. All matters for publication must reach 
the Editor by the 12th of the month preceding publication . All 
other advertisements should be forwarded to our advertising 
managers, Service Newspapers Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough, 
Hampshire GU l4 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891) who will advise 
charges. 
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(205 Sig Sqn) 

Aldershot 

As an incentive to any potential paratroopers that may need a Jiule 
extra carr~t to overcome RS1".' Aspi ~~ll' s stick, these reports have 
been especially selected for their recruiting appeal. Besides Ex Rocky 
La1~ce and !=-x Trumpet Dance Squadron representatives have been 
taking part in the Jungle Warfare Cour e in Brunei, Ex Monte Bianco 
in France and the Swiss Mountain marathon. 

I wa told not to ment ion Capt Lugg's week's holiday in Hong 
Kong, prior to his Jungle Training, so I won't. 

• •• 
.• 

Perhaps the best recruiting photo of them all! The Squadron 
deploying on the 1 Para , In-Role exercise Ex Long Hop 

5 AB BRIGADE PATHFINDER PLATOON 
EXERCISE ROCKY LANCE 

Eighteen hours a fter the Brigade Ex Ice Maiden in Stan ford, the 
Platoon, under the command of Capt . Barry (Para) was on its way 
to the Sultanate of Oman along with the Patrol Platoon of 2 and 3 
Pa1a Bns; the aim wa to practi se SOP' and adapt techniques to the 
Gul f Theatre. The two regular Signaller , Sgt John Cakebread and 
Cpl Bob Banner had recently been reinforced by Cpl Frank 
Kurthausen, who had done ome patro l work in his last uni t. 

PHASE 1-SAIQ BATTLE SCHOOL RANGES 
The Platoon moved to SAIQ, which is at the top of the Jebel 

Akdhar (2,400m), it was an interesting tab to open our account with . 
The ranges held few , if any, restrictions and real benefit was gained 
wi th all weapons and the different hoots. As a reward for its efforts 
a peedmarch and assault course competition wa organi ed on the 
final day. 

Airborne Signals at t he t op of Jebel Akdhar, Cpl Banner, Sgt 
Cakebread, Cpl Ku rthausen 
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PHASE 2-HELD f'IRING, 1221 
This. was a helter ~kcltcr of IA dnlls, dems, (improvised and 

otherwise), ambushes and more IA drills. The climax of another hectic 
period was a live platoon night assault on the crest of Jebel, 605 (yes 
605) metres high . After clawing our way up to the start line, Omani 
mortars put down fire for five minutes before the assault began under 
cover of GPMG SF. Following first light, Omani Jaguars were called 
in, (courtesy of Fra nk Kurthausen) and eventually the Platoon 
withdrew in contact, and after a quick reorganisation fi nished off with 
a Heli assault. 

FINAL PHASE-PARACH TING 
The main entry option is the Platoon (25-30) all out together at 

night, full equipment from 25,000ft, chasing a 350lb bundle or tube. 
With the obvious I OOlb Bergen under your derriere, weapon and a 
5.4m mast strapped to your side, we all agree there could be easier 
ways of going to work. With the hel p of the P JI 's, the new GQ 360 
chute, the Cl30 SF Crew, in part icular Loadmaster tan nwin and 
pilot Colin Stagg, the six days parachuting was a complete success. 

Other Corps personalities on the trip were:- gt Billy Jones, 566 (3 
Para) RLD; LCpl Tony Redman and Sig Chesh Cheshire, 565 (2 Para) 
RLD. Overall the exercise proved to be excellent training, with the R 
Signals Operators tak ing full advantage of every opportunity that 
came their way. Frank (Cizmo) Kurthausen quickly established 
himself as the naughtiest man in ~he Platoon and we eagerly await his 
next outrage. Events to look forward to include Canada, Fort Bragg 
USA, LRRP School, Oman again, undoubtedly Brecon and possibly 
a return trip to RAF Marham . 

Sgt Cakebread and Cpl Kurthausen fitted up a"."'a iti ng t he four 
minute ca ll 

EXERCISE TRUMPET DANCE II 
Ex Trumpet Dance is a winter warfare e.xercise, in Washington 

State, USA. Home for 3 Para Bn Gp for the next five weeks, was 
to be Fort Lewi , which is about 40 miles from Seattle. 

Four people from the Squadron and Cpl 'A ndy' Dawson (565 
RLD), joined 566 RLD on the exerci e. 

THE CREW 
Cpl 'Andy' Dawson 565 (2 Para) RLD 
Cpl 'Jock' Robertson Q Tp Sig Sqn 
LCpl ' Pete' Fearn 566 (3 Para) RLD 
LCpl 'Jacko' J ackson 566 (3 Para) RLD 
LCpl 'Geordie' McCarthy 566 (3 Para) RLD 
LCpl ' Rod ' Cowan B Tp Sig Sqn 
Sig 'Smudge ' Smith C Tp ig Sqn 
Sig 'Jolly 1' Walker A Tp Sig Sqn 

We arrived at Maclord Air Force Ba e, \ ith temperature in the 
seventies and after clearing customs took a 20 minute coach trip to 
Fort Lewis. 'Lewis' a we called it, is an extremely large camp, it has 
the capacity of hou ing nine Infantry Battalion and Support Arm . 
It used to be a training camp for oldiers goi ng to Vietnam. 

After our welcoming briefing by 21C 3 Para, we were taken by 
coach on a guided tour around 'Lewi '. We were hown ome of the 
local units like Special Forces Group, 9 Sig Bn and 2/75 Ranger Bn. 

Week one of the exercise was a Battalion live firing exercise at 
Yakima Firing Centre,\ hich i about 140 miles from 'Lewi '.Our job 
was Range Securi ty Comm , u ing manpack radio . Yakima Ranges 
are an extremely good, well run et of ranges, higti m the mountain 
above the Columbia River· there are the facilit ie for everything from 
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live e·1ion auacb 10 ain:raf1 dropping t ,OOOlh bombs. During 1his 
fir~! "eek, 1he Ba11alion prac1i ed live ec1ion and Company a11ad •. 
whit 1 1he moriar and anii-tank platoon. fired live, probably 1he only 
time 1hi year that the '1ank · will be i. ble to, due to the cost of the 
round-. Our rtillery upport wa· pr•,1idcd by I Sty, 7 RH~. 

Probably the mo t important mO\'e of all wa the Airborne 
E \ erci e· thi wa to be a da) de. cent u ing Cl41 (~et) aircraft , 

meri a'n 'chute.' and de patcher , all in all a different way of 
parachu1ing for the majori1y of 1he Signaller . A oy 3 Para and C 
Co\' 2 75 Ranger did 1he final exerci e, and three ignaller were 
awi hed to 1he Ranger for the exerci e. 

1700 hr , P hr, a nice unny da. and out we jumped on to Bordon 
pring. DZ, a1 abou1 I ,OOOf1. When 1he DZ was ecured we se1 off f?r 

our objec1ivcs, up in 1he mountain . Af1er all of !he Pa1rols came m 
and reported, our nex1 move wa a I 7Km '1ab' to 1he final objec1ive, 
mainly uphill. We were 'bumped' everal time but fought through to 
the final objective without any major problems, we had only one other 
deci ion 10 make now, where to go for our five day R & R ! 

Sig Smith, Cpl Bunkie, Cpl Dawson and Cpl Fern 

NEWS FROM THE TROOPS 
BRAVO TROOP 

Since our last notes Bravo Troop has ... apan from the odd 
JOCOMEX here and there, the ever-welcome Challenger e con duty, 
more than a little PRE-prep, and the run-of-the-mill Arnhem 
Barracks admin, duties and fitne s training ... taken pan in two 
Squadron exercises. 

In April, Ex Fast Hop took us to the Brecon Beacon in S Wales, 
to enjoy a 1 CO te ting patrol cadre in very mixed weather, ranging 
from merely wet and windy to ' troll on; where did all that now come 
from?'. A serie of tands had to be vi ited, conveniemly sited a few 
kilometres apan, where various tests involving all member of the 
patrol, and their leadership, were put LO the te t. At the end o f the 
week the final event was a barbecue held at dusk in moderate to severe 
windchill conditions ... a culinary delight, but comfon-wise , a non
event. 

In May, Ex Saxon Pike trained and tested the quadron in Combat 
Survival / Escape and Eva ion techniques, train ing began in Alder hot 
with a series of lecture given by experts drawn from the Hereford 
fountain of knowledge. This was followed by some practical 
application in the area ofTregantle Fon, near Plymouth, and then the 
actual E&E it elf on Oakhampton Training area. After a soggy tart 
the weather stayed dry, although cold and windy. The hunter force, 
which included a Scout helicopter from 658 Sqn AAC, piloted by an 
eagle-eyed gt Rogers , and a team of six from 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L), 
managed to capture most of the 'runners', some of them more than 
once. Cpl John Allan began LO have a phobia about helicopter~. one 
kept following him about everywhere he went, while LCpl Joe Flood 
di covered he couldn't hide from his Troop QC underneath a 4ft fir 
tree. Tired, hungry, oggy and incredibly dirty the 'runners' were glad 
when endex came, along with the news of a long weekend to recover . 
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ATTACHMENTS AND DETACHMENTS 
LCpl Co\\an visited the U A with 3 Para. 

ig Ezard flew to ibraltar to ba h a morse key on a one to one link 
from HM Rook back to the 'Sho1. 

gt 'Chipp)· Monk ucce fully passed hi R Staff Sergeant \ 
cour e. Well done! 

Sig Jones jumped with 10 Para (V) in Germany at the start of a 
weekend with the Bundes\ ehr Fall chirmjaeger. 

CO GRAT LATIONS 
To ig haun Morgan who wa married to Fraulein Marion 

Engelbrecty on 3 May. Welcome to ABF Mrs Morgan . 

HAIL ANO FAREWELL 
We welcome Cpls ick Blanchard , Jim Parker, LCpl Joe Flood and 

ig Bowen. One out of fo ur para-trained and the Troop QC i~ 
working on the re t ! We say farewell a nd good luck to gt teve Clark 
and LCpl teven Myer to 30 Sig Regt ; LCpl 'Chico' Roberts to 1 
Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt; and LCpl Kev Jone , oon to be Mr Kev 
Jone , in the E of England. 

TROOP COMMA DER (PRO TEM) 
Capl Dick Hamilton, while happy to be commanding oldiers 

in tead of paper, vehicle or welfare, did find 1he physical side of the 
1aroon Machine a wee strain afte r hi 10 year ab ence. At his 

advanced age of 21 plu (i that years of service or birth date?) he 
found his mu cle to be not quite o upple as those of the young 
greyhound in hi Troop. To make hi joy complete he wa em on 
a full para-refre her cour e to o I PTS at RAF Brize onon, and 
required to complete eight jump LO qualify for para pay. After six 
jumps; five 'arrival ' and one 'feet, bum, head , ouch', whiplash 
injury wa u tained, a urgical collar applied and painkiller 
pre cribed to a happy(?) Troop OC. O f cour e being a true Scot , the 
thought of mis ing £ 1.88 per day add joy to the pain. Shame! Then 
came the 'good' news, S gl teve Tom wi ll rea ume the role of QC 
Bravo (did he ever let it go?) while Capt Hamilton, after a brain and 
wallet tran plant at Worthy Down, will become Squadron Admin 
Officer, Imprest Holder, Messing Officer, Welfare and Families' 
Officer, Civil Labour Officer, ad nau earn. Now you ee what we 
mean by QC (pro tern) . He doe not qualify for a plaque from the 
Troop although he has been offered some starch for hi collar. 

FOOTBALL 
Reporl by Sgt Taylor 

The Squadron football team had a fine start LO the season, losing 
on ly one game before Christmas. This took the learn lo the top of the 
league, York and Lane Cup SE District Stage Champions, Brigade 
Minor Unit Champions and into the quarter finals of the SE District 
Minor Units Cup. 

The uccess continued du ring January a nd February, remaining at 
the top of the league and reaching the final of the South Ea t District 
Cup . 

March was not quite o succe sful, tarting with a defeat in the 
Yorks and Lanes Cup Semi Final by Depot Queens Div from 
Ba singbourn in the replay. The league was natched from us a we 
only managed a draw with SEME after being 4-1 up with 25 minute 
lo go! Then came the SE District Cup final where we were beaten by 
a very strong team from RAPC Worthy Down 4-0. Well done LO all 
those who tried so hard. 

Q AD ' 
W02 Bethell, Cpl McKay, Sgt Cakebread, Cpl Parker, gt Duffy, 

LCpl Whitty, C1>I Howson, Allan, gt Taylor, LCpl Redman , Cpl 
Black, LCpls Langley , Hindley, Cpl Chillcott, ig Ca swell , Ezard, 
Cpls Kearney, Murray, Bauress and ig Morris. 
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PER 'ONALITIES 
oc 
21C 
QM 
AO 
0 N Tp 
OC 0 Tp 
OC P Tp 
0 P Tp (Des) 
RSM 
MTWO 
Fof 
YofS 
AQM 
OR QMS 

I TROD CTIO 

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(209 Sig Sqn) 

Colchester 

Maj Tony Raper 
Capt Jim McGrath 
Capt (QM) Charles Homewood 
Lt Jill Trainor WRAC 
Lt Andy James 
Lt Fred Connor 
2Lt Roger Cotterell 
2Lt Tony Urwin 
WOI (RSM) Alex Gavillet 
WOI Graham Jesty 
W02 (fofS) Mick Everett 
W02 (Yof ) Mick Hawley 
W02 (AQM ) Geoff Cotter REME 
S gt andy Campbell 

Our time, since our last contribution to The Wire has been spent 
eit her preparing for, on, or cleaning up after exercises. With the 
amount of time we spend crossing the English Channel we hould be 
19 Waterportable Brigade. 

During our brief spells in barrack , weather permitting, we have 
been active on the sporting front. 

INTER TROOP ATHLETIC 
Report by Lt F. J. Connor 

With 10 days LO go before the Morri on Cup (UK) on 7 May the 
Squadron athletes braved damp and blustery conditions to compete 
for the Inter Troop Athletics Shield. 0 car Tp dominated the track 
events with consistently high placings whereas honours in the field 
events were evenly shared. otable performance were double by ig 
Andy McNicholls (1,500 and 5,000m) and LCpl Simon Strickland (200 
and 800m). Other performances worthy of mention came from LCpl 
Andy Cummings (Javelin) and Sig Karl Tweddle (High Jump) . Oscar 
Tp were comfortable winners and provided the bulk of the Squadron 
team . 

Amazed at his own jump is Cpl Frank Campbell, watched, in as 
much amazement by other members of the Squadron 
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Cpl Bill Flemmington putting the shot during the inter-Troop 
athletic competition. Behind Cpl Flemmington are Cpl Dave Evans 

REME and LCpl 'Sticks' Stock 

MORRISON CUP (UK) 
Following a week of summer-like. ';Veather there .were no pr~zes for 

guessing that on the day of compeuuon, 17 May, 1t would ram. The 
rain and wind dampened the enthusiasm and what little hopes we held 
for success. Although outclassed in most events we managed to claim 
six individual medals with pride of place belonging to LCpl Andy 
Cummings who won the Minor Units Javelin with his last effort. Our 
other medalists were ig Paul Greed (second, Shot), Sgt Pete Charles 
(third, Discus), LCpl Simon trickland (third, 800m) and Sig Tweddle 
(third, Triple Jump and High Jump). 

EXERCISES 
Ex Panthers Charge wa the Squadron's work up exercise this year. 

It took place on the Stanford training area and lasted one week. 
The first 36 hours of the exercise belonged to the Troop 

Commanders and the rest belonged to the Squadron Commander. 
eedless to say the Squadron was kept very bu y during the week 

trying to iron out the winter lethargy. 
Ex Norfolk Highlander. In the week following Ex Panthers Charge 

the Squadron was again up on the Stanford training area but this time 
we took the Brigade Staff officers along with us. For the Squadron it 

~r, 

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn on their way to Bremerhaven after Ex 
Main Brace 
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\\a 1he continu.tiion of our work up trammg. E · Main Brace 
followed and at the end of 1ay the quad ron deployed to Germany 
on a l\\O week CPX. lain Party I , paraded nine hour befo re the 
L L Sir Tristram ailed; nobody an a-.:cu e u of cutting it fine. Once 
on board we eulcd down to our 24 hour cro sing. Main Party 2 
meanwhile cros ed by the six hour civvy ferry 10 1he Hook and then 
had a 12 hour driYe to the exerci e area. 

On e in lo ation the e erci e began \ ith the fir t week being fairly 
in ident free. Over the ' eekend from the arable farming area outh 
of Hannover to the dairy counly around einburg. The most 
nOliceable difference wa 1he atmo phere wi1hin the comple and 
leeping area ; it wa a grea1 relief 10 have IO wear a respirator. 

During 1he econd week we were visi1ed by Comd Comm , I BR 
Corp Bri~ . owan and Comd I ig Gp Col C. A. Brown. They 
vi ited lain HQ, Tac HQ, Rear and Ech location . 

t 1he end of exerci e the quadron again plit up and came back 
to UK via , orth ea Ferrie and LSL. Some member in the convoy 
to Bremerhaven had a somewhat more interesting trip 1han they 
bargained for. The route from the au tobahn IO the dock i n't clearly 
seen from the map o, by way of a small detour we had an unguided 
trip round the red lighl di tric1 of the wwn. The sight of 18 vehicle 
winding their way round the cobbled treet will be talked about by 
the native for years to come. Blame for the detour i being 
apportioned be1ween Lt Andy James and 2Lt Roger Cottere ll . It was 
not 2Lt Ton) rwin , l:>ecau e he wa asleep! 

IN BARRACK 
On 16 1ay the media studies studem from Harlow Technical 

College vi ited Goojera1 Barracks. The Squadron was unable to how 
ii ware on a iand because we were packed ready for E Main Brace. 
In 1ead members of 1he Squadron howed the student around, they 
were only too plea ed to a sist because about 900Jo of 1he tudent were 
young ladies. Prize for 1he bes! turned out member should go to 
LCpl hoey McFee and LCpl 'Sticks' Stock . The mark above the left 
brea c pocket of LCpl tock's hirt was where he had to take hi medal 
off ... go tell that to the marines . 

We were pleased to welcome to the Squadron for a week' 1rarn111g 
Capt Dominic Ion and Lt Roger Rimmer who are bo1h Reserve 
Officers. 

EA TERN DI TRICT ATHLETICS CHAMPIO HIP 
Hope of improvement and a few uccesses were wiped out with the 

poor weather which paralleled our performance on 4 June. To add 
insult to injury we were defeated by our close rival I Sqn RCT and 
19 Fd Amb. Even LCpl Andy Cummings had to accep1 defeat on a 
day when we won no individual medals. 

The following represented the Squadron and deserve mention for 
their effort a nd sportsmanship in defeat: Sgt Pete Charles, C pl Chris 
Holmes, LCpls Tony Bennett , Andy Cummings, Mike Sibley Simon 
Stric~land, Sig Dave Bronniman, Charlie Brown, Paul Greed , Andy 
McN1choll , Barry Roberts, mudge Smith and Karl Tweddle. 

CROS CO NTRY RUN. ING 
Our thanks and admiration go to all those who ran in the Blandford 

Tower Run, the Welsh 1,000 and the Colche ter half and full 
marathons. 

The weath~r for the Blandford Tower Run was perfec1, sunny with 
a gentle coohng bre~ze. Unfortunately 1he tracks and pa1hs through 
the Dor et country 1de were waterlogged after weeks of torrentia l 
rain. A brave and somewha1 dirty effort was put in by everyone over 
the 14Vz mile cour e. It was pleasing to see Cpl (Ozzy) O bourne was 
able to find his way round the course better tha n from Colchester to 
Blandford. 

The. Welsh 1,000 took place in traditionally dread ful weaiher. 
Standmg on a bleak desolate Welsh mountain side one wou ld have 
thought one was in the midd le of the winter instead of the middle of 
June. 

The ~im hal~ of the race was run in dense fog over barren 
mou~t_a111 makmg navigation extremely difficult. Considering the 
condn1ons our team performed very well. 

The Colche ter half and full mara1 hons took place on Sunday 8 
June. The turn ou1 fr_om the Squadron was very good, wi1h far too 
many people to mention personally, so well done to you all. 
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EA TERN DISTRICT ROAD SAFETY COMPETITION 86 
The weekend 12/13 April saw three teams entered in the a tern 

Di tric1 Road Safet y Competi tion. Thi wa held in avalry Barracks 
and Friday Wood during normal weather conditions . The 1cam 
provided by the MT Platoon secured 1he Star Sapphire Cup fo r the 
best o era II team entry . The Team-Cpl P. C. Thompson RCT LCpl 
T. K. Collin RCT a nd LCpl N. C. McFee RCT. ' 

The tean~ 1hen proceeded on Ex Main Brace.~6 to BAOR . Return ing 
from exerc1 e 1he team completed the compeuuon at the UKLF finals 
held at Leconfield with an overall fifth po ition . 

Winners of the Eastern District Road Safety Competition 86 
L- R: Lt Co l Taylor RCT, Maj Col lar RCT. Cpl Phil Thompson RCT, 
Master Drive W01 Messanger RCT, LCpl Tom Col lins RCT and 

LCpl Shoey McFee RCT 

FAM ILIES 
We congratulate Cpl J ohn H itchens and his wife Elaine on the birth 

of their daugh1er Kir ty and al o Sig Glen Drew and his wife Su an 
on the birth of 1heir on Graham. 

INS AN D OUTS 
Those bowled ~ut this inning are: 2Lt Roger Cotterell , who goes 

to the School of Signals; our ORSQMS Sgt Mick Hague; C pl Shirley 
Davison WRAC; Cpl Mick Speck, Ferret Cox, Kevin Gallagher 
ACC, LCpl Ian Lines and Sig Chalky White. 

Those coming in to bat are the new ORSQMS SSgt Sandy Campbell ; 
C pl J . exton , J. Mcintyre RCT; ig Jason Ogden; Sean Fairchild; 
Pie Graha m Kerry RPC. 

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN 

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen 
in your Unit and send in to The Wire with one 

or two action photographs? 
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227 Sig Sqn (AFCENT) 
BFPO 18 

COMD COMMS VI IT 
During Ex Crested Ea~le, the Sq uadron was visi1ed by Maj Gen A. 

Veom n~ , Comd Com ms (BAO R), a1 the exercise location of the 
1ntc;na 11 onal element , of .1 he Alt.ernate War Communications 
qu~dr.o n. The Let m . excrc1 e locauon' is loosely employed a in 

rcah l.Y II was the US Air Ba e, Ramstein , which offered every ameni ty 
1mag111able . to t~ e l<;>ng suffering international soldiers o r the 
Squadron, mcludmg fi ve star accommodat ion wi th maid ervice 24 
hour.pizza pa rlou rs and a well used bowling a lley. All this plus p~cial 
mes mg allowance! 

'.he Comi:n.ancler 's vi ii had been delayed by 24 hours due to bad 
nymg cond1t1~ns and w~en eventua ll y he was able to join the 
Squadron, rap1.d changes .111 the programme were nece sary due to 
mcrcased ec~nty precauuo.ns, for this was the day that 1he US Air 
Force had a tiff with the Libyans. 

Undaunted, the amended visit wem ahead with 1he Squadro 
Comma~der, Maj Ray Etheridge and WOI (R M) Rod Gladwin

11 

conducting the. General on a whistle stop tour of 1he exerci e siie: 
before proceedmg to a medal presentation . 

The Commander about to start his tour of the exercise 
accompanied by OC and RSM . W02 (YofS) Brian Lawrence looks 

on and pretends to be the Sergeant Major 

LS & GC MEDALS 
Gen A. Yeoman presented LS & GC medal Lo four members of the 

Squadron during hi visit, 1wo of whom live and work in the 
immedia1e area of Ramstein, and were accompanied by their wive . 
Medal recipients were: WOl (R M) Rod Gladwin , Sgts Mick Blakley, 

teve Young, and Arthur ullivan. 
9ur ~h.otographs how 1he quick change artistry required for uch 

fly111g VISlt . 

The Comma nde r presenting LS & GC medal to W0 1 (RSM ) Rod 
Glad w in 
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Now it's the turn of Sgt Mick Blakley whlist Sgt Steve Young 
waits in line 

W01 (RS~) Gladwin, Mrs Young, Sgt Young, Maj Gen Yeoma n, 
Sgt Sullivan, Mrs Sull ivan, Sgt Blakley aher t he presentation 

AFCENT BRITISH TR lATHLO COMPETITION 
The AFC:E T Briti h Tria1hlon Compet ition took place over 25126 

March. Th~n~ f?ur con:ipeiitors including four guests participated in 
the three d1sc1phnes which were: a 300m swim in six minute or le s 
4Km ~ro s-country in less than 16 minutes, and a hoo1 of IO round ' 
at a fig 11 target from 20m in 10 expo ures or 1hree econd each. 

At 1he end of the competition individual re ults were: 
Cpl Martin 3559 pts ls1 overall 
SSgt (Fof ) John on 3372 pt 2nd overall 
W0 2 (Yof ) Lawrence 3352 pt 3rd overall and 1st veteran 
WOI (RSM) Gladwin 294 1 pls 6th overa ll and 3rd veteran 
Sgt Grimsley 2904 pt 7th overall 
Cpl HelleweU 2779 pcs 9th overall 

W0 2 (YofS) Brian Lawrence won first prize in the pool and S gt 
(FofS) Nigel Johnson won the prize for the fastes1 run. 

The photograph shows the Squadron representatives, minus Sgt 
Roy Grimsley, absent on duty, with the prizes presented by the 

OC UKDSU, Wing Commander Allgood 
W0 2 (YofS) La w rence, Cpl Hellewell, SSgt (FofS) J ohnson Cpl 

Martin, W01 (RS M) Gladwin ' 
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241 Sig Sqn 
Donnington 

Rec ml) the ,quadron' RU wa, carried out b) Brig J. A. P. 
Ru~ell , Comd 2 ig Bdc . well a vi iting commcen , telephone 
e.-change and rhe range, he pre entcd the Imperial ervicc Medal to 
tr Jean Dyer, late of Donnington Telephone Exchange and LO Mr 

Bob mith late of All car W Detachmr 'lt. 
Our other photograph is of the Squadron team prior to the 

Donningron Raft Ra e. The team paddled down the evern for one 
and a half hour_ in aid of charity, a colour photo i really needed to 
how their punk purple . 
W02 ( M) Ton) Pollard i shortly leaving u on retirement, 

W02 (RQM ) John Mountca Ile come from 7 Sig Regt tO take over 
from him . Jn eptember WOl (YofS) Geoff Downey goe off to 1he 
Falkland and WOI (Yo ) te e MacDonald come in from the DC 
to run COD ignal Troop in his place. We welcome in gt Bill 
Johnson from Berlin, Sgt Ally MacKenzie from 28 Sig Regt and Cpl 
T. ander on from Herford. We continue to end our WRAC all 
over Wale and We tern and orth We l Di trict and at pre em have 
Cpl Carol Sle\'ens, LCpl Bonnie Je sop and Pie Moira Cameron al o 
away on exerci e in BAOR with 35 Sig Regt (V), Pte Angy McVey on 
Quick ilver, Pie Monica Rowe on officer cadet training at 
Beacon field and later in the year we hall be sending two girl to the 
Falkland . 

LCpl Cliff milh i till a stalwart member of the Army Volleyball 
Team, Capt (Tfc) Bob McLaren i till trying to improve hi handicap, 
Maj (QM) Colin French i going bird watching in Spain and the OC, 
Maj DaYid Stubbs, i still blowing bubbles . 

Mr Bob Smith receiving t he Imperial Service Medal from Brig J . A. 
P. Russell. Mrs Jean Dyer after receiving her medal seated with 

her husband . On the right is Mr Dave Griffiths 

Port crew: Cpl 

Starboard crew: 
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Dennington Raft Race 
'Speedy ' Speed, Pte Lynn Corns, W01 (YofS) 

Geoff Downey 
Sgt John Shorter, Cpl Carol Stevens and Cpl 

Mick Newman 

244 Sig Sqn (AS) 
RAF, Brize Norton 

Contributions for th i momh' Wire come from A Troop (our 
Arctic warriors) and MT / LAD who help LO keep us on the move. 

MT/ LAD 
Report by gt Nigel Green 

The MT / LAD Troop co-exi ts (co habit !) within the RA F Brize 
Orton Mechanical Tran port Squadron Compound. The mainstay 

of our organi ation are the MT Sergeant, gt Nigel Green recently 
arrived from a hard tour in Berlin and gt John Webb our REME 
repre cntative. Between them they manage to keep our fleet of 
vehicles on 1he road. The late t from rumour control (RQMS) is that 
we will be is ued with the 110 cries landrover in the very near future. 

EXERCISE TACOMMEX 1186 
Tacommex 2186 wa held in Shleswig Hol tein during March. The 

Echelon element of 244 ig Sqn deployed under the watchful eye of 
1he RQM , W02 (if we've got it you can haYe it) Tony T homas, early 
on 4 March. The 'heavie ' were route marching their way along 1he 
M40 \ hen a motorway Police Patrol car overtook the convoy and 
pulled u in. The convoy commander wa told to put the 'pedal to the 
metal becau e we were going too lowly on the motorway. The 
RQMS didn't have the heart to tell the policeman that we were leaving 
the motorway at the next junction which wa only 25m up the road, 
so off we crept again, joining the M25 heading towards Colchester. 
Whilst travelling along the incomplete M25 before cros ing the MI, 
LCpl (I don ' t know where I ' m going) Geordie Ha well, decided that 
the quickest way to Colche ter was via the MI toward Nottingham, 
and not the Al2 to Harwich. Thi wa a fine opportunity to find a 
Transport Cafe and have a cuppa until LCpl Haswell eventually 
joined us, and we set off once again, a ll the way to Harwich with no 
more problems. 

The Troops arrived at rhe docks and boarded the hip for its 
overnight sailjng to Hamburg. It was a calm crossing but we lost the 
SSM, W02 Mick Mutlow in the evening, perhaps he ate omething 
that didn't agree with him? We di embarked at Hamburg without 
incident and arrived at Krummenort Kaserne GAF Hohn on 5 March. 
The exercise commenced on 6 March amid the scenic landscape of 

onhern Germany in mid-winter. Echelon commander W02 (RQM ) 
(get the cam cream on) Tony Thoma , took us to a delightful barbecue 
platz, (with hard tandings) in the middle of a wood to the south of 
Rendsburg . The only Troops to find us were SOXM lS which caused 
Echelon to move every six hours thereafter. 

The exercise eventually came to an end with everyone looking 
forward to the return trip from Hamburg to Harwich. Could it have 
something lO do with the females on board these ferries? 

DEPARTURE 
The MT said farewell to Sgt Jim Lewington {where's the cricket 

box?) to 28 Sig Regt on promotion to Staff Sergeant and gt John 
Weatherall REME and Gina , LCpl 'Fag y' Fallows and haron and 
LCpl 'Moose ' hearer REME, all 10 BAOR. 

WELCOME 
To Sgt Nigel (Dodger) Green and Janice al o LCpl (get it in the 

workshops) Chatfield and wife Carol. 

PROMOTIONS 
Congratulations to LCpl (now Cpl) John Jenkins and Sig (now 

LCpl) 'Oddball ' Gidding. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
Congratufations to Sig John Barnes and wife usan on the birth of 

their son Andrew Jame . 

EXERCISE HARDFALL AND ANCHOR EXPRESS '86 
Report by 2Lt 'Tiny' Coleman 

With the Troop OC 2Lt • imon ' Pur er attending the Norwegian 
Whiteshod course, it fell upon the large shoulders of 2Lt 'Tiny' 
Coleman to look after the Troop until 12 February, while being 
looked after himself by Sgt 'Terry' German . Force eight gales met u 
on deployment from Marchwood Military Port. Fine sailing weather! 

After an uneventful, but queasy crossing, the Troop arrived at the 
Brakenes hotel in Ulvik, co-habiting (that word again!) with 249 Sig 
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Sqn . The one week's ski training proved uying for those of us who 
had not 5tood on ' NATO planks' before, the favourite downhill 
method being face fii: t. The intr?~luction of pulk pulling and wearing 
loaded bergens proving an addtt1onal hazard during the AST. The 
weather sla~ed reasonably ~i 1~d and a ~ood time was had by all. 

'.he Arct}c ,w~rf~re Tra1~m? exerc~se provided a few amusing 
1nc1dcnts, Sig Willy Wilson s 1mpress1on of a human torch with a 
peak cook~r being one. On being told to put him out Sig Woods tried 
to throw him out of the tent and not bother abou t the fire . A second 
incidelll was Cpl Douglas's loca l clearing patrol around the defensive 
pot.ition. It was out for four hours during which time it took out a ll 
the enemy positi?ns for the other platoons. The other lasting memory 
will be of the nymg Doc, Capt Cade stitching a victim while standi ng 
up and with his skis on . 

The highlight of the hotel stay was 'A' Troop's victory in the 
'Trivial Pursuit ' competition. 

21 february aw the Troop deploy north, a three day cour e on 
board RFA Sir Lance/01, condi1ions this time being better than our 
previous trip. After the usual turmoil and confusion of docking and 
unloading we moved to the taging area outh of Bardufoss. Deterrent 
ops lasted until 6 March giving time for practice moves for both 
TOCs. 

As we moved into combat ops the weather began to deteriorate, 
mild with a lot of snow. This phase came to an abrupt end, due to the 
fatal avalanche on 6 March. The last few days were spent in Troop 
exercises. 

All in all the Troop enjoyed it elf with not too many 'Sophies'. 
an experience for a young officer to remember. 

Right to left: Cpl Patterson, LCpl Hornsby, S ig White, Cpl 
Douglas, Sig Hawkins, Sig Jones 

LCpl Adams - Engine Rider 

2Lt Purser - The Boss 
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Resup 
Left to right: Sgt Thwaites, Sig White, Cpl Douglas 

This issue's notes come from tho e well known 'hoarders of stores' 
in the RQMS Dept. A it i many month since they managed to 
emerge from their stores a run down of personalities would not come 
amiss: 
RQM -W02 Tony Thomas 
Sgt Bryan Duffield 
Sgt Reg Pinkus (serving hi last six months) 
Cpl Brian Gibbons 
LCpl John Dunning 
Sig Pete Barber 
Sig Geordie Haswell 

gt Bryan Duffield is believed to have been at RAF Brize onon 
longer than the RAF-in fact we're not sure when he arrived but 
believed to be some time in the '70s! 

RQM DEPT 
Well summer is here at last. You can always tell. When those 

veritable ' base pack rats' are seen to come out, niff the air and even 
linger for a few seconds before cuuling back inside you know that the 
warm weather is imminent. ot that it' been all beer and skittles (and 
electric heaters) . We've even been on exercise. 

Well we thought, Norway, plenty of skiing, occasional 'liaison' 
visits down to Ordnance, bring pack the odd package or two, could 
almost be a holiday. So off went LCpl John Dunning after receiving 
the most comprehen ive briefing from Sgt Bryan Duffield on exactly 
what was expected of him. However, rumours began to filter back 
from Norway that he was actually issuing stores and even being 
helpful. Our worst fear were confirmed on his return by just a glance 
at his demand book. Our image built up over the years had been 
severely dented. We did the only thing possible and packed him off 
on his Bl upgrading cour e. A period of intensive re-education in the 
wastelands of outer Catterick should, no doubt, bring home to him 
the enormity of his crimes. 

LCpl Dunning - Storeman 

Would we go out LO Denmark and support the RAF on exerci e? A 
quick check of the old cocktail cabinet and the adly depleted tock 
of ' duty free ' forced u to agree reluctantly. However, after the 
disaster of orway, a much more experienced team wa required. 
RQMS Tony Thomas and Cpl Brian Gibbons allied forth to re cue 
our image. The puri ts among t you would really appreciate the 
pained expre ion on the RQ' face when a ked for omething. 

aturally, people are o much more grateful when you've been to o 
much trouble, e pecially when they know it's the 'la tone'. 

Cpl Brian Gibbon's performance wa so out landing chat he ''a 
rewarded with a three month attachment to Gibraltar. Out there, 
under the broiling un, pau ing only occa ionally for a ip of ice cold 
beer and who aid that we don't ever get up LO the 'sharp end'? 

At the moment we are packing for Ex orth West Trapper in 
Scotland. Yes, we are taking our fi hing kit with u -but, of cour e, 
only to upplement the oldier ' meagre ra1ions. But that' the way we 
are. Un elfi h to the end . 
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) 
Bufford Camp 

P R 0 ALITI 
With ·o many change in the quadron hiera rchy thi year , we 

thought we hould tar! with the new line up: 
O Maj Jonathan Cook 
21C Capt Andy Higgs 
QM Capt (QM) Ron Collins 

M W02 Gordon helley 
OC Main Tp LI Nick Metcalfe 
OC upport Tp Lt Nigel Godbolt 
Fuf W02 (Fof ) Chris Fielding 
YofS I W02 (YofS) Harry Elkan 
YofS 2 S gt (Yof ) Terry Crosby 

QM Sgt (SQMS) Derek Leggat 
Chief Clerk gt (OR QMS) Steve Armitage 

EXERCI E CLEAR VOICE 
Each year the Squadron run a communication cour e for oldier 

and officer of AMF(L) units. This year, there were 30 students from 
five different ATO countries ranging in rank from Lieutena~t 
Colonel to Lance Corporal. Lt Chris O'Connor had their 
administration to cope with; he managed to lo e four tudent but, 
never mind, all the bills balanced. After Sgts 'Pinke. Catterall and 
'Perkey' Davie had covered all the theory, the exercise ended with a 
CPX \Vhich wa fought mo t enthusia tically by our own Cpl Tim 
'Rommel' Abbott and ig ince (solo for the first time) Eades. 

Social activities included a Pub night, a Games night-in which S gt 
Dave Beattie and Cpl Kev Parker won the darts final-and an 

officer ' dinner night. Lt Mike Wi e did great thing with a swinging 
coffin but the star turn wa undoubtedly LI Nick Metcalf e's Lancaster 
Bomber. 

L and GC 
On Thursday 22 May, Comd Comms UKLF vi ited the quadron. 

After the traditional Barrack Guard, various briefing and a visi! to 
the KAPE team, Brig hapler joined the officers, SNCOs and their 
wive for lunch in the Squadron Club. Here he pre ented Sgt Alec 
Sampson with his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. 

WEDDING PHOTO SCARE 
Shortly before arriving at the Squadron, Capt Andy Higgs married 

an Ul ter la s. When a parcel of wedding photograph arrived in the 
2JC' office, Lt Chri 'Blaster' O'Connor promptly decided they 
could be a bomb. Who wouldn't? 

He evacuated the building and made a few phone calls- to RMPs, 
Bomb quad, A TO, fire piquet , ambulance, civilian police, and 
anyone else he could find in the yellow page . For two exciting hours, 
the area was cordoned off. Lt O'Connor hid from the OC and the 
bomb quad deliberated over whether to blow up the 21C' wedding 
photos . 

STOP PRESS-ARMY TRIATHLON 
Just as we're going to pres we've heard that the Squadron 

triathletes W02 (Fof ) Chris Fielding Cpls 'Earl' Wigglesworth and 
Pete Mclnally and ig Greg Harwood have come third in the 
inaugural Army Triathlon at Chepstow. Well done! 

Col C. A. Brown together with the Officers of 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) and 1 Sig Gp at the Clear Voice Dinner Night 
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WIV~ FIT ESS 
A the English Summi:r is trying to arrive it may seem a bit late to 

be thi~king of Norway. However, the Squadron is always either 
preparing to go there, actually there, or else recovering from it. The 
Squadron wi ves, having ru n for charity at Christmas, decided that our 
post Norway recovery should include a football match. Mrs Karen 
alisbury and Mrs Hcat~~r !aylor dru mmed up a team , black mailed 

the OC and QM mto offic1aung and promptly 'tickled' Sgt (Why me?) 
Evans' squ~d into submission. _LCpl ' Kev' J oy and gt 'Mac' 
Mcfadyen did try to how some skills-but were soon dealt with! Oh 
horror, the girls have chosen rounders next. 

The Wives Club Football Match 
(Note the dapper OC on the right) 

EXERCISE TEN TORS 
Once again, the Squadron provided the safety communications for 

the Ten Tors expedition on Dartmoor. Luckily for the 21C, Capt 
Andy Higgs, everything worked, as this year the weather was 
atrocious and over 2,000 school children had LO be rescued. However, 
the OC wasn't content with just simple communications. He made the 
young officers, plus body guard walk the 55 mile route prior to the 
event- just to check the route. Stream cros ing on Dartmoor can pose 
problems as LCpl Dave Kennedy and Sig Greg Harwood will readily 
admit; they were seen dressed only in their bergens trying to path find 
for their Troop OC {they wanted a deep bit!). The OC and Sgt I'll join 
you near the end lads' Shiels managed to keep things in order on the 
second day although S gt (YofS) Terry Crosby's mixed dress
combar kit and training shoes-did raise the odd eyebrow. 

During the weekend, we hosted a number of CFF cadets. A mention 
must be made of Cpl 'Gaz' Collins. The delectable blonde 'Lucy', a 
CCF girl cadet, when asked if she would like to visit other radio 
detachments and see the team , replied she would rather stay with Cpl 
Collin . Nice one Gaz. 

Only 20 miles to go . The Ten Tors route walkers Lts Makepeace , 
Metcalfe , Godbolt, YofS Crosby, Sgt Shiels, Sig O' Brien and LCpl 

Coates relax at .Rough Tor 
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EW FROM THE TROOP 
HQ TROOP 

259 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 53 

Several new faces have appeared recently within the Troop. The 
long awaited QM, Capt Tony Morgan, his wife Anne and their 
youngest son Darryl arrived last month from 16 Sig Regt. Others new 
to the Squadron include Lt Amanda Tindall who is with u on 
attachment until July when she goes to the School of Signals, LCpl 
Steve Bailey, Sig 'Baby Face' Marriott and ig 'Fish' Fisher. 

Our farewells go to ig Neil Callow who disappears to the School 
o f Signals. 

The Squadron Office is going through a transition at present with 
Cpl 'I've washed my hair al last' Piggins handing over to Cpl Ken 
Richards before his departure to 22 Sig Regl. 

EPI KOPI TROOP 
The Troop staffie Sgt Grahame Hillhouse is soon to go on the 

dreaded 'Drill Pig' course and in his triple soled ammo boots, he now 
measures a full five feet. 

Sig 'Taff' Silver has proved so versatile in the pa l few months that 
he was given the ultimate reward, serving coffee to the SOinC during 
his recent visit to the Squadron . Taff is now praying that the SOinC 
visits 8 Sig Regt before he and LCpl Keith 'Beefy' Ritchie go on their 
Class I Course. 

The Hodgson Shield Athletics was held recently and because of the 
size of the Troop most per onnel competed in three events each. The 
Troop retained the title once again and keep the trophy for another 
year. Wins were provided by ig John in the IOOm, High Jump and 
Triple Jump, gt Farrell in the Discus and 2Lt Chattaway in the 
Javelin. 

Recent additions to the Troop include the new OC 2Lt ' ir' David 
Chatlaway, Sgt 'What's my next Swan?' Farrell, Cpl 'Roll up, Roll 
up' Woods and Sig ' I'm sure I've got the big C' Grainger. They are 
all wished a pleasant tour in Cyprus. 

Farewells are due soon to Sgt Mac McClu key who is po ted to 11 
Sig Regt, Cpl Tony Attwaler and Sig Joe Hathaway both posted to 21 
Sig Regt. 

AIRFIELD TROOP 
New arrivals to the Troop last month were Cpls Neil 'Tubby' 

McKie and Colin Keil. Michelle Bradley, Sylvia Ca carino, Barbara 
Spink 'and Anne Travis have recently joined their husbands. 

Sig 'Superstar' McGuiness is due back to the Troop after a 
successful tour in the Falklands. 

On the sporting front we managed to continue our slide from the 
top by fin ishing fifth, one point behind HQ Troop, in the Hodgson 
Shield Athletic . 

MOUNTAIN TROOP 
There have been a lot of postings to and from the Troop recently. 

Who would want to live on the top of a mountain anyway? 
Firstly we aid farewell to S gl Pele Mathews and Cpl Don Rodham 

who have returned to sea level in Epi kopi. Cpl Geordie Bell and LCpl 
Steve Bailey were sent down the mountain on a ke?a? run, never to 
return and Cpl Colin Keil ha been natched by Airfield Tro<?P· . 

We welcome the new Foreman SSgt imon Fawthrop and h1 wife 
ue, Sgt Duncan Forteith and wife 1 icola, gt teve James, ~pl ean 

Dandy and wife Rachael, Cpl Paul Coombs, LCpls David Bell, 
teven Wells LCpl Danny Boland and wife Claire ... Cpl 'Flanny' 

Flanighan, Sig 'Keve' Maidmanl, Gary Bradshaw with hi. wife 
Denise, Sig Paul Anderson and la t but not lea_ t Lt Morley-Kirk (no 
relation LO Capt James T.) although he doe hke a l?t of space! 

On the Sporting Scene the Troop performed well m the_ Hodg on 
Shield Athletic competition fini hing in a creditable third place. 
There were some good performances on the track by Lt Morley-Kirk, 

ig Kev Maidmant and Sig Andy Roberts (brought in from omewhcre 
else at the last momem), however our field eventer need some more 
Weetabix! 

Our congratulations go to Fof imon Fawthrop for completing the 
12 SU walkabout and again to him and his wife ue for reaching the 
finals of the ' Brain of Troodo ' competition. 

Cpl Geordie Bell recently went on a swan around the led courte y 
of the Royal avy. 
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HQ IROOP 
HOD, 0 SHU.LI> FI AL EVE1'T- THE P ENTATHLON 
Report h~ th aged roop Sergeant 

'You 've go1 to be joking'-'when '-'never'-' \\'ell upon my oul'. 
o 11ent the original phone call tha1 star ted the panic. tho e \\ ho mus1 

b obeved had decreed !hat this year's fi nal, the de iding event in 1he 
Hodg. on hield (Inter Troop compe1i1 ion) was 10 be a pen1 a1hlon . 

othing, dear reader •ou might sa • to shout about , but where was I. 
Troop ergeant by the grace of God to find ix good men and !rue. 
II wa then e'\plained 10 me 1ha1 the eque trian and mu keteers 
contributions were to be replaced · y 01her more gruelling ta ks. 

\\'hy, I a ked, did la t year' a::\ ivity run along the lines o f ' Jeu 
San Frontier:,' have to be replaced by omething ouite o obviou ly 
fatiguing a a Pentathlon? The ers1while team " ere to wim an 
undi clo ed di tance, not too unplea ant in the Med, bu! in pril! run 
UP a cliff and through rhe Bundu to the gym, there to perform uper
human feai under 1he eagle eye of uncompromi ing PT!' , thence 10 
the 30m range, hoot like nnie Oakley, Oop ! Buffalo Bill , then 
proceed to run two and a half kilometre 1 ith one of Epi kopi 
Troop's (our main rivals, hi , boo) spare telegraph pole ! All thi to 
be a compli hed with . miles, old world charm and the u ual 
bonhomie le t penally point should be incurred for 'ungemlemanly 
behaviour'. 'Pah! nothing 10 ii ', exclaimed our team captain Cpl 
• te\•e' Piggin 'all we need i a bit of !raining and ome suitable 
volunteers'. Many were called, but few chosen. 

Pic J... ing the 1eam wa the ea iest part, finding the time to 1rain 1 a 
more difficuh. 01her happening were gelling in our way. 

o, to 1he fa1eful day, Friday 4 April. Three Troops were in the 
running for the Hodgson hield. HQ Tp, Epi kopi Tp, and Airfield 
Tp; it all re ted on this la 1 event. 

We did it! HQ Tp that i . ot only did we win the Pemathlon and 
hence the Hodg on Shield, but also a ll five evem in the competition. 
Tho·e gloriou member of the team I feel mu t ha e their names in 
print, if only for po terity. Maj 1. . Reid (QC), g1 ' Geordie' 
Thompson , gt ' Lee ' earle, Cpl ' mudge ' Smith (Ex 216), Cpl ' ean ' 
Macfarlane and ig Jonah Jones. Well done. !)ode ty prevent me 
from aying whether I was in the team or not, but may I add that the 
average age was 34 years. So 1 leave it to you. 

VOLUNTEER NOW 
for a 3 year tour 
with this 
world famous 
Display Team 

Applications are particularly 
welcome from soldiers with 
gymnastic ability to assist in 
developing new acts . 

Next Selection Course : 31 Oct - 1 6 Nov 
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App' NOW through your unit to 
Royal Signals Manning & 

Record Office and send a copy 

1986 

of your Application to -OC White Helmets 
Royal Signals Demonstration Team 
8th Signal Regiment 
Cattenck Camp 
North Yorksh ire . 

262 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 58 

QUADRON PER ONALITIES 
OC Maj Ian Greig 
AO Lt Sally Morri 
SSM W02 Joh n Carter 
RQM W02 Mick Turvey 
FofS W02 John M ugford 
FofS (Cape Greco) W02 John Ratcliffe 
YofS W02 Mick Bell 

There is much 10 report on in thi is ue. Coming and goings have 
cominued a u ual and are too numerou 10 catalogue here. 
Neverthele s a warm welcome to all our new arrival and farewell and 
thank you to all who have left u for pa ture new. 

Anyone 1hat 1hink Cyprus i a nice 'gentle' place to be, obviously 
ha n' t been here during the la t two month . Armed guard duty on a 
frequent ba i ha re-acquaimed everyone with their personal weapon! 
Something to do with being two hours flying time away from 
Benghazi!? 

CYPRU R AM 1986 
'We'll need a new Trophy Cabine1 Sergeant Major' aid a beaming 

OC immedia1ely before the prize giving. 
The quadron shooting team had a ucces ful day on Akrotiri 

Range at 1he Royal Signals All- I land- kill-at-Arms Mee1ing. Six 
learn competed from Cypru ba ed uni1s for eight major team and 
individual prize . 
The team comprised W02 (SSM) John Carter, gt Dave Belshaw, 
LC pl Steven Brennan RPC, SSgt J ohn Gadsdon, LCpl Yogi 
Cauldwell. 

Amid mutterings of 'It' too ... hot, for tempera1e combats' and 
' I'm gelling too old for the gun ' the Squadron achieved the following 
re uh : 
Champion Team First 
Roupell Cup-Rifle Match First 
Section Match First 
SMG Match Third 
Moving Target Match Second 
Pistol Champion hip First (S gt Bel haw) 

The Sergeam Major achieved the highe t core in the Moving Target 
Match but much to his chagrin there wa no 1rophy! 

The Squadron wa tasked to man the SMG and Pi tol Range which 
was succe sfully run by Sgt P ete Fitzmaurice and hi team, complete 
with one officer (seated). Thanks to them for their hard work. 
Thank , al o to 259 Sig Sqn for organising a thoroughly enjoyable 
day. 

SSgt Dave Be ls haw, Pistol Champion 
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Standing L to R: SSgt Dave Belshaw, LCpl Yogi Cauldwell, LCpl 
Steve Brennan 

Kneeling: W02 John Carter, SSgt John Gadsdon 

VI IT OF THE SIG AL OFFICER-I -CHIEF 
On Wednesday 4 June the Squadron was visited by the OinC 

during hi first official visil to Cyprus. It began with a short helicopter 
journey to Cape Greco to meel the Station per onnel before returning 
to Dhekelia for coffee with the officers and a hon briefing by the 
QC. Thi was followed by a tour of the departments ending with lunch 
in the Bitsa Club . 

Our photographs record some events from a most enjoyable day. 

Radio Relay Equipment Room 
From L to R: Cpl Neil Hardy, Sgt Ged Donelan and the SOinC 

From L to R: W02 (ROMS ) Mick Turvey, LCpl Stew a rt Hartshorne, 
the SO inC a nd S gt Brian Rogers 
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At the Bitsa Club 
L to R: Sgt Bob Orchard, S ig Dave Jenkins and the SOinC 

ORIENT EERI NG SEA O N 1985-86 
After a very good o rienteering season last yea r, thi ng 1aned to 

look bleak with the departures of Sgt George Mayne (Army 
Champion), Sgt Alan Geddes (A rmy runner-up) and gt Mick Scull 
(Army fourth) . 

The new season staned well with 262 com ing third in the firs! league 
event. However, needing four runners per team we were hard pres ed , 
and on two occasion only managed to field a four man team. 

The most consistent runner, taking part in al l eight po ible runs, 
was W02 (Fof ) J ohn Ratcliffe who, at 1he end of the eason, 
finished in eighth place. ext came Sgt Pete Wallace, taking pan in 
a possible even event , completed ix. 'I took time off fo r a condor 
moment'. End of sea on placi ng wa 15th. Then came our fi nal 
'Major' runner, W02 (}'of ) Taff Mugford , taking part in ix events 
and completing five of them. He also took time for a condor moment. 
End of sea on placing of 39th. However, it must be sa id that this 
season the League wa based on the be t six events. 

We would a l o like to !hank gt Gaz Stratton for competing in 1wo 
events, whils t revi ing for hi FofS enlrance exam, good luck Gaz for 
the futu_re. Al o a 1ha nk you to Sgt Phil Tait and LCpl Gary Hewing 
for each making a gue t appearance. 

Final League placing for the Squadron was nint h. 

ACE HIGH STATION COMMANDERS CONFERENCE 
Once agai n this year the OC, Maj Ian Greig, W02 (Fof ) John 

Ratcliffe a nd Sgt Duncan Macpher on attended the ACE HIGH 
Station Com mander 'Conference in Izmir, Turkey. T he Conference 
wa mo t ucce ful and culmina1ed in Cape Greco being awarded a 
plaque for their continued profe ionalism and high tandard . ( It 
wa n'c a mi print becau e it wa engraved on 1he plaque!) 

T he award wa received by W02 (FofS) John Ratcliffe who 
demon traced a commendable gra p of the American language in hi 
rep ly. (He omiued to ay ' Have a nice day' at the end though!) 

Later at an informa l ga1hering W02 John Ratcliffe and gt Duncan 
Macpherson were pre ented with very splend id F OUTH/6 AT F 
plaques as 1hi wa the final conference that eit her would a llend. 
Unfortunately all photographic evidence of:. che e event had to be 
de troyed to protect the innocent . 
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OHlKEl.I GA RRISO:"t GRA D DRA\\-31 MA\' 1986 
H·:n : CA, EI.I T IO 

nfortunately. due to the re ent in.::rea es in the ecurity alert tate. 
i1 wa decided that the Dhe l-elia Garri on Fe1e planned for 31 lay 
\\Ould have to be po tponed . 

The deci ion was not wholly unexpected and wa rea ll inevitable. 
The pro pect of a va t number of both mi lit ary and !ocal people 
gathering together in a very small area po ed a huge ecunty problem. 

everthele s, by the beginnmg o f May, when the decision was 
taken much of the planning wa well under 1 ay, not leas t of all for 
the 'Grand Draw' . Ticket sale had tarted and provi ion of the firs t 
prize. a Toyota orolla car, had been secured . 

The object of the fete originally wa to raise money for charity . IL 
wa therefore decided to continue with the draw, a nd to try and raise 
a. much a po ible for l'ariou needy cau es. 

ORGA"il ER 
The quadron were the fe1e organi er thi year. More pecifically 

W02 (Fof ) John Mugford had 'drawn' 1he hort traw within 1he 
quadron and had been given the ta k of organising the rafne. Whil t 

the arena di play, tall and static display organiser breathed deep 
igh of relief, Mr Mugford girded his loin amidst deri ive shout of 

·you're on your own' (a cry familiar to him from the previou rugby 
ca on!). Gathering around him hi trusted team o f W02 (Fof ) John 

Ratcliffe and gt 'Dick' Whittingham he et to work . 
A pecial word of thank to 1he organi ing team: 
W02 John 1ugford- for all the o erall organi ation and ne er 

once saying 'why me'. 
gt Dick Whittingham-for hi clo e upport throughout 

culmina1ing in winning a prize him elf! 
W02 John Ratcliffe-particularly for ecuring 70 of the 107 prize 

and enduring the ho pitality of all the bar and hotel proprietor from 
Ayia apa to Fig Tree Bay, often being 'wrecked' entirely in 1he line 
of duty! 

gt Duncan Macpher on-for driving Mr Ratcliffe on hi 
a signment and now being unable to look another cup of coffee in the 
face. 

THA KS 
Our thank to all the hotels, re taurants and traders who very kindly 

donated prize to make the draw so succe ful; there were over 100 of 
them. 

ext to all the behind the cene assistant . The ticket ellers, go
for's and the helper for the charity disco, and , not lea t, S gt Dave 
Belshaw who provided the disco free of charge. 

And finally to all the people who purchased 1icke1s, without whose 
support, none of thi would have been possible. 

THE DRAW 
The draw took place, live on BFBS radio at about 1620 hr on the 

afternoon of Saturday 31 May. The Garrison Commander, Col D. J. 
Corner OBE very kindly agreed to draw the first 10 prizes in the 
Dhekelia Studios. 

The lucky winner of the car was WCpl Anne Marie Styles of 262 Sig 
Sqn. othing like keeping ic in rhe family! 

CHARITY 
The Draw finally yielded a grand total of £530, for charity. This will 

be divided between ervice and local chari1ies. 

The results of the draw being announced live on BFBS radio 
From L to R: Col D. J. Corner OBE, Comd Dheke lia Garrison OC 
Maj Ian Greig, W02 John Mugford and SSgt Dick Whittingham' 
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:::::~_-:--._~-~ _News from Troops - ~~~. 

633 Sig Tp 
BFPO 12 

Bored wirh reading unit entries 1hat start with 'Focu on ... 
Personali tie ere, etc'? o are we, and therefore would like to start this 
article on the Corp ' Caribbean Communicarion by listing our 
personalitie : 

LCpl Pronto: T he Rebro Dog. U ed to be a Corporal but, a 
reported previou ly, was reduced for biting the G M. Nearly gai ned 
an Out tanding Lan e Corporal recently, but this wa deferred due to 
the contraction of a rare and di gu ting infection, which ca t doubt 
on hi mora l fi bre . 

WSig Fergie: Airport Camp Dog. Three and a half months old at 
the time of writing, and i unlikely LO be allowed near LCpl Pronto. 
Ha an embarrassing habit o f going into Force HQ and barking at the 
Brigadier ... 

ig Dave Rooney-' Jf there's a way out of a job, I'll find it boys. 
Des Ede-'Of cour e I ' m keen : I should be a YofS'. 
Dave White- 'I houldn't be on this list because I should be a Lance 

Corporal '. 
Kev A field-'! can't get anything right in my life'. 
Billy lngram-'Probably the be t handbag in the world- but only 

probably'. 
Dave Sali bury- Better known a Drac 'Why do I think I'm good 

looking?'. 
Frank Pilgram- 'l should ' ve ailed on the Mayflo wer when l had 

the chance' . 
Jim McLaren- 'l'm determined to eat my way through Belize '. 
Taff Howell- Submarine canoe a speciality (apparently) . 
Tony Young-' I don ' t th ink I'm God 's gift to women (much) . 
Frank Dobbin- (1 II do it wrong again) Dobbin. 
Ade Clark-'Play a slow one I want to dance with that chair . 
Paul Clark-'J should be a day worker (Tony)'. 
Reg Varney- Rasher Redstone incarnare? 
Woody Woodworth-Arrived here looking dangerously pale and is 

now . . . er . . . still looking dangerou ly pale. 

AN AR . . . OF SORTS 
In June, LCpl couse Cahill left us for 39 Bde in search of better 

pay and a kinder climate, and i now, no doubt supplying the mirth 
and merriment thar he brought to 633 . The founder editor of our 
Troop broadsheet (unprintable title; ASVU informed, and 1he man 
who thought of the title, Sig Stu Bull- now back at ' 30'-was cited 
for 1heir scrutiny) , LCpl Ca hill left us with some copy for the July 
issue. 

' . . . On a lighter note (no, not a ZIPPO, Staff-buy one yourself) : 
Going back to the uggestion that I could be a General ... If I were 
to carry out an ARU inspection on 633, the report would probably 
look like thi : 

Transmitter Site: Couldn't get in. Did, however , notice a dark
skinned technician on roof drinking Fama. The masts were straight. 

Power Section: When awake, were quite friendly . Couldn't explain 
rheir role because ir's never been explained to them. Have arranged a 
pilgrimage to Leconfield for a driving course refresher. 

Line Section: Three alcoholics, a schoolboy and Herbie. Difficult 
to report on this section as they were busy on a Hollywood movie and 
therefore couldn't be assessed. 

Radio Section: A professional and dedicated ection. Striving for 
better comms and as much time off as possible. Nice idea keeping an 
RLD in the Botanical Gardens, led by Sgt Fragrance or something . . . 

The Commcen: Spent a lot of time here. Didn't expect to be on shift 
though. Three shifts, a ll intent on creating as much havoc as possible 
for the next one to sort out. Couldn't meet all of them as they couldn 't 

1 get a drop from the Gardens. 
Systems and SES: Basically overpaid, overweight and under

worked. Enough said. 
Crypto: Nice one Custodian!! 
The Troop Office: Very clean and tidy. A good routine centreing 

around the feeding times of rhe dog. In the interests of my career: 
here's a full stop. 

The Sunspot Club: The Troop's REAL HQ; all important decisions 
made here. Morale high . The scene of many memorable Gozome 
Nights (mine included . . ). 

Comment: Keep it like thi and you can't go far wrong. 
... and there you have it!' 
Speaking of LCpl Cahill's Gozome ( = Going Horne Party), here 

are a few extracts from his farewell speech, (which was printed on a 
piece of printer roll 4 (four) feet long!) . .. 
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· .... When I arriv~d here, I wa~ naturally met by 1he bloke 1 was 
repl a~~ng. He .had a wide mile on his face: "No-one's got THAT long 
10 do , he said . Showed me my room, three sets of combats a d I 
me carry all my own bedding. I think I lost half a stone in th~ f" et 
two hours . . . I had arrived in Belize. irst 

Once _insta lled in ~he block, I fou.nd that George Elliot lived in the 
Ga~dcns whereas Sid Steele was JUS! a lodger there. Beaker and 
Chippy Lang start.ed to show odd tendencies towards the end of th · 
tours; thankfu ll y tl hasn't rubbed off on me. eir 

The job: I went to work in the Commcen Land of the Handb 
I learnt. the_job in the firs t fi ve days and spe~t the next three mon~~
expla1111ng 1t to the DTGs. s 

The C~n Cun trip with the." A" Team will stay in my memory for 
a Ion~ ll me. Tony (the tourist) .Flory ~a rrying the Brit nag on his 
backside and a knotted hank erch1ef on h1 head . Rich Cookson didn't 
say an awful \~ t over the three days save for " Pass us another Schlitz 
will you . . . . Thence back Lo the grind tone, of course. Enter new 
Sy terns Tech Paul (1 don't put my foot in ii a lot) Childs, who, as far 
a techs go, made a blooming good barman ... 

Then Graham (Wendy) Richmond arrived . Censorship curtai l ~ 
comment! 

R & R IOOk me to Miami for 22 days: The 633 all-time R & R 
record! On my return , there was a whole new look to the A Team· 
Gone w~~e ~ick (The Hatty Handbag) Hodds and Rick (Visa Card) 
Bol_len . In were Tony Young and Dave- the 102 Macho Man-
ahsbur~. Paul Clark .wa . back from the hills-never a ma n of many 

word , his usual contnbuuon to the Cornmcen conver ation was "can 
I knock off now Tony?" . There wa another man there " Th i·s h 
b h db " I h . · as no e. a a n ag t ought. Wrong ... This was an RTG with a 
ha.1rstyle: ~ohn (the backlog follow me wherever I go) Gowen . If you 
think that funny have a lo~k at his ID Card . .. Yet another rech: 
Alan (punchy) Moody. The light wouldn ' t switch on the other day so 
he got Porn Pomeroy out of bed. Rumour has it that he can change 
a plug. Tony Young: Ask Tony anything about the job and he'll name 
the Ev~rton team. Ask h_im any~hing about Everton and he' ll ay they 
sh_ould v~ had a p~nalty m the first half ... Dave Salisbury has made 
friends with Caroline and has taken to writing love poems on Winston 
fag packets. 

Sgt Dave Smy's left now but was reputed 10 have introduced himself 
Lo 1he Belizean o_n San Pedro with " Hello, I'm Dave Smy, the 633 
Commcen Supervisor" . . . 

gt id mellie: Well, with a name like that we'll move straight on 
to gt Larry "has anyone een my wallet" McHale. He's got his 
return night tattooed on his chest . . .' 

LCpl C~hill will be s_orely missed, nor least by my elf, becau e he's 
all but wrnten this article for The Wire! 

The Tanned and the Pale : Comings and Goings . Movements of note 
have been as follow : 

0 T 
Lt Nick 'Rambo' Davies: ow looking for somewhere to make an 

atap ba ha around Catterick . 
W02 (YofS) Mal Channing: Now no doubt using his ice-breaker 

profile to great effect around MOD .. . 
Sgt Mick Gaylard: The Tx Site Sergeant and the best tan in rhe 

Troop . .. 
gt Dave Smy: A real sucker for spoof confidentials! ! 
gt Phil Jones: LCpl Gaz Kee's assistant (thar's what it aid on hi 

$20 note, anyway!). 
. gt Gaz Hailstone: The one member of the Troop who could find 

h1 way to Can Cun with a blindfold on! 
gt Dave Millard: ' .. . couldn't give a Four . 

Cpl Andy Hall: Reputed 10 have u ed two and a half pints of 
Snopake in hi ix month here-a Clerk with a difference! ( ow 
re ting his two finger in RHQ, 30 Sig Regt). 

IN 
_Lt. Patrick Windsor Brown: Dog-walker extraordinaire. By the time 

this is pub_ii hed he'll be a Captain and may, therefore, declare UDI 
or something .. . 

SSgt Graham Twis e (aka" tiff"): You'll find rhi hard to believe 
but he spent two nigh! in a Mexican cell for a saulting a police officer 
who called him "Gringo" . .. That's a blatam lie of course but I've 
got nothing on him except "Get your hair cut'', "Have you cleaned 
your gun? " , "You owe Troop fund " and "All you want is to check 
1he mail" . . . 

W02 Frank Running: The Foreman. There' not a lot you can say 
about a man with a chin like that except "It could be a big night if 
you play your card right ... Good Game! Good Game!". 

W02 Mick Chapman: The only man with complete privacy, he 
lock himself behind a huge teel door and could be up IO 
anything ( equential Indulgence Applications, probably). 

Sgt Larry McHale: The man who' put Can Cun mugger into the 
uper Tax bracket! 
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Sgt Grah~m Re)nol~ :_" llopc to get u ~ed 10 ~T before too long ' ". 
Sgt Dougie Ward: <.:la~ms. to have :·roughed 1t" in the jungle, but 

actually spent most of h1 tune brewing tea ... ! 
Sgt Mart in Gillard: Dearhly pale at the time of writing, a real milk 

bottle! 

STOP PRES 
TH E FOREMA HAS JU T BEEN PROMOTED TO WOI 
~t ~830 ~rs one Friday morni ng in June he was sent for by the 

B.ngad1er- He wants to hear your reasons for the poor quality of 
picture on th~ Salamanca Satellite T V' he was told. Duly, W02 (Fof ) 
Frank Runnmg charged ac ross the cricket pitch in the direction of 
f HQ: He r:ianaged to control a ll pri mal urges until the Commander 
informed him he was incorrectly dres ed , and the ice broke: His wife 
Gloria , !he Force Signal Officer, QC 633 and the Yeoman were ali 
waiting in rhe corridor with champagne and a WOI wristlet ar the 
ready ... 

Ever been had? 

EXERCISE J UNGLE SCIMITAR 
Following doggedly in the foorsteps of Lt Mick Davies his 

successor is curremly in the practice of dragging 10 members o'f the 
Troop _into the sreamy hinterland for a weekend, each month. With 
the assistance of a Belizean civilian instructor tudent are taught how 
to survive in the jungle. The photos say the' rest (I hope). 

Our Beli_z_ean. instructor,_Julian Pollanco, teaching jungle medicine. 
LCpl Ph1h Philpott (left) isn't convinced ('but what will it do for my 

piles?'- he was heard to mutter .. . ) 

End ex 
Just prior to wading_ back to civilisation, the students of Ex Jungle 

Sc1m1tar 2 posed for this photo 
L- R: Sig Reg Varney, Woodey Woodworth, LCpl Phili Philpott, 
Sig Billy Ingram, Cpls Mo Morris, Porn Pomeroy, SAC Shaky 

Taylor, Sgt Dougie Ward, Cpl Carl Jenkins 
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640 Sig Tp (EW) 
Blandford 

EXF.RCI E KA 'VGA ROO MERCURJ'- GHANA 
J?I • rnham' Mile , LCpl ' And)' Marchant and ig 'Blue' 

"'lichol on were attached to I Sqn 30 ig Regt for th is int repid excr ise 
to the wilds of darke t frica. 

The thought of three week with :.in and sand in ovember/ 
Dec mber time eemed too good to be true. e pecially after our recent 
return from Ouerburn! We certainly were not let down. 

. 1o t of our time e cept fo r the bit di rupted by work, wa pent 
at the bea h or with vi it 10 the local market lO practise our 'out of 
area· haggling kill . 

The exerci e went well and our winter ran wa gained, but not 
without a price; mo quito bites and variou tomach complaint lasted 
well over into the Chri tma break. 

Overall a good chance to gain a lo t of experience! After a warm 
exerci e the next two went completely the other way. 

EXERCI E WI TER WARRIOR 
After an arduous ' inter leave the OC, out of the kind ness of his 

heart , decided he wanted ome ' Winter Warriors' in the Troop. 
So on 2 January Sgts ' teve' Carr. 'Graham' Miles. Cpl 'Sam' 

tree! and Sig • or' orley et off from UK to Belgium. After a fe rry 
cro ing and a JO hour bus journey we arrived in Wertach Bavaria our 
home for the next two week . 

The cour e, designed for non- kier , was divided into two ections, 
langlauf and downhill skiing technique . \ e soon found out it wa 
ea y to ki ma traight line but very difficult to top . The be t practice 
of all was picking your elf up out of the now to check for broken 
limb ; thi exercise wa carried out more often than any other! 

After mastering the langlauf technique the most enjoyable part o f 
the cour e, downhill kiing, came next. Cpl ·Sam' treet had great 
problem going forwards but none going backwards, much to the 
amusement of the others. 

Sgt ' Graham' Miles, 'Sieve' Carr and Sig 'Sor ' orley were coping 
very well and seemed lO enjoy thoroughly both the scenery and skiing. 

Alas all good thing come lO an end. With sheer tenacity and lunacy 
all four persevered and came back brandi hing bronze awards in 
langlauf and downhill skiing techniques, more by luck than good 
judgement. 

The training proved to be a good introduction to our next 
deployment to the frozen wa tes of the Arctic Circle. 

EXERCISE ANCHOR EXPRESS 
Ex Anchor Express 86 was the 3 Cdo Bde RM yearly deployment 

to northern orway. This year 18 members of the Troop were 'lucky' 
enou.gh to get the chance lO join in and enjoy the delights of the 
Arcuc. 

·The chosen few moved co the Commando Training Centre R If at 
Lympst0ne, to do a few days pre-arctic trai ning, learning about cold 
weather injuries and basic skills of living and surviving in the snow. 
The Royal Marines Mountain Leaders tried hard lO bait the lads 
during t~e instruction but they got back as good a they gave. 

Transn across to Norway was on LSL Sir Percival. For a few of the 
T~oop this ~as not a good. time . LCpl Ronnie Hewill and Sig ' Blue 
Nicholson did not Lake then 'sea legs tablets' in time and spent a few 
day on their back bemoaning the day they ever saw a Royal Naval 
vessel. 

On arrival at arvik we had to drive to Setermoen to be looked 
afte~ by the orwegian Army . Accommodation was not four star 
but 1t kept us out of the cold. (We could have been in tents like our 
American cousi ns). Soon, trange things were t0 be seen around the 
camp, the 'Abominable Squaddy'. A soldier dressed in cam whites 
with six foot long w~ite feel shuffli ~g around on the snow. The people 
who went on, Ex Wmter Wa_rnor displayed how easy it was to ski on 
your back. Cpl a!" Street 1s an expert. When the opponunity came 
lO go downhill sk11ng ome of the fearless few defied the laws of 
nature and proved that you do noL need to be able to ski t0 fly down 
a hill at neckbreaking speed. It should be noted by fitne~ freaks that 
sa~ads f?r break~ast, d.inner and tea are not very fil ling. gt 'Graham' 
Miles did not enJOY fned eggs with beetroot and raw fish so the local 
hamburger S!alls and cafes made a profit during our stay. 

The exercise started well but had LO be cancelled due lO the 
unfonunate death~ of a number of orwegian soldiers in an 
avalanche. The Brigade Staff put together another exercise which 
la ted a few days, during which time a lot of valuable lessons were 
learnt. The equipment stood up urprisingly well and we are looking 
forward to our next deployment with 3 Cdo Bde 

During the exercise the Troop got a major shock. After driving 
aro~nd for .a new location, what seemed li ke a perfect site was found. 

gt Danny Glover RM, C pl am treet and LCpl Ronnie Hewitt had 
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JUS~ finished the nigh t watch. had their break fast and just zipped u 
thei r ·leepmg ba~s when the ' bombshell ' wa dropped . LCpl ' "llig:. 
Crow~her came Ill and told u tha t we had to move because the 
co!11amer .that we w~re set up beside contai ned I 0 tons of explosives. 
Alter look mg t ~ e~ 1f he wa c~1Ty ing a fi hing rod, he was politely 
told. to get o n h1 bike! ~n coming out of the tent we got a surprise 
to fmd that two Norwegian worker confirmed his tory. Needless lo 
say we moved ! 

Endex b.rought the u ual migration of vehicles to their respective 
co~centra t 1on areas. In on:ie case this wa more of a lide than a 
dnve .due to. the thaw which had begun a few days earlier . Our 
Amencan a lhes managed .w park not one but two petrol bow er on 
ou~ ~onvoy; rumour has II that the U MC i now involved in driver 
tram mg. 

Return to UK wa on board HMS l mrepid a nd went reasonabl} 
well. It .looked as 1f we would get back to Bland ford wi thout losing 
any vehicle · but unfortunately Sgt 'Steve' Carr and ig • or' orley's 
vehicle wa involved in an accident . Lucki ly no-one was hurt but ig 
Sorley now ha a number of years to get over the pre entation of a 
P 1954 fo r the OC's Land rover. 

Overa ll it wa . a goo.d. exercise. Now. 1he OC, Capt John Terrington , 
can boa t that m addition to two re 1dent Royal Marines there are a 
few more ' Arctic Bunnie ' in 640 Sig Tp . 

'The day the America ns came to visit ' 
The USMC pet rol t ankers doing format ion ice skidding 

A Troop detachment deployed in Norway 
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Royal Signals Quality Assurance Team 
BFPO 655 

CURRENT MEMBER : 
UK Desk Officer Maj Jame Sweetman , CP D 
WO l/ C W02 Butch Maycock , CPD 
Team Leader Sgt Ken John (Muscles), CPD 

PAT MEMBERS 

Cpl ~hr~s M?rgan (1-"aceache), 21 Sig Regt 
C pl Animal Norrie, 21 Sig Regt 

W02 Tom Hornby-now reti red , CPD 
Cpl Keit h Low, 21 Sig Regt 
Cpl Gary Gillings, 21 Sig Regt 
Cpl Bob Crossley, 2 1 Sig Regt 
Cpl Pelc Atkinson (Cuddles), 21 Sig Regt 

The R?yal Signals _Q uality. ~ssurance Team (QA T) was formed by 
commum~all?ns project d1v1S1on LO monitor the installation of the 
Comm.umca ~1on s Cable (<;E) network at Mount Pleasant Airfield that 
was being la id and comm1ss1oned by Balfour Kilpatrick International 
(SKI) under cont ract 10 the LMA consortium . 

In January 1985 W02 Tom Hornby arrived at the building site that 
was to become the RAF's newe t station. He was swiftly followed by 

gt Ken · ~uscles' John and his b~ ll worker (much to the delight of Sgt 
Ted Hannibal who has an aversion to penguins!) . After W02 Tom 
Hornby had seen a ll the videos he returned to the UK and 'wangled' 
a 12 month t?ur fo r Sgt Ken John . Unfortunate ly, this was not long 
enough for his bull worker to be of any benefit so he departs for the 
UK at the end of Ma rch never to return (maybe!). 

Supporting gt Ken John during his short stay were a succession of 
telemechs from 21 Sig Regt. Fi r t on the scene were Cpls Keith Low 
from Bruggen and Gary Gillings from Wildenrath . These were 
rep laced by the in famous Cpl Bob 'Macho' Crossley from Gutersloh 
and the ~ven more infamous Cpl Pete ' C~ddles ' Atkinson of Bruggen. 
Cpl A!kmson had the honour of urveymg a ubmarine trench route 
with his hands and fee t taped up and propelled by a Bal four Kilpatrick 
landrover winch, all courtesy o f the BK! cable gang. 

The role of the QA T is to assi t the PSA Site Control under 
Regional Director Mr Brian Brown . The team works aJongside Mr 
Ben Allison o f the M + E section of PSA (RAF works). The team 
work very c ~ osely with BK! checking the trenchi ng, laying of cable 
and te rm111a t1 on o f MDFs a nd distribu1ion boxes . 

At t~ e end of February Ai r Vice Mar ha l B. Higgs CBE (ACDS 
Ops) visited Mount Pleasant air field and saw the team at work 
installing cable and communication . The picture show him with all 
the team . 

Back Row L to R: Sgt Ray Counley CPD, Cpl Tony Attwater 266 
Sqn, Cpl Taff Morgan OAT, Cpl 'Animal ' Norrie OAT, Mr John 
Nicholl MCSL, Mr Jan 'Papa Smurf' Stacey MCSL, Mr Peter 

Thompson MCSL 
Front Row L to R: Sqn Ldr Bob Lewis JCUFI Des , LCpl Taff 
Workman 266 Sqn, W02 Dave MacFarlane REME CPD, W02 
Butch Maycock, Air Vice Marshal B. Higgs, Maj J . Sweetman 

CPD, Brig Brownson COS BFFI 
Kneeling (as usual): Sgt Ken John 

The bulk of the network is being handed over by the contractor and 
PSA to the Royal ignals in April and the arduous ta k of te ting 
every circuit and' nagging ' the finer points is now in progres . \ e are 
assi ted by two telemechs from 266 Sig Sqn. LCpl ·G rub' Workman 
and Sig Mark Bullivant. They find the work very demanding, but 
interesting and satisfying. Working in the team offer a rare 
opportunity to be involved in a ma ivc project with civilian agencie . 
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.The network prod.uced by all the agencies including BKI, Plessey 
A1rpor.ts a~d Bnghts1des is of a very high standard. from April it will 
be maintamed by Corps telemechs in another unique role as the 
Airfield Troop will be in the Joint Communications Unit Falkland 
Islands (J CUFI) which will be made up of communicator's from all 
three services. 

The QA T will continue the work until the project is completed . 
They hope to survive the weather not lO mention the BKI cable gang! 

STOP PRESS 
The c~ble network is now being handed over for maintenance by 

Royal Signals. W02 Butch Maycock is goi ng home (for onward 
transmission to Ascension Island, Cyprus, Germany, Belize ... ). 
Farewell and good luck t0 Cpls Chri Morgan and th" Animal orrie . 
Welco!1'1e to the new team Sgt Paul Jennings, and Cpls Smurr 'I've got 
a medical problem' Murphy and Tarr Davie . 

PIU and SST (Fwd) 
BFPO 32 

The occasion of the arrival of our new OC with the PT A RMI GAN 
and WA YELL System Support Team seemed a good time to write an 
art icle for The Wire. 

Maj Andrew Symmons replaces Maj Hel ier Exon who has returned 
to The School of Signals. Maj ymmons is joined by his wife Deni e 
and the Team hope you will enjoy Lippstadt. 

We were on exercise when Maj Symmons joined us-Ex Falcon 
Talon-well, we did warn you before you arrived, Sir.-just 
remember three weeks a month on exercise, on average! Other new 
member of the Team are Cpl Doc Hyde and LCpl 'Scouse' Horabin . 
LCpl Horabin had an interesting exercise in Bielefeld and spent many 
hours collecting signaJ from the Commcen which was manned by 
WRAC-1 wonder why? 

We managed to stop Sgt (Yor ) Wayne Brown running for long 
enough to introduce him to the new bo s but both he and couse 
Horabin plan tO run in the Berlin marathon and are already training 
hard . The remainder of the Team are concentrating their effort on 
rea~hing the top of the squash ladder in the case of Sgt George Wilson 
or m W02 (FofS) Bob Bradfo rd ' case the more leisurely pursui t of 
cricket. 

A the summer sunshine comes through in Lippstadt we are having 
particular difficulty in getting Capt uzy Reed to wear anything but 
jodhpurs and riding hat or talk about anything except her 
forthcoming ailing trip down to the Mediterranean; adventure 
training again Ma' am? 

W02 (AQMS) Colin Nash REME has been re-christened 'Where' 
my rank of higher pay?' and is not looking forward lO the arrival of 
WOl (ASM) Alan Cook in July. W02 Colin Nash has pent a fair 
amount of time sorting out W02 (FofS) Lee Randerson traffic 
accidents and perhaps, after two accident on two separate exerci e , 
he should have the nickname Dodgems Randerson ! 

Another new member of the Team is Sgt Ted Edward who joined 
us from 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt; well we think he joined us, he 
spends inost of hi time on e ercise. 

S gt Billy McLea n continues to rule hi stores with a rod of iron and 
pends many hours demanding equipment to be returned only to re

issue it the next day or more commonly a dues out chit! 
The civilian element of the Team is urviving and becoming well 

known to the Switch and WA YELL operators of l (BR) Corp . 
aturally everybody is looking forward to their 'Camping Holiday' 

on Ex Summer Sales 1986 and hopefully a quiet ummer! 
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BATH BRANCH 
MIDDLE-EA T P CIAL WIRELE ' REl NJON 

In. tead of an annual dinner thi vear found~r member of 2 Special 
\\'irele Group de ided on a mid-il'eek luncheon. Thi proved to be 
highly ucce ful and old comrade from Heliopolis, We tern Desert. 
1aha. icily and Italy pent a few happy hour together on Tue day 

10 June in the King of Bohemia, Hamp tead. Pre ent were former 'Y' 
personnel from 51R, 52R Type,', fobile Section and Type A and 
B pecial \\" I T ection . 

All are looking forward to the 40th meeting in 1987 of unit 
a ociated with 2 pecial Wirele Group and particular can be 
obtained from Geoff Morga n, 19 Parliament Hill London W3 2TA 
(Tel: 01-435-7539). 

BRIGHTON BRANCH 
A tribute to Mr W. M. (Joe) Colterell was published in the Obituary 

column of the May is ue of The Wire. Brighton Branch members 
wi h to record their admiration for this very well known 'old soldier' 
who made uch a remarkable contribution to the Corp . 

h is with much adne s that we write thi tribute to one of our most 
famous members, W. M. (Joe) Cotterell who died just before Ea ter. 
He wa , in his time in the Corps, renowned for his running. He 
became a legend in the 1920's, many of our older reader will 
remember some of Bill 's achievements. It all began in July 1919, when 
at the age of 17 he took part in a Berkshire mile event. He came second 
and was advi ed to join a running club to further his abilities, some 
two months later he enlisted with the Royal Signals at Mare field and 
after hi ba ic training he started to enter events and went on to 
represent the Army from 192 1 to 1933. He bu ilt up a tremendous 
following and was nicknamed 'Joe ' after a popular boxer Joe Becket , 
at that time anybody who was outstanding at sport was called Joe and 
in Bill 's case it stuck. One of Joe 's greatest triumphs was in 1929 in 
an international cross country race in F rance at Vincennes, when J oe 
came through to beat top class runners from France and Spain amid 
30,000 screaming Frenchmen. He was also chosen to represent 
England in the 1924 Olympics. We in the Brighton Branch will not 
forget Joe. He supported all our functions, coming to Blandford with 
us and also until three years ago, Catterick, where in hi youth he did 
so much running and winning. He wa always cheerful and unti l the 
last made light of hi illness, driving his car voluntarily for the local 
Hospital Car Service, to help others. Joe's funeral was attended by 
many friends both from the Brighton Branch and other Associations 
to which he belonged throughout his career, and amongst those 
represented were 3 Div Signals, Indian Signals, and the Buffs. The 
Corps trumpeter played the last post, Bill (Porky) Edwards carried the 
Branch standard and Gordon Pickard from Aldershot Branch wore 
his old style uniform in a final farewell to this memorable old soldier. 

CHESTER BRANCH 
FORTY-NOT 0 T 
Report by Jame T . lndermaur 

Celebrating the 40t h Annual Dinner of the Chester Branch of the 
Roy'.al Signals Association at the Upton Branch of the Royal British 
Legion, recently, President J . D. Baldwin TD observed; while 
addressing guests, The Viscount Leverhulme, Mayor of Chester 
Councillor Derek Owens Kay and the Master of Signals Maj Gen J . 
M. W. Hadcock; 40 years had a peculiar significance because as life 
i said to be&in at 40, so, as old soldiers fade away,' young rr:en and 
women step 111 to close ranks. 

Speaking of the Royal Signals, and the part it played in Britain's 
mod~rn A.rmy._, Gen Hadcock referred to the splendid esprit de corps 
that 1s mamtamed throughout the 55 outposts round the world where 
Signalmen en ure that the message gets through. 
. T~e Master had his own way of getting his message through; by 

c1rchng the hundred or so guests assembled, as he spoke. 
The marvel, he aid, of worldwide communication a represented 

by the Royal Signals O\\n satellite system, PTARM IGAN, was 
supreme. 

The American services were on the brink of placing a multi billion 
dollar order for the equipment, but finally opted for the French 
equivalent, which was less sophistica ted, and cheaper . 
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There ha al o been a sugge tion that the tandard of the vital 
technical back up services of the American forces on the ground 
would not match those of the Briti h. A compliment indeed! ' 

The General revealed that the Royal Signa l was a ttracting ome of 
the fine t young men available in the country today and wa in the 
happy po it ion of having a urplu of recruit . The top three award' 
from the Royal Military Academy andhurst last year had gone to the 
Corp. 

There was however the other side of the coin. The Army had 
problem : the brain drain; highly skilled technician were being 
attracted by the higher pay that was available el ewhere; modern 
pre su re on a serviceman' married li fe, broken home , working 
wive , long spells away from the fami ly. 

Al o there were change that affected essentia l security and 
discipline. Changes in attitude towards homo ex ual ity , and the 
con ideration for the allocation of married quarters; change that 
demand a reth ink of the Army way of life. 

The Ma ter ended \ ith his a ertion that the Royal ignals had a 
most ardent worker as their Colonel-in-Chief. To his knowledge, 
rarely a day goe by without Her Royal Highness The P rinces Anne 
applying her elf to the need of her Corp . 

In closing, the Mayor, Councillor Owens-Kay, was presented with 
a Royal Signal plaque to adorn that area within the Town Hall 
re erved to display the regalia of the services that have special 
connections with Chester. 

Top Row Left to Right: Lt Col Wilsher, 80 Sig Sqn; Mrs Baldwin; 
Col and Mrs J . Ellis; Branch President , Maj J . D. Baldwin ; Vice 

President, P. Haigh 
Bottom Row Left to Right: Mayor a nd Mayoress of Chester, 
Councillor a nd Mrs Derek Owens-Kay; Viscount Leverhulrne, Her 
Majesty's Lord Lieutenant of Cheshire; Maj Gen J.M . W. Badcock 

DERBY BRANCH 
Report by Dorothy Williamson-Chairman/ Entertainments ecretary 

We held our annual dinner da nce on 19 April at 46 Squadron 
Training centre. A hundred members and their guests attended. It was 
a most enjoyable occasion with a good mix of young and not so young 
members . 

With pleasure we entertained Lt Col P . . Henwood T D (V) and 
Mrs Henwo&d and WOl (RSM) Lovall of 38 Sig Regt (V) together 
wi th WOl (RSM) Muir of I I Sig Regt. 

Our guests congratulated us on the many young members in our 
branch all of whom mix in so wel l with the older generation. 

We much regret that the time had come to say ' farewell' to Col J . 
R. . G runwood-Taylor TD DI , after 50 years ervice with the Corps. 
At his dining out we p~esented him with an inscribed lead crystal rose 
bowl and Mrs Grunwood Taylor with a basket of silk flowers. There 
was an excellent turn out of older members and we were all de lighted 
to see Col A. Ha lehurst TD whose determined effort to be pre eni 
was much appreciated by us a ll. Sadl y, ill health prevented him 
anending the dinner, but we enj oyed havi ng him a t the sherry 
assembly . 
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Music for the dancing was provided by a youth club, who 
entertained us with trick cycling and break dancing in between tunes 
for old and new dances. To Judge from the compliments received, the 
evening was a huge ucce s. 

We wish Maj (Bill) Rose a ~peedy return to good health, we mis 
him at our meetings. 

Congratulations to Sgt G . Roberts and his wife on the birth of a 
son . Good luck to gt H. Sullivan (PSI) in his new posting and also 
congratulations on his marriage to Geraldine. 

Changes on the committee are, Maj J. Rose who becomes 
President. Maj Phillips, OC 46 Sqn- Vice President, G. Allman and 
Sue Tomlinson who join the comminee. 

I thank the committee for their support and their work; the results 
are reflected in our increased membership. 

Thank you also to the OC and all members of 46 Sqn for Jhe use 
of their facilities for our various function and monthly meetings and 
for all the help they give us. 

WEST LONDON BRANCH 
True to form, the West London Branch had a good anendancc at 

the Blandford Reunion , travelling by coach which was pleasant and 
relaxing. We were relieved to find that we were not detailed to take 
part in the Blandford Tower Run as had been rumoured . It was an 
excellent day and we thank our hosts for good company, an extremely 
good buffet and, dare we mention it, fine weather. 

Our one member who recently attended the Indian Signals 
celebrations records what a pleasure it was to see Lt Gen ' Raj ' Batra 
PV M OBE and Mrs Batra at our Blandford Reunion . Members who 
visi ted India in February and were so well looked after by them, and 
entertained in their home , were delighted to see them on Royal 
Signals home ground, where they accompanied their hosts, Maj Gen 
David Horsfield and Mrs Horsfield. 

In June we had the honour of parading with our Standard for divine 
service at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. We were pleased to have a 

r. 
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member of the fast London Branch parading their S1andard with 
ours. We thank the Governor of thl: Royal Hospital, Gen Sir Robert 
Ford GCB CBE and all thOSl: concerned with our visit for a 
memorable occasion, parade and ~crvice, a superb choir and the 
hospitality of the In-Pensioners' Club. 

NORMANDY REVISITED 
Report by Mr E. E. Bayley . . 

On 6 June, Brittany ferries launched us . Portsmouth to Caen 
service, which day also marked the 42n? anniversary of the 0-Day 
landings. Briuany ferries offered a 250/o discount to enable 50 veterans 
to make the inaugural crossing at 2330 hrs ?~ 5 Jun~. 

With the assistance of the Royal Briush Legion and local 
newspapers we were successful in fi nding 50 veteran of the 
Ouistreham landing who wished to participate. . 

A programme was arranged which included a wreath laymg 
ceremony, at Hermanville Commonwealth War Graves c~metery, 
which was performed by Maj Gen D. J. Ramsbotham CBE with local 
children placing flowers on the graves. The wreath, on behalf of .3 
Divisional Signals Reunion Club was placed at the foot of the 3 Div 
Cross by Harold Pickersgill . . . 

At La Breche veteran officers of I South Lancashire Regiment 
conducted a battlefield tour, primarily for the benefit of I Queen' 
Lancashire Regiment, currently stationed at Senne lager. 

During the visit, various members of the part~ went off to ee 
different places, some to La Breche, Herman~ille and some to 
Ranville, with a visit to the 4 Cdo museum at Om treham. Me~bers 
may remember that Dvr Fred Griffiths and many other are buried at 
Ran ville. . 

It was a memorable visit and when we arrived back 111 Portsmouth, 
we were kindly met by Bill Anderson's son-in-law and grandsons who 
took two very weary veterans to their hotel on South Parade for the 
night. 

"t..t . 
Ir 

·· ~ ...... 
\It . 
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FOOTBALL 
28 IGNAL REGIMENT-0 TSTANDING SPORTS !EAM . 

The picture how the Regiment' football team which ha JUSl 
completed an out randing ea on. In all , 1he team ha won seven 
major 1rophie and was only prevented fron, a clean sweep by 28 
Amph Regt RE who beac u by 5-3 in the final o f the BAOR 
Challenge Trophy (The Army Cup). 

The succe s of !he eason started when !he Regiment won the Royal 
Signals Corps even-a-side competition without conceding a goal. Cpl 
Dave Tuck was made man of the match by Maj Gen A. Yeoman. The 
team went on to win 1he RCZ Area Rothmans ixes and ORTHAG 
Sixes. 

Two of the 1oughes1 crophies to win in BAOR are !he onh Rhine 
Area !mer-Services League Trophy and Knock-Ou! Trophy. These 
awards are competed for by all Army and RAF major unils . The 
Regiment won both trophies beating RAF Briiggen by 5-2 in the 
knock--0ut and winning the League by a ingle point. 

All of this could not have been achieved without con iderable 
dedication. SSgt Brian Parkhill has acted as coach and trainer whilst 
Capt Harry Lund has carried the can for everything that went wrong! 

Sadly we say fond farewell to a few of our key players. Our 
skipper, Sgt Ally McKenzie has moved on 10 241 Sig Sqn and taken 
three years worth of medal with him . Cpl Dave Tuck . ou r 
out tanding goalkeeper, moves on to 227 Sig Sqn and he takes the 
Player of the Season award with him . Cpl Dinger Bell moves on 
promotion to 233 Sig Sqn and LCpl 'Daddy' Corcoron joins the 
Me1ropolitan Police. Also congra1ulations to Cpl Brian Wilkins who 
was awarded his Corps Soccer Colour . 

A ummary of the ream's achievement is: 
BAOR Army Challenge Cup-Runners Up 
NRISFL Cup-Winners 
NRISFL-League Champions 
NORTHAG Six-a-Side-Winners 
RCZ Major Units Cup-Winners 
Royal Signals (BAOR) Seven-a-Side- Winners 
RCZ Area Rothmans Sixes-Winner 

As you can see only the Army Cup is missing and tha! is the aim 
for next year so if you are a budding soccer player put in your 
preference posting to Records now! 

Top Row: SSgt Brian Parkhill, Sig Steve Miller, Sig Gary Maloney 
l to R: Cpl John Wayman, Sgt Phil Welharn, Cpls Dave Tuck , Paul Lincoln, Brian Wilkins, LCpls Joe Corcoran , Mark Sturrney, Sig Pete 

Owen, LCpl Martin Bunkie 
Bottom Row l to R: Cpls Billy Grierson, Chris McQuade, Lt Col Cliff Walters, Sgt Ally McKenzie, Capt Harry Lund, Cpl Andy Norris, Sgt 

John Bell 
Absent on duty: LCpl John McHale 

GOLF 
ARMY CHAMPION HIP 12-16 MAY 1986 
Report by Col W. C. A. Kennedy-Captain of Corps Golf 

In 1985 at Muirfield and Gullane the Corps played pretty well, 
securing the Ordnance Cup in the team event, being runners-up in the 
Egypt Cup, the se ~ond team event and having four qualifiers for the 
match play tage of the individual championship. Our hopes of 
improving on that result were damaged by the withdrawal of Majs 
Dick Carroll, Willie Brewin, and Len Yates, and Capt Des Heyes from 
the individual event and, of these, the availability of Maj Willie 
Brewin alone for the team event. All was not gloom and doom, 
however. 
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The Gener11l's Cup preceded the main events and was played a1 
Royal St George's. Maj Gen Alan Yeoman and Ma) Ceo Jimmy 
Jackson were our representatives and succeeded in meeting each other 
in the final. Maj Gen Alan Yeoman was the victor this year and played 
very well. Congratulations to both. 

The Army Championship got underway at Royal St George's in wet 
and very blustery conditions. Sadly only one Corps player qualified 
for the match-play, LCpl Simon Boyd from 8 Sig Regt, in his fir t 
appearance. After this very creditable feat he lost his opening match 
in the knockout stage, but we shall see more of him in the future. 
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The team events were played over both cour es and our squad tea ms 
were: 

ORDNANCE CUP 
Maj Willie Brewin 
Maj Harry Meekings 
Col Mike Hales 
Maj Gen Alan Yeoman 
Maj Gen Jimmy Jackson 

EGYPT CUP 
Col Bill Kennedy 
Maj Don Reed 
Maj Ted Noon 
Capt Brian Young 
Capt Peter Dixon 

•c• TEAM 
Lt Col John Elliott 
Maj Eric Gill 
Lt John Williams 
Maj Roy Smithard 
Brig Jasper Peck 

RESERVE 
Col Oon Fairman 

The team matches were played on a holes up basis with results as 
fo llows: 

ORDNANCE CUP 
beat RCT 12 holes up 
lost to RAOC 7 holes down 

EGYPT CUP 
'C' team lo t to RA 'B' 35 holes down 
'B' team: 
Ist rourtd beat RAPC 'B' 7 holes up 
Qtr Final beat RE 'B' 2 holes up 
Semi Final beat RADC 6 holes up 
Final lost to RA ' B' 4 holes down 

The 'A' Team sadly missed Dick Carroll, Len Yates and Des ~eyes 
and the result was not unexpected . Our 'C' Team had a formidable 
RA ' B' Team in cracking form to contend wi1h and should not be too 
downhearted to have lost to the eventual winners. The ' B' Team had 
a good run to the Final, surviving a play-off with RE 'B' after a ~ery 
hard fought tussle. Sadly not everyone was in top form for the Final 
and in spite of an excellent six holes up win by Don Reed , we went 
dow'n to RA ' B'. The Gunners thus completed a notable double by 
winning both the Ordnance and Egypt Cups. (It should be recorded 
that the first Corps to achieve the double was ourselves!) 

The week finished on a high note with Maj Gen Alan Yeoman .and 
Maj Willie Brewin winning the Foursome Stableford compeuuon. 
Mention must also be made of Maj Roy mithard who won the 
Division 2 first day event at Royal Cinque. Ports . 

Our sincere congratulations go to Col M1 ~e Hales who was elected 
to the Committee of The Army Officers Golfing Society at the Annual 
General Meeting. ill ·d o If 

Next year the event will be at Royal Birkdale and H S! e o 
Clubs and ii is expected that accommodation will be available at 
Altcar Training Camp. Corp golfers are asked to note the dates-18 
10 22 May-we want a big entry from the Corps, and a turnout of the 
younger players, officers and soldiers. 

R SIGNALS v HMS MERCURY . 
The annual match again t the Royal Navy Communicators was 

played at Blackmoor, the venue of 1he Selborne Salver. As usual the 
course was in excellent condition and the g.reen an e~pec1al delight. 
Our team comprising a strong School of Signals C?ntmgent mer the 
RN crew of Pirates-a naval term for golfing ba~d1~s-for 
greensomes in the morning and lo t every ~atch! After enjoying the 
hospitality of the clubhouse for lunch-again excellent as usual-~e 
auempted to win six of the eight singles to haJv~ the match. Coh Bill 
Kennedy Lt Col Mike Galloway, W02 Roy Wilson and LCpl ave 
Funnell ;ll won, and S gt Fred Fox managed a er.editable ~alf. It wa 
not enough. The Pirates took three and a half singles ~omt and so 
won the match seven and a half to four and a half. In spite of the lo 
everyone enjoyed a thoroughly good day' golf. 

R SIGNALS v ROYAL ENGINEER . 
Although the greens were a lit1le fluffy m places Hankley Common 

was in excellent order for the match agains1 the Sappers. We .wede al.s~ 
ble sed with a sunny and blu . tery day . Mornin~ golf compn e f ?'t~r 
foursomes with no strokes given and resulted in a three out O O 
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win for the Corps, Col Mike Hales and Lt Col Bruce Beattie recording 
a partic11!arly sound thrashing of seven and six. Lunch pr~cede~ the 
afternoon singles duri ng which the rather older apper 1de wilted 
somewhat. The Corps recorded five wins and two halves out of the 
eight matches. Two big wins were achieved by W02 Roy Wilson and 
SSgt Dave Smith, each of six and four . As was to be exp~ctcd the 
Sappers shrugged off thei r disappointment and were charming hosts 
at the end of the day. 

ORIENTEERING 
JUNIOR ARMY ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHlP . 

The Junior Army Orienteering Championship to?k p~ace m the 
Aldershot area on 22 and 23 March. On day one the ind1.v1dua! event 
took place on the crown estates near Ascot in conJuncuo~ wnh the 
Royal Artillery Championships. There. was ~o~e apprehension ~t ~ur 
first sight of the opposition : apprenuce~, Junior leaders and Junior 
soldiers from Arborfield, Chepstow, Bovmgton, Bramcote, Aldershot 
and elsewhere; practically every junior .unit in the U.K. On day two the 
relays were held at Mintey Manor which appears m the background 
of our photograph , a very splendid setting. It may be seen that a 
number of people are clutching trophies and mementoes; our efforts 
were well rewarded . 

Individuals 
Junior Army M16-17 Y, Championship 
Third-AT Vallance 
Ml6-17 Y, 'B' Course 
Winner-AT Rawlinson-Bates 

Team Competition 
Open Team Championship (under 19) 
Third-AAC Harrogate 'A' 
Ml6-17 Y, Championship 
Winners-AAC Harrogate 'B' 
Third-AAC Harrogate 'C' 

These results were particularly pleasing when it is appreciated tha1 
all but one of our 'A' team were still young enough to have competed 
at under J7 Y, -but we were sufficiently confident of them to put them 
in the open (under 19) competition-and .leave our 'B; and 'C' teams 
to take two out of 1he first three places m the 16-17 Y, category. 
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NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 
EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

BOARDING EDUCATION 
North Yorkshire local Education Authority maintains four secondary 
schools with boarding provision. Places are available for boys and 
girls for September 1986. Further particulars of the schools and 
application procedures may be obtained either by writing to the 
Head of the school or direct to the County Education Officer. 
County Hall , Room 143(S8J, Northallerton Dl7 SAE. 

A~mis~ion to the two grammar schools is subject to the pupil ' s 
surtab1lity for grammer school education. No charge is made to 
parents in respect of tuition. 

ARCHBISHOP HOLGATE'S SCHOOL 
Following the implementation of comprehensive education in the 
City of York in September 1985. Archbishop Holgate's School is a 
~oluntary Controlled Comprehensive School for some 750 boys and 
girls situated_ on the eastern out skirts of the City of York having 
accommodation for about 45 boarders in a modern purpose-built 
Boarding House on an attractive site within easy reach of the City. 
The School founded in 1546, is now accommodated in modern 
premises and provides a wide range of GCE 'O' and 'A' level 
courses. Boarding . facilit_ies w ill continue at Archbishop Holgate's 
for boys 11-18 including some boarding provision for pupils 
attending the York Sixth Form College. 

Head Teacher: Mr A. Walker, Hull Road, York Y01 5HA. 

ERMYSTED'S. GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
A Voluntary Aided Grammar School for some 500 boys situated in 
the market t own of Skipton on the edge of the Dales National Park · 
having accommodation for about 50 boarders . The school is of 
ancient foundat ion and the Boarding House is integral to the 
school's historic premises. A w ide range of GCE 'O' and 'A' level 
courses is p_rovided and a high proportion of pupils proceed to 
courses of higher and further education. 

Head Teacher: Mr D. M . Buckroyd, M.A., Gargrave Road Skipton 
BD23 1Pl. ' 

RICHMOND SCHOOL 
A C_ounty Co-educational Comprehensive School for some 1 500 
pupil~ (with a sixth form of about 230 pupils) having two' well 
appointed Bo~rd1ng Houses set in their own attractive grounds. with 
accommodation for about 35 boys and 1 2 girls. There is a wide 
range_ o! courses based on strong academic traditions, for pupils of 
all ab1ht1es to CSE, CEE, GCE 'O' and 'A ' level examinations. 

H_ead Teacher: Mr J. D. Dutton, M.A., J .P .• Darlington Road 
Richmond Dl 1 O 7BO. ' 

RIPON GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
A ~ounty Co-educational Grammar School for some 660 ·1 
having two e·tract· b d" pup1 s 1ve oar 1ng Houses with accommodation for 
about 55 boys _and 45 girls. A wide range of CGE ·o· and •A ' level 
cot uhr_sehs is provided and a high proportion of pupils go on to courses 
o 19 er and further education. 

~~~;;~~her: Mr D. B. Stanley, B.Sc., Clotherholme Road, Ripon 
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JfitlW~·al 
Brilish"~ion 

48 PALL MALL, LONDON SW1Y 5JY 
A Regosle<ed Charily 

WE, THE 
LIMBLESS, 
LOOK 
TO YOU 
FOR HELP 

We come from both world 
wars. We come from 
Korea, Kenya, Malaya, 
Aden, Cyprus, Ulster and 
from the Falklands. 

N?w, disabled, we must look to you for help. Please help by 
helping our Association. 

BLESMA looks after the limbless from all the Services. It 
helps to overcome the shock of losing arms, or legs or an eye. 
And, for the severely handicapped, it provides Residential 
Homes wher!'l they can live i ~ peace and dignity. 

Help t'he disabled by helping BLESMA. We promise you that 
not one penny of your donation will be wasted. 

. Donations and information: The Chairman, BLESMA, 
Midland Bank Ltd .• 60 Wast Smithfield, London EClA 9DX 

Give to those who gave - please 

BLESMA 
BRITI SH LIMB LESS 

EX-SERVICE MEN 'S ASSOC IATION 
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from Newcastle to Esjberg and Gothenburg. 
Enjoy yourself all the way. 

Ul(lfl ........ 
Ol!lllil.15 
runuts .. . ...... 

GIEVES &HAWKES 
No. 1 Savile Row, London 

Officially Appointed Tailors , and Outfitters to 
The Royal Tank Regiment 
The Royal Regiment of Artillery 
The Corps of Royal Engineers 
The Royal Corps of Signals 
The Scouish Division: 
The Royal Scots 
The Kings Own Scottish Borderers 
The Queen 's Division: 
The Queen's Regiment 
The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers 
The Royal Anglian Regiment 
The King's Division: 
The King's Own Royal Border Regiment 
The King's Regime nt 
The Prince of Wales's Own Regiment of Yorkshire 

The Green Howards 
The Royal Irish Rangers 
The Queen 's Lancash ire Regiment 
The Duke of Wellington's Regiment 
The Prince of Wa/es 's Division: 
The Devonshire & Dorset Regiment 
The Cheshire Regiment 
The Gloucester Regiment 
The Worce tershire & Sherwood 
Forester Regiment 
The Royal Hampshire Regiment 
The Staffordshire Regimen t 
The Duke of Edinburgh ·s Royal Regiment 

The Lighr Division: 
The Light Infantry 
The Parachute Regiment 
The Army Air Corps 
T he Royal Corps of Transport 
The Royal Army Medical Corps 
The Royal Army Ordnance Corps 
The Corps of Royal Electrica l & 
Mechanical Engineers 
The Corps of Royal Military Police 
The Royal Army Pay Corps 
The Royal Army Educational Corps 
The Royal Army Dental Corps 
The Intelligence Corps 

In our additional role as Civilian Tailors and Outfitters we offer an extensive range 
of ready to wear clothing, shirt · and accessories for formal and casual occasions. 

We are now Stockists of the fa mous 'BARBOU R' FIELD COAT RANGE 

No. 1 SAVILE ROW, LONDON W.l Tel: 01434 2001 I, HIGH STREET. CAMBERLEY, SURREY Tel: 027663659 
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters 
The following items are available from the Association 

Any telephone enquiries to Millbank Military (STD (01) 834 9060) 
Ext 245. 

'Jimmy' in bronze. Height 1 1 Y," including pl inth. 
Produced by Peter Hicks for the Association 

Royal Signals stick pin, for ladies wear . 
9 carat gold with spring safety stud. 

Sterling silver with spring safety stud . 
Complete in presentation case . 

Corps table mats (set of six)· ... 

Corps table mat (large) 15" by 11 y," 

Corps cocktail mats (set of six) 

Corps wall plaque (scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals' or blank) ... 

Corps cuff links (revised pattern) 

Framed. illuminated Corps badge 4 Y2 " x 4 ¥,, " 

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee ) (on navy or black background) 

Crested glass ash trays 

Corps ties -terylene 3 y," .. . 

Car badge - square, acrylic .. . 

Key ring, metal disc with enamelled Corps badge, leather tag ... 

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold 

Corps transfers-large (1 0 " x 7Y, " ) 

medium (7 Y2" x 5 y, ") 

small (3" x 2%" ) ... 

Identity card holder ... 

Blazer buttons-large 

small 

Association lapel badge (new pattern, members only) 

Vinyl 'coasters' with Corps Crest (set of six) 

Corps crest on foil. Framed and glazed 

Watch straps, (Corps coloured) nylon 

Corkscrew/Bottle opener, novelty, hard plastic handle, marked 'Royal Signals ' ... 

Teatowels (Royal Signals) 

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING 

Cheques payable to:- 'Royal Signals Association' please 

Overseas UK 

£ £ 

39.00 43 .70 

42 .50 48 .00 

8.60 9 .50 

20.00 23 .00 

6 .30 7., 5 

6.50 7.40 

9.40 10.80 

4.60 5.00 

1.85 2.00 

5 .00 5.60 

1.80 2 .00 

3 .10 3.50 

3.40 3.75 

1.25 1.40 

3 .20 3.60 

0 .85 0.90 

0.80 0.85 

0 .75 0 .80 

0.25 0 .30 

, .20 1.40 

1.15 1.30 

0.40 0.45 

1.45 1.55 

5.00 5.65 

1.25 1.40 

0 .85 1.00 

2.00 2 .40 
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THI; ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES, 
PO BOX 4, FARNBOROUGH. HBMPSHlfiE, GU14 7Ul. TEL 0252 5158111 

NATIONAL SAVINGS-FOR A 
WIDER INVESTMENT CHOICE 

There are many National Savings 
products to choose from, each one 
answering a different need. 

Which is the one for you? 

FIXED INTEREST CERTIFICATES. 
A lump-sum investment that gives a 
guaranteed tax-free return over five years. 
Buy them from your bank or post office. 

INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES. 
A tax-free investment with full protection 
against ihflation -plus Extra Interest. Buy 
them from post offices. 

YEARLY PLAN. A scheme offering 
regular savers a high rate of tax-free interest 
guaranteed over five years. Application 
forms at post offices. 

INCOME BONDS.Aregularmonthly 
income at a highly competitive rate. Interest 
is paid gross without tax being deducted. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INDEXED-INCOME BONDS. 
For an inflation-proof monthly income. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INVESTMENT ACCOUNT. 
Competitive interest with no tax deducted 
at source. Especially beneficial to non-tax 
payers. From post offices. 

DEPOSIT BONDS. A premium rate 
ofinterest on a lump sum investment. Best 
for longertermsavings.Interestis paid gross 
without tax being deducted at source. 
From your post office. 

ORDINARY ACCOUNT. Immediate 
access to money at over 20,000 post offices. 
Two levels of interest according to when 

Printed in Great Britain 

and how much you invest - with the first 
£70 ofinterest tax free. 

PREMIUM BONDS. A chance to win 
a fortune - over 155,000 prizes a month -
with no risk oflosing your stake money. 
Application forms at banks and post 
offices. 

NATIONAL SAVINGS STOCK 
REGISTER (NSSR). The easy way to buy 
Government Stock ('Gilts'). The interest is 
paid gross without tax being deducted at 
source. Details from post offices. 

FIND OUT MORE. Leaflets on all 
these schemes are available at post offices. 
If you prefer to phone, ring 0800 100 100 
(free) any time or send the coupon ~~-~ 
to: National Savings, FREEPOST ~ 
433512,Bristol BSl 3YX. NATIONAL 

SAVINGS 

1r------------
Please send me details of (tick box) . 
0 SAVINGS CERTIFICATES 
D INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES 
0 YEARLY PLAN 
0 INCOME BONDS 
D INDEXED-INCOME BONDS 
OINVESTMENTACCOUNT 
0 DEPOSIT BONDS 
o ·oRDINARY ACCOUNT 
0 PREMIUM BONDS 
0 STOCK REGISTER 

MR/MRS/MISS 
(BLOCK CAPllAI S) 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE CS07 
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The style is 
Vintage but not 
the price 

SUPPLEMENT No, 1-PAGE FOUR 

supplies 

contact your 

nearest NAAFI. 

Deliciously Different 

I 

~ 
There is nothing like a r::i 

PIMM'S ~ 

Amontillado Sherry 

"· ~ ~ ~\ 
·~ 

Printed in Great Britain 

Without the 
manual, there'd 
be no award. .,.... ........................ /'"..., 
TECHNICAL AUTHORS -
Chelmsford and Norwich. 

Martello, the most advanced more of our 
example of radar technology of its many civil and 
type in the world, richly deserved military products around the world. 
its award. Training in teohnical writing will be 
But brilliant though this mobile •••• i. ... given and you'll be well-supported by a 
3D, long range radar is, it took ~ dedicated team of word processor 
a Technical Author to make it ·-·· operators and production staff. 
usable. Translating systems Word-processors will also be at your 
and development engineers' disposal (training is available) 
jargon into user friendly as will the services of well 
manuals for operation equipped technical illustrators 
and maintenance. If you're and drawing office staff. 
leaving the forces, technical You may well find yourself working. 
authorship is an option you 1 9 8 5 alongside ex-forces colleagues. 
may have overlooked. Your standard of living should be 
It has a lot to offer. The exposure agreeable, too, as property prices in 
to advanced equipment you've East Anglia are low, and opportunities 
come to enjoy, scope to exploit for leisure are outstanding. Our own 
both your engip.eering ability and extensive sports and social facilities, 
creativity, and real security in for instance, will enhance the rewards 
today's exciting world of package. 
electronics. Full order books will As for job satisfaction, could 
take us comfortably into the involvement with award-winning, 
1990's and beyond, and take yet leading-edge products be rivalled? 

Write now with your c.v. to Ann Saunders, Marconi Radar Systems Limited, 
Writtle Road, Chelmsford, Essex Tel: 0845 867111 

Marconi 
Radar Systems 



• Go further by making 
the world smaller 

Every year, Cable and Wireless are making the world a smaller place, as we 
establish stronger and more sophisticated lines of communication between nation 
and nation and between island and mainland. 
If you are about to leave the Services and are keen to move into an environment 
that has been first choice for hundreds of your colleagues in recent years, 
contact us. Especially if you have several years' maintenance and installation 
experience in one or more of the following disciplines: 
• HFNHF Radio • Broadband Radio/Line Systems •Voice Grade Line 
Communications • Data/Digital Transmission Systems. 
Qualifications should be up to C&G Full Tech or the Forces equivalent. 
We'll be pleased to tell you about renewable contracts overseas, with tax-free 
salaries, generous leave, terminal gratuity and paid travel in return for sending 
details of your service career to our Recruitment Manager, Ref: FA/W, Cable and 

.... -~-~ Wireless pie., Mercury House, Theobalds Road, London WC1X8RX. 

Cable and Wl•eless 
Helps the world communicate 

Produced by the Publishers, THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION, 56 Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD (Telephone Mi llbank Mil ext 246 STD 01 834 9060) 
Printed in Great Britain by Holbrook & Son Ltd , Norway Road, Portsmouth, Hanis P03 5HX 

For advertising rates apply 10: Combined Service Publications Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough , Hampshire GU 14 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891) 



AWRE Aldermaston-

the logical move 
for a second career 
Permanent posts for 
engineers, 
technicians and 
craftsmen leaving 
the Services. 

The Atomic Weapons Research Establishment at 
Aldermas~on. is a town. sized. complex of workshops and 
la~ratones involved in proiects that are interesting 
vaned and of great national importance. ' 

AWRE is always interested in hearing from 
experienced engineers, technicians and craftsmen 
leaving the armed services. Formal qualifications are 
preferable while ex-service men and women who have 
received techi:iical trai~ing and served as Staff Sergeant 
or other Services equiva lent are always considered. 

AWRE 
ALDER MASTON 

Ga:<>d salaries and wages are paid for engineers , 
technicians and craftsmen. There are good promotion 
prospects for engineers and technicians. A further 
attra~ion for married applicants is the possibility of 
housin.g for .rent for those living outside normal daily 
travelling distance. Accommodation is also available 
for single applicants. Aldermaston is well served for 
schools, shopping and recreational facilities and is 
within easy reach of Reading, Basingstoke and 
Newbury. 

The region is interesting and varied too. 
Aldermaston is on the edge of the rolling Berkshire 
Downs, within reasonable travelling distance of the 
New Forest and South Coast. 

Appiication forms and further information can be 
obta1Qed by writing to Personnel Division, Building 
F6.l, MOD (PE), AWRE, Aldermaston, Reading, Berks 
RG7 4PR. Quoting "Forces Applicant"/W, and stating 
clearly whether your interest is for Eng/Tech or 
Craftsman vacanc!es in your enquiry letter. 

The Civil Service is an equal opportunities employer. 
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NATIONAL SAVINGS- FOR A 
WIDER INVESTMENT CHOICE 

There are many National Savings 
products to choose from, each one 
answering a different need. 

Which is the one for you? 

FIXED-INTEREST CERTIFICATES. 
A lump-sum investment that gives a 
guaranteed tax-free return over five years. 
Buy them from your bank or post office. 

INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES. 
A tax-free investment with full protection 
against inflation - plus Extra Interest. Buy 
them from your bank or post office. 

YEARLY PLAN. A scheme offering 
regular savers a high rate of tax-free interest 
guaranteed over five years. Application 
forms at post offices. 

INCOME BONDS.Aregularmonthly 
income ata highly competitive rate. Interest 
is paid gross without tax being deducted. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INDEXED-INCOME BONDS. 
For an inflation-proof monthly income. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INVESTMENT ACCOUNt 
Competitive interest with no tax deducted 
at source. Especially beneficial to non-tax 
payers. From post offices. 

DEPOSIT BONDS. A premium rate 
of interest on a lump sum investment. Best 
for longer term savings. Interest is earned 
gross without tax being deducted-at source. 
From your post office. 

ORDINARY ACCOUNt Immediate 
access to money at over 20,000 post offices. 
Two levels of interest according to .when 

9/86 Printed in Great Britain 

and how much you invest - with the flISt 
£70 of interest tax free. 

PREMIUM BONDS. A chance to win 
a fortune- over 155,000 prizes a month
with no risk oflosing your stake money. 
Application forms at banks and post 
offICes. 

NATIONAL SAVINGS STOCK 
REGISTER (NSSR). The easy way to buy 
Government Stock ('Gilts'). The interest is 
paid gross without tax being deducted at 
source. Details from post offices. 

FIND OUT MORE. Leaflets on all 
these schemes are available at post offices. 
If you prefer to phone, ring 0800100 100 
(free) any time or send the coupon ~~--
to: National Savings,FREEPOST 'd:l:J 
4335, Bristol BSl 3YX NATIONAL 

SAVINGS 

1r------------
I Please send me details of (tick box) 

0 SAVINGS CERTIFICATES 
I D INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES 
I D YEARLY PLAN 
I D INCOME BONDS 

I

I B =~~~~~Eo~~ps 
0 DEPOSIT BONDS 

I D ORDINARY ACCOUNT 
I D PREMIUM BONDS 
I D STOCK REGISTER 

I tvfR./~S/rvi.ISS 
.BLOCK CAPITALS! 

I ADDRESS 

I 
I 

- --------

I POSTCODE CS09 
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The style is 
Vintage but not 
the price 

BORDEA~AGUNOV 

supplies 

contact your 

nearest NAAFI. 

Deliciously Different 

I 
Amontillado Sherry 

cJW. 8'. Levene £ta 

5 Thurloe Place, London, SW7 2RR 
(facing Victoria and Albert Museum) 

Telephone (01) 589 3755 & 3785 

We stock a large range of 
silverware for the mess 
and for presentation. 

Estimates to make 
handmade models in 
silver or bronze of military 
personnel, or any item of 
equipment, will be given 
on request. 

Illustrations show a model of a paratrooper and a Chieftain tank recently made to commission. 
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* All correspondence and 
matter for publication in 
The Wire should be 
addressed to The Wire 
Royal Signals Association, 
56 Regency Street, 
London SW1 P 4AD. 

The } Wire 
'i'i~~ 

Subscription rates 
1986 (Bi-monthly) 

!Jan, Mar, May, 
July, Sept, and Nov). 

Tel No: MHlbank Mil Ext 246 
STD 01 834 9060. 

Individual: Yearly £4.20; 
Bi-monthly 70p; 

Bulk (five or more copies) : 

Ask operator for extension. 
Matter for publication must be 
received by the 12th of the 
month preceding publication. 

Yearly £3.60; Bi-monthly 60p 
Remittances should be made payable to · 

Royal Signals Corps Fund 

Editor Lt Col K. E. P. Andrews MBE 
Assistant Editor Mrs M. A. Riggs 

EDITOR'S NOTES 

OUR COVER PICTURE 

Taken at the visit of the Colonel-in-Chief to St James' Palace on 12 August. HRH The Princess Anne is seen 
talking to Signalman Paine . The Princess is accompanied by the Captain of the Queen's Guard, Major R. A. 
Wannell and the Senior Sergeant of the Guard , Staff Sergeant Jones . Other members of the guard, from the 
right are Signalmen Killoran, Boot, Mottram, Smith and Sim, all members of 30 Signal ' Regiment. 
30 Signal Regiment, 244 and 249 (AMF(L)) Signal Squadrons provided the Queen's Guard and Tower of London 
Guard between 6 August and 1 September. A full report will appear in the next issue of The Wire. 

PROMOTIONS 
It is with much pleasure that we offer our warm congratulations to three Brigadiers formerly of Royal Signals who have 

been selected for promotion to Major General. It is many years since three officers from rhe Corps have appeared together 
in a single list. 

Brig P. R. Davies 
Brig (now Maj Gen) C. N. Last OBE 
Brig I. O. J. Sprackling OBE 

BRUNEI AW ARDS 
On Saturday 9 August an investiture was held by His Highness The Sultan of Brunei at the Dorchester Hore! in London 

to honour five members of the Corps who had erved with the Royal Brunei Malay Regiment. Among those present were 
che Sultan's father the Seri Begawan Sultan, Sir Omar Muda Omar 'Ali Saifuddin lbni Al-Marhum, Sultan Mubamad Jamalul 
'Alam DK GCVD KCMG . 

A reception followed the investiture when friendships formed when serving with the Royal Brunei Malay Regiment were 
renewed . 

We warmly congratulate those who received the following awards. 
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Maj (Reid) A. G. Barfield Selia Negara Brunei 
Maj (now Lt Col) R. Saville Seria Laila Jasa 
Maj J. A. Grierson Seria Laila Jasa 
W02 C. J. R. Amey Pingat Indah 

W02 G. N. Downey 
Kerja Baik 

Pekerma Setia 
Brunei 

(SNB) 
(SU) 
(SLJ) 
(PIKB) 

(PSB) 
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THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF, HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCESS 
ANNE, MRS MARK PHILLIPS GCVO VISITS SHAPE 

We were delighted and honoured to receive a. visit from our 
Colonel-in-Chief on 19 June 1986. Her Ro)".al .. H1gh~e s cal!le to 
receive a hort briefing on SHAPE and its ac~1v1t1es, with. parucular 
emphasis on the communications support µ:ov1ded by 11 Sig Bde (V). 

Her Royal Highnes was met by Gen Benard W. Rog~rs, Supreme 
Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) and after inspecting a 
multinational guard of honour, and bles ed by unny '~eatl1er, spe~t 
time talking to the crowd and to several. Coq~s soldiers and the1T 
families tationed at SHAPE. The Colonel-in-Ch1ef w~s then escorted 
inside where she was briefed by Lt Col Iain Kerr •. Chief of the ACE 
Sy terns Operation Section . After all too short a time the <;~lonel-1~
Chief departed in SACEUR's Blackhawk helicopter to v1s1t 11 Sig 
Bde (V). Although the Colonel-in-Chief was at SHAP~ for a .short 
time only. every member of the international community stauoned 
here was captivated by her elegance and style as she talked to so many 
of the crowd who had come to catch a glimpse of Her Royal Highness, 
our Colonel-in-Chief. 

WHAT IS SHAPE? . . 
The Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe is a unique 

military headquarters. Founded i~ 19?1 and initial~y lo~ated near 
Paris it moved to its present locatJon rn Mons, Belgmm. 1.n 1967. It 
brings together in peacetime a unified, interna_tional military staff 
from member nations. Currently there are 14 nations represented (!_he 
exceptions are Spain and Iceland). It is a large hea~q~arters with 
about l, 100 officers, 3,000 other ran:1<s and ~00 _c1v1hans. Royal 
Signals provides 12 officers and 73 soldiers, m!lking 11 the largest c~p 
badge from the UK. The majority of Royal Signals are employed 1.n 
Communications and Information Systems but the Corps has a fair 
representation in other staff branches. 

The Editor 
The Wire 
Royal Signals Association 
56 Regency Stree1 
LONDON SW/P 4AD 

I wish to receive 'The Wire' in 1987 and enclose my subscription or £4.20. 

I am an exis1ing subscriber• 

I am a new subscriber• 

THE SHAPE R SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
After a short respite, the SHAPE Association has, with WO! 

(YofS) Dave Gruncell at the helm, become increasingly active as a 
forum for Corps members to meet which because of the nature of the 
job here, we seldom do. 

HRH is introduced to W02 (FofS) Frank Cashen and Sgt Mick 
Bradshaw by Brig Noel Moss. Mr Norman Bra~shaw (left) ~ather 
of Sgt Bradshaw and a life member of the R Signals Assoc1at1on 

is on the extreme left 

J wish to pay my subscriplion by 'Bankers Order'. Please forward a 'standing order' form to 
1 

me• 

Date ............ .. ........................ . .......................... Signature . ..................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

ame in block letters ........ .... ... ...... .. ......... ... - - . - - ... -.......... · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Address in block lellers ................ .... .. .. ................................... .. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

... ..... ..... .. ....... ........ ... . ........ .. ....... ... ....................................... ........ .......... . ... ....... . . . ... ........... . . ... 

• Delcie as appropriate. 
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11 SIGNAL BRIGADE (VOLUNTEERS) 

EXERCISE CALM FENCE 1986 AND 
THE VISIT OF THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF 

This year the Brigade took part in a major exercise on the continent 
to test and appraise its war role communications. During the 
fortnight's deployment the Brigade entertained our Colonel-in- hief 
for a two day visit, held a VIP visitor's day and moved three regiments 
around the continent. What follows are some impressions of Ex Calm 
Fence 1986. 

THE ROYAL VI IT 
Early in the new year Capt Mike Stanners was 'appointed' Royal 

Visit Project Officer to plan and co-ordinate the visit. As June 
approached the visit programme began to take shape and firm-up, and 
publication of amendments was often reduced to twice a day, (a sure 
sign of progress). To expedite the production of the numerous 
programmes and booklets a small computer and printer was borrowed 
from RHQ Royal Signals. This proved invaluable despite its tantrums; 
often a well placed kick wa required to return the machine to the 
collaborative mode; no gain without pain. 

With the various pieces of paper sent off for reproduction and 
distribution, all that remained to be done now wa to screw the nuts 
and bolts together; this was where the real job began. However all UK 
based preparation for the vi it went 'according to plan' and in due 
course the Brigade deployed to the continent. 

In Belgium the Gendarmerie had been very thorough, and had 
organised route and airport clearance, all security matters, and even 
an interpreter, of which more anon. The Master of Signals and the 
Regimental Secretary arrived direct from the UK whilst the SOinC was 
to journey over from Rhei ndahlen to join the entourage. The Royal 
motorcade also from Rheindahlen swept in next, sleek and 
professional. 

The next component to put in an appearance wa Group Diane a 
Belgian Special Close Protection Unit. Last, but not least, the 
Gendarme outriders, who would clear the route, and escort the 
motorcade. This 'circus' or ' magic carpet' as it became known was 
commanded and controlled by Capt tanners and his Gendarmerie 
counterpart Capitaine Guy Wietkin . So the stage was set, and a 
rehear al planned for the day before the visit. 

As with all plans attention to detail and timings are essential 
ingredients, however , when there is a language barrier, life can 
become quite fraught. On rehear al morning Capt Stanners arrived 
out ide the hotel in good lime to be met by an enormous collection of 
men and machines, all talking, English/ French/ Flemish/ German! Of 
course by now the Press and the local population had begun to take 
an interest. After explaining orders to everybody (in aU languages) and 
lining up 1he numerou cars in order of procession the motorcade 
rehearsal was ready to begin and awaited the occupants. Timings were 
important and had to be observed to gain the maximum benefit from 
this impres ive looking rehearsal. One or two reluctant senior officer 
were encouraged into the car as the word to start was given to the 
Gendarmerie. Off went the lead car, a Porsche 911 Carrera, followed 
by Capt Stanners, Capt Wietkin and Interpreter in a Volvo Turbo and 
the remainder followed on. On the way to the first visit location it 
became obvious that the Royal Daimler was a little bit breathless, the 
911 was too enthu ia tic, the interpreter who was in 'autogabble' 
needed muting, Groupe Diane's large Mercede were too aggre sive 
and the motorcade 's radio frequencies were not compatible. The 
inevitable happened, the motorcade took a wrong turning, up a cul de 
sac in a village, every car followed blindly. This was it, the SOinC did 
not know where he was, Brig Mike Marples did, and demon trated his 
feeling of 1he moment, and all was darkness and confusion. The 
extraction was low and painful, Capt tanner hid from the 
Commander while he felt like trangling the interpreter/radio 
operator. The remainder of the rehearsal then flowed smoothly to it 
conclu ion. 

The 'day' arrived and off the motorcade went to collect the 
Prince . The Commander gave a televi ion interview at the airport 
whilst awaiting the Andover aircraft. After presenting the 
personalities to Her Royal Highness everyone returned to the Hotel 
for lunch. 

The fir l afternoon was taken up with vi iting Zutendaal airfield to 
meet the Brigade Staff and be briefed on Ex Calm Fence, as well a 
meeting 1he personalities of 3! Sig Regt (V). In the evening the 
Colonel-in-Chief and many senior officers from the taff of HAPE 
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and AFCENT, attended a dinner hosted by the Brigade Commander. 
The second day dawned bright and clear and this was to be an omen 

for the remainder of the visit. The Princess visited the many locations 
and saw the different military activities of 31 Sig Regt (V) . 

At the end of the morning the Princess attended a lunch given by 
the CO after which Her Royal Highness received a box of delicious 
Belgian chocolates from the Regiment's youngest member and a 
rousing farewell from an assembled Regiment. 

Sadly the next stop was to be Bierset airport where the Princess 
boarded the Andover to begin a Canadian visit. It was a most 
enjoyable time, everyone who took part was touched by HRH's 
warmth and knowledge of our Corps; altogether unforgettable. 

NOT SO CALM FENCE 1986 OR 
CONFESSION OF A FAR-FROM-TEENAGE \\-ATCHKEEPER 
Report by Maj D. Tebbutt R Signals (V) 

HQ I J Sig Bde (V) deployed in various ways and means to Belgium 
on the weekend 15/ l 6 June with the 'regular' contingent somewhat 
apprehensive about their first Calm Fence (surely all those stories 
couldn't be true?). In contrast, the volunteer element approached 
their umpteenth mobilisation to the Continent with varying degrees of 
enthusiasm! 

The Brigade, after the briefest of stops possible at Grobbendonk 
(Thank God!), continued its way across a heat-baked Belgium until 
the familiar name of Zutendaal was spotted, and a welcome if not 
exactly tearful, reunion with the advance party was made on the 
airfield. Experienced Calm Fencers now su pect 1hat our A TO 
masters have joined a time-share scheme on our behalf-'Two weeks 
in June at sunny Zutendaal every alternative year for life!' 

Week one was devoted to the Regimental Phase (taken too literally 
by one of the Regiments which virtually disappeared for several days 
without trace), preparation for the visit of the Colonel-in-Chief and 
keeping watchkeepers out of mischief with sundry exercises, writing 
Op Orders, CE!s, SOPs, etc. 

The highlight of the first week was the historic visit of The Prince s 
Anne, her first visit to a Royal Signals TA unit on exercise. Thanks 
to meticulous planning and everal rehearsals, the final of which saw 
Maj Gen Badcock, the Master of Signals, as a distinguished, but not
too-feminine impersonator of The Colonel-in-Chief, was a huge 
success. 

The Duty Watchkeeper Maj Roger John. meets the 
Colonel-i n-Chief 
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Th eathcr rem med perfe t, and the Prince. s \\ a rcla.-cd, 
radi m and obviously imcre. ted in tht" diverse c01:npo nents. of the 
Brigade HQ team. he eemed to particularly enJOY meeting our 
motlev band of RCT RA volunteer attached to Bde HQ and the 
invaluable contingent of WRAC clerks under Sgt Anne Fagan. 

Her Royal Highness speaking to the Clerical element of Bde HQ 
Left to Right: W01 (SC) Frank Brown, Sgt Anne Fagan , LCpl 

Cathy Williams, Ptes Hazel Taylor and Norma Fagan 

The Colonel-in-Chief meets some of the Brigade Staff. Left to 
Right Majs David Tebbutt and Chris Webber and Capt Des 

Moloney . Capt Alisdair Harrison (hidden) 

The weekend was spent gathering reserves fo~ wha~ L~r~tened to be 
a very demanding Brigade exercise. The esse~ual pnonues pro.ved to 
be swimming (a two hour amnesty was negotiated) ~nd laundenn~, as 
the week's sully weather had taken its toll on supplies of spare shirts, 
socks and underwear. One officer showed enterprising economy of 
effort by emerging from Lhe shower in socks and underpants, having 
laundered them 'in situ'. 

Sunday evening saw the build-up to the exercise .with the ine~itable 
Orange Forces breaking through on Monday morrung (when will they 
ever learn?). The Commander's predictions of a strenuous, fast
moving and imaginative exercise proved accurate and the pressure was 
sustained throughout. Fortunately, the strain on the Belgian/ German 
public telephone services proved l es~ t~an in .1984, d~e t~ a 
satisfactory standard of commurucauon being maintained 
throughout. 
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I he mobility of witches, Cornmcen~ and HQs wa al o extensive!) 
tried and tested and not found wanting, although cxaggcraLed 
ome\\ hat b} the Commcen which deployed I OOk east of the Lated 

Grid Reference and in the teeth of the advancing enemy! Brig Marples 
promptly invited the CO of the unit concerned to ma ke his 

· nominations for gallantry awards. . . 
Tuesday morning aw the arrival of ~l!ght 001 and 002 at 

Zutendaal ferrying a party of 28 bemused VISltors from SHAPE and 
AFCE T 'in two Pumas . A tanled onlooker coumed 19 'stars ' and 
described Brig Marples' flair for sale manship ~nd,pu~lic rela.tions as 
invaluable a sets to I I Sig Bde. After a mornmg 1ght- eeing, the 
visitor left, having had the greatness of 11 Sig Bde emphatically 
thru t upon them! 

Ex Calm Fence 86 ended spectacularly in a flurry of Spet naz 
agents raids and deafening airstrikes which brought a fairly realistic 
imulation of Doomsday to the Brigade CP. The NB threat wa built 

up rea listically and the usual climax reac.hed. where. the new S02, Bill 
(Gung-Ho!) Griffiths lie on the ground 111 h1 respirator and twitches 
umil kicked by one of the watchkeepers, who queue up for the 
privilege! 

~ 

DSACEUR, Gen Sir Edward Burgess with Maj Chris Web~er and 
the S01 Ops (desig ) Maj Richard Showell pretending he 

understands what it's all about 

'Did you enjoy your trip in the Puma girls?' DSACUER talks to the 
' clerks of the Bde HQ 
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31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V) 
Hammersmith 

Our bi-annual deployment to NW Europe as part of 11 Sig Bde (V) 
is always the highlight of our two year training cycle and our latest 
v1si1 has been no exception; in a n action packed two weeks we 
tra\clled a nd communicated far and wide but as our pictures show it 
wa~ the eagerly awaited visit of our Colonel-in-Chief, Iler Royal 
Highness, The Princess Anne, that will be remembered long after all 
el e is forgotten . During her two days of visits Her Royal Highness 
vis ited every field location, meeting and talking to virtually everyone 
of our soldiers, and impressing u greatly with her genuine interest in 
all that we were doing . 

ClJLTIV ATlO 
Preparations for the Royal Visit took many forms; Def Tp under 

Cpl Bill Farmer excelled themselve , erecting a specially imported tent 
over a woodland track, having first cleared a ten years layer of leaves. 
(Next time they will try using a broom) . 

More organised were the gardeners of Battice Fort, Cpl 'Basher' 
Healy and LCpl Sue Rayner, so keen in fact that Sgt Jan Billin had 
to forcibly restrain them from planting (plastic) daffodil ! Meanwhile, 
nn the same ite Cpl 'Cabanet' Stevens was being relieved from sentry 
duty for being o diligent that he had prevented even the site caretaker 
from entering . . . 

GGRAVATION 
Inevitably the multiple demands brought upon by 11 Bde, the Royal 

Visit, 11 Bde, 11 Bde . . . made RCP a less than happy abode at 
times; approaching the vehicle in darkness at a time of particular 
pressure OC LAD Lt (now Capt) Peter Watters, decided that discretion 
was the better part of valour, retreating in high speed terror to recount 
to an amazed audience 'the} are throwing teddy bears in the corner 
up there'. (It was at least 48 hrs before Lt Watters could be finally 
per uaded to re-visit RCP). 

At RCP - The Princess speaking to SSgt (YofS) John Arkley, OCdt 
Niall Creed and Ops Offr Capt Keith Bruce-Smith 

41 Sqn SHQ- The Princess talks to SSgt (SQMS) John Mackins 
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"IAVIGATION 
With Sgt Graham Drew's C70 breaking down for the umpteenth 

rime and needing virtually its own LAD workshop, life wa already 
hard for OC A Tp, Lt Tony lfo e even before he was ordered to 
redeploy; added to this was a shunt up the backside by a sleeping 
German motorist and a slight problem with BA TCO which led one 
vehicle rushing to site itself only a few miles from the East German 
Border. Fortunately the three elements of our most widely dispersed 
unit managed to RV by cndex to receive a BAOR road map for their 
services to road movement. 

CASEY AC A TION 
Determined to keep our medical teams busy throughout the 

exercise; Cpl Peter Trewin (83 Sqn) was flown home with a trapped 
nerve in hi neck. Sgt Rudie Rayner (83 Sqn again} tried catch~ng .a 
drum of 10 pair with one hand. Capt John Ru ke (41 Sqn) spht h1 
head open; Tp 21C 2LT' unbeam Minor' Jerry MacThwaine stepped 
into the breach (not in his head). 

Not to be outdone Capt Mike Lucas 21C 47 Sqn ejected from his 
Landrover and sustained a fractured kull he is now, we are delighted 
to say, well on the road to recovery. 

RECRIMl:'llA TIO, S 
Pte Kim Welton (HQ Sqn) for re-shaping the Payma ters 

Landrover. LCpl Trish Kent (A Tp, 83 Sqn) for attacking a power 
cable pole with her RR vehicle, cutting off the electricity supply to a 
(hitherto) friendly farmer and his family. Capt (QM} John Rob on 
(HQ Sqn) for finding an Iranian passport in the middle of his site 
which then went on to 'stand-to' for hours. Cpl Billy Young (LAD) 
for daring to tell COS LONDIST he had had 10 hrs leep the previous 
night; SSgt (AQMS) Mick Cordiogle) recovered his composure and 
promptly banned any fu rther sleep for Cpl Young umil endex, a week 
away ... 

And finally for the 'unknown soldier' whoever it was who decided 
we should linger so long on a certain insect-ridden height in south-east 
Belgium. NBC ' Black'-even at 80°F-was a welcome release from 
their cea eless attacks although few were as desperate as SSgt Jim 'The 
Rifle' Makinson (83 Sqn), actually driven to sleeping 56 style! 

CONGRA TULATlONS 
Finally back at the excellent Belgian facilities at Lombardsidj (two 

minutes from the beach) it was time to wash-down, count, clean-up 
and mend before a welcome day of R & R exploring nearby Ostende 
or the delightful old city of Bruges. Before doing so, CO Lt Col Colin 
Stenning presented well deserved promotions to WCpl Margaret 
Leighfield 41 Sqn, LCpl Dorinda Rowe HQ Sqn, LCpls Stuart Dovey, 
Bob Duddy, Andy Probets, Kevin Day and Trevor Thurlow 83 Sqn 
(B Tp) (a worried Sig Adam Hill is now the only Signalman at B Tp 
and is said to be mounting his own recruiting campaign) . 

AND FINALLY 
Congratulations to OCdt Julie Aspinall, University of London 

OTC who returned to UK early to gain a pass at her DSB prior to 
transferring to us, and to Lt (now Capt} Dianne Lilley (41 Sqn) and 
Sgt Simon Fernley-Jone (83 Sqn} who announced their engagement 
on the ferry coming home! 

Yes-it was quite a Camp! 

At Ech; The Princess talks to W02 (SSM) Derek Gale, W-02 
(RQMS) Chris Mahoney, and W02 (RQMSl Steve Bland 
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The Princess meets LCpl Alison Wrate . w atc hed by OC HO Sqn , 
Maj Chris Mote 

'Will he live?' - Capt Kieran Spires assures The Princess that Cfn 
Tony Pasco is not quite BER yet. Sgt Les Lobjoit and Sgt Anne 

Corrigan are not so sure 

The Princess talks to 21C HO Sqn Capt Alan Lafferty. Next in line 
are OC Rec Trg, Maj (QM) Ron Miller and Capt Tony Perkin 

The Princess meets LCpls Steve Prance, Phil Cull and Sig Tom 
Farrell 
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Visitors ' Day - CO, Lt Col Col in Stenning and DSACEUR Gen Sir 
Edward Burgess toast Comd 11 Bde (bottom left) at the ' tea tent' 

LC pl Steve Prance (4 7 Sqn) with DSACEUR Gen S ir Edward 
Burgess and DCINCENT Air Ch ief Marshal Sir Michael Beavis 

Support your Regimental Secretary - and ADC for the visit Capt 
Susan Fenney obliges watched by Lt Hayley Clamp, 142 R 

Australian Signals 
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33 (Lancashire and Cheshire) Sig Regt (V) 
Liverpool 

1
At 0700 hr_s on ~aturday 14 June 1986, 499 members of 33 Sig Regt 

I\) paraded m thetr respccuve TA Centre. in the NW of England for 
the start of Ex Caltn Fence 1986. During the previous 10 weeks 
those on parade, a s1sted by others who could not for good reasons 
aue.nd Annual Camp, . had worked hard to prepare equipment, 
veh1c~es and them elves for w~at they knew would be an arduous 
fortnight. Everyone had been br~efcd fully on what to expect and what 
was expe_ctt:d of. them; everyt.hmg depended on how professionally 
they performed in the prov1s1on of a mobile area communication 
system. 

Later that mon1ing the main party of over 300 personnel and 185 
vehicles departed for Europe via Hull. The air party were to leave the 
next day., The move through the docks was to be a marker for the way 
the exercise. was to progress. Needless to say it went like clockwork. 
Packets arrived .m good order, parked up, refuelled and with RMP 
support the Regimental MT Staff under the direction of WOI Davis 
loaded the vehicles on the Norland. Meanwhile on board SSgt Roberts 
who had spent the day overcoming the nightmare of cabin allocations 
handed out the Squadron bundles of 11cket with such confidence that 
one might have imagined he had worked for North Sea Ferrie> for 
years. His composure wa_s rufned when he was informed by the irate 
husband of a ~VRAC officer that she had been placed in a cabin with 
three male officers of her Squadron. He was quickly reaswred by the 
fellow occupant that it was a leg pull. 

A_fter a hurried off-loading the next morning at Europort the 
Regiment left for the overnight stop at Zutendaal in Belgium via 
Emb_lem fo~ refuel~ing . The move was escorted by both Dutch and 
Belgian police outriders. For two convoys with 28 vehicles in each it 
was to ~e an unforgettable experience when one was part routed to 
Utrecht rn North Holland , the other to Bruges in Belgium. Thanks to 
the quick reaction of the convoy commanders they eventually returned 
to the set route, but only after much detour and reference to their 
phrase books. 

Th_e deployment of the Regiment from Europort to the initial 
locattons 10 sou.them. Germany ~as con idered far too lengthy a drive 
even with co-drivers m each vehicle and hence the choice of Zutendaal 
as a staging post. The other advantage was the site itself where the 
whole Regim~nt could easily reform and prepare for the long drive. 
Furthermore tt was where all the vital administration, mes ing, i sue 
of pay, weapons, vehicle repair etc could conveniently be co
ordinated, and more to the point it was relatively clo e to Du eldorf 
airport where the a ir party was due to arrive. 

The move to Zutendaal in temperatures in the 1011 30° took it toll 
on thirsts and vehicle cooling systems. However thirsts were well 
quenched on arrival and vehicles were worked on by the Regimenta l 
LAD throughout the night. On this occasion and du ring the exerci e 
the REME mechanics worked wonders with very limited facilities, 
spares back-up and time. Mobi le communications is our bread a nd 
butter and this is well appreciated by the LAD who kept u on the 
move. 

On 16 June, the Regiment departed packet by packet from 
Zutendaal for Germany. Again the weather was scorching and cau ed 
much concern over its effect on driver and vehicle . However by 
sensible use of forced ha lts, check points and an hour's stop a t B 
Echelon a t Mendig, near Koblenz, detachments reached their initia l 
locations in good order, albeit with some delay; for some thi 
amounted to eight hours. By the evening the Regiment wa in location 
and prepa red for the week long Regimental exercise. 

The Regiment was communicating from its init ial location over an 
area the size o f Wales. During the exerci e elements redeployed again 
and again and the area covered was the equal of Birmingham to 
Cirencester, ie Luxembourg and north to Cologne . In these 
circumstances resupply, movement control and command had to be 
well planned and co-ordinated for the system to work, the Regiment 
had to be fed and watered , vehicles refuelled, mail delivered and 
above all good solid communications maintained throughout. There 
were hiccups and many lessons were learned . The strengths of the TA 
and the characteristics of the volunteer came to the fore after 24 hours 
into the exercise. Having shed the civilian outer skin the bank clerks, 
teachers, labourers and secretaries blossomed into thoroughbred 
communicators. Keen to get on with the tasks at hand however 
repetitive and arduous, when sleep became a luxury we forged on. 
While the communication elements cri s-cros ed their way northwards 
from southern Germany the administrative support elements kept tabs 
on the moves and planned the support required. 

To cope with such a long re upply cha in from the Rear Brit i h 
Comms Zone, Echelon was pli t into three element . Echelon wa 
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located at Baumholdcr, near Kaiscrslautern, which "a' fairlv entral 
(!)to all locations; B Fchclon with ,1 Germany Army Heli optcr ba e 
at \1endig near Koblenz and Bl Echelon, compri ing RQ\fS '\1inj!' 
Gordo11, a chair, table and telephone, based at CDP! at \'ter en. rhc 
QM (V) Capt George linker found himself at the sharp end "hile the 
QM (R) Maj Len Jeffre), sandwiched himself in the centre of thi long 
supply chain at B Echelon. Mendig camp was superb: large modern 
barracks with excellent facilities and a,sistance provided by the 
German Army. The Regimental set up was easily identifi.:d b} the 
QM's per>onal standard, an impressive Jolly Roger, whi..:h fluuered 
by the admin tent throughout the exercise. It had been in full flight 
for a ~ouple of days when the Camp Adjutant 1istted the Q~I (R) to 
pay hts respects. The conver\ation went something like this: 

Adjt: 'Vot a nice flag!' 
QM: 'So it is, it's mine, you canna have it!' 
Adjt: 'Ve had a badge like that during zc var' 
QM: 'Oh' (much blushing and paddling madly under the 

Adjt: 
QM: 

surface) 
'Ya, gute fighting men' 
'Ya, so are ve, have some tea, biscuits, chocolate 
. . . (lost for words!) 

Not to be. outdone the Adjutant, on return to his office empty 
handed, obviously spoke to the Commandant, who wa. 10 visit soon 
after: 

Comd: 'Your men are excellent, Well done' 
QM: 'Ta!' 
Comd: 'Vood you like a cold beer?' 
QM: 'lam orry but we are dry on the exerci>e!' (crying) 
Comd: 'Gute and I also like your flag' 

He then left. Moment later the Adjutant returned in a jeep : 
Adjt: 'There are 15 cold beers on the bar for you a ll ' 
QM : ' o we are dry!' 
Adjt: 'Ya Herr Kommandeur said you were dry and 

ordered me to provide you with cold beers' 
QM: ( ot repeatable) 

The CO was assured that the beers remained on the bar and the 
misunderstanding overcome without loss o f face. E ven so the QM still 
wonders if his well selected word were not quite apprecia ted , for the 
next time the Adjutant arrived~ 

Adjt: 'Vood you like that building there for your tores?' 
QM: 'Yes plea e, many thank ' 
Adjt: 'Gute it is yours. Can I have your flag? ' 
QM: 'Sorry, no you can't' 
Adjt: 'OK' 

B Echelon Staff Left to Right: W02 (ROMS) Downey, Cpl 
Arrowsmith , SSgt Bradley. SSgt Watkinson WRAC and a paying 

guest the Adjutant , Capt Ted Butterworth 
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n th fol1011111'' e end, that 1 · 21 22 June. 1hc R 1111ncntal pl.1a c 
had been ompleted u..- •,full), :md 1he Rcgunent rtdeplo)ed into 
ne lo a tion. for the Brigade pha .e which wa. Ill start at m1dda) on 
the 1onday. . . 

On ~unda • when ever.thin was in place and commurn a11ons 
estabfo,hed, clement of the Reg1mem relaxed for a fc11 hour and 
enjoyed a Barbecue . ' the RSM WOI Gary Mason was heard lO ay 
to the CO. 'Don' t worry sir, it ' all under control , we have banked on 
ever) thing'! (the latter comment i purely parochial, but we felt we 
had to hare his view 11 ith you). . 

fter indulging in the first and la t few cool beer o f the ex~rc 1 e 
and exerci ing 1eeth on genuine 'joined up meat' the Regiment 
returned to full operational readine on Sunday evening. 

The nexl two day were to pro1·e very hectic fo r everyone. Not only 
were we to exerci e a a Brie.ade but in a 36 h011r period nearly all 
elemenL mo1ed and ome moves were up lO JOOKms. At no time <.ii d 
we lo e communications which wa a real feather in our cap. To add 
to the complication of configuration and reconfiguration, etc, we 
al o had LO te t ne" OP i ued 24 hour befo re the exercise tarted . 
As intended the return which pa ed to and fro through our Y tern 
provided reali1y and gave the CP staff and DTg much lO do. At one 
tage when hort taffed at RCP in the early hour of day two 1he CO 

and R 11 (ex DTg) literally had their hirt off and cleared 10 returns 
between 1hem in three hour. and the length of them must be een 10 
be believed. In 33 when the going's tough it's all hands to the pumps 
and that mean all. gt Walker manning 1he Echelon CP give her 
ac ount: 'Tlie Brigade pha e staned and we were oon brought to 
reality with a loud ream a yet another jet corched overhead in an 
anempt to find u . A helicopter buzzed back and forth over u a 
sen e of ''imagine if thi wa for real" wa felt in this new dimension 
to the exercise. l\te sage were ranling lO and fro and 1he Commcen 
nearly ground to a halt when the QM deluged the system with all 
manner of admin ignals ba ed on the brand ne\ 'hot off the press' 
SOPs. We finished the Brigade phase with an BC alert which had 
people in variou forms of dre s and undress as different states of 
readines were i ued. Most people tayed in mask overnighr o one 
didn't have to be too apologetic when 1 aking Lhe next duty shift. A 
shove, push or whatever was the order of the day a no one could 
recognise who wa a boss and who wa n'L, even the cry of complaint 
was unrecogni able!• 

o exerci e is without visitors and this year we had been told this 
was LO be high profile year, due 10 the extreme interest being paid in 
Brigade by SHAPE staff. We welcomed them in quantity. When an 
exercise is in full wing it is very difficult to slOp and make special 
arrangement for a vi iwr however 'YI' he may be, and so we showed 
the 'real' u doing our 'real' job. Our Hon Col, Col Stanley visited 
for three days, rhe press from Chester for three days, Gen Shortis, 
GOC W District, Commanding Officers from the German and US 
Signal Banalions, and Col Neubauer, Commander Signal Support 
Group CE TAG, for a day each. In the second week when the going 
was very hot, wha1 became termed 'The 28 star bus' (a brace of 
PUMAs with SHAPE/ AFCENT senior officers) made a stopover for 
a couple of hours to meet the men and women of the North West. 

The exercise ended at 1400 hr on 24 June and elements of the 
Regimen! closed down, packed up and moved back lO Olen Camp in 
Belgium for a day off the next day. The recovery to Olen Camp wok 
a long time and drivers had to balance their desire to get back for a 
day off in Amsterdam against the hazards of driving tired and weary 
over 480Kms. The last convoy passed through the gates at Olen at 
0830 hrs the next morning and crews literally 'crashed out' for the day 
before a run ashore that evening. 

The return 10 UK from Olen Camp went as well as it had done on 
the way out. 

On reflection it had been a very demanding exercise, in glorious but 
scorching weather. We had learned a lot and now realise there's much 
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more 10 be learned such a : how to get bread 10 1roops over 400Km 
a\\a} from 1hc bakery wi1hou1 it going mouldy; how to communicait 
through or over 0-90ft 1rees with only 40ft ma ts; how to \\ake up 
0 HQ qn after only 10 hr Jeep; how to fit 12 wa1ehkecpers and 
1hc coffee machi ne in 42 Sig Sqn 's Command Pos1 at any one 1ime? 
how 10 land two P MA in the area for a Gazelle; how lO avoid 
fa ll ing in love wi th Cha ntelle (a Belgian Milita ry Police outrider)· ho11 
10 keep 30 clas 3 vehicle · going until the next Annual Camp. And why 
did Lt Jones WRAC return lO Zutendaal at the end of the cxercLe 
with her complete packet , had he left something behind or d id she 
intend gate crashing the Brigadier's barbecue? 

On 27 June the Regiment was back in TA Centre clearing up 
handing in tores and haring war LOrie . After 14 days on th~ 
continent, having driven a total ?f 278,000 miles, and after consuming 
£20,000 worth of compo 11 wa ume to put away the combats unt il 1hc 
next weekend when again the Volunteer undertake their mihtan 
' hobby' which has become to them o much a way of life. · 

'Really Sir, that big!' SSgt Harper explains to OSACEUR 

The CO meets OCINCENT, Air Chief Marshal Sir Michael Beavis 

TH E WIR E, S EPTEMBER 1986 

35 (South Midland) Sig Regt (V) 
Sutton Coldfield 

VISITORS DAY 
No Calm !-~nee wo.uld be complete without a series of visitors, both. 

national and 1111ernat1onal. Naturally, we are delighted to see them all 
and to show them how we go about our work. This time however we 
decided to change the arrangemems. Rather than hold a serie~ or 
"bitors' days, we asked them all to come on one day. The 
Commander, by devious or other means, managed 10 produce two 
Puma helicopter -and off we went! 

The party ranged in seniority from: 
DSACEUR-General Sir Edward Burgess KCB OBE ADC. 

D INCf T-Air Chief Marshal Sir Michael Bea; is KCB , CBE 
Af'C 1hrough assoned Generals, Brigadiers, Colonel Majors and 
Captains to an RAF Corporal! The latter is very important 10 us-he 
pushes the right buttons in SHAPE! 

Al'te1 a hort briefing, it was up and away round a number of the 
fie ld site~ to which the Brigade wa deployed . The bus to lift our 
visitors to the helicopter had a 19 star plate ! 

Of course, some o f the loca tions we visi ted were small sub uni t -in 
at least one, we outnumbered the soldiers by 1wo to one! We also have 
happy memories of the looks on the faces of several old Luxembourg 
peasants w~en tw? huge helicopters la~ded in their field and disgorged 
30 odd emor officers, who all then disappeared imc the woods! On 
another site, the helicopter could not land, so everybody had to jump 
down and dash away into the 1rees. Four star Generals are not often 
seen completing this particular mil ilary manoeuvre! 

All in a ll , it was a g~od day, certainly our visitors enjoyed it and, 
we know, went away wHh a better understa nding of 11 Bde and what 
we can do! 

Maj John James with SSgt 'Sammy' Bondin explains Clarke Mast 
to OCINCENT Air Chief Marshal Sir Michael Beavis and other 

visitors 

'Pete the Feet' 
Cpl Brothers of 01 of 89 Sqn at Euskirchen Satellite Terminal 

blinds OSACEUR with science 
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. E <lex was calkd and the 24 hour 'R & R' phase began v.ith an 
impromptu barbecue at Zutendaal, the climax of which occurred 
when Commhd HI chose to pull out to rejoin 31 Sig Regl. It must 
have bl!en a u~ique event for a Commhd serving Bde HQ to leave with 
its users formmg a guard of honour and applauding the convoy out 
of location! However, Lt Diane Lille) and her team had provided us 
with communications throughout the exercise and had courageously 
defended rhemselves aga inst a marauding gang o f petsnaz agents 
from Liverpool during the previous night. 

And ~o to Emblem- oh, luxuryJ- a bath , relaxing meal, duty-free 
shoppi ng and departu res for variou locations in UK . Sad to say 
farewell to some friends and former colleagues whose last Calm Fence 
will have been highlighled by the opportunity to meet new members 
of the Brigade team . T hank s are due fo r the contributions made by 
so many people-memories are precious and Calm Fence 86 was 
noth ing if not memorable! 

It' s not true that Line Troop brought him down with 010! 
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H IOLA D) SI , AL REGIME. "T (\.OLUNTEER ) 
L RFMI I f C ' Ot EXERCISt, CAI. \f fRNCE 86 

·ung (~mouthed to 1he tune ' amp Granada' 

Ht!flo ~foth r, lleflo father 
Here w are 111 'le11nelar;: r• 
\/onda; daw11111c h re 111 l incoln 
Bllf tht•re'.I no s/e'p fo1 a few days yet I'm thinking. 

D1d11'1 care much for the ~l11p cruise, 
·cos 1her wouldn't let us bin· booze 
and the iood 1ra more like pig swift . 
and our sleeping time 11•a occupied by boat drill. 

o 11e well/ 10 make it plam 
that 11ext 11111e we'd go by trnin. 
or by ranoe or cockle shell. 
or anything at all except 011 LSL! 

Circuits still down. Geny runs rough 
'ow the CO f!.el/111g quite t0ugh. 

The tempera/I/re is getting too high 
and what is worse, this exercise is d1J•. 

ls this 1 ·e11/o? No its L.emgo? 
What's the difference? How hould I know? 
It looks all the same ut 11ight 
the on/; difference is we're driving on the right. 

And the forests here abouts 
are populated by the Krauts 
Smartly dressed and bri kly walking 
and, of course, a foreign language that they're talking. 

.\'inety fi1·e had SHAPE for lunch 
and they turned out quite a bunch. 
Twe111y-nine to be exact 
plus two Pumas with their pilots and one lance jack. 

Capt Mason strained his back 
somewhere up a forest track 
as he lay there in great pain 
Mr Webb said 'smile please ducky-once again'. 

By adopting prone position 
under A1unster's chief physician 
thus he missed out on the action 
but he spent the 11ex1 three painful weeks in traction. 

Then the REM£ knocked a pub down 
said the landlord with a stem frown 
'Look I don't mean to sound a bore 
bw the next time please just use the door!' 

Peoples patience getting thinner, 
we're off again no time for dinner, 
of night moves we've had a surfiet 
ah yes b111 what the hells a Wasserschut;;,gebiet? 

Now we've found ow and we're moving 
once again now and its pro11ing 
that Calm Fence seems withow end 
and even if it does we'd be round the bend. 

*Lincoln Barracks Munster actually blll it did not rhyme. 
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ft~ 1111· last camp. Well I mean 
it the hardest one I've een. 
I am weary. I um foot ore 
I hal'e had it up to here and I'll serve no more. 

ow its Endex. ow were going 
now at la t the pleasures showing. 
I can see ome happy smiles 
what a shame that Munster stiff some fifty mile . 

Back in A4unster for our day off 
but there's still the gunge to spray off 
and the loading, but were hopin' 
when it all done that the pub 'II till be open. 

ow its Thursday and its wmy 
S'pose it wasn't too bad. Funny 
how a nights sleep and a wet or 
two makes everything thats happened seem much better. 

What a nice place? Ain 't the shops good 
get the beers in. Order more food 
get some presents for the missus 
what a smashing way to spend u day off this is. 

ow we're on the orth Seu Ferry 
and rhe troops are making merry 
reminiscing in our beer 
and deciding we'd be back again next year. 

Sig Winston Robinson and LCpl Shore practising for when the bar 
opened 
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633 SIG TP HELPS IN JAMAICAN 
DISASTER RELIEF 

Report by Cpl Steve Bertram 
(?n. the morning of riday 6 June Radio Sec1ion were going about 

their Jobs on what seemed JU t another normal working day· little did 
"e know that things were to be very different very soon. Ai 1030 hrs 

gt Sid Smellie (IC Radio Section) was informed of a requirement 
to provide d_isaster relief communica1ions, both on the ground in 
ramaica and for a rear link back to Belize. After deciding what 
equipment to take and personnel to send, it wa 'all hands to the 
pumps' preparing and packing equipment 10 be ready to move by mid
day, less than two hours from initial tasking. While the Section wa< 
dealing with that, the YofS W02 Mick Chapman and FofS WOt 
.l'rank Running were working on the more technical side of life 
producing CEI's and making radio equipment at the transmilter sit~ 
available for this new link. The Troop clerk Cpl Des Wheatley 
checked all administrative details and the OC, Capt Patrick Windsor 
Brown too~ charge of_ preparing night manifests and weight details, 
not to mention the rapid procurement of films! We made the mid-day 
deadline with a few minute. to spare. 

We were to be flown to Jamaica in a Belize Defence Force Defender 
{more commonly known as a Britten-Islander) aircraft with a Puma 
helicopter in tandem. Due to the Defender having a limited lift 
capability and there being no room in the Puma becau e of the need 
to fit long range fuel tanks, we could initially only send a detachment 
of three men; Capt Ian Cumcron-Mowat {the Watchkeeper), gt id 
·mellie and my elf Cpl teve Bertram We duly arrived a1 the BDF 

airfield to make the 2.30 take-off. Because of the small maximum pay 
load of 1he aircraft, all weight was re-checked by the pilot, and he 
decided that the Air Loadmaster would have to be left behind. In pre
night checks it was found that a petrol-gauge wasn't working and so 
take off was delayed until 1500 hrs; at that lime we made a successful 
take-off and were at last on our way to Jamaica. 

Neither of the aircraft was able to fly direct to Jamaica becau e of 
the need to re-fuel, so it was planned that we should top at Grand 
Cayman Island for a refueling stop. Whilst on the ground we received 
reports of bad weather around Jamaica. Rather than risk flying at 
night in the stormy weather, it was decided to book into a ho1el and 
make an early start the next morning. From the ground of the hotel, 
(much to the delight of the locals), we established communication with 
Belize u ing a PRC 320 and a loping wire. After informing them of 
our progress and future intentions we closed down to get ome sleep 
before our early start. 

We left Grand Cayman at 0700 hrs and arrived in Jamaica a couple 
of hours later. None of us really knew what to expect, but blazing hot 
sun wa probably the last thing on our minds. The operations ba e for 
us wa to be the Airwing of the Jamaica Defence Force. When we 
arrived at the ops base we et about selling-up communicaiion with 
Belize and the next day wa when the job really tarted. We were 
providing the rear link to Belize and communication for the Puma 
which had already tarted organising the delivery of upplies to 
stranded and starving people out in the mountains. At thi tage of the 
operation it was hard to realise the seriousness of the siiuation, since 
Kingston wasn't really affected by the flooding . 

Jamaica, however, has a large portion of its popula1ion living in 
mall villages in the foothills of the Blue Mountains, and it wa the e 

people that needed our assi tance, having been cut off by landslides, 
washed out roads and bridges being wept away after two week of 
torrential rain. Later that day a bigger force from Belize was flown in 
by a Hercules aircraft. The e reinforcements included ig Dave 
Rooney, Jim McLaren and AC Dave Gay (wi1h u 10 help with Air 
Support Comm ), along with detachments from the Engineer , 
RAM and 3 Queen's. We were also joined by another Puma aircraft. 

On Monday 9 June the We t lndie Guardship, HMS Ariadne, 
joined us to provide a workforce on the ground. The next 1wo week 
were spent loading and tasking Puma helicopter and maintaining 
communication with Belize, the ship and the helicopters . !though 
communications did cause us a few problem in the firs! few day , 
they eventually worked well. By the end of the two weeks the 
opera1ion had delivered 82,000Kg of rice, ugar, flour and other ba ic 
needs . We had also cleared landslide to re-open road and acces to 
hospital ; our own ig Dave Rooney voluntarily spending four day 
in the foothill with the Engineer 'humping and dumping' (a phra e 
covering a multitude of thing on thi op) mud, rocks and fallen tree , 
and al o providing safety communications. 
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Soon we had completed our task. It had been a worth,,hile 
experience, working alongside the Jamaican Defence rorce, 
overcoming problems \\ith a variety of communication ta~k~ in a real 
situation . Before leaving we were thanked personally by the Deputy 
Prime Minister and the British High Commissioner to Jamaica for a 
job well done. At the time of leaving, on 21 June, 49 people had died. 
Some as a direct result of being caught in the floods and others 
through starvation after being cut off. We only hope that we'd 
managed to deliver enough food to the right people to stop even more 
fatalities or hardship. 

PS Since he returned from Jamaica, Cpl Bertram has been 
promoted to Sergeant: Congratulations!! 

Capt Ian Cameron-Mowat, (the Royal Signals Watchkeeper in 
Force HQ, Belize) who was the Force Liaison Officer in Jamaica 

on Op Jubilee 

Sig Dave Rooney assisting the Royal Engineers in the clearing of 
a bridge in the Blue Mountains. The bridge was the sole access 

route for a village 

Op Jubilee: The detachment 
L to R: SAC Dave Gay RAF, Sgt Sid Smellie, Sig Dave Rooney, 
Capt Ian Cameron-Mowat (cap-badge incidental!) and Cpl Steve 

Bertram 
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30 SIG REGT DISAS ER RELIEF IN THE SOLOMON ISLANDS 
OPERATION STAGHOUND 

Report b) Cap! Don Mamula) 

t 1630 hr on Friday 23 1ay, a not unu ual time for an urgent 
ta.king the Operation Room telephone ra11g and we were ta ke? to 
provide one officer and five men to a si t in disaster relief operation 
in the olomon I land . 

Cyclone amu had left a trail of de truction aero the ~slands and 
almo t half the inhabitants homele s. We were to fly out w11h 20 PRC 
320 radio et and as i t the Royal olomon I J.1.1d Police Force 
(RSIPF) to re-e tabli h the communic~tion net\H>.~k. Thi i~clud~d 
patrolling the devastated jungle area with local ponce and guide , m 
order to a e the extent of the damage, both to people and property. 

THE TEAM 
Capt Don Macaulay 
W02 (Yo ) Perry Beynon 
Sgt Mick Doherty 
Cpl Eddie Grattidge 
Cpl Du ly Miller 

ig cou e Wohler 

DEPLOYMENT 
fter a briefing from the CO we departed for Heathrow early on 

Sunday morning 25 May. Twenty one hour later we arrived in ydney 
where we tran ferred to a Cl30 Hercule for the last leg of our 
journey. We arrived exactly eight days after Cyclone amu had left 
it trail of de truction . 

DI A TER DAMAGE 
The major damage caused by the cyclone was centred on the 

adjacent i land of Malaita and Guadalcanal. Guadalcanal had 
suffered in three ways: from the strong wind , torrential rain and high 
seas. Along the outhern coasi house were torn down by the wind and 
low lying crops flooded by the sea. The high jungle valleys had 
suffered from i olated areas of wind damage, but widespread 
landslides and crop damage had also occurred due to the heavy rain 
and swollen rivers. 

The fertile coastal plain was covered by a huge ea of mud, boulders 
and vegetation brought down by the river . Palm oil and copra 
plantations choked by debri spread up to a kilometre either side of 
the river. 

RELIEF OPERATIONS 
The detachment, based on Guadacanal , was to teach the RSIPF 

bow to use radios (PRC 320s) for going on patrol as its own 
communications system had been destroyed by the cyclone. 

Basic familiarisation with the PRC 320 began as soon a we arrived 
with Cpl Dusty Miller and myself being the instructors as the Yeoman 
was temporarily indisposed. However, he soon recovered and was 
deeply involved in the training programme by the end of our second 
day. 

Ten policemen were allocated to us for radio training and 
considering the language problems and the fact that they had almost 
a total lack of electrical and electronic knowledge they learned fast 
and performed superbly. After three and a half days on the final radio 
exercise all of them demonstrated an ability to operate the PRC 320 

Typical damage scene on the Coastal Flood Plain with Cpl Dusty 
Miller on patrol 
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u ing ba ic voice procedure and an ab ility to erect everal different 
antenna . They were al o taught ba ic map reading to enable them Lt' 
report exact locations when on patrol. 

Having completed the basic radio training the team now got 
involved directly with th~ relief operation and the evacuation of 
people from the devastated area . 

Capt Macaulay set up and ran the 'Op Room ', assi ted by Yeoman 
Benyan whil t the remainder of the team prepared to go on patrol. 

On patrol the policeman acted a our interpreter and guide. The 
object of the e patrol wa to asses the damage and the need of the 
villager . Under a blazing un and in very humid conditions we 
achieved our objective by radioing a detailed and accurate picture of 
local condition to ba e HQ. A one might expect some problems were 
encountered in the early tage . However, the e were resolved by 
improved planning and a great deal of per onal initiative by tho e on 
patrol. 

One patrol under Sgt Mick Doherty and Cpl Edd ie Grattidge were 
given the re ponsibility of co-ordinating the evacuation of 300 people, 
plu a variety of live tock, to a afe location. To achieve this Cpl 
Grattidge carried out a recce on a very unstable dam which wa 
holding back a mas ive lake ri ing very fa t. Having accomplished this 
he then patrolled in the jungle with Cpl Dusty Miller to warn the 
villager of the impending danger. Cpl Grattidge's own account of thi 
evacuation give ome idea of what took place. 

TA VALLEY E ACUATION 
Report by Cpl 'Eddie' GraUidge 

The task wa clear and simple: organise the evacuation of as many 
villagers who wish to leave your area of respon ibility. I had PC Tony 
He'en and a local guide to a sist me. Sig ' couse' Wohler would be 
manning the evacuation net from the airport with Peter Scarlet 
controlling the operation. The limitation on the task was time: the 
day after drop-off was the last working day of the lroquoi helicopter 
before their return to Australia. 

We were dropped near the head of the Sutakama river valley, only 
8Km from the largest peak of the island (7,647ft). It was immediately 
apparent that the whole area was un table, with landslide scars along 
the valley sides. The river level was very low and the headman told u 
of his worrie about damming due to landslides . 

While the headman despatched runners to the other villages we 
carried out a quick recce upstream. A massive build up of rock and 
silt had indeed become a temporary, potentially lethal, dam . The next 
task wa the evacuation of a nearby village which had been flattened 
but the people were safe in a cave; they returned with us. 

Back at the main village we were told that the river had risen 
considerably and large boulders were now being swept downstream . 
On advice from the Evac Coord Cell we moved uphill, but returned 
at nightfall, firstly having posted guards. 

Early that morning another land lide occurred which stopped just 
short of the village. My dipole was partially buried. After some quick 
digging it was recovered thankfully. Peter Scarlet was first on the net 
with warnings of further landslides. As he spoke, the bulk of an 
adjacent hillside, slid into the valley. Both helicopters were 
immediately despatched LO my location and Tony and I began 
assembling the people into groups for evacuation by helicopter. 

Evacuation Patrol: Sgt Mick Doherty and Cpl Eddie Grattidge with 
members of the RSIPF prior to deploying to the Suta Valley 
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hen the aircra ~t a rrived ~e helped to get people, dogs and pigs 0 11 
a quickly as pos 1ble . Details of the load were then relayed to the 
Refugee Centre. In addition I also had to look after my guide who had 
malaria. 
W~ moved with the la ~ t group to the Refugee Centre to check detaib 

th ·re Our fma_I job was to arra nge an evacuation from another village 
but they declined the offer as they were on high ground and 
~ons idercd themselves safe . 

On a rrival at the airport we were congratulated on our effort by 
va rious senior politicians. Two days later the whole of the valley was 
destroyed including the village we had evacuated . 

RESUPPLY 
Concurrent with Cpl Grattidge 's escapades ig Scouse Wohler wa 

bringing a naval flavour to the operation. He had got himself aboard 
one of the relief supply vessels which wa sailing around Guadacanal 
and kept the Ops Room in touch with reports from wherever the 
supply ship stopped along the coa t 

During the final two weeks we took on a rehabilitation survey. 
Extremely detailed informatio~ was requir~d for long term damage 
as es ment and _requests from aid donor nations. We managed to visit 
almost al! the villages above the 200m contour line with the exception 
of tho~c m the evacuated valleys. If there was an immediate need we 
despatche~ the required items quickly. Short term messages and the 
more detailed survey forms were passed to the Ministry of Land. It 
was a great _boost to know that the information was of real importance 
and was bemg used. All members of the team had the opportunity to 
command at lea t one survey patrol over a three or four day period 
through the demanding terrain. 

'GO 1-'INISH' 
After an appreciation of the Rehabilitation Survey had been 

completed Yeoman Be)'non and I decided on a departure date. The 
disaster was out of the 'Emergency' phase and into the 
'Rehabilitation' phase. We would leave with the knowledge that our 
work had contributed significantly to both phases. 

Whilst preparing for our departure the media gave u centre page 
spreads in their main two papers and I was interviewed on the radio. 

The last patrol by YofS Percy Beynon and Cpl Eddie Grattidge 
returned on Thursday 19 June. We managed a weekend which 
included some diving and snorkelling, and a beach barbecue before 
departure. Many other formal and informal farewell events took place 
in the final days. Many good friend had been made both at work and 
socially, during the four weeks of our stay. On Monday 23 July we 
flew out of the hlands with flower garlands around our necks. 

Capt Don Macauley on Op Staghound with some local boys in a 
devastated area on Honiara in the Solomon Islands after Cyclone 

NAMU 

The Team 
L to R: Sgt Mick Doherty , Capt Don Macaulay, Cpl Dusty Miller, Sig Scouse Wohler, W02 (YofS) Percy Beynon , Cpl Eddie Grattidge 

Taken in front of the poster given to them by the Solomon Islanders in gratitude for their work 
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THEQ l 
Th · n Garden Part} al Bt11.:kingham 

P 1, e n 10 Jul} mduded officer . soldiers, 1hei1 "'i\e and 
unmarried daugln r,, ''ho ,1re 1radi1i nail~ eligible 10 au end. 
faeryone foregathered a1 the Royal rmy • 1edical College, \1illbank 
for a bri fing b\ the Rcgim ntal Se1.retar}, Col J. A. D. Frnnci , so 
that th , ,mr!d' n .1ke the mo. t of their limited 1ime in the Palace. 
Follo\\ing the bril'l"ing the~ were de patched in a fleet of staff cars 
k ind! ~ pro\ided by Ro~al ignals Commander and Com~an~~ng 
O fficers in the I ondon area. They were thus able IO make a d1gn1f1ed 
entrv and the car' were al.o a\'ailable 10 fc1ch them at the end of the 
Garden Partv. ome of tho e attending. ha\'ing been 1ac1ically 
po.itioned by. the !\laster of ignal , were pre emed 10 HRH Prince 
Anne who \\ 8. among other member of the Royal family present on 
that da}. They all spenl a plea am afternoon in the well kept and 
intere ting Palace grounds and enjoyed deliciou ·andwiches, cake 
and other good thing. pro\' ided for 1ea. It wa a :nemorable day for 
e\'eryone. 

Just before setting off for the Palace. (Copies mounted and in 
colour may be obtained from Capt (Tfcl N. J. H. Naylor, 3 Sqn, 10 

Sig Regt. Price £2.50 (7in x 10inll 

(Pharo by Capt N. J . H. Naylor) 

INSTITUTION SILVER MEDAL 
SSgl (Fof ) Graeme Wood was recently awarded the Royal Signals 

rnstitution Silver Medal. Sgt Wood came straigh t to the province 
from his FofS course where he was awarded an 'A' Grade. As well as 
managing an ageing and unreliable ystem, SSgt Wood ha al o been 
closely involved in 1he planning and organisation of its replacement. 
He epitomi es the tandard of soldier that the Corps needs and is 
producing, via the FofS course. Our congratulations go to him for the 
well earned and coveted mark of excellence that he has been awarded. 

Maj Gen Jeapes , CLF NI , presents SSgt (FofSl Graeme Wood with 
the Royal Signals Institution Silver Medal 
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FRO. "TIER AMBUSH 
The ne11 Corps painting, 'Frontier Ambu h by Peter Archer was 

ac-:epte<l into the Corp on 21 July by Maj Gen E. J . Hell ier CBE. The 
painting wa commi sioned by the Corps Picture Committee and 
depicts an incident on the North West Frontier of India. It is 
illu trative of the comradeship that existed between the men of the 
Royal Corps of Signals and the Indian Corps of Signals. 

The pho1ograph how Gen Hcllier accep ting the pain ting from the 
ani t with Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield OBE, President of the Indian 
Signal A ociation on the left. 

A prinl of the paim ing, igned by the a rti t , was presented to Mr 
Peter Boyden for the National Army Mu eum. This was followed by 
lunch, ho ted by Brig J. H. Almonds, Comma nder School of Signals 
for members of the Corps Pictu re Commiuee together with a numbe; 
of officers who had served in India between the wars including Maj 
Gen R. G. Moberly, Brig D. A. Pringle a nd Col J. M. Tulloch . 

Presentation to the Museum 

Sgt J. C. MacAlislair MM , o f Lincoln hire and fo rmerly of the 
Corps , recentl y donated his gallantry and campaign medals to the 
Corps Museum at Blandford . Maj Ron Toft QC 87 (Nottingham) Sig 
Sqn , 38 Sig Regt (V) is shown here accepting 1hem on behalf of the 
Museum from this gallant old soldier. 
Sgt MacAlistair was awarded the Military Medal during the 
withdrawal from Dunkirk during World War 2 when he, together with 
two other soldiers, were personal aides to the future Field Marshal 
Ea rl Alexander of Tunis. 

As well a hi med als, Sgt MacAlistair kindly do nated his signal 
satchel which still contains 1he original map of the battle area . 

It is with very much sadness that we report the death of this old 
soldier which occurred shortly after this occasion-Editor. 
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A OIENCE WITH THE POPE 
A recent invitation by the Captain of HMS Cardiff for a number 

of ervicemen to accompany them on their return voyage to the United 
Kmgdom from Cyprus was eagerly accepted by ig Bob Turner of 259 

ig Sq11. Together with 10 soldier of the Royal Regiment of Wales 
and a fellow Signalman he joined HMS Cardiff-a type 42 
de~troyer-at the Akrotiri Mole on 14 May. 

fheir route was past Crete, though the Staits of Medi na, calling at 
Naples and then to Gibralta r before arriving at Portsmouth on 29 
May. The two week journey allowed Sig Turner to gain some 
experience of naval communications and some work on deck and a 
flight in the ship's sea Lynx Helicopter. 

The high spot was four days shore leave in Naples allowing him to 
visit Porfen, Vesuvius and Rome. This culminated in an invitation to 
join a party from the ship to visit the Vatican and meet the Pope in 
a private audience on the occasion of the fifth Anniversary of the 
Pope's vi~it to the City of Cardiff. 

Sig Bob Turner was chosen to meet Pope John Paul II; he received 
the Pope's blessing and was presented with a rosary bearing the 
Papal crest 

From Naples HMS Cardiff sailed on to Gibraltar where it rejoined 
HMS Broadsword, which had accompanied Cardiff during an earlier 
part of the voyage in the Persian Gulf and through the Suez Canal. 
Canal. 

From Gibraltar came a stormy three day crossing of the Bay of 
Biscay before the re-union with families and girlfriends at 
Portsmouth. 

After spending one week on leave at home in Rochdale Sig Turner 
returned to Cyprus with treasured memories of his experiences with 
the Royal Navy and, of course, a photograph of himself meeting the 
Pontiff! 

Sig Bob Turner seen shaking hands with the Pope 

THE FREEDOM OF WILTON 
The officers and men o f HMS Wilton (a Portsmouth based 

Minesweeper) and HQ UKLF were granted the title o f Honorary 
Burgess of Wilton on 7 June . 

At th is unique event Royal Signal were well represented . WOt 
(RSM) Robbie Burnell and W02 ( M) Terry Jinman had spem many 
an early morning with our soldier (male and female) al parade 
rehearsa ls. Whilst the Parade Commander Maj Ian Bingham, OC I 
Sqn, and the WRAC Comingent Commander Lt Melanie Ostacchini, 
Uniform Troop Commander , burnt the midnight oil polishing hoes 
and protocol in preparation for the BIG day. Beavering away in the 
background, liaising with the Town Council , and organi ing all 
manner of things from marquees to music were Maj Brian Robinson 
the Regimental 2IC and Capt Denise Ashton, Regimental Project 
Officer. 

The day for the Freedom dawned fine, but luckily not too warm . 
Appropriately enough the parade formed up on the Wilton Carpel 
Factory Car Park, and led by the Band and Corps of Drums of Isl Bn 
The Royal Hamp hire Regt marched to the Michael Herbert Hall . 
After a General Salute the Troop were inspected by the Mayor of 
Wilton, Mrs Marjorie Whitworth. The Troops were obviously up to 
standard for at the Extraordinary Meeting of 1he Town Council that 
followed the Mayor presented Freedom Scrolls to HMS Wilton, 
accepted by Lt Comd John McCulloch, and 10 HQ UKLF accepted 
by Maj Gen Tony Walker . In hi acceptance speech Maj Gen Walker 
said that the Scroll would 1a ke pride of place in the new Four Star 
briefing room in the Headquarters, now known as the Wilton Room. 
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Who' s looking at whom? 
The Parade Commander, Maj Ian Bingham escorts the Mayor of 
Wilton, Mrs Marjorie Whitworth, to the next parade contingent 

T he parade contingent then exerci ed their new privilege and right, 
and marched through Wilton to the accompaniment of the band and 
with bayonets fixed. The Mayor took the Salute at the Market Square, 
accompanied by the Town Council, Maj Gen Walker, LI Comd 
McCulloch, and Lt Col Thorne. 

The afternoon was a less erious affair. The Deputy Mayor Mr 
George Dodge devised a special three way 'It's a Knockout 
Competit ion ' between the town , the ship and UKLF. eedless to ay 
the town won! Stirring music by the band, and 1empting wares, 
including carpets and English wine , from the local tallholders 
created a carnival atmosphere. 

The whole day was a most succe ful blend of military pomp, local 
pageantry and family fun . Our thanks go to all who helped to organise 
it and we look forward to continuing our ' pecial relation hip '. with 
both the town of Wilton and HMS Wilton. 

UKLF takes the strain! 
W01 (RSM) Barnett instructs the mixed tug-of-war team (headed 
by Cpl Ian Rae) whilst Cpl Emms (hidden by tassels) encourages 

them 
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2 I F DIV SIG REGT WIN TWO MORE ARMY CANOEING CHAMPIONSHIPS 

After three weeks' exercise in Germany and a week's training in 
) ork, it was time once again to go to Monmouth to train for the Army 
Sprmt and Marathon Championships, 14 to 20 July. The t~ set up 
camp in Monmouth and trained for the week under the guidance of 
Lt Steve Jackson. When not training, most of the team were to be 
found either in the horizontal position or taking glucose, before the 
next gruelling 'bimble up the river' . The day before the 
Championships everyone wound down before two very hard days of 
competition. 

The Sprint Competition took pla~e on ~aturday 19. July with 
everyone having at least five or six races. The Regiment won 
convincingly by 94 points lO 18 points scored by 39 Engr Regt. 
Individual re ults were as follows: 

Mens Senior A 
Kl 1,000m 1st Lt Steve Jackson 
Kl 500m Isl Lt Steve Jackson 
K2 500m 2nd Lt Steve Jackson/ LCpl Dave Mcinnes 

Mens Senior B 
Kl J,OOOm 4th Sig Chris Lloyd 
Kl 500m lst Cpl Tony Tape 
K2 l ,OOOm 2nd Cpl Tony Tape/Sig Chris Lloyd 
K2 500m 1st Cpl Tony Tape/ Sig Chris Lloyd 

Mens Senior C 
Kl l ,OOOm 2nd WOl (RSM) Bill White 
Kl 500m 2nd WOl (RSM) Bill White 
K2 500m 3rd WOl (RSM) Bill White/ 

LCpl Andy Dobson 

Mens Class 3 
Kayak 500m 2nd LCpl Martin Elliot 

3rd Sig Gary Woodhouse 
4th Cpl Colin Goodyear 

Mens Class 5 
Kayak Doubles 
500m !st LCpl Martin Elliot/Sig Gary Woodhouse 

2nd W02 (SSM) Steve Harrison/ 
Cpl Colin Goodyear 

Mens Slalom 
Kayak 500m 2nd W02 (SSM) Steve Harrison 

4th Maj John Rollins 
5th Cfn 'Cookie' Cook 

Ladies Slalom 
Kayak 250rn 2nd Lt AJison Mann 

3rd Pte Rose Smith 

Ladies Class 3 
Kayak 500m 4th Lt Alison Mann 

The Marathon Championships which involved distances of five 
nine and a half and twelve miles, depending on the class of boat wer~ 
held on Sunday. The Regiment won by 62 points to the seven points 
of 39 Engr Regt. The individual results were as follows: 

Men& Senior A 
Kl !st 

Mens Senior B 
Kl 2nd 

Mens Senior B 
K2 !st 

Mens Senior C 
K2 2nd 

Mens WWR Senior C 
!st 
3rd 
5th 

Ladies WWR 
1st 
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Lt Steve Jackson 

WOl (RSM) Bill White 

Cpl Tony Tape/ Sig Chris Lloyd 

LCpl Dave Mclnnes/LCpl Andy Dobson 

LCpl Martin Elliot 
Sig Gary Woodhouse 
Cpl Colin Goudyear 

Lt Alison Mann 

Mens Senior C Slalom 
2nd 
4th 
6th 
8th 
10th 
12th 

Ladies Slalom 

W02 (SSM) Steve Harrison 
Maj John Rollins 
Cfn 'Cookie' Cook 
SSgt Dave Cloake 
Sig 'Jock' Robin 
Cpl 'Chet' Roberts 

4th P te Rose Smith 

All competiwrs put in a maximum effo rt to achieve two excellent 
results . Lt Steve Jackson, WOl (RSM) Bill White, Cpl Tony Tape and 
Sig Chris Lloyd have been selected to represent the Army in the lnter
Service Competition in September and we wish them luck . 

Finally, our thanks must go to W0 1 (RSM) Bill White fo r all his 
hard work and enthusiasm during his tour with the Regiment. 
Without his help the Regiment would not have achieved so many 
canoeing successes. All the team wish him luck on his commissioning 
and posting lO 21 Sig Regt and we welcome our new Canoeing Officer, 
Lt Steve J ackson . 

The RSM , WO l Bill White being presented with the Army Team 
Sprint Trophy for t he Regiment 

Lt Steve Jackson collecting his prize for the Senior A Kl 500m 
sprint race 
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The team with their CO Lt Col Hug h Elford after a very successful 
weekend wi nning both the Army Sprint and Army Marathon 

Championships at Monmouth 

MAJ ERIC FOX 
To mark the second retirement of Maj Eric Fox after 44 years 

service with the Corps, the group photograph of Comd Com ms UKLF 
his staff and the Comms Staff Officers of the 9 UKLF Dist rict 
Headquarters was taken at Wilton on 5 June 1986. 

Commander Communications UKLF Meeting 
5 June 1986 

Maj J . M. Ferguson (S02 Tfcl. Maj L. G. Fraser (S02 OPS/PLANS 
2 Bdel. Maj (Retdl D. P. Watson (S02 Man/Estab/Trgl. Maj M. J . 
Anderson (S02 Ops). Lt Col T. Rigby (S02 Tels). Lt Col A. R. Gale 
MBE (Comd Comms LONDIST), Lt Col D. W. G. Gardiner (Chief 

Comms HO UKLFl 
Lt Col (Retdl R. Plant (HQ NEDIST), Maj (Retdl M. H. Priestley (HO 
SCOTLAND), Lt Col (Retd) M. G. Panton (HQ EDIST), Maj (Retdl 
E. Fox (HQ WALES), Brig 1. R. D. Shapter (Comd Comms), Col 
(Retd) D. G. Cattermull (HQ NWDIST). Lt Col (Retd ) M. A. 
Petheram (HQ WDIST) , Lt Col (Retd) P. Leonard (HQ SWDIST), 

Maj (Retd) J . E. Le Hardy (HQ SEDIST) 
(Retired Office rs Service 363 years. Serving Office rs Service 188 

years ) 
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ROYAL SIG. 'ALS HO 'T Wl:\1BLl::DO!' 1-·0018 LL Cl. B 
From 16 to 23 July, 28 . ig Regt had the privilege of hosting the fir~t 

team squad of Wimbledon FC who were one of the three team) 
promoted into this season's 1-lrst Division of the Football League. The 
seven day visit to BAOR was the start of pre-season fitnes training 
for the Club and wa arranged by Brig T. H. Whea 11o ell , Chairman of 
Corps Football and sponsored by Commander Comms BAOR . 

Mr David Bassett, the manager of the Club, has built up a sound 
relationship with Army Football and the Corps in particular. He sees 
a direct link between the di cipline and training of a football team 
with that of the mil itary. As such, he believes his team can benefi t 
considerably from training in a mi litary environ ment. 

Wimbledon FC achieved promotion to First Division status from 
non-league football in record time. This was accompli shed in ten years 
and is an extraordinary feat which, as one might expect, has required 
exceptional personalities working with dedication lO achieve it. All of 
us who met the visitors were in no doubt that in Mr Stanley Reed, the 
Chairman, there is a very spri tely 78 years of endless energy and 
experience with a charming presence and a deep understanding of his 
men. Mr David Bassett himself has been with the Club since its non
league days and was previously a player and assistant manager. He 
heads a team of calmly efficient tra ining and medical staff and 
altogether his relaxed but distinct and very personal method of 
leadership adds up to a recipe for success. 

The training programme for the week was inten e and to ensure that 
all went well we borrowed the services of QMSI Jim Wood from AAC 
Harrogate, himself an olympic bi-athlete and not one to allow even 
the First Division to shirk their fi tness respon ibilities . The team 
undertook a series of morning runs, assault courses, Trimmdich and 
hill repetition . 

OMSI Ji m Wood (left) watches as (Left to Right) John Fashanu , 
Nigel Winterburn (20). David Bessant (5) the Club Captain and 
Steve Callie rs (25) leap from t he sol id bars during an assault 

course tra ining session 

Mr David Bassett the Manager of Wimbledon AFC presents a 
cheque for OM 1 ,000 to Mrs Penny Redding . Behind them (left 
to Right) are Glyn Hodges (Welsh International), Cpl Brian Wilkins 
winner of the s igned footba ll , John Fashanu a £150,000 signing , 

Lawrie Sanchez, Kevin Gage and CO Lt Col Cliff Walfers 
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day tarted \\ith an BC alarm . Capt Harry Lund had 
ued th te m ' ith their nodd\ ·uit. and briefed them that, the 

Cherno ,1 r d1a11on had hit the area much harder than wa admilled 
in th. pre . I Cpl 1 on) foe then demon trated the wearing of the kit. 
, aturally the alarm went off t 0600 hr , whistle. blew, the Orderly 

er eant ran in alread} ma ked up. One group of player thoughc they 
h d ' u ed out' the plo~ until the Orderly Office: arrived on the 

n . Th only final point of concern wa for 6ft 4111 John Fa ·hanu 
\\ho, a a £150,000 footballer thought that the military could at feast 
provide a uit 10 cover hi. preciou ankle ! 

In Iuded in the vLiting party were eight members of the Royal 
ignals Corp team and together with members of the 28 Sig Regt 
quad the Corp iook on the profe ional in a Sunday afternoon 

charity match. 
The Corp got off to a bad tart when Wimbledon cored in the fir t 

minute direc1 from a free kick. everthel s, there wa ome very 
good play b) all concerned and Cpl , rou e Wayman, S gt Dave 
Taylor, L pl cou e Dunleavy, Cpl B~ian Wilkin and ig Gary 
Malone) all played exceptionally well. The final outcome was a 3-0 
win for Wimbledon in a kilful and very enjoyable match Thi was 
followed by an excellent barbecue for players and families. 

The team very kindly autographed a football which was then raffled 
at the match. The proceed were pre ented by Mr Bassett to M rs 
Penny Redding who ha et up a trust fund for St Franci playgroup 
Rheindahlen . Appropria1ely 1he DM 1,000 will as ist handicapped 
children of ervice per onnel. 

1onday was the highlight of the tour when, suspecting that h is 
drink had been piked, QMSI Jim Wood got his own back on the 
training ground at Vogelsang where the Regiment were holding their 
summer battle camp. All player fired the LMG aero s the Urfual 
Sperre at the moving targets over the water. Unfonuna1ely for them 
that was the end of the fun before they hit the Trimmdich, hill 'rep ' 
and a auh cour e. ot until they were back in the comfort of their 
barrack block did they feel afe to relax . 

T he final event wa a game night in the ergeants' Mess. T he re ult 
doesn't matter but knowing that the next day wa a steady IOOkm per 
hour all the way back to London the team wa free to relax and reflect 
on an enjoyable and worthwhile week's work. 

Undoubtedly we all benefited greatly from seeing, at fir t hand the 
team work of a ucces ful organisation. The opportunity for' the 
Corps team to pl~y and train "':'ith ~ First Division team, and do so 
well, mu t be unnvalled. And, 1f W11nbledon achieve the success for 
which they have the potential, then the Corp can feel that it ha\ 
played its small pan in helping to bring tha1 abou1. 

We wish Mr Stanley Reed, M r David Bassett and all members of 
Wimbledon FC the best of succes for the 1986/87 Sea on. 

The Manager, David Bassett takes a swing with his Royal Signals 
Team partner (right) during a training session on the assault 
course . Dave Bessant (5) the Club Captain and goalkeeper awaits 

his turn 

. Back Row l .to R:. Capt Harry Lund , Derek French, Maj Bob Peake, Capt Colin Mcloughlin , Geoff Taylor, SSgt Brian Parkhill 
Thlfd Row (Standing):· LCpl Scouse Dunleavy , Andy Thorn, LCpl Taff Owen, Mark Mo~ris , Cpl J im Gray, Colin Gordon , LCpl Martin Bunkie, 
Dave Bessant (Captain). Sgt John Dyer, Simon Tracey, Cpl Simon Booth, Stewart Evans, Cpl Woody Woods, John Fashanu, SSgt Dave 

Taylor, Lawrie Sanchez 
Secon.d Row (Sitting): Carlton Fairweather, LCpl Mark Sturmey, Paul Fishenden, Cpl Brian Wilkins , Alan Cork, Cpl Scouse Wayman , Lt 
Col Cliff Walters, Mr Stanley Reed, Brigadier Tom Wheawell , Mr Dave Bassett, Mike Smith , LCpl 'Maccum' McHale , Wally Downes, Sig 

Garry Maloney, Glyn Hodges 
Front Row: Nigel ' interburn, LCpl Billy McKeegan, John Kay , Sgt Ally McKenzie, Kevin Gage, Cpl Billy Grierson, Steve Galliers, Cpl Andy 

Norris, John Gannon, LCpl Alan Higgins , Denis Wise , LCpl Tony Mee 
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Officers 

AUGUST 1986 
Ronk and Nume 
Maj (Tfc) J . W. Ankers . 
Mai B J . Barton-Ancliffe 
Maj R. F. Binham .. 
Maj J . Boyle . . 
M.1j J. F Burn age . 
Capl A P. Crane . 
Maj R E. S. Dre" .. 
Maj o. R. Elhol . 
Lt M. A Finneran. 
\faj R. N. B. Freeman 
Col C. T. Garton .. 
Cap! R Hannagan 
Lt Col P. T. Innocent 
Lt Col B. F. Kavanagh . 
Capt (QM) S. 0 . Marshall 
Mai (TOT) B. A. Meachin 
2Lt R. E. W. Parry-Jones .. 
Maj J . A. Phillips .. 
M;tj D. J . Robertson 
Maj M. J . Sinton .. . . 
Capl (TOT) 0 . J. Sullivan 
Maj R. D. Symond• .. 

SEPTEMBER 1986 
RanA and "lume 
Capl J . Adam 
Lt G . D Anderson 
Cap! K P. Barrell .. 
Lt Col '-I. C. Barren 
2Lt ., P . Board 
l r J . C. R. ll<nram 
Cap! R. W. Blum .. 
Capt J F Body .. 
11 Col A. I' . Browne 
Capt J . Cameron-Mowat 
Maj M. J . Cartwright 
Lr M. S. Castle- mith 
MaJ W. M. Clarke . 
Lt J . Co ffey . 
Cap! S. A. Crane . . . . 
Capt CTfc) G. . Downey 
\1ai N. C. Fairley . 
Cap1 E. M. Him 
Lr 'I. J . Griffiths . 
\1ai J . '-1 Hammonds 
\1aj D. A. Hargrea,es 
Lt S. J . Hcrstell 
Capt S. D. Hodges 
Maj R. A. H . Hoghton 
Ll A. P. Hudson .. 
Lr B. F. Kavanagh 
Lr Col (SQM) R. F. Knight 
Lt Col M. J . Lance 
Maj (QM) F. Laverick 
Capt G. R. Leyland 
Capt (TOT) L. C. Ligh1foo1 
Cap1 S. Lockie .. 
Lr S. K. MacRostic 
Maj D. J . McLean 
Capt G. J. McNeil 
Capt C . w. S. Miller 
LIM. T . evill .. 
Maj D. F. Palmer .. 
Lt D. I. Prall 
Maj W. A. Price . . 
Capt F. T. J. A. Riley .. 
Lt F. P. Roberts .. 
Lt M. G. Shaw . . 
\laj G. M. S. Shipley .. 
Lr Col (Q\.l) A. J. Simpson 
Lt Col 1. R. tephenson . 
2Lr A. J. rringer . . 
Capt P. C. J . Taylor 
Maj G. J. Thoma,. 
LI Col A. E. 0. Truluck. 
Maj (QM) w. G. Wallace 
Lt P . D. Wenlock .. 
Lt W. N. \ hue . . 
Cap1 0. J. Whyman 
2Ll M. D. Wood . 

WOs and SNCOs 

JUI Y 1986 
Runk and Name 
Sgr T. Docher11• 
ASSgt R. Hill 

AUGUST 19 6 
Rank and Nam<' 
AIVOI T. . O'Brien 
AWOI M. A . Kerr 
AWOI K. ainl)' . 
AWOI J.C. , tone 
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Unit to which posted 
HQ Trg Op R Signals and Canerick Garrison 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regl 
28 Sig Regr 
DSS (AD) 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
12 RSME Regl 
QMO Sec 
7 Sig Rest 
RSRE(PE) CAE) 
AA Coll Harrogare 
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn 
RMCS 
School of Signals 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regl 
642 Sig Tp 
11 Sig Regt 

ACISA 
HS BDLS (Army) Ottawa 
DSS (AD) 
242 ig Sqn 
244 Si~ Sqn 

Unit 10 which posted 
HS 11 ig Regt 
AA College Harrogate 
HS School of ignals 
HS 11 Sig Rcgt 
I Armd Div HO and Sig Rcgt 

hool of Signals (Course) 
HQ UUF 
7 Sig Regt 
RSA Larkhill 
I Armd Di' HQ and Sig Regl 
Army School of Mech Tpt 
School of Signals (Course) 
School of ignal 
AA College Harrogate 
HS DADPTC (Course) 
HS 241 Si$ Sqn 
I Armd 01\' HQ and Sig Regr 
233 Sig Sqn 
3 Armd Div HQ and ig Regt 
DOG \\ L(A)(PE)(AE) 
2 Inf Di' HQ and Sig Regt 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
&hool of ignals (Course) 
&hool of Signals 
&hool of Signals (Course) 
&hool of Signals 
HQ EDlST 
ACDS (OR) Land Systems 
MS(PBll) 
&hool of Signals (Course) 
&hool of ignals 
8 Sig Regl 
School of Signals (Course) 
School of Signals 
School of Signals (Course) 
School of Signals (Course) 
16 Sig Regt 
36 Sig Regt (V) 
21 Sig Regr 
AA College Harrogare 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regr 
I Armd Div HQ and ig Regt 
&hool of Signals (Course) 
5 B Bdc HQ and Sig qn 
chool of Signals 

Brirish APP" USA 
H RMAS 

chool of Signal 
HQ AFCENT 
3 Armd Div HQ and ig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
38 ig Regl (V) 
21 Sig Regt 

chool of ignals 
H 11 ig Rcgt 

Unit to which posted 
I Armd Div HQ and ig Regt 
22 ig Regl 

Unit to which p<JSietl 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 

~lM081 

39 ig Rcgl (V) 

A \VO 1 R. A. Licence 
AWOt H. W. Bank; 
AWOI 0 . Hardwood .. 
AWO I (YofSl S . J. MacDonald 
AWOI (YofS) D. H . Jel"'on 
W02 J. M. Smith 
W02 R. F. Hennrie . 
W02 R. A H. Mehille .• 
W02 J. R. Wooder. . 
W02 (FofS) K. Thompson 
W02 (FofSJ F. C . Running 
W02 (FofS) S . L. Randle 
W02 F. MacKcnder 
W02 J . S. Symes . 
A W02 R. Brown . . 
AW02 s. J. Parrish . 
AW02 (YofS) A. I. Fulton 
A W02 P. Halstead 
AW02 C. Greig . 
AW02 J . J . Cullen 
SSgt P. Mallews .. 
SSgt P. R. Lang . 
SSgt K. M. Manin . 
SSgt (fofS) 0. E Murray 
SSgt A. C. Jeanncllc . 
SSgt R. 0 . Cartwright . . 
SSgt S. M . Toms 
SSgt C . J . Bell . . . 
SSg1 M. J . D. Griffiths-William 
SSgt T. S. S. Hayne<; 
SSgt B. R. Wheatley 
SSgt P. J . McKenzie 
SSgt H. S. Baxter .. 
SSgt S. T. Wise 
SSgt F. J. Share .. 
SSgt W. Allan . . 
ASSgt I. Knight . . . . 
ASSgt D. W. Bradshaw • 
Sgr R. J . Leake .. 
Sgt R. W, Branson 
Sgt \\. R. J. MacKic 
Sgt P. Yeoman 
Sgt T. Gooney .. 
Sg1 M. G. Lamarsh 
Sgt T . P. Waites . 
Sgt M. Campbell . 
Sgt C. A. Plumb . 
Sgt P. D. Clifford 
Sgt G. T. Pennington 
Sgt D. T . Peuy .. 
Sgr K. Jusricc . . 
Sgt A. M. Smith . . 
Sgt T. Crowley 
Sgt . C. Duncan 
Sgt W. Gray . . 
Sgt L. M. T. Drozario 
Sgt M. Bray .. 
Sgt G. herman . 
Sgt I. A. Gunn 
Sgt P. J. Sroddart 
Sgt K. E. Roach . . 
Sgt A. Smallwood 
Sgt A. D. Young .. 
ASgt A. F. McLeod 
AS gt P . J . Lawlor .. 
ASgt C. W. L. Andrews .. 

EPTEMBER 1986 
Rank and Name 
AWOI T . M . Ponton 
AWOI B. Gibbons 
A WO! K. Hudson 
A wot K. M. Hall 
W02 M. J . Price .. 
W02 J. Fowler . . . . 
W02 (YofS) B. E. La" rence 
W02 (Fol5) P . Wil,on 
W02 P. H . Lee .. 
A W02 A. Culton . . 
A \\'02 D. lcAllister . . 
AW02 D. M. Counnai .. 
A W02 M. Md:>ermoll 
A W02 B. F. Trmmen .. 
AW02 G. L. Jackson 
A W02 G. Twisse .. 
AW02 (YofS) M. R. Bell 
AW02 (Yol5) M. A. Chapman 
AW02 D. P. Dolling 
AW02 A . Wilson .. 
SSgr 0 . z. Tarrant 

Sgr A. D. Buffery 
SSgl P . Boon 
SS gr F. Leigh .. 
S gr G. A. Humble 
S gt (YofS) C. Rogan 
SSgl . Crossley .. 

Sgt (FofS) H . Rid le) 
Sgt J. Mc A vcety .. 
Sgt F. P . R. Coleman .. 

ASSgt J . W. Somerville .. 
ASSgt T . ndcrson .. 
ASSgt G. D. Myerscough 
AS gr E. A. Gold 
ASSgt C. G. Deary 
A Sgt D. Griffith 
ASSgt W. E. mirh 
ASSgt I. W. Walker . . 
A gt G. A. C. Collingmn 
Sgt M. Reynolds .. 
Sgt K. R. Mace . 

gt D .. Wright 

3 \ rmd Div tlQ and 111 Regt 
22 Sig Regr 
4 Armd Di• HQ and Sig Rcgl 
241 Sig Sqn 
PTARMKiA lntr.> unit 
School of Signal\ 
30 Si& Regt 
1 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
BOS Washington 
264 Sig Sqn ISAS) 
Belize Defence Force !BE) 
HQ BAOR 
HQ 2 Sig Bde 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regl 
9 Sig Regl 
633 ·,g TP 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
28 Sig Regt 
&t, of Inf (Warmin rer) 
7 Sig Re&t 
Comms and Sy Gp (UK) 
14 Sig Rcgt 
32 Sig Regt (V) 
II Sig Regr 
PTARMIGAI'< lnrro Unit 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgl 
14 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Regt (EW) 
l9 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
9 Sig Regt 
HQ Trg Gp 
HQ Int Corp Depot and Centre 
233 Sig Sqn 
14 Sig Regt (EW) 
71 Sig Regr 
13 Sig Regl 
I Armd Div HQ and ig Regr 
7 ig Regr 
&hool of Signals 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regr 
9 Sig Regt 
EWOSU 
FSS Mormond Hill 
PWSST (FWD) 
FSS Mossy Hill 
10 Sig Regr 
21 Sig Regr 
28 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regl (Depot) 
8 ig Regt 
604 Sig Tp 
8 Sig Rcgt (Cadre) 
RMAS 
13 Sig Rcgt 
10 Sig Regt 
633 Sig Tp 
39 Sig Regr 
&hool of Signals 
&hool of Signal 
&hool of Signals 
10 Sig Regt 
569 RLD 
22 Sig Regr 
I Armd Di' HQ and Sig Rcgt 
Army Apprentices' College 

Uni/ to which pos1ed 
28 Sig Regt 
31 Sig Rcgt (V) 
8 Inf Bde HQ and ig Sqn. 
14 Sig Regt 
&hool of Signals (Cadre) 
HQ 'ORTHAG Staff (BAE) 
HQ DC 
2 ig Regt 
School of Signal 
London UOTC 
Tayfonh UOTC 
34 Sig Regt (V) 
;\ berdcen UOTC 
30 Sig Re~r 
28 Sig Regr 
7 Sig Reg! 
HQ BAOR 
16 Sig Regt 
14 Sig Rcgt 
29 Sig Regt 
29 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt (Depot) 
11 Sig Regl 
32 ig Regr 
5 AB Bde HQ & 1g Sqn 
22 Sig Regt 

carborough ig Trg Centre 
chool of ignal (Cadre) 

I Armd Div HQ & ig Regt 
8 ig Regl 
7 ig Regr 
22 ig Regt 
t6 Sig Rcg1 
7 ig Regr (Corp> \lain HQ) 
33 Sig Regt 
11 Ord Bn (EOD) 
3~ ( onhern) ig Regr 
32 ig Regl 
4 Armd Div HQ & ig Rear 
19 Inf Bde HQ & ig . qn 
10 ig Regl 
I) ig Regt 
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11 

;1 ttt Kt)":l 
562 RI 0 
14 'ig Rei:t 
HQ RE T 
l omni' ~nJ . ( 1p 
A.m1) \pprent11.-.; Colle~.: 
\rm" \pprcnt1\.~ Colkgr 
~ ·1 Rt~t 
~.µ Sig Sqn ( J ,\( ,\ir ~p l 

~49 ~.~ Sqn ( amf (I l 
Ml 1$ Tp 
HQN 'ORTH 
'Sig Rc,;t 
. chool of -i~nab tCadre) 
School of ignaJ\ tC3dr<) 
chool of lnfontr) 

.lO Si~ Re111 

.lJ ig Regt (\ ') 
' ig Rest 
16 . ig Regt 
641 Sig Tp (HQ 2 \TM) 
9 Sig R<gt 
262 ig Sqn 
FSS ~lo y Hill 
HQ 4 ig Gp 
H Sig Regt (\') 
llQ \\ Oi<1 R&L ta ff 
9 ig Regt 

ig Regt 
11 'g Regt 
HQ ,\f OR. H tBAI=) 
16 Sig Rcg1 
10 ig Regt 
590 RLD 
577 RLD 

Welfare 11 
OME OF 0 R RECENT CASES 
The fa~ily of a~ ex- ignalman who had given up working to look 

a!'ter a di abl«:d wife and menially handicapped daughter, had to be 
given _alterna11ve accommodaLion whilst alterations ' ere being made 
to 1heir hou e, to accommodate a wheelchair. The Corps made a grant 
toward the temporary accommodation and for redecoration after the 
alterations had been completed. 
~n ex-prisoner of war in Singapore who worked on the Burma 

R~1l\\ay ha been confined to a wheelchair for many years. Together 
with ~he Army ~enevolent Fund the Corp made a gram to buy an 
electnc wheelchair and a degree of mobility. 

A~ter many years of suffering with a serious back injury, an ex
~aru!lle cori~oral has had to give up his job. He recently spent a long 
ttme m hospital and was unable Lo afford a hard mattres which he 
needed on return to his home. The Corps made a grant for him to buy 
an orthopaedic mattress. 

1:wo brother sen·ed_ toge1her with Royal ignals in World War Two 
unul one was taken pn oner for four year . At the end of the war the 
ex-prisoner decided Lo settle in India with his Anglo-Indian wife. The 
Corps has ~l!-de gi:ants ~o cover medical expenses in an Indian hospital 
and for a v1s1L which will allow the brothers to meet again after forty 
years. 

June 1986 
umber of cases a si ted financially: 64 

£12,403.99 Amount spent: 

July 1986 
umber of cases as isted financially: 51 

£6,994.30 Amount pent: 

OWN 
YOUR 
OWN 
HOME 
AND 

POSTED? 
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If you have to let you r home, pass 
the worry to us and take 
advantage of our experience. 

We specialise in the letting and 
management of high quality 
properties and will minimise the 
hassle and trauma. 

As a husband and wife team we 
care about our properties. For 
friendly advice and help without 
obligation please contact: 

AVRIL OR DAVID JOLLY 
Jolly Property Services 
Tel: Wylye (09856) 317 

ROYAL SIGNALS 
DIARY 1987 

tock of the 1987 Corp diary are now available for 
al~- The diary is of a similar pattern to previous years . 

It 1 based on the modern lim-fold planner style. On 
opening, the day of the week runs across two page and 
a whole month can be seen at a glance. The outer cover 
(6 11 x 3 Vi 11

) i in flexible blue vinyl embo sed with a 
gold 'JIMMY'. Included with the diary is an addre s 
a~~ telephone in ert. There are al o separate page 
g1vmg calend~rs for I 986, I 987 and I 988, listing of 
European holiday 1987, an Inter City Rail Plan and the 
London Underground Map. 

The co t of the diary i £1.50 for orders within the 
United Kingdom, and £1.30 for over eas order . Please 
use the order form when placing your orders. 

To: 
Royal Signals Association 
56 Regency Street 
LONDON SWIP 4AD 

From: 
(BLOCKS) 
Add re 

I/We wish to order Corps Diarie @ 
£1 .50/£1 .30* each for despatch to the above address. 
(Cost within the UK is £1 .50 and for overseas orders 
£1.30). 

I/We enclose PO/Cheque payable to 'The Royal 

Signals Association Benevolent Fund' for: ____ _ 

Date: ________ Signed: _______ _ 

NOTE: *Delete as appropriate. 

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during the month 
of July 1986: 
Catterick Garrison Church Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £224.00 
Parish Church of St Boniface, JHQ Rheindahlen . . . . . £ 60.86 
C 1 M F . k Cpl . 1tzpatnc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 50.00 

p G. Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 50.00 
Mr H. D. V. Chappell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . £ 21.00 
Mr W. S. Whitmore... .. ... .. ................ . .... £ 15.80 
Mr F. C. Forbes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 7.00 
Mr G. M. Lewis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 5.00 
In memory of ex Foreman of Signals Vincent Foy. . . . . £ 2.00 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 6.23 

£441.89 

The fo llowing donaLions were gratefully received during the month 
of August 1986: 
Cpl G. Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 50.00 
Ci'l M. Fitzpatrick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . £ 50.00 
Grewelthorpe Sports Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 10.00 

£110.00 
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NOTICES 
DEATHS 

Ansell- W02 E. G. Ansell-served 1928-49-died 12 June 1986. 

Brown-WOl T. L. Brown-served 1946-78- died 6 August 1986. 

Burrows-Sgt L. V. Burrows- died 31 July 1986. 

Butler- Lt Col I. T. Butler- died 2 July 1986 . 

Clague-Quine-Maj E. P. Clague-Quine- died July 1986. 

Daly- W02 J. Daly- died 25 June 1986. 

Dicks- Capt R. J . Dicks- died 9 May 1986. 

Double-Capt A. S. Double- died 7 June 1986. 

Evans-W02 R. W. Evans-served 1966- died 23 April 1986. 

Evans-SSgt T. W. Evans- served 1938-61-died 8 June 1986. 

Ferguson-W02 H. J. Ferguson- died 4 June 1986. 

Filer- gt T. R. Filer- died 13 June 1986. 

Halford-Capt R. Halford- died 27 May 1986. 

Hemmings-W02 W. F. Hemmings-died 29 June 1986. 

Hurst-Cpl H. R. Hurst- died 2 June 1986. 

James-Sgt J.P. Jame -died 25 June 1986. 

Martin-Maj A. D. Martin-served 1937-77-died 26 July 1986. 

Page-Lt (Hon Capt) G. S. C. Page- died 20 May 1986. 

Saunders-Maj G. C. Saunders-served 1962-82-died 31 August 
1986. 

Shaw-Sgt W. Shaw- died 14 July 1986. 

Smith- Capt R. D. mith-died 2 May 1986. 

Wickham-Sgt C. F. E. Wickham-died June 1986. 

Woodger-Maj H. R. Woodger- erved 1939-64-died 8 July 1986. 

OBITUARY 
Cole-Doris Cole. It is with much sadness that we report the death of 

Doris Cole, wife of Maj Gen E. S. Cole CB CBE. All readers will 
join in sending sincere condolences to Gen Cole and to the family. 

Dunu-Maj A. E. Dunn . We are sad to record the death of Maj Dunn 
on 19 June 1986, aged 85 years. Peter enlisted with 5 Sig Coy RE 
in 1920 and transferred to the Corps in 1921. After ervice in 
India, Palestine, Assam, Burma, Malaysia, Cyrenaica and Egypt 
he retired in 1956 and then took up a Signals retired officers' 
appointment at the War Office. He retired for the second time in 
1966 having completed 46 years' service. A full appreciation of 
Maj Dunn appeared in the October/November 1966 issue of The 
Wire. 

Hamilton-Maj Albert Hamilton . Enlisted 1920 and retired in August 
1961, after a very long and successful career in the Corps. He was 
well known in sporting fields and won numerous cups and medals 
for boxing, hockey and football. He played at inter service, 
command and divisional levels and was a member of the 4 Div Sig 
Regt (Army Cup) football team. Maj Bryan Roderick attended his 
funeral, in Aldershot, in August 1986. 

Hanrahan-Sgt M. J. Hanrahan. It is with deep regret that 16 Sig 
Regt report the sudden death of Sgt Mick Hanrahan in Catterick 
on 4 September 1986. 

He was born in Royston on 28 March 1956. An ex apprentice 
tradesman, he served with 4 Div, 14 Sig Regt, HQ 30 Engr Bde Sig 
Tp and lastly 16 Sig Regt. In addition to this he completed a tour 
as a trade instructor al 8 Sig Regt. 

gt Hanrahan was a very popular member of the Corps and he 
had a great zest for life. He was a regular member of the 
Regimental Hockey team and an enthusiastic cricketer. He wa 
also a founder member of the Krefeld Cub pack which is a typical 
example of his selfless devotion lo the welfare of others. 

His untimely death will prevent a promising career being 
fulfilled but his cheerfulness and enthusiasm have set a standard 
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for all to follow. He was an outstanding NCO and a friend to all 
who knew him. 

Our deepest sympathy is extended to his widow Heather and her 
children, Alex, Kelly, and Nikki . We will all miss him deeply. 

Lawrence-ex Cpl G. N. Lawrence. George Lawrence, a life member 
of the Association died on 26 July, aged 75 years. He transferred 
to the Corps from RAOC in 1942 and served throughout the war. 
He was evacuated from Dunkirk in 1940 and was awarded the 
Africa Star in 1943. Before the war George Lawrence played 
football for Durham City and Middlesbrough 

Watson- ig Paul Watson, Echo Tp, 2 Sqn, 22 Sig Regt. It is with 
great sadness that we report the death of Sig Watson on 9 July 
1986. Paul Watson joined the Troop from 212 Sig Sqn in January 
1985. Paul was a keen Class I Combat Lineman and a popular 
member of the Squadron, who died after a canoeing accident 
whilst on Summer Camp near Garmisch Partenkirchen. His 
military funeral was attended by his friends from the Squadron. 
All ranks of 22 Sig Regt offer their sincere condolences to his 
parents, Brian and Margaret, and his brother and sister. 

CORPS DATES 

OF.FICER DIN ER CL B 
Dates for 1987: 

Corps Dinner, 
London Pres Centre Tuesday 12 May 1987 

(Note that this has been changed this year, the dinner is u ually held 
on a Wednesday). 

CORPS LUNCHEO 
Headquarter Mess, 
Blandford Camp 

ROYAL ENGINEERS 

Saturday 20 June 1987 

The Royal Engineers celebrate the bicentenary of their becoming 
Royal in 1987. 

At present an assembly in the Albert Hall is planned for 14 
February 1987 and a ervice of rededication is planned to take place 
in St Paul's CaLhedral on 18 March 1987. 

Further details can be obtained from: 
RHQ Royal Engineers 
Brompton Barracks 
Chatham 
Kent 

ROYAL SIG ALS GLlDI G CLUB 
The Royal Signals Games Club provides financial as istance to 

Corps glider and hang glider pilots towards flying and competition 
ex.pen es. If you fly glider , either as a pilot under traini ng, or as solo 
pilot you may qualify for a grant towards your expenses. Royal 
Signals pilot should forward their individual claims for the period 
December 1985 to ovember 1986 to:-

Maj S. G. Falla 
School of Signals 
Blandford Camp 
Blandford DTI I 8RH 
Dorset 

Claim hould arrive not later than 1 November 1986. 
The following per onal and flying details are required to support 

your claim: 
Full name, uniL and addre s of claimant (including Regimental 

number where appropriate). 
Flying fees paid in the period, less any um received from other 

source in re pect of the e fee . 
umber of Jaunche flown in 1986. 

Re ults of competitions, or badge attempts. 
Competition expense . 
Qualification held. 
Details of claimant UK bank, account number and addre where 

the cheque hould be paid. 
Do not be deterred from making a claim becau e you have only ju t 

tarted gliding. All members of Royal ignal and WRAC erving with 
Royal ignal are eligible. 
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BAND ENGAGEMENTS 1986 

0 OBER 
1 Free 
2 Wildenrath 
3 Krefeld 
10 Pa Off Parade 

Concert Pontin 
8 Dinner ighr 
9 Guest ight 
17 Con ert We sex Hall 
18 Dinner ight 
24 Dinner ight 
25-3 Lea\ e 

OVEMBER 
5-7 Pass Off Parade 
6 Ma ter of ignal Dinner 

-9 Remembrance Parade 
9 Remembrance Parade 
14 gt ' Me Cocktail Party 
17 Dance Band BAOR 
26 Pa Off Parade 
27 Dinner iglu 
28 Dinner ight 
29 Dinner Night 

DECEMBER 
5 Pas off Parade 
3 Concert 
4 Concert 
5 Dinner ight 
5 Dinner ight 
9 Wives Club Dinner 
12 Ladies Dinner ight 
13 Malcolm Sargent Fanfares 
21 Concert 

21 ig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
Weymouth 
Dyer. London 
chool of igs Mes 

Poole 
38 ig Regt 
30 ig Reg! 

11 Sig Regt 

Catterick 
Bland ford 
10 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Regt 
AAC Middle Wallop 
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn 
37 Sig Regt 

11 Sig Reg! 
Wolverhampron 
11 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
35 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 
School of Sigs 
Royal Festival Hall 
Pre ton 

Royal ignals Demonstration Team would be mo t grateful if 
retiring or retired members of the Corps in possession of No I dress 
would kindly donate their uniform to the White Helmets Team . 

Please end uniforms lO: 
Officer Commanding The White Helmet 
Royal Signal Demon tration Team 
Vimy Barracks 
Canerick Garrison 

orth Yorkshire DL9 3PS 
Tel: Canerick Military 0748 832521 exr 2566. 
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ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

M ade up as required 

EXPORT ........ ... .. .. each £4.10 
U.K. inc. VAT ..... . .... each £4.72 

(Poctage Extra) 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BA WTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 

REUNIONS 
40 TELE OP ECTION (AIR FORMATION SIGNALS) 

The annual reunion will take place on 25 OclOber at the Measham 
Motel, near Ashby-de-la-Zouch. The average auendance at these 
reunions is 50 so it is hoped that as many a pos ·ible will be present 
this year. Wive are most wekome. Co t-£15 per head approximately 
to include dinner and bed and breakfast accommodation, or £8 
approximately for dinner only. 

Further information may be obtained from Mr E. Chell , I Wren 
Clo e, Woodville, Burton-on-Trent DE ! I 70P . Tel: (0283) 225012. 

13 AIR FORMATION SIG REGT REUNION 
The 11th Annual reunion dinner of officers who served with 13 Air 

Formation Sig Regt in the North West Europe Campaign was held at 
the Kenilworth Hotel London on 5 October 1985. Lt Col E. G. Day 
OBE, TD pre ided and 16 officer were present. 

The 1986 reunion dinner will be held again at the Kenilworth Hotel 
on Friday 3 October. Further details may be obtained from Mr S. N. 
Squelch , 'Delden', Fort Road, Alverstoke, Gosport, Hants POl2 2DT. 
Tel o 0705-584145. 

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY BELFAST OTC, ROYAL SIGNALS 
TROOP, SOth ANNIVERSARY DINNER, 10 OCTOBER 1986 

All former members are invited to attend . Please reply LO : W0 2 C. 
J. Conroy , Queen's UOTC, BFPO 801 before 15 September 1986. 

OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION 
REUNION DINNER 
17 OCTOBER 1986 

The next OWA Reunion Dinner will be held at the Headquarters 
Mess Royal Engineers, Chatham, Kent on Friday 17 October 1986. 

All OW's are encouraged lO attend. 
Dress will be Dinner Jacket and accommodation is available on 

request. 
Timings will be 7.30 for 8 pm. 
Anyone wishing to attend should contact: 

Capt A. Field 
Welbeck College 
Worksop 
Notts 
S80 3LN 
Tel: 0909 476326 Ext 30 or evening 0909 485351 by 19 September 
1986. 

OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION 
PRESIDENT'S DINNER 

15 NOVEMBER 1986 
The OWA Pre idem' Dinner will be held at Welbeck on Saturday 

15 ovember 1986. 
Dress will be 1ess Kit for serving offi cers, Dinner Jacket for retired 

officers. 
The cost wi ll be approx £10 per head and there will be a ca h bar. 
Limited accommodation is available on a first come first served 

basis. 
All tho e wi hing to attend hould contact : 
Capt A. Field 
Welbeck College 
Worksop 
No1ts 
S80 3LN 
Tel: 0909 476326 Ext 30 or evenings 0909 48535 1 by 2 November 
1986 

FORTHCOMI G MARRIA GE 
A marriage has been arranged and will take place on Saturday 4 

October 1986 between Peter R. C . Hutcheson of Crookham Vi llage, 
Hampshire and Mr Beverley A. Carpen1er, widow of Maj B. C . 
Carpenter of Fleet, Hampshire. 

Guernsey Branch are organising a 'Royal Signals Weekend ' to be 
held on 24/25 / 26 April 1987. For fu rther details please see Guernsey 
Branch news on page 530. 
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FOR SALE 

NEW CORPS PAI NTI NG-FRONTIER AMBUSH 
The new Corps painting by Peter Archer depicts an incident during 

a road opening operation on 18 August 1924. A small maintenance 
party from Razani, which was travelling in a Ford van was ambushed 
just below Du ncan's Picquet on the North West Frontier. 

Sgt Percy Everitt Cook of the Royal Corps of Signals was killed 
during the ambush and Sig Punter and an Indian other rank were 
wounded . 

The pai nting shows the damaged van and Sgt Cook aiding the 
wounded Indian driver whilst Sig Punter opens fire on the attacking 
tribesmen. A limited edi tion of 100 prints signed by the artist are 
avai lable at £1 6.00 each and 200 unsigned copies at £10.00 each 
(including packing and postage). 

Applications should be made to the Curator, Royal Signal 
Museum, Blandford Camp, Dorset DTI I 8RH. Cheques made 
payable to the Royal Signals Association . (See page 426). 

RECORDS AND CASSETTES 
The Band of the Royal Corps of Signals announce the release of 

their latest record 'Listen to the Band' Vol I. The track listing as 
fo llows: 
Side One 

Side Two 

Listen to the Band 
Zelda, Cornet Solo 
Blue Interlude, Saxaphone Solo 
Bubble and Squeak, Trombone Trio 
Sinatra in Concert 
PTARMIGAN (March) 
The Prince (March) 
The Mountains of Mourne, Euphonium Solo 
Jalopy 
Serenade (Drigo's) Flute Solo 
Three in a Mood, Cornet Trio 
Dance of the Tumblers 
Here's to the next time 

Also avai lable are the following records and cassettes: 
Regimental Marches of the British Army Vols 2 and 3. 
The Old Brigade, Soldiers Songs. 
Marching and Waltzing. 
Regimental Silver (Record only). 

All records and cassettes are priced at £5 .00 plus 60p p&p. 
We also have a limited supply of recordings of a Danish concert 

given by the band entitled 'Last Night at the Proms'. This is only 
available on cassette and costs £2.50 plus 60p p&p. 

Regimental Music of the British Army Vol 4 will be available from 
1 September. Any orders received will be despatched during October. 

Ch.::ques are to be made payable to: Central Bank, School of 
Signals, and sent to Record Sales, Band of the Royal Corps of Signals , 
Blandford Camp, Blandford, Dorset DT l l 8RH . 

UNIFORMS 
No 4 Dress in good condition and a Service Dress in a rea onable 

condition. Chest 39in, waist 32in, inside leg 3 lin. Price by agreement. 
Please contact Col K. Kirkby-(024365) 280 or (0903) 205531. 

Officers' Uniforms-It is advised that officers' second hand 
uniforms are available for purchase from OC Signal Wing, RMA 
Sandhurst. 

Please contact WOl (RSMI) Balding, ext 431 Camberley Mil : or 
(0276) 63344. 

CORPS CHRISTMAS CARDS 
The cost of printing these cards in the UK is very high. An 

alternative printer is sought , who can produce a good quality card at 
a reasonable cost. 

Units producing plain Christmas cards are kindly requested LO send 
a sample to Col J. A. D. Franc.is , the Regimental Secretary, with 
details of the Printer used and the cost per card . 
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SITUATIONS VACANT 

RETIRED OFFICER VA CAN CY IN WALES (R02) 
The post of S02 Comms, HQ Wales in Brecon comes vacant in 

September 1986. It covers all aspects of Communication in Wales and 
is the only R Signals staff officer post in the Headquarters. 

Officers who are contemplating retirement or are al ready retired 
and are interested should contact either Mr D. P . Watson at HQ 
UKLF, Salisbury Military Ext 2440 or CM(A) 2(RO) Lacon House 
6509. 

Instructional Officers at the Trade Training chool 8 ig Regt, 
Ca tterick Garrison 

Vacancies occur from time to time for Civilian Instructional 
Officers Grade 3 (Electronics) and Civilian Instructional Officers 
Grade 3 (Telegraphist). 

These are Civi l Service appointments. 
Applicants must have completed their service engagements and be 

capable of teaching Technicians or Telegraphists to Royal Signals 
Class 1 standards. 

Full detai ls are available from : 
CSI 
HQ TIS 
8 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 
North Yorkshire 
LlL9 3PS 
Telephone 0748-832521 Ext 2595 or Catterick Military Ext 2595. 

Vacancies for a Non Regular Permanent Staff (NRPS) Sergeant 
(MOULD Controllers) at York and BuJford 

Vacancies for Non Regular Permanent Staff Non Commissioned 
Officers in the rank of Sergeant' (MOULD Controller) based at York 
and Bui ford will occur on l April 1987 . 

The terms and conditions are set out in TA Regulation 1978 
Chapter 6 para 4. 

The post carries the rank of Sergeant with a daily rate of pay of 
£26.93 rising to £27.23. 

Applicants shou ld have served in the Regular Army as a Senior 
NCO . The appointment will involve the fo llowing: 
• Working at Communications Branch HQ orth East District 

York and Comms Branch, Bulford . 
• Day to Day management of the Regional MOULD Radio 

Network. 
• Training and advising users on MOULD matters. 
• Interfacing with maintenance contractors . 
• Communication related duties such as as istance to SO 

Communications orth East District in the preparat ion of CEls 
and ACEC case . 

A detailed job specification is available on reque t. 
Applications, including a Curriculum Vitae and details of two 

referees should be forwarded to: 
S0 2 Comni 
HQ North East District 
Imphal Barracks 
Fulford Road 
York 
YO ! 4AU 

and/ or S02 Communications 
HQ South West District 
Bulford Camp 
Salisbury, Wilts 
SP4 9NY 

Closing date for applications is I ovember 1986. Short Ii ted 
applicants will be expected to appear before a selection board prior to 
appointment. 

Vacancy for NRPS SSgt Chief Clerk-R Signals 
There is a vacancy for a SSgt (NRPS) Chief Clerk with 36 (E) Sig 

Regt ·(V) in Wanstead, London Ell. 
All applicants must have had a military clerical background 

preferably with the Royal Signals, and be under 55 years of age. 
Full terms of service in TA Regs 1978 Chap 6 Part 4. 
The duties will be to carry out the normal day to day running of the 

Orderly Room and all other duties as directed by the Commanding 
Officer. 

The rates of pay are £26.41 per day plus £1.41 per day London Pay. 
Married Quarters are not provided. 
All applicants must be physically fit. 
Applications, including full CV and names and addresses of two 

referees, should be submitted to : 
The Adjutant 
36 (E) Sig Regt (V) 
Selsdon Road 
Wanstead 
London El I 2QF. 

The closing date for applications is 3 November 1986. 
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LETIERS 

From: Lt ol (Reid) K. E. Ha)cock 

Dear Sir, 
fay I eek your help to enquire whether a reader can give me recent 

new and an addres for ex WOl(RSM) Cunningham, the first RSM 
of 1 Comwel Div Sig Regt, 1951-52 in ' orea? I believe that it wa in 
your page that, in the last year or t o, I read a report that Mr 
Cunningham, whom I recalled had planned to retire to ew Zealand, 
had indeed done o and }Vas happily settled there and hale and hearty. 
Unfortunately 1 did not note any details. I am now busy planning the 
extended holiday that my wife and I will spend with friends in New 
Zealand from December 1986 to February 1987, and am anxious to 
as embl~ a many names and addresses of old friend and 
acquaintances as possible who are now in ew Zealand and might be 
reachable. I recall Mr Cunningham with respectful warmth. 

Yours faithfully 
K. E. Haycock 

(one time OC A Tp, 1 Sqn, 1 Comwel Div Sigs) 
51 Firwood Drive 
Camberley 
Surrey 
GU15 3QD . 
Tel: Camberley (0276) 24467 

From: WOt (RSM) J. C. Stone 

Dear Sir, 
Can anyone help u ? We are currently attempting 10 update the 

history of 39th (Ciry of London) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) which 
was first published in 1975. Unfortunately in thi publicarion, there is 
an omission, about its past RS 1s. Due LO the lack of documentary 
evidence held within the Regimem we are unable 10 produce a 
comprehensive list, however, we have managed the following but are 
unsure of the correct order, date and initials-

April 1967-January 1979 WOsl Overton, Wood, Dathan, Martin, 
J. Howker, Penman, Pope, Ryan . 

January 1979-July 1982 WOl (RSM) F. A. Quinn. 
July 1982-June 1984 WOl (RSM) N. Fendley. 
June 1984-August 1986 WOI (RSM) D. Biggs. 
If anyone can provide the initials and dates of tenure of these 

Warrant Offic;ers I would be very pleased LO hear from them at the 
address below. 

Also, should anyone have a plaque from rhe Junior Leaders 
Regimem (Denbury 1963-65) that they no longer require I would be 
most delighted if they will get in touch with me. 

Yours faithfully 
J.C. Stone 

39th (City of London) Sig Reg! (Volunteers), 
79-85 Worship Stree!, 
London EC2A 2BP 

From: Brig D. A. Pringle OBE 

Dear Sir, 
I enclose a copy of the programme for the parade held in Perham 

Down, Tidworth on 25 June 1948 to mark the reduction of 6 Airborne 
Div Sig Regt to form an Independent Parachute Brigade Signal 
Squadron; based on the original 2 Para Bde Sig Tp. This new 
Squadron was to be commanded by Maj Geoffrey Proudman. This is 
prompted by rhe death recently of Brig W. P. W. Robertson OBE. 

I joined the Regiment in Palestine as CO in late 1946, ar which time 
Peter Robertson was the Adjutant. He was a first rate Adjutant and 
we spent the last two and a half years to the end of the mandate 
together, in the Regiment; a dreary period when the Division was 
dealing .with strife between the Jews and Arabs and was in the middle 
of a three sided contest which had no solution. 

The Old Rectory 
Knight's Enham 
Andover 
Hampshire 

Yours faithfully 
Douglas Pringle 

The parade programme is reproduced as it contains details of the 
principals together wirh a short history of the Signal Regimen/ which 
may interest those who served in it or in other elements of Airborne 
Signals-Editor 
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6 AIRBORNE 
DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT 

PARADE 
on 

FRIDAY 25 J UNE 1948 
To mark the Reduction of the Regiment 

to form a n 

INDEPENDENT PARACHUTE BRIGADE 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

PROGRAMM.E OF PARADE 

T he Salure wi ll be taken by 
General Sir H. Colville 8 . Wemyss, 

KCB, KBE, DSO, MC 
Colonel Commandant Royal Signals 

THE ORDER OF PARADE 
T he General Sa lute 

T he Inspection 
T he March Pa 1 

The Advance in Review Order 
The March Off 

Commanding the Parade 
Lt Col D. A . Pringle, 

C. R. Signals, 6 Airborne Division 
Adjutant Capt W. P. W. Robertson 

I Sqn Maj V. H. Martin MC 
2 Sqn Maj R. C. Pringle 
3 Sqn Maj E. W. Barrett 

1943-1948 
' Normandy' 'The Rhine' 'Ardennes' 

' outh Ea t Asia' 'Palest ine' 

6 Airborne Div Sig Reg! was formed in England in May 1943 . The 
first members were five officers and 100 men of l Airborne Div Sigs 
The Brigade Signal Sect ions of 3 Parachute Bde, 6 Airlanding Bde and 
5 Parachute Bde, were formed fi r t ; in that order followed by the 
remainder of the uni t. 

The Divi ion Look to the a ir as a whole, on exercises, by April 1944. 
The Regiment first saw service, with the Division, on D Day, 1944; 

and fought from Normandy Lo the Seine. Rerurning LO England in 
September, plans for a further airborne operation were delayed by 
the German offen ive. On Christmas Eve the Division was back in 
France lo the Ardenne , fighting until the following February. 

On 24 March 1945 the Divi ion flew from mounting ba es in UK for 
the assault crossing of the Rhine, and then fought on across Germany 
lo the Baltic. 

Shortly after VE Day 5 Parachute Bde Sig Tp went with that 
Brigade to the Far East. 

In September 1945 having been joined by 2 Parachute Bde Sig Tp 
the Regiment wem to Palestine with 6 Airborne Div and carried out 
two and half year of Inrernal Security Duties until the end of the 
Mandate. 

From: Brig A. A. Dacre OBE 

Dear Sir, 
I could not resist writing when I saw Gen Badcock's nostalgic report 

of (he 75th Anniversary of the Indian Corps of Signals published in 
the May issue of the Wire. He made particular mention of Mhow as 
the place where many of the Corps post-war officers were trained and 
the picture of the barrack block at Mhow sent me to a box of old 
photographs . Sure enough there was the block looking, 40 years ago 
in 1946, much as it did in the more recent photo and probably liule 
different from the way it looked in 1906! Unfortunately my photos are 
unlikely IO make good photos for the Wire bur others at Mhow when 
I was there were (Col) Pat Webb and (Lt Col) Mike Petheram . 

36 Willcock Streer , 
Aldcross, 
Western Australia. 

Yours faithfully 
Able Dacre 
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fmm:~xSSgt)P. A . Wood 

Dear Sir, 

Memories of Mhow 1942-45 
Whal a joyful surprise it was when a friend lent me hi~ May 1986 

copy of The Wire, knowing that (like him) I had spent some time at 
STC Mhow. 

Yes- there they were, on the centre page, in gloriou<. 
technicolour- Wellesley Barrack ; my home for nearly four years, 
and the scene o f my only cla im to fame in an otherwise mis-spent life. 
You see I once rode a bicycle down one of the main staircases in No 
2 Block '(the summer of '44 I th ink) to the ringing cheer of about 100 
hungry ignalmen o n their way to tea. 

Incidentally, I was an eye-wi tness (or maybe nose-wit~ess would be 
more appropria te) to a n hila rio us, albeit somewhat odonferous event, 
one morning in 1942. T he sani ta ry can' discharge manhole cover 
came adrift a nd the entire contents thereof, which should have been 
relca ed about fi ve miles away down the Simrole Road, were 
deposited just before morning tea-break on the very spot from which 
your photograph was taken . I tell you the truth when I . ay that for 
the nex t three years, the greenest grass in all India grew right in that 
place ... ! . . · . ·1 

T hen there was the day we cornered a ra bid dog in the latnnes, un11 
we could hoot the poor thing . . . a nd _ihe Satu rday night wh.en 
we' d been celebra ting LCpl Jones' s promo 11on . . : owe_ took him 
ilently out into the middle of the parade ground (middle d 1st~nce on 

the photo) and left him there for the night. Oh , yes-:-hc w_as in bed, 
asleep, a t the time . . . but it was ummer, a nd he JUSt d idn't ha\·e 
a titch of clo th ing on . . . so when the lads went ~o breakfa t on 
the Sunday morning, there were hoots ~f hystencal laugh1er
punc1uated, I am ashamed to ay, by a stn ng of fo ur-letter word; 
from Jone y .... 

I o ften wonder if any of my wartime comrades also remember tho e 
incidents-God bless them all, anyway, they were the alt of the earth. 

Yours faithfull y 
P.A. Wood (ex SSgt) 

I The Beeche , 
Allans Lane , 
Clifton-upon-Dun more, 
Rugby CV23 ODH 

From: Mr J.B. M. Macleod 

Dear Sir , . . 
As an ex-officer of the Corps (l resigned in the ran~ of Capta in in 

1982) I would be mo t grateful if you would publish th1 letter fo r the 
information of my friends and acquamtances. 

Having completed a four year undergraduate law course . at 
Aberdeen University 1 graduated with the degree of LLB wuh 
Honours (Upper Second) on 10 July last. Even so, I have yet another 
year of postgraduate tudy to do at the Universit y_ before I s.rart the 
rather more mundane practical rraining in a law office. There 1s much 
to do, but l must say that so far the experience o f learning ha . be~n 
wonderfully invigoratin~ and. refre hing. I h_ave no doubt tha,1 ll w1,ll 
cominue to be o , especially 1f, as I would hke to , I do my l\la ter 
degree at some tage in the future. . . 

May I also take this opportunity 10 thank all tho e ~ho facilna ted 
my decision to go to University back in 1981/82, especially those who 
were then serving with me in 3 Div Sig Regt. 

26 Kelburn Avenue, 
Fairlie, 
Ayr hire KA29 DAU 

Yours faithfully 
John Macleod 

TOWNSEND THORESEN ANAGRAM COMPET~~ION 
We are pleased to advise the re ult o~ t~e compellt!on as featured 

in the advertisement pages of the Assoc1at1on of Service ewspaper 
Supplement in the May issue of The Wire. 
First Prize: W02 Peter Morgan 

201 (N) General Hospital RAMC 
Runner-Up: Maj J. M. Wright RA (Retd) 

Penally 
Runner-Up: LCpl G. G. Webb 

Regimental Band, 17th/ 21 t Lancers 
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RAIDERS 
The tor) of the Army (..ommandos 

30 Jul} 1986-15 March 1987 
The ational Army Museum 1s commemorating the 40th 

Anniversary of the dhbandmcnt of the. Arm)'.' Comr:nando~ with a 
major exhibition telling the >lOry of 1he1r service dunn~. the e~o.nd 
World War. In London's first-ever Commando e.xh1b1t1on exclllng 
reconstructions audio-visual programmes and a host o f dramat ic 
exhibits will ill~strate Commando training, tactics and o rganisarion, 
and recount their raid and battles undertaken in Scandinavia, , orth 
West Europe, Africa, the 1editerranean and rhe 1- a r East. Special 
features will include the Vaag o raid, a survival bivouac, omn:ia_ndo 
heraldry, a Special Boat Section raid, and a \\'easel amph1b1ous 
vehicle. 

Opening hours 
Monday to Saturday IO am-5.30 pm, Sundays 2-5.50 pm . Closed 

Chri tma Eve, hrisrmas Day, Boxing Day and cw Year' s Day . 
Every effort is made to keep a ll gallerie open du~ing these hou~s. but 
building or maintei:iance w~rk and _the moun~mg or c~anging of 
displays may necessitate closmg certain areas w11hou1 notice. 

Disabled visitors 
Full rac il iti c are available and galleries are acces ible 10 

wheelchairs. 

Education ervices 
;rhe Summer Even ls programme, ." hich ru ns on weekdays until 15 

Augu t 1986, includes an opportunity 10 meet and talk 10 men who 
erved in the Army Com mando (5, 7 and 13 ug~ tat I a~d. ~pm) . 

A Commando action heet is available in the Raider exh1b1t1on . 
For info rmation on general education ervices plea e contact the 

Education Department. 

Reading Rooms . . 
Books, archives, pho tograph and prints relating to the h1s1C:>ry of 

the British and Commonwealth armies may be consulted 111 the 
mu eum readi ng room 10 am-4.30 pm Tue days _to aturda~s. A 
reader' s ticket may be obt ai ned by writing 10 the Direcror , at1onal 
Army Mu eum, Royal Ho pita! Road , SW3 4HT. 

Bookshop 
Books, posrcard , po ter , models, record and ca seue . and other 

item are available from the museum hop IO am-5 pm Monday to 
Saturda~, 2- 5 pm Sunday . 

ational Army , lu eum. Royal Ho pita! Road, London SW3 4HT. 
Telephone: 01-730 071 7. 

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? 

HA VE YOU INFORMED THE ASSOCIATION 

REGIMENTAL HEADQ ARTER 
U EFUL TELEPHONE EXTENSIONS 
Ext 240 Regimental Secretary 
Ext 241 A siscam Regimental ecretary 
Ext 242 RHQ office 
Ext 244 Welfare 
Ext 245 Associarion 
Ext 246 Editor I As istant Editor The Wire 
Ext 247 / 248 Acco uni , including all . mailer relative to Wire 

subscriptions and di tributlOn, change of addre etc: 
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~ REPORT FROM ULS'I'ER 
HQ Northern Ireland 

BFPO 825 

HQ 

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
BFPO 807 

Report by gt Gu) Ben on . . 
A hectic life i nothing new in SHQ 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn, bu1 things 

have been even more hectic of late, with the in troduction of 
PA lfPA , new benche /counter being built and virtually a complete 
changeover of Staff. 

Fir t of all we welcome our new OC, Maj N. K. P. Hope MBE and 
hi wife Diane. They will, we hope, have a happy and succes fu l tour 
here in Londonderry. Other new arrivals are Capt J. A . Dawso n RCT 
a Admin Officer, gt (OR QM ) Dean (Golfe r) Wood who take 
over as Chief Clerk, gt (Yof ) Dave Lea ning, LCpl Ian 
(Movement ) Drysdale and LCpl Tommo (Ops C lerk) To mlin on. 

QM DEPT . . . 
ow with another couple of months gone, everything 1s much a II 

should be, wi1h the G 1098 store being rearranged and 1he new QM's 
department building due to be fini hed by the end of the year. 

The other department are being kept very bu y, e pecially the 
Radio Stores, with Sgt Tom Mitchell and C pl Tony Bowen called 
upon frequently to either collect or issue the new Cougar equipment. 

ow that summer and autumn seem LO have arrived together our 
personnel are taking mid-term leave with LCpl Rob (road-runner) 
Gray again missing from his de k, on one of his ailing exploit to the 
Mediterranean. Capt (QM) Brian Young is still practising his swings 
and putts as he aims to be the winner of the Open; who know 
miracles can happen? W02 (RQMS) Mick Braddon is taking a 
worlcing holiday as he anempts to gain some knowledge of computer ; 
and LCpl Glynn (the couter) Maggs is taking his cubs to Oilwell after 
they managed to win the Londonderry Athletics Cup; o we're all 
away, can you .come back later? 

DUMFRIESHALFMARATHO 
Report by Capt P . J. Oldfield 

Following on from last year's successful visit to Dumfries, seven 
members of the Squadron competed in this year's event held on 15 
June. The local townsfolk made us all feel most welcome, especially 
Cfn Julian Boal ! Last minu te training consisted of a visit to the 
'chippie', wa hed down by quantities of industrial liquid 
carbohydrates. The day of the race dawned clear and bright and by 
the stan time temperatures were creeping into the SO's. All would 
agree it was the toughest half mara thon they had ever run, with one 
hill lasting over three miles. At least the hill made you forget the sun 
for a while. Finishing times certai nl y didn't put any records in danger! 
The mo t important thing was LO have a weekend away from 
Londonderry and to unwind , and that was most successfully achieved. 

MT 
Report by gt P. Hunter 

Well hullo to the world, this is how the real world lives. 
At the.beginning of July the MT took on the cooks at foo tba ll in 

which the MT won by 9-1. After the game the cooks provided an 
excellent meal of chicken and chips and Cpl Jim Parkes REM E 
provided a beer for everyone for bei ng on time. 

The following week the valiant MT turned out aga inst Mi ke Troop 
and yet again managed to win but only by 6-0, a good day was had 
by all on both occasions and we look forward to o ur nex t meeting. 

The Troop would like to say congra tu la tions to Cpl Doddy 
Dodsworth and Lynn on the birth of their son Paul. Well done. 

ig Terry Moore and gt Pete Hunter were away at the begin ning 
of July on Ex Rock Hopper in the Lake District to practise hanging 
on for dear life. gt Pete Hunter invented the five poi nts of contact 
method which must work as they are both back a nd struggling hard 
to recover. 
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GOODIES 
ig Terry Moore for standing in for the Troop in the month of 

May, June and July. 

BADDIES 
ig Chippy Wood for ervicing every vehicle on time. 

That" all for now from Tab' Cab . 

COMM TROOP 
Report by Sgt Len Twell . . . . . . 

With Capt teve Hunt ull away on h1 Joined up wnting cour e, Lt 
Jame Bertram at the helm (well \vith hi canoe anyway) and SSgt 
Dennis Rutter taking some leave when the notes were required, I'm 
reporting on recent happenings. 

The Troop continues with the 'Cougari a1ion' of unit in t~1e Bde 
TAOR. Thi is mainly training in the use of equipment and as 1 Lance 
for later on when unit go 'live' on the new net . The Troop training 
team con i ting of gt Len Twells, gt Gus Tai t and Cpl Chri 
Middleton. 

While the training was going on, comms trials of all TAOR were 
being carried out. In one TAOR a total of three Comm trials were 
carried out much to the dismay of Cpl (I' m only a powerman) 
McClemen t~ and the MTWO, when two vehicles were put into the 
LAD in one day . Good old Mac. 

Other notables include C pl Kev Newbon, LCpl Paul Davies RPC, 
Sig Roo ter ta ff, ig couse Hale and Jock Barry and with a lot of 
help with the driving from our RPC section namely Cpl Taf~ Shaw, 
LCpls miler males, Billy Colclough, Pies ' Rambo' Ga mbmo and 
Marlin Spedding, all still trying to get their claim in. 

SUMMER BALL 
Preparation for the Squadron Summer Ball is a task undertaken by 

Comm Troop each year. When the stores began to arrive newcomer 
to this job wondered where we would erect the marquee. It was put 
up in the area of the pipe range and the vehicle park a u ual. 

Everyone available helped in the initial setting up of the canvas and , 
at times, becau e of the high winds, it wa thought that we would have 
a new sport, hang gliding on the River Foyle. 

The raffle was organised by C pl Jim Moore and LCpl Paul Davies, 
and the entertainment was by a local group, with the Di co in the 
capable hands of Cpl Scouse Hornby. 

BDE RADIO ROOM 
At present manned by Cpl Mick Hunt as the Radio Room NCO, 

and LC pl Dave G irling, Sig Mark C la vey, Parky Parkinson, Budgie 
Bird , Keith Lock and Archie A rchibald as d uty shift operators . The 
Radio Room is looking very full with its complete mix of radio 
Cougar, Clansman and the various older generat ion commercial sets . 

T ROOP STORES AN D GREEN VEHICLES 
Under the control of Cpl Vic Thompson , we received the Troop 

share of Cougar radios, and together with others, began the task of 
fitting the green vehicles, for Rover and Escort groups. 

Comd Comms in Londond e rry with Rove r Group 
Pte Kirkwood, Pte S pedding, Cpl S ha w , Comma nde r, Pte 

Ga m bi no, LCpl Ste w a rt, Sig Staff 
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Comd Comms NI 
Lt Col M. W . H. Roberts signs in at the Foyle View Club 

COMMCEN/ CRYPTO 
' Where are those Wire otes Cpl Jowitt?' came the cry from the far 

reaches of Comms Tp office, but being the real working centre of the 
Squadron we ignored it until threat started coming in. So here I am 
putting pen to paper once ag~in. L<)l 'save the whal.e' Bougourd. ha 
been keeping up his running with reasonable nmes m vanous 
marathons, half marathons and other asso~ted ~ac~s throughout the 
past few months putting us all to shame with his fnness. . 

LCpl Stu Allister is still training and hoping for a 264 course ~onng 
us all with detail of how he is going to be the best trooper in the 
Briti h Army (yawn). 

On the subject of fitness Sig J ock Ram dale and T itch Pet re have 
finally passed the BFT after much threatening and prodding, keep it 
up lads. 

We have lost one operator to the Squadron office, Sig Reg Harley 
decided he couldn't handle the workload in here o he whimped out 
and opted for the life of a clerk - don't wear out too many pair of 
barrack dre s trou ers Reg. 

There has been much coming and going in the Commcen with three 
new arrivals in the form of WP te Marion (the dwarf) Runciman, 
WLCpl A ngie Sparling and the not so shapely ig Tony 
Hollingsworth . Welcome to them al~ and the ~est of luck (you'll need 
it here). Meanwhile the Cypher office has said goodbye to Sgt Mac 
McDermid who has gone to 13 Sig Regt for a rest cure and hu llo to 
our new YofS, SSgt Dave Leaning who will be replacing SSgt (Yo.fS) 
Chris Rooan who is leaving for 22 Sig Regt in September. Al o putung 
in a brief but welcome appearance i our new Commcen/ Cypher 
Sergeant, Gus Tait , who arrived and then wangled himself a place on 
a long course almost immediately. 

Other recent farewells/arrival : 2Lt G raham Deans, Cpl Kev 
ewbon, Sig Paul Byrne and family, ig tephen chneider , Pt~ teve 

Kohut Linda and the chi ldren. All the best in your new po tmg . 
2Lt G uy Owen LCpl Phil Quinn and family, Ptes Geordie Luther. 

Pte Blakey Blake' are our other new arrival and we wish them all a 
good tour at the harp end . 

MARRIAGES A D E NGAGEME TS 
Congratulations 10 LC pl Derek H~ggart a~d Shirley on their rece.nt 

marriage and also fo r the fo rthcoming marnage of Cpl Dave Jow1tt 
to WPte Paula McNeil. . 

Also congratula tions to Cpl Nig Richards and W~te Manon 
(Dwarf) Runciman , whose wedding i on 2 August. Best wishes to you 
all. 
MIKE TP 
Report by Sgt M. Leighfield 

TE SECTIO 
Sgt Martin Leighfield ha had a few day off .at Bulford for the 

Corps SAM , only to come back and get into the \~ing of thin~ before 
Brinton. gt Colin Brown ha now started prepanng for posu ng to 2 1 
Sig Regt in November. . 

Cpls Ian T oft, Colin Brown and L pl Andy Foster are all ~unm ng 
around Ebring1on . ho u1i ng 'Halleluja h ' at the pro pect of being sen1 
to Coventry fo r two weeks, but only on a Brinton course. 
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RIGG ING ECTIO. 
In charge of the rigging section gt Cli ff (where's my posting?) 

wailes is having a rough time as he sail to the Mediterranean on x 
lberian Adventure. The rest of the ~ect ion are a vatting the signal to 
rip out what has taken the last t.hr~e y<!ars to !!-et righ~, now that 
Cougar has fi na lly been comm1ss1oncd and 1~ working. adl~, 
although not fo r them , we say farewell to LCpl ~es Car!er .and. his 
wife Carol, also Sig Mick Cartwright. All ar.e leaving f<?r life in c1vvy 
street in August and September, and respectively, we wish them good 
luck and hope that they get some of that tax back . 

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE 

Wirl. "'f''''", ~ .. 
Oi k e ....... ~<! • 

RADIO SECTION . . 
During the last couple of months there has .been a dtstmct change 

in the type of work done in the ection. There 1s le workshop work, 
but more deployment on the ground. 

Little has been een of Cpl Jim McCready or the dangerous 
brothers. Cpl Nick Stapleton ha been ummoned to two weeks paper 
work while Sgl Andy John on is away on leave. . . 

Sgt Rick Carey has been away on hi Staffies course p~1o r to gOl~g 
to 259 Sig Sqn where ex 8 Bde members Cpl Flanny Flamgan a nd 1g 
Jacko Jack on now reside. 

LI E SECTION . 
Congratulation 10 Sig Taff Jone on hi recent mam age to Anne. 

Since Cpl Mick Brown ha joined the ection we ha~e had a p~te of 
bad luck involving two vehicle accident , but surely It wa noth ing to 
do with him . It wa just tha t he wa dri ing in both ca es! and LCpl 
Jim 'c aught is now recovering fro m a nervou breakdown cau ed 
by thee events! Cpl John Farnell i on holiday in pain \\ith one o f 
hi girlfriend . 

Fina lly welcome back to Sgt ~eil !homa~ now fu lly recovered from 
hi rugby injury, which had la id h1~ up in pla ter for the pa t fe1\ 
weeks. It i good to ee you fit again . 
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hief Jerk 
Trg . CO 

OPERATION 

apt G. J. T. Rafferl} 
Capt P. J. Humphre)s RE 

apt R. G. \'ale 
apt J . R. Jasiok 

Capt . R. Renfrey 
WOI C. J. Manning 
W02 T . W . Hughes 
W02 J. Haldane 
W02 A. W. McMahon 
W0 2 N. C. Sin ·air RCT 

gt D. H. Jone 
gt J. McEwen 

'gt D. . i orman 

ORA, GE 1ARCH E I PORTA DOWN 
The Orange Order marche · in Portadown on 12 July re ulted in the 

whole Squadron being on tandby over the cri i period but a pecific 
team wa formed to meet the commitment. Two control team were 
deployed; the fir t to Portadow n, con i ted of Capt Gordon Rafferty 
with LCpls ' Baz ' Hardman , te,•e Ferri and ig George Be t from 
Comms Tp and TM Tp represented by Sgt J ohn Howell-Walm ley, 
Cpl Kevin immon and Kev mith . LCpl 'M udflap ' Mudway and 

ig Taff Donne deployed with a tran ponable talkthrough in the 
fai thful old Bed ford RL boxbody. The heli-tele crew was deployed 
and Cpls Da,·e Whitaker, 'Mitch ' Mitchell and Bob McClurg had a 
busy time covering tasks in Belfast then in Portadown. 

Cpl Whitaker checking the qual ity of a video recording taken in the 
Hel i-Tele mobile vehicle 

Lt A. Metcalfe of_fers advice to LCpl Stewart and Sig Jones . Sig 
Nield looks on s uitably impressed 
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A1'M\ ER 'AR\ Of l"ITERNME"ff MARCHES IN BEU:'AST 
The na1ionali 1 faction of 1he community held a march on 11 

Augu~L The major march \\a in Bel fa land had been banned by 1hc 
R . Again Hcli-fclc ''a deployed, crewed thi time by ig ' Prof' 
• keels and Bob Hope with 2Lt John Adam on hi first opera1ional 
vi ·1t to \\'esl Bel fa 1. The marches passed off relatively peacefull y by 
Northern Ireland standards. 

SHQ TROOP 
COMI. GS At D GOING 

II i. lime lO say a ad farewe ll to the 'old' 21C Capt George 
Wh)·man and hi wife and family who depart for unnier clime a1 the 
School of' Signal., Blandford. In his place Capt Gordon Rafferty has 
travelled 'up tair ' from Comms Troop. Welcome to the nerve centre 
of 1he quadron! 

On the clerical front we welcome ig Phil T immins from I Armd 
Div HQ and Sig Reg1 and ay fare~vell to Sig 'Rambo' Peacock who 
i off to 2 Inf Di HQ and Sig Reg1 complete wi1h shotgun and 
computer . 

I TER T ROOP ORIENTEERI NG COMP ETITION 
The Squadron Inter Troop Orienteering Compet ition organi ed this 

year by Cpl Ian Trask was held on 18 July al a location near Bangor. 
A total of 48 competitor iook part over a gruelling six mile course. 
Fortunately no one got lost and the smalle t team entry, TM Troop, 
collected the trophy . 

The individual winners were ig Sid Willgress and ' ig Allan Perrie . 
Well done to all tho e who completed the cour e. The Squadron now 
looks forward 10 1he Corp Championship in October. 

HOOTING TEAM CENE 
ORTH ER IRELAND- AAM 
After having managed to complete only three very arduous 

afternoon traini ng e sions prior to the NI AAM, it was with mixed 
feeling that the team stood ready, to take on the other minor unit 
within 1he province. To our great surpri e and delight we emerged 
Minor U nit Champions. Along with the winners' silver came the 
much coveted ' Bisley Ticket'. 

ROYAL IGNAL - AAM 
With supreme confidence the shooting team comprismg WOI 

(R M) ' I'm retired from shooting- again ' Manning, gt ' I ' m in 
charge' Norman, Cpl (now ~gt) 'Where's my wallet ' Johnson, 
LCpls 'Swarfega ' Mills, 'Sniper' Goodliff and ' Busby' Sala , set off 
for the mecca of hooting; Bisley. On the way, we competed in the 
Corp Shoot, where we were beaten into joint econd place by 233 Sig 
Sqn. We did, however, manage to increa e our hoard of 'silver'. 

The Team w ith part of th is season ' s haul 
Standing L- R: W01 (RSM ) Charl ie Manning , Sgt J immy 

Johns on, LCpl Don Mills 
Kneeling L- R: LCpl Pete Goodl iff , Sgt Dave Norman , LCpl Mark 

Sala 

BISLEY-RA AAM 
~f1er a very shc;i rt brea k, the team (less the RSM, off again into 

rettrement , he thmks) under the fatherly guidance of Sgt Dave 
orman continued their pilgrimage to Bisley . 
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Although 001 adding to the silver colleciion. much experience was 
gained. Particularly by Sgt ' I've slept in ' Johnson who managed to 
miss his detail for the Robcm, but st ill managed to finish in third 
place amongst the Royal Signal competitors. 

TOP PRESS 
TICKLE TEST 

The small gap in the si lver cabinet has now been filled by the ' Royal 
Artillery Cup ' won by the Learn in the annual Army Tickle Shooting 
Competition. 

ORTHER IRELA 0 ATHLETICS CHAMPIO. HIP 
Due 10 heavy commitments the athletics ' team wa not all it might 

have been this year. However, we did manage a sa1isfae1ory fourth 
position in the championship. 

LCpl Kev Cotto n being our on ly first place in the shot putt 
outshining the opposition . Thanks are due to ig Jim Gibbi ns for 
helping us out. His only qualification for the javelin event was that he 
was on fatigues at the athletics track. Cpl 'V ince the Porg' Connolly 
waded hi way through the IOOm heats to gain a place in the final, 
actually coming third . LCpl Dave Aspray 's ballet display a1 the star! 
of 1he 400m ended in his coming a disappointing fourth, but with a 
pair of spikes next year we are confident he will win the event. 

NORTHERN IRELAND T G-OF-WA R CHAM PIO SHIP 
Thi year, the Squadron entered in the 'Super Heavy Weight ' 

680kg class. The team did very well and came second, only lo ing to 
the Combined Service Champions, 4 UDR . The lads qualified for 1he 
Army Championships in Aldershot, but due to work commitment 
were unable to go. We hope to do o next year. 

Back Ro w L to R: Sig 'Bob ' Hope, Sgt ' Ian' Horton, Cpl ' Vince t he 
Porg' Connolly, LCpl Kev Cotton, S ig J im Gibbins, LCpl 'lez' 

Bra dley and Cpl ' J onah' Jones 
Front Row L to R: Sgt Joh n H-Wa lmsley, LCpls Dave Aspray, J im 

Rice, ' Frags ' Covey, Cpl Andy Alle n and LCpl Ma rk Sala 

Beck Row L to R: Sgt ' Bucks ' Buckingham (coac h), Dvr Woody 
Woods , S ig 'Funky ' Gibbins , LCpl Kev Cotton and Sgt Ian Horton 
Front Row L to R: Cpl Dave Whitaker, Cpl ' Hunk' Simmons , Cpl 

' Danger-brain ' Dangerfie ld a nd Sig ' Poseur' Sala 
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COMMS TP 
With 1he near completion of COUGAR ET within the Brigade 

area, ii was decided 1hat for ease of management ii was nece sary 10 
combine A Tp and B Tp and call the whole Communicatiom Troop 
(A+ B = C), this imolved 1he movement of the Telemechs to T 1 Tp 
and all the associated stores, vehicles and workshops move have now 
been completed . 

Farewells have been said to Cpl Eddie Pluskota, LCpl 'Taff' 
Boucher and ig 'Geordie' Morrison and we wish them all the be t in 
their new abode. The final step of marriage of the troops, tha1 is the 
ta k of combining the troop siore , is all but completed. 

OC Comms Tp at the moment i Capt George Whyman who used 
lO be 2IC Sqn, the 21C Sqn is Capt Gordon Rafferty who used 10 be 
OC A Tp (at one stage or another), both are having a rough time of 
it as when the call goes out 'Where is the 21C?' two voice can be 
heard sayi ng 'there he is'. The solution is at hand, thankfully, and 
soon all should be sorted out. The new OC Comms Tp wi ll have 
arrived, the old 21C will be in Blandford and poor old Capt Rafferty 
won't have anybody left to blame. 

Of course, whilst some of the Squadron were deployed dur ing the 
marches many of the others carried on, SYSCO (System Control) 
and the Comcen operated at normal capacity, the per onnel involved 
being far ioo numerous to mention, (it is always the ame fo r the 
backroom boys). 

However, Rover Group managed, yet again, 10 get them elves on 
the TV news during some of the footage used to report on the parades, 
and thereby ensuring 1ha1 the name 'Poser Group' live on. However, 
1hey were a little disappointed that the credits prepared weren't used, 
so to put thing right: 

ROYER GRO P 
The cast of Rover Group on the 10 o'clock ews were LCpls 

' Dinger' Bell , teve Baird , Tony Nugent , Ptes ' tu' Beckett, ,'Gaz' 
Chamberlain , Billy Figure , with Col Drummond (Dep Comd ,) tt was 
produced by Cpl Jimmy tevenson and directed by Cpl Tony Mellett . 

Back on the home front the second composite Rover Group wai ted 
with bated breath to go and do similar deeds, but sadly went 
nowhere. Thi group was crewed by Sgt Dave Bunt, LCpl J oe (I ' ve go t 
EOO) Crowe, LCpl J ack Russell and Sig Clive Hallett and a vehicle 
supplied and crewed by 175 Pro Coy RMP . 

And fi nally the comings and goings : the following new arrivals to 
che troop are: 2Lt Jeremy Tod , and 2Lt John Adams, LCpls teve 
Ferris, ' couse' Cah ill , ig ' id' Willgress, Kev Attwood , Dave 
Churchward , Niel Chilver and Shad Husain. Welcome, and , we hope 
you enjoy your tour wi th us. The following were posted , to 633 Sig 
Tp, LCpl ' couse ' Brad ley and lO ci vvy street Cpl 'Jonah' Jones our 
good wi he go with you, and finall y ' 10 Staff-no po tmg order 
yet-maybe next time (extra time isn't up yet)' . 

QM'S DEPARTMENT 
The Horseshoe Club having been the venue for a number of 

barbecues and Troop functions recently is now about to undergo 
another refu rbi hment programme under the guidance of W02 
(RQM ) Terry H ughe . 

The Quartermaster' s Department under the upervi ion of the 
Quartermaster Capt (QM) Bob Vale ably as i ted by W02 (RQM ) 
Terry Hughes continue in it earch for excellence in it accounting. 
Having cracked COUGAR ET radio, they no\ eagerly await the 
installation o f BRI TO . ew arrivals into the department are LCpl 
Jim Morton , wi th wife Karen and daughter Hayley from 204 ig Sqn . 
A list of other QM 's Depl personalitie i shown below: 

FAT 0 gt Peter Laing RAOC 
Tech Stmn Sgt Ron Torrance 

LCpl Andy P urdy 
LCpl Carl Mast 
LCpl Simon Sloman 
Sig Neil Frank 
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Q OPER TIO . 

233 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 801 

The quadron ha. become pretty thin on the ground \ ith a number 
of operation running concurrently. Cpl Power ha learnt that army 
life can't be all sunning it in Canada and has just helped to put Era to 
into Cro maglen . Crucible is now mo ing into top gear and will oon 
be joined by Brinton. eM week Te<:h Tp will tart receiving it extra 
technician -make ure you·re r"ady for some hard work. 
CO GAR ET i finally on it way Capt Simon Lunn, gts Keith 
Dunk, Ton} Wool11 ton, Hugh ulli•·an and Cpl George Lazenby are 
touring the unit making ure that the tran ition from old commercial 
radio to new proceed moothly. All the e change and the V Troop 
refurbi hment plan will ensure that 233 i more than ready to meet it 
task in the future. 

WHI KY TROOP 
COTT'S RE ENGE 

Report b) gt Phil colt 
One long, hectic night, the re 1 of 'B' hif1 de<:ided I \ ould go on 

a diet. Thu in tructed I informed them I would do o, at a price-I Op 
per pound lost (the monies collected to go to a charity of my choice). 
I hould have charged the SS 1 !Op per econd taken off my BFT 
time! After even week I had lost 36lbs and raised £125. It wa 
donated to the Paediatric Wing of the Li ue Ho pital in Lisburn. 

I would like to thank everyone who spon ored me, e pecially the 
ones who thought I might end up paying them-ii was worth it. 

Sgt Phil Scott hands over the cheque. Well done! 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
. May and !une have been turbulent months for W Tp with much to
mg and fro-mg of personnel. We wish bon voyage and best wishes for 
the futu~e to gt Bill tadius and family, Cpl Sally Alexander and 
LCpl Keith Walters , all destined for various pans of West Europe and 
LOA. Goodbye to gt 'Taff' Jones and family and Pte Pam haw 
both now sunning themselves in Cyprus:- put in a word for us all. And 
finally farewell to gt Bob leeman , off to jump out of planes again. 

A. very w~rm ~elcome to the new arrivals, S gt Dave Vince and 
family, gt Taff (not again) Carr, Sgt Paul Boland (escaped from 
Te~h. Tp), Cpl Ian McDermott and Pte Allison Hughes newly out of 
tra111mg. Welcome also to our roulement increment led by SSgt (For ) 
Bill Hughe , ably a sisted by Cpl Dave ' Kenny' Everett, Cpl Phil 
Walsh and Cpl Fearon 'Fez' ewell. 
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. UMMER CAMP 
The depar1ure of LI Margaret Roberts (welcome to Lt Denise 

Bould) meant !hat Lt Andrew Allman had 10 get out from underneath 
hi parachute and earn hi living. He organised an excellent ummer 
camp which enabled 18 people LO escape from 1he province each week 
for three weeks. With his brand new UEL certificate under his arm 
W02 (SSM) Pete 'Duke of York' Doherty led partie up and <low~ 
SnO\ ~on with . d~in back up !·rom Sgt Pete Szczesiak. Pony 
trekking, rock chmb111g and canoe111g were enthusiastically pur ued 
although Cpls Steve Barr and Baggy Bagshaw seemed to find it 
difficult to keep three poim of contact on a bar stool. An excellent 
lime wa had by all with volunteers, who had attended the fir t week 
going back for the last. Lt Allman, flushed with the success of hi~ 
camp, ha returned from sunning himself in Spain LO announce hi 
engagement : congratulation . 

Lt Andy Allman leads the merry band of Ptes Jill Brindle, Allison 
Bowers , Heather Downes, Annette Norman, Liz Lilly and Helen 

McElhinney 

VICTOR TROOP 
This period ha seen yet another enhancement of the Victor Troop 

computer. After numerous studies, proposals and counter proposals 
sufficient money wa wheedled out of the Ministry of Defence to 
enable some work to go ahead on bnngmg the ystem back to 11s 
original speed of operation. Thi involved a fairly major change to the 
hardware of the computer which was programmed to take place over 
a weekend. The sy tern wa run down at 0600 hrs on the Saturday 

Capt David Smith with Sig Davy Jones , ' Frank' Spencer, LCpl 'D
Day' Dawson, SSgt Alan Garvie , LCpl 'Brummy' Lawes, Cpl Steve 

Barr 
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morning and work commenced. The bulk of the wcrk was to be 
carried out by civilian contractors. Never a Troop to miss a trick, it 
was decided to hold the Troop barbecue on the Saturday night. Dut: 
to the system being down, with civilian contractor working on it, we 
were able to have all three shifts attending. The barbecue was a success 
and the upgrade was completed proving that in Victor Tp you can 
have your cake and eat it. 

COMMS TROOP 
At the end of June Echo Tp said farewell to Capt David Smith and 

Comm Tp got their garages back . Capt Smith has spent the last two 
years rebuilding a 1930's Morris Minor which he finally drove durin~ 
his last month here. It's now an immaculate vehicle (just like Comms 
Tp's). SSgt Garvie and his heavies moved back in but, not for long. 
Lt Andrew Allman arranged his own Troop Summer Camp, the 
annual outing to Portadown for 12 July and yet again Comms Tp 
provided IOOOJo communications. 

QUADRON SUMMER FETE: THE PAY OFF 
Having raised £2,000 at the Summer Fete, next came the big pay 

out: 
Park View School for mentally handicapped children - £500 
Lagan College intergrated school - £600 
Riding for the disabled (NI) - £ 100 
Lisburn Garrision playgroup - £100 
RNLI - £100 
Beaconsfield Nursing Home - £400 
Arthritis and Rheumatism Council - £200 

Congratulations and thank you to everyone who contributed. 

Capt Mike Ledwards presenting the cheque to Lisburn Garrison 
play group. We couldn't drag SSgt Taff Yates away from the 

plasticine 

ALL THOSE RANGE DAYS PAY OFF 
SSgt Gerry Nation was the top Corps pistol shot at Bi ley but, this 

was only the icing on top of the cake. The Squadron Shooting Team 
also won the Top Signals Target Rifle Team Cup and in the Corp 
SAM they won four trophies including the minor units. The 
Squadron's seven range days a month must be paying off, but, 
whatever happened in the falling plate? 

The victorious shooting team: SSgt Gerry Nati?n, Sig .K~v 
Newman, Sgt 'Batch' Batchelor, Cpl Ginge Baxter, Sig Dave P1th1e 
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AT LAST -RECOG JTIO"I Of 0 R \\ORK LO I> 
With seven Yeoman and four Traffic Officers there \\Cre some 

smiling faces at the though! of 1700 hrs knock off, bu!, thing\ ,,~re 
soon back to normal 

Capt Alan Dunbar replaced Capt John ichol'> and Capt David 
Wills replaced Capt David Smith, WOI (YofS) John Ha}cock 
replaced Dave Wright, W02 (Yof ) Rodger Child'> repla.:ed Geoff 
Gibson, SSgt (Yor ) Bob Smith replaced Tom Baldwin . Alas! 

The Traffic (Officers') Jam 

A crisis of Yeoman? Or, a spot the name tag competition 

SPORTI G SUCCESSES 
The Squadron forges ahead in the NI sporting cene. The cricket 

team won the I trophy, with one wicket left; Sgt 'Lofty' Wilker on 
hit the winning boundary. The WRAC girls, not to be outdone, won 
the inaugural I triathlon and fo llowed that victory with ucce in 
the I volleyball champion hip . 

COMMCEN TROOP 
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELL 

Apart from both the Tfc Officers and the Yeoman changing, we 
must also say farewell to SSgt Joe McKenzie, Sgt Gary Quick, Rick 
Sloggett (now king of the MT), Sgt (now SSgt) Gus Hale and Sig Tom 
White. 

We·welcome SSgt Stan Wise, Sgt John Bell, Sgt Hugh ullivan, ig 
Graham Keith, Jock tewart, LCpl Dek Painter, Pte Julia Harvey, 
Karen Ellis and Lauren Laithwaite. 

TROOP PARTY 
On Wedne day 2 July, a Troop party wa held in the Peake Inn, 10 

ay farewell to the Troop Yof and Troop taff ergeant. n 
excellent evening wa had by all and a big thank you to gt Ricky 
Sloggett and Cpl Tommy Brand for organi ing it. 

OUT AND ABOUT 
Over the la t few week a very lucky (e\\ have been able to ge1 out 

and do something ju t a little different. Pte Alice Downie pent two 
weeks mixing with the super tar at Wimbledon, Pte Amanda Jane 
has a three week's holiday in the Pyrenees, courtesy of 39 Bde Sig 
Sqn, and ig John MacNamara ha just returned from completing 
rage one of Ex Monte Bianco (unfortunately, John didn't gel selected 

for stage two, but I'm ure he 'II be there next year). 
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- News from Headquarters -

FO O. 2 
0 
21C 
Tech Adjt 
OC PIT 
0 R Tp 

M 
qn Cu todian 
QM 
qn MT NCO 

School of Signals 
Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

QN (TRIA ) 
Maj P eter Day 
Capt Mike G ilyeat 
Capt (fOT) Chris Payne 
Capt (f0T) Pete murthwaite 
Capt im()Jl Green 
W02 Ban y Gibbon 
WOI (YofS) Alan Doane 

gt tan tanley 
gt Keith Pammenter 

I TROD CTION 
Despite the image pre ented by the following report on the variou 

inter troop port competition, the Squadron ha been bu y at work. 
The OC has been seen behind hi desk at lea t twice and it ha been 
uggested , by the Tech Adjt, that his movemems would be an ideal 

te L fo r the forthcoming Per onal Locator Beacon Trial. o such 
trouble findi ng the 2IC, however, if he's not on the port field then 
he' probably in the office. The M and SQ 1S have al o been 
conspicuou by their absence. (Unlucky SS 1, you mi ed the day 
Tp turned in to work). Perhap the award for regular attendance 
should go 10 OC PTT. He can of course be ex cu ed, he i a new arrival 
and no doubt the football eason will change things . 

NEWS FROM RADIO TROOP 
At lea t the strength of the troop i increasi ng. We welcome Sgt 

(Yof ) Geoff Robinson, Cpl Paul Hollis, LC pls Mick Brown, Stevie 
Lovell , and ig Neil Callow and Alan Hutchcraft. Sadly we bid 
fa rewell to gt Davy Milne and hi wife Ann who moved aero s to TM 
Wksp . Keep the good reports coming Davy. 

June aw the troop in a summer mood , setting the ocial pace for 
L~e Squadron with a barbecue. Our thanks to Sgt Gordon Thur field , 

1g Dick Burek and Jane Green for all their work in providing a most 
enjoyable evening . 

In betwe~n the <?cial and sporting events trial haYe continued. gt 
Albert Allison assJSted by LCpl Geordie Tierney and Sig Charlie 
Wright , attached from 30 Sig Regt, have now completed work on the 
fi bre optic _cable. Their attachment provided the OC with a troop 
strength suitable 10 carry out his first parade with three ranks. 

. Cpl Mick Holli was rapidly introduced to tria ls work . Along with 
his team, LCpl Ros Rosney, Sig Dick Burek , eil Callow, Taff 
H_ug~es and ~artin Ho~t ~e has been exam ining the advantages of 
L1thwm batteries. The tnal 1 close to completion and one conclu ion 
with which they all agree i that the batterie take a long time 10 
discharge (Author's comment, You were lucky! Remember the days 
when you didn't have an automatic switch!)_ 

The remainder of the calendar is already penci lled in with trials and 
we !ook fo rward _Lo our summer leave before the hecric programme 
b~gms. A a parung gesture it is tim e to ay goodbye to Capt Mike 
Gllyeat and his wife Maggie again. Th is time away from the 
Squadron , to 10 Sig Regt at Wilton. 

DEVELOPMENT TROOP 
This month the Troop ays goodbye to three more of its dwi ndl ing 

ranks. ~pl Dave 'The bodge ' Galloway, old e tablished member of the 
Tro~p 1s finally leavi ng for pastures.new where uniforms are optional 
and 1f he ha~ hai r he could grow it. Cpl Sean Sander is on his way 
t<? sultry Belize and Cpl Ted Rennie is posted 10 Su nny Catterick for 
his Tl ceur e. We al o congratulate Ted and Sarah on their recent 
wedding. 

To r~place absent friends we have managed to purloin Cpl Pete 
n_derhrll , from the depths of 30 Sig Reg1. He passed his ' tria l' with 

flymg colours and has been accepted for a full tou r. T here is also a 
trong rumour that a girl is to be posted into the Troop, which event 

the chap look forward LO with a mixture of trep idation and 
anticipation. RSM R are tru ly than ked ! 

Cpl ' Action man ' anders and Cpl 'Death' McGrath have been 
continuing their competition to see who can be the most daring . They 
recently .completed co~r es in Hel icopter escape techniques a nd 
parachutmg. T he score 1s still , thank fully, nil-nil. 
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On the work ide, C1>l Buzz Walker 'Rent a tech ' . of PTARMI GA 
Trial Troop i making yet ano ther gue t appearance, having till not 
decided w~1ch Troop he belong to , wh ile gts Terry Toye a nd Brian 
Isaac co~unue to fight over who e turn it is to u e the computer. 

leanwhtle C pl Dorn McGrath remai ns 'comatose' after havmg 
received the new of hi T l entrance exam result ; An 'A' grade! Well 
done. 

On the pons front S gt (fof ) Eddie Harper has found a new 
hipma te in gt Pete ' e a relay' Smith and the pair have been 
prov1 ~g. very ucce ful ~I Corps dinghy ai ling event . Sgt Eric 
Bandit Thoma ha conunued to defy the law of science a t golf. He 

won the Bla ndford Garri on momhly medal , but is now complaining 
a hi handicap ha been reduced . ' 

O n a lighter note the Troop had an unexpected but welcome vi itor 
at our barbec~re in the shape of th~ OC: Sq n_. Maj Peter ' Biggies ' Day, 
who landed his aeroplane on the a1 rsmp adjacent to our fu nction . He 
rece.ives full mark for a perfect landing in a ra ther trong cros wi nd. 

Fmally the Troop conti nued to receive projects which vary in both 
complex_i ty an~ 'prio~ity' which ensure a po ting for the 
electromcally mmded will never be dul l. 

PTARMIGA TRIALS TROOP 
The lat of I (BR) Corps PTA RM IGAN in tallation have now 

pa ed through in ti me for Summer Sales. We now await the arrival 
of the 2 In f Di v 'packet' later th is year. 
. The Troop is now enjoying ucces on the port ing fie ld . Our re ult 
m the Inter Troop Competition have been heller than ex pected 
particularly a the Troop strength i only 11 a ll ranks (author' 
comment. HQ trength i on ly JO. R Tp a lso wanted to comment but 
I wouldn't let them). 

We are now very confident o f victory in the last event the 
"?lleyball. Still on port , WOl (YofS) Ala n Doane i busy prep~ri ng 
himsel f to take over as T ra ffic O ffice r at 16 ig Reg1. He can be fo und 
on the quash court or swinging a golf cl ub . 

We must bid farewell to C pl Matt Nutall off to his Tl course and to 
Cpl Kev Raistrick lO the cadre at 8 ig Regt. Congratula tion go to 
Cpl J ock Smith on the pre entation o f hi LS and GC by the 
. Commander, Brig J. H . Almonds. Finally well done Sgt Mal Lint on 
on his promotion to W02 sadly it include a move to HQ Sqn . T he 
Troop and Squadron than k you for all your effort th roughout your 
tour. 

Cpl Jock Smit h receiving his LS & GC me dal from the Comd Brig 
J . H. Almonds 
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STROOP 

As seen from our absence we arc being kept busy, contrary to 
cynical comments, and look forward to some leave in the near future . 

Since our last contribution there have been numerou~ change 
within the Troop. We bade farewell to Sgt J ohn Brice and h i~ wife 
Chris who have moved to civvy street. Farewell also to gt Clive 
Soutar who has moved on to 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig RcgL on 
promotion. We have also said goodbye to Cpl tuart Whyllle and his 
wife Jackie lO 6 Ord Bn. To all three we wish bon voyage. 

ln their places we welcome Sgt Greg Peddie and h i~ wife Elaine, Cpl 
Bob Platt, ig Taff O ' Keefe and his wi fe usana . We hope you a ll 
have a pleasant stay. 

Finally we congratu late C pl Ozzy Lindon on hi long awaited 
promotion and are glad he saw the funny side of the charge sheet, 
well , eventua lly. Well done! 

INTER T ROOP PORTS 
After some discussion, the 21C finally got the go ahead to organi e 

a repeal of last year's competit ion . There have been time. when , 
Troops have only just managed to raise a team but I'm sure all will 
agree, especia lly PTT, that these sports were a success, and well worth 
all the effort. 

FOOTBALL 
The first event was the match organised by SSgt Mal Linton . 

Despite the need for flippe rs and mask to combat the weather 
everybody entered into the spirit of the game. The performance by 
Cpl tan Sudron and ig Mick Hoyt for T Tp could have taught 
Torville and Dean a thi ng or two while C pl Garry Desborough a nd 
S gt (fofS) Harper who shared the role of goalkeeper for Dev Tp 
both provided surprisingly good performance . ttempts LO break 
PTT's obvious route to victory, with a gue t performance by W02 
(Butch) Maycock for Dev Tp, fai led and with a JOO OJo record they ran 
out winners. R Tp were second yet agai n wi th the other placings going 
to SHQ and Dev Tp respect ively. 

Cpl Ga ry Lee and SSgt (SQMS) Stan Stanley outnumber Cpl G~ry 
Waters, Sgt Eric Thomas , sitting t hinks _ it ' s a ll _too eas y w~1lst 

LCpl Taff Lewis looks uncomfortable without his hockey stick 

Cpl Sean Sanders a nd Sig Mick Hoyt join in combat whilst Sig 
Dick Burek , Cpl Stan Sudron, Garry Waters and Sig Ian Mac l eod 

look on 
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P.OCKEY 
The 21C had certain ly lou~ed at the long range weather torcca>t 

when planni ng thb event. He hadn't, however. comidt:red PT T to be 
a threat and was a bit shaken when held to a 0-0 dra'' in the fir t 
game. R Troop' s hopes of an improvement on second place were also 
dashed, when beaten 1-0 by Dev Tp, assisted by Cpl Gar) \\a te r~ . 
He cominued his goal sharing streak against SHQ but the opposition 
proved too strong. Two fine cricket strok es from ·gt Keith 
Pammenter prod uced a fi nal result of 3- 1 in favour o f SHQ. 'ow 
the maths began but another goalless draw for PTT against Radio rp 
confused the issue. The competition could po sibly be decided on the 
next game , R Tp v SHQ , it proved very close, Loo close fo r some, as 

ig Ian Macleod scored R Tps equa liser just after the fi nal \\hi~tle. 
SHQ had won fo r the second year, PTT had a run of goals in their 
fi nal match beat ing Dev Tp by 5- 1. The trophies were presented by 
the OC with a special mention for LCpl Jonah Jones who was 
commended on a fi ne performance. Our thanks to the umpire • \\02 
(RQM ) Eric Tai , W0 2 Barr~ Brown and C pl Keith Licence for their 
as i Lance th roughout the afternoon. 

ORI E, TEERI G 
The next stage of the competition wa the Inter Troop Orienteeri ng. 

The cour e, marked by gt Ma~ ne from 30 ig Regt (thank you), wa 
run as a score event. pre event jungle warfare course might have 
helped tackle the vege1ation particularly for Cpl Maggie McGrath . 

The first competitor home was the OC looking rather warm and 
uffering from one or two nettle stings. A steady tream of 

competitors, which included Jan White , follO\\ed in a similar 
condi tion. The good runner who kno'' the camp well completed the 
cour e \\ith very creditable times and the OC prt:sented the fo llowi ng 
prize : 
1st Cpl Buzz Wa lker 
2nd Cpl Torno Tomkins 
3rd gt Eric Thomas 

Overall winners PTT, again. 
A pecial ment ion must go to the persevering gt Gordon T hur ·field 

who ju t wouldn ' t give up. II he could do , when he e' entually 
finished , was to blame Jan for end ing him the wrong way ! 

BASKETBALL 
The penultimate event in the competition was the ba ketball , 

organised by gt Keith Pam ment er and refereed by gt Joe Pear on . 
A urprisingly high tanda rd was produced by all competitor 
although the tactics of some were considered a liule u pecL PTT 
again demon tra ted their agi lity wi nn ing all th ree game • de pue an 
aggre sive scare from SHQ and the organiser , and were again awarded 
the trophie . 

Wi th only the volleyball left to play it appear that PTT will be 
overall ' inner of the com petition although I am ure the other 
competitors hope to take th is fi nal event. 

ATHLETIC 
Yet again the Squadron produced a fine performance at the 

Regi menta l Sport Day. It was oon apparen1 that our main threat wa 
I Sqn (Trg Sp) who had mu tered the uppon of the S. CO students 
in I Wing. \\' ith the fi nal outcome hinged o n the ·4 100 relay it wa 
plea ing 10 ee the Squadron come home clear winners. 

A well as tak ing thi competition the quadron wa al o awarded 
the Standards Trophy, competed for in :\ilay. De pite lo ing the fi nal 
of the T ug-of-Wa r we cored a final victory over 1 Wing. They forgot 
their beer which wa gratefully accepted by the Squadron heavie . 

CO NCL IO, 
The pa t two mont h, have been very hectic , in more way t ha~ one, 

and the Squadron now look forward to the block leave. We will all, 
no doubt, return fu lly refreshed. ready to deploy on the ummer 
Camp and the bu y routine o f tria l which lie ahead of u . 
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News from Regiments-;~- ·· 

1 Q 
PER O, "ALITI 

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 32 

OC Capt Condie 
21C Capt Ma:1..well 
0 Eagle Tp Lt Griffith 
OC Fako.n Tp Lt Owen 
OC Hawk Tp gt Dave) 

M W02 (SSM/ O'Hara 
QM S gt Bruce 

FofS W02 (FofS) Kirkwood 
YofS W02 (YofS) Taylor 

A very bu y year for the quadron culminated in Ex Summer Sales 
in June/July. Thi exercise involved over 20 trunk node and wa one 
of the busiest for quite some time. The weather played it part in 
making thing difficult with temperatures rising ever higher and 
higher. At one point a temperaLUre of over 38°C was recorded in the 
back of the OSC vehicle-nobody knows if this was due 10 the 
weather or becau e the sub ets were overheating through constant u e! 

FolJowing Summer Sales, the Regiment departed for two weeks at 
Vogel ang for the annual Battle Camp. This was plit up in two phases 
with the fir t week devoted to range and site guard training and an 
Escape and Evasion exercise filJing the second week. 

We again won the a ault course competition, winning by a clear 
margin. There is talk that we must give the other Squadrons a chance 
next year and include some Officers' and SNCOs' in our team. 

Two thirds of the Squadron departed for site guard after the first 
week and I'm told that they had a really wonderful time. This year 
there seemed to be more people in hospital or bedded down at the site 
than actually on the guard itself. The rest, meanwhile, were giving the 
other Squadron a hard time as pan of the 'Hunter Force' on the 
Escape and Evasion exercise. A couple of people marked down for 
later assassination were SSM Bob 'we have ways of making you talk' 
O'Hara and Sgt Graham ' Body Searcher ' Reith. 

SPORT 
This year we went one better than last by retaining the hockey shield 

and winning the football shield. The hockey team were ably led by an 
old ~and (SS~t Syd Hayward) who had lots of young legs doing the 
runrung for him. 

. Congratulation~ to Sgt Churcher, Cpl Comyns, LCpl Littlefield, 
Sig K~vanagb, Sig Barton who went with Capt Maxwell to the 
Canadian base at Lahr and took part in and passed an unarmed 
combat instructors i;ourse. 

HELW'S, GOODBYES AND CONGRATULATIONS 
yve say farewell reluctantly to Cpl Weston (affectionately known as 

'Big A'). LCpl Kahn who goe into civvy street, (soon to be joined by 
Sgt Hayward). We wish him well in his new job on the market stalls. 
Cpl Smith, to t~e easy life in TM Tp. Cpl Evans on his Tl. LCpl 

Heffernan to 21 Sig Regt. Cpl Steele (still the largest Corporal in the 
Corps?) Cpl Watt (we will look after your cook house). 

We say hello and welcome to SSgt Dave Bradshaw and wife Uene. 
Congratulations to the following on their promotions-Cpl 

Brunto.n, LCpl ~illlefie!d, LCpl Elliot. Double congraLUlations to C pl 
~cWb1rter on his posting (on promotion) to 212 Sig Sqn and to his 
wife Angie on the birth of their daughter Kerry. 

2 SQN 
RISLEY 

. At the recent Royal Signals SAAM at Bisley Sig ' H' Harris proved 
him.self the number one in the Corps on the pistol. A marvellous 
achievement by any standards and especially so as Harris has been in 
the Army for only a year. 'H' joined us on a special one year 
ei:igag~m~nt from the Territorials and despite all our efforts to keep 
him 1t 1 to the TA he must return. All ranks offer their 
congratulations on his shooting achievements and wish this popular 
member of the Squadron best wishes for the future. 

EXERCI E DOUBLE DIAMOND 
In early ummer SHQ set out in a PRI minibus and a BFG'd 

Landrover for Mar~eille. The 1000 mile drive was the first stage of Ex 
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Double Diamond. Our eventual destination was the town of Calvi on 
the I land of Corsica. It had been our intention to walk the high level 
path called the GR 20. We oon di covered however 1hat the snowline 
was till too low for any hope of succe s. There were, however , many 
lower path which provided two weeks of interesting walking. The 
hills an~ valleys which, when viewed from a di tance looked beautiful , 
proved m close up, to be rugged and steep. In places the paths marked 
on the eight year old map had disappeared and the party had to 
follow mountain streams through the Maquis. This activity provided 
the elements of a challenge and danger necessary to make the training 
'Adventurous'. In one case 4Km took 6 hour . That particular 
journey will be remembered by those that were on it. 

The mountain vi llage had an old world charm where the friendly 
inhabitant provided us with food and wine. Our last resting place was 
Calvi which wa a small leepy seaport which seemed perfect for a 
final night out before the marathon journey back to Verden. Alas an 
entire battalion of the French Foreign Legion had also decided to have 
a night out in the still small, but no longer sleepy, town . It was an 
interesting night! The team survived and started the return journey 
via ice, the following day. ' 

Ex Double Diamond 
Capt Bob Cousins , Cpl Steve Kemble, Sig Ian Nelson, Cpl Phil 

Parker, Sgt Roy Gratton, Capt Ian (Adjt) MacKenzie 
Sig Hamish Hall01.'."'ay, !ony Brook, Mark Carroll, LCpl Jerry 

Browning , Sig Billy McCoag , Phil Moon 

EXERCISE ROVER DIAMOND 
Rover Tp this year went off to Bavaria for their Troop adventure 

training exercise. The exercise was commanded by Lt Duncan Warne 
and w~s ~ased on the Regimental Hut at Moosbach. Despite some 
rather indifferent weather at startex the activities went ahead. Those 
included windsurfing, hill walking and rock climbing. A break at the 
weekend saw the Troop in Munich for an 'educational' and 'cultural' 
visit. Unfortunately the mini-bus was placed under close arrest in a 
multi-storey car park which forced the Troop to remain overnight in 
Munich! 

COMPETITIONS 
The Squadron has been well to the fore in recent compeuuons 

involving teams from the Regiment including the Brigade Squadrons. 
Results have been as follows:-

Regimen~3:1 Skill at Arms-Winners pistol, SMG, runners up SLR 
overall poslllon second. 

Regimental March and Shoot-Winner best team. Overall position 
second. 

Page Trophy-Winners Swimming, Winners Volleyball overall 
position third. 

Battle Camp Assault Course-second. 
Battle Camp Sports Competition-first at last! 
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EXERCI E WESTERN WINDS 
The la t two weeks in July involved moving to Vogelsang on the 

Belgian b?rder for !3~ttle Camp. Week one w~s taken up with ranges, 
general m1htary training and preparauon for site guards which involve 
1, 2 and 3 Sqns in the next two months. Week two heralded the start 
of an escape and evasion exercise and involved the majority of 2 and 
3 Sqn men being held in a low cage. The joys of the cage so impressed 
the prisoners that many resolved not to return to the Regiment at any 
cost-although some sadly did! Having escaped with no food, water 
or equipment (in most cases) the ex-prisoners had to live by their wits 
for three days, meeting agents at R V's and avoiding capture. The 
majority did just that and the stories brought back improve with each 
telling. 

A splendid barbecue was held during the two weeks training where 
a good time was enjoyed by everyone. 

ARRIVAL / DEPARTURES 
July and August seems to be a favourite time for departures . Some, 

of course, are happier than others abou1 leaving but all will be missed. 
We wish those departing (too many to name) good fortune to follow 
and hope their reliefs will have an enjoyable and rewarding tour with 
us. 

3 QN 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
21C 
OC Oscar 
OC November 
OC Line 
SSM 
SQMS 
Yeoman 
Foreman 

Maj D. J. El on 
Capt M. P. Wise 
Lt . Felton 
SSgt G. K. Froggett 
Lt A.G. Hill 
W02 (SSM) H. C. Britton 
SSgt (SQMS) P. Macfarlane 
S gt (Y ofS) R. Tate 
SSgt (FofS) I. Hugill 

EXERCISE HIGHLAND MALT II 
What a surprise, May began as most months do, with an exercise. 

This particular one was the latest of the Regimental PTARMIGA 
Exercise's. It ran quite well, but had to be shortened for a far more 
important event, the famed Verden Garrison Saddle Club Hor e 
Show. 

VG C HORSE SHOW 
2Lt Alan 'Sheets' Hill and his merry band of horse fanciers once 

again set to work to build this equestrian extravaganza. ig Mick 
'Jigs' Dutton took to the arena as the Squadron's answer to Harvey 
Smith, with mixed results. TM Tp provided the bar facilities which did 
much to improve the quality of the riding. The enjoyment of the Cup 
Final was also enhanced. Despite the best efforts of the weather the 
weekend was a great success, enjoyed by all who took part. 

EXERCISE HURST PARK 
Ex Hurst Park provided a further opportunity to trial the 

Regiments deployment and Headquarters set-ups. Several new options 
were tried and some interesting observations were made. One uch 
observation was SSgt Michael 'Geordie' Dobson standing in a river 
claiming he was breaking in his new boots. 

EXERCISE SUMMER SALES 
This event was the parting shot of S gt (YofS) R. G. 'Jock' Allan, 

who has now gone to PIU on promotion to W02. His successor, the 
unlucky SSgt (YofS) R. 'Hair Bear' Tate was well and truly thrown 
in at the deep end. Despite the constant moving of location the World 
Cup was followed with great interest and despite a power failure 
during the final which cau ed much disappointment, wa an attractive 
interlude. The exerci e was declared a ucce s. 

NEW ARRIVALS 
Welcome to YofS Robert Tate and his wife Christina, Cpl Harry 

'McGregor' Smith, Nick 'Admin' Polmear, Michael 'Geordie' Hogg 
and last but not least Sig Adrian Simms. 

PROMOTIONS 
Congratulations 10 W02 (Yof ) Ronnie Allan on hi recent 

promotion and to C pl am Slade on his second tape. 
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PERSONALITIES 

201 Sig Sqn (22 Armd Bde) 
BFPO 30 

OC Maj D. J. Wills 
21C Capt S. J. Turnbull 
OC A 2Lt M. G. Billingham 
OC B Lt S. Croft 
SSM W02 (SSM) Boyle 
YofS W02 (YofS) Sykes 
FofS SSgt (FofS) Doti 
Chief Clerk gt Jones 

After a busy and successful exercise season culminating with Ex 
Stags Head/Ex Hurst Park and Ex Summer Sales the Squadron is 
turning its thoughts to the summer with military, physical and 
adventure training coming to the forefront. 

LANG MANHOF MARCH 
Once again this year, the Squadron entered an 11 man team for the 

65Km Langsmanhof March which is organised by the Dutch Army 
and incorporates the Hohne Range Road . 

The team, led by Lt tephen Croft and SSgt (FofS) Willie Doti, 
continued the Squadron tradition by beating all other teams by several 
hours; this despite the delay caused by the route being used by aircraft 
as a take off and landing site during the competition. This happened 
twice and on the second occasion some 55Kms into the march (or was 
it run?), being stopped for some 15 to 20 minutes while the aircraft 
landed , some creaking of limbs' and joints was clearly audible! 

Special mentions go to: Pte Andy Waite-our latest RPC member 
who 'volunteered' for the team, on the afternoon prior to the event, 
after an injury in the Squad (welcome lO the Squadron), Cpl Kev 
Baxter and Sig Lance Croasdaile. who were on the march last year and 
actually knew what they were letting themselves in for, Cpl 'Tich' 
Wright, who almost drowned when the heavens opened in the last 
2Kms of the march, and last but not least, Cpl 'Dusty' Miller, LCpl 
'Nuts' Nuttall, Sig David Dewar and Warren Fegan who didn't know 
what they let themselves in for but did it anyway! 

A very pensive Lt Stephen Croft contemplating the trophy (and 
possibly his knee caps) 
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The Langsmanhof Team in full sw ing : 'S low down men , we are in 
a n 80Km limit ' 

PRESENT A TIO, OF LS & GC MEDAL 
Congratulation go to <;pl John Chivers of Alpha Tp on rece iving 

the J-S & ~C !\1edal w~1ch wa p re ented to him by Brig A. A. 
Demson-Sm1tb MBE dunng hi RU vi it w the quadron. 

Cpl John_ Ch iver~ being presented the LS & GC Medal by Brig A. 
A. Denison-Smith . SSgt Clive Tepielow and the SSM look on 

ROYAL IG. AL AAM 
fter their succe a th~ Minor Uni ts Champions in the Di v 

SAAM , the Squadron Shooung_ i:eam \\ent to Bi ley fo r 1he Corps 
S~AM an~ managed . t.o come JOinl second with 39 In f Bde in the 
~m~r Umts Compeuuon . The team returned with three trophic 
\\~1:mng the Has el .Trophy, ~he ~ER Cup and the be t non-Royai 
S~ .. nals shot won _by Cpl _Chns Rix RPC. In addition they were the 
highest BAOR. ~1inor Umt at Bisley. 

Congratulations go to Cpl Chris Rix and Cpl John Levins who have 
been selccte~ for the Corps Team in the RA Championships. 

The remamder 01 the team were ig tevc Ross 'Tiny' Purnell Ivan 
Ba~ford and Pte 'Taff' Avaient. ' ' 
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HELMS CO R E BRITI H WESER YACHT CL B
A 1"1 IDE REPORT 

I_n _order to ~~in ome ailing experience for the everal adventure 
training exped1 t1ons the quadron is mounting this year, gt John 
Benne.ti took seven would-be mariner to the BWY at ienbu rg. 

While tent. were erected. \IC were ad vi ed tha1 our in truc1or had 
been po ted! Sgt leve Pallent , LC pl S)·mmo Symons and Sig Adam 
Jacques had 'dabbled' before. Sgl John Bennett put them in a Bosun 
pointed them in the ri_ght direct ion and let them loo e. Then Cpls Nick 
Wat on and J ohn Chivers, LCpl tevie P hillips and Pte Phil Bu rrows 
piled into a Wayfarer with gt John Bennett to learn the ropes (sorry ' 
sheet. ) . After many successful and not so ucces fu l anempts a; 
teenng they were allowed to try their hand in a Bosun of their own 

~vhe.re, under the eagle eye of the leader, they learned to sai l around 
in circle . . 

On Wedne day they managed to " con' (sorry, enl ist) the aid o f Mr 
Andy Broadhurst a an In tructor; he wa on holiday while waiting to 
ent~r the Army. _When they found he wa joining the Corps as an 
Officer he c~me in for lot ~f leg pulling . He promplly got his own 
back by making them do capsize dnll , du ring which C pl John Chiver!t 
and LCpl Y~.mo . ymo_n managed to fa ll ou t of the boat without 
actually cap 1z111g n , as intended . 

After fiv~ eventful days , ' hich included being stuck on the mud 
(often~. losing paddle a nd causing other ailor to abandon their 
boat in earch of afety, they finally reached the final test. 

The tan o f the day . aw a _gentle breeze a they sai led edately 
ar~und the buoy . Then It was time for ' man overboard' dril l. At this 
poin_t , the heavens clouded over a nd a hurricane force wi nd blew 
caus1~g utter chaos. However, de pite having to abandon the test th~ 
examiner announced he was ati fied and everyone returned to H~hne 
fully fledged ovice Helmsmen. 

Outst~nding Opportunfties--
Applied Data Systems Limited is expanding rapidly 
and needs a number of first class executives and 
engineers who are completing their service with the 
army. 

We are looking for sales, production and technical 
executives who are prepared to work at weekends 
where necessary and build a 'second to none' 
reputation for efficiency with our clients. 

They must be capable of leading and motivating and 
be fully cognisant with telecommunications and 
computer technology. 

We are also looking for installation and maintenance 
engineers who are experienced and hard working and 
prepared to work at weekends. 

Very good terms and conditions will be offered to 
suitable candidates whose qualities must include total 
loyalty, honesty and dedication to furthering the 
good reputation of the company, apply to: 

CAPTAIN (TOT) D. ROTHERHAM RET'D 
APP~IED DATA SYSTEMS LTD, NORTH HOUSE, 
NORTH STREET, CARSHALTON. 
SURREY SM5 2HW 
TELEPHONE: 01 647 6626 
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207 Sig Sqn (7 Armd Bde) 
BFPO 37 

Start ing with the ' Low Key' Ex Summer Sales held in June and July 
we quickly progressed lo the ' Non Tac' Ex Medicine Ra/ during which 
ome of the Squadron practised digging a gun pit as an R & R activity. 

July was rounded off wi th 1he annual trip to Vogelsa ng for a week on 
the range hosted by I ADSR. Rumours were ri fe that omeone ha<l 
forgo1len to bring the ammunition . 

Somehow A Tp managed lo fi t a week 's Sum111er Camp into the 
programme and enjoyed a week in Moosbach Bavaria. At some stage 
one of 2Lt Nick Coldrcy's eyebrow went mi sing but everyone 
rc1urned lO camp on time. 

ew arrivals include Sgt Kevin Lodge who has taken over as Tp 
S g1 B Tp, and S gt Bas Palmer who ha. 1a ken over from Sgt Fred 
Ki rk in A Tp . Capt T ony Rock has seuled in as 2IC and 2Lt Nick 
Coldrey i lO be congratulated for winning a year' extension in 
Soltau . 

Also to be congratulated, the OC, Maj J . M. Shaw MBE, on hi 
award of the MBE, for services in Berlin . 

SPORTI G ACHIEVEM E T 
This year, the popular sport eems to be Board Sailing and ' M 

Bailes and gt Lodge are to be congratulated on coming first and 
founeenth respecti vely in the Royal Signal individual championship . 
We now need a third man to make up the team and win 1he event. 

The Red Rat Run ners organised by C pl Bill Bunning have been 
winning prizes for the station by competing in the local ' Volkslauf' 
but so fa r a ll prizes have been for the biggest team entered rather than 
for the best. Look ing ahead Sgt Charlie 0 ' eil has started organi ing 
the station and Squadron Rugby side . 

Sgt Dave Forbes promises great rewards for hi cross country team. 
now going into training, e pecia lly as we now have our own cros 
cou ntry trip . 

Finally Yeoman Drake is congratulated on winning the 7 rmd Bde 
Sig Sqn Missing Link Award . His ci1ation read 'for loitering around 
operators!'. 

Sig Eddlestone , Moore and Olive r looking sl ightly anxious be fore 
abseiling 

."\ ... ~. .. ' 
' 

A Tp demonstrate their watermanship capabilities 
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212 Sig Sqn (12 Armd Bde) 
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EXERCISE SUMMER SALES 86 
RN VISITORS 
Rep ort by W02 D. Wright BEM 

The River Weser in the heart of the I (BR) Corps area of West 
Germany rang to the sound of the hornpipe recently as three Royal 
Navy senior ratings from the Naval Communications School HMS 
Mercury, near P ortsmouth, visited Ex Summer Sales 86. The visit was 
hosted by the Squadron who were tasked with providing the 
communications fo r the Control Headquarters for the I (BR) Corps, 
annual Command Post Exercise. Based at Hameln in tented 
accommodation, the visitors, all Petty Officer Instructors, were 
Wendy Lilley, 'Jumper' Collins and ' Foxy' Fowler. After a somewhat 
brief introduction to the new battlefield tru nk communication system, 
PTA RM IGAN, the bemused 'matelots' were invited to test their skills 
a Radio Controllers. T his met with a somewhat mixed reception and 
prompted a furt her invitation from the Wavell computer processor 
operator LCpl Mac McDermott who seemed determined to teach the 
Navy the intricasies of floppy discs and bubble memories. 

Visits were made to Brigade and Divi ional Headquarters deployed 
tact ically in the fie ld where they became acquainted with that famous 
Saville Row tailor's dream , the ' Noddy' (NBC) suit. Their views on 
that and the five star tented accommodation and bedding were not 
recorded. However, the physical well being of the individuals wa not 
fo rgotten, at least not by the YofS W02 Dave Wright who frequently 
encouraged Foxy, Wendy and Jumper to accompany him on his early 
morning runs, only to be repeatedly di appointed. Perhap it was 
because of the pala tial accommodation , or even the com fort of the 
camp beds. Whatever it was, they were exceptionally single minded in 
thei r refusal to take part in anything that required making a physical 
effort . Further links were fo rged with Portsmouth when the Brigade 
received the Portsmouth based Marconi Scimitar Frequency Hopping 
Radios. This intriging rad io concept was explained in some depth to 
the visitors who seemed impressed, if somewhat envious of the 
equipment , but not the working environment. 

It was a worthwhile exercise. The aim of introducing a degree of 
Army/ R in ter-action was achieved and the visitors obviously 
enjoyed the programme. There will we hope, be a reciprocal visit in 
the near future with the ' P ongoes ' all at ea, or at least some of them. 

OSCAR TROOP 
Report by Lt Richard Giles 

T he last two months have seen the Troop spending very little time 
in barracks as a result of Ex Zodiac Challange, Ex Hurs1 Park, Ex 
Summer Sales and Adventure Training. Congratulations go lO Sgt 
Kevin Bowker on his recent promotion and commiserations in having 
to move to Verden . Congratulations also to LCpl Jame 'Geordie' 
Whittaker on his promotion. The Troop also welcomes Sig Craig 
Dowdle, Phil Jennings and Steve Preece. You've-joined the best! 

TELS WORKSHOP 
Report by SSgt Grist 
Ex Summer Sales came and went with more off pitch activity than on . 
Eagle-eyed vi itors to the ERV (Extremely Relaxed Vehicle) noted on 
the highly efficient and professional handover/ takeover of shifts. 

I. Wake gt ' the wren are with me' Holden up: 2. Put kettle on: 
3. Repeal I: 4. Repair OC' headset: 5. Check shift going off duly 
for sunburn: 6. Repeat I: 7. Handover and sign for swimming trunk 
8. Pump up tyres on duty bike. 

The Line Section were out and about in the town two weeks before 
the re t of the Squadron and were ve ry busy every night enhanci ng the 
Corps reputation. Cpl Bill 'scarface' McKelvie heard briefing his men 
'OK lad only one each now' . ig ' natty' Nattress rep lied 'What only 
one 10 pack each?' Sig 'Jamie' Jameson and 'Higgy' Hignet (in 
unison) ' o he means minute per I 0 pack' . 

ARRIVALS AND DEPART RES 
Welcome to LCpl Andy 'Frank Bruno' Ferrer from 8 Sig Regt and 

Goodbye to Cpl Gary 'The Twins' Brook , away to I ADSR and 
thanks for all the fi h. 

QUADROi AILING CO RSE 
Report by Lt Richard Giles 

During May, eight adventurou member of the quadron took 
their life in their hand and pent a week at the Dummer ee Yacht 
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LCpl Dave Hart sailing a Topper 

Club learning to ail. The in truction was carried out by Cpl igel 
'Can I do a PRE on thi dinghy' Dunnell and LCpl Tony Ager. The 
weather was pent in beautiful sunshine, \ ith Cpl Ero! 'Spick ' 
Bekret finishing the week with the be t tan and Sig Ginge' Duncan 
failing to get beyond the red Lage. Apart from unbathing the course 
included a fair amount of ailing, both in single handed dinghie , 
topper and double handed dinghies, bosun . The wind became quite 
trong on a number of days and LCpl Dave 'O,•er I go again' Hart 

became an expert a1 cap izing a topper. 
t the end of the week Cpl Erol Bekret and LCpl Dave Hart were 

ready to take their RY A Elementary A ses ment, which they both 
pas ed; Congratulations. Cpl reve Clarke, ig Jeremy 'Ashey' 
A hcroft and ig Ginge Duncan were proficient enough by the end of 
the week to sail a dinghy on their own . . . without causing too much 
damage! 

TO BED OR NOT TO BED 
Report by ' gt Yeoman 

'Forgive and Forget'-not a chance muttered W02 ( M) Glen 
Harwood ' Revenge will be mine'. 

Ex Hurst Park-The Saga Begins-After a hard day in the 
field the SSM returned to the disused Amusement Park which was our 
main location. yearning for a couple of hours sleep in hi luxury 
detached 9 x 9. Unknown to him the lads (with only the SSM's 
comfort and afety in mind!) had suspended the tent (complete with 
bed and Micky Mouse alarm) some 20 feet in the air. After much 
bribing (promises of I 0 packs) the tent wa finally returned to earth 
intact, (much to the di gu t of Cpl Graham Westall and LCpl Tim 
Hopkins who favoured ju t cutting the rope). The SSM retired, 
dreaming of suitable revenge! 

REVENGE IS SWEET 
Several weeks later, under the flimsy pretence of a routine kit 

check, the Squadron paraded under the direction of a smiling SSM . 
Five minute later resplendent in the latest designer man at Q & M 
Sport wear they were plit into teams and provided with beds by the 
Troop Officers. After a quick jog down to the local canal they were 
met by Cpl George Doherty complete with a tug-of-war rope stretched 
aero the river. 

ot sa tisfied with thi little diversion , a bed race over the river wa 
wiftly organi ed, watched by the SSM and Squadron Officers . 

Suffice it to say that the OC, Maj Jon Henderson and the Troop 
Officers, Mr Giles and Mr Hunter and a still smiling SSM soon joined 
the lad (somewhat unceremoniously) in the river!. . . Nice one Sir! 

~OPERATORS 

'/ / 

When you 
leave the 
Services ... 

Contact the Three Tees Agency 
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street 
The Three Tees Agency seNes 6 ,000 companies and deals solely 
with vacancies for Telephone. Telex. and Teleprinter Operators. 
You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice and guidance 
on employment prospects in the commercial world of 
Telecommunications. If you are rusty. we can give you the opportunity 
to brush up your operating and also familiarise you with commercial 
roul1nes and equipment. and then guide you to the right job. 
permanent or temporary. In some cases resettlement courses are 
available for those seeking permanent employment in the Greater 
London area. ~ 111e 

T 111ree Tees Ca//, write or telephone 
A tel 110 Fleet Street EC4 01-353 3611 

TheTeamtoTrusl .____g_e_n_cy __ L ___ 12_4_R_eg_e_n_t s_tr_e_et_w_1_0_1-_73_4_0_36_s _ __J~ 
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2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
York 

FAREWELL TO BRUIN 
Report by SSgt Jim Graley 

With the onset of PTARMIGAN later this year, a dinner was held 
in the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess, just before our final BRUIN 
exercise, to say farewell to a system that ha served us well for a 
number of years. After dinner, entertainment was provided by the 
SNCOs from Commcen Fox, ably a si ted by M Troop technicians. 
A variety of costumes were produced, bravely sported by the 
following cast: 
Author ) 
Producer ) gt Jim Graley 
Stage Director) 
Song Writer ) 
Narrator W02 (SSM) Sandy McLean 
Semaphone Operator) 
and ) Sgt Neil Wadey 
C4 1 ) 
Despatch Rider) 
and ) Sgt Dunc Pettigrew 
C50 ) 
C70 gt Dennis Jevon 
Al Halloway Sgt Al Halloway 
Bruin the Bear S gt Benny Grossmith 
The Hill S gt Keith Essam 
The Thought SSgt Martin Altham 
PTARMIGAN SSgt (YofS) Mal Ball 

The rehearsal proved a bit subdued and embarrassing, but come the 
night all went well. Soon, all inhibitions were gone and the cast 
bounded on and off stage with great enthusiasm . The performance 
ended with the arrival of Mal Ball in his PTARMIGAN extravaganza 
and BRUIN then left to a rousing chorus of 'Good-bye BRUIN You 
are Leaving', shown in our accompanying photograph. 

The Sergeants' Mess choir with a rousing chorus of 'Goodbye 
Bruin You are Leaving' 

ODE TO BRUIN 
In days of old 
So the story's told 
People spoke with flags 
But during battle this caused hassle 
and so came despatch bags 

These weren't satisfactory 
And also got the boot 
So we progressed to wireless 
Now wasn't that a hoot 

The wireless came in various for ms 
As progress made them better 
But the generals still weren't happy 
It was quicker to send a leuer 

Then one great and glorious day 
Some had a thought 
We need better comms they said 
A system of a sort 
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We need automatic telephones 
Teleprinters, bids and rnch 
All joined together by radio 
If it doesn't cost too much 

With Comcens and Comheads spread around 
Now see what we're doin' 
We'll slap it all together 
And call the beggar Bruin 

The great day dawned and Bruin came 
And with it came our A l (Halloway) 
A l met Bruin in Germany 
And soon had made a pal 

Bruin was a funny creature 
The Comcens lived on hills 
The Comheads lived in villages 
They thrived on herfy pits 

Bruin came with funny names 
Like Uniform, Sierra and Fox 
All had a part in the system 
In Germany on a hill in a box 

Now Bruin 's ge//ing on a bit 
Like Al age has took it's toll 
They came dnd will go together 
Please God rest their souls 

C41, C50, C70 
Radios that came and passed 
Even Tare and Tari/ 
Are about to breathe their last 

We'll miss the whirrs and clunks and clinks 
ow it 's out of date 

And the most used phrase in Bruin 
There's a hole on level eight 

But on this night of sadness 
There is a note of cheer 
For with the passing of Bruin 
PTARMIGAN is here 

Goodbye Bruin you are leaving 
We're not sad to see you go 
20 years we have known you 
Through the hail and rain and snow 

The flightless bird has come to put you 
Out to pasture with our friend (Al) 
He was there when you first started 
And you've sent him round the bend 

Goodbye JO pairs and C50 
Farewell bid 200 too 
You have caused a lot of heartache 

ow we move to something new 

No more si//ing on a hilltop 
PT ARM/GAN is here to stay 
We hope it doesn't lay an egg now 
We have sent you on your way 

Goodbye Bruin you are leaving 
We're not sad to see you go 
20 years we have known you 
Through the hail and rain and snow 

(Sung to the tune of Dolly Grey) 

NEWS FROM 1 SQN 
THE YORK RAIT RACE 
Report by SSgt Jim Graley . . . . 

The York Raft Race is a yearly fund-ra1 mg event m aid of the 
RNLI and the big day thi year was 7 June. Initial re pon e for 
volunteer wa tremendou and I had visions of a large fleet of I Sqn 
raft sailing in formation down the River ~use. When . it. was 
discovered that ome hard work was involved m actually bu1Jdmg a 
raft, enthusia m quickly waned and in the event there were only three 
entries! 
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The Roamin' Chariot crewed by Capt John Gale, W02 ( SM) 
and) McLean, gt (YofS) Mal Ball, gt (PFofS) Jim Gralel. Sgl 

Denni Je,on and gl Irene Lock'lrnod . 
The Bounty crewed by gt Clh·e (Blackbeard) Blackburn, LCpls 

Brad Hartne), Porky Rolfe, Cpl John Nesbitt, Sig Kev Garth, LCpl 
Taff hane and ig Benn~ Benson. 

A Raft crewed by 2LI David Whimpenny, Cpl Pele Harris, LCpls 
Ian Harri on, Dixie Dixon, Cal Richardson. Mac MacKie and Sig 
Flub Han·ey. 

The Roamin' Chariot crew, led by the OC 1 Sqn, Capt John Gale, 
paddle their chariot down the River Ouse to finis h behind 

Blackbeard's crew who boarded them at the finish 

The Roamin' Chariot was constructed by Sgt (YofS) Mal Ball and 
SSgt Jim Graley with the odd bit of help from the rest of the crew. 
Rumour has it that Sgt Dennis Jevons actually put a screw in, but 
this was never confirmed by eye witnesse . Based on four ton chariot 
inner tubes, the raft was eventually pieced together with old MFO 
boxes, a lick of paint and the obligatory masking tape. The oil-drum 
and angle iron of The Bounty was welded together under the stem (!) 
gaze of SSgt Clive (Blackbeard) Blackburn . The Bounty finished up 
as a very robust raft bristling with cannon and flying the Jolly Roger. 
A Raft was built by 49 Bde Sig Tp. No one actually gave this 
magnificent craft a name, probably because it wa n't expected to stay 
afloat long enough for a naming ceremony. Flot.ation was achieved by 
oil-<lrums which after one or two design amendments began t0 
resemble night watchmen's braziers. 

The day of the race arrived and the motley crews assembled in 
various forms of dress . 'Admiral' Clive Blackburn took up station 
amidships and, with a wave of his beer can, ordered his band of 
'fierce' pirates to sink everyone in sight. Fortunately, they totally 
ignored him as usual. The Bounty took a small departure from the 
race in order to ferry gl Mos Wright (back up team) from one bank 
of the river to the other. Having a choice of two sides of the river, 
Mo s, of cour e, chose the wrong one and got thoroughly soaked on 
the way across. 

Aboard The Roamin' Chariot SSgt (YofS) Mal Ball wa quickly 
removed from a paddling position, after soaking the OC, Capt John 
Gale and relegated to chariot driver and beer distributor. Some say 
this was a carefully worked ploy, learned on the YofS Course, to 
e cape work. 

2LI David Whim penny and his band of scantily clad 'females' oon 
realised, as expected, that their raft was making plans to transfer t0 
the submarine fleet. This was quickly rectified by the bravery of 2Lt 
Whimpenny and ig Flub Harvey taking to the freezing waters of the 
Ouse to pull and push the raft along. 

All three rafts made it to the finish eventually with The Roamin' 
Chariot bringfog up the rear. The Roamin' Chariot was boarded just 
after the finish by Blackburn's Brigade which resulted in some very 
damp Roman togas and a shoeless and very damp Cleopatra! A good 
day was had by all and £250 was raised for the RNLI. 
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The Bounty c rewed by SSgt Clive (Blackbea rd) Blackburn and his 
merry band prepare to set off down the River Ouse on the annual 

York Raft Race 

Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for 

CHILDREN 

CONVERTIBLE WHOLE 
LIFE 

CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX 

EDUCATION ENDOWMENT 

LOW COST AND FLEXIBLE 
ENDOWMENTS FOR 
HOUSE PURCHASE 

MORTGAGES ARRANGED 

RETIREMENT POLICIES 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING: 
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit. 

Home Insurance with full cost replacement. 
Motor Competitive rates, Home and Foreign . 

B .. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INSURANCE BROKERS 

11 King Street, Richmond, N. Yorks DL 10 4HR 
Telephone: (0748) 2308 

Members of 
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~-----If yN.y~·~J~----., 
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J 210 Sig Sqn (24 Inf Bde) 
Catterick 

CCX 
tXHCI> 

PERSONALITIES 
0 
21C 
AO 
Trg Offr 
OC 0 Tp 
OC P Tp 
SM 
Yof 
FofS 
SQMS 

HELLO A D GOODBYE 

Maj Paddy Crowley 
Capt David Burden 
Capt Ray Briant 
Lt Huw Wareham 
LI Garry Mason 
2Lt Andy Fletcher 
W02 Mick Pawlak 
W02 Mick Taylor 
SSgt Bob icholson 
SSgl Mick Campbell 

The Squadron escape committee would like to say farewell and give 
it best wishes for the future to: Cook Sgt John Wykes , our ma ter 
burner who leaves us on promotion for BATUS, Canada; Our Pay gt 
Pete Rivett who leaves us for MCTC Colchester (we think a 
permanent staff); gts St u Rickard and Robbo Robinson who leave 
the Corps after 22 years service; Cpls Polly Perkins, 'Arry' Harrison 
and Alan Oakman and finally LCpl Kev Tierney and Dave Lilliman . 

At the same time we would like to welcome Lt How Wareham and 
2Lt Andy Fletcher, bringing the number of Sqpadron Officers up to 
six (never have so few been led by so many). Sgt J?ave. Morri~ ~ur 
new Cook Sgt, Sig Andy ' Bamber' Gaskell , Paul 'W1ldthmg' W1ld1sh 
and finally to Sig Mark J ones and Clive Whitehouse who, alt~ou~h 
they have been in the Squadron several months, have spent time in 

Cyprus, Germany and Penhale. Readers will be glad to know that they 
are now on the RP Staff. 

SAFE AND SKILLED DRIVING COMPETITION 
EXERCISE RUFF RIDE l 

With Ex Flying Falcon behind us it was time to enjoy ourselve on 
the Annual Safe and Skilled Driving Competition, aptly named Ex 
Ruff Ride 2. . . . 

This year we began with the road drive. It was run on a similar basis 
to Rally Motor Sport using the all too familiar map reading terms; 
Tulips, Trace and Grid Reference. Sig Martin and Kenny were 
observed having trouble trying to find the •nowers' whil t plotting the 
route . It was said that Sgt (Fof ) Bob ichol on and W02 (S M) 
Mick Pawlak had already booked their leave for next year. 

The competition ended on Gandale B?wl Tr~ining Are~ after the 
cross country drive. Oscar Tp took a creditable first place. w11h HQ Tp 
:;econd (the organisers) and Papa Tp third. Congratulat1ons mu t go 
to Cpl Chippy Davies and LCpl Sy Wallis for picking up the Best 
Overall Team Award . 

INTER TROOP SWIMMING COMP ETITION . . 
As part of the Squadron Super ~roop award. the ' 11nm111g 

competition was held in the Garn on Sw1mmmg pool. The 
competition was expected to be clo e due to the lack of notable 
swimmers in any of the Troops . 

All the Troops entered full teams with HQ having to u e ome 
member everal times due to personnel on leave. It wa noted that 
there was an absence of designer swimwear, not mentioning any 
names! 

All the usual races were wum, with the exception of the butterny 
to the relief of the Squadron. T here was one relay race that proved an 
endurance test for ome teams, wit h competitor having to wim in 
denims and PT Yest. Sig Wildish tried to drink the pool dry but failed 
miserably. . . 

Oscar Tp won the competition convinci ngly amid cries of 'fix' a ll 
was organised by Cpl Oakman of Oscar Tp. T he trophy was presented 
by Maj Crowley to the team captain of Oscar, LCpl 'Maradona' 
Higgins . 

Our thanks go to all the official who helped make the competition 
a success. 

INTER TROOP BASKETBALL . . . 
In Sq uadron fashion, the Troops entered into rhe pm~ of t.h1 "no.n 

contac t. sport (well almost)! Wi!h o nly a few elbows flying, II ~1~11 t 
ta ke long to clea n up the blood . T he Ba kerball wa jus~ a exc111ng, 
with the eventual result ; First HQ Tp, second 0 Tp, th ird P Tp . 
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I TER TROOP VOLU.YBALI. 
The referees found it much easier 10 control th1 '> event a'> the team 

on court had a n<!t bet ween them th i'> time. The re ult; Hrst 0 'Tp, 
second HQ Tp , third P f p. 

EXERCISE SUMMJ.;R SALES/ SUMMER T/Df. 
On 15 July the Squadron paraded early in the morning for 

deployment to Germany via North ea Ferries. Deployment from 
Ro11erdam to Detmold went wjthout a hitch. The time at Detmold was 
spent in preparation for the forthcoming exercises. 

We deployed on Ex Summer Tide on Wednesday 18 July for t\\O 
sun soaked days in the German countryside, a a warm up before 
departing for Summer Sales on the followi~g. ~onda.y. . 

Though being a member of the only dms1on still usmg steam 
powered trunk communications, the unit managed once again to move 
regularly and maintain communications . We proved that 'old and 
tried' can sometimes be better than new! 

As we returned homeward at endex we mused about the time when 
we too will be part of the great PTARMIGA empire. 

WIVES CL B 
FLAM INGO LA D TRIP 

On a bl istering hot morning we all met at 0900 hrs in Catterick 
Camp Centre, complete with kids, kool boxes, pu hchair and 
assorted paraphernalia. We had a pleasant journey to Flamingo Park, 
near Scarborough, holding a rafne and playing trivial pursuit en 
route. 

On reaching our destination we all spread out in our different 
groups, the adventurous ones going straight on to the big dip~er, 
(Margaret Parker, Di Thomas and Co). Thelma Rees, ~at Davie~. 
Jennifer Taylor, Jenn)' Pawlak and her mum went tra1gh1 for the 
water shute, and tarted the day wet to the skin. It gradually got 
hotter and most of us met up for a picnic, with Linda Edgecombe and 
Lyn Dennison grabbing the last bench. It 's amazing how much Pat 
Davies can cram into a kool box, on noticing the bottles of wine 
tucked in the corner of the box, she had quite a following behind her 
for the rest of the day. 

By mid afternoon Thelma Rees was seen to be sporting a lovely 
peaked 'Flamingo Park' cap, most fetching, and the re tofu seeme_d 
to find the refre hment area more appealing than the Circu or Charlie 
Chimp Show. 

We all managed to meet up again in one piece at 1600 hrs when 
more photos taken , and the la t minute ouvenir were bought. The 
children (2-15 years) all looked tired never mind the mums but they 
had had a great time and one even asked 'Can we do this every 
weekend?' Still, the fun was not over. On the journey back we drew 
the raffle (very difficult to wander up and down a moving bus with 
prizes). Trivial Pur uit winner wa Su anne Ta:i- lor. . 

Then to the highlight of the day?? Out came our official 
'Singalonga Margaret' song heets. By this stage the civilian bus driver 
had completely given up on u all. . . . 

The sing ong was almost dying out when Pat pav1es (with ~eaut1ful 
timing) opened her ' ecret' bottles, and earned on the smg song 
almost single handed from Sutton Bank to Cattertck, Well Done Pat. 

A good day was had by all, and it was a most welcome ~rip as the 
men had been away for two weeks on Ex Summer Sales m BAO R, 
with still a week to go. Well all l can say is 'When is the next long 
exercise?', so that we can organise another fantastic day? 
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3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 106 

THE HEADQL.\RTl::R SQ 'ADRO 
The fi r t ta I. to drag HQ qn per onnel from their va riou 

department \\a Ex Iron Charge. The weather was fant a tic, in the 
high Os for the whole exerci e. Suntans are now being hown off by 
tho e people lucky enough to get out of the complex during the unny 
weather. The 'staff' then decided it would be a ~ood idea to see ho' 
long it would take to decontaminate a Divisional HQ, which had 
ome under chemical attack . i · hour later the decontamination 

teams could not decide if they were wetter inside or outside their u1t . 
Having returned from e"erci e it wa time to don porting 'togs ' fo r 

ome 'friendly' inter-squadron competi tion, water polo and athletics 
to be held on con ecutive day . HQ Sqn acquilled them elve well and 
came econd in both competition . 

The ne:1.t item on the agenda was a week' vi it with the Regiment 
to Vogel ang, for field firing and military training. The event of the 
"eek wa a heliborne auack on a live enemy, using a Puma supplied 
by the RAF. Although the tactical flight to the drop off point did not 
agree with everyone, the majority thought it was an 'experience' not 
to be mi ed. The ne t excitement wa watching a imulated nuclear 
bur t. '.\1ost impre ive, the unmi takable mushroom cloud had 
e\·eryone agog. They were also glad that they were wearing their steel 
helmet a the mud and earth descended after the blast. 

On the last day at Vogel ang a march and hoot competition wa 
held by the Regiment, and it should be noted that the CO, RSM, and 
Superintendent Clerk were in the first team to et off. However the 
phy ical zealots of 2 Sqn were the overall winner of the competition; 
perhaps next year it will be HQ Sqn's turn. 

EXERCl E SOLE T TR/A 'GLE 
Ex Sole111 Triangle was a two week's sailing extravaganza which 

included dinghy, keelboat and offshore racing, and an adventurous 
training element thrown in for good measure. 

After a shaky tart in which the minibus alternator failed and had 
to be replaced with one from a local scrap yard, the 3 Div roadshow 
arrived at Seaview for the Corps Keelboat Regatta . With three boats 
entered, hopes for Regimental success were high, though there was 
concern that Sig Paul Downie might not make a smooth transition 
from Bosuns to Mermaids. Thankfully, doubt was ill-founded, and the 
Regiment swept the board with WOI (FofS) Dave Ellis first overall, 
Capt Graham Lewi -Taylor second and Sig Paul Downie a creditable 
third. Just to rub salt in the wound, Sgt Chas Cowell (recently ex-3 
Div) was fourth. 

The team then moved across Southampton Water to etley to take 
pan in the Army Dinghy Championships to be held in Kestrels. 
Against trong competition in light and strong winds Capt Graham 
Lewis: Taylor crewed by SSgt Stu Bromidge came fifth, with Sig Paul 
Downie crewed by LCpl Simon Richardson ninth taking the best 
Under 21 award. 

The next tage of the expedition was adventurous training aboard 
the Corps yacht at JSSC Gosport, in order to familiarise the team with 
the finer points of offshore sailing. Though not overly impressed with 
the boats, b~t then din_ghy sailors are known to be somewhat pedantic, 
the team quickly acquired the new jargon and knots and settled down 
to life on board. 

Sig Mike Polson and ig Paul Downie soon learned that a jib 
change out at the ab Tower in a Force Eight makes riding out a 
Mohne Special pale into insignificance. 
~ling in at Cowes and the Hamble overnight brought welcome 

rehef to all anoat and everyone was wiser for the experience. 
Back to Mrs ash's Guest House at Seaview (renowned for its 

cooked breakfasts) we prepared for the annual Triangular Match 
between the Corps, the Sappers and the Gunners. 

With a poor record in this event, one win in 20 matches we had 
something to prove. On the first day we beat the Gunner ea ily and 
narrowly lost to the Sapper 19-16¥., leaving the event finely poised 
for the second legs. A pirited effort by the Gunners against the 
Sappers in blustery conditions put us in good heart for the fina l two 
races. The Signals team took this opportunity to turn in two of their 
best performances ever, to quash the Sappers 15-20¥. and then the 
Gunners with positions one, two, three and four. ' 

Happily Lt Col (Reid) Eric Glover who originally donated the 
trophy was present for this historic win and expressed his optimism 
for our success in the future. 

Seven of the 12 member team were from 3 Div Sig Regt with several 
others hoping to be included next year. ' 
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REGl\U, IAL SAILING CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The Regimental Champion ·hip were plagued by light and blu tery 

winds thi year, nevertheless four races were completed . 
With the gladiators (Fof Ellis , Sig Downie a nd Capt Lewis-Taylor) 

ab ent, there \\a, an opportuni ty for the rc51 of the Regi ment to ~ho1' 
its racing power . 

Among the firM to how was SSgt tu Bromidge 1 ho won both the 
morning races and appeared to have the competition all but ewn up. 

Also impre ive were 0 Col Smith who notched up two thirds 
and RQM Bob Atkinson and LCpl Mark Pounsett who gained ~ 
second a nd a fift h apiece. 

The afternoon race produced a few surpri es with some new face 
appearing at che front. Maj Alan Duncan (0 3 Sqn) and S M Derek 
Coker (3 Sqn) both crept into leading po it ion a the wind picked up 
only to be foiled by the fa t improving LCpl Mark Poun ett, and Col 
Smith . The competition hung in the bala nce a Col Smith and S gt ' tu 
Bromidge rounded the last mark of the fin al race in fir t and econd 
place . Though second place would have been sufficient for Bromidge 
to win the individual title, he was overtaken in the later tages by two 
boats, and Col mith won the competition with two wins and two 
third places. The team competition wa convincingly won by I qn. 

RESULTS 
Individual 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 

The victorious 3 Div Sailing Team 

Sig' Driver - putting on a brave face! 

Col Smith/Capt Avison 
S gt Bromidge/ Cpl Nutley 
LCpl Pounsetl / ig Pol on 
WOt (RQM ) Atkinson/ LCpl Uussell 

ig Cox/ LCpl Hart 

(2 Sqn) 
(I Sqn) 
(I Sqn) 

(HQ Sqn) 
(I Sqn) 
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Teum 
hr I Sqn 
2nd HQ qn 
3rd 2 Sqn 
41h 3 Sqn 
5th 206 Sig qn 

ARMY I TER-U IT DI NG HY CHAMPIO HIPS 
The Regi mental team returned to Net ley to defend this Trophy that 

it won last year , the fi rst time the trophy had left the UK. The team 
easily di~posed of HQ KLF in the semi-final to meet 42 Survey Sqn 
RE. in a repea t of last year's final. The first race was a disaster with 
the Regi ment o nly managing first, fifth and sixth after ome uperb 
team racing by the opposit ion. However a spirited comeback in the 
.,econd race, helped by ome unexpected wind hifts, enabled the 
Regiment to re cue the match, win the competition and retain the 
trophy. 

INTER-UNIT DINGHY CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The Regiment again c nt cr~d two teams 'A' and 3 ADS R ' B', after 

seven other teams had been eliminated. Toward the end of the fir t 
race Sig Paul Downie, Ca1>t Graham Lewis-Taylor and LCpl Mark 
Pounselt were lying 2nd , 3rd, 4th , but everything fe ll apart in the fina l 
1wo minute a nd the ' B' team ended up 2nd , 3rd and 6th . 

The ' A ' team led by WOI (for ) Dave Ellis was quietly confident 
of repeat ing it per formance . However after a nai l-biting econd race 
in which positions changed constantly, gt tu Bromidge and Col 
Smith were well covered during the fi nal heat, ensuring victory for the 
' B' team. 

The ' B' team, com posed ent irely of members or I Sqn, wa we ll 
plea ed that it infer ior title proved not to extend to its sai ling ab ili ty! 

·B' Team 
apt Lewis-Taylor/ Sig Crown 

Sig Downie/ Cpl Hart 
LCpl Pounsett/ Sig Pol on 

' A' Team 
WOI (fofS) Ellis/ WO! (RQM ) Atkinson 
Col mith / ig Cox 

gt Bromidge/ Cpl Nulle) 

CHAFYN GROVE 
SCHOOL 

BOURNE AVENUE, SALISBURY, 
WILTSHIRE, SP1 1 LR 

Tel: Salisbury (0722) 333423 
Telex: 477019 ASRG (weekdays only) 

Headmaster: J. R. Singleton , M.A.(Cantab) 

Chafyn Grove is a long established (1879) 
preparatory school, now co-educational. with 
special experience at caring for service and 
overseas based children. We prepare pupils for 
Public School entrance and offer excellent 
academic, cultural, and recreational standards 
adjusted to the individual child. There is a good 
scholarship record, including recent major 
awards for music and art, and a very wide 
range of games, sports, act1v1t1es, and 
weekend excursions and outings. 

A prospectus and further details may be 
obtained from the Headmaster. 
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JNCO A "D POTE TIA(, J CO CADRE CO R. E 1986 
As we assembled on the main square at St Sebastian. we all 

wondered what the next three weeks held in store for us. 
We didn't have to wait long, as on arrival at Vogelsang traini ng 

camp the pleasure of our firs t run was upon w,. An add~d bonu ' was 
then given as we reached the lake at the bouom o f the lull, three log~ 
which were to become our companions over the nex t two weeh. 

So, after being briefed by gt Colin 'Wobbly' Wing and Cpl Dave 
' Africa Corps' Ruane we picked up the logs and ran. up 388 steps 
back to cam p. This was 'u nbelievable man ' as our J\mencan collcagu.e 
Spec 4 ' 'park Plug' Dan Bosh found himself saying. I must admn 
some among t us did enjoy it , like ig Taff ' I ' ll carr) the log on m) 

own boys' Robins ! 
Monday morning started with more pain in the form of a BFT. The 

next week contai ned numerous physical competitions such a tretchcr 
races, log races and assault course competitions-which I must hasten 
to add everybody enjoyed ! . 

The military side of li fe, generally, wasn't too bad at all, but things 
like de-bus ing and a nti -ambush drill were a tiring part of the weeks 
training. 

At the end of the first week on the Sunday afternoon the potted 
sports brought a laugh and some relief to everyone. o came the 
econd week containing Ex Green M ist ( BC) which came and went 

in a flash. Ex Bandi1 J/11111 on the Wedne day and Thursday came a~ 
a shock to everyone. It consisted of tabbing, digging in, recce and 
ambushes, at all hours o f the day and night. 

We had now reached the eagerly awaited third week where drill 
came into its own. BC, First Aid and Field Craft tests were in luded, 
then came the ' Pass Ofr where Cpl 'Geordie' Bruce was awarded be t 
student and Spec Class 4 Bosh won the most improved student award . 
Both awards were well deserved . 

The winning ection was led by Cpl Joe 'M RS' fetini, and Sig 
'Taff' Robins wa awarded his first stripe. 

Sig 'Dusty' Millar wishing he'd never eaten that Naafi 'Growler' 

2 Q . 
2 Sqn are in fine form, having uccessfully negouaced Ex Summer 

Sales, Troop adventure training and the regimental Baute Camp at 
Vogel ang. The e hurdle were not surmounted un cathed. Ex 
Summer Sales aw Rambo' Wrath unleashed on an unfortunate OC 
and SSM. 

' Where's my bed?' asked the restle Rambo. 
' In the comfy hou e with the comfy bed down the road' aid the 0 

confidently. 
'Too far' noted the restle one 'Where' my caravan?' 
' Ju t here, Oh majestic one' said the SSM worriedly. 
'I the phone in?' 
'Ye ir' they an 'ered hopefully. . . 
Exit tage, left went Rambo, and the QC and SSM d1 appeared into 

the night air. 
Five minute later . . . . 
' ROARRR!' 
The re t of the tory unfolded with Rambo explaining gently that 

whilst the phone 'wa in' the caravan, it 'wa not in' to anyone el e! 
The ae it ated Rambo had arrived ear ly and wa in location before 631, 
a poi11t not noted by the Re ce Officer, 0 , SS I, TOT, Fof and 
Uncle Tom Cobley. 

Later in the e ercise the Reece Officer, Capt Fred Bancroft wa 
detailed to recce with a new et of comds. Out of the window go 
comms, cover, Officer 'Mes, barns; in come, no farmyard mell , no 
flies, no sun and definitely no lunatic asylums! 
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E ER I E T i , 'EU.JAG TR/A \ 'CLE 
5 June. a\1 0 · ar Tp 11 ith one or mo member of Tango and Radio 

Tp mo, Ing do,1n to an area . outh of tuttgan for a brief foray into 
the pot hole of the chwabi cher lb. 

The cave them..,eh e · were very poor in cornparLon with those of 
York hire, but the leader, Capt Bruce 1i on livened things up by 
hiding ome old beer halfway through a particularly arduou ca e 
y tern, and devi ing a race, in pairs. through the y tern, to arrive at 

the tart with a can of ale intact. Well done pl Ned Kell)' and Sig 
Toyah Willcox . 

The be t cave 'done' during the week wa the Falcon teiner Hohle, 
a very wet, yet pectacular route into rhe hill ide. ig Kev P ott spem 
mo t of his time wimming, whil t every n else paddled! However, 
the damp and cold were generally countered by the thrill and 
ex itement of pending long hour underground, in confined space , 
with uffed knee . . . . . well maybe not! 

We were almo ta - old in the camp ite. The econd night was very, 
very windy. apt A1ison woke at 0400 hr in the morning, the rain 
pelting down and hi tent halfway acros the fie ld. Others fa red a 
badly, judged by the hout of horror a one of the 12 x 12 tent al o 
di appeared, leaving LC pls Rick Cummins and Gloria Whitehead out 
in the cold; ig Ke'" Potts lept through the whole epi ode and , indeed 
through most of the day, and wondered what all the act ivi ty wa the 
next night 11 hcn torm la hing were au ached. 

In all , a good few day away from Panzer and which hopefu lly 
wheued ome caving appetites for the beginner . Ma ny thank to 
\! 0 2 John Lynch , the TCWO, for leading the explorations, and for 
not waking Capt Avi on when his tent blew away. 
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Ex Tunnelling Triangle 

l - R: Sig ' Hodge ' Hodgeson , LCpl ' Glo ri a ' Whitehead, Sig 
' Dougie ' Purce , W02 'John' Lynch , Capt Avison, Sig 'Toya h' 
Wilcox, Sig 'Tom ' Gibbons , LCpl ' Rick ' Cummi ng s , S ig ' Kev ' 

Potts , Cpl ' Ned ' Kelly 

Don't be disappointed: 

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED 

BY THE 12th OF THE 

MONTH PRECEDING 

PUBLICATION 
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FINANCIAL 
PLANNING 

ITS PU,RPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital 
and other As ets. to prepare the way for the in dividual to 
achieve financ ial aims. The e may include: 

F l ANCIAL PROTECTI O 

FINAN IAL SECURITY 

HOU E P RCHASE 

ED CAT IO N EXPE NSES 

COM FORTA BLE RETIR EME NT 

T RANSFER OF ASSETS 

-against the effects 
of posses ions lost 
or damaged 

-for present or 
fut ure dependants 

-immediately or in 
the future 

- fo r present or 
future chi ldren 

-based on an 
adeq uate continuing 
income backed 
up by an adeq uate 
cap ital reserve 

-to the next 
generation 

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the 
investment of capita l. the use of o ther asse ts where 
applicable. insurance against ill health and the in surance of 
posses. ions. We help clients to lay the fo unda tions of sound 
plans . to develop existing plans and keep them up to da te. 
and then to make the best use of resources when the time 
comes to meet commitm ents. 

GOOD IN FORMATION is the basis of sound planning. 
T he more clients ta ke us in to their confidence the be tter we 
can ass ist them. Please let us have full deta ils of exis ting 
resources. you r ability to ave. and any expectat ions. Please 
also te ll us a ll you can about commi tments with which you 
expect to have to cope. We. of cou rse. treat all such 
inform ation as confidential. 

AN EAR LY START helps. and we will be pleased to assist 
you however modest your resources may be now. If you have 
existing a r rangements which may need develop ing , the 
sooner yo u refer them to us. the more help we a re li kely to be 
able to give you. 

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any 
action : we only ask that any arrangements you decide to 
make be made through us . It is based on over 38 years of 
examining clients ' problems, analysing them and advising 
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is 
given in writ ing for you to study at your leisure . 

ARE YOU MAK ING THE BEST US E OF YO U R 
INCOME A D OTH ER ASSETS ? 

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS T HE NEAR EST POST 
BOX O R TELEPHONE 

LET US SHOW YO U HOW GOOD PLA NING CAN 
HELP YO U 

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
Major T. F. Wi!Jiams F .B.I.B .A. 

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET, 

BRIGHTON, BNI IDE 
Telephone Brighton 28 181 (5 li nes) 

Member of the British Insurance Brok ers Association 

Mem ber of the Armed Forces In urance Brokers 
Co mm ittee of the B.I.B .A. 
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4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 15 

VI IT OF MAJ GEN A. C . BIRTWI TLE CB CBE 
Maj Gen Birtwistle recently vi ited the Regiment as Representative 

Colonel Commandant. During his vi it he was shown around the Papa 
Gp complex which had been set up on the tank park. He met and 
spoke with all the crews and listened with particular intere t to their 
comments on PTA RM IGAN and WAVELL. Prior to lunch in the 
WOs' and Sergeants' Mess he carried out the presentation of LS and 
GC medals to Sgt Geordie Simpson, SSgt (Yof ) Andy Baron, W02 
(FofS) Andy Roberts. WOl (Fof ) J ohn Connelly was presented with 
the Roya l Signals Institution Silver Medal. 

The meda l holders and thei r fam ilies after the pre sentation 

Sig Will ia ms 'If you could see what I can see you wouldn 't be 
smili ng S ir I' 
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A discussion on Divisional deployment ; ' If we ca ll this sausage roll 
a node and this cheese sandwich t he HQ , . . ' 

' Are you s ure t his is a good spot for an HLS Colonel? ' 

' It ' s cert a inly not my det fo lde r' 
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RO'\ L 'IG A (B'\OR> I TER NIT BOXl'IG 
HAMPIO'I HIP 1986 
The final ot th1 year' ·hampion~hip took place on aturday 16 
pril berneen 4 rmd Di' HQ and ig Regt and 21 ii! Regt in from 

of a pa ·ked hou.e at l\1are field Barrack , Heford. home of 7 ig 
Reg!. 

4 rmd Di' HQ and ig Regt had been narrow!} beaten in the main 
B OR competition by I RRW (Army hampion ) and 21 ig Regt had 
reached the final of the R Z competicion. o an exciting e\'ening was 
in pro pect. 

The re ult wa. a . even bouts 10 two win for 4 Armd Div HQ and 
ig Regt who cherefore retained the trophy they won in 1985. Thi wa 

a particu larly plea ing re ult for the RSM, \\ l Jim offey, as chi 
wa hi la t ma t ha manager and coach to th<: Regimental team who 
ha\ e had two extremely ucce ful ea on under hi care and 
guidance. 

Although the core would sugge t an emphatic victo ry for 4 Armd 
Div HQ and ig Regt, thi was not the ca e becau e 2 1 ig Regt 
contested every bout with determination , courage and no little ki ll. 

The fir 1 bout at Bantamweigh t between LCpl Docherty (4) and ig 
Mullins (2 1) got the e,·ening off 10 a tremendou sta rt' ith a majority 
deci ion 10 LCpl Docherly , gained mainly by hi non-stop aggres ion 
1hroughou1 the th ree rou nd . 

econdly at Featherweight ig Smilh (4) ga ined a unanimou 
deci ion over ig Rob on (2 1). milh , the honer boxer, overcame 
Rob on longer reach by lipping in ide and out ide hi opponent 
lead and cori ng well to both body and head with combination of 
hook and uppercut . 
~t Lightweight ig Garrell (4) faced C pl Dill (2 1 ). Garrell mo ing 

quickly fired in ~ri I? combination whenever he attacked or danger 
threatened, dommaung the fir t round. A fte r a erie of heavy body 
bl?ws followed by hook lO the head early in the econd round Cpl 
Ddl wa forced to take a count. Immediately on the re tart Garrell 

att~cke~ and forced hi opponent to the canva agai n with another 
enc ot blows 10 the head a nd body. AL this stage the referee stopped 

the bout in favour of the 4 Div boxer. 
ext, at. Lightwelter, LCpl Parker (4) boxed ig McKenzie (21). 

Parker gamed a well deserved unanimou poi111 deci>ion over a 
plucky oppone111 who refu ed to give way to cri ·per punching and 
beuer ringcraft, often forcing the 4 Div boxer 10 give ground in an 
e citi ng bout. 

ig Bolton gave 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt a 5- 0 margin at the 
interval by topping ig (Now LCpl) eootts {21) in the third round 
of , ·ery hard fought bout. Both boxers ·cored well with combinations 
throughout the come 1 with the advantage going fir 1 one way then the 
other until Bollon trapped hi man on the rope and fired in a 
ucce ion of heavy blows 10 coolts .head . 

Immediately after the im erva l LCpl Horobin further increa ed 4 
Armd Div ' lead by gaining a unanimous deci ion over ig Jone (21). 
Thi was a clo ely fo ught contest over the whole three round and it 
wa two very tired boxer who returned 10 their corners at the final 
bell . 

21 Sig Regt reduced the deficit dramatically when LCpl Baslow and 
Cpl Rock demoli heel their opp.anent al Lightheavy (Sig John on) 
and Heavy (Pie Verney) respecttvely, gaining KO in the first round 
of both bout with powerful punche to their opponem ' heads. 

The final bout of the evening at Welter between Sig Leighlon (4) 
and ig Bennetl (21) re ulted in a unanimou points win for the 
outhpaw Leighton who boxed a well controlled bout de pite his 

opponent con tant efforts lO gain a third victory for hi regiment. 
The troph1e were pre ented by Brig S. Cowan OBE Comd Comms 

l (BR) Corps, who congratulated both teams on their performance and 
fitnes sand the organi ers for the high standard of admini tration and 
organi ation. 

The competition wa again sponsored by the Colt Mitsubi hi 
Company to which Royal Signals BAOR is extremely grateful for its 
genero ity. 

Roya l S ignals (BAOR) Boxing Champions 1 986 
. . 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 

. Front L- R: Sig Leighton , LCpl Horobin , Sig Bolton , Sig Johnson , Pte Ve rne y, LCpl Parker 
Rearl - R. Lt Col A. J. Schuler !CO). W01 (RSM J J . Coffe y (Coach), Sig Stevens, Cpl Docherty, Sig Ba ill ie, Smith , Ga rrett, W0 2 (QMSI ) 

Ma rtin (Trainer) 
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" 

Sig Bob Ga rrett (4 Div) on his way to his second round victory 
over Cpl Dill (21) at lightweight 

Sg Al Bolto n (4 Div) puts on the press ure agains t S ig Scootts (21 l 
in the lig ht middleweight contest 

LCpl Dean Horobin (4 Div) ra ises the victors trophy aloft 
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I SQ, 
With the departure of some familiar faces from the 'quadron the 

hierarchy has had a complete change around. 
OC Maj Phil Grey 
21C Capt Colin Richardson 
OC P Capt Alan McComb 
OC C 2Lt Dave Hix 
OC K 2U Tony Burgin 
OC S Sgt Ian Emmerson 
SSM W02 H alstead wef Aug 86 
FofS W0 2 Andy Ro berls 
YofS SSgt Andy Baron 

QM SSgt Phil Boon 
So with the departure of Capt Paul Taylor and his wife Angeline, 

Lis teve Vickery and Neil tevens and SSM Wooders and hi wife, 
we say hullo to the new arrivals and wish those arriving and those 
departing the best of luck in their new postings. 

The squadron ha been relatively bu y with the odd exercise and of 
course the Morrison Cup . Ex Mainbrace and Summer Sales followed 
the usual form (I am reliably informed) and the squadron worked well 
as a unit over both, establishing a good reputation out ide the 
Regiment as well as in it! 

Even with OSC working overtime not many people foresaw the 
earlier ending to Summer Sales. Certain Node Commanders were 
relieved although I could not see any problems, I mean I 5 minutes to 
NBC Black was not too unpleasant! 

On return to Herford it was till nose to the grindstone wi th RSIT 
looming on the horizon and the Technicians wit hin the squadron 
suddenly found their coveralls and under the direction o f Fof 
Roberts and gt Donnelly they made sure. At the time of writing , the 
squadron had a good RSIT. The SQMS did his bit a well-ju t so you 
do not feel left out, Q. 

The Morrison Cup provided welcome imerlude to exercises and the 
squadron put in a good perfo rmance in the inter squadron a thletics 
with some fine individual performances no tably the 4 x 400m relay 
team of Lt Steve Vickery, Sgt Ken Sykes, Cpl Bob Anderson and LCpl 
Bru Bake coming fi rst. O thers worth a mention were Sig Edwards fir st 
400m, Sig Milner first 400m hurdles, SSgt Probin, Sgt Syke first and 
third 3000m steeple chase, Sgt Probin, Cpl Anderson fir t and fourth 
5000m. 

W hilst on the topic of athletics SSgt Probin had an excellent run in 
the London Marathon fi nishing with a time of 2 hrs 27 mins and 
raised almost £100 for Guide Dogs for the Blind . 

2 SQN 
PERSO ALITI ES 
oc 
21C 
SSM 
OC A3 
Tp Sgt A3 
Tp SSgt Al 
YOS 
SSgt Tech 

QMS 
MT CO 

Maj Ian Fielder 
Capt Mike Cost 
W02 Brian Howe 
2Lt Andy Munday 
Sgt Brummy Stewart 
SSgt Kev Nicholls 
SSgt Mick Brady 
S gl Ian Duncan 

Sgt Ian Selkirk 
gt Charlie Richardson 

WELCOMES A D FAREWELL 
Much w our urprise, the Squadron ha recently had an influx of 

new members. We welcome to the Squadron llt Andy Munday, Sgt 
Bill Parker, ig Mark McGreavey, Paddy Porler, Jim Lyons, Pete 

ash, Crabby Crabb, Dave Leask, Andy Marritt and Cheese Chiver . 
We say fa rewell to Lt Julian Bunce (now Asst Adjt), FofS Trev Payne 
(now 21 I Sig Sqn), gt Mick Tanser (now 200 ig Sqn), LCpl Tarr 
Jessup, Jack Leather, Siu Leadbeater, Sig Jock Guild and Ade 
Lawrence. Be t wishe and good fo rtune go with those leaving. 

EXERCISE QUADRANT COMMAND Il 
The Squadron had just returned from Battle Camp at AT A 

Haltern, but enough of previews watch out for full illustrated 
coverage in the next edition . 

3 SQN 
The beginning of June found the Squadron in Denmark, about to 

carry out two week of exchange training with a Danish Signal 
Company. 

It was obvious from the tart that it would be an intere ting 
fortnight when we di covered that their girls were fully integrated imo 
the company, and we got down 10 learning to train the Danish way. 

We began with a few lessons on drill , which was ba ieally the same 
technique a the one we know and love, the main problem being the 
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I nguag , bu1 af1er an un teady Slart we oon became rea onably 
profi ient although I hate to think what RSM Coffrey would have 
made of it. 

very iniere ting day was pent studying mili1ary skill which 
included a 'mixed' company attack followed by a FIBUA 
demon tration by the quadron. The Dane for their part gave a very 
good lecture on how to deal with napalm pho porous and thermite 
grenade . Part of the lecture involved two Dani h soldier ilting in a 
trench while burning napalm dropped through the OHP and their job 
was to keep each 01her from igni1ing, 10 out of 10 for reali tic 
training! We were al o taught to make and 1hrow molotov cocktail 
at a 1ank hull, the only problem being that if you mi sed you were 
required to pick up your burning petrol bumb and try again. 

Unfortunately our day of live firing on a .1earby range was cu1 short 
by the wea1her bu1 we enjoyed the morning firing with the G3, the 
Danes commenting that the SLR kicked like a mule. 

As part of our P R we entered three team from the Squadron in a 
10 x !Km race held in the town of Fredricia one evening. Our 
' Whippet ' team finished a very creditable third overall, with the 
second team al o pulling up a good performance. The third team 
dre ed in CEFO and carrying SLRs was there LO race the Danish team 
atti red in the same manner. When they beat us quite convincingly it 

The Danish assault course. Cpl Dusty Mille r up front 

wa di covered that their webbing weighed an awfu l lot less than ours 
and many of their team carried pi to ls or MG . 

The social calendar, which was particularly strenuou , included two 
barbecues one hosted by the Squadron, the other by the Danes. 
However due to a rather large helping of charcoal the Squadrons three 
ubaltern ended up better cooked than mo t of the food. 

The fortnight finished with a sport competition between the four 
mixed platoon . Thi · con isred of a 5Km race, a particularly gruelling 
as ault course, football, and a grenade throwing competition. 

The whole Squadron very much enjoyed our vi it to Fredricia and 
are looking forward to hosting the Dane later thi year when they 
come to Herford . 

2 Lt Dave Ro bson clearly enjoys the 1 OKm bash 

250/o off the ~rice of 
your trip home. 

100% more enjoyment. 
from Newcastle to Esjberg and Gothenburg. 

Enjoy yourself all the way. 
DFDS SEAWAYS, Scandinavia House, Parkeston Quay, 
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200 SIG SQN 
EXERCI E MAINBRACE 

Capt Kevin Barrett, our formidable reccc officer, account holder 
extraordinaire, and 21C, certainly had his work cut out at the 
begmning of this exercise. As the Squadron deployed to the Hameln 
area the local population was plotting against us. The Mam HQ 
arrived at its fir st location to find that the farmer had locked his gates 
and was definitely not going to let us in. Whilst more and more 
vehicles were arriving and clogging up the roads in the village, the BM 
began muttering something about woods and miraculously the 21C 
came up with another location. Feeling fairly pleased with ourselve 
at averting a potential disaster we started off for our new location. 
However, it was not to be! gt Geoff Armstrong intercep1ed us half 
way to say that the owner would not let any tracked vehicles in. The 
BM was by now organising a lynching party for the 2IC, meanwhi le 
eight hours into the exercise 20 Bde Main HQ was parked up on the 
ide of the road wondering where the mystery tour would take us next. 

Eventually we managed to find a suitable location and once in we 
all breathed a sigh of relief. That achieved, the rest of the exercise 
went relatively smooth ly. 

EXERCISE HERMANN'S QUA DRANT 
Ex Hermann 's Quadrant was the Squadron's adventurous training 
camp in Bavaria. Initial recces were done in the previous November 
and despite adverse weather conditions Lt Greg Horn managed to find 
a superb camping site on the edge of the Kochelsee. 

The advance party left a couple of days before the main body and 
enjoyed a scorchingly hot journey down. That wa the la t time we 
aw the sun! From then on it rained , rained and rained a little bit 

more. The only respite we had was just two days during the middle 
of the camp. 

Activities ranged from sailing/ windsurfing to hill walking and top 
roping. A special note must go to W0 2 (YofS) Tony Crilly for bravery 
beyond the call of duty for, as he was demonstrating capsize drills to 
the canoeists, he was simultaneously trying to dodge the icebergs . 
What could have been some potentially breathtaking views for the hill 
walkers, were unfortunately spoiled by the constant low cloud ba e. 

For the windsurfers and sai lors it was a totally different kettle of 
fish. After the introduction to windsurfing, which consisted of their 
proficient instructor, Lt Greg Horn , seeing how many times he could 
get the students to fall off the boards, we went . onto advan~ed 
windsurfing. This took place on the Starnbergsee and mvolved puttmg 
a sail on the board! Meanwhi le the sailors had hired two four man 
dinghys and were happily engrossed in trying to knock the windsurfers 
off their boards and bird watching. 

An enjoyable camp was ended with a barbecue on the last n_ight. ll 
was too much to ask that retribution should not be taken against the 
instructors and admin staff who, at one stage or another found 
themselves ungraciously dumped in the lake. Some of us had the 
forethought to be wearing wetsuits though! 

A special nQte of thanks goes to the adm[n st~ff Capt Kevin Barrett , 
Sgt Brian Innes and Sgt John Fitzgerald fo r the_1r endless support f~om 
the golf course, where they still managed to pick up some pnzes 111 a 
local American competition. 

The boys of 200 Sig Sqn enjoying a healthy walk! 
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W02 (YofS) Tony Crilly dawning again 

LCpls Sangste r a nd Campbell practis ing their abseiling 

ATHLETICS 
The season started with the 4 Div Inter Sqn competition at Herford. 

With a very short time to prepare Cpl D. J. Gill selected a team and 
even though the team never achieved a high position , did very well . 
The Jnter-Sqn event was really a warm up for the next meeting, the 
Morrison Cup which was held over two days. The standard turned 
out to be a lot' higher than expected and third _Place was all the t_e~ 
could achieve with individual performances goll\g to Cpl D. J. Gill 111 

800 and l,500m , Cpl Blackburn in the 400m, Cpl Turner Hi~h Jump 
and Sig King in 5,000m. W02 Orrell (team Capt) was feeling very 
good for our next venue, the 4 Div Championships a t Sennelager. 
T he team only managed third a fter being disqualified in the _4 X 4 
relay. Individual performances o f note were seen from Cpl Gill, Cpl 
Blackburn, Cpl Turner and Sig Moir. Well done to all the team. 

OPERATION NEWLOOK 
The Squadron is presently undertak ing a major face li ft. We have 

acquired new garaging space and a our present system wa far t?O 
organised we have decided to reorganise the Troops. The eventual aim 
is to · have A Tp as the staff vehicle troop and B Tp as the comhead 
Troop , with the changeover date 1 August during a quiet period. 
Having decided that, we were not the only ones to tumbl~ to the fact 
and it would be a good time to commence the leave penod, have a 
PRE second line tech inspection , send people on courses and maybe 
even 'do some adventurous training! However, the Senior Squadron 
can handle everything; well almost everything! 

ARRIVALS AND DEPART RES 
Over the past few month we have said goodbye to the following: 
Lt Greg Horn to RMCS Shrivenham , S gt (SQM ) B_arry Evans ~n 

leaving the Service, Cpl ' couse ' Marshall to 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig 
Regt, LCpl Alan Cole to 30 Sig Regt, Cpl Dave Cunliffe to AA 
College Harrogate. 

ARRIVALS 
Lt Norton- B Tp, LCpl Harris- Orderly Room, Cpl Lynch- A 

Tp. 
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211 JG Q (11 ARMD BDE) 
It ha been ome cime ince we la c li ted the quadron 

m nagement. It pre. ently reads as follows: 
0 Maj John Macfarlane 
21 Capt Brian Peel 
0 A Tp LI Rob alvoni 
0 B Tp 2Lt Paul Graham 

M \ 02 Derek Boyd 
Yof W02 teve Whytock 
Fof gt Trev Payne 

QMS S gt Mick Herbison 
Chief Clerk gt Graham Pollard 

\ e have recently aid goodbye to the 21C Capt Frank Riley. Al o 
Fof gt Dave Murray on hi well deserved p-omocion to W02. 

TIVJTIES 
The Squadron ha been a busy as ever in our 'quiet' year and have 

recently completed Ex Second Gear, Mainbrace and Summer Sales. 
Alpha Tp take up the tory. 

EXERCI E SECO D GEAR/MAJ 'BRACE 
~pha Tp left camp on Thursday 22 May to the merry tune or 

Itahan operella sung by Lt Salvoni in the lead panzer en route to che 
fir t location. On arrival in the first locacfon it was found that the new 
OC Sqn, Maj J. A. Macfarlane wa an experc at camounage and 
needles to ay Alpha Tp' cam was not up to cracch, there then 
began a hunt for any spare hessian that could be found; cam needles 
were produced and a blanket was soon sewn together to make the 
main complex look like a brick building. It was rumoured that the 
Reece Officer, Capt Brian Peel was being bribed to make the next 
location a wood so the Troop could show the new OC Sqn that the 
Troop's cam was not as bad as he thought it was. 

One dark night the Air Det and Armd Clks were moved back to 
main, on moving out of forward locations the two vehicles decided to 
have a tug of war competition with a Seven Quad needless to say 
Armd Clks Comd _by Cpl (SAS Training) Chapman, won the pull 
only to be faced with very irate SSgl (FofS) Dave Murray who now 
had a four hour ~iring job on his hands. The Tp SSgl Barney 
Barnard , on surveying the damage muttered the immortal words 'not 
my problem' and took no further interest! 

EXERCISE SUMMER SALES 
. Having been called out in the early hours of the morning on 23 June 
11 was found that we were not deploying into the field until some 18 
hours later. 

On arrival in the first location things soon senled down to the 
gene~al routine of b~ing on exercise. As we were going to be in this 
lcx:auo~ for some five days we made maximum use of the local 
sw1mmin~ pool/ showers and football pitch. The clerks who had 
recently J.ome.d the. complex were having problems adjusting to 
complex hfe, including the awesome responsibility of maintaining a 
432 and generator. Pte Hargreaves discovered that you need a toggle 
rope to start a 1,500w, and that it doesn't run too well on OEP 220. 
The YofS W02 Steve Whytock, who believes in keeping a close eye on 
the Crypto, spent a great deal of time in the Crypto Rover checking 
on the mattre~s he had signed out from the QM's depart~ent. 

One dark mght a few days into the exercise the Air Det and Armd 
Clks were moved to forward HQ. On arrival in the forward location 
they. were met by S~t 'I'm ready for anything ' Gladwin who proceeded 
to direct the reversing of the Armd Clerks Vehicle driven by Sig ' I'm 
not blind' 'Rambo' Cowley, into location. What followed had 
s<;imething to do. with a tree'. barbed wire and a penthouse and earned 
h!m congratulauons for havmg remembered to bring a red torch with 
him. Well done gt Gladwin . 

The last location was situated l,500m from LCpl Coffin's house 
unfortunately for him SSgt 'Jack ' Barnard wouldn't let him go horn~ 
for a cup of coffee! 
, ~a~ing finished t.his se_ries of exercises we now look forward to a 
qu~et. autumn, wnh Site Guards, Battle Camp, Battle Group 

Training etc, etc . . . . . 

PORT 
On the sporting scene the Squadron has been doing very well: 
Commander Comms Soccer Cup - Runners Up 
Morrison Cup - Fourth 
Minden Garrison Athletics - Runners Up 

WIMMI G 
As ~x Summer _Sales drew to its close, the swimming team deparced 

for M1~den '. Mehtta. Bad to participate in the 4 Armd Div Swimming 
~hamp10!1 hip~ . T~1s was the first time that the Squadron has 
mvolv~~ itself in swimming for several years and the standard of the 
opposition was unknown, so it was with some trepidation that we set 
forth. 
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However, it oon emerged that the team o f 2Lt Graham, C pb Peter 
Fowler, Mark Wareing, Jim Hamill, tephen Smith LCpl "lick 
Kimber, Sig Norman McGlashan, Tony Ward, Frog Anderson and 
Cfn Tyke Ste.venson wa involved in a two hor e race with 6 O rdnance 
Company, wnh 65 Corps Support Squadron RE trailing in thi rd place 
By. the en~ of the individual swims Ordnance had a narrow lead of tw~ 
points which they, unfortunately, stretched to ix by the end of the 
relays: However we were well pleased with the runners up trophy at 
our '.1rst attempt at the, Minor Units Championships . A special 
men~1on for Cpl Peter Fowler and Cfn Tyke Stevenson for their 
sterling performance in the individual event . 
A~ ~ re uh of our position in the 4 Armd Div Championship we 

qu~hf1ed for che BAOR Minor Units wimming Champion hip; 
w_h1ch wa .ho ted by 29 ig Regt in Berlin . The team wa changed 
lightly to mclude Cpl Geordie Laverick and ig Tony Elli on while 

three of the old team remained in Minden. 29 Sig Regt ea ily 
outcla ed all the other ce~m competing on the day, however, it was 
a close battle between 1x of the remaining ccams for the other 
placing . The Squadron fini hed a highly creditable equal si th with 
the t~a!Il that had defe~ted _them only days before, 6 Ord Coy. A 
prom1 mg start to a revival in 211 Sig Sqn swimming which augur 
well for future event . La tly a special thanks to Sgt Graham Pollard 
1~ho managed to ru h all the paperwork for Berlin through in a record 
lime of two day and to the Squadron for their trong moral suppon . 

FISHING 
The :=;qua~ron entered a fi~e man team for the Corp Angling 

Champ1onsl11p held on the River We er at Rinteln on 7 July. The 
event attracted 19 team . The majority of which came from the major 
unit and our team came a very creditable seventh. The ceam consi ced 
of gt Trev Taylor, Cpl Mac McDonald, LCpl tan Bruce ig Taff 
Skey and our one non Signal member ex-powerman gt D~ve Booth 
RADC. ' 

Congratulation mu t al ? b.e extended to gt Tre1• Taylor and LCpl 
Stan Bruce _for al o qualifying for the Royal Signals Individual 
Champ1onsh1ps to be held later this year. 

\\'.e eagerly look forward to the autumn a nd the start of rugby, 
boxing and football where no doubt the Squadron will reign supreme 
as always. 

VOLUNTEER NOW 
for a 3 year tour 
with this 
world famous 
Display Team 

Applications are particularly 
welcome from soldiers with 
gymnastic ability to assist in 
developing new acts. 

Next Selection Course : 31 Oct - 16 Nov 
Apply NOW through your unit to 1986 

Royal Signals Manning & 
Record Office and send a copy 

of your Application to -OC White Helmets 
Royal Signals Demonstration Team 
8th Signal Regiment 
Catterick Camp 
North Yorkshire . 
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REGIMENTAL FETE 

7 Sig Regt 
BFPO 15 

T he purpose of the annual fete is to raise money for both Engli h 
and German charities. 

7 Sig Regt have the honour of the Freedom of the City of Herford, 
hence our even closer links with the local population. 

The fete was opened by Penny Vine of BFBS who arrived in a horse 
drawn carriage . The Royal Signals Blue Helmet Parachute Team 
de cended from the heavens and presented Penny with a Royal Signals 

ilver •Jimmy' (all because the lady loves seven) . 
It was a successful day, well attended . Money raised for charity was 

OM 8,600 approximately. The CO Lt Col R. J. Holmes M~E will 
decide the distribution among both English and German charities. 
However OM 2,000 will be set aside for the local children's orphanage 
annual Christmas Party which is organised by the REME LAD on 
behalf of the Regiment for some 50 children . 

Thanks must go to the organiser or the event Maj Derek Wood 
MBE, OC HQ Sqn for a succe sful and enjoyable day. 

He in turn would like 10 thank all those involved from both inside 
and out ide the Regiment for their help in making it so. 

_penny receives Silver 'Jimmy' 

W01 (RSM) Peter Whitehead looks for sharks in the water 
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REGIMENTAL ATH LETIC 
The athletics season is drawing to a close and it has been a very 

successful one. It opened with the traditional Regiment athletic 
day from which the team was selected. This year the Regiment wa 
without its central figure, Sgt Killen, due to his posting to 2 Inf Div. 
Other postings had also depleted last year's notorious Morri on Cup 
side. An urgent solution was needed. 

The start of the Morrison Cup was slow. I Armd Div HQ and Sig 
Regt and 21 Sig Regt were in competition with us from the start. Soon, 
however, I ADSR began to lag and the competition centred around 
21 Sig Regt and ourselves. Notable success included the hammer 
where Capt Heelis and SSgt (YofS) Hall came first and second gaining 
maximum points. Other field successes were in the discus (LCpl Mark 
and Maj Reed), and the javelin (LCpl Mark and Cpl tallard) . The 
long distance track events were dominated by Cpl Carr, 2Lt Wicbelo 
and Cpl Roberts. Shorter distances were controlled by Sgt Dos 
Martyres, Cpl Alleyne, LCpl Braisdell, ig Foster, LCpl Peat and Cpl 
Owen. The jumping events were dominated by ig Pearson of 14 Sig 
Regt but creditable performances by LCpl Peat, Sig tones, Cpl 
Alleyne, Sgt Dos Martyres and Cpl Shakespeare ensured little ground 
was lost to 21 Sig Regt's challenge . 

At the end of the day 7 Sig Regt was 10 points clear of 21 Sig Regt 
and was ideally placed to enter the Divisional Championship. 

The team list was essentially the same except for the addition of 
SSgt Rudd and Cpl Thorpe in the shot. 

Halfway through this meeting it was clear we we~e going to win. 
Nevertheless all the events proved exciting, none more so than the 
relays. Both relays were won handsomely and the events concluded 
with a notable win by the Regiment. We were through to the BAOR 
Championship meeting, to be held midway through Ex Summer Sales. 

Fortunately a lull in the exercise allowed a full team to be fielded. 
However this time 50 Missile Regt (RA) were to prove too strong a 
side. Nevertheless outright wins did occur. Cpl Carr won both the 
5,000m and 3,000m (whilst Cpl Roberts won both events second 
string). Cpl Alleyne won the IOOm and Sgt Dos Martyres won the 
second string 800m. SSgt Hall won the second string Hammer event 
ensuring the field events were not omitted. 

By the end of this meeting 7 Sig Regt had come second to 50 Mi sile 
Regt and had qualified for the Army Championships currently being 
held in Aldershot. Unfortunately our full team is not able to attend 
but we look forward to watching the fight between 2 Inf Div HQ and 
Sig Regt and 50 Missile Regt RA . 

2SQUADRON 
VISIT OF MAJ GEN A . BIRTWISTLE 

Monday dawned fine and sunny. The wagons of Node 24 1!1oved 
out to location, drove into position and set up. ln next to no ume at 
all, everything was ready for the visit of the Representative Colonel 
Commandant Maj Gen Archie Birtwistle. 

The Squadron OC Maj Marten Clarke met Gen Birtwis!le an? a 
tour of the operational Node began. Perhaps the most enlightemn~ 
time was had in the Node Command. Caught by the photographer ll 
appears as if the General has grown a third arm to cope with the busy 
Node Command. LCpl Cooper, helpful as ever, utters those two 
words of support! • . 

All too briefly the visit was over; however a successful display ot 
operational PTARMlGA was achieved. 
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3 Q\; ORO~ 
WAYDAY BY LANDROVER 
Af!er entering a ~ertain namele exerci e location in the middle of 

the mg~t on .Ex Winter ales the new OC Maj Neil Churche , Royal 
Australian 1gnals and the SSM, W02 Dixie Dean went off in search 
of the ode Command of our sister MAN. The OC said to the SSM 
'~t's ,d~wn here S~r?' t Major , we turn right just before the railway 
hoe ·. Lead on S1~ wa the reply. It became apparent after much 
bumpmg and shakm~ that the entrance had been pa sed and the 
Landrover now standing at platform three is the 2.30 am for .. . ? 

A!ter many at.tempt to get off the track it was finally decideel to 
cont~nue ~own It to the next ungated level cro ing with the OC 
leadmg with a Red Torch (have l read thi somewhere in the history 
book.?). Thankfully on the second attempt to gain access to the 
locanon ~~e $uard had changed and therefore didn't know it was their 
second v1s1t .m le than an hour. Landrover would be proud of them 
but have failed to reali e the publicity value of this stunt. 

VISIT OF MAJ GEN ARCHIE BIRTWISTLE
REPR.ESENTATIVE COLONEL COMMANDANT 

On 9 J~ne !he ~quadron was privileged to receive a visit from Maj 
Gen Archie B1rtw1stle, Colonel Commandant. He was met by the 2IC 
Capt Tony Johnson and W02 (SSM) Dixie Dean. The General was 
shown around Ex Canary Caper which was taking place at the rear of 
the ~quadron Offi_ces. He wa.s also shown some of our PTARMIGAN 
~ehides a!1d a veh1cle_belongmg to the German Army which were also 
mvolved m the exercise. 
, Mte~ a tour ~round the Squadron Offices he was introduced to the 
L1!11es . beavering awa)'. running through cable in the line bay. We 

believe 1t really made his day-and the Hairies enjoyed it too! 

Sgt 'Taff' Hems briefing Gen Birtwistle on the new cable for 
PTARMIGAN with Sig 'Jake' Jacobs on left 

VISIT OF 'BRIG G. DAY' 

0 
D~ri~g Ex Hanging Albatross.the Squadron was visited by 'Brig G. 
ay w. o, u~beknown t'! outgom$ OC, Maj Graeme Chester, Ro al 

~us~ah~~ Signals,_ was m fact his wife_Heather suitably attire/in 
d?~ tt f 1th para wmgs and all. The OC's face was a picture of total 

IS e 1e w en the map was removed from in front of his wife's face 
~ h~ st1epp~d for~ard to gre~t the 'Brigadier' in true army fashion. 

e sa ute .c~~amly wasn't m any drill manual. 
. Aft~r the 1mual shock of being 'stitched up' the OC then d 

his wife on a tour of MAN 502. This included showing e~~~r~is 
~~.n~r~v~~w.here he slept, only to discover the inside covered in the 

1mes time story books. (Nod nod-wink wink). 
The ~ay was ?rought to a romantic end with a candlelight dinner 

for two m the middle of the exercise location, waited on hand and foot 
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br Sgt Dennis (Baggy Eyes) Tope, Sig (now LCpl) Angus Ramsey and 
Sig. Bettr M?ore<;roft and romantically serenaded by Cpl Bar e 
Smith with his guitar. n Y 

The whole event was recorded on video by our roving outs'd 
broadcast crew of 'cameramen' SSgt (FofS) Terry Moorehead 

1 
~ 

SSgt (YofS) Tom Hall. an 
This visit ~~as to become the first of many 'stitch ups ' involving the 

OC before his departure from the Squadron to return to the land of 
Kangaroos and Fosters. 

G' Day by the way is · ~ood day' _i n Aussie but the OC didn 't click 
?n. 01_1r thank to those m the Regiment who helped in various ways 
mcludmg the CO and RSM . (They were game for a laugh.) 

TN 028 
PERSONALITIES 
Tp Comd 
Tp Sgts 

2Lt Bert Appleton 
SSgt Mick Jeffery 
SSgt Willie Ironside 

Throughout the month of June in.BAOR, the World Cup in Mexico 
has captu~ed most pe?ple' attention. Few countries in the world 
~ollow t~e1r foot~all ~vilh more enthusiasm than West Germany, and 
it was \~Jth that m mJOd that the President of the National Trust of 
Westfal1c!i, Herr Rettig had the idea to build the world's first football 
museum JO Schalke. 

As with several buildings in Herford , Herr Rettig wished to rebuild 
a 19th century farmho~se using limber from that period . The only 
obstacl~ was the . location of the timber that he wished to use· 
supporting a roof m the small village of Ahmsen on the outskirts of 
Herford. ' 

Having used. the services of the Regiment for a similar task last 
year Herr Rettig .had no hesitation in contacting the 21C, Maj John 
Reed . In turn ~aJ Reed had ~".en less hesitation in initiating that time
honoured Regimental tradition, 'The Nomination of a Troop 
Commander'. 

Having been 'selecte~·, 2Lt Bert Appleton and Trunk Node 028 
evened the score by setung the Day of Destruction for Thursday 12 
June, a.Squadron Training Day. 
T~e t:mbe.r was to be left alone as Herr Rettig had experienced the 

soldiers. delicate touch before, but he was prepared to Jet us move 
everyth1~g else. T~e boys climbed on to the roof and very quickly 
reduced 1t ~o bare um?er. ~otabl~ performa.nces were put in by LCpl 
Mark Shnves, Cpl K~v Jenkins and Sig 'Digger' Davies who 
managed to. throw th.e tiles everywhere but in the skips. 

Herr Rettig very kmdly laid on a barbecue lunch, dusty though it 
taste~, and so refreshed the lads cleared the building of all offending 
d~bns to leave the skeleton of valuable timber, ready to be numbered 
dismantled, transponed to Schalke and rebuilt under the watchful ey~ 
of Herr Wewer, an expert in period architecture. 
. The workers .had. vi ~its from a number of local newspapers who had 
ht~le problem JO fn~dmg p~otogenic people. The Troop had a very 
~nJ?yable day ven~mg their frustrations, and were delighted to be 
mv1ted to. the official openmg of the World's first National Football 
Museum m early 1987. 

The Demolition Team: 
Back Row: LC pl Wood, Sig. Everett, Cpl Jenkins, Herr Rettig and 

Sig Downton 
Centre Row: Sig Davies, ~oward, LCpl Anderson, Sig Bowling, 

LCpl Shrives and Sig Young 
Front Row: Cpl Rhodes, LCpl Stone, Sig Finlay, Tucker, Haughton 

and LCpl Parks 
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2Lt Bert Appleton being thanked by Herr Rettig 

S QUADRON 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
21C 

SM 
YofS 
FofS 
QMS 

HELLO AND GOODBYE 

Maj Bob Turnbull 
Capt Tony Johnson 
W02 Dixie Dean 
W02 Mick McCarthy 
SSgt Terry Moorehead 
SSgt Joe Fairbairn 

Maj Neil Churches has moved across to 3 Sqn to continue his Cook's 
tour of the Regiment and in his place comes Maj Bob Turnbull , 
(You' ll need some Grecian 2,000 soon Sir). Capt Dick Strawbridge has 
departed to the depths of Blandford (and we mean the depths) and in 
his place, at least for the moment, comes Capt Tony Johnson . YofS 
Tom Hall has been updated by YofS Mac McCarthy . We do hope 
Tom enjoys his tour in 2 Sqn. 

The end of an era will soon be upon us. Cpl Barnie Smith-a 
Regimental and Corps Institution, is soon to leave us and the Army. 

To all those who have joined us recently, we say welcome and to the 
many who have gone we bid farewell and best wishes. 

In the wake of Winter and Summer Sales comes a chance for the 
Squadron to show its military prowess, with its present mix of good 
humour, professionalism and dogged determination, 'The MAN that 
can', will once again prove that it is still 'The MAN that does '. 

(For the uninitiated MAN is a Major Access Node-PTARMIGAN 
speak). 

SEEN AND HEARD ROUND AND ABOUT THE REGIMENT 
During Summer Sales MAN 501 was visited by the crack SCOOP 

team. This team successfully managed to infiltrate the node and knock 
out the OC Maj Neil Fisher, 2IC Capt John Illingworth and SSM• 
W02 Tom Ponton. It has been said that W02 (SSM) Tom Ponton has 
been awarded the coveted Golden Blanket Award beating the last 
Squadron 2IC by at least three days!! 

Maj Neil Fisher OC MAN 501 taking earned rest during Change of 
Command! 
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The Regimental Sergeant Major 1s convinced that the Channel 
Tunnel is starting from Mare field Barracks. Yet another excavation 
project has started! 

Having heard the news of his replacement RSM J>eter Whitehead 
was caught by the photographer trying to leave the Regiment a little 
earlier than anticipated. 

The Regimental Sergeant Major attempting to leave the Regiment 

WIVES CLUB NEWS 
The ladies of 7 Sig Regt have been busy, with the usual Wives Club 

meetings, coffee mornings and knees-ups that keep us (more or less) 
out of trouble. 

Our sewing circle sprang into action the day we announced that 
following last year's success we would again create an heirloom worth 
owning, to be raffled at our annual Summer Fete. Within three 
months, a beautiful patchwork duvet cover and baby quilt were made, 
and we had such fun making the two covers, that we are continuing 
to keep the sewing circle ticking on a regular weekly basis. Thanks to 
Mrs Jean Reed and Mrs Maureen Whitehead for generating the 
enthusiasm . 

Twenty ladies from the Regiment decided they wanted to throw 
themselves on to an unsuspecting military train heading for Berlin, so 
Mrs Jean Reed and Cpl Mick Peat completed a volume of paperwork 
and the ladies headed East for a weekend of sightseeing and 
entertainment away (for sure) from the family. The East Berlin tour 
was an eye-opener and a visit to the Checkpoint Charlie museum was 
for most of us a very moving experience. A trip like this one 
confirmed that we are indeed fortunate to be service wives and we 
wish to thank our husbands who cared for our children in our 
absence. 

Sue Foster, Pat Titmarsh, Jutta Stephens, Maureen Whitehead, 
Jean Reed , Carol Sanderson, Paula Tope, Joanne Seraph, Mary 
Minty, Chris Whitwood, Maria Ponton , Carys Williams, Linda 
Walker, Trish Illingworth, Lynn Alden, Shirley Wood, Teresa Parks 
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8 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

FOCU ON H EM 
TROOP HQ 
0 
YofS (Des) 
Tp gt 

QM 
QM (De) 

MT 
A ect 
B ect 

ect 
Line Sect 
Clerk/Typist 

TROOP 

Lt tuart Macrostie 
WOI (YofS) Carl torey 

gt Jimmy Smart 
gt Robin Gilbey 
gt 'Butch ' Ca idy 

gt 'Taff' Jones 
gt Jimmy Clace 

Sgt Dave Bradshaw 
Sgt Taff Cleves 
Sgt Andy Waterston 
Mrs heila Morris ey 

During the past six months Troop HQ ha gone through a 
considerable upheaval. The OC arrived in March from 7 Sig Reg! only 
to find out in May that he was to go to Blandford in September 10 be 
turned into a technical officer; we wish him the best of luck . The job 
of Troop Yeoman has been vacant ince April when WOI (Yof ) Trev 
Evan left u for civvy treet, we wish him and his wife all the be t for 
the future. WOI (YofS) Carl torey will be joining us in Augu t after 
his two month 'holiday' in ew Zealand. SSgt Jimmy marl is bu ily 
preparing him elf for 'Ci vy Street' after 22 !h years service; hi ense 
of humour will be sadly mi sed. 

The Troop can look forward to further upheaval and change when 
the rest of the PTARMIGA vehicles arrive and the new look 
PT ARMIGA Schemes Troop comes into being. Any headache will 
be for Capt Kevan 'Birdman' Thornber to sort out , he will arrive in 
October from 3 ADSR . 

A SECTION 
As in years gone by 'A' Section continue to do most of the work 

in Schemes, (or so they think!). Teaching and testing RTg basics and 
upgraders. In their spare time the majority of the Section are busily 
preparing for the Yeomans entrance exam or taking bets on who 's 
ne".t for the four month Falklands tour, Cpl Keith Baron has ju t 
arnved back and Cpl Hopp Hopkinson is down there at the moment . 

T he ection conti nues to be involved in a number o f weekend jo bs 
uch a provid ing comm · for the Great Nort h Run or the Tyne Tee' 

Fun Run. 
Congrat ulation a re in order for Terry and ally Watton who have 

recently had an add ition to their family, Ben who cho e to arri ve a 
trifle early. Cpl Rev Bolam has just returned from hi honeymoon and 
we would all li ke to welcome Pip to Catterick. 

B ECTION 
T hi momh we aid farewell to our Section ergean t , Dave 

Bradshaw, who ha gone off to I ADSR on promotion . He will be 
sadly mi sed by Catterick Garrison Golf Clu b . 

The Section continues to teach and test basic and upgrading RROp 
course on TRI FFID , but we a re eagerly awaiti ng convers ion to 
PTARMIGA . 

The Section in tructors, contrary to popular belief, a re no t all 
reti red PT J's a lthough Cpls Paul 'Chad ' Bawor, teve ' Paddles Up' 
Hartley and Paul ' Logs ' T uite mo t defini tely are. The o ther 
in tructors are Cpl Bill 'Bungle' Medland C pl mudge 'Earth pike' 
Smith and the ba by of the Section Cpl Carl 'Sevvy' Mar hall . The 
Admin/ power ide i competently run by LCpls John ' cou e ' Oliver, 
Taff 'Puzzle ' Carr, and Sig Willy ' Watch thi space' Williams. So if 
you fancy a three year tour on exerci e, in the orth York hire a rea 
volunteer fo r B Section now . ' 

LINE ECTION 
. Earlier in the year we said farewell to Sgt Gordon Hitchen , off to 28 

Sig Regt , and 10 Sgt Pete Laycock , off to elsewhere in the T roo p, a nd 
we welcomed g1 And y Water on a the new Section Sergea nt. 

Our last ba ic line course was in May, where there were more DS 
than students , so we now pend our time teaching Po tentia l 
Technicians and DTgs how to live in the field . The Section is still 
wondering why we a lways get visits from T roo p HQ personnel when 
there is a WRAC course in progre s. 

The Section as a whole entered the Great orth Run back in J une 
and Cpls Pip Terry, Ron tephenson, Ron Wilkin on , LCpl Tony 
Vogel all had a grea t day and came in with respectable times. 

Back Row L- R: Cpls Black, Baron, LCpLShield, Cpl Watton , Sig Riley, Cpl Lightowlers, LCpls Morrow , Mcintosh, S ig Scales, Cpls Terry, 
. . . . Freeguard , Barber 

Middle Row L - R: Sig Williams, Cpl Medland, LCpl Wain, Cpls Neves, Finnegan, Scrivin, Egan, LCpl Parker, Cpl Tuite, LCpl Haynes, Cpl 
Hartley, LCpl Vogel, Cpl Morris 

Front Row L- R: Cpl Bawor, Mrs Morrissey. Sgts Waterston, Cl ace, Jones, Lt Macrostie, SSgt Cassidy, Sgts Joughin, Laycock, Cpl Scoins 
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WRAC INTER UNIT ATHLETICS CHAMPIONS 1986 
Wednesday 16 July 1986 saw not only the dawning of the hotte>t 

day of the year in the South East, -~ut also th.e Ari_ny Inter· Unit 
Athletics Championships a t the Mi li tary Stadium 111 Aldershot. 
Victorious at the Zone · Athletics Champion5hips, the 8 Sig Rcgt 
WRAC Athletics Team were well prepared a fter much hard and 
regular training. So they needed to be! The competition was fierce 
throughout, with a very close run battle being fought with Northern 
Ireland . 

.8 Sig Regt and NI were level pegging at the last but one event
Discus-with 49 points each. LCpl Di Cooper threw her personal bes t 
at a distance of 2 l m 25 and put the team one point ahead of NI. 
Meanwhile, blissfull y unaware of this success gts Joan O' Hagan, 
Meg Higgins, and Ptes Lianne Denley and Donna Wilson prepared .to 
give it t h~i r all in_ the 4. x . IOOm ~e lay-and that they certamly did , 
coming first and JUSt p1ppmg NI mto. second pl.ace .. 

A jubilant team returned to Cattenck- the first ume E District 
have been A rmy Champions. 

WAAC Inter Unit Athletics Champions 1986 
Back Row L-R: LCpl Di Cooper, Cpl Kay Hart , Sgt Sharon 

Burman, LCpl Sandy Harris and Cpl Sandy Rott 
Front Row L - R: Sgt Meg Higgins, Pte Lianne Denley, and Sgt 

Joan O' Hagan {Captain) 
Absent: Cpl Jo Richmond and Pte Donna Wilson 

DRIVER POWER MOTOR TRANSPORT GROUP 
POWER SECTION SUCCESS STORY 

Who says BULL *!?@ doesn ' t work? With the refurbishm~nt of 
the Power Section well under way the standard o f both Ba 1c and 
Upgrading Powerman Courses has greatly improved . . . 

Two 'A' passes on CP 010 UG in April 1986 proves this w1thout.a_ny 
doubt. The course consisted of five Gurkha students and four Bn ush 
and all the final grades were high . . 11 Future upgrading students beware , the standard 1s set.. 

LCpls Bishnubahadur Gurung and Parsuram Rai ~ogether with the 
Cl Operating Wing and their course tutor and instructors, after 

achieving A grades 
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REGIMENT BA ·1c CO 'RSES CllA LLE. GE IROPH \ 
Report by Sig Dowse, P T p, 1 S<1n 

The competition wa~ held over a period of tou r days The idea was 
dreamed up by the PT l 's to encourage the riva lry which ha~ always 
existed between the di ffe rent Troop~ and Squadrons. 

The first day saw a close run golf tournament held on a nine hole 
course on Whinny Hill. The eventual winners were Team One from 
I Sqn , wi th a team score of 128. In second place were Team Two from 
2 Sqn, with a score of 134. 

The second day o f the competition saw an even more exc1tmg 
swimmmg competition . Again, thanks to ~ s!rong !inishing b~rst, 
Team One figured in the top two places, this ume bemg pushed mto 
second, by a very strong team from 3 qn. 

Day three saw the table tennis. The name of the game was doubles 
and J Sqn 's Team One proved 100 hot !or the rest to. ha.ndle. They 
went through the tournament without lo mg a game, bn ngmg another 
fi rst place I Sqn ' s way. The best of the rest was Team T hree from 2 
Sqn. . . 

The final day wa the big one wi th the Super Teams event prom1smg 
a great finish to the competition. Even though Team One couldn ' t be 
caught the other team weren't going to give up without a fight. 
Amongst the Super Team the main battle was between -:i-eam On~. 
desperate for another win and Team Two, equally determmed to wm 
this event. Team Two got off to a good start , by \vinning the hal f mile 
run with Team One a close second. The nex t event was the basketball 
skilis . This wa won by Team Three wi th Team One in econd place 
again . The Gym tests came next, this was to prove a very close affair 
indeed. On the first discipline Team T wo edged ahead of Team One . 
Their lead was short lived however, as they were over-taken on the 
second discipline by Teams One and Four. T he fi na l discipline proved 
the decider with a very high, and controver ia l, score for T eam Two. 
This left Team Four from 3 Sqn in second place with Team One being 
edged back into fourt h position behi nd Team Three from 2 Sqn . The 
obstacle course provided a bit of entertainment_ duri ng the d1!ferent 
legs of the event. The final race of the compeu11on was to de.c1de the 
eventual winners of the Super Team , although the overall wmner of 
the competition wa a lready decided. The first leg of the ~el.ay.was a 
close run thing. But on the econd leg Team One had a m1111 d!saster 
when the front man leading their trailer stumbled and caught his foot 
under the from wheel. T hey quickly recovered but were unable to get 
above fou rth place . With T eam T wo the winners it left them two 
points clear o f Team One in the Super Teams 0nal scores . . 

The Cha llenge T rophy wi nner by a clear margm of four jJOlnts wa 
Team One from I Sqn . To round off the event , the CO, Col B. J. 
Austin , presented the individual event winners with their trophies and 
the captain of the winning team with the Challenge Trophy cup. 

The Winners! P Tp, 1 Sqn 
Back Row L-R: Sig Blenkhorn, Chives, Upton, LCpl Smallwood, 

Sig Cadwgan, Geelan , Roberts . 
Centre L - R: Sig Bryant, Raine, Holland, Mundie, Evans (827), 

Winter, Spalding 
Front Row L- R: Sig Cash, Phillips, Dowse, Watson, Crabtree, 

Taylor 
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BO RD 
R port b 

~uh 1h 'I or hire Y<inter well and truly O\er (11 did not no\\ 1hi' 
')that non hardy annual. the board ailor i once again emerging 

and du. ting off ht equipment fo1 the coming ·ca,on. 
Onl) t\\O of the Regimental board ailors. S, gt John mith and Cpl 

Gar) Bo~le, \\ere fooli .. h enough to keep ailing through the colder 
month . There would ha\'e b.:en three but gt John Lnthbur) felt 1ha1 
four month of Op Raleigh would be a bit warmer than playing with 
the pack ice on Winderm 're. 

gt milh ha also been hard al work o,·er the winier month 
con\'in ing the training major (Maj David Lawson) that the Regiment 
desperately needed new board and equipment for the coming ea on, 
on equently the Regimen! i. no'' the ·1roud owner of five complete 

wind urfers and 12 we1 uit . 
Patient negotiation and a little blackmail ha al o ewred the use 

of a local re errnir on four day each week, o any oldier planning 
to \'i it acterick can be ure of a warm welcome and plenty of good 
ailing. 

On the competition cene, the Regiment recently organi ed the 
Ei NW Di tric1 Board ailing Championship at Thru cros reservoir 

near Harrogate where ig Richard Townsend in winning 1he ovice 
e\'ent topped 14120 Hu ars from walking off with all the prize . The 
re t of the Regimental Team fini hed ju tout ide the prize Ii t and the 
re ult were:- ig Richard Town end (second overall, fir 1 novice), 

gt J ohn mith (fourth overall), gt John Lath bury ( eventh overall) 
and Cpl Gar)' Bo) le (eighth overall). 

De pile appearance 10 the contrary someone omewhere ha been 
working in 8 Sig Reg!. 

GOLF 
The Regimental Golf ocie1y goes from 1reng1h 10 trenglh. 

Report by Mr , orman Callender 
The onh East Di trict Seminar Meetine 1 a held a1 Cauerick 

Gar:i. on Golf Cl.ub on 9 July and the Regiment wept the board! Jn 
add111on to wmmng the Inter Unit Team Challenge Cup, the scratch 
medal and each of the three handicap division were won by member 
of the Regimental ociety. The winning team wa : 
LCpl Simon Boyd (5) winner scratch medal 

gl Max Paler on (8) winner Div 1 (Captain) 
gl David Price (11) winner Div 2 
gt Daye Cox (15) 

Norman Callender won Div 3 
The Army Cup ceam defeated the Armv School of Mechanical 

Transport, 16 AD Regiment RA and the RAC Training Regiment on 
the way to the final of the Army Cup which is 10 be held on home 
ground at Cauerick in September. Our readers will be well aware 1ha1 
local knowledge is most_useful at Catterick, particularly the direction 
of Leyburn from any given hole! 

. LCpl Simo~ Boyd is having a particularly good sea on. Fresh from 
his success ~vn_h the Corps l~am, he has been selected for 1he Army 
Gol~ A~soc1a11on teams agatnsl the Teeside Union and versus the 
Temtonal Army. I a~ particul.arly pleased to report that Simon Boyd 
is now the Cauenck Garnson Clu b Champion winning the 
champion hip with 1wo fine rounds of 74. ' 

OCCER 
REGIME'.'IT AL OCCER 
Report by gt Terry Aveson 
T~e Regi_mental soccer second XI ended the season on a high note. 

Having fimshed runners-up in the Divisional Cup final last year we 
managed to go one belier this year and win . 

I ~ a very fine mat~h played against_ the College of Agriculture 1he 
Regiment ran out wmners by 5-1 with LCpl McKeega n scoring an 
excellent hat-trick. 

Having 'run' the econd XI for four and a half years, I wa over 
the ~oon that we had won one of the trophic we had worked hard 
to Wiil. 

As this is the last time I will be involved with the soccer 1eam 
because ?f my impending discharge, I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank a few people for all their help. 

Sgt Du ty Miller team captain, a hard player who always gave me 
the fu_llest support; W02 (SSM) Dave Jones for all his sou nd advice· 
Cater~ng Staff, Corporals' Mess, particularly John Donachie, fo; 
allowmg us the use of it after match drinks, all the players, and, last 
but not least, my two bos es Norman Callander and Roger Thompson 
who allowed me the time to run his team and the use of thei r 
telephones. 
. , I wish every uccess to whoever takes over the job, but remember 
ll s hard work though very rewarding in the end. 
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SOFTBALL 
I~ deference to th_c Regiment · American Officers and Scrgeam 

Major . an ~nnual f1\ture on the port~ 1ime1abk i. rhc Softball 
Champion hip . 
. The Trade Trai ni ng chool,defeated_i he HQ qn Three 1eam in 1he 

final on 10 July. gl John Godfrey pitched an outstanding game as 
the 1:S w?n 35-27. St_andout for the TIS were Sgts Chris Aubrey, 
Terr) Avcson. Cpl Damas, Boyle and team mascot and player t 
Sharo_n, Bu_rmat~. 1:he game ended regulation play tied 27-27 and Fn 
a ternf1c fuial mmng 1he TTS pulled the game out. 

The Offi_ccr '_Mes defeated the Srrgcant ' Me s 31 10 13 folio" ing 
the champion ·hip game. 

EXERCISE PENNI E YOMP 
Report by 'gt Pete Whitehou e 
(Not to be read by lhe neak-hearted) 

. Ex Pennine Yomp was a relay run by 1wo team of three men. Their 
aim wa to run the full length of the Pennine Way . .. 250 mile . 01 
too far if you ay i1 quickly. 

On . unday 6 July from the Old Comrade Arena the team et off 
on 1he1r way 10 the 1ar1 of the Pennine Way, Edale. On Monday 7 
July the run tarted ... 

We do beli~ve 1ha1 the sc~nery en route cou ld have been fan1as1ic, 
and that the 1gh1s are mcred1ble but we don't kno"' this for urc. Hill, 
~on'l look 100 good before you auem p1 10 run up them, and 1he vic11 
from the top can only be appreciated by people in control of 
them elve , not quivering bodies ga ping for breath! 

Between 13 and 20 mile wa covered by each team daily for eight 
day before the end wa in ighl, al Kirk Ye1holm. 

Whil t runnin_g through the variou countie , over dale and even 
acros the Scotll h border it elf, it often occurred 10 one to wonder 
what ane oldier ' ere doing pu11ing the body through uch torture! 

Top Row: Team A SSgt Mick Nights, Sgt Taff Jones, SSgt Pete 
Whitehouse 

Bottow Row: Team B Capt Jeremy Field ACC, LCpl Steve Eastick, 
Cpl Cliff Booth 

Admin: Cpl Andy Harper ACC - Chef, LCpl John Ellis - Driver 

The Finish at Kirk Yetholm 
L- R: LCpl Ellis, C'.apt Field, Sgt Jones, Cpl Booth, SSgt 

Whitehouse and SSgt Knights 
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,. ' UMMER I CYPI{ S 

9 Sig Regt 
BFPO 58 

yprus is a great place 10 be during the hot summer month\, even 
if the work docs sometime interfere with the beach life! 

The Officers have just recovered from their Summer Ball, 'French 
Style' a nd the Sergeams enjoyed a 'Chinese Summer Ball ' . Both of 
these were all-n igh t vigils. Beach parties and barbecues continue 
throughout 1hc summer as relative and friends vis it the sun ny isle. 

The Regiment ran 'Ex Seagull' in June, when advemure training 
was held at Eudhimou. As many people as could be released attended 
for water- kiing, sailing, canoeing, board- ailing, climbing and sub· 
aqua diving. These two weeks were not long enough for many peoplt:. 
The WRAC elemem took part in 'Ex Alhena Triumph', adventure 
training in Troodos. This was followed by a two day 'walkdown' from 
Troodos to the coast, a distance of ome 26 miles. The heat and hard 
urfaces took their toll. 

Now the area suffers under the hot midday sun, so we'll crawl away 
for our ic 1a. 

3 SQ 
8 AID-THE BEAT GOES 0 

Report by Kevin Gibbard 
Shed 195 is empty now, the stage long gone, the chairs and 

furnishings cleared away. However, the memories of that cold 
December night linger in the mind of the hundreds of people who 
witne sed the charity event of the year in Cypru . 

We will never know exactly how many people crammed into the 
hangar that night. All of the 600 tickets allocated to the show sold out 
within an hour of the doors opening, and still people kepi coming. 

Of course we must not forget the main rea on for the eight hours 
of cintillating celebration. It is with much pride and gratitude that we 
can announce that the sum of c£2,250 has been raised for SB Aid . 

money will be sent to the Band Aid Trust, post ha\te. 1here 1s talk of 
a concert some time in the summer, possibly in the WSBA. 1985 saw 
a big beginning to relieve the plight of starving people. ~1any entered 
1986 with a new hope. The work goes on, and it'' nice to know that 
SB Aid has been able 10 make us own contribution in the fight to Feed 
the World . 

PRESENT ATIO TO YPRUS CHOOL FOR DEAF CHll,DRE:'ll 
During 1985 Cpl Kevin Porter and AC Paul cw ~since posted)_ of 

C Troop, 2 Sqn (Radio) organi ed a number of c_hanty even.ts \~h1ch 
raised c£375 for the Cyprus School for Deaf Children m 1cosia. 

Our picture show Mrs Geraldine . ightingale (highest fun~ r~iser} 
presenting the cheque to the school director Mr Vasso Marekhs m the 
presence of Mr Stavrou, WO! Jim Dodds and Cpl Kev Porter. 

Worthy of comment are the people of RAF Akrotiri and Dhekelia. 
flying Officer Diana Proudlove sent a cheque for c£200 from the 
former, and Mr and Mrs Geoff Telling presented us with an c£85 
cheque from the !alter. To each and every per on present on the nigh!, 
thank you all, we couldn't have done ii without you. 

So to the future. Because of its success, it is hoped to turn SB Aid 
into a Trust to serve a variety of ' onhwhile chari1ie . The concert 

MONEY FROM BED PU H 
Last ovember c£1 300 was raised by sponsorship of the Ay ik to 

Dhekelia Charity Bed' Push. £1,000 was put aside for teven Wei h, 
the son of Sgl and Mrs Welsh , 9 Sig Regt, who was involved i~ ~ r?ad 
traffic accident and suffered major brain damage and other tnJune . 
The family is now in UK. 

NOW YOU'RE IN 
THE ARMY YOU 

SHOULD BE 
THINKING OF 

LEAVING 
You owe it to yourself to plan future already. Our expertise 

for your civilian future from can help you in many different 
the day you join. If you do the ways. Before long you 'll be 
chances are you'll be a lot able to forget about leaving 
better off than your mates. and just get on with enjoying 

Anditsnotjustyourown Army life. 
needs. By then you may have a . . 
wife and children to care for. Fmd out how planmng for 
You'll need somewhere to lhe future will make your 
live, some money put aside. Arm~ memories so much 
some protection against happier and the rest of 
the unexpected. your life so much more 

At Hermes Consultants secure by filling out the 
we know a lot about your ... , form and posting it today. , 

HERMES 
CONSULTANTS 

Independen t insurance, mortgage, savings and pension consul tants. 
17 Al exander Drive, Bury, La nes BL9 SPF 
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~------- -------------

' r-·- _ -_~JNO OBLIGATIONC- =:J 
I Simply fill in your name and details and tick the boxes of interest 

NAME RANK 

I TRADEOROCCUPATION 

I ADDRESS 

I 
YOURWIFE·s 
DATE OF BIRTH 

CHILDRE ·5 
AGE(S) 

I YOURDATE I OFBIRTH 

DOYOOS IOKE 

I 
SELFYESI 0 WIFEYESINO 

I 
I can arrord a monthly o~tlay i~ the region of t _____ . and have a lump sum oft 
1,1, hich I am considering investing. -

I D Plans for immediate or future 
I Ho~se Pu_rchase-please give 

approximate income and number 
I of years to when you intend to buy 

D The Professionals Savings Plan 
(a unique savings insurance 

and house purchase plan, only 
available from us) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

t 
I D Please review the plans 
I ~nclosed (if required givcfull 

O School Fees planning-give ~ 
details of expected fees etc. f 

details of your existing plans on a 
I a separate sheet) 

I D Savings and Investment Plans 

D life Assurance Protection for I 
Myself0 My Wife D JointD I 

I D Lump Sum Investment D Insurance for Forces Personnel I covering kit, accident, liability. 

I 
O Your opinion 011 the attached D Endowment policies, for a term 

plan I have been offered of yrs/flexible 
1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

1 
Remembering to enclose any relevant details. please send in confidence to: 

HERMES CONSULTANTS , 
I 17 ALEXANDER DR IVE, BURY, LANCS, BL9 8PF. 

TEL EPHON E: (061 ) 7 9604 15 

~,, 

I 
I 
I 
>ii 
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Thi money wa donated to help with te,·en· rehabilitation and 
help the family with their future. 

CHILDREN'S HOLIDAY HOME BENEFITS FROM 
PRE ENTATION 

Padre Mi hael pencer vi ited the family whilst in the UK recently 
to pre ent the heque. 

9 Sig Regt (Radio) rai ed fund for the purcha c of a much needed 
water cooler and football game table for the children's holiday home 
in Ayia Napa. Thi home is in an ideal location and provide a much 
needed ervice for deprived children in the Larnaca area. The water 
cooler was desperately needed as drinking water ha to be delivered to 
the site . The football table provides a source of emertainment for the 
children. 

teHn i. impro•'ing lowly week by week, both phy ically and 
mental!), making great u e of computers at Headley Court, which 
help hi mental abilitie and phy ical co-ordination. Therefore the 
money will go, in pare, for the purcha e of a .imilar computer for u e 
at home. 

£500 FOR CA CER RESEARCH 
9 ig Regt (Radio) recent ly presented a cheque for £500 to Cancer 

Re earch (Cypru ). The um donated by all rank in the Regiment i 
a result of fu nd rai ing activities throughout the year by the Regiment 
m Ayios ikolaos. 

The photograph how members of the Greek Ladie Lyceum 
(Famagu ta) receiving the pre entation on beha lf of the holiday home. 

The photograph shows Lt Col G. J. Mann presenting the cheque to 
Mrs L Hutton on behalf o f the Cancer Research Society (Cypru ). 

-
King 

Edwaret Vll's 

for~= 
SISTER AGNES'S 

Beaumont House, 
Beaumont Street, London W.1 . 

Patron: Her Ma1esty the Queen ...... 
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From L to R: Lt Col G. J . Ma nn, Mrs G. J . Ma nn , Mrs Loulla 
Joannou , Mrs L. Hutton, Lt S. M. Wils on 

This famous hospital, assisted by a staff of Harley Street Consultants, 
provides the best possible treatment at the lowest possible cost for 
officers, seNing or retired (including those who held temporary or 
reseNe commissions), their wives, widows and dependant children 
of not less than 4 years of age. 
It has one three-bedded ward and 69 single rooms (5 with bathrooms 
en suite). It has its own Pharmacy, X-Ray, Physiotherapy and 
Pathology Departments. Medical check-ups can be arranged at a 
moderate charge. 
Serving officers are entitled to free nursing and maintenance in 
a ward bed. Others and their dependants (unless insured for more) 
are charged £49 a day for a private room. Civilian patients are charged 
£112 a day. Consultants fees are a matter for personal arrangement 
between the patient and the consultant. Where necessary help can 
be provided from a generously administered Benevolant Fund. 
Subject to age, BUPA gives friends of the Hospital a 15% 
reduction on their BUPACARE subscriptions, and PPP and 
WESTERN PROVIDENT a 250/o on their FAMILY MASTERPl.AN 
AND SUPERCOVER policies respectively, if payment is made 
by direct debit. 
The hospital is currently treating 2,200 in-patients and 1400 out-
patients a year. It is not part of the N.H.S. and is dependant on 
voluntary donations for its work for the SeNices. 
If you would like to receive more information or become a subscriber 
please write to the Appeals Secretary, (~#"), 6 Buckingham Place, 
London SW1E6HR or phone 01-828 4454. Applications for admission 
should be made to the Matron on 01-486 4411. 
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REGIMENTAL WIMMING COMPETITION 
On Thur day 5 June, the Inter-Squadron Swimming Match was 

held al Ayios ikolaos. fl was a very enjoyable afternoon of good 
wimming dominated by the powerful 3 Sqn team. Under the 

captaincy of Cpl Bailey the men's team won, and the ladies' team, led 
by hi wife, LCpl Julie Bailey, al o won their event. The photograph 
.,hows the victorious 3 Sqn team with their trophie , which were kindly 
presented by Mrs Jenny Mann . All in all it was an excellent 
afternoon's swimming and our thanks go to all who organised, took 
part in and watched this event. 

LCpl Ju lie Bai ley receiving the prize for the 3 Sqn ladies team from 
Mrs Jenny Mann 

Cpl Steven Bailey receiving the trophy for the 3 Sqn men ' s team 
from Mrs Jenny Mann 
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10 Sig Regt (HQ UKLF) 
Wilton 

'TRUE-LY' MEMORABLE DAY 
On Royal Wedding day the Quartermaster's stores had more to 

celebrate than other departments· at Erskine Barracks. 
Mr Alec True, the Senior Accommodation Storcman, had never 

been presented with his active service medals. After much research by 
W02 (RQMS) Terry Jee and with the co-operation of th~ Army Medal 
Office the medals unknown to Mr True, arrived at the 
Quartermaster's Sto;es in time for a special pre entation by Lt Col 
(QM) Mark Wilson. 

Lt Col (QM ) Mark Wilson sets the record straight and Mr Alec True 
proudly wears his medals 

TRAFFIC OFFICER IS A HOT SHOT . . . 
Mr Tom Coghlan Civil ian Traffic Officer with 1 Sig Sqn, hea~ed 

the winning team f~r South W~st ' s District Small Bore Target Rifle 
Competition (Winter League Div 2) . . . 

Other members of the winning team were: Capt Timms, Mr Higgs, 
and Mr Roger Weir. . 

The team trophies were presented by the CO Lt Col Mike Thorne. 

Mr Tom Coghlan is on target for his trophy from Lt Col Mike 
Thorne 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TROOP 2 SQUADRON-CHELSE1\ 
Summer, traditionally, i the time the TrO?P becomes heavily 

involved in the many and varied forms of Pubhc Add~ess systems . 
This year was to be n? exception as preparations ~or the 

International Air Show at Middle Wallop started on 24 June, for an 
event on 12/13 July. . . 

The resident PTO Mr Colin Hatcher, mouvate his motley crew, 
comprising a re ently returned ' Falklander', LCpl Giles (no\~ off.to 
sunny clime in Cypru ), a newly acquired LCpl Sutt~n bouncing with 
enthusia m since his Class I Telemech Cour e, and Sid Thompson. the 
resident MET. ASgt (cricket pads) Gilbert comJ?leted t~e manmng, 
and between them and assistance from TA old1er , a hne of ome 
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2Y,iKm of loud.peakers were erected, lO the S 1' disbelief, in a 
·traight line! (Who ay te-h-, aren't regimemally minded?) 

With trials over. audio level and ome redi tribution of pole that 
prevented photographer e pying the aeroplane. clearly. the main 
t king wa complete. secondary requirement wa for an arena to 
be overed by ound. A thi area wa · only some 50m quare, it po ed 
little problem lO our er twhile crew, though L pl utton did 
e. perien e ome unexplained shock whilst u ing 1he microphone, but 
removal of hi left big toe from the mains oon rectified hi 
di comfort. 

O\·erall, it \\a an impres ive ight both to behold and listen to . 
though even 120W of 'commentator power' cannot compete with the 
in e ant throb of heli opter engine . 

At the ame time, though mile apart, another team from the Troop 
took on a i ting the organi er of the Royal Tournament at Earl 
Court by in tailing intercom and telei.>hone , and then the control of 
lighting and ound during the perfomiance. 

The ight of gt (Tiny) Moir and Tempe t and Cpls Rutherford, 
(Why me?) \ at on (he' off to the Falkland ) and (Smokey Joe) 
Kalmar feeding their cable runs in the fal e roof of Earl. Court wa 
one to remember, for their normal, man oldierly appearances were 
lo t in the years of du t that noated around the rafters. Their efforts 
did bear fruit and with two how per day plus rehear al it wa a 
rewarding t~ k to be part of an event een by thou and of people; i 
there anythmg that Royal ignals won't tackle? 

In addition to our involvement at the Royal Tournamem we had 
other important commitments, notably the wedding of HRH The 
Prince Andrew with Mi s arah Fergu on . A if that were not enough , 
we al o participated in the ot Forgotten A ocation event in 
Buckingham Palace Garden . The move to cater for PA u ed at the 
Colchester Tauoo cau ed the Troop 10 nex it abilities once again. 

Through the e event , gt Gilbert and Cpl Glean omehow found 
time LO represent the Corp at Cricket, whil t gt mith joined the 
Squadron Summer Camp in Scotland. The TOT stayed behind 
through all the e happening o that he could write these note ! 

The PA Line (~ith Troop Spitfire for line laying) at Middle Wallop 
International Air Show 1 2/ 1 3 July 

3 Q ADRON-ALDERSHOT 
Our 21C, Ca~I Eilean Cunningham, has been pending a lot of time 

recently on trymg to ave African Rhinos from extinction so now I 
have your undivided attention I had better give you the details! 
Th~ ~IC and . 12 WRAC are off lO Kenya in September on an 

expedition to raise funds for the 'Save the TSA VO Rhino' appeal. 
Already there ha been a spon ored 24 hours Pop Mobility and a 
Parachute Jump which has raised £600. 

On the social scene we joined fo~ces wit~ our neighbours, 10 Coy 
\: RAC, on 18 July to hold a Carnbean 1ght. Once again our unit 
photographer managed. t? capture the spirit of the evening. 

The Army (WS) lndlVldual Athletics competition produced some 
excellent re ults for the .Squadron, with Pte Celia Duffield becoming 
th~ WS l,500m Champion and Pte Jo Colton coming second in the 
High Jump. 

H?wever the o~tst~nding success of the year must be Pie Ann
Mane ~~lhulland s Silver Medal in the Commonwealth Games Judo 
competmon: Unfortunately the Judo was not featured on TV. Anne
Mane has smce !eft the A~my and we wi h her every succes in the 
!uture and we _will be lookmg for her name in gold in the Olympics 
m two year's ume. 

On the ~om~stic fro.m ~he Squadron rounders team continue to 
struggl~ ~ hule m the d1smct league but in a recent District Rounders 
compeuuon fimshed a creditable fourth place out of JO teams. 

Ju ~ to prove we are not all play and that we do some work 
occasionally, we held a Military Training day on 15 July when the 
SCO, Cap.t • ick N~ylor, auempted to lose half the Squadron on a 
map readmg. exerc1 e._ Fortunately the Map Reading theory was 
~orrectl.Y put ~nto pracuce and no one was ' officially' lost bu1 perhaps 
JU t a hule bn misplaced. 
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3 Sqn girls (Boogie on Down) 
L- R: Pte Tracey Sugden, P~e Angie Westwater, LCpl Gloria Robb, 

Pte Sharon Stirman, Pte Mandy Niblett 

The Charity Parachute Jumpers prepare 
L- R: Ptes Paula Warrington, Paula Atkins, Lyn Scott, Cpl Helen 

Cliffe 

WILT01 WIVES ' CLUB PRESE TATIO 
Lady Huxtable, Ch!lirma~ .of the Federation of Army Wives' Clubs 

(FAWC), recencly paid a v1s11 to the Wilton Wives' tub. 
At, a lun~htime gathering in the Wilton Community Centre the 

Club s Chairman Mrs Karen Thorne, wife of LI Col Mike Thorne, 
presenced Lady Huxtable with a cheque for £50 towards the FA WC. 

Wives Club in force! 
Front Row L- R: Mrs Potts (Sec to FAWC), Mrs Holroid, Mrs 

Thorne, Mrs Potter and Mrs Pascoe 
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J , QUAORO 
2 TROOP 

PER ONALITIES 
Tp 0 
Tp Sgt 
Tp Cpls 

PASS OH PARADE 

11 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

Lt David Craig RA EC 
Sgt David Davidson 
Cpl Steve Bushby 
C1>l Derek Clifford 
Cpl Bob Hugill 
Cpl orman Lazenby 

On Friday 11 July 2 Troop completed the nine week's adult recruit's 
course with a pass off parade. The 32 trong Troop was backed up on 
parade by three other Troops. Two came from Bauleaxe Troop, 3 Sqn 
Uunior soldiers) and the third was 4 Troop, I Sqn, who e service 
career at that date was ju L five days. 

The parade was commanded for the la L time by Maj Jack Boyle . 
Maj Boyle had been QC I Sqn for the last four years. 

The parade was reviewed by Mr E. J. Boothby QPM, Chief 
Con table Durham Con tabulary, who presented prizes to: 
Best Recruit: ig Davi 
Best Shot: ig Fitzgerald 
Best ection: Cpl Bushby 

2 Troop marches past in slow time 

The Reviewing Officer, Mr E. J. Boothby QPM, inspects the Pass 
Off Troop 
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1 'QUADRON 
3 TROOP EXERCISE PENNINE TREK 
Report by Sgt K. M. Fitzpatrick 
TEAM MEMBER 

Lt Nick Davies OC < Tp, Sgt Kevin Fitzpatrick Tp Sgt 3 Tp, gt Jeff 
Williams Tp Sgt I Tp, Cpl John tanford Tp pl 3 Tp, Cpl Padd) 
Verden Tp Cpl 3 Tp, ig Jerry Marsden CT Tp. 

Early on in the year it became apparent that during the summer 
months of the 1986-7 training year life in 11 Sig Regl was going to be 
very quiet indeed. This was an incentive to the cadre in 3 Troop to 
plan some sort of constructive activity and thereby fill a month long 
gap which could alternatively o ffer ~n opport.unity for some .leave. 

Recently charity works, notably Aid for Africa and Sport Aid, had 
focused anentions abroad and the troop felt that their efforts should 
instead be concentrated on charity at home. After much thought and 
discu5Sion, the charity for multiple clerosis was decided upon in the 
knowledge that there are a few sufferers within the Corps . 

After settling that question it remained only to determine an event 
which would be both challenging and beneficial LO the cadre . 
Eventually the good old Pennine Way reared its head. ow plenty ~f 
people walk the Pennine Way but not very many attempt to run II, 
only those who have a screw loose perhaps. On one pa.nicular day .3 
Troop, in hindsight , all seemed to have been suffering from this 
particular afniction. . . . 

The wheels of planning and preparauon were put mto mouon. An 
early morning tan on Monday 23 June was settled upon. Six runners 
would attempt the 270 mile route, running in pairs, each pair running 
a 15 mile leg a day. Forty-five miles would thus be completed per day 
and the whole distance would take six days. They would run from 
Edale in Derbyshire to Kirkyetholm in the Cheviot Hills. 

Much of the organisation for the evem was done by gt Kev 
Fitzpatrick. PR was in the hands of Lt Nie~ Davie . a.nd valuable 
coverage was given by Tyne Tees and Yorkshire Telev1 1011. 

Monday 23 June saw an early morning drive !rom .cauerick to 
Edale in Derbyshire w Kirk Yetholm in the Cheviot H1!ls. . 
and gt Jeff William . Four hour and ome very beautiful Penmne 
scenery later the second leg of the day was taken on by Sgt Kev 
Fitzpatrick and Cpl John Stanford. There were no r.eal problems., A 
couple of miles of undefined route, a caravan selling teas and ice 
creams (readers shall be reminded that Monday 23 June was Orth 
Yorkshire's day of hot summer~ were the intrepid runners' only real 
concerns. Valiantly, however, lhey pressed on lO be relieved by Cpl 
Paddy Verdon and Sig Jerry Marsden whose good efforts brought the 
team to the end of its First day in excellent time. 

Sgt Kevin Fitzpatrick at High Force Middleton-in-Teesdale 
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Leg one .of day t\\O \\as complt:tcd at Ha"e in Wen leydale. Lt 
i k Dnies, to the great amu cmem of the re t of the team , wa 

• ppr ached b) a 0 ·ear old admirer "ho ommented 'What a 
ma,hing pair of leg. you have· . fter a fe\\ question. about the run 
he continued on her \\SY lea\fog our heroe. to laugh and ponder 

"hether this ould mean n whole ne\\ future for OC 3 Tp. 
omc hard climb and aching mu.de followed but othen ise all 

\\ent \\ell. Cpl John tanford uffered a little from unburn and Cpl 
Padd} \'erdon had problem with mo quitoe . few top were made 
for photographs and to take in the fanta tic cenery. Thee erci e was 
howe,·er a great ucce , rai ing £600 for 1ultiple clero i . 

Our thank go to all tho e \\hO helped in Ex Pennine Trek. 

The team at the Tan Hill Pub (Swaledale) 
Back Row L to R: Cpl Paddy Verdon , Sgt Kevin Fitzpatrick, Cpl 

John Stanford 
Front Row: Lt Nick (Nice Legs) Davies, Sgt Jeff Williams, Sig Jerry 

Marsden 

s~1cn~c H"'1t ~ L 
Fe~~ K·ous~ 

A very ju bi!a~t Cpl. Pad?y Verdon and Sig Jerry Marsden at the 
finish point K1rkyetholm in the Cheviot Hil ls 
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FAREWELL TO MAJ JACK BOYLE 
I qn aid farewell to it OC Maj Jack Boyle and his wife Shirley 

earlier thi month. He ha gone to take up the po t of OC HQ Sqn 
2 ig Regt. Jack pent four year a OC in which time he commanded 
ome 100 pa off parade and saw more than 4,000 trainees through 

their training. 
They will be greatly mi ed by all and we wish them all the best for 

the future. 

3SQUADRON 
J NIOR SOLDIER 

WIMBLEDO 1986 
On return from Ex Whiteshod 1986, Lt Paul Bailey found a pile of 

file to read on hi de k and a memo appointing him Regimental 
Tennis Officer, little did he know what thi could lead to, a he set out 
on one of the best two weeks of his career. 

Lt Paul Bailey and Sgt Dave Henry took a party of 12 oldiers from 
the Junior Squadron, to provide the court coverers for the All 
England Lawn Tennis Championships 1986. The lads worked on No 
One Court and, therefore, managed to ee some of the best tenn is 
played. 

It was the height of English Summer, and fortunately rained on 
only the fir t and last days of play, so apart from the daily uncovering 
of courts at 0700 hrs and recovering at 2130 hrs much time was spent 
oaking up the un hine, wandering through the crowd , enjoying the 

atmo phere and impre ing the ladies with their 'of course we work 
here' line. 

All member of the team were privileged to be allowed to use the 
player box on o One ourt, enabling them to chat freely with many 
of the great name of tenni ; ig Raine's attempts to chat up Mr Ivan 
Lendle's girlfriend on four successive days was not a total success! 
However, ig McGiffen' private tenni coaching ervice did prove 
popular with the young ladie . Lt Paul Bailey could be seen wandering 
off in the direction of the Strawberries and Cream mumbling 
omething about a ervices management conference and the 

importance of not being disturbed. 
The sight of Royal Signal soldiers in their Corps track uits on court 

a!ld abou t The Champion hip became part of daily life. We received 
much praise from the public and member alike, and earned praise as 
very worthy representatives of the Corp and Army. 

Standing L to_ R: Lt P. A. Bailey, JSig Balfe , Raine, Spalding , 
. Lilburn , Chivers, Blenkhorn, Sgt Henry 

Knee/mg L to R: JS1g Brown, Whittington, McGiffen, Bligh , Byers , 
Bagguley 

Keep your unit notes 
SHORT I 
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13 Sig Regt 
BFPO 42 

H TROOP FREEDOM PARADE 
Two years have now pa sed since the Troop received the Freedom 

of Dannenberg in formal recognition of the special relation hip which 
exist between the local population, soldiers and families of this small 
Royal Signals sub-unit. 

Obviou ly such an anniversary needed to be marked in appropriate 
fashion and thus on 10 June after weeks of preparation during which 
the SSM W02 Bob Bowman miraculou ly managed to turn a 
collection of Signalmen and Pioneers into a drill squad, the Troop 
marched on to the local market place with bayonets fixed. 

Thi was indeed a very pecial occa ion for the Troop, since the 
Representative Colonel Commandant, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle was 
present to take the alute. He was accompanied on the dais by Herr 
Hermann Preddehl, the Burgermeister of the town of Dannenberg. 

The parade was well supported by a great number of Dannenbergers 
who turned up to witness the occasion and tO enjoy the excellent music 
kindly provided by the Band of the Queen' Own Hus ar . 

Immediately after the march-off the Troop hosted a cocktail party 
in a local hotel at which the many military VIP , who had made the 
journey t0 Dannenberg were given the opportunity to meet our local 
friends and experience the cordial atmosphere which prevails in thi 
mall Lower Saxony town. 

Tho Representative Colonel Commandant Maj ~en A. C. 
Birtwistle, accompanied by Burgermeister Preddehl inspects the 

parade 

The Parade Commander Capt Wayne Coupland together with th~ 
scroll party, which consisted of Capt Dennis Weir, W02 ~e1I 
Mapp and SSgt Jon Bellion await the arrival of the Inspecting 

Officer 
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REGIME. TAL EWS 
SPORTI G RHQ 

Maybe it wa. never getting a rep!} from any other part ot the 
Regiment on a Wednesday afternoon that provoked RHQ Troop to 
go on a sporting binge . 

Led from the top by the CO on his daily run and from the front 
(sometimes) by the AdjuL (Capt Evans) most members ha."'e been 
building up their muscles to move even more paper .mounta~ns .. 

The Chief Clerk has bought a new set of golf clubs 111 the m1sgu1dcd 
belief that it would reduce his haodicap. Capt Evans, after purchasing 
some sail boards for the PR!, is now trying tO enlist the rest of the 
Regiment as sailors by regularly instructing on cour es at nearby 
Roermond Sailing Club. 

The RHQ hockey team, consisting of the 21C, Maj John luarl, 
Capt Evans, As t Adjt, Lt iki Moffat, gl John Chapma~ , jtt 
Steve Kaye RAPC and ig Steven (Prince PAMPA ) nderh11l did 
magnificently in getting to the final of the Regimental Inter Troop 
competition, where they lost by the only goal of the match . 

Sgt (OR ) Taff Roberts is anxiously awaiting the start of the occer 
season so he can get his exercise by worrying over the fortunes of Man 
Utd. Whilst ig Brian Peach gelS all the exercise nece sary from 
running to and from the Adjutant's office. with. fil~s, ~SM P~il 
Welch, in his go faster aertex vest, goes on his daily six mile run 111 
preparation for beasting all and sundry on the farewell parade for Lt 
Col G. W. Howard in September. 

PRESE, TATIONS BY THE COMMANDL G OFFICER 
On Friday afternoon 11 July in the Tudor Room of the JRC 

Mercury Barracks the CO made a number of presentation . 
W02 (RQMS) John Scullion received his 'Warrant'. A certificate, 

to commemorate 12 year's Meritorious Service to the British Forces 
was presented to three civilians, Irene Jendges, Willis Juetten and 
Gothfried Krings. The former two are employed in the QM's 
department and the latter at the local Blandford Primary School. 

ig Brown, who recently received his Corps Colours for Ba ketball, 
was further honoured by being presented with his BAOR Colours for 
the same sport. To round off the occasion Regimental Colours went 
firstly, to the 2IC Maj John tuart for Hockey and econdly to W02 
(SSM) Geordie Hennrie, for full bore Shooting. Lt Col Howa:d also 
presented Regimental Colours to Sgt (Shuggy) Brunton fo'. his full
bore achievements over the last three years. Sgt Brunton aclueved best 
individual pistol shot in the 1985 RCZ SAM and individual winner at 
the 1986 Augsburg International Shoot. 

CO, Lt Col Gordon Howard with all the recipients 

The CO presenting Sgt (Shuggy) Brunton with his colours 
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2 Q ADRO 
. !\1\1ER MP 

The quadron mo\'ed south for the ummer thi year for th ir 
hallenge Pursuit amp' in Berchte garten Ba,·aria . c11v111e 

in · luded 'i. its to place. of local colour, the alt mine· , Kehlsteinhau5 
(the eagle' nest), boat trip and a two day expedition . The weat her 
wa. \ariable, ranging from bli tering hear to horizonta l now on the 
higher peak . 

L 'TELLIGE CE ORP WE KE. D 
By way of a delayed re t and recuperation the weekend of 19/20 

July aw many member of 2 qn a nd t h~ir familie enjoying e' eral 
'arranged' function to celebrate Intell ig~nce Corp Day. On the 
aturday afternoon a cartoon how wa provided for the children, 

followed by a fun orienteering cour e, organi ed by gt J ea nette 
Reehal and Chri Gore. 

A 'De ert I land Di o ' wa held in the evening in the Mercury Hall 
which ha been exten ively a ltered to re emble a tropical paradi e. gt 
Reehal and Cpl Tracey Jezzard erved several carefully prepared 
tropical cocktails and gts Taff John and Mal Hirst organi ed a 
raffle. Aft~r a uperb buffet prepared by Sgt John Hill and hi ta ff, 
farewell gift were pre ented LO Maj Jan Henderson, C pl Debbie 
L~·on and Mr heila Thomp on . 

Sunday morning dawned rather too bright and early and saw a few 
hardy outs attending a families church service. The weekend clo ed 
with an 'old style cricket match' p layed on a warm Sunday afternoon, 
accord ing to the rules of cricket but with a hockey stick and a tennis 
ball. The SSM, W02 George Muir and Cpl Colin amuel umpired 
the event which wa enjoyed by all, with India Troop ' Team 'The 
Te t Cycle ' captained elegantly by Lt Ian Wood , winn ing by 17 run 
and a pinfall. 

Mr Ruth Anning and LCpl Rick Morris manned the barbecue 
kindl}' lent by Tl\1 Troop, and the weekend was deemed by everyon~ 
to be a great ucce s thanks to W02 John Anning and hi commiuee. 

Well, of course, no report would be complete without the u ua l 
~arewells and welcome and this is no exception. This time, ad ly, it 
is goodbye LO the Sqn Com_d , Maj Chri Harrison and his wi fe Ali on, 
but we warmly welcome h1 ucce sor Maj John Tobias and hi wife 
Gaynor and we wish them a happy to ur here in Birgelen. 

3 QN (BERLl1 ) 
Since our la t cont ribu tion we have had everal a rrival and 

departures . -':irst of all we W?uld like LO bi~ farewell LO the following: 
WOI Weir- On promouon LO Captam. W02 Lorrigan SSgt 

Rickmond, gt Glover, gt MacReedy, Cpl Hodg on an'd C pl 
Brew ter. 

And welcome LO: 

gt Christian, gt Turner, gt Cassels, Cpl Butler, LCpls Burnett 
Cottle and Levell ·and Sig Bycro fl , Coxen and Gunby. ' 

We would al o like to say hail and fa rewell to Cpl Fanning and ig 
Harbin , who were on detachment with us for a while. 

ORIENTEERING 
T he Ber lin ~rienteering Championship were held in Spa ndau 

fore ton 11 Apri l. The weather wa not the best fo r orienteering wi th 
a thin covering of now and sub zero temperatures . ' The 
Championships were a mixture of Major a nd Minor units a nd with 
?nly the ~nners of each going through to the BAOR Cha~pionship , 
1t was gomg to be a closely contested event. 

The stan was delayed fo r half an hour because of the weather and 
well into the meeting, it was obvious that it really was going ~o be 
close, especially for the Minor uni ts. After the fi rst two runners were 
in from 3 Sqn, 29 Sigs and 14 Field Wksps it was a matter o f watch 
keeping, calculators, and prayers for the outcome. The last runner 
from 29 Sig Regt was the first back but with the time 3 Sqn had in 
hand from the first two runners just helped us to snatch victory by 13 
seconds from 29 Sig Regt. 

BERLIN KILL-AT-ARM MEETING 
During the month of March a band of intrepid shots led by W02 

' Ray' Arm trong and followed by gt ' Kev' Mills Cpls • ed ' Kelly 
' Dennr' Owen , 'Dave' Ruddock a nd LCpl 'Jo~ ' Malia , could b~ 
ee~ runmng up and do"'n the snowy, wind-swept ranges of Berlin 

geumg ome well needed practice in preparation for the full bore Ski ll 
at-Arms meeting, which was to be held on 8, 9 and 10 April. 
. \: hen the d~y of the competition arrived the Berl in weather was a t 
ns usual, freezing cold and heavy fog, but this did not deter our LMG 
team of gt ' Kev ' Mills and Cpl ' Dave' Ruddock , who though they 
could hard l_y see t h~ ta:gets from 600m did very well and eventually 
ended up wmners bnngmg home the fi rst of our gold meda ls. T his was 
later repeated by the sect ion team who had a very good shoot and by 
the end of the fir L day the medal were building up . 
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The second day saw the individual shoot , with the whole team 
doin_g we_ll and W02 Ray Arm trong becoming the tenth best '>hot in 
Berhn with the MG . Our ladies al o did well with WLCpl Helen 
Townley winning the best W RAC hot with the SMG and WLCpl 
Jam' Higgin winning the pi LOI hoot. 

Overa ll the learn did very well , comi ng runner up in the Mi nor nit 
Champion hip and when the pre~e nt a t ion were made in the 
horizontal now, the team wa lked away with 15 medals. 

WO'S AND ERGEA T ' ME 
T~e ocial life of the WO' and Sergeant ' Mes ha ·, as always, 

conunued apace and the two highlights in recent mo nths have been the 
dining out of WOI (Supvr R) Derek Fowler and , of course, the 
Summer Ball . WOt Fowler was dined out of the Mess on completion 
of 22 years' service on 24 May and the menu consisted o f such 
delic~cies as. 'Fillet Stea k a la Fowler ' ! After a superb meal , the 
evenmg earned on, no one can remember when it actually fini shed! 
All members of the Mess wish Derek good luck in civilian li fe. 

The Me ummer Ba ll took place on Friday 6 June and was 
thoroughl y enjoyed by al l. T he Committee, headed by WO I (For ) 
Pete Waring had done a wonderful job of changing the Unit 
Gym~asium into a trop ical paradi e and are LO be congratula ted for 
en unng a thoroughly succes ful evening, which cont inued into 1he 
mall hour . 

On the sport ing front . a games night ver u the Officer ' Mes wok 
place on Friday 16 May. As can be imagined , a ll events were fierce ly 
contested a nd the end re ult wa a well-earned draw, which pleased 
both very weary team . The Me look forward to the next 
gladiawrial encounter with the O fficer which will be the annual 
cricket match. 

On Friday 27 June, the Mes wa honoured by the visit o f Brig A. 
K. Dixon , .Commander RCZ, during which he pre emcd LS & GC 
1~dal s to WO ! Butler, W02 (QM I) cott, W02 (S Ml Muir , Sgt 
e1lson and gt Patchitt . The medals were·then chri tened in the ti me 

honoured manner. 

UNI RMAL 
Dress uniforms 
to give distinguished service 

Military and Civil Tailors, 
suppliers of accoutrements, 

woven badges and medallists 
to the officers of the 

ROYAL CORPS 
OF SIGNALS 

Un1formal. van Dun91e House. Meynell Avenue. Rolhwell . Leeds LS26 ONU 
Tel. (0532) 826102 BAOR Office. Tel : Minden (0571 ) 40067 
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fhe tu rnover of person nel in the 1ess in recent months has been 
very high . The fo llowing members have departed for various locations 
since February: 

WOI (Supvr R) Fowler, W02 (SSM) Hennrie, W02 Smith, W02 
Parrish, W02 (QM I) Bryson, W02 Inglis, SSgts Carter, Scott, 
Dales, Sherwood , Hurdley, Sgts Patrick, J efferies, Malley, Mills, 
W gt Fisher, Sgts Hunter , Hayes and Brunton . 

To replace them, we welcome the following members: WOI 
Prideaux, WOl Bird, W02 Heyland , WW02 Livesley, W02 (QM I) 

colt , W02 (S M) T horneycroft , gls Armstrong, Richmond, 
Glover, Sgts McDermid , Palfreyman, W gt Wilson , . gts Blondell , 
O'Dare, Alcorn, Wood and W gt Vollentine. 

W01 (RS M) Welsh, W01 Fowler, W01 Bird and W01 Campbell 
prior t o W0 1 Fowler ' s dining out 

WIVES CLU B 
Can there be a posting anywhere that offers such a va riety of 

fascinating things to do? As a Wives Club we have so many 
opportunities here in Berlin, like our trip into East Berlin to the 
' Komishe Oper ', such a grand buildi ng wi th its tiers and chandelie r , 
to see a modern ballet , ' ew Midsummer ight's Dream', for some 
of us a first time experience. Then we were lucky enough to go on a 
number of shopping trips into the Ea t and with the value of the We t 
Mark four or five time higher than that of the Ea t the crystal and 
porcelain shop are like magnets, everyone returning laden wi th 
treasures. Then a vi it by the Brigade HQ Public Relations Officer 
who gave us an 'easy to understand ' lesson in Germany hi tory, and 
more important why we, 'the allies', are here in . ~erlin ; never learne_d 
any of that in chool! And what about our visit LO the Berlin Air 
Sa fet y Cenrre, where the four Governing Powers, Briti h, American, 
French and Russian work side by side deciding who can or cannot 
travel the air corridor through Ea r Germany into Berlin , in a building 
that was the ' Yolk Kammergericht' or People's Court during Hitler's 
era , an eerie place of power and torture; living hi SLO T)'. . Quite a 
fascinating place for ome vi iting Mum . ot all our evemng are so 
educational! We were entertained by our mencan colleague to an 
evening of ten-pin bowling, I wondered if one or tw? of u have 
American ance try!- o well did we bowl. In fact, qune a porllng 
crowd we have been thank to help from the WRAC girls in the 
Squadron, Netba ll , Hockey, Badminto~-we've entered the~ all. We 
even tried our hand at the edate pa ume of flower arrangmg, and 
perhaps if we hadn' t opened the wine to celebrate the Roya_! Wedding 
the flower arrangements might have evoked more enlhu 1a m from 
our husbands when we proudly took them home . . We have_ ~~en 
known to have quiet evenings ' in ' when we entertamed 20 V!Slll~g 
wives from the Regiment, husbands left behind to babysll, for a quiet 
meal for 30 or 40 over a glas of wine. Did I say quiet? 

Remembrance Day is on 
Sunday 9 November 1986. 
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14 Sig Regt (EW) 
BFPO 23 

Firstly we say goodbye to the WOt (R M) Dave Pimm on posting 
to 11 Sig Regt as a Troop Comma nder . We all wish him the very best 
for the future. We welcome WOI (RSM) Barry Wat on and his wife 
Jane. We hope you have a good tour with us. 

W01 (RSM) Pimm is drive n out in ' style' 

On Saturday 5 July we had a very successful Open Day. The 
weather, (much to the 21C's rel ief) was extremely kind to us which 
encouraged crowds of local Germans and passers-by. There were 
many stalls and activities including the now famous d~cking stool and 
purple porridge throwing. We also had a parachute Jump and tug of 
war competition with our local German Regiments . It proved to be an 
excellent day out and we raised some DM4000 fo r English and 
German chari ties. 

The parachute jump at the Open Day 

The Regiment also entered rwo reams for the Brain o~ BFG 
Competition-a BFBS sponsored general knowledge quiz run 
throughout BAOR . Our wives team of Mr Fiona Tiffin , the 
Adju.tant's wife, Mrs Jan McLuckie, 21C's wife and Mrs Judi Weston , 
Traffic Officer's wife, did extremely well but unfortunately drew 
against the Regimental team in the Divisional final and were finally 
defeated. The Regimental team- WOI (FofS) Bob Morley, Sgt 
(FofS) Mick Cooper and Sgt Dick Woodfine succeeded in getting 
through to the BAOR fi nals but un fo rtunately were narrowly beaten 
by PSA Rheindahlen. 

On the sporti ng front , the Regiment i fu lly into the wing of 
summer sport and adventure training. The Regimental Athletics ream 
came fourth in rhe Morrison Cup . Special congratulations go to LCpl 
Eli Pearson who took the BAOR unofficial record in the triple jump 
and SSgt Derek Lake in the 400m. Both have since represented the 
Army in Combined Service marche in the UK . 

ROY AL SIGNAL YACHT CLUB (BAOR) REGA TT A 1986 
At 1930 hrs on Monday 7 July. the Royal ignal Yacht Club 

(BAOR) started it 20th Baltic Regatta. Crew from both major and 
minor Royal Signals units a embled at the Briti h Kiel Yacht lub 
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durmg the day to take over 10 of the Club's Conte sa 28s. With a 
promi of fre h V e terly winds and a very fast fir t pa age race to 
Copenhagen, the crews set off for what wa going to be nine day of 
changing fortune and variable wind . By nightfall the fleet wa well 
pread out a they ran down to Fehmarn Belt with a Westerly Force 

4-5 behind them. The combination of the wind and a heavy 
following ea reduced all but the hardiest ailors to a diet of bread and 
water. By dawn on Tuesday most of the fleet came together to round 
one of the main channel buoy off the Gedser Point and start the long 
haul north to Copenhagen. 24 hours after the start of the race, the 
first boat cro sed the fini hing line at the mouth of Copenhagen 
harbour. It say omething for the keen competition that the first four 
boats cro ed the line within four minutes of ach other and the whole 
fleet was in within two hour after completing ome of the fastest 
pa ages in the races' hi tory. The Mermaid Cup i awarded for the 
Copenhagen leg and the \ inner was Grebe skippered by Lt Col Peter 
Pritchard and S gt Don Shaw from 22 Sig Regl. The runner-up wa 
LCpl Jeb harpe sailing for I ADSR in Gannet . 

As the fleet had arrived in Copenhagen a day earlier than expected, 
Lt Col Mike Shaw, CO of 14 Sig Regt (EW) and Commodore of the 
RSYC (BAOR), introduced an extra half points race in the 
Copenhagen Sound. Thi wa a race round the buoy in fre h wind 
which te ted the crews ability to change headsail and reef quickly . 
After a very wet six hours the first boat across the line was the 14 Sig 
Regt (EW) 'A' team in Widgeon kippered by Cpl Baz Ennals and Maj 
Bob West with LCpl Jeb Sharpe in Gannet second. Although it wa 
not known at the time, Widgeon was then to dominate first position 
in the re t of the races. 

After a day's rest in Copenhagen with trips to the Carlsberg brewery 
and the Bing and Crondall factory, the fleet set off at 0900 hr on 
Friday 11 July for the third race to Aarhus. This race turned out to 
be a hard beat to windward for 24 hours in a Westerly Force 4-6 
gu ting 7. Eight of the I 0 boats crossed the finishing line over a period 
of four hours with Curlew skippered by Cpl Mick O'Connell from 4 
ADSR in econd place behind Widgeon . Two boats had to retire, one 
with a rigging fault and the other seeking refuge from the weather. At 
this stage in the Regatta only four po!nts separated the first six boats 
and the end result was still open to anyone. In order for the boats and 
crews to have a chance to dry out and recover from what was a very 
hard race, the Committee decided to postpone the start of the next 
race to Kor or until 1300 hrs on Sunday 13 July. 

The race took the fleet down the eastern side of Samso and across 
the Great Belt into Korsor. It was clo ely contested in changeable 
winds from calm to Force 3 Widgeon just overtaking Curlew over the 
finishing line. After an 18 hour sail, the whole fleet finished within an 
hour of the lead boat. 

At the start of the final leg back to Kiel, 14 Sig Regt 'A' team was 
just over one point ahead of 4 ADSR and only two and a half points 
ahead of 22 Sig Regt and 200 Sig Sqn, so again the overall results 
hinged on the positions at the final finishing line. So at 2000 hrs on 
Monday 14 July, the fifth and final race in the Regatta started . The 
crews .were given the choice of going down either side of Langeland, 
but with a fresh westerly breeze blowing, all the boats elected to go 
down the east coast. By dawn on Tuesday, after a fast reach, the fleet 
was off the southern tip of Langeland with about one hour separating 
the first and last boat. There then ensued a most frustrating day for 
the cre"'.s with the wind dying, picking up and dying again and at 
about 1600 hrs Widgeon managed to drift across the finishing line 
with Curlew in second place and Petrel skippered by Cpl 'Mitch' 
MitcbeU from 200 Sig Sqn in third place. 

By 1900 hrs all the boats were back at the British Kiel Yacht Club 
ha_ving sailed ov.er 550 miles. Mrs Barbara Shaw, kindly presented the 
pnzes that evenmg and the crews then relaxed in the Yacht Club bar 
in preparation for handing the boats back to the Club the following 
mommg. 

The overall results were as follows: 
First prize {Dickson Telescope): 
Second Prize {Cito Cannon) 
Mermaid Cup: 

EXERCISE BEACHCOMBER 86 

14 Sig Regt (EW) 'A' Team 
4 ADSR 
22 Sig Regt 

Annually the tranquility of the small North Sea resort of Cuxhaven
Sahlenburg is shattered by the abrupt arrival of volunteers from 14 Sig 
Regt (EW). The soldiers come every year and are greeted with 
enthusiasm by the proprietors of local hostelries who see their entire 
year's profits guaranteed. 

The aim of the exercise is to carry out a variety of environmental 
conservation w_ork in the Wernerwald, a large forest, and along the 
beaches bordering one of the most beautiful heathland areas of North 
Germany. This was the sixth year of the exercise and one of the more 
ucce ~ful. Everything takes place under the auspices of the local 

counctl, the Kurverwaltung and is administered by Herr Werner 
Boeckel ma~n, a dynamic volunteer conservationist. Obviously, full 
advantage 1s taken of the opportunities offered and generous time is 
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allocated for recreation and education. 
Thi year, the group was split into two group each auending for 

one week. The admin party, under Sgt Henrik Kiertzner and 
con isting of Cpl Nick Turner, HGV driver and poseur extraordinaire 
LCpl Mark Jordan (Master Chef/STg) and ig John Ellis (Apprentic~ 
Chef and Gofer) who all bore up manfully under the strain of having 
to stay at a seaside resort for two weeks . 

Group One, led by the imposing figure of W02 Bob Crockart soon 
settl~d into t~e routine. of hard work all day and harder play in the 
evenmgs. Besides cleanng a 5Km tretch of coastline from rubbish 
they also built what seemed to be miles of handrails in the Wernerwalct 
and made them elves generally useful to the Fore try Service by 
resurfacing tracks and stripping bark from felled trees. They also 
found the opportunity to walk across the mudflats to the island of 
Neuwerk and to visit 3/71 Panzergrenadierbataillon whose company 
commander, Hauptmann Lamcke and NCOs entertained us royally. 
(Oh yes, they did how off their Marders, too . . . ) 

Group Two arrived with W02 Max Scott at the helm, bringing with 
them an .even worse threat to the peace ~nd stability of the township, 
L~pl_ Rich Angove .. The group continued clearing beaches and 
building more handrails, with a party of 12 soldiers from PzGrBn 71 
joining them for one day. Group Two did not avoid the 'Neuwerk 
Death March' either (enlivened for many by LCpl Si Allen's Union 
Flag sho~ts) and also. vi~ited the lo.ng-su ffering_ Troops of 3/71, firing 
the G3 nfle and ach1evmg some smgularly ummpressive results. The 
Kurverwaltung arranged a barbecue on the beach which continued 
into the early hours of the next morning. For many, LCpl Rich 
Angrove's olo dance for orange wig and bar stool will remain 
imprinted on our minds for the rest of our lives. 

The two parties achieved a lot this year, as every year. The 
Wernerwald and the local beaches have been the scene of over 150 
separate environmental efforts by the Regiment over the last six years 
and our handiwork is evident almost everywhere, ranging as it does 
from n_ew paths, to ha~drail~ and .&ates, to artificial lakeshores, pilings 
and piers. Our relat1onsh1p with the local community and the 
~uthorities is excellent and our work has, undoubtedly, had a direct 
mfluence ?n the _awarding _to Cuxhaven in I 984 of the Lower Saxony 
Conservauon Pnze and this year's award of the .Lower Saxony Cross 
of Merit to Herr Boeckelmann. 

Finally we welcome the Defensive EW Team into our midst from 
their old home in 7 Sig Regt. They have already proved that they 
under~tand th~ workings ~f the Regiment by arriving on the Friday 
and d1sappeanng on exercise the following Tuesday! 

SILVERMAN'S 
Britain's Leading Suppliers 

of Kit to the Professionals 

SILVERMAN'S (Dept. W) 
Mlle End, London E1 4PS 

s 01-790 5257/5585 
Personal callers Mon-Fri & Sun Mngs. 
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REGIMENTAL TUG-OF-WAR TEAM 
After the success of the previous year even greater things were 

hoped for on the tug-of-war scene during 1985/ 86. A very well 
upported inter-Troop indoor competition saw the site of the squad 

raised to 30 after ·ome intensive talent spotting and resulted in wins 
at all three weights (560, 640 and 680Kg) in the RCZ Indoor 
Championships. From there the team went from strength to strength 
and a list of achievements over the last 12 months is given below. 
Ashchurch Open 640Kg-lst 
Tewke bury Open Catchweight 2nd 
Diis eldorf City Open Catchweight 1st 
RCZ Indoor 560Kg-lst, 

BAOR Indoor 

Krefeld Indoor Open Catchweight 
40 Fd Regt RA Hohne Open 
RCZ Championships 

16 Sig Regt Bradbury Fair Open 
Morrison Cup 
BAO R Final 

Rhine Army Summer Show Open 
Army Final 

640Kg-lst, 
680Kg-lst 
560Kg-6th, 
640Kg-4th, 
680Kg-5th 
2nd 
600Kg- 3rd 
560Kg-lst, 
640Kg-lst, 
680Kg-lst 
640Kg-4th (36 teams) 
640Kg- lst 
560Kg-4th, 
640Kg-5th 
680Kg-4th 
Plate 640Kg-2nd 

SWIMMING 
Congratulations to the Regimental WRAC Swimming team who 

were Runners-Up in the BAOR (WS) Championships held at 
Rheindahlen in June. Due to a minor technical hitch (an empty pool) 
training started late this season but thanks to the help and 
encouragement of gt Roxburgh, the team put up a fine performance 
on the day. Pte Nimmo did exceptionally well, winning the individual 
Medley and Butterfly races. 

L to R: Lt Hands, Cpls Moscrop, Tighe, Ptes Parker, Bowley, Cpl 
Wharton, Ptes Nimmo, Darcy 

16 Sig Regt Tug-of-War 1985/86 
Back Row L to R: LCpl George Burns, Cpls Ma rk Boylan, Rock Hudson, Jock Lamont, Di~o Briers, LCpls Pete Smoothy, Dave Lynch, Coach 

SSgt Pete Halstead, Lt Col D. J. Lowe, LCpl John Hams, ~pl Steve Bro"Yn . 
Fron t Row L to R: Cpl Russ Dalton, Ctn J im Lees, Cpl Tony Pinsent, Sig Geordie Cow1~, LCpl Geor~1e Harwo_od, Sig Nobby Clarke 

Absent on Duty: Cpl Pete Coomber, LCpls Tony Black, John Pryke, Nick Parkyn, Sig Tug Wilson 
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J.Q 
1 qn ontinue with its heavy work load de pite a large turnover 

of per -onnel recently. From 0 Tp we would like to bid a fond fa rewell 
to gt Campbell who is going to 34 Sig Regvt (V) on promotion , Sgt 
Huntrr 'hho is going to civvy treec, gt Kelly and Cpl Millar who are 
off to play with penguin in the outh Atlantic, Cpl Burns who i 
po ted co C'ollege at Harrogate on promotion, and Cpl Cutts ' ho 
i5 off to ustralia. We welcome gt eish back from the Falklands 
and congratulate him on hi promotion. 

From . Tp the turnover i almo t too large to Ii t but we would like 
to ay goodbye to our RAF Flt Sgt Smith and hello co Fii gt Weelch. 

1 o goodbye to 2LI Kalie Glasgow who i gC'ing to 29 Coy WRAC. 
Being che BAOR Commcen, 0 Tp come u11'1er fairly close scrutiny 

from vi icing dignitarie , recently including HRH The Princes Anne, 
the SOinC. Col Robert on, Comd WRAC BAOR and the CDC 
re,·iew. 

The Squadron al o went down to Bavaria for it annual Summer 
Camp. Despite the fact that it rained and snowed for the fir c two 
weeks, tho e hardy men and women of 1 (SIS) Sqn ( now in ummer) 
doggedly continued the mountain walking, water skiing, wind urfing, 
canoeing and hor e riding. The la t two week brought blazing 
sunshine and an increase in activities. Pie 'Budgie ' Eagle on 
demonstrated the inverted abseil co an audience of bemu ed German 
Touri ts, and a team of about 20 of us were narrowly beaten twelve 
goal to three by the lo al German XI. everthele s a good fun time 
wa had by all, and well done to SSgl (SQMS) McGaffery for working 
so hard to bring it all about. 

On to more ober ubjecc , the Squadron held a spon ored 24 hour 
Trampoline Bounce for Cpl Harffey, who has been left paraly ed a 
a resuh of a riding accident. To date we have raised DM4,300 (about 
£1,200). Thankyou to everyone who bounced and spoued their way 
through a long and tiring night, especially co Cpl Moscrop and W02 
(FofS) Jack for their unstinting enthu ia m which got it off the 
ground (no pun intended) . 

2 SQN 
ALPHA TROOP 

The DC review team vi iced in July. We hope to have a new link 
arranged soon, but S gt Dave Fisher need not apply to undertake a 
liaison visit! 

Three members of the Troop, LCpl Hukin, Sig Mather and Smith 
(457) represented the Regiment at Sisley with Sig Mather gaining first 
place in the B Class Whitehead. 

After a certain amoum of doubt and worry and effort, to organise 
the summer camp, Capt 'But I have only had a week's leave' Gill led 
his men to Zandvoort, in Holland. Water sports were the order of 
the day and the Troop would like to say thanks to Cpl Owen, Bavisler 
and McCall for their time and patience in instructing us. o time wa 
wasted and during a· couple of periods of bad weather we took the 
opportunity of sightseeing in Amsterdam. We regret to have to report 
that from 4 August we hall lose our best Troop to 3 Sqn . Goodbye 
and thanks to all the drivers and ED's who have upported us. 

We are very glad to ee gt 'Bionic' Hatton back with us again and 
hope he continues to put on weight. 

Yet more promotions have been earned. Congratulations to Cpls 
George Farrar, Mark Richmond, LCpls 'Face' Russell, Sandie Wilkie 
and Jilles Swain. 

Other new arrivals are babies for the Raeburns and Russells and 
congratulations LCpl Swiffen on his recent marriage_ 

We say a sad farewell to LCpl Andy Price and welcome to Sig Milch 
Mitchinson. 

STOP PRES 
Well done ig 'Vh·ian' Brockbank on passing your 82. 

KILO TROOP 
EXERCISE HILL FOIL 

The long, hot drive to Hohne to provide communications for the 
RAF started uneventfully from Krefeld. By the time we reached our 
destination, the recce rover driven by W02 (YofS) Bodimeade had 
inc~rred slight modifications which have kept the LAD recovery 
vehicle busy. The trusty line rover with Sgt Joe Malloy and LCpl Mac 
McLennan on board took over and made sure everyone arrived in 
location. 

After the initial shock of crossing the Rhine the TARIF crews 
including Cpl Colin Ward, Kev O'Riordon, Bob Lamoni and Pet~ 

moothy, under the caring charge of Sgt Dave 'I don't play much 
golf' Metcalfe ettled in quite well considering they hadn't seen a tent 
let alone sleep in one, for so long. ' 

As usual, the Power and Linc Dets were fighting it out for the 
'Goldern Blanket Award' with ig Terry Arnold and Yosser Hughes 
leading contenders. 

The Admin area, under the watchful eyes of gt Ian Kirkpatrick 
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and Sgt Jim P ickle tried to keep everyone happy but . a la , the Troops 
were not overwhelmed wi th the video enterta inment. Visits were 
arranged to Belsen and to the Harrier sites which were well received 
by all. 

The exerci c period pa sed fairl y quickly and we returned home 
without incident. 

A fter a weekend 's res t we departed for Summer Camp. We arrived 
in the Harz to find our grid reference to be JOOm out. We were only 
aved by Sig ' Pathfinder' Hughes scaling a 30m cliff a nd find ing the 

real site. An enjoyable time was had by all even though day two was 
the start o f the Harz monsoon eason . T he camp ite wa turned into 
a river! We would like to take this opportunity to thank lst Bn 
Gordon the Highlanders for the hard work in the preceding week. 

TECH TROOP 
A fter a busy ummer with Royal Visits , DTl s and Ex Hill Foil; ye 

thi is 2 Sqn , 16 Sig Regt , not 21 , most member are away on Summc; 
Camp or leave. 

Welcome to S gt Rick Cooper, SSgt Paul taynings and wi fe Jan, 
Cpl Dave 'I never get a mention' Glay and wife Jane, Cpls Russ 
Dalton and Eddie William - and the ba by of the troop LCpl Karl 
Arnold. 

Congratulation to Sgt (now SSgt) Al Geddes, now M Tp, on his 
promotion . 

Goodbye to Sgt John 'Tubs' Fielding, Cpl John Vaughan and 
LCp! Jo Pearce. All the best. 

And so ends the fina l chapter from Tech Troop . 

3 QN 
EXERCI E FOXTROTT BIMBLE 

Last month we included vital military training into our sports 
afternoon {day) in the form of a long distance map-reading exercise. 
The circuit was 10 miles and proof of attendance at the compulsory 
checkpoints was provision of written answer . The Group that stole 
the DS Pink won points for showing unexpected initiative; the four 
reprobates who ran ouc of time through staying too long at the last 
checkpoint {taking refreshment) were awarded extra point for acting 
quickly and hailing a taxi! 

COMST AR A WARD 
Congratulations to F Tp DTgs who beaver away in the Army 

Commcen in Krefeld. For the six months period ending in April they 
have been awarded the Silver Comstar (Commendation for Signals 
Transmitted Accurately and rapidly) by the Controller of Defence 
Communications etwork. The award was pre ented by Brig A. K. 
Dixon ADC MCIT Comd (BR) RCZ on his recent visit to the unit. 

l to R: Ptes Gillespie, Smith, Brenton, LCpl Kirkup, Brig Dixon, Lt 
Col Lowe (CO), Ptes Langford, Holden, Daley, Russell 

EXERCISE SUMMER DUNK 86 
Members of J Tp, 3 Sqn, were whisked away one Wednesday on Ex 

Summer Dunk for an 'arduous leader hip and training exercise' 
dreamed up by OC J Tp, Lt Phil 'Road-Runner' Osment, SSgt Paul 
'Subtlety' Eyre and gt Billy 'three weeks summer leave' Watts. 

The Troop arrived al a scenic spot near Wesel just off the Rhine, 
and four team leaders were given oil drums, rope wooden rafts and 
line poles. There then followed a brief on how to construct rafts for 
an arduous raft race. This they duly did, arduously, and what 
followed was reminiscent of che Battle of Trafalgar. With two rafts 
constructed under the leadership of technicians (who aid 
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th1cknicians?), namely Cpls ' Wack' Walker and 'Paddy· Phillips, 
great things were expected . Complete wi th masts and rigging they 
floated off, turned turtle and gradually disintegrated. Cpl Laws, in the 
mighty 'Ti ta nic Lusitania' fared little better, leaving the field clear for 
Cpl Gallagher and crew, on Virgin Atlantic Challenger lit to romp 
home as the winners. 

There then fo llowed a uperb barbecue run by QMS (M 0 ) Dunn 
and Cpl 'Gonzo' Ward. Thanks also go to Cpl 'Dad ' Dixon and LCpl 
Brannon for acting as combat barmen for the occasion. Our final 
thanks must to to OC 3 Sqn, Maj Willy Brewin for presenting the 
prizes and to W02 (S M) Hogben for bei ng so cheerful. 

Lt Col D. J. Lowe presents the SMG Cup to 
l to R: LCpl Kirkup, Sig Gascoyne , Copley and LCpl Brannon 

during Summer Dunk 

UMMER CAMP 
The Squadron pent a wet windy but sunny week at Eckenforde 

under the autocratic rule of gt 'Pam' Eyre learn ing all about the 
' wind chill factor '. In week two the winds were crong enough for ig 
'Bamber' Gascoyne to ucceed in snapping two tillers on a sailing 
dinghy: 'Sailing too close to the wind ' was his technical excuse! 

L to R: Sgt 'Mario' McDonald, Pte Sandy Hewitt, Cpls Ken 
Gallagher, 'Eric' Sykes, 'Dino' Briers 

IOOKM BIEL/ BIENNE RU 
'Sir, How do you fancy a IOkm run?' 
'Fine, Staff, where and when?' 
'Switzerland Sir, 5 and 6 June. Oh and Sir, There' just one thing '. 
'What's that Staff?' 
'You have to do it 10 times' 
'Staff . . . . .' p . 
And so SSgt Ian Kirkpatrick conned, persuaded and ~ajoled Lt h1I 

Osment 2Lt Neil Dewar and Cpl 'Lofty' Vella to 1gn up for the 
annual Biel / Bienne IOOKm run. gt Jim 'Zwiebel' Pickles and Cpl 
'Chick' Callaghan were roped in to proyide the admin an~ suppon 
staff. The incentive for this 'Jolly' to Switzerland was.to ra1. e money 
for WCpl Mary Harffey of 4 Sqn who wa seriously lllJUred 111 a horse 
riding accident at Bielefeld. 
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l to R: SSgt Kirkpatrick, 2Lt Dewar, Cpl Vella and Lt Osment 

After being reassured that the cost was minimal, the intrepid team 
et off south to the Swiss border. Lighter in pocket by 30 SFr (for the 

road toll), a few minutes after crossing over, Lt Phil Osment began 
to realise that some of Sgt Kirkpatrick's comment should be taken 
wi th a bucket or two of salt. 

Once installed into the local civil defence shelter the team entered 
into serious training by finding a local Italian hostelry and indulging 
in pasta! With 2Lt Dewar discovering that he had a real taste for it. 
Lt Osment put Anglo-Italian relations at an all time low when he tried 
to put sugar on his pizza and S gt Kirkpatrick received his desserts 
when the team did a ' runner' at a Swiss cafe leaving him with the tab! 

The day of the event dawned and over 4,000 participants met at the 
start point at 2200 hrs . Impressively organised and administered by 
che Swiss Army, the event got off to a smooth start. The team set off 
into the night over IOOKm of the Swiss countryside. Although not the 
Alps, ic proved to be distinctly 'bumpy' compared to the flatlands of 
Krefeld . 

The weather was, fortunately, kind with no rain to speak of. The 
checkpoints and support stations were passed with increasing 
slowness; fortunately our admin party filled in at the longer gaps and 
even the dreaded pot noodles seemed appetising at 74Kms. 

All the runners completed tPte course, SSgt Kirkpatrick and Cpl 
Vella finishing in 11 hrs 41 mins, Lt Osment in 13 hrs 51 mins and LI 
Dewar in just over I 7 hours. An unforgettable experience and a 
worthwhile one too as over 2,000 DM wa raised for WCpl Harffey_ 
There were other gains too; Cpl Vella became so tired he stopped 
chattering, and 2Lt Dewar managed to reduce the size of his waistline. 

SPORT 
BADMINTON-TRIPLE CHAMPIONS 

At the end of a very hard and much travelled season, 16 Sig Regt 
are at the top of the Shuttlecock tree, winning the following 
competitions:-

RCZ League 1986 
RCZ Inter-Unit Knockout 1986 
BAOR Inter-Unit Knockout 1986 
The team con ist of Capt J. McGahan (love the pink hon !), Sgt 

S. Croot (not dropped another), Sgt A. Geddis (gone skiing), Cpl A. 
Baughan {poser), Cpl T. Hoare (was it in?) , LCpl L. Bath (gizza 
medal), Sig A. Batty {Nora) and Mr P. Hawkins {I'm a civvy). 

Other players who helped out were: 
RCZ Knockout W02 (FofS) Jack 

BAOR Knockout 
WLCpJ Becker-Haye 

ig Cain 
Cpl Matthews 

The Regiment had an almo t clean sweep of the RCZ Individual 
Champion hip prizes with: 
Winner Mens Singles 
Winners Unit Doubles 
Winner Open Doubles 
Winners Mixed Double 
Runner Up Veteran Single 
Runner Up Veterans Double 

Runner Up Veteran Doubk 

Runners Up Mixed Double 

Sig Batty 
Sgt Croot, Sig Batty 
Sgt Croot, Sig Batty 
Sig Batty, Mis Murray 
Capt J. McGahan 
Capt J. McGahan, 
Mr P. Hawkins 
Capt J. McGahan 
Mr P. Hawkins 
Mr P. Hawkins, gt Walker 

(68 Sqn RCT) 
Sgt Croot, ig Batty and Cpl Baughan were al o runner in the 

Corps BAOR inter-Corps Knockout Tournament. ig Batty ha 
represented BAOR and the Army in various other tournaments thi 
ea on. Batty, gt Croot and Cpl Baughan repre ented the RCZ in the 

Inter-Divisional Competition at Bielefeld on JO, 11 May. 
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21 ig Regt 
BFPO 42 

HQ Q!' S MMER CAMP' 
Report b\ Cpl Kelman (M Tp) 

21 Jun·e :I\\ my elf and a elect number of HQ Sqn_ per on~el 
embarking upon 1hi year's ummer camp ac BAD TOLZ in Bava~1a. 
The highlight on our journey was ~pl ' cou e' _Ma honey bemg 
·on\'inced hi luggage had been left behmd; a plot devised by Sgt Steve 
Jone to en ure tha1 everyone arrived in high pirits. 

The advance party had already set up the c mp o we settled in and 
prepared for the start of our acuvitie~ the nex1 day. ~Y group, 
appropriately named the 'A' team, cons1 ted of Sgt Pete Hilton, Cpl 
'Joan' Lewi Cpl Mark 'Grolsch' Farmer, LCpl 'The Wacky Welder' 
Pecers (RE 1E auached) and my ~If. Our fir t d~y w,as p~nt 
rockclimbing, under che excellent guidance of QMSI You re gomg 
over the edge, one way or the o~her'_ Wilson a~d 2Lt 'Spid_erma~' 
Jenkin . We were turned from novices into potenual Everes1 climber s 
with everyone thoroughly enjoying themselves. 

Our second day was spent hill trekking under our intrepid leader 
Fof 'Grizzly Adam • Billsberry, aided by Cpl 'Muscles' Smith and Lt 
'Fi h' Patterson . The breathtaking views we encountered on our trek 
kept everyone buzzing about it for weeks and turned what can be a 
boring exerci e into ome1hing quite enthralling. 

Our next two days con isted of windsurfing and canoeing under the 
watchful eye of Cpl 'Beach Bum' Beattie and Sig 'Po er' Boylon who 
proved to everyone they are just as much at home on the water as they 
are on dry land. 

However the 'Hurricane' winds proved too much for the techs who 
reiired to improve their sun tan and to observe the local bird li fe. 

Our las1 day was spent cycle-orienteering which proved to be very 
funny as the Army bikes struggled to cope with the Bavarian hills. 
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the Camp and would like to thank lhe 
FofS and his crew for all the hard work they put into it. Roll on next 
year! 

A quick breather just below the summit (or is it another false 
crest?) 

Bottom to Top: Cpl Lawrie Dengate (RAF), Cpl Andy Brogden, Cpl 
Paul Bill, Sig John Hughes and Cpl 'Muscles' Smith 

FOOTNOTE 
During our summer camp, we formed a close relationship with a 

party of mentally handicapped children from the Erich-Kastner 
Schule in Singhofen (Near Koblenz). 

The children's charm and enthusiasm won the hearts of all present. 
We involved them in activities such as swimming, our barbecues and 
1he evening games of football (we held our own World Cup Series!) 
Sad to say Germany beat England again. Mind you there were about 
25 of them to the 11 of us. I'm glad to say that most of our team have 
recovered from their injuries now. 

The gratitude they showed made everyone's camp that bit more 
special and with moves now in hand to continue the Regiment's 
association with them, we are looking forward to seeing them all again 
in the near future. 
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I SQN 
The winds of change have swepl through I Sqn lifting Maj Tim 

Bushell, his wife Anne, two daughters, assorted cars, motorbikes and 
animal menagerie off to be DCOS of the Training Brigade at 
Catterick. The SSM, W02 Trev Johnson can still be found quietly 
lamenting the departure in far flung corners of Hangar 7. 'Tiny 
Tim-The Deb's Delight' will be missed by all . In his place a 
Neanderthal beast from 6 Airmobile Bde, in the guise of Maj Brian 
Jackson, has taken over, and the Squadron patiently awaits his fir r 
decision which does not involve running, jumping, or carrying heavy 
thing . 

Other departures/ arrival of note are as fo ll9ws; Lt Alec 'Noddy 
Dog' Patterson to Blandford to be taught how not to electrocute 
himself! Capt John Marman to 30 Sig Regt to be taught how to 
electrocute himself! SSgt 'Mindless Violence' Pounder to the 
PTARMIGAN Installation Team to be taught how to electrocute I 
(BR) Corps! Arrivals in the shape of SSgt 'Gie 's a job' Ramsey and 
Sgt 'Why me?' Clifford are now adding tone to the FOO within 
Hangar 7. 

The Squadron considers the last two months have been fairly quiet 
. . . three Active Edges over a nine day period (one official, one self 
inflicted and one in support of the RAF). A fairly hectic Battle Camp 
at Grobbendonk where our tame technician Sgt Tim Terry fed most 
of the mosquitoes in the area. SQMS 'No problems' Fadzilah showed 
kamikaze expertise on the death slide and the joker in the pack Sig 
'Jock' Goven complained of kidney trouble . . . 'Si r l jist Kidnae 
doo yon BEE-EFF-TEE tae save maself'. 

As Sgt 'lkin The Engine' is preparing his acceptance speech as 
Champion Shot at the Regimental Skill-at-Arms meeting and also 
planning how he is going to beat the new OC at squash. 

A report on the Squadron's Adventurous Training now follows 
from Capt John Hogan . 

EXERCISE ALPINE BACKSTOP 
In place of a summer camp this year, the Squadron 2IC, Capt John 

Hogan, was tasked with organising an adventurous training 
expedition to walk the Swiss Alpine Pass Route. Covering a total 
distance of 208 miles from Sargaus on the eastern Swiss border with 
Lichenstein, to Montreaux on the western border, the Alpine Pass 
Route crosses 14 alpine passes, through some of the most spectacular 
mountain scenery in Europe. 

The route takes 15 days walking, and it was decided to split it up 
into three five day sections, with a changeover of some personnel at 
each stage, to allow maximum participation. Capt Hogan (UEL and 
W02 (SSM Trev Johnson (JSMEL) would lead the expedition, and 
Cpl Bob Loveridge would lead a small admin )'.>arty to provide back 
up. Planning began in November 1985, and clearance obtained earlier 
this year. It was decided to take two Land Rovers and trailers to 
Switzerland, so these had to be civilianised and insured as BFG 
registered vehicles. Adventure Training stores were collected from 
FOO Dulmen, and on 8 July, the advance party was ready to leave 
Wildenrath. The expedition personnel were joined by an ex-member 
of the Squadron, Steve Carmichael, who is now a bearded long haired 
civilian . He had been tramping the hills of northern Germany for a 
month or so, and was looking forward to seeing the Alps again. Steve 
and the SSM went ahead by car to find a campsite for the first night, 
and after a slight delay obtaining Swiss Francs, the admin party 
followed. 

Our first night in Switzerland was spent camped on the village 
range. Every viJJage and town in Switzerland appears to have its own 
range, where their militia army carry out regular range practices. 
Luckily there was no firing during our stay, and after meeting the 
local inhabitants, the SSM arranged a free night's camping. 

Our first day's walking was an easy stroll up from the valley to 
Weistannen. Despite !hat, the walk claimed the first blisters from the 
notorious issue boots, the design of which seems to guarantee blisters, 
no matter how well broken in they are. The second day took the 
walkers into the lower Alps, and their first pass The Foopass (2223m). 
What had started as a sunny day, with clear blue skies, turned to rain 
and wind as we crossed the pass into the next valley. 

The abrupt change in the weather was a notable reminder of the 
capricious nature of mountain weather. It rained steadily all that 
afternoon, and the walkers were very pleased that Cpl Bob Loveridge 
had negotiated a barn for that night's camp. 

The third day, from Elm to Linthal via the Richetlipass (2261m) 
involved some very steep ascents and descents, with poor weather 
most of the ~ay . This day 's walk involved a detour of several 
kilometres and an extra ascent of a couple of hundred metres, due to 
firing on a Swiss Army Range which blocked the normal route. By 
now, nearly everybody had one or two blisters, luckily none too 
serious, and preparations were made for the longest walk of the route. 
The road from Linthal 10 Altdorf goes over the Klausenpass (1948m), 
and zig-zags up the hill and then down for nearly 50Km. Since the 
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Lunch break before ascending the Richetlipass. W02 (SSf<:'1l Trev 
Johnson and Ex-Sgt Steve Carmichael sit on rocks, w~1lst Cpl 
Cole and LCpl Tushingham debate whether or not to go into the 

hut 

walking was nearly all on roads, we wore training shoes to res! our feet 
from the stiff boots. It proved a most welcome change, although feel 
were still rather tender on arrival at the campsite in Altdorf. 

The final day for the first group started with cloud cover, but by 
the time the Surenenpass (229lm) was reached, the skies had_ cleared , 
and the views from the pass were superb. The descent was fairly easy, 
and as always the path was well marked so Cpl Cole and his band of 
mountain goats set off down at a faster pace then the older members. 
We all met up at the campsite at Engelberg. 122Km _of the route 
completed, only anothe~ 22~Km to go .. The _campsite was well 
equipped with showers swimming pool and Jacu~z1, and~ e was made 
of them all. A rest day was taken at Engelberg, smce no ume ha~ been 
Jost due to bad weather, and a barbecue arr~nged fo r the evenmg. It 
had, so far, been most enjoyable, and the f1rst group went back full 
of enthusiasm. . 

The second group was brought from the border crossmg at Basel, 
issued with the necessary kit, and then e_xplored the tow!". for the 
rest of the day. Their first day's walk (the sixth of the expedition) was 

Cpl Gary Cu ll ingworth pauses at the Sefinenfurke pass before 
descending into the cloud 
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no easy introduction as the first had been. A total distance of 28Km 
was covered, ascending from Engelberg at 1004m to the Jochpass at 
2207m, then descending to Meiringen at 595m. The weather wa y,~rm 
and sunny and necessitated frequent drinks to prevent dehydrauon . 
The route ' up to the pass zig-zagged up beneath a cable car, and 
inspired several comments about ' taki~g the easy way up;' 1:he 
tourists looking down no doubt made s1m1Jar comment about tak~ng 
the hard way.' The views from the pass made the effort worthwhile, 
however as we were now entering the heart of the Alp , the Bernese 
Oberland. Our next days walking was again on a road, ".ia the Grosse 
Scheidegg (1962m) to Grindelwald, at the foot of the Elger. The day 
started fairly clear, but as we ascended the cloud came down t? mee1 
us limiting our view. Despite eagerly peering through the m! t, we 
co~ld catch no more than glimpses of the Eiger. In compensation we 
had some quite good view of the glaciers ~vhic_h abound in the area. 
The deep blue ice, and menacing crevas es inspired ev~ral commenls 
on the danger of glaciers, which was cappe~ by Cpl Alan T}es 
comment 'Well glaciers must be preny hard 1f l~ey c~n carve. up 
mountain like 1hese'. Visions of football . hoohgan-hke _glaciers 
descending on the mountains, with Stanley-knives to hand, filled !he 
mind . 

The walkers pose at Grosse Sheidegg before descending on 
Grindelwald 

From the left Cpl Pete Furness, Capt J~hn Hogan, Cpls Alan Tye, 
Gary Cullingworth and Sig Ian Byrne 

Our stay in Grindelwald was rui~ed ?nlY by the weather, which 
prevented us seeing the Eiger, but smce It was the first proper tO\_vn 
we had stayed in for some days, advantage w~ taken ?f the night hfe 
offered. Inspired no doubt by the telev1 ion senes, Cpl Bob 
Loveridge, Gary Cullingworth, Peter Furness . a~d Alan Tye cold 
anybody who would listen chat they were bnck1es fro.m England 
working in Germany; they'd just popped aero s 10 Sw11zerland_ to 
climb the Eiger for 1he weekend. They just hoped tha1 the scaffolding 
would arrive in time . . . 

The following day the weather had not cleared, and the a cent to 
Kleine Scheidegg was in isibili1y of only a IOOm or o. The pa1h up 
followed the mountain railway for much of the 'Yay, and th~ Japane e 
tourists could be seen peering our into the mist for a view of the 
mountains. They were as disappointed as we were, and can:ieras had 
to be atisfied with snapping our intrepid band of moun~arneers. 

The following day was again cl?uded ov~r, and we de paired of ever 
seeing the famous trio of mountains, the Elger, Monch_a_nd Jungfr~u. 
The ascent to the Sefinenfurke (2612m) wa steep and 1mng, plodding 
up the path through the mi t. It was only when we were a couple of 
hundred yards from the pa s that w_e reali ed 1hat patc~e of blue 
could be een directly above us. Despite the near verucal final ascent, 
we hurriedly scrambled up, and found ourselve above che clou~. The 
top of the cloud ba eat 2600m formed a white sea, through which the 
summits of the surrounding mountains poked out. We looked back to 
the easl, and had a spectacular view of the Eiger, ~onch and Jung~rau 
dominating the skyline. It wa an awe ome 1ght, and definitely 
compen ated for the poor wea1her of the past few days . Th~ clear blue 
kies and brillianl unshine oon had everybod_y unbaching on 1he 

warm rocks where minuces before we had been in damp cloud. A_fter 
a long lunch' break, and in high pirit the walker de cended bac~ in10 
the cloud down a very steep path through ~he scree: Fortunately in t~e 
sceepest place , wire hand rail had been fitted to aid ?alanc~. ~e pile 
the unsound scree, 1he de cent to Griesalp pa ed without inc1dcn1. 
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There were no camp ite available around Griesalp, so the walker 
\\ere pi ked up by Land Rover and taken the JOKm or so to the field 
\\here our tents were pitched. The road was very steep, and had 
numerou zig-zag , half a dozen of which were too tight for the long 
wheel ba e Land Rover to make in one. Luckily at that time of the 
evening, there were few car going up the hill to the village. 

Everybody was in high spirit that night, (some higher than others) 
and a camp fire wa built to light up the card chool going amongst 
the Corporal . 

The tenth day of walking took u from Orie alp (1407m) (after 
another hair rai ing ride back up the road) to the highest point of the 
walk, Hohturli (2778m). The weather was excellent, with no cloud 
and brilliant sunshine. Cpl Bob Loverid"e took a day off from admin 
to join u , and provided an impromptL cabaret act at the top of the 
pa . The teep climb and hot weather had everybody sweating 
profu ely, and Cpl Bob Loveridge, not acclimatised to the heat, 
ollapsed in a heap with cramp shortly after arriving at the mountain 

hu1. His agonised writhing on the ground caused much amusement 
amongst hi friends, and sent Capt Hoga.a scurrying for his camera. 
ten Carmichael helped Cpl Loveridge unknot his muscles, and he 
oon recovered. He now understands why the walkers put so much salt 

on to their food each evening. 

Sig Daryl Cowley and LCpl 'Tush' Tushingham having a lunch 
break in the Alpine Hut below the Richetlipass 

The final group's walking took them from the Bernese Alps to the 
shores of Lake Lucern at Montreux, for those who had done all of the 
previous JO days, the walking appeared easy by comparison, and the 
scenery was less spectacular. Nevertheless, it was enjoyable, and hard 
enough work for those not conditioned to flogging up and down hills. 

The first day for new group took them from Kandersteg (l l 76m) to 
Adelboden (1348m) via the Bundechrinde (2385m), the steepest and 
highest pass they had to cross. This was the worst day's weather in the 
whole of expedition, with sub-zero temperatures, snow and hail, and 
howling winds. There was little lime wasted in the descent from the 
pass to calmer lower ground. 

The last four days' weather was good, and the final passes at 
Hahnenmoospass, Truttlisbergpass, Col de Jable and Col de Jaman 
were crossed without drama. The cross from German-speaking 
Gstaad to French-speaking La Lecherette via the Col de Jable 
produced a noti~eable change in the architecture of the villages, and 
mcreased the difficulty for the admin party in finding suitable 
accommodation. They could handle Swiss-German, but French
German could only be replied to in English. Luckily the linguistic 
skills of the Swiss are at their best when parting visitors from their 
money, so we survived. 

The fin!!! de~c~nt from. Co_! de Jamau (I 5 I 2m) to Montreux (372m) 
was long and tmng and Jamng on the knees. It was with a profound 
sense of relief and accomplishment that we made our way to the 
lakeside. Fortuitously there was a ladder down to the water from the 
point where we rea~hed th~ lake, and without further ado, packs were 
dropped and we chmbed m for a paddle (still with boots on). 

It was a marvellous end to what had been a most enjoyable three 
weeks. A iota! distance of 208 miles had been covered with an ascent 
equivalent to that of Ben Nevis each day. It had bee~ hard physical 
work, but the Alpine scenery (when visible) had been spectacular. All 
those who had taken part thoroughly enjoyed it, and I can whole
heartedly recommend the Alpine Pass Route as an adventurous 
training expedition. 
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2 QN 
PAIRS Pl CATORIAL MATCH 

'And down the long and ilent treet, 
The dawn, with ilver-, andalled feet, 
Crept like a frightened girl . 
'But even ~rlier thai;i 0 car Wilde had anticipa~ed, a shadowy 

group of su p1c1ous looking characters had assembled in the eerie half
light of early morning on the Square at Scarborough Barracks . The 
ring-leader wa W02 (RQMS) Mick Hill who had organi ed a 
Squadron Angling Day (SAD). The initial ign were not 
auspicious-it was Friday 13 June, there were 13 competitors and the 
21C Capt Gordon Trevis, drew peg number 13! 

ln order to further hi favourite an of the angle (and presumably 
to take even more time off to pursue it) the RQMS had arranged to 
hold the competition at a local trout lake near Osnabruck . As a 
number of competitors did not have the right kit he loaned rod and 
reels to ig Pete Earp and Geordie Cullen and made available his 
expense tore of hooks and bits and bobs to the rest of the MT Tp Cpl 
Clem Clements and Sig Polly Pollock. The 2IC insisted on using 
tackle acquired in the 1960 . 

The Match got off to a flying start at 0630 hrs with fish being caught 
almost straight away although a few were lost. The MT lads were 
especially successful and rumours of a secret bait were rife. It was 
generally suspected that their maggots had been dipped in OMO 110. 
The day's excitements included Sgt Lenny D'Rozario catching the best 
trout of lib 14oz, S gt Ken Counsell's capture of a crayfish intended 
for his tropical tank and Cpl Derek Hopcroft's late start following an 
unenforced lie in. Cpl Bill Pritchard claimed to have caught two 
tiddlers which the RQMS insisted were wet leaves. After close 
examination the 2JC verified that the second was a fish despite the 
damage occa ioned to it by the maggot being used as bait. LCpl Mark 
Liens, having caught 22 fish none of which was a trout, became rather 
morose and withdrawn. 

With the final whistle approaching the MT' tally was stupendous 
and it looked as if SSgt Dougie Ellis, Tp SSgt and pad, might be 
forced to buy a larger freezer. Finally only one ounce separated the 
first two places. Cpl Clem Clements and Sig Polly Pollock won with 
Sib Soz and Sgt Lenny D'Rozario and LCpl Mark Liens were runners 
up. Over 40 trout were caught and, a good day was had by all, except 
the fish. 

L to R: LCpl Leins, Cpl Clements, Sig Pollock, Dixon, Cullen, Sgt 
D'Rosario 

Sig Pollock. Wa iting for the big one 
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HARZ MOUNTAIN NAVIGATION MARATHON 
On 12 July, eight of 2 Sqn's finest and fittest set out on an arduous 

and demanding test of human endurance. 
The elite eight were: 
Team A SSgt Geoff Graham, LCpl Andy 'BMX' Brogden, and 

LCpl Richard 'Trooper' Eason. 
Team B Sgt Bob Wright, LCpl Wayne 'Supersonic ' Willson and Sig 

Nick 'Pilot Officer' Wood. 
Team C Sgt Dave Parry and LCpl Ian 'I'm Hard' Walling. 

The competition was split into a two day event, Day one consisted 
of 65Km as a three man team then Day two, 35Km as an individual. 

Day one started well with the A team off to a flying start and 
looking for a good time. The C team started next with a casual stroll 
and a trail of Embassy fumes . Finally the B team set off as if there 
was no tomorrow and were looking good until they hit a 'bad patch ' 
at the final four check points. 

Day one finished with the A team in a strong fourth position, with 
the B and C teams propping up the rear of the field. 

After a debrief in the bar that evening we were all raring to go at 
0400 hrs the next morning. 

Day two finished on a notable high for SSgt Geoff Graham who 
achieved best time in the veterans category and came fourth overall. 

Congratulations also to Sig 'Pilot Officer' Wood and LCpl 
'Trooper' Eason who came a very creditable 16th and 23rd 
respectively . The rest of the team members completed the final day at 
a slower pace, as they were saving themselves for Nijmegen. 

The A teams final position was a very impressive fifth out of 60. 

3 SQN 
PERSONALITIES SHQ TP 
Sqn OC Maj Bob Bates 
SSM W02 Jim Neil 

QMS SSgt Bob Rack 
Mt Sgt Sgt Pete Searle 

PROMOTIONS . 
Congratulations to SSgt Bob Rack on his recent selection for W02 

and a future posting to 32 Si~ Regt and al~o to our S_qn Clerk LCpl 
Smudge Smith on his promollon and posting to 16 Sig Regt. 
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H TROOP RAF BRUGGEN 
PERSONALITIES 
OC Capt Keith Ru. ell 
Tp SSgt S gt John Dent 
IC Projects gt Graham Tilley 
IC Maint Sgt Rod Hick 
IC Techs Sgt Dave Fraser . . . 

Life at RAF Bruggen ha remained very busy with the continuing 
project work and maintenance .of the Airfield Comms; looks as 
though it will remain that way. 

MT SKILLS COMPETITION 
On Wednesday 16 August Cpl Geordie Brown our beloved MT Cpl 

was asked to produce as part of the ongoing Mil Trg programme an 
afternoon of MT Skills Tests. With the help of LCpl 'bedded down' 
Nicolson and Sig Alan Price, he very cunningly decided to set. the 
course out in the location (downwind) of the Ground Defence Secuons 
gas chamber. Yes you've guessed, halfway thro~gh the tests ~he~ 
decided to use the chamber, but the Troop soldiered on and m fact it 
produced so many funny situations there wasn't a dry eye anywhere. 

Reversing with a trailer is certainly an art. Sig Dusty Miller who 
lost his equilibrium whilst reversing into a garage, persuaded his 
landrover and trailer to give a very good impression of an angry 
scorpion. Cpl Geordie Brown with the help of Cpl Derek Cannan 
straightened out the problem whilst the OC Capt Keith Russell and 
acting Troop Staff Sergeant, Sgt Dave Fraser decided they had very 
important work elsewhere. Still a good afternoon was had by all; well 
done MT. 

EXERCISE £ALLI G TOWER 1 
We have had our annual visit from 81 Sig Sqn (V). As u ual we were 

well served by them, as they completed all the tasks set. To round off 
their visit we played them at 10 pin bowling in Bruggen's new Bowl 
Centre with the H Tp regular emerging victoriou . The photograph 
shows 81 Sig Sqn in front of the Station Headquarters. 
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'EW TROOP 
On Monday 16 June our new OC, Capt Keith Russell , arrived from 

RAF Headley Court. It eem we have been waiting For him to arrive 
forever. nyway he wa so impre ed wich u all, e pecially Sgt 
Jammo Hartle)' haircut , that he arranged his first parade within 
minuce of arriving. Wei ome to 'Happy' Troop and good luck during 
your tour by the end of which you should know something about 

irfield ! On Friday 20 June a imple handover ceremony was held 
in the Troop tea bar to mark handover of Maj Bob Bates to Capt 
Keith Rus ell. 

New QC taking over from the old one with H Troop looking on 

ARRIVALS 
Welcome to Sig Andy Rushworth and his wife Rena and Sig Billy 

Wareham and his wife Debbie from K Tp. We hope your time with 
us will be a happy one. 

FAREWELLS 
Farewells have been aid to Sgt Mick Campbell and wife Marilyn 

who are posted to the sunny island of Unst in the Shetland ; all the 
best to you both. We have also said goodbye to LCpl Andy Smith to 
civvy street and Sig Paddy Keenan on inter Troop posting to N Tp. 
Good luck to you all. 

KILO TROOP 
OC Capt Pete Kearns 
Tp SSgt SSgt Chris Biddlecornbe 
IC Techs Sgt Ian Barnes 
IC Maint Sgt Geoff Gardner 
Projects Cpl Dougie Whitelaw 

This last several months has been a period of satisfaction and 
achievement for the Airfield Troop and one of personal achievement 
for several members of it. 

During the last 12 months three major communication projects 
have been successfully completed. A magnificent team effort saw 
every project completed on time. 

To list every success would take too long. However, some of the 
more notable ones are as follows: 

Soldier of the year: Cpl Mick Senior 
Sportsman of the year: LCpl Eddie John 
Technical invention award: Sgt Bill Allen . 
Commanders 'Good Show Award' Sgts Derick Bright 

and Ian Simpkins 

A GLO GERMAN VISIT 
In May the Troop paid a Liaison visit to the local (DBP) telephone 

exchange. It was organised and arranged by LCpl Charlie Hanson. It 
proved to be a most interesting and worthwhile visit. The highlight of 
the visit was LCpl Charlie Hanson's face when he accidently 
disconnected well over 5000 subscribers! 
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A further award of £25.00 has been given to the Troop for 
'Technical Invention' in the course of its work on a computer system. 
The photograph shows Sgt Billy Allen accepting the two cheque , his 
own and the Troop's, from the Station Commander , Gp Capt 
McBride . 

RHINE IN FLAMES 
On 3 May Cpl Mick Senior took the single lads off to Linz to ee 

the 'Rhine in Flames' . 
The Troop SNCO's entered the third COC Bowling Competi tion 

and finished a very good fourth; considering Sgt Ian Barnes, Geoff 
Gardener and Ian Simpkins hadn't seen a bowling lane for years and 
needed the assi tance of Sgt Derick Bright to get them interested in it. 

Finally, the recent visit or Princess Anne was a very happy and 
successful occasion. The Troop gave a display of Airfield digging 
equipment and the competition between Her Royal Highness and the 
Master of Signals was much appreciated by all the spectators . 

We would like to say hello and goodbye to Sgt Mick Denny and his 
wife Susan. He is now off to the Falklands on promotion. Hello LO 
Cpl Dave Dichter and his family on arrival, and hello again to our 
boys in the Falklands SSgt Chris Biddlecornbe, Sig Phil Gash and Taff 
Workman. 

SPORT 
LCpl Charlie Hanson represented the Army in the RAF Wildenrath 

'Superstars' competition and finished fifth. 
The Troop Commander Capt Pete Kearns took a few members of 

the Troop around the annual 10 mile charity race at RAF Bruggen. 
Sgts Billy AJlen, Ian Barnes, Derick Bright, Geoff Gardener, Cpl Gary 
Gillings and Sig J. C. Copley all gained excellent times. The 
photograph shows those who took part in the run, with the Station 
Commander Gp Capt McBride, just after he had presented them with 
their 'Bruggen run' certificates. 

N TROOP RAF GUTERSLOH 
PERSONALITIES 
OC Capt Eddie Kellett 
Tp SSgt SSgt Nigel Grant 
IC Maint Sgl Steve Gerrish 
IC Projects Sgt Dave James 
IC Techs Sgt Rob Frape 

Ex November Backstop II was a challenge pursuit training camp 
based at Tiefenbach near Obersdorf in South Germany. Organised by 
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gt Rob Frape the activities included Canoeing, Rock Climbing and 
Hill Wal king with two days allotted for each activity. 

On the evening of Thursday 15 May, 20 members of N Tp left from 
RAF Gutersloh on the long journey to Tiefenbach . 13 !/z hours later 
they arrived at the Sapper Lodge, our location for the week ahead. 
Once the stores had been off loaded the rest of the day was free, and 
whilst some caught up on lost sleep, others went swimming or cycling. 
Meanwhile Sig J. J. Jones the Troop PTI was finding a 'sui table' 
route for the early morning run . Later in the day we were joined by 
the Troop OC who arrived by train , and W02 (QMSI) Richard 
Wilson and Pte Dave Drench ACC on loan from the Regiment. 

At 0630 hrs every morning the sleepy village of TieFenbach was 
wakened by the coughing and spluttering of the Troop as it ' burst' 
into life, on the early morning run . After breakfast the three sections 
departed for their activities, the ca noeists being in fo r the biggest 
shock as, under the watchful eye of instructor Sig Tom Boylan, they 
completed the swimming test and capsize drills. The water wasn't 
exactly warm on the first morning. IL did however warm up slightly 
after six days of sunshine. Meanwhile Sgt Phil Hill's rock Climbing 
section were being kept 'amused' by the QMSI's jokes, however this 
did not deter Sig Richie Rich and Quasy Meade who proved to be 
ext remely proficient climbers, even though Quasy Meade got half way 
up a rock face before being asked why he wasn't wearing a helmet. 

Cpl Bob Hindle's section had now taken to the Rocks and proved 
to be impressionists Sig Jammo Hartley impersonating a suction pad 
and Sig Bear Cooke impersonating a dog; lots of puffing and panting 
as he descended . 

On Tuesday morning the OC, Capt Eddie Kellett, left for 
Gutersloh. We're not sure if it was the sun burn to his bald head or 
the fact that he never won at cards which effected this . It did however 
allow Sgt Nigel Grant to spend the remaining days with the Troop . 

Sgt Steve Gerrish's section spent their day off at Lindau where they 
decided to hire two pedal boats. They promptly set off round the lake. 
It oon became apparent that Sig J. J. Jones and Fred Ponting's boat 
wa. listing badly, they had sprung a leak . Fortunately the other boat 
wa close at hand and able to tow the stricken vessel to shore . So 
ended a most enjoyable Summer Camp . Below are a Few or the more 
memorable quotes. 

Whilst indulging at the Schuzenfest the OC asked Sgt Steve Gerri~h 
if he was ready to leave, he replied, while standing on a table, ' No Su, 
I'm enjoying myself' . . . 

While their boat was sinking on the Bodensee Sig Fred Ponting 
turned to Sig J. J. Jones and said 'I can't understand where all this 
water's coming from'. 

Overheard at the Barbecue the night before we left , during a 
discussion about various flavours of ice cream available Sig J. J. 
Jones was heard to say 'Do you know that in Gutersloh you can get 
alcoholic flavoured beer '. 

Our thanks must go to the 'volunteers' who stayed behind in 
Gutersloh and ran the Troop in our absence. 

COMINGS AND GOINGS 
We welcome into the Troop Cpl Keith Carter, LCpl Neil Inman ~nd 

fam ily, Sig Jammo Hartley, Ben Benton and Cfn Snowy Snowdm . 

PROMOTIONS . 
Congratulations to Cpl Keith Carter on his promouon to Sergeant. 

SPORT . . 
On the Karting scene Sgt Phil Hill is continui~g his succ~s e !n 

Cyprus and is currently leading the RAFG Kartmg Champion hip 
having taken two first place from three rounds. H~ has . al~o been 
selected to represent RAF(G) in the RAF UK Champ1onsh1p m July. 
At the Regimental Athletic Day Sig Richie ~ich and. Jonathan ~font 
competed in the 5000m and came a creditable sixth and eighth 
respectively. We won't mention how many took part. 

AIRFIELD COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING OFFICE (ACPO) 
Report by SSgt East 
PERSONALITIES 
OC ACPO 
FofS 
Project Plans 

Drawing Office 

Maj (TOT) Tony McMullen 
W02 (FofS) Bruce Wyllie 
S gt Kev East 
SSgl Steve Hilton 
Cpl Terry Woodward 
Mrs Loui e Cullis 

Clerk Mrs Michelle Matthew 
We are the Rheindahlen branch of 3 Sqn and re pon ible for the 

planning and control of communication projects o.n the .~AF 
(Germany) Airfields and RAF Decimomannu (where?) m Sardm1a. 

The main task at the moment is the introduction of Fibre Optic 
Cable communication. 
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FAREWELLS 
We recently wished 'bon voyage' to two member~ of our band 1aj 

(TOT) Cli ff Webb and hi~ wife Beryl who left u after a few fa! e 
starts and are now at UKLF in Wilton. SSgt Mick Read left for the 
high ~ech, well QM tech, world of the School of ignals. We whh 
them both well. They were lucky to escape before the LOA cuts. 

ARRIVALS 
We welcome Maj (TOT) Tony McMullen and his wife Pauline from 

Hong Kong, we hope the transition wi ll be pai nles and wish them a 
pleasant tour. 

CANOEING 
The canoeing season is once again upon us, with gt . teve. Hilton 

recently competing in BAOR and Army Slalom champ1onsh1ps. He 
was selected to repre ent BAOR and helped them to their first win 
over UKLF for many seasons. Steve atlributed his success LO much 
hard training in the south of France where he instructed the officers 
of 34 AEC on their summer camp. His reactions were helped by the 
trip down as co-pilot in a Porsch 944-the office are still hearing 
about the ' fantastic journey' he made! 

LS & GC MEDAL 
W02 Bruce Wyllie was presented with his LS & GC m~dal by HRH 

The Princess Anne during her recent visit. Congratulations. 

ST GEORGE'S DAY 
IL was decided to celebrate on 23 April and invite other departments 
of HQ RAF (G) to discuss our mutual pr?blems in a s~cial basis. The 
invitation caused a lot of head scratchmg and queries about how 
Royal Signals held a day of its very own! . 

On the day our corridor was transformed into an 'Olde Worlde 
Pub' with the impressive title of 'McMullen's Arms' with a profusion 
of flags and bunting. The effect was striking and d~e entir~ly to the 
artistic geniuses Mr Michelle Matthew and Mrs Louise Culhs. Thank 
you Michelle and Louise for all your hard work. . 

The celebration was a roaring success and everyone agreed that ll 
was an exercise well worth repeating. Unfortunately our FofS (a Scot) 
was unable to attend , but the SSM, also a Scot, was there. 

iE 
TECHENFLDY 

Technician Employment Agency 
Licence No SE10693 

Approaching the end of your service? 

Looking for a job? 
TOT, EMAE, Foreman, Artificer or Class 1 
Technician? 
Then contact Techemploy so that we can 
inform the many Companies on our Client List 
of your availability. The service is completely 
free, - what have you got to lose! 
Telephone 0428 712590 (24 hr answering 
service) for a Candidate CV Proforma, or post 
the coupon. 

-----------------------
Brigadier (Retd) D. C. Richardson. TECHEMPLOY, 
PO Box 29, Bordon. Hampshire GU35 8NY 
Please send a Candidate CV Proforma for 
completion and return to: 

Rank .... .... Name ..... . 

Address (incl Post Code) 
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22 Sig Regt 
BFPO 107 

After everal month of training and re-equipping we aid farewell 
to BRUI and on 23 June 19 6 became a PTARMIGAN Regiment. 
4 qn i claiming the fir t PT RMlG 'Chocolate Frogs' (thank 
you letter ) for a i tance they gave •mits during Ex Summer Sale . 

Thi i one of the Regiment's major exerci e and this year it wa 
our first full PTAR '11GA exerci e. We all think it \\ent rather well 
but 7 Sig Regt and Comms Branch I (BR) Corp may ha e other 
omment tO make. 
There ha recently been a change around of quadron 

Commander . Maj Alan 'Jabba' Hutt ha moved on tO Comm 
Branch l (BR) Corps. He was replaced by Capt Jeremy Ellis the 
Adjutant who in turn was replaced by Capt Colin Burtenshaw. Maj 
Malcolm inton ha gone to the lofty heights of MOD. He wa 
replaced by Maj Guy Meakin who ha now been replaced by Maj 
Robin Cuthbert from HQ Director Army Air Corp (no he i not a 
helicopter pilot). We bid farewell and good luck to the old Squadron 
Commander and welcome to the new. 

EXERCISE LO G HIKE 
Report by S gt Norman Crossley 

The 'Lippstadt Ramblers' once again participated in the most 
gruesome IOOKm event which was held in Beil, Switzerland. The event 
wa completed over a 24 hours period commencing at 2200 hrs on 6 
June. The band of volumeers, bar one from 4 Sqn accepted the 
challenge, and willingly followed SSgt (SQMS) Norman Crossley 
eager and keen to accept a long weekend in Switzerland. However, 
little did they know the outcome. 

All duly turned up on the morning of 5 June at 0800 hrs, raring to 
go. We travelled down to Switzerland at a nice steady pace within 
e en hours. But Sgt Davey Macmillan tried a detour on the way and 

arrived some five hours later. 
We reported to the accommodation centre, which was the civil 

protection centre 'Air Raid Shelters' but still this did not deter the 
lads, they were still keen to continue with their long weekend. Friday 
was a quiet day, shopping and sightseeing. Then the big moment 
arrived; 2000 hrs Friday and we all reported to the starting area and 
Oh! what a sight, all shapes and sizes; I leave it to your imagination. 

The hall was packed with professional runners but the chaps were 
still not deterred and lay on the floor, albeit looking a bit bewildered. 

The time drew nearer to 2200 hrs. All participants, approx 4,000 
runners, were moved to the startline; 2200 hrs came and the starting 
signal fired, and off they all ran into the night. LCpl Taff Connor and 
Sig Ritchie Morgan made a brave effort, but had to fall out of the race 

LCpl McGonagle, SSgt Crossley, Cpl Licence, LCpl Stidwell, Cpl 
Conner, Sig Morgan, Sgt McMillan 
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owing to an 'old man with one leg that overtook them' but seriously 
a very good effort by both of them, and also LCpl Joe McGonugle. 

To the remainder a pccial mention mu l go to Cpl Mick Licence 
who completed the cour e in 11 hr 21 mins and was placed 880 'well 
done'; following up behind came the old stalwart SSgt (SQM ) 
Cros ley with a time of 14 hrs 57 mins. He managed to limp the lat 
40Km with stretched ligaments. LCpl Pete Stidwell (give u a ma sage) 
with a good effort, for his fir·t time, 15 hr 05 min . Last of all gt 
'Andy Capp' McMillan with a time of 17 hrs but he is looking forward 
to hi next lOOKm in Belgium accompanied by his wife and daughter. 
However, everyone enjoyed the long weekend even though it turned 
out to be expensive, and I am ure they will try again next year. 

4 QN UMMER CAMP 
EXERCISE SPAM TRIANGLE 

Ex Spam Triangle has nothing whats0ever to do with American or 
Trigonometry. It i a story of how 40 men from 4 Sqn under the 
guiding eye of Lt John Charnock and gt John Mackay went to 
Bavaria in order to impro e their kill in rock climbing, water kiing, 
hor e riding, canoeing, windsurfing, cycling and hillwalking. The 
summer camp wa ba ed from 19 Fd Regt Royal Artillery Snow Queen 
Hut in Wertach from 5-12 July. The week wa a total ucce . 

4 Sqn prove once again that they can do it differently. Most 
people drive over motorway bridges, we abseil off them 

Pictured here is SSgt (SQMS) Norman Crossley pre enting a cheque 
for DM500 (about £150) to Herr Plateushi, on the left, of the German 
Red Cross. Mr Don Pegg of our Training Wing very kindly acted as 
tran lator. 

The money was raised during the Lippstadt Marches of March 
1986. Cheques were also being sent to the local Churchill School and 
to Cot Death Research. SSgt Norman Crossley is himself a very keen 
walker but he is also the main driving force behind the Annual 
Lippstadt International Marches. 

The money that was presented to the Red Cross will pay for a 
holiday for two underprivileged children. 
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RO\AL IGNALS (BAOR) INDIVIDUAL AND 
INTER UN IT BOARDSAILI G CHAMPIONSHIPS 1986 

The Royal Signals (BAOR) Boardsailing Championships 1986 were 
held at the Mohnesee Yacht Club on 10 and 11 July in near perfect 
ailing conditions, the individual competition being held on the 10th 

and team competition on the 11th, both days containing four races 
each day using the discard ystem. 

It was obvious from the start of the race that the standard of 
boardsai ling has improved immensely since the inception of the 
Championships in 1984 and that the board ailors from 22 Sig Regt 
were not going to have things all their own way. 

The Individual Championships were fiercely contested with W02 
{ SM) Steve Bailes from 207 Sig Sqn and Cpl Adrian Winterbottom 
from the Regiment battling for first place. Al the end of the day, even 
after discarding their worst score, both were tied on three and a half 
point . However, Cpl Winterbottom was deemed Overall Champion 
1986, having gained first place in the initial race. 

The team competition was dominated once again by the Regiment 
who convincingly saw off the opposition managing to pack all their 
teams in all races within the first five places. 

The final placings on both days were as fo llows: 

Team Results 
1st 22 Sig Regt 
2nd 7 Sig Regt 
3rd 16 Sig Regt 
4th 28 Sig Regt 
5th 227 Sig Sqn 
6th 13 Sig Regt 
7th 14 Sig Regt 

Individual Results 
I st Cpl Winterbottom 
2nd W02 {S M) Bailes 
3rd Capt Edwards 
4th Lt Mccourt 
5th Sgt Maher 
6th W02 (Yof ) Edwards 
7th WOl {RSM) Dai ey 

22 Sig Regt 
207 Sig Sqn 
22 Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Regt 
7 Sig Regt 
22 Sig Regt 

Lt McCourt 'Where has everybody got to?' looking lost on his way 
to 4th place in the Individual Championships 

Cpl Winterbottom finishing strongly to become Overall Champion 
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EXERCI E CLEAR WATER 
NORWAY DI\ ING I::XPEDITIO"I 

As the three bodies di\appcared below the ~urface all that remained 
was the rippling effect of exhaled air bubbles bur ting a they reached 
freedom. Reaching 15m the three divers pau. cd, checked their 
compasses and continued their descent. Suddenly the water cleared 
and they saw it ... The wall was directly to their outh, an awesome 
sight dropping off steeply down to about 37m. The divers moved 
cautiously eastwards along the wall gradually going deeper and 
deeper. 

As the divers reached the sea bed they paused. The cold was almost 
unbearable. At this depth the water pressure made their thick 
neoprene wetsuilS feel like tissue paper ... 

No you are not reading the first paragraph of the latest James Bond 
novel. It was novice divers from the Lippstadt Sub Aqua Club, 
completing their deep dive for their sports divers qualification , whit t 
on their recent diving expedition in and around the fjords and open 
seas of NE Norway. 

The expedition was the culmination of months of hard work and 
preparation by all concerned. With the exception of WOl (Fof ) Rus 
Davey and SSg1 Mike Duffin who are both advanced divers and LCpl 
Steve Munday who is a sports diver, all those who participated had 
only started diving in March of this year. This meant three months of 
hard work, getting all of the newcomers to the sport up to the required 
standard for the expedition. 

The expedition took place between 3-13 June and was sponsored by 
the British Outward Bound Centre (Norway). Led by expedition 
leader WOl {Russ) Davey the expedition was a great success with most 
of the novices getting in 16 dives or more with a total under water time 
of over seven and a half hours. This amount of diving was only 
possible due to a supreme effort by the expedition leader who dived 
over 30 times, averaging four dives a day, a feat he had never 
attempted before. The dives attempted varied greatly from shallow 
!Om dives, where marine life was good, but visibility not so good, 
down to deep dives of 37m, where visibility was good, but marine life 
non existent. By the end of the expedition most of the novices had 
progre sed to their sports diver qualification. 

Although the 10 day expediticm proved to be very physically tiring, 
with the average day lasting 17 hours everyone involved admitted that 
it had been very rewarding. 

The Sub Aqua Club can now look forward to a succe sful year with 
further expeditions already in the pipeline. 

'I wonder what this does' 
Sig (Geordie) Martin carries out pre dive checks on LCpl (Steve) 

Munday 
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I IT OF Qin 

28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG) 
BFPO 35 

The Qin \1aj Gen P. D. le. andt>r MBE isited the Regiment on 
16 June with hi \\ife Mrs Christine Alexander. During the morning 
he wa given a briefing on the role and ta k of the Regiment by che 
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Cliff Walters and then met the 

quadron per onnel. Lunch was held in the \: Os' and ergeants' 
Me after which the OinC vi ited the ! qn Switches et up on the 
Regimental quare and 2 qn A WHQ who were hiding in AAFI 
wood! Maj Gen Alexander then had the opportunity to _n eet Su_Pport 
Sqn per onnel for tea in the Regimental restaurant. While all th1 was 
taking pla e Mr Alexander wa being shown the sight of Diisseldorf, 
which included a boat trip on The Rhine and a short shopping trip 
along the exclu ive Konig allee. The day came to a very plea ant end 
with a dinner night in the Officer ' Mess. 

The SOinC meets members of the Pay Corps in the Unit Admin 
Office 

L to R: Maj Gen Alexander shaking hands with Cpl Steve Webb 
Pte Linda O' Neill and W02 (SSM) Phil Lee look on 

On location at Switch Alpha. The SOinC meets W01 (FofS) Pete 
Johnson, Sgts Al Young and Glen Renshaw. Lt Dave Kenyon, QC 

A Tp makes the introductions 

1 Q 
BATTLECAMP 

Battlecamp was held at Vogelsang from 19 to 26 July. It was 
decided to break the Squadron into four Platoons with members of 
Sp Sqn being equally divided amongst the four Platoons which were 
commanded by I Pl Lt Bob Dobson, 2 Pl Lt David Kenyon, 3 Pl Capt 
Therese Crook, and 4 Pl Sgt Tony Singleton . 

The Squadron ravelled to Vogelsang by coach to take over the 
bivouac site from 2 Sqn. After much checking and signing of 
paperwork the camp SQMS, gt (sign here please) Mick Knight took 
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ver the camp and l Sqn were on their own. The aim was to practi e 
hooting kills and a variety of other military skills. Saturday night 
aw us etrling down under canva looking forward to the week's 

event . 
On Sunday Sgts Geordie Dale, Ricky Richards and Al Young 

refre hed memories on SLR. LMG and map reading. Unfortunately 
for Al, churche are not marked on the Vogelsang training area map, 
and hi orientation took slightly longer as he searched in vain for the 
church that he could see but couldn't find on the map. Sunday night 
saw the Platoons deploying to basha areas for the night, a good 
chance to become reacquainted with that old favourite-cam cream. 
After a peaceful night out under the tars the programme went on with 
Platoon going through the LMG range and instruction, and tests on 
bashas, patrol base and basic battle skills. The test results were to go 
together to produce an outstanding Platoon for which there was to be 
a prize and which involved an awful lot of. fierce competition. 

To keep thing running smoothly QC Camp/Squadron 2IC Capt 
Dave Gilchrist represented the Squadron at range conferences . It is 
said that he u ed to have a stall in a Bazaar and was u ed to bartering! 
Out of the blue the Squadron was given the Tank Confidence range 
and the Molotov Cocktail range. Although the Tank Confidence 
range sounds fairly harmle s, you try telling that to someone who is 
lying in a trench with a tank track 6in from his nose! Stories that the 
tank driver had been een to drink a bottle of vodka for his lunch did 
nothing to inspire confidence; then onto the Molotov Cocktail range 
where we were instructed in the art of petrol bombing a tank hulk. 
Strangely enough Sgt Paddy Breen RPC was by far the most accurate 
of throwers (but it was thought that he has had the most practice!). 

On Thur day Brig Friedberger ACOS G3 NORTHAG paid us a 
visit and watched as members of the Squadron went over the assault 
course and carried out snap VCP's. The Brigadier's visit ended with 
lunch in the ZB6 area, and judging by the high standard of the menu 
the Brigadier may well be expecting a very good meal every time he 
visits the Squadron on exercise. 

Brig Friedberger ACOS G3 HQ NORTHAG miraculously catches 
Sgt Geordie Dale in a waking moment. Waiting to be introduced 
are (right to left) Sgts Ricky Richards , Dave Taylor, Danny 

McDonald and Geoff Hodge 

Fighting 2 Platoon 
Eventual winners of the Inter Platoon Competition 
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Thursday afternoon saw the start of the final exercise which wa to 
give the highest number of marks towards the inter-Platoon 
competition. The Platoons were firstly to form a patrol base from 
which to work and then meet up with a helicopter which would take 
them on a recce. The fact that the helicopters were land-rovers did not 
detract from the realism and some volunteered to abseil from the back 
of the helicopter to gain a better intelligence picture! Recces 
completed it was back to the patrol base to prepare for a march, and 
then a cordon and search operation on a house. The occupants of the 
house were a particularly noisy lot led by gt Graham Wolverson. The 
earch wa as i ted by Constable Moor (alias S M Terry Marsh). 

From information gained in the house earch it became obvious that 
the Platoons would have to set up an ambush to catch some of the 
more unpleasant elements of the local population. 2 Pl, led by Lt 
David Kenyon, produced the most effective ambu h; this was 
probably becau e they carried out the ambush twice before. The final 
pha e wa to carry out a Company sized fix and de troy mi sion on 
a mall village. 3 Pl, led by Capt Therese Cook, cut the timing very 
fine and ju L like Briti h Rail were 'getting there' as H hour 
approached. To say they were late would be unkind, LO ay they were 
not early would be much more accurate. The attack was a great 
success and we looked forward to the barbecue that was held that 
night. 

At the appointed time QC Sqn Maj Bob Drake announced the 
results of the inter-Platoon competition 
1st 2 Platoon 
2nd 1 Platoon 
3rd 3 Platoon 
4th 4 Platoon 

A couple of crate of amber nuid and a trophy were presented to 
the winning Platoon. A few song were sung that night, a couple of 
beer drunk and many war Storie told. Altogether a ucce ful week 
and many will remember it for a variety of reasons . 

LCpl John aylor of Sp Sqn decided that hang-gliding was the best 
method of avoiding a land-rover which was approaching his patrol. 
Unfortunately although the height was uitable for hang-gliding he 
had forgotten LO bring one with him . So in the best traditions of the 
REME wearing full CEMO he proceeded to jump into the lake in the 
dark . Don't worry, I'm ure the Sapper divers will recover the weapon 
quickly. 

Lt Kenyon's dentist will no doubt be pleased to hear t_hat from now 
on any smoke grenade pins that are to be pulled out will be done by 
hand and not by mouth. (John Wayne eat your heart out). 

ig Eddie O ' Kelly really shout~ go int.o selling insuran.ce! he ;-vas 
overheard shouting to the enemy, in the fix and destroy m1ss10n, Go 
on, give me some more am~o'. If the battle hadn't fini hed then, I 
think he would have been given some more! 

Sgt Ricky Richards coaching LC pl ' JR' Ewing on the assault range 
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2 'Q 
BATTLE CAMP 
A VIEW FROM THE BOTTOM 
Report by Sgt Steve Stackwood . . . 

It wa the third week of July, the sun was shinmg, skt~s were bl!Je, 
the DS were smiling and there we were, in full SDP 11 kit wondering 
where we'd gone wrong. It was definitely a 9km march and no matter 
how many times the map was checked it wouldn't get any shorter. We 
set off down the beaten tracks of Vogelsang under the four Platoon 
Commanders: Sgts Mick Lightfoot, Stevie Bennett, Steve Stackwood 
and Glen McLaughlan. 

Nine kilometres later we arrived at our 'campsite' for the night and 
settled in for a good sleep. Midnight came and sure enough we ' tood 
to' to find the DS had whipped away with half our kit and even ig 
Parky Parkin on, one of the sentries, who tried to rescue his large 
pack. Better luck next time Parky! . . . . . 

Once everything was returned we reured once again, wnh ig \ md_y 
Miller wondering how Sgt Gordon Hitchen had managed to steal h1 
boots, whilst he was still wearing them. 

The re t of the week went as smoothly as circum tances would 
allow and included various Battle Skills lecture and night time 
activi~ies. Congratulations to LCpl Rus Parker who got through 
three trip narcs before setting up our defences properly. 

Thursday evening was an all night exercise including Platoon 
assaults/ ambushe cordon and searches, map reading skills and 
culminating in a Company assault after spending most of the night 
wandering around Vogelsang hills trying to work out where they were! 

The. final assault and house clearance gave the lads a chance to let 
loose and let loose they did! Amongst the organised pandemonium 
heads turned to the cry of 'Pull' to find Cpl Dave Phillpott practising 
clay pigeon shooting with schermulies and blanks! 

Thanks go out to the DS for their efforts to make the week so 
enjoyable! . . 

Sp~cial mentions go to gt Bo~ Taylor, Gordon Hitchen, Mick 
Tate, John Law, Geoff Hodge and lastly W02 (Yof ) Pete Wykes 
who seemed to work the hardest of all. 

THE KAPE TOUR 
Lt Jim Richardson 
Sgt Ian Brereton (DTg) 
Cpl ' Robbo ' Roberts (DTg) 
Cpl Ian Rutherford (Tech) 
WLCpl Gill Bamier (Tech) 
WLCpl Lorna Woodland (Tech) 
LCpl Taff Mustoe (DTg) 
Sig Phil Hay (Dvr) 
Sig Mark Shergold (Tech) 
Sig Chris Smart (DTg) 
Sig Bob Garlick (DTg) 
Sig ' Fluff' Fullerton (DTg) 
Cfn Callum Sneddon REME 

The KAPE tour started on 27 June and consisted of 13 members of 
the Regiment who volunteered for three weeks bf 'hard dedicated 
work' to keep the Army in the public eye. . . . 

We travelled cross-channel aboard the LSL Str Cerami which t.ook 
18 hours from Zeebrugge to Marchwood. We then drove our vehicles 
up to Sutton Coldfield Army Personnel Selection Centre who were 
looking after u during our stay. . 

Our first chore was to put up our display , to check the telegraph 
circuit we would be u ing, and to make ure each person had some 
idea of his or her jobs. Once the boss was happy we packed up and 
got our long awaited rest before the first port of ca)l. 

The majority of our vi its were to school , eight in all, the 
Worcester Carnival and a children's home . 

The school themselve were very different considering the small 
area of country we covered-around Birmingham and Wolv~rhampton, 
but all were very hospitable by keeping us topped up wnh tea and 
coffee. We were also offered school dinners which we gladly ~ccepted 
because all we had for lunch each day were packed lunches which most 
of u tucked into a soon a we arrived on location! 

The chi ldren themselves were generally well behaved . but there w_ere 
a few who reminded u of the horrors we used to ~e! On one occasion 
we had to pri e a piece of equipment out of a. child's . chool bag, he 
could have no pos ible use for it, but souvemr are n_1ce to have. 

The most appreciative of our pre ence were the 10 children from the 
children's home . Mo t had come from broken home but .we had no 
trouble entertaining them. After looking at our kit for a while our lad 
took them off to the local park for a game of football. LCpl 
Woodland and our WRAC took charge of the wing . \: e al o had 
time to catch up on the Wimbledon fin~! ! . 

All in all the tour wa hard work wnh early morning and late 
nights. We made good use of the ocial life Suuon had to offer and 
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n ur la t nigh! \IC all went out for a meal and on to a disco. 
The 1rip home eemed an eterni1y. We were delayed leaving 

1ar h\\ ood aboard 1he 01her L L, 1he Sir Lancelot but it came 10 an 
nd c\enluall} . 

l1hough \ e were glad to be .back to Kfefeld, I 'd recomm~nd to 
anyone who get a chance of gomg on a KAPE tour lo 1ake 1t. 

EXERCI E PAPA PARADJSE 
On 23 May 13 (BE) Cie TIR, our neighbour , took over Francisca 

Barrack to celebrate their 25th Anniversary. The British elemenl 
1herefore organi ed \'ariou activi1ies to kt-ep themselve busy and out 
of the way while the parade were going. on. 

Papa Tp decided on a JNCO's initiative exercise. Ex Papa Paradise 
wa organi ed completely by the Troop Cpls Steve Brown, Ian Curtis, 
Paul Evan , Mark hergold and Tom (Dai) Williams. Each had a 
p ifi ta k such a a commodation, finance or me ing to organi e, 

with the minimum help from 1he enior levels. 
Obviou ly the preparation and planning worked as Papa Tp 

deployed to Beek e Bergen in Holland on 21 May ready 10 enjoy ome 
arduous ad enture training. 

WATER KllNG 
ig Willy Williams describes Day One 
'We set off in search of the lake led by our in1repid OC Capt 

Wilkin. When we eventually arrived it was off wi th the t- hirts and on 
with the skis, except for LCpl Geoff Head who wore a wet uit jacket 
and claimed he'd done ii all before. However, his fir t few auemp1 
were unsucce sful o that encouraged 1he beginner . LCpl Ally 
McKitlrick was first 10 master the 1echnique with LCpl Noddy 

odwell close behind. Sig Bill Binnington decided not to have a go but 
it's not true he' cared of water. When everyone was worn out, there 
was a brisk marathon walk to get back to camp for football and 
volleyball-oh, and refreshments.' 

Day Two involved a cable car trip to the local recreation park where 
Papa Tp took over the bumper boats. LCpl 'Jabba' Ker and Sig Kit 
Kitson made sure everyone got wet by soaking their opponents with 
a bucket! Cpl Dai Williams even got some scuba diving practice. 

In the evening the Troop played some serious cricket and enjoyed 
a barbecue 'cooked' by SSgt John 'I cook in our house' Jackson, Sgt 
Bob Taylor and dury cook LCpl Jimmy Mcintosh, and the QC Troop. 
Surpri e, surprise, nobody complained about the food! 

By Day Three the Troop was relaxed and tanned and ready to 
explore the Safari Park. Sgt Bob Taylor failed to catch lunch but Sig 
Willy Williams gave a few people heart failure when he tried to invite 
a lion into the mini-bus, while Cpl Chris (Big Mac) McQuade wanted 
to play water polo with the whales! 

All in all, an excellent three days full of interesting activities. 
Morale was high as ·the Troop returned to camp, and WLCpl Woody 
Woodland spoke for everyone when she asked 'When are we going 
back?'. Unfortunately, the Belgians 50th Anniversary isn't un1il 201 I! 

VICTOR TROOP 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
Tp Comd 
DCO 
Tp Admin Sgt 

Maj (Tfc) J. T. Noon 
Lt G. A. Fesemeyer WRAC 
WOI J. Skelton WRAC 
Sgt H. Aaron WRAC 

Victor Tp have decided that it's time they came out of hiding and 
made their debut in The Wire. The Troop is based in JHQ 
Rheindahlen and is responsible for running the HQ NORTHAG/HQ 
TWOATAF Static Commcen. The last couple of months have been 
very busy indeed and the two main events have been Ex Fran Victor 
86 and the Rheindahlen Allied Marches. 

EXERCISE FRAN VJCTOR 86 
PERMANENT STAFF 
Lt Gemma Fesemeyer WRAC 
gt Phil Mc orley 

Sgt 'Taff' Donovan 
WLCpl Jean Brown 

It lasted for three weeks, each course for one week. Everyone took 
part in organised sport each day, two of either football, volleyball, 
rounders, or swimming, and also completed the main activity of the 
day. This was either a hill walk, a 26 mile cycle ride, Practical Trivial 
Pursuits, or It's a Knockout. We also had a chance to do some 
abseiling in the first week thanks to Panther Tp, 4 ADSR who were 
camped next 10 us for a few days. The following is the permanent 
staff's eye view of the activities, from Sgt Phil McSorley ... 

We arrived at the camp site at about lunch time on Saturday 7 June, 
and in no time at all had established our camp. Considering the fact 
that it rained consistently throughout the day and that the site was 
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beginning to look like a quagmire, the girls, along wi th the three or 
four male members of the course, did a magnificent job . 

It wa on Monday that Cpl 'Jock' Wilson introduced us 10 'the 
ear '.These were Mickey Mouse ea r which he wore for 1hc rest of the 
week, much to the delight o f the numerou school child ren we me1 on 
our various tri ps! Oh, by the way, the sun came out a well which 
made the hike much more enjoyable, if that i possible. 

By now everyone was well into the wing of things and we found 
our own gourmet in LCpl hirley Stant. Volleyball became the 'in' 
sport as we began to take on all comers, especially 4 Div who were 
camped next to u . Ably led by Sgt Katie William , we actually played 
a couple of international matches later on in the week! Swimming also 
was very popular, especially the jacuzzi and we set the courses 10 
follow a stiff goal by managing to get 19 people in at once, a record 
which wa never surpassed . 

The cycling also proved to be very popular, not that gt Hilary 
Aaron would agree, unfortunately her addle wa loose and 19Km on 
a loose saddle can be most uncomfortable! We were also invited by 
4.Div to take part in their abseiling activity . Four of us took up the 
challenge, Lt Fesemeyer, myself, Sgt Katie Williams and Pte Alette 
Scarry. lt was the fir t time that Pte Scarry had attempted abseiling, 
and the look of delight when she arrived at the bottom was a sight to 
behold . She was afraid of the water when she arrived at Summer 
Camp, but by the time she left, she was able to swim . Well done. 
done. 

During the week our OC, Maj Noon , paid us a visit, and gt Katie 
Williams and Cpl Sandra Cleverly and myself managed to accompany 
him on one of his early morning runs . We ran to the chair lift , I didn 't 
know at the time that the chair lift would be at the lop of the 
mountain! 

Saturday arrived and it was time for the end of the cour e barbecue. 
Sgt Donovan concocted a punch, which proved to be very palatable 
and got even bener for the later barbecues! 

Each member of the course received a memento relating 10 their 
'persons' for the week, which we called our Oscar Academy Award 
which proved to be most popular. Some of lhese awards were as 
follow : 'Be t Ores ed Camper'-Cpl 'Jock' Wilson, 'Miss Ugly'
Cpl Sue Kynaston-'Slimmer of the Week'-LCpl ' puggy' Sparrow, 
'Grouch of the Week' -Pie Gaynor Tunnicliffe. All in all it was a ve ry 
successful fir 1 week and we had ironed out most of the problems. 

Sunday 15th saw us aying goodbye to course one and welcoming 
course two. By this time the weather was absolutely brilliant, and it 
turned out to be the start of a heatwave. 

Monday saw the whole course, setting off on a slightly different 
hike than the course before. In blistering heat we wound our way 
upwards to the highest point along the river bank. Apart from a few 
stragglers, we arrived hot and tired to a welcome stop for a cold drink , 
with LCpl Lynn 'Pecker' Matthews, Cpl Helen 'It sticks to your 
Teeth' Gray and Sgt Val 'Caravan' Holsgrove bringing up the rear due 
to a late night or early morning! We arrived back in Camp after about 
three and a hal f hours, everyone was hot and tired but all had 
thoroughly enjoyed their stroll . 

Wednesday was bicycle day, with everyone making good time to 
Burg Eltz. We had a scare when Cpl Debs Jenkins and Ptc Sandy 
Sockett failed to turn up with the re t of the party at the end of the 
day. We sent out a search party. Cpl Jenkins' pedal had fallen off so 
they used their initiative and caught a train back! 

With the weather getting very hot, swimming became more and 
more popular, an auempt was made at 1he jaccuzzi record, but 
unfortunately we only had 17 bodies. However we did set a record on 
the waterchute and we managed an unbroken chain of eight people! 
Our gourmet for this week was LCpl Karen tanley who chopped up 
chickens, well she is an exponent of the martial arts. 

Saturday came again and time for the end of course barbecue, for 
which we had 10 dress up in togas for dinner! The Oscar awards were 
duly presented with Pie Rhona Thorn being a most surprised winner 
of the 'Miss Ugly'. A most enjoyable evening was spent and the Oscar 
Winners celebrated in grand fashion. 

And so to Sunday the 22nd and goodbye 10 course two and welcome 
to the last course. Lt Fesemeyer had to return to the Regiment so WOI 
June Skelton took over as IC of the Camp. Sunday evening was spen1 
in the Mess-Tent watching the England v Argentina world cup ma1ch, 
with expertise summaries from Pte Lynn Green and LCpl Dawn 
Collins! 

Monday was walkies time with myself leading the way and the OC 
bringing up the rear. The walk was done in a very quick time but the 
heat was not as oppressive as the previous week. In the afternoon gt 
Fiona Beardwell showed us her prowess at volleyba ll , but even her 
ability was outshone by Cpl Lewis . 

On Tuesday we had a surprise birthday party for Pte Julie Franklin 
and surprise visit from 'This is your life' personality Eamon Andrews 
(alias Sgt 'Taff' Donovan). She was very surprised to see friends and 
relations she hadn't seen for years! 

The cycling was held on a Thursday this week and we were joined 
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at Burg Eltz by the Commander , Lt Col Cliff Walters and his wife 
Judy who then accompanied us on the tour around the Castle. 

On the Saturday evening the whole course went on an enjoyable 
boat trip down the Mosel and finished off the evening in what was 
now considered our local, the 'Zur Pime'. And so 10 Sunday morning 
and str iking camp , the whole course performed admirably and 
everything was packed and ready 10 be stored on the vehicles within 
an hour. 

There is obviously much more that cou ld be mentioned, ie 
'Practical Trivial Pursuits', It's a Knockout, Wine Tasti ng and many 
more activities which took place, but I just picked out at random some 
of the highlights. What is important is that everyone joined in , worked 
hard and made it a most memorable Summer Camp. 

Roll on next yea r! 

RH EI DAHLE ALLIED MARCHE (40KMS) 
2 J uly, 0700 hrs, outside block 30. ll was tha t time of year, \\hen 

once again men and women young a nd old, donned their boots 10 go 
si nging and marching through JHQ and the surroundi ng area. I'm 
talki ng of cour e about the Rheindahlen Allied Marches, and th is year 
it was special , fir t becau e it wa the 20th anniversary of the Marches 
but econd, and more important , because ' Victor Troop' had a team 
to ent er! 

We had been having a few practices beforehand , but none of the 
team actuall y believed the day would be upon us, and here it was in 
all its summer glory. There weren' t a many teams entering as 
ex pected , but as we a ll lined up on Beresford Road , our team wa~ in 
good humour. The band started to warm up , and the jokes started 
nying, as well a the ' uuals Mintoes ' (courtc y of Maj oon). 

When we reached the fir l check poin t, the morale was till at it 
peak , and our team made their way 10 the water urn, no t reall y 
minding if they had to wait in the never ending queue. Then w~ a ll 
lined up back on the track, eager to get off 10 the nexl check pom1 . 
This went on for about three check points, and the un wa beating 
down on our head . We never seemed 10 be marching in the shade, 
always in the open sun! everthele we were doing quite well and 
morale hadn ' t reached it lowest (yet), we even overtook a couple of 
RAF teams, a well as a team from 16 Sig R~gt , so that reall y cheered 
everyone up and the songs started up agam, and the world knew 
' Victor Troop' were in auendance! 

From about 0730 hrs that morning, until about 1400 hrs that 
afternoon all we heard was ' only 5Km 10 go till the next check point ', 
and we all fell for it every time and our hearts lightened, but as the 
day wore on we became immune, and ju l ignored it! We ~ecame 
oblivious to what wa happening, feet were wollen , and bhs1ered, 
noses were burnt. To look a1 us you'd think we'd been filming the next 
episode of Tenko! On we marched, there was no giving up for ' Victor 
Troop' , the last check point was reached and w~ were on. o~r way 
home. After a t'ew kilometres we tarted to recognise the bu1ldmg on 
the horizon, and once again the song started up and 1h~ nearer we got 
to garrison the faster we marched and the louder the mgmg became. 

At the bottom of Beresford Road we had to stop and book in. The 
QC told the official who we were, and we marched onto 1he parade 
square to the Corps March, and to the che_ers of the crowd. We felt 
a sense of achievemen1 , we forgo1 all our pams and aches and a couple 
of the team had tear in their eyes (mainly the fella ). We reached the 
presentation tent, but Maj oon 1 a too occupied with what was 
going on around u and forgot to halt _the squad , con ec;iuenlly we 
crashed our way into the tent and the offtc1al , but never mmd we had 

Before 
Back Row L- R: Sgt Knaggs, Cpl Strangways, Maj Ted Noon, Cpl 

Lewis, Sgts Donovan and Donaldson, Cpl Hart 
Middle Row L-R: LCpls McNair and Stant, Ptes Bagley and Barry , 

Sgt Williams, Cpl Cleverley, LCpl Mathews, Pte Green 
Front Row L- R. Ptes Lay and Murison , W01 June Skelton, Ptes 

Chapple and Harrison, LCpl Brown 
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finished. and Maj "ioon and W~J ·kelton had promised 10
1
buy ~ome 

refreshment, which was ,omethmg 100 good 10 be m1s~cd. 
Everyone was glad it was over, and ~ome of us had a good whinge 

on the way round, but we hope to be entering a learn next year, and 
for those in the Troop wanting 10 en1er, practices are on Mondays. 

After 

TUG-0-WAR TEAM WINNERS OF THE NORTHAG SIGNAL 
SUPPORT GROUP TUG-0-WAR COMPETITION 

The Regimental Tug-0-War team took part in the NORTHAG 
Signal Support Group T_u~-0-War compe1i1i~n, held as p~ of the 
NSSG Athletics Compellllon on 24125 June tn (JHQ) Rhet~~ahlen 
Garrison . The team pulled against the other NATO nauonalme on 
Tuesday 24 June and earned a place in the finals on the foll~wing d~y. 
Their opponents in the final were members of the Jo:nt Service 
Transport Company, whom the Regimental team beat by two straight 
pulls. Well done to all who took part! 

Back Row L to R: Lt Col Cliff Walters, LCpl Kev Phillips, Cpl Tom 
Reilly (Coach), LCpl Andy Gilliland , Capt Alec Chi!'.ho~m REME 

Front Row L to R: Pte Nick Mostert, Ctn Mac McWhinnie, Cpl Ian 
Curtis, LCpl Drew Collins, Sgt Bob Taylor, Sig Mark Dalzell 

MT TROOP 
VOGEL ANG VICTOR 

MT Troop being a very bu y multi-national R~gimental :\IT, had 10 
tretch their commitment further 1han u ual dunng the month of July 

when.the Regiment deployed on it annual Baule Camp at Vogel a~g. 
However 1 e don't often get a chance to compete on equal footing 
against 1he 'Handbag' Troops of the Regiment so thi opportunity 
was not Lo be mi sed by anyone! 

The Baille Camp con i ted of Speed Marches, Range Work, Map 
Reading, As aull Course, 'ection A~t~ck and Cam and 
Concealment, and de pite all the favounu m hown by 1he. OS 
toward the Comm Troop , the mighty MT Troop came fir t, 
second, and fourth in the ection Competition! The Famou Fe\\ 1\hO 
endured 1he Blood, weal and Tear over the e1·en day pre ure 
period at Vogelsange were:- Sgt Geelan, LCpl Davies, LCpl McHale, 
Sig Roberts, Reid and Owen. 
Robert • 'Pathfinder' Reid and 'Moaner' Owen. . 

The RMTO Capt Harr) Lund and the lad of MT :rroop _would hke 
to apologi e to the Comms Troop per onnel for teahn.g their repeated 
uccess, but it wa gelling light! boring! Ah, well, ti' back 10 our 

normal everyday ta k within the Regiment. -
ee you nexl year to compete, once again. on equal footing! - Eat 

your heart out 'Handbag '! 
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29 Sig Regt 
BFPO 45 

Ha\ mg been very bu y at work recently we turned our alt em ion to 
sport . . o, \\C hope we 11 ill be forgi1·en if 1he e no1es have porting 
!ant with the empha i' on 'eat your hearts out all ~·ou 01her minor 

units·. Cadet \'i . it , school fete and one or ti\ o VIP 1 i it have added 
ome extra colour. 

.\nd o. to wimming and water polo. 

' \\JM 11. AND \ ATER P OLO 
The wimmer have certainly taken the limelight. Thi year' team 

included four rmy tandard wimmer and o it wa with confidence 
that the team took part in the Brigade Water Polo and \ imm ing 
Champion hip . In the Water Polo, the team ea ily won their pool (no 
pun intended . . . !) to meet the Berlin Armd Sqn in the final and 
were eventual "inner "~th a core of 11-3. 

In the wimming, the team again wiped the board with the Minor 
Unit -however Cpl Pete Ta) !or wa marched in front of the 
\\imming officer becau e he only came second in the Backstroke. In 

the BAOR Championships held in Berlin, the Water Polo Team was 
drawn in the same pool a the two favourites, and although it gave a 
good account of it elf, did not make the final. It was in the wimming 
however that the team made their mark again-the swimmer were 
unbeaten and three BAOR records fell . Sig Duncan Ledger took the 
SOm Breaststroke in a record time of 33 .85 seconds the records for the 
4 x 50m Medley Relay and the 4 x 50m Freestyle Relay also fell. 

RMY MINOR IT SWIMMI G CHAMPION ' 1986 
We then represented B OR Minor Uni1 in 1he Army Swimming 

Championship held on 23 July n1 RMA andhursl and were 
endea1·ouring to retain 1he trophy we won la t year. In their fir t ra~e 
the team tarted the way they mennt LO go on with WO I (SMI) Mike 
Gibson winning che 66 l.1 yards Freestyle in 33.88 seconds (proving 
beyond rea ·onable doubt that there is life after 38 years). ig Duncan 
Ledger then put in one of hi be t performance to date dominating 
the 66 ¥3 yard Brea t troke in a time of 42.57 seconds, beating the 
Army record by two econd . He wa then placed econd in the 100 
yard Free tyle in a time of 56.2~ econd just 0.5 second~ behind the 
winner. 

Cpl Pete Taylor wa ne ·1 to perform in the 66~ yard Backstroke 
and although fifth a t the turn, fini hed in second place in 43.26 
econd . The final two event were the Relay and both 1 eam~ 

produced outstanding performance . In the 4 x 66 ¥3 yard Medley 
Relay, Cpl Pete Taylor swam the Backstroke leg handing over LO ig 
Duncan Ledger for the Breast troke. He powered his way 10 the front 
and handed a 4m lead over to our Butterfly expert, WO I ( M l) Mike 
Gipson APTC. The lead wa increa ed funher to 7m even though he 
tried 10 drink the pool on 1he way down. gt Clive Hunt er comple1ed 
the race and brought the team home in a new rmy record of 2 min\ 
43.09 ecs, a clear two econd ahead of the previou record . In the 
4 x 66 ¥3 Freestyle Relay were the four 'B' '; LCpl Biddy Baxter and 

ig Andy Blanchard, Ian Boslem and igel Batchelor. After an 
exciting la t leg the tea m wa econd 10 the Junior Leader Regt RE 
Permanent Staff who broke the exi ting rmy Record. 

29 Sig Regt won the Minor Unit Competition for the second year 
running with 44 point , fi ve poims clear of second placed Junior 
Leader Regt. Well done to all the team member who put in a lot of 
their own time in the pool as practice. 

The swimming te am with t he BAOR Minor Unit Trophy 
Front Row: LCpl Biddy Baxter, Sig Nigel Batchelor, Sgt Cl ive Hunter , Sig Duncan Ledg e r 

Back Row: Sig Andy Blanchard, Ian Boslem, Cpl Pete Taylor, W01 (SMI ) Mike Gibs on 
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fOOI OTE 
Sig Duncan Ledger ha~ certainl y had a good season in the µool '>O 

fa r. In June he wa~ presented with hi5 ombined Services colours for 
J 985 by the GOC Berlin at the Berlin Brigade Champion.,hips and won 
the BAOR Individual lOOm Breaststroke in a new record time. He has 
abo broken 1he 50m Breaststroke m.:ord in the team competitions at 
both B OR and Army level. The Regimen1al swimming team has 
returned 10 Berlin minus him co enable him to compete in the inter 
Services Competition at the beginning of August. 

Sig Duncan Ledger receiving his C?mbi~ed Services Col?urs for 
swimming fo r 19 8 6 from GOC Berlin (British S~ctor), Ma1_ Gen. P. 
G. Brooking at the Berlin Infantry Brigade Swimming 

Championships in June 

MORRI 0 C P 1986 
ot to be outdone by the Swimmer , the athletes got into che 

limelight too. This year Morri on Cup was held in June in the Jahn 
Stadium at Herford. Although 29 Sig Regt are the current Berlin. Inf 
Bde Minor Unit Champion , it wa though! that the other seven mmor 
unit team would provide more formidable competition. 

29 Sig Regt - Minor Unit Winners , Morri'son Cup 1986 
Front Row: Lt Ta it, LCpl Smith , Cpl Evans , Sig Bailey, Sgt Mu llen , 

Sig Quinn 
Back Row: Maj Axt on (team manager), Cpl Murphy, LCpls 
Kirkpatrick. Ham , Cpl Warburton , Sig Ferguson , W02 (RQMS) 

Marsden, W02 (SSM) May (team captain) 
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On the first day, four out of the 14 events ''ere completed with third 
places for LCpl Clive Smith in the 5,000m, \\02 (RQ'\.1 ) Da\e 
Mar.sden in the Discus and W02 (SSM) Steve May in the Triple Jump. 
The Regiment >cored 21 our of a po sible 32 points which put u imo 
fourth posiuon. However we qualified for 9 out of the 10 'A' final~ 
held the next day-more than any other team. 

The second day started well with third places from LCpl 
Kirkpatrick in the IOOm, Cpl Mick Evans in the 400m, Sgt fo n) 
Mullen in the 800m and ig C hris Bailey in the 400m Hurdle From 
these events, Cpl Mick Evans came closest to a second po>ition and 
a medal with a personal best of 54.25 seconds, just 0.05 seconds from 
that elusive medal. 

In the afternoon W02 (RQMS) Dave Marsden won our firn medal 
in the Shot with a put of I0.45m. This feat was then emulated by 
LCpl Clive Smith with a second place in the 1,500m. Two more third 
places in the Long Jump and High Jump by W0 2 ( M) teve '-fay 
and Cpl Mick Murphy respectively meant that the Regiment were now 
lying second, only three poims behind the leaders with only one event 
to go. It all depended on the final event and, once again against the 
form book, the team came econd in the 4 x 400m Relay LO clinch 
the Morrison Cup by three poims. Lt Michelle Tait, neari ng the end 
of her short posting to the Regiment, crowned the days performance 
by winning the WRAC IOOm . It must be emphasised that 29 Sig Regt 
won the Morrison Cup without actually winning any of the individual 
events, a fine team performance indeed. 

LOCAL CHOOL FETE 
The Regiment again supported the Annual Fete of the local first 

school in July and even the Berlin Polo Weekend and the women's 
fipal at Wimbledon could nm keep th~ crowds away: The _Regiment's 
clowns were out in force aga111 as Radto Troop provided ndes for the 
children and Commcen Troop were spared the ducking-stool, only 
because they provided refreshments. The fish and chip stall ru n by HQ 
Sqn was again very popular and TM Troop had a number of personnel 
involved, C pl mudge mith and LCpl Paul Hales ran a Roll-a-Pen_ny 
stall, LCpl Andy Lu~ford and Sig Sean Brennan bounced the kids 
(and the rest of Radio Troop) on a trampoline and Cpl Pete Bagnall , 
as always, provided the PA. 

The whole event wa ably organised by that man of many parts, 
SSgt (SQMS) ' Brad ' Bradley. DM 4,300 was raised to help buy books 
and computer equipment for tile school. 

Sig Martin Burke acting the Clown again at the Charlottenburg 
School Fete . He's since had a haircut, but the dye still won' t come 

out 
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\ l IT 0 OMO COMM BAOR 
faj en· . Yeoman. Comd Communication BAOR vi ired Berlin 

at the end of July. After vi its to communication in tallation he wa 
able to meet member of the Regiment a1 a demon tra1ion of the Log 
HQ detachment under Cpl Padd~ Irwin and lacer on a1 an Allied 
e erci e held at RAF Gato\\ . A buffe1 meal wa held in I qn' 
'Comm Inn· and Maj Gen Yeoman pent much time talking 10 
member of the Regiment. The men look forward to hi ne ·t vi it in 
0 tober thi •ear. 

'And this is one of me on the beach in Crete . 
Maj Gen Yeoman enjoying a joke with Sig Charlie Ettienne, Tony 

Greenhill and Cpl Graham Smith in the Comms Inn 

CADET VJ IT 
Twenty cadets and two master from Hurstpierpoint College CCF 

vi ited the Regiment in the middle of July and were hosted by Lt Jim 
Wood and LCpl Neil Kirkpatrick throughout 1heir visit. As well as 
being hown around the sights of bo1h West and East Berlin a busy 
and strenuou programme was laid on. Our resident PTI's LCpl Clive 
Smith and Sig Sean Brennan made sure they were awake in the 
mornings and under Cpls Taff Webb and Mark Hayward and LCpl 
Paul Clayton they were 'beasted' around the Ruhleben Fighting City 
complex. Cpl Terry Gigg and his merry band let the cade1s loose in 
Spandau Forest where they were under constant attack from 
helicopter-sized mosquitoes and from the 'Welsh Liberation Army' 
comprising ig Taff Jones and Taff Greenway. On their lase day, 
LCpl Clive mith devised a number of as ault courses to help them 
remember Berlin and, with help from Cpl Dave Cooke, LCpl Andy 
Atkinson and Sig Sean Brennan, the cadets were chased around two 
Assault Courses and the Confidence Course and thrown off the Abseil 
Tower and Deathslide. The cadets had their revenge later at the end 
of visit Barbecue when Cpl Taff Webb had swimming lessons (and 
nearly managed to take nearly all 20 cadetes in with him . . . !). The 
cadets returned to England having had an exciting and enjoyable visit 
and we hope we shall see some of them in the Army later on. 

SSgt Clive Young and Cpl Al Pilcher showing the 84mm to the 
cadets of Hurstpierpoint CCF 
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THE START OF 
SOMETHING 
NEW 
If you 're Leaving the Services 
within the next 12 months and 
would like to start a New 
Career consider GCHQ as a 

Trainee 
Radio Officer 

If your trade or training involves Radio 
Operating you may wish to continue in 
the work you know and enjoy. 
Government Communications Head
quarters can off er you a career in 
communications involving the very 
latest technology. It starts with 32 
weeks thorough training to fit you for 
the post of Radio Officer with 
extremely interesting work, good 
salary, good prospects for promotion 
and also the opportunity for overseas 
travel. Add to this the security of 
working for an important Government 
Department and you could have the 
start of something new. 
The basic requirement for the job is 2 
years' radio operating experience or 
hold a PMG, MPT or MRGC. 
Registered disabled people are 
welcome to apply. 
Salaries start at £5,817 at age 19 to 
£6,920 at age 25 and over during 
training and then £7,954 at 19 to 
£10,162 at 25 and over as a Radio 
Officer. Increments then follow 
annually to £13, 777 inclusive of shift 
and weekend working allowances. 
For full details and an application form 
phone 0242 32912/3 or write to: 

Recruitment Office. Government Communications Headquarters, 
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, 

Gloucestershire, GL52 SAJ. 
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30 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 

T\'NWALD CEREMONY 
Each year the Isle of Man undertakes it own ceremonial opening 

of Parliament which this year was attended by HRH T he Prince 
Edward on his first official engagement. The Regiment was asked to 
provide the Guard of Honour for this occasion . 

On Friday 4 July we departed by coach for Heysham to catch the 
ferry for the Isle of Man. However, ten minutes from Heysham, the 
new van which we had hired to carry all the uni forms and weapons 
broke down . The ferry was due to sail in half an hour, so we had to 
load all the kit into a now rather heavily laden coach and left Cpl 
Terry mith and Sig Alan O'Hare looking rather apprehensive, 
waiting for the AA man! Eventually, the van was repaired and they 
arrived on the ferry seconds before it sailed. 

The crossing took about four hours so some of the contingent, 
notably LCpl Pele Prater, decided to impress our female passengers 
by bulling their boots in public, much to our disgust it seemed to 
work. 

Once on the island we travelled to Jurby Training Camp, which was 
to be our home for the next few day , although Cpl Terry Smith did 
begin to wonder if he would ever see the place when the van broke 
down again! 

On Saturday we decided to try omething a little different and spent 
the morning doing drill! In the afternoon we went 'sightseeing' and 
ended up in the capital, Douglas. We spent the evening in Douglas, 
where we were joined by the RSM- WO I Pete utherland, the SSM, 
W02 Ken Whillock and the re t of the SNCOs, who had nown over 
that afternoon. The casino provided the RSM with the ideal 
opportunit y to demonstrate his 'infallible' sy tern on the roulette 
wheel, but he appeared to forget how to win. 

On Sunday we teamed up with the Light Infantry bandsmen and 
went through a full rehearsal for the ceremony. 

The morning of the ceremony was upon us . It was a hot, sunny day 
wit h a fresh breeze and we were looking better than ever. After a ten 
minutes march we arrived at the ceremonial area and saw an audience 
of well over 3,000. 

The ceremony itself wa a long procedure with a lot of time standmg 
still or in the 'present' . 

With the parade over and the kit packed away the rest of 1he day 
was spent enjoying the night life of Douglas. On Tue day we boarded 
the coach for the long journey back to Blandford. Our first taste of 
Public Duties was over. 

HRH The Prince Edward meeting OC Public Duties Squadron, Maj 
Bob Wannell 
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EXERCISE PURPLE VENTURE 
Jn preparation for a full scale Out of Area FTX at the end of t~i 

year, clements of the Regiment deployed to ypr~s for a CPX with 
the Joint force Headquarters (JFHQ) Staff. This was a warm up 
exerci e in more ways than one and there is no truth in the rumour that 
the CO spent more time on the beach than anyone el e. Th~ fact that 
his sun-tan was better than the rest of us h~ proved nothmg! 

Although this is normally a 2 Sqn exercise, on this occasion OC 1 
Sqn, Maj John Grierson commanded the small de.tachme~t. OC 2 
Sqn, Maj Bob Wannell was busy on Public Duue . The 
communications requirement although small compared with a full 
JFHQ deployment was, nevertheless, uniq~e. in that all three 
operational SA TCOM detachments were used 111 order to control the 
exercise and practise the staff and their procedures. 

The exercise was successfu l due to much hard work by all member 
of the Regiment as well as the enormous amount of assistance given 
to us by 259 Sig Sqn 12 SU (RAF) and Comms Branch HQ BFC. 

W02 (FofS) George Blythe was as usual in the thick of it all, 
working every hour God gave in keeping the SA TCOM ch~nnels 
open . He came back whiter th~n when h~ left England 3:nd 1s stlll 
curious to know who kept movmg the Indian Oce3:n satellite (oh f~r 
automatic tracking!). Almost as difficult was keepmg a track on his 
OC who oscillated between surf-boards and dinghies. 

The exercise saw a group of visitors every day including CinC 
UKLF, Comd BFC, Commodore Amphibious '.Yarfare and the 
Major-General Royal Marines, as well as several semor RAF officers. 
We explained the intricacies of satellite commu~icati~ns to ?Ur 
visitors; and Sig Samson desplayed his generators_ with pride, hopmg 
for a power failure in order to prove that they did actually work! 

EXERCISE NORMA QUEST . . . 
Ex Norman Quest is an annual exerc~se wh1~h mco~porates 

adventurous training together with community relations pro1ects on 
the Island of Alderney. (The Channel Island not the Shetland 
Islands!). Alderney is only three and_ a half miles ~ong and one and a 
half miles wide, and has a population ~pproachmg 2,000. for two 
weeks every year 80 members of the Regiment and 20 RA~ pe~ _onnel 
from RAF Odiham descend upon the island on a goodwill v1s1t. 

This year the advance party under W02 (RQMS~ Barry 'l love 
Alderney' Walson, sailed to Alderney by RCT lan?mg craft. _They 
took two days to recover from sea sickness! The mam party enJoyed 
a more comfortable journey and new to Alderney by RAF Chmook 
helicopter. . 

On arrival the main party was transported to the ca~p site . by the 
only two coache on the isl ~nd. Those \~ho are fam1ha~ wnh t~e 
Alderney motoring regulations concermng roadworthmess will 
understand why many preferred to walk. For those who are not a~are 
of the island's motoring policy they are as follows: no such regulations 
exist and vehicles are driven until they fall to pieces and are then 
pushed over the cliffs! Lt was rumoured that both coaches had been 
recovered from the bottom of the cliffs at least twice_ already. 

One of the many community projects undertaken this year was the 
laying of a concrete patio at the island's hospital. This was done un?er 
the watchful eye of SSgt Jim 'Well in with the hospital staff' Keepmg 
a sisted by Cpl Stew (Supervisor) Edwards. . . 

During the two weeks mo t of the lads too~ their tl!m at making 
concrete. The result varied from wet sand to JUSt addm~ water t_o a 
bag of cement. The exercise in general brought out m~y hidden skills, 
with Sig Jock 'I used to be a bricky' Crockart producmg an excellent 
tone wall . . 

Sgt Mick 'I can run round the island twic.e' Baron des.1gned. 3:~d 
supervised the building of an assault course f?r _t he ~um.or M1hua 
(ACF). All credit must go to Sgt Baron for his 1magmauve use of 
'scrounged' materials . 

The centre of the Assault Course 
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Mo t of the required tool and equipment were supplied by the 
Publi Works Department , albeit warily after we broke their 
pneumatic drill ! Many tried, but few became proficient in it u e, as 
\\as borne out by the digging of a narrow trench at the ho pita!. The 
J B proved to be even more demanding. Cpl Terr) ' I can do anything 

ith a J B' mith felt o onfidenl that he challenged W02 ( SM) 
Gordon 'Mind my wrist' Air to a competition . De pite getting the JCB 
tuck under an archway, the experience of the S Min driving tractor , 

won the day. 
A third project, that of refurbishing the civil defence bunker, was 

upervi ed by gt Wally 'What' a Cl3' Westrop . It included the 
in tallation of a Cl3. Being a RR Op, Sgt Wall) Westrop admitted 
defeat and called upon Technician Cpl Mick 'Why can't I o 
climbing?' tanyer to a si t him. Overall, a lot of effort wa put into 
all the proj t by everyone and always with a considerable amount 
or humour. 

W02 (SSM ) Gordon Air with his JCB stuck under the arches! 

On the adventurous training side, a few of the early days were lost 
due to bad weather. Cpl Tommo 'I bate Alderney' Thompson 
managed to introduce all of us to the difficulties of keeping dry in a 
canoe. Windsurfing wa organised by a local instructor who managed 
to get most people to stand up on the boards at one time or another. 

The rock climbing was carried out on low ea cli ffs, whil t the weat her 
ensured that most climbers returned oaked to the kin. Perhaps a wet 
ui t hould have been the order of dress for a ll the activitic . 

In the Army/RAF v Alderney sports matches the islander proved 
too strong for us, beating u at footba ll , darts and snooker! Rumour 
had it that the islanders would only play us at a sport they could win
thi might explain why they pulled out o f the tug of war and crickc; 
fixtures. We regained our pre tige however, by having nine runners in 
the first 15 in their Sport Aid event. 

The OC, Capt Colin ' I'm nearly a father' Lawrence ensured that all 
the officers and S CO played gol f. Four hours, numerous lo t balls 
and laughing fit s la ter, they could still be een on the eventh hole. It 
wa with relief that during the return match, the OC was called back 
to England in time to greet his new born· daughter. 

Time and space preclude the mentioning of any more anecdotes· 
needless to say it was yet again an enjoyable and succe sful exercise'. 

EXERCISE FREEDOM BID 
A Wood somewhere on the Isle of Wight. 
5-9 May 1986 

Dear Mum, 
Here I am sitting in this wood . You may remember I said we were 

going to the Isle of Wight for our summer camp. Well we're here. The 
first week was great fun . We arrived on the Tue day, et up camp, had 
a game or American football, Sig Speight 'seemed' 10 know the rules, 
and then vi ited the nearest town. 

The next day the OC, Mr Stuart 'Barn-ham' harman organi ed an 
unusual map reading exercise. It ended up with mo tofus getting lost , 
anyway he seemed quite pleased. Fortunately we managed to get to the 
check points that had the Mars bars and the beer, so we were OK. 
However, LCpl Charlie Drake wasn't so lucky he spent ages walking 
in the wrong direction. As for LCpl Andy Corlett he was threatening 
revenge: Sig David Cox had sent him off in the wrong direction and 
he ended up running miles and miles; he was not a happy bear. 

Well Mum , it's raining again . We managed to get pretty wet rast 
Friday when gls Lenny Mills and Geoff Sims organised a day of 
injtiative tests . Phew! Initiative tests, as always, they seemed to 
involve water and us falling in it. Sig Rick Carley was being a bit of 
a whimp about getting wet, he didn't last that long and was finally 
dragged into the stream. You would have loved seeing your son and 
heir splashing around. Anyway after we had eaten a raw egg or two, 
faced ferociou dogs and rescued Sig Jock Gibb from a raging torrent 

GIEVES &HAWKES 
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No. l Savile Row, London 
Officially Appointed Tailors, and Outfitters to 

The Royal Tank Regiment 
The Royal Regiment of Artillery 
The Corps of Roya l Engineers 
The Royal Corps of Signals 
The Sco11ish Division: 
The Royal Scots 
The Kings Own Scottish Borderers 
The Queen 's Division: 
The Queen's Regiment 
The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers 
The Royal Anglian Regiment 
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The Prince of Wales's Own Regiment of Yorkshire 
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The Worcestershire & Sherwood 
Foresters Regiment 
The Royal Hampshire Regiment 
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The Duke of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment 
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The Light Infantry 
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The Army Air Corps 
The Royal Corps of Transport 
The Royal Army Medical Corps 
The Royal Army Ordnance Corps 
The Corps of Royal Electrical & 
Mechanical Engineers 
The Corps of Royal Military Police 
The Royal Army Pay Corps 
The Royal Army Educational Corp 
The Royal Army Dental Corps 
The Intelligence Corps 

In our additional role as Civilian Tailors and Outfitters we offer an extensive range 
of ready to wear clothing, shirts and accessories for formal and casual occasions. 

We arc now Stockists of the famous 'BARBOUR' FIELD COAT RA GE 
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we all went off to the local swimming baths intent on clogging up their 
fil ter system. Once in the pool young Sig Mark Ender.by (he' s the oue 
with the sparrow's legs) set about proving he had gills as well! Trouble 
was he attempted to duck Sgt Geoff Sims. Well Sgt Sims is about three 
times as big as Endersby so you can imagine he spent most of his time 
gasping for air . 

That night being Friday we cl imbed into our best 'gear' and went 
into Newport. We all had a great night out! 

On Saturday we all went horse riding. Great fun. LCpl P op Robson 
looked as though he had been born in the saddle whilst ig Ian Pre~ton 
just looked like magic. 

I can't remember too much about Saturday night so as Dad says it 
can't have been that bad . Anyway on Sunday morn ing I was really 
looking forward to a nice swim in the English Channel. Our intrepid 
leader dragged us off for an afternoon of water sports. Yes, you've 
guessed it, we got wet again . 

Sunday evening we had a brief for the next phase, two days of 
survival / escape and evasion . We were told we would be woken up at 
0700 hrs to move camp and would start the exercise at 0900 hrs, so 
you can imagine the shock to the system when I was rudely awakened 
at 0430 hrs! Having a Staff Sergeant bellowing at you when you don't 
know what day of the week it is , as you are still almost asleep , is not 
very nice. Anyway this is why I'm in this wood, escaping. So far , we 
have had nothing to eat, got soaked again, and been attacked by these 
nutters who leap out of hedges and tree . Sig Johb Bedbourgh 
sprinted I 50 yards across a field trying to escape, and was still caught. 
Right, I'm off to sleep now and you will be pleased to hear it has 
finally stopped raining. 

Love and kisses, dot dot dot dash dash dash dot dot dot. 
PS We have just head that we have lost the competition as we were 

caught and that LCpl Radar Goodwin's section of: Sig Grant Fowler, 
Rick Carley and Kevin Crossland, have won . The cads and bounders! 

PPS Sig John Blyth has just landed. 

THREE PEAKS YACHT RACE-RIT 
After a long and tiring journey up from Helston , Cornwall , the 

Regimental Information Team (RIT) arrived in Barmouth , onh 
Wales on 12 June for the Three Peaks Yacht Race. Within minutes 
of our' arrival most of the town had gathered on the quayside, not to 
welcome us but to watch LCpl Harry Ramsay trying to get his 12ft 6in 
high vehicle under a !Oft 5in high bridge! 

Red faces were the order of the day as the team, Cpl 'Si' Norris, 
LCpl Pete Smith, LCpl Dave Stewart, and Sig Stan Haworth a!Jd Taff 
Jones, hurriedly unhitched trailers and reversed vehicles against the 
flow of the traffic . Meanwhile, team leader, SSgt Jim Topping took 
the opportunity to speak to a few of the locals who were watching the 
spectacle and even invited a couple of them to inspect his map and 
confirm that the bridge in question wasn't even shown! 

Undeterred by the incident, the Team set up well in advance for the 
start of the Three Peaks Yacht Race. The next nine days saw us all 
busy, but happy, as friends were made and lots of interest sho~v~ in 
the display and the Corps . 30 Sig Regt have long had an associatton 
with Barmouth and the Three Peaks Yacht Race (which the Regiment 
won in 1982), 'and judging from the farewells and invitations to 
return, 1987 should see a happy reunion. 

The Regimental Information Team 
L to R: Cpl Si Norris, Sig Taff Jones, Stan Haworth , LCpl Pete 

Smith, SSgt Jim Topping, LCpls 'H' Ramsay, Dave Stewart 
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RHQ NEWS 

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V) 
Glasgow 

This contribution reports the Regiment' s Annual Camp and, by the 
smiles on the faces, how much it was enjoyed by all. Camp 86 was a 
two phase exercise with the first week 's military training camp being 
held in three different locations, Weymouth, Piddlehinton and 
Monmouth, while the Regiment came together at Weymouth for the 
second week. Two short accounts of the first week follow: 

61 AND 69 SQNS- MONMOUTH 
While RHQ was estab lishing itself by the beach at Chickerell in 

readiness for the ar rival of the entire Regiment at the end of week one 
of Camp, 61 (City of Edinburgh) and 69 (North Irish Horse) Sqns 
occupied Vauxhall Training Camp, a pleasant little spot in the Welsh 
border hills by Monmouth. 

Ever punctual , 61 arrived at 0800 hrs on Sunday morning, only to 
find that they were not due to arrive until 1400 hrs . Reece teams were 
therefore detached to find out whether the locals were friendly. 
Unfortunately, they proved, simply, to be still tucked up in bed. Never 
wishing to miss out on daily PT, the whole Squadron (still personal 
kitless) then descended on the local swimming pool, only to discover 
that three costumes only were available for hire. 

Once set up in Camp, a day brushing up on first aid, NBC and set 
operation, as well as a quick (or not so quick) BFT preceded the 
division of the Squadrons into three groups for the three one-day 
exercises which formed the bulk of the week's programme. S gt Pete 
Wilson put together a vehicle treasure hunt exercise, most of the clues 
for which related to the local inns (sadly shut mo t of the time), whilst 
SSgt John McAveety arranged a similar style exercise 'on the hoof'. 

By common consent, the most 'entertaining' day was Capt Dave 
Roy's Ex Partisan. So entertaining, in fact, that a grandstand was 
almost required for the day that 'Sig' Ron McNaught (OC61) took 
part-with numerous visitors watching. Capt Roy had thrown aside 
his PSAO mantle to select the best local patch of mud and water, and 
arrange for as much contact with each other as possible. After a gentle 
warm-up constructing an aerial walkway, it was down to the river for 
the flotation packs. Fortunately, there were no serious leaks . Less 
fortunate were the OS-indeed Capt Jim Sims did not even feel the 
need to remove his hat, far less his clothes, before finding out what 
everyone else had suffered, with a little help from the team members. 

From there onward via the assault course to the blindfold route; a 
gentle walk through the woods, or so it seemed, to those who could 
see the trees. ot content with climbing through tree roots, 
competitors then had to crawl across a 9in plank (in motion at the 
time) before reaching the final test, identifying the sex of the body in 
front. Lt Brian Gilfether has yet to forgive the young lady who 
identified him as female. 

Back at the ranch, there was time for football and volleyball 
competitions, as well as a quiz night which attracted a CO's team all 
the way from Weymouth. SSM Brian Murray and PSI SSgt Pete 
Wilson were however adamant that the correct answer co 'what were 
the first words spoken from the moon?' wa not 'Radio Check Over', 
as many suggested. 

All in all excellent preparation for the rigours of Chickerell which 
lay ahead. 

L to R: Capt Brown, Maj Fiske! , Brig Thomson, Lt Col Culley 
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'Q (\') 
After an o ernight bu. journey to the deep South, 52 Sig qn 

arrh·ed in fighting piril to tart a week or Military Training at the 
1,;hool of ignaL Training Camp, Piddlehimon. Well, almo t! With 

'Dinner in Gia gow, Br akfa t in Dorset, Baggage in Birmingham' 
almo t becoming a catch phrase, the remainder of the week went 
without hitch and tarted off with an infantry ex rci e which 
culminated in the capture of 'The Red Baron' (Maj Allan Lapsley), 
'Little Boy Blue' (Capt Alan Stobo), 'Lily the Pink' (Lt Fiona 
Farquharson). 'The Clockwork Orange' (W02 Bill Mc amara) and 
'Harry Lime' ( gt Fred Caldwell), and eventually 'Ban;.u aman' (SSgt 
Chris Calow) who seemed to have more live than the proverbial cat 
a1 d who eventually gave himself up to two members of the WRAC. 

The week continued with NBC and Fir t Aid Training, Weapon 
Handling, Map Reading, Drill and an inter-section sports 
competition, run by Cpl Jim Hughe , in which Line Troop, although 
displaying ome brilliant cheating, still managed to come last. I'd like 
to take this opportunity of reminding some of our confused Squadron 
member that EAR does not tand for mouth to ear re u citation. We 
then moved off to join the Regiment at Chickerell Camp and to 
participate in various outdoor pur uits-dinghy ailing, wind urfing, 
canoeing, ab eiling, hillwalking as well as a trip to Bovington Tank 
Mu eum and the Corps Museum at Blandford, while Capt Alan Stobo 
took to the high seas with the Corps yacht Skywal'e. 

Annual Camp 1986 ended with the Regimental Guidon Parade on 
Friday the 13th, but despite the inauspicious date Maj Allan Lapsley 
collected the Whistler Bowl for the best Squadron throughout the year 
and the Goodwin Jones Cup for the best Recruited Squadron with the 
highest morale. The bowl and cup were put to good use at the 
sub equent champagne party after the Parade! 

Our thank go out to Capt Nick Nicholas, Cpls McLean and Chick 
Doyle, and Pte Rebecca Johnston for the superb meals (the Y ofS 
would also like to extend his thanks for steak which arrived in an 
envelope at RHQ); SSgt Tom Padden, Mr T. C. Craigon and the rest 
of the admin staff for all their hard work; SSgt Chris Calow for the 
preparation of the training during the first week and finally to Capt 
John Gallacher, on temporary loan from the QM's department, 
whose hands never left his wrists all camp but whose voice was 
temporarily lost due to leading the Squadron choir in many renderings 
of 'Tidd.le Winky Woo'. 

52 (L) Sig Sqn prior to annual BFT 
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Standing fl to RJ: Cpl Phimister, LCpl Pringle, Cpl Williamson Pte 
Sim, LCpl Nicol, Pte Cormack, Cpl Thomas, LCpl Kimber.' Pte 

Robertson 
Kneeling: Cpl Dowell, LCpls Smith , Hill, Fouracre, Nolan 

L to R: Cpl (now Sgt) McVey, Sgt Anderson, Maj Silcox (Padre), 
Cpl Brig Russell, Lt Col Culley, W01 (RSM) Wilson, Maj Lapsley, 

W02 (SSM) McNamara (Obscured: Capt Brown Adjt) 

Cpl Dowell, Capt Simms, Cpl Thomas 
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34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V) 
Middlesbrough 

HQSQN 
OC Maj David Kerr TD 
21C Capt Judy Walker TD 
SSM W02 Ron Garrett 

QMS Sgt Davy Rowe 
P I gt Mick Ryder 
NRP QMS gt George Wright 

With Ex Forward look behind us we can now report our other 
activiLie , our Band, under the direction of WO! Bandmaster Derek 
Farrington, represented the Regiment at the Mayor of 
Middlesbroug.h's annual chur~h parade. The Band has been busy all 
summe;, P,laymg at parades, dmners and receptions throughout North 
East District. The Band PSI SSgt Jim Robinson is adding the words 
'agent' an.d perhaps eve~ imprc ario to his job description. 

The maJOr preoccupation of Lhe MT Section over the past couple of 
months has been Lhat annual bugbear, the UEI. As a reward for their 
effort~ the s7c~ion arranged a weekend's driver training on the 
Cattenck Trammg Arca, where cross-country driving skills were re
le~rned. The OC Maj David Kerr complimented Sgt Mick Ellis, Cpls 
Billy Forrest and Alan Calvert on their organisation; 1he MTWO 
W01 Dave McGurk did not, as all this took place shortly before the 
UEI! 

A recent change in the MT Section has been the transfer or Cpl Paul 
Cav~n to 90 Sqn in exchange for gt ue Barclay , who i now the 
Regiment' MTO (V). 

The major social event was the wedding in July of our NRPS SQMS 
gt George Wright to our caterer LCpl Donella Beck . The bride i 

on.e of t.hree members of the Beck family in the Squadron, the others 
bemg sister Paula and brother haun. The reception was held at 
Brambles Farm and was thoroughly enjoyed by many members of the 
Squadron. 

In the near future we will be saying goodbye to our P I gt Mick 
Ryder, who is leaving the Regular Army afler 25 years, 1hc last four 
of which have been spent with us. We wish Mick and Janet well for 
the future. Our new PSI will be W02 Gill Campbell WRAC who i 
joining us from 16 Sig Regt. (With the Adjutant Capt Grace Harrison, 
QM Capt Jim Allen and RSM WOJ Roy Coffill all ex-16 we wonder 
who will come next.) 

Throughout the ummer holiday season life in the Regiment has 
been relatively quiet. Both the Officers' and the WO' and Sergeant ' 
Messes have held Summer Balls, both very enjoyable events. Our 
Triffids continue to trickle in from Donnington, and we are 
overcoming the usual problems and believe that we will shortly be able 
to say that we have been fully 'Triffidi ed'. The arrival of new 
equipment after so long has been enthusia tically greeted by the RR 
Ops who are all delighted with the kit, particularly the pneumatic 
masts! 

A major activity recently has been recruiting. Summer is the season 
for local shows and galas and we have put on recruiting and 
equipment displays at a number of such events. Under the direction of 
W02 Mick Johnson an auractive frontage for our recruiting di play 
ha~ been built. Behind its blue and white stripes is concealed a 12 x 
12 tent with photograph and informative displays, opening out to an 
equipment display. The photograph shows it in position at the Great 
Yorkshire Show in Harrogate, where 49 Sqn 'operated' it for three 
days alongside and/or in competition with both Regular and TA 
stands. It has also been on show at the British Steel Gala in Redcar 
and the !CI Gala at Wilton, manned by 90 Sqn and HQ Sqn 
respectively. It is too soon to tell how successfu l this new approach 
will be in auracting recruit to 34, but certainly a lot or people have 
been looking at us! 

The recruiting team at the Great Yorkshire Show-presenting the 34 Sig Regt sweatshirt 
From L to R: Sgt Gordon Wilson (49). LCpl Liz Kaminska (49). Sgt John Pennington (49), Pte Sharon Priest (49). Cpl Paul Cooper (49), 

W02 Mick Johnson (HQ), Sgt Maggie Dadson (HQ), LCpl Chris Warriner (HQ}. Cpl Ena Hall (50) and Pte Karen Hustwick (50) 
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Col Mike Stewart, Chairman of North of England TAVRA and 
Honorary Colonel of 34, formally opens Normanby ACF Hut, 
watched by Lt Col Ken Jackson, Cleveland County Cadet 

Commandant 

ATTACHED ACF 
A far as we can recall we have never µreviously mentioned those 

Royal ignals cap-badged cadets who share our TA Centres. 
Detachment at both Leeds and Darlington have trong affiliations 
with 49 and 50 Sqns, while in the Teesside area the detachments at 
Bramble Farm and Normanby are associated with HQ and 90 Sqm. 
All the e unit are thriving. Recently our Honorary Colonel, Col Mike 
Stewart, wearing hi TAVR Chairman hat, opened a new home for the 

ormanby Detachment, commanded by 2Lt Mick o· eill . 

The Normanby Cadets, with W01 (RSM) Ian McNally ACF and Lt Col Ken Jackson on the left, 2Lt Mick O 'Neill ACF and Sgt Andy Taylor 
ACF on the right 
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35 Sig Regt (V) 
Sutton Coldfield 

EW FROM 89 SIG SQN (V) 
NEW TAC FOR 89 (WARWICKSIIIRE) SIG SQN (V) 
OPENING OF SEABROKE HOUSE 

After almost three years in temporary accommodation the formal 
opening of 89 Sqn's fine new TAC was marked with considerable 
ceremony and much celebrating. Masterminded by the CO of the 
Regiment Lt Col Don Overton the occasion was attended by 
distinguished representatives of both the military and civil 
establishments. The Corps was represented by Maj Gen A. C. 
Birtwistle CB ODE (Representative Col Comdt), Brig M. Marples 
ODE (Comd 11 Sig Bde) and Brig Ian Shapter (Comd Comms UKLF). 
Sadly this was one of the last engagements for Maj Gen B. P. 
McGuinne s CB as GOC Western District. The Chairman of West 
Midlands TAVRA and former ,Honorary Colonel of 35 Sig Regt, Col 
M. B. Haycock CBE TD DL (whose birthday it was), headed the 
delegation of guests from the Squadron's ever-supportive landlords. 
Col M. P. K. Beatty TD DL was welcomed by 89 Sqn as 35 Sig Regt' s 
new Honorary Colonel. The territorial connection was strongly 
emphasised by the presence of the Mayor of Rugby Councillor B. 
Levy, the member for Rugby and Kenilworth Mr J. Pawsey MP and 
senior executives of British Telecom and GEC. Mr George Seabroke, 
nephew of the late Maj Claude eabroke travelled from the Isle of 
Wight. And, of course, families, boyfriends and girlfriend were in 
evidence in large numbers. 

After inspecting a quarter-guard C?mmanded by Sg~ De~ek 
Sharman of B Tp, Her Majesty's Lord-Lieutenant for Warw1cksh1re , 
Mr Charles Smith-Ryland K tJ JP, formally declared the new centre 
open and unveiled the customary plaque. (The building is named aft~r 
Maj Claude Seabroke TD, a local dignitar.y of the early decades <?f this 
century who joined the local volunteers m 1898, and as OC laid the 
foundation stone of the original drill hall in 1912.) Her Majesty's 
Lord-Lieutenant also presented ex-SSgt Ted Howarth with his Lord
Lieutenant's Certificate for meritorious service-a fitting tribute to 29 
years' TA service. 

To mark the opening all ranks of 89 Sqn. had generously 
participated in an ambitious fund-raising effort. This enabled the OC 
Maj P. Stafford TD to present a hi-~ech wheelchai~ to a young 
disabled girl from Rugby. The plea ure 1t gave was obvious for all to 
see and brought a tear to many an eye. Well done PSAO Capt Roy 
Smithard, a fund raiser extraordinaire! 

After a tour of the centre, guests were entertained to a delicious 
lunch prepared by the Regiment's cooks led .by SSgt K.earney. 
Throughout the ceremony and durin~ lunch, '!1us1c was provided by 
the band of 34 (N) Sig Regt (V) by kmd perm1ss1on of Lt Col G. C. 
Mitchell TD and under the direction of WOl D. J. Farrington. What 
an asset to the Corps this band is. 

In the evening the opening was further celebrated by an all ranks' 
buffet and disco at which more of the Squadron's local supporters 
were entertained. This more informal family party went on into the 
early hours and fittingly concluded a most memorable day. A new era 
begins at Rugby . . . 

L to R: Sgt Sharman, LCpls Enticott, Roper, Davies, Sig Darcy, 
Dunn (SSgt Pearson lurking in background), HM Lord-Lieutenant 

Mr Charles Smith-Ryland, two ACF Trumpeters and the CO 
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Her Majesty's Lord-Lieutenant for Warwickshire Mr Charles 
Smith-Ryland presenting his certificate to ex SSgt Ted Howarth 

Roy Smithard , Katherine Dawkins , Clive_ Mason (Adjt), Paul 
Stafford (QC) (three stone lighter) 

POSTCRIPT 'THE RUGBY JIMMY ' . 
Good news from Regimental Secretary Col J. A. D. Francis: the 

Corps ha generou ly decided to purchase. the bronze ta.tue of 
Mercury which 89 Sqn acquired at auction m Febru.ary . IL 1. now 
Corps property and 89 Sqn are honoured to become 1t guardian . 
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36 ig Regt (V) 
Wanstead 

E ' ER ISE HIGH Lffl\G 86 
Thur:da) 26 June dawned bright and clear with the promise of high 

temperature to follow. The Advance Party, mar ~ailed an~ 
organLed by gt Alan , e~bery, wa ready to leave on time when 1t 
wa. uddenly noticed that the SQM Sgt F·ank Sharp, wa ab enL 
Roar of outrage from pl Glen Baker followed for nor only wa the 

Q• t mi ing but so wa the four ton lorry on which ~\· as lO be. load~d 
the most vital tore for the weekend . Readers of th1 magazme will 
recall that gt harp di tingui bed himself last year on fa High 
Living by arriving late and in the wrong uniform, and t~ue 10 form, 
20 minute later in rolled the four tonner with Sgt harp 111 the wrong 
uniform. Friendly greeting from the remainder of the Advance Party 
"'ere then exchanged. 

And owe et forth, four Land Ro ers in convoy (or o the order 
tated) and in due cour e the four tonner driven by Cpl Baker and 

Dodd. As in 85 the four tonner' move to Snowdonia wa an ab olute 
mystery to all (not least the OC Advance party Capt Nigel Deave ) but 
at lea t it got there. Our arrival in Snowdonia wa almost marred by· 
the experiences of LCpl Eddie Kikas (he of Gurkha curry fame) at the 
half way RV when auempting to eat a lunchtime curry ... 
notwithstanding thi etback we arrived on time and under the capable 
au pices of gt Sharp took over our accommodation at Capel Curig 
Training Camp. 

The remainder of the Squadron arrived lace on Thur day and 
training began early Friday morning . . . it was then we discovered 
to our horror that by accident we had left all our TRIFFIDS behind 
and it wa decided to cancel the comms ex in favour of adventure 
training (to crie of Shame! Shame! from all rank ). A luck would 
have it the a tute Squadron Training Officer, Capt Nigel Deaves (why 
does that name keep appearing?), just happened to be in pos es ion 
of abseiling gear, miles of rope, protective clothing, bergens and RAF 
helicopter. Two chools of thought then emerged with those 
concentrating on abseiling and those not so keen on absei ling-those 
not so keen found themselves on a shopping expedition, playing with 
an RAF Air Sea Rescue helicopter and trying to cross a river by rope. 
In the late afternoon the cables were turned and all per onnel had the 
chance to abseil, with the morning's abseilers playing with water. 
Apparently on the river crossing it was mandatory ro fall in with or 
without assistance. 

Why did no one tell S ig Steve Helme there was a bridge 50 yards 
downst ream? 

And so Friday ended with briefings and issue of kit for the Saturday 
hill walking exercise. Also a party which, despite the efforts of certain 
personnel, was conducted in a thoroughly civilized manner and in the 
best tradition of the Corps. 

Saturday 28 June was one of the honest days of the year and two 
walks wc:re available, one of which involved an ascent of Mt 
Snowdon. It was on this walk that Capt Nigel Deaves (that name 
again) obtained even more grey hairs when it was reported that a party 
led by gt Barry ames had missed a checkpoint and no one knew 
where they were. When found Sgt James carefully explained that he 
had the only compass in the British Army which pointed east rather 
than north and that it was more logical anyway to follow the 'To 
Snowdon' signposts rather than the route prescribed. He could be 
right! 

. In all five . teams completed the courses of differing length and 
difficulty dunng which much body fluid was gained and lost in rapid 
succes ion. 

All too quickly the weekend came to a close as the Squadron (or 
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lllO>t of it) 1 o~c bright and cheerful on Sunday mocning . The fi nal 
meal, ably cooked by gt Ann tocks and Cpl C hri Francis, \\ as 
con. urned (many thank to both for working in the heat of the kitchen 
during the weekend). 

And fi nally the weekend , for which credit goes LO Capt Nigel 
Deave (who el e) and S gt Frank Sharp (for doing everything) can be 
summed up by one or t1 o notable quotations. 
'I don't like heights' Cpl Glenn Baker 
' either do I' Cpl Brian Dodd 
'Can l have a go on your chopper?' Cpl Ann Stocks WRAC 
'There i no chance of me going in that 

river' Pte Jane Ison WRAC 
'What the has happened to 

my tent?' RSM Liverpool UOTC 

COMING AND GOINGS: TOINGS AND FROINGS 
In .the la L few month there have been many changes within the 

Squadron beginning with the exchange between Capt Derek Blake 
going to 44 Sqn and LI Willie Brown coming from 44 Sqn to us. The 
OC Maj Roy Gransbury wa , however, wondering where the change 
was and that 44 was on the right end of this little deal! However all' 
well now that LI Brown ha been promoted to Captain. Our other loss 
was Mr Dave Watson to RHQ where he is now SVWO thus enabling 
SSgt Ralp Collingridge to be promoted to SSM. 

Other promotion - 2Lt Cameron Donald, Sgt John Morley and 
Cpl Twiggy Elborn. 

45 SIG QN (V) 
VISIT OF THE SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF TO COMCEN 
INDIA 

Comcen India was privileged to receive a first visit from Maj Gen 
P . D. Alexander, the SOinC, during Ex Forward look. 

The SOinC arrived at Comcen India by helicopter, guided in by Sig 
Ian Leggett and Stewart Bancroft. He wa met by the CO, Lt Col 
Chri Gale before travelling by car to the large hangar that Comcen 
India had requisitioned for the weekend. Here he met Maj Douglas 
McLay the Squadron Commander and W02 ( SM) Pete Minshall. 
After a briefing by Maj McLay the SOinC toured the complex. His 
first port of call was the cookhouse where he met the NRPS SQMS 
SSgl Ron Russell and his chief assistant Sgt Dougie Speller. SSgt 
Ru sell then introduced Cpl Rosina Head and Ptes Sue Bean and Sig 
Dave Wright who were preparing lunch. ext came the Comcen 
complex. After meeting OC 750 Tp, Capt Jackie Allan, the SOinC 
saw the Ops office where Capt P hil Penfol d proudly showed his 'all 
green' com tate board before Gen Alexander met W02 (FofS) Colin 
Hooper and his staff in the multiplex vehicle. 

The SOinC next vi ited the telegraph vehicle. Here the traffic was 
flowing so quickly that Sgt Linda May, LCpl Marcia Wong and Pte 
Gillian Baynes barely had time to explain their tasks. The last section 
of 750 Tp to be visited was the 'Rogue gallery' where he met line 
NCO C pl 'Mitch' Mitchell , Cpl A lan Wilson the power NCO and 
OCdt Nigel Brunn . 

The general then moved on to the radio Troop. Sgt Phil H unt , the 
Troop Commander, showed him one of his coveted TRIFFIDS. Cpl 
Stuart Ward and Jon Hoffman talked about their Detachment 
Commanders course at Catterick whil t Sig Richard Collins explained 
the difficulties involved in removing petrol cans from the generator 
pallet. The last pon of call was the MT section where C pl Pele 
Stockwell was refuelling using his POD. C pl Stockwell enthused over 
the TA and his equipment. 

REPORT FROM 54 (EA) SIG SQ N 
PERSO NALITIES 
oc 
21C 
AO 
Ops Offr 
OC 706 T p 
OC 707 T p 
OC 754 T p ' 
OC 755 T p 
OC 818 T l 
SSM 
SQMS 

Maj Roy Gransbury 
Capt Nigel Deaves 
Capt Danny Kay 
Capt Willie Brown 
Lt Julia Black W RAC 
Lt Cameron Donald 
Lt Wesley Blewett 
SSgt Tony Hindle 
2Lt Carrie O' Rourke WRAC 
W02 Ralph Collingridge 
SSgt Frank Sharp 

The first six months of the year has produced a major change for 
the Squadron in the arrival of TRIFFID and the requirement for us 
to be fully operat ional with it. The period had, therefore, been one of 
intense training culminating in Troop, Squadron, Regiment, and 
finally, Brigade exercises. To say a lot was learned is putting ii mildly, 
but the benefits of TR IFFID are appreciated by all. The end of June, 
however, provided a total change of scene as the Squadron took its 
annual holiday in Snowdonia, N Wales. 
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37 Sig Regt (V) 
Bristol 

SHOOTING 
After the Regiment's successes at the South West District and Wales 

meetings reported in the last i sue, our shooting team prepared with 
quiet confidence for the annual TA SAAM at Si sley. There were 50 
teams entered including 30 from the infantry, and our results speak 
for themselves: 

Team 
Mercury Cup 1st 
North Irish Militia Trophy 3rd 
SMG Match 5th 
The Rapid 10th 
The Daily Telegraph Cup l 1th 
Pistol I Ith 

RA Cup 12th 
Wessex Regt Cup 13th 
Yorkshire Volunteer Cup 13th 

Individual 
SMG 30 Championship 

Cpl M. Keating 20th 
HM The Queen's Medal-
LCpl Bonzo Head 1st (Cpl/Pte Class) 

2nd (Overall) 
Imperial Tobacco 
Trophy-
Class B Cpl Nick Porter 6th 

Four members of the team:- gt John Burns; Sgt Gerry Huxtable; 
Cpl Nick Porter and LCpl Bonzo Head remained at Bi Icy to shoot in 
the NRA Meeting. Again they acquitted themselves exceptionally well. 

It is invidious to single out individuals in what ha truly been a team 
effor t, but everyone recogni es the ignificant impact that LCpl Bonzo 
Head has had on our result . . He narrowly missed winning the Queen's 
Medal by two points (half a round) and shown below are some of his 
achievements which are impressive by any standards:-
South West District Class A Rifle Champion 
SAAM SMG Champion 
Wales SAAM Champion TA Rifle Shot 

TA SAAM 

RA Meeting 

Champion Shot Overall ( 
HM The Queens Medal 

The Queen Mary Cup 
The oble Trophy 
The Tyler Trophy 
Secretary of State for War 

LR/SMG) 
Isl in Class 
2nd Overall 
1st 
2nd 
2nd 
3rd 

The Bisley Team 
Back Row L to R: Cpl Fred Newton, Sgt John Burns, Sig Carl 

Walker. Sig Owens, Sgt Gerry Huxtable 
Front Row L to R: Cpl Keating, 2Lt Karen Gill, LCpl Bonso Head 

and Cpl Nick Porter 
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EXERCISE SUMMER SOLSTICE 
The details of the CO's Annual Test Exercise were kept a secret 

from the majority of the Regiment until just before it began (quite an 
achievement). Each Squadron deployed detachments to Salisbury 
Plain where they were hounded by an enemy while they undertook a 
variety of tasks. The enemy at one stage was disguised as hippies , 
which caused confusion, as the real ones were making their way 
towards Stonehenge. The enemy also confused themselve and 
attacked a 30 Sig Regt location-(no less than three times). The irony 
of being issued with Arctic Survival rations on the hottest day of the 
year was not lost on the participants . 

How do you fit this~ 
Sgt Alan Dorritt and his team work out how to recover a vehicle 

in the dark 

Anyone seen a Medic ? 
Cpl Brown and assis t a nt 

43 (WESSEX) IG SQ 
As 43 Sqn achie\·ed the best re ult on the CO's exerci e II 1 

appropriate to focu on them thi month . Recruiting during the la t 
year has been very encouraging and much of the Squadron' time ha 
been pent training the new young member . The re ults of our 
labour have been evident on recent exercise . We are taking a closer 
interest in the propo ed new trade tructure, and Sgt ally Scott has 
already introduced the new Trend Teleprinter to our Data 
Telegraphists. The revi ed personal weapon te t is proving to be an 
intere ting experience for us and we have ? far managed a _very 
commendable 900Jo pa rate . The unu ual sight of all the off1c~r 
dre sed in their BC kit firing the pistol gave much amu ement dunng 
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LCpl Vanessa Rendle in t ransit at Uphill Quarry 

a recent quadron range day, and Cpl Dave Millet! was particularly 
1hankful 1hat he wa wearing a respirator when he wa forced to 
occupy a fire 1rench wi1h a very dead rabbi! during !he final rifle 
prac1ice. 

Adventurous training weekends are always popular and thi year we 
found our elves in the Cheddar area where the activities included: 
canoeing; hor e riding; caving and absei ling. LCpl Lyn Brailey held 
1he record for parting company wi1h her horse-at least three times, 
while wirnming was inadvertently combined with canoeing fo r many 
imrepid souls. 

Elsewhere Pte ue Palfrey i currently crewing on the Royal Signals ' 
Yacht, and Pte Francis Ru ell is a watch leader for the Tall Ship race 
on STS Winston Churchill. We congratulate Sgt Gaynor Avery on 
being the top tudent and gaining an A grading on her recent Staff 
Sergeants course at Catterick. 

CANADIAN CONNECTIONS 
The Regiment is proud to have an unofficial affiliation with !he 709 

(Toronto) Comms Sqn, and their Honorary Colonel, Col Jack 
Cooper, visits us when he is in UK. We are delighted that he hould 
have been honoured with the CM and CD recently. In June 43 Sqn 
forged a further li"nk with Canada . Capt Paddy Almond who served 
in 43 Sig Regt (now a Squadron) in the 1960s is the current 21C of the 
700 (Border) Comms Sqn and he recently paid a liaison visit to 
Bridgwater to foster good relations. 

The shield presented to the Squadron by Capt Paddy Almond 
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38 Sig Regt (V) 
Sheffield 

OFFICERS' MESS FLAPPING TO ORDER 
A recent informal function took the form of a 'Flapper Night' 

cruise down the River Trent. Members and their partners were 
suitably dressed for the 1920s-the men in their voluminous trou ers 
secured at the wai LS with brightly hued neckties matched with suitably 
nautical blazer and the ladie equipped LO dance the 'black bottom' 
and the 'Charle ton' with napper dresses with full accessories of fans, 
feather , furs, tassels and headbands. All embarked on the Tamar 
Belle for a four hour crui e along the River Trent- drinking Pimms 
to mu ic of the period provided by our own 'gramaphonique'. Most 
of the men appeared to sport false moustaches to match their straw 
boaters-however the lip-pieces seemed to have lives of their own, for 
they popped up on all sorts of faces as the evening wore on, even on 
our distaff cadet's! It was a very enjoyable event even though some 
of our younger et obviously thought we had won some sort of boat 
race at the end when they triumphantly threw our cox, Lt imon 
Blagden , overboard. 

Lt Col Toby Seymour and OCdt Kate McConachie obviously 
enjoying the cruise 

Lt Col Nick Henwood and Capt Dave Hornsby (minus hirsute 
growth) share a joke with the party 

OFFICERS' MESS AID FOR SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND 
Probably with the holiday season rapidly approaching with its 

beachwear possibilities and difficulties, members of the mess 
sponsored the CO, Lt Col Nick Henwood , the 2IC, Lt Col Toby 
Seymour, and the QM (V), Capt Bill Evans, on a month-long 
spons.ored slim in aid of one of the Corps' preferred charities, Save 
the Childrtn Fund. Their period of abstinence realised the grand sum 
of £114 for this very laudable cause wi1hou1 appreciably altering their 
shapes and figures for the beaches! 

MARATHON MATTERS 
Mention must be made of our mens' team comprising Sgt 'Bleep' 

Gardner, Sgt Sam Abdulhusain and Lt Simon (that man again) 
Blagden, who came a very creditable third of all the male teams in the 
recent TA marathon . Our own Regimental half-marathon later at 
Mansfield saw the male honours awarded to 93 Sqn for their winning 
male team and the distaff side prize to 64 Sqn for their fast WRAC 
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team. Special mention must be made of the performance by the 
diminutive Pte Beverley Palmer, of our officers' mess staff, in her 
firs! long distance race and vin ually her first TA activity even1-a very 
creditable effort. 

THE HENWOOD TRIAL-TRAii, EVENT 
As usual the first weekend in August saw 1he Regimental Lyke 

Wake Walk Competition, or rather the 44 mile part of the Cleveland 
Way- now known to us as the Henwood Trial Trail-which is the 
temporary replacement event whilst the Lyke Wake Walk trail lies 
fallow recovering from the thousands of eroding feet. As usual we 
were joined by civil ian friends of the Regiment from the now 
privatised British Steel firm in Sheffield, Stocksbridge Engineering 
Steels, and the Rotherham Ramblers club members. A total of 117 
competitors started the long and arduous trek at dawn on Saturday 
morning-92 of the 100 strong military contingent and 15 of the 17 
civilian walkers finished tired but triumphant in the late aflernoon or 
evening. 

The winning team, provided by 64 Sqn and comprising Lt Simon 
Blagden, 2Lt Barney Conlen, OCdt Nicky Greenan, Cpl Ian Wilson, 
lg Richard Grant, Sig John Marsden, Phil alvin, John pencer, 

Paul Parker and Sig Gary Udall, completed 1he course in 11 hrs and 
27 mins-which proved that they had run for a significan1 part of the 
course. They were pre ented with the Pedley Trophy by Lt Col Frank 
Pedley, a former CO of the Regimen! and 1he presenter of the 1rophy 
in 1979 when the competi tion siarted. The Rita Warburton Trophy for 
the best female competitor was won by LCpl Jane Bullas of 64 Sqn 
who received the award from Mr Bill Thompson, Personnel Director 
of Stocksbridge Engineering Steels. Mr Thompson and Lt Col Pedle)' 
1hen presented the Achievement Certifica1e to each of 1he 107 
competitors who had completed the course. 

Mr Thompson also presented an inscribed stainless steel salver to 
Lt Col Toby Seymour, the 2IC, who accepted it on behalf of the unit. 
Mr Thompson said the gift was an expression of gratitude and respect 
to mark the continuing happy and clo e association of his firm with 
the unit in this annual physical endeavour. 

Lt Simon Blagdon, leader of the 64 winn ing team at the Henwood 
Trial-Trail competition, receiving the Pedley Trophy from Lt Col 

Frank Pedley 

Thanks must be given to Lt Derrick Sivell, W02 Dave Warburton 
and Capt <QM) Bill },van for their organisational and administrative 
efforts in the s1aging of this very worthwhile event. It waJ> nice to ee 
Mr Martin Se)'mour, ex-Cpl of 64 Sqn, amongst the civilian 
competitors. Spurred on by the members of the Rotherham Rambler 
club into which team he was placed, he finished in the very good time 
of 12 hrs 2 mins, although he was reported to have queried the name 
of 1he club, at the first and second rest halts. He had thought that 
being placed with the ramblers would permit him to linger over the 
scents of the flowers and 10 pick bilberries and other fruit en 
route ... 

REPORT FROM 87 (NOTTINGHAM) SIG SQN (V) 
Earlier in the year the Squadron participated in a series of successful 

Regimental and Brigade communication exercises, so by way of a 
change training has been shifted toward improving our military skills 
and our first venture was to run a JNCOs training weekend at Proteus 
Training Camp. Early in June the Squadron participated in 1he 
Regimental military skills exercise, Northern Eagle, which wok place 
on the Otterburn training area. During the exercise the Squadron 
mounted an attack at first light on 64 Sqn sited some distance away. 

At the end of June we held our inter Troop competition, called Ex 
Spring Board, in Staffordshire. Our SPSI, gt Bill Kelly , designed a 
testing but fair circuit across the moors. The compe!ition was won by 
the Transmit Troop team which was led by Cpl Steve Marvin . 

Our recruiting continues to go well and one of our WRAC recruits, 
Pte Caroline Bickley, recently achieved 'Outstanding Recruit' during 
her basic training course at Guildford and on the same course our 
team won the PT Cup. 
' Four of our WRAC 1 COs attended a recenl Staff Sergeants' 

course at Catterick and all were successful but, pride of place must go 
to gt Beverley Swift, who was placed second on 1he course earning 
a most creditable 'A' grading. 

Maj Ron Toft, QC 87 Sqn, presents the Inter-Troop Trophy to Cpl 
Steve Marvin, leader of the winning Transmit Troop team 

following the Squadron military skills competition 

87 Sqn ' s JNCOs course parade with their instructors, W02 (SSM) Brian Moore, W01 (RSM) Joe Lovell and SSgt (SPSll Bill Kelly, on the 
left 
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OMME REVI ITED 
THE REGIME T E D A OLD SOLDIER BACK TO THE 
BA TILEFIELD 

On Tue day I July, local man Mr William McNeilly tood near the 
exa t pot where 70 years ago as Rifleman McNeilly, he went over the 
top with 36 Ulster Div. 

The trip wa spon ored by all ranks of the Regiment a pan of the 
70th anniver ary of the Battle of the Somme. 

Billy, who wa 19 years of age at the time and serving with 12th Bn, 
The Royal Irish Rifles, went over alongside his brother !ohnny who 
wa wounded in the action at the village of Hamel, JUSt west of 
Thiepval. His complete Platoon of 41 men including hi Platoon 
Commander were virtually wiped out in the action. 

Billy urvived the Somme Offen ive and al o fought at Me ine 
and Pa schendale in 1917. 

A an extra bonus, he returned to llessines and the field at 
Pas chendale where he was wounded and from where he was ent 
home. After recovery from his wounds he was transferred to the Army 
Service Corps and sent back to the Somme area a a driver at the town 
of Arras where he served until the end of the war . We are proud of 
our veteran. 

Billy McNeilly stands almost exactly on the spot where he went 
'over the top' at Hamel, France during the Somme offensive on 1 

July 1916 

EXERCISE WA DER! G WARRIOR 
Over the period 15-27 June, the Regiment conducted a military 

skills exercise based at Warcop Training Camp. In our spare time, 
members of the Regiment were given the opportunity to take pan in 
adventurous training, the activities included hill walking on the 
summits of Scafell Pike and Helvelyn via Striding Edge, canoeing on 
Lake Windermere and abseiling at Hodge Close Farm quarry near 

mblesidt. 
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40 Sig Regt (V) 
Belfast 

LCpl Dawn lrwin -'are you sure you have my best side? ' 

The exerci e was organised by SSgt (Yof ) John Tyreman ably 
assisted by Sgt (SQMS) Eddie Blake and took place in excellent 
ummer weather. All those taking part enjoyed it immensely a the 

photographs show and some points are worthy of mention, such as, 
Sgt Martin Harrow final ly finding his bottle. Sgt Del Tungate 
attempting to ensure that everyone else lost theirs. The yeoman 
pa sing his ubmarine proficiency examination although he had a 
seriou problem breathing underwater. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
The Quartermaster, Capt Gordon Platt and his wife Joyce 

celebrated 25 years of wedded bliss on Tue day 5 August. To mark the 
occa ion, a small informal drinks party wa held in the Officers' Me s 
and Gordon and Joyce were presented with a silver sherry tray. Our 
warme t congratulations and best wishes for the future are extended 
to both of them. 

QM Gordon Platts and Joyce with their silver anniversary presents 
Cpl Sean Sanders and Sig Mi ck Hoyt join in combat whilst Sig 
Dick Burek , Cpl Stan Sudron, Garry Waters and Sig Ian Macleod 

look on 
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68 (Inns of Court & Cily Yeomanry) 
ig qn (VJ 

ITREP 

70 (Essex Yeomanry) 
ig qn (VJ 

In June, the Regiment completed a highly successful Annual Camp 
at Penhale, Cornwall. The first week consisted of Squadron and 
Regimental communications exerci es, followed by a week of arduou 
training. The whole fortnight was enjoyed by all and this report 
illustrates some of the activities that took place. 

Before continuing with the many events of Annual Camp, all 
members of the Regiment congratulate the PSO of 265 Sig Sqn, Capt 
Jim Esson on receiving his MBE in the Queen 's Birthday Honour 
List. 

VI IT OF MEMBERS Of THE UNITED STATES NATIO AL 
GUARD 

For the whole of the two weeks of our stay at Penhale, we had the 
pleasure of hosting three members of the United States ational 
Guard. SFC Waters, M Russell and S C Plum spent their time 
joining in with all the activities of the Annual Camp programme, and 
were able to compare our Territorial Army with their US G. We hope 
that they were favourably impres ed. 

The visit was part of an exchange scheme, with three members of 
the Regiment subsequently joining the USNG on their annual training 
camp (SSgt Barry Corfield of 68 Sqn, gt Mark Penny of 265 Sqn 
and Sgt Mark Bell of 70 Sqn). 

68 (INNS OF COURT & CITY YEOMANRY) SIG SQN 
Part of the second week of Annual Camp involved a day on 

horseback, arguably a necessary event to retain our Yeomanry 
traditions. The 'Inns of Court' hoped that their experience in 
equi;ation would reap benefit . evertheles , there are still a number 
of unsteady riders. 

Lt William Mackesy , suitably attired, checks a rider's headress 
before the day 's events start 
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71 Sig Regt (V) 
Bromley 

94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) 
lg qn (VJ 

265 (Kenl & Counl) or London 
Yeomanry) . ig qn !"> 

70 (ES EX YEOMA, RY) IG QN 
'OXFORD TAKES ESSEX TO CORNWALL' 

The Essex Yeomanry, commanded by a Cornishman, Maj Peter 
Oxford and with a Devonian, PSI gt Christ Hayward, obviously had 
the advantage of local knowledge for the annual camp at Penhale . 

The first week of Camp was given over to radio exercises over 
Dartmoor and Bodmin Moor. Ex Smugglers Runners was a three day 
Squadron exercise that preceded the Regimental exercise. . 

The scenario for Ex Smugglers Runners was the E sex Yeomanry en 
support of an infantry brigade seeking out international terrorist 
group who were attempting to spread themselves from the Cornwall 
area into the whole of England. The exercise proved to be a very 
mobile one with many changes of formation, with fie!dcraft, section 
and platoon in defence and attack all being practised. Troop Leaders 
LI Johnathon Crowther, Lt Paul Wooler and 2Lt Rod Burns all 
competed against each other as they each took turns to attack and 
defend in a round robin event. 

The finale to Smugglers Runners was a company attack .. In true 
Yeomanry tradition, the Essex dismounted to for!ll an infantry 
company and attack the enemy at dawn. Flushed with success, the 
battle won, the Essex Yeomanry adjourned for breakfast.attended by 
the CO, Lt Col Mike Patterson. Breakfast wa a ventable fea t, 
prepared by the chefs under Cpl (now Sgt) Barry Wakelam . 
Throughout the exercise, the chefs were deployed with the Troops and 
are to be congratulated on their high culinary standards, produced 
under difficult conditions . 

The second week of Camp began with a Regimental Parade, at 
which Cpl Roy Jone and Cpl Barry Wakelam were promoted and Cpl 
John Cobert ACC was presented with his Territorial Efficiency 
medal. 

Sgt Mark Bell of 70 Sqn with the three USNG SNCOs wishing they 
had brought a compass with them 
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range day, well planned by Capt John Dohoo, wa disrupted by 
an impromtu cowboy act a the Range \ rden, mounted on 
hor back. rounded up a pony that had ventured into the danger area. 
· ppropriately, thi followed the pony trekking, where the Squadron 
howed plenty of traditional cavalry spirit, if limited horsemanship. 

W02 Eric Murph) involuntarily demonstrated the Indian trick of 
playing dead by being dragged along the ground, one foot still 
attached to the stirrup. 

Windsurfing and canoeing were enjoyed, while a 16 mile 'yomp' 
over the undulating Corni h country ide brought it hare of blister . 

b eiling and cl iff climbing on the Cornish cliff as the tide come in 
ha it own excitement-la t one down gets weL. Shriek of perverse 
delight (or wa it hy teria?) were heard as Cpl Heather Webb 
di appeared over the cliff edge. 

Annual Camp 6 wa the last a SS fo r W02 Chippy Woods, who 
handed over to W02 Eric Murphy . W thank W02 Woods for all his 
effort during hi time as SM and wish him every ucces in his new 
role in charge of the quadron Training Team. 

Pte Clare Calder on the Pistol Range 

Ready to escape from Penhale, LCpl Richard Davies is seen prior 
to going 'over the top ' 
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Cpl Heather Webb t rying he r hand at abse iling down a Cornish 
cl iff 

At the Sergeants ' Mess 'Camp Dinner' 
W02 (SSM) Alan Tuckfield, SFC Waters, W02 (TSI) Brian Eason, 
SSM Russell, W02 Allibone , SSC Plum, W02 (RQMS) Sparkes 

265 (KENT & COUNTY OF LONDON YEOMANRY) SIG SQN 
Prior to Annual Camp, a major Squadron event was the wedding 

of LCpl Keith Wrate and LCpl Liz Mann . In true Sharpshooter style , 
a lance-guard was present. 

L to R: Cpl Whitehouse, SSgt Penny, LCpl Penny, the bride and 
groom, Sgt Mundy, Cpl Morning, LCpl Gibbs-Murray, Sgt Mustoe 
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The PSO of 265 Sig Sqn, with his usual resourcefulness, invited 
Padre Collins lO officiate at the Drum Head Service on the second 
Sunday morning of our Battle Camp. We are very grateful to the 
Reverend Collins for a memorable service. 

Our Padre, Rev Collins wit h us at Annual Camp 1986 

11 GO ILLY ON CILLY 
Report by Capt David Hannam 

(Note : Traditionally, the Officers o f the Sharp hooters spend their 
day off at Annual Camp in ome stylish pursuit-in 1985 it wa an 
expensive day trip to France. This year was omething completely 
different). 

PARTICIPANT 
Maj (OC 265) Paul (I didn't organise it) Acda 
Maj (RMO) Barry (ll's probably safer to drink wine) Fearn 
Capt (Adjt) Gareth (I'd like to get back early) Smith 
Capt Tony (No-one will mind) Jewell 
Capt Graham (Do we need a CEI?) Payne 
Capt David (Where' s my notebook?) Hewer 
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Capt J udith (We might as well enjoy ourselves) Appleb} 
Capt David (Should we not dig in?) Hannam 
Lt Huw (Could we catch a train?) Jone 
2Lt Richard (I think I hear something coming?) Allen 
2Lt Vickie (This is better than a parade) Baynard 

The plan was good. The organisation was good. The briefi ng was 
over. All that remained was for Capt Tony Jewell to form up hi crack 
luncheon party and the mission was on. Sneaking out of Penhale 
Camp before (hopefully) anyone really noticed, in a hi-jacked 
minibus, the officers arrived at Penzance heliport in good time. 
Saying farewell to Liaison Officer Capt John ' Duty Field Officer' 
Barber, the party strolled towards the Sikorsky helicopter and 
strapped themselves in . Time passed quickly and the intermediate RV 
of St Mary's heliport was soon in view. 

Passing through the airport lounge disguised as tourist , the 
intrepid group boarded a seemingly ordinary island bus for the 
objective. On arrival, the main square was crowded with natives and 
tourists, but the inconspicuous group of Yeomanry officers mingled 
easily with the local colour; the young officers all dressed alike with 
labels round their necks in ca e they became lost. Capt Tony Jewell 
led his team swiftly into the local inn. Shortly, quantities of locally
flavoured water were served by friendly agents, accompanied by 
excellent fayre. Mission accomplished, they made thei r escape 
di guised as day-trippers, with crab-like movements across the main 
square. 

But the recovery phase of the plan was going wrong. Back in Old 
Blighty, Cornwall was unClerwater. Flash floods and power cuts in 
Penhale were being experienced and, even worse, the heliport at 
Penzance was fogged in . Capt Tony Jewell managed to secure secret 
hideouts fo r the night, where not even messages from RHQ could 
reach us. The Adjutant wa~ heard lO mutter, 'He won' t like it , I know 
he won't ' , an obscure coded message which referred to his senior 
mainland contract. 

ot to be put down by the transport problems, the team dined in 
splendour at a local hotel. The attempt by the Maitre d ' to pass off 
a bott le of '83 as '82 was quick ly poned by RMO Maj Barry Fearn . 
That night, the group slept fitfully, worrying about the well-being of 
their colleague back at Penhale. 

The following day started with a magnificent dawn that sadly none 
of the group managed to enjoy. Nevertheless , they were soon at the 
heliport, waiting for good news of the weather. Lunch came and went , 
but an effort was made to make the most of it. Then the ears of 2Lt 
Richard 'Radar' Allen picked out the drone on an inbound helicopter . 
Soon, the group were back at Penzance, met by the cortege of 
minibuses from the Penhale Courts Martfal Centre. 

That afternoon, the Adjutant saw his Guardroom from a new 
aspect. Eventually released by the CO, Lt Col Mike Patterson, a host 
of charges were faced , including failure to attend his own parade, 
failure to attend a CO' parade and not taking the CO or the 2IC to 
the Scilly Isles with him . Lt Stuart Samp on provided excellent 
defending counsel, opening with the remarks 'I have no questions 
until my client pays me', knowing full well that his client never carries 
any money on him. 

Capt Nick Leviseur, prosecuting, was in fine form, aided by chief 
witness Capt Dave 'note made at the time' Hewer. Board President, 
Capt Ray Wilkinson, and his cohorts had no hesitation in finding the 
accused guilty and announced a nominal sentence that he provide a 
crare of champagne . Luckily, all members of the expedirion chipped 
in to hare the co t, and the mess enjoyed the 'forfeit' at rhe Annual 
Camp Dinner the following Wednesday. There i a rumour that next 
year the Sharpshooters might be 'gated'! 
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News fro[iJ_~~quadrons · 

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(205 Sig Sqn) 

Aldershot 

an operational unit on five day notice to move, the Squadron 
acquired a econdary admini trative role, in addition 10 it OOA 

one, thi ummer. At time the Squadron ' detached trength ha 
ea ily outnumbered the Troop role and we have been providing 
manpower for ta k ranging from the clo ing celebration of Record 
Reading (which incidentally turned out to be bigger than Ben Hur), 
Public Relation sho\\ such as the Royal Bath and We t, and 
numerou partie of willing and unwilling hands doubling as combat 
fatigue men. IL wa even ugge ted that as a wet weather programme 
for Airborne Force day that the Signal Squadron wa going to erect 
a marquee over the whole of Aldershot. 

CO. GRAT LATION ~'ELCOMES/FAREWELL / GOSSIP 
\: ith the relationship between Maj tan Young and the variou 

po tings department at Reading being firmly cemented the rate of 
coming and goings of the Squadron have increa ed their regularity 
o much that it i difficult LO keep pace with the change . A urning 

the Brigade doe not have it role radically changed in the next few 
year , a totally red bereted quadron is not beyond the realms of 
po sibility. 

Congratulation LO 2Lt Tim Carmichael on hi conversion 10 an 
Airborne soldier. He has now returned to Alder hot 10 organi e the 
Lanyard Trophy and Commanders Cup teams. Commiserations LO his 
parmer in crime Lt Ian Standen who wa injured and unable LO 
complete P Coy. Good luck at the School Ian , J'm sure you will find 
it just a exciting as Brize orton would have been! Congratulations 
are also in order for ig Whale of B Tp who is the first of the young 
RTgs from Harrogate LO have survived the rigour of the Parachute 
Depot-well done-may there be many more! 

In a complicated switch of SNCO posts within the Squadron we 
welcome SSgt Grant Humble and Sgt Graham leeman from 1 

Ireland. We say farewell and thank you to SSgt Steve Tom for 
virtually run'ning Bravo Tp during his tour and bringing almost every 
young Officer in the Corps down to earth with one swift blow of the 
tongue. Look out 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt! His side kick Sgt 
Chippy Monk i also due LO move back to the training wing of 11 Sig 
Regt and I know he is looking forward LO returning Lo a teaching 
environment. 

Well , if you can't pose in The Wire - where can you pose? Capt 
John lugg's wedding 
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On the Officer ' po L it eem as though PB 11 have learnt the 
danger of posting in non para trained personnel and the new OC, Maj 
Gordon Shipley (Ex 2 16 Para Sqn) take over from Maj Stan Young 
in September. 

The un fortunate outgoing Squadron Commander has quite an 
adaption to make in taking up his position on the TEM Course, not 
only doe he lose hi red bald patch cover but he has al 0 
unfortunately to revert to three pip . How are the mighty fallen! The 
Squadron wi ll mi hi hari matic leadership and we wish him and hi 
wife Annie good luck for the future. Thank you for all your 
enthusia m and dedication. 

Right at the other end of the scale we are plea ed to welcome 2Lt 
Andy Hill traight from Sandhurst. Having had previous Army 
experience before his commissioning Andy is already para-trained and 
hould be able to tart picking up the 21C' 'Jiff-job ' as oon a. he 

arrive . 
Congratulation are al o in order for gt Roger Taylor who ha 

ucce fully completed his Foreman of Signal entrance and is now 
faced with the awful reality of a po ling away from Aldershot. Al o 
in line for much backslapping is the Communication Officer John 
Lugg who will find it difficult to fill a fu ll working day now that 
preparations for his marriage have been completed. John was married 
to Karen in July and we wi h them both the best of luck . 

THE ROYAL BATH A 'D WEST SHOW 
In contra t to the more colourful Royal Signal marquee the 

Squadron has displayed a more rugged approach to recruiting in the 
variou public relations and recruiting di plays that we have attended . 

The Royal Bath and West Show was a good example, the Squadron 
being well represented by the 21C, Capt ick Bate on, Sgt Roger 
Taylor, Cpl George Webb, LCpl 'Skully ' Cullen and Sig Jones, Back 
and 'Jolly John' Walker. We were pleased to have the company of ig 
Shanahan for at least half the time. Shanahan, unfortunately, got a 
bit confu ed about his role in the display and instead of persuading 
the civilians to join the Royal Signals he decided 10 join the civilian 
populace! 

Apparently he didn t pass the entrance exam and he' sa fely back 
in Aldershot now. 

Succes wa had on the recruiting front both at the Show during the 
day and in the evening in Warminster. The problem was obviously 
in the poor briefing from the 21C, he didn ' t specify that we were not 
actually intere ted in recruiting girls. 

On a more serious note the stand and the boys were a great success 
and it certainly showed what could be done for recruiting on a limited 
budget when the recruiters are enthusiastic and per onable young 
airborne soldiers. Thank you to all tho e involved . 

A heavy drop platform rigged for the Bath and West Show 
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THE VISIT OF THE OinC 
In true 5 Airborne Bde style we prepared for the Signal Officer-in

Chief's vis it on Monday 14_ J~ l y by taking part in Ex Blue Lanyard 
over the weekend . A realistic programme of observation of the 
exercise clean up and ~xcha.n~e of views w~s arranged by Maj Stan 
Young and the mornmg v1 1t culmrnated in a curry lunch in the 
Squadron bar. Members were carefully ushered to and from the 

OinC and ear bending sessions were carefully limited by the RSM 
with the tact of a diplomat-if you believ.e that you'll believe 
anything. 

The afternoon visit to the RAF detachment Pitts Road was a 
pote~tial di_saster area with the participants in the synthetic parachute 
training bemg the very same people that had been filling them elve 
with curry mi~utes beforeha nd. The fact that everyone managed lO 
hold on to their lunche ensured the succe s of the visit. Amusement 
was provided by some of the non-para trained soldiers ampling the 
jumping sensation in the exit trainer and ig Dobson 's face will be an 
everlast ing memory. 

The visit concluded with a view of Charlie Tp setting up the Para 
Headquarters. Running a little ahead of schedule the SOinC didn 't 
seem at all perturbed to see the bare chested soldiers still finishing 
their preparations as he arrived. Or perhaps I shouldn't mention 
that-sorry RSM! 

The SOinC, the OC Squadron and Sgt Hutchinson the 2 Para RLD 
Sergeant all practise the macho parachutist stance. The master of 

the trade - the RSM W01 Aspinall looks on 

SOinC's visit 
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SQUADRON PERSO 
oc 
2JC 
PSAO 
Ops Offr 
OC A Tp 
OC 8 Tp 

SM 
PSI 
QMS Tech 
QMS Gen 

YofS 
FofS 
Chief Clerk 

55 Sig Sqn (V) 
Liverpool 

ALITIE.S 
Maj (Tfc) W. A. Locke MBE 
Capt C. J.P. Denni TD 
Capt E. . filder 
Capt (TOT) M. Everett 
Capt S. Quayle 
Capt A. G. Dudley 
W02 (SSM) J. N. Brougham 
W02 R. M. C. Cook 
SSgt A. Wilson 
S gt J. Connolly 
SSgt (YofS) G. S. Grove 
S gt (Fof ) W. E. Hughe 
Sgt M. Wright 

It is some con iderable time since 55 Sig Sqn last featured in The 
Wire and since then much water has passed under the Melling Bridge . 
The two major events were the change of role and move into a new 
barracks. The Squadron is now firmly established in Aintree 
Barracks, a converted Mothers Pride bread factory, and deeply 
involved in our new and demanding role of providing Rear Link 
Detachments for I 7 TA Inf Bns three of which are Parachute 
Battalions and require parachute trained operators. 

It is intended that we feature a different Troop or Detachment in 
each contribution to The Wire. We are, therefore, starting in this issue 
with the Permanent Staff. On the basis that a picture tells a thousand 
words the following is a photograph of the permanent staff of the 
Squadron. 

55 Sig Sqn- Permanent Staff 
Front Row: SSgt (YofSl Harden, W02 Cook (SPSI). Maj W. A. 

Locke (OC), Capt Filder (PSAO), SSgt Wilson (SQMS('T')) 
Back Row: Sgt Wright (CC), Sgt Prince (Tech), SSgt (FofSl 
Hughes. SSgt Connolly {SQMS('G')), Sgt Cambridge (PSI A Tp) , 

Sgt James {PSI B Tp) 

Recently we have said farewell to SSgt (YofS) Harden on posting 
to 14 Sig Regr, the land of LOA and duty free Volvo cars! Yeoman 
Harde0 ha made many friends during his tour with the Squadron and 
will be long remembered for his unique style of leader hip. The 
Squadron wishes him well in his new post. SSgt (YofS) Gaz Grove ha 
joined u traight from the Yeoman course at the bu iest time of the 
year. We wish him and his wife Nichola a pleasant ray in Liverpool. 

gt Andy Wilson is leaving us on posting to 29 Sig Regt on 
promotion. The 'Q' ha worked many long hour sorting out the 
equipment for our nc\\ role and di posing of the equipment from 
previou one . The picrnre how a D 11 tat ion which wa a 
particularly difficult item LO di po e of! All former member of the 

quadron will be glad IC' hear that a good home ha been found for 
the bea l. 

This report would be incomplete without a mention of golf. We are 
fortunate in having gt Gary Prince who i the current winner of the 
following competition :-
Royal Signals Autumn leeting Scratch 
Royal Signals Autumn Meeting Handicap 
Royal Signals Spring Meeting cratch 
North We t District Scratch 
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He wa al o a member of the Corp Team which won the mter
Corp competition. It i not surpri ing that with gt Prince's skill and 
emhu irum other member of the Squadron al o play a mean game . 

gt (Fo ) Bill Hughe who i currently in orthern Ireland and 
play off a 13 handi ap managed to pip Sgt Prince to the post in a 
Chester Garrison competition and has been recounting the event ever 
ince. gt Men (Bandit) Wright the Chief Clerk has a variable 

handicap entirely dependent on the takes . 

SSgt (YofS) Harden receiving yet another farewell present from 
the OC 

SSgt Wilson and the Squadron's 011 station 

Sgts Jesse James and John Cambridge introducing the Chief 
Clerk to the intracacies of a vehicle installation 

TOP PRE 
gts Prince and Wright have won the Merseyside Garrison Summer 

Golf Meeting Doubles Competition. 
ot all their time is spent on the fairways and greens ot Royal 

Birkdale. A great proportion of it is used to instruct rad io operators. 
However, in order to conform to the 'one army concept' they also 
instruct the other PSl's. 
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227 Sig Sqn (AFCEND 
BFPO 18 

AFCENT INTERNATIONAL TRIATHLON 1986 
Following the individual succes e in the British event earlier this 

year, 227 Sig Sqn confidently fielded two teams in the AFCE T 
International Triathlon. 

The A team consisted of: 
Cpl Jeff Martin overall 2nd 
SSgt Nigel Johnson overall 3rd 
W02 Brian Lawrence overall 4th and 1st veteran 
WOl Rod Gladwin 4th veteran 

The A team managed a creditable performance in the pool with 
everyone setting a personal best, and on the cross country where, once 
again, SSgt Nigel Johnson was first home. 

Going into the range discipline the A team were marginally clear of 
the German team with the rest out of sight. However the Germans 
excelled themselves on the range and 227 had an abysmal shoot 
leaving one pundit to reflect on the adage 'good rehearsal lousy 
parade' as the team had scored spectacularly well in training in th1 
particular event. 

The final scores put the German team overall winners by 13 ,844 to 
13,600. 

The B team consisted of: 
WOI Graham Atkinson 
Sgt Bev Bevan 
Cpl Mick Goor 
Cpl Mick Hellewell 

And in spite of little or no training managed a very creditable 
overall fourth team place. 

This shows the A team with the prizes awarded by the AFCENT 
Chief of Staff, Lt Gen Berghof RNLA: 

Cpl Jeff Martin, W01 (RSM ) Rod Gladwin, Cpl Mick Hellewell , 
W02 (YofS) Brian Lawrence, SSgt (FofS) Nigel Johnson 

The RSM with photographic proof that at least one shot was a bull 
as he patches up and takes the score 
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244 Sig Sqn (AS) 
RAF, Brize Norton 

THE MANAGEMENT 
oc 
2IC 
SSM 
YofS 
FofS 
RQMS 
ORSQMS 

Maj D. J. McLean 
Capt M. S. W. Olive 
W02 M. E. Mutlow 
W02 A. M. Stokoe 
W02 J. A. Jones 
W02 A. J. Thomas 
SSgt J. N. Morgan 

This month's notes come from the 'nerve centre' of the Squadron 
(SHQ) and our detached D Tp at RAF Upavon. Since last appearing 
in The Wire, the Squadron has visited Brize Norton on a couple of 
occasions to refuel, reload and redeploy. In brief the exercise 
programme for June/ July has been as follows: 
11-24 June-Ex Tacommex 6186-Norway 
27 June-12 July-Ex North West Trapper-NW Scotland and Outer 
Hebrides 
14-18 July-Ex Druids Delight-Salisbury Plain 
21-25 July-Ex Osex 12-Exmoor 

During this period 12 soldiers have been detached to Blandford 
prior to carrying out public duties at the Tower of London in August. 
We dined out the OC, Maj 'Trapper' McLean on 25 July, received a 
Board of Officers on 26127 July and were visited by the SOinC on the 
28th. It is obvious that life with the 'Red Hand Gang' continues 
apace. We are looking forward to the arrival of our new OC, Maj 
Symonds in August, fresh from a two year detachment to the 
Canadian Forces. 

NOTES FROM SHQ 
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 

The orderly room has seen a complete change of faces in the last 
two months with Cpl Bob Hindbaugh, LCpl Robbo Robinson and Sig 
Ron Dunn departing to be replaced by Cpl Robbie Morrison, LCpl 
Frey Romain, and Sig Cal Anderson. The training SNCO, Sgt Pat 
Doober, has left not only the Squadron but the Army to be replaced 
by Sgt Terry Frankel. The 2IC Capt Nigel Harrison has left us for a 
tour in Belize and more essay writing, and has been replaced by Capt 
Bill Olive fresh from a 'short' Falklands tour. 

EXERCISE TACOMMEX 6186 
Only small elements of SHQ deployed on this exercise-notably the 

2IC and Pay Sergeant, Sgt Daz Giles (ex R Signals). They returned 
having given away lots of money just in time to redeploy to NW 
Scotland on Ex North West Trapper (and Sgt Giles thought he'd 
joined the RAPC to avoid all this!). 

EXERCISE NORTH WEST TRAPPER 
This was the Squadron Commander's annual exercise when he was 

able to deploy the whole Squadron for arduous, military and 
communications training. SHQ personnel were split up amongst the 
various platoons created for the purpose. This enabled non-operators 
to practise their basic signalling skills, by operating inter-Platoon nets, 
thus allowing more personnel to participate in the other training. The 
first week saw the five Platoons deployed at different locations both 
on the mainland of NW Scotland and also in the Outer Hebrides. 
During this first week young officers planned rock climbing, abseiling, 
hill walking and various military activities prior to a 'surprise' 
exercise planned by the OC for week two. The second week saw most 
of the SHQ hierarchy deployed a OS with the Platoons. W02 (YofS) 
Andy Stokoe kindly arranged for all DS to carry a PRC 344 complete 
with spare batteries in addition to four days rations, change of 
clothing etc! The re~ction of other DS to the weight of this piece of 
'modern' equipment is unmentionable in these pages. Whilst a~ting_a 
OS for one of the Platoons trekking over the Gairloch mountain , Sgt 
Daz Giles a member of the OS was heard to mutter that he'd 
transferred out of R Signals because he didn't like radios, so what was 
he doing carrying a 344! LCpl Martin Warne from the Tech 
Workshops found out that W02 (FofS) John Jones doe shout and 
also that petrol is heavier than water! (particularly when carrying 
jerrycans). 

Certain members of the Squadron (notably B Tp) also discovered 
new means of passing time whilst bored on exercise-both on land and 
under water! 
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EXERCISE DRUIDS DELJGHT 
Whilst deployed on this UKMF FTX on Salisbury Plain one of our 

detachments was co-located in the same wood as a cruise missile 
detachment. This inevitably attracted the attention of the local C D 
who managed to infiltrate our detachment and paint a C D slogan on 
the side of one of our vehicles. This 'cruise watcher' was led away 
protesting loudly and handed over to the MOD Police. It would 
appear now that the Red Hand Gang is noted as a Cruise Missile 
Support Unit. 

NOTES FROM DELTA TROOP 
CAMBRIAN EXPEDITION '86 

On 23 May, a team of four deployed from Delta Tp LO take part in 
the Annual RAF Cambrian Expedition. The 'Expedition' consisted of 
two stages: fir tly, a 26 mile 'tab' across the Brecon Beacons, followed 
by a 32 mile Canoeing Stage. Congratulations to LCpl Andy 
Drummond and Sig' cou e' Jones, Mick Hill and 'Jaffee' coll for 
an outstanding performance on both stages, and for fini hing in first 
place having competed with teams from the Royal Marine , RAF 
Regiment and major RAF Stations. 

Sig Scouse (Air Cav) Jones received his Cambrian Patrol 
Certificate from Comd 1 Sig Gp. SSM (M ick) Mutlow looks on 

Sig (Mick) Hill receives his Certificate for successful completion of 
the Cambrian Expedition from Comd 1 Sig Gp during his visit to 
Delta Troop at RAF Upavon . LCpl (Robbo) Robertson is suitably 

impressed 
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l>t:l. P B\ COMD 1 'JG GP 
• Bro"·n , omd I ig Gp vi:·i1ed the Troo~ at RA.F Upa\on 

n \\' dn day I June. Hi. brief vi it included an 111spection o f the 
tandby tobile ir Operation Team ~.mm~nded by ~Cpl Tony 

long and he then watched military training m preparation for E. 
'orth W~st Trapper ending with tea in the company of Mrs Pau!a 

Long and other Troop wive . During his visi! he prese~ted Cambria 
Patrol certificates to Sig Scouse Jones and Sig Mick Hill. 

'It came out of that hole, so it m ust go back' 
Sig ' Buff' Murphy explains the intricacies of the LMG to Sig 'Jock' 

Plunkett 

EXERCISE NORTH WEST TRA PPER 
Report by SS?:t Ton} F reeman-Delta Tp 

What is it? Who is T rapper? 
The answer to this and many more questions I received were; 

'You'll soon see'; they were right. Superman in DPM about sums him 
up, and the rest of us were to find out the answer to this first question 
later. 

Phase one of WT consisted of a marathon drive from RAF 
Upavon to Ullapool in W Scotland. A night in a quarry and a short 
sea ferry journey gave u our reward. A picturesque view of the Isle 
of Lewis, glistening white sand, blue sea and sunshine was our lot. A 
holiday I thought ... no such luck. 

Phase two consisted of a series of communications task and a 
period of sharpening up of our individual and section drills with a 
short survival cour e. A mention mu t go to Sig Scouse etherwood 
who snared three rabbits in 24 hours. 

Phase three was R and R in Poolewe. A good time was had, 
especially by ig J ock Plunkett celebrating his first wedding 
anniversary. 

Phase four, rumour of an ilOKm patrol race were soon scotched 
(pardon the pun) by the OC, Maj Derek (Trapper) McLean . Instead, 
we had an e cape and evasion type of exercise in wh ich, wh ilst looking 
for parts of nuclear mines, dissidents, avoiding ambushe and bad 
weather (no chance), some of us wafked more than 80Km, some less, 
but carried more kit, and some (Delta Tp Sabre Team) spent their time 
getting hot and rejoining the battle later. 

Della and Echo Tps made up the enemy and Alpha and Bravo Tps 
were the exercising/occupying forces. 

Our thanks to the DS who walked as far, if not further, and carried 
a much kit as the rest of us. An enjoyable exercise in which everyone 
learned something new. A long drive back followed by a weekend off 
concluded my first two weeks in a new home. As a welcome it was 
certainly different. I really must fill in an 'arrivals proforma'. 
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LCpl (Tony) Long looks apprehensive but the Comd 1 Sig Gp was 
pleased with what he saw of the MAOT Kit layout 

HELi TRAINING-CYPRUS 
Two MAOT teams deployed to Cypru at the beginning of May to 

assist the resident Infantry Battalion in Helicopter Training. 
Members from JHSU were also involved to teach Heli Load

rigging . Whit t on detachment , Sig 'Slant-eyes' Southgate and LCpl 
Robbo Robertson decided to undertake a parachute jump at the 
Adventure Training Centre. Congratulations to Sig Southgate on a 
successful landing, and commiserations to LCpl Robertson who 
enjoyed the sun and palm trees from a hospital bed after a 'Barry 
Sheene' landing. Cpl ' Hank ' Harrison sent his regards from his Solar 
Toasting Centre, but wouldn't leave his 'Keo' or the beach . A good 
time was had by all. 

EXERC ISE A RDE T GROU D 86 
At 1600 hrs, 7 May, two MAOT teams and one Air Liaison Cell 

deployed on Ex Ardent Ground. Destination- Baumholder, Southern 
Germany. 

Surprisingly the first hurdle, (RCT Movements, Southampton) was 
crossed without hitch . Next came the marathon drive through 
Belgium , Luxembourg, and finally into Southern Germany. 

The teams, Motley 8, led by Flt Lt Long taff, and consist ing of Cpl 
Dave Denning and ig Mick Hill , and Motley 9, led by Flt L t Cala me, 
and including ig co use J ones and Buff M urphy, were then uti lised 
th rou~hout the Baumholder Training Area to upervise a variety of 
Artillery Gun Lifts and Troop Lifts. The weather was excellent and 
the work varied and enjoyable. 

EXERC ISE OSEX 12 
This live firing offensive support exercise took place on Exmoor in 

the last week of July. The opportuni ty was taken to make a video of 
the work of FACs. In order to complement an already 'famous' video 
'MAOT-The Movie' it is bel ieved that this will be called 'The FAC 
Strikes Back'! The video was produced and directed by that well 
known fi lm maker Maj 'Trapper' McLean ably assisted by SSgt 
'Chippy' C hambers. MGM watch out! 
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) 
Bulford Camp 

The Squadron is enjoying a summer break prior to d.:ployment to Italy on Ex Allegro Exchange in September. 

WORLD'S LARGE T KIWI 
We were very pleased to welcome Mr Bryce Harland, New Zealand 

High Commissioner . The occasion included the unveiling of a cairn
mounted plaque on nearby Beacon Hill which commemorates the 
world's largest kiwi carved in chalk nearly 70 years ago by New 
Zealanders stationed in this country after service on the Western Front 
during World War L 

KIWI TROPHY 
It a ll started back on I I July with our Squadron's annual Kiwi 

Trophy competition in which the whole Squadron take part. It takes 
the form of a march and shoot competition during which the 
competitors must race a gruelling route of I 7Km carrying a weight of 
30lbs in a bergen plus an SLR. The final winner after a keenly 
contested event was Cpl Jim Brebner. He received the winner tankard 
from the New Zealand High ommi sioner Mr Bryce Harland , who 
commented on the high standard of fitness and enthusiasm shown by 
the Squadron. 

Cpl Jim Brebner proudly shows off the 'Kiwi Trophy' 

The New Zealand High Commissioner Mr Bryce Harla nd_ and the 
QC Maj Jonatha n Cook at the unveil ing of t he cairn 
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BATTLE CAMP 
A week later the Squadron deployed to Battle Camp and got to 

know each other again on Sennybridge 86. Split into three Platoons 
the 'students' were subjected to an energy sapping assault cour e 
competition ably run by W02 (Yof ) Harry Elkan , a newcomer to the 
Squadron. We welcome him and hope he enjoys his tour. The final 
winners were Main Tp closely followed by Mike and Admin. ot to 
be outdone SSgt (Yof ) Terry Crosby ran a Squadron Orientee~ing 
competition and for evening entertainment gt Pete Gower orgamsed 
a quiz which was thoroughly enjoyed by all present. 

LCpl Rob Bayliss ably assisted by his SQMS SSgl Derek (Lock In) 
Leggat provided sterling service, . not on!~ in the. stores but as 
entertainment value on the Rope-River crossing. Taking the week as 
a whole, the cabaret act of the camp award must undoubtedly go to 
W02 (YofS) Harry (Grid Square) Elkan for his new look approach to 
orienteering ' Ignore checkpoints and just have a good old run 
around'. The other nominee for this prestigious award was the OC 

qn, Maj Jonathan Cook , who found it impossible to run after 
including the compass cord around his neck into the complicated 
process of tying his shoe lace. Despite the Welsh weather the 
Squadron gained valuable military experience and eagerly look 
forward to Tregantle 87. 

DJSPLA Y TEAM 
While the rest of the Squadron deployed to Sennybridge the 

Squadron Display Team were roughing it at three large event this 
summer. The team members were Lt Nick Metcalfe, Sgt Dave 
O'Connor, Cpls C hri Breen, Gary Collins, LCpls Mark Brown, Nick 
Barker, Les C rawford, Brian Green, Si Oldman, Sig Paddy Jones, 
Jeff Pearson and Rigsby Richards. 

The first display was the Royal Bath and West Show. After an 
eventful journey the 'Longleat' style Landrovers. and Volvo o_ver
snow vehicles finally made the showground. The display of clothing, 
equipment, cooking implements, skis and a snowshoe walk was soon 
in place. The snowshoe walk proving a great attractio_n. 

At the beginning of July the team deployed to Bassmgbourn near 
Cambridge for the Army Equipment Demonst ration for schools, 
where the team toiled for a whole three and a hal f hours every day. 

After a weekend break the team moved to London for the Royal 
Tournament. The idea of the static Army Display was that visitors 
would join the Army for 10 minu tes and carry out SOl!le r_nandatory 
training. The Squadron team provided the commumcauons stand 
compri ing a Volvo in an Arctic etting and a snowshoe walk. 

The whole team had a good tour and are definitely looking forward 
to next season. 

OP EN DAY 
Just before everyone headed out of Bulford for leave, the Squadron 

had a fun familie ports day. The cooks produced hamburgers and 
believe it or not, the new SSM W0 2 Gordon Shelley, th_e_beers .. gt 
Robbie Davies ran the inter Troop football compeuuon which 
produced ome tight matches. Sig 'Choppy' Lamb took out QM 
Dave Leggat's legs and we all hope the Q recovers in time for Ital~ . 
The final winners were Support Tp who also managed to cheat their 
way to victory in the Chain of Cornman~ race. . . 

Finally-well done to the wives on their superb victory in the All 
Stars rounders. LCpl Kev Joy, the referee, also played a blinder. After 
jogging, football and now rounders-oh dear· what will they think of 
next. 
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HM CARDIFF 

259 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 53 

Two member of 259 Sig qn, already renowned for their travelling 
exploit , were quick to take advantage of a pa age offered by HM 
Cardiff on her return to UK. . _ 

ig Turner and Callow along with 10 m -mbers of !st Bn Royal 
Regiment of \\'ales embarked upon HMS Curdiffat Akrotiri Mole to 
complete.. the journey from the Per ian Gulf to Port mouth. 

The first two da • ailing, pa t Crete, through the Strait of le sina 
to aple , were full of getting used to life on board, gaining ea leg 
and trying not only to know the aval terminology but how to u e it, 
whil t being employed in the Main Communication Office; where 
else for Royal Signals personnel? 

On arrival in aple the hip' company was promptly given four 
night ' hore leave, and tours were quickly organised to visit Pompeii. 
Vesuvius and Rome. Parties were given by the WRNS based m 
AFSOUTH and 35 personnel from the ship were selected to accept an 
invitation to vi it the atican and have a private audience with the 
Pope. 

After a tour of the Vatican the party were taken into a private room 
where they met the Pope who spoke to each one of them, gave them 
his bles ing, and presented them with a Rosary bearing the Papal 
crest. During his conversation with the Pope, Turner mentioned that 
he was on his way to a wedding in England, and immediately Pope 
John Paul II blessed the forthcoming marriage. 

After the highlights of Italy a further two days sailing took HMS 
Cardiff further west pa sing Sardinia on to Gibraltar, the time taken 
on this leg of the journey found ig Turner, dividing his working 
hours between the main Communications Office and deckwork which 
entailed flights in the Sea Lynx, whilst Sig Callow spent ome time 
geuing used to rough eas. 

On docking in Gibraltar, celebrations started as HMS Cardiff met 
up with HMS Broadsword. Broadsword had been with Cardiff at the 
beginning of lhe tour, but parted company after Suez. 

Two days of partying and sightseeing in Gibraltar preceded the last, 
and very much rougher, leg of the journey. The three day crossing of 
the Bay of Biscay was definitely for professional sailors only! 

The journey ended on 29 June as HMS Cardiff with lined decks 
sailed into Portsmouth , to be met by bands and wives and families and 
girlfriends, thus bringing to a climax a very memorable and enjoyable 
trip for two young signallers. 

EXERCISE PICK-UP 
'I wam 12 volunteers! Can you swim? Do you want a day-off?' 

That was the proposition put to Epi Tp by Tp Sgt ' Deano' Farrell. 
'Yes, we would all like a day-off, most of us can swim ... but why?' 
'Who is game-for-a-laugh, does not mind a little swim in the Med, and 
wants the day-off?' asked Sgt Farrell. Twelve volunteers stepped 
forward, lured more by the day-off than the game-for-a-laugh or a dip 
in the Med. Everything was arranged, and our numbers had also 
grown by one, with the arrival of Lt Mandy Tindall. On 6 June 13 
volunteers arrived at Akrotiri Mole wearing, as instructed, 
lightweights and pumps. 

A baker's dozen of volunteers were put on an RCT LSL, called 
Antwerp, with still linle idea about what was going to happen. The 
RCT were most generous to their visitors, and kept mentioning 
something about helicopters. After a guided tour of HMS Antwerp 

gt 'Deano' Farrell told everyone what was in store for us. 
We were going to be dumped in the sea and rescued by an Air Sea 

Rescue helicopter. 'What about Life Jackets?' 'We have some.' 'What 
about a life raft?' 'Would you believe it, the RAF ... gave us one!' 

Lt Tindall WRAC tried her hand at steering followed by Sgt Farrell 
who steered us into a position with maximum 'rocking' of the sfiip, 
the effect of which made ome people look positively lime green, Sig 
'Hi, Ho' Silver had certainly lost his colour and Sig 'Joe the 
cardboard box' Hathaway was walking around in an even bigger daze 
than usual. 

Soon it was time LO put our life jackets on and inflate them, just in 
case we were unable to reach the life raft and had to float in the sea, 
apparently the sharks will bite what they see and if you cannot see 
what they are doing you will not feel a thing, that is the theory 
anyway! 

The life raft inflated easily and drifted off quick ly, luckily the rope 
was grabbed in time and so was the OC. With the life raft in control, 
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L to R: Sgt 'Biggies' Farrell, Sig 'Schuggs' McCallum, Cpl 
'Roughy' Rickard, LCpl 'Windup' Ritchie, Lt Mandy Tinder, Sig 
'Tarnish' Silver, Sig 'Yorkie Bar' John, Sig ' Jolly' Cook, Cpl 
'Beach Boy' Elliott, Lt Chatterway, Cpl Attwater and Sig 'Jock 
Hathaway. All a little wet but not downhearted. After all, it was 

a day off work! 

the next pha e was the entry into the life raft. Our OC 2Lt Chattawa~· 
led the way into the raft, doing hi 'lead from the front' being backed 
all the way by the rest of the Troop, still on board Antwerp. 

There were only a couple of minor incident when we all splashed 
our way into the life raft. The fir t, was with Sig 'Snake' John who 
had had an evening with the athletic team in Limassol the previou~ 
night. He did not want to get wet and gingerly climbed into the life 
raft, unfortunately, LCpl 'Beefy' Ritchie in hi ha te LO climb into the 
raft knocked Sig John out of the raft and into the water. 

The second incident occurred with Mi s Tindall who did not want 
to get wet and refused all help in being thrown into the sea. Seeing her 
in distress ig Silver, suddenly rejuvenated offered LO lend a helping 
hand but was not quick enough and in his eagerne to help Mis 
Tindall fell into the sea himself. 

We were set adrift from Antwerp. Within minutes the Wessex 
Helicopter from 84 Sqn RAF was overhead, it was at this point that 
Sgl Farrell suddenly started making strange jerking movements with 
his feet and hands, he seemed to be in some kind of trance and 
obviously reliving his day when he was on his Army Air Corp 
course. 

The winchman in the Wessex pointed three fingers at those of us in 
the life raft. After some gesticulating back at the winchman, we, or 
rather the OC, ascertained that they wanted three people LO jump in 
the sea. Sgt Farrell could not go, as he was still in a trance, the OC 
called for volunteers, no one moved, tense moments followed and the 
OC then said with a grin, 'Good, this now gives me a chance to 
exercise leadership, being an officer and a gentleman. l will now 
demonstrate the full teaching of Sandhurst. Miss Tindall . . . out 
. . . Cpl Rickard . . . out . . . Cpl Elliolt . . . out '. Well it did 
work, much to the relief of everyone in the life raft. 

The air sea rescue went well, no problems, people were winched out 
of the sea and deposited back on the LSL, alchough it was noticeable 
that Miss Tindall was winched up rather more slowly than the others. 
The last four to be winched up were LCpl Rilchie, Cpl Attwater, Sgt 
Farrell (still in a trance) and 2Lt Chattaway. 

LCpl 'Beefy' Ritchie and Sgt ' Deano' Farrell were the first of the 
last, Sgt Farrell recovered just in time to say 'where the hell am I? it 
was not like this in ' am'. Cpl Attwater and Mr Chattaway were the 
last off the life raft. Mr Chattaway managed to hit his head on the 
underside of the helicopter whilst being winched up. o damage was 
recorded . . . to the helicopter. 

On being winched down on to the LSL, those already on Antwerp 
recognised a chance LO get their own back on the organisers of this 
event. For out of the heavens came a couple of angels, in the form of 
'Deano' Farrell and Mr 'Grinner' Chattaway, both of them looking 
remarkably pleased with themselves. Retribution was close at hand 
and with the eager cooperation of the pilot and the winchman, they 
both ma1rnged to do a very good impersonation of a tea-bag (Mr 
Tetley would have been proud of them) by being ducked into the sea 
several times. The OC sti ll managed to come up smiling, what was it 
that Sgt Farrell was threatening to do? With Cpl Allwater and LCpl 
Ritchie receiving the ame dunking treatment, Episkopi Tp wa back 
on Antwerp, the tea was warm, wet and welcome. 

On our way back LO the comfort of dry land, our OC decided LO set 
everyone an initiative test. The test was to deflate the life raft, without 
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puncturing, tearing, biting or throwing it over-board and forgetting 
about it. No one had a clue until Sgt Farrell and Mr Challaway came 
up with the on of answer that made them what they are today? They 
uggcsted removing everything that said 'Do not remove· and it 

worked. 
soaked to the skin but far from disappointed, we landed safely and 

drove back to Episkopi wondering what "gl Farrell and Mr Chattaway 
will organise next. Anything for a day-off work in sun (and water) 
drenched Cypru 

EPISKOPI TP 
With a heavy heart and a tear in the eye this reporter must inform 

you that as from 17 June 1986 Epis~opi Tp will cease to be . . on that 
glorious day Epi Tp and TM Tp will become as one All Ep1 Tp. 

SPORT . 
On the sports front , we all (nine of us) 'volunteered_' to play cn~ket 

in the Hodg on Shield held during June . We coped with two glon~us 
wins one against Mountain Tp. The Match we lost was agamst 
Airfield Tp, we put all the blame on our star ~layer Sgt '.Mac' 
McCluskey who was out for a duck. Would you believe that this was 
the same man who scored 66 runs against Mountain Tp? Some notable 
catches were dropped by Sgl Dino 'Well I didn 't see ii' Farrell, Sig 
Colin 'The sun was in my eyes' Grainger, 2Lt Dave 'It won't h~ppen 
again' Chattaway and Sig ' huggie' McCallum who kept s~ying_ ' I 
thought you were going to catch that one'. A a result of the cnck~ung 
we have now all 'volunteered' for the Inter-Troop (Hodgson Shield) 
wimming which is to be held in July. 

FAREWELLS , , 
On to sadder things, we have some farewells to ay to Sgt Mac 

McCluskey and hi wife Sue, they're off to 11. Sig Regt (luc.ky 
people!), Cpl Tony Attwater and Jan, off Lo 21 Sig Regt. We wish 
them all the best and thank rhem for all their hard work here. 

LINE SECTIO 
'THE NAAFI BREAK' 
Report by Sgt Dino Farrell . 

The time is 0805 hrs. The office is quiet, the compound is empty. 
Episkopi Tp (now Line Section) has set out once more for another 
gruelling day in the Mediterranean Sun. A breeze meanders its w~y 
through the now sun parched ru hes accompanied by the staccato mil 
of the cicada. A calm ets over the Troop area only to ?e rivalled by 
the same silence, met at the weekend or when someone 1s expected to 
~a~~. . . 

It seems as if no time has passed, when without warning IOOO hrs 
is looming up over the calm of Episkopi Tp. Dust caked wagons 
converge upon the compound, their arrival heralded by the tortured 
scream of rubber on asphalt. Suddenly noi. e, noi e ~ve~ywhere_. Doors 
slamming, tailboai:ds banging, gruffled v01ces ar~umg m the, di.stance. 
Pieces of conversation drifting through the office door , It your 
turn', 'I got the last one', 'You get more money than 1 do'. Fatherless 
oldiers are being discussed and vanous parts of the anatom~ are 

being bantered from mouth to mouth. Ye~ AAFI break h.a ~mved: 
First through the door is the mas 1ve frame of Sig hug~ 

McCallum a man of many pares most of ~hich are att~ched to his 
body. The 'Refrigerator' would surely b~ m awe of this man, this 
Scouish giant who talks of nothing but bemg on duty the day befo~e 
his leave starts. Next through the doo_r, the cont~a ung figure. of Sig 
'Werewolf ' Dark a wiry individual wllh the hame~t legs outside the 
Tibetian Yeti family. Then comes the power behmd ~he crew, Cpl 
' please let me have an HGV' Rickard , whose assured gall and manner 
in pires authority and respect from lesser mortal ? . 

The air thickens with the talk of work, women, the feud smell of 
cheese being incinerated and the constant dunk, dunk, of tea bags 
dipping in and out of mugs . 1 Another crew arrives. Cpl 'J iff' Wood, master of the !f10lor ro 1, 
enters the room followed by Sig 'Trucker' John the York1e muncher 
and ig 'Exnorman' Grainger, a volley-ball exponent and number one 
player of the Dregs team. 'M k 

The works order crew enter next . Crew. commander ~C.pl ar , 
pitz' David, the Section's Olympic wimmmg hope and Sig eb Coe 

Brown, the Section' marathon man. . . 
Time now is 1003 hrs. The tea bar i not yet full, m the distance L~e 

Systems per onnel can be seen making their way tO\~ard _u · The1~ 
tomachs swollen by the ?bvi.ou ly needed and ~abHual 1~ta~.! 0

0 coffee. Their trousers shining in the d1 tance. Sgt W~y c:u~ t . l i 
for a long walk' Co ter i first through the door. Behind him is . P 
'Beach Boy' Elliott the Squadron kate boarder and the ecuon 
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trouble shooter and faultsman Sig •Jolly' Cook. Line Section is no" 
accounted for less of course, those absent brethren on leave and 
courses. They ~re SSgt 'llockey' Hillhou\e, LCpl 'Beefy' Ritchie, ig 
'Tarnished ' Silver and ex Troop OC 2Lt Chattawa . . . . 

NAAH break is nearing its end. A tremor of fear and anuc1pauon 
can be felt through-out the room. Wide., terror stricke~ eyes ca!1 be 
seen peering through smoke laden air. 1029 hrs 1s the. ume. 
Whimpering can be heard from the corners of the room. Work is near 
at hand. . 

103 1 hrs all that remains now in the empty tea bar are the memoncs 
of another tea break and the anticipation of the next one. Quiet, 
descends once again, on 'Line Section' Episkopi Tp. So quiet it can 
be heard. 

And o, as the sun rises over the compound y~u can ~est a sured 
knowing that 'Line Section' are somewhere out their workmg for you. 

TM TROOP · S 1·f 
Congratulations to gt Alex Armstrong on his promouon LO La 

Sergeant; and we hope that your extended tour might even bring you 
a suntan. . 

Sgt Dave Morley and his fellow Radio Techs have all applied for a 
plan reading course, after they modified th~ CLFC's ~ouse, and spent 
even longer restoring the Commander's residence to .its forn:ier glory. 

Radio Relay department is being depleted rapidly, wnh many 
'Gozomes' but few new faces coming in LO replace them. 

Finally after the embarrassment of last year's W<?oden Spoo~ we,'~e 
making a determined effort to win th~ !"lodgson Shield, and wh1l t 1t 
till early day in this year' compeuuon we do top the league. 

HQ TROOP . 
It's amongst the turmoil of last minute preparauons for the 

Squadron fete, dear reader, that I .w~i.te thi informative prose. For 
once again the burden of respons1b1hty. has fallen 0!1 t~ese broad 
shoulders to report the daily doings of this small but significant part 
of the Empire. . 

The hellos go to Capt A. E. Morgan and his family as QM/ MTO 
and Troop OC. 

TOP PRESS 
Dateline 1445 hrs Bravo 300686, two days after the fete and we have 

managed to achieve the magic £1,000 for charity which we w.ere so 
keen to do. Many thanks go to the stars o~ the _show, the ladies for 
producing a beautiful ampler quilt who raised m excess of £20<? on 
the raffle. Well done Jan Reid, Dawn Thompson and L1~da 
Armstrong. Thanks al o go to good ole Cpl Dave Thorpe, for being 
everywhere all the time. Well done! 

CYPR S ARMY BOARDSAILI G CHAMPIONSHIPS 1986 
Report by Cpl A. Elliott . 

On Saturday 14 July the Army Boardsailin~ Champions~1ps took 
place off Happy Valley, Episkopi Garrison, with team commg fro!ll 
all over rhe island to compete. The wind started light but soon built 
up to a con tant Force 5, and remained_ o for the rest. of the day 
providing plenty of thrills, pills and excnement for. all mvolved. 

259 Sig Sqn dominated the ra.c!ng earl~ on, becoming cle~r. leader • 
for which Cpl Andy Elliott, sathng a Mistral SS~ Compeuuon, and 
Cpl Phil Pett sailing a Klepper 370, were mamly .responsible by 
finishing first and second respectively in every race, with fello\~ team 
mate Sgts John Rose and Da~e Morley finishi ng well up the field to 
put 1he team into a commanding lead. 

Team Results 
I t 259 Sig Sqn 
2nd 48 Cyprus Workshop 
3rd 9 Sig Regt 

Individual Places 
!st heavyweight 

and overall winner 
2nd heavyweight 
5th heavyweight 
8th heavyweight 
1st lightweight 

Cpl Andy Elliott 

Cpl Phil Pett 
Sgt John Rose 

gt Dave Morley 
WO! (Fof ) John 
Branch HQLFC 

mith from Comm 

Prizes were pre-ented by Brig A. D. Myrtle CBE ADC: 
Cpls Andy Elliott, Phil Pett and WOl (Fof ) Jo~n Smith no'~ .so 

on to represent the Army in the Cypru Inter Service Board a1hng 
Champion hip . 
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oc 
QM 
OC Airfield Tp 
OC Radio Tp 

SM 
YofS 
Fof 
Chief Clerk 

Q ADRON EVENTS 

266 Sig Sqn 
(South Atlantic) 

BFPO 666 

Maj Ruairidh Rutherford 
Capt And. Bo)l 0 

Lt Donna Togo relli 
Lt Gordon Ander on 
W02 John Keohane 
W02 Bill Wingate 
W02 Steve Mander 
SSgt John O'Donnell 

The Squadron has gone through a period of greaL changeover of 
per onalities. The OC, QM, FofS and YofS, alt left within 10 days of 
each other. We welcome the new OC, Maj Rutherford , who signed for 
lhe Squadron on the usual giant AF 1033, and say goodbye lO Maj 
Hill and wish him all the be t at RARDE. 

The Squadron ~ u ual ha taken part in several of the islands 
force's sporting evems, only just being beaten by 52 Fd Sqn RE in the 
Tri-Sen·ice swimming competition, represented by Sgt Wallace 
(Capt), Cpl Bailey, Bath, Thorburn, Parr and Wright. The shooting 
prowess of the Squadron was demonstrated by the Quick Kill hooling 
team. Cpl Steve Firth, 1st SLR, Cpl Crossley, !st Pi tol Minor, Cpl 
Ba on, 2nd SLR and Cpl Marlow. 

TM Troop decided to hol.d a summer (or winter) barbecue at Moody 
B.ro~k, the old Royal Manne barracks.)iomehow beach boys music 
didn t really match. the parkas and gloves everyone was wearing. 
However the beer did flow freely though, and Sgt Dixon howed hi 
cooking prowess and a good time was had by all. 

Finally congratulations to Cpl Terry O'NeilJ on his selection for 
promotion to Sergeant. 

Maj Rutherford s igns for the Squadron 

RADIO TROOP 
. ~i!st of all we would like to send our sympathy to everyone in the 

CIVl~sed world presently suffering from the heal, it must be a real 
su:am. Of course here on F~ntasy Island we have no such problems, 
blizzards and storm force wmds ensure that things remain pleasantly 
cool. 

The .othe_r point of general interest is Mr Richard Branson's Virgin 
Atlantic AHhnes attempts on the Brize Norton to Mount Pleasant 
record. They. almost made it but had to turn back just short of the 
Falklands, this was to be expected as every soldier knows virgins never 
go all the way. 

Meanwh.ile here on the Land that time forgot , Radio Troop had 
bee~ carrymg on as normal. In the regular shooting competition Ex 
Qu1c~ Ki71 Cpl teve Firth tool< first place in the SLR section thus 
provmg once and for alt that some of us do know one end of a rifle 
from the other. 
. As always we have had the usual round of arrivals and departures. 

~1g Kenny Kennedy and Dot Wilson are returning home and we would 
hke !O ~sure '.Dot' that should his brain turn up we will send it on 
to him immediately. Other Troop members returning to civilisation 
are ~Cpl 'Stan' tann~ge (Will he get a shift in before it's too late?), 

ig three month tour Hobbs and Lt A1tderson. On the arrivals side 
we haye .sg,i Whawe!l-just think of the next four months as another 
stag.e m hfe s education programme Staff! 

Fmally, we have some news from the escape commiuee. The plan 
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LCpls Hales and Cooke pretending that they are working! 

to paint volunteers blue and tie their hair in a knot in order to smuggle 
them .off the i land di~guised as mail bags has been shelved, due to the 
unrebable postal services. 

Moving. o? to. recent departures from the QM's department was 
SSgt Marlin Pohsh your head for only a quid' Richards who has now 
m~ved on ~o unny 9 Sig Regt. Also leaving i S gt 'Di'nger' Bell our 
fnendly ne1g~bourhead SQ~S. and Sig 'Malvinas' Moreno, Accounts 
Clerk and re 1dent coffee waller, whose coffee will be greatly mi sed 
Good luck and best wishes to all for the future. · 

A VISIT TO SAUNDERS ISLAND 
Report by Sig Moreno 
085~ hrs on a .cold and dull Friday morning, I climbed in the 'Eric' 

(a B~1 tow helicopter) adorned with video camera and civilian 
clothmg', then made my long journey to Saunders I land situated in 
the no.rth of West Falkl!lnds, via such .d~solati: places as 'Mt Moody, 
Mt Ahce and Byron He1gh1 , but prov1dmg ome mteresting footage 
for future viewing. 

At 1,105 ~rs, I arrived at my destination and was greeted by the 
farmers wife, who : name wa 'Biffo' and by RAF Sgt 'Dick' 
Brome e who was kmd enough to give me a guided tour of the 
settlement, even though it only took five minute of his precious time. 

Saunders Island has much to offer the Peter Scotts and David 
Auenboroughs of this _world. You can see turkey, vultures, albatross, 
elephant seals, and vanous breeds of penguins which tend to fa cinate 
th~ ayerage 'Squaddie' down in the Falklands. You can also see, at 
~his time of year, Magellan penguins, Gentou penguins and possibly 
if Y?U are lucky, the King penguin which tends to be the 'people~ 
choice'. One can guarantee that where there is a King penguin one can 
also hear the clicking of cameras. 

The scenery is quite striking e pecially when seen from the peak of 
Mt Egmont, which overshadows the Saunders Island settlement and 
was enhanced by the winter sun and clear blue skies of the South 
Atlantic . . Yo:u can see the whole of Saunders Island and all of the 
surroundmg islands, scenes that would not be out of place on a picture 
postcard . 

As a place for rest and recouperation, it is ideal, the Island has also 
m~ch to offer. m t~e form of water sports, (sailing and wind surfing 
bemg the obvious ideas), as well as the ideal terrain for long treks. 

The only regrets about Saunders Island were that firstly the 
~ettlem~nt w~s ~ituated a long way from the areas wh~re the ~o t 
mterestmg wildlife was to be found, and secondly, I couldn't stay 
there for long enough to appreciate it fully. 

The 'Eric' departed Saunders Island at 1205 hrs on Sunday 13th 
and the flight back was a pretty 'shaky' one; because of the high wind 
and snow, we were subsequently forced to land a couple of times to 
allow the wind and snow to 'die down'. I arrived back at 'Red 03' 
Stanley at approximaLely 1440 hrs. This trip did much to refresh m~ 
and I returned ready to take on the second half of my tour. 

POWER TROOP 
Once again the men who play with Plant have had a busy time 

more . refuel!ng FITS usin~ .the oddly named fuel tanks (a larg~ 
sphencal object), more repamng of Lister Generators and the saga of 
a stranded Eager Beaver on Carcass Bay Hill. 

There h~s been a large char.seover recently, we say farewell to Cpl 
Steve (officer cleaner Class J-no holiday in Greece) Wooding, 
LCpls 'Taff' Carr, 'Paie' 'get me on a hill ' Carling, Sig Steve 'no 
more' Brandwick, Hamish 'I got argied' Campbell and Hal ' I'm the 
handsome one' Leech. 

Those of us who remain and continue to work on are LCpl Paul 
'Snoopy' Merrifield, Sig 'Ginge' Richards LCpl 'To m' Fife and 
finally we come to the Boss, Sili Ron ' I coll~ct SVC/ BFBS sti~kers' 
Belcher. We long for the day when our ENG's become FOG' . 
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QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT 
PERSONNEL 
Capt (QM) Andy Boyle 

gt ( QM ) Dinger Bell 
gt (Accounts) Stu Mullen 

Cpl Abbo Abson 
LCpl (Man of a thousand signatures) Potter 
LCpl Geordie Blench 
. ig (Malvinas) Moreno 

ig Dave Moore 

On 26 June Cpl Abbo Abson and LCpl Geordie Blench who took 
part in the MPA half marathon, did the department proud

0

by coming 
48th and 65th respectively from a field of 200 runners approx. 

A VI IT TO THE ROYAL SIGNALS SOUTH GEORGIA 
DH ACHMENT 

Report by Lt G. D. Anderson 

South Georgia is an island 800Kms to the west of the Falklands in 
the middle of the South Atlantic Ocean. A small force is stationed on 
this remote largely uninhabitable and glacier strewn island at King 
Edward Point (KEP). KEP is a former Briti h Antarctic Survey 
Station situated directly oppO$ite the abandoned whaling station of 
Grytviken. 

To support Troops South Georgia a small, a detachment from the 
Squadron, consisting of four RTg's, a Corporal, Lance Corporal and 
two signalmen plus a Corporal R Tech, are colocated at KEP. The 
detachment provides the only communication to the outside world, 
a 24 hour HF RA TT link back to HQ British Force Falkland 
Islands; it also supports the infantry when patrolling in the 
mountain . 

The detachment operate from a former British Antarctic Survey 
bungalow, working in what used to be someone's front room is an odd 
feeling. The equipment used is a YRC 322 and a TIOOO teleprinter 
u ing RAF erected long range antennas. 

Most members of the detachment have other roles; the Signalmen 
act as boatmen working on the RE inflatable boat, (Rigid raiders) and 
the R Tech acts as lineman, telemech, video and Sony walkman 
repairman for everyone on the Island. 

Unusual problems face the detachment; replacement of equipment 
can take a month, patrolling with Infantry offers a pleasant diver ion 
and avoiding amorous bull elephant seals trying to enter the Radio 
Room is a routine hazard. The greatest hardship though is receiving 
mail only twice a month. 

Despite its deprivations and its remoteness every member of the 
detachment states they have thoroughly enjoyed their tour of three 
and a half months in South Georgia. 

King Edward's point, the only inhabited location in South Georgia 

/.!,,;-.......... :w.i ..... -. 

The R Signals detachment building - South Georgia 
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--. News from Troops -

633 Sig Tp 
BFPO 12 

. AND, SLIGHTLY CLOSER TO 'HOME' 
The summer of '86 has been a busy period for 633: A changeover 

of OC (welcome to Lt Phil Davies), Foreman of Signals and Yeoman 
of Signals and a long list of others ha accentuated the turbulence. 
However, it will, hopefully, be a while before a day like Friday 6 June 
recurs . . . 

. . . And I might add that once the initial deployment had left, the 
stalwarts of the 'A' shift were waist-deep in hot swamp, fighting a fire 
that threatened the POL Point . . . no names regarding the crazed 
arsonist who started the blaze, but Cpl Tony 'Dad' Flory was caught 
sending a letter to Red Adair, the well-known fire fighter . . . asking 
for a few tips, Tony? 

On a slightly lower key than flooding in Jamaica or imminent 
disaster in Airport Camp . . . 

LCpl Gaz Kee left 633 for Herford, on 2 July. In recognition of all 
the hard work he'd done in the TQMS dept, he was awarded a 
Commander's Commendation. 

LCpl Gaz Kee receiving his Commendation Certificate from the 
Commander British Forces Belize, Brig Webb-Carter 

oc 
FofS 

YofS -

SSM 
SQMS 
ADMIN 

PTARMIGAN Introduction Unit 
BFPO 32 
Capt Miles Stockdale 
WOI Alf Davie 
W02 John Oakes 
W02 Gavin West 
WOl Rod Wood 
W02 Ron Allan 
W02 Alan Gibbons 
SSgt Bill Pounder 
SSgt Les Wood 

TRAINING 
The PIU has been running cour e ince January 1985 and we have 

now finished our eighth. This represent I, 760 member of R Signal 
from BAOR and UK, 200 all arms and Services Single Channel Radio 
Acee s Terminal Operators, and 450 Staff Officer and Clerks. 
Training is based at Block 35 Sheil Barracks, Verden (and variou 
exercise locations) for Corps personnel and in local training wing for 
all the others. 

SPORTING 
Despite thi work load, there i still rime for sport. Congratulation 

go to SSgt Les Wood and Tony Buffery for their effort in the I Div 
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ro ountr} t am whi h won the BAOR Champion hip and al o 
the unit running team led by gt cottie Handibode for various 
ucce e in lo.:al Volk lauf . · gt Chuck Walker with For Alf Davie 
nd gt And) naith have enjoyed wind, urfing , ucce es w!th the 

Dummer ee Yacht Club, while W02 Ron Allan and LCpl Cohn East 
have trengthened the I D R orienteering ide. Thank must al _o_go 
to gt Barnie Barnell for organi ing a football team capable <;>f giving 
all unit" under training a good game, although not alway wtth great 
ucce . mong t the le ~ notable sporting achievement are the OC 

Capt Mile tockdale ' efforts to ave the Garrison Saddle Club wear 
and tear on the hor e and addlery by con i tently parting company 
with hi mount in how Jumping event . 

XERCI E PT ARM/GA DIAMOND 
Thi vear' ummer Camp was held in (' rly July at the American 

Force ·Recreation Centre, Berchte gaden . The AFRC provided an 
imaginative and Le ting programme of climbing, a? eiling, trekking 
and rafting. Thi proved adequate for most of the umt, although LCpl 
Martin Ledamun felt that more emphasis should have been placed on 
orienteering, e pecially after calling for a taxi to take him 200 yard 
to hi bed pace. . . 

The rock climbing was wa hed out, however this left more ume for 
ab eiling at which mo t members of the unit let pride overcome the 
fear of lea ing terra firma after we were introduced to our two female 
in tructors Maria Reiser and Anoe-Marie Grassl. The highlight of the 
week was 'however, the white water rafting which involved teams of 
ix negodating the river with inflatable rafts. This was a fir t time 

experience for all the unit which soon became evident from the 
number of bodie in the water. Included in the expedition was the 

FR C's initiation ceremony of leaping 15ft into a rock pool and being 

swept out by the current. After the 13Km trip it was decided that a. 
all the studen1 had been oaked all the in tructors should be a well. 
Thi led to the PIU initiation ceremony in which all male in tructors 
were introduced to the river. Decorum prevents us going any further. 
Thanks are due to W02 (SSM) George Fitzgerald for organising an 
outstanding week' cour e which was enjoyed by all. 

SOCIAL 
The outgoing social committee ended their six month reign with an 

excellent river boat trip down the Aller, complete with buffet and 
disco. Although the river lacked the size of the Mississippi, SSgt Sid 
Baker made sure that the evening had all other riverboat touches. A 
good effort was made by the livers-in, led by LCpl Andy Riley, with 
their traditional sailor costume . 

LCpl Martin Ledamun had also introduced the PIU to the joys of 
the Kegelbahn with an evening's bowling competition. LCpl Yorkie 
Whatley learnt the quickest by winning the individual event and the 
team event with Cpl George Anderson, with Andrea Kiefer taking the 
·ladies title. Unfortunately, WOl Rod Wood did not learn so quickly , 
and came away with the booby prize. 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
We have much pleasure in welcoming W02 (SSM) Alan Gibbons, 

W02 Ron Allan, SSgt Bill Pounder, Sgt Dave Richie, Cpl Kev Yale 
and LCpl Andy Riley and hope that they enjoy their time with the 
unit. Farewells have been said to WOl Mick Freedman, W02 George 
Fitzgerald, SSgt Tony Buffery, Sgts Bob Branson, Eric Clark and 
LCpl Taff John. We wish them bon voyage and all the best for the 
fuhue . 

Back Row: Sig Beveridge, LCpl Whatley, Sig Blake, LCpls Riley, Ledamun, East, Marshall, Sig Snelle, LCpl Howe 
Third Row· Cpls Yates, Dick, Cassidy, LCpl Cureton, Cpl Anderson, LCpl Allan, Cpl Heppleston, LCpl Collins, Cpls Hoyle, Housley 

Second Row: Sgts Ritchie (RCT), Gemmell, Wilkinson, Thomas, SSgts Walker, Handibode, Baker, Sgts Snaith, Smith, Barnett, Drysdale, 
Helen Elliott 

Front Row: SSgt Wood, W02 (SSM) Gibbons , W02 (YofS) Allan, W01 (YofS) Wood, Capt Stockdale, W01 (FofS) Davie, W02 (FofS) 
Oakes, W02 (FofS) West, SSgt (SQMS) Pounder 

Front Centre: Farley 
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TACT 
Catterick 

What has 52 legs , 21 heads and 11 ,000 questionnaires 
(somewhere)? - TACT, The Royal Signals Training Advisory and 
Control Team! 

The team, pictured here consist of 16 humans (or, ~ome would ay, 
part human) and five dogs and they are up to their ears in Career 
Employment Review Questionnaires. (See the stop press entry on page 
277 of the May Wire). 

They live and work in Catlerick but they are not part of the 
Training Group. They are in fact an extension of the SOinC's 
Directorate in MOU. They carry out a multitude of tasks and project , 
most of which involve travelling. Their tasks include responsibility for 
training objectives for all Royal Signals trades, producing over 50 
different training packages and writing job specifications which form 
the ba is of negotiations concerning Pay Band for the various trade 
(Yes, they do understand the problems of Staff Sergeant Foremen, 
Clerks and a few Radio Telegraphist Sergeants). 

Who are these- people? 
Front Row Left to Right 
WOI (YofS) Gus Hartley, recently arrived from 8 Bde. Maj Mike 

Wright RAEC, drives an Audi and is lowly learning Signales.e. Maj 
(Tfc) John Davies, moving on to Records a an RO where he w11l look 
after technicians' postings/careers. Lt Col Keith Ryding , 'Bo s' of the 
outfit, ex Gurkha Paratrooper. Maj Bob Mansfield , been at thi ort 
of job so long he 's forgotten more than 1he rest of u know. Maj 
(TOT) Frank 'Taffy' Smith, quiet, self effacing. Mr Peter Neal, ex 
RN submariner but has learnt to keep his head above water. WOI 
(FofS) Ray West, off to the Falklands as TOT, then to 3 Div. 

Back Row Left to Right 
Mrs Jenny Hollins, Word Proce sor Operator who with A.nne 
Weatherall (on leave when the photo wa taken) corrects our pelhng. 
Mr Ray Corbally, Clerical Assistant and local Thespian with a 
memory like an elephant. gt Harry Anacoura, Chief Clerk and 
Insurance Salesman. WOl (YofS) Mick Thornton, Producer of fact 
and figures and understands them all. W02 (FofS) Kevin ~radley, 
looks after technician training packages when you can get him away 
from the computer. 
W02 Jim Hodge, has taken over a pub in the Here~ord area, 
reasonable rates for Corps personnel? Sig Garry Fair~s. will tur~ ht 
hand to anything, get it done while the re t are talking about it. 
Animals Left to Right 
Win ton, Gus 's dog, very young and exci1able . Digby , Bo 's dog, 
teals Max's bones . Ladybird , Bob Mansfield' -definitely a 

Dowager, keeps the others in order. Max, TOTs dog-acquired in I 
and 'as 'tick as a pink'. Amber (hiding), Kevin' -young female, very 
shy, loved madly by Digby. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A VICTORIAN OFFICER, by Alan 
Harfield, Published by The Wincanton Press, illustrated 

'The Life and Times of a Victorian Officer' is a fascinating account 
of Col Dooisthorpe Donne CB, based on his diaries, letters and 
paintings which have been edited and commented upon by the Deputy 
Director of the Corps Museum-Maj Alan Harfield. Diligent searches 
into the various family archives have produced a wealth of 
information which has resulted in a 232 page book with about 200 
illustrations, of which 16 are in full colour. 

B. D. A. Donne was born in 1856 and died in 1907. In his military 
career he served in many parts of the world and made a pictorial 
record as he went along. In 1857 he was gazetted as a sub-lieutenant, 
went to Sandhurst where he noted happenings and personalities, a 
habit which he continued throughout his life. He joined the 35th 
Royal Sussex Regiment and began overseas service in the West Indies. 
After a session in Malta he went to Cyprus where he joined the local 
Pioneer Force of mixed Greeks and Turks until it was absorbed into 
the Cypru Military Police. On this island he described the places, 
events and uniforms, also the capture of the would-be assassins of Lt 
Ht Kitchener RE. He joined the Royal Sussex in Egypt in 1882 where 
not all was active service and he sketched many famous places. He 
then became a Major in the Egyptian Army when he was appointed 
Commandant of the 10th Sudanese Battalion and was present at 
Suakin and the Battle of Toski. Later military service took him to 
India and South Africa. 

On his return to the United Kingdom in 1902 he became a Colonel 
and had administrative duties until his death in I leworth when he was 
given a full military funeral. A remarkable man whose story may be 
read in the well indexed volume. 

W. Y. Carman 

The book is available from the Royal Signals Museum at £35.00. 

THE HJSTORY OF ARMY RUGBY 
A book on The History of Army Rugby has just been published 

under the auspices of the Army Rugby Union (ARU). It is hard 
backed, has 300 pages and 36 plates covering Regimental, Corps and 
representative Army rugby at home and abroad, in addition to the 
Army Cup, for the past 108 years. A limited edition of 1,000 copies 
is being printed and is being sold only within the Army. 

Those who wish to order a copy should write to: 
Maj H. G. Greatwood 
Secretary ARU 
Army Sport Control Board 
Ministry of Defence 
Thornhill Road 
Alders hot 
Hants GUI I 2BG 

The ,price is £12.95 per copy and cheques should be made payable 
to 'Army Rugby Union'. 
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Association News 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

THE 1986 REUNIONS 

CAITERICK 

'Treading new ground' 
At this year's reunion it was decided that the March Past should 
take place up Queen's Avenue in 8 Sig Regt Lines. It proved a 
resounding success and all who witnessed this parade 
commented on the smart and well drilled turnout of those taking 
part. This picture shows the 'Old Comrades' Squadron marching 
past the saluting dais. The reviewing officer was Maj Gen A . A. 
G. Anderson who was flanked on either side of the dais by, Maj 
Gen P. D. Alexand"er and Brig R. F. Maynard. The Squadron was 
commanded by Col L. W. Wright. Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle was 

among the members on parade 

The Regimental Secretariat seen at the head of the Old Comrades 
Squadron marching to church. They are, of course, Col John 
Francis on the right and Col Alistair de Bretton-Gordon on the left. 
Who was it that was overheard to say 'I see that they are nicely 

in step, as usual' 
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The Standard Party passing the most impressive building (the new 
Trade Training School) all in step! (well almost). Some old 
comrades said that this building, impressive though it may be, 
would never replace their fond memories of the wooden huts that 
they passed their trade tests in back in the 40's and 50's. This is 

hard to believe but it must be true 

Miss Sharon Jackson (Chief Clerk at RHO) seated in the middle of 
four gentlemen from the Newark Branch. What is so special about 
this you may well ask? Sharon's home town is Balderton, a village 
just outside Newark, and these four men are from the same 
village. The one wearing spectacles was the local baker and used 
to own the 'sticky bun and cream cakes' shop right outside the 

school that Sharon attended. What a small world! 
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A mixed group from the Bradford Branch showing, in the centre 
of the middle row, Mrs Nora Houldsworth (Branch Secretary) who 
was overheard to say; 'My, how times have changed. People used 
to refer to us as "ATS Girls" now they are known as "Ladies of 

the WRAC" but we can still smile about it, can't we Girls!' 

'Come Dancing at the Messines Palais' 
As this picture shows it is not 'all drinking' or 'remini_scin~ ~n ol_d 
times' that goes on at the Annual Reunion. All that rs m1ss1ng rs 

the numbers on the backs of the contestants 
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Members of the Aberdeen Branch (The Granite city) shown in the 
WOs' and Sergeants' Mess of 8 Sig Regt. The 'Wee Drams' seem 
to be missing! Seated right is Lt Col J . H. (Jim) Moonie MM, TD. 
the Branch Chairman. The gentleman on the left may well be the 

'Granite Clan Chief' 

'In-Pensioner' John Weedall at the Catterick Reunion . John is a 
former member of Newcastle and District Branch 
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THE ROYAL SIGNAL ASSOCIATION 

· MI UTES OF THE FORTY FIRST ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD AT 
CATTERICK GARRISON ON 6 JULY 1986 

OFFI IATI G 
Maj Gt'n A. . G. Ander on CB 
Col J. A. D. Franci 
Col . l\/. de Bretton-Gordon 

D. Greenbrook Esq 

PR ENT 
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander MBE 
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwi tie CB, CBE 

Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield OBE 

Maj Gen W. T. Macfarlane CB 
Brig P. J. Evans CBE 
Brig R. F. Maynard MBE 

Chairman 
General Secretary 
As istant General 

Secretary 
Clerk to the General 

Secretary 

Signal Officer-in-Chief 
Repre• -ntative Colonel 

Commandant 
President Indian Signal 

Association 

Vice-Chairman 
Vice-Chairman and 

Commander Training 
Group 

and ome 1 0 member of the Association. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
The Chairman welcomed all attending the forty-first Annual 

General Meeting. He specially welcomed Maj Gen P. D. Alexander 
MBE, the Signal Officer-in-Chief and the several distingui hed enior 
officers present. 

The Chairman congratulated all who took part in the March Past 
on all keeping in step, good timing and excellent turnout. It was better 
than any he had seen before. He further stressed that he hoped that 
the new arrangements for the Parade and Reunion Service were to 
members' liking, and it was hoped that these would continue in future 
years. 

The Chairman thanked Commander Training Group, his Staff and 
the many people within the Training Group involved in staging the 
weekend. The considerable amount of work involved in the 
preparation for and running of the weekend was very much 
appreciated. The warm and cheerful welcome received by the 
Association was all the more valued by those attending. Special 
mention was made of the excellence of the Corps Band and to the 
forthcoming performances by the White Helmets and the Blue 
Helmets. 

GREETINGS FROM THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF 
The Chairman read telegrams exchanged by the Master of Signals 

and our Colonel-in-Chief on the occasion of Princess Royal Day, 28 
June 1986. 

MINUTES OF THE 40TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
The Minutes of the 40th Annual General Meeting were approved 

unanimously by a show of hands, and signed by the Chairman. 

THE CHAlRMAN'S REPORT 
BRANCHES 

There are now 63 Branches. 

WELFARE 
Expenditure on Welfare continues to rise but perhaps not quite as 

sharply as in recent years. 
However changes in DHSS legislation governing what support it 

can give to long term patients in nursing or residential homes means 
that we are now obliged to help with that pan of the costs which 
individuals or their families are unable to find. We are currently 
funding five such cases at costs varying from £5 to £43 a week. This 
has the potential of leading to significant new calls on our resources 
each year. 

Moira Mason, our senior welfare officer up to the end of May has 
now left us and her post has been taken over by Mrs Pat Haw, her 
depury, who is now working on a full time basis. 

The Blandford Reunion held on Sunday, 18 May was well attended 
again this year and blessed by good weather. The cost of the two 
Reunions and The Branch Representatives' Meeting continues to rise 
but I believe that this is money well spent as indeed does The Central 
Committee. 

Because our funds are in such a healthy state The Central 
Committee has agreed to The Association funding three capital 
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projects which will benefit the morale of The Corps. The c are: 
An extension to The Headquarters Officers' Mess- funds for which 

cannot be found from official sources. 
Improvements to The Headquarters WOs and Sergeants' Mess. In 

this ca e Brig Maynard has succeeded in obtaining the bulk of the 
fi nance required from official sources a nd so The Association is being 
asked to spend only a few thousand pounds . 

Assistance in funding the construction of a swimming pool at 
Blandford Camp on the condition that a major Nuffield Trust gram 
is obtained for it. 

Ar this point the meeting was handed over to Col J. A. D. Franci., 
the General Secretary, to continue with the next item on the Agenda. 

THE ACCOUNTS FOR 1985 
Following a verbal ummary of the Fund by the Chairman, LI D. 

Sivell (Sheffield Branch) proposed that the audited Accounts of The 
Royal Signals Association Benevolent Fund for the year I January 10 
31 December 1985 be approved. The pro po al was seconded by LI Col 
J. H. Moonie (Aberdeen Branch) and approved unanimously by a 
show of hand . 

ADDRESS BY THE SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF 
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander then addressed the Meeting on the state 

of the Serving Corp . Hi address was received with warm applau e. 

ELECTION OF MEMBERS 
The General Secretary then stated that in accordance with the 

Association Rules it is required that the Chairman and two Vice
Chairmen are elected or re-elected, annually to the Central 
Committee, and that a TA Representative is elected or re-elected every 
two years to the same Committee. 

The meeting re-elected the following to the Central Committee 
unanimously by a show of hands: 
Chairman Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson CB 
Vice-Chairman Brig P. J. Evans CBE 
Vice-Chairman Brig R. F . Maynard MBE 
TA Representative Col J. C. Eversfield ERD, TD 

Having been re-elected as Chairman, Maj Gen Anderson chaired 
the remainder of the Meeting. 

The Chairman went on to say that Branches of the Association were 
represented by four Zone Representatives on the Central Committee 
who served a term of office of three years . This year the Zone 'A' 
Representative was due to retire. At their Meeting in Hammersmith in 
April last, the Branch Representatives had voted that Mr C. Cooke 
(Darlington Branch) would serve on the Central Committee vice Mr 
M. E. Harper (Scarborough Branch). This nomination was approved 
unanimously by a show of hands of the members present at the 
Annual General Meeting. 

CORPS BAND 
Mr H. Bennett (Lincoln Branch) had heard a rumour that the Corps 

Band was being disbanded. The Signal Officer-in-Chief replied that 
this was completely untrue. 

The Signal Officer-in-Chief went on to say that he was arranging 
for the annual programmes of the Corps Band, the White Helmets 
and the Blue Helmets and the Corps Mobile and Static Display Teams 
to be published in The Wire so that as many as possible would be kept 
informed of when and where our Corps is being represented at Shows 
and Fetes around the UK and even overseas. 

THE OPENING OF THE CORPS HISTORICAL ROOM AT 
CA TTERICK GARRISON 

Mr B. MacDonald (Oldham Branch) thanked the Chairman for 
arranging the extended hours of opening of the Historical Room in 1 I 
Sig Regt. This procedure would continue until the new, proposed 
'Outstation Museum' is firmly established in Catterick within the next 
few years. 

REUNIONS 1987 
The dates for reunions in 1987 are: 
Branch Represerltatives meeting in London, ll April 1987. 
Blandford Reunion, 3 I May 1987. 
Catterick Reunion, 27128 June 1987. 
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION BENEVOLENT FUND 

Balance Sheet - 31 December 1985 
1984 

I VESTMENTS AT CO I 

497,742 
li11cd (market -aluc £1,167.656 1984 -

£1.049.591) 
Unlisted - Royal Signal< A<Sociation 

Tru~tec Limited 

684.667 

497,747 684.672 
7,660 LOANS 12.828 

URRENT AS ETS 
Stock~ at lo"'er or co~t or net reali~ble 

5,937 amount 6.008 
Sundry dcbtof\ and prepayment> 

2,912 4.i76 
9,189 Income rnx rcco\lerablc 11,362 

78,522 Depo\H account at bani. 32,744 
472 Current accoum a1 ban~ 

II Cash 37 

97.043 54,927 

LE S CURRE T LIABILITIES 
42.774 Royal Signal> Corps Fund 11,077 

19.132 Sundr) creditor and accrued charge5 19, 16 
Current account a1 bank J.555 

35,137 NET CURRENT ASSETS 20.479 

£540,544 £717,979 
-- --

Repre;emed by: 
540,544 ACCUMULATED FUND 717 .979 

CHAIRl\.IA 
A. A. G Anderson 

ECRETARY 
J. . D . Franc:is 

14 May 1986 

£540,544 (717.979 
--

AUDITOR ' REPORT TO THE CE TRAL COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL SIGNAL AS OCIATIO 
CONCERNING THE ROYAL SIGNAL A OCIATI01 BE1 EVOLE T f 1 D 

We have audited the accounts in accordance with the approved Auditing Standards. 

In our opinion rhe account give a true and_ fair view of the state of affairs of the Fund at 31 December 
1985 and of the exces of income over expend11ure for the year then ended. 

Price Waterhouse 
Chartered Accountant s 
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14 May 1986 
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Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31 December 1985 

19 
I OME 

o. 20 RecC'ipl\ from orp. Fund I 3,900 
Donation\ 

1,939 I nd1viJuab and local bran~hcs 5,936 
2, 76 Regimen!' and quadronli 1.530 

4.815 7,466 
1.635 Benevolent grants refunded 682 

45.841 lnvi:stmcnt income (gro~ ) 54.993 
3,521 Bank depo it int ere t 6,666 

300 ubscription 270 
66 Recttpi> from Branche 61 

1,611 undry other income 1,420 

5,49 8,417 

23 ,609 TOT LI • CO IE 255.45 

EXPE DITURE 
Benevolent grant and convalescent 

(95, 64) holiday> (98.340) 
(30,756) Royal ignals Games Club grant (35,577) 
(9,124) Royal Signals Yacht Club grnnt (10,825) 

Dono.tions: 
(37,000) Army Benc\'olent Fund (38,000) 

(4,405) Other (6.435) 

(41.405) (44,435) 

(25,().11) Contribution to co ts of publi ations (24.120) 
(13,331) Admini trathe 8.penses (7,146) 
(16, 12) Salary Cost (14,912) 

Pension and gratuity for former 
(2,393) employees (4, 21) 
(1,995) Audit fee (2,500) 

A sociation reunions and Branch 
(10,364) Represcma1 ives meeting (12,241) 

(8,476) -w 
46,073 Profit on sale of investments 176,894 

EXCES OFI COME OVER 
37 ,597 EXPE, DITURE 177 ,435 

ACCU~IULATED FU D 
502,947 Brought fo"'ard at I January 540,544 

£540.544 Carried forward at 31 December £717,979 
---

Notes to the Accounts - 31 December 1985 

I ACCOU :Tl G POLICIES 

(I) Basis of preparation 
The accounts ha\'C been prepared under the historical co l con\ention. 

(2) Income from im.estments 
Dividend and other in\'Cstment income is included only to 1he extent 10 which it has 
actually been recci\'ed and no income other than interest on dep0sits is accrued. 
Franked interest income include.!t imputed tax credits. 

(3) ln"e tmenis 
lm•cstmcnts arc carried at cost and no provision for any shortfall between market 
value and cost is made unless there has been a permanem impairment of \la luc. 
The market \aluc of investments is based oil the middle market value prevailing on 
the balance sheet da1e. The market \'alue of investments listed overseas is tramlated 
at rates of exchange at the balance ~heet dare. 

(4) Pen•ions 
The Royal Signals Association Bene\orent Fund provide~ pensions for certain of in 
employees and former emplo)·ees. The pensions are provided by premium payments 
to a Life Assurance Society to purchase annuities for Jlhe pcmionerli and by 
_,upplementary payments from the Fund. These premium!. and supplementary 
payments are charged again4i.t income In the year in which the payments arc made. 
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ALDERSHOT BRANCH 
\1 j Gardiner ''a pre ented wi lh a bronze 'Jimmy' at the annual 

branch dinner held on 10 May . 
Thi pre entation marks 20 years ervice a our branch chairman. 
The photograph hows Maj Gardiner receiving his gi ft from Col G. 

D. T. Harri , former Regimental Secreiar . 

l to R: Col G. D. T. Harris, Maj Gardiner, Mrs Gardiner, Lt Col R. 
L. Murray (former Gen Sec RSA) 

Seated left: Lt Col K. E. Haycock 

GUERNSEY BRANCH 

Report by Capt J. B. Rudkin-Chairman 

Guernsey Branch is pleased to announce that, following the succe s 
of the 'Royal Signals weekend' held in April 1985, the Branch will 
bold another event of a similar nature on 24/25/26 April 1987. 

We shall be very happy to welcome parties or individual members 
from other As ociation branches, or from the serving Corps, who 
would like to join us. There will be at least one function specially 
arranged as a 'get-together' for us all. 

Once again, we shall be able to arrange 'special offer' packages of 
travel from most parts of UK by air or sea and hotel accommodation 
at selected hotels (including Les Rocquettes!). For details as soon as 
they are ready, please write or telephone to Guernsey Travel Services 
Limited, Ashdown Lodge, Belmont Road, St Peter Port, Guernsey, 
CI. Telephone 0481-215~6. 

Reunion 
O_ur phot~graph shows Lt Gen Raj Batra of the Indian Corps of 
S1g!1als w1~h Mrs Batra at the home of Maj Gen . A. M. W . Whistler 
during their summer visit. The two generals served together in 
Jabalpu~ 24 years ago_. A full accou!1t of the 75th anniversary 
celebrations of the lnd1~n Corps of Signals appeared in the May 

issue of The Wire 
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VISIT TO OEST FOR REGIMENT AL WEEKE D 
ll / IJ J L \' 1986 
Report b) E. E. Bayley, Honorary Secretary 

t the very uccessful 34th Reunion held at the VicLory (Service ) 
Club London on 22 ~~ar~h the CO of 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Lt Col R. F. Baly invited member of the Reunion lub to a 
Regimental Weekend at Soe tin July, and , after the 1984 Regimental 
Weekend when the rains never ceased, he hoped that nood 
precaution would not be nece sary this time. We, the members of the 
club, thr~ug_h the courtesy o f The Wire, wish to express our thanks 
and adm1raoon to all member of 3 Armd Div HQ and ig Regt for 
the excellent arrangement made for thi year' vi it and fo r the very 
warm welcome and care e tended to all of u . 

On the evening of JO July member of the club as embled and with 
everyone aboard the 'Club Cantabrica' coach we set off for Dover to 
board the Townsend Thore en ferry . Tony pratley joined the panv 
at Dover while Mr and Mrs Taylor travelling by car pulled up 
alongside the coach, and we were together a a party of 24 on board 
Free Enterprise VII! , enroute for Zeebrugge . First timers for a 
Regimental weekend on thi occasion were Mr T. W. Dean, Mr E. 
Packham and Mr and Mrs E. Taylor, the latter leaving u at Soest to 
holiday in Schie wig. 

It wa a very wet morning when we di embarked at Zeebrugge at 
0500 hr and thankfully the rain petered out a we approached the 
German Dutch border near Venlo. We stopped at Sevenum on the 
Eindhoven-Venlo A67 route for breakfast and a wash and bru h up 
and arrived at St Seba tian Barracks in Soest at 1230 hrs. The weather 
was perfect and after having been received, Lt Col Baly addres ed u 
outlined the weekend programme and imroduced us 10 our ho t ~ 
including the Adjutant Capt John Hall . I hope we did not give them 
too much cau e for concern as some of u are no longer a young as 
we were but happily all went well. Old oldiers are a pretty tough 
bunch, ~specially ex Signals, as Mr Palmer (82), Mr Sweeney (81) 
and MaJ Kelly (79) all demonstrated. 

For!lJalitie over it wa all aboard for the WOs' and Sergeant ' Mess 
for drmks and lunch. We were invited to watch the inter mess cricket 
match be.tween the Off!cers and WOs and Sergeants; the latter won . 
The evening was spelll m the mess, with snooker competi tion , carpet 
bowls and other games. 

After breakfast on Saturday we were invited to at tend a 
demon tration of the new PTARMIGA equipment in the main 
barrack square . Many questions were asked and suggestions offered 
e~pecially by t~e. linemen and operators, who were surprised to 
d iscover that sphcmg of cable was undertaken in the UK. After lunch 
we were taken to the Mohne Fest, held at the Mohne School playing 
fi~l~. The weather comri~uted to a very good attendance by both the 
military and local populauon, the proceed of which went to 'Save the 
Children' and other charities. The star prize of the Mohnefest Grand 
Draw was a week' holiday for two in Sri Lanka, worth DM 4,000, 
and many other prizes, ala none being won by any of the veteran . 
Back to the mess for tea and then a cabaret evening in the WOs' and 
Sergeants' Mess, the highlight being the appearance of the singer 
Sandy Carr with her band from Wigan. It was an excellelll 
performance and that gal worked hard and so did our oldest member 
Pedlar P~lmer who joined her in singing some well loved cockney 
songs which were greeted by hearty cheers and whistles from the 
audience. The music was such that some took to the noor a nd danced 
into the early hours , when even the veterans gradually trickled away 
to bed . 

?unday dawned a sunny and perky morning, breakfast, medals 
adjusted everyone attended morning service at the Garrison Church of 
St Luke in Salamanca Barracks. After drinks and lunch in the 
Corporals ' Mess, it was time to make our farewells and wish good 
fortune to those leaving the Regiment. One day, we hope to welcome 
them into our ranks. 

Leaving the Regiment in the early afternoon we decided to visit the 
Venray Commonwealth Wa r Graves Cemetery and the Overloon 
Military Museum on our way home. On arrival at Venray, and with 
the help of a local inhabitant, I was able to contact Mr Nico van 
Hoek. He thanked me for what I had done and was pleased to say that 
he is now receiving information from the next-of-kin of those buried 
in the cemetery. We wer~ rather disappointed in the museum, which 
on 26 May 1946 was the first memorial to be dedicated to the Division 
and the first memorial of its kind on the continent. However, it' now 
known as the War and Resistance Museum, a monument of peace, 
and all_ reference. to the 3_ I?i_v has been obliterated . We quickly decided 
to dedicate our time to v1S1 ung the cemetery. Mr van Hoek very kindly 
acted as our guide in showing us both the museum and the cemetery 
and when we arrived to discover that 'one of our members was 
missing'. Peter Munchin had been left behind and Mr van Hoek and 
Maj Smartt went back for him. The rest of us took photographs of 
graves, incl1:1ding .that of SSgt Cyril Stanley. Pip Wheeler who lives in 
Suffolk takmg pictures of graves of the Suffolk Regiment for their 
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Outside St Luke's Garrison Church, Soest 
L to R: Mr Buck Taylor, Mr Nobby Hounsell , Lt Col Mike Philp, Mr 
Tony Spratley, Maj K. N. Smartt, Mr Ernie Packham, Capt A. 
Hughes, Mr Len Martin, Mr Peter Munchin, Brig J . D. T. Brett, Mr 
Pedlar Palmer, Mrs Rita Wheeler, Maj Tim Kelly , Mr William 
Spittal. Mr T. W. H. Dean, Mr Stan O' Dell , Maj A. B. Wheeler and 

Mr Ernest Bayley 

families. After supper on the way, we sped off to see Zeebrugge; 
which brought our driver to the attention of the Dutch police who 
issued him with a warning! 

We look forward to our next visit to Soest and also to meeting the 
CO designate Lt Col Truluck and the RSM designate WOl Licence at 
the 35th Reunion of the Club on 28 March next year at the Victory 
(Services) Club in London. If you are an ex member of the 3 Div 
whether it was Cavalry, Mobile, Infantry or Armoured and would like 
to join this illustriou club then send your application to Maj D. J. 
Roberts, our Treasurer whose address i -'Westmead', Park Avenue, 
Chorleywood, Hens WD3 5DU. Tel: (09278) 3144. 

The following members attended . Mr E. E. Bayley, Brig J. D. T. 
Brett, Mr T. Dean, Mr G. A. Elwick , Capt A. Hughes, Mr S. G. 
Houn ell , Maj H. Kelly, Mr L. F. Martin, Mr A. R. Mill , Mr P.H. 
C. Munchin, Mr S. G. H. O'Dell, Mr E.W. Packham, Mr H. W. 
Palmer, Lt Col M.A. Philp, Maj K. N. Smartt, Mr W. pittal, Mr 
A. W. Spratley, Mr G. J. Sweeny, Mr E. Taylor and Mr Taylor, Mr 
H . F. Timms and Mrs Timms, Maj A. B. Wheeler and Mr Wheeler. 

The photograph shows In-Pensioner Stuart E. Gordon (Ex ROMS 
Singapore Fortress Signals) pointing out to Col A. N. de Brett?n· 
Gordon (Assistant Regimental Secretary) the two reproduction 
Corps Pictures of 'Through ' and 'The Cable Wagon' presented 
them to the Royal Hospital Chelsea on 2_8 August 1984. He 

served in the Corps from July 1921 until December 1951 
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ON OUR WAY TO THE FAR EAST IN 1946 
Mr D. K. Egan has sent us the following photographs taken in 1946 

and wonders if any readers can supply the missing names. He is able 
to supply prints if anyone would like to have a copy of them. Mr Egan 
still remembers, with pleasure, the 'reunion' in 1952, during 'Z' 
reserve training. He is a member of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio 
Society and now lives in Dinas Powis. 

Back Row L to R: Sgt John Ford, Sig Tom Tomlinson, Cfn XXX, 
Sig Ron Fitton, Dvr Arthur Bulmer, Sig Tony Williams, Sig Frank 

Lines, Sig Bill Salter, Sig Steady 
Middle Row L to R: Sig Evans , Sig Lewis, Sig XXX, Sig Graham 

Cookson, Sig XXX 
Front Row L to R: Sig Cliff Rowley, Sig Dennis Egan, Cpl XXX 
18 Air Formation Sig Regt 14 7 Dr Section 2 Coy MELF March 

1946 MAADI Camp Nr Cairo 

L to R: Cpl Allan, Sig Jim Mather, S ig Frank Lines. Sig Dennis 
Egan, Sig Bill Salter, Cfn XXX. Sig Ron Fitton, Sig XXX, Sig 

Graham Cookson 
18 Air Formation Sig Regt 14 7 Dr Section 2 Coy MELF May 1946 

MAADI Camp Nr Cairo 

Back Row L to R: Dvr Arthur Bulmer. Sgt John Ford, Sgt Jack 
Sanderson, Sig Cliff Rowley 

Front Row l to R: Sig Dennis Egan, Sig Jim Mather, Sig Bill Salter, 
Sig Tony Williams 

18 Air Formation Sig Regt MELF January 1946 Ouassin near Tel
El-Kabir. 14 7 DR Section 2 Coy 
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FIITY YEAR . 0 
Report b · Geoffre) Wal..efield Esq FRH (ex ergeant) 

1936-1986 
Fifty Year . Half a century. A lifetime for goodness ake! Much 

more than a lifetime for many of the ·mate ' I knew in those fa r off 

da~~'hen I • igned on ' in the recruiting office in Brighton on 13 
October 1936 I had not the lighte t idea of what it would be like in 
the Army or what it would eventually mean to me. The travel, the 
interest, the wonder, the thrills and the friends and- most wonderful 
of all-my wife. 

Squad 47, Depot Battalion under LCpl Johnnie Ballard , (Ballard 
the . .... .. as we called him then). Looking back though , he wa a 
darn good man and a fine CO. He made men of us boy . I wonder 
where he i now? Billie Hardwick- he joint:d in Brighton with me. I 
wa enior, 2325442, Billy was 2325443! And all those others whose 
faces parade before me and whose names have gone. 

46 Squad Training Battalion, during the summer of 1937. ow we 
were even ~llowed out of barracks-to Richmond no le s! 'Twice 
around the ca tie walk . . . ', (but, never mind the re t) . 

Then on to Tidworth Mobile Divi ion Signals, with the 12th 
Lancer in armoured car . I was on the . o 3 set in a three ton 
Leyland. 

December 1938 saw me on board HMT Lancashire, bound for 
India. We left Gibraltar on Christmas Eve and most of those on board 
swear to this day, that we didn ' t urface until we got to Malta. Twenty 
men to a mess table. Cpl 'Ginger' Winter CO IC mess table, and I, 
were the only two sufficiently alive lO go down to the galley and draw 
Christmas day ration -and we ate it too, plus a small Chri tmas 
pudding my Mum had put into my kitbag. 

Port Said. ow I wa really 'in the East'! 
'So ship me ea t of Suez 
Where the best is like the worst 
And there ain ' t no ten commandment 
And a man can raise a thirst' 

I 'clicked' for guard duty a we sailed. Bow station-right up in the 
sharp end. It was utterly fascinating. I volunteered to stay on duty for 
each relief, right through the night. The Suez Canal by moonlight. 
Boy, there's romance for you! 

Coin divers in Aden, then finally, Karachi. A dry, dull, dusty city. 
Little to commend it. The Troop train. Hard, wooden 'park benches' 
for seats/beds-and no biscuits. But finally-Kohat. 

Kohat was a wonderful posting. Col 'Topper' Brown was our CO. 
Here I learned the intricacies of loading Yakhdans and a o I 

set on a mule, to eat curry, drink beer, to swim, and , we also climbed 
'The Old Ladies Nose' ! Then up to Razmak; what an expedition. My 
juvenile enthusiasm completely overcoming the fear I should have 
been experiencing from the 'Tot-dong' of the 'Tribies' bullets. A few 
Road Open days , a couple of walks out into tribal territory, then 3 
September 1939. That fateful message that would change all our lives 
(I still have a copy). ' Ref this HQ No (so and so) war has been 
decla red on Germany'. 'Chippy' (now Maj) Woods was there . He is 
the only old comrade wi th whom I have made contact. 

Then down to Dera Ishmail Khan and back to Kohat with a dose 
of malaria. 

A posting to Eastern Command Signal Company came in early 
1940, to Meerut on station ICC. LCpl 'Lofty' Goodall NCO IC, Joe 
Cunningham, A. N. Other and me. Here I had to forget all J had 
learned previously and then become a real operator. Later, down to 
Calcutta to make up a new station for Jalapahar, Darjeeling, 
consisting of Cpl 'Nunkie' Robertson IC, 'Crash' Cannon, 'Nebbie' 
Blair, 'Lakhri' Woods, A. N. Other and me. What a bunch! Every 
spare moment roaming the hills with Lakhri-he to find yet another 
mountain to climb, me to find yet another orchid or rhododendron. 
We were disgustingly fit. Tiger Hill in 53 minutes. 

Fr!)m there it was the Far East, Chittagong, Dacca, Digboi , Ledo, 
then, Calcutta on Christmas Day 1942, to get married . A brief 
honeymoon and back to 'The Road . 

In late 1943, l saw the last of Assam and went back to Meerut 
before going down to Bangalore. A 'cushy' life again . But not for 
long. An operating section to make up with a very young Kashmiri 
OC, fresh out of OTS and an even younger bunch of raw recruits 
fresh out from England . Thank God for the more experienced Indian 
ranks. 

November 1944 and orders to pack up and proceed to Bombay
'Pick up yer parrots and monkies and fall in facing the boat!' What 
a trip! Five weeks in convoy, then to sail up the Clyde in a blinding 
nowstorm! l ask you, Ledo Road, Calcutta, Bangalore and Bombay, 

then a snow torm to welcome us home. One thing though , we did get 
leave over Christma before facing the arctic weather of north 
Yorkshire to await a posting to No I War Office Signals, Whitehall. 
It was OK, but trying to learn all the very latest equipment after years 
of making do with whatever we could scrounge was very interesting, 
to say the least. 

VE Day! I stayed on duty. Somehow, it didn ' t mean so much to me, 
remembering all my 'muckers' back in Ponki-many of whom would 
never come back. But, at last it was all really over. Thank God! But 
how many of those faces which come to me will never laugh again. 
Now 50 years later? Jn Texas of all places! But, that ' s another 
story ... 

- Sport -

ATHLETICS 

2 INF DIV AND SO MSL REGT CONTEST THE CLOSEST 
EVER ARMY ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS 

The highlight of this year's athletics season cook place at Aldershot 
on 16 July when the Army's top teams met to compete for the Team 
Championship. The battle for the top honours appeared likely, from 
a very early stage, to be between the Irish Guards, 50 Missile Regt and 
2 lnf Div HQ and Sig Regt all of whom had easily won their qualifying 
area championships. It was no surprise, therefore, that the 
competition was closely fought throughout the day with the Guards 
beginning to fall behind in the early afternoon when the majority of 
the track events were under way. 

While both the Guards and 50 Missile Regt were strong in the field 
events, the Regiment dominated in the track, despite some injuries. 
Nonetheless, 50 Missile remained competitive on the track so that our 
Regiment had co win the final relay (4 x 400m) to be cenain of overall 
victory. Leading by I Orn at the final handover, the Regiment lose the 
race by a metre after a sterling run by 50 Missile's Army 400m 
champion, Craftsman Beaumont. 

At the end of the day both teams shared the lead with 194 \/2 points. 
On counting each team's first places to determine a winner it was 
discovered that th se, too, were equal. Only after a countback of 
econd places were 50 Missile Regt declared the winners. 

The competition, which had the closest finish in the event's history, 
saw some outstanding performances from members of the Regiment, 
in 'B' as well as 'A' string races. Perhaps the most exciting and 
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closely-fought individual race of the day was the 'B' string 400m 
hurdles won by Sig Eddie Edwards in a personal best of 57.4 seconds. 
Cpl 'Dobo ' Dobson also ran a personal best of 11. l seconds to win 
the 'B' string lOOm as well as finishing third in the 'A' string high 
jump. 

Sgt 'Dickie' Bird came out of 'retirement' for the second time to 
win his string of the triple jump (the other being won by Cpl 'Fez' 
Newall) and run a storming leg in the 4 x lOOm. 

Outstanding, if expected, performances were given by Sig Clarence 
Callender in the sprints and Sgt Neil Killen in the throws. However, 
perhaps the most creditable performances came from those young 
members of the team whose first major competition this was. These 
included a second place by Cpl 'Soli' Solomons in the l IOm hurdles 
and a personal best in the hammer by Sig 'Flub' Harvey of nearly 
38m. 

Despite the narrow defeat, the team, supported by nearly 200 
members of t'he Regiment who had travelled from York, gave its all 
to produce a memorable competition. In the end the team took the 
most 'silver' winning the Prince Cup for the best track team, the 
runners-up cup and the l,500m team trophy, the Carrington Cup, 
taken by Sig Mark Vile and LCpl Pete Freeman who came second and 
third in the combined team race, both running well below four 
minutes. 

For a first serious attempt at the Championship the team did 
remarkably well and will be back to win next year. 
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Sig Callender, British international, who competed at the 
Commonwealth Games, on his way to w inning the 1 OOm 

Cpl Thomas, runner up in the Army 1 O,OOOm and an Army team 
member at 5,000m 

Cpl Dobson accepts the Prince Cup for ~he b~st team at track 
events in the Army Champ1onsh1ps 
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Cpl Lawrence in the 3 ,000 steeplechase 

Sig Callender winning the 200m with Sig Henry on the extreme 
left 

Photo by Paul R. G. Haley, Soldier Magazine 

Sig Henry in full flight on his way to winning the 200m 

LCpl Pete Freeman is awarded the Carrington C.up by Maj Gen 
Goodman, Chairman of Army athletics 
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CRICKET 

RO\ AL IG"IALS v RMA ANDHURST 
Played at RMA andhurst on 28 May 

The Corp won the to sand put RMA Sandhurst into bat on a good 
wicket on an overca t, windy day. After a poor tart, RMA 

andhur t, who were 30-3 recovered to reach 79- 3. Thi ' as after 
a good opening pell by Cpl H. Glean . The Captain and W02 Dave 
Taylor, broke through to reduce Sandhurst LO 80-6 but the 
Sandhur t tail wa able to wag vigorou ly and reached 156 all out. Cpl 
H. Glean bowled particularly well to end wiili 4-42. The fielding wa 
good and the catching held up well . Cpl Dean Richard on , kept wicket 
well . 

In reply the Corps started badly against good bowling and lost 2 
wi kets for 23. The middle order then collapsed looking for runs and 
we were reduced to 72-8. However, the wise old heads of Col 
Stephen Carr-Smith, and WOI Frank Dempster, batted out time and 
the Corps ended with J05-8. 

R 1A Sandhur t 
Cpl H. Glean 
W02 Dave Taylor 
Royal Signals 
Match Drawn 
The team consisted of: 
Col S. Carr-Smith 
Lt Col S. A. Coltman (Captain) 
Maj I. Griffiths 
WOI F. Dempster 
W02 D. Taylor 
SSgt B. Gro mith 

Sgt P. Knight 
Sgt I. Gilbert 
Cpl D. Bascombe 
Cpl H. Glean 
Cpl D. Richardson 

ROY AL SIGNALS v REME 
Played at Blandford on 29 May 

156 

105-8 

4-42 
3-36 

AAC Harrogate 
MOD Signals 32 
School of Signals 
MOD Signal 31 
AAC Harrogate 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
10 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 

The REME won the toss and elected to field. The wicket wa very 
slow and thus batting a difficult business. The weather was windy and 
overcast. The Corps got off to a slow start but steady batting by Sgt 
Ian Gilbert, who made 68, and Cpl Don Bascombe, who made 29 saw 
the Corps at 88-2 at lunch. The REME bowling was accurate but not 
penetrative at this stage. Food obviously worked wonders for the 
REME for the Corps batting subsided after lunch in the face of ome 
good bowling and were finally all ouc for 154. Ideally we needed 
another 30 runs or so. 

The REME had a very strong side, with three Army Players and, 
although the opening bowling was accurate, especially Cpl H. Glean, 
the REME slowly got on top . At tea they were 47-0 and the opening 
pair went on to complete a stand of 79. Cpl Don Bascombe broke 
through and took five quick wickets and the REME went LO J07-5. 
However, the Army bat, Woolnough made 46 not out and saw his 
team to victory with three overs remaining. The fielding was quite 
good but the luck was not with the Corps and the REME won a well
deserved victory. 

R Signals 
Sgt I. Gilbert 
REME 
Cpl D. Bascombe 
REME won by five wickets 
The team consisted of: 
Lt Col S. A. Coltman (Captain) 
Maj I. Griffiths 
WOI B. Balding 
W02 D. Taylor 

gt B. Grossmith 
Sgt P. Knight 
gt I. Gilbert 

Cpl A. Hartley 
Cpl D. Bascombe 
Cpl H. Glean 
Cpl A. Moye 
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154 

158-5 
68 

5-45 

MOD Signals 32 
School of Signals 
RMA Sandhur t 
AAC Harrogate 
1 lnf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
JO Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

ROYAL SIGNAL v RAOC 
Played at Deepcut on 2 June 

The Royal ignal won the toss and put to RAOC in to bat in a fair 
day on a very slow and pongy wicket. In fact the wicket was wor~e 
than it looked (being a non maintainerl wicket) a nd the RAOC 
struggled to reach 57 all out by j u t a fter lunch . Much credit hould 
go to a fine bowling pell by WOl Bill Balding who took 7-33 in 17 
over . The RAOC were unable to come to terms with his bowling He 
wa well supported by Cpl Alan Barnett . 

After lunch , the Corps proceeded to knock off the run for the lo'~ 
of four wickets to win comfortably by six wickets . It mu t be aid that 
it is a great pity when wickets deteriorate a this one did . Corps cricket 
i an e sential bridge to higher quality cricket and a young player 
cannot develop properly unless he ha a reasonable surface to p lay on. 

RAOC 
WOI B. Balding 
Royal Signal 
Royal Signals won by ix wicket . 
The Corps team was: 
Maj I. Griffith (Captain) 
WOI B. Balding 
W02 D. Taylor 
SSgt B. Gro mith 
Sgt I. Gilbert 
Cpl H. Glean 
Cpl Collins 
Cpl A. Hartley 
Cpl A. Barnett 
Sig P. Goodhand 
Sig M. Taylor 

ROYAL IGNALS V ACC 
Played at Alder hot on 4 June 

57 

59- 4 
7- 33 

School of Signa ls 
RMA Sa ndhurst 
AAC Harrogate 
2 In f Div HQ and Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
30 ig Regt 
School of Signal 

Royal Signals won the LOS and elected to bat on a slow wicket on 
quite a nice day. The ACC bowled steadily and kept a good length . 
Only Cpl Paul Collins who made 38 scored over 20 but by lunch the 
Corps was 86-5. A fter lunch all the batsmen contributed doub le 
figures and the Corps ended on 148 all out. 

The ACC started steadily and by tea looked LO be well placed at 
40-1. However, a cup of tea inspired Cpl H. Glean who demolished 
our opponents tak ing ix wickets for 22 runs and the ACC subsided 
LO 59 all out. He was well supported by Cpl Don Bascombe who took 
two wickets for no runs. 
Royal Signals 
Cpl P . Collins 
ACC 
Cpl H. Glean 
Royal Signals won by 89 run 
The team was: 
Maj I. Griffiths (Captain) 
SSgt B. Gro mith 
SSgt P. Knight 
Sgt I. Gilbert 
Sgt J . impson 
Cpl D. Bascombe 
Cpl P. Collins 
Cpl A . Barnett 
Cpl A. Hartley 
Cpl H. Glean 
Sig P. Goodhand 

CORP CRICKET 
ROYAL SIGNALS V RCT 
Played at Blandford on 17 June 

148 
38 

59 
6-22 

School of Signals 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
School o f Signals 
30 Sig Regt 
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
30 Sig Regt 
IO Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

The Corps won the toss and elected to field on a warm, but initially 
overcast day. The decision seemed to have paid off as Cpl H. Glean 
bowled with grtat accuracy and penetration and took the first three 
wickets for 11 runs and the RCT were 18 for 3. However, they are a 
very strong side, and recovered thanks to a fine 81 by Gill, a 
Combined Services Bat man, who played a chanceless innings. He was 
well supported by first Harris (19} and then Sattar who made 75 not 
out. The wickets got easier and easier and the RCT then accelerated 
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to a position to declare at 263- 8 wickets at 3.33 pm. The Corps 
ground fieldi ng was a little slapdash and some chances went begging. 
Only Cpl H. Gl~an (~75) a!ld WOl Bill Balding bowled accurately. 

The Corps bemg lett 84 minutes and 20 overs to get the runs. The 
Corps then had 50 mi nutes batti ng before tea and Sgt Ian Gilbert (10 
Sig Regt) and S gt Pete Knight got the off to a good start and at 50-1 
after 30 minutes batting we were well up with the clock. 

Then the o pening pa ir were split with SSgt Knight being out for 28 . 
WOI Frank Dempster sta rted well but unfortunately was well caught. 
The batting then collapsed and we found ourselves a t 53-5. T he 
Corps then concentrated on remaining at the crease and Cpl Alan 
Barnett , who made 20, and the Skipper who made 34, proceeded to 
frustrate the RCT bowlers who were bowling well . T hese two carried 
the score to 111 when both were out but SSgt Dave Gunn who made 
38 not out and WOl Bill Balding held off the RCT and the Corps 
ended with 164-7. 

RCT 
CfJ i H. Glean (10 Sig Regt) 
Royal Signals 

Sgt D. Gunn (School of Signals) 

263-8 Declared 
4-75 

164-7 

Lt Col S. A. Coltman (MO D Signals 32) 
Match Drawn 

38no 
34 

The team was: 
Lt Col S. A. Coltman 
WOI F. Dempster 
WOI B. Balding 
SSgt P. Knight 
SSgt D. Gunn 
Sgt I. Gilbert 
Cpl H. Glean 
Cpl D. Bascombe 
Cpl A. Barnett 
Cpl A. Hartley 
Sig P. Goodhand 

MOD Signa ls 32 
MOD Signals 31 
RMA Sandhurst 
30 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
JO Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
I Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
30 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 

SHOOTING 

ROYAL SIGNALS SKILL AT ARMS MEETING 
Report by Capt I. R. C. Brown 

As in previous years the Corps SAM was held at Bulford and 
Perham Down ranges 20-27 June in conjunction with the RA SAM 
and this year the RPC SAM. Although a combined meeting, each 
Corps maintains its own results and awards its own Corps trophies 
and prizes for each match. 

This year we had six major units from Hong Kong, BAOR and UK 
and eight minor units from BAOR and UK including three from NI 
competing for the unit championships. This made a total of 93 
competitors, which is close to our maximum capacity of 100. Exercises 
and other commitments had forced four major and one minor units 
to drop out prior to the start which alleviated the need to restrict 
entries . 

The SAM started briskly with Queen' s Gurkha Signals taking the 
major unit championship leaving I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt and 
16 Sig Regt fighting it out for second place. The minor unit 
championship was much closer with 233 Sig Sqn, 201 Sig Sqn and 39 
Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn as leaders. The week started slowly with 
individual matches for the competitors and somewhat faster for the 
stats who had three matches each day to enter on their Apple 2e 
computers. The sun shone at times, the wind blew at times and the 
rain fell on occasions, but all in all weather conditions were kind to 
the firers. 

After the individual matches were over the team matches began and 
one of the first to be faced was the new format Para Cup. This match 
involves eight men, two machine guns, five riflemen and a Section 
Comd who run/ walk two miles wearing full kit in 18 minutes 
fottow~d by a section attack down the range from the six boom points 
engaging differing targets at various distances with LMG ~d SLR. 
They don respirators prior to running the final lOOm and agam engage 
the enemy. This match is shot only by major units and was won 
convincingly by the Queen's Gurkha Signa:1s with a score . of 414 
points, other scores ranged downwards to mmus ( - ) 234 pomts (by 
a gunner team!). 

Back in the results tent it was becoming obvious that the Gurkhas 
were going to make a clean sweep of the major ll!lit .trophies, while 
the minor unit trophies were being more evenly d1stnbuted . 

The last day finally arrived and the top 20 rifle shots fought for the 
Roberts Cup allowing the secretary to complete his prize list. Next 
followed the spectator event, the prelims of the Fallin.g Plate 
Competition and we welcomed Brig I. R. D. Shapter President of 
Corps Shooting, Brig F. R. Maynard DSOinC, Col ?· E .. A. 
Chaddock and Col B. J. Austin, CO 8 Sig Regt as our semor officer 
guests. After an excellent lunch prepared by RSA Lar~hil~ th~ final 
runs of the Falling Plate Competition were shot culmmat~ng m the 
now annual inter-corps shootout-unfortunately QG Signal -A 
team representing the Corps were narrowly beaten by the RPC team. 

Finally as with all sporting events the teams par~ded for the 
presentation of Corps SAM medals and match trophies. We were 
honoured to have Maj Geoff ExelJ present his own trophy 'The. Exell 
Trophy' to Capt Jerry Peck of I ADSR as the top. Ro_Yal S.1gnals 
Officer. Maj Exell , having been a Corps shot of d1stmc11on himself 
and Captain of Corps Shooting for many years, ·spoke of the 
enjoyment shooting had given him and wished success to a:11. 'shooter~· 
whether at RSSAM, Bisley or in Regimental competluons. Bng 
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Shapter presented the other trophies and congratulated 233 Sig Sqn on 
winning the Minor Unit Championship and Queen's Gurkha Signals 
on their convincing win in the Major Unit Championship. A final 
word of thanks must go to Lt Col (QM) Mark Wilson for his sterling 
efforts in collecting, repairing and cleaning the shooting silverware. 

The prize list reads as follows: 

MATCH WI ERS 
Match 2-Roupell 

A Class 
B Class 

Match 3-Whitehead 

A Class 
B Class 

Match 4-Association 

A Class 
B Class 

Match 6-Whittaker 
A Class 
B Class 

Match 7-Roberts 
A Class 
B Class 

Match 9-Jnd SMG Match 
A Class 
B Class 

Match 25126-SMG Team 
Match IOI-Target Rifle 

Winner 
Runner Up 

Match I I-Pistol 
Winner 
Runner Up 

Match 3 I /32-Section 
Match 33/ 34-Team Snap 
Match 29/30-LMG 

Match 27/80-Para Cup 

MAJOR 
QG Signals 
Cpl Sherwin 206 Sig Sqn 
Sig Yamkumar QG Signals 
QG Signals 

gt Krishna QG Signals 
Sig irmal QG Signals 
QG Signals 

Capt Lilbabadur QG Signals 
Sig Yamkumar QG Signals 
QG Signals 
Cpl avindrabikram QG Signals 
Sig Mather 16 Sig Regt 

Cpl avindrabikram QG Signals 
Sig irmal QG Signals 

Cpl avindrabikram QG Signals 
Sig Yamkumar QG Signals 
QG Signals 

Capt R. C. Briant 210 Sig Sqn 
SSgt (YofS) UJlyward 
I lnf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

ig Harris I ADSR 
Sgt Shyamkumar QG Signals 
QG Signals 
QG Signals 
QG Signals 

QG Signals 

Match 37-Falling Plates QG Signal 
Major Unit Championship QG Signals 
Minor Unit Championship 233 Sig Sqn 

INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIO SHIPS 
Rifle Matches 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 

MJ OR 
233 Sig Sqn 

233 Sig Sqn/ 
39 lnf Bde HQ 
and Sig Sqn 

39 Inf Bde 
HQ and Sig 
Sqn 

201 Sig Sqn 

233 Sig Sqn 

201 Sig Sqn 
2t0 Sig Sqn 
8 Inf Bde HQ 
and Sig Sqn 
39 Inf Bde HQ 
and Sig Sqn 

Best Any Class RSRAChampionShotCup-SigYamkumarQGSignals 
Best B Class President's Cup- ig Yamkumar QG Signals 
Best R Signals Officer Exel! Trophy-Capt J . Peck I ADSR 
Best Young Officer 2Lt Makepeace 249 Sig Sqn 
Best Young Soldier ig arhang QG Signals 
Best on R Signals Cpl Rb RPC 201 Sig Sqn 

Best R Signals in Matches 2, 3, 4 and 6 
Queen's Gurkha Signals Trophy-W02 (FofS) Provart 

Champion at Arms-The Goulding Bowl-Cpl Navindrabikram QG Signals 

Aggregate score in matches 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9-826. 
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The ROYAL SIGNALS TANKARD and FLASK 

£15.90 

Capacity 8 fl. ozs. 

i/..J 
I' 

£36.50 

Weight approx 500 gms 
Height 5 inches 
Capacity one pint 

A tribute in pewter to all Past and Present Members of the Royal Signals. Approved by 

t------..-------i* Regimental Headquarters, a royalty will be paid to Corps Funds for each tankard and flask sold. 

Magnificent heavyweight, handmade 
English pewter tankard built to the 
famous pattern of the 18th Century 
'King's Shilling Tankard' with a glass 
bottom, an elegant Georgian handle and 
a gleaming silver-polished finish. Bearing 
as its centrepiece, in high relief, the badge 
of the Royal Signals surmounted with the 
full title of the Corps. And a handsome 
hand crafted hip flask with badge, both 
making very distinctive gifts, which will 
be greatly admired. 

•Prices for UK include VAT and P & P; for overseas 
excluding VAT but cover extra P & P costs. 
Please allow 28 days for despatch. 
All overseas parcels sent by airmail where possible. 

ORDER FORM 

From 

Address 

Please send me: 

__ Royal Signals Tankard @ £36.50 each 

__ Royal Signals Hip Flask @ £15.90 each 

I enclose my cheque made payable to 
GRYPHON TRADING for 

Date -------- Signed 

£ 

£ 

£ 

To: GRYPHON TRADING, BELL HOUSE, GRANTLEY, RIPON, N. YORKS. HG4 3PJ 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES, 
PO BOX 4, FARNBOROUGli. HAMPSHIRE. '3U14 7LR. TEL 0262 615891 

Naali 
• 1saname 

that means a 
great deal! 

Naafi is ... a new colour TV ... 
an advanced VCR ... the latest hi-fi ... 
a labour saving appliance .. . 
a gift for a special occasion .. . 
new sports clothing or a 
quality piece of sports equipment. .. 
with a budget account scheme to 
increase your purchasing power. 

Naafi is ... car sales ... 
finance for a new car 
or caravan ... motor insurance ... 
life assurance ... house purchase ... _ _u..~.__....__!":-- savings plans ... household and 
personal insurance ... holiday 
and travel insurance. 

In addition to the day to day advantages of shopping at Naafi: . · · ·• 
there's a great deal the Naafi customer can count on, so do~ t hesitate 
to ask your Naafi shop manager for details ?f the ma_ny services 
available. He will be pleased to give you written details of 
all finance facilities. 

LONDON S.E.11 sax 
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters 
The following items are available from the Association 

Any telephone enquiries to Millbank Military (STD (01) 834 9060) 
Ext 245. 

' Jimmy' in bronze. Height 11 Y2" including plinth . 
Produced by P.eter Hicks for the Association 

Royal Signals stick pin , for ladies wear. 
9 carat gold with spring safety stud. 

Sterling silver with spring safety stud. 
Complete in presentation case . 

Corps table mats (set of six} . .. 

Corps table mat (large) 15" by 11 Y," 

Corps cocktail mats (set of six} 

Corps wall plaque (scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals' or blank) . .. 

Corps cuff links (revised pattern) 

Framed, illuminated Corps badge 4 Y2" x 4 Y, • 

Blazer badge 

Crested glass ash trays 

Corps ties - terylene 3 Y," 

Car badge - square, acrylic . . . 

Key ring, metal disc with enamelled Corps badge, leather tag ... 

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold 

Corps transfers - large ( 1 O" x 7 Y, "} 

medium (7Y," x 5Y, " ) 

Identity card holder .. . 

Blazer buttons-large 

small 

Association lapel badge (new pattern, members only) 

Vinyl 'coasters' whh Corps Crest (set of six} 

Corps crest on foil. Framed and glazed 

Watch straps, (Corps coloured) nylon 

Corkscrew/Bottle opener, novelty, hard plastic handle, marked 'Royal Signa ls' . . . 

Teatowels (Royal Signals} 

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING 

Cheques payable to:- 'Royal Signals Association' please 

Overseas 

£ 

39 .00 

42.50 

8 .60 

20.00 

6 .30 

6.50 

11.00 

4. 60 

1 .8 5 

5. 10 

1.80 

3 .10 

3 .40 

1. 25 

3 .20 

0 .85 

0.80 

0 .75 

0 .25 

1. 20 

1.1 5 

0.40 

1.45 

5 .00 

1 .25 

0 .85 

2 .00 

UK 

£ 

43.70 

48.0 0 

9 .5o · 

23.00 

7 .15 

7.40 

12 .50 

5.00 

2.00 

5.85 

2 .00 

3 .50 

3 .75 

1 .40 

3.60 

0 .90 

0 .85 

0 .80 

0 .30 

1.40 

1.30 

0.45 
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5 .65 

1.40 

1.00 
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• Go further by making 
the world smaller 

Every year, Cable and Wireless are making the world a smaller place, as we 
establish stronger and more sophisticated lines of communicatio.n between nation 
and nation and between island and mainland. 
If you are about to leave the Services and are keen to move into an environment 
that has been first choice for hundreds of your colleagues in recent years, 
contact us. Especially if you have several years' maintenance and installation 
experience in one or more of the following disciplines: 
• HFNHF Radio •Broadband Radio/line Systems • Voice Grade Line 
Communications • Data/Digital Transmission Systems. 
Qualifications should be up to C~G Full Tech or the Forces equivalent. 
We'll be pleased to tell you about renewable contracts overseas, with tax-free 
salaries, generous leave, terminal gratuity and paid travel in return for sending 
details of your service career to our Recruitment Manager, Ref: FA/W, Cable and 
Wireless pie., Mercury House, Theobalds Road, London WC1X8RX. 
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Do a little 
llamewarlf lletare 

you go 'flame' 
{Q WHICH CAR FERRY GIVES 

FORCES DISCOUNTS 
EVERY TRIP 

Townsend Thoresen gives discounts 
for passengers on every trip and 
reductions for cars, motorised 
caravans and motor cycles on most 
sailings. 

fl/ WHO HAS THE BEST 
ROUTES FOR YOU 
Townsend Thoresen has the 

right routes and plenty of sailings. 
Choose easy access from Germany 
via Zeebrugge to Felixstowe or 
Dover. Ostend to Dover. Or go for 
speed via Calais - Dover. 

{Q WHICH IS THE FASTEST 
FERRY HOME 
It takes just 7 5 minutes on 

the record-breaking Blue 
Riband fleet between Calais 
and Dover. 

Q WHO HAS THE BEST 
SHORT BREAK BARGAINS 
Check out the great savings 

to be made on our 60 hour and 5 
Day Mini-Tours. 

Q WHERE CAN YOU FIND 
ALL THE ANSWERS TO 
GETTING HOME 

Townsend Thoresen Forces Fares 
and Timetables are available 
now. Ask your Travel Agent or 
Town send Thoresen, 
Craf-Adolf-Strasse 41, 
4000 Dusseldorf 1. 

TOWNSEND~ 
THORESEN._ 

THE ASSOCIATIOr~ OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES. 
PO BOX 4, FARNBOROUGH, HAMPSHIRE. GU14 7LR. TEL 0252 16891 

NATIONAL SAVINGS-FOR A 
WIDER INVESTMENT CHOICE 

There are many National Savings 
products to choose from, each one 
answering a different need. 

Which is the one for you? 

FIXED-INTEREST CERTIFICATES. 
A lump-sum investment that gives a 
guaranteed tax-free return over five years. 
Buy them from your bank or post office. 

INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES. 
A tax-free investment with full protection 
against inflation -plus Extra Interest Buy 
them from your bank or post office. 

YEARLY PLAN. A scheme offering 
regular savers a high rate of tax-free interest 
guaranteed over five years. Application 
forms at post offices. 

INCOME BONDS.Aregularmonthly 
income at a highly competitive rate. Interest 
is paid gross without tax being deducted. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INDEXED-INCOME BONDS. 
For an inflation-proof monthly income. 
Application forms at post offices. 

INVESTMENT ACCOUNT. 
Competitive interest with n? tax deducted 
at source. Especially benefictal to non-tax 
payers. From post offices. 

DEPOSIT BONDS. A premium rate 
of interest on a lump sum inves~ent. Best 
for longer term sav~gs. Interest 1s earned 
gross without tax bemg deducted"at source. 
From your post office. 

ORDINARY ACCOUNT. Immediate 
access to money at over 20,0~ post offices. 
Two levels of interest according to when 

11186 Printed in Great Britain 

and how much you invest - with the fll'St 
£70 of interest tax free. 

PREMIUM BONDS. A chance to win 
a fortune - over 155,000 prizes a month
with no risk oflosing your stake money. 
Application forms at banks and post 
offices. 

NATIONAL SAVINGS STOCK 
REGISTER (NSSR). The easy way to buy_ 
Government Stock ('Gilts'). The interest 1s 
paid gross without tax being deducted at 
source. Details from post offices. 

FIND OUT MORE. Leaflets on all 
these schemes are available at post offices. 
If you prefer to phone, ring 0800100 100 
(free) any time or send the coupon ..-~--f.-~_.., 
to: National Savings, FREEPOST 
4335, Bristol BSl 3YX. NATIONAL 

SAVINGS 

-----
G1ease send me details of (tick box) 
I 0 SAVINGS CERTIFICATES 
I 0 INDEX-LINKED CERTIFICATES 
I D YEARLY PLAN 
I D INCOME BONDS 

I 0 INDEXED-INCOME BONDS 
OINVESTMENTACCOUNT 

I D DEPOSIT BONDS 
j · 0 ORDINARY ACCOUNT 

I 0 PREMIUM BONDS 
I D STOCK REGISTER 

I MR/MRS/MISS 
.BLOCK CAPIT.\l.Sl 

I ADDRESS 

I 
I POSTCODE 

CSC11 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES 
PO BOX 4, FARNBOROUGH, HAMPSHIRE, GU14 7LR. TEL 0252 616891 

The style is 
Vintage hut not 
the price 

supplies 

contact your 

nearest NAAFI. 

Deliciously Different 

I 
Amontillado Sherry 

SUPPLH.~ENT No. 1-PAGE TWO 

~. (fl. Levene £td 

5 Thurloe Place, London, SW7 2RR 
(facing Victoria and Albert Museum) 

Telephone (OJ) 589 3755 & 3785 

We stock a large range of 
silverware for the mess 
and for presentation. 

Estimates to make 
handmade models in 
silver or bronze of military 
personnel, or any item of 
equipment, will be given 
on request. 

Illustrations show a model of a paratrooper and a Chieftain tank recently made to commission. 

Printed in Great Britain 
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All correspondence and 
matter for publication in 
The Wire should be 
addressed to The Wire 
Royal Signals Association, 
56 Regency Street. 
London SW1 P 4AD. 
Tel No: Millbank Mil Ext 246 
STD 01 -834 9060. 
Ask operator for extension . 
Matter for publication must be 
received by the 12th of the 
month preceding publication. 

The }Wire 
'-X"'!~~~ 

Subscription rates 
1987 {81-monthlyl 

!Jan, Mar, May, 
July, Sept, and Novi 

Individual: Yearly £4.20, 
Bi-monthly 70p, 

Bulk tflve or more copies) 
Yearly £3.60; Bi-monthly 60p 

Remittances should be made payable to. 
Royal Signals Corps Fund 

Editor Lt Col K. E. P. Andrews MBE 
Assistant Editor Mrs M. A. Riggs 

NORTHERN IRELAND AW ARDS 

We warmly congratulate those named below, whose awards and mentions were announced during ovember, for service 
in Northern Ireland. 

MBE 
Capt (Tfc (R)) D. D. Smith 

W02 G. J. Crofts 

ME TION IN DESPATCHES 
Lt Col M. R. Stephenson 

Maj J. E. F. Kirby 
W02 J. F. Hanifin 

A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM 
THE MASTER OF SIGNALS 

How quickly the seasons come and go; here we are at Christmas and the New Year. It 
is a good time to savour the happy and successful moments of the past year and to think 
about the lessons it has taught us , so that we may know how to avoid the pitfalls in 1he 
year to come. My wife and l wish all in the family of our Corps, past and present, a very 
jolly Christmas and every happiness and good fortune in the year ahead. 

AND THE SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF 
1986 has been another memorable year for Royal Signals. Bo1h a1 work and in the 

sporting field we have faced some stiff challenges and have met them with the courage and 
determination which brings success. There is much still to do, and the formidable problems 
which face us will not go away in I987 . Most of these problems concern the long term 
future of the Corps: the trade structure, the over-commi1ment from which we all suffer, 
the limitations of financial resources within the Defence budget which prevent us 
developing the best communication solutions-all the e will continue to absorb us in the 
coming year·. But there i much about which we can be cheerful, and I am always 
encouraged, as I visit members of the Corps around the world, by the spirited way fo which 
all ranks are overcoming difficulties and maintaining the high reputation of our Corps. 
During the past year I have visited units, both Regular and TA, in Northern Ireland, and 
Falklands, Cyprus, Hong Kong, BAOR, Berlin, Italy, Ascension Island and throughout the 
United Kingdom mainland and I have been greeted with an unfailing hospitality and 
cheerfulness which has greatly impressed me. My wife, who has been able to accompany 
me on many of my visits, joins me in sending our best wishes for Christmas and the New 
Year to all ranks of the erving Corp and their families, and equally to all those members 
of the retired Corps and their families on whose interest and support we so depend. 

Finally, I hould add that on behalf of the Corps I am in touch with out affiliated Corps in other countrie at this festive 
season. A strong bond exi t between u , which we all value. During the year we have had the pleasure of receiving visi1s from 
my opposite number in the United States, Pakistan and Switzerland, and I have been fortunate enough to visit the Indian 
Signal Officer-in-Chief for the 75th Anniver ary celebrations of his Corps. And there ha been regular contact with other 
affiliated Corps, particularly those of the Commonwealth. On your behalf we have sent them all our seasonal greetings. 

OUR COVER PICTURE - lceland - Geysir' s little brother Strokkur spouting. (See report on p543) 
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- From our "In" Tray --: 

ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE HARROGATE FOOTBALL SUCCESSES 

Penney quadron football team cored a unique double in the 
1985/ 6 season by winning the Army FA Youth Challenge Cup and 

the Army Apprentices Cup (see AAC Harrogate unit notes for a full 
report). 

Rear Rank fl to RJ: Sgt R. C. Thomas (Manager Coach). AT R. G. Forster, JL R. Weatherall , Cpl M. M. Cheetham, Sig M. D. Reeves, AT 
S. P. Bartliff, AT A. Burton, LCpl P. Storey, Cpl M. Easterbrook, LCpl S. A. Thomas, AT L. B. Topham, AT J. B. Sands 

Front Rank (l to RJ: AT N. L. Pearce, AT Cpl R. Stafford, AT Cpl C.R. Shrives (Army Youth Footballer of the Year). At Sgt S. G. Welsh, 
Maj D. R. Bannister, AT LCpl S . Prendergast, AT LCpl S. B. Keenan, AT RSM A. Ironside, ATP. M. Longmuir 

BEAUFIGHTER TROOP AT THE ROYAL TOURNAMENT 
A report by Capt Vivian Thatcher 

This Summer Beaufighter Troop of our Junior Squadron was 
selected to provide the Arena Party for the Royal Tournament. We 
persuaded one of their number to reflect on his time at Earls Court. 

'You have been selected from a cast of thousands to provide the 
Arena Party.' 

'Oh!, what do they do?' . 
'Move things about; you know, scenery and things'. 
'I see'. 

538 

So, thoroughly briefed, the intrepid Beaufighter Troop boldly went 
where no Royal Signals soldiers had gone before. 

We duly arrived at Earls Court on American Independence day. 
Having left the main body on the bus the recce party moved in; their 
parting words 'we'll be back in IO minutes'. After all, the QC had 
been there before (what he neglected to tell them was he was 12 at the 
time and it was to visit the boat show . . . ). Ninety minutes later they 
returned. 'Unload the bus' screamed the Troop Sergeant Andy 
Trivett. Ironing boards, the odd sword, best boots, etc, etc, soon 
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f:>rmed a mountain by the main entrance. With one muscular heave 
J Sig Palmer picked up his kit, ' ls it far Sergeant'. 'Two minutes 
walk'-30 minutes later they arrived (it all sounded too obvious when 
the RQMS gave us direction ). 'Where do we sleep Sergeant? ' asked 
.JSig Brodigan 'Rooms 20 and 21a' replied the Troop Sergeant, 
pointi ng to a plasterboard partition with a piece of cotton sheet on top 
of it! The Troop entered another maze of corridors. Seventeen, 18, 19, 
22? 

'Sir, l can't find 20 and 21'. 
'Must be somewhere. Seventeen, 18, 19, 22. Um'. Fifteen minutes 

later: 30, 31, 20, 21, of course! We entered the palatial 
accommodation. Eighteen men and four wardrobes per room. Ten 
minutes later 10 wardrobes per room, one of the advantages of 
arriving first! 

Having settled in we then proceeded to learn the geography of Earls 
Court. We established base camp near the escalators and then 
marched North, bivvied overnight by 'Mr Greens' and then the 
following day scaled the . . . Yes, Earls Court is BIG! 

The next stop was to find out if all the 'scenery and things' had 
arrived . Having found the OIC's of each event the answer was 
obviously No. 

'Well it should have arrived by now, the 4 Tonner was behind us 
when we left the M 1' or 

'Yes, we parked the truck , er, now where did we park the truck?'. 
Eventually all the kit was unloaded and then came the interest ing 
part ... 

'Where do you want it?' 'Well, when we rehearsed we used a 
smaller space, so I suppose that could go there and perhaps that could 
go there, or maybe a little to the right . . . ' This was not unusual. 
Eventually all the events had worked out what they wanted and where 
it was to go and our job could really start, at 2230 hrs! Troops were 
detailed to tasks and we were in business, our first rehearsal. 

'No Werner, you go in after the tower!' as 14 stones of JSig Werner 
knocked everyone out of the way in his enthusiasm to be first in the 
arena, 'No Birkett, that half of the palace is upside down!', etc, etc. 
After a day and a half of rehearsals we were ready for the first 
rehearsal of the show itself. 

'On my signal; into the arena and get the Gurkha kit out as per 
instructions' . Pitch black and yet it went like clockwork, with one 
exception. Two sandbag gun emplacements, each requiring four men 
to lift them came out of the arena at about 50 mph, so far so good. 
Unfortunately the Queen's Colour Squadron, in their enthusiasm, had 
edged just that little bit too close to the arena doors. Bodies 
everywhere, just like skittles! 

After the initial period of frantic activity things settled down into 
a steady routine of about 16 hours a day. 

J u~t ·ren we werr all pdtting ourselves 011 the back and comment 
like 'The smell ot the crowd and the roar of the grea epaint' (or 
words to that effect) were being bandied about, it was back to quare 
one. The equestrian e\ents had started. The problem: 12 fences, each 
fence comprising about eight pieces to be St't up in exact positions in 
zero minutes flat with 34 men. Add on timing gear, tart and finish 
signs and other bits and pieces and the magnitude of the problem 
becomes obvious. The solution: Panic! Then the smooth, well oiled 
military machine steps in. The result? More panic. 

'Right, who's the biggest? Pengelley, you'll be carrying that, that 
and that'. Pengelley shrinks from 6ft 4ins to 5ft under the weight of 
half a 'Rustic' fence. 'Sir, what's a 'Rustic fence'? 'Go away Dale and 
stop asking silly questions'. Once again, after hours of rehearsals the 
problem was solved. After a week of horses the Royal Tournament 
came to its close. The verdict? Hard work. Worthwhile? Yes, an 
experience that will never be forgotten. 

Finally, a round of applause to all the people who helped us at Earls 
Court, particularly the producer, (for being such a nice, easygoing, 
pleasant, kind, considerate, helpful person . . . Honest!) and a 
special thanks to Maj George 'My Tournament' Douglas, for his kind 
words, his support and his incredible patience. OIC Arena Party was 
Capt Viv Thatcher ably supported by Sgt Andy Trivett and Cpls 
Ritchie Arundel, Alan Livermore and Chris Martin but the real stars 
of the party were Beaufighter Troop themselves. 

JSig Palmer and friends at the Royal Tournament 

TRAFFIC OFFICERS' DINNER HO MESS 7 OCTOBER 1986 

Back Row: Capts Naylor, Papworth, Donnelly, Pratt WRAC, Mclaren, Rix, Rattray, Badger 
Centre Row: 'Capts Castle, Isherwood, Meehan, Nichols, Mcloughlin, Sleightholm, Letori 

Front Row: Majs Cheeseman, Ross, Abbis, Col Webb, Lt Col French, SOinC, Lt Cols Beasley, Waumsley, CoLBoper, Majs Ferguson, 
' Tunmore 
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BRIG DIER P. R. DA\ I 
Brig P. R. Davie • Deputy Commandant taff College ha been 

appointed Colonel The King' Regiment with effecl from 26 July and 
\\;u have an audience with the Colonel-in-Chief of the Regiment , Her 
Majesty Queen EliZllbeth The Queen Mother on 11 November . This 
appointment of an officer from the Corps as Colonel of an Infantry 
Regiment i probably unique. 

Readers will probably recollecl that Brig Davies has been elecLed 
for promotion to Major General and is to Lake up the appointment of 
Commander Communications BAOR in the autumn of 1987. 

FROM THE BUSH TO A CEREMONIAL PARADE 
Report by WOI (Supvr R) M. E. Ford R Signals 

Currendy I enjoy be.ing the British Exchange Warrant Officer with 
7 Sig Regt, located at Cabarlab, Queensland, Australia. The last rwo 
months have been a hectic time for the 'Resident Porn' here down 
under. Recent activities include: 

EXERCISE DREAMT/ME 86 
On 19 July I was attached to 72 EW Sqn for Ex DT86. 72 EW Sqn 

is a field force unil and ilS role is to provide EW support to a division 
in war. The Dreamtime series is held biannually and is a long range 
communications exercise. This year the Squadron deployed to the 
Cape York Peninsula, Queensland (the northern tip of Australia). 
Movement was by road, using Unimog and Landrover vehicles; air 
movement used Cl30 (Hecules) and CC08 (Caribou). It was a round 
trip of 6,000km (3,750 miles), the road party departed Carbarlah 19 
July and arrived in the exercise area, Bamaga on 25 July. The roads 
varied considerably from highways, co bitumen roads; very dusty 
tracks with deep corrugations to 'ma.ke your own tracks' . River 
crossings were experienced and negotiated successfully. 

Near the exercise area, the scenes can only be described as a tropical 
paradise, isolated islands, lush rain foresLS and beautiful sandy 
beaches. The temperature was 28-35C during the day, to a cool 16C 
in the evening. The local population were Thursday Islanders, who 
had settled in the area, and were very friendly. Public relations 
exercises involved the local schools, and games of Touch Football and 
Darts were played with the adults of the community. 

On rest periods, everyone had ample opportunity to visit local 
islands and the many ancient aboriginal dwellings. During our leisure 
time the main occupation was fishing; due co the presence of sharks, 
crocodiles and snakes we could not swim. 

The exercise passed by very quickly and many lessons were learned. 
After arriving back in Carbarlah, I discovered I had been volunteered 
for a ceremonial parade, so off went the cams and on went the No 6 
Dress. 
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FREEDOM OF THE CITY OF TOOWOOMBA
CEREMONIAL PARADE 

Afler many rehear al , 7 Sig Regt was ready to exercise its right to 
the freedom of the city of Toowoomba . The parades that had 
previously taken place were in 1983, 1978 and the original granting of 
the freedom of the city, on 12 May 1975. 

On Friday 29 August, al 0930 hrs, the Regiment proudly exercised 
its right, Lille, privilege, honour and distinction of marching through 
the streets of the city with swords drawn and bayonets fixed , 
accompanied by the band of the !st Military District. 

A total of 11 Officers and 175 soldiers took part, this included all 
three services, male and female , and a British exchange warrant 
officer. After the parade the Regiment and their families were 
cordially invited to the Toowoomba branch of the Returned 
Serviceman League (RSL) for a spot of refreshment. (The RSL is 
similar to the Royal British Legion). 

At the time of producing this article, I am preparing the dreaded 
MFO boxes for return to UK and my next posting, Comms and Sy Gp 
(UK). 

I will miss my Australian mates, 'Fair dinkum I will Cobber', but 
the experiences and memories I will cherish forever. 

Remember, Remember, to halt on the right foot - Aus drill 

RUGBY NEWS 
BIG CELEBIU TIONS AT WHITEHAVEN 

You may well be wondering what a Rugby League town like 
Whitehaven has gol to do with that hallowed game played in the 
Army. It just happens to be the home town of one of the Corps 
colourful and well known Rugby characters Capt Geordie 
Gainford-Russell to his friends! 

On Saturday 23 August rugby players, past and present, their wives 
and many old friends from all corners of the UK and N Ireland 
gathered at Whitehaven to celebrate with Geordie and Brenda on their 
25th Wedding Anniversary. 

It was a marvellous family occasion which went on until the small 
hours of Sunday morning and will be well remembered for a long time 
by all those who were there . 
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Over many years Geordie has given great service to rugby within the 
Corps by his leadership, d rive and tremendous enthusiasm for the 
game. He has inspired many a young player and welded together good 
teams, most notable of which was the 7 Sig Regt side which won the 
Army Cup in the 1984/ 85 season . Brenda too has played a very 
prominent role, washing strips, playing mother to the team and 
standing for countless hours on a freezing cold touch line giving 
support. 

They are both well loved throughout the rugby world and I am sure 
that many who were not present at the celebrations wish them 
continued happiness and may they stay in the game for some time yec 

The Ugly Bug Ball 
Back Row l-R: Cpl taff Kersell , ex W02 Alex Kubu, Cpl Paul 
Collins, Capt Fred Bancroft, ex Sgt Spence Martin, W01 (RSM) 
Jock Cairns, ex W02 Ron Block, ex Cpl Mel Wilson, Capt John 

Nichols, Capt Richard Blum, Cpl Phil Price, Cpl Chalky Atkins 
Front Row l -R: Col Peter Burke (not paying attention), Mr Nigel 
Heslop , Stephen Gainford, Capt Geordie Gainford, Phil Kitchen 
(RL coach at Whitehaven), ex Cpl Peter Lytollis, ex Sgt Seci Drika 

THI,' YEA '· AR 1Y CANOE SURF CHAMPIO ' SHIP~ 
This year the rmy Canoe urf Championship~ "'ere held at 

Saunton Sands, orth Devon over the weekend 10-12 October. 7 ig 
Regt' s Grim Reaper Canoe Club decided that they must defend the 
Open and Novice Team titles they had won in 1985 despite a hectic 
exercise schedule and being 300 miles from the nearest surf. 

After three weeks hard training under Sgt Jim Wilson the team were 
ready for the opposition. The three days of competit ion produced 
some excellent performances from all the competitors. Although 7 Sig 
Regt did not manage to produce the individual winner in the Open 
Slalom (CSgt Copperthwaite PWO), Open Ski (Sgt Sutherland (SEE)) 
and Novice Ski (Lt S. Jackson BEM) rhe depth of paddling enabled 
them to retain both the Open and Novice Team prizes as well as the 
best Open Individual (Vardey Bow) Cpl Hall and the Individual 
Novice Sig Irving. 

It was a fitting Swan Song for the team trainer Sgt Jim Wit on who 
is due co leave the Army after 22 years next week. 

The Team 
Back Row l to R: LCpls Parker, Hume, Sig Kean, Parkinson, 

Jones, LCpls Dickenson, Cooper, Arundal 
Front Row: Cpls Hawkins, Hall, Vincent, Sgt Wilson, Sig Jacobs, 

Irving , LCpl Ridges 

MERCURY'S CHALLENGE 

Ac 1400 hrs on Wednesday 9 July Cpl Andy Elliott and Cpl Phil 
Pett of 259 Sig Sqn accompanied by Flt Lt Chris Jackson of 12 SU 
RAF made Windsurfing history by completing the first ever windsurf 
along the 200 mile coastline of the Republic of Cyprus. It took five 
and a half days of sailing in difficult conditions, testing their skill, 
endurance and equipment to the full; this was Mercury's Challenge. 

During February the OC Maj Martyn Reid had asked for ideas to 
raise money for charity. Cpl Andy Elliott being a keen windsurfer 
suggested that it might be an idea to sail around Cyprus on a board! 

Once the OC gave the word the planning started. The route was 
confirmed and team selection finalised. Cpls Andy FJliott and Phil 
Pett, both experienced sailors and RYA Windsurfing Instructors, 
were the obvious choices and they were joined by Flt Lt Chris 
Jackson, the RYA Trainer for Cyprus. 16 Flt AAC helped out by 
flying two of the team along the coastline to check for any reefs or 
hazards that might be encountered on route. 10 Port Sqn RCT with 
The 'Michael Murphy VC' (patrol boat) agreed to provide safety 
cover for the team and escort them around the dangerous Akamas 
Peninsula on the first day and the Episkopi Water Sports Club agreed 
to provide cover for the rest of the journey with their surf rider 
inflatable. 

DAY ONE 
Day one of the marathon sail saw the team leave Episkopi at 0530 

hrs travelling in two Landrovers fully laden. By 0800 hrs all rigged up, 
the sailors set sail from Pakhyammos, north east of Polis. With only 
a light wind the sailors soon became becalmed in a mountainous swell 
four miles off Latchi. After bobbing up and down for hours waiting 
for wind two suffered bouts of sea sickness and fatigue began to set 
in; a nightmarish start. 

By mid afternoon the wind began to freshen, enabling the sailors to 
make good progress along the Akamas Peninsula and for a short time 
the winds gusted up to Force 7. After rounding the peninsula and as 
light began to fade the wind dropped and they made for a beach just 
south of lnvicta Camp having completed 35 miles. 
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DAY TWO 
Another 0800 hrs start and the team were slowly on their way south 

towards Lara with a light southerly wind. Past Cape Drepanum the 
wind began to die leaving the sailors riding the sickening swells into 
Corallia Bay, arriving there at 1400 hrs. After waiting two hours for 
wind they set off again but only managed to reach a beach jusl north 
of Paphos as the light began to fade, a most demoralising day with 
only 20 miles covered. Morale was boosted by the generous offer of 
an apartment for the sailors and back-up crew to stay in overnight. 

l-R: Cpl Phil Pett, Flt Lt Chris Jackson, Cpl Andy Elliott 
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DAY THREE 
Eager to make up ome extra miles for the pre ious day' low 

mileage che team were on the water ac 0700 hr to take advantage of 
a light breeze which wa blowing. Having covered no more than three 
quarters of a mile in almost an hour the wind died completely leaving 
the sailor drifting toward one of the many treacherous reefs along 
the Papho coasc. The afety boat was then kept busy towing the 
sailors back to the beach from which th-.y started . Two hours later 
they el off again, thi time having to b t upwind . The wind died 
again and changed direction to follow Lh <! sailor as they made their 
way to Aphrodite' Rock, it looked like being another disappointing 
day with only 20 miles covered. Fortunately the wind picked up 
in hore allowing the ai lor to reach Evdhimou as dusk descended. 
Wich 30 mile covered, spirits ro e. 

DAY FO R 
With a very light wind the sailors left Evdhimou at 0930 hrs, 

reaching TPMH Akrotiri by midday and Cape Gata an hour later. 
After a quick break at Buttons Bay they headed o ff across Akrotiri 
Bay to Limassol. The British East Mediterranean Relay Station Social 
Club and members of the Committee of the Theotokos Institute 
greeted everyone with a delicious meal of Kleftico and salad, and 
congratulated che team on passing the halfway point. With the wind 
till blowing they set sail again reaching a point five mi les west of Cape 

Zyyi having completed approximately 40 miles, an exhilarating day. 

DAY FIVE 
Anolher 0900 hrs start as the sailors conLinued on their way co Cape 

Kici where after a short break for lunch the wind freshened to Force 
4-5 across Lamaca Bay. They were welcomed at the Dhekelia Water 
Sports Club with coffee and sandwiches. With one sail torn, and the 
back-up crew landrover with the spare sails suffering a breakdown 
elsewhere, they were off again LO make use of the continuing wind , 
rounding Pyla poinc stopping overnight in the fishing village of 
Potamos. Fifty miles covered, the best day's sailing o far and the end 
very much in sight. 

DAY SIX 
As the fishing boats were returning the sailors left on Lhe last 20 mile 

leg of the journey with a following Light wind on flat water. After five 
days detached from civilisation it was decided that they and Lhe back
up crew needed a 'rest' at Ayia Napa before attempting to round Cape 
Greco . Once around the Cape the wind picked up considerably to 
Force 4-5, providing the sailors with a flying finish to Kartapinna, 
experiencing the best conditions so far. On the beach, to welcome the 
intrepid sailors, were a party from the Theotokos Institute who once 
again provided sustenance for the crews. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Thanks in any organised undertaking must be widely distributed. 

Throughout the event and during its' preparation many gave their 
encouragement and sponsorship, all of which was gratefully received. 
Mercury's Challenge was made possible largely because of the support 
given by our Squadron Commander. Thanks must go also to 12 SU 
RAF, 10 Port Sqn and 16 Flt AAC. The Joint Services back-up crew 
led by Flt Sgt John Marchant of 12 SU, comprised Mr Lance Cheek , 
(12 SU), Cpl Sean McFarlane, LCpl Pete Gruncell, Sig 'Shuggy' 
McCallum (259 Sig Sqn) and Andrew Hill whose fa ther works for the 
PSA. Communications were provided by 259 Sig Sqn with the control 
at Troodos co-ordinated by Sig Gary Bradshaw who kept BFBS in 
touch with progress throughout Mercury's Challenge. We also thank 
BFBS for their support and their many reports and interviews. Lastly, 
many thanks must go to 'Windsurfing Connection' , the Limassol 
Klepper dealer who loaned Klepper 370 boards with 5.9m sails, and 
to 'Vinta UK' who donated three 6.5m sails which were used 
throughout the journey. 

EPILOGUE 
At an informal ceremony in the Curium Palace Hotel Limassol a 

cheque for £2,500 was handed over to the Theotokos Institute for 
physically and mentally handicapped children. The Cyprus Press 
Corps turned up in force and treated the three sailors like local heroes. 
The occasion, hosted by the Rotary Club of Limassol, marked the 
completion of Ex Mercury's Challenge. 

In all, £4,000 was raised as a result of the expedition and the 
remaining £1,500 is to be paid to the Save The Children Fund whose 
President is our Colonel-in-Chief. 

Dr Americos Argyriou, President of the Rotary club thanked the 
sailors for all they had done and for their courageous effort to raise 
money for such deserving causes. 

:i'.ie team, led by Cpl Andy Elliott, can be pleased with such a 
bnlltantly planned and well thought out exercise which will 
undoubtedly pay enormous dividends in the fight to help those less 
fortunate than themselves. 
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Cpl Andy Elliott 

Cpl Phil Pett 
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TREKKING IN ICELAND 

Report by 2Lt S. J . Purser- 244 Sig Sqn 
At times it seemed as though the hardest part of Ex Alpha Trek 

would be getting to the location. It was dark o'clock on an August 
morning, one hour before departure of our RAF Hercules flight to 
Iceland and the Captain decided to leave us behind! He calculated that 
he could reduce weight by dropping us off, pray for a following breeze 
and cross 'the Pond' to Canada in one jump. The planning of the 
expedition had been fraught with difficulty for the past eight months, 
with dates changing several times to coincide with RAF flights, and 
it now looked as though it would all come to nothing. Not surprisingly 
our only 'blue' member of the expedition, Flt Lt Young, came in fo r 
some caustic comment. 

After some frantic telephoning, a change of airfields and parting 
with a cGnsiderable sum of money, the expedition got under way 
a few hours later in an Icelandair 727 from Heathrow. Fortunately 
Corps' funds had most generously provided for this contingency and 
paid for much of the air fare . The expedition was originally intended 
for members of Alpha Tp, 244 Sig Sqn but because of uncertainty of 
the dates, some members of the team changed . The group that finally 
departed were: Expedition Leader 2Lt Simon Purser, Cpl ' Geordie' 
Hall , Cpl 'Bins' Johnson, LCpl 'Jock' Adams and Sig Chris Mellors 
together with last minute replacements Flt L t Steve Young from the 
Squadron's parenL RAF unit, Tactical Communications Wing, and Lt 
Steve Tomoana Roy.al New Zealand Signals, who thought he was on 
Ex L ong L ook to see Britain! 

As our aircraft taxied out at Heathrow Cpl Hall and LCpl Adams 
discovered from their flight magazine that beer is banned in Iceland , 
but the exits were locked and there was no escape! We were delivered 
to the centre o f Reykjavik by the airport bus in the middle of another 
night and struggled across the city with our baggage to find our 
accommodation. The fo llowing day was spent buying fuel and 
provisions, visiting the Embassy and booking buses, and seeing 
something of the little capital which is smaller than many English 
provincial towns. 

T he next morning we left by bus for Gull foss, which is one o f the 
largest a nd most beautifu l waterfalls in Iceland . It derives its name of 
'Golden Falls' from the spectacular rainbows that fo rm in front of it 
and the weather that day showed it a t its best, for we had a clear blue 
sky and bright sunshine, a surprise and contrast to the dull grey 
England we had left behind . We moved on down the track to Geysir, 
(the 'geyser' after which a ll hot spouts are named). This is now 
dormant and erupts only with artificial assistance in the form of a 
half-hundred weight of detergent (to lower the surface tension of the 
water .) Strokkur , its little brother, is still active and at five to ten 
minute intervals spouts a column of water and steam high in the air . 
In addition to these two, there are numerous hot springs and pools 
gurgling away and we chose the spot to stop for lunch. We just had 
to scoop up a mug full of water to make a brew, and a few tins thrown 
in a pool were soon heated through and ready to eat. 

The sightseeing ceased that afternoon, for the aim of the expedition 
was to trek for six days across the remote Kjolur region of South West 
Iceland following the Jarlhetter volcanic ridge, and Geysir was our 
start point. It was planned to do it without any vehicle support so each 
member of the team carried an 80lb pack with rations for eight days 
plus tentage and equipmenc to survive in the sub zero temperatures 
that can occur in this region, even in summer . The team headed north 
and within half an hour had left behind the last farmhouse and a little 
chapel Lhat stands on a hill. The next permanent settlement was almost 
200km away on the Northern part of the Island . In between lay a vast 
barren highland area domin~ted by two huge glaciers, the Langjokull 
to the west and Hofjokell to the east. None of the mountains in 
Iceland are high by European standards, but the unpredictable 
weather makes an expedition there no light hearted matter. The Kjolur 
has no road through it, just a track that is used by the occasional four
wheel drive vehicle in summer and was a full days walking distance 
away from our planned route. 

We soon left behind the crystal clear streams and vegetation and 
were quickly into the barren lava fields . We camped Lhat night by a 
glacial river a few miles short of Hagavatn, the glacial lake that was 
our first destination. The view that evening was spectacular with 
Mount Hekla clearly visible some 50km away to the south, and Blafell 
to our north . After a late breakfast the next day, we followed the river 
up towards the lake but as the climb became steeper the river became 
a raging torrenc in a dangerous gully and we were forced to make a 
long detour. Unfortunately, our maps did not show such features 
clearly. The I :50 000 maps were old and inaccurate and the I :250 000 
were lacking in detail. This proved to be a problem throughout Lhe 
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expedit ion, particularly where the edges o f the glaciers were marked 
as these had changed their shape significantly. 

We stopped for lunch beside a footbridge that crossed the river 
where it flowed out o f the lake and plunged hundreds of feet down 
into the gully . The whole place was deserted, and silent except for the 
occasional rumble as a huge chunk of ice crashed off the edge of the 
glacier into the lake, which was dotted with ice-floes. We continued 
walking north eastwards along the Jarlhetter ridge with its lunar like 
landscape almost devoid of vegetation . The going was very difficult 
with patches of slushy snow alternating with soft sand and the jagged 
boulders of lava flows. That evening most of the team were nursing 
blistered feet and we were all glad to make camp under the lee of the 
glacier. 

'The Team' 
Left to Right: 2 Lt Simon Purser, Lt Steve Tomoana RNZ Sigs, Flt 
Lt Steve Young RAF, Cpl 'Geordie ' Hall, LCpl 'Jock' Adams, Sig 

Chris Mellors, Cpl Bob Johnson 

Gullfoss . . . 'The Golden Falls' 
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Da) three aw u approaching the end of the Jarlhetter, but LCpl 
dam feet were now in a bad way and while he walked they would 

not improve. We truck out for the track to our East and Lt Tomoana 
per uaded the fir t (and only) vehicle we saw to take LCpl Adams 
back to Gey ir . The driver was the first person we had seen for three 
day . That night we camped by the bridge that cros e the huge Hvita 
river whi h would otherwise have been an impas able obstacle. The 
following day's march was hard for we had to cover over 35km to 
reach our next water. A strong cold wind blew all day although it 
remained clear which made it more depressing as we could ee our 
de tination, still two day walk away. On day five we reached the 
Kerlinger Fjoll mountain and the end of our trek a proached. We 
had covered the distance quickly due to the excellent weather, for 
every day had been clear and sunny and we had no snow. With two 
day to wait for the overland weekly bus to take us back to 
civili ation, we made a base camp from which to explore the 
mountain . 

On our fir t day there, those whose feet were still in good shape 
trekked the 30km up to the spectacular hot springs in the mountain . 
The following day we set out to climb the highest peak in the range, 
Snaekollur. A rather primitive ski school operates near the mountain 
during summer. An overland bus brings in people once a week. They 
live in a number of steep-roofed huts that are buried in snow for seven 
months of ihe year and a Landrover engine drives a drag lift. We 
decided to rent skis for the day to speed our descent from the summit. 
Lt Tomoana stayed at the huts forging ew Zealand-Icelandic 
relation with the girls and nursing a bad foot while Sig Meltors and 
Cpl Johnson stayed by the lift perfecting their technique. Flt Lt 
Young, 2Lt Purser and Cpl Hall strapped the skis on their packs and 
started climbing up through the snow. In clear weather both the north 
and south coast of Iceland can be seen from the summit, but a strong 
breeze brought snow flurries and cloud round us. The last section was 
steep and Cpl HalJ waited here while we continued to the top. At the 
summit the cloud lifted and although we could not see the coast, 
mountains 200km away to the north were clearly visible, and the view 
was magnificent. We then had an exhilarating ski down crossing a 
number of small crevasses and snow field littered with boulders from 
rock slides above. 

We trekked out of the mountains the next day and caught our bus 
back to Reykjavik, picking up LCpl Adams on the way. He had spent 
five days in his tent at Geysir and was so bored he had re-read a guide 
book to Iceland nine times. We were able to depend on his 
encyclopaedic knowledge for the rest of the trip! His only highlight 
was a view of an erruption of Geysir as several sacks of detergent had 
been laid on for a visiting Irish trade delegation and he was able to 
witness this rare sight. The crowd tbat gathered had to stand well 
back as an enormous column of water roared out and continued to 
spouc for over 20 minutes, making tbe place smell like a giant 
Laundromat! We arrived back "Bl Reykjavik in the middle of the night 
(again) and slept at a campsite near the bus station. Travelling by 
civilian flights had given us some extra time in Iceland so we now 
rented a four wheel drive vehicle to get us to the base of Mount Hekla, 
one of the most active and highest volcanoes in Iceland . It last erupted 
in 1981 and we were keen to see some of the fresh lava flows and climb 
to the summit. 

Our first stop was Landmannalauger, an area of hot water springs 
where we were able to get our first bath for 10 days. Boiling water 
bubbles out of the ground into a large pool which forms an open air 
natural hot bath in the middle of the mountains. We then drove on 
to Hekla and followed a little used path of cinders up to the base of 
a massive lava field, where we left the vehicle. We camped the night 
and the following morning Flt Lt Young, Lt Purser, Cpl Johnson and 
Cpl Hall set off for the summit. The new lava fields were difficult to 
cross with the razor sharp rocks cutting boots and gaiters and making 
a fall extremely dangerous. The snow fields were very icy and were no 
easier. Eventually though, we came up to the northern-most crater 
and the summit lay about 2km along a ridge to the South. In places 
it was possible to see sections of glacial ice which had fallen away, 
revealing layers of the tefra cinders up to 10 feet deep sandwiched in 
the ice where it had rained down during previous eruptions then been 
covered by new snow. At the summit is also the most recent crater and 
some of the rocks were very hot. There was no pool of molten lava 
(to Cpl Hall's disappointment!) but jets of steam billowed out of 
fissures in the rocks. Walking around the summit was like being in a 
huge sauna in which we were soon soaked, only to freeze once we got 
clear and back in to the cold wind. 

That evening we drove onto the Thorsmark area, fording some very 
fast flowing rivers on the way, with water half way up the doors and 
pouring inside the vehicle. We rented space in a hut and spent our first 
night of the expedition under cover only ro have the hut shaken by 
an earthqu~ke in the middle of the night! Most of us slept through it, 
and at the ~1me no one guessed what it was. The following day brought 
the first ram we had seen but we took the opportunity to look at some 
of the spectacular glacier snouts which surround the area. That night 
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we camped on a beach on the south coast and a number of seals came 
in to investigate (and were mistaken for seagulls by Cpl Johnson, our 
wildlife expert!). On arriving back in Reykjavik we were able to get 
another good wash at the Municipal Baths which are geothermally 
heated and feature a large outdoor Jacuzzi. That night we saw some 
of the night li fe of the town (but still no beer! ) and watched the 
' Volcano Show', a series of spectacular films of volcanic eruptions in 
Iceland during the last 40 years shown every night in the summer. 

During the Expedition the team walked over 160km and as we took 
off from Keflavik for home, everyone was able to look back on it as 
an experience they would remember (even if there were parts they 
would rather fo rget!) Most of the team would prefer more greenery 
during their Adventure Training in future, but I am assured Sig Chris 
Mellors was so impressed by the variety of rocks to be found in 
Iceland, he is planning to take a holiday there next year ! On behal f 
of the team I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone 
who assisted with the expedition, in particular the Iceland Unit of the 
Royal Geographical Society for their information, and Regimental 
Headquarters for their financial assistance in funding our flights. 

Hot baths in the mountains at Landmannalauger 

.. . and a sauna on the summit of Hekla! 

Flt Lt Steve Young leads on the ascent of Snaekollur 
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ARMY YOUTH PLAYER OF THE YEAR 
ACpl Craig hrives receiving the Army Youth Player of the Year 

A ward for Season 1985/86 from Brig Whcawell Chairman Army 
Football, while on tour of Scotland with the Army Youth Team. 

A Cpl Shrives played 13 times for the Army Youth Side and also for 
the Combined Services Youth and was awarded his full Army (Youth) 
Colours . He is expected to play for the Senior Army Side in the future 
and is representing the Corps already this season . He graduated from 
Harrogate last August and is finishing his training at Loughborough . 

STOP PRESS 

OPERATION ANGORA 
633 SIGNAL TROOP TO THE RESCUE AGAIN 

An earthquake in the area of San Salvador occurred on Friday 12 
October causing severe damage and loss of life. As soon as the extent 
of the damage became known a reconnaissance party from British 
Forces Belize was despatched to the area. They were joined by a relief 
party to provide Rear Link Comms and were also able to give valuable 
assistance to basic repairs to the city's telephone exchanges. The 
operation was completed on 22 October. 

Those taking part included OC Troop Lt Phil Davies, Sgt BiJI Stack 
(Advance party), Cpls Matt Helm and Kenny Comas, LCpls John 
Henry and 'Scouse' Bradley and Sig Jock Crockhart. 

- Movements -

Officers 

OCTOBER 1986 
Rank and Name 
2Lt J. S. Adams .. 
Lt P. C. Bawden .. 
Maj W. E. Brewin .. 
Maj A. Duncan .. 
Capt M. J . M. Dyer 
AMaj T . J . Gigg .. 
Lt Col D. P. Hughes 
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Unit to which posted 
Cambridge University OTC Student 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
S02 Civ Rel/ PR 
HQ Trg Gp R Sigs 
RMCS Shrivenham Student 
21 Sig Regt 
32 Sig Regt (V) 

Capt A. P. Lomax 
Col H. G. MacKinlay 
Capt D. M. Mills •• 
Maj T. P. Mountford •. 
Maj D. G. Proetor .. 
Mai H. A. Ross .. 
Capt J.M. Willis .. 

NOVEMBER 
Rank and Name 
Capt M. Anderson 
Lt Col R. F. Baly .. 
It Col G. J. Barrett 
2Lt A. P. C. Beard 
2lt A. J. Botterill .. 
Capt A. M. Boyle .. 
Maj R. C. A. Briant 
Capt M. Butler .. 
Maj G. A. Carmichael .. 
Col S. R. Carr-Smith 
Lt Col S. A. Coltman .. 
Maj (QM) R. l. Dannels .. 
Capt (Tfc) A. G. Doane .. 
Capt D.S. Ewing .. 
Lt M. Griffiths . . . . 
Capt (Tfc) A. 0 . Harkins 
Lt P. J . Holliday . . . . 
2Lt I. Hooper .. 
Lt Col G. W. Howard .. 
Maj S. G. Hughes .. 
Maj J . D. M. Ingram 
2Lt G. I. Jones .. 
Maj (QM) T. Keany .. 
Capt (QM) J . M. Kirkman 
2Lt L. G. Lawrence .. 
Capt (QM) C. W. Lockwood . . 
Capt H. Lund . . 
2Lt J. H . McKee .. 
Maj J . P . Moreland 
2Lt G. Neal .. 
Lt G . T . Ne!Jon . . 
Maj (Tfc) J. T. Noon 
Capt A. P . R. Roberts . . 
Maj R. F. Rutherford .. 
Maj S. J . Smith .. 
2Lt S. J . P . Spiers.. . • 
Maj M. R. G. Stockdale .. 
Maj I. M. G. Strong 
Capt A. G. Taylor . . 
Maj J . E. Thomas .. 

WOs and SNCOs 
SEPTEMBER 1986 
Rank and Name 
SSgt M. O'Brien .. 
ASgt G . C. Pocock 
ASgt M. Newman 

OCTOBER 1986 
Rank and Name 
WOI A. Davie .. 
W02 D. A. Brisco 
W02 J. D. Gorse . . 
W02 J. Millar .. 
W02 M . R. Everett 
W02 J. A. Jones . . 
W02 D. K . Rackham 
W02 R. B. Bradford 
W02 M. A. Provan 
W02 R. J . Underhill .. 
AW02 (Supvr R) C. Davey 
AW02 (RD) T . Ferry .. 
AW02 (RD) F. McCormick 
AW02 (RD) R. C. Young 
A W02 (RD) R. J . Lewis 
SSgt (YofS) C. K. luckham 
SSgt (YofS) K. Bell 
SSgt G. A. Doubtfire 
SSgt M. G . E . Howells .. 
SSgt J. K. Lem . . 
SSgt J. N. Morgan 
SSgt T . M. Moorhead .. 
SS gt S. J . Churchman .. 
SSgt J.M. P . Leggate .. 
SSgt R .. S. Shaw . . 
SSgt M. J. Hendley 
SSgt l. Wood .. 
SSgt R. H. Wright 
ASSgt P. Dixon .. 
ASSgt A. E . Grant 
ASSgt M. A. Orange 
Sgt K. J . Bailey .. 
Sgt D. J . H. Boxhall 
Sgt J. W. Jennings 
Sgt R. A. Downie .. 

gt L. P . Bostock .. 
Sgt l. G. Brown .. 
Sgt A. T. N. Carmichael 
Sgt A. G. . Kirk 
Sgt E. Pane 
Sgt G . W. Jones .. 
Sgt S. F. Price . . 
Sgt R. J . Carey 
Sgt G . Brook 
Sgt J. Hodgson .. 
Sgt A. C. Hunt .. 
Sgt R. J . Francis . . 
Sgt R. A. Downie .. 
Sgt S. l. Hutchinson 

I Armd Div HQ and 1g Reat 
DA/MA Appt 
HQ 7 Armd Bde 
8 Sig Rcgt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
HS 11 Sig Regt 
RMCS Shrivenham Student 

Unit to which posted 
AA C Centre (HS) Student 
DGAMR 
22 Sig Rcgt 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
3S Sig Rcgt (V) 
2 In f Div HQ and Sig Regt 
PTARMIGAN Int ro Unit and System Sp Tp 
HS 29 Sig Rest 
MGO Sec (PE) (AEJ 
38 Sig Regt (V) 
AA College Harrogate 
16 Sig Regt 
HQNI 
30 Sig Rcgt 
28 Sig Regt (NORT HAG) 
QG Sig Regt 
School of Signa!J 
ACDS (Concepts) 
HQ I (BR) Corps 
11 Sig Regt (Depot) 
School of Signals 
HS 11 Sig Regt 
S AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
School of Signals 
21 Sig Regt 
10 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
7 Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
28 Sig Regt 
HS 11 Sig Rcgt 
Misc Appt5 (Home) 
BR Contingent UNFICYP (Sp Regt) 
HQNI 
School of Signals 
7 Sig Regt 
MOD S02 Man Pol/Estabs (Sigs 32c) 
7 Sig Regt 
ACDS OR (Land) 

Unit to which posted 
7 Sig Rcgt 
g Sig Rcgt 
School of Signals 

Unit 10 which posted 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp 
Army Apprentices' College 
Comrns & Sy Gp (UK) 
HQ DCN 
Int & Sy Gp (NI) 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
7 Sig Regt 
9 Sig Regt 
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
7 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Rcgt 
30 Si~ Rcgt 
602 Sig Tp 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
244 Sig Sqo 
9 Sig Regt 
8 Sig Regt 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
g Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
S (AB) Bde and Sig Sqn 
39 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn 
22 Sig Rcgt 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
37 Si~ Regt (V) 
244 Sig Sqn 
16 Sig Regt 
13 Sig Regt 
PTARMIG Intro Unit 
7 Sig Regt 
262 Sig Sqn 
Army Apprentices' College 
ACIO Bradford 
ACIO Edinburgh 
ACIO Dundee 
ACIO Birmingham 
8 Sig Regt Demo Team 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
9 Sig Regt 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
14 Sig Regt 
16 Sig Rcgt 
28 Sig Regt 
QG Sig Regt 
School of Signals 
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t P. J . R <TS • 
T. G. torri <C) 
\ \ , \\ilb) . 

t K. V.ighunan 
. B J , Oa" D •• 

t R. J . 1clntyrc 
t B J . ·1t>rn n 
t P A. Wei hton 

gt A. Graham 
gt J. H. P. Pmy 
gt R. Patrick.son .• 

0 . J. letcalfc 
gt C. S. \lcTtman 
gt G. A . J. Renshaw .. 
at J. I. litchcU • • 
gt . Rool . • 

t R. J. Ex ta nee 
ASgt A. C. Bentle)· 

R. K. Dodds 
t L. turey .. 

at L. \ \lanin 
gt K M11chell .. 

A gt P. Dickinson 
gt R. K. Pt!'I")' .. 
&t F. 0 . Shingler 

ASgt l. H. McKittrick . 
ASgt T. A. McCu1chcon .. 

OVEMBER 1986 
Rank and •ame 
WOI G. W. Canning 
WOI M . Ktnncdy .. 
AWOI (RSM) T. E. Taylor 
AWOI (RSM) M. L. Boor 
W02 (RD) J. Keohane .. 
W02 J . L. 1 llrcc .. 
W02 (RO) R. B. McScvcmy . • 
W02 (YofS) A. 0 . Turner 
W02 (YofS) G . W. Duncan 
W02 0 . Wild . . .. 
W02 D. S. S. Andrews .. 
AW02 (YofS) H.J. Brant 
AW02 (RD) E. C. Dale .. 
AW02 (YofS) C. ewby 
AW02 (RD) K. Rankin .. 
AW02 (RD) G. Armstrong 
AW02 (RD) C. W. Young 
SSgt J . Doak .. 

gt A. S. Houghton 
SSgt l. D. F. Haldane .. 
SSgt M. G. G. Corsar 
SSgt P. J . 1\1 . Jarvis 
SSgt D. J. Manser 
SSgt 0 . Rutter . . . . 
ASSgt D. A. M . Bennet .. 
ASSgt P . J. Dooley 
ASSgt N. W. Leyland .. 
ASSgt J. Williams 
Sat A. Brown .. 
Sgt . B. Cullen .. 
Sgt D. R. Stimpson 
Sgt 0 . J . Wilks .. 
Sgt . R. Henly . . 
Sgt P . J . Cooper .. 
Sgt A. C. Thorsby 
Sgt R. Q. Wifion .. 
Sgt T. Singleton .. 
Sgt S. P. Pearce .. 
Sgt R. G. Lond .. 
Sgt S. GiU .. .. 
Sgt I. R. Dobson .. 
Sgt A. 0 . St Oair 
Sgt G . K. Owen .. 
Sgt A. Suttie .. 
Sgt P. E. Child5 .. 
Sgt C. R. Bough .. 
Sgt J. A. Pattison 
Sgt D. A. Dodds . . 
Sgt R. Taylor .• 
Sgt E. G. Ricbars .. . . 
Sgt K. L. R. Wilkinson . ." 
Sgt J . R. Holcombe 
Sgt C. A. Taylor .. 
Sgt D. Pudsey .. 
Sgt R. Coleman .. 
Sg1 J . V. Rose 
Sgt C. Sinnett .. 
ASgt L. H. Brookes 
ASgt R. T . Cook .. 
ASgt 0 . H. Yates .. 
ASgt 0. Cawkwell 
AS&t I. Davies .. 
ASgt P . A. Donovan 
ASgt K. P. Flagg .. 
ASgt D. Mulroy .. 
ASgt T. Benson • . 
ASgt P. J. Neves .. 

21 ' ig RC11t 
244 ig Sqn 
30 ig Regt 
633 Sig Tp 
IO Sig Regt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig RC11t 
30 Sig Regt 
642 Sig Tp 
PTARMIGA Intro Unit 
22 Sig RC"gt 
8 Inf Bde HQ and ig Sqn 
QG ig Regt 
HQ 2 Sig Bdc 
259 Sig Sqn 
14 Sig Rcgt 
19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
S AB Bde and ig Sqn 
8 ig Rcgt 

~~ j.!efink Detachment 
S73 Rear Link Detachment 
UK Suppon Unit HAPE 
16 Sig Rcgt 
5 6 Rear Link Detachment 
28 Sig Regt 
30 Sig Regt 
2 Inf Div and Sig Rcgt 

Unit to which posted 
11 Sig Regt 
HQ I (BR Corps) 
36 liig :Rcgt (V) 
39 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn 
ln1 & Sy Gp (NI) 
HQ Tr Gp R Signals and Cattcrick Garri on 
13 Sig Rtgl 
71 Sig Regt M 
BOS Wasl\ington 
40 Sig Regt (V) 
233 Sig Sqn 
266 Sig Sqn 
Edinburgh and Herim Watt Universily 
I Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn 
40 Sig Regt (V) 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1 
School of Signals 
34 Sig Reg1 (V) 
28 Sig Reg1 
233 Sig Sqn 
33 Sig Rcgt M 
School of Signals 
4 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
71 Sig Regt M 
14 Sig Rcgt 

'3 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
Army Appr<nticcs ' College 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
21 Sig Rtgl 
Army Apprentices' College 
242 Sig Sqn 
School of Signals 
School of Signals 
8 Sig Regt (CADRE) 
II Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
36 Sig Reg1 (V) 
14 Sig Regt (EW) 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Reg1 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
21 Sig Rcgt 
S AB Bdt Sig Sqn 
39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
Army Apprenuccs' College 
17 Cadet Training Team 
Army Apprentices' College 
233 Sig Sqn 
35 Sig Regt (V) 
Comms & Sy Gp (UK) 
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcg1 
28 Sig Rcgt 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
7 Sig Regt 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Reg1 
ONBC Ctntre 
HAC 
19 Cadet Training Team 
11 Sig Reg1 
Int & Sy Gp (NI) 

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS? 

HA VE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'? 
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Welfare 11 
SOME OF OUR RECENT CASES 

Two elderly brothers, both of whom served during the war, one 
with Royal Signals, unmarried and living in a council house on a new 
housing estate required assistance with furnishings. A grant towards 
these expenses was made. 

An ex Lance Corporal living in a disabled person's flat with his 
wife, died recently, and his widow had to move from this special 
accommodation. We helped her with the funeral expenses and gave 
a. sistance towards carpets for her bedroom and staircase in her new 
flat. 

An ex-Corporal medically discharged after serving 12 years has 
been sponsored by 'Manpower Services' for a year's training course, 
which necessitates his living away from home. He has been given a 
grant to purchase equipment for the course and to cover his extra 
living expenses. 

Together with the Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund and The Royal 
British Legion an orthopaedic bed has been provided for an ex-driver 
who served with Royal Signals from 1948-1953 after service in the 
Royal Air Force. 

AUGUST 1986 
Number of cases assisted financially: 
Amount spent: 

SEPTEMBER 1986 
Number of cases assisted financially: 
Amount spent: 

50 
£11,184.07 

47 
£11,338.00 

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
BENEVOLENT FUND 

The following donations were gratefully received during September 
1986: 
The late Robert Dennington ...... . . .... . . ......... . 
28 Sig Regt ...................................... . 
Cpl M. Fitzpatrick ............................... . 
Cpl G. Lee ........................... . ... ... . .. . . 
BBC Bristol . . ... .. ... . . . ... ... ... . ............ . . . 
Maj R. H. Blizard ... .. .......... . ..... . ... . ..... . . 
Lt Col C. A. Pank (in memory of 

Maj G. C. Saunders) .......... . ............... . . 
Mrs G. C. Saunders (in memory of 

Maj G. C. Saunders) ........................... . 
Maj Gen P. D. Alexander MBE (in memory of 

Maj G. C. Saunders) ..... ... ..... ......... . .... . 
Mr J . W. Parsons (in memory of 

Maj G. C. Saunders) .. . .. . ............... . .. ... . 
Securi ty Shredding Limited (in memory of 

Maj G. C. Saunders) ........ .. . ..... ........... . 
Mr A. N. Boden (in memory of Maj G. C. Saunders) .. 
Mrs A. S. Saunders (in memory of 

Maj G. C. Saunders) ......... . .... .......... . .. . 
Mr E. E. Bayley ......... ...... ... . .. .. . . . . . . . ... . 
Mrs F. M. Nuttall ................................ . 
'Gillespie' . . . .................................... . 
Capt J. R. Way .................................. . 
Mr M. Clark ....... . .. . . . ........ .......... .. ... . 
Lt Col D. A. Dickson .. . . ....... . ................ . 

£922.15 
£200.00 
£ 50.00 
£ 50.00 
£ 50.00 
£ 35 .00 

£ 25.00 

£ 20.00 

£ 15.00 

£ 10.00 

£ 10.00 
£ 10.00 

£ 10.00 
£ 10.00 
£ 10.00 
£ 10.00 
£ 5.15 
£ 3.00 
£ 2.70 

£1,448.00 

The following donations were gratefully received during October 
1986: 
56 Division (C of L Sigs) 

Old Comrades Association Branch ........ . ...... . 
Cpl M. Fil2patrick .................. . ....... . ... . . 
Cpl G. Lee .............. . ....................... . 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt ......... . ... ........ . 
Glossop and Disirict Royal Signals Association ...... . 
Lt Col D. W. Gent ... ... ... .... . .... . ............ . 
In memory of Maj H. R. Woodger from two of his 

golfing chums, 1958-60 Lt Cols Bill Sandford and 
Gerry Corden . ..... . ... . . .. ......... . . ......... . 

Capt E. C. Harrison OBE MC BEM .. . ... .. ..... .. . 
Mr F. R. Johnson, in memory of 

Lt Col R. J . K. Fenton .... .. ....... . ..... . . .... . 
Mr R. Parsons, in memory of Maj G. C. Saunders ... . 

£ 74.00 
£ 50.00 
£ 50.00 
£ 33.00 
£ 23 .95 
£ 10.50 

£ 10.00 
£ 10.00 

£ 5.00 
£ 5.00 
£271.45 
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NOTICES 
DEATHS 

Cuffe- Maj W. J. Cuffe BEM- served 193 1-61 - died 2 August 1986. 

Cunynghame-Maj D. H. Cunynghame- died 9 August 1986. 

Foster-Maj J. Foster-died 28 July 1986. 

Gattrell-Lt F. G. Gattrell- died 30 July 1986. 

Glass-Maj J. McD. Glass MBE- served 1926-1962-died 12 October 
1986. 

Grimwood-Taylor-J. R. S. Grimwood-Taylor TD DL MA LLB
died 16 October 1986. 

Grundy-Lt Col C. E. Grundy MBE-served 1953-83-died 20 
September 1986. 

Heaton-Lt Col E. R. D. Heaton-died 2 November 1986. 

Hodge-ex Maj R. R. Hodge-served 1940-1946-died 8 October 
1986. 

Howard-W. J. Howard-served 1933-68-died 26 September 1986. 

Ireland- Capt R. W. H. Ireland-died 21 May 1986. 

.Tones-Lt Col I. M. A. Jones-served 1933-78-died 23 October 
1986. 

OBITUARIES 
Curtis-Brig F. C. Curtis CBE. The death occurred on 24 September 

of Francis Cockburn Curtis at the age of 88 years . He was a most 
distinguished officer, a keen sportsman and an academic. 

Brig Curtis served in Flanders having been commissioned in the 
Royal Engineers in 1917, transferring to Royal Signals after the 
war. In 1924 he went up to King's College, Cambridge where he 
obtained a degree. He held various important staff appointments 
and retired from the army in 1951. We send our condolences to his 
wife Joan and to his family. 

Kelly-Capt J. A. Kelly-served 1945-72-died 15 November 1986. 

King-Maj V. J. King. Vic King died on 6 October 1986, aged 89 
years. He finally retired from the Corps in 1967 from Catterick , 
where he held an RO appointment in a Training Regiment, after 55 
years with the Corps. He enlisted as a boy Sapper in 1912 and was 
in Salonika as a lineman on a cable wagon and then saw service 
on the Dodecanese Islands . Vic joined the Royal Signals on its 
formation in 1920 and won top place on the second FofS course 
in 1922. Before commissioning in 1939 as a TMO he saw service 
in Egypt, Ceylon and India. He was with the BEF and then in 
Madagascar and East Africa and later in Germany before 
retirement in 1952. We salute this very old soldier. 

Matthew-ex WOl F. A. Matthew. Frank served in the Corps from 
1920 to 1952 and then in the TA until 1%3. He died on 21 July 
1986. He was well known in Corps boxing circles and was boxing 
champion of all India during his service there. A life member of 
the Association and a much loved member of Cardiff branch. He 
will be sadly missed by his many friends there and at 53 Sig Sqn 
(V). 

Palmer-Arthur William Palmer. It is with regret that Birmingham 
Branch report the death of their late President, Arthur William 
Palmer, who died on 21 September 1986. A life member since 1945 
he was made our first Honour Member in 1971 and he will be sadly 
missed by the Association . 

Arthur enlisted in Royal Signals at Winchester in 1933 and 
served in Egypt from 1933 to 1935. After a spell in the UK he was 
posted to India in January 1938 and remained in the Far East until 
1944 where he served with the Chindits. As a matter of interest, 
Arthur was the first Royal Signals DR in India to drive a belt 
driven motor bike. 

He left the Regular Army in 1946 and when the TA was 
reformed he was one of the first in the queue to join up with 1/ 20 
Army Sig Regt (TA) (later known as 48 (South Midland) Sig Regt 
(TA)) where he served as the RQMS until the 1967 re-organisation. 
organisation. 

Our deepest sympathy is with Alice on this sad occasion. 
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Standing-ex Sgt Michael Standing-served 1967-79-died 6 ovember 
1986. 

Webster-ex WOt (RSM) G. D. John Webster. We, his very many 
old friends are sad to report the sudden death of R M John 
Webster in Fleetwood on 13 October 1986. John, an Aberdonian, 
enlisted in the Gordon Highlanders in 1937 and later transferred 
to the Corps. He saw active service throughout the war, in Egypt, 
the North African campaign and the invasion of Europe, where he 
was mentioned in despatches. He later served in Nigeria, 
Singapore and finally BAOR where he was RSM of 22 Sig Regt up 
to his retirement in 1962. 

After a short interval he found a new career with the SPCC 
from which he retired only last June after 22 years, latterly as an 
Executive Officer in the legal department at SPCC 
Headquarters. 

Those of us privileged to know and serve with John were not 
surprised at his choice of second career, for his outstanding 
qualities were his strong sense of justice and fair play and his utter 
integrity. He loved his work, both in and out of the Army, really 
caring for, and about, those for whom he was responsible. His 
death is a sad loss and our deepest sympathy goes to his widow Vi 
and children Stewart and Diane. 

CORPS DATES 

OFFICERS DINNER CLUB 
Dates for 1987: 
Corps Dinner, 
London Press Centre Tuesday 12 May 1987 

(Note that this has been changed this year, the dinner is usually held 
on a Wednesday). 

CORPS LUNCHEON 
Headquarters Mess, 
Blandford Camp Saturday 20 June 1987 

Application forms for tickets for both occasions are being sent out 
in the Winter 1986 issue of The Journal. 

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION-BLANDFORD LECTURE 
18 MARCH 1987 

The Spring Lecture of the Royal Signals Institution will be given by 
Michael Goddard BSc CEng MIEE, Director Engineering, 
Department of Trade and Induslry Radio Regulatory Division at 1800 
hrs on Wednesday 18 March 1987 . The title of the lecture is 'Civil 
Mobile Radio-Today and Tomorrow'. 

Mr Goddard will review the recent developments in mobile radio
paging, Lrunked sy terns, cellular radio etc-and then go on to 
speculate how these services will look in the 1990s. he will cover 
satellite-based mobile systems and possibly aeronautical and maritime 
systems as well. 

Those wishing to attend (both serving and retired) are asked to 
apply for tickets to the Chief of Staff, HQ School of Signals, 
Blandford Camp, Dorset DTI I 8RH. Supper after the lecture will be 
available on request to the Mess Manager Maj P. W. H. Lafferty, HQ 
Mess Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Dorset DTI I 8RH (Tel: 0258 
52581 Ext 2480). 

ROY AL ENGINEERS 
The Royal Engineers celebrate the bicentenary of their becoming 

Royal in 1987 . 
At present an assembly in the Albert Hall is planned for 14 

February 1987 and a service of rededication is planned to take place 
in St Paul's Cathedral on 18 March 1987 . 

Further details can be obtained from: 
RHQ Royal Engineers 
Brompton Barracks 
Chatham 
Kent 
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BAND ENGAGEMENTS 1986 
DE EMBER 
5 Pa_ off Parade 
3 Concert 
4 Concert 
5 Dinner ight 
5 Dinner ight 
9 Wive Club Dinner 
1- Ladies Dinner ight 
13 Malcolm Sargent Fanfare 
21 Con ert 

11 Sig Regt 
Wolverhampton 
11 Sig Regt 
11 Sig Regt 
35 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 
School of Sig 
Royal Festival Hall 
Preston 

FOR SALE 
P 'BLIC D TIE VIDEO 

The above mentioned i available for sale from 30 Sig Regt at £3.50 
per tape plus 80p P&P. 

All cheques should be made payable to 'PRI 30 Signal Regiment' 
and sent to the following address: 

OFFICERS' NIFORMS 

PRI 
30 Signal Regiment 
Blandford Camp 
Blandford Forum 
Dorset DTl 1 8RP 

The Uniform Shop at the Signal Wing, RMA Sandhurst, is the ideal 
place for you to buy and sell Officers' second hand uniforms, this 
includes; hats, British warms, Sam Browne's, spurs and Mess 
wellingtons. For further information please contact the RSM!, 
Camberley Mil Ext 431 or Camberley Civil (0276) 63344 Ext 431. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

RETIRED OFFICER VACANCY AT REGIMENTAL 
HEADQUARTERS 

There will be a vacancy for a Retired Officer at RHQ Royal Signals 
at 56 Regency Street, London SWIP 4AD in July 1987. The duties 
cover the whole range of regimental domestic affairs which include 
welfare and benevolence, The Wire and Journal magazines, financial 
management, acting as secretary to a variety of committees and staff 
officer to the Colonels Commandant. The salary will be about £12,000 
pa. 

Candidates must have served in Royal Signals in the rank of Major 
or above. They must be under 60 years of age in July 1987 and have 
left regular service within the last five years. 

Applications should be addressed to: Brig F. R. Maynard, 
DSOinC{A) Ministry of Defence (Army) Room 1309, Main Building, 
Whitehall, London SWJA 2HB. Closing date 9 January 1987. 

INSTRUCTIONAL OFFICERS AT THE TRADE TRAINING 
SCHOOL 8 SIG REGT, CATTERICK GARRISON 

Vacancies occur from time to time for Civilian Instructional 
Officers Grade 3 (Electronics) and Civilian Instructional Officers 
Grade 3 (Telegraphist). 

These are Civil Service appointments. 
Applicants must have completed their service engagements and be 

capable of teaching Technicians or Telegraphists to Royal Signals 
Class I standards. 

Full details are available from: 
CSI 
HQ TIS 
8 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

orth Yorkshire 
DL9 3PS 
Telephone 0748-832521 Ext 2595 or Catterick Military Ext 2595. 
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ROYAL SIGNALS 
DIARY 1987 

Stocks of the 1987 Corps di ary a re now available for 
sa le. The d iary is of a simila r patte rn to previous years. 
It i ba ed on the modern slim-fold pla nner style. On 
opening , the day of the week run aero s two pages and 
a whole m o nth can be een at a gla nce. T he outer co ver 
(6 " 3 Vi" ) i in flexible blue vin yl embo ed with a 
gold ' JIMMY'. Included with the di a ry is an address 
and telephone in en. There are also separate pages 
giving calendar for 1986, 1987 and 1988, listing of 
European holiday 1987, an Inter Cit y Rail Plan and the 
London Underground Map . 

The co t of the diary i £1 .50 for orders within the 
Un ited Kingdom , and £1.30 for oversea order . Please 
u e the order form when placing your order 

To: 
Royal Signals Association 
56 Regency Street 
LO DO SWlP 4AD 

From: 
(BLOCKS) 
Addre s ------------------

I/We wish to order Corps Diaries @ 
£1.50/ £1.30* each for despatch to the above address . 
(Cost within the UK is £ 1.50 and for overseas orders 
£1.30). 

I/We enclose PO/ Cheque payable to 'The Royal 

Signals Association Benevolent Fund ' for: ____ _ 

Date: ___ _____ Signed: _______ _ 

OTE: *Delete as appropriate. 

Keep your unit notes 
SHORT I 
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REUNIONS 

34 'Q' COURSE-GOLDEN JUBILE£ 
Report by Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield OBE 

August saw two celebrations related to the 50th anniversary of the 
commissioning of seven officers ftum the RMA Woolwich into the 
Corps. They were joined by one University entrant from Trinity 
College, Dublin. One of the most notable differences from today was 
that we spent three years together and in small groups, 80 in our entry 
at The Shop and eight on our 'Q' Course, so we got to know each 
other very well indeed . 

We held a weekend Jubilee in Somerset, where we were able to 
entertain two of the Catterick instructors of our time, Geo RJchard 
Moberley who taught us line work, and particularly the excitements 
of using the horsed cable wagon and Gen Jock McNeill , who was the 
Gunner instructor on the All Arms Regimental Signal Officers' 
Courses, several of which passed through the system during our time 
at the School. All Signal Officers did this course, one of our fellow 
students being 2Lt Peter Hunt of the Camerons, later to be Chief of 
the General Staff. From our point of view there was tremendous 
advantage from these courses as we had ready made friends in a very 
large number of cavalry, infantry and gunner units wherever we 
happened to be posted from then on . The advantage did not die out 
there, as the man selected for RSO was often the one who was going 
to become Adjutant and was in the fast track all the way up from 
there. 

Two of our eight have not survived. Rodney Lyall died in South 
Africa some years ago, and Max Howe, the University entrant, failed 
his 'Q' Course, transferred to 10 Gurkha Rifles and died in Darjeeling 
where he had become a tea planter. 

The photograph shows the remaining six and it helps to highlight 
the unusual sporting achievements of the group. From the eight we 
produced an Army Cricket Captain who also played for the Combined 
Services; an Army and Combined Services Hockey player; an Army 
and Harlequins Rugger player (whose father Captained England and 
whose Grandfather scored the first try ever at Twickenham); an Army 
Tennis player and an Army, Combined Services and British Ski 
Champion. In addition to that we had two members finishing in the 
top 10 in the first ever Army Cross Country Motor Cycle Trials, with 
one going on to represent the Army in the Scottish six-days trial, and 
another rider who won the last Royal Signals Point to Point. Our 
Cross Country runner achieved high placing in Command events and 

went on to be Master of the Catterick Beagles. Khan, in the picture, 
represents his pack. 

Dick Stoney brought a small engine for the photograph, insisting 
that there was at least one engineer. He may have his own terms for 
deciding who qualifies, but we did rate two degrees, two ptsc (three 
psc), three te and most with a qualification then accepted by the IEE. 

Above all we thoroughly enjoyed our service, though there were 
some very uncomfortable war time experiences, and getting together 
again was the greatest of fun. 

With Gen Horsfield, Col Dick Stoney, Lt Col James Yule, Maj 
George Sutherland, Col Basil Hayles, Brig Brian Birkett and Khan 

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION RATE 
Many of you renew your subscripcion by making a paymem each year by cheque or poscal order. If you are in c~is categor.y, wiU you please return t~e c_ounter~oil 
below, with your payment, by 31 December 1986. We require to define our printing ~ommitment for th~ January issue by thlS date and your co-operauon m meeung 
this request will be mo t helpful. Cheques/ Postal Order to be payable to Royal Signals Corp Fund , plea e. 

The Editor 
The Wire 
Royal Signals Association 
56 Regency Street 
LONDON SWIP 4A D 

l wish to receive 'The Wire' in 1987 and enclose my subscription of £4.20. 

l am an exi ting sub criber• 

I am a new subscriber• 

I wish to pay my subscription by ' Bankers Order'. Please forward a 'standing order' form to me• 

Date ... . . . .. . . .. ...... . ............... ...... .... . . ... . . .... .......... Signarure . ...... . . .. .... ............... .. . ..... . . . . • ...... . .... . ..... .. . . • 

ame in block le11ers ................. . ...•... . ... ..... . . . . ....... . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · • · 

Address in block le11ers . . . . .. .....•........... • ... _ ... . ...... .... . . ..•............. · . · · · · · · · · · · · . · · · · • · · · · · · • · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · 

• Delete as appropriate . 
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REUNIONS Cont'd 
13 IR FORMATION IG REGT RE ' ION 

The 12th nnual reunion dinner of officer who served with 13 Air 
Formation ig Regt in the orth We t Europe Campaign was held at 
the Kenilworth Hotel, London on 3 October 1986. Maj F. F. Ellls 
MBE TD pre 1ded and 13 officers were pre ent. 

The 19 7 reunion dinner will be held again at the Kenilworth Hotel 
on Friday 9 October 1987. Further details can be .obtained from Mr 

. ~. quelch, 'Delden', Fort Road, Alverstoke, Gosport, Hants 
POl2 2DT Tel o 0705-584145. 

GUERNSEY BRANCH 
The provisional programme for our Royal Signals weekend in April 

19 7, which centres on the Corps Band, has now been decided. The 
weekend has two objectives-first to provide an opportunity to 
welcome in our island home those of our fellow-members of the 
A ociation and of the serving Corps who would like to visit us and 
econd to raise money for the Array Benevolent Fund from ponsor 

and from the Guernsey public. 

PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME: 
Friday 24 April. March by Band through St Peter Port followed by 

'Workers' Playtime'-a lighthearted entertainment for the lunch
break in the St James concert hall . 

Evening: Sponsored private performance for visiting delegates 
to a conference. 

Saturday 25 April. March by Band in St Sampson's followed by late 
morning open-air performance on 'The Bridge'. 

Late afternoon: Retreat Ceremony on the Albert Pier, St Peter 
Port. 

Evening: Full-length concert in the St James concert hall. 
Sunday 26 April. Band will play with the resident organist and choir 

for Morning Service in the Town Church. 
Evening get-together for members of the Association and the 

serving Corps, including three-course dinner, varied entertainment 
by the Band, some dancing and table licence until 2359 hrs-but 
above all the chance to meet old friends. 

For details of inclusive packages for accommodation, travel by air 
or sea from UK and attendance at the get-together and the 
performances at St James (optional), please write or telephone to 
Guernsey Travel Services, Ashpown Lodge, Belmont Road, St Peter 
Port, Guernsey, CI. Telephone 0481-21576. 

PERSONAL 
Miss Eileen Hobson, an ex Warrant Officer in the WRAC, was 

discharged from the Army on medical grounds last year. A Data 
Telegraphist by trade, she served alongside members of the Corps 
throughout her career. She is now a long term patient in the Queen 
Elizabeth Military Hospital (QEMH) at Woolwich. 

Eileen would love to hear from members or ex-members of the 
Corps with whom she has served. She is always pleased to receive 
visitors at QEMH and letters from old friends. Unfortunately she is 
no longer able to write in reply but a letter or a visit would be greatly 
appreciated. For information she served with the following units : 

1968-1970-10 Sig Regt (Hounslow) 
1970-1972-252 Sig Sqn 
1972-1975-16 Sig Regt (Bielefeld) 
1975-1976-233 Sig Sqn 
1976-1978-Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn 
1978-1979-28 Sig Regt 
1979-1980-8 Sig Regt (course tutor) 
1980-1983-262 Sig Sqn 

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS 
EFUL TELEPHONE EXTENSIONS 

Ext 240 Regimental Secretary 
Ext 241 Assistant Regimental Secretary 
Ext 242 RHQ Office 
Ext 244 Welfare 
Ext 245 Association 
Ext 246 Editor I Assistant Editor The Wire 
Ext 247/248 Accounts, including all matters relative to Wire 

subscriptions and distribution, change of address etc. 
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LETIERS 
From: Yeoman Gaoler Alan Copestake 

Dear Sir, 

Readers may be interested to learn that ex RSM John Maher has 
been promoted to the appointment of Yeoman Clerk, thus two of the 
three Supervisory grades on the strength of The Body of Yeoman 
Warders are ex Corps . 

We were also joined in May of this year by ex RSM Tom Trent 
bringing our number to seven out of a strength of forty . 

Everyone will be pleased to know that the Royal Signals Public 
Duties Guards during the month of August were considered by 
everyone here, regardless of Arm, to be a credit to the Corps. 

Praise Indeed from some very experienced Gentlemen! 
With best wishes from us all 

Yours sincerely 
Yeoman Gaoler Alan Copestake, Yeoman Clerk John 
Maher and Yeoman Warders Mike Thurgood, Ray 
Sanders-Crook, John Kenney, Tom Sharp and Tom 
Trent 

Yeoman Gaolers' Office, 
HM Tower of London, 
London EC3N 4AB 

From: E. C. Harrison Esq OBE MC BEM 

Dear Sir, 
The Catterick Reunion 

This year has seen the last re-union of those who survived the 
awfulness of the battle of the Somme. As we too grow old , it is, I 
think, high time that ex boys of 'F' Company made a concerted effort 
to be at next year 's re-union at Catterick and attend regularly 
thereafter for as long as we are able. It is the least we owe to the likes 
of Maj F. R. Cobb (Cobbie) and Capt V. C. Holland (Dutchy) . 

Between 1925 when 'F' Company was formed at Catterick, until the 
outbreak of the 1939/ 45 war, I estimate something like 650 boys 
passed through and were subsequently much indebted and grateful for 
the training they received at Catterick, so I should like to see as many 
former members of ex 'F' Company as possible at the re-union next 
year. 

My earliest memories of 'F' Company are of W. C. 'Paddy' Burke, 
'Lofty' Lewin, 'Lofty' Carne, Charles Emary and others reaching 
man service early in 1929, the intakes of 1929/ 32, our successes in the 
Mackworth Trophy and above all our pride in being, in 'Cobbie"s 
words, the elite of the Corps! 

Please therefore, all you ex-boys of 'F' Company who may read this 
letter or hear about it from others, do make a very special effort to 
be at Catterick in June 1987. I shall be there with my brother Wallace 
and much look forward to seeing many of the old faces. 

PO Box 4106, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

Yours faithfully 
Edgar Harrison 

SERVICES AMSTRAD SOCIETY 
Do you or your unit use Amstrad computers at 

home or at work? 
Do you get the best from your machines? The following are a very 
few examples of how Amstrads are being used in the servies: word 
processing; education; training (lesson plans, slides, catalogues 
etc) ; accounts; unit travel budget schemes; QR data; stock control ; 
man training days•(TA); nominal rolls/statt lists. 

Services Amstrad Society is being set up to provide a forum to 
exchange ideas, to air problems, to represent the service user 
requirements with software houses and finally once established to 
provide a sales service using the potential buying power to secure 
large discounts. 

Services Amstrad Society is being run by servicemen for 
servicemen. If you are an Amstrad user (unit owned or private) why 
not write for further details t o: 

SERVICES AMSTRAD SOCIETY 
Leros TA Centre, Sturry Road, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1 HS 
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Ground Radio 
Technicians 

Oman 
Circa £25,500 over 2 years 
(tax-free) plus Companv 

fringe benefits. ' 
We need experienced techn icians to install 

and main tain a wide range of military ground 
communications and electronic eqwpment 
used by the Sul tan of Oman's Armed Forces. 

Candidates must have had thorough basic 
training - ideally with ONC, C & Goran 
equivafent Serv ice qualification and have at 
least 5 years' recent practical experience 
servicing and maintaining military HF/ VHF/ 
UHF Tactica l Communications (fixed and 

Airwork 
Limited 

CHAFYN GROVE 
SCHOOL 

BOURNE AVENUE, SALISBURY, 
WILTSHIRE, SP1 1 LR 

Tel: Sal isbury (0722) 333423 
Telex: 477019 ASRG (weekdays only) 

Headmaster: J . R. Singleton, M.A.(Cantab) 

Chafyn Grove is a long established (1879) 
preparatory school, now co-educational, with 
special experience at caring for service and 
overseas based children. We prepare pupils for 
Public School entrance and offer excellent 
academic, cultural , and recreational standards 
adjusted to the individual child . There is a good 
scholarship record, including recent major 
awards for music and art, and a very wide 
range of games, sports, activities, and 
weekend excursions and outings. 

A prospectus and further details may be 
obtained from the Headmaster. 
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mobile) e.g. Clansman. )agudr Y. or similar. 
If you will be shortly completing your service 

with the British Armed Forces, you are likely to 
be ideally suited. 

In return for your skills we offer bachelor 
status open-ended contracts (minimum 15 
months) with free air conditioned 
accommodation and meals, superb sports 
facilities, expert medical care and free personal 
accident insurance, plus generous periods of UK 
leave with air passages paid. 

Interested applicants should telephone 
(0202) 572271, or write with C.V. , quoting 
reference WI/ 076, to: The Recruitment 01ficer, 
Airwork Limited, 
Bournemouth-Hurn Airport, 
Christchurch, 
Dorset BH23 6EB. 

Life Assurance 
Policies Covering War Risks 
for 

CHILDREN 

CONVERTIBLE WHOLE 
LIFE 

CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX 

EDUCATION ENDOWMENT 

LOW COST AND FLEXIBLE 
ENDOWMENTS FOR 
HOUSE PURCHASE 

MORTGAGES ARRANGED 

RETIREMENT POLICIES 

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING: 
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit. 

Home Insurance with full cost replacement. 
Motor Competitive rates, Home and Foreign. 

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD. 
INSURANCE BROKERS 

11 King Street, Richmond, N. Yorks DL 10 4HR 
Telephone: (0748) 2308 

Members of 
THE BRITISH 

~-------IWNJt~lu------~ 
ASSOCIATION 
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~ REPORT FROM ULS'l'ER 

INTRODUCTION 

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
BFPO 807 

As a break from the usual 'Court and Social' announcements most 
of this contribution is being devoted to our operational role here in the 
Province. A number of the more unusual tasks we undertake are being 
highlighted so that those who have never had the dubious honour of 
serving here, can get some idea of what we get up to. 

There are none of the usual Troop Reports, but a few events are 
worthy of note. The MT and QM's combined team won the summer 
poned sports competition, well done. Also the MT organised a 
thoroughly good Squadron Barbecue at Clooney. During it Sgt Norrie 
Penman made a name for himself by being better at the games than 
che kids were! Congratulations to WOl (RSM) J. J. Stanley on being 
selected for Commissioning just prior to his posting to 2 Inf Div. 

ROVER GROUP 
by 2Lt G. Owen 

12 August is the annual Apprentice Boys March here in 
Londonderry. Rover Group was in the thick of it, escorting Brig 
Scott, the Brigade Commander, over to the Bogside to provide him 
with a first-hand view of the marches. 

Transport for the Brigade Commander or Deputy Commander is 
not Rover Group's only responsibility. They are also used frequently 
by Signal Squadron personnel and other agencies when visiting 
locations west of the River Foyle. There is never a shortage of 
volunteers because, in between visits to other city locations, Rover 
Group can be relied upon to find time for a leisurely breakfast at 
Strand Road RUC Station. This is reported to be the best in the 
Province. 

September saw the introduction of the new Armoured Patrol 
Vehicle (APV) into Rover Group. After an extensive period of driver 
training (during which a vehicle was nearly rolled on the square!) 
Rover Group were let loose on the streets with their new vehicles . 
Complaints of sea-sickness were soon to come in from top-cover men 
as the vehicle weaved and rolled its way in and out of the Londonderry 
traffic. The new APVs required new anti-ambush drills . These were 
comprehensively rehearsed under the guidance of SSgt Dennis Rutter. 
After much screeching of tyres, smoke grenades and firing of blank 
ammunition the drills were deemed to be up to scratch. Rover Group 
also provided the transporc for WOl (RSM) John Stanley to do a lap 
of honour of Ebrington Barracks on the day he left the Squadron. The 
RSM (as top-cover man) was getting somewhat suspicious as he passed 
the amassed crowd for the second time, when to his horror a masked 
gunman opened up on the vehicle. Rover Group were quick to put 
their contact drills into operation, and despite sustaining heavy 
casualties LCpl Billy Colclough survived long enough to bundle a 
somewhat stunned RSM into a car and get him out of trouble. 

Brigade Commander's Rover Group 
From L to R: APV, Sig 'Budgie' Bird, Cpl Chris Middleton, LCpl Bill 
Dodd, LCpl Billy Colclough, Ptes Maka McMahon, Simon Blake, all 

RPC, Escort Rover 
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BRIGADE COMMANDER'S ESCORT AND DRIVER 
Report by SSgt D. Rutter 

One of the most prestigious jobs within the Squadron is that of 
escort to the Brigade Commander. Currently the escort is Cpl Jim 
Moore, a ROp. He is responsible for the Commander's safety during 
his many visits all over the Province, normally travelling in civilian 
cars. 

A typical day starts with collecting the COUGAR radios, having 
first obtained from the Commander's PA details of the areas in which 
they will be operating. The escort then meets the driver, currently Dvr 
Hankinson, who is provided by MT and could be either from RCT or 
R Signals. They then collect the Commander and bring him into Bde 
HQ from his home. If a visit to a unit is to be on a foot patrol then 
the escort will require to change into 'Green'. Otherwise most of the 
time is spent in civilian clothing. The job is very interesting allowing 
the escort to meet a variety of soldiers of different cap badges all over 
the Province and to see how they operate. 

After most days on operations the Commander may well attend an 
evening social event which will again require both the escort and the 
driver. 

The job isolates the escort from close supervision and so he is 
directly responsible to the Brigade Commander. This often requires 
him to make his own decisions and must therefore be a high calibre 
NCO who is able to think and act for himself, all the time. He needs 
to be constantly conscious of the terrorist threat to his Commander 
but at the same time he must be able to relax during the long hours 
spent travelling about the Province. 

HELi-TELE 
by SSgt D. Rutter and Sgt A. Johnson 

Heli-tele is used to monitor and record major incidents, such as 
marches and funerals that may occur within the province. A television 
camera is mounted in a sphere and bolted on to the NATO weapon 
flange of a Lynx helicopter by Royal Signals technicians. The camera 
is controlled by the co-pilot with a joystick and from the heli-tele's 
normal operating height of around 800ft, the co-pilot can zoom in on 
a crowd of people to enable positive identification of individuals to 
take place. 

Sgt Andy Johnson testing the heli tele joystick control prior to 
fitting it to a Lynx aircraft 
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Inside the mobile ground station, showing the monitor screen 

On the ground pictures are received in the local Ops Rm where the 
helicopter is operating. A long range ground station (located in the 
Brigade Radio Room) is used in conjunction with either a microwave 
dish or omni-directional antenna and is capable of receiving pictures 
from a distance of up to 40Kms. A mobile ground station manned by 
Royal Signals radio operators and mounted in a ~ ton FFR is on 
stand-by and can be deployed to any SF base or RUC station when 
required . It is capable of receiving pictures from up to 7kms away. A 
typical operation is. the annual Republican Easter Marches at 
Carrickmore. This required four monitors to be connected up in a 
'daisy chain' fashion and deployed to various places within the local 
RUC station. The transmitted pictures can be recorded on a video 
recorder in the helicopter, the Brigade Radio Room or the mobile 
ground station. 

During this summer's busy marching season heli-tele has been 
deployed to Londonderry, Carrickmore, Belfast and Portadown. 

Sgt Andy Johnson and Cpl Nick Stapleton are the radio technicians 
who have been kept busy fitting and stripping the equipment in the 
helicopter. The following radio operators have been to the four 
corners of the Province with the mobile ground station: Sgt Lenny 
Twells, Cpls Jim (Rambo) Moore, Scouse Homby, LCpl Geoff 
Richards, Sig Archi Archibald . In overall command has been Lt 
James Bertram. All this would not be possible without our 'happy' 
combat powerman-Cpl Mac McClements. 

RA THLIN ISLAND COMMS TRIAL 
Report by Capt S. P. Hunt 

As the culmination of the COUGAR Comms trials in the Brigade 
area Comms Tp were detailed to do a trial on Rathlin Island. Rathlin 
is a small island off the North coast of Ulster. The predominantly 
Catholic population of farmers and fisherman have Ian Paisley as 
their local MP. 

Local protection was provided by members of the Squadron who 
were split into two multiples of two bricks and heli inserted on to the 
Southern and Western extremities of the island. They patrolled to the 
centre of the island from where they were lifted back to Londonderry. 
Superb weather meant that both multiples had a pleasant day out 
although the locals were somewhat surprised to see them there. The 
Brigade Commander visited for lunch and joined one multiple on 
patrol for a short while, whilst the other multiple spent a pleasant 
lunch time shopping in the village! 

Cpl Jim Moore (Comd's escort) on the right, with LCpl Mal Clark 
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Korea? lwo Jima? Vietnam? No, Rathlin Island 

Rathlin Island bears more than a passing similarity to the Falkland 
Islands. No, they aren't Paras, just Comms Tp and their picnic 

baskets 

GOLF 
Report by Capt (QM) B. Young 

The unit team: Capt (QM) Brian Young, SSgt (ORSQMS) ·Dean 
Wood, LCpls Andy Cameron and Mal Clark were semi-finalists in the 
NI inter unit golf championships and were only beaten by 3 UDR, the 
eventual winners. 

At the Royal Signals autumn meeting SSgt (ORSQMS) Dean Wood 
won the Stableford and Greensome Cups and was runner up in the 
first round medal. The team were a creditable fourth. 

From L to R (and in descending height order): OC, SSgt 
(ORSQMS) D. Wood, LCpl A. S. Cameron, LCpl M. L. Clark and 

QM. Derry city provides the backdrop 
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MA RALO ' MA 1986 
Report by gl Guy Ben on 

FolloY.ing on from 1he Great Lough eagh Raft Race of 1985, 33 
Indep Fd qn offered all unit erving in I rhe chance to compete in 
ta ralon Man 86, loosely ba ed on the triathlon but involving four 

event for team of three. 
The cour econ isled of a 6km canoe, 200m wim, 18km cycle and 

finally an 8km run. 
The biggest problem wa to find volunteer mad enough to take 

part; a the old cliche goes, there are always a few! The team finally 
con i ted of the Squadron 2IC Capt (Marathon M n) Oldfield, Sgt 
Guy (I'm onl~ a Re rve) Benson, LCpl Rob (Body Beautiful) Gray 
and ig Roo ter ( miler) Staff. 

There wa to be as much pre-competition training as possible; 
however, it doe not work like that in Londonderry. Training wa 
mainly confined to running at lunch lime (in camp), cycling at tea 
rime, and canoeing at week-ends. Our thanks musl go to the OC Maj 

. K. P. Hope MBE and Lt J.C. R. Bertram, who gave up valuable 
weekends to try and coach us in how to keep in a straight line. ( ote: 
The 2IC rm goe round in circle whatever he uses!) 

The team was now ready for combat, however a few days before 
the race a major crisis occured when LCpl Rob Gray crashed his bike 
and injured himself. Sgt Guy (I'm only a reserve) Benson prayed for 
LCpl Gray to get better quickly but other team members were more 
concerned with the bike (you're all heart lads!). The bike was replaced 
on the day before the event and LCpl Gray recovered (Sgt Benson 
breathed a sigh of relief!) We were now fully operational so we set off 
early Sunday morning for Antrim. 

After briefing the ream was ready and the race was on. The canoe 
leg went well; in the swimming the team managed to pull back a few 
places from the real pros. With the cycle event underway the team 
were bowing encouraging signs, especially the Squadron 2IC. 
However he had a blow out and had to return to base. The support 
team managed co fix the puncture with lots of glue and masking tape 
and he was on his way again. 

We finally finished well up in the field, eleventh out of 21, and 
individually LCpl Rob Gray 21st, Sig Rooster Staff 28th and Capt 
Paul Oldfield 40th out of 63 . (Note: Capt Oldfield made up at least 
20 places after the blow out.) 

The day was finally rounded off with a few beers, barbecue and the 
presentation to the winners, 45 Cdo (what a surprise!) 

Last but not least our thanks go to the support team LCpl Glynn 
(Gl098) Maggs and Sig Reg (Emerson Fittipaldi) Harley for all their 
hard work, technical knowledge and know how! 

Before the start- 'duty poseurs'. Sgt G. Benson (Team manager 
and water walker), Sig W. A. Staff, LCpl R. G. Gray and Capt P. 

J . Oldfield 

After the finish-'duty wrecks' 
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Now let us help Y..ml 

·w~·al 
~British. ~-~~•on 
48 PALL MALL, LON[O'\J SW1Y SJY 

A Aegostered Clwoly 

TELEGRAPH 
ASSISTANT 

If you are completing your service with the Army, we now 
have an opportunity as a Telegraph Assistant in Central 
London. 

You should have experience of a Message 
Switching System and understand BAU DOT and 
ADCUI codes, and you'll also need a minimum two 
years' experience of operating a telecommunications 
network. Good knowledge of international telex facilities 
and ability to use international reference books 
essential. 

Shift pattern includes weekend and night working. 
Salary: £8,026- £9,649 plus 8% shift allowance. 

Relocation expenses considered. 
Contact u~ immediately for application form (quote 

ref. 2247fTW and enclose s.a.e.) BBC Appointments, 
London W1A1 AA. Tel. 01-927 5799. 

[JJ[J}{B 
We are an equal 

opportunities employer 
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OPERATIONS 
The Squadron has been busy finalising the withdrawal and 

backloading of vast quantities of replaced commercial radio 
equipment in addition to providing communications for major 
redeployments in West Belfast and South Armagh. This, in no short 
measure, has tested the flexibility of our new Cougarnet radio system. 

IRA intimidation of civilian contractors and threats against British 
Telecom personnel have meant that W02 (YofS) Joe Haldane and the 
tels sections have been under considerable pressure simply to keep on 
top of routine telephone maintenance throughout the Brigade. The 
requirement to install telephones in border OPs in South Armagh has 
added to the workload. 

TELEPHONES FOR ARMAGH 
Report by W02 (YofS) Joe Haldane 
Q. What is the difference between the border OPs and the Somme? 
A. The border OPs have welfare telephones! 

The informed reader will be aware that a number of OPs have 
recently been erected along the border in South Armagh, and since 
August the locations have been attacked on six occasions. 

Cougarnet radios provide operational communications for the OPs, 
but in September the Squadron was given the job of installing welfare 
telephones at each location-a task which fell squarely on the 
shoulders of YofS Joe Haldane, and NCO IC Tels Cpl Alan Smith. 
Recruited from TM Troop (to the chagrin of FofS Tony McMahon) 
were Cpl Kev Smith, LCpl Mark Sala and Sig 'Big' Jim Gibbins. Their 
main task was to lay and dig in cable over fields and hedgerows. LCpl 
Taff Boucher was tasked to install an intercom at each Op, and 
~enerally assist the Yeoman in connecting up the whole system. 

For obvious reasons the work was carried out under cover of 
darkness and was completed surprisingly quickly. The Scots 
Guardsmen manning these inhospitable locations now at least have 
the facility to 'phone home'-except when the cables are cut by 
persons unknown! 

LCpl Mark Sala sorts out the cabling. Cpls Kev Smith and Alan 
Smith give advice! 
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Glasdrumman OP 
Standing L to R: Cpl Kev Smith, W02 (YofS) Joe Haldane, LCpl 

Mark Sala, Sig Jim Gibbins, Cpl Alan 'Scruff' Smith 
Sitting: LCpl Taff Boucher 

COMMS TROOP 
In the wake of the Squadron reorganisation which saw the 

amalgamation of Alpha Troop and Bravo Troop to form Comms 
Troop, it was decided to re-name the old combat section and call it 
Radio Section. 

Along with the new name has come a revised role. Numerous 
comms trials have been carried out by Cpls 'Mitch' Mitchell, Chris 
Sands and Sig 'Beaker' Nield. Other members of the section have been 
involved with Operation Clean-Up: these include Cpl Cal Hewitt, Sig 
Glen Weaver, 'Spike' Harding and Chris Davis. Their task has been 
to assist in ripping out commercial equipments from sites in West 
Belfast and backloading it to the QM's Department. 

On top of their usual commitments, Rover Group have been given 
a new, hopefully temporary, responsibility. They were required to 
support the RUC and UDR in the Lisburn area by providing patrols 
to counter the spate of petrol bombings in the town. The group has 
also been busy showing the new boys, LCpl 'Jock' Young RPC and 
Dvr Nick Baker RCT, around West Belfast. 

Built around the normal three way shift system, the COMCEN 
works efficiently under the stalwart leadership of Cpl 'Taps' Locker. 
The shift is delighted to welcome Sig 'Mute' Swithenbank and is even 
more delighted to say farewell to LCpl 'Chod' Goodliffe (not really!). 
LCpl (Posh on the phone) Hardman is also off to easy street BAOR. 

Three members of the Troop have recently married. Welcome to 
Cpl 'Grandad' Stevenson's wife Angela, LCpl Rice's wife Yvonne and 
Sig Glen Weaver's wife Kim. 

Rover Group relaxing after training at HMP Maze 
Standing L to R: Pte 'Gas' Chamberlain, Cpls Tony Mellett, Jimmy 

Stevenson 
Kneeling: LCpls Jim Crowe and Jock Baird 

Foreground: Sig Glen Weaver 
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Farewell to 2Lt John Adams who, after such a hort tour, wondered 
if he ... .-a quali fied to throw a Happy Hour . The Troop assured him 
that he wa • and ent him poorer {and wi er) to Cambridge. 

Finally we aid goodbye to Sgt (Para) Shaw and wife Edna, it is 
rumoured that he ha forced his BFT time down to a mere 12 minute 
in preparation for hi new post at 5 AB Bde. He just doe not know 
how Ju ky he is-the OC Capt Simon Renfrey would love to go to 

Ider hot, ju 1 for a rest . 

TM TROOP 
Report by W02 (Fof ) Tony McMahon 

ow that the much publicised Cougar is working across the 
Province, what has the Troop been up to in the last couple of months? 

Well , mo t of the time and effort has been spent in recovering the 
old equipment from numerous locations and backloading it to the 
mainland. 

The Troop ha been di ided into several teams fo r this with each 
team having a different task , ie recovering the talkthrough site 
equipment , recovering the base station equipment from Ops Rooms 
and tidying up the Cougar fi t , and continuing to carry out car fies, 
video fits, telegraph faults, intercom faults, and telephone 
in tallations and Heli Tele tasks. Despite the pressure everybody 
pitched in and some even managed a spot of leave! 

At the first sign of things easing up, and not wishing to be a burden 
to the others, a few of the lads took off on a 'duty swan' to rock 
climbing-Sgt John Howell-Walmsley and Autumn Amble-Sgt Ian 
Horton. 

The current challenge is to provide Cougar radio in places 'where 
no man has dared to go' and this has posed the challenge of juggling 
limited resources and frequencies to achieve it. At the moment we 
believe we're ahead on points but are waiting to see who climbs into 
the red corner next. 

A welcome to Sgt Keith and Sharon Wilkinson and Sig Chalky 
White and a special one to baby Brent Gardner who weighed in on 
Saturday 20 September at 7lb 12oz, congratulations Julie and Paul. 

Farewell to Cpl Kev Cotton who has heard that 227 Sig Sqn is 
trying to get up a rugby team and has volunteered to help, and also 
to Sig Jacko Jackson on his posting to sunny Belize. We hear you have 
given up smoking Jacko! 

LCpl Dan Boon testing one of the Heli-Tele spheres prior to fitting 
to a Lynx 

QM'S DEPARTMENT 
It has been one of those boring periods in the QM's Department 

when not much has been happening except the backloading of some 
7 ,000 items of commercial radio, the introduction of the new 
commercial radio in the form of COUGARNET, and the preparation 
of the introduction of Project BRINTON. All this has given us time 
to sit back and enjoy the good things in life like only working six days 
a week, and for just 15 hours a day. 

Consequently LCpl Andy Purdy has had time to continue the 
courting of Kim Byrne which culminates in his joining the married 
ranks on 25 October-we wish them both all the best of happiness for 
the future . LCpl Carl Mast has left us for the quieter backwaters of 
7 Sig Regt, for a life of bracties, booze and birds-think of us whilst 
you are roughing it over there! 

Further congratulations are extended to LCpl Simon Sloman who 
has once again placed bis foot on the first rung of the promotion 
ladder. Let us hope that this ladder proves to be less slippery than the 
last one and you can move up a few more rungs. 

W02 (RQMS) Terry Hughes continues in his efforts to rebuild the 
Hor eshoe Club but he is only just winning the battle against those 
who arc determined to tear it down. By all accounts there seem to be 
more Leeds United supporters in the Squadron than we ever knew. 
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NORTHERN IRELAND FIR T AID COMPETITION 
Report by Cpl K. E. Emmerson 

On Saturday 20 September, eight members of the Squadron took 
part in the Northern Ireland First Aid Competition (NIFAC). 

Team member were: Sgt Simon Tatman, Cpls Chris Cadman, 
Keith Emmerson, Kev Smith, LCpls Jock Dear, Don Mills, Mark Sala 
and Sig Chris (John) Swithenbank. 

The competition was held at Ballykinler and consisted of a number 
of very realistic and well simulated first aid incidents, although other 
military skills were also tested. Multiple casualties and liberal amounts 
of CAS-SIM littered the area! 

Between each of the stands the teams were required to complete a 
forced march in full kit weighing over 30Jb. The last stand was the old 
favourite a Stretcher Race. The distance we had to cover was one and 
a half miles, the initial stages being over some very rough terrain. 
However, once we hit the tarmac our hard training really paid off and 
we recorded one of the fastest times of the day at just over 15 minutes . 

RESULTS 
The Squadron was placed a creditable third out of 11 teams, and 

were the highest placed minor unit. Only 10 points behind the winners 
I R Anglian and very close to the second place 1 King's Own Border 
Regt. As a minor unit this was a very good result which reflected the 
hard work and effort put in by the team members and other Squadron 
personnel who helped in training. 

Standing: Cpl Doc Smith, LCpl Don Mills , S ig Chris Swithenbank, 
LCpl Jock 'Clear the Airways ' Dear 

Kneeling: Sgt Simon Tatman, Cpls Chris Cadman, Keith 
Emmerson, LCpl Mark Sala 

EXERCISE AUTUMN AMBLE 86 
Report by 2Lt Jeremy Tod 

The exercise this year was set up to give Squadron personnel a 
chance to do some adventurous training in a relaxed non-military 
environment . 

The town of Ambleside fulfilled these requirements more than 
adequately, although some assaults on the local discos were led with 
military precision by Sgt Gus 'Wide Boy' Tate. The time was split 
between hillwalking, rock climbing, windsurfing and during the first 
week, canoeing. The high point of the rock climbing was a 150ft abseil 
into a water filled quarry. This produced a lot of 'discoleg' 
beforehand and looks of intense concentration (fear!) as people 
lowered themselves over the edge. The windsurfing was a bit 
disappointing because of light winds ; but it was ideal for the 
beginners, some of whom got quite good, notably Sig 'Sid' Wlllgress 
and Sig 'Linus' A,ttwood. 

SQUADRON INTER TROOP MILITARY SKILLS 
COMPETITION 
Report by 2Lt John Adams 

The competition this year was held on the morning of Tuesday 2 
September within Lisburn Garrison. Five teams took part and each 
'Brick' consisted of five soldiers led by an NCO. All Troops/ 
departments entered a team and they had been briefed in advance of 
the competition to help them prepare and possibly train. The day 
dawned, and for once it was not raining, in fact, it was one of the best 
days of the whole summer. 

The competition involved five stands located around the camp. The 
team had to stick to a rigid timetable and had to carry a laden stretcher 
throughout the competition. 

The topics covered at the stands were First Aid, a river crossing (in 
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the swimming pool), a command task, skill at arms, shooting, and an 
urban patrol course. 

All teams displayed good spirit , enthusiasm and a sense of humour 
throughout. However it was a close fini h with Comms A being beaten 
only on the last hurdle by the Comms B team led by Cpl Emmerson, 

ig Dave Churchward , Sig Chris Swithenbank, Sig Neil Chilvers and 
Sig Ally McClean. Well done lads. 

Shooting Team 
Standing L to R: W01 (RSM ) Charlie Manning, QC Maj Philip 

Rouse , Sgt Jimmy Johnson, LCpl Don Mills 
Kneeling: LCpls Pete Goodl iffe, LCpl Mark Sala 

PLYMOUTH 
OPEN 

LEARNING 
SYSTEMS MICROELECfRONICS 

SYSTEMS 
& 

ELECTRONICS 

e THE EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES incorporate mien:~ 
processor hardware and electronic components as 
appropriate, providing the hands-On training essential to a 
real understanding of modem electronics. Micro-electronics 
courses cover all major aspects of micro-processor technology 
including architecture, programming, applications and 
interfacing. 

e A NETWORK OF 11JTORING FACILITIES is being 
established throughout the UK Personal Tutorial help and 
practical training facilities are close at hand. 

• B/TEC unit awards are available in some cases. 
e EMPLOYERS may qualify for Adult Training grants. 
For further particulars contact: 
POLSU, 
College of Further Education, 
Kings Road, Devonport, PLYMOUTH PL/ 5QG. 
Telephone (0752) 264762 
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233 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 801 

NORTHERN IRELAND FIR T AID COMPETITION 
The call went out to the Squadron to provide a team for the NIF AC 

' 86, and Commcen , Comms and Admin Tp supplied the men. 
The team began a two hours a day training schedule for the two 

weeks prior to the competition under the instruction of Cpl Going 
RAMC and Sgt Jock Grandison. 

The competition took place on a warm Saturday, 20 September at 
Ballykinler. The competition consisted of several stands concerned 
with the treatment of casualties, a forced march for one and a half 
miles and a recovery of a casualty by stretcher for one and a half 
miles . 

Despite setting the fastest time for the forced march and the second 
fastest for the stretcher race, the team finished seventh out of all 
regular Units. It was a very close run competition with only a few 
points separating al l teams. 

It was an excellent effort by all taking part. 

The First Aid team - all hyped up and raring to got 

Sig Flounder Anderson in action with LCpl Brummy Lawes being 
quizzed in the background 

ECHO TROOP 
Report by Sgt Williams 
VALETE 

First of all, the Farewells . 
SSgt Scotty McDougall-going to 13 Sig Regt on a short tour, 

before joining the boys in blue in Cumbria. 
Sig Bill Williams- now firmly established in Civvy street. 
Sig Tommy Tucker-;-wh? m?ved on to '.fech T_r~op. ~ommy 

impressed the Troop with his hairstyle, and his co-dr1vmg kills. 
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B T • OT FORGE'ITING . . . 
\\'e hall hortl)" be aying farewell to: 
W02 (Fors) Dne Gorse who i off to serve with the Yanks in 

Germany with rhe appoimment of enior Signal Officer! and also to 
W02 (Mr Cricket) Ian Thorburn. 

To all above we ay thank you for your effort and good humour 
\\hit t with u and we offer be t wishe to you and your families in the 
future. 

ALVETE 
Welcome are extended to the following who have joined us in 

recent time . W02 (FofS) Dave Andrews-via ;\lashington . He's 
fluent in many languages and peak merican ith a rare Gaelic 
dialect known a Jock. 

ig Ginge Reynolds-formerly of Tech Troop, who ha already 
picked him elf for the Troop X-Country Team and Football and 
could quite ea ily feature in the Troop Steeplechase team. 

COMMCEN TP 
ARRIV AL.S AND DEPARTURES 

\ e extend a warm welcome back to LCpl Smudge Smith who had 
previously departed u for Berlin. Pte Lisa Clayton from the Far East 
(hope you enjoy the Ulster weather Li a) . Sadly we ay farewell w Pte 
Jackie utclifre who has departed to Civvy street. 

CONGRAT LATIONS 
Wedding bells have once again been ringing in the Troop and this 

time for: Pte Alice Downie to Cpl Carlos Sinclair, LCpl Dawn 
Williams to LCpl 'Dek' Painter, Pie Anna Beckett to Sig Daryl Byrnes 
(W Tp), Pte Yvonne Buchanan to LCpl Jim Rice of 39 Inf Bde. 

COMSTAR AWARD 
Commcen ORIRELAND has been awarded the Silver Comstar. It 

came as a great surpri e to most of the Troop who over the past year 
have been faced with some appalling operating conditions whilst 
preparation was made for the new Automatic Message Switch. What 
happened to Gold you may ask! There's always next year. Well done! 

VICTOR TROOP 
We say fond farewells lO Capt Richard Blum now commanrung a 

desk, in UKLF, Pte Helen McElhinney to 16 Sig Regt, Sig Chris 
Davie off to AFCENT, Cpl Chris Meehan off to the Training Wing 
and Sgt Mark Cregan who has decided lO quit the service after nine 
years. All the best! 

We welcome our new OC, Capt Ted 'Seh' Flint from 4 Armd Div, 
via auditions for 'Chariots of Fire Two', and his eight week old collie 
Bobby, there's no truth in the rumour that all new members of the 
Troop are now issued with an air freshener! 

A warm Troop welcome·atso goes to Sgt Vaughan Phillips and his 
wife Sharon from 2 Sqn, 10 Sig Regt, to LCpl 'Marc' McLaren from 
Harrogate and LCpl Karen Leslie who come$ to join her husband 
from sunny Cypru . 

On the promotions front we now have two new Lance Corporals, 
Bob Clubb and Kev Newman, well done lads, better late than never! 

Our sporting prowess took a bit of a nose dive in the McKelvie 
Trophy Cross-Country. After actually winning the Orienteering 
competition we came a resounding last in the Cross-Country. 

ADMIN TP NOTES 
SSgt Taff Yates leaves us this month with a few tears in his eyes, 

not only because he's had to hand over his greenhouse to Sgt Kev 
Bickerstaffe, but also because he was only allowed one go on the 
kiddies slide at his dining out. Farewell Greenfingers, enjoy the 
Falklands. 

Welcome to SSgt Tom Swanney, who's now the man in the hot seat, 
fresh from Harrogate. Also welcome to Cpl Harry Roberts who 
replaces Cpl Taff Kessell in the MT. 

PAINT 
Those of you who read the Squadron's Magazine (the Tower) last 

month will know that there's a shortage of paint here. Capt Mike 
Ledwards, had tears in his eyes as he thought of his old 4 Div 
Guardroom, and also the immeruate answer-let's paint it in Corps 
colours. Rumour has it that he's now installing piped music-the 
Corps march only to be played . 
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WHISKY TROOP 
Having had a few pointers from the OC, Capt Kevin Taylor, LCpl 

Mark Langley i off to P Coy and I Bde; be t of luck. 
After 22 years service, (and almost all of them without Whisky Tp!) 

we bid a fond farewell to W02 (YofS) Geoff Gibson. We wish you 
every succes in your new career. 

On behalf of Whisky Troop we would like to thank Mr John 
Sheerin, Chairman of the Salford Branch of BLESMA who came over 
to the Province to collect the money raised in July by the Sponsored 
Parachutists who were Lt Bould, SSgt Ian Haldane, Pte Sharon 
Pinder, LCpl Dawn Pettitt and Mary McDougall. 

A total of £291.80 was raised. Well Done everyone. 

TECH TROOP 
We start this news round-up by bidding farewell to W02 (FofS) 

Doug Rackham and his wife Angela, Cpl 'Mac' MacKenzie and his 
wife Karen. and Cpl Keiran Connolly. We wish them luck and success 
in the future. 

A huge dent was sustained in the Troop football team's pride on 
Saturday 27 September when they were beaten 13-0 by Echo Troop. 
We accept this beating nobly, but we also lie. 

Work carries on with the Brinton and AMS Projects. Much of the 
installation work for Brinton has been carried out with the highlight, 
the closing down of the runway at Aldergrove Airport due to occur 
as we go to press. The commissioning and testing phases on the AMS 
have been completed by the contractors, with the on line tests due to 
start again as we go to press. Hopefully, once the tests have been 
completed to everyone's satisfaction the AMS will come on line early 
November, thereby relieving a lot of headaches and high pulse rates 
in both Tech and Commcen Troops. 

EXERCISE RUNNING BEAR 
Proudly sporting their Rupert Bear sweatshirts the intrepid 

canoeists set off for the sun of the South of France in their Coca-Cola 
sponsored minibus. 

The party was led by 2Lt Adrian 'Pate' Clewlow and included the 
two canoe instructors, Cpl Taff 'spraycover' Jones and Cpl Alan 'He
man' Hogarth (3 LI) and the novices, Sgt Taff 'which end is the 
front?' Carr, Cpl Di 'I'm only here for the admin and the singing in 
the shower (and everywhere else)' Lawton, LCpl Martin 'Paleface' 
Flather, Sig Steve 'Space Cadet' Jones and Pte Sharon 'I don't mind 
paying a fiver for a coke' Pinder. 

The team canoed down the River Ardeche with a few thrills and 
spills on the way-funny how often people capsize as they canoe past 
a nurust colony! 

No one on the expedition is mentioning where R and R was even 
spent but there are many tight lips and all over tans in the Squadron! 

Pte Julie Gray, Kay MacDonald, Maxine Hughes and LCpl Karen 
Turner with their newly presented NI medals 
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School of Signals 
Blandford Camp 

Dorset 

EXERCISE PRIVATE VENTURE 
After block leave 2 Sqn departed on a belated Battlecamp. Planned 

by Maj Peter Day and organised by our outgoing 21C Capt Mike 
Gilyeat, the camp was divided into two phases. Phase One was to be 
a military deployment based at Catterick followed by a week 
adventure training for Phase Two. All those who thought Phase Two 
was to be a relaxing week in the Lake District were to be sadly 
mistaken. 

Once the Squadron had ploughed through the massive exercise 
instruction everything became clear. The aim of Phase One was LO give 
the Squadron the opportunity lO pass both APWT and APWA, carry 
out grenade and IBSR training and to practise individual field craft 
and section drills with emphasis on defensive infantry skills. The 
culmination was to be a two day mini exercise shrouded in secrecy 
called Ex Last Ditch . Everyone knew this was the OC's baby and that 
was causing some concern through the ranks, even before leaving 
Blandford. 

The advance party left at the un-earthly hour of 0100 hrs on 10 
September. It included SSgt (SQMS) Stan Stanley, W02 (SSM) Barry 
Gibbons, Capt Simon Green, SSgt Pete Smith and Sig Don Luffman. 
Capt Green spent most of the journey asleep and as a passenger to 
SSgt Smith, this would prove the best method of achieving best 
passenger behaviour. By 1600 hrs the main party arrived at Wathgill 
Camp and all were impressed by the purpose built camp. Training 
started promptly the next day with Group One on the ranges and 
Group Two on dry training, the next day they were to swap activities. 

The ranges, run by Lt Paul Oliver, W02 (SSM) Gibbons and W02 
Phil Lee (SSM designate) ran very smoothly with the majority passing 
both APWT and APWA without the loss of one sheep. The dry 
training conducted by Capt Green, SSgt 'Brunei Bill' Smith and Sgt 
Dave Whiting shook off many cobwebs and revised all the basic battle 
skills . The revision process was a slow one that finally moulded the 
section into a fighting machine to tackle the OC's dreaded exercise. 
Rumours were still rife as apparently there were to be appointments 
including a platoon commander. Capt Peter Smurthwaite joined in 
the dry training on day one and his astute observation brought the 
comment at lunch ' I see we have three groups here, the DS, the men 
and Dev Troop'. It is fair to say that though playing cards at the time 
they had spent all morning digging a trench for demonstration 
purposes. The Dev Tp diggers consisted of SSgt (FofS) Eddy Harper, 
Sgts Brain Issac, Mick Winchester and Eric Thomas. Who supervised 
who, and who did the rugging is still a mystery. The section attacks 
were conducted with enthusiasm, dash and lots of sweat. One of the 
smoothest attacks was carried out by LCpl Mat Murray as section 
commander and Cpl Jimmy Smith as his 2IC. The Scottish dialect 
mystified both DS and the remainder of the section, but all ran 
smoothly and the enemy was defeated with Scottish daring. Day three 
was conducted at a slower pace with a grenade range run by W02 Pete 
Underhill from 8 Sig Regt and the IBSR run by the Squadron SSM~'. 
The only blind of the day fell to Cpl Don McGralh much to the relief 
of everyone else. The background activity of ambush drills again saw 
SSgt 'Kukri Ken' Smith putting his jungle experience to good use, 
unfortunately he did not have time to teach Punji sticks. With all the 
ranges now complete the Squadron formed a platoon and departed the 
warmth of Wathgill for Ex Last Ditch. . 

The OC's idea of practising verbal orders passing along the cham 
of command proved to be interesting to say the least. The enemy, 
originally locals trained abroad, ended up by being a mixture of Arab 
terrorists led by 'Mustafa Leek'. SSgt Smith commanded the platoon 
on Phase One organising the deployment of the three sections that 
were to patrol routes to a platoon RV. The march from the drop-offs 
to the RV went well though 2 Section led by Cpl Paul Hollis covered 
many kilometres more than it should have done. Once the plat?on was 
in the RV each section had to carry out recces by day and mght. By 
this time the platoon was commanded by SSgt Eddy J:Iarper in. his own 
inimitable fashion. The patrols yielded valuabl~ mfor~~tton t~al 
identified Mustafas' HQ. That night, enemy lookmg susp1c1ou ly ltke 
Sig Dick Burek and Spike Dyke came close to capture a Mustafa's old 
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Citroen Visa almost failed in the getaway. It is now evident that the 
sick lame and lazy were not so impaired as to prevent running away 
from Cpl Waters recce patrol hell bent on capturing the enemy. 

The information gained led to an attack on the enemy HQ at 
Hudswell Grange with the platoon now commanded by gt Dave 
Whiting fresh from his RSSSC. The platoon attack wem well despite 
the fire section still being some 500m from their position. After killing 
most of the enemy the position was established in the buildings. The 
routine in defence continued with LCpl Sleepy Smith particularly 
feeling the strain spending many hour asleep after stand-to, still in 
position. It was later established he could sleep like Martini-any time 
any place any where. 

During the night platoon HQ was smoked out by Capt Chri Payne 
as his Boy Scout days got the better of him. All kept warm by a 
blazing fire, coughing and with eyes watering. 

The enemy counter-attacked the next morning led by the evil 
Mustafa (Lt Oliver). This resulted in some fierce hand to hand 
fighting. With Sgt Gordon Thursfield in command and finally parted 
from his radio the platoon deployed by sections on foot to finish off 
the enemy. The march to the RV resulted in the sections moving at 
high speed to the range and a falling plate competition. Special 
mention to Sig Hamish Cambell for running his section, literally, with 
a rod of iron. Many new feet and pace makers were now demanded 
by the SQMS to enable the Squadron to deploy to Phase Two. 

2 Section coming to the end of the forced march on Ex Last Ditch 
or 'Blue Skies over Catterick?' 

Jan White our Clerk, at ease by her basha, typewriter poised for 
action 
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• O\\ dre ·cd in civilian clothes the quadron departed for Coniston 
and the beautiful cenery of the Lake Di trict. The OC's purge on 
health and fitne s wa dealt a evere blow as he had to cancel early 
morning PT due to the lack of showers. Apart from there being only 
three for the whole camp site they were 300m away. Also the fatter 
offi ers were now off their enforced diet, and in fact some of them 
were cheating anyway. Activities on this phase were to be climbing, 
canoeing, walking and orienteering. 

Climbing was conducted on the particularly impre sive Scout Crag 
in Great Langdale, two days were spent cF bing up and then abseiling 
down. The instructors Capt Green, Lt Oliver, Cpl Tom Tomkins and 
Cpl 'Wallet' Waters instructed in basic rope work and belaying 
technique . The weather on the first two days was superb, hot and 
very sunny. Lt Col Stuchbury found time to do the climb and abseil 
on day two during his visit to camp. Cpl Waters wanted to stop the 
CO half way down the abseil to discus promotion but common sense 
prevailed and the CO departed happy though rather pale. He had 
however brought the doctor with him but he mysteriously, did not 
climb. Only a couple failed to complete the climbs, special mention to 
Cpl Smith who overcame his fear of heights. 

The canoeing conducted on Coniston Water by SSgt (FofS) Harper 
was in mo t people's opinion very cold to say the least. Shouts could 
be heard all day as the capsize drills continued. Thankfully one could 
get warm quickly over the number one burner at lunchtime. 
Windsurfing conducted by WOl (YofS) Alan Doane as a background 
activity attracted many volunteers on the fine days. 

Orienteering in Grizedale Forest planned by Capt Chris Payne 
proved to be educating for all as many learnt map reading the hard 
way, getting lost for several hours. 

The fell walking proved to be the roughest activity of the week, a 
gruelling two day trek over 35km of mountain including Scafell Pike 
and the Old Man of Coniston. The weather proved to be a decisive 
factor in navigation as groups were to find out. With the mist down 
navigation was on compass bearing all the way. Capt Peter 
Smurthwaite spent most of his time out on the hill and the remainder 
in his bed. He must have done the walk many times over. Sgt Thomas' 
section, now consisting of himself, had the OC and SQMS for 

C Section prior to the fell walking 
Back Row L to R: Sig Davy Rooney, Cpl Dom McGrath, Sig Ginge 
Caton , Hamish Campbell, LCpl Mat Murray, Sgt Keith Pammenter 

and the CO Lt Col Stuchbury 
Front Row: The 'Doc' Dr Nigel Sharpe, Capt Snurthwaite and 

SSgt Stan Stanley 

The OC Maj Peter Day giving the latest recruit a roasting 
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company on the trek. Who wa following who in the fog is still 
unclear. 

After five hard days the last day saw the Squadron embarked on a 
great feast eating a 55lb suckling pig. Cpl Underhill put his career on 
the line and took charge of the cooking . By 1900 hrs the pig was ready 
and the OC personally carved and served the piggy from the spit. 
Seven hours and many beers later the pig was gone and all went to bed 
happy and full. Fortunately for the OC, the Squadron survived the 
feast. 

REPORT FROM TM TROOP 
About the middle of February strange 'goings on' were reported 

from TM Troop. SSgt (Art Tels) Colin Butt and SSgt Paddy 
Bovenlzer were heard muttering things like 'Summer Camp' and 
'Devon'. Frantic activity followed. Rations, tentage, transport etc, 
were booked, an assault boat promised by the Sappers, briefing 
following briefing, and finally, on Friday 15 August, it all came 
together, and the advance party departed for Fremington Camp, nr 
Barnstaple. After an unscheduled tour of Yeovil ('Fifth Columnists 
changing the road signs since I wrote the route card, old boy' quoth 
the Art Tels) a hard day 's work by the advance party saw all ready for 
the main party's arrival on Saturday. Sadly, the weather had been 
biding its time, and the rain soon started. It was to continue, with little 
respite, for most of the next fortnight. Over this period, between 
showers, the Troop actively participated in canoeing, windsurfing, 
clay pigeon shooting, fishing, bowling, skittling, swimming, pony 
trekking, volleyball and many others, including tent chasing, this 
during our brush with the tail end of Hurricane Charlie. Our arrivals 
on the beach coincided with a considerable increase in the activities of 
the local air sea rescue helicopter (whenever the cloud base was high 
enough) and LCpl Lance Marshall's attempts to observe this 
phenomenon more closely on his sail board nearly led to him having 
an unscheduled flight. A new word was coined, to 'Murg' meaning to 
pose outrageously, further details from LCpl 'Murg' Murgatroyd. 
LCpl Jim Barber confounded the Guinness Book of Records by 
capsizing a canoe in 2Y2ft of water and nearly drowning in the 
process. Sgt Dave Milne actually made it on time for fatigues one 
morning. His invention of, and subsequent consumption of vast 
quantities of, 'Cream Sodas' may have been a significant factor here. 

LCpl 'Uncle Mark' Neish occasionally surfaced from a sea of small 
children, only to disappear again immediately. The volleyball court 
resounded to cries of anguish whenever either Staff Sergeant 
appeared, for their enthusiasm was exceeded only by their 
incompetence, and LCpl Neish and Cpl Chris Van Den Kerkhoff 
flung themselves about with gusto. Cpl Max Hurd wore the shorts and 
won his bet, LCpl (has he gone too soon?) Tony Smith occasionally 
used his hands, and Chester chased moths. Cpl Wal Waller and 
Jennifer kissed and made up. Sgt Nigel Deoweneley went back for the 
bait, and intermittently, it rained and heavily. The bar was run with 
great success by Sgts Tom McLaughlin and Geordie Mitchell (REME), 
and Margaret won the Green Maggot award, despite some strong 
competition. 

Finally, it was time to go home (we knew that, cos it stopped 
raining) . Pack it all up, back to Blandford, and hand it all in. Despite 
the appalling weather, a good time was had by all, much work done, 
and we all got to know each other a great deal better. The Troop is 
full of lightly browned soldiers ('not suntan, mate, rust!') and if all 
goes well, we hope to do it again next year. Our thanks go to the TOT, 
Maj Eddie Holland, for allowing the whole thing to happen, and to 
all those who helped. And needless to say, in the two weeks since our 
return, it has not rained once! 

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS 

New Regulation Pattern with Straps 

Made up as required 

EXPORT ............... each £4.10 
U.K. inc. VAT ........ . . each £4.72 

· (POllag• Extra) 

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY 
Nr. DONCASTER 
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SCHOOL OF SIGNALS HOCKEY TEAM 
The SWDIST Summer League consisted of two Divisions of 

military and civilian teams. The School Regt won their Division: 
P WD L FA P 
10 8 I I 33 4 17 

In the semi-finals we met Andover HC and won by one goal to nil 
in extra time. 

The final was played at Blandford on 9 September against Salisbury 
HC. The result was a one to nil victory for the School in a hard fought 
match. The scorer for School Regiment was Maj Brian Chubb. 

SCHOOL OF SIGNALS HOCKEY TEAM 
Back Row L to R: Lt Col Stutchbury (CO School Regt), SSgt Pylee, 
W02 Brown , Capt Butler, SSgt Bovenizer, Capt Thomas, W02 

(ROMS) Tai BEM (Umpire) 
Front Row L to R: W02 Drake, LCpl Clow, W02 (Supvr R) Hooper, 

Lt Sulaiman, Cpl Licence, Maj Chubb 
Absent on Duty/Posted: Capt Gilyeat ( 10 Sig Regt), WO 1 Dorban, 

SSgt Tankard , Lt Col Swindells, Sig Dunham 

ST AUDRIES SCHOOL 
West Quantoxhead, Nr Taunton, Somerset 

SCHOLARSHIPS 1987 

Academic, Music and Sixth Form Scholarships 
for Day Girls and Boarders, 

worth up to two-thirds of the fees, 
are open to competition in January 1987. 

For details write to The Headmaster 
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Army Apprentices' College 
Harrogate 

SUMMER TERM 
Once again the College comes to the end of a busy Summer Term 

but undoubtedly the highlight was Saturday 3 May when over 300 
members of the College marched through Harrogate's town centre to 
commemorate the 30th Anniversary of the College's adoption by the 
former Harrogate Borough Council on 3 May 1956. In keeping with 
the College's right to the Freedom of Harrogate, which was bestowed 
in June 1972, the march was conducted in the traditional manner with 
bayonets fixed, banners flying and band playing. 

In warm, overcast conditions large crowds lined the processional 
route. Accompanied by the College Band, augmented for the occasion 
by a detachment of the Corps Band from Blandford, the march, Jed 
by the Commandant, Col S. R. Carr-Smith, proceeded from the 
Royal Baths along Kings Road, up Cheltenham Parade to Station 
Parade, where the Mayor of Harrogate, Mrs Brenda Towler, took the 
salute. Standing alongside the Mayor, on the saluting dais, was Mr J. 
V. Lovell, Chief Executive of Harrogate Borough Council and Maj 
Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB CBE, Representative Colonel Commandant 
Royal Signals. 

Other distinguished guests included Maj Gen Lloyd Howell CBE, 
Colonel Commandant RAEC; Brig R. F. Maynard MBE, Commander 
Training Group Royal Signals and Catterick Garrison and Brig 
Norman Butler CBE, who was Commandant of the College in 1972 
when the College received the Freedom of Harrogate. Seated on both 
sides of the saluting dais were Councillors and other representatives 
of the Harrogate Council and members of the Staff of the College. 

From Station Parade the marching contingent returned to the Royal 
Baths via Albert Street, West Park and Parliament Street. Later, at 
lhe Royal Baths, the College provided lunch at a reception for all 
lhose involved with the ceremony, including all the Apprentices who 
had taken part in the march. 

In her address of welcome, Mrs Towler congratulated everyone who 
had made the day so memorable mentioning, particularly, the 
Apprentices and the Band for putting on such an impressive display, 
and the Catering Staff for the hard work and organisation required 
to prepare an excellent lunch for over 400 people. 

To mark the occasion, on behalf of the Council and the 
townspeople of Harrogate, the Mayor presented the Commandant 
with a ceremonial sword. In accepting the sword, on behalf of the 
College, the Commandant announced that it would be known as the 
Harrogate Sword and would be worn by the AT RSM on all future 
ceremonial occasions, including graduation parades. 

In his address, the Commandant outlined the historical links 
between the College and the Town and emphasised how much the 
College valued the hospitality and friendship of the people of 
Harrogate. No greater honour, he said, than the adoption of the 
College by the Borough of Harrogate and the granting of the Freedom 
of Harrogate could ever come to the College, and he was sure the 
already very close ties between the College and Town would grow 
stronger with the passing years. 

To commemorate the occasion, the Commandant presented the 
Mayor with an embroidered Pipe-Banner which depicted, on one side, 
the Corps Badge and, on the other side, the Coat-of-Arms of 
Harrogate. It would, he said, symbolise the entirely unparalleled 
relationship between the College and the citizens of Harrogate. 

At the end of a splendid and spectacular day, the Mayor, senior 
local dignitaries of Harrogate and The Chief Executive together with 
the Commandant and senior officers of the College attended a 
celebratory dinner in the Mayor's Parlour. As it was the first time the 
Mayor's Parlour had been used for such a function, the dinner formed 
a unique and prestigious ending to an event which will be long 
remembered by those present. 

The Mayor of Harrogate, Mrs Brenda Towler, taking the Salute as 
the Commandant, Col S. R. Carr-Smith, leads the March Past 
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On 4 July 1986, hi Lory was made when he Army Apprentices 
College Harrogate entered the first ever Royal Signal team in the 
\ 'orld Pace Sticking Championship at Pirbright. The idea came from 
the College R ~1. WOI John Faloone Irish Guard and the team was 
elected after the Inter Squadron Competjtfon held some four weeks 

before. The final team was: W02 (SSM) Gordon Townsley, Sgts Pete 
Griffin, Pete Lawlor and Pete Rixon . even teams entered on the day, 
five from the Footguards, the JIB Shorncliffe and the College. 
Judge , also from the Footguards, iii luded Lt Col Bunny Whitehead 
(known to many in the Corps) and the Acadamy Sergeant Major 
Denni Cleal) . The SOinC was represented by Col Mike Hales, Col 
Comm HQ 2 ig Bde. 

Well, what happened? The College came fifth beating JIB 
horncliffe and the lri h Guards (much to the plea ure of the RSM). 

Thi wa an e. tremely creditable result for a first attempt and 
certainly one which we film to better next year. Of this year's team all 
three Sergeants are posted to I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt so maybe 
we will ee two Royal Signals' teams next year! 

The College Pace Sticking Team plus reserves 
l -R: W01 !RSMI J. F. P. Faloone IG, Sgts Sear, Bennet, Rixon, 
Lawlor, W02 !SSMI G. G. Townsley, Sgts Griffin, Horton, East, 

W02 (CSMI D. Williamson SG 

29 SIGNAL REGIMENT'S DONATION 
On Thursday 10 July, Richard Watts, three and a half, elder son of 

Sgt Jeff Watts of the Army Apprentices' College Harrogate, was 
presented with a phonic ear radio hearing fild by 29 Sig Regt Berlin . 

By way of a series of sponsored events, including a 25km run and 
a ~ockey festival, the Regiment rfilsed a total of £2,500 to help young 
Richard to overcome the effects of a serious illness he developed 
during his father's service with the Unit in Berlin. 

SS~t Clive Young of 29 Sig Regt made the journey from Berlin 
especially to make the presentation to Richard on behalf of the 
Regiment. 

Our photograph shows Richard with his mother and SSgt Young 
during the presentation ceremony in the Sergeants' Mess. 

.. j 

. _, . 

Richard with his mother and SSgt Young during t he presentation 
ceremony in the Sergeants' Mess 
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BRADLEY SQUADRON 
oc 
2IC 
Recruit Tp Comd 
SSM 

Tp Sgts 

SQMS 

Maj RoIJo Rumford 
Capt Colin Miller 
Lt Joe Cooper 
W02 (CSM) Duncan Williamson 

Scots Guards 
Lennie King 
Paul Horton 
Neil Turnbull 
Ian Taylor 
Dave Curgenven 
Cpl Ginge Coburn 

l 'eard the feet on the gravel, 
The feet o ' the men what drill, 
An' l sez to me flutterin ' 'earl strings, 
l sez to 'em, peace, be still. 
R. Kipling 

The rustinctive red and white chequered pattern of the hat band of 
the Scots Guards continues to work its quiet (?) magic. The Squadron 
once more won the Senior Drill Competition, although, regrettably, 
slipping to second position in the Junior Competition. 
'There's a sucker born every minute'. 
T . Barnum 

On the weekend 23-25 May, the Squadron held a training weekend . 
This comprised a varied programme of strenuous physical effort and 
recreational activity. The planning conference contfilned something 
along the lines of the following: 
'A one jump parachute course' quoth a voice from the rear, 
'Would fill volunteers with elation and fear-
An' I happens to have 40 names with me here'. 

'Jolly good, capital', said OC from on high, 
'I'd be quite keen myself, but the bank has run dry. 
Do we have a staff member with a notion to fly?' 

Sgt Wright, (an old hand with two jumps in his book) 
favours the Captain with old fashioned look. 
Honour on trial, the fool can't refuse, and proffers the 
jawline for massive right hook. 

Dumb move. 

The moral of the story is that there is no fool like an old fool. 
Anyone who doubts the wisdom of this statement has only to pop 
his/ her head around the door of the Squadron 2IC's office and spot 
the walking sticks and footstool - eight weeks after the event! 

Well done the 40 boys, Sgt Zack Wright, Cpl Ginge Coburn and 
Eileen, the Squadron Clerk, who did as they were told and emerged 
unscathed. 

Pride comes before a fall (to the evident amusement of the boys) 

M~ch hard ~ork has gone into life in the past term. Fun Runs, 
Chanty Collecuons, bags of sport and the ever present daily dozen . 
It seems hardly fair to pick out individuals for mention and praise. 
However, AT Cpl Cameron was runner-up in the Army Junior Shot 
Putt and AT LCpl Toye produced a creditable new record for our own 
Squadron Beaver Dyke Run (five miles cross country in boots and 
denims). Former members will know the course well. 

A new term (86B) is with us. Thirty two optimistic souls with hearts 
full of hope. A slightly more c~nical 30 remain, striving with every 
fibre to produce the effort required of them. Welcome to the Corps 
and to the Squadron. 
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PENNEY SQUADRON 
EXERCIS~ PENNEY PLAY 

During the weekend 23-25 May, the Squadron ran Ex Penney Play 
The o~j~ct o~ the exercise was two-fold-work hard/play hard . w~ 
were dJVJde~ mto three groups. The senior element of the Squadron 
on leadership and another two groups on Triathlon Competition 
whilst the third had a fun day. The groups then swapped over on day 
two. 

The Seniors were split into pairs, given five pounds and sent on their 
way. The object was to complete two compulsory tasks and as many 
other tasks as they wished in a certain time frame. The two 
compulsory tasks were to obtain a night's accommodation free in a 
top class hotel, and to eat a meal in a top class restaurant. Other tasks 
consisted of things like interview a DJ, PM, actress drive a train etc 
and to bring back proof. Who sfild Harrogate had no flair Ou; 
congratulations go to Sgt Taff Thomas and AT Wilkinso~ for 
reaching France without ID or Passport and steering/driving the 
Hovercraft. To Sgt Bradford and Gould for obtfilning over-night 
accommodation at the Hilton Mayfair and AT Heakin who 
interviewed Bet Lynch (Julie Goodyear). 

The Triathlon was won by AT Nesbitt in a record time of 54 mins. 
(250m swim, 6 mile cycle, 4 mile run). 

All in all a thoroughly good weekend away from normal routine 
and enjoyed by everyone. 

EXERCISE HADRJANS HIKE 
Participants: 
Maj David Bannister 
Lt Andy Goff 
Lt Andrew Trimble 
Junior Leaders: 

HARD WORK 

oc 
OC Junior Leader Development Tp 
OC Recruit Tp 
Herriott, Snow, York, Platt, McLeod, 
Fullerton, Edgley. 

On 12 June a party of enthusiastic Junior Leaders set off by 
mjnibus for Wallsend on the outskirts of Newcastle to begin an 86 
mile walk along Hadrian's Wall. The exercise was the brfiln-child of 
Lts Goff and Trimble who had conned the other participants into 
giving up four days of their summer half term. 

DAY ONE-WALLSEND-OUSTON-12 MILES 
Lots of congested roads and bemused civilians amazed at the 

walkers especially Maj Bannister who was proudly wearing his 'Man 
at Q & M' fluorescent windproof. Following the close attention paid 
by a passing helicopter Major 'B' was encouraged not to wear it agfiln. 

DAY TWO-OUSTON-ACOMB-14 MILES 
Our first glance of the Wall in large sections. Maj Bannister noted 

for his interest in talking to animals other than Juruor Leaders earned 
the title Dr Doolittle Bannister-totally unconnected with his lack of 
culinary success. 

L-R: Lt A. A. Goff, Jls Platt, Edgley, Maj Bannister (man at Q&Ml. 
Jls Fullerton, Mcleod, Snow, York, Herriot 

DAY THREE-ACOMB-GREENHEAD-26 MILES 
An early breakfast and onto the road by 0830 hrs. Twenty six miles 

over steeply rising terrfiln by nightfall. The group stepped off at a 
rapid pace and had by lunch reached the fascinating fortress at 
Housesteads. The weather had improved, by that stage; it was a bright 
sunny, cloudless day. Maj Bannister gave the participants a short 
introduction to chat up lines in Swedish-which JL Herriott put to no 
productive use. The morning had been spent walking on road, the 
afternoon was spent walking along the reconstructed wall. 
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~part from a short diversion to visit the Hadrian Wall Fete, the 
enure aftern<;>on was spent walking the wall and enjoying the 
tremendous view. 

By 1900 hrs Greenhead was just on the horizon which wa just a 
well as Lt Trimble had begun to resemble a barbecued ausage. 
Greenhead Youth Hostel was to be the accommodation overnight. 
The group drew lots as to who would prepare the evening meal-an 
awesome task as it involved exposing one's skin to the roaring ga 
burners. Lt Trimble was 'well done' by this stage. 

DAY FOUR-GREENHEAD TO CARLISLE-20 MILES 
Everyone, with the exception of Maj Bannister, was lame from the 

previous day's exploits. Nonetheless the group valiantly made for 
Ca:lisle to spend the night at the Youth Hostel. JLs Edgley and Platt 
re~1red to bed early only to be wakened by the activities of some fierce 
rruce. 

DAY FIVE-CARLISLE TO BOWNESS-14 MILES 
Yet another day struggling against pain. The group's morale soared 

whenever Lt Goff told his convincing yarns that one of the hikers 
slowness was the result of a recent hip operation, Lt Andy Goff was 
also suffering. A swift orange juice in Bowness in Solway marked the 
end of a hard five days' walking. Completion of the walk was duly 
entered up in the record book. 

Like banging one's head agfilnst a wall, walking the course of 
Hadrians Wall is fantastic once it stops. The participants have vowed 
'never agfiln' will they eat pizzas or believe subalterns who offer 
walking holidays. 

Lts Andy Goff and Andy Trimble display shapely legs 

FAREWELLS 
The month of July saw the departure of CSM Mick Knight who left 

on a high note as the Squadron won the Champion Squadron 
competition agfiln, winning four out of the seven events (yes, the 
Drill). Two seconds and a third! 

We thank him and wish him well for the future (back to Tick Tock). 
To 84B & C and 85 JL we thank them for all their hard work and wish 
them all the very best for the future. 

SCOIT SQUADRON 
EXERCISE GAY ABANDON VII 

During the weekend of 23-25 May the Squadron ran Ex Gay 
Abandon in Scarborough. The object was to offer the Apprentices 
and Junior Leaders a wide choice of activities. 

On offer were Horse Riding, Swimming, Sea Angling, Orienteering, 
visits to the Castle and Parks, Canoeing in the sea and Abseiling. 

The Squadron arrived by 'coach' (those who travelled on them will 
know why that's in inverted commas), on Thursday everung. After 
allocation of bedspaces and a sort out of kit for the morrung all 
sections were then briefed in detail on the weekend's activities. 

Friday dawned bright and breezy but warm, a fire practice strfilght 
after breakfast ensured that everyone was on parade and ready to go. 
It soon became obvious that the effort that W02 Hunter the SSM had 
put into the programming of the weekend was paying ruvidends. 
Surprisingly everyone seemed to know what section they were in, 
which activity they were to do and which truck to get into. 

The sea anglers, led by Capt Lumley the 2IC, and the horse riders 
led by Sig Escott of the MT Section, in his rirung breeches and hard 
hat, were first away. Lunchtime saw the changeover of groups to 
activities and agfiln this went like clockwork. At the everung meal it 
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w apparent from the buzz of conversation that everyone had had a 
\Cr· good day. 

The sea had been flat calm which suited the anglers but not the 
canoci t who would have preferred more surf. The swimmers in the 
morning se ion found that the pool had been booked by a school 
party o gt McNeice took them rowing on Peasholme Park Lake 
10 tead. He made sure that the pool was free for the re t of the 
weekend. 

Of the sea anglers all but one managed to catch something-mostly 
Dabs and very small Pollack. The lad who didn't, JL Whitby, 
reckoned the fish were prejudiced against him because of h.is name! 
We all agreed to call him 'Scarborough' for the afternoon but it did 
no good. 

The orienteering went well and transport ran to time. JL Barton 
covered himself with glory by running the course but instead of taking 
down the identifying letters from the checkpoints, wrote down the 
numbers which he had been given on his instruction card! We hope 
he has stopped blushing by now. 

Horse riding, although a bit tame, was thoroughly enjoyed by all 
who took part. 

The canoeists had a lot of fun and attracted much local interest. 
Abseiling, run by Lt Shaw went without incident, with the emphasis 

on enjoyment and so it was. Many who had been apprehensive at the 
start actually formed up to have another go. 

Sgt Davies is now the expert on Scarborough Castle and became so 
well known to the staff that they let him in without charge. 

Sunday morning saw everyone on a cross country type run along the 
sea shore up the cliffs and back to camp just to wake everyone up . By 
lunchtime we were packed up and handed over and on our way back 
to camp. 

All in all a thoroughly good weekend away from normal routine 
and enjoyed by everyone. 

As a footnote the canteen, run by Cpl Vivian, sold about 700 cans 
of soft drinks, 600 packets of crisps and l, 152 sticky bars. 

FAREWELLS 
The month of July saw the departure of no less than eight 

permanent staff and affiliated members of the Squadron: OC Maj 
Thomas and the following members, Lts Hancock, Shaw, Sgts 
Wright, Lawlor, Cpls Fletcher, Clarke and Martin. We wish them well 
in their new postings. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
Scott Spartans football team who play in a Local Sunday League 

against adult civilian teams, came half way down the league on results 
but were in the top three as far as sporting play was concerned. We 
know which way round we prefer it. Well done the Spartans. 

SPORTING NEWS 
ORIENTEERING 

A fairly quiet summer term from the College Orienteering Squad 
who regularly participate in the Airenteers informal and colour coded 
events. Prior co Maj Thomas handing over his job as OIC, he ran two 
highly successful events, one at Harrogate, using the new Uniacke 
Barracks map and another at Brimham Rocks. He even managed to 
get Yorkshire TV to film the latter and this autumn the film will be 
shown on television. The squad is now preparing for the Royal Signals 
Orienteering Championships in October. 

Stop Press: The College team won the NE District .League. 

PENNEY SQUADRON FOOTBALL-SEASON 1985-86 
Report by AT SSM S. G. Welsh 

Just recently, OC Penney Squadron, Maj D. R. Bannister, found 
himself opening the trophy cabinet again to place yet another cup on 
its shelf. On this occasion it was the Army FA Youth Challenge Cup 
which the Squadron team had won so impressively. This was the 
Grand Finale to a season in which no team, army or civilian, had 
managed to defeat the 'Boys in Blue'. A dress rehearsal for the Army 
FA Youth Cup had taken place earlier in the season when the team 
had won the Army Apprentices' Challenge Cup, thus ensuring a place 
in the Record Books by becoming the first team in the history of Army 
Youth Football to complete the 'double'. 

It had not.been easy going though. Team manager and coach, 
gt Taff Thomas (the Beastmaster), had seen to that in his twice 

weekly gym sessions which sorted the men from the boys. By the end 
of the fourth week of training AT LCpl Shaun Keenan and AT 
'Speedo' Bartllff had conveniently arranged driving lessons. Others 
were finding the battle of the bulge a very hard battle indeed. 

Apart from a few minor setbacks all was going well and several high 
quality players were beginning to show their worth. Two such players 
were AT Cpl Craig Shrives and AT Cpl Robbie Stafford who were 
both selected to represent the Army at Youth level and AT Cpl Shrives 
who went on to become Army Football Association (Youth) Player of 
the Year. 
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Other stalwarts were AT SSM Steve Welsh and AT Cpl 'Cheet ' 
Cheetham who have both represented the Corps, and AT LCpl 'Mad 
Marc' Prendergast, AT LCpl 'Geordie ' Storey, AT RSM 'Jock' 
Ironside and our own Peter Shilton clone, AT 'Scouse' Burton. In all 
it came together as a kil ful , hard-tackling team with a strong will to 
win. 

Our route to the fi nal of the Army Apprentices ' Challenge Cup 
nece sitated brushing aside opposition from Scott and Bradley 
Squadron of the College and E Company of the AA College 
Chepstow. In a well contested fi nal in December at the Aldershot 
Military Stadium we beat A Coy, Princess Marina College Arborfield 
by three goals to one. Special mention must be made of the two 
coachloads of supporters from the Squadron who made the journey 
and who turned the stadium into a mini-Kop. 

Ironically, a slightly different route in the Army FA Youth Cup led 
us to a final against the same opposition. This time on our home 
ground at Harrogate in May we ran out 6-1 winners with LCpl 
Shaun Keenan getting a well deserved hat-trick. A measure of the 
side's strength is its 28 goals for, 6 against in the two competitions. 

At the end of a long season it is satisfying as Team Captain to recall 
our triumphs and also to know that many of those who gave such 
valuable service to the Squadron will go on to enjoy further success 
with other units in the Corps in the years to come. 

THE PERSONALITIES 
Report by Maj D. R. Bannister, OC Penney Squadron 

Having read through AT SSM Welsh's draft of the exploits of the 
Squadron football team in the 1985-86 season, I felt that special 
mention should be made of four outstanding players who have been 
the backbone of the team . 

AT SSM S. G. WELSH 
AT SSM Welsh joined the College at Harrogate in June 1984 and 

graduates in August as a Technician. In his first year in the College 
he quickly made his mark as a central defender and firmly secured his 
position in the College team. It was not long before he was selected 
to play for the Army at Youth level and he enjoyed considerable 
success with them in season 1984-85. During season 1985-86 he was 
ineligible to play at Youth level but has been selected to play with the 
Corps senior team. 

AT CPL C. R. SHRIVES 
AT Cpl Shrives joined the College in September 1984. His 

considerable skill on the field brought him a place in the Army Youth 
team as a centre back in the 1984-85 season and he maintained this 
position throughout 1985-86. He capped two very good seasons by 
being selected Army Football Association (Youth) Player of the Year 
for 1985-86. He graduates in August as an EW Op. 

AT CPL M. M. CHEETHAM 
AT Cpl Cheetham joined the College in September 1984, and 

graduates in August as a Technician . He established himself as a high
scoring versatile player in the College team being at ease either as a 
forward or in midfield. In 1985-86 he has represented the Corps at 
senior level. 

AT CPL R. STAFFORD 
AT Cpl Stafford is the baby of the team, joining the College in June 

1985. In this, his first season, he has established himself as a regular 
member of the College and Army Youth teams and has emerged as 
second-top scorer for the season in the Army Youth team. 

All four can look forward to further successes after they graduate 
from the College and it should not be too long before all are firmly 
established as regular Corps senior players . To them all well done and 
good luck. 

' 
ARMY COMPETITIONS 

In addition to the above, the College had a few other successes in 
Army competitions such as : 
23 April Winners of the Army Junior Hockey Cup, beating the 

PWO Depot Crickhowell 8-0 
May 

14-16 
May 
25 June 

5 July 

Became Champions of Di v I of the Yorkshire Services 
Football league 
Winners of the Team Championship at the Royal Signals 
Dinghy Regatta, Whale Island 
Winners of the Zone B Minor Units Athletics Champion
ships (PS Team) 
Winners of the Zone B Junior Army Inter Unit Athletics 
Championships (beating AA College Chepstow in the final) 

24 July Winners of the Junior Army Cricket Championship beating 
Princess Marina College Arborfield by 91 runs in the final. 
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FINANCIAL 
PLANNING 

ITS PU~POSE is to m ake the best use of Income . Capital 
and other Assets . to prepare the way for the individual to 
achieve financial aim s. These may include : 

FINANCIAL PROTECTION -against the effects 
or possessions lost 
or dam:iged 

FINANCIAL SECURITY -for present or 
future dependants 

HOUSE PURCHASE -immediately or in 
the future 

EDUCATION EXPENSES - for present or 
future children 

COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT - based on an 
adequate continuing 
income backed 
up by an adequate 
capital reserve 

TRANSFER OF ASSETS -to the next 
generation 

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the 
investment of capital. the use of other assets "here 
applicable. insurance against ill health and the insurance of 
possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of sound 
plans. to develop exis'ting plans and keep them up to date. 
and then to make the best use of resources when the time 
comes to meet commitments. 

GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning. 
The more cl ients take us into their confidence the better we 
can assist them. Please let us have full details of existing 
resources. your ability to save. and any expectations. Plea-re 
also tell us all you can about commitments with which you 
expect to have to cope . We. of course. treat all such 
information as confidential. 

AN EARLY START helps. and we will be pleased to assist 
you however modest your resources may be now. If ~ou have 
existing arrangements which may need developing. the 
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we are likely to be 
able to give you . 

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any 
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to 
make be made through us. It is bas~d on over 38 yea~s. of 
examining clients' problems, analysing them and adv1s10.g 
on them . It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but 1s 
given in writing for you to study at your leisure. 

ARE YOU MAKI G T HE BEST USE OF YOUR 
I COME A D OTHER ASSETS? 

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST 
BOX OR TELEPHONE 

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CA 
HELP YOU 

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD. 
Major T. F. Williams F.B.I.B.A. 

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET, 
BRIGHTON, BNI IDE 

Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines) 

Member of the British Insurance Brokers Association 

Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers 
Committee of the B.l.B.A . 
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RMAL 
Dress uniforms 
to give distinguished service 

Military and Civil Tailors, 
suppliers of accoutrements, 

woven badges and medallists 
to the officers of the 

ROYAL CORPS 
OF SIGNALS 

Uniformal. van Oung1e House Meynell Avenue. Rothwell. Leeds LS26 ONU 
Tel (0532) 826102 BAOR Office Tel· Minden (0571) 40067 

Seo rt on 
Gra1n1nar 
School 
Nr Richmond, 
North Yorkshire 
DL10 608 

INDEPENDENT. DAY, FULL OR WEEKLY BOARDING 
FOR 150 BOYS. 10+ TO 18 YEARS. 

* High academic standards 

* Excellent new facilities 

* Good transport provision 

Special service allowance 

Prospectus & Details from 
The Headmaster's Secretary 
Telephone f<?.!.48) 811325 
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HQ 1 Sig Gp 
Tidworth 

COMMANDER'S CUP 1986 
The Commander' CUp competition is an occasion which takes 

place annually. It involves all the units in the Group, each of which 
enter a team consisting of one officer, one senior NCO and eight 
oldiers. It is a tough demanding competition comprising seven events 

which together embrace the essential milita:Y skills required by. all 
oldiers. It has always produced a cheerful nvalry between the umts, 

a will 10 win, and plenty of guts and team spirit. This year was no 
exception and those taking part were a credit both to th~ms~lves and 
their units. An excellent day-very well done. Sadly this wi ll be the 
la 1 time that the competition is held under the auspices of HQ I Sig 
Gp, but we are glad to report that it will be continued by HQ 2 Sig 
Bde who rake over our mantle in the new year. 

RESULTS 
Winners of Individual Evenrs 
Swimming: 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
Assault Course: 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) 
NBC: 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
Line Laying: 30 Sig Regt 
Shooting: 210 (24 Inf Bde) Sig Sqn 
First Aid : 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) 
Five Mile March : 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

Winners of Commander's Cup 1986: 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

NOMINAL ROLL OF TEAMS 
5AB BdeHQ 
and Sig Sqn 
2Lt Carmichael 
Sgt Taylor 
Cpl Chilcott 
Cpl Allan 
Cpl Kurthousen 
Cpl Bauress 
Cpl Smith 
LCpl O'Driscoll 
LCpl Calder 
Sig Walker 

19 Inf BdeHQ 
and Sig Sqn 
2Lt Urwin 
Sgt Bateman 
Cpl Drew 
LCpl Bennet 
LCpl Rouse 
LCpl Strickland 
LCpl Tierney 
Sig Bronniman 
Sig McNicholl 
Sig O'Shea 

244 Sig Sqn (A S) 
Lt Tomoana 
Sgt Frankel 
Cpl Oliver 
Cpl Kieley 
Sig Hawkins 
Sig Glanville 
Sig Tyrrell 

ig Stewart 
Sig Lee 
Sig Swallow 
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249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) 

Lt Godbolt 
Sgt Gower 
Cpl Breboer 
Cpl Wigglesworth 
Cpl Middleton 
LCpl Ashton 
LCpl Ball 
LCpl Sheppard 
Sig Harwood 
Sig Barclay 

210 (24 Inf Bde) 
Sig Sqn 
Lt Wareham 
Sgt Burns 
Cpl Nicol 
Cpl Griffiths 
LCpl Smith 
LCpl Higgins 
LCpl Edwards 
Sig Peach 
Sig Armstrong 
Sig Walton 

30 Sig Regt 

Lt Henschel 
SSgt Jones 
Cpl Meachin 
LCpl Ginty 
Sig Bollen 
Sig Cullen 
Sig Eldridge 
Sig Budding 
Sig Harris 
Sig Taylor 

1 Inf Bde HQ 
and Sig Sqn 
Lt Watt 
Sgt Boyle 
Cpl Read 
Cpl Ireland 
Cpl Balsdon 
LCpl Jackson 
LCpl Casson 
Sig Francis 
Sig Kinnear 
Sig Bakes 

Comd 1 Sig Gp briefs the leaders 
tr 

210 Sig Sqn. It says here take two three times a day 

1 9 Bde Sig Sqn in their log support role 

Bde Sig Sqn ' s hooting a line' 

Don't be disappointed% 

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED 
Yes , it really is 249 

BY THE 12th OF THE 

MONTH PRECEDING 

PUBLICATION 

5 Bde Sig Sqn . They did say take off was Zulu 
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HQ Queen's Gurkha Signals 
BFPO 1 

VISIT OF SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF 
Report by WOl (GSM) D. J. Lumb 

On 23 September the SOinC Maj Gen P . D. Alexander MBE arrived 
in Hong Kong for his first visit to the Regiment, but not his first visit 
to Hong Kong. From 1955 to 1958, as a young Lieutenant, he 
commanded the New Territories Sig Tp, obviously a certain amount 
of nostalgia would accompany the visit. The SOinC was accompanied 
by Mrs Alexander for his one week visit, this report covers a part of 
that week. 

VISIT TO 246 (GURKHA FIELD FORCE) SIG SQN ON 
EXERCISE 

On Thursday 25 September the SOinC visited the Squadron whilst 
on a limited war exercise in the Sai Kung peninsula area. Arriving by 
helicopter he was met by the OC Maj Tom Richardson and the SQGO 
Capt Krishnabahadur Thapa. After a short briefi ng, the SOinC was 
given a fu ll tour of the detachments and facilities the Squadron 
provide for Gurkha Field Force Main Headquarters. The formali ties 
over, the visit was brought to a close with an exercise Bhat (Gurkha 
CUrry) washed down with local ale. This nicely rounded off an 
important day fo r the Squadron. 

REGIMENTAL DINNER NIGHT 
On the evening of Friday 26 September, the SOinC attended a 

Dinner Night given in his honour by the British Warrant Officers and 
Sergeants of the Regiment. The 2IC and Adjutant, Maj Hamish 
Adams and Capt Steve Callaghan were guests. The evening was 
organised by the PMC W02 (RQMS).Steve McKechnie and p~oved to 
be an enjoyable and memorable occasion. Unknown to the SOmC, the 
Pipe President Maj Derek Pilley had wri tten a piece of pipe music 
especially for the SOinC, to be played by the Pipe Major, SSgt 
Norbahadur Gurung at the Dinner Night. This was the highlight of the 
evening as it is rare to have original pieces played. The President, 
WOI (GSM) Dave Lumb had the pleasure of presenting the SOinC 
with a framed copy of the music score on behalf of the Commander, 
Gurkha Major and all Ranks. The music was aptly nam~; 'The 
Signal Officer-in-Chief (Army)' and composed for the occasion. 

W01 (GSM) Dave Lumb presents the SOinC with his 'score' 

THE REGIMENTAL BIRTHDAY 
Sunday 28 September dawned early for those who had to travel to 

Sek Kong to attend the Birthday Parade, this being the 37th 
anniversary. The Commander Lt Col J.E. Neeve, the 2IC Maj H. M. 
Adams MBE and the Gurkha Major, Maj Sbyambahadur Pun 
addressed the Regiment. The dress for the parade was Regimental 
mufti . 

This was followed by Regimental sports. The sports were organised 
and controlled by Maj Colin Richardson. An enjoyable two hours of 
Soccer, Hockey, Gurkha Rugby (sometimes mistaken. for basketball) 
and Volleyball followed; the climax to the sport~ bemg the Tug-_of
War . Always guaranteed to be a crowd pullei:, this was no exceptl?n 
HQ and 248 met in the final , with HQ coming out on top; but with 
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The Commander, Lt Col J . E. Neeve addresses the Regiment 

the CO in the team what else would you expect! 
The prize giving followed; this included the sports, the Ladies 

Handicraft Competition and the annual Regimental awards. The 
SOinC took the stand for the sports and annual awards. Mrs 
Alexander had kindly agreed to present the prizes for the Handicrafts, 
for which there had been some excellent entries; the standard had to 
be seen to be believed . 

No birthday celebration would be complete without a cake and we 
were not to be disappointed; Mrs Alexander stepped forward wielding 
a mighty kukri, and with the assistance of the Gurkha Major, expertly 
cut the cake. 

It was about this time that concern was beginning to show on the 
faces of the management as storm clouds gathered and in Hong Kong 
that happens without warning. 

The finale to the visit was a Regimental Lunch in the Gurkha 
cookhouse, and most arrived before the heavens opened. I am pleased 
to report the rain stopped before it was time to leave. 

Mrs Alexander cuts the cake, with the Gurkha Major and the RSM 
standing by ready to give a helping hand. The Master Chef is 

almost in the picture 
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The SOinC presents Pte Jane Goldfinch and Sgt Birendra Kumar 
with the runners-up prize for the Hockey 

VISIT TO 246 (GURKHA FIELD FORCE) SIG SQN IN 
BARRACKS 

On Monday 29 September the SOinC visited the Squadron to see at 
first hand how we carried out our normal daily tasks. After being met 
by the OC, the first stop was at New Territories Tp where he was met 
by WOl (FofS) Dave Edwards. The SOinC showed very great interest 
in the Troop and how things were done today. 

Alpha Tp came next and having been introduced to the OC, Lt 
Elton Davis, the SOinC watched the setting up of a Heli deployed 353 
RRB; a job with which the Squadron is becoming increasingly 
involved. The SOinC saw the rest of the Squadron at work and we 
hope that he left us convinced that we are competent to provide the 
services required of us. 

LCpl Hari Rai explaining Border Communications to the SOinC, 2Lt 
Chris Patterson on the right 

LCpl Mankumar Chemjong briefs the SOinC on his Computer 
Project, with the CO on the left 
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COMMISSIONING, MSM AND LS & GC PARADE 
On Monday 29 September elements of the Regiment formed up for 

a Commissioning, MSM and LS & GC Parade. The parade was 
commanded by Maj Tom Richardson who was supported by two 
Troops from 246 (Gurkha Field Force) Sig Sqn. The SOinC had 
kindly agreed to make the presentations. A better turned out or better 
executed parade you could not have wished for . The parade was 
followed by drinks in the Gurkha Sergeants' Mess. The recipients were 
as follows: 

QGO Commission: Lt (QGO) Narbahadur Gurung 
MSM: W02 (RQMS) Favell RE, W02 (RQMS) Kirkham 1 Bn 

Staffordshire Regt (The Prince of Wales' Own) 
l'..S & GC: SSgt Phatlkumar ital, Sgts Reilly REME, 

Padambahadur, Gaurlman, Jalparkash Ral, Ganeshbahadur Llmbu, 
Thamansing Ral, Cpls Lal Tin Yau HKMSC and Cpl Eddie 
McConnell. 

It was a particular pleasure to the SOinC to present the MSM to 
W02 (RQMS) Kirkham as he had served with him in Hong Kong 
some 30 years before. 

The SOinC and Mrs Alexander left Hong Kong on 30 September. 
We very much valued and enjoyed their visit and as the Gurkhas 
would say, 'sukh shanti ra dirgarnu hos!'-or 'peace and long life to 
you both'. 

The SOinC with, from L to R: W01 (RSM) lndrabahadur Gurung , 
W02 (SSM ) Thamambahadur, W02 (SSM) Chhetrabahadur and 

Sgt Yembir 

The SOinC and Cpl Eddie McConnell Eyeball to Eyeball 

246 (GURKHA FIELD FORCE) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
Report by SSgt (YofS) Ken Jones 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
21C 
SQGO 
SSM 
YofS 
SQMS 

BUCHANAN TROPHY 

Maj T. E. M. Richardson 
Capt R. G. C. Sparshatt 
Capt (QGO) Krisbnakumar Thapa 
W02 (SSM) Chhetrabahadur Gurung 
SSgt (YofS) Ken Jones 
SSgt Bob Stewart 

This competition is held annually, with all Troops and Departments 
competing in the various events. 
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Volleyball ... With the advent of the Minor Unit Volleyball 
league looming on the horizon and the weather playing up, a very 
good competition resulted in J Tp winning easily. 

Swimming . . . Lt (QGO) Cbaubahadur Gurung OC swimming, 
also OC A Tp had been training his team hard in an attempt to teal 
the swimming trophy from NT Tp. When SSgt Martin Chapman and 
SSgt Kesher won the first two events for NT Tp, it seemed the training 
had been to no avail. This was not the case as A Tp clawed their way 
back to become eventual winners from NT Tp by one point. 

Hockey . . . The hockey was held on 10 September with all the 
teams competing on a league basis . It turned out to be a very hard 
fought competition with C and SHQ Tp eventually winning by virtue 
of dropping only one point, with NT Tp second. 

Soccer . . . Two days later the soccer was held along similar lines, 
this time there was a major upset with NT Tp winning the trophy for 
the first time since 1958. 

Five events have now been completed in the Buchanan Trophy, with 
Shooting, Basketball, Cross Country, Orienteering and the infamous 
Khud Race, still remaining. The competition is still wide open. 

THE FREDDY COWELL TROPHY 
Report by W02 (RQMS) Steve McKechnle 

The Freddy Cowell Trophy is the traditional opening to the Hockey 
season in Hong Kong. The Regiment entered two teams, the scheduled 
practice never took place due to bad weather. The 'A' Team was based 
on the successful 246 team and proved worthy winners of their league. 
The 'B' Team did not lose a game but were second in their league on 
goal difference. 

The quarterfinal pitted the A team against the B, what else; the 
game ended in a goal-less draw. Yes, you have guessed it, the B team 
won in the sudden death penalty shoot out having drawn after the first 
five flicks. The post-mortem was very interesting! The team went on 
to beat 50 HK Wksps REME in the semi-finals, but were brought 
down to earth in the finals by an extremely good COD team, losing 
by three goals to nil. The post-mortem still goes on today. 

The finalists 
Back Row L to R: W02 Steve McKechnie, Cpl Nabin, W02 Silajit, 
W01 Dave Lumb, 2Lt Chris Patterson, W02 Udaichandra, Capt 

Taff Hope 
Front Row L to R: LC pl Perna, SSgt Asok, Sgt Danbahadur, SSgts 

Lalitbahadur, Kesherbahadur, LCpl Augbaru, Sgt Omparsad 

HOCKEY 1985/86 
After a disappointing season the Squadron hockey team finally 

peaked in the Cup, we reached the Minor Units final beating BMH, 
247 Sig Sqn and 248 Sig Sqns. In the final we met COD who have four 
Hong Kong internationals in their squad and were regarded as hot 
favourites. Responding magnificently to their role as underdogs, some 
of the best hockey played this year was produced, to finish five to two 
winners was a great achievement. The scorers were Cpl Yogesh Thapa 
(3), Sgt Krishna Gurung and Cpl Keshering Rai. 

The teams next objective was the Ben Line Trophy which is the 
major units champions versus the minor units winners. Again cast as 
underdogs, the match against Queen's Gurkha Engineers proved to be 
a tense affair, with a dour midfield battle emerging between Maj Tom 
Richardson and YofS Ken Jones on one side and the two army 
players on the other. 246 took a two goal lead into the final quarter 
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of the match. with goal from Cpl Yogesh Thapa and ig Kabiraj 
Gurung, before QG cored 10 minutes from time to produce an 
e-.citin~ clima . The final re. ult being a two to one victory to end the 
eason on a uccessful note. 

The Team with their trophies 
Standing l to R: SSgt Kesherbahadur Rana, Cpl Binhodoj Khadka, 
SSgt Asok Rai, Sig Kabiraj Gurung, SSgt Lalitbahadur Ale Cpls 
Balraj Rai, Yogish Thapa, Sgt Krishna Gurung, Cpl Homba'hadur 

Th a pa 
Sif!ing l to R: W02 Chhetrabahadur Gurung, Capt (SQGO) 
Knshnabahadur Thapa, Maj T. E. M. Richardson, W02 (SSM) 

lndrabahadur Rai, SSgt (YofS) Ken Jones (Captain) 

NT (NEW TERRITORIES) TROOP 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
WOIC Wksp 

NCO IC SWS 
TP gt 

TROOP BARBECUE 

WOl (FofS) Dave Edwards 
W02 Mekhman Gurung 

Sgt (FofS) Jim Leggate 
S gt Martin Chapman 

Following the visit of the Commander RAF (Hong Kong) to the 
Squadron on 24 July T Tp deployed on to Gordon Hard beach . The 
advance par~y, cons!sting of 2.Lt Martin Barnes and SSgt Martin 
Chapman, with a Chinese covenng force, deployed immediately after 
lunch. By the time the main party arrived the beach head had been 
secured, six cold boxes of 'resups' were deployed well forward with 
two up ~~d bags of sm?ke. eedless to say the advance party were in 
good sp1ms. The remainder of the afternoon was spent playing sport 
on the beach. 

CONGRATULATION 
Congratulations go to SSgt (FofS) Jim Leggate and Rosa on the 

birth of their daughter Heather and also to Sgt Chris Arnold and 
Penny on the birth of their son Michael. finally all members of the 
Troop would like to wish Sgt Willie Weatheritl and bis wife Mandy 
all the very best in married life. 

FAREWELL 
Mr Ho Hoi ~ong leaves the Troop in October. Mr Ho joined the 

Royal Signals rn 1958 and served with NT Tp until 1979. He then 
transferred to become a civilian lineman employed within the Troop. 
He b~came Cable gang Supervisor in 1979. We wish him all the very 
best m the future. 
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HQ Land Forces Cyprus 
BFPO 53 

SOinC VISITS CYPRUS 
The SOinC's fir t visit ever to Cyprus started with a predawn arrival 

at Larnaca Airport on Saturday 31 May. He and Mrs Christine 
Alexander were welcomed by Commander Communications Lt Col 
Tony Kimber who escorted them to Episkopi. The staff car for the 
v!sit was ably driven. by LCpl Bailey. Because of the security 
circumstances LCpl Bailey was personally tutored by the SoinC on the 
quickest way to remove and replace star plates and pennant on the 
staff car. 

Over the weekend the SOinC and Mrs Alexander went sightseeing 
accompanied by Commander Communications, Mrs Liz Kimber and 
Maj Stephen Galpin, S02 Comms. 

On Monday 2 June the SOinC was given a briefing on Cyprus from 
Comms Branch. This was followed by a visit to 259 Sig Sqn where he 
met the OC Maj Martyn Reid and W02 (SSM) Kerr . The SOinC later 
visited Airfield Troop, (Lt Bob Parry-Jones) at RAF Akrotiri. The 
SOinC and Mrs Alexander then had lunch with the soldiers and 
families of Airfield Troop before departing for 9 Sig Regt and 262 Sig 
Sqn . 

The next Unit visited was 254 (UNFICYP) Sig Sqn. Escorted by the 
OC, Maj Craig Treeby, the SOinC received a briefing at Headquarters 
UNFICYP and a tour of the Squadron. The SOinC later walked in the 
UN Buffer Zone in the Canadian Sector in Nicosia. 

On returning to Episkopi, the SOinC and Mrs Alexander were 
entertained by the Officers and SNCOs of 259 Sig Sqn at a Ladies' 
Night in the Garrison WOs' and Sergeants' Mess. 

After final discussions with Commander Communications the 
SOinC kindly agreed to pose for a photograph wiih Comms Branch. 
I! is h<?~ed that both the S~inC and Mrs Alexander enjoyed their very 
first v1s1t to Cyprus and will come again. 

At Comms Branch 
Back Row: Mr Alan Bramley, W01 (FofS) John Smith Cpl Ken 
Richards, Mrs Claire Deakin, W02 Chris Carveth , Mr Trevor 

Bouskill 
Seated: Capt (TOT) Bill Kent, Lt Col Tony Kimber, SOinC, Majs 

Stephen Galpin , Phil Daniel 

At 254 {UNFICYP) Sig Sqn 
The. SOinC {A) meets SS!:!t Barry Thorp (Troop Staff Sergeant, 
Radio Tp) and Sgt Rene Maillet (Canadian Signals, Troop Sergeant 

Radio Tp) 
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UN Buffer Zone, Nicosia 
Lt Col A. T. B. Kimber, SOinC, Op Comd 3 Canadian Regt, Maj C. 

R. Treeby 'Walking the line ' 

SHAPE 
BFPO 26 

THE REGIONAL SIGNAL GROUP SHAPE AND REGIONAL 
OPERATING CENTRE CASTEAU 

A long and grand sounding title! For short you can say RSGS/ ROC 
CASTEAU. But who are we? And what are we? In reality we are a 
derivative of the SHAPE Signal Group (SSG) and its predecessor 
(which some readers may recall!) the SHAPE Signal Support Group 
(SSSG). The ROC signifies an additional responsibility in that we now 
exercise control over a number of communication systems serving HQ 
NATO-how high and important can you get! To explain the 
'CASTEAU' in the title is just too difficult. The management reserves 
the right not to enter into correspondence over this matter. 

Despite the change in title, the Group remains centred on SHAPE 
but in a new purpose-built building with windows (at least that is for 
the lucky ones!), the unlucky ones also have a new building, a bunker 
without windows and a total non-smoking zone to boot! 

The Group remains at strength of about 500 all ranks 
(international) of which 34 are R Signals . Space precludes naming all 
of them. Suffice then to record a few of the 'higher echelon 
personalities': 
Deputy Commander 
FofS (Sys Sqn) 
FofS (Op Sqn) 
YofS 
Chief Clerk 
NCO IC Special Comms 

Detachment 
NCO IC Radio Relay 

Lt Col A. J. Hill 
W02 C. Ramsay 
W02 F. Cashen BEM 
W02 P. Murton 
SSgl T. Dean 

SSgt A. Arbuckle 

Sub-Section Sgt B. Appleyard 
Production Control NCO Sgt Miller 

A NEW YEAR HONOUR 
Sgt 'Ginge' Walker, one of the longest serving military members of 

RSGS (if not the oldest!), was recently honoured with the award of 
the British Empire Medal. We were all truly delighted in the 
knowledge that his loyal and outstanding services had been so 
graciously recognised. ' Ginge' was formally presented with his medal 
by the United Kingdom Amba sador to Belgium, Mr Peter Petrie 
CMG, at a ceremony held at the British Embassy in Brussels. To 
complement his award 'Ginge' also managed to receive two gin and 
tonics-which was two more than anyone else received! 
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A WEDDING 
Sgt John Lockert, who figures on our establishment as a TE Tech, 

is in reality the RSGS 'Captain Marvel.' He just loves falling out of 
planes and opening his parachute (if he remembers to take it!) only 
when the ants look like elephants! But he recently came down to earth 
with a bang! He got married. We offer John and Cpl Di • ·orman 
WRAF, our congratulations and wish them every happiness in the 
future. 

THE WRAC TAKE POST 
In June we were pleased to be joined by Sgt Dave Alexander on 

posting from 233 Sig Sqn. We were even more pleased when he was 
to be joined by his wife Cpl ally Alexander WRAC. For many years 
in RSGS we have had the valued services of the WRNS and WRAF 
but this is a first for the WRAC! Records Office please note-'lf you 
have more WRAC technicians then RSGS stands ready to welcome 
them!' 

CONVERSATIONS OF THE YEAR 
Sig Charlie Roger on delivering a document to the office of the 

SACEUR: 
Sig R: ' Here is the document you requested. I don't know why we, 

the Signal Group, are doing this-we've got nothing to do 
with SACEUR.' 

After a lot of phone calls, and a quick, short explanation, ig Roger 
now knows that SACEUR means Supreme Allied Commander 
Europe! As he is now fully conversant with this fact he has been 
promoted to Lance Corporal-and we have lost our only Signalman! 

Cpl Kelly on showering in the block strikes up a conversation with 
the person in the next cubicle: 
Cpl K: 'Hello mate. I'm Ned Kelly. I've just got here. Have you 

Answer: 
Cpl K: 
Answer: 

been here long?' 
'About two years, actually.' 
'What mob do you belong to?' 
'Royal Engineers.' 

Cpl K: 'I'm Royal Signals. I'm the Security NCO for the Signal 
Group. What do you do?' 

Answer: 'I'm your Commanding Officer, actually.' 

FAREWELLS AND WELCOMES 
We have said farewell to the following and wish them all the best 

in their new units: Cpl Paul Wood to 233 Sig Sqn and Mick Brad haw 
to 641 Sig Tp. SSgt (YofS) Chris Newby leaves shortly on promotion. 
He and his wife Jacqui have contributed greatly to fund raising 
activities for Save the Children Fund during their tour in Belgium; 
they recently presented a cheque for £202 to the fund-the proceeds 
of a second-hand book sale. We wish them both every success and 
may they find enough time to read in 1 Armd Div. 

At the same time we welcome Cpl Nick Godbold, fresh from his TI 
course, and W02 Peter Murton and family from the School of 
Signals. Welcome to the Group and have a good tour. 

A VINTAGE YEAR? 
Yes, without doubt for our Chief Clerk-SSgt Tom Dean. Selected 

for promotion to W02; warned for posting to HQ British Forces 
Hong Kong and finally on 8 September presented with the LS & GC 
medal by Gen Sir Edward Burgess, DSACEUR. What a year! Hearty 
congratulations on all these counts. Well done and be sure to maintain 
your enthusiastic interest in squash and cross-country running! 

Gen Sir Edward Burgess DSACEUR presents SSgt Tom Dean with 
his LS & GC 
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Ministry of Defence 
Sangcom Team 

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 

RECCE OF DARB Z BA YDAH 
Report b) W02 (ORQM ) J. T. Boyd 

The MOD SA GCOM Team based in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, are 
planning an expedition in ovember 1986 to follow the oldest road in 
Saudi rabia-the Darb Zubaydah. 

It wa decided in June to carry out a Reece of th area during one 
of the rare public holidays in thi Islamic country . he dates chosen 
were 15-1" August, which although a very hot period, were most 
uitable ince even member who are to take part in the main 

expedition were available. 
The recce would Jake u to the northern region of Saudi Arabia and 

into the afud de ert, a distance of some 690km from Riyadh. The 
planning complete, we set off on 15 August. The following is an 
account of the journey: 

The Team 
Vehicle I Maj Jim Stabler (Expedition Leader and !st Navigator). 

Mr Bill Davison (Mechanic). 
Vehicle 2 Mr Tony Suggitt, Mr Martin Robertson (Photographer) . 
Vehicle 3 Brig Jack Westlake (Medic and aturalist), 

\ 02 John Boyd (Linguist and Diarist) 
Vehicle 4 W02 George Ralph (Mechanic and Second avigator), 

Mr Bill Lawrence (Food and Logistics Support). 

MISSION 
To go boldly where no team member had gone before and to recce 

the area for the main expedition . 
The Team met at the home of Maj Jim Stabler at 0530 hrs on 15 

August for departure on the first leg of our journey. The different 
forms of attire chosen by team members were immediately noticeable 
but the prize for being the best dressed must go to Mr Tony 'La Coste' 
Suggitt, who thought it was Mens' Singles Finals at Wimbledon and 
arrived in white tee shirt, white shorts (La Coste) and white sock 
( ike) a very interesting choice of clothes, but not very practical. A 
few choice comment from other members and we were ready to go. 

We left Riyadh at 0600 hr and joined the main expre sway on our 
journey north. With all air conditioners working the journey was 
comfortable and not at all tiring, since we had decided beforehand to 
change drivers every hour. 

Maj (I've never seen a scorpion in the wild) Stabler in the lead 
Landrover, noticed that an Arab had broken down in a pick-up truck 
and decided to do his good deed for the day. We pulled off the 
expressway and after the usual greetings Mr Bill Davison and Yeoman 
George Ralph (our expert mechanics) got under the bonnet of the 
pickup. At this point the Brigadier decided to take one of his walks 
and disappeared over a sand dune. Three quarters of an hour later the 
mechanics declared rhe vehicle 'fixed'. The Arab thanked them and 
disappeared along the expressway. Our mechanics forgot to inform 
him that they had only made a temporary repair and that the vehicle 
would break down again about IOkm along the road. This proved to 
be untrue since we never saw the fellow or his vehicle again. 

By 1025 hrs we had rejoined the expressway and headed north for 
Al Ajfar, our next petrol stop. This part of the journey was really non
evemful and only the changes in scenery and some navigating errors 
provided any escape from the boring task of motorway driving. 

We arrived at Al Ajfar filled up with petrol and stopped for lunch 
shortly afterwards. 

After lunch we left the main road and headed off into the desert on 
our quest to find the Darb Zubaydah. During this part of the journey 
we cro sed a hugh salt flat some 7kms wide and 4kms long. We also 
passed a site where Arabs had sacrificed sheep, as is their custom , 
some 15 or 20 carca ses were scattered around in different stages of 
decomposure. Leaving the salt flats behind us we carried on through 
plains of gravel and eventually to fairly steep sand dunes. At this stage 
the vehicles were performing well and no real problems emerged as we 
crossed the dunes and came out on to a flat sandy plain where we 
found a camp site for the night. 

With vehicles parked and the tarpaulin shelters erected (after much 
discussion) we sat down for a welcome cup of tea. Brig Jack Westlake 
et about making a solar still. Mr Bill Davi on , in the meantime, had 

noticed some large holes in the sand and thinking of fresh meat, set 
up snares in an effort to provide a barbecue the following evening, he 
didn't ucceed. 

Time for dinner. W02 John Boyd and the Brigadier volunteered Lo 
do the cooking and provided an excellent chicken stew (adm ired for 
its complete lack of chicken) followed by fruit salad and cream . 
Dinner over, we settled down for the night. 
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During the evening two Arab in a pickup truck drove into the camp 
ite. Brig Westlake exerci ed his best Arabic to greet them. There was 

much discus ion between the two partie with the Arabs making 
comment on the shapline s of Tony Suggitt 's and Martin Robertson's 
leg ! In fact (although Martin will deny it) one of the Arabs offered 
him his after shave for testing. With little understanding between the 
two parties, the Arabs finally drove off into the night. 

Maj Jim Stabler asked for volunteers to look for his precious 
scorpion . All Team Members (with the exception of Tony) took him 
up on this and off we went, torches in hand, looking for our leader ' 
treasure. eedless to say we didn't find any this time! 

Everyone was ready for a good night's sleep by 2130 hrs and we all 
retired under the stars. This was when we discovered that our leader 
nores continuously and everyone except the Brigadier (who could 

sleep through the blitz) were kept awake by this terrible noise, it 
reminded me of the pigs my grandfather kept on his farm! 

0530 hrs 16 August and first light so we had our breakfast prepared 
by the crew of vehicle I. This was followed by a Team photograph and 
we set off across the desert plain to find the Darb Zubaydah. 

With excellent navigation we soon found remnants of an old paved 
road. After much discussion it was agreed that we had found the 
Darb. Our next objective was to recce this track as far as the ancient 
well (Bir Zurad) . The terrain was now sand dunes and the four 
vehicles were continuing to perform well. The only incident of note 
was when Brig Westlake decided to prove the rumour that Range 
Rovers can fly. With W02 John Boyd well strapped in, he mistakenly 
hit a five foot bank of sand. The Range Rover left the ground and, 
incredibly, did not turn over. There was no time LO stop since we were 
at the foot of a large dune which had to be taken at speed. The 
Brigadier accelerated towards the dune and we began to climb. As he 
changed down a gear the gear knob came off in his hand . To his 
credit, he remained perfectly calm, as usual , and simply handed it to 
his companion saying 'Hold this a moment!' We cleared the dune 
without any further incident. 

A few kilometres beyond the dunes we found the well ' Bir Zurad '. 
This was when Mr 'Billy the Kid' Lawrence gave us the first of his 
many lectures, how it was built, why it was built-he knew it all, but, 
he didn 't actually know who supplied the bricks! What was fact was 
that this well was obviously still in use. It was about 30ft deep and the 
water was incredibly cold . Mr Tony Suggitt declined to be lowered 
down into the well stating he had left his insecticide in the vehicle! 
Many photographs were taken before we set off again to recce the area 
to the north where the main expedition would travel. 

A few kilometres north of the well we had our fir t setback when 
the Range Rover, being driven by W02 John Boyd, had a puncture 
whilst travelling over rocky ground. Our mechanics set to work and 
the problem was solved in a short time. We carried on through dunes 
and gravel until we reached a high spot where we could look out over 
the Nafud . This was as far as we would go and our objective had been 
reached by 1200 hrs on 16 August. 

It was decided that since we had made good time we would return 
by a different route and try to find two other wells which were known 
to be in the area . One (the Bir Washayt) was on the map, the other 
one not. 

At 1240 hrs , the expedition arrived at the Bir Wisayt, which was in 
a fenced off area with palm trees and lots of greenery around . We 
were unable to enter the area and after the usual photographs, set off 
on our return route. 

Two minutes after leaving the Bir Wisayt Vehicle 3 had a major 
breakdown when the throttle cable snapped. We did not have a spare 
one and our mechanics had to improvise. By 1345 hrs the vehicle was 
back on the road , but with somewhat reduced power. We now had 
two vehicles fully operational, one with no air conditioning and one 
with a suspect throttle cable. 

We continued on our route for a few more kilometres before the 
eagle eye of Maj Jim Stabler spotted what appeared to be some ruins 
in the distance. We drove to the site and were amazed to find another 
well (not shown on the map) which was larger and deeper than the Bir 
Zarud. This was one of the major watering points on the old pilgrims' 
route. It comprised the largest well any of us had ever een and three 
large water storage tanks . The tanks were filled with sand and the 
buildings were in mins, but that's not surpris ing after 1,000 years. 

We left the well on our journey south LO camp for the night. We had 
to cross some large dunes and the vehicles went well with no major 
problems apart from the Range Rover overheating through driver 
error, who taking our leader at his word, ploughed through the sand 
dunes at too high a speed in low ratio. After allowing the vehicle to 
cool we went on and later set up camp for the night. 

By 1530 hrs we had found a suitable camp site and started to set up 
camp. At this point Mr 'Billy the Kid' Lawrence announced that he 
had thought of a better way to put up the tarpaul in but when we had 
finished putting his design together we discovered it was no different 
from the previous arrangement! 
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An inspection of the vehicles revealed that we now had only one 
vehicle fully operational and it was decided to cut the recce by one day 
and return to Riyadh in the morning. Meanwhile, Mr Ton:!'. Suggitt 
and Mr 'Billy the Kid' Lawrence volunteered to cook the evemng meal 
whilst the mechanics tried a best they could to repair the vehicles. 

With the vehicles repaired and dinner over, we sat down for t~e 
usual chat before retiring for the night. Maj Jim Stabler was sllll 
interested in scorpions. 'Billy the Kid' was putting Martin Robinson 
right on the Seven Pillars of Islam, when Martin announced he was 
taking the shovel over a hill. M~rtin returne~ very .. quickly to 
announce a black scorpion had decided to pay him a v1s1t. .Nobody 
really took any notice, except Maj Stabler. An hour later, with Tony 

uggltt having a shower, others making up camp beds, a cry came 
from the dunes 'scorpion'! Yes, it was Martin-this scorpion really 
had a thing about him. Maj Jim Stabler grabbed a torch and covered 
SOm in what can only be described as a team record, with all but Tony 
(who was naked under the shower) not far behind .. The insect wa.s a 
3-4 inch black scorpion-very annoyed by the six torches bemg 
directed at it and not in a co-operative mood. But Brig Jack Westlake 
masterminded the capture of the beast and we returned to the camp 
with the scorpion in captivity. Bill Davison shouted to. Tony that we 
had a scorpion and the faint sound of 'Oh God' came m reply. Tony 
was still showering when the Brigadier attempted to put the captured 
scorpion on the table, but it got free-jumped ?ff th.e table and 
headed for a completely naked Tony Suggitt. Tony s choice of wo~ds 
cannot be printed here, suffice to say cardiac arr~st was on .my mmd 
at that time. The Brigadier recaptured the sc?rp~on ~nd. with .a few 
sprays of Piff Paff killed the beast. After this little mc1dent 1t was 
noticeable that everybody was looki~g in sleeping ba~s ai:id around 
their beds before reti_ring-all, that 1s, except th~ Bngadier who! I 
must say, enjoys his sleep and no scorpion was gomg to prevent him 
getting his 40 winks. THE BRIGADIE~ SNORES and ~th'!ugh he 
will deny it forever, two independent Wltnesses can confirm 1t. 

We broke camp at 0700 hrs on 17 August and left the desert on our 
long journey back to Riyadh . I will not go into .detail ~bout t~e 
journey back, but the occupants of the tw~ vehicles. without a.Jr 
conditioning suffered badly on the 670kms tnp. We arrived back m 
Riyadh at 1730 hrs , unloaded stores and went to Maj Jim Stabler's 
house for a debrief. 

COMMENT 
All in all it was good experience. There were some.great moments 

which we will all remember forever. We proved on this recce that the 
proposed route for the main expedition is feasible. We also ~earned 
that we must pay more attention to the ve~cle spare, p~rts requir~d ~or 

ovember. Finally, we learned that scorpions don t h~e yo~ d1g1png 
little holes in their territory. This report has been wntten !n a hght 
hearted manner, but I must emphasise tha~ a lot '!f planmng, hard 
work and sweat went into this recce and special menuon must be made 
of Bill Davison and George Ralph, our mechanics, who worked 
wonders under very difficult conditions and Bill Lawr~nce for 
planning and providing the food, which was excellent and enjoyed by 
all. 

Scene of the Range Rover puncture. Fro'.'1 R ~o L:_ Mr T~ny 
(Lacoste) Suggitt, Maj Tim Stabler and Mr Bill D~v1son inspecting 

the tyre and Mr (Billy the Kid) Lawrence posing as an Arab 
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Mr Bill Davidson about to test the water at the well (Bir Zarud) 

W02 (YofS) George Ralph looks down into the well (Bir Zarud ). Mr 
Martin Robertson in the background 

• 
Royal Corp~ of Signals 

LEAVING THE REGULAR ARMY? • 
MAINTAIN YOUR LINKS WITH THE CORPS 

(AND YOUR PAY GRADING) 
BY JOINING THE TERRITORIAL ARMY/ 

IF YOU ARE GOING TO LIVE IN THE 
SOUTH WEST. WEST MIDLANDS OR WALES 

37th (WESSEX and WELSH) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V) 
HAS SQUADRONS IN BRISTOL. BRIDGWATER, 

CARDIFF AND STRATFORD-upon-AVON WITH TROOPS 
AT EXETER, BR ECON and STOURBRIDGE. 

There are other TA Units throughout the South West, 
West Midlands and Wales if these are too far from your 

home . Details from : 
RHO 37 Signal Regiment 
TA Centre Horfield Common 
Bristol BS7 OXL 
Telephone: Bristol (0272) 519898 

TAVR Assocletlon for Western Wessex 
2 Beaufort Road 
Clifton, Bristol BS8 2.JS 
Telephone: Bristol (0272) 734045 

TAVR Association for Wales 
Centre Block Maindy Barracks 
Cardiff CF4 3YB 
Telephone: Cardiff t0222) 20261/2 
TAVR Association for West Midlands 
Tennal Grant, Tennal Road 
Harborne, Birmingham B32 2HX 
Telephone: 021 427 6221 
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News from_ Regiments. 

2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
York 

. On 21. July the Regiment bade farewell to the RS 1, WOI (RSM) 
Bill '"'.hate, who leaves us for 21 Sig Regt on commissioning. 
Foll0\\1ng an unusually bu y week RSM White was e corted to the 
Commanding Officer' office f?r h.is final interview before being 
towed out of Imphal Barrack m h1 customary position-in ide a 
canoe! 

D~ring hi tour " '.01 (RSM) White contributed a great deal, 
pamcularly to the Regimental Canoeing Team and also to the annual 
celebration . We thank him for his out tanding efforts and wi h him 
and hi wife Rae all the very best for the future . 

We welcome WOI (RSM) Tod O'Brien and his wife Terri and hope 
that they have a happy and succe sful tour at York . 

CO, Lt Col Hugh Elford and W0 1 (RSM) Bill White test the 
'bubbly' 

The.1;1ttimate pose ! W0 1 (RSM) Bill White assumes t he 'cheers ' 
pos1t~on as he prepa res to leave the barracks . Capt Ted Banham 
ts poised to the left of the CO, waiting to brief him on the next 

PTARM IGAN tra ining course 

CANOEING 
The m;iin cano~ing season is now drawing to a close. The 'Sunny 

day on}~ competitors are hanging up their paddles and the 'nuuers' 
are wa1tmg for the rain to fill the rivers for the White Water season 

1:hc month .of September saw the important Inter-Service event~ 
takmg ~lace wnh the Spnnt and Marathon Championships being held 
at otungham and th~ slalom at Grundtully, Scotland. The Army 
teams would be lo t without their Royal Signals canoeists of whom 
most came from 2 Div. ' 
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W0 1 (RSM) Tod O'Brien takes over at 2 Div from W01 (RSM) Bill 
White 

The Arm)'. easil)'. won the Marathon event. The Regiment's ex-RSM, 
no~v Capt Bill White, h~d a great race 1~ the Ki event scoring valuable 
pomts for the team. 8111 says that he 1s definitely retiring from the 
s12ort for good this time. (Don ' t worry-we haven't seen the last of 
him yet!) 

In the K2 eve~t Lt Stephen Jackson partnered by Cpl Ted Heath RE 
came ~e~o~d, \~1th <;:pl Tony Tape and Sig Chris Lloyd having a great 
race fm1shmg 1n third place. 
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lhc print event unfortunately did not go the Army's way. The 
A1:my team ~as ~eaten for only the third time m 20 years. However 
this was the first time the Navy had managed to get their Service name 
on the trophy_, so we didn't ~ind to~ much leuing them win this year 
LI Jackson picked up a few gongs as usual, but some of them were 
the wrong colour, he promises to be fitter next year. The Tape/ Lloyd 
crew again did great se~vice _but were not in t_he medals. The Navy had 
better watch out for Lh1s pair as they are gomg to be really good next 
year. 

Finally the Slalom; as expected the RAF swept the board but of the 
Army paddlers, LI Alison Mann and LCpl 'Dobbo' Dobso~ produced 
some of the best results. Lt Mann was third in the Ladies event while 
LCpl Dobson was ninth overall (2nd Army) individually and as part 
of the Army 'A' Team was placed fifth. 

It has been a very good year for the Regiment's canoeists and it is 
not over yet. Be prepared for a Royal Signals clean sweep again this 
year! 

THE REGIMENT'S SUPERTEAM 86 
On Friday 5 September a Superteams Competition was organised 

within the Regiment. The competition was masterminded by the QM 
(Oen) Maj Ted Hodgetts The Green Howards who, with his assistants, 
had covered every possible eventuality. 

There was a total of 15 events-blind driving, beam hanging. a 
written test on general military knowledge and an assault course. 

The LAD 'A' Team had a very successful day finishing winners of 
the competition. The winning team consisted of: SSgt Alan Walton 
(Captain), Cpl Dominic Docherty (vice Captain), Cpls Alfred 
Greenwood, Alan Scott, LCpls John Dick, Mark Thomas and Cfn 
Carl. Hutson. The Te~m won only one event outright, the message 
passmg. However, their overall performance gave them a final total 
of 91 points, 22 points clear of their nearest rivals. 

A special mention must be given to Cpl Surlees of the LAD ' B' 
Team who recorded the best time for Ski Thighs of 38 mins. The 
WRAC team found the competition particularly challenging with 
many of the events testing their determination and strength. The girls' 
expert shooting earned them first place in the .22 shoot. Also with 
their good knowledge of Garrison personalities, they won the written 
test hands down. 

A good day was had by all and we look forward to a Competition 
next year. 

2Lt David Whimpenny confi rms t he rumour that the 21 C, Maj 
Brendon Hughes, is known to tread on junior officers when 

necessary 
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Cpl ~el Brown, PTI and Pte Dawn Wilcod. look on eagerly as LCpl 
Jackie Hall and Pte S. J . Klemvig struggle across the water jump 

with the ammo box 

NE DISTRICT SAILING CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The NE District Sailing Championships took place at Thruscross 

Reservoir near Harrogate over 18/19 September. The Regiment 
trawled all departments looking for ailors to send nine would-be 
'Chay Blythes' off to Thruscross under the captaincy of WOI (Yof ) 
Derek McClelland. All sailing was done in Topper Dinghies. 

The weather on Thursday 18 September was glorious, warm and 
sun~y but •. unfortu~ately,. very little wind. Sgt Keith Essam 
obviously hked the hght wmds and recorded two firsts during the 
individual races with the Assistant Adjutant, LI Ruth Lilllejohns and 
SSgt Benny Grossmith doing very well in the middle of the field. Jn 
the remaining three individual races Maj Simon Underwood (Div 
Staff) recorded one first place with WOI (YofS) Derek McClelland 
claiming the other two races. All in all, a very good day for the ailors. 

Friday morning dawned cloudy and very windy-a complete 
contrast to Thursday's weather. The main events of the day were to 
complete the remaining two individual races and also go through the 
team racing competition. In the individual event McClelland and 
Essam were trying in first place, but at the end of the competition 
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01 (\'o ) Derek Mc lelland was first. SSg.t Keith usa~ wa 
econd and (W02 (S M) Bernie Med~·al of 8 Sig Regt ~va.s third . 

In the inter-unit team competition our C Team, cons1sung of Lt 
Ruth Littlejohns, S gt Benny Gro smith and <;:ap! Paul To!"e~, was 
drawn again t the might of the Army Apprenllces College A Team 
and although they put up a good fight they were knocked out of the 
competition. The 'B' Team of 2LI David Whimpenny, Cpls 'Smudge' 

mlth and Phil J effrie got through the first round but ~vere knocked 
out in the Quarter finals. The 'A ' Team managed to wm through to 
the final where it met 8 Sig Regt 'A'. It was the best o f three races to 
win the championship. The fi rst race was won by our 'A' Team, the 
second race went to 8 Sig Regt 'A• and so th~ final _rac~ got und~r w~y . 
On the last leg of the race 8 Sig Regt .were m a wmm~g combmauon 
with 2 Div 'A' needing to get our third boat from SIXth through to 
fifth and still hold econd and third places. The scene was ~et f?r a 
very exciting fini h. W02 (SSM) Bernie Medway crossed the !me f1 ~ t , 

Sgt Keith & am broke a kicking strap on the run and crossed the !me 
second, WOl (YofS) Derek McClelland was lying third with Maj 

lmon Underwood back in sixth. With nothing to lo e the Yeoman 
went after the two 8 Sig Regt boats. After slowing down the fi rst boat, 
he then caught the other one on starboard side which then cajlsiz~d 
whilst doing his 720° turn. The Yeoman theref~re cr?ssed the hne in 
third place. Maj Simon Underwood had gone mto fifth place when , 
50 yards from the line, he ran aground . By £!le time he got relau~ched 
the last of the 8 Sig Regt boats had r ighted itself and was speeding to 
the firu h line. The 2 Div boat crossed ahead of the 8 Sig Regt by hal f 
a length. 2 Div had won the NE/NW District Inter-Unit Team 
Championships . 

SSgt Benny Grossmith, Lt Ruth Littlejohns, W01 (YofS) Derek 
McClelland and SSgt Keith Essam show off the day ' s winnings 

THE DEMISE OF A PROVOST SERGEANT 
Report by WOl (SC) R. J. Duffy 

Twas a quiet moonlit night on the outskirts of York, when ~he 
silence was broken by a sharp rap at the door of an army marned 
quarter. . . . .. 

'Whas there? ' questioned a rather turud Sgt John Leighton (reunng 
Provost Sergeant of the fighting 2 Division). 

Silence filled the air and so Sgt Leighton, as he is affectionately 
known to all in Imphal Barracks (including Mrs Leighton!) ventured 
to open his door slightly and peered through a small crack to meet the 
eyes of a brace of Royal Military Police SNCOs. 

'Are you Sgt Leighton, late Provost Sergeant of 2 Division and late 
on parade?' the senior of the two snapped sharply! 

'Och Aye', came the reply. 
The NCO stepped forward quickly and in a swift movement 

appended a pair of metal chrome-plated objects to the wrists of the 
stunned Jock, who was heard to mutter 'Naw, it cannae happen tae 
me! '. 

To enlighten the reader, the RSM (now Capt) Bill White, had 
instructed Sgt 'John' to await collection at home prior to his formal 
dining out. He was not told however of the form it was to take. 

He was quickly chauffeured to the Sergeants' Mess bar where, 
accompanied by the RSM, were two of our local civilian policemen 
trained in the art of looking fierce! After signing for a live body (some 
would describe it as timorous) they proceeded to escort their charge 
(accompanied by a highland piper) to the dining room where some 100 
mess members had gathered to bid John farewell . 
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Not to be outshone by the RMP element, WOl (ASM) J ohn Haig 
REME had manufactured a (made to measure) personalised cell 
complete with dining ledge and lockable door. After being secured for 
the night the dinner was allowed to continue: . . . 

It was to his credit that Sgt Leighton took 1t all in good spmt and 
the evening was thoroughly enjoyed .by all. . . . 

Sgt J ohn Leighton will be sorely missed, not only fo.r his efficiency 
as our Regimental Provost Sergeant and an outstanc!i:ng member of 
the Regiment, but also as an exceUent supporter and fnend of Imphal 
Station Sergeants' Mess . Good luck for the future John, come back 
and visit us soon! 

I: 
lB:tEMPLDY 

Technician Employment Agency 
Licence No SE 10693 

Approaching the end of your service? 
Looking for a job? 
TOT, EMAE, Foreman, Artificer or Class 1 
Technician? 
Then contact Techemploy so t hat we can 
inform the many Companies on our Client List 
of your availability. The service is completely 
free, - what have you got to lose! 
Telephone 0428 712590 (24 hr answering 
service) for a Candidate CV Proforma, or post 
the coupon. 

Brigadier (Retd) D. C. Richardson, TECHEMPLOY, 
PO Box 29, Bordon. Hampshire GU35 8NY 
Please send a Candidate CV Proforma for 
completion and return to: 

Rank . .. ..... . Name . . 

Address (incl Post Code) 

.. ..... . .... . . . . . . .. ......... . . . . . .. . . 
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3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 106 

CHANGE OF COMMAND 
5 September saw a change of command at the Regiment. Lt Col Dick 

Daly leaves on promotion to take up the appointment of Colonel M(6) 
at the MOD. Col Daly and his wife Elli leave with our very good 
wishes for the future. Lt Col Ashley Truluck assumed command on 
that day. We wish him and his wife Jenny a warm welcome and a 
happy and successful tour with the Regiment. 

Lt Col R. F. Baly aided by the driving ski l~s of S ~g (Steve) Harper 
prior to departing from the Regiment in style 

1 SQN 
SQUADRON PERSONALITIES 
OC Maj Ron Abbot 
21C Capt Graham Lewis-Taylor 
AO Capt Jim Adam 
OCW 2Lt Kim Evans 
OCX Lt Peter Smith 
OCY 2Lt David Bizley 
SSM W02 Mick Granitza 
OCSCRA SSgt Charlie Fleming 
YofS SSgt Chris Heeles 
FofS W02 Marcus Sulivan 

Firstly 1 Sqn has a competition for the rest of the Corps. 'The 
Bungieman Competition.' Sunday 22 J une 2200 hrs 1 Sqn deployed to 
Ex Summer Sales. The hopes, aspirations !ind money 0

1
f the punter,s 

were riding on a certain member of Whisky Troop.. Bung1eman . 
How long can a bungie stretch? How lo_ng ~an his super-h.uman 
strength (aided by his doctor 's chit) susta11_1 ¥ro p~st the pomt of 
imminent return to barracks 'The Release Pomt . Intrigued? Rea.don. 

The answer is 84km and 1 hr 10 mins in location. If your u~t has 
a budding Bungieman who thinks he can match o~rs we wo.uld bk~ to 
hear from you . Rules are: He must have a regulallon bung1~ grow1!1g 
naturally from his back which clips on to the camp .sates 1f he tr!es 
to leave in army transport. He must never have remained on exer~1se 
long enough to unroll his 'Maggott' and still not blush when collecting 
his paycheque! 

And now to more serious matters. 

INTER SQUADRON SWIMMING COMPETITION 
I Sqn swept the board ! Members of the victorious team were: 2Lt 

Evans Cpl Cummings, LCpls Bryant, Manktelow, Cpls Robson, 
Nutley, Sgt Atkinson, LCpls Charley, Bremner and Sig Eggleston. 

SPECIAL EXPEDITION TO NORWAY XTC 6 . 
Six members of the Squadron set off to enjoy ~wo weeks sunbathing 

in Norway interspersed with canoein~ .an~ trekku~g; ~nfortunately .we 
were disappointed unless you count bqutd sunshine . !he expedition 
was a special exercise run from BOBC Norway with three days 
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trekking foll owed by four days canoeing. As mentioned the weather 
was less than favourable so we missed some breathtaking scenery. 
Walking through cloud is pretty much the same anywhe~e. However, 
the weather steadily improved for the canoeing phase which followed . 

Whilst out on the open sea LCpl Eddy Leek suddenly felt the urge 
to transfer to submarine service and promptly 'crashed dived'. Despite 
valiant efforts to refloat his vessel Cpl Pallister finally gave up the 
unequal struggle and resolved to tow him in. Fortunately a Norwegian 
in his speedboat obligingly came to the rescue and brought them 
ashore but where were they? 

Cpl Pallister had lost the map in his rescue bid . Passing Norwegians 
proved more reliable tha n map reading as it transpired that they were 
not where we thought they were! I 

Special Expeditions at BOBC are recommended to anyone who can 
find a little time for organisation and I'm sure they are even more fun 
in the sun. 

'Will the self t imer work?' 
l to R: S ig Simmo Symonds , LCpl Eddy Leek, 2Lt Dave Bizley, Sig 

Chuck Berry, LCpl Chadwell Davies 
In front: Cpl Geordie Pallister 
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REPORT FROM TH FIE D Q ADRON (I QN) 
EXER I ETA R S CHARGE/CROSSED SJt'ORDS 

With the help of I Di\ ig Regt and 22 Sig Regt. who provided an 
CC and four entral re pectively, I Sqn finally managed to field the 

Di,·i.ion' entire complement of trunk PTARMIGAN. 33 Bde 
managed to u e all of it to the full! 

Thi wa a fa t moving e ·erci e for the fighting Troop which was 
reflected in the Brigade Headquarters' moves . They were screaming 
for 'Lid 'continual! which meant some very quick PPA from Node 
Commanders: 'Yeah, that hC'~id work band Ill, but don't quote me!' 

Both PTARMIGA and Rtf A trunk system were neutral. No cam 
net was a real blow to morale! There were time., however, when both 
orange and blue forces were not deterred by the lack of camouflage 
or the white quare all over the vehicle . Judging the quality of the 
different attacks provided some interest to an exerci e which for the 
Squadron wa mainly tatic. 

Other member of the Squadron worked hard to keep us all 
amu ed . Cpl 'Bog-in' Mclntyre was a prime example with his one man 
crusade to exerci e the REME recovery system. ' I was driving along 
and the track just moved to the right'. 

S gt Rod Whateley intervened when 2Lt David Bizley was showing 
a Plessey advisor to OSC. 'Don't worry sir, I'll show him where to 
go'. He immediately headed for the cook house. 

Staff's thought on the way: 
'He's very well dressed' . 
'He speaks excellent English too' . 
'He eems to know a lot about PTARMIGA ' 
'Ah! perhaps he's not the MOJO after all'. 

From a comm point of view the exercise went very well and showed 
the Belgians what PTARMIGA can do. 

Sgt 'He-man' Smallman trying to put Cpl Mcintyre on the right 
track 

EXERCISE IRON CHARGE 
Whilst basically being a Divisional comms exercise, it also 

developed into a free for all patrol attack competition . Whisky Troop 
definitely won on defence. 

ADVENTURE TRAINING NORWAY XTC 6 
At last some photographs of the intrepid explorers. They all seem 

to be of sunny relaxation but it really wasn't like that at all! 

Playboy isn't this good! 
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EXERCISE TANDEM TRIANGLE 
Kiwi Corner by Cpl 'Ray' Waipouri 
Royal NZ Si~ Regt 

As a participant in Ex Longlook '86 I was fortunate enough to be 
invited to 2 Sqn Summer Camp which was held in the small village of 
Unterhalhofen, clo e to Obersdorf in Bavaria. 

I considered this to be an opportunity to take part in activities such 
as hill walking, climbing, abseiling and canoeing, something I 
normally wouldn't bother to do. 

The general concensus of my section, nay of the whole Squadron 
was that hill walking was nobody's idea of fun although Capt 'Fred ' 
Bancroft led us to believe otherwise. In New Zealand we have some 
pretty rugged ranges but we have little inclination to conquer them. 
However, it did leave me with some satisfaction, 'I've been there 
before,' 'Seen it all', and 'read the book' etc. 

Although as I have said hill walking was not the section's favourite 
activity, climbing and abseiling came a close second but Sgt 'Dougy' 
Dorian and LCpl 'Tim' Jones encouraged us all the way which was 
good to see considering half the lads suffered from vertigo. 

The highlight of the week was the canoeing led by Lt Colin Hinsley. 
I was a little dubious at first, particularly about the capsize drills , but 
I can honestly say I've never had more fun . Ask Sig 'Scotty' Scott how 
to capsize in Bins of water when you are over 6ft tall or Sig 'Tom' 
Gibbons how to cross a lake doing circles. Laughing at your own and 
other people's misfortunes was the greatest morale booster of them 
all. 

I would like to end by thanking my section for their support and 
friendship during the week and 2 Sqn for having me along . 

INTER SQUADRON BOXING 
When it comes near to the time for the Inter-Squadron boxing 

people can be seen or I should say not seen as they rush past the 
Squadron offices . The reason for this is that the SSM W02 'Andy ' 
Hickling has a way of getting volunteers; need anymore be said. 

A team was found and our coach Sig Jarvis was soon cracking the 
whip and getting us into shape with some excellent results . When it 
came to the finals the Squadron was represented in no less than eight 
bouts and, as was to be expected the Boxing Trophy was presented to 
2 Sqn. (Second year running). 

Our congratulations go to all the boxers, Sig 'Gismo' Croshaw, 
'Dutch' Holland, 'Rocky' Sirignano, 'Steve' Gartside, 'Tootsie' 
Cunningham, 'Tommo' Thompson, LCpl 'Pottsy' Potts, Sig 'Titch' 
Maidment, 'Simon' Hudson, 'Tom' Gibbons and to the coach who 
made it all worthwhile, Sig 'Jar' Jarvis. 

2 Sqn Boxing Team 
Back Row: W02 (SSM) Andy Hickling, Sig 'Gismo' Croshaw, 
'Dutch' Holland, 'Rocky' Sirignano , 'Jar' Jarvis , 'Steve' Gartside, 

'Tootsie' Cunningham, 'Tommy' Thompson 
Front Row: LCpl 'Pottsy' Potts, Sig 'Titch' Maidment. 'Simon' 

Hudson , 'Tom' Gibbins 

CONG RA TULA TIO NS 
Our congratulations go to Cpls 'Mick' Newell, 'Fossil' Brown and 

'Spilley' Spilling all selected for promotion recently. 
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AN ODE FROM OSCAR TROOP 
·we seek him here, we seek him there, 
We seek our Tp Comd everywhere, 
Is he in Ops or stand-in Adjt, 
We've even heard he may have been re-badged. 
Our thoughts go out to Carolyn his wife, 
ft can't be easy with his double life. 
Be we have faith, and hope as well, 
That he'll be released and return to his cell. 
The Annex once again will be a happy home, 
But for how long before once more he'll roam. 
Will he ever remain in his rightful home?' 

NEWS F ROM NOVEMBER TROOP 
The month got off to a boring start with Ex Crossed Swords, in 

which a number of the Troop participated . 
Sig (Medallion Man) McDonald and (Yorkie) Lawton, were loaned 

to I Sq n. LCpl Budgie Holmes and his Wavell (which actually worked 
for a change) and LCpl (But I just got married) Fleet, with Sprog, 
sorry, Sig Elliot providing SCRA were attached to 202 Sig Sqn. 

The rest of the Troop however, struggled on with the more 
mundane aspects of soldiering, sweeping, painting, polishing and 
more sweeping. 

Sig Keates returned to us after thinking he had escaped to the 
RA VC; he immediately found himself on Ex Third Stretch. 

With all the hard work out of the way, we had time for a party, 
superbly organised by SSgt Jimmy Jameson and his motley crew. 

POSTINGS 
Lt Kevin 'Cuddles' Tliornber and Cpl Vince Murphy are both 

posted to 8 Sig Regt, and we wish them the best of luck for the future. 

PAP A POSTING 
During the past month we said goodbye to Cpl Keith Belcher and 

Sig 'Fritz' Fryer to civvy street. Sig 'Dino' Flint departs to a RLD in 
Blackpool. The best of luck in your respective futures. 

We welcome LCpl Crawford and his wife Katrine from 249 Sig Sqn. 
Also Sig Jock Hamill, Andy Smart and 'Knacker' Mcnay from 
training. 

Congratulations go to LCpl Humm on ms recent promotion and his 
marriage to Liz. Also to LCpl Furnival on ms promotion . 

NORWAY 1986 
Report by Cpl Pallister 

After arriving back from Norway I was preparing to return again 
in less than a week. The format was the same except we had better 
canoes and slightly better weather this time. 

The party consisted of Cpl Pallister, LCpls ReviJI, Fletcher and duty 
sherpa, Sig Rothery. We had fairly good weather with some cloud and 
rain, the trip started off in good humour, even though LCpl ' Revs' 
Revill with his army boots tied to his rucksack would insist upon 
knocking everyone senseless everytime he turned around . 

The first day in Norway got off to a good start, and we covered 
around 8km and set up camp. The next day we covered another 18km 
in perfect weather, climbing onto the plateau at 1300 hrs. As we 
pitched the tents I remarked that this time last week (XTC 6) you 
couldn't see 10 metres . 

Next morning you could not see !Om, so we decided to head back 
to the valley and get below the clouds, but that wasn't so easy . 'Revs' 
Revill tripped and injured his ankle about 16km from civilisation. 
Although he could only hobble we made good time and were kept 
amused by 'Fletch' Fletcher who found all the soggy bits of the track 
(with his head first dives). There was another party (WRAC) using the 
same area, but we only saw them once, as we whizzed past them in 
the back of a VW van, (if looks could kill!). In all we covered 70km, 
the last six by Norwegian bus (Rev's had a bad leg!) , to arrive at the 
camp site and find it closed for the sea on. 

We stayed anyway, and started canoeing in touring doubles, the 
weather was unbelievable, cloud-free, blue skies and no wind. We 
took the first day easy and spent a four hour lunch break sunbathing 
and swimming and again ' Roth' Rothery amused us by trying to 
snorkel 2ft under with a !ft snorkel. We arrived at Neset Camp site 
around 6 pm, hired a cabin for the night and spent 10 minutes trying 
to work the Norwegian TV (it was a microwave oven really). 

The following day we were portaged around the white water, via a 
town called Evje, where Fletch spent most of his time fending off 
tourist's who mistook him for a Troll , we then set off for another IO 
miles paddling and got another portage to Lillesand where we et off 
on the last 200m to an island where we spent the last night before we 
paddled up another Fjord to BOBC at Isjefear. 

At the end we all agreed it was a good break, and I think every one 
is hoping to return to Norway next summer. 
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The Squadron has occupied the Summer months in its own 
inimitable style combining exercise rigours with sporting endeavours. 
We have said farewell to a variety of personalities, giving the 
management team a new look: 

oc 
21C 
OC Ardennes Tp 
OC Rhine Tp 

SM 
YofS 
FofS 
SQMS 

Maj Gordon Hughes 
(Des: Maj David Proctor 24 Oct 86) 

Capt Neil Couch 
Lt Mark Eaton 
Lt Nick Pope 
W02 (SSM) PhiJ Budden 
W02 (YofS) Jeff Hattersley 
SSgt \FofS) Jim Martin 
SSgt (SQMS) Ron Woodger 

Lt Ian Hume left on posting to the Regiment at Soest (though 
rumour has it that he spends most of rus time with a certain young 
lady in Wildenrath!). W02 (SSM) Rick Licence also left for 3 Armd 
Div HQ and Sig Regt, on promotion to WO! (RSM) . Rest assured 
that the Regimental Football and Athletics teams will soon be trying 
for major honours, and that short haircuts will shortly become the 
vogue! 

EXERCISES 
EXERCISE TAURUS CHARGE/CROSSED SWORDS 

The exercise, as expected, provided many highlights: Sgt 'Taff' 
Evans RPC took over the mantle of 'Map reader of the year' 
from SQMS Ron Woodger, with his novel interpretations of the 
command 'turn left at the junction'; the YofS created a new record 
by not getting sacked on the exercise, (costing Lt Nick Pope a bottle 
of champagne); SSgt McAleer (Mac the beast) went overboard on cam 
and spent restless nights looking for someone to kill; SSgt 'Gus' 
Graham looked for a sandbag, a swinging lamp, and someone to 
regale with his 'When I was in Oman/ Aden/Crimea stories' -the list 
is endless! 

The Squadron also had the opportunity to compare the 
PTARMIGAN and RITA at first hand. We like to boast that we won 
on points for reliability and service. 

EXERCISE MORIARTY TRIANGLE 
This year's Adventure Training Camp was based on the banks of 

the Mosel Valley. Lt Nick Pope (canoeing), SSgt Ron Woodger and 
Sgt Paul Rylance (climbing/expedition), and Sgt Paul Duffy 
(windsurfing) provided instruction for about 50 members of the 
Squadron over a three week period in July. Time off was also spent 
sampling the local produce, these night time 'expeditions' being ably 
led by Cpls Taff Nelson and Des Dolan. A good time was had by all, 
and the exercise provided a useful springboard for next year's 
proposed expeditions. 

SPORT 
In spite of having a strength of only about 100 men, the Squadron 

has a formidable sporting record: 

TENNIS 
Sgt Paddy Grinnell led for the Squadron in the Inter-Squadron 

Championships. All three pairs of Sgt Grinnell and Sig John Beavers; 
LCpl Kevin Jarvis and LCpl John Webb; and Lt Nick Pope and LCpl 
Mel Quin won their events to gain the overall championship for the 
Squadron. 

TUG-OF-WAR 
The 'macho' instincts of SSgt McAJeer and Cpl Liebe REME 

provided the inspiration for a very creditable runners up position in 
the Morrison Cup, the team beating the Regiment before losing finally 
to 16 Sig Regt. 

HOCKEY 
A new sport to the Squadron with leadership and experience 

provided by Lt Pope, SQMS Ron Woodger, and Sgt Kerpbal Singh . 
A young team was taken to the Inter-Squadron Championships where 
after a hard-fought final we managed to wee.st the trophy from the 
clutches of HQ Squadron. Special mentions to Sig Fred Walker, Cfn 
John Cain and Sig Sean Wilkinson for fine individual performance . 
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ATHLETIC 
The first meeting of the season was the 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig 

Regt Inter-Sqn competition, which the Squadron won easily gaining 
no le than nine fir t and seven seconds. This was followed by the 
. 1orri on Cup, where due to the disqualification of the 4 x 400m 
rela} team, we were pipped at the post and had to settle for second 
place for the third year in succession. Special mention goes to Cpl Doz 
Day (IOOm first, 200m first), LCpl Billy Lindsay (Disc•Js second, Shot 
put first), and LCpl Kevin Jarvis (High Jump first) . Congratulations 
also to the Decathlon team of Cpl Doz Day, LCpl Kevin Jarvis, Sig 
(now LCpl) Ian Stringer and Sig 'Mack' McKenna for gaining second 
place in the BAOR Decathlon. 

Cpl Doz Day providing a caption for 'spot the ball' 
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THE START OF 
SOMETHING 
NEW 
If you 're Leaving the Services 
within the next 12 months and 
would like to start a New 
Career consider GCHQ as a 

Trainee 
Radio Officer 

If your trade or training involves Radio 
Operating you may wish to continue in 
the work you know and enjoy. 
Government Communications Head
quarters can offer you a career in 
communications involving the very 
latest technology. It starts with 32 
weeks thorough training to fit you for 
the post of Radio Officer with 
extremely interesting work, good 
salary, good prospects for promotion 
and also the opportunity for overseas 
travel. Add to this the security of 
working for an important Government 
Department and you could have the 
start of something new. 
The basic requirement for the job is 2 
years' radio operating experience or 
hold a PMG, MPT or MRGC. 
Registered disabled people are 
welcome to apply. 
Salaries start at £5,817 at age 19 to 
£6,920 at age 25 and over during 
training and then £7,954 at 19 to 
£10, 162 at 25 and over as a Radio 
Officer. Increments then follow 
annually to £13, 777 inclusive of shift 
and weekend working allowances. 
For full details and an application form 
phone 0242 32912/3 or write to: 

Recruitment Office, Government Communications Headquarters, 
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham, 

Gloucestershire, GL52 SAJ. 
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4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 
BFPO 15 

FOCUS ON RHQ 
August was a busy month caused by the arrival of a new RSM and 

also the Pay Office. Both have caused turbulence and will have far 
reaching effects! The Pay Office is here to link into PAMPAS, our 
friendly computer whilst the RSM's motives are less certain. Welcome 
to you both! 

The old RSM, now Capt Jim Coffey was towed out of camp in a 
boxing ring, escorted by the Adjutant Capt Mike Lithgow on 
horseback. He and WOl (YofS) Corky Corcoran are posted to 
Harrogate on commissioning. Congratulations are also due to SSgt 
Terry Morrissey, now Chief Clerk at 244 Sig Sqn. In his place we 
welcome Sgt Steve Piggins from sunny Cyprus. 

PAMPAS has forced a reshuffle of the Orderly room or 'Unit 
Administrative Office'. Cpl Ray Pritchard has joined the Pay Clerks 
leaving Cpl Jim Stubley on discipline and Cpl Kate Sweeney on 
documents. The junior clerks usually change each week but it appears 
LCpl Ginny Murray and Sig Rich Hanley are staying with us whilst 
Sig Dave French has left t.he service and Sig Taff Davies is posted to 
211 Sig Sqn. LCpl Street has handed over the Ops Room to LCpl 
Basnett while Pte Sharon Drew continues to add that extra something 
to life in general. Sorry we couldn't print the holiday snaps! 

The erudite Superintendent Clerk, WOl Tim Craven continues to 
preside. With this outfit, one could rule the world. 

The Superintendent Clerk, W01 Tim Craven-as usual too busy 
to actually do any work 

Cpl Kate Sweeny immersed in paper 
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W01 (RSM) Jim Coffey (now Capt) hands over to W01 (RSM) 
Glenn Harwood. Who had cause to smile? 

·~, 
The Paymaster, Capt (now Maj) David Lane happily ensconced in 

his new office 

'Our man in the Pay Office' - Cpl Ray Pritchard adds a touch of 
class with his PAMPAS terminal 
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I.t R P 
We ha\e .aid farewell to Capt (TOT) Jim Smith MBE now at 
hool of ignal , Blandford. WOI (FofS) Geoff Challoner who is 

nO\\ Captain (TOT) at 22 Sig Regt. Al o farewell to Cpls Roger 
Thomp on, Ian Pennel, Al Moodie and Paul Griffin. wi hing them all 
the be ·t in the future. 

Recent( · arri\'ed are Capt (TOn Mick Woodhou e and Norma and 
WOl (For ) J. Connelly BEM and Rose. These two ha e got the 
Troop working and playing hard. Also recently arrived are Sgt Steve 
Bu h and Prudence, Cpl Max Inman and Tina, and LCpls Neil 
Trengove and And) Fawthrop, Sig Pearson and Koto. We wish them 
and cheir famifie· a happy and eventful stay with us. La t but by no 
mean lea t, Karen Greenaway. For many a year, the TOT and his 
predece or have been trying to get a clerk on to the Troop 
e tabli hment, Karen ha come to us on a ix month YTS cheme. In 
the hon time that he ha been with us, there ha been a marked 
increa e in the efficiency of the Troop office, and in the personal 
appearance of the Troop sin lies; welcome! 

On 12 June. WOl (FofS} J. Connelly BEM, received the Royal 
Signal In titution Silver Medal from Maj G n BirtwistJe during hi 
'isic to the Regiment. FofS Connelly is the first non-commissioned 
officer to receive this medal-in recognition of his design of the 
PTARMIGA Gateway Box- and the Troop would like to offer their 
congramlations to him on receiving this prestigious award. 

On 16 August, Cpl Adrian Bain married Nikki in Worthing. To 
make ure he didn't back out at the last minute and to give moral 
upport, Cpl Andy Dick, Richard MatJess, Steve Pound, Nick 

Rothery and Jez Kidby attended the wedding. It was a very happy day. 
We look forward to welcoming the happy couple to Herford after 
their honeymoon in Antigua. 

The Regiment's WOs' and Sergeants' Mess held a quiz competition 
and TM Troop's representative were narrowly beaten in a very 
exciting final. The team con i ted of Mrs Linda Shaw, SSgt M. Davi 
BEM and Sgt ten Bush. We congratulate the team on their gallant 
effort. 

During the absence of Sgt Dave Shaw, currently on tour in the 
Falklands, we would like to wi h his wife Linda a very happy 
birthday. 

A couple of accidents have occurred recently resulting in both Sgt 
teve Purdy and Cpl Barry Bostock having one leg each in plaster. Sgt 

Purdy's accidem happened during a challenge football match with 
QM Techs. Although the game was held up, the Troop went on to a 
convincing win. Cpl Bostock-usually sure footed-misjudged some 
stairs and proceeded to fall down the rest. We wish them both a 
peedy recovery and hope to see them back at work soon. 

Early warning to any T2 and n techs posted to 4 Div; it is not all 
play and no work. Every six months, all techs below Tl have to sit an 
exam based on Tl past entrance papers. Failure to show an adequate 
interest or a sufficient pass mark, results in an interview (without 
coffee) with the TOT! You have been warned! 

REGIMENTAL BATTLE CAMP 
The Regiment was fortunate enough to get a two week period at 

Vogelsang Training Complex situated in the Eiffel Region. The aim 
of the camp was to practise soldiers in individual and section battle 
procedures with the emphasis on advanced application of fire. This 
was Training Wing's chance to prove their mettle. The Training 
Officer, Capt Des Moloney was responsible for attending the Range 
Conference each morning with the Belgian Range Controllers, 
primarily so as he did not have to get up at the ridiculous hour of 0545 
hrs each day. Here he would bid for whatever ranges were available, 
though the answer would usually be a resounding 'Non! It iz not 
pozzible' . 

However we were still able to get Pistol and SMG CQB, Battle 
Ir~noculation Range (lots of bangs and whizzing bullets, no sweat!), 
Rifle Assault Course. Capt Moloney seemed to enjoy this activity as 
it was 'bashed' four times! We were also able to throw grenades 
though Tactical Grenade received a definite 'Non'! 

Live section attacks proved very popular and Training Wing hope 
to be running a nice line in these next season. Probably most popular 
of all was the tank over-run and Molotov range (for tank over-run 
read run over by a tank). It was up to the Training team ably run by 

gt Geoff Ellis and Cpl John O'Brien, to co-ordinate all this activity. 
There was also the usual smattering of PT, BFTs, CFTs, arranged by 
QM I Bob Martin and his staff. They also co-ordinated an excellent 
potted sports competition. 

Special mention must go to Sig Mike Conception who fired the 
entire Regimental allocation of 2lmm sub cal and initiated the big 
bang at the explosives demo. 

It is strongly rumoured that participants in the Regimental Battle 
Camp Experience thoroughly enjoyed themselves, therefore it has 
been decided that there will be a repeat performance next year. The 
bid for packed lunches is already with the cookhouse staff! 
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You go first it' s dark in there 
The SSM instructs on house clearance with Sig Gabriel as guinea 

pig 

The Cadre 
Sgt Paul Gladwin, SSgt Barny Barnard and Sgt Kev Howitson 

Sig Brian Maidment in the FIBUA Village 
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I SQUADRON 
After a busy exercise season much work began in preparation for 

an inspection by RS!T in July. The hard work put in by everyone was 
rewarded by a highly commendable RSIT report. The Squadron then 
entered into a period of relative calm over the summer. Lt teve 
Vickery took Panther Troop off on Summer amp to Cochem on the 
banks of the Mosel. However some members of the Troop reckoned 
it to be more of a Batlle Camp judging by the scrapes and bruises at 
the end of each day's training. 2Lt Tony Burgin thought that this was 
such a good idea that he promptly rearranged Kiwi Troop's 
adventurous training for the same place. 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
Recently there has been a large turnover in the Squadron 

personalities . We say farewell to: W02 (SSM) John Wooders off to 
16 Sig Regt, SSgt (SQMS) Phil Boon off to I I Sig Regt, gt Ian 
Plenderleith off to Birmingham TA, and to Lts Steve Vickery and Neil 

tevens off to RMCS. 
We welcome: 2Lt Dave Hix from his Troop Commanders course, 

Capt Alan McComb from RMCS , W02 (SSM) Pete Halstead from 16 
Sig Regt and SSgt Fred Cottington from 211 Sig Sqn. 

INTER SQUADRON HOCKEY COMPETITION 
After a very hard fought final aga inst HQ Sqn we have won the 

inter-Squadron hockey competition . This, despite the efforts of our 
own Sgt Chappie Tunks, who did his be t to stop us. All members 
of the team must be c:.ongratulated for a fine performance, but a 
special mention must go to Cpls A. J. Mathews and Taff Maul , the 
top goal scorers. 

3SQUADRON 
ALPHA TROOP 

The Troop has had a varied past few weeks wi th something to please 
all types. The first two weeks were spent in Ex Row Quadrant , the 
long awaited su mmer camp in the Mosel. Despite the poor weather the 
activities were st ill enjoyed by the hardy. It was Sig Hinton who 
decided to throw himself head first into the activities, including the 
abseiling which he claimed to have done before, but judging by his 
demonstration it must have been the Australian method . There was 
plenty of time to visit the local beauty pots, with the QC giving us 
his own guided tour of the local area every morning, at the double, 
to 'blow away the cobwebs' as he put it. 

Straight after the summer camp came the Regimental battle camp 
which was enough to bring out the John Wayne in everyone. The pace 
was hectic from the start with such memorable stands as the Rifle 'you 
may never get another go at this' assault course, the ' no, the nastie 
driver won't hurt you' tank runover, and the 'promise I won't hit you 
gun group' in the live section attacks. After all the hard work it was 
agreed that the camp had been most rewarding, but we were glad to 
see our AFV 436's again . 

Finally a fond farewell to Sig Quinnel who is rushing off to Civvy 
Street; and to Sig Summers who has finally received his posting. Last 
but not least to Sgt J. B. Bragg who has been posted to Gibraltar and 
congratulations, once more, on your promotion . 

BRAVO TROOP 
An enjoyable time was had by all on the summer camp at Osterder 

in the Harz Mountain . The air was invigorating, especially first thing 
in the morning. Canoeing and wind surfing were on the menu for daily 
activities which proved to be thirsty work. 

Finally the Troop says goodbye to Cpl 'Scouse' Bowen who is now 
in Belize and Cpl Gaz Stuart who is now in orthern lreland. 

LINE TROOP 
In mid-August, well prepared and well briefed, the Troop departed 

for an adventure training exercise aptly named Ex Forlorn Quadrant. 
The training programme, devised by the Troop QC 2Lt Dave Robson, 
was suitably flexible to cope with the weather on the day . We need not 
have worried because the NCO JC stores LCpl Jock Fulton had 
indented for an adequate amount of sunshine. 

The rock climbing was very popular, especially when two very fit, 
tanned and scantily clad German girls arrived. The views on the 
rockface were delightful that day with Sig Aitchison and Sig Bailcliffe 
arguing whether it was better from the top or the bottom of the cliff. 
Tremendous self control was shown by Sig Bob Barker a he 
disappeared over the edge with his unique abseiling technique . He 
said he aged about 30 years in three minutes, by Sgt Pete Duffy's 
reckoning that makes him about 103 years old! We ay goodbye to Cpl 
Grant Pocock posted to 8 Sig Regt on promotion to Sergeant, 
congratulations! 

Finally the Squadron would like to say farewell to Sgt Mick 
O'Brien who ha been posted all the way tO 7 Sig Regt. A warm 
welcome to his replacement S gt (SQM ) Steve Toms. 
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200 SIG SQN 
It has been a very quiet time in the Squadron over the last two 

months. with concentration on leave and cour e . There have 
however, been some moments. Perhaps the most notable of the e was 
the very rare occasion when the Squadron managed to have all four 
officers on parade one Monday morning in August. This was by very 
kind permission of 2Lt Matt 'l'm sorry I'm on a course ' Han on . 2Lt 
Hanson was then introduced to his Troop and just had time to stop 
his 'in-t ray ' reaching the ceiling before he departed on leave . 

On the sporting front the Squadron has been extremely active as 
usual. The football has begun its early morning training under the: 
persuasive guidance of Cpls Bob Clair and Geordie Robin on . The 
season started with a friendly match against 41 Ord Coy, the team was 
unlucky to lose a close match, but were consoled to be told that it was 
'a game of two halves'-by ig Ade MiJls Uust in case the team hadn't 
noticed). We would like to thank 2Lt Dave Hix from 4 ADSR fo r 
refereeing the game. 

The Squadron has achieved success in sailing again. A team 
captained by Cpl (now Sgt) ' Mitch' Mitchell finished third in the 
Corps Regatta at Kiel. A notable achievement for a minor unit. gt 
Mitchell has now left the Squadron on promotion and deserves our 
thanks for introducing so many people to such an enjoyable sport. Lt 
Graham Norton, Cpl ' Paddy' Lynch, Sig 'Penny' Pennington, ig 
'Daz' Davis, Cpls Steve Payne, 'Gaz' Pope, Sig 'Scott' Mauchlen and 
Cfn 'Nige ' Whitehead have all sailed this year and the Squadron now 
has a strong and enthusiastic team to build on for the future. 

COMING AND GOINGS 
There have been considerable changes within the Squadron over the 

last two months. Capt Kevin Barrett our 21C leaves us for Blandford 
and we welcome his replacement Capt Tony Crane who joins us from 
Hong Kong. Lt Greg Horn has left us to be educated at RMCS . SSgt 
Barry Evans leaves us for his last six months in UK and then civilian 
life . Sgt Guy Richards on promotion to 34 Sig Regt (V), Cpl Steve 
Mitchell on promotion to 8 Sig Regt, Cpl Dave Cunliffe to AAC 
Harrogate, Sig Jerry McQuade on transfer to 1 RHF, Sig Ray Cooney 
to 1 Div and Sig Jess Metters to civilian life. We would like to welcome 
Sgt Tanser, LCpl Woodhouse and Sig Duggan and Morgan to the 
Squadron and hope they have an enjoyable tour with 200 Sig Sqn. 

211 SIG SQN (11 ARMD BDE) 
SQUADRON PERSONALITIES 
OC Maj J. A. Macfarlane 
21C Capt B. R. Peel 
OC A Tp Lt Salvoni (Ex Long Look) 

OCB Tp 
SSM 
YofS 
FofS 
SQMS 

BATTLE CAMP 

Lt P. Jackson RA Signals 
Lt J. A. F. Smith 
W02 D. Boyd 
W02 S. Whytock 
SSgl Payne 
SSgt Herbison 

Two weeks in the scenic beauty of the north Eiffel will do wonders 
for your morale, fitness, health and military skills. But when 211 Sig 
Sqn debussed in torrential rain to set up the tented camp on the 
training area ZB4, thoughts were more of Stalag 4 and escape, than 
on 10 days of training to come. 

Conditions were not to improve, and morale sank to an all time low 
when Capt Brian Peel and Cpl (I've got no rations) Rigby returned 
from a vi it to the administering unit with the news that we were not 
rationed by them as expected. However spirits began to rise after a 
quick 'phone call to the QC Squadron Maj John (but I have to do my 
German course) Macfarlane and the promise of rations early the next 
day. 

Thanks must go to 6 Ord Bn and 7 Regt RCT, for providing a quick 
meal for us, at short notice. 

The first three days' training were hampered by intermittent down 
pours and low clouds. However, with the arrival of the OC on the 
fourth day came the good weather, and a leap in morale. 

Our Squadron team of 40 were split into three sections ably led by 
Cpl (now Sgt) Graham Whittall. 

Lt Andy Smith led the gallant team of instructors, consisting of 
SSgt (where's my heater?) Barnard, Sgt (Herr Flick) Gladwin, gt (but 
I've got flu) Howibon and Sgt (I don't need cam cream) Morrison. 
Whilst the 2IC and SSM recce'd the ranges for use in the second week . 
The SSM W02 Derek Boyd managed to keep his cool, ju t, whilst the 
sections threw 100 grenade in four hours. The joint top prize for 
grenade throwing went to Sig John Griffiths, for hi beautiful lob 
shot, ju t over the throwing bay wall, and Pte Rick Coffrey who mu t 
remember that the pin is to be pulled out before throwing. 

The section went on in the following five days to fire both 2lmm 
sub calibre and 66mm heat and the CQB with the S IG at which Pte 
(dead eye) Jacque and Dvr (where's the target?) Burns were the tars . 
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SERGEANTS' MESS 
DINING OUT/IN OF THE QUARTERMASTERS 

The privilege of being dined out by the Warrant Officers' and 
Sergeants' Mess is always tinged with sadness and nostalgia . This was 
certainly the case on the evening of 5 May when WOI (RSM) P. W. 
J. Whitehead and his fellow mess members said a fond farewell to two 
stalwart Quartermasters. Quanermaster Admin Maj Alan Davies, a 
noted connoisseur of good ports, returns to task one of his favourite 
vintages, Fragrant Harbour, otherwise known as Hong Kong. 
Quartermaster Technical MaJ Colin Stephens, remains in BAOR 
where he will undoubtedly en1oy his new appointment as R03 in 28 
Sig Regt. It is rumoured that Maj Stephens' new married quarter has 
been extended to accommodate bis accountant! 

Maj (QM) Colin Stephens quickly working out his gratuity while 
everyone rubs their hands with glee! 

W01 (RSM) Peter Whitehead presenting Maj (QM) Alan Davies 
with a gift from all members of the Sergeants' Mess 
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W02 (RSM} Peter Whitehead having problems with his back, 
probably due to carrying 7 Sig Regt for too long 

The evening was enhanced by the presence of the new 
Quartermaster Technical Capt Frank Worral (welcome back to 
Herford) and only a previous sporting engagement prevented 
Quartermaster Admin designate Capt Billy Miles from making it a 
foursome. Has any mess ever dined in/out all four Quartermasters in 
one evening? To dine out the two Quartermasters shows the esteem 
and respect that they had both earned during their respective tours in 
the Regiment. 

Bon Voyage and best wishes to you both and your families . We will 
miss you. 

OFFICERS' MESS 
At the beginning of August Martha Stork was presented with her 

certificate in recognition of 25 years service with the British Forces in 
Germany. 

Martha has worked in the Officers' Mess since April 1961 and has 
seen nine Commanding Officers . Her first being Lt Col F. Clarkson 
MBE, another being Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB CBE who, when 
visiting the Regiment, always calls in for a chat. After the presentation 
Martha and the staff of the Mess celebrated the occasion with 
champagne. 

Lt Col R. J . Holmes presenting the certificate with the Mess staff 
in attendance 

1 SQN' 
Despite a hefty programme of vehicle maintenance and equipment 

inspections l Sqn undertook their annual Summer Camp at Bad 
Lauterberg in the Harz Mountains. Under the brilliant leadership and 
organising ability of the three man team; YofS Wood, 2Lt Nick Caleb 
and Sgt Strettford, the men had an 'interesting' time. 

The usual arduous training activities mostly revolved around the 
Erikabruke Lake with canoeing, water ski-ing and wind surfing. 
However, rock climbing was also an activity with LCpl Martin 
discovering he is, in fact, a natural Chris Bonnington. The excitement 
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being too much, Sig Wilky attempted suicide; but failed ! 
Unfortunately, despite a superb social programme, the weather was 
not on our side and overall it could be described as 'wet'. Not that the 
occupants of two tents allowed that to worry them. When their tents 
blew away during the night, they just slept on! All in all the Squadron 
had an enjoyable break from their usual routine. 

The Squadron now says goodbye and good luck to Lt Paul 
Hodgkiss, who is off to Catterick, and welcome 2Lt P. Evans and Lt 
M. Finneran . However, despite valiant attempts by the Squadron OC 
Capt Ian (kill him) Ducklow, Mr Finneran is still walking. 

4 SQN, MAN 501 
This year, 4 Sqn held their Summer Camp at 4 AAC Ski Hut at 

Enthalb der Ach near Fussen in Bavaria. The forward sabre elements 
managed to cover the full 700kms from Herford without any major 
mishaps. The remainder, ably herded by Lt Jamie Compston, arrived 
shortly afterwards by train. Casualties by this stage had reached one, 
missing, presumed dead. 

Following their introduction to the local night time delights, the 
whole party swung enthusiastically into the following well organised 
activities. Mountain climbing, canoeing, orienteering, windsurfing, 
abseiling, swimming, cycling and the Top Secret Mission impossible 
'Ex lllyz Folly'. 

The highlights of the pursuits were; in the canoeing, Sgt Jimmy 
Wilson's excellent instruction introduced the lads to the pleasures of, 
sub-aquatic press-ups, without the use of a safety net or breathing 
apparatus, and a world record attempt to float four canoes with as 
many people standing on top, whilst rendering a version of 'Swing 
Low, Sweet Chariot' with actions. 

In the abseiling, a rope was deemed to be necessary to tackle the 
steep gradients of Bavaria . This was not the case however for one 
intrepid group of explorers on the mountain walking. Nevertheless, 
most people thoroughly enjoyed themselves, especially SSM 'Sherpa 
Tensing' Ponton . 

The orienteering was particularly memorable for two members of 
the party, Sig 'Shaky' Walker and 'Shadwell' Young took four hours 
to complete the 15kms course having allegedly climbed every 
mountain which Julie Andrews climbed in the 'Sound of Music'. 

Ex Illyz Folly, had you chosen to accept it (and nobody had a 
choice!) was a terrific way of relaxing after the hill walking, and if you 
thought you had problems with your feet after the walk, it was 
nothing compared to the stomach and head complaints heard the 
following morning! 

Throughout the whole experience of the camp, Capt 'Slop Jockey' 
Illingworth and the Q's in stereo (Pete Harris and Taff Williams) had 
provided a very varied and sometimes international menu. This was 
the major success of the exercise. 

The camp was concluded with the almost inevitable Squadron 
Commander's Hash, followed by an inter-section Football 
competition. The day concluded with a right royal knees up, to 
celebrate the new Duke and Duchess of York's recent marriage. 

NEWS FROM 6 SQN (CORPS RADIO SQN) 
The 'A Team' Line Up 
SHQ 
oc 
2IC 
SSM 
YofS 
YofS 
SQMS 
MTN CO 

Al Tp 
oc 
Tp SSgt 

A2 Tp 
oc 
Tp SSgt 

A3 Tp 
Tp Sgts 

AS Tp 
oc 
YofS 

Maj Hugh Bardell 
Capt Graham Leyland 
W02 John Mold 
W02 Mervyn Foster 
SSgt Steve Churchman 
SSgt Sammy Stephenson 
SSgt Ray Bruce 

Lt Robert Kelly 
SSgt Doug Douglas 

Lt Roger Phillips 
SSgt Taff Crosby 

Sgt Rolf Smith 
Sgt Keith Storey 

Capt Trevor Bradley 
SSgt Lee Pilling DEM 

The Squadron is still busy in its primary role as the Corps Radio 
Squadron. However we are finding our.selves b~ing used more and 
more in the role of 'Rent-a-det' and, during the first part of the year, 
as PTARMIGAN Support Squadron. 
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Despite a year fu ll of small, and some not so mall, exerci es, the 
Squadron has managed to get out and about and enjoy the better 
things in life. 

NEWS FLASH-RUGBY 
7 Sig Regt narrowly beat the lst Bn Devon and Dorset Regiment in 

the first round of the Army Cup here at Maresfield Barracks by 17 
points-15 points. 

Sgt Bobby Snow scored 13 points. 

BAOR 10 MILE ROAD RACE 
Sunday 7 September dawned bright and clear although a trifle 

windy, but near ideal conditions for the inaugral running of the 
BAOR 10 mile road race sponsored by I Armd Div Tpt Regt in 
Birdwood Barracks Bunde. At 1400 hrs Kim Evans, Miss BAOR 1986, 
started the race and about 500 runners set off on two laps of an 
undulating, but fast course around Birdwood Barracks. 

The Regiment had entered several runners and the 'A' Team took 
first place with a magnificent performance. The individual winner of 
the event Sgt Dave Carr crossing the line in a fast time of 49 mins 43 
secs. The next man to finish for the Regiment Cpl Taff Roberts third 
followed by Cpl Taff James ninth and bringing up the rear Sgt Sandy 
Dosmartyres 28th it was a very good team effort, the Regiment now 
being the first BAOR inter-unit Team 10 Mile Road Race Champions. 

PS Capt (QM) Billy Miles took the veteran prize in a time of 60 mins 
40 secs. 

Back Row L to R: Cpl Taff James, Sgts Dave Carr, Oosmartyres, 
Cpl Taff Roberts 

Front Row L to R: W01 (RSM} P. W. J. Whitehead, Lt Col R. J. 
Holmes 

ULTRA DISTANCE RUNNING 
Well satisfied with their success in the I OOkm March De MorL 

(Belgium) 6 Sqn entered 8 x 2 man teams in the lOOkm Race Von Biel 
(Switzerland). 

The charity chosen this year was the Stoke Mandeville Hospital 
appeal, which continues to help and assist servicemen and women. 
Thanks must go to the national and local firms who donated money 
to the appeal. Special mention must be made of Save and Prosper who 
not only sponsored the teams but also presented the appeal with a 
cheque for £500. 

All in aid of Stoke Mandeville 
Mr Len Pilling presenting a cheque for £500 to W02 (SSM) John 

Mold 
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The team travelled to Biel-Bienne on Thur day 5 June and were 
a ommodated by the wi Civil Defence Department in one of their 
many fallout helter . Friday was pent 'Carbo-Hydrate packing' and 
tr fog to re t . However with nervous tension increasing and the 
adrenalin tarting to pump, sleep was di fficult. 

Regi tration wa completed smoothly due to good preparation, and 
al o to the linguistic kill of Cpl Dave Devine. He not only looked 
after the team admin but, with Cpl Neil White, was the fi r t 

quadron team placed 16th overall in a ery good time of 13.24 hr . 
ext came LCpl Chris Allnatt and Robbo Robson (14.44 hrs) . The 

remaining teams came in together led by W02 (SSM) John Mold and 
the quadron YofS, W02 Mervyn Foster. All of them completing this 
mountainou and extremely arduous IOOkm well within the time 
allowed. Indeed the weather was so bad (cold, wet and windy) that the 
organi ers allowed an extra 30 mi utes for those competitors who 
needed it. Sympathy and commiseration mu t go to Cpl Dave Pollard 
who wa at 94km in the enviable time of 12 hr , when he stepped 
awkwardly and wa withdrawn from the event by the Swiss Fir t Aid 
Society, who deserve much credit for the professional and caring way 
m which they looked after all 3,762 entrants . LCpls Nigel Dixon and 
Paul Brown were also withdrawn due to injury. This left only Lt 
Robert Kelly, OJC UDR (OIC Ultra Distance Running!) unable to be 
placed in a team event despite finishing in 16.08 hrs. 

Suffice it to say the stories of pain and pleasure abound. However 
the Squadron's achievements speak for themselves and although the 
words 'never again' were often heard I did notice Dave Devine 
collecting advertisements for future ultra distance events. 

Team Photograph 1 OOKrn Biel Benne 
Back Row: LCpls Bell, Brown, SSgt (YofSJ Pilling, W02 (YofSJ 

Foster, LCpls Robson, Ridgers, W02 (SSMJ Mold 
Front Row: SSgt Douglas, Sig Bowe, LCpl Hurne, Cpls Devine, 

Allnatt, LCpl Dixon, Cpls Devine, Pollard 

FOOTBALL 
In late Spring LCpl 'Chippy' Pomfret decided to fo rm a Squadron 

football team from a large number of volunteers. T he original idea 
was to play teams from the other Squadrons in the Regiment but the 
team even found themselves playing, and beating 3- 1, the local 
Herford FC third team. 

Team 
1 Sqn 7 Sig Regt 
2 Sqn 7 Sig Regt 
3 Sqn 7 Sig Regt 
5 Sqn 7 Sig Regt 
HQ Sqn 7 Sig Regt 
Youth Club 
Herford FC 

Score 
7- 2 w 
2- 5 L 
5-3 w 
3- 1 w 
J- 7L 
8- 1 w 
3-1 w 

As you can see the team has had a good sea on so far having won 
five and lost two with the leading goal scorer being the founder 
member/ player with nine goals. 

So much for the past! In the near future the Squadron will be 
recovering from a hectic and devastating 'Summer Camp' in Bavaria 
and looking forward with enthusiasm to a new season of Comms 
Exercises and Regimental Training Camps and the 'not-to-be-missed ' 
Flying Falcon 87. 

Some of the Squadron will unfortunately not be able to join in the 
fun; The 2IC Capt Graham Leyland is off to Blandford where he will 
join the old Squadron 2IC Capt Stuart Hodges on the new Combat 
Communications Engineering Foundation Course. The SSM John 
Mold is forced to take a break for three years with a posting to Cyprus 
and FofS Steve Churchman is off to the sunshine of Catterick and 8 
Sig Regt . 

Back Row (l-R): LCpls 'Chalkie' White, ' Chalkie ' White II , Sig 
'Lurch' Armstrong, 'Nige' Wier, ' Chris' Howarth, LCpls ' Bob' Day 

and 'Andy' Yarbourgh 
Front Row (l-R): Sig Gary Hepburn, ' Polly ' Perkins, LCpls 'Chippy' 

Pomfret, Billy Patton, S ig 'Taf' Minnett and 'Tags' Parsons 

ADVERTISING 
otices and advertisements, other ' than those related to a 

business interest, will be published free of charge to serving 
members of the Corps, and to those retired member who 
sub cribe to The Wire. All mauers for publication must reach 
the Editor by the 12th of the month preceding publication . All 
other advertisements should be forwarded to our advertising 
manager~, Service Newspapers Ltd, PO Box 4, Farnborough, 
Hampshire GUl4 7LR (Telephone 0252 515891) who will advise 
charges. 
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8 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

PTARMIGAN WING 
On Friday 18 J uly the Regiment took over the PTARMIGAN Wing 

from the contractors. To mark the occasion Col B. J. Austin allowed 
us admission to the building and later we celebrated with a Regimental 
breakfast. Everyone was most impressed with what they saw. We look 
forward to the official opening ceremony. 

The CO Col B. J. Austin cuts the tape to start the viewing 

GORDON'S CUP 
In 1979 8 Sig Regt assisted 1 Bn The Gordon Highlanders during a 

tour in Northern Ireland by supplying a number of DTgs to operate 
their teleprinters . To comemmorate those links Col C. H. Van der 
Noot MBE, presented the Regiment with the Gordon's Cup. 

The Cup is now competed for annually in a competition designed 
to test teams in fitness , leadership and initiative. Teams compete 
against the clock over a testing course consisting of: Phase one
Assault Course, Phase two- Obstacle Course, Phase three-Log Race 
and penalty points are deducted for failing to complete the course, 
loss of equipment and contact with no-go areas. 

On Thursday 11 September 1986 the competition was staged on a 
gloriously sunny day, an unusual event in Catterick this year. The day 
was even more special because Col Van der Noot had kindly agreed 
to visit the Regiment during the competition and to present the prizes 
at the end. 

As usual it was very competitive and much sweat, and in some 
cases, blood went into the gruelling competition . Unlike the 
spectators, the competitors found the sun too hot and were very 
grateful for the two minute breaks between the three stages. 

With the support of the entire Squadron, 2 Sqn C team arrived at 
the finish with an impressive time of 14 minutes 48 seconds; a time 
which remained unbeaten, and were therefore the very proud receiver 
of the Gordons Cup with 1 Sqn A team second by 23 seconds. 

The HQ Sqn B Team crosses the Start Point 
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The victorious 2 Sqn team receives the trophy from Col C. H. Van 
der Noot 

TRAINING SUPPORT GROUP 
TOT Capt Gavin Spearpoint 
FofS WOl Colin Bachelor 
TSO Mr John Moyle 
SIO AV A Mr Roy Walmsley 

TRAINING SUPPORT GROUP 
FAREWELLS AND WELCOMES 

For those familiar with 8 Sig Regt, Training Support Group is still 
a thriving if somewhat depleted, organisation located 'somewhere' in 
the Trade 'Training School. The group includes a rare blend of military 
pecialists, in the form of 'On Site Trained Tradesmen' and c!v!~an 

expertise ranging from photographers to carpenters. On the c1v1han 
from, our well established taff continue to provide the service with 
a smile and watch with interest the frequent comings and goings of 
the miiitary. On rare occasions there is movement amongst their 
numbers. The latest additions are Mr John Cole (Ex Staff Sergeant, 

COIC TE Workshops) who has taken up residence as a PTO in 
Training Aids Workshops, and Mr Doug Petty who has joined the 
group as our new 'Signwriter'. He replaces Mr John Terry, who after 
27 years in the Garrison has finally decided to hang up his ~rushes and 
retire to a life of bliss. Many thanks Johµ, for all your dedicated years 
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of e ·c Hem ork. On the military ide numerou arrival. and 
departure have taken place ince we la t made an appear~nce in ~he 
Wire. La k ot space prevents naming them all, but special mention 
must go to gt Ram ey , and Cpls Jim Coyle, Geoff Buckley and Steve 
Rodgers on di charge. We wi h them every uccess for the future. 

o what do we do, when time permits, to get the lads out of the 
work hop. and into the fresh air? 

Our 'Up and at 'em' Foreman, WOI Colin Bachelor suggested 
adventure training, and Ex Wild Wind was born. S~gt Arthur Hedg!ey 
volunteered to organi e the exerci e and ably assisted by SSM Mick 
(I'm in charge, and rock climbi~g a s~ec.iaUt~') Steve.ns, .Cpl Steve 
Hartle} (canoe in cructor), Cpl Tim Sqmres (wind su~fm~ instructo!) 
and Cpl Randy heerin (Head Chef), Newton Point in Cumbna 
became 'Home' for two weeks in July. 

The programme of event was predominantly 'weather dependent' . 
We enjoyed perhaps the best prolonged good spell of the summer, and 
coupled with the free time. evenw~ activitie~, fut~r~ ct.arts, dominoes 
and golf champions pracused th 1r respecuve d1sc1phnes. The TOT 
Capt Gavin Spearpoint received tips and advice on how to make 'Par', 
from the experts SSM Mick Stevens and SSgts Arthur Hedgley and 
Dick Heppenstall, on the 'off the cuff' golf course next to the site 
compound, but after serveral lost balls declare~ his tutors were cheats . 

All too soon, it was back to work. A good ume was had by all who 
attended, and some individuals were heard to mutter that adventure 
training wasn't so bad after all. 

FMVT HITS ONE THOUSAND 
Data Training Basic Group (previously known as FMVT) recently 

logged on student number l,000 for Data Telegraphist training-who 
said it would never last? 

Seventeen year old Gary Lewis from Redditch, Worcs arrived for 
his first day of trade training to find himself a minor celebrity as 
student number l,000 to be trained using the Individualised Training 
System for Basic Data Telegraphists. 

He is seen here with civilian instructor Mr Tom Taylor, a man who 
has been involved with individualised training from the planning 
stages prior to the launch on 15 February 1982. Tom helped to design 
the system and has been most active within it ever since. 

Gary Lewis joined the Corps a year ago as a Junior Leader and after 
training at Harrogate, selected Data Telegraphist as his chosen access 
to a communicating career. He describes himself as an ordinary lad 
who enjoys soccer, squash and running, with coarse fishing as a 
hobby. 

Before joining the Army he lived at home with his parents and a 
brother who is about to join the Queen's Own Hussars. 

Srudent number 1,000; an ordinary lad who joins·hundreds of other 
ordinary lads and lasses who form the backbone of the Corps. We 
wish Gary well in this chosen career and hope he feels just as special 
in years to come as he did on his first day of trade training. 

,/ 

Mr Tom Taylor explaining procedures to Sig Gary Lewis 

THE REGIMENT'S SAILING TEAMS 
E/NW DISTRICT SAILING CHAMPIONSHIPS 

A Team B Team 
Capt Lockie TIS SSgt Smith TIS 
W02 (SSM) Medway TTS Sgt Mitchell (Captain) 
Cpl Ha sell l Sqn (Team Captain) Cpl Kirkby I Sqn 
Individual LCpl Minard l Sqn 

The District Annual Sailing Championships were held at 
Thrusscross Reservoir on 18/19 September. 
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Thi year saw a record number of entrie , the majority were novice 
helmsmen, with little more than a few weeks' experience. 

The Topper dinghies loaned to us from the AA College Harrogate 
and the RYA Yorkshire Region proved a great success especially for 
the inexperienced sailors who were able to compete on their own 
merits without the further handicap of raw crews. 

On the first day the wind was very light and often fluky, however 
a full programme of races was completed including Round one of the 
inter-unit teams Racing Competition. 

Day two saw a change of conditions with a stiff cold westerly breeze 
which taxed many of the novices in the second round of the inter-unit 
Team Racing Competition. 

Our Regimental B Team (mostly novice dinghy sailor ) sailed hard 
against 2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt B Team to win through to the semi
finals where they were beaten by a strong 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt A 
Team. 

The final saw 8 Sig Regt A Team against 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
A Team in a very hard contest which went to a full three races to 
decide the winner. 

The Regiment was unlucky to lose the inter-unit team trophy in the 
last 200m of the final by some very sharp and dubious tactics on the 
part of a desperate opposition which resulted in Capt Lockie going for 
a swim! 

Moral victory was ours and we were determined that the 
culmination of two enjoyable days' competition should not be spoilt 
by. protracted ' protests' especially with the Deputy Commander 
NEDIST watching and many waiting to start the last race of the 
individual competition. 
Final placings were: 

Individual 
Capt Lockie 
W02 (SSM) Medway 
SSgt Smith 
Sgt Mitchell 
Cpl Hassell 
Cpl Kirkby 
LCpl Millard 

Team 

sixteenth 
third 
sixteenth 
thirteenth 
sixth 
twenty-fifth 
twenty-sixth 

8 Sig Regt 'A' second 
8 Sig Regt 'B' Novice semi-finalists 

The high number of entrants (28) and limited number of dinghies 
(12) restricted the unit team to a 'sudden death knockout'. However 
the conditions provided two full days of sport for the novice and 
experienced sailor alike and valuable single handed racing experience 
for many. 

Capt Lockie pursued by Cpl Hassell to the Windward Mark 

SIX-A-SIDE HOCKEY COMPETITION 
As in previous years 'The gods' smiled upon us weather wise 

providing us with almost idyllic conditions for the competition on 20 
August following two days of heavy rain. 

Once again representatives of all the Squadrons assembled for 
another marathon afternoon of hockey. 

Though the hockey played varied in standard, it was always 
' apparent that participants were out to enjoy the competition and it 

was particularly gratifying to see the less experienced players 
'tackling' the event with so much enthusiasm. 

The 'Round Robin' stage of the competition provided not only 
exciting hockey but also a couple of surprises with some of the 
unfancied teams proving a stern test for the recognised teams. 
Possibly one of the most exciting matches of this stage was that 
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between TIS Sqn and I Sqn with the result being 1-0 in favour of 
l Sqn. 

On to the Knockout section where it now became a test of not only 
hockey skills but also stamina. The Semi Finals proved to be very 
keenly contested and it was particularly interesting that all four teams 
were from different Squadrons-I Sqn, TIS Sqn, HQ Sqn and 3 Sqn. 

The eventual finalists were TIS Sqn and l Sqn; both had met earlier 
in the Round Robin Stage. As can be appreciated, having already 
played six matches each, both teams displayed signs of fatigue; 
however this did not prevent the players from providing the spectators 
with an extremely hard fought and exciting 20 minutes. The pace of 
the game was amazing and coupled with the display of individual 
skills, had all those watching intrigued as to who would be the 
eventual winners. The balance of the game swung both ways several 
times with TIS Sqn after much pressure taking a 2-0 lead . This 
seemed to spur l Sqn to draw on their reserves of strength and they 
were justly rewarded with a goal to reduce the deficit to 2-1. This 
provided a last couple of minutes of frantic hockey as TIS were 
determined to cling to their lead and I Sqn equally determined to 
equalise. 

The eventual outcome following a truly hard fought contest 
between two worthy finalists was a 2-1 win in favour of TIS Sqn . 
A reversal of their previous encounter in the 'Round Robin ' stage. 

SHOPPING INTO THE 21ST CENTURY 
How often have we, the UK based, LOA lacking, under privileged 

military shoppers bitten hard on our tongues and enviously listened to 
our wealthy BAOR cousins boast of their grand PRI Shops? This, 
while they cast pitying eyes over our motley array of dusty Corps 
ashtrays and threadbare stable belts, poorly displayed in shabby 
rooms often located in some inaccessible part of our barracks. 

These scathing, hurtful, albeit truthful, criticisms from those of the 
land of 'milk and honey' are, as far as this Regiment is concerned, a 
thing of the past for we are now the proud possessors of THE BIG 
8 SHOP. 

A modern, airy, attractive gift and military goods retail shop. The 
BIG 8 is comparable to those from Birgelen to the Bradley Centre. 

How did it all come about you ask? Sit back and read an excerpt 
from the pocket history of the shop and let that and the photographs 
of the grand opening ceremony conducted by Mrs Marguerite 
Maynard wife of Garrison Commander, tell its own story . . . Once 
upon a time ... 

THE BIG 8 SHOP-A POCKET HISTORY 
The idea of 8 Sig Regt having its own shop was conceived by Col 

Bev Austin, the Commanding Officer. 
In April 1986 he tasked Capt (QM) Wally Lockwood with creating 

the facility. The Commanding Officer's brief and his aim for the shop 
was: 

'To create a shop, which by its appearance and the class of 
merchandise sold befits the very high standards of the servicemen 
and servicewomen of my Regiment. The goods should be varied and 
interesting and sold at prices which benefit those whose money has 
made the venture possible.' 

Advice was sought from NAAFI whose Vimy Club was most 
successful. The District Manager Mr Milsted-Williamson and the 
Vimy Manager and his wife Mr and Mrs Robson gave advice and 
assistance, to the extent that much of what you see today would not 
have been attained without their co-operation. 

As the venture was PRI-funded the opening budget was kept 
purposely tight, thus avoiding stock speculation yet unfort.un~t.ely 
limiting initial stock outlay. The problem was overcome by in_v1t1ng 
outside businesses in to trade, using their stock and taking a 
percentage of their profit. On the opening d~y 23 firms/businesses 
were involved in the shop in this capacity. From Hodgsons, 
Wedgewood and crystal, to Hearns toys and games and Wilderness 
Ways survival kit . 

In keeping with the Commanding Officer's aims for the shop and 
as a draw to potential customers two schemes were made aya1lable. 
The Big 8 Shop Concessions and Facilities. T;lie former involved 
services and firms visiting the Concession Calling Corner once or 
twice weekly to ply their trade, so providing an 'on the spot service' 
to customers and at the most competitive rates. Examples of those 
involved were RAC, Coach Hire, Disco Hire, Building Society, 
Insurance Company and even a Hypnotherapist. The discount rates to 
Big 8 Customers only and on production of a purpose-made Discount 
Card. 

Two people, primarily responsible for the success of obtaining our 
own goods at what were unbeatable prices were Mr and Mrs Wasl~y. 
This man and wife sales team, representing Express10ns, voluntarily 
took on the task of merchandising all shop goods. Their advice and 
business experience was invaluable. They spent mu.ch of ~h~ir spare 
time travelling from Wakefield to help us. The Regiment ts indebted 
to them both. 
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By early June 1986 the shop had been professionally fitted out by 
J. C. Paddison & Co from Leeming Bar and stock began to arrive. 
Mrs Sandy Elwine was appointed Manageress and the dream wa 
nearing reality. The cream on the milk was the securing of an agency 
franchise agreement with Austin Rover-Rankins UK, this thanks to 
Mr Wally Martin Sales Manager of that company and Mr Mike Bell 
their Sales Director UK. 

The Shop's Grand Opening Day had been scheduled from the outset 
to occur before Old Comrades Day, 5 July. It actually took place on 
Monday 30 June and the ceremony was performed by Mrs Marguerite 
Maynard. The Big 8 Shop was in business. 

The Shop has now been open for three months; 1t has and is 
providing a tremendous boost not only to PRI finances but equally to 
the morale of the Regiment. 

Its franchise business is the envy of many local civilian outlets. The 
concession calling system has been extended and now includes The 
Forces Ferry Service, solicitors and even an ear piercing service 
(females only!). 

The Shop's own stock now covers 61 different lines. All goods are 
sold at a price far below the recommended retail prices. Our Big 8 
Video Hire Club has hundreds of members all able to hire films at 
only 85p per night and full weekends. This includes new releases. ~ur 
civilian counterparts are charging up to £2.50 for the same serVJce 
(convert that difference to OM if you will!). 

For fears of attracting a Debenhams/Burtons style takeover we 
don't speak too loudly of our profits. Suffice to say not only are we 
doing very well thank you but more important we can smugly claim 
that the great gains are going back directly to our customers. 

Now you have had a preview of the UK PRI Shop of the future why 
not take one step further. When next you are in Catterick call in for 
bigger and better bargains at The Big 8 Shop. 

Mrs Marguerite Maynard wife of Brig R. F. Maynard and Mrs Vicky 
Austin wife of the CO toast the Big 8 Shop 

The Brief 
Capt (QM) Wally Lockwood explains 'the system' to Mrs 

Marguerite Maynard, assisting Cpl George Crichton 
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Bargain Hunting 
Mrs Marguerite Maynard discusses the ' best buys' with Sgt Ian 

Johnson, Cpl George Crichton and LCpl Geordie Eastick 

Pte Tilley becomes the shop's first customer, served by Mrs 
Maynard with Mrs Sandy Elwine, manageress supervising 
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9 Sig Regt 
BFPO 58 

'SPLICE THE MAINBRACE' 
The order 'Splice the Mainbrace' was given recently to the Royal 

Navy personnel at 9 Sig Regt. 
Since the abolition of the 'Tot' (the daily issue of rum to the Royal 

Navy) on 1 August 1970 (Black Tot Day) the only time that the 
average sailor may draw an issue of grog is when the general signal 
'Splice the Mainbrace' is hoisted. This may be ordered by the 
Sovereign, members of the Royal Family or the MOD Navy (still 
referred to by many sailors under the more colourful and descriptive 
title The Admiralty) on special occasions of celebration or of nauonal 
rejoicing. 

The term 'Splicing the Mainbrace' is believed to owe its origin to the 
custom of issuing an extra ration of spirit to those who, in the days 
of sail, were tasked to repair or replace the main brace-a very heavy 
and important part of the rigging-usually in mountainous seas and 
gale force winds. 

By courtesy of the CO Lt Col G. J. Mann, the small group of Royal 
Navy personnel serving with the Regiment were able to partake of the 
'splicers' ordered to celebrate the wedding of The Prince Andrew and 
Miss Sarah Ferguson and showed that they had not lost their 'tot-time 
touch' when, in the discussions which flow at tot-time, the majority 
of the world's problems were 'solved'. 

Rum was introduced into the Royal Navy in 1655 on the West Indies 
station as an alternative to beer which did not keep, and by 1731 was 
in general use-the ration then being two gills (half a pint) a day (plus 
any 'splicers' of course!). It played a great part in making the 

Decanting rum from cask to fanny 
Rum Bosun-CPO Lane (left) checker- CPO Smith 

The Loyal Toast 
Front Row (l-RJ: CPO Smith, LWEM Little, CPO Tarrant, Maj P. R. 

Dick-Peter 21C, WO Wilkinson, CPO Owen 
Back Row (l-RJ: CPO Lane, CPO Wright, PO White, CPO Turner, 

CPO Roberts, CPO Murphy 
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incredibly difficult lives of mate lots in sailing ships a little more 
bearable by reducing the imbibers' sensitivity. The reasons for the 
abolition of the rot were much the same as for the reductions in 
quantity in the past-that men are more efficient without it (a 
statement contested at great length both during and after tot-times 
throughout July 1970!)-and that, in the highly technical and 
sophisticated modern Navy, in which the mental alertness required to 
operate complex weapons systems is a far cry from that for packing 
a cannonball into a muzzle loader, no risk of error which might be 
attributable to rum could be allowed. 

Although nothing could compensate for going 'tot-less' a slight 
after-glow is in evidence in the Royal Navy today. The Admiralty 
donated to the Sailors Fund the amount of money which would have 
been used to purchase one years supply of rum. This fund more often 
called the 'Tot Fund' has already disbursed considerable amounts of 
money on capital projects for the improvement of living conditions 
and amenities in general. 

Ditching the Surplus 
The Rum Bosun, CPO Lane pours away the surplus witnessed by 
Maj Dick-Peter (left) and the Quartermaster, Capt Evans. Looking 

on (right) is a surprisingly cheerful WO Wilkinson 

TM TROOP 
Now this must be an occasion, notes written for The Wire by the 

URS, or FATSO sergeant for those of you with longer teeth. 
Well the months are really slipping past here in the sun and 

members of the Troop are once again at the fore on the Regimental 
sports side of life. Amongst those of note must be the running skills 
of WLCpl Julie 'Budd' Holder, who continues to show a clean pair 
of heels to her rivals on the athletics track (well done Julie), also on 
the running front Capt (IOT) Brian Pettifer, SSgt Pete Havlin and 
LCpl Bob Holden are still to be seen pounding the bundu during these 
summer months, and are quite adamant they are not smuggling 
running shoes over the border. 

The monthly inter-workshop competition, the Demi Trophy, has 
over the last two months included cricket, which for once was not won 
by Radio Workshops but by SWS, and swimming, in which radio got 
their own back by making a clean sweep of the events; here mention 
(Duncan Goodhew) Middleton, I am told the reference to the famous 
swimmer is not due to John's swimming ability or his hair cut! 

Our prowess at board sailing has really come to the fore with a 
Squadron team containing four Troop members who gained a 
creditable third place in the All Island Championships (well done), 
those taking part were Capt Brian Pettifer, WOl Pete 'Vice Admiral' 
Coleman, Sgt Bob 'Short for Kate' Hailstones and Sgt Russ ' BBC' 
Lifton. A number of members were able to take time off in June to 
attend the adventure training camp at Evdihmou, where they were 
able to attempt all sorts of activities from sub aqua to climbing, the 
popularity of this was such that several people can now be seen posing 
at the local water sports club. 

And so to 'Gozomes'. There have been a fair number of pardons/ 
escapes from the Island since the last article, W02 Ian Thorneycroft 
(congratulations on your promotion), Sgts Danny Daniels, Rus 
Lifton, Cpls Mick Rogers, Jan Neil, Neil Taylor and Sig 'Lucky' 
Luckhurst. To you all, go our best wishes and good luck for the 
future. 

Finally Sgt 'Rog' Robinson who nearly got away but ended up on 
the wrong 'plane and is now languishing on the quay in Belize (sorry 
Rog you have to come back). 

A final word on nomenclature; it is considered by some that 
FATSO should in fact be FAT CHANCE, (seen on the stores door). 
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QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME! T 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 

Since we last put pen to paper there have been the inevitable change 
of personalities in the department. Capt (QM) Frank Worrall and his 
wife Sue have departed from the Island of Sun to 7 Sig Regt. We 
extend a warm welcome to our new leader Capt (QM) Taff Evans and 
his wife Joyce. 

Other new arrivals to the fold are SSgt Taff Jones and Carol, Cpl 
Burt Huckle and Jane, LCpl (I'm not really Scottish) McDonald and 
finally Cpl Paddy Irwin who has joined us on promotion from the 
Sheriffs Office at the main gate. We welcome you all and hope that 
your tour in Cyprus is an enjoyable one. 

ADDITIONS TO THE FAMILY 
Congratulations go to Cpl Buz Grubb and Margaret on the birth of 

their son David, also to SSgt Nobby Clarke (who looks after the 
Officers' Mess) and his wife Leslie on the arrival of their daughter 
Sarah. Congratulations are also in order for Sig Spike Hayne on his 
recent marriage to Debbie, we wish you all the best for the future. 

FAREWELLS 
Over the past few months we have said goodbye to SSgt Paul 

O'Brien and Cheryl, SSgt Fred Share and Dawn, Sgt Alan Hunt and 
Anna, Cpl John Doble and Mae and finally Pte Grafter Webster. 

Very shortly we will also be saying farewell to Sgt John Brown and 
Margaret who are leaving us for 39 Bde, Cpl John McGing and 
Pamela go to 187 Coy (RPC) and LCpl Tony Walls is off to 521 Coy 
(RPC). We wish you all the very best of luck for the future in your 
new units. 

SPORT 
Wherever sport is concerned the Troop is always good at giving 

support. At the moment we have members of the Troop involved in 
Regimental Volley Ball and Tug-0-War and they stand a good chance 
of doing well in both events. We also recently entered two teams in 
the Inter-Troop Seven-A-Side Rugby competition, although neither 
team got into the final of either the main or the plate competition they 
both put up a good fight on the field and a great day was had by both 
players and spectators. 

SERGEANTS' MESS SUMMER BALL 1986 
'CHINESE NIGHT' 

The sounds and flavours of the 'Orient' dominated this year's 
Sergeants' mess 'Summer ball' and the climatic conditions in July 
always favour an open air occasion. This year was no exception so a 
traditional 'Chinese' theme was voted as the order of the day. 

Preparations were put into motion by W02 (Supvr R) Dave Kent 
and his committee of SSgt (Supvr R) Jimmy Cruickshank, Sgts Dave 
Cresswell, Trev Davies, Kev Gibbard, Al Harries, Bob Hailstones, 
Jim Naylor and Derek Styles as early as April, tackling the mammoth 
task of procuring all the necessary materials for such an event. 

By July nine SNCO's (paint brushes in hand) could be espied daily, 
transforming cardboard into our version of a modern day 'China 
Town'-some people believe it was only for the suntan. In any event 
without the invaluable assistance of W02 (RQMS) Mick Grimshaw 
our task would have been insurmountable. There's no truth in the 
rumour that 'only mad dogs and Englishmen go out in the midday 
sun', our SNCOs do too. 

At last all our preparations were complete. The RSM, WOl Mick 
Besant greeted the CO Lt Col G. Mann and his wife together with 350 
mess members and guests seated in the cool of a lovely Cyprus 
summer's night, to enjoy sounds from the East, and the music 
provided by a local band playing 'Near East' (purely coincidental). 
The feast included 'Chicken Chow Mein and Peking Duck' to name 
but a few. Finally a fine display of modern Chinese artifacts climaxed 
a thoroughly entenaining night. Apparitions in white and wearing 
black trousers could be seen wandering about the next morning. It was 
a tremendous success and a memorable evening. 

AYIOS NIKOLAOS STAGS RFC 
Report by W02 (RQMS) Bill Woodmason 

Last season fortunes were mixed, for the club, although we had no 
real outstanding success in the island's Major Unit Cup and League, 
we did manage to win the All Island 15-a-Side Plate and the Episkopi 
Major Unit's Seven-a-Side Plate competitions. Now we look forward 
to the start of a new season and with the two sides there should be 
plenty of Rugby played at Ayios Nikolaos again. Some of the 
'diehards' of the island Rugby scene have been looking forward to 
that day since the Ca•lsberg Sevens at the end of last season. 

Most clubs on the island should by now be well into their 
preparations for the opening tournament, the Tens hosted by Akrotiri 
RFC. Ay Nik Stags started their preparations two months ago. Capt 
Paul Monkley and Mr Stan Ashlie have been putting the players 
through all forms of torture to get the old body mentally and 
physically tuned. 
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The club recently organi ed the Regimental Inter Troop Seven-a-
ide ompetition which proved to be an out tanding ucces . Fourteen 

team from all area entered with 120 plu , potential players on 
di pla · our lub out were out in force. Our couts took note of a 
few game and even educated one or two on the benefit of the three 
halve of a Rugby match. With the temperature in the 90s and as many 
spectator as player to cheer on their team we saw some good, fast 
and flowing Rugby . In the early stage of the competition it was 
difficult to pick the likely winners but as the competition progressed 
the Technicians seemed to be dominating the Plate and teams from 2 
Sqn took a firm grip on the Cup. In the Plate TMI and TM2 both won 
their emi-finals but in the final of the Plate there was no stopping 
TMI who came away to win convincingly 28-0. The Cup competition 
was hard fought all the way through but the teams from 2 Sqn had 
set their sight firmly on the final Last year's winners Delta Twop 
won their semi-final and met Alpha Troop in a close fought final. 
There was very little to separate the teams at the interval but Alpha 
Troop stormed through in the second half to win by 12-6. 

After five hours of Rugby which was enjoyed by players and 
pectators alike the CO, Lt Col G. J. Mann, presented the prizes and 

thanked the referees Capt Ben Lawson 259 Sig Sqn, Capt Bill Kent 
HQ LFC and myself for our contribution to the success of the day . 

Extensive improvements have been made to our club house 'The 
Ruck and Maul' under the watchful eyes of Cpl John Potter and LCpl 
A. L. Brickwood both Royal Engineers. Our tour Secretary Cpl Kev 
Reynolds continues his fund raising efforts by extracting as much of 
our hard earned cash as possible towards the proposed tour of 
Holland. 

Our intrepid bar staff of LCpl Stumpy Daniels and LCpl Reg 
Taylor continue to keep us supplied with light refreshment at a speed 
which is rarely seen by them on the field. 

The Ayios ikolaos Minor Units League is underway, this is a new 
competition which has been introduced to try and encourage younger 
members of the Regiment to play Rugby. We would like to thank 
WOl (RSM) M. A. W. Besant for his kind offer to supply the club 
with a trophy for this competition. 

Alpha Troop-winners of the Regimental Inter Troop Rugby 
Sevens 

Lt Col G. J. Mann thanks the referees Capt Ben Lawson 259 Sig 
Sqn, Capt Bill Kent HQ LFC and W02 Bill Woodmason 9 Sig Regt 
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10 Sig Regt (HQ UKLF) 
Wilton 

Our notes fo r this issue of The Wire reflect some of our Squadron's 
more diverse out-of-barracks activities. Indeed, because our 
Squadrons are o far apart, it is sometimes only through their Wire 
notes that RHQ know what they are up to! 

1 SQN- LETTER FROM WILTON 
OC Maj Ian Bingham 
2IC Capt Mike Gllyeat 
SSM W02 (SSM) Mo Carmichael 
CTO Mr Tom Coghlan 
OC SWS Tp Maj Peter Steeple 
OC U Tp Lt Melanie Ostachinni 
FofS SSgt (FofS) Gig Plumb 
Sqn Office Mr Bill Lovelock 

Pte 'George' George 
The above personalities reflect a number of changes within the 

Squadron since the last issue. Capt Stuart Lockie has left us on 
promotion to take up an ADP post in Catterick. W02 (SSM) Jill Ryan 
left us on the same day to join civvy street. We wish them both well 
for the future. Finally we bade farewell to W02 (FofS) Colin Turner 
and we welcome in his place SSgt (FofS) Gig Plumb who has certainly 
made his presence felt! 

Apart from the various comings and goings we have been 
reasonably busy over the last two months especially as Lt Melanie 
Ostacbinni organised an adventure training trip to the Channel 
Islands . 

EXERCISE CHANNEL CHALLENGE 
Ex Channel Challenge was a short adventurous training exercise 

held in Guernsey between 26 July and 4 August. Lt Melanie 
Ostachinni now takes up the story . . . After weeks of meticulous 
planning we thought nothing could go wrong but on the day of our 
departure for Guernsey it was overcast and cold with no flights (not 
even scheduled ones). As you would imagine everyone was just a little 
down in the dumps . Rapid alternative arrangements were swung into 
action and the advance party of Sgts Steve Reeve and Colin Swann set 
off by sea wondering if the rest of us would ever get there. After 
countless phone calls to anyone with a boat, plane or even water skis 
the rest of the party were squeezed onto a Hercules and flown to 
Jersey for a journey by Hydrofoil (a more uncomfortable, sickening 
method of crossing water has yet to be devised) to Guernsey. After 
arriving at the North West tip of the island we set up camp and 
prepared for the next few days of activities. 

SAILING 
The sailing was a bonus with two friends of Lt Ostacbinni taking 

the party out in their dinghies. So with four ABs per boat and 
equipped with cool Snoopy shades and Life Jackets we raced around 
the harbour hanging on to the edge of the boat putting in racing tacks 
laced with YeeHas whilst posing for the tourists on the quayside. We 
were somewhat deflated, a small far-off voice was heard . . . 'What 
about me? ' Apparently whilst the rest of us were impressing the 
tourists LCpl Brudenall had managed to fall over-board without 
anyone noticing! 

CANOEING 
The Sea Canoeing element was hard work but a lot of fun-we were 

taught by a local man, Mr Alan Hill, who owned the boats and who 
boasted a terrific sense of humour . . . 'If you listen to the rope on 
this submerged lobster pot you can hear the crabs scampering 
around.' He took us out to sea and then introduced us to rock 
hopping which involved trying to judge the waves to sweep you 
through gaps in the rocks. If the water level drops you are left high 
and dry. Sgt Swann's method was to hurl himself into the channel as 
fast as possible. However he was picked up by a large wave and 
catapulted half way up the cliff face, adding a new dimension to his 
climbing skills. 

WALKING 
' Walking was used as back-up activity reserved for days of inclement 
weather, which were luckily very few. We did manage to fit in a couple 
of days to visit a little bit more of the island. 

The whole period flashed by with so many activities closely 
followed by evenings of 'Apres Ex'. We wound up by holding a party 
high up on the cliffs in a reputedly haunted house-just the setting for 
a barbecue and ghost story telling evening. 

The return journey was thankfully not so difficult as we were picked 
up by a Chinook and returned to RAF Odiham. 
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Those hardy souls involved in the exercise were: Lt 'I'm sure I can 
hear those crabs' Ostachinni, Sgt 'Fat Chance' Reeve, Sgt 'I can canoe 
up cliffs' Swann, LCpl 'Pass me the bidet' Bond, LCpl 'What about 
me' Brudenall , P te 'What are you like' Lewis, Sig 'What's wrong with 
pink?' Kilburn, Sig 'I don't know any rude jokes but have: you beard 
the one . . . ' Sutton, Pte 'Time for a song' Thompson, and Cpl 
'Touch KC and I'll kill you' Frampton. 

U Tp plus one. Our intrepid adventurers on the final day 

CLIMBING 
All the areas for climbing were sea cliffs and proved to be quite 

difficult, but with the usual total disregard for danger, born of 
ignorance, everyone was keen to begin. The only trouble was that in 
order to climb up you had to abseil down! The practice was a drop 
of 80ft from a German World War 2 observation tower with Colin 
Swann and Steve Reeve in charge taking great delight in hauling us up 
the tower only to point the finger downwards and smile. 

Sgt Reeve goes fishing for tea using Pte Thompson as live bait 
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Everyone went down although not always in the prescribed 
manner-LCpl Sue Bond showing off the 'head first', ide fir t, rolled 
up in a tight ball' method. Sue was followed by Pte 'Taff' Lewi who 
was more concerned that her tactical nose sunscreen (a leaf) might fall 
off! Having cracked the ba ics we moved onto the cliff and this 
produced quite a few amusing incidents. C pl teve Frampton 
managed by the skin of his teeth to ensure Mr K. C. Bear, the exercise 
mascot, made it to the top, even if bis fur was a bit ruffled. LCpl ue 
Bond, that Master of the malapropism, managed to confuse belaying 
with an item of sanitary ware by exclaiming' l can' t bidet down there! ' 
and promptly overcame her fear amid bursts of merriment, to am~e 
everyone by disappearing over the sheer wall like a rat down a dram 
pipe! 

2 SQN-LETTER FROM LONDON 
The Chelsea Squadron said farewell (on several o.:casions) to W02 

(SSM) Tod O'Brien, who finally left us on promotion for 2 Inf Div 
HQ and Sig Regt at the end of July. We welcome in his place W02 
(SSM) Dave Simpson. 

W02 {SSM) O'Brien hands over to W02 (SSM) Simpson 

REGIMENTAL INFORMATION TEAM (RIT) 
The summer season brings with it a series of carnivals in the London 

area. Radio Troop runs the Regimental Information Team (RIT) 
which attends several of these Carnivals under the direction of the 
Army Careers Information Office. Our aim is to promote interest in 
the Army by giving a view of the various opportunities within the 
Corps. 

Over the past two years the RIT has been successfully organised and 
run by LCpl Paul Wooding. This year he has taken the team to 
Wembley, Harrow and to the Henry Cooper \Yalk About at .Hendon. 
The team is selected from throughout 2 Sqn with representatives of as 
many trades as possible. The list is long but includes Sig Jason Ballard 
Combat Driver, Sig Ian Wilson Combat Powerman, Pt~ Ann Marie 
Flynn Medical Assistant, Pte Julie Baker Data Telegraphist, ~Cpl Kev 
Jones Radio Telegraphist and LCpl Kay Gibson . Sw1tchboar.d 
Operator. Thanks are due to all those who have given up their 
weekends to make RIT a success this year and to LCpl McGready and 
his crew from 30 Sig Regt who provided the YRC 322 det. 

The RIT with their despatch rider bikes 
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ROYAL GARDE. PARTY 
Report by Cpl Don Fraser 

Thi year my wife and I were fortunate enough to be invited to one 
of the Royal Garden Parties. Our day tarted when we were taken by 
a staff car from Chelsea barracks to Millbank to attend a briefing 
from Col Francis on how to get the best out of the day. Just before 
we departed a group photograph was taken and then the cavalcade 
moved off to the palace. On arrival we were ushered as a group 
through the magnificent entrance and then out to the rear and the 
gardens. There were hundreds of people milling around and the whole 
scene was one of brilliant colour. The Master of Signals, Maj Gen 
Hadcock, had strategically ptaced us where it was expected that HRH 
The Princess Anne would arrive. Punctually the Royal Family came 
on to the terrace and after the National Anthem had been played they 
moved off into the crowds. As if the whole event had been stage 
managed Prince s Anne seemed to sense our presence and before I 
realised it the Master of Signals was introducing us to her. On learning 
that I was from 2 Sqn 10 Sig Regt her Royal Highness was keen to 
know what I did. Once I had assured her that I was not 'one of those 
motor bikers that whizz all over London' but worked in a small 
windowless office within the Commcen at Horse Guards she laughed 
and said it was probably an advantage! She then spoke to my wife and 
was interested to hear that she had travelled down from the Cotswolds 
that morning, and, as she put it, it was a bonus to have a house outside 
London. After Princess Anne left our group we were free to wander 
around the gardens. During the walk around we were greeted by the 
Queen Mother and found ourselves within arms length of the Queen 
and Prince Pblllp. It was at this time that we thought about having 
a nice cup of tea and a bite to eat. As you can imagine everything was 
well organised and the tea, delicious cakes and sandwiches went down 
well. Our day almost went horribly wrong when I nearly spilled my tea 
over Mr Winston Churchill MP but, fortunately, disaster was avoided 
in the nick of time. The time to take leave of the Garden Party had 
arrived and after a splendid two hours we found ouselves in the 
inevitable long queues for cars. It was definitely a case of 'it's not 
what you know but who you know that counts' because our Squadron 
2IC, Capt Bates, was there in an official capacity and we had the good 
fortune to jump the queue! So, sadly, we left the palace but not 
without a sense of great pride and the memories of a day that will stay 
with us both for a very long time. 

Cpl Don Fraser and his wife in best bib and tucker 
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3 SQN-LEITER FROM ALDERSHOT 
It may be an Indian summer here in England but for elements of 

our WRAC it is the heat of an African sun that they have to hide 
from. On 21 and 22 September the 2IC Capt Eilean Cunningham and 
10 WRAC left for Kenya on an expedition called Ex Rhino Express. 
The aim of the exercise is to complete a 300-mile safari on foot 
through the huge Tsavo National Park. During the past year the girls 
have been holding several fund-raising ventures which have realised 
£13,000 specifically for Kenya's rhino rescue programme. Before the 
party left Aldershot they presr.nted their cheque to actor Derek 
Waring, a patron of Zoo Check, and a life-long supporter of animal 
conservation. 

Back here in sunny Aldershot we have been occupied with the 
mysteries of Fastnet and the closing down of three Commcens. The 
move of Record Offices from Brighton, Hastings and Reading has 
meant losing close contact with some long-standing friends. We wish 
them all well for the future. At the closing down ceremony at Reading 
a little joy was added to the occasion when Mrs Jenny Skinner was 
presented with a Silver Commstar award. 

'At the presentation ' 
Mr Johnson (CDSO Bicester), Maj Wilson-Brown (QC 3 Sqn), Mrs 
Skinner, Brig Russell (Comd 2 Sig Bde), Mrs Hallis (Exchange Op), 

Maj (Retd) Byrne (OIC Rear Party) 

ROAD MARATHON 
We close our notes with a short article on the charitable efforts of 

I and 2 Sqns in the recent Armed Forces/British Sports Association 
Marathon for the Disabled. The annual marathon took place on 
Saturday 6 September at RAF Northolt. A total of seven teams were 
entered, four from Wilton which included elements of 22 Sqn RCT, 
and three from Chelsea. A Grand Total of £360 was raised by both 
Squadrons for this very worthy cause. 

The 2 Sqn teams just before the start 
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The Royal Corps of Signals on Public Duty 
August 1986 

TOWER OF LONDON, Ceremony of the Keys 
Back Row L-R: Sgt Spencer, Sig Chivers 

Front Row L-R: Sig Hamilton, Yeoman Warder Copesta~e, Sig ~oloney 
Members of 244/249 Sig Sqns. The Yeoman Warder 1s ex R Signals 



An account by Captain D. M. Mills Royal Signals. 
Commander, Buckingham Palace Detachment 

Two hour in the dre ing room of Wel lington Barrack checking 
and re-checking our uniform and equipment did nothing for our 
nerve . Looking aero s to the front of Buckingham Palace we saw 
t~uri .t in t~eir thou and a embling ix-deep on the pavement . 
hnal 111 pecuon over and to the command 'To your duties ... quick 
march' w~ were ?ff· Thank heaven for the Corp Band who, during 
our final m pecuon had played appropriate mu ic to help calm our 
nerve , and who now broke into the rousing strain of 'Wellington' 
a we marched out of the gate of Wellington Barracks bang on time. 
It wa exactly 1127 hr on 6 Augu t 1986, and as we wheeled to our 
left Buckingham Palace came clearly into ight. 

Our thought , a we marched along on a hot and sunny ummer's 
day wit.h _POiice and touri t lining the route, went wiftly back o er 
our trammg of ome six and a ha lf week . Had we done ufficient? 
Wa our foot and arms drill as good as the Household Divi ion' ? 
What unfore een events would take place once we got onto the Palace 
forecourt? I our kit up to cratch? Is my sword knot correctly 
attached? Has a bayonet dropped off? Are the detachment following 
me or are they uffering from 'first night nerve ' and till rooted to 
the pot on Wellingtc:in Barrack. square? There were no uch problem 
but t.hat wa how 1l felt amid t the blur that accompanie most 
opemn_g performances. Although our heads were swimming with all 
the thmgs we had to remember once we reached the forecourt it 
occurred to me that our Tower of London detachment would be going 
through the ame traumas but with the additional load that they 
would have a further 10 long hours to wait until their fir t Ceremony 
of the Key. 

Suddenly the blur came harply into focus. The Corp Band who 
had done a marvellous job in increasing their decibel level to ove;come 
the l~ud background noise of London, struck up with 'Begone Dull 
Care and brou~ht. us all back. to reality. The Corps March made us 
grow an extra six mches and 11 was with grea t pride that we passed 
through t~e orth Centre Gate onco the forecourt of Buckingham 
Pal~ce. High above us new the Royal Standard indicating that Her 
Majesty The Que.en was in residence . Then it happened! The 
unk.nown ! Somethmg that was never practised or even mentioned 
dunng our training. We disappeared, it seemed up to our ankles, in 
red gravel. Our .knees, already weak, turned to water and it felt a if 
we were marchmg uphill through treacle and getting nowhere. Oh 
why, oh \~hy had we done all our training on a tarmac square and not 
one t~at s1mul~ted the forecourt? But ?n with the job ... 'Left form' 
. . . Forward. and then we halted fac111g the Old Guard, provided by 
the 2n~ Battahon, The Scots Guard . We dres ed off and got on with 
Ch~~g111g the Guard. It all went exceptionally well and our weeks of 
training and preparation had paid off. 
.T~e Ro~al Signals Public Duties Squadron was found from units 

w11h111, I Signal Group. The Queen's Guard, which comprises the St· 
Jam~s s Palace ~nd the Buckingham Palace Detachments, was 
provided by 30 Signal Regiment. The Tower of London Gua rd was 
made up P.redominantly by sold ier from 244 Signal Squadron (AS) 
a!ld 249 S!gnal Squadron (AMF(L)) with some members from 30 
Signal. Regim~~t. A complete list of those who represented the Corps 
for this presug1ous duty appears at the end of th is article· it includes 
the hardw?rking administrative element without whom v:e could not 
have funcuoned. 

Planning fo~ Public J?uties started over a year ago and the units 
concerned received warmng orders some 10 months in advance of the 
ev ·~t. It had been 13 years since the Corps was last involved in Public 
Duue~, consequently a great deal of research had to be done. This 
daunung task was undertaken by Heaquarters I Signal Gro up whose 
hard work paid dividends and accou nted for a great part of our 
overall success. Perhaps we should do this duty on a more regular 

ba i a thi wou ld greatly reduce the enormous amount of time and 
effort that wa expended on re earch and gaini ng the necessary 
experti e. 

B~tween ~p~emb~r 1985 and April 1986 cveral meetings were held 
to d1 cu trammg, f111ance , kit and equipmem is ue , public relation 
and manpower. The latter being the mo t important. Unlike the 
Hous~hold Divi ~on or. Line Regiments who devote the whole of a 
b~ttalton to Pubhc Dut1e , uch a luxury wa not po ible for u . Our 
aim wa to keep number to a minimum yet still have sufficient 
re erve to cater for injury or ickne . In order to practi e the 
Changing of the Guard one ideally need two guards, or at least one 
complete ?uard plu~ the skeleton of another. This aspect did not 
reg1 ter w1th ~ until .the la.ter stage in our training programme. 
Fortun~tely \~1th our 1x officer and 116 men we were ju t ab le to 
cope wnh th1 aspect. In retrospect the size of our quad and our 
·~odus operandi ' were ideal in other aspects a they accounted for our 
high . ta.ndard '. h1g~ .morale and a truly uperb family pirit. In 
menuon111g family spmt one cannot forget the enormous support that 
\~e re~e1ved throughout the whole 10 week period from our wive and 
g1rlfnend and tho e member of our respective units who had to 
endure extra dutie in our ab ence. 

The Royal .Signal Public Du tie. Squadron formed up on Monday 
2 J~ne 1986. m Blandford. After 111troductions and briefings on the 
outl!ne trammg programme .were over, all oldier filtered through the 
QM s Department to be futed out for two uniform and all the 
nece sary kit, includin~ a new forage hat. Everyone was photographed 
so that Local Boy tone could be sent to re pective paper . All the e 
events and the mai:iy more that followed were all caught on video film 
by the Sch.col of Signal CCTV Team, so we now have a visual record 
for posterny and future reference. 

Training began with a vengeance on Monday 23 June 1986 after two 
weeks' block leave. We had just under seven weeks before our fir t 
guard m.o.unting in which to get ourselves up to the required standard. 
Compet!uon was the key; there were to be prizes for the best turned 
out sold~er fr?m each detachment and for tho e who contributed most 
to ensuring high tandards and high morale. The imaginative training 
programme yroduced by Maj Bob Wannell and WOJ (R M) Pete 
Sut.herland 111clud~d a competitive spirit throughout, a highlight of 
wh!ch was t~e Dnll Competition at the beginning of the fifth week 
which was wllne ed by the Signal Officer-in-Chief and judged by our 
Household Division Drill Sergeant who wa attached to us for the last 
two weeks of our training. 

lniti.ally training was an uphill task, we hadn't refreshed our SNCOs 
on g1v1.ng word of command, consequ7n.tly they were learning at the 
same .ume a~ ~he quads they were dnllmg; morale took a bit of a 
nosedive. Spmts cheered up a little when auempting to understand 
and learn Household Division logic and tradition, an aspect that had 
to be ~econd nature to u once in London. Why for instance was the 
Captam of the Queen's Guard a major? The Subaltern a captain? The 
D.nll Sergeant a Warran.t Officer? The Junior Sergeant a corporal? 
~1fe.t?ok on a new mean111g and gradually we began to appreciate true 
trad1t1on and how proud one can be when looking toward one' 
Colours; sad~Y .. something we in the Corps do not have. The 
Household D1v1s1on bug had bitten. The absence of a Corps colour 
registered strongly oi:i that first guard mounting and one alway felt 
on . sub~eq.uent occasions that our Ensign to the Queen's Guard, Lt 

e1I G.nffiths, looked rather spare when 'Pacing the Minutes' with his 
opposite number. 

After four weeks of basic dri ll and bu ll ing ki t , brightened up by a 
strenuous programme o.f .P! and looking at training videos len t to u 
by the Household D1v1s1on and 2nd Battalion The Parachute 

Regi ment who had just completed their lour of duty, the novelty was 
beginning to wear thin despite the efforts of the RSM and W02 (. M) 
Jim Whillock to keep our morale high. Fortunately our own drill 
competition, which was carefully planned to coincide with the arrival 
of ou r Household Division instructors so that they could sec the 
standard that we had achieved, came at the right time. Fresh voices 
(screams!) from C M Gow and Sgt Sinton , both from the Scots 
Guards, added a new dimension to life and boosted nagging morale. 
Having satisfied themselves and complimented us on the fact that our 
drill and turnout were well up lo standard they concentrated on 
teaching us the words of command and the form s of parade for 
Buckingham Palace and the Tower of London. The Corps Band was 
also now with us full time, as a consequence our interest, enthu iasm 
and team spirit improved enormously even though there were several 
jailings, Household Division style, for those idle on parade! The pace 
was ignificantly increased and we all rose to the occa ion. 

On Monday 28 July, 10 days before our first duty, the Squadron 
moved to Chelsea Barracks, London, our home for the next five and 
a half weeks. This new environment kept our enthusiasm alive despite 
the numerous rehearsals. The parade square in Chelsea Barracks was 
marked out with pla tic bread trays LO simulate the route to 
Buckingham Palace, the forecourt, the sentry boxes and even the 
Tower of London. Perhaps the most bizarre sight was co see the 
Tower of London Guard marching with empty paint tins which 
repre ented bunches of keys and lanterns used during the Key 

eremony. One still wonders how the tourists, who took photographs 
of this wierd performance through the barrack railings, explained it 
to their folks back home. 

Even at this late stage we discovered there were still many point of 
detail to learn , such as how to deal with someone who faints on 
parade. With only two days to go before our first mounting we 
learned that the Queen would still be in residence; and so we had to 
bru h up our double sentry drill which we hadn't practised for some 
time having thought it would not be needed. It was thing like this that 
kept us on our toes and ensured a keen interest. As the day of our first 
duty approached, competition between the three detachments was 
even more intense, each trying 'to outdo the other. The standard of 
turnout improved daily, especially the boots as by now everyone had 
managed to 'obtain' a pair of studded boots which made all the 
difference to the standard of our drill; and our morale. 

During our stay in Chelsea Barracks which is next co the Royal 
Hospital, some of us found time co visit the 20 ex-Royal Signals 
pensioners who live there. It was an education to talk to these old 
soldiers and we are very grateful co CSM ash and RQM Goldsmit h 
who very kindly added a couch of colour co our group photograph . 
W02 (SSM) Jim Whillock, a keen amateur radio ham, discovered that 
one of the pensioners, Jerry Lamb, was of the same ilk and the SSM 
spent many hours drooling over the latter's kit as well as giving him 
some assistance in erecting covert antennas on what i a listed 
building. The PSA may never notice! 

After our first guard mounting at the Tower and at Buckingham 
Palace, both of which went exceptionally well, the excitement was 
great as everyone, including our administrative team, realised that all 
the hard work and training had been well worthwhile. This wa 
combined with great relief that we had now got the first one under our 
belts. 

Over the next four weeks we undertook six 24 hour guards and four 
48 hour guards. Our interest and enthusiasm were kept up by being 
told before each mount exactly who from the Corps would be 
watching us on the forecourt or at the Tower. As time went by the 
many accolades that filtered back to us made us strive for even higher 
standards. People quite unconnected with the Corps were praising our 
efforts. Special mention went on everal occasions co the arm drill by 
the Tower of London Detachment along with the comment by the 
Yeoman Warders that LCpl Tim tankus from the Corp Band was 
the best bugler they had heard for years. The fact that we now have 
seven ex-Signallers a Yeoman Warder (something of a monopoly 
and viewed with suspicion by the Household Division) has little to do 
wi th the e comments. 

The Corps Band, under the direction of Maj Gordon Turner and 
WOt Ian Green, was magnificent, and it too, quite rightly, received 
great praise especia lly for their excellent performances in St James' 
Park. It was unfortunate that shortage of accommodation in Chelsea 
meant that the Band had to be housed in Wellington Barracks. 
Nevertheless our fami ly spirit and our relationship with the Band went 
from strength to strength and tho e who had the good fortune to Ii ten 
to their music could not fail co be impre ed with the sheer volume and 
precision they achieved on all occasions. 

Off duty time was spent either preparing kit or going to a London 
show, wi th the odd pub thrown in here and there! Due to the hard 
work of our Public Relation Officer, Lt Kate Martin WRAC, there 
were more than enough complimentary thea tre tickets ava ilable for 
our use. Our thanks also go to 2 Squadron, 10 Signal Regiment for 
kindly a llowing u the use of their excellent Bruno Club. It was thing 

such as this that made our tour of duty so enjoyable. It i worthy of 
note that we did not have one disciplinary problem during our ~tay in 
London; indicative of the high standards and the superb elf di\cipline 
hown by every man . 

Those who managed to see the Changing of the Guard will 
appreciate that this is very much a corporal's parade. ow that it is 
all over one cannot fail to notice the enormous confidence that ha 
been gained by our JNCOs. Future RSM. have already been noted! 

One would expect that over a period of 10 guards there would be 
many a tale to tell. Sadly this is not the case. The only incident of note 
was the occa ion when five intruders attempted to get into the grounds 
of Buckingham Palace but were soon apprehended by the Palace 
police. Those on duty at St James's Palace had perhaps the best deal 
and many a 'friend' was made when following up the messages placed 
in the pockets of sentries on duty. Stories perhaps best left untold. 

Many families came to see their husbands and sons on parade, even 
travelling from as far afield as the USA. All visitors, which included 
some members from the Riding for the Disabled who were sponsored 
by 30 Signal Regiment, were well looked after by Capt And:t Keenan 
our Admin Officer, com plete with bowler and rolled umbrella, who 
gave a running commentary on the proceedings in between posing for 
photographs taken by the many Japanese tourists! We still fail to see 
the attraction! The smooth running of our time in London, which wa 
paramount to our overall success, was due solely to our Admin Team. 
The drivers, orderlies, clerks and even our own home-grown 'Mr 
Stitch' kept us and our uniforms on the road. 

The high pot of our tour of duty was the visit of Her Royal 
Highnes , The Princess Anne to St James's Palace on 12 August 1986. 
She spoke to all the soldiers who were fortunate enough not to be on 
sentry duty before retiring for a very relaxed and informal luncheon 
with the officers. Flexibility for this occasion was the order of the day 
as our planned route was barred when the local council decided to dig 
up the road outside the Palace. 

As the last day of duty came round one began to renect on what 
had been. We had done 14 days on duty during which time we had 
undertaken 20 parades. Using the same team, bar the odd reserve here 
and there, we calculated that individually we each had done the 
equivalent of what a guardsman would do in an entire two year tour 
on Public Duties. This, a lthough demanding on our small team, was 
to our benefit. We could always see the light at the end of the tunnel 
which helped greatly in maintaining our interest. 

We had also done it at the height of the tourist season and in fine 
sunny weather. A winter guard with no spectators does not bear 
thinking about. However, it was not all fun and glory. The time spent 
drilling and preparing kit, the long two hour sentry duty late at night 
and in the early hours of the morning and the odd tourist who became 
a pest were some of the minor irritants . It was sheer hard work but 
I know of no-one who would have missed it. For us all it was a great 
honour and one we shall all cherish for the rest of our lives. By the 
end our comrade hip, teamwork a nd morale could not have been 
higher. We'd been through it all together and come out with pride and 
distinction. 

And so, at 11 15 hrs o n Monday I September 1986 we stood wait ing 
to hand over our duties for the last time on the red gravel of 
Buckingham Palace forecourt, the same gravel that had caught us cold 
on our very first mount. The feeling was a mixture of relief and 
sadness tinged with pride; I am sure the same applied to Capt Andy 
Higgs and his detachment at the Tower. Every man did his best and 
our drill was better than it had ever been . The sentries having been 
changed we were ready to march off. To a loud rendition of Auld 
Lang Syne by the Corps Band, we slow marched off the forecourt 
through the centre gates of Buckingham Palace into the Mall before 
breaking into quick time to the Corps march . 

Our success most certainly came from the sound planning and the 
va t amount of research that was done in the early days by 
Headquarter I Signal Group. This gave us all the confidence we 
needed to carry out our duties. Our success was also due co an 
imagi native a nd competit ive training programme and the enormous 
support given to u by everyone in the Corps, especially our fami lies 
who endured a summer without us. 

The curtain finally came down on the Royal Signals Public Duties 
Squadron at a farewell party in Blandford on Tuesday 2 September 
1986. A happy but nostalgic affair for a Squadron that had been 
established and disbanded in a mere 13 weeks. A Squadron that had 
achieved the highest standards of turnout and drill, more than equal 
to our Household Division friends who had given us so much help and 
guidance. A Squadron with a superb fami ly spi rit and high morale. 
The Corps can rightly be proud of what this Squadron achieved . Our 
competitive spirit prevailed co the end; it had served u wel l. All that 
was left was the difficult ta k of electing the five individual prize 
winners from a Squadron in which everyone had done so much 
towards it undoubted succes . 

W e then bade our fond farewells and rejoined our 'old friends' who 
had al o played their part by holding the fort while we were away. 



Yeoman Warder Copestake, left, (ex R Signals) 
and Sig Chivers (249 Sig Sqn) 

A 
TOWER OF LONDON, Ceremony of the Keys 

ST JAMES' PALACE ,... 

BUCKINGHAM PALACE 

' 

Guard Mounting 
NCO .IC Rel ie~s LCpl Creevy (30 Sig Regt) 
changmg sentnes. Sig Bruce hidden behind Irish 

Guardsman 

Sgt Spencer, Sig Chivers, Sig Hamilton, Yeoman Copestake, Sig Bedford, with Sig 
Moloney challenging 

The Band leading the St James' Detachment t o Buckingham Palace for Guard 
Dismount 

The Captain of the Queen's Guard about to march off to take-over the Buckingham 
Palace key 
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Back Row l -R: Sgt Spencer, Sig Chivers 
Front Row: l -R: Sig Bedford, Yeoman Copestake, Sig Hamilton 

The Band leading the guards into t he forecourt of Buckingham Palace 

NCO's IC Reliefs report to the Captain of the Queen's Guards that all sentries have 
been posted and the guardroom taken over 

Bugler at t he Tower - LCpl Tim Stankus 

A 
TOWER OF LONDON, Ceremony of the Keys 

~ BUCKINGHAM PALACE 

' 

Sig Bruce on duty at Buckingham Palace 



The Captain of the Queen ' s Guard leads the St James' Palace 
Detachment off the forecourt at Buckingham Palace 

Changing sentries. LCpl Creevey marches Sig Ollerton and two 
Irish Guardsmen to the next sentry post. Sig Bruce having been 

posted 

LCpl Henry and Sig Steen dressing for dismount at St James' 
Palace 

The Captain of the Queen's Guard inspects the Band on 
Wellington Barracks square 

Captains of the Queen 's Guard, Maj Wannell and Irish Guards 
Major select music to be played. Director of Music Coldstream 

Guards on the right 

Tower of London Detachment with Yeomen Warders and bugler 
from the Band 

Nominal Roll 
Maj Wannell- Captain of the Queen's Guard 

WO! (RSM) Sutherland- RSM/Conducting Warrant Officer 

01 
Senior Sergeants 

Junior Sergeants 

NCO IC Reliefs 

Guard 

OIC 
Senior Sergeants 

Junior Sergeants 

NCO IC Reliefs 

Guard 

t James Palace 
LL Griffiths 
W02 (SSM) Whillock 
SSgt Jones 
Cpl Phillips 

pl Smith 
Cpl Wagstaff 
LCpl Fisher 
LCpl Henry 
LCpl Prater 
LCpl Vowles 
Sig Allison 
Sig Archer 
Sig Atwal 
Sig Baus 
Sig Boot 
Sig Brindley 
Sig Eldridge 
Sig Fowler 
Sig Grady 
Sig Gray 
Sig Guy 
Sig Johnson 
Sig Killoran 
Sig Major 
Sig Mouram 
Sig Paine 
Sig Ryding 
Sig Seddon 
Sig Sim 
Sig Smith 398 
Sig Steen 

Buckingham Palace 
Capt Mills 
Sgt Keates 
Sgt Scott 
Cpl Ellis 
Cpl Ridler 
Cpl Soward 
LCpl Creevey 
LCpl Eaton 
LCpl John tone 
LCpl Piper 
LCpl Snape 
Sig Andrew 
Sig Bibby 
Sig Blackledge 
Sig Bond 
Sig Bruce 
Sig Buckle 
Sig Buxton 
Sig Clark-Brown 
Sig Clinton 
Sig Egan 
Sig Firth 
Sig Garvey 
Sig Henne sy 
Sig Howe 
Sig Hurren 
Sig McAllister 190 
Sig McAllister 511 
Sig McPhee 
Sig Morton 
Sig ewton 
Sig O'Hare 
Sig Ollington 
Sig Pendrich 
Sig Stanwick 
Sig Taylor 

OIC 
Senior Sergeants 

Tower of London 
Capt Higgs 
Sgt Samp on 
Sgt Spencer 

Junior Sergeants/ 
Spur Guard 

pl Anwyll 
Cpl Atkins 
Cpl Barry 
Cpl Crawford 
Cpl Keilly 
Cpl Smith 
Cpl Snell 

NCO IC Reliefs LCpl Bromley 
LCpl Grant 
LCpl Price 
LCpl Shepherd 
Sig Bedford 
Sig Bruce 

Guard 

AO 
PRO 
SQMS 
Clerk 
Staff 

Sig Chivers 
Sig Darbyshire 
Sig Dixon 
Sig Duncan 
Sig Dunn 
Sig Evans 
Sig HamilLOn 
Sig Hawkins 
Sig Hornsby 
Sig Moloney 
Sig ickson 
Sig O'Brien 
Sig Payne 
Sig Pryme 
Sig Read 
Sig Reynold 
Sig Smith 389 
Sig Summers 
Sig Waters 
Sig Webber 
Sig Wilson 

Administrat ion Staff 
Capt Keenan 
Lt Martin (WRAC) 
SSgt Allen 
LCpl Robson 
Sig Bizley 
Sig Curtis 
Sig Goldsmith 
Sig I herwood 
Sig Lockwood 
Sig McGibbons 
Sig McGivern 
Sig Smart 
Sig Wareing 

Prize Winners 

Best Turned Out Soldier 
St James Palace LCpl Maurice Fi her 
Buckingham Palace Sig Leonard Bibby 
Tower of London Sig Steven Bruce 

For Best Overall Contribution 
Senior Sergeant W02 (SSM) Jim Whillock 
Squadron Clerk LCpl Mark Rob on 



Actor Derek Waring receives a cheque from Capt Eilean Cunningham. On his right is Pte Paula Atkins. On t he midd le row from left to right 
are Cpl Helen Cliffe, Sgt Pam Murrison, Pte Jo Colton, LCpls Euni Bolder, Sam Sampson and Cpl Kryshna Lawton. Behind them are Pte 

Celia Duffield, LCpl Gloria Robb and Cpl Jo McBroom 
!Picture courtesy of Paul Haley of Soldier Magazine! 

~OPERATORS 

'/ /, 

When you 
leave the 
Services ... 

~ The 

Contact the Three Tees Agency 
and let your Service skills pay in Civvy Street 
The Three Tees Agency serves 6.000 companies and deals solely 
with vacancies for Telephone. Telex. and Teleprinter Operators. 
You can be sure of a warm welcome and free advice and guidance 
on employment prospects 1n the commercial world of 
Telecommunications If you are rusty. we can give you the opportunity 
to brush up your operating and also familiarise you with commercial 
routines and equipment, and then guide you to the right job. 
permanent or temporary . In ~ome cases resettlement courses are 
avai lable for those seeking permanent employment in the Greater 
London area. 

~ Th Me~ Tees Ca//, write or telephone .1. I . ,..... 110 Fleet Street EC4 01-353 3611 

TheTeamiorrusi L_A_g_e_n_cy _ _ L_t_d __ 12_4_Re_g_e~nt_S_tre_e_tW_1 0_1_-7_34_0_3_65 _ ___.~ 
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SOMETHING IN THE IR 

11 Sig Regt 
Catterick Garrison 

If your idea of roma1 ce doesn't include Catterick Garrison (and 
until now it didn't seem an automatic rival to Paris or Bermuda) then 
perhaps you'd better think again. Capt Peter Grogan has been OC of 
our Leadership Troop for the past year and pan of his success in the 
post has been due to his ability to know a good thing when he sees it. 
Thus when Miss Alison Hird, a splendid advertisement for the Civil 
Service, was promoted and posted into the Regiment last Christmas 
it didn't take Capt Grogan long to realise that his days of going on 
Club 18-30 holidays were over. After an appropriate period of 
attending Regimental Soiree's and eating daily in RHQ (Alison is the 
Regimental Courses' planner who works for the 2IC Maj Tez Fish), 
to no one's surprise, the happy couple announced their engagement. 
Thus, on 6 September, they were married in nearby Melsonby and the 
wedding was attended by many members of the Regiment and 
followed by a splendid reception in the Royal Signals Officers' Mess 
Catterick. Alison and Peter made a smashing couple as the 
accompanying photograph will testify-they have all our good wishes 
for a long and happy married life. 

Capt Peter Grogan and his wife Alison after being married at 
Melson by 
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REGIMENTAL FAMILIES DAY 
On 9 Aug.ust our intrepid Training Adjutant Capt Brian Smith (who 

kno.ws a t!Jmg or two about families) coordinated the organisation 
behmd a highly successful Regimental Families Day at Helles Barracks 
Catterick. Everyone who came enjoyed the day, especially the children 
whose ~iews were, ?f course, paramount. It was, therefore, very 
appropriate that Kohuna Troop, tasked with running a treasure island 
theme stall and raffle, managed to raise £123.24 for the NSPCC 
Parti7ularly industri~u~ were Cpls Tony Gaston, Davie King and 
Budgie Avery but their Arfur Daley' exploits have caused the rest of 
the Regiment to be wary in future. Our accompanying photograph 
show them presenting the money they raised to the Brigade 
Commander's wife Mrs Maynard and Local NSPCC Secretary Mrs 
Keith Ryding. 

Cpls Tony Gaston and Davie King present their cheque to Mrs 
Maynard and Mrs Ryding 

SATEWTE RECEPTION 
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS 

BBC Monitoring Service 
With the advent of satellite communications, broadcasting 
and ne~s agency organisations are switching from 
conventional means to satellites for their transmissions . 

. As a Satellite Reception Research Asssistant, you will 
be involved 1n the Monitoring Service's work in this field and 
your duties will include frequency scanning and the 
compilation of transmission schedules. 

Extensive experience in communications with C & G 
intermediate Telecommunications Technicians Certificate 
or equivalent qualification and a thorough grasp of satellite 
communications are essential. Knowledge of major 
broadcasting systems, fa.i:iiliarity with news agency 
transm1ss1ons and the ability to recognise a range of 
languages an advantage. 

Suitable applicants will be required to take written tests 
and appointment will be subject to satisfactory hearing 
tests. Shift work involved. 

Salary£ 10,070 - £ 12,496 including shift allowance. 
Relocation expenses considered 
If your are completing your service with the Army, write 

or telephone 1mmed1ately for application form (enclosing 
addressed, foolscap envelope) and quote ref. 2638/TW to 
Senior Personnel Officer, BBC Monitoring Service 
Caversham Park, Reading, Berkshire RG4 STZ. ' 
Telephone: (0734) 472742 ext. 212. 

We are an equal opportunities employer .._ ___ _ 
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1986 

14 Sig Regt (EW) 
BFPO 23 

REGIMENTAL NEWS 
Sadly we have to say goodbye to several characters in the Regiment; 

firstly Lt Vicky Bailey, the Assistant Adjutant, who moves on to 
Bicester and W02 'Mack ' MacKender, the Chief Clerk, who has not 
moved far, to HQ BAOR. We welcome their replacements, 2Lt Vicki 
Bright (the name comes with the job obviously!) and W02 Chris Bell. 
The newest arrival is Lt Mark Perry who joins us from Shrivenham. 
The best of luck to all in their new jobs. 

Our congratulations go to Capt Max Little who has recently 
returned from leave married, having eloped to Gretna Green! 
However, rumour has it that the Commanding Officer's permission 
was not requested, therefore the marriage is annulled. 

There have been many promotions in the last two months and we 
extend our congratulations to those. A special mention to those newly 
promoted to Sergeant, Brian Durllk, Bob Mullins, Nick Poulter, 
David Ranier and Dave Thomas. 

VISIT OF COMO COMMS BAOR 
Maj Gen A. Yeoman visited the Regiment on Monday 15 

September. On his arrival he was taken to the WOs' and Sgts' 
Mess where he presented LS & GC Medals to SSgt (YofS) D. W. 
Bowman, SSgt S. T. Calland, Sgt A. Holland ACC and Sgt T. W. 
Rosenburg REME and a GOC NI Commendation to Cpl W. 
Chestnut. After lunch, the General toured the barracks. 

In the evening, Maj Gerr Yeoman with WRAC Commander BAOR, 
Col N. Robertson MBE, attended our Anglo-German cocktail party 
which was followed by a band concert by the Corps Band, whose 
excellent musical programme attracted some 200 local Germans as 
well as the majority of the Regiment and their families. 

LS & GC and Citation Presentation 
Back Row L-R: SSgt Calland, Sgt Rosenberg, Sgt Holland, Cpl 

Chestnut, SSgt Bowman 
Front Row L-R: Master Simon Calland , Mrs Irene Calland, Comd 
Comms BAOR, Mrs Margaret Holland , Mrs Tanya Chestnut, Mrs 

Elaine Bowman 

The summer months here in Celle have been hectic, especially with 
various adventure training exercises. The Regiment has been scattered 
around the world from Canada to Cyprus, to Mexico and locally to 
the Harz mountains at summer camp. 

There have been several sailing trips but a special mention for Ex 
Finlandia Diamond in the Bothnian Gulf. The Corps boat, Petasus, 
was skippered by the CO, Lt Col Mike Shaw, with a supporting cast 
of Cpls Bazennels, Vinny Fallon, LCpls George. Donoghue, Bob 
Gooch, 'Wally' Wightman, Sig 'Larry the.Lamb' Littleton. There are 
some entertaining photographs of that tnp. 
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The morning after. Petasus leaving Helsinki. Same watch joined 
by Cpl Fallon resting after a 12 course breakfast 

Brisk conditions in the Gulf of Bothnia. Petasus at nine knots 
between Uusikaupunki in Finland and Gavle in Sweden. 
Helmsman Cpl Ennals, Cpl Fallon, Sig Gooch, LCpl Morris, Sig 

Littleton 

CA. OEING EXPEDITION IN CYPRUS 
(EXERCISE CLEAR DIAMOND) 
Report by LCpl Angove 

Eight members from Whisky Troop, 1 Sqn have recently returned 
from Ex Clear Diamond in Cyprus. The expedition involved a seven
day sea canoeing expedition along the southern and eastern coasts of 
Cyprus past the infamous Cape Greco . 

The Expedition members were as follows: 
Capt Jonathan Perks Expedition Leader 
Sgt Jez Jezard 21C 
Cpl Dave Poulter Military Transport 
LCpl Phil Anderson Canoe Instructor 
LCpl Pete Beale Expedition Cook 
LCpl Rich Angove Expedition Diarist 
Sig Robbo Robinson Expedition Medic 
Sig Wally Brown Photographer 

'Coming Ashore' 
L to R: Sig Robbo Robinson, Capt Perks, Sig Wally Brown, LCpl 

Rich Angove, LCpl Phil Andersen 
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ttempti to g t from Celle to Epi kopi was fraught with 
numerou potential hazard , but they made ic coune y of the RAF. 
LCpl 'Por } ' Anderson proved to be very e perienced and taught 
them turning strokes, H Re cue , T Re cues, plauta rolls and much 
more. E~·en the ' unconventional exit' was demonstrated when Sgt 
Jezard cap ized on the way to give a T rescue! Everyone proved his 
\\Orth: LCpl Pete Beale eventually stopped burning the breakfast, Sig 
Robbo Robin on proved he was able to complete the OC's 6 am run 
having drunk Avia Napa dry and Sig Wally Brown eventually 
mastered his canoeing with a cry of ' rco problem'! Cpl Dave Poulter 
helped the 2IC to make a great back-ur, team and received a Jot of help 
from Capt Roger Harris and friends in 9 Sig RegL LCpl Rich Angove 
and Capt 'Airborne' Perks even cracked the secrets of" aterskiing and 
para-gliding. 

'Balance-No Problem' 
Sig Wally Brown showing canoeing coordination 

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION 
The Association, together with the Ministry of Defence and the 

Manpower Services Commission, is part of the Forces Resettlement 
Service. Our task is to assist all non-commissioned men and women 
who served with good character for a minimum of three years, or less 
if discharged on medical grounds, to find civil employment at the end 
of their engagements. 

Our services are free, and we take a long term interest in ex
Regulars so these services are available to them throughout their 
working lives. 

Our Employment Officers are situated in Branches throughout the 
United Kingdom and they maintain close contact with local employers 
and Job Centres. Their addresses and telephone numbers can be 
obtained from Unit/Ship Resettlement Officers; Corps Regimental 
and Service Associations; Post Offices; Job Centr~s and local 
telephone directories. 

During the period I April 1985-31 March 1986 the Association 
assisted 11,370 men and women with their resettlement and placed 
4,648 in employment. Of those placed, 2,164 were men and women 
from the Army and 201 were from your Corps. 
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E · · RCISE S WEA TY PALM '86 
Being the only 'prone to capture' Regiment in the Corps, 14 Sig 

Regt (Electronic Warfare) places great emphasis on the teaching and 
practising ot the art of c cape and eva ion (E&E). To this end an 
annual large ..:ale Regimental Battlefield survival exercise is held. 

Capt Jonathan Perks, the Chief Instructor, and W02 (SSM) Frank 
Byrne planned this year's exerci e in two Pha es. Phase I wa a 
conditfoning and survival instruction phase and Phase II was escape 
and evasion against an extremely capable and well-equipped enemy. 
The Instructors were: Lt J ohn Carroll , SSgt Bob Thompson, Sgt 
Phelps, Cpls Geoff Clark and Lenny Fairclough . 

Al l of them had previously passed a Battlefield Survival course run 
in UK and had previous E&E experience. 

In the condi tioning phase the students were beasted by the terrible 
APTI twins- Cpl Colin Kavanagh and LCpl Martin Haythorne. 
'Lionel ' the log became everyone's worst enemy and after some 
rigorous hill training, Sgt 'Farmer' Vaughan and W02 Maxi Scott 
could cope with anything. 

Subjects taught were survival navigation, primitive medicine, first 
aid, agent contact drills, tactical movement, escape kits , dog evasion, 
river crossing, water in a survival situation, fires, shelters, traps and 
snares. Food was extremely meagre and the hard gym floor helped 
those with bad backs to sleep well. Despite thorough strip searches 
under the eagle eye of SSgt Geordie Doughty and Dr Andy 'Mengele' 
McCall, some students managed to sneak in food and tobacco-W02 
(SSM) Pete Haywood became the expert at this. 

Once the instruction had ended the students were herded on to 
trucks, driven far into the heart of Southern Germany and dropped 
off to escape back to friendly lines. 

Hunter Force, under the leadership of Capt Alfie Brand and SSM 
Rick Logan were doing their best to capture them and the Chief 
Instructor's agents . With well over 100 men on the ground , in a 
counter-insurgency operation and helicopters roaming the sky, 
movement was very dangerous, as LCpl Si Gibbs found out to his 
cost-twice! 

Lt Mark Perry had only just joined the Regiment and found himself 
and his team caught by the hunters and receiving a very hard time 
from SSgt Derek Lake (ex JSIW) and the two bulldogs-LCpl 
Haythome and Cpl Kavanagh. WOI Bob Carty, SSgt 'Manny' 
Calland, Sgt Duncan Hall and Lt Steven Ardagh-Walter all ensured 
their teams reached the safety of friendly forces' lines. 

There waiting for them was SSM Byrne and a very slick reception. 
They received clean clothes, hot showers, stew, barbecue and beers . 
Following an exercise de-brief by the Chief Instructor, the relieved 
runners hobbled on to the buses to take them home. Most people 
admitted it was a hard eight days but they had learned a lot about 
escape, survival and especially about their own endurance. If there 
should be another war 14 Sig Regt (EW) will certainly be able to evade 
it! 

Smiles all round at the end 
Runners -Cpl Skeith, LCpl Wood, W02 Smith after five days in 

the wild 
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FREEDOM PARADE 

16 Sig Regt 
BFPO 35 

On Friday 3 October, the Regiment and the town of Krefeld, 
celebrated the 14th anniversary of the granting of the Freedom of 
Krefeld to the Regiment, with a Freedom Parade in che Town Centre. 

The guests of honour were the Oberbiirgermeister Herr Dieter 
Piitzhofen , The Lord Mayor of Leicester (one of Krefeld's twin 
cities), and Brig Noel Moss an ex CO of 16 Sig Regt. 

The Regiment on Parade in the Theatreplatz, Krefeld 

Brig Moss stops to talk to SSgt Allen, the Oberburgermeister 
listens 
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The Commanding Officer leading the March past 

EXERCISE CROSSBOW '86 
Twenty four unsuspecting soldie~s. recent!Y. represe!lted the 

Regiment on Ex Crossbow the RCZ military trammg exercise, a ~ew 
of them were 'recruited' so long in advance that they even had ume 
to pack their large packs and webbing! Commiserations g? to. LCpl 
Taff Donovan who just happened to be NCO IC Relief m the 
guardroom as 2Lt 'Jack' Dewar's team were leaving, minus one body! 

The WRAC team put many of the RCZ Units to shame by showing 
real spirit and professionalism in the field. Pte Lisa Cook and LCpl 
Ruth Walker seemed to enjoy the experience of searching 'dead' 
bodies after our section attack (apparently the 'dead' bodies enjoyed 
it too!), whilst LCpl Toni Sugden was trying to give our .position away 
by shining a torch with gay abandon. Even the DS were impressed and 
tried to catch our sentries out by sneaking up. LCpl Debbie Hort~n 
thrilled the exercise director with her command of the English 
language, on turning round to find him a mere 15m away (well she had 
lost a contact lens, in her respirator, and couldn't see very far!). Pie 
'Kaz' Moore demonstrated how not to stay awake on sentry (who 
wanted reveille at 0630 hrs anyway?) and LCpl Dawn 'Hotshot' 
Bagnall kept us awake at night with astoundingly funny jokes (does 
anybody else want to hear about Frank, Martha and the kids?). LCpl 
Angie Pledger's laugh encouraged ~ven m.ore jok~ and frivolity late 
at night whilst Lt Julie Hands was lymg qwetly trymg to sleep. Overall 
an excellent week was had by all-we learnt a great deal and morale 
was always high. Our final message to those Rambo-Style men of 
CPO BFPO 40 and 3 BAD . . . our 12 figure grid reference was 
954320 76I 148 . . . do you think you could find us now? 

3SQN 
ALPHA TROOP 

As always the last couple of months has seen a substantial turnover 
of personalities. Congratulations are due to Cpl (now Sgt) Extance on 
his promotion on posting to 5 AB Sig Sqn. Other recent departures 
include Cpl Mark Richmond off to 4 ADSR, LCpls Gaz Hukin off to 
29 Sig Regt and LCpl Andy Brown. . . 

Arrivals outnumber departures for once. The list starts with Sgt 
(SSM) Gary Duffy from Harrogate and continues with C!'I (R T~h) 
Steve Wood . Finally we welcome Sig George Boath, Cnug ~l~IIDng, 
Paul Haig, Steve Steel, Darren Wiffen all straight from tr.ammg. 

Alpha Troop has a steady stream ?f attac.hments. Commg. to the 
end of his time is Cpl Raebum who 1s escapmg back to 21 Sig 1:legt 
(AS) after surviving six months working as an RTG. Just amved 
however for a two month stay is OCdt Alasdair Geddes. Does he 
know what he has let himself in for? 

EXERCISE FULMAR FROLICS 
Skipper Lt Col Lowe 
Mate WOI (YofS) Graham 
Crew Lt Hands 

LCpl Gascoyne 
Sig Greasley 
Pie Daly 

Rumour has it that the CO enjoys sailing and thus a crew was 
chosen from a cast of hundreds to help steer Fu/mar. arou~d ~he 
Baltic. On Sunday 14th, all was ready. In our trendy .bnght 011-skms 
we slipped moorings and setsail f?~ Freddy .the L1ghth~us~. The 
skipper convinced those whose sailing_ expenence was hm1ted to 
Townsend Thoresen that we were perfectly safe at a 45° angle, though 
Pte Daly still considered it wise to secure herself to the boat! 
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On . 1onday 15th aft r a hearty breakfast (Yeoman Graham's 
pedality) and a hot bath, we et sail for Sonderberg, navigating our 

wa) round cardinal , buoys, lighthouses, disused mine-fields and 
jell ·fi h. All crew member took their turn at the tiller and 
miraculously we kept our course. After mooring at Sonderberg the 
beer were flowing freely and the Skipper prepared a meal for u 
before we did a thorough recce on the town. 

After another hearty breakfast (yet "10re baked beans) we departed 
for As ens on Tue day, under the drawbridge and up the channel 
eparating the two islands. The ailing was excellent, and the one 

heavy rainshower found everybody except Lt Col Lowe nd Pte Dawn 
Daly down below, suddenly showing intererst in the charts (maps to 
Lt Julia Hands!) Later the sun came out and so, coincidentally did the 
rest of the crew, just in time to help moor at Assens. We enjoyed a 
compo curry, and the company of a friendly duck (nicknamed 
'Bombay') who disappeared after we offered him curry and rice! ! 

Wednesday was slow-the jellyfish drifted faster than we did but 
our tans came on a treat. The spinnaker helped us drift vaguely in the 
right direction until the wind picked up and we sailed comfortably into 
Faaborg. 'Bamber' Gascoyne produced an interesting curry whilst 
young Steve GreasJey preferred to slumber. The Yeoman's medicinal 
rum went down well (and quickly) but the CO was still having 
problems with the cans of beer which he found far too small! 

The final leg back to Kiel provided the most exhilarating sailing. Lt 
Julia Hands navigated ail the way back to Kiel (via Soby-intentional 
of course) and after nearly being run into by a 'single-minded, tunnel
visioned' German (we had to put that one in, Sir!) we arrived back at 
BKYC. It was a most enjoyable weeks sailing-there will always be 
volunteers now to 'Brave the Baltic.' 

FOXTROT BATTERY NEWS 
Life back in Krefeld obviously proved too much for certain 

members of the Troop, as three decided to take the plunge and get 
married. All the best to Jackie and Kev Bausor, Sandy and Mick 
Culyer, and Dino and Gill Briers. 

4SQUADRON 
In spite of summer leave 4 Sqn has managed to take part in, 

compete in and help out with many activities over the last few months. 
There have been frequent trips to JHQ for sports events and some 

individuals have been selected for BAOR and army teams. Pte Deana 
Purcell was selected to represent BAOR in the Rounders in Berlin. Pte 
Sheri 1:ook. has been selected as first reserve and the only female 
compeu~o.r m. the Army ~earn for the International Military Event 
(horse nding) m France this month. Pte Dawn Phillips is attending a 
football :eferees course. However discrimination has reared its ugly 
head agam; she has been allowed to take the course but not the exam 
at the end! Following the example of the SSM, W02 Pat Herbert 16 
Sqn members took part in the 'Hohne 10'. All finished in under two 
hours and no-one walked! 

CHILDREN'S SUMMER CAMP '86 
Early in July Cpl Angela Sowerby, Pte Sherri Took and LCpl 

Nonna White took their lives in their hands and set off for Bad 
Lippspringe and the children's summer camp. The children ranged 
from eight to fourteen years old and followed a three day programme. 
Day one was water ~ports, inc~uding ~ swimming test in distinctly 
murky water, canoeing and wmdsurfmg. The chief aim of it all 
seemed to be getting themselves and their directing staff as wet as 
possible. Late there was a brisk walk around the lake to warm up and 
dry out again. 

Day two was good preparation (for the leaders) for the rigours of 
battle camp-basic map reading, bearings, camouflage and 
concealment, and cooking in the field. Then relief for the leaders-an 
army style glll?e of hide and . seek where unfortunately the most 
troublesome kids were too easily found! This was followed by an 
attack on camp headquarters on the way back. 

Day three and the nurse taught first aid and the groups had a 
ma:vellous time practicing artificial respiration-closely supervised by 
t~e1r .leaders. Next .22 shooting, thankfully with no casualties and the 
highlight of the week-pony trekking. 

The camp wound up with a trip to Stiickenbrock Safari Park and 
a potted sports competition followed by a barbecue and disco before 
the leaders returned exhausted to camp. 

4 SQUADRON AT BA TTLECAMP 
On Friday 29 August this year, 4 Sqn joined the rest of the 

Regiment on their annual battle camp at Vogelsang. This is the 
Squadron's saga, the story is true and the names remain unchanged 
to embarrass the incompetent. 

The weekend started late on Friday afternoon with a beauty lesson 
courtesy of Max Faxtor cam cream and foliage supplied by the 
forest.TY commission: ,Our section leader, LCpl 'Mac' Pryke led us 
unemngly to the wamng assault boats, where we discovered that we 
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were the inboard motor. We cros ed the lake uneventfully to regroup 
for the next stage. 

Darkness was falling as we et off up a never ending series of hill 
but our gallant leader 2Lt Deans (plus other DS) immediately instilled 
confidence in us all by her inspired map reading. This confidence 
r~pidl_y deteriorated after .we walked for an hour in the wrong 
duecuon. The weather at this stage was freezing, and to top it all the 
heavens opened (and remained open for the weekend). ' 

The patrol continued over hill, dale, rocks and shale, just the son 
of terrain to give some of us blisters. Under the kind guidance of Sgt 
Gill we carried on walking until 0600 hours, and then managed to 
snatch an hours sleep. 

After breakfast co~bled together from a 24 hour ration pack , we 
marched off yet agam. Two hours later we stopped to build our 
defensive position for the coming night. Tripflares were also set up to 
keep us in. The accommodation had good ventilation, constant 
running water and a groundsheet for a roof. Yes as you may have 
guessed we had to dig our trenches and then grab a couple of hours 
sleep later in the afternoon. 

Whilst the men went off on a recce patrol, us women stayed behind 
gallantly defending the trenches, and just as dusk fell, the attack 
began. Needless to say our ear piercing screams and war cries sent the 
enemy fleeing not to return that night. 

We were leve_red out of our trenches at 0400 hrs next morning to 
trek on to our fmal RV where a cooked breakfast was waiting for us. 
After a debrief we found that the trenches had to be filled in-blister 
time again . 

Back at Camp Vogelsang, a hot shower provided a pleasant finish 
to a strenuous weekend. 

After a physically demanding weekend the rest of the week was 
taken up with normal military training. We had a chance to fire the 
LMG and 66mm, throw a grenade or two, brush up our map reading 
first aid and NBC skills, not to mention orienteering. ' 

COMMANDER WRAC'S VISIT 
On 29 July Commander WRAC BAOR, Col N. R. Robertson 

~E, vis~ted the Squadron. Having taken the trouble to practise her 
nding skills, the Commander was keen to inspect the girls on 
horseback, so with Pte Sherri Took instructing, LCpl Tonia Sugden 
Pte Linda D~an and Pte Ann Wilkinson went 'on parade' o~ 
horseback. This was followed by a short hack in the local countryside. 
1:hen the Commander met the remainder of the Squadron in the 
Jimmy Club for tea before leaving for Rheindahlen. 

LCpl Tania Sugden, LCpl Susan Monro, Pte Linda Dean and Pte 
Anne Wilkinson on horseback parade for Comd WAAC 

SUPERTEAMS 
Earlier this month the WRAC Superteam competition was held at 

JJ:IQ. Teams were drawn from BAOR and Berlin, and 4 Sqn together 
with HQ Regt l(BR) Corps put in three teams. 

The competitio.n. started in the gymnasium with a relay race, 
basketball compeuuon and a gym test. We then moved outside to the 
sp?rlJi pitches besid.e the blue swimming pool, to test their ~rchery 
skills. Perhaps the kindest comment would be that it was very pleasant 
standing outside on such a sunny day!! 

After lunch it was the canoeing competition. This was a very 
c?nfusing event namely because their were no canoes in sight but 
arrbeds! . Needless t? say there. were many funny sights paddling, 
~oundenng! splashing ai:o_und m .the lanes .- The next event again 
mv.ol~ed bemg wet; surpnsmgly this was the swimming competition. 
This involved two relatively straightforward relay races with the usual 
burdens being carried to and fro. 

We the~ moved to the athletics tracks for the 4 x 400m relay. This 
event, as 1t suggests, involved running a distance of 400m for each 
team competitor. The cycle race then followed and the competition 
was concluded with an obstacle race. 

The competition was 'close run' and was eventually won by Berlin· 
Bielefeld teams were 17th, 13th and 10th. The day was undoubtedly 
very enjoyable for one and all. 
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21 Sig Regt 
BFPO 42 

RHQ PERSONALITIES 
co Lt Col Ian Turner 

Maj David Dobson 
Capt Don Steele 

2IC 
Adjt 
Ops Offr 
Tech Adjt 
Pmr 
RSM 
Ch Clk 
YofS Ops 

Capt (Tfc) Brian McAneney 
Capt (TOT) Alan Eames 
Capt Gary Compson RAPC 
WOl (RSM) Gerry Whelan 
W02 (ORQMS) Ray Smlth 
W02 (YofS) Clive Copestake 

NEWS FROM AROUND THE REGIMENT 
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN VISIT THE 
REGIMENT 

Recently a party of 26 children from the Eric Kastner Schute near 
Koblenz visited elements of 21 Sig Regt and RAF Wildenrath. The 
visit was the result of an association that was formed during the last 
week in June this year when ·members of HQ Squadron, 21 Sig Regt 
were in Bavaria on an adventure Training Camp. The camp was based 
at Jugendsiedlung Hochland just outside the small town of 
Konigsdorf near Bad Tolz, a really beautiful part of Bavaria. The area 
was ideal for our purposes, providing excellent locations for all our 
activities, which included Rock Climbing and Abseiling, Hill 
Trekking, Canoeing, Windsurfing and Cycle Orienteering. 

The association started simply enough during one of our evening 
games of football, when the children decided that we could obviously 
do with a few lessons and proceeded to show us how it's done! The 
World Cup was in progress at the time so we decided that we would 
run our own series. (We regret to report that Germany won!). These 
games became a main feature of our day, being thoroughly enjoyed 
by both servicemen and the children. These, along with assistance 
given with transport for trips to the swimming pool and to the Fest 
in Konigsdorf, all added to the enjoyment of the children's holiday. 

Prior to their departure, Frau Petra Steuder and Frau Biggi Senner, 
two of the teachers at the school suggested that it would be a nice idea 
if the association was continued. The proposal was put to the CO Lt 
Col Ian Turner when the soldiers returned to their base at Wildenrath. 
He was very enthusiastic about the idea and so a visit was organised. 
The first, of many, we hope. 

During the visit, which was organised by WOl (FofS) Brian 
Billsberry, the children viewed many aspects of life on a modern 
airfield. In the company of many helpers, including QMSI Richard 
Wilson, Cpls Mark Farmer, Scouse Mahoney, Colin Philemon and 
Sig Danny Joyce, they visited some of the Helicopters of 12 Flt AAC, 
the RAF Fire Service, Phantom fighter aircraft, some of our 
communications systems and a Police dog display. The visit ended 
with an evening meal in the Sergeants' Mess when the Headmaster of 
the school Herr K. Schmitz presented the Regiment with a gift from 
the children and Lt Col Turner in return presented a framed 
photograph of 'The two best football teams in Konigsdorf'. 

Cpl Pete Bri ndle looki ng on as one of the children receives a ca ll 
from her friend 
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The end of an excellent dayl After a meal in the Sergeants' Mess 
an exchange of gifts . left to right: W01 (FofSJ Brian Billsberry, 
Frau Petra Steuder, Lt Col Ian Turner (CO) and the Headmaster of 

the school Herr K. Schmitz 

AFI'ERNOTE 
On the weekend of 4 October, members of the Regiment were 

invited down to the school's mountain hut in Lahnstein near Koblenz 
to meet some of the parents of the children so, the ball has started to 
roll and we hope this will be the start of a long and happy association. 

VISIT BY CHIEF OF STAFF, BAOR 
The Chief of Staff, BAOR Maj Gen E. H. A. Beckett MBE paid 

an initial visit to the Regiment on 15 August. He toured all elements 
based at RAF Wildenrath ending his visit by lunching with the 
Officers' and SNCOs in the Train (The Regimental Club). 

The Chief of Staff is shown the intricacies of cable jointing by Sig 
'Loui' Lewis of 3 Sqn 

ACROSS TRUST (GERMANY) VISIT 
The Regiment played its part in the annual visit to RAF Wildenrath 

by a party of handicapped pensioners. Pictured here is one of the 
pensioners taking great interest in a cable jointing display. Sig Philip 
Workman gives the display and the 2IC, Maj David Dobson looks on . 
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BAOR TOT / Fo CO. VENTION 
The Regiment wa once again host to the annual BOAR TOT /FofS 

Con\'ention whi h took place on 22 and 23 September. 
The Convention wa opened by the Comd Comms BAOR, Maj Gen 

A. Yeoman (the only Yeoman ever to have been pre ent at such a 
gathering!). 

ome 70 member of the Corps attended the Convention which 
covered a variety of subject including PTARMIGAN/ WA YELL, 

equipment updates, presentations on the Army Apprentices' College 
Harrogate and on career matters and a very interesting introduction 
to Satellite Communications. Visits were also arranged to 
STARRNET Control, the BFBS TV Studios and to the TARE Ace 
High Station and SWS Stores at Hehn. ' 

The variety of subjects covered and of course the excellent 
Regimental Dinner added up to yet another good and worthwhile 
convention. 

The BAOR TOT/FofS Convention 1986 
W01 A.~· Hooley, SSgts Morrison, Morris, R. Pullan, Whitwood, Amplett, Hugill, Peck, Meggitt, T. Payne, Kidd, Allerton, Atherton, Grist, 
Wo_s2 Kirkwood, B. P. Gardner, WO~ J. J. Gerrard, SSgt R. C. W.es_t, W02 Jack, SSgt Johnson, W02 T. Sharpe, W0s2 A. Rogers, P. 
White, W01 D. R. Davey'. W02 Sarg1~son, SSgt Dott, W02 C. W1lk1e, SSgt S. Churchman, WOs2 C. Dowie, F. W. Gardner, Wyllie, R. 
H. Thomas, W01 B. K. B1llsberry, Mai A. J. Murray, Capts B. Callagher, A. Eames , W01 R. Morley, W02 M. Sulivan, Capts N. Patton, 
J. MacC?onald, Banks, W01 A. G. Tayor, S~gt Kennedy, W0s2 Sc?dywould, McDon_ald , W01 P. H. Waring, Capt P. D. Shawyer, Majs 
R. L. Tricker, A. F. Dyer, Capt A. Lynn, MaJS M. Langford, R. M. Limb, Lt Col P. Whitemore, Majs A. Symmonds, B. W. Maltby, Capts 

D. M. Woodhouse, J . White, Chaloner, J. Logan 

2SQN 
The contribution in this issue infers that life in 2 Sqn is all sport and 

adyenturous tr3:in}ng. T~s is not so, our Osnabruck Sqn does work 
qwte hard providing tactical communications in support of the RAF 
one could ~ay they are always on exercise. But just to prove they d~ 
play someumes here are three accounts of such activities: 

THE BARZ MOUNTAINS NAVIGATION MARA THON 
On 12 July members of the Squadron's finest and fittest 

volunteered to take part in an arduous and demanding test of human 
endurance. The magnificent eight were-team 'A' SSgt Geoff Graham 
LCpls A?dY (BMX) Brogden, Richard (Trooper) Eason. Team 'B' Sgt 
Bob Wnght, LCpl Wayne (Super-Sonic) Willson Sig Nick 'Pilot 
Officer' Wood. Team 'C' Sgt Dave Parry and LCpl Ian (I'm Hard) 
Wamng. 

The competition was organised as a two day event. Day one was a 
three man team event over a distance of 65km and day two an 
individual event over 35km. 

Sgt Geoff. Graham.and his 'A' team had a flying start to the day 
and were obviously trymg for a good time On the other hand the 'C' 
tea..!!1 started at wh~t can only be describ~d as a casual stroJJ,' leaving 
behind them a trail of Embassy filter fumes. Finally the 'B' team 
departed. as thou_gh there was no tomorrow and were looking quite 
good unu1 they hit a bad patch on the last couple of check points. The 
'A' ~~m completed ~he first phase in fourth position with the 
remammg teams proppmg up the rear. After a debrief in the local bar 
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SSgt Geoff Graham, LCpls Richard Eason, Andy Brogden 

that evening t~e teams were all raring to go into phase two at 0400 hrs 
the next mommg .. Day two ended_ on ~ notable high for SSgt Geoff 
Graham who achieved the best time m the veteran class finishing 
fourth overall. 

Well done to all competitors who completed both phases and special 
co~gratulations to _Sig Nick Wood and LCpl Richard Eason who 
fims_hed a very cred_1t~bl~ 16th and 23rd respectively. The 'A' team did 
particularly well, f1mshmg fifth out of over 60 teams. 
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2 SQN PAIRS PISCATORIAL MATCH 
'And down the long and silent street, 
The dawn, with silver-sandalled feet , 
Crept like a frightened girl' 

But even earlier than Oscar Wilde had anticipated, a shadowy group 
of suspicious looking characters had assembled in the eerie ha! f-light 
of early morning on the Square at Scarborough Barracks. The ring
leader was W02 RQMS Mick Hill who had organised a Squadron 
Angling Day (SAD) . The initial signs were not auspicious-it was 
Friday 13 June, there were 13 competitors and the Squadron 2IC Capt 
Gordon Trevis, drew peg number 13 ! 

In order to further his favourite art of the angle (and presumably 
to take even more time off to pursue it) the RQMS had arranged to 
hold the competition at a local trout lake near Osnabruck. As a 
number of competitors did not have the right kit he loaned rods and 
reels to Sig Pete Earp and Geordie Cullen and made available his 
expanse store of hooks aq.d bits and bobs to the rest of the MT Tp
Cpl Clem Clements and Sig Polly Pollock . The 2IC insisted on using 
tackle acquired in the 1960s. 

The Match got off to a flying start at 0630 hrs with fish being caught 
almost straight away although a few were lost. The MT lads were 
especially successful and rumours of a secret bait were rife. It was 
generally suspected that their maggots had been dipped in OMD 110. 
The day's excitements included Sgt Lenny D'Rozario catching the best 
trout of lib 14oz, SSgt Ken Counsell's capture of a crayfish intended 
for his tropical tank and Cpl Derek Hopcroft's late start following an 
unenforced lie in . Cpl Bill Pritchard claimed to have caught two 
tiddlers which the RQMS insisted were wet leaves. After close 
examination the 21C verified that the second was a fish despite the 
damage occasioned to it by the maggot being used as bait. LCpl Mark 
Liens, having caught 22 fish none of which was a trout, became rather 
morose and withdrawn. 

With the final whistle approaching, the MT's tally was stupendous 
and it looked as if SSgt Dougie Ellis, T~oop Staff Sergeant and pad, 
might be forced to buy a larger freezer. Finally only I oz separated the 
first two places. Cpl Clem Clements and Sig Polly Pollock won with 
5lb 5oz and Sgt Lenny D'Rozario and LCpl Mark Liens were runners 
up. Over 40 trout were caught and a good day was had by all except 
the fish. 

SEA CANOEING IN NORWAY 
What could sound more captivating, sea, sun, sand and 

Scandinavian hospitality . Who, could ask for a more idyllic form of 
adventurous training? Capt Charlie Miller and Sgt Ray Bray still had 
to press gang a six man expedition into going (we had to vet 30 
applications mostly from people wanting to avoid PTARMIGAN 
training!) . 

After a mind-numbing 24 hour journey the team arrived at the 
British Outward Bound Centre at lsefjoer near Kristiansand. A 
tranquil afternoon's training on the Fjord gave everyone a false 
impression of the real sea conditions on the exposed coastline of 
Southern Norway. 

The next day was a short I 7km day trip around the German WW2 
Island fortifications of Sund. The underground bunkers and tunnels 
were fascinating but Sig Smudge Smith and Bob Hope found the 
underwater scenery far more exhilarating and ably demonstrated their 
inability to roll. The torrential downpour at Kristiansand at the end 
of this first day did not bode well, weatherwise, for the rest of the trip. 
We were unfortunately not mistaken. 

DAY ONE 
All seemed relatively calm at the pleasant harbour of Risor some 

I 30km NE of Kristiansand, the start point for our six day paddle back 
to the BOBC Centre. 

After final postcards and wills had been written and sent we then 
packed a few essential stores (chocolate and beer!). The team set off 
in high spirits-destination 'Mosquito Island' as the bos had so aptly 
and uninvitingly named it some 29km away. The choppy sea seemed 
rather fun, to start with. But as the 'choppy bits' turned into 12 foot 
high green backed, foam flecked monsters the f~n was r~placed by 
shock bewilderment (what do I do now?) and finally abject terror 
which' lent most of the team (less instructors) vast amounts of 
adrenalin fueled energy. Smudge Smith's description of the 'Valley of 
Death ' very aptly describes one particular memorable bad patch. 

On the most exposed and dangerous section of the Southern 
coastline of Norway (a fact we learned both the hard way and from 
every Norwegian mariner we subse9uently spoke to) 'Smudge' o~ce 
again decided life would be a lot quieter underwater th~n. up top_wuh 
everyone shouting at him to stay clear of the rocks ~1lham.s s~1d he 
couldn't see any RAF Regiment?) So over 'Smudge went with JUSt a 
hint of a slap for support- (with his hand). 

Sgt Ray Bray rushed to the rescue ably hindered .~Y Dave Williams 
who drifted away with all three paddles at one cnucal pomt. Three 
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capsizes later and !km back towards Ri or the exhausted three found 
haven in a sheltered cove. Despite waiting half an hour for the light 
to fade to make the sea look less foreboding mudge wa adamant 
that canoeing on anything rougher than a mill pond was right out. 
Eventually after two eviction5 from 'private' islands we found a 
suitiible campsite and collapsed gratefully into our tents some 14km 
short of Mosquito Island. 

The team 

DAY TWO 
Day two saw a determined effort by alJ to get to the town of 

Arendal, some 29km away, before the shops shut. Dave Williams 
(after paddling 26 of the 29km) discovered that he had been dragging 
a submerged rear compartment full of water-well, at least, the beer 
was cold! The lads enjoyed themselves immensely by all accounts at 
the Discos that night. Capt MiJler wouldn't know as the lads had 
locked him in his room when he started mumbling something about 
a 'night paddle'. 

Cpl Shuggy Cowan proving his canoe is in fact the Tardis 
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Sgt Ray Bray. Cpl Shuggy Cowan and Sig Dave Williams look on 
while Sig Smudge Smith is rescued yet again 

DAY THREE 
After mending the 'holy' canoe the team worked off the effects of 

the £3 a pint I 01o proof beer from the previous night's excesses in 
about 300m. De pite promises and leg pulling of another horrendous 
capsize haunted paddle, the sea was relatively calm and 13km soon 
flashed by leaving several hours left in which to soak up the first 
sunshine we had een in ages. A kindly old lady (Ray Bray called her 
something entirely different) told us we shouldn't light bonfires as it 
hadn't rained in orway ince June. aturally we were slightly 
amused at this statement as it had done nothing but rain on and off 
ince leaving Risor. 

DAY FOUR 
Another day dawned, the wind rattled the tents and the sound of the 

breakers on the shoreline hook even the staunch calm of Cpl Shuggy 
Cowan who overheard Sgt Ray Bray say 'Sounds rough today' to 
Capt Charlie Miller who replied in a whisper 'Shh don't tell the lads'. 
Although the sea was choppy and the wind trong nothing deterred us 
from the day paddle. We set off quite well (with the wind forever 
against us) heading for Grimstad; hopefully to catch the shops as most 
of us appeared to be having a cash flow problem. 'Smudge' took 
another swim-by now his capsizes were too numerous to count. A 
hard paddle to the next campsite drained everyone-even 'Smudge' 
who normally comes to life on reaching 'terra firma'. After the meal 
(stew again) everyone was in bed by 2000 hrs; most unusual. 

DAY FIVE 
Another day dawns but as this was our penultimate day there was 

an air of expectancy. We struck camp and packed the canoes and set 
off early with only a short 14km paddle ahead of us. Despite a strong 
headwind we soon found ourselves in Lillesand where we had another 
vital restocking forage for essential provisions . Then we 'pladded ' 
(canoeists version of plodded) to our campsite-only to find another 
staunch battleaxe of a mother guarding her two delightfully attractive 
daughters from the invading Brits. She was adamant that this was now 
private ground and that we hould go away. We are not sure whether 
it was Sig Bob Hope's fine performance as a shipwrecked mariner or 
Capt Miller's macho charm that won a reprieve-however we did, on 
the condition that we stayed away from the YWCA girls. The camp 
fire was soon ablaze and soggy toes and fingers soon dried out. With 
only one day to go spirits were high and jokes along with the last of 
'liquid entertainment' were soon flowing. 

DAY SIX 
Despite the early call everyone was smiling (unusual). Breakfast 

consisted of compo sausages, beans and beer and half a loaf of bread 
(the seagulls making away with the other half despite Cpl Shuggy 
Cowan's efforts to defend our grub with a plastic knife and an empty 
compo can). The routine of six days of striking camp had packing 
down to a fine art. The sun came out (it must have been the last day) 
as we embarked on our last 14km leg back to the BOBC Centre. 
Without a break we paddled on to Isafjoer Fjord and there we met 
the boys and girls from another special expedition, pausing only 
briefly LO say hello, (as we powered past them). Two and a half hours 
later we hit the beach at the centre much to 'Smudges' relief (rumour 
has it he didn't capsize that day) he was so grateful he took a leaf out 
of the Pope's book and literally kissed the ground-'good 'ole terra 
firma'. Final admin didn't take long and then the only fear left was 
that of the horrendous 24 hour return journey. Finally back at 
Osnabruck the lads lied through their back teeth and said how much 
they enjoyed themselves-unfortunately the photos prove it (as no
one was prepared to get a camera oul in the rough bits). All in all 
everyone said 'well it was certainly different'. 
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3 SQN 
PERSONALITIES 
SHQ 
OC Sqn 
SSM 
SQMS 
MT Sgt 

Maj Bob Bates 
W02 Jim Neil 
SSgt Bob Rack 
Sgt Pete Searle 

The 3 Sqn Inter Troop Competition was held on 21 August. The 
competition is based upon all the skills that are necessary to carry out 
our role on the clutch airfields. It also provides a good platform for 
the Troop Sergeants to hone the backstabbing and cheating skills of 
which they are proud. This year's competition was organised by SSgt 
Mick O'Callaghan and Sgt Nige Cullen from L Tp who were last 
year's winners. Each Troop had to provide two stands except A Tp 
who cooked the Barbecue. 

After a very interesting competition L Tp again came out on top, 
but only by one point from N Tp. The team leader, Sgt Tam Tulloch 
proudly received the shield from Lt Col Ian Turner the CO. 

Running in conjunction with the competition was the Inter Troop 
Tug of War which was eventually won by L Tp with A Tp a close 
second. 

H TP RAF BRUGGEN 
PERSONALITIES 
Tp OC 
Tp SSgt 
IC Techs 
IC Projects 
IC Maint 

Capt Keith Russell 
SSgt John Dent 
Sgt Dave Fraser 
Sgt Rod Hicks 
Sgt Graham Tilley 

July to September is usually a quiet period so said the OC. However 
he reckoned without the RAF and Regimental HQ combining to find 
lots of reasons why it shouldn't be quiet. 

STATION FETE 
This, the first of many events, which kept us busy, took place on 

19 July. Over 50 stalls appeared on the day with H Tp (surprisingly) 
running one of the beer tents. However, sound early planning resulted 
in the fact that we were the only tent selling cold beer and 
consequently collected the largest amount of ca h for charity on the 
day, much to the credit of Sgt Rod Hicks and his team. 

SHOOTING 
The Regimental Skill at Arms Meeting followed between 4 and 7 

August with a Troop team representing 3 Sqn finishing a creditable 
third under the direction of the OC Capt Keith Russell. 

ROETGEN DOG TRIALS 
This event took place on 6 August and though we don't have any 

Alsatians on strength, we did send Sig Richie Gathercole to help out 
and his efforts were rewarded by a letter of thanks from the 
organisers. 

TROOP COMMITMENTS 
While all this was going on we also had our usual commitments to 

Station Exercises plus entertaining an apparently endless stream of 
young officers who visited the Troop. Nevertheless they all received 
the standard tour and left suitably impressed with the Airfield Signal 
Troop. Our biggest achievement during this period has been the 
completion of the South West Dispersal almost four months ahead of 
the official finish date. 

SPORTS 
The Troop continues to do its bit towards Regimental Sports with 

Sgt Dave Fraser, Sig Geordie Maughan and Sig Colin O'Brien 
repn;senting the Regiment at football. LCpl Al Jones and Sig Gaz 
Drury will be representing the Regiment in the forthcoming Inter Unit 
Novice Boxing Championships. Sgt Jacko Jackson is our Rugby man 
whilst Cpl Pete Atkinson represents the Corps at Golf and last but not 
least, the OC is involved as the Regimental Football Officer. 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
We would like to welcome lhe following to the Troop: Sgt Bill 

Stadius and Sherry, Cpl Nigel Dix and Bridget and Sig Billy Wareham 
and Debbie. 

And it's farewell to the following: Sgt Percy Richardson to A Tp, 
Cpl Keith Lowe to A Tp, Sig Jammo Hartley to Belize. 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
Finally we wish to congratulate the following on their marriages: 

Sig Richie Gathercole to Yvonne, LCpl Griff Griffiths to Jo, Sig 
Benny Bennett to Lynn, LCpl Taddy Tadman to Erika, and 
congratulations to Sig Dougie Easby and Sally on the arrival of their 
baby daughter Nicola Jane. 

L TP RAF LAARBRUCH 
PERSONALITIES 
Tp OC 
Tp SSgt 
IC Techs 
IC Projects 
IC Maint 

NIJMEGEN MARCHES 

Capt Bill White 
SSgt Mick O'Callaghan 
Sgt Nige Cullen 
Sgt Jim Beecham 
Sgt Tam Tulloch 

After many weeks of strenuous training and preparation the men 
from L Tp were ready to tackle the 70th International four day 
marches at Nijmegen. They teamed up with six members of RAF 
Laarbruch to attempt the 160kms of hard gruelling marching. 

The marching was a great success and all members of the team 
survived to be presented with their Nijmegen medals. A great 
achievement by all, which brought about a good team spirit 
throughout the four days. 
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The photo shows. less the RAF element 
Back Row Left to Right: LCpls Dave 'Boy' Green, Stig Richards, 

Sig Andy Howe and Sgt Happy Clarke 
Front Row Left to Right: Sig Chalky White, Binza Southwell , Ten 

Bellies Selby and Cpl Dai Treeby 

N TP RAF GUTERSLOH 
PERSONALITIES 
Tp OC 
Tp SSgt 
IC Techs 
IC Projects 

TROOP BARBECUE 

Capt Eddie Kellett 
SSgt Nigel Grant 
Sgt Rob Frape 
Sgt Dave James 

A warm afternoon or evening, a cool glass of beer and good food 
have been the etting of several Troop barbecues this summer. With 
wives and friends in tow an enjoyable time has been had by all. 
Thanks go to all who made these functions possible notable 
contribution from Cpl Bob Hindle and LCpl Andy Little for 
organising the functions, Sig Fred Ponting for his rendition of a DJ 
but surpassing himself with his choice of music. Sgt Dave James, LCpl 
H. Henshall and family for their unselfish work in supplying us all 
with liquid refreshments, and to SSgt Nigel Grant for looking after the 
cooking. 

STATION SUMMER FETE 
Cpl Taff Morgan arranged and Sig Bower built with as istance_ fro~ 

the Troop a 'Hole in One' stall which was the Troop repre entau~n m 
the Station Fete. The proceed of the day were donated to chamy. 

VISIT BY 81 SIG SQN (V) 
Our thanks go to Capt Paul Hinson and his merry band of 

volunteers who stayed with u for two weeks in June. Under the 
watchful eye of Sgt Steve Pickering they worked alongside Tp 
Telemechs and Techs giving much assistance on current ASM and 
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PCM Projects and the installation of a new cable which required 
many hours of hard digging. 

There was time for some play during their stay on Gutersloh. The 
football match ended in a 1-1 draw and the cricket was narrowly won 
by N Tp team, captained by Sgt Rob Frape. 

The games night was a friendly social occasion the only result from 
the evening being a 3-0 win for England against Paraguay in the 
World Cup. 

CO's VISIT 
Lt Col Ian Turner, the Adjutant, Capt Don Steele and the acting 

RSM W02 Trev Johnson visited the Troop on 26 August. During the 
conducted tour of the Airfield, they visited ongoing projects and were 
able to see the Troops Tradesmen at work, cable jointing and cable 
laying of the new admin feed cable, and testing the ASM. There is no 
truth in the rumour that the acting RSM was in attendance purely in 
the capacity as a rugby scout. We managed to lose Cpl Sartorius and 
Sig Fearon for Regimental Rugby during the next few days. 

SPORT-KARTING 
N Tp now sport an RAF(G) champion, star of SSVC, and the track. 

Sgt Phil Hill has won the 100 national title. This is an outstanding 
performance since this is his first season back in Germany and he has 
secured the win with two rounds left. Many congratulations. 

Sgt Phil Hill driving Kart No 11 on his way to the RAF(G) 100 
National Championship. (It is not SSgt Nigel Grant (Pegasus 

Gliding Club) giving a ilypast) 

INTER TROOP COMPETITION 
The Troop were unlucky not to win the competition at Wildenrath 

coming a close second to L Tp. Look out next year. 

NOTICES 
BIRTHS 

Congratulations to Cpl Ada Cook and his wife who gave birth to 
a son Benjamin. 

MARRIAGES 
Sig 'Aidy' Luckman to Gabriele. 

PROMOTIONS 
LCpl Scouse Sartorius to Corporal and Sig Jimmy Fearon to Lance 

Corporal. 

POSTINGS OUT 
Sig Chippy Bower to 254 Sig Sqn, Cpl Bob Hindle to 642 Sig Tp, 

Sig J. J. Jones to K Tp on promotion, Cpl Bob Crossley to L Tp, LCpl 
Bobby Henshall to 30 Sig Regt and Civvy Street, and Sig Geordie 
Tribe to Civvy Street. 

POSTINGS IN 
LCpl (I'm not a Taff) Evans from CIAT, Sig Paul Keenan from H 

Tp, Sig Lucky Luckhurst from 9 Sig Regt, Cpl Attwater from 259 Sig 
Sqn, LCpl Roy Gradwell from 632 Sig Tp, and LCpl Tom Smith from 
30 Sig Regt. 
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EXER I E ROLLER HARZ 

22 Sig Regt 
BFPO 107 

Whil l the majority of the Regiment wer preparing to go on leave 
or do a ite Guard at the beginning of Augu t , the ordic Ski team 
were een leaving the barrack for the annual dry ki training camp in 
the Harz mountain . The exercise (and there was plenty of it! ) was 
organised by Lt Phil Brown who e very able in Lructors Cpls 'Scotty' 
colt, Bob Anderson and LCpl 'Smudger' Smith bea led two 

unfortunate our e from dawn until dusk . The training wa de igned 
to enable all R ignals ordic Ski teams to train themselve in 
preparation of the winter ea on. Biathlon shooting, running, roller 
skiing, circuit training, swimming, triathlons and super tars 
competition were all crammed into two hectic JO day training 
programmes. 

The majority of the students came from the Regimen! and 3 Armd 
Div HQ and Sig Regt, but there were represematives from 14 Sig Regt, 
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt and 211 Sig Sqn, including four 
downhiller or 'clownies'. 

The first cour e enjoyed the best o f the weather. They found that 
toiling away in the heat of the summer was Lhe easiest way of lo ing 
weight. Cpl 'Ned' Kelly won the Lriathlon (due to his running ability) 
whilst S gt 'Dead Eye Dick' Dargbty was a very clo e econd, in fact 
he won the best student award. Sig 'Quad' Harland managed 10 avoid 
all the day time activities and consequemly he was fresh to win the 
superstars competitions held each evening. Sig 'Gibbo' Gibbons 
provided the best video entenainment by demonstrating the an of 
falling down on roller skis twice in 20 seconds. 

The second course brought the bad weather so there was less time 
spent roller skiing and more time in the local swimming pool where 
Sig Quad Harland used most of his time looking for bis swimming 
trunks. The four downhill skiers provided plenty of entertainment. on 
their roller skis but did very well overall. The course superstars winner 

LCpl Smudger Smith demonstrating the diagonal gait on roller skis 

Sig Wayne Harland training for the biathlon in the indoor range at 
St Andreasberg 
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was ig 'Stig' Stanmore and LCpl Taff Robins won the best student 
award . He al o managed to return to Silberhulle before Lt Peter 

mi th abandoned hi search for Taff in nearby Zellerfeld at J 2. 15 am! 
The most inventive st udent award went to Lt Mike Dunn for his idea 
of running in a bungee harness. It i no wonder that he could not run 
very far from ilberhutte before having to go back . SSgt 'Barny' 
Barnard won the veteran prize-well he wa the only one. 

The exercise came to a close at the end of August with the second 
triathlon. This consisted of a 2.2km roller ski and a 7km hill run 
including two visit to the range. Sig 'Quad ' Harland won the 
competition. It wa very encouraging to ec a lot of novices on the 1wo 
courses part icularly, from our Regiment. However, even the second 
and third year skiers found the course very beneficia l, if only to 
shock them into realising ju t how much hard work had to be done. 

EXERCISE SWEET MA R TINI I 
During September the Regiment deployed on the fi rst of three 

Regimental communication exercises using our PTARMIGAN 
equipment. The fi rst exerci e wa held loca lly but many of 4 Sqn were, 
as usual , scattered around the BAOR area. 

During the exercise we were visited by Brig Cowan , Comd I Sig 
Bde, Brig Wheawell , Comd 12 Sig Bde and Maj Gen Ramsbotbam, 
GOC 3 Division . 

GOC 3 Division Maj Gen Ramsbotham meeting members of the 
Regiment, the OC has his hand on his pistol, just in case anyone 

talks out of line 

Maj Robin Cuthbert, Capt Stewart Gray-Cowan and SSM Kent, 
the 'hoods' of 1 Sqn 
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Sig 'Wobbly' Warburton posing on Pt 309, a favourite haunt of 2 
Sqn 

Sgt Mick Brown looking his usual happy self 
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STOP PRESS 
Congratulations from the CO, Lt Col Peter Pritchard , to all those 

involved in winning for the Regiment the Birtwistle Pennant for 
recruiting effort and the General's Trophy for sporting achievement 
during 1985-86. 

On Thursday 4 September Lippstadt was, once again, the venue for 
the Corps Ski Meeting. T he Chairman ~aj Gen Yeoman took the 
opportunity to present Corps Colours for skiing to gt Paul West and 
LCpl Martin mith , both members of the team that won the Princess 
Marina Cup. Sgt Paul West has been downhill skiing ever sincl! he 
joined the Corps as a junior soldier in 1975. He has now been racing 
for the Corps for two years and is naturally looking forward to the 
coming season. 

LCpl Martin Smith is one of the 'sweaties' ie, a Nordic Skiier. He 
has now been racing fo r th ree years having learnt to ski on a 
Regimental Snow Queen course. LCpl Smith has also recently been 
teaching 0.22 Biathlon shooting on Ex Roller Harz, the Regiment's 
dry training. 

Regimental Swimming Competition. Winners - HQ Squadron 
Pte John Rennie ACC, Sig Mallon Nichol, LCpl Les Cullen, Dvr 

Mark Shoesmith, Cpl Paul Crimion 
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OPE. ·1. .Gm· CORPOR I\ • MES -1 ALG T 1986 
Repon by L pl . Boole 

On I ugu. c faj Marlin 21C of the Regiment wa invited to open 
the new Corporal ' Me , which wa completed on chedule thanks to 
mu h effort by tho e concerned . 

\\'e would like to thank Cpl Clare for devoting much time co 
renovating the Me . 

The opening was a great ucce s. We would like 10 thank all mess 
member and gue t who attended to make thi a happy and 
memorable event. 

Two ladies from 49 Fd Regt being presented with bouquets by 
Maj Mike Martin 

We would especially like to thank them for making all the seat 
covers 

W02 (ROMS) Tom Wood presenting a bell for the bar on behalf 
of WOl Tony Cartwright who had left the Regiment. You have 

been warned! 
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S~ows fl:'lr John Sharpe (Bedding Storeman) presenting the mess 
with a picture carved out of wood to PMC Corporals' Mess, Cpl 

Hughes 

HENRY COTTON'S VALET PRESENTS PRIZES AT 
JK VIDEO GOLF DAY 

2.2. Sig Regt's Autumn Golf meeting took place at Sennelager 
(Bnush Army) Golf Club recently in ideal weather conditions. The 
meeting was again sponsored by JK Video and they produced some 
very fine prizes . Mr Ernest Hargreaves father of the local greenkeeper 
was until recently valet / butler to the great 'Mr Golf' Henry Cotton 
and provided most of the material for the recent 'This is your Life' 
programme featuring Henry. Ernest kindly presented the prizes 
as Mr John Kellas was unable to be present. The net winner was 
SSgt Bob HiJI closely followed by LCpl Angus McPherson both of 
who~ produced sub . par rounds and were duly awarded new 
handicaps . The gross wmner was as expected the organiser W02 Steve 
Watson followed by Mr Danny Rogers BIA. In the afternoon a draw 
was made f<?r the Greensome Medal partners and Mr Danny Rogers 
and SSgt Mick Uttley managed to pip SSgt Guss Colville and W02 
Steve Watson both teams with one under par rounds to take the 
Greensome Trophy presented by JK Video. The photograph shows the 
gallant winners: Left to Right, Standing: Mr Ernest Hargreaves LCpl 
Angus McPherson, Sgt Graham O'Sullivan, SSgt Guss Colvill~ SSgt 
(Smiler-I only took 131) Fred Bennett, SSgt Geoff Dawso~ Cpl 
Russ Batley, !'tfajs. Patrick Dickinson, Roy Adamson, Capt (Mr 
Rugby) Geordie Gamford, Lt (Easy without skis) Paul Ford. 
Kn~eling: Mr (Slim Look) Danny Rogers, SSgt Mick Uttley, SSgt 

(but Ive always played off 17) Bob Hill, W02 (The Assassin) Steve 
Watson, SSgt Morris Harkin, SSgt Wally Bacon Lt Flo McCourt Sig 
Dai Evans. ' ' 

The Regimental Golfers would like to express their gratitude to JK 
Video for the sponsorship and the opportunity to hear some of the 

fascinating stories related by Mr Ernest Hargreaves 
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28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG) 
BFPO 35 

'THE PARADE SEASON' 
During September the Regi ment was involved in two major 

parades, firstly , the NORTHAG Sig Sp Gp (NSSG) Change of 
Command Parade at Francisca Barracks, and secondly, the Freedom 
Parade in St Tonis. 

The Change of Command Parade took place on 12 September and 
included members of all five NSSG units; 28 (BR) Sig Regt, 840 (GE) 
Fernmelde Battalion, 13 TTr (BE), the Netherlands Sig Sqn and the 
Air Sp Radio Sqn (ASRS) . Although the weather looked a bit 
threatening, the different national sub units marched smartly on to the 
square, Lt Col Hugh Honaker, Deputy Commander NSSG, took 
command of the parade. There was then a slight pause while Maj Gen 
Hoster, COS NORTHAG, the inspecting officer did a quick tour of 
Bradbury Barracks, before arriving at the parade. The ceremony then 
proceeded. As a symbol of relinquishing command the outgoing 
Commander, Col Stessun, handed the NSSG flag back to Maj Gen 
Hoster, who in turn presented it to the new Commander, Lt Col 
Barten. 

The new Commandant NSSG, Lt Col Barten, receives the flag 
from the Chief of Staff, watched by Col Stessan. In the 

background are Lt Col Bonaker and the Regiment 

Two weeks later the Regiment was on parade again, this time to 
celebrate the Freedom of Stadt Tonisvorst. The weather couldn't have 
been better, a factor which certainly brought out the crowds on the 
day. The Salute was taken by the Burgermeister, Herr Richard 
Beckers with the Representative Colonel Commandant Royal Signals, 
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle, who with his wife Sylvia had come over 
from England for the celebrations. 

The Burgermeister stops to chat to Sig Sean Meadows, watched 
by the CO and Maj Gen Birtwistle 
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Lt Bob Dobson displays the Freedom scroll, flanked by SSgt 
!SOMS) Mick Knight and SSgt (SQMS) Keith Bridger 

A particular highlight of the day was the presence of the Corps 
Band; it led the Regiment 'with bayonets fixed' through the streets of 
St Tonis . Also on parade, and for the last time was WOt (RSM) Pete 
Bawden who leaves the Regiment on commissioning. We wish both 
him and his wife, Jill, the best of luck at 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt. 
During the parade he handed over to his successor, WOl Tom 
Ponton, who continued on the parade, marching with the Regiment 
as our new RSM for the march past. 

Relaxing after the Freedom Parade are the new RSM, WOl Tom 
Ponton, and his predecessor, WO 1 (now Lt) Pete Bawden 

I SQUADRON 
EXERCISE HARZ DELIGHT fl 

During the last two weeks of August I Sqn held it summer camp 
in the Harz Mountain . The weather wa its usual low tandard, and 
for the first week high up in the Sonnenberg Hut the cool, mi ty and 
often wet morning didn't exactly spark a great deal of enthu iasm for 
getting out of bed. However, the fun and g11me went on with 
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canoeing, top roping and ab eiling, trekking and windsurfing during 
th da} and variou acti' ities during the evenings including liaison 
with the local population. 

ig ' timmo' lim on ertainly had a good week. After letting Cpl 
• couse' bield slither down the rock face, he progre sed to taking 
high peed hort cuts down teep mountain sides . . . not a good idea 
on a bicycle as he found out. Meanwhile, the others were 'enjoying' 
their cycle ride in the torrential rain! Sgt ' Bellamy' Downs won the 
award for enthu iasm, a each day 'le dragged a new group of 
'innocent victims' for miles and miles up and down the hill , through 
light rain and heavy rain to visit forests killed by chemical rain and 
breath-taking viewpoints through thick fog! 

Down by the water ide the wind surfers had a aried week . LCpl 
Robert made a determined effort to stay afloat but not too 
sue e fully and spent more time in the water than out of it . Was it 
ju t cau ed by the ma t detaching itself from the board or were the late 
nights catching up on him? In contra t, Lt Bob Dobson won the poser 
of the week award for refusing to wear a wet suit or fall in the water, 
while ig imon Brice was the outright winner of the wimp of the week 
award for not even being able to pull up the ma t! 

During the week ig 'Hoppy' Hopkins led his group of canoeists 
over vast stretche of water, but managed to vary things by letting the 
more experienced ones have a go on the white water, canocing over 
the dam, terrorising Sig Gary Parkes, and with 'high dive expert' Sig 
'Jock' McCormack jumped some 15m off the bridge over the dam 
much to the amazement of a group of passing German tourists. 

For the second week we moved down to Silberbuue and carried on 
with the same activities, this time in slightly brighter weather. Sgt 
Downs, still wearing his red woolly hat, but developing one or two 
blisters kept on 'running up those hills' while Sig 'Baby face' Harris 
and Cpl Kev Harrod (Little and Large) followed on and enjoyed the 
scenery. On the water the windsurfers were having a few problems 
battling with the strong wind. Sig 'Gandhi ' Garlick made a valiant 
effort to sail back to the shore, but ended up drifting down the lake 
and being 'rescued' by Capt Dan Gilchrist. Just for the record, Capt 
Therese Crook has vowed never to go windsurfing again without a wet 
suit and is willing to negotiate over the negatives! 

Besides providing the locals with two weeks of entertainment on the 
lakes and the rock faces of the Harz, the lads were also let loose on 
the dry toboggan run and the ice skating rink and Sig 'Turbo' 
Templeman managed LO locate most of the night spots. However, all 
too soon the two weeks were up and it was time to return to Francisca 
Barracks (some of us via Koln!) to look forward to bulling boots and 
sweeping up leaves in preparation for the forthcoming parades. 

Sig 'Baby Face' Harris 'scurries' up the mountain 
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Sig 'Hoppy' Hopkins makes it look so easy 

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
As usual a number of well known personalities have departed to 

exciting new places, and new faces have arrived to struggle on in their 
place. 

Farewell and good luck to the OC, Maj Robert Freeman and his 
wife Christine who left for the UK after a short tour with I Sqn, to 
OC A Tp, Lt Dave Kenyon and his wife Liz, who have gone to 7 Sig 
Regt, and to the SSM, W02 Terry Marsh and his wife Sue, who 
recently departed for 22 Sig Regt . Other recent departures are: W02 
(FofS) Ken and Pamela Thompson, SSgt (YofS) Pete Jarvis, Sgt Glen 
and Marion Renshaw, Sgt Tony and Linda Singleton (on promotion), 
LCpl Pete and Cheryl Brudenell and to LCpl Nick Foster. Also to the 
newly promoted Sgt Jim O'Connor and his wife Sue who move to Sp 
Sqn, and LCpl Rick Stevenson who recently left for V Tp. 

A hearty welcome to our new OC, Maj Bob and Jackie Drake after 
a short spell with Sp Sqn, the new OC A Tp, Lt Bob and Leslie 
Dobson, and to the new SSM, W02 Les Jackson and his wife lrene. 
Other recent arrivals are: W02 (YofS) Mick and Mary Chapman, 
SSgt Glen and Maureen Pennington, Cpl Taff and Sandra Millard 
(and congratulations on the promotion), Cpl Gus and Sally 
Alexander, LCpl Paul and Elizabeth Bridon and Sig Paddy and 
Madonna Keogh. 

BRAVO TROOP 
BIRTHS AND MARRIAGES 

The Troop welcomes its three youngest recruits and congratulates 
their parents; Cpl Col and Alison Freeman, LCpl Roy and Debbie 
Johnson and Sig Taff and Julie McGrath on the arrival of their sons; 
Lee, Glen and Lee, respectively . Finally, very best wishes to SSgt 
Linda Cooper (nee Fairnington) on her recent marriage to SSgt Rick 
Cooper of 16 Sig Regt. 

2SQUADRON 
PAPA TROOP 

In the last few months the Troop has been involved in the normal 
exercises, battle camp and summer camp whilst the manpower has 
changed dramatically. 

Battle camp this year was at Vogelsang with the Troop in tented 
accommodation. The Squadron departed from camp on Sunday 13 
July split into platoons/sections. 

The first surprise came about eight miles outside Vogelsang when 
the Troops were ordered to debus with full kit and walk to the camp. 
The first three nights were spent in the field doing the usual things like 
being attacked and digging in. 

The rest of the time was spent between NBC, Ranges, Assault 
Course, Pl Range and the grenade range until Capt Sharp RPC got 
blown up! The return to barracks was on Saturday 19 July. 
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SUMMER CAMP 
Members of the Troop left for the Harz Mountains to take part in 

several activities including canoeing, windsurfing, rock climbing, 
walking as well as other activities. 

The Troop has been actively involved in the last month in both 
NSSG change of command and the freedom of St Tanis march and 
all members of the Troop involved put a large amount of effort into 
both. 

Congratulations to the following members of the Troop on their 
marriages: LCpl Ali McKittrick to Helen, Sig Andy Clewes to Ute, 
Cpl Tony Quinn to Janice, Cpl Male McCallum to Lorna and Sig 
Ch ris Jones to Nicki. The Troop wel.comes their wives and hope they 
enjoy thei r LOur. 

Fi nally, farewells to the following: Sig Mark Shergold to 10 Sig 
Regt, LCpl Russ Parker to civvy street. 

Welcome to: Sig Boris Toal, Dave Green, Russ Craig , LCpls Rab 
Grayham and Humpy Hymas. 

Papa Tp would all like to wish Cpl Kerry Gill a speedy recovery 
from his illness. 

OSCAR TROOP 
The last few months have been a quiet period for the Troop with 

people taking the opportunity to get in their summer leave. 
Sgt Gordon Hitchen, Sig Steve Bancroft and Brian Wilson took the 

opportunity to go mountain climbing in Canada on Ex Rocky 
Backstop. 

For the remainder of the Troop not on leave at the time, a summer 
camp was arranged' in the Harz Mountains. 

The week long camp consisted of windsurfing, rock climbing, 
hillwalking and canoeing. 

The activities also included bicycle riding. ' You start and finish at 
Sonnenburg and it' s all downhill' , were the immortal words of the 
Boss . Refreshments had been organised at checkpoints in order to 'get 
us round' . 

Lt Bob Dobson managed to send one group the wrong way. After 
a mountain-wide search, Germans with guns and landrovers rallying 
around the Harz, they turned up 40km away. They had also managed , 
somewhere along the route, to lose their sense of humour. 

The ice-skating proved very interesting and full marks to LCpl 
Andy Fife who managed the transformation from a complete novice 
to John Curry in only two hours. 

The final night activity was the dry bob sleigh run in St 
Andreasburg. The German and Dutch civilians already on the run 
were soon making way for 25 mad 'Kami-Kaze' soldiers. 

The week finished with a well earned Barbecue and a few beers 
helped to ease the aches and pains of a very arduous exercise. 

The Troop now looks forward to getting down to some hard work 
during the forthcoming exercise and also to winning the Regimental 
Military Skills competition. 

PROMOTION 
Congratulations to the following on their promotion: Cpls 'Jacko' 

Jackson and 'Scouse' Morland, LCpls Martin O'Gara , Gareth 
Conjoice, Rick Thorne, 'Taff' Whittaker and Mick Young. 

ARRIVALS 
We would like to welcome to the Troop, LCpl 'Taff' John and 

LCpl Andy Fife and family and hope they enjoy their tour with the 
Troop . 

DEPARTURES 
We have already said goodbye to Cpl 'Wilf' Greener and family, 

Cpl 'Stu' Lawson and family both to SHAPE and also LC:pl 'Geordie' 
Laws to 7 Sig Regt. Our best wishes for the future go with them all. 

Future departures include the OC Troop-Lt 'J. R.' Richardson to 
11 Sig Regt, Sgt Steve Bennett to 233 Sig Sqn and Cpl Dave Phillpott 
to 21 Sig Regt. 

CRICKET- RCZ MAJOR LEAGUE WINNERS 1986 
Having lost Sgt Mick Kilvington, Cpl Davey Tuck, LCpl Korky 

Corcoran and Sig Shep Shepherd during the unhappy months (out of 
season) and then losing Lt David Kenyon, Cpl Stu Lawson and LCpl 
Sturms Sturmey during the season, would have meant cat~stro~he for 
most teams, but here at 28 Sig Regt we are used to dealing with the 
impossible. 

The start of the season saw an influx of stars, at one stage we had 
21 players on the books. It was no easy mauer picking a_ team, we ~ad 
players who would have made the first XI at most Regiments having 
to sit and watch the game. 

The season promised so much but a combination of cup nerves and 
the Rheindahlen Garrison pitch put paid LO our dreams . The end re ult 
of the season was: 

Played 8 Won 6 Lost 2 (4 League, 2 Cup and 2 Friendlies) 
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League and Cup results: 
League v 21 Sig Regt Won by 8 Wkts 
Cup v 13 Sig Regt Won by 6 Wkts 
Cup v Rheindahlen Garrison Lost by 36 Runs (semi final) 
League v 16 Sig Regt Won by 10 Wkts 
League v 13 Sig Regt Won by 87 Runs 
League v Rheindahlen Garrison Won by 5 Wkts 

We finished as RCZ Major Units League winners 1986. Our 
congratulations go to our neighbours 16 Sig Regt who won the RCZ 
Cup. 

We had several star performances during the season, but modesty 
does not permit me to mention them, besides those people are being 
awarded with League Winners medals; instead thank you to the 
following players : Lt Richardson, Sgt Brereton, Sgt Hitchin, Sgt 
Welham, Sig Binnington and Jones. These players stepped in at one 
time or another and made winning the league possible. 

REGIMENT AL DINGHY SAILING TEAM 
September saw the climax of the Regiment' s dinghy sailing 

calendar, with the team's participation in the Royal Signals Regatta 
held on 2-4 September a t the Mohnesee Sailing Club and the Inter 
Unit BAOR Championships at the Diimmersee on 22/23 September. 

As the result of a course held earlier in the year the number of 
qualified helms within the Regiment had increased almost ten fold 
from the previous year. With competition for team places so intense 
the selection of helms and crews by the team manager WOl (FofS) 
Pete Johnson, was made that much more difficult. In the end however 
a well balanced team of experience and youth was achieved . 

In the Signals Regatta , the Regiment reached the finals of both the 
Hild Cup and the Major Units Competition. The team however, in 
both finals, came up against the very strong 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig 
Regt team and as a result came runners up in both events . 

In the individuals competition success was achieved, with W02 
(SSM) Martin Roberts winning the best novice award. 

At the BAOR Championships the team again came up against some 
very strong opponents, such as 21 Engr Regt and the old enemy again 
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. Some spirited helming by both SSgt 
(YofS) Pete Jarvis and LCpl Colin Orchard ACC enabled the team to 
achieve fourth place in the Championships. 

We bid farewell to both SSgt Jarvis and LCpl Orchard, on posting 
in November, and thank them for their efforts in making it such a 
successful year for the dinghy team. 

The Regimental team at the Royal Signals Dinghy Regatta 
Back Row L to R: Sgt 'Strobe' Stackwood, LCpl Colin Orchard, 

W02 (SSM) Bernie Burnett and Cpl Greg Jones 
Front Row L to R: W01 (FofS) Pete Johnson (Team Manager), 
W02 SSM Martin Roberts, SSgt (YofS) Pete Jarvis , and SSgt 

(FofS) Pete Wilson 
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The main event of thi period has been the Berlin Military Tattoo 
which is reported below. 

On the porting ide, Maj Len Yates and Sgt John Burgess have 
been having a succes ful time on the golf course as members of the 
team which represented Berlin in the BAOR Unit Championships. 

The Rugby and Football sides have got off to a good start and che 
Cros -Country runners have notched up their first trophy by coming 
second in the Brigade Relay Championships. 

BERLIN MILITARY TATTOO 
The Berlin Military Tattoo was held in the Deutschlandhalle over 

the period 26 September to 2 October and as it is the largest event of 
its son outside UK it kept the Regiment busy for some considerable 
time. In the run up to the event, LCpls Bob lnglesant, Vince Moody 
and Steve Chuter were seen on the streets in Union Flag bedecked 
Minibuses selling tickets to the Berliners whilst Radio Troop were out 
visiting all the local bus stations at night putting 'Tattoo' posters on 
the buses. Our share of the ticket selling operation, organised by OC 
HQ Sqn, Maj Bob Duncan, netted over DM 400,000 and provided the 
necessary finance to enable the Tattoo to be staged. 

WOI (RSM) Paddy Crabtree, in his capacity as the Tattoo RSM 
was responsible for various items such as a double-decker London 
bus, the Lord Mayor of London's Semi-State Coach, two elephants 
and 12 military bands! The linemen from TM Troop were no longer 
to be seen in barracks and were only let out of the Deutschlandhalle 
to collect more cable. This happy band led by Cpls Pete Bagnall and 
David Slater installed and ran a complex telephone system for all the 
participants. 

Sgt Vinny Hunter and his team provided all the spotlight operators 
for all the performances and Radio Troop was like a ghost town . Even 
the technicians were dragged off to the hall to do things with their 
screwdrivers that even they had not thought pos ible. 

The twice' daily performances went off with few hitches. The show 
performed to packed houses, with a large number of VIPs present 
including the CinC BAOR and the President of the F'ederal Republic. 

ow, it is all over, the posters have been taken down the telephone 
cable reeled in and the RSM is back on the prowl! We are all off on 
exercise! 

NOTES FROM I SQUADRON 
As usual, there has been a high turnover of personnel in the 

Squadron. Capt Carolyn Bacon has arrived to take over the 2IC's 
chair and has caused as some confusion by bringing her husband the 
other Capt Bacon who works in Brigade HQ! 

W02 (SSM) Steve May has left us on promotion for 14 Sig Regt as 
MTO. The Squadron said goodbye at a function held in the Squadron 
Club, the Comms Inn. We showed our appreciation of SSM May's 
hard work with a number of presentations and he was then asked to 
j'!dge an 'orrible tie contes1. The QM's department put in a strong 
bid but even W02 (RQMS) Dave Marsden and Cpl Gavin Barclay 
could not match the appalling taste of some of the other competitors. 
LCpl. Andy Luxford went a deeper shade of pink than the tie he was 
weanng to take second place. Joint honours went to Sig Charlie 
Ettle~me and Duncan Ledger for a particularly disgusting pair of 
creauons. Sig Ledger went on to claim that he was only wearing it for 
a friend and blamed it all on LCpl 'Acky Atkinson'. 
. The Wive~ Club. sai~ goodbye to Mrs Ann May with a special dinner 
m East Berlm which mcluded a few champagne cocktails. 

Other departures include all the Squadron's 'Smudges'; LCpl Clive 
Smith o Aldershot, Cpl Graham Smith to his T 1, Cpl Brian Smith the 
Squadron clerk and LCpl John Smith to Northern Ireland. Now if we 
can only get rid of the two Sgt Hunters, (Vince and John) the two Sig 
Jones and the two Bailey's we might be able to work out' who we are 
talking to! 

EXERCISE RO DO XXXI 
Ex Ro'!do is a ~ompet_itive exercise involving signal soldiers of the 

th~e~ Allies here m Berlin. The following report was written by the 
Bnush team member of the winning team, Sig Eddy Smerdon. 

At 0800 hrs on 16 September we departed from the Stadium 
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29 Sig Regt 
BFPO 45 

Barr.acks for the F:ench Sector a the exercise was being run by the 
II Si.gnat Compam~ .of ~he French Army. The British Contingent 
consisted of 12 par11c1patmg team members and two admin staff, Sgt 
Marty Hoy and LCpl Andy Ham. We arrived at the French Barracks 
and were quickly shuffled into 12 teams, each consisting of one 
Frenchman, one Briton and one American . We were then briefed on 
the forthcoming events and directed to the 'bivvy' area. After a quick 
game of football, the whistle was blown for lunch, which although 
lacking in content certainly had more than enough bread, yoghourt 
and soda water to go round . 

That afternoon was spent being shown the equipment that we would 
encounter the next day. There were six stands, each to test the teams 
ranging from reading the 'Murray' code to finding a radioactiv~ 
source. 

A~other whistle signalled that the evening meal was being served . 
Agam we consumed a good deal of bread. The planned evening 
football game was postponed so that we could see a demonstration by 
a French dog patrol team in which the Sergeant leading them was 
brought to the ground and 'chewed' in a variety of novel ways. 

At night the planes flying overhe.ad heading for the international 
airport at Tegel kept the light sleepers awake but for most of us served 
as an alarm clock in the morning . The transport for the competitive 
part of the exercise depended on which member of the team was 
chose~. to ~rive. T~e. French .provided the Mercedes Unimog and a 
small Jeep , the Bnush provided the Landrover and the Americans 
provided the military version of the 6.71 Chevrolet Blazer (which 
everyone wanted to drive) and the 'original' Jeep (which nobody 
wanted to drive!). 

On arrival at our first stand, a mere two hours late due to our 
conscipted French team member being a banker and' not a map
rea~er, we found th~t the other two teams already there, these being 
their second and third sta~ds. Although we tried to break all speed 
records on the water crossmg we were still quite a way behind. We 
sped off ~o the ne~t stand hoping th~t it would be free allowing us 
to get str~ght on with the task of erectmg a mast. The time consuming 
part of this stand was due to French NBC kit which is not particularly 
designed for mobility! 

As the day wore on we found that we were getting on quite well; 
we had all settled down as a team. We soon put our misfortunes 
behind us when, in the evening, we found we were now highest on 
pomts. Another bread packed meal was followed by a film and then 
an early retirement due to a tiring day. 

On ~he next day half the teams went on to orienteering and the other 
half did range work. Our team, Red 5, was a dismal failure at the 
orienteering; we completed the first stages with relative ease and speed 
but the last stage was a total failure when we could only find two of 
the four checkpoints and a Jong search for the other two lost us 
valuable time. We just hoped that we would regain lost points in the 
afternoon when it would be our turn on the ranges. 

. Ho'W'.ever at lunch (which included some nice bread!), we found out, 
via an mterpreter, that our French team member had only assembled 
th6 French assault rifle, the FAMAS, once before! Nevertheless he 
shone i.n this field and beat ~mr American at reassembling the Ml6! 
He aga1~ proved that he was m the wrong army by getting zero on the 
range with the French weapon and high points with both the Ml6 and 
SLR! At the end of the day we had slipped back to second place but 
very optimistic and eagerly looking forward to the last day. 

This included a swimming test and an assault course. The 'Red' 
teams were swimming first and this involved the first man diving in 
an~ sw.imming a l.ength with a 'broken' telephone, the second man 
sw1mmmg back with a length of cable and the third man swimming 
a length to ring back on the now mended 'cable break'. We had a good 
time with no penalties and after a good dry off we were trucked off 
to the assault course. After a brief familiarisation we warmed to the 
enthusiastic attention of a French marine! We t~ckled the first five 
obstacl.es in r~spir~tors and then completed the course in a, relatively, 
good lime, fm1shmg the week as winners overall. The prizes were 
awarded by a senior officer from Allied Staff Berlin. The end-of
exercise lunch (where there was only a little bread) finished off a most 
enjoyable week. 
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REGIMENTAL SPORTS 
CRICKET 
A report by Sgt Al Balderstone 

The Regiment was due to start the season one sunny afternoon in 
May playing a touring side from AFCENT, but as all cricketers know 
there aren't too many sunny Saturday afternoons in May . It rained. 
The season therefore started two days later than planned. AFCENT 
had a strong side and the Regiment, undeterred by the opposition 
fought and lost gallantly- fortunately this was only a friend ly match. 

We started the Berlin League with three good wins and were feeling 
confident when the Army Cup came round. Unfortunately 'Lady 
Luck ' was not on our side and we made an early exit. Meanwhile we 
continued to do well in the league, finishing third, losing only to the 
eventual league winners. A mention must be made of the Regiment' s 
Stars, Cpis Terry Gigg, John Ashley and Al Warburton and LCpl 
Brian Turner who played in the GOC's XI throughout the season. 

Towards the end of the season there were a couple of ' fun' 
games-the first being the Brigade Officers' Mess versus the Brigade 
WOs' and Sergeants' Mess. Those staunch members of the 
Regimental team W02 (SSM) Steve May and Sgt John Burgess held 
together the Sergeants' Mess team after a bad start and SSgt (SQMS) 
'Brad' Bradley certainly looked the part in his famous cap. At 71 all 
out it wasn't going to be the whitewash we had expected. The Officers 
took to the field and with Capt James Dryburgh managing to put his 
pads on the right way, it was left to Capt Kevin Fisher and Lt Jim 
Wood to put on the last nine runs needed for a win. However, a good 
catch behind levelled the scores and the match was drawn . 

fn the second match , the Seniors and Officers took on the Juniors 
in a finely contested match on a fine afternoon. Many of the families 
turned out to watch a nail-biting contest-were the sandwiches going 
to last? Was the barbecue going to be ready before the Seniors were 
bowled out? And would the liquid refreshments run out? In the end 
it was only the players who were run out and a good day was had by 
all. 

LOBSTERS 
CRABS (Dressed) 
WHITE/BROWN MEAT 
(sold separately) 
SCALLOPS 
OYSTERS 
MUSSELS 
PRAWNS 
TROUT 
HALIBUT TURBOT 

SMOKED (WILD) SALMON 
Smoked Salmon will be sent anywhere in the world . The bigger 
the order, the less the price. Contact me by letter or telephone 

anytime. 

CRAIL CRAB 
J . A. Mclure - Shellfish Merchant 

3 Liddle Place, Crail 
Fife KY10 3TF 

Telephone 0333 50549 

Ex Cpl J. A. Mclure R Signals 
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OinC's YI IT 

30 Sig Regt 
Blandford Camp 

On Monday 21 July the Regiment was isited by Maj Gen and Mrs 
Paul Alexander. 

The day began with a parade and inspection of the Pu lie Dutie 
Squadron prior to their deployment to London. (See eparate article 
for coverage of Public Dutie ). 

The parade ended with an award ceremony during which the SOinC 
presented the following medals and award : 

MID to Capt Paul Moseley, LS and GC Medal to SSgts Chris 
Charlton, Mick Dunn, Pete Knight, Sgts Stu Brown, Bob Hay, Bob 
Knights, Cpl Steve Cooper and Cpl Nobby Hall. 

Medal recipients and their wives 
From L to R: Bob and Lynn Hay, Pete and Jane Knight, Mick and 
Marion Dunn, Paul and Jane Moseley, (Maj Gen and Mrs 
Alexander). Nobby and Sheila Hall, Steve and Madeline Cooper, 
Chris and Anneliese Charlton, Stu and Wendy Brown, Bob Knights 

The SOinC was then briefed by Capt Don Macaulay who Jed the Op 
Staghound team on the successful disaster relief operation following 
the hurricanes that devastated the Solomon Islands. Maj Gen and Mrs 
Alexander had a chance to chat to the team and their wives and catch 
up on the effects of the disaster both in the Coral Sea and in 
Blandford! 

The SOinC meets members of the Op Staghound team: W02 
(YofSJ Percy Beynon and his wife Diane, and . . . 
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. Cpl Bill Grattidge and his wife Lorraine 

Presentation of the CinC UKLFs Commendation to Sue Hardy by 
the SOinC 

The SOinC then visited the Training Wing where he was updated on 
Regimental trade training and preparatory courses for the Royal 
Signals Detachment Commanders Course and the Royal Signals Staff 
Sergeants Course by the Training Officer, Capt Andy Keenan and 
SSgt Pete Bradbury. 

This was followed by a splendid buffet lunch in the WOs' •and 
Sergeants' Mess, hosted by WOl (RSM) Pete Sutherland and his wife 
Elinor. The lunch was preceded by the presentation of the CinC 
UKLF's Commendation to Miss Sue Hardy who as PA to the CO for 
the last LO years has done much sterling work for the Regiment. 
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After lunch the SOinC visited equipment displays by 1, 2 and 3 Sqns 
and 640 Sig Tp (EW) while Mr~ Alexander visited the unit welfare 
centre, The Campbell Centre, and the Youth club. The success of the 
Campbell Centre owes much to the devotion of Mrs Sheila Robinson 
while the Youth Club is a new venture being driven along by much 
time and effort from W02 (ORQMS) Colin Davis and his wife Pat. 

The visit was rounded off by tea in the Corporals' Mess where once 
again Maj Gen and Mrs Alexander were able to meet members of the 
Regiment and their wives informally. 

" 

OC 2 Sqn, Capt Graeme McNeill introduces the SOinC to 
members of HF Troop , from left to right: LCpl Martin Heap, Cpl 

Kevin Potter, SSgt Bob Hooper and 2Lt Finlay Maclennan 

W01 (YofSJ Bob Beebee and W02 (FofS) George Blythe present 
the SOinC with an inert version of 1 Sqn 's Long Range Comms 
TSB. LCpls Julian Rood, Adrian Beale and Dave White look on 

Tea in the Corporals ' Mess. The CO shares a joke with the SOinC 
and Cpl Andy Craig, and Mrs Alexander talks to Alice McGann and 
Jill Reid while Maj McGann observes quietly from long range and 

LCpl Primrose taking a break from it all 
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EXERCISE MA YAN SWORD 
At last C Tp have made it to warmer climes! A team of seven men 

led by Capt Gordon James landed, a bit hot and sticky, but safely, in 
Belize. The equipment was to arrive five days later which 
unfortunately gave us little to do! LCpl 'Geordie' Green put these few 
days of rest to good use trying to get his personal kit together, the 
original had somehow gone astray, courtesy of a well known forces 
airline. The well travelled kit was last heard of in Cyprus. 

The easy start to Ex Mayan Sword was brought to an abrupt end 
as the Troop OC dragged everyone out at 0545 hrs for a nice run and 
swim. Was this the taste of things to come? The fact was, he hadn't 
spent all night at Raoul's wine-bar. 

The advancing years of Cpl Ken Orme were evident as he attempted 
to rise (5 mins), put on some shorts (7 mins) and adjust to the day 
ahead (10 hrs)! 

Sgt Adrian Tyndall having drawn the short straw was detailed to try 
and keep the OC out of trouble while the rest went out to the Cays. 
Cay Caliber was selected as the ideal venue for three days relaxation 
and off went five fit and healthy men for a diet of freshly caught 
barracuda, rum and just a dash of tender loving care from the local 
beauties! Sig 'Geordie' Bond wasted no time in ensuring he was well 
looked after by a dusky maiden and the rest of the boys tried to keep 
her irate boyfriend from carrying out his threat to leave us one man 
short . 

On returning to Airport Camp, the team were kept very busy 
repacking and checking the monitoring kit that had now arrived. 
Sgt Tyndall was seen frantically arranging helicopters, tentage, 
vehicles and masts which mysteriously but consistently failed to 
materialise as promised! 

Once deployed to the exercise area the OC ensured that Sig Jeff 
Thomas and 'Geordie' Bond learned the essential military skill of 
aligning the tents, masts, trailers and anything else that was mobile in 
a precise pattern of angles and straight lines. 

The Belizian wild life seemed destined to be the greatest of our 
problems, even Sig 'Geordie' Bond refused to go near anything that 
had six legs or more. Payning kept the det shrouded in a low-lying fog 
of insect spray but even this couldn't keep the mosquiios from 
feasting on Sig Jeff Thomas' young blood! 

When the exercise finished and the kit safely packed away as our 
personal hand luggage to allow transport home on the VCIO, there 
was the chance to take another couple of days to see the sights. Mexico 
was the destination of Cpl Ken Orme and LCpl 'Geordie' Green, who 
are both obviously experienced hands at this sort of thing; led their 
merry band up the coast for a last furious, but amazingly cheap 
attempt to improve British/Mexican relations in the wake of the 
'World Cup'! 

When we all finally returned to Brize Norton one last hitch awaited 
us, Sgt Adrian Tyndall's patience was again severely put to the test as 
he had to await transport for the kit to go back to Blandford- a small 
matter of another four hour delay. However, all eventually arrived 
safely back at the Regiment in time to hav~ two days off before 
redeploying with the rest of the Troop to tasks on Salisbury Plain and 
the Porton COE. 

The trip to the 'Mosquito Coast' was over. 

ORIENTEERING-MAMMOTH WEEKEND 
The Mammoth Weekend is a bi-annual four day Orienteering Event 

held in the Lake District. The format consists of Three Badge events 
followed by a Relay event on the final day for fun! 

With this in mind the cream of the Regiment's Orienteering team 
headed North. 

The event centre was at Lowther near Penrith and this was where 
we made our camp along with thousands of other competitors. 

Boldly we entered ourselves on the harder courses, Ml9, M21 Al 
and M35 respectively and on the first day our suspicions that this was 
not going to be easy were realised. 

The event on Day One was held near Haweswater on a barren 
windswept boggy mountain with a few cliffs to add to the excitement. 
The map had no tracks on it and only a few other linear features which 
made navigation very difficult. However, Cpl Mick Stanyer 
completed the Ml9 course (lOkm, 300m climb) in good time. Lt 
Stewart Sharman did the M35 course (9km, 400m climb) and kept us 
all waiting at the end. There were mixed fortunes on the M21 Al 
course (l l.5km, 300m climb) with YofS 'Scouse' Evans the only one 
finishing. Sgt George Mayne retired after a fall and Sgt Andy Machon 
finished first out of the team only to be disqualified for mispunching. 

The second and third days saw all of the team improving greatly 
with Sgt George Mayne putting in some good times to make up for 
the first day. YofS 'Scouse' Evans used some underhand tactics like 
asking old ladies 'where am I?' and chasing Cpl Mick Stanyer to find 
out where he was . 

The relay took a different format fro the usual. A handicap 
system was used for the first time and ~ad to ~e proved. As it .turned 
out the handicap system needed some fme tunmg and by the time we 
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tarted ome teams had already finished. Never mind, competing was 
more important than winning, so we ran and finished in a good time 
only to be disqualified by gt Andy Mabon, again, for mispunching. 

All in all the team gained a Jot of valuable experience, stiff legs and 
flu from the leaking tent at a great 'Mammoth Weekend'. 

THE \'ICTORIOUS AND INGLO IOUS TROPHY 
In this the second year of the Garrison Cricket Competition it has 

proved to be still as exciting and popular as the last , with a respectable 
standard of cricket being produced by most teams despite many of the 
players being on public duties. 

The competition ran throughout the summer, starting in May and 
ending on 20 August with the final, thrashed out between 2 Sqn 30 Sig 
Regt and Communication Projects Divis.ion (CPD) from the School 
of Signals. 

En route to the final, 2 Sqn had swept all opponents aside with 
apparent ease, highlighted in the semi-final against 3 Sqn. The game 
was won by the previously unknown talent of Sig Maclaren who hit 
49 and the Captain, 2Lt MacLennan who hit 72 not out, leading 2 Sqn 
to the final score of 147 for 3 off 20 overs. Credit of course must be 
given to Cpl Matthews' tight bowling and the clinical medium pace 
from the appropriately named Cpl Swift. The title 'Man of the Match' 
must go to Sig Green who amazed all by taking 5 for 15 in 5 overs 
with his well known 'dollies'! 

The final was played the next day with 2 Sqn full of confidence-a 
recipe for disaster? 

Batting first was 2 Sqn which got off to a slow start with the 
openers, 2Lt Findlay MacLennan and Sig Rogers reaching 41 and 97 
respectively. After 20 overs the score was 126 for 4 with Cpl Matthews 
25 not out. 

CPD struggled to get runs as Cpl Matthews and the team Captain 
kept the run rate well below the average required. As they tried to 'hit 
out' their wickets started to fall . Cpl Swift took 3 for 30 off 5 overs 
and Sig Green 3 for 34 off 5 overs. In the end, only 102 runs were 
struck with the last wicket falling to the last ball of the innings. 
The final score: 

2 Sqn 126 for 4 
CPD 102 fo r 6 
In 20 overs 

Thanks to Maj Fischer who organised the competition, and Mrs 
Collyer for presenting the prizes. 

Back Row: Sig Rogers, SQMS Dunn, Sig Mclaren, Cpl Matthews, 
SSgt (FofS) Webb (Wicketkeeper). Capt James 

Front Row: Sig Phillips, Cpl Swift, 2Lt Maclennan (Captain). Sgt 
Coleman , Sig Green 

Oh when will Foreman Webb learn that the rugby season doesn't 
start until September! 
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ROYAL TOURNAMENT 
The Royal Signals theme for this year's Display was Satellite 

Communications. I Sqn's detachment from RSRE Defford and the 
Royal Signals Demonstration Team provided the display, the 
equipment and the manpower. lt was a long three weeks; an 11 hour 
a day deployment where patience, enthusiasm and cheerfulness were 
our only weapons . 'Joe Public' used 'human wave' tactics against us 
and despite twice daily attacks by the suicide squads of the Junior 
Division of the Boy Scouts no casualties were suffered on either side. 

Cpl McMullen ready for the onslaught! 

REGIMENTAL TENNIS 
This season saw the Regiment producing two teams into the 

SWDIST domestic tennis league. Both teams battled out fixtures 
within their respective pools with the 'A' team winning theirs and 'B' 
team ending up second but only on the difference of games won and 
lost. In the subsequent three team final the A team were just pipped 
into second place by a tie break. (Was this due to the absence of the 
CO on exercise?) 

The Army Inter Unit Competition went well and the Regiment got 
through to the District Final. Alas the July/ August period saw the 
Regiment deploy to London and the remainder on block leave, the 
break in play and practice left the team rusty and the final saw the 
Regiment again in the runners up spot and out of the Army finals. 

Individual performances of note were in the Corps Championships 
with the CO/RSM partnership making the final and semi-final of the 
Corps Open and Unit Doubles, unfortunately the CO sustained an 
injury and the pair were unable to compete fo r further honours. The 
final of the Men's Single Plate saw Sig Speight out tie-break the RSM 
in three sets. A late arrival to the unit was Sig Dunworth who did very 
well in the Army Championships and has now been selected for the 
Army team. 

Back Row: Capt James, Lt Col Butler, W0 1 (RSM ) Sutherland, 
SSgt Keeping 

Front Row: Cfn Buckley, W02 (AQMS) Jacklin , Sig Dunworth , 
Speight 
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31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V) 
Hammersmith 

With the duty-free stacked away, the mozzy bites subsiding and 
memories of Ex Calm Fence receding for another two years it was time 
for several of the longer serving officers to say farewell. 

From 41 Sqn, Coulsdon, Maj Jim Allan has retired after 
commissioned service with 31 Regt since 1967, his place taken by 
newly promoted Maj Keith Bruce-Smith . 

At Southfields, Maj Chris Mote has left HQ Sqn in the capable 
hands of Capt (QM) Alan Lafferty, to return to his native heath of 
Harrow and 47 Sqn, releasing Maj Bill Morris to 'enhance' (his words) 
HQ 11 Sig Bde (V). Also departed from Southfields is Capt Ian 
Webber on posting to the RA Specialist Watchkeepers Pool (V)-yes, 
we think your blue pully is gorgeous, Ian-whilst in the arrivals 
lounge we have welcomed from HQ Londist our new Ops Offr Maj 
Ian Chrystie. Change is also the order of the day in the Recruit 
Reception and Training Team with Maj Ron (ex bandmaster, ex 
motor-cycle display rider, ex QM) Miller having retired and succeeded 
by Maj Mark Zaremba-Tymieniecki-not the easiest of names for our 
new recruits to master! 

Finally a warm welcome to Sgt Neil Holcombe (ex 262 Sig Sqn), 2Lt 
Guy Lester (ex Cambridge UOTC), and congratulations on their 
recent DAB successes to OCdts Andrew Robinson and Alan Schuster
Bruce, and to newly commissioned 2Lt Tim Smith on graduating from 
RMAS. 

REINFORCEMENTS 
After a long period of 'overstretch', we now have a full team of 

PSAO's with Capts 'Slim' Cheetham and Jim Adam now firmly 
established at Coulsdon (41 Sqn) and Southfields (HQ Sqn) 
respectively. Adjutant, Capt Andy Russell claims to be as busy as ever 
but no one believes him! 

ADIEU NAPOLEON 
To our many other postings we have added a change of RSM's, and 

the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess, RHQ, Hammersmith was the setting 
in mid September for the dining out of WOI (RSM) Jeff Sbergold en 
route for civvie street. The sight of SSgt (SQMS) Roy Smith seated at 
the table with stockings and suspenders promised hilarity in store and 
so it proved with the RSM being encased in a strait jacket and rushed 
off in an ambulance to the local 'nick' to be charged under an obscure 
section of the Mental Health Act ie Napoleonic delusions. Fortunately 
the authorities were finally persuaded to release him, and in thanking 
WOI Shergold for his service to 31 Sig Regt we extend to him and 
Mary our best wishes for the future. In his stead we welcome (back) 
WOI (RSM) Barry Gibbons from Trials Sqn, Blandford and wish him 
and Margaret a rewarding and enjoyable tour of duty. Older hands 
will recall RSM Gibbons as a PSI Staff Sergeant at 47 Sqn Harrow 
some seven or eight years ago and he is accordingly already versed in 
some of our funny little ways. 

EXERCISE BALTIC VOLUNTEER 
Competing for the first time-and as the first TA team ever-in the 

annual REME Yacht Club BAOR Regatta, a five man crew from our 
LAD headed straight from Ex Calm Fence on the long journey to Kiel 
where their boat was waiting, a Contessa 28 and 'manager', ex AQMS 
George Collins who had travelled from UK to be with his former 
colleagues. 

The handover complete (except for a missing gearbox which meant 
sailing in and out of harbours) our gallant crew of Skipper-SSgt 
Barry Wickett, Mate-Cpl Kenny Wallington, Navigator-LCpl 
David Edward and Sailtrimmers/ Chefs-Cpls David Gunter and 
Steve Hermels headed for the high seas and in a series of five races 
off Nybourg, Svendbourg and Faabourg surprised themselves and 
some of their regular rivals by finishing overall in third place (of 12) 
and with SSgt Wickett winning the cup for the best Skipper. 

COBHAM CUP 
A fine September weekend saw 11 teams of soldiers from all parts 

of the Regiment assemble at TAC Cobham for the traditional fete of 
military sk ills organised, for the last time by OC B Tp, Capt Linda 
Webber-about to move up Coulsdon Hill as 2IC 41 Sqn. Against 
tough opposit ion it wa appropriately the B Tp team of LCpls Kevin 
Day, Robert Duddy, Stuart Dovey and Trevor Thurlow who gained 
the coveted cup; pecial recognition for the wor t 'WRAC' team went 
to the garishly attired SSgt (YofS) J ohn Arkley (the one in the grey 
wig), SSgt Alun Parry, SSgt (FofS) Dean Allen and Sgt Ian Jack~on 
ably supported by genuine WRAC Sgt Brenda Prater . Regulation 
pattern WRAC tights were duly presented by CO Lt Col Colin 
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Stenning. (Prizes should also have gone to such life-like casualtie on 
the first aid event; Sgt Graham Drew spent much of Sunday morning 
with a knife in his side whilst Cpl Bev Holley deafened all within range 
with her realistic cries of agony). 

On the Assault Course and a spare tyre causes problems for Lt 
Vicki Hutchinson, 2Lt Sally Harrison and OCdt Julie Aspina ll 

EXERCISE PEAKS CHALLENGE 
In our biggest-ever adventure training exercise, mid-August saw 

about 50 soldiers led by Lt Kendal Withers (47 Sqn), SSgt Alun Parry 
(Training Team} and Sgt Frank Vaughan (PSI 41 Sqn) head north to 
Anzio Camp, near Leek for a week of rockclimbing, walking, riding 
and water-sports in an equally varied week of weather. Braving the 
freezing (in August!) murky waters of Rudyard Lake LCpl Martin 
Elliot put everyone through capsizing drills, with Pte Tracy Bowker 
and Sig Brent Copsey doing particularly well-though not as well as 
LCpl Lee Giles and Sgt Brian Keefe who seemed to be actually 
enjoying the experience. 

Having gone under, it was then time to go upwards and on the 
Roaches near the camp everyone was soon at work on rockclimbing 
for beginners. Later descending somewhat faster on the abseil manned 
by Cpl Graham Richards, LCpls Steve Prance and Jim Wrigbt
whilst Pte Sandy Giles slid back earth in her own, and rather 
unladylike style! 

Gamely summoning their last ounces of energy for the endex party, 
with bumps, bruises and blisters temporarily forgotten, it was time to 
make appreciative presentations to the gallant organiers of such a 
successful expedition-SSgt Alun Parry earned an alarm clock whilst 
Sgt Frank Vaughan was the embarrassed recipient of vivid boxer 
shorts to coordinate with his equally vivid walking apparel. 

On t he summit of success are :-
Back L to R: Sig Keith Emery, Pte Mandy Borman, LCpl Mark 
Gilfrin, Sig Simon Loftus, Pte Sue Eg lington, Sig Ossi Osborne, 

Ptes Debbie Warren-Smith, Jackie Stacey 
Front: Pte Diane Evans, LCPf Jim Wright 
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32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V) 
Glasgow 

EW FROM RHQ 
COMING A D GOING 

Recent week have een the departure t.om che Regiment of several 
regular faces. Our be l wishes go with W02 (FofS) Steve Randle, and 

gt Mick McDermott and John McAveety on po ting and to S gt 
Pele Wil on, Sgt Len Payne and Brian Maude (rumour that being a 
MOULD Tech doe 1his to you are denied) and Sig Neil Hogan on 
leaving 1he Army. To fill ome of these acant paces, we welcome 
W02 {FofS) Dave Murray, S gts Dave Cormack (PSI 61 Sqn) and Ian 
Walker (PSI 51 Sqn) and Cpl Richard Blacklock and Steve Switzer 
to 1he tech workshops. 

Congra1ulations and a welcome to the Officer ' Mess also go 10 
Capt George Wylie on caling the giddy heights of Commissioning 
from W02 (S M) 69 Sqn (NIH). 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
At 1he 1ime of going to Press, the Regimen! is looking forward (ie 

vacuuming the yard our ide RHQ) 10 the imminent visit of the SOinC. 
We are also preparing fo r the handover of Command in lace October 
by Lt Col H. A. Culley to Lt Col D. P . Hughes. 

EXERCISE CULLEY'S CAPER 
The weekend of 6-7 September saw the Regiment ensconced in tht: 

far-flung wilds of deepest Inverness-shire for the CO (Lt Col H . A. 
Culley)' s annual fun (?) exerci e. Under che control o f the Training 
Major, Maj Jack Fiske!, and LI Fiona Farquharson WRAC the DS sec 
up various stands of Command Tasks, First Aid, MT, basic military 
skills, and basic signalling skills, all under the ever-wacchful eyes of 
WOl (RSM) Brian Wil on, W02 (YofS) John McKenzie and W02 
Jessie Provan WRAC. Although all the teams acquitted themselves 
well, the winning team was led by Cpl Paul Harvey of 52 Sqn, closely 
followed by the teams of Cpl Iain Calder (61 Sqn) and Cpl Fiona 
Phimister WRAC (51 Sqn). 

The Winning Team 
L to f!: Cpl Paul Harvey, Rec (Now Sig) Jim O'Donnell, LCpl Brian 
Ha~1lton (a.II 52 Sqn). Sig Alistair McPherson (61 Sqn). Sig David 
Gair (51 Sig Sqn) and (clutching the spoils of war) Pte Lorna 

Callaghan (HQ Sqn) 
Photo by Sgt Ron Wi'lbraham !RRTT Sgt} 
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WRAC FOOTBALL 
The evening of 6 August saw the annual battle on the football field 

between the Glasgow location WRAC and their counterpart from 205 
General Hospital (V}. also Glasgow based. Pies Norma Sproul, 
Pauline Rafferty and Angie Carter are to be congratulated (together 
with one anonymous own-goal scorer from 205) for contributing 10 
the 4-2 victory. 

AND FINALLY 
· Wi1h all these Tech names appearing in this is ue, Sgt Neil 

Parkinson is complaining bitterly that he has never fea tured in print 
since he arrived in the Regimen!. No sooner said than done! 

The Chief Clerk, SSgt (ORSQMS) Dave Flynn has also lodged a 
similar whinge. Well , here you are Chief. Further moans in the same 
vein should be lodged with the Adj utan t, Maj (congratulations) Iain 
Brown. 

FOCUS ON 61 (CITY OF EDINBURGH) SIG SQN (V) 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
PSAO 
21C 
OCA Tp 
OCDTp 
OC S Tp 
OC ZTp 
SSM 
PSI 

MOVEMENTS 

Maj Ron McNaught TD 
Capt (Maj Retd) 'Paddy' Henry 
Capt Jim McKee 
Lt Bryan Gilfe lher 
Lt Janet McClean 
LI Tim Keogh 
Lt Willie Barron 
W02 Brian Murray 
SSgt Dave Cormack 

We welcome back Capt Jim McKee who takes over as 2IC from 
Capt Alastair Hall who 'defected' to the Royal Artillery earlier in the 
year . 

New to the Squadron is PSI SSgl Dave Cormack, who comes to us 
from 11 Ord Bn (EOD) to replace retiring PSI SSgl Pete Wilson. Pete 
must surely be one of the longest serving TA PS ls-seven years and 
two tours with 32 Reg!. He will be much missed and we wish him well 
in the fu ture. 

We must also say goodbye to PSI Tech Sgt Nigel Stafford , who 
after only a few months with the Squadron has been 'poached ' by HQ 
Sqn. 

OTHER SNIPPETS 
Congratulations to Cpl Sharon Dowell, this year 's winner of the 

John Brown Trophy, which is awarded annually to the soldier who 
tries hardest during the training year . 

Our commiserations to Lt Willie Barron who came withi n one place 
o f being selected for the British reserve officers military pentathlon 
team to compete against the res! of NATO in Greece. Better luck nexl 
time, we hope. 

EXERCISE ROMAN EAGLE 
No sooner had the Squadron recovered from camp than it was 

responding to a request fo r comms support from the local macaroni 
(or was it Marconi?) factory, fo r leadership training in the Loch Ard 
Forest, near Aberfoyle. Some 14 two man de1achments were deployed 
around the exercise area for an 18 hour period to provide control and 
safety nets for the event. The turnout from the Squadron , in mid 
holiday season at a week's notice, was an excellent 34. The company 
not only appreciated our support but were so impressed that they even 
volunteered to swap their supplies of goodies for compo- an offer 
which was readily accepted . Particular tribute must also be paid to the 
perseverertce of the great Scottish midge. Army insect repellent may 
well work against mosquitoes, hornets and other sophisticated flying 
carnivores, but against the humble midge it is useless. Could this be 
a challenge for Porton Down, we wonder? 

EXERCISE CAIRNGORM 
Duly refreshed after the July standdown, the Squadron reassembled 

for summer adventurous training on 9/ 10 August under the guidance 
of Lt Brian Gilfelher, who together with W02 Rab Campbell (HQ 
Sqn) organised a day's hillwalking in the area Southwest of 
Cairngorm . The good weather made life infinitely more pleasant, and 
the map reading a bit too easy. Not that this stopped people going the 
wrong way, of course. Prize for gallant behaviour for the day goes to 
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ig Keith Marshall who ran half way down Cairngorm and back up 
again to recover an antenna dropped from the chairlift by a young 
lady who will be nameless. After a goodwill visit to Aviemore on the 
Saturday night, rounded off with a midnight feast, courte y of Sgt 
Rab Meldrum , Sunday morning was spent on Arctic (ice rink) and 
amphibious (swimming pool) training in the Aviemore Centre. 
Altogether, an enjoyable, if arduous, weekend. 

3 Section paused for t he camera 
L to R: Lt Tim Keogh , SSgt Dave Cormack, PO/Cdt Douglas 

Barton , Sig Alista ir MacPherson 
Kneeling: Sgt Helen Anderson , LCpl Dorothy Wood 

On the summit of Cairngorm 
L to R: Lt Willie Barron , LCpl Cathy Pringle, Pte Lynn Gardiner, Sig 

Alistair MacPherson (back to camera) 
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33 Sig Regt (V) 
Liverpool 

PERMANENT STAFF ACTIVITIES 
It hardly seems a year since the permanent staff had their last • 

adventurous training camp in the Lake District again led by the 
Training Major, Maj Peter Hallett. This year we were joined by a 
number of new faces, the MTO WOI Dickie Davis, RQMS W02 Alan 
Huggins and technicians Sgt Dave Piggott, Sgt Ken Myerscough and 
Sgt Chris Smithson. We welcomed for the first time one of the NRPS, 
SSgt Tom Smith. 

The ac1ivities were similar to previous years with fell walking, 
climbing, abseiling and windsurfing. Those who participated in the 
abseiling were not much amused when instructor, YofS Duncan 
Manser, explained that although the rope didn't reach the bottom, 
once somebody was on the rope it should stretch to enable him to put 
his feet on the ground rather than having to make a jump for it. (Some 
16ft) great if you have long legs! 

The evenings were relaxed affairs with everyone nursing aching 
muscles and the odd blister. The MTO and SSgt FAldy Doublfire 
managed to find a reserve of energy to go fishing and set a new record 
for Ullswater, three days, no fish . 

The Wednesday night was planned as a farewell to Sgt Bob Hill and 
a welcome to his relief Sgt Danny Mills, the latter arrived whilst Sgt 
Hill waited in Manchester fo r GFA to collect his boxes. Despite this 
his health was well and truly drunk. (We all hope he enjoyed it) Hie! 

The last day was a free activity day, the majority opting for a two 
hour horse trek. We were left wondering how you could have so many 
sore muscles from just sitting. Sgt Keo Myerscough in spite of kicking, 
cursing and pleading, was unable to get his nag to move faster than 
a slow amble. Everyone was enjoying the fact that the 'beasts' had 
slopped moving. Since their return to Camp Sgt Ron Galpin is now 
known as 'Bandy Legs ' as he is having trouble keeping his legs 
straight! 

At the end of the week we were tired but contented and the new 
members of the Regiment felt part of a well oiled team. 

LAD HIGHLIGHTS 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
PSI 
NRPS 

Capt Keith Halford REME 
SSgt Nigel Graham 
Sgt Paul Driscoll 

This year has brought about a major change in the management 
team of our LAD. We have said farewell to Maj Harold Budworth 
TD, who has handed over the reins of command to Capt Keith 
Halford, PSI SSgt Graham Parker has moved to the REME 
Inspection team and has been replaced by SSgt Nigel Graham. We 
wish them all the best of luck. Additionally, we have recruited Sgt 
Paul Driscoll into our ranks as a Non Regular Permanent Staff. 

Paul was one of the Regiment's civilian vehicle mechanics who 
decided that ' If you can't beat them, join them' , which he did in May 
just prior to Ex Calm Fence. Nothing like being !brown in at the deep 
end. 

Sgt Webster, one of our TA vehicle mechanics is a man well known 
for his business acumen, within LAD circles, and prior to Ex Calm 
Fence had obtained a supply of soft drinks. When sales looked grim 
he bad a sudden flash of inspiration and approached Cpl Ronny Tran 
VM/Trained compo cook, who was busy making soup . Needless to 
say 1hat after the evening meal everyone needed a drink. It was later 
revealed, when stocks had diminished, that the soup had been laced 
with salt. The things people do to boost LAD funds! 

Mackerel is now firmly off future menus for the LAD having 
suffered the consequences of the 'Trannie' special which they endured 
for three days during Ex Calm Fence. The LAD have asked for more 
than one menu to be sent on the next exercise and a replacement cook . 
Never mind Cpl Tran, you can't please them all . 

Cpl Ray Unsworth who returned from exercise with his arm in 
plaster has been put forward for a physical dexterity course so that he 
won't fall over anymore Scammels. 

Finally, in view of all the plaster casts being sported by LAD 
members a request has been lodged to have a Plasterer written in10 the 
new LAD establishment. 

80 SIG SQN-CHESTER 
Between 11 and 13 July members of 80 Sqn took part in giving 

assistance to the British Transplant fund raising organisation who 
were siaging a Games Competition to help tho e who have undergone 
organ transplants. In all there were between 450 and 500 contestants, 
some teams came from as far away as France. The even! was called 
Ex Wirral Trek . 

On the Saturday 80 Sqn members took part in a sponsored march 
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around the Wirral peninsula, covering a 54 miles route and were able 
to boo l ponsorship by collecting money along the route. 

On the unday, till ore from the previous day' marching, 
member were plit into teams to compete in pulling a four ton vehicle 
along the New Brighton promenade for a distance of five miles; again 
collections were taken along the route. 

The end result was a tremendou success, the Squadron raising 
£1,000 towards the fund. In addition to the members who took part 
in the physical pursuits, mention must also be made of the stalwart 
lads of Line Tp who laid four miles of cable and supplied 24 telephone 
points and also HF Tp who provided communications throughout the 
weekend. 

The whole event was masterminded by Lt Roger Bracey and Sgt Ken 
Male-well done everyone. 

Lt Roger Bracey and SQMS Harry Harper start t he mammoth task 
of counting the takings from Ex Wirral Trek 

Members of 80 Sqn (Chester) wi th the Town Crier of Chester 
after their tremendous pulling effort in the British Transplant fu nd 

raising event 

REGIMENTAL SKILL AT ARMS MEETING 
The Regimental Skill at Arms Meeting 1986 was held at Al tcar 

Ranges on 19-21 September. A total of II teams from the Squadrons 
participated, this included two WRAC teams who fired all the 
competitions except (much to their disgust) the LMG match. 

The standard of shooting was good and the competition between 
Squadrons was mostly good natured. 80 Sig Sqn (Chester) was the 
overall winner of the male competition and the girls of 59 Sig Sqn 
(Edge Lane) won the WRAC competition. The individual winners 
were LCpl 'one eye' Convery (80 Sqn) who was best soldier shot (he 
puts it down to his Foreign Legion training) and Lt Lindsey Rawson 
who was best shot SLR (WRAC) and best young officer shot (where 
are all the male subalterns?). 

The award for bravery goes to SSgt Trevor Beeley who disqualified 
the RSMs falling plate team, the reason given was that the Chief Clerk 
SSgt Taff Roberts dropped his field dressing on the run down. (Deeley 
now answeres to Corporal when summoned by the RSM) . 

The Regiment is now looking forward to the NW District SAAM 
early next year. 
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COMMISSIONING IN THE TA 
Report by newly commissioned 2Lt Cathy McGrath WRAC 

It all began 'way back' in 1985 ... when I answered an 
advertisement in a Sunday Colour Supplement for Potential Officers 
with NW TAVRA. This led to an interview with the CO of 33 Sig Reg1 
(V) and being assigned to 59 Sqn. I was eventually attested on 24 
October 1985 after successfully completing a District Assessment 
Board. 

Officer Cadet training was organised in four phases and progressed 
from basic recruit training to elementary tactics and delivery of 
orders, on to practical application during an extended FTX of platoon 
tactics and the leadership skills involved. The culmination of my 
training was attendance at the two week commissioning course at 
Sandhurst at the end of June. 

In all I have progressed from being a civilian to a commissioned 
officer in nine months. The training has been very strenuous and 
demanding, but extremely enjoyable most of the time. My role within 
the Squadron now is as OC SHQ Tp, and I am involved with both 
recruit and trade training and-wait for it!-the training of Officer 
Cadets! 

Lt Col R. F. Willsher and OC 59 Sig Sqn Maj G. Harrison do the 
honours at 2 Lt Cathy McGrath's commissioning. Members of 59 

Sig Sqn support the event on first works parade 

FOCUS ON HEADQUARTERS SQN-HUYTON 
ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL! 

Tradition-the good old excuse in the TA dictates that, once a year 
during the Adventure Training Weekend, wives and children join 
members of HQ Sqn 33 Sig Regt (V) for what is known as Summer 
Camp. 

This year between I and 3 August, when ideal weather may be 
expected the Squadron moved from Huyton, Liverpool to its 
favourite site at Treaddur Bay, Anglesey. 

The plan this year was for the weekend to include walks around 
Holyhead Mountain, other coastal path walks, orienteering, 
windsurfing, water-skiing, abseiling, canoeing, swimming, BFT's, 
football, cricket etc, but unfortunately it all went wrong! 

Friday morning was perfect. Stripped to the waist, complete with 
shorts, the erection of tentage began in brilliant sunshine. In addition 
to Army tents, .families erected their own personal tents. 

But by mid-afternoon the rain started-the field got softer and then 
came the wind. 

By early evening in five 18 x 24's stretching 120ft, music played 
from the disco and the bar opened for the grand Friday night get
together . The ground became mud and Sgt Dave Cain and Cpl Le·s 
Cresswell turned-up the disco to compete with the wind noise, but it 
increased to gale force . The nine o'clock news told of a ship in 
distress, of overturning caravans and several serious accidents as a 
resul t of the high winds. 

Under the financial eye of Capt Tony Rudder RAPC, but 
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admirably run by the Hazeldlne family including retired father Reg, 
the bar closed at 2330 hrs. Surely this now hurricane would blow itself 
out soon . Already several civilian tents were totally destroyed and 
obviously uninhabitable. The five 18 x 24's and two and a half 12 x 
18's were the only tents left standing. 

And so for sleeping it was decided that the wives and children would 
sleep in the two and a half 12 x 18's (the other half was a roof on 
tht ground!) whilst the lads slept in the bar/disco/eating tent. 

!'he storm increased, more destruction followed and one by one the 
fam ilies took to their cars where they were rocked about for the 
remainder of the night. 

Dawn broke, the wind and rain continued. A hearty breakfast was 
provided by Cpl Allen Johnson. This consisted of beans, sausages, 
scrambled eggs and mugs of hot tea. 

The weather forecast from RAF Valley was that after a slight 
reprieve in the afternoon, Saturday night would be just as bad. It 
looked as though the OC Maj Chris Reynolds-Jones and W02 (SSM) 
Ron Jones would be spared their task of cooking the barbecue for the 
125 'campers' . 

After a consultation the OC and SSM reluctantly made the 
decision-back to Huyton-the barbecue and disco would be held 
back at base. 

The conditions made packing-up a problem for SSgt Barny Madden 
but with everyone helping, the task was soon completed. Every article 
has a photo-not this one! W02 Norman 'Snaps' Jolliffe had enough 
problems without trying his photographic skills! It was a damp 
convoy that left Anglesey. 

However, a tremendously successful party followed that evening in 
the Junior Ranks Club at Huyton, which continued until the early 
hours of Sunday morning. Morale was high and every member, most 
of them with their lielpful wives and children returned on Sunday 
morning to correctly check stores, pack kit and work pens. 

We now look forward to Summer 1987. We didn't need our medic 
Sgt Kenny Almond this year but CO please note we do require a Padre 
to control the weather! 

EXERCISE NORFOLK WAY 
Report by Cpl Susan Edge WRAC 

Capt Bill Matthews of 42 Sig Sqn based in Manchester wanted to 
do something on the Bank Holiday weekend 22-25 August so he 
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organised a walk for the Troops. 
A party of 16 walkers and three admin staff set off from the TAC 

on Friday night to head for Bodney Camp where they stayed the night. 
The rain was pouring down I 

The sun came out on Saturday morning much to the delight of the 
walkers and after a good breakfast the groups sorted themselves into 
four groups of four and loaded with maps, radios, compasses, food 
and comforts, were driven to Wells-next-the-Sea. 

They set off at a good stride, to walk the 20 miles to Sheringham 
along the coastal path. Capt Matthews and Cpl Susan Edge (WRAC) 
were waiting at the half way point to see how the groups had fared. 
In the distance four people were seen jumping across a river, one 
group disappeared. It was Sgt Ian Malllnson's group and LCpl 
Stringer WRAC wanted to know where the bridge had gone. 

Meanwhile at the camp site SSM Tony Byrne and Cpl Maurice 
Atkinson were setting up camp-puzzled as to why there were two 12 
by 12's and only one set of tent poles! 

LCpl John Ward's group came in fust running down the hill into 
the camp site. After having a shower and attending to their blisters, 
they waited for the other groups to come in. One by one they came 
and showered, changed, fed and deblistered, they were ready to go out 
on the town. 

The boys hit the disco in Sheringham but the girls preferred a quiet 
night. 

The next day, legs aching, but enthusiasm brimming and the 
weather beautiful the groups set off to walk the 20 miles to Alysham. 
That night they were to stay at the University of East Anglia in 
Norwich-with a room of their own, showers, bathrooms, kitcbens
luxury! Their legs didn't prevent them seeing the sights of Norwich on 
Sunday night. 

GROUPS 
LCpl J. Ward, Pte J. Coker WRAC, Rec Steve Smith, Rec Chris 

Warburton, Cpl M. Steele, Sig Finney, Rec Wheeler, Rec Brady, Sgt 
I. Mallinson, LCpl D. Stringer WRAC, Rec G. Hughes WRAC, Sig 
S. Carroll, LCpl J. Hall , Sig T . Nott, Rec L. Mooney WRAC, Rec 
S. Waddington. 

AD MIN 
SSM Tony Byrne, Cpls Atkinson and Edge. 

"I BET THAT NORFOLK WAY ISN 'T HALF AS BAD AS THEY MAKE IT OUT TO BE,EH!" 
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59 JG Q GO MILITARY TRAINING 
Report b) Lt Lindsey Raw on WRAC 

turday morning 28 August dawned bright and clear as 59 
a cmbled in Edge Lane. The parade wa followed by the usual 
cramble for the back eat of the coach, for the journey to 
wynnenon. 
The programme for the weekend involved some qualifications for 

bounty. Thi meant that gt Taggart would be in his favourite role of 
ga ing people with hi cool, calm exterior pre · 'ling over all 
ituations as the numerous groups pas ed through his hands. However 

that evening a Sgt Taggart urveyed the large space around him (he'd 
even been desened by his good lady Cpl Margaret Taggart) he reali ed 
that perhap CS and BO were the same thing. Revenge was weet, Lt 

eil Thomas went into the gas chamber wearing the half cas-bag and 
came out coughing and choking, it turns out that the lower straps had 
not been tightened as much as they might have been. 

Swynnerton has never been noted for warmth and true to form 59 
led by Line Tp, soon found a way to stave off the cold. 

Sunday morning 29th and BFf, the best that can be said is that 
everyone pas ed. Later that morning Sgt Lenny Young put into 
practice his RAF experience in house clearing. He, LCpl Mills and Lt 
Thomas spent the morning shouting, yelling and stumbling about in 
a rather suspect building on Swynnerton driver lraining circuit. 

All this was put in the shade however by an Oscar winning 
performance from Sgt Hough on the first aid stand . His cut hand 
would have made even the most hardened soldier cry. 

Meanwhile out in the undergrowth, complete with guns and 
warpaint W02 Worthington and his band of recruits spent a wet and 
cold weekend practising basic battle skills. At the end of the weekend 
however they had all become veterans, nursing cuts and bruises but 
smiling through. 
So all in all a good weekend and a useful practice for the ARU. 

ARU PATROL COMPETITION 
Our ARU inspection this year was carried out by Brig M. Marples 

OBE, Comd 11 Sig Bde (V), and took place at Holcombe Moor 
Training Camp which houses the infamous Krypton Factor assault 
course. 

Each Squadron provided teams of IO men commanded by an 
officer, WO or SNCO who were put through a number of stands to 
test their military skills. 

The weekend was enhanced by 'Indian Summer' weather conditions 
which made even the most arduous tasks pleasant to tackle. 

The Patrol Competition was fought for in the usual competitive 
spirit with Headquarter Squadron Teams finishing first and second 
followed by 80 Sqn and 42 Sqn. 

During his visit the Brigade Commander also made the following 
presentations: 

TERRITORIAL DECORATION 
Capt B. S. Kennedy 

EFFICIENCY MEDALS 
W02 B. Worthington, SSgts R. Bradley, D. H. Rhodes, Sgts K. 

Male, W. D. Robinson, J. P. Taylor, D. Jackson, D. Wainwright, 
Cpls A. Johnson, A Jennings. 

CLASPS TO EFFICIENCY MEDAL 
SSgt J. L. Waters-First Clasp, SSgt W. L. Smith-Second Clasp, 

Sgt D. B. Clarke-First Clasp, Cpl P. Dickson-Second Clasp. 

It . 
Brig M. Marples and Lt Col R. F. Willsher look on whilst Sgt Male 
(far right) puts soldiers (incognito) through their NBC skills during 

our ARU inspection 
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Maj Chris Byrom (OS) takes time out to wonder at the balancing 
skills of Sig Mick Caldwell on the Krypton Factor assault course 

The Ex-Service Fellowship Centres own two residential care homes 
for ex-servicemen (or women), ex-merchant seamen and their widows . 

ew Belvedere House in Stepney, east London, can take 29 residents, 
Hollenden House in Bex.hill-on-Sea in East Sussex can take 50. 
Residents , who must normally be of pensionable age, have their own 
rooms in comfortable buildings and may bring some of their own 
furniture if they wish. They are not nursing homes and residents on 
admission must be capable of looking after themselves though help 
(for example with bathing) can be given . Those interested should 
apply to: 

The Administrator, 
Ex-Service Fellowship Centres, 
8 Lower Grosvenor Place, 
London SW I W OEP 

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN 

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen 
in your Unit and send in to The Wire with one 

or two action photographs? 
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34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V) 
Middlesbrough 

CAMP 1986-NESSCLIFF 
Once upon a time 34 went to Annual Camp-and it didn't rain for 

15 days. Camp this year was not a fairy story, though after the dread
ful weather earlier in the year even a few days of sunshine would have 
been as much as could have been hoped for. At the end of a hard two 
weeks of military training, sporting competition, ceremonial and its 
first major exercise using only Triffid radio relay the Regiment 
returned to its bases in fine fettle, tired but with sky-high morale. 
Earlier reports had given a rather gloomy forecast of Nesscliff as a 
camp location but in the event most agreed that this had been one of 
the best camps ever. 34 certainly made the year for the young AAFI 
manager at Nesscliff whose turnover exceeded his estimates by many 
hundred per cent! 

FIVE RQs! 
The Quartermaster, Capt Jim Allen, had no bigger problem than 

keeping track of his team. Not only did he have a volunteer QM to 
help him , the newly-joined Capt Eric Rose, but he had a team of five 
RQMSs as wel l. Our Regular RQMS W02 Dave Lloyd chose the ideal 
time to hand over to his successor W02 Dave Courtenay. And W02 
(RQMS) Dick Richardson attending his final Camp used the time to 
hand over to his successor W02 (RQMS) Dick Grainge . W02 
(RQMS) Colin Dadson carried on as usual in charge of the clothing 
store. 

All smiles-before the exercise! - the Regular Techs, Sgts Derrick 
Thurley, John Pritchard, Jim Vincent and John Hughes-ready for 

anything 

EXERCISE PENDA 'S PENANCE 
No one except perhaps the Training Major Maj Alan Griffiths, was 

exactly s~re who Penda was, but the exercise named after him and 
devised by the aforementioned Training Major and WOl (RSM) 
Roy Coffill might sometimes have eemed a penance. For three days 
15 teams m~rched over and around the Nesscliff area taking part in 
15 different aspects of military training. The activities ranged fr?m 
digging fire trenches to rafting across the Severn, _from vehicle 
recovery to grenade Lhrowin~. from live fi~ing t~ NB~ kn to BATCO, 
from anti-ambush drills to indoor shooting with night-scopes, and 
many more. Al night the team lived in 'basha ' and fed themselves 
from 24 hour packs. 
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The coolest job on the exercise fell to 'gt Ian Plater and Cpl Paul 
Redden who pent most of the time in wet suits keeping an eye on the 
various makeshift rafts on which the teams crossed the river. The 
quality and speed of construction of these vessels was very variable. 
2Lt Eric Harrison's team built a raft said to be capable of cros ing the 
ocean; not so good was Cpl Dave Codling's construction which broke 
in two as it reached the far bank but the team made it back. 

Perhaps the hottest job was that of S gt (Yof ) Alan Watts whose 
NBC stand involved him and his helpers wearing noddy suits 
throughout. The most laughs came in Fir~t Aid as each team was 
confronted with the 'wreck' of a landrover containing a group of 
'inebriated' soldiers. Sgt Jeff Ashton, with a broken leg, conducted 
user trials in a great many variations on the makeshift stretcher theme, 
not all comfortable and some downright dangerous. A quartet of 
shocked passengers, Sgt Hugh Haselden, Sgts Vic Cowell, Gordon 
Page and Cpl Ann Marron WRAC, acted their hearts out (though 
some cynics said that they just behaved normally) and gave endless 
problems to the trainee5. 

As the exercise wore on feet began to wear out and thr MO Maj 
Mary killen RAMC renamed the Medical Centre ' Blister Control'. 
She and her assistant Pte Jed Lyon RAMC managed to keep the 
Regiment moving, although their biggest problem was preventing the 
seriously injured from going back out on exercise. Finally on 
Wednesday it all ended with a military skills competition watched by 
the Brigadier, the Honorary Colonel and the Secretary of North of 
England TA VRA, Brig David Hodge. The competition, involving the 
assault course, NBC, grenades (dummies thank goodness!), First Aid 
and shooting, showed that even blistered feet are capable of an 
a tonishing turn of speed. When all the marks were totted up the 
winners emerged as Sgt Jean Douglas' team from 50 Sqn. Sgt Douglas 
herself, in her last camp, had survived the last two days of the exercise 
with boots patched up with compo boxes! (Somehow all the small 
WRAC boots were lost with the Atlantic Conveyor-or in the 
Donnington fire-or so it seems!). Second was Sgt Ian Myers' team 
(49 Sqn) and third was Cpl Brian Franklin (50 Sqn). 

VISITORS 
At various times during the first week of Camp we welcomed the 

Brigade Commander, Brig Tom Wheawell, his Deputy Col Mike 
Upson and the secretaries of our two TA VRAs, Brig David Hodge of 
North of England TAVRA and Brig David Wilson of Yorkshire and 
Humberside TAVRA. 

During the comms exercise in the second week we were delighted to 
see Col Frances Hutley, Comd WRAF UKLF and Lt Col Cbri 
Marriott Comd WRAC NEDIST/NWDIST. It was Col Hutley's first 
visit to a TA Unit in the field since she took over her appointment, 
so one way and another we have set her a standard! 

Col Frances Hutley and Lt Col Chris Marriott discuss WRAC 
matters with the CO 
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PORT 
A very strong 90 ~qn team, captained by SSgt Geoff Davi on, won 

the F?otball compeuuon, they beat 50 Sqn by the rather embarrassing 
margi~ of 19-0. and then, watched by that well-known football 
enthu .1ast, the Bngade Comm8;11der Brig ~.heawell, beating HQ Sqn 
6-,0. m the final. The Athletics competition produced some very 
excmng. races, notably the l ,SOOm in which LCpl Keith Steinmetz of 
90 S9n JU t beat OCdt Jake Thackeray of 50 Sqn. The girls of 50 Sqn 
dommated th~ WRAC track evems but 90 Sqn's men wer just as 
po~erful and ~n the e!ld the Athletics Shield was won by 90 b a single 
pomt. 49 Sqn s heavies won the Tug-of-War. 

After the Honorary ~olonel's Parade LCpl Dawn Widdrington of 
50 qn was presented with her TA Honours Headscarf in recognition 
of her performance for the TA WRAC Cross Country Team. Another 
first for 34. 

CEREMONIAL 
One of.the Band's favo~rite tuni;s during insl?ections is 'Raindrops 

Keep F~lmg on my .Head . In previous years this has usually induced 
real rai~drops. This Y.ear they did not play it at the Honorary 
Colonel s Para~e. but 1f they had, not even their best efforts could 
ha.ve coaxed ram from a clear blue sky. The Honorary Colonel Col 
Mike Stewart, pronounced himself well pleased with all that h~ saw 
and heard. 

The Parade ~as followed by one of the Regiment's largest ever 
medal presentations, no less than 17 honours and awards. 
LS and GC to: SSgt Bill Smith, SSgt Don Hall REME and 

TD to: 
TEM to: 

Presentation of 
Warrant to: 

Presentation of QTO 

Sgt John Pritchard. 
Maj (TOT) Ron Williams. 
Capt Geoff Thirlwall, SSgt {AQMS) Barry 
McGuinness REME, SSgts Don Rouse 
Ge?ff Davison, Eddie Drake, Sgt Dav~ 
Balley RAPC {2nd Clasp), Cpls George 
Glenn, John Pryor, and LCpl Dave Haigh. 

W02 (FofS) Phil Berry. 

Certificate to: Sgt Derek Follin. 
Presentation of Ciry & 

Guilds Certificate to: Sgt Hugh Mulligan. 
TA Honours 

Headscarf to: LCpl Dawn Widdrington. 

Recently commissioned Capt Geoff Thirlwall receives his TEM 
from Col Stewart 
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W02 (FofS) Phil Berry receives his Warrant from the Honorary 
Colonel 

On his final parade Cpl George Glenn receives his TEM from the 
Honorary Colonel 
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Bandswoman Helen Leefson talks to the Honorary Colonel 

COMINGS AND GOINGS 
The best time for a new member of the Permanent Staff to arrive 

in a TA Regiment is just before Annual Camp. Some might see it as 
going in at the deep end! This year no less than five joined us at the 
beginning of September with just two and a half weeks to find their 
bearings before the Regiment set off for Nesscliff. 

To HQ Sqn came W02 (QMSI) Gill Campbell WRAC from 16 Sig 
Regt. From 7 Sig Regt came W02 (RQMS) Dave Courtenay, and the 
new PSI at Hull Sgt Tim Cowan. The new 49 Sqn PSI at Leeds SSgt 
Bill Smith joined us from 8 Sig Regt, while the first appointment to 
the new post of LAD Sergeant NRPS is Sgt Geoff Weller REME who 
has just completed his regular service as armourer with 2 Bn The 
Coldstream Guards. Immediately after Camp LCpl Ian Parker arrived 
to take over as CO's driver from LCpl Bob Peters, who himself had 
only been with us for a short time following the departure of Cpl Alan 
Thompson to 7 Sig Regt. 

We say goodbye, with thanks for jobs well done to W02 (RQMS) 
Dave Lloyd and Sgt Mick Ryder who are both retiring, and to W02 
Yvonne Swinney who, after 12 years as PSI at Hull, has decided to 
try her luck back in Civvy Street. W02 Swinney was a volunteer in the 
Regiment until she signed on as a type R Regular in 1974. Since then 
she has looked after the Hull detachment and has borne the brunt of 
the work involved in establi hing A Tp in its new home in Halifax 
Barracks. To her and the others go all good wishes for the future. 

Among the volunteers, we welcome our new QM (TA), Capt Eric 
Rose, a former WO! in the Regular Corps, and Lt Richard Newcombe 
who has joined 90 Sqn from the Northumbrian Universities OTC. 2Lt 
Thirl Duckworth WRAC is also in 90 Sqn after completing her 
commissioning course at Sandhur t in July. 

Farewell to Capt Stuart Jack whose job with the Inland Revenue 
has taken him to London and a transfer to 36 Sig Regt, and to 2Lt 
Karen Harrison WRAC who has decided to eek her fortune aboard, 
working in a new hospital in Sharjah. Farewell also to W02 (RQMS) 
Dick Richardson who has retired after over 19 year with the 
Regiment. Dick was one of a group of six JNCOs who transferred to 
34 in 1967 from the Yorkshire Yeomanry. All six joined 811 Medium 
Radio Relay Troop in 90 Sqn. With Dick's departure only two are 
now left to wear the 'running fox' of their former unit, Capt Bert 
North QC 0 Tp, and W02 (RQMS) Colin Dadson . 

TECHNICAL POSTCRIPT 
Triffid is great-so goodbye C41. And now for Trend, 

Euromux . .. 
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36 Sig Regt (V) 
Wanstead 

44 CINQUE PORTS SIG SQN (GILLINGHAM) 
The summer months proved to be a very busy time for some 

members of the Squadron. 

KENT COUNTY SHOW 
On 10/ 11/12 July ·Cpl Phil Hall flew the Regimental Flag from 

the highest point (his Triffid mast) as our team represented the Corps 
at the Kent County Show. 

EXERCISE HIGHLAND FLING 
On .19 July, a team of 16, led by OC Sqn Maj Bob Davis, set off 

for. eight days a~venture training at the Norwegian Lodge in 
Av1emore. The arnval was eventful, but we soon got settled in and 
next day set off on a small walk 'with packs' which convinced some 
that they ~ere not as fit as they thought they were, and no amouni 
of .Persuasion from W02 (SSM) Stones with 'it's all in the mind' 
attitu~e remove~ the. blis~ers froi_n our feet .. After two days of fun, 
canoeing and sw1mmmg, m freezmg water with rain and wind it was 
back to the mountains and an overnight basha stop, conveniently 
placed for refreshments. Sig Jock Crombie proved he knew the 
mountains when tw.o of the teams suffered foot and leg problems. On 
the last. day the Ca1rngon~s proved that the sun does shine, but you 
must still treat the mountams with respect. The chair lifts were closed 
400m from the summit due to bad weather. There was still the leather 
personnel carrier to take us to the top, though the view was spoilt for 
some (those that wanted to see more than 30m distance). 

Thanks must go to those who planned and organised the event. 
Hopefully more will be encouraged to join the adventure next year. 

Now we look forward to camp, but that will be another story. 

'Come on now, only a few more rocks to bring up' Maj Bob Davis 
and LCpl Sutton build a cairn on Ex Highland Fling 

45 (ESSEX) SIG SQN 
EXERCISE BLUE SMOKE 

The traditional Squadron Commander's pre camp exercise was held 
in Norfolk with more than the usual fiendish schemes and plots. As 
the Squadron were deploying the enemy were photographing our 
vehicles and personnel. 819 Troop obligingly posed as a Troop with 
LCpl Platten trying to find his best side. Cpl John Hoffman didn't 
help him or was he just too kind to tell him? 

The action was soon to start with 751 Troop being gassed before 
lunch. SSgt Davie Dunn and Sgt Mary Evans were in their element as 
they donned their Noddy suits. The Troop Commander Lt Nigel 
Thompson faced the problem of re-introducing compo after the u ual 
fare with fresh rations. 

As a preparation to the visit by Col Casstles the TA Colonel (SE 
Dist). Commcen India was given a chemical dose. With Sgt Alan 
Sparkes asking 'What Next?'. The SSM W02 Pete Minshall decided 
he might have a fit. A heliborne assault by a section of the Royal 
Anglian had caught everyone unawares. The fir t contact by the 
perimeter guards was as the enemy were deplaning (must have used a 
silent elastic band on the helicopter). Swift action by Cpl tuart Ward 
and his detachment kept the enemy at bay and forced them to 
withdraw. 

At the relay Sgt Ross Bannister's peace and quiet was also di turbed 
by the Heliborne Anglians. 

Meanwhile 752 Troop were proceeding to dig holes all over Norfolk 
under the direction of SSgt Mick O'Brien (every name tells a tale) . 
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L to R: Cpls Stuart Ward , Vaughan Tiller and John Hoffman 
defend Comcen India on Ex Blue Smoke 3 

Comms were proving a problem to everyone, except the enemy EW 
team. This made life easier for Cpl ' Doughnut ' Grant and Pte Yvette 
Boyd as they had little to do, though constant attacks by the enemy 
kept everyone else otherwise engaged. A remark from Sgt Kevin 
Groves to LCpls Nick Grant and Andy Guest summed it all up 'This 
should help you on your Detachment Commanders Course. ' 

During the night a move by Commcen India was nearly foiled when 
the Reece Party under Lt Paul Hill was knocked out by the enemy. 
' What do I do now?' asked Sgt Elaine Thompson the site clearance 
NCO. 'They didn ' t cover this on my staffies' . By morning the 
constant artacks and enemy activity were taking their toll so endex was 
called . 

'Better than last year' was the comment from chief umpire Capt 
Dave Burton. With over 40 separate incidents and seven enemy teams 
to fend off the Squadron had faced a busy and exhausting weekend . 
We are now prepared for anything on Ex Lowland Mist. 

750 SIG TROOP 
WE ARE ON OUR WAY TO EDINBURGH 

Annual camp this year had the flavour of haggis. We left TAC's on 
the morning of 13 September and headed North for Bellerby camp in 
the Canerick training area . From there we were due to move to our 
first location but the recce party decided that it wasn' t big enough for 
a vehicle let alone a commcen, so off we went to Slaley Forest. It was 
then a case of exercising up to Edinburgh with excursions through 
Otterburn and Dreghorn on the way. 

Sgt 'Sparky' Sparkes was tasked with ensuring that the Troops 
passports were all in order so that we could cross the border without 
delay (nobody got stopped at customs). Sig Jeff Wharton was driving 
the lead vehicle for the river crossing over the Tweed which was ably 
co-ordinated by Capt Ron Wilkinson and Lt Nigel Brunn using Cpl 
Kev Moxham's walkie talkies. 

Sgt Ken Blackman was very happy with his new one horse power 
POD until the horse decided to eat his cam net. 

The exercise gave Maj Douglas McLay a chance to field test his new 
tank and reports show that this was very successful. Cpl John 
Hoffman and Sgt E. T. Thomson were trying to get into films and 
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went a 'bridge too far' but finally caught up with everybody after 
consulting their map. 

At the end of the exerci e we all went imo Redford Barracks. The 
econd week involved a two day exercise in the Trossachs including a 

leisurely stroll along a disused railway at Carnath. 
It was then back to camp in preparation for the Regimental parade 

when, of course, the weather changed from brilliant sunshine to 
pouring rain. 

The parade under the watchful eye of WOI (SVWO) Dave Watson 
went well e pecially considering how little rehearsal time we had had. 

It was then all ystems go and we bade farewell to one of the most 
picturesque parts of Britain and headed for home TAC's. 

Otterburn 
Lt Paul Hill and SSgt Roy Cooper happily obliging Pte Jackie 

Jamieson in opening her milk 

Dreghorn 
Sgt 'Sparky' Sparkes and Cpl 'Wilt' Wilson look on as Pte 'Shirl ' 

Cunnew considers the success of the day 's events 
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37 Sig Regt (V) 
Bristol 

ANNUAL CAMP-PENALLY 
In September the Regiment completed an extremely successful 

Annual Camp at Penally in South Wales. Our Welsh Squadron (53) 
en ured that we experienced a memorable fortnight with glorious 
weather and off duty entertainment with a Welsh flavour! Although 
our Welsh MTWO, WOl Ken Dyer, did his best to confuse the 
English Squadrons with a route card in Welsh! 

We haven't spent a full fortnight at camp together as a Regiment 
for some years, and so the emphasis was on Trade Training. Maj Ian 
Thomson assumed the role of headmaster, and his team converted the 
buildings at the Manorbier Gunnery Ranges into an excellent v~rsion 
of the Trade Training School at Catterick (with better surroundrngs
some would say!) Maj John Insley taught a select few how to run a 
range and also some survival techniques- they even managed to trap 
a cow, and Maj Andy Flint and his team organised the adventurous 
training pursuits. 

The Brigade Commander Brig J . A. P. Russell discusses the t ho rny 
problem of Trade Training w ith the students 

Contract Catering ! 
Padre David Sutch and Sig Ken Davies discuss the merits of 

contract catering in the Cookhouse 
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Pembroke Castle was the focal point for many events and activitie , 
and it was also the venue for the Officers' Mess Dinner ight. Thi 
was a unique and memorable occasion requiring a massive logistic 
plan to move everything from the Mess to the Castle late in the 
afternoon and return it all before the public arrived the following 
morning! All credit to Maj Norman Harvey, Capt Gill Jones, Lt 
Graham Wreford Brown and the many members of the Regiment who 
ensured a very successful evening. We were the second Regiment to 
attempt to hold a function in the castle. The Royal Regiment of Wales 
was the first-naturally! 

Talking of food, we experienced the effects of contract catering in 
the cookhouse for the first time this year. The overall impression was 
favourable, although there were some doubters! 

Pembroke Castle 
The Regiment is in residence! 

The RSM, WOI George (Nay Problem) Cairn~ didn't ~iss the 
opportunity to stamp his personality on the Regiment dunng the 
practices for the Regimental parade. The Guardroom became a very 
popular place for those who incurred his wrath! The end res~lt was 
a very impressive parade which our Honorary Colonel, Col Sir John 
Wills inspected. Much credit also to Maj David 8:icha~dson our 
Training Major for deputising for the 2IC who lost his v01ce on the 
morning of the parade! 

Col Sir John Wills inspects 67 Sqn on parade, and talks to Sig 
Grandad Guest 
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Presentation of LS & GC and Efficiency Medals 

Many social funtions were centred around Welsh customs and the 
most original took place when the officers were invited to the 

ergeants' Mess. It had been decided by the Gorsedd Bardic Circle to 
accept into their midst the leader of the Regiment. The ceremony 
organised by the MTWO WOI Ken Dyer, involved the CO Lt Col 
~ke Carson being robed in a Bardic costume, and with the help of 
his tru red and loyal servant the RSM (similarly robed) he was chaired 
~o the. Ser~eanrs' Mess . where a number of activities took place 
mvolvmg his gallant warnors. Some warriors were invited to eat leeks 
and we were al o entertained by the 'Wet Section ' (They sing bette; 
after a few!) of the Swansea Male voice choir. Our thanks to Capt 
Matt Lott who arranged for the choir to sing. The CO is now known 
in Wales as 'Michael ap Car on'! 

The Bard Ceremony 
The CO is carried to the Sergeants' Mess 

Anyone for a Leek! 
Officers and Seniors prepare to eat their leek 
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NEWS FROM 53 (WELSH) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
The Squadron was pleased to welcome the rest of the Regiment to 

the 'Land of our Fathers' for Annual Camp this year. You will have 
read how successful it was in the preceding notes. While we were at 
camp the builders arrived at long last to renovate our TA Centre. The 
Centre looks more like a builders tip at the moment, but it should be 
completed and ready well in time for the Winter's training and before 
~e welc?me the many visitors who 'pop in' on their way to the Rugby 
mternat1onals next door. 

Changes in the Squadron have included the arrival of Liz James as 
our civilian clerk, promotion for Cpls 'Bonzo' Head and Sue Smith 
to Sergeant, and the rec~nt marriage of Sgt Paul Cllssold to LCpl Ann 
Merchant. Congratulations also to our Squadron Shooting team 
whose members played a significant part in the Regiment's success at 
Bulford and Bisley (see .the last two editions of The Wire) to Cpl 
Linda Hardiman for her 'A' grade on a Clerks course, and to Cpl Ray 
Garland who was presented with a clasp to his efficiency medal by the 
Honorary Colonel at camp. 

SERGEANTS' MESS AID THE PENSIONERS 
It is always a pleasure to raise money for a charity which involves 

a member of t~e Regiment. In recent weeks the Sergeants' Mess has 
managed to raise £100 for the Forces Help Society and Lord Roberts 
Workshops, and the money was handed over by the RSM to the 
society's representative Mrs Jan Gibson (wife of the FofS). 

The CO and 21C welcome GOC Wales Maj Gen de la Billiere and 
the owner of the castle Maj (Retd) Ivor Ramsden 
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38 Sig Regt (V) 
Sheffield 

ANNUAL CAMP TRAINING 
This year's Annual Camp at Okehampton, Devon coincided with 

the best two week's weather of the entire year. The first week was 
directed towards an extensive computer-driven trade and military 
training programme where today's technology allowed us to 
personalise each individual's trade or military skill requirement. The 
excellent results at the end of the week clearly reflected the planning, 
which had started way back at the beginning of the year, and extensive 
preparation by Maj David Podevln (Trg Maj}, Capt Dennis Trayers 
(Tech Adjt and Key Programmer) and W02 (YofS) John Chilcott 
aided by the Squadrons 21Cs and PSis. Thirty members achieved 
complete trade qualifications at Camp and a total of 1,345 individual 
trade passes were obtained. 

The first week also contained the inevitable but very well balanced 
programme of sports activities which resulted in a tie between 93 and 
87 sqns for the Inter-Squadron Brenda Cottage Memorial Trophy. (It 
was nice to see 87 Sqn descend from their Olympian (communications 
are our forte) heights to compete seriously in mere mortal pursuits
Well done). The awards for each of the competitions were presented 
to the winning teams by our new Honorary Colonel, Col Alan 
Hawksworth, and the visiting Mayor of Derby, Cllr Richard G. 
Keene. 

Capt Dennis Trayers (Tech Adjt) at work at his spreadsheet 
annotating the day's training test results during the first week of 

camp 

PHASE TWO ON DARTMOOR 
After a short break on Saturday and a Regimental Parade on 

Sunday morning when awards were presented by the CO, Lt Col Nick 
Henwood, to: Maj John Lewer (TD); Maj Terry Lea (clasp to TD); 
W02 (RQMS) Joe Hodgson (clasp to TEM); SSgt Fred Waldron 
(clasp to TEM); SSgt Brian Clayton (TEM) and W02 (YofS) John 
Chilcott (Warrant), the second week's phase commenced on Sunday 
afternoon when each Squadron individually repaired to the 
Okehampton hinterlands of Dartmoor there to engage in three days 
of intensive bivouacing, patrols and other military training activities 
which culminated in a series of night patrol defence and attack 
activities during the small hours of Tuesday night and early 
Wednesday morning . The return to barracks for a short rest and 
repair session on Wednesday morning enabled the very welcome 
Squadron parties to be held that evening. 

PHASE THREE ON DARTMOOR 
Thursday and Friday's phase consisted of a military and trade skills 

competition in which twenty Squadron teams were tested in various 
skills at thirteen out of fifteen stands and also attended four other 
instructional stands including Wessex helicopter trooping drills by 
courtesy of RN Culdrose. The winning team was 87 Sqn 'D' ably led 
by 2Lt Mike Petty (again it is nice to see 87 competing and winning 
at these mortal activities!)-they were closely followed by HQ Sqn 'D' 
team well led by Cpl Paul Fletcher. Against all the odds HQ Sqn won 
the lnter-Sqn Mate Trophy for the best overall Squadron performance 
and the OC, Maj Frank Kirkham, gratefully received the award from 
the CO, Lt Col Nick Henwood-who, in turn, was presented by Maj 
Kirkham with an inscribed mounted frog from the Squadron to 
commemorate the theme of the 1986 Annual Camp. The well designed 
competition enabled all elements of the Unit to be fairly tested in a 
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wide range of skills and it was interesting and rewarding to note the 
excellent performance of another of HQ Sqn's teams, led by Lt Mike 
Phillip REME (V), consisting largely of LAD and mess staff at the 
message handling and transmission stand which included TIOO 
teleprinter operation. WOl (RSM) Joe Lovell and his team drew well 
deserved plaudits for their work in the design and operation of this 
worthwhile and satisfying competition. 

OFFICER MA TIERS 
As a pipe-opener to Annual Camp the first Sunday evening was 

given up to a 'Planters' or 'Colonial Service Evening' when all the 
male officers dressed in their versions of 'Red Sea Rig' and the ladies 
attired themselves in Somerset Maughan or 'a la Sadie Thompson' 
equivalents. Maj Bob Barnes appeared to be aptly cast as the rather 
dissolute tea planter firmly attached to his shorts and stockings rig, 
complete with topee-even after sunset! (However, to assuage hurt 
feelings, he could also have been cast and clothed as the upright 
missionary concerned for our souls in these decadent surroundings!) 
The menu consisted of a late late tiffin of Madrassi Beef Curry and 
a· Chicken Korma and the drinks include Stengahs, Singapore Slings 
and real Tiger Beer all the way from Singapore. There was even a 
small concert party, evidently from that forgotten jungle gunner unit, 
who sang 'Whispering Grass' and other hits from the 40s. This most 
unsoldierly band turned out to be Capts Simon Blagden and Dewi 
Treharne with W02 (RQMS) Joe Hodgson (our Mess Manager) and 
Cpl Paul Fletcher imported from the LAD to wind up our piano. 
Sadly Maj Bob Barnes could not raise the small ensemble necessary 
to sing 'Mad Dogs and Englishmen' and his own version of the Eton 
Boating Song-sadly because he had gone to a lot of time and trouble 
to procure the piano especially for this (for procuring-please read
knocking on Okehampton doors and asking to borrow an old piano! 
One kind but non-plussed old lady was quite taken with Bob's Laurel 
and Hardy piano removing team). All agreed that the evening was a 
nice 'warmer into the bank' start to Camp. 

At the Regimental Dinner Night we dined out our Honorary 
Colonel, Col John Francis and Jean, his wife. Col Alan Hawkswortb, 
our new Honorary Colonel, was welcomed back to the mess with his 
wife Barbara. We were also joined by Brig John Russell, Comd 2 Sig 
Bde, his wife Kate and his father-in-law from the USA, Mr Len 
Buckton. We were also pleased to host Col Peter Myhill, Dep Comd 
2 Sig Bde, and Capt Ruth Lea, wife of Maj Terry Lea, and Mr Donald 
Seymour, brother of the 2IC, Lt Col Toby Seymour. 

ANNUAL CAMP MISCELLANY 
LCpls Bob and Marie (nee Chadburn) Teal of 87 Sqn, virtually 

interrupted their honeymoon to attend Annual Camp-selfless service 
par excellence! 

Maj Bob Barnes and Capt Colin Slaughter (HQ Sqn) gave up their 
well earned rest day to catch 120 odd mackerel off Padstow for the 
regimental messing account. Days (and days!) later Maj Bob used 
some of the fish as necessary consumable props at his combat survival 
stand at the Phase Three Mate competition! 

Sgt Frank Delaney (HQ Sqn) spent a long long day as an extra crew 
member on a 6-7 hour Nimrod sortie out into the Atlantic. At the time 
of going to press seven days after camp it is quite evident he has not 
got his land legs or colour back-but at least he was returned to the 
UK, just imagine if he, with that pallid look, had fetched up in some 
foreign 'drome'? He might not have been allowed back into this 
country. 

Maj Stuart Cottage and Cpl Billy Panther (64 Sqn) sadly bade 
farewell to the Squadron at their last Annual Camp. Some richly 
deserved presentations were made to them both at the Squadron Party 
on Wednesday of the second week of camp. 

LCpl Marie Teal (nee Chadburn} and Pte Mary Hall of 87 Sqn are 
tested at the Heavy MT stand during the MATE Skills Competition 
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\'IP T . . L CAMP 
A~ ah1 ay the maximum o f regimental rou tine and non-rou11ne i 

ramm d into the Annual Camp programme and perhap. the most 
important wa the RU In pt:ction by Comd 2 Sig Bde. Brig John 
Ru. ell , during Thur day of the fir t week. He appeared to be well 

tisfied with everything he saw. We also welcomed VIP visi t from 
repre entative of our TA VRA including Sir Gordon Hobday. Lord 
Lieutenant of ottinghamshire and former Chairman of Boot the 
Chemi t-the employer of many of our 87 qn member over the 
year . Our di trict HQ were al o repre ented and we hosted the 

fayor of Derby, Cllr Richard G. Keene for the whole of tt.1e la t day 
of week one. We were also pleased to welcome representatives of the 
various Royal ignal As ociation branches from our territorial areas. 

HO. ORARY COLONEL - FAREWELL AND WELCOME 
An occasion, both ad and happy at the same time, wa the farewell 

visit of our retiring Honorary Colonel, Col John Francis, and the first 
visit of the new incumbent, Col Alan Hawksworth. Col John was CO 
of 38 Sig Regt (V) a1 ii formation in 1967 when he rai ed the Unit 
from disparate elements of variou TA and AER Units and bodie 
which had been disbanded at the '67 Reorgani ation', and welded all 
the quite different con tituent parts into the close knit and effective 
regimental organisation which it has remained up to the present day. 
The tories of those early pioneering days and of Col John' s 
leadership abound within the Regiment even now and many impressed 
newcomers have been informed of the 'Mobile Camp' and other 
events and endeavour which have passed into Unit lore. We are sad 
to see him go but we know he will always be part of 38. We wish him 
and Jean, his lovely wife, all happiness and we look forward to seeing 
them both again and again and again. Col Alan Hawksworth is 
certainly no tranger to the Unit. As one of the founding fathers, he 
was OC 46 Sqn at the start, subsequently OC of both 87 and 64 Sqns 
and 2IC before hi appointment as CO in 1979. His very successful 
tour of command saw the first visit to the TA of our Colonel-in-Chief, 
HRH The Princes Anne when she spent 12 happy hours with the Unit 
m July 1980. Col Alan's appointment as Honorary Colonel has been 
greeted with great pleasure by all rank for we know the interest he 
has taken in all of our activities and we eagerly look forward to his 
tour of duty. 

Col John Francis, retiring Honorary Colonel, receives the Officers ' 
Mess presentation of spirit decanters from the CO, Lt Col Nick 
Henwood. On the right is Mrs Jean Francis and behind W02 

(RQMSl Joe Hodgson , Mess Manager 

. . The <?tticers' Mess members and guests following their Regimental Dinner 
(Front Row.L to R: Mai David Podev1n, Col Peter Myhill, Mrs Barbara Hawksworth, Brig John Russell, Col John Francis, Mrs Jean Francis , 

Lt Col Nick Henwood, Col Alan Hawksworth, Mrs Kate Russell , Lt Col Toby Seymour, Maj Terry Phillips and Maj Frank Kirkham) 
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PERSONALITIES 
REGULAR STAFF 

co 
Trg Maj 
QM 
PSAO 
RSM 
RQMS 
SWO (WRAC) 
ORSQMS 
YofS l 
YofS 2 
FofS 
MT 
Techs 

39 Sig Regt (V) 
City of London 

Lt Col Grenville-Jones 
Maj Emslie R Signals 
Maj Cowe R Signals 
Maj MacHeath R Signals 
WOl Stone 
W02 Atherton 
W02 Wilmot 

Sgt Harley 
SSgt Oates 
SSgt Riding 
SSgt McCartney 
Sgt Clark (403) 
Sgt Clarke (990) 
Sgt Harrigan 

NRPS SSgt McGovern 
CO's Driver LCpl Morris 

Yes, 39 (CofL) Sig Regt (V) does exist and has done so for a number 
of years, even in its present form. It has been known as 39 (CofL) Sig 
Regt (V) since 1967 . 

~uring the last four months we have seen several comings and 
goings. 

First of.all July saw the changeover of the ORSQMS SSgt Chris Bell 
to SSgt Jim Harley . Good luck to Chris and his family in his new 
posting to 14 Sig Regt (EW) and congratulations on his promotion. 

In August it was the turn of the RSM once again to drag out his 
bowler and head for the steamy shores of Civvy Street. We would like 
to wish WOl (RSM) Derek Biggs anp his family all the luck in the 
world and welcome WOl (RSM) Chris Stone to the Regiment. 

Finally we would like to say farewell and good luck to Sgt Dot Paget 
WRAC on her retirement as PSI 5 Sqn. She will long be remembered 
for her hard work and devotion. Thanks Dot. Before I hand over to 
2 Sqn we would like to welcome Sgt Chris Marshall WRAC and Cpl 
Tom Wakefield and hope they enjoy their tours. 

Hand over of W01 (RSM) Derek Biggs to W01 (RSM) Chris Stone 

2 SQN (DUNDEE) 
SQN WHO'S WHO 
oc 
21C 
PSO 
PSI 
PSI (Tech) 
SSM 
SQMS 

Maj I. M. Gordon WRAC 
Capt S. Monks WRAC 
Capt W. Naismith 
Sgt Innes 
Sgt Lumsden-Gordon 
W02 Fell 
SSgt Wright 
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. ' Do . ome note for The Wire' the Sergeant Major ~aid. 'What 
kinda notes?' I asked. 'Just a few lines about what we've been up to 
thes~ last couple of months ' he said. Pause for thought. ' But can we 
pubhsh that, Sir? ' Fro ty stare, 'Just do it.' So I have and here we 
have the result. 

Having consulted the diary to refre h my memory, I see that 
although August and Septen:iber were fairly quiet for the Squadron, 
one or two occurrences merit a mention. 

TRAINING AND EXERCISES 
16/ 17 August was a military training/sport/fun weekend at 

Dalbog, a picturesque little spot a mere few miles from Dundee. 
S~turday , and the military training was taken care of first. NBC First 
Aid, 'pr~ctical map reading' (a jolly jaunt round the countrysid~) and 
a few pointers on how to snare an unsuspecting rabbit-and then what 
to do with it. Then to the sport. A game or two of rounders and 
volleyball (all played in accordance with the Queensbury rule , of 
course!)-a great way to ensure healthy appetites for the Barbecue 
th.at followed. The day was rounded off in true Boy Scout fashion 
with a spot of community singing round the bonfire. Sunday was 
devoted to command tasks, making good use of the nearby river. 
Rumour has it that this was so much 'fun' that not even the PSO could 
resist a quick dip before turning to the TAC ... 

While the majority of the Troops were having their quick swimming 
lesson, the chosen few were at Camperdown Park, Dundee manning 
the Squadron's stand at the Annual TA Display. There they were, 
resplendent in No 2 dress, with wagons, tents, leaflets, packed lunches 
and happy smiling faces, trying to persuade would-be recruits that 39 
Sig Regt is the only outfit to join. The CO, Lt Col Grenville-Jones 
v!sited Dalbog on the Saturday afternoon, posing an interesting first 
a1? problem, and was seen eyeing-up the opposition at Camperdown, 
without a free Sgt Lumsden-Gordon sticker. 

30/ 31 August was a recruit selection weekend at the TAC with the 
21C Maj Sharp in attendance. All the potential recruits made the grade 
and are now finding their feet in the Squadron and eagerly awaiting 
delivery of their uniforms. 

EXERCISE FISHER BANK 
20121 SEPTEMBER 

We headed off once more to the barren wastes of Barry Buddon for 
this, our first exercise out in the field with our recently acquired triple 
Tx and Rx wagons. As ever, the weather proved to be the biggest 
problem. Gale force winds (the aftermath of hurricane Earl, we're 
told) battered our location, turning bivvys into wind tunnels and 
making mast erection a nightmare. However, we overcame the 
elements and enjoyed a very interesting and reasonably successful 
exercise working to the other Squadrons in the Regiment at various 
locations south of the border. 

VISITS 
The new RSM WOl Stone and the Chief Clerk, SSgt Harley paid 

us a visit on 3 September. No doubt they spent most of the evening 
trying to understand what we were saying, but nevertheless we hope 
that they enjoyed their trip and now that they know where we are, 
won't feel like strangers. 

Ex Fisher Bank saw YofS Oates and half a dozen visitors from 3 
Sqn (Tunbridge Wells) in our midst, sampling the: delights of Barry 
Buddon. The RSM appeared briefly as our location was one of his 
stops on his whistle-stop tour that weekend. 

Hi's AND BYE's 
Recent months have seen us welcome quite a number of new 

members, both through our own recruitment and through people 
transferring from other Units in the area. 

We have also seen a few departures from our ranks, but perhaps the 
one most felt by the Squadron was that of Sgt Davie Black. Davie had 
been a part of it for 16 years and there are very few people in the 
Regiment who would not know his name. He's left us to take up a new 
job in London and our thoughts and best wishes for the future go with 
him. Before going, Davie was presented with an engraved fob watch 
and an electric shaver on behalf of the Squadron. We all sincerely 
hope that he will remember his time here as fondly as we will. Good 
luck, Davie. 

SOCIAL 
Highlight of the social calendar since our return from Annual Camp 

was the summer dance held on 23 August. Organised by the Lynx 
Club committee and attended by all rank , it was a tremendously 
successful evening. The committee and those members who turned 1Ip 
to help with the hall decoration, buffet preparation and mammoth 
clean-up afterwards are to be commended, as without their time and 
effort the whole thing would have been a non-starter. 
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40 Sig Regt (V) 
Belfast 

\'I IT OF THE OinC 
Toward the end of Annual Camp the Regiment wa very happy to 

welcome the ignal Officer-in-Chief on his first visit to hi UI ter 
soldier . He wa however made to work hard and the first event he 
. ttended wa a Regimental Dinner where he had the opportunity to 
meet ome of our other gue ts including Colonel TA orthern Ireland 
Col W. E. Falloon, Chairman TAVRA l Maj James Leslie and the 
Deputy , fayor of carborough. 

First thing the following morning, he was up bright and early with 
the Regiment on parade. Clearly the Regimental padre, Robin Lavery, 
had been working hard a the weather for the whole of the General ' 
vi it wa excellent and wa an example of the old proverb 'The sun 
hines on the righteous'. He had plenty of opportunity to talk to the 
oldiers of all three squadrons and attune hi ear to the Belfast accent. 

Having taken the salute he wa whisked off to the Officers ' Me 
whil t the cene was changed to show him some of the train ing that 
the Regiment had undertaken throughout the fortnight. 

After coffee it was off to ee driver training on the Square run by 
our stalwart MT team WOl Dring, W02 France, SSgt Manton and 
then off to watch the training of the First Aid team under the watchful 
eye of our RMO, Maj Robbie Kinnear RAMC. Sub equently the team 
led by 2Lt Lynn Gregg WRAC proved how effective their training had 
been by coming second in the orlhern Ireland First Aid Competition 
against stiff opposition. Having just received our new Trend 
teleprinters the Data Telegraphists couldn't resist showing the General 
how well they were doing and he was shown round by SSgts Mercer 
and Montgomery . 

A short drive in the car took him then to Low North Camp to watch 
battle training to improve individual tactical skills run by Sgts Cairns, 
Grea,·es and Frost and under the keen eye of Maj Adrian Scott. He 
saw one of TAC teams complete the course and then had a look at an 
initiative test run by Sgt Tungate. The team led by LCpl Kitchen was 
so successful that they completed what was a 20 minute task in about 
four. But that was no problem as lunch was to be in the Sergeants' 
Mess where he was greeted by the SVWO WOI Dave Doherty and the 
PMC W02 Artie Cahoon. 

Of course no visit to the Sergeants' Mess is complete without a bit 
of crack from the brothers Lee (W02 Harry and Sgt Sammy), but the 
General did manage to meet almost all members of the mess, no mean 
feat in the time available. He left, almost at the appointed hour, 
taking his leave of the RSM , WOl Dave Brown and 2Lt Cathy 
Sutherland who had acted as his ADC for the visit. We look forward 
to seeing him again when he visits the Province. 

SOinC inspecting HQ Squadron 
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The SOinC chats to Sgt Skinner, HO Squadron during the 
inspection 

The CO and SOinC ponder the lesson for to-day in this case 'I will 
lift up mine eyes unto the hills from whence cometh my help' 

meanwhile Cpl Boxall practises with his bubble gum 

EXERCISE JOE /-ANNUAL CAMP SCARBOROUGH 86 
'Junior officers are to assemble in the ante room of the Officers ' 

Mess by 0815 hrs on Monday morning . The first period of instruction 
is at 0915 hrs on Monday 8 September'. However as every good young 
officer knows, nothing ever goes by the training programme so that 
was why 10 junior officers from 40 (U) Sig Regt and one Lt Alan 
Grindrod from 34 Sig Regt found themselves huddled together for 
warmth in a small upstairs classroom in 'F' Block Scarborough 
Training Camp at 1400 hrs on Sunday 7 September! This, as it turned 
out, was to be our home for the week where we were faced with every 
conceivable problem from mess etiquette to teaching practices to 
defence of a comms ~ite . 

Capt Fleming, the course officer, had provided a very full and 
varied programme. Sunday afternoon gave us an insight into Stores 
and Gl098 from the RQ, Accounts from Capt Malone and mess 
etiquette from the Adjutant. Monday saw Joe gathering speed 
covering Comms in the RCZ, Management and Leadership, CEI, 
verbal orders and Ex Car-Blimey. In Car-Blimey we were all 
promoted to the dizzy heights of Squadron Commander for two 
hours, however, in that time we had to resupply the whole Squadron 
in the field with water, fuel and rations. The next four days all merged 
into one long day of hectic brain activity, one of the highlights being 
a presentation by the two attached Germans-Lt Rudi Huth and 2Lt 
Klaus Bruckner of the German Reserve Army- their equivalent of the 
TA. 
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However, we did i:ianagc to escape from the classroom three 
times-once for a tacucs exam at Low North Camp where we came 
a1.:ross the ~nfamous Cuckoo Squadron which were being attacked by 
the Fantas1an . The DS solution was provided by Lt Col Clare· was 
both very informative and amusing. Map reading also allowed th~ Joe 
candidates .~ut into the fresh air- this was done under promotion 
exam cond1t1ons and was extremely useful. 

_The morning or Saturday 13 September saw the exercise that most 
ot us were ~readmg . This, although called Ex Superman was the CFT 
(C~mbat Fitness Test). All junior officer , the course officer and the 
A~Jutant took part. RSM Brown set the breakneck pace over the eight 
miles and only 2Lt Fallows and Lt Huth managed to stay with him 
2Lt Bustard WR_AC, came in third, 30 seconds behind the leading 
group , although 1t must be stated that the girls carried only the SLR 
and not the extra pounds of sand! 

Ex Joe ~ drew to a close with a visit to all the Trade Training 
Courses bemg run at Camp so we could gain a basic background 
knowl~d.ge and, of course, play with the new equipment under 
uperv1s1on. 

Ex Joe I . (which stands [or Jun_ior Officer Education) was just that; 
the ed uc~uon ?f the Junior Officers-some being more junior than 
others; . mclud1_ng three. fresh from Sandhurst. However , everyone 
found ll very mformauve and useful and I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank all the instructors for making the exercise an 
unprecedented success. 

EXERCISE BATTLE ALLEY-CAMP 86 
On the sei:o~d week of ~nnual camp following a hectic first week 

of Trade trammg, the soldiers of 66 Sqn got an opportunity to show 
off their infantry battle skills. 

Battle A lley took place at Low North Camp (a spot familiar to 
most y~rnng 12 Brigade officers) . It consisted of groups of two soldiers 
patrolhng thro~gh a pre-determined course where they would 
encounter all kmds of obstacles from physical to man-made. Just 
when you thought you had made a successful river crossing you would 
face an ambush. After the position was secured you were off again 
but after another few yards you would face another type of hazard'. 
The overaUwinner of the competition was Cpl Stephen Brown; second 
place w~s given to Cpl Davy Gillespie with Pie Sandra Doggart a very 
c~o~e third (all three fron:i Charlie Tp) . Lts Davy Givens and Ray Scott 
f1rushed well down the field after getting off to a poor start with low 
marks for personal camouflage. 

At the concurrent activity stands 2Lt Hilary Bustard showed off her 
skills as a weapon instructor while Lt Kieran Lavery just showed off 
by stripping and assembling an SLR in 1 min 25 secs and that was with 
blindfold fitted. 

The overal_I competition was well organised by Sgt Steve Greaves 
and ably assisted by SSgt Tommy Caines who was responsible for 
marking the competitors. 
Th~ fact that Charlie T~oop got the top three places had nothing to 

do with the fact that their new Troop QC Capt Jimmy Woods was 
assisting SSgt Caines. 

EXERCISE FOXY LADY 
On Friday 15 August, the WRAC element of the 40th departed 

Northern Ireland for Ex Foxy Lady, held this year in Scotland. They 
drove from Stranraer to Dumfries on Friday night, arriving in the 
early hours of Saturday morning. A few hours sleep later, and the girls 
were back behind the wheel again, this time for a treasure hunt which 
t?ok them. via Gretna Green at lunch time. There they practised their 
field cooking much to the amusement of the tourists. The day finished 
with a Barbecue and a night out in Dumfries. 

The spirit of the weekend was captured by two of the WRAC in this 
poem: 

ODE TO THE WEEKEND 
The Scotland weekend was one of the best 
So say I and all the rest. 

The clues were good, a bit of a laugh 
Whoever thought of them must have been daft. 

No accidents, no mishaps, no rovers in deep 
We just need a sign-driver asleep. 

We were all disappointed at Gretna Green 
None of us got hitched, if you know what I mean. 

The cooks were brilliant, without a doubt 
Hope you remember to put the barbecue out. 

We thank Staff Butler for taking us out 
But she got the boys and we got nowt. 
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We thank Lt Blake it wasn't mundane 
And we hope pre/ly soon we can do it again. 

Come on girls, give three cheers 
And with any luck, she'll buy the beers. 

CONGRATULATIONS 
Con~ratulation_s t'? Lt John Blemings and his wife Jacqueline who 

gave birth to their first daug.hter Rachel Louise, who weighed in at 
6lbs 13ozs on Thursday morning 2 October. Surely another recruit for 
Echo Troop. 

Hi-Ho, Hi-Ho It's off to work we go-what's left of the CFT Team 
halfway through the march is the Adjutant, second from right, 

beginning to fade? 

Looking fresh after the CFT: 
Back Row L to R: Lt John Blemings, Rudi Huth, 2Lts Hilary 

Bustard, Klaus Bruckner, Lts Ray Scott, Joe Fallows 
Front Row L to R: Capt Gerry Fleming, 2Lts Cathy Sutherland, 

Shelley Hardie, David Given, David Brown, Lt Alan Grindrod 

Cooks in Action 
L to R: SSgt Heather Butler, W02 Carole Cameron, SSgt Ellie 

Williamson 
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1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. 
(215 Sig Sqn) 

Tidworth ,..,., 
PERSONALITIES 
oc 
21C 
Adjt 
QM 
Tfc 
TCO 
OCA 
21C A 
OCB 
occ 
RSM 

Maj Martin Stretch 
Capt Jim aark 
Maj Simon Firbank LI 
Maj (QM) Harry Meekings 
Capt (Tfc) Ray Papworth 
Capt Keith Robson RCT 
Capt Tony Morphet 
Lt Jon Watt 
Lt Derek Wood 
Capt Alan Madsen 
WOl Mike Bailes 

Since our last report the Squadron has taken its block leave and we 
are presently preparing for Ex Bold Guard, a I Bde exercise to be held 
in Schleswig Holstein. 

Having finally re~eived all our new landrovers the Squadron set 
about with haste to fit them out for the Brigade's FTX in mid July. 
We completed a successful Ex Druids Delight on Salisbury Plain, only 
to go straight off to Exmoor providing communications and target 
parties for the RAF. 

The Squadron shooting team were also preparing bard for the 
Royal Signals SAAM. Under the guidance of SSgt (YofS) Brian 
Hayward , the team leader, a valiant effort was made against strong 
opposition. Well done to the rest·of the team: SSgt Dave Thomas, Cpl 
Kenny Kendrick, Cpl Paddy Ireland, Cpl Sean McGee and Sig Adrian 
Bakes. SSgt (YofS) Brian Hayward did well as an individual in the 
target rifle, gaining second place and going on to represent the Corps 
at Bisley. 

Congratulations also go to Bravo Tp whose team: Cpl Dave 
Lindsay, LCpl Mitch Mitchen and Sig John Cahill won the minor 
units competition in the 1 Inf Bde Line Competition. 

The Squadron athletics team also have had a successful season 
under the direction of RSM Mike Bailes·, losing by only one point to 
AA Coll Harrogate in the minor unit competition of the Inter-unit 
Team Zone B Athletic Championships held at the Charlton Athletic 
Stadium in Andover. 

Congratulations go to LCpl Higgins in the l ,500m and Cfn Biglin 
for the Shot and Discus who won their respective events. 

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN 

Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen 
in your Unit and send in to The Wire with one 

or two action photographs? 
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(205 Sig Sqn) 

Aldershot 

The amalgamation of Charlie and Alpha Troops to produce a 
Troop of both red and blue berets looks successful and with a victory 
in the Commanders Cup omeone has actually noticed Lhe odd smile 
around Arnhem Barrack . I'm ure there will be many more to come. 

The team that wept the board at the Commanders Cup and came 
out individual winner in the Swimming, NBC and Speed March 
phase in Tidworth consisted of the following: 
Lt Tim (The boy oldier) Carmichael. 
Sgt Roger (Never. ever to be FofS) Taylor. 
Cpl Frank (The boy soldier) Kurthausen. 
Cpl Chillie (Health Fanatic) Chilcott. 
Cpl Frenchie (Smooth) Bauress. 
Cpl Smude (Me and the OC are old friends) Smith. 
LCpl John (Culture) O'Driscoll . 
LCpl Hamish (Officers name) Calder. 
Cpl John (Swan) Allan. 
Sig Nig (Thank God I left 249) Back. 
Sig Jolly John (Why can't I be a LCpl) Walker. 
Sig Spike (What is his first name?) Evans. 

The maroon machine won the event overall by five points and the 
afternoon was completed in style by a narrow victory over 249 Sig Sqn 
in the speed march event. As the team swept down the hill to the finish 
and donned the coveted headgear ladies clutched their offspring closer 
to their breasts, grown men were seen to cry and suddenly Maj 
Gordon Shipley looked an awful lot taller than 5ft ?ins. A proud 
moment for all the Airborne Signallers. 

1 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNALS 
CA YTHORPE REUNION 1986 

The following is an extract from the foreword of the book 
'Caythorpe's Marker Gardeners' by Mr 'Hocker' Spivey, an ex
Sergeant of I Airborne Division Signals. 

' In early September each year since the end of World War Two, ex
members of the I Airborne Divisional Signals have returned to the 
village of Caythorpe in Lincolnshire, which was their adopted home 
for many months. Their war-time billets, Caythorpe Court, is now an 
Agricultural College, and conveniently the resident students are on 
holiday at the time of the reunion, making the premises available to 
the old comrades and their wives . 

The old comrades start arriving on the Saturday afternoon from all 
parts of the UK, reporting to the " Eight Bells", and being greeted by 
others who have travelled from afar. An evening-meal, prepared by 
the ladies of the village, is attended by all, after which toasts are drunk 
to "Absent Friends", and the secretary reports on the activities of the 
many members of the OCA. Saturday evening is then spent in the 
local hostelries, reminiscing and re-telling old stories, to the 
accompani.ment of light revelry. Bed and breakfast at the " Court" is 
followed by a Service of Remembrance at the village Church, where 
the old comrades sit together in the seats they occupied during their 
former church parades, and their wives mingle with the rest of the 
congregation. St Vincent 's Church contains plaques which record the 
stay of the Regiment and also the names of those who died in the 
Battle for Arnhem. The northern aisle .was named the "Arnhem 
Aisle" by the Bishop of Grantham some years ago. After the service, 
lunchtime refreshments are taken in the village hall and in the 
" locals" , before the sad farewells are said at the end of another 
reunion.' 
Note: The book is dedicated to the inhabitants of the village of 
Caythorpe and to the men who served with the 1st Airborne Divisional 
Signals . 

REUNION BY S AIRBORNE BRIGADE HQ AND SIG SQN 
In the Corps today, considerable time and effort is devoted to 

reunions, none more so than by those associated with Airborne Forces 
in general, and Airborne Signals in particular, bringing together 
comrades-in-arms from the days of Bruneval, North Africa, 
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Normandy, Arnhem, et al, through the f!lany post-war campaigns to 
!he present-day and 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. On several occasions 
m the last d~cade, members of the current Signal Squadron of the 
~arachute/ Airborne Force( Brigade, depending on its name at the 
un:ie. have attende~ the remons at Caythorpe, with much success and 
enjoyment on all sides. 

To add special lustre to the 1986 reunion, a parachute- ortie was 
planned to mark the start of the weekend. At 1130 hrs local time on 
Saturday 6 September, a He~c~les Cl30 aircraft from RAF Lyneham, 
thund~red ove~ the north a1rf1eld of RAF Cranwell in Lincolnshire 
an~ disgorged its load of 30 parachutists from the Squadron, to the 
dehgh~ ~nd a_pJ.>lause. ~f a large crowd frorn the Old Comrades 
Asso~1at1on , tlie1r fam1hes, and folk from Cranwell Station. Although 
the pilot delayed the 'gree": light' slightly, the 'drop' went well for the 
la~s, only thre~, had a little close-encounter upstairs, fortunately 
without any senous effect. 

Jumping at RAF Cranwell on 6 September 1986 for 1 AB Div Sigs 
Reunion 

Photograph by courtesy of Lincolnshire Echo 

Some of the 1 AB Div Sigs OCA watch ing the 'drop' by 5 AB Bde 
HQ and Sig Sqn 6 September 1986 

Photograph by courtesy of Lincolnshire Echo 
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A~ter DZ RV dr!ll were completed both air and ground partie~ 
~epaired to ,the vanous refreshment-points in Caythorpe, where the 
y~mng lads were encouraged to relax by the 'old boys'. In return for 

this st:e!1uous and ~ventually hazardous task, all that wa asked for 
was w1llmg ears to listen for the varied and interesting tale of derring
do from times gone by. A friendly farmer had offered to 
accommodate the lads in a suitable field, which although rent-free, 
had only recently been vacated by some obviously very healthy cows. 
Our, by now, 'relaxed' lads, discovered the hazards of country-life as 
th~y gat~ered for their evening meal, when the aromas of steak and 
chips mingled strangely with the countryside. After a suitable wash 
and scrape (think about it) the nominal roll was called again in the 
'Cla~gers', for the evening session. Meanwhile, Capt and Mrs 
Hamilton att~nded the meal with the OCA in the village hall, at which 
a !IlOS.t comp~1mentary address was made, by the ex Adjutant of I AB 
Div S1gs, MaJ (retd) Lewis Golden OBE, about the 'young lad ' of the 
Squa~ron. Mr ~ohooy K!rkins of the OCA presented a piece of the 
magrnfice.nt Airborne Signals Carpet to Capt Hamilton for the 
Museum. m Aldershot. The hall emptied eventually, the OCA joined 

• the lads m the locals and the night went on and on. At 0930 hrs next 
morning a very smart party of Troops dressed for parade was marched 
by .~Pl Kurth:iusen,. to the village Church, where they took up 
pos1t1.ons on either side of the path leading to the main door, and 
flank mg the Branch and Association Standards of Grantham, Lincoln 
an.d the OCA. The congregation filed in to fill the church . The Rev 
M1ddlet9n conducted a moving and inspiring service. Mr Frank 
You'!g read-out the names from the Roll of Honour, Last Post and 
Reveille was sounded by Cpl Mick Fleming. Later refreshment were 
taken, more hospitality given us, even more stories were told before 
the reu~i.on dre~ to a reluctant close. Capt Peter Gillespie ~nd the 
RSM VISlted Bng (retd) Paul Crook, CO of 3 Para at Suez at his 
h~me, where amid the crowd they invaded the croquet lawn. They 
think they won the game! 

It was a tired but happy party which returned to Arnhem Barracks 
o~ Suf:!day night at the end of the 42nd Caythorpe Reunion. The I AB 
D1~ S1gs OCA ho~ted us lavishly and the Squadron thoroughly 
enJoyed all the stones, the relaxation et al. 

The volunteer list for the 1987 reunion is full now. 

AIRBORNE SIGNALS OFFICERS DINNER 1986 
On 19 September some 42 serving and retired officers of the Corps 

sat down to a splendid reunion dinner in the Officers' Mess, HQ 5 AB 
Bde, Aldershot. What brought them all together was that they were 
past or present members of Airborne Signals, all of them parachutists, 
and many of them had commanded the Airborne or Parachute Signal 
Squadron. The guests of honour were Maj Geo C. N. Last OBE (OC 
1967-68), Maj Geo W. T. Macfarlane CB (OC 1961-63), and Brig G. 
Proudman CBE (OC 1948). 

The author hesitates to say who was the oldest member present, but 
as an example of the range of experience-Maj Hugh Marjoram, who 
served with the SAS in NW Europe (1944) before joining I AB Div 
Sigs in Norway, then 6 AB Div Sigs in Palestine (1946). eventually 
retiring from the Corps in the late 1970s, after 47 years service, regular 
and territorial-2Lt Andy Hill, who joined the Squadron in August 
on commissioning from RMAS. Everyone present had a wealth of 
stories and memories to be told and retold, with just the odd swinging 
of a lamp now and then! 

Of the 100 odd names on our current Maroon Machine list, we 
received acceptances from 45, 'regrets' from 36, and 'ZGN' from the 
remainder. If you, the reader, fall into the 'ZGN' category, please do 
drop us a line. Perhaps we've got your address wrong or even missed 
you off the list altogether. To qualify you must be a Royal Signals 
Officer who is serving or has served in Airborne Signals, including 
SAS Signals, as a parachutist. 

The precedent for the reunion dinner was set last December for a 
thoroughly good event; this year it was confirmed as a very good 
show; next year could be truly marvellous! 

ALPHA TROOP -
On returning from leave in late August, Alpha Troop along with 

elements of Charlie Troop deployed (led by Lt 'Fluf' Brammer) on Ex 
Channel Stomp, the Troop's annual adventure training exercise. After 
a pleasant journey by car ferry to the Island of Jersey, we establi hed 
our HQ at Victoria College St Helier. 

The amenities including the sole use of the heated swimming pool 
were excellent! 

DAY ONE 
Saw us assemble on the beach armed with surf boards, one tape of 

the beach boys, and one expert. This is where Sig Chris 'Mighty 
Harry' Quinn showed the boy how it was done. 
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DAY TWO/THREE 
Saw the Troop at what Cpl Ginge 'Johnny loud shirt ' Border 

de cribed as our dav of culture by visiting Lhe vast underground 
ho pitals and the attached military museums. It brought home Lhe fact 
that in 1944 Jersey wa the most fortified location in Europe. Cpl Mac 
McGinley wa upset ; he thought it was the George Inn. 

DAY FOUR/FIVE 
Was spent boat fishing off the coast of ormandy and Brittany. We 

didn't catch much but the hospitality of the crew was excellent. 

DAY SIX 
The Troop decided to tab, walk, amble around the Island using the 

coastal paths and tracks, LCpl Dougie 'Squat' Craig noticed the 
amount of fortifications around the Island's coast and immediately 
blamed the local council. Sgt Barnett is still looking for the nudist 
beach! 
DAY SEVEN 

The Bronzed warriors packed up and said fond farewells to Lhe 
Islanders, and we returned by night ferry to Portsmouth. To a man 
we say it wa the best exercise we had ever been on, and roll on next 
year. On return the Troops of Alpha and Charlie combined to ease the 
manpower shortage. We are now called Alpha Troop (confused yet), 
we said farewell to Lt 'Fluf' Brammer, Cpl Miller, Sig John Terrel 
who moved across to man Bongo Troop, to Sgt Ffitch posted on 
promotion to Germany, and LCpl Cullen who has decided to leave us 
for civvy life. The new OC A Tp is Capt Peter GilJespie. 

Sig Walker showing the rough, tough paratrooper image at the 
Bath and West Show 
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PERSONALITIES 
oc 
2IC 
QM 
AO 
OC N Tp 
OC OTp 
OC PTp 
OC P Tp (Des) 
RSM 
MTWO 
FofS 
YofS 
AQMS 
ORSQMS 

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 
(209 Sig Sqn) 

Colchester 

Maj Tony Raper 
Capt Jim McGrath 
Capt (QM) Charles Homewood 
Lt JilJ Trainor WRAC 
Lt Andy James 
Lt Fred Connor 
2Lt Tony Urwin 
2Lt John Vlasto 
WOl (RSM) Alex Gavillet 
WOl Graham Jesty 
W02 (FofS) Mick Everett 
W02 (YofS) Mick Hawley 
W02 (AQMS) Geoff Cotter REME 
SSgt Sandy Campbell 

After Ex Summer Sales the Squadron was looking forward to a 
relaxed period prior to block leave. Travel brochures were much in 
evidence as individuals planned their escape to the sun. The shops of 
Colchester were combed by the cooler dudes (A tradesmen) searching 
for something 'Miami Vice' to wear; the rest of us began knotting 
hankies. Meanwhile, back in SHQ, the brains were at work on 'good 
ideas' for the Troops! There was no shortage of good ideas . The 
Colchester searchlight tattoo needed an audience. There were working 
parties, tentage parties and cocktail parties . The Brigade Week 
demanded heroic military and sporting endeavours . The 'good ideas' 
had taken over and the travel brochures were forgotten as the 
Squadron clapped, put up, tore down, marched, climbed, swam and 
shot its way towards block leave. Read on . 

EXERCISES 
The Panthers have once more been holding their own out in 

Germany. This time on Ex Summer Sales, the most important of the 
season. It was supposed to be a relaxed low key affair with Brigade 
playing Lower Control itching to put Corps and Division to the test. 
It was, however, wishful thinking as more moves of Headquarters 
were made than in any of the previous BAOR exercises . The Brigade 
Staff were never far from their desks as they devised the battle moves. 

Special mention has to go to Cpl Steve Woodford and LCpl Chris 
Drew for setting up the complexes, an Oscar Tp responsibility. 

As it was, in effect, a non-tactical exercise for the Brigade, Cpl Bob 
Cook organised a sports competition between the Brigade Staff, Oscar 
Tp, November Tp and 'Q' Tp. Although played with great enthusiasm 
sport came second to open air swimming, due to the very warm 
weather. The Engineer Detachment of Cpl John Roberts and LCpl 
Andy Beveridge moved their Rover into the car park and took up their 
new location by the pool side. 2Lt Roger Cotterell also put in time by 
the pool and when he flew back to England for TC8 he looked as 
though he had done three weeks on the Costa de! Sol. 

BRIGADE WEEK 
The first week of August saw the Squadron participating in the 

Brigade week. The first two days consisted of the Infantry Section 
Challenge Cup. Various teams from within the Brigade entered to test 
their fitness, infantry skills and military knowledge. At the close of a 
gruelling two days on•Stanford Training Area and the Colchester area 
the team were in the lead with only 45 Fd Regt still to finish. 

At the end of the day the team of Lt Andy James, LCpls Chris 
Drew, Mark Rouse, Simon Strickland, Tony Bennett and Sig Dave 
Bronniman, Dave O'Shea, Andy McNicholls and Paul Chesters came 
second but had beaten all the Infantry teams again. 

Wednesday saw a Brigade Study Day with all Officers and Warrant 
Officers attending a day of lectures put on by the Infantry Battalions. 

Thursday and Friday saw the sports competition involving the 
whole Squadron as football, hockey, athletics, basketball, volleyball 
and cross-country teams had to be fielded. The best performance of 
the competition came from the cross-country team who came second 
with a good performance from LCpl Chris Drew who came second 
overall. The Squadron finished third overall in the Brigade. It was an 
excellent conclusion to a hectic week. 
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LCpl Chris Drew and Sig 'Flash' Bailey receiving runner's-up 
medals in the Brigade cross-country 

EXERCISE PANTHERS PRIDE 
Ex Panthers Pride-was a fun weekend consisting of a Squadron 

families' day, a Summer ball and a fete open to all Garrison families. 
Everyone worked very hard and the weekend was a great success . The 
weather was kind and what little rain there was on Saturday did not 
dampen people's spirits or allow us to cash in our rain insurance 
policy (sorry OC). 

SQUADRON FAMILIES' DAY 
The families' day took place on Friday 5 September and was 

organised on the theme of the 'Squadron in the Field'. It gave wives, 
girlfriends, boyfriends, parents and children an opportunity to see 
what life is like for the Squadron on exercise and to sample some 
purely military activities. Transport was arranged to bring people into 
Goojerat barracks and 'Auntie' Jill Trainor (AO), 'Uncles' Dave 
Southworth (families), Phil Webster (Postie) and Geordie Jones 
(Movements) prepared to do battle with the kids in the creche. Fun 
and games were always available with 'Auntie' Pauline Eccles (ORS). 
Our guests for the day were briefed by the OC during coffee and 
biscuits . After welcoming everyone the OC explained that they would 
visit eight 'Squadron in the Field' stands at Cherry Tree Camp, have 
lunch, then visit five military stands at Goojerat barracks. The OC 
was not showing signs of nervousness when he closed his brief by 
appealing to the families not to bend the kit or damage the soldiers. 
The fitting of coveralls provided the usual quota of giggles as all the 
ladies tried to squeeze into the small sizes provided. (No photographs 
were taken of this event) . 

Suitably clad in trendy green one pieces our intrepid families set off 
for Cherry Tree Camp. There they saw the Brigade HQ complex, 
PTARMIGAN and WA VELL. The intricacies of these equipments 
were explained to them by Lt Andy James in a three minute brief. He 
is now looking for a posting to Blandford where be can perfect his 
burst transmission technique. Suitably baffled, the visitors went to the 

Families enjoy the recovery and power tool demonstration 
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rebro and Brigade TAC HQ. There they were met by Cpl Bill 
Flemington and LCpl Andy Cummings who told them war stories and 
many 'when I's'. Some of the young ladies were so impressed by these 
macho men and their machines that they had to be prised away to the 
next stand. There Sgt Mick Bateman and his Pioneers gave a physical , 
hands on display of power tools, much to the delight of the farnilie . 
The Pioneers gamely stood their ground as ladies, armed with 
pneumatic drills, attacked concrete and boots combat alike. Stand six 
was the recovery demonstration run by W02 (AQMS) Geoff Cotter 
and the LAD. This was extremely popular particularly with the 
children who took great delight in using a five ton crane to lift a 
landrover (not the RSM's I hope). The LAD also gave a welding and 
cutting demonstration and watched from a safe distance as the ladies 
set about cold steel with a gas cutter. Just before lunch the families 
visited the QMs stores in the field. The QM was absent on holiday in 
Malaya and therefore all the goodies were on display. Rumours were 
rife that the items were nailed to the tables and that the Q Tp staff 
were armed. Having worked up an appetite the ladies did justice to 
lunch and the cooks thought they were lucky not to have been 
consumed as well! 

Lt Fred Connor training the 'New Recruits' in fire fighting 
techniques 

LCpl Ian Ormerod-a gentleman to the end 
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t oojerat barrack a large open space was u ed for the driving 
1and. The ladie , undeterred, set off in erie 110 landrovers and an 

eight tonne truck in search of obstacles. Fortunately few were found. 
e t they tried their hand at fire fighting. Lt Fred Connor, recently 

qualified a a Unit Fire Officer, had prepared a chip pan fire 
demon lration. Fire were fought with enthusiasm and the fire officer 
looking paler and older wisely retired to the Mes . By now the 
familie were thoroughly enjoying themselves and looking forward to 
tackling the a sault cour e. Thi gave the AIPTs the hance to show 
off their summer tans which, being the shy retiring typ<!S they are, they 
did . Cpl Bob Cook and LCpl Ian Ormerod safely led the ladies 
through the remainder of the course before tea and farewell from the 
OC. Everyone had enjoyed themselves, nothing had been bent, the 
un shone, the OC wa plea ed it had all been so succe sful! The 

familie went home to rest before the Squadron Ball later that night. 

QUADRON SUMMER BALL 
Thi was billed a the 'Best Summer Ball Yet' and lived up lO 

expectations. Three hundred and forty people danced the night away 
in an enormous blue and white marquee. The music was provided by 
White Sands and the Trinity Steel Band as well as a disco. The warm 
evening brought out all the 'Miami Vice' shirts and Cpl Steve 
Woodford won the 'loude t shirt' award, congratulations Steve. This 
year' star attraction wa a fun fair complete with dodgems, waltzer 
and shooting stall. The waltzer proved more than a match for anyone 
especially as the morning approached . Oscar Tp had done a fantastic 
job in setting everything up and had organised a magnificent night 
which was greatly enjoyed. Sgt Les Adcock and his men (and women) 
excelled themselves by producing a sumptuous buffet. 

LCpl Stock's gambling machine in the guise of Cpl Greg Terry, Sig 
Dave O'Shea and Jason Ogden 

SQUADRON OPEN DAY 
After a few hours' sleep on Saturday morning the Squadron 

para~ed at 10.3~ ~rs to clear up from the Summer Ball and set up the 
Garnson families open day. The weekend was proving a great test of 
stamina but the families' day was going to help offset the Summer Ball 
costs. By midday everything was ready and the guests began to arrive. 

gt Colin Jackson (Pay) met them at the gate and took their money 
in exchange for tic~ets and lucky programmes. Once past 'Scrooge' 
there were many weird and wonderful things to entertain them. There 
was a military display on the square consisting of a Gazelle a crane 
a mobile bath unit, Saxon, Fox, Sultan, FH70, the new JCB MHE and 
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LCpl Dave Cunliffe tests the crash simulator 

a casualty simulation stand. These all proved very popular especially 
with the children but the main attraction was undoubtedly Cpl Bill 
Flemington's rebro with its direct link to Santa Claus in Greenland . 
Greenland was somewhere near the Troop garages and many hopes 
and dreams crossed those few hundred metres. 

2Lt Tony Urwin and LCpl Dave Cooper ran the ducking stool. 
Their confident smiles were soon replaced by grimaces as even the 
smallest children easily hit the target. At least this time OC Papa was 
only dropping into water. There were mine detecting lanes, animals 
from the zoo, a 'wonky donkey' bouncing castle, an assault course 
and trampoline, the funfair and a balloon race. All these attractions 
were very popular but the most popular stall was the human fruit 
machine. Three clowns in boxes with LCpl 'Roland the Rat' Stock as 
their mentor. Children and adults alike thoroughly enjoyed the 
ingenuity and sheer fun of this stall. Cpl Greg Terry, Sig Jason Ogden 
and Dave O'Shea really entertained everyone. The funfair was always 
full, the OC's computer like brain worked overtime calculating the 
profit and everyone had a great afternoon. The Colchester Carnival 
Queen made a brief visit to all the stalls and added a touch of glamour 
to the day. It was an overwhelming success, blessed with good 
weather, good crowds and the enthusiasm of all members of the 
Squadron. 

ANGLING 
With the sudden surge of interest in angling it was decided to start 

a Squadron Angling Club which we duly did and it held its first 
meeting on 17 June. 

The club has two sections, coarse and sea with the sea section being 
sub-divided into boat and shore sections. The elected committee for 
the first 12 month t;ieriod until June 1987 is: 
Club Chairman and Boat Rep: W02 Mick Hawley 
Secretary: Cpl Bob Cook 
Treasurer: Cpl John McBride 
Coarse Rep: SSgt Brian Mountain 
Shore Rep: LCpl Dave Cunliffe 

Venues for July included a shore match fished at Felixstowe, a boat 
trip fished out of Wivenhoe and a coarse fishing fun day/teaching day 
held at Stratford-St-Mary. 

There was no programme during August, due to block leave. We 
look forward to the first of the winter cod, and if successful and a 
good catch is made, it will be the first in the club so far. As yet the 
success on eels and flat fish such as flounders has been minimal with 
only one or two being landed and then they were so small they were 
returned. 
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t:A TERN DISTRICT SWIMMING AND WATER POLO 
CHAMPION HIPS 
.Re~entl y. the . Squadron ~wimming team competed in the Ea tern 

District sw1mm1Dg and water pol.o championships. Both competitions 
were held one after the other with the teams performing well. 

In the w~ter polo ~he team put up a credi~able perfor~ance losing 
to la~t year s champ~ons MCTC 6- 5, the f1Dal goal be1Dg scored in 
t~e f1Dal seconds. This made us runners-up in the championship in our 
first season of water polo. 
. The swimming team put up a good performance, but did not feature 
ID the medals. 

The mei_nbers of the water polo team were: Lt Andy James, Sgt 
G~en Pen11mgton, Cpls Joh'! Roberts, Simon Rose, Paul Harby, Tony 
Timms, LCpls Andy Beveridge, Jim Tierney, Oz Heward, Sig Paul 
Chesters, Steve Hopwood, Gary Edwards. 

!he member~ of the swimming team were: Lt Andy James, SSgt 
Brian. Moun!am, Cpl~ Tony Timms, Paul Harby, LCpls Andy 
Beveridge, Simon Strickland, Sig Paul Chesters, Gary Edwards, 
Rodney Helps. 

TENNIS 
Unfortunately, due to exercise commitments the Squadron players 

were unable to participate in as many tennis tournaments as they 
would have liked. 

Cpl Simon Rose and LCpl Oz Heward, however, did manage to 
play in the Eastern District Men's double tournament. 

After postponements in the first round the match against the GOC 
and his ADC was eventually played. It was a very close game but 
diplomacy ruled the day when the final set was lost and GOC and his 
partner won two sets to one. 

FAMILIES 
These last few months have produced a wave of marriages in the 

Squadron. \\'.e wish all. the be~t and happiness for the future to Sig 
Stephen Robmson on his marriage to Pte Maria Jennison Sig Derek 
Brown to Ruth Watts, Sig Gary Edwards to Wendy W~rman Sig 
David Sharpe to June Graham, LCpl Kevin Laverick to Lynne B~tty 
Pte Stuart Huckins to Jo'ann Taylor and Dvr Adrian Mullin t~ 
Christine Bowcott. We also congratulate Capt Henry Duncan and his 
wife Lesley on the birth of their daughter Kathryn and also Cpl Simon 
Rose and his wife Vivienne on the birth of their son Thomas. 

INS AND OUTS 
The Squadron warmly welcomes: 2Lt John Vlasto, SSgts Phil 

Jones, Tim Haynes, Cpl John Sexton, Sig Scott Landells, 'Pee Wee' 
Garrard, Mark Plested, Simon Brown and Phil Webster. 

Sadly, we say farewell and good luck to: SSgt Toby Slater, Sgts 
Tony Zammit, Glen Pennington, Cpl Mick Hayes, LCpls 'Scotty' 
Scott, Ian Lines, Sig Barry Roberts and Percy Hornbuckle. 

ROUND UP 
With a successful summer behind us, the Squadron qow looks 

forward to Ex Eternal Triangle and the surprises of Christmas. 

Back Row left to Right: Sig Dave Tulleth, SAC Eddie Reid RAF, 
Sig Dave Reid, Andy Glennie, Cpls Dave Tuck, Al Adam RMP, Sig 
John Pole, LCpl Ray Hitchen (now 22 Sig Regt), Sgt John Rose 

(manager) 
Front Row left to Right: Cpl Jeff Martin, Sgt Mick Legg, Cpl Keith 
Stewart, Sgt Mick Blackley, Sig Scouse Moriarty, Paul Robinson 
Absent: Capt Mal Coupar, Cpls Don Cunningham, Kev Emmerson 
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227 Sig Sqn (AFCENT) 
BFPO 18 

TAPIJN SPORTS WEEK 
Tapijn Sports \\'.eeks was held.over !he period 11, 12 and 13 August 

(very short weeks m AFCENT) ID which seven teams took part in 10 
events on a knock out basis. 

SQUADRON ADMIN TEAM 
Dave 'I am the Boss' Tuck 
Tom 'I am God' Lamont 
Jock 'I'll do it' Adam 
George 'Ringer' Grant 
Dave '1 finger' Robinson 
Dave '2 finger' Forsyth 
Joe 'I love Craig' CotteriJI 
Ivan 'Giss a go' Gibson 
Chris 'On the ball' Chapman 
Barry 'Look no teeth' Jackson 
Jimmy 'Shandy' Wellfare 
Don 'Mr Reliable' Cunningham 
Tom 'We will win' Trudgill 
Neil SSM 'Next confidential' Brown 
Dave 'Late again' Tulleth 

EVENTS 
Badminton, 
Table Tennis, 
Horse shoes, 
Volley Ball, 
Cricket, 
Football, 
Softball, 
3 legged race, 
Tug o war and 
Basketball . 

DAY ONE 
~good one for Adrnin Tp playing seven matches and winning five 

losmg the basketball and softball competitions. 

DAY TWO . 
Admin Tp doing well again reaching six finals and sharing the lead 

on points with A and B Tp. 

DAY THREE 
The Troop still in six finals with all to play for but, unfortunately 

winning only two of them thus allowing A and B Tp to take the trophy 
by five points. 

It was a very enjoyable sports competition and coming second was 
no disgrace as it was the best Admin Tp result for many years (note 
that the 2IC was on leave; could that mean something?) 

Special thanks go to SSM Tom Lamont, Cpls Jock Adam and 
George Grant of the Police Post and SSgt Dave Robinson, Cpls Chris 
Chapman and Jimmy Wellfare of the Post Room, without whose help 
we would not have been so successful. (To be honest we would not 
have had enough players to make a team!) 

Also special thanks for Capt Clark for timing his leave so 
accurately-we didn't play hockey anyway. 

And of course well done to A and B Tp; we look forward to having 
our revenge next year. 

SOCCER TEAM 1985/86 
We had quite a successful season finishing third in the North Rhine 

Inter Services Football League behind 40 AESG, and 3 BAD, and 
runners up in the AFCENT 'Chalupa Cup' losing to UKDSU in the 
final, and eliminating the Dutch and German delegations on the way. 

Sig John Pole managed to score a mere 45 goals through the season. 
Of course he was awarded the trophy for top scorer, while Sig Scouse 
Moriarty was awarded Player's Player of the season with Sgt Mick 
Legg being awarded the most improved player. 
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244 Sig Sqn (AS) 
RAF, Brize Norton 

A big change in personalities so let's start with a look at the 
hierarchy: 

2IC 
M 

YofS 
FofS 
RQMS 
ORSQMS 
OCA 
OCB 
OCD 
OCE 
Atts: 

Dets: 

Maj R. D. Symonds 
Capt M. S. W. Olive 
W02 J. O. Smiley 
W02 A. M. Stokoe 
W02 Howell 
W02 A. J. Thomas 
SSgt T. G. Morrissey 
2Lt S. J. Purser 
2Lt R. J. Healey 
SSgt R. M. Chambers 
Capt S. Swithenbanks 
Lt M. Woodham 
Lt S. Tomoana RNZ Signals 
Capt D. W. Powell-to New Zealand 

~ast seen in ~he sn._ows of Norway, Alpha Tp have reappeared at 
Bnze orton with this account of their summer's activities. 

Our first job this summer was Ex Ardent Ground, the annual live 
firing of the artillery and air elements of the ACE Mobile Force held 
this year in Baumholder, Southern Germany. We sailed 

1

from 
Mar~hwood to Zeebrugge in the comfort of an LSL which only takes 
20 nmes longer than a channel ferry. A drive through Belgium and 
Luxe~bourg brought us to Baumholder in time for a weekend off (it's 
tough m the AMF). We were warmly received by the American Forces 
in the neighbouring camp, where we again proved that Americans 
should not drink with the Brits. 

Our comms were to the background noise of aircraft from the AMF 
(Ai~), whi~h i~~luded A-lO's, Alpha Jets, Jaguars, Mirages, and 
F-5 s, all bve f1rmg on the ranges. The exercise culminated with co
ordinated artillery and air attacks and tactical gun lifts by the German 
UH-ID and RAF Pumas, comms by us. 
~ore R ~d R found !he lads. in Trier and Koblenz. Troop stud Sig 

Chns Hudsp1tb made friends with a female American tank mechanic 
Endex required 1;1s to il;ttend more parties, and then the long driv~ 
home. Everyone 1s looking forward to next year's. Ardent Ground in 
. . . ? Portugal? Canada? Greece? ... no, Larkhilll) 

. The convoy halts in Luxembourg . . . 
left to Right: LCpl Steve Grant, Sig Rick Hogan Cpl 'Geordie' 

Hall, LCpl 'Jez' Hornsby, LCpl 'Jock' Adams 
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We had no rest after such an arduous exercise and within days we 
were off to Norway (less those guarding the Tower of London) apd 
Ex Taccomex 6. Deployment was by air and the main party landed at 
Trondheim and set off by road to join the base party at Bardufoss 
some. I ,()()()km away to the north, communicating en route. The 
exercise gave us th~ chance t<? s_ee N_orther~ Norway and the midnight 
sun ~ut the lads still prefer It m winter without the mosquitoes. 

Soll no rest, but redeployment to Ex North-West Trapper, and the 
Outer Hebrides fo_r Alpha Tp_ (what did we do wrong, Yeoman?). We 
exchanged mosquitoes for midges but the weather stayed fine. If the 
RQMS had let us have some 7 .62 Ball, we could have lived off 
venison. Back in Brize Norton only long enough to draw Cilor and 
straight in to Adventurous training. Newly promoted Cpl 'Biddy' 
Baxter who was fresh back from climbing on Mont Blanc during Ex 
Monte Bianco led one group up to Cumbria for Ex Lakeland 
Wander while the rest were off to Iceland for Ex Alpha Trek which 
has been reported in a separate article. Some of us then fitted in some 
leave. 

Congratulations to Sig 'Willie' Wilson on getting married. 
The Troop lost another bachelor when Sig 'Chalkle' White got 

married, while the rest of us set off to Italy for Ex Allegro Exchange 
the AMF's ~utumn S:PX _this year held during September to the 
North of Veruce. Despite bemg another tough AMF exercise Sgt Terry 
German managed to put his golf clubs to good use, and everyone got 
away ~ither .to yenice, or th~ topless delights of Jesolo beach! 249 Sig 
Sqn kmdly mv1ted us to their barbecue held during the SOinC's visit 
and we took the opportunity to present the SOinC with a bottle of 
'244 brand' beer. Cpl Lee KeUy, meanwhile, is being sent on a Tactical 
Zapping Course after failing to zap 249's sign unobserved by Maj 
Cook, their OC! 

Now we are all back in Brize Norton and getting different vehicles 
(well, we can't call them new) and will have a few weeks here before 
starting our annual prepw:ation for deployment to the icy wastes of 
Norway next January. Wait for our next tale . . . or join us and find 
out the true story! 

Moving location in Northern Italy. LC pl 'Jez' Hornsby does his 
Rommel act 
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) 
Bulford Camp 

The Squadron has had a full programme since its last entry. Readers 
will be pleased to hear that we did not deploy to Norway during this 
period , so there will be minimal mention of the Arctic, sub zero 
t7mperatures, p~lar bears etc. In contrast, however, a most pleasant 
ume was spent m the S4 contingency area of NE Italy where this 
report starts . 

EXERCISE ALLEGRO EXCHANGE
THE OFFICIAL VIEW 

This years CPX "took place in north-eastern Italy. Every effort was 
made to keep clear of the tourist traps of Venice, the resorts and 
beaches, however, it was essential in the course of duty to travel via 
them on several occasions. The weather was more than kind to us fo r 
all but two days, and Si$ 'Ugly' Richards relentlessly strove to prove 
his theory that clothing m excess of a pair of shorts was superfluous 
in such a clime. 

We did, predictably, fall foul of the Italian drivers . Their habit of 
steering their vehicles and refusing to accept that anything could get 
in the way, is not compatible with the accepted manner of driving. 
Fortunately, the three accidents we incurred were all very minor. Cpl 
'Nobby' Nevill glanced off of a Fiat (the whole crew apparently woke 
with a start and answered a non-existent radio check), Rebro Reece 
suffered a Fiat to the wing with the 2IC Capt Andy 'No I was not 
driving' Higgs and Sig 'OK-I'll say I was' Edes on board. Lastly Sig 
'Weeble' O'Brien disproved the adverts and did roll over, amazi~gly 
without a Fiat in sight. 

The exercise was viewed by all as a success, and was rounded off 
with an excellent barbecue run and attended by Support Troop. If the 
exercise was measured in the amount of kit 'traded' with our friends 
from America, then it was an all time best. However, we have still to 
obtain the drivers manuals for the fleet of Chevrolets 'obtained'. 

EXERCISE ALLEGRO EXCHANGE 
THE UNOFFICIAL VIEW BY LCPL 'BUCK' ROGERS 

ALLEGRO 'Not-so-fair' EXCHANGE 
'Twas peaceful in Italy, the night satin-smooth, 
'ti/ the crickets were drowned out by a sceam 'Move move move'. 
The farmer runs out to a terrible sight, 
The British have descended on his corn fields by night . 
He curses the flattening of the cobs he can't see, 
not realising they've eaten the lot for their tea. 
For with notional war/ are, but genuine 'dets' 
249 is out for the years CPX. 
Armed with Chianti, Lambrusco, cheap plank, 
they observe ancient rites of Drive Drink then Gonk. 
Little suspecting the halycon days 
of sunshine and basking in Deterrence phase 
would come to an end with a violent thump 
as 'Combat ops' started when the Belgians got bumped. 
The OC's tent blew up, a figure emerged 
from the smoke, hair alight, shaking, bowels purged. 
'Fetch me Sarn't Perry Quoth he 'within Five, 
he reckons he's fixed it, but my gene's alive'. 
An Italian colonel walked in thru' the smog; 
'Haff you seen my driver? I t'ink ees called Slog'. 
But Davey was sleeping-at a different site, 
blissfully unaware of his officers plight. 
The airwaves were buzzing, the battle was joined. 
'Set up' meant 'Crush out' and locals annoyed; 
for wherever they went, you could find them by dawn, 
by following the trail of fields stripped of corn. 
'Tis time' saith Vince Edes 'to prove we're not yokels. 
:ro prove that we're cultured we'll drive like the locals'. 
The 2IC gulped, his eyes showed his fear, 
before he could speak, there was a crash from the rear. 
A Mach Two Italian had spoilt Vince's plot, 
and provied /ti' drivers are the worst of the lot. 
At last came the order, 'time to stop play'. 
Endex was called, ii was back to UK. 
Aeroplanes took off and Northwards they banked. 
Italy raised its arms to the sky and gave thanks; 
Except for the farmers who still get bad dreams, 
in which they can hear the Satanic screams, 
and they wake up still shaking from cardiac fright 
if you shout 'Move move move' in their courtyards at night . 
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VISIT BY MAJ GEN P. D. ALEXANDER 
The SOinC joined us fo r the first weekend, during the deterrence 

phase, and _he managed to ~eet virtually the whole Squadron. 
Everyone enJo.yed the _opportunity of talking to him and explaining 
what they do, m the 'field' rather than back in Bulford. The visit was 
concluded on Sunday evening at a local trattoria attended by the 
Squadron Officers and Warrant Officers. 

During the SOinC fly/drive tour of the exercise area he visited RRB 
A, and is seen here chatting with Cpl Stoddart and ig Gill. 

SQN GOLF COMPETITION 
The SSM refused to submit a report on the Squadron Golf 

Competition which he did not win. Sig 'No I 've never played before' 
Evans did though, and now goes under the name of 'Ringer'. 

NEVER BEFORE MENTIONED IN THE WIRE 
Cpl 'Aussie/Sport/Kanger etc etc' Hickling of the Royal Australian 

Signals, joined the Squadron in August as part of Ex Long Look. He 
has quickly proved to be invaluable in several fields. He has doubled 
beer (sorry lager) sales in the region, fooled the Medical Corp with 
a bout of malaria and shown RRB Z how the Australians have for 
decades successfully run rebros by shift work and actually having a 
man awake 24 hrs a day. 
Cpl Ossie (get it!) Osbourn is down under flying the flag for Britain 
and being very restrained and British. We say farewell to Cpl Hickling 
in December and wish him all the best. I doubt if his VP will have 
improved at all by then and he will still sound worse than the Fosters 
adverts. 

FAREWELLS 
The Squadron says goodbye to numerous personalities over the next 

few weeks and wishes them good luck in their future job . We 
apologise to recipient Units for the 'when I was in Norway and it was 
- 40 degrees . . . ' torie . 

Amongst others, Sgts Jim Perry, Pete Rogers, Pete McClune, Stevie 
Catterall and Robbie Davies whose other names are too numerous co 
mention, but make good reading, so here's a nipper-Pinky and 
Perky, Bill and Ben, Smelly beret and clean beret (clean version) 
'lower than a snake Catterall' and 'snake Davies etc etc'. Good luck 
on the Yeomans course. Sgt Adrian Goudge RAPC to count pennie 
elsewhere. Last, but bv no means least, we say farewell to Lt Neil 
Makepeace and Ivan Hooper, who are off to Blandford for their 
Troop commanders cour e. 
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AIRFIELD TROOP 
Augu~t saw the arrival in the Troop of SSgt Billy Allen, LCpl 

Charlie Hansen, Sig Taff Duncan and transferred from Episkopi our 
new (acting, temporary, stand-in} OC, 2Lt David Chattaway. Recent 
departures from Akrotiri include Cpl Pete Cunningham and Sig Chris 
Alger, both southward bound , to 266 Sig Sqn. 

The Troop has been kept on its toes due to recent events but 
happily, none of us was injured in the attack. The casualties were Sgt 
Dave England's cancelled holiday, and Sig Dave 'Cabbage' Gough's 
Friday afternoon Siesta (which normally lasts until Monday 
morning). 

Despite having to supply excra guards, reserve guards, standby back 
up reserve guards and the odd Telemech or two to fix faults , the 
Troop managed to clinch the Hodgson Shield cricket title, with 
convincing wins over the 'Rest' . Recognition must be given to our own 
Ian Botham, LCpl Eddie Blight, for the part he played in leading our 
team to victory. We also extend our congratulations to LCpl Blight on 
his marriage to Linda, and wish them every happiness for the fu ture. 

On the social front the Troop hosted the annual Squadron beach 
barbecue, which was deemed a great success by all those who 
attended. 

Finally, a big 'Well Done' to Cpl Phil Pett for completing his part 
in the gruelling 'Mercury Challenge ' sponsored sailboarding event, 
which raised £4,000 for charity. 

AIRFIELD TROOP CHARITY RELAY RUN 
AKAMAS TO RAF AKROTIRI 

Fed up with doing numerous car washes for charity the Airfield Tp 
charity representative put forward the idea of a relay run from 
Akamas to RAF Akrotiri . A worthy cause was found where the Troop 
could put to good use its well known talent for getting money out of 
people. 

Given the security situation some planning was needed to get the 
run organised . 

The run would have to start at 0430 hrs (is there such a time?). 
Volunteers were sought, but they were on leave. A few were picked for 
the task of sleeping overnight at Invicta Camp, with only the mozzies 
to keep them company, 2Lt Chattaway, LCpl 'Who wants to buy a 
cheese roll?' Gruncell, Sig Jacob, Travis and Cascarino , set off from 
Akamas, the early start made less painful by ample helpings of 
Kalamari, Kockenelli and Ouzo. 

They started at a blistering pace, led by Cascarino and the fi rst stage 
went well for everyone except Jacob, he had to run up all the hills! 

The starting group met up with the next group consisting of the 
'Tasmanian Devil' SSgt Allen, Sgt 'Bozo' Witherstone, Cpls Steve 
Brealey, George Henry, Colin Keil, LCpl 'Crystal' Kerridge, Sig 
Fielding and Minton. This stage went so well that we all turned up two 
hours early for the next change over. But some quick thinking by our 
seniors converted this stop into a NAAFI break on the beach at 
Aphrodites Rock. It was here that one of our number spotted a topless 
tourist with his zoom lens at 200m. OC Squadron paid us a visit and 
asked Mr Chattaway some searching questions about timings. It was 
time for some quick thinking and depth of mind. Mr Chattllway 
managed both. Three rounds later, the final group arrived . 
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259 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 53 

The new arrivals were Sgt 'Rocky' Hudson, LCpl Charley Hanson, 
Sig Travis, Jacob and Cascarino. It was at this stage that OC 
Squadron Maj Reid and 2IC Capt Budworth decided to join the 
group. By the time this gallant group reached Episkopi after battling 
away in the midday sun they had a well deserved rest. The running was 
taken over by the SSM W0 2 Willoughby, SSgt Round , Sgts 'The 
Ankle' Owen, Searle, Cpl Mcfarlane and Sig Fisher. 

The run ended with the whole Troop running to the gates of TPMH 
to present a cheque for c£1,000 to Miss Evdoka Andreous towards the 
fees for a vital heart operation at Papworth Hospital in the UK. 

With the energetic bit over it was time to replace lost calories with 
a barbecue at the cable pit. 

Airfield Tp would like to thank firstly the SBA authorities for 
allowing us to run, those within the Squadron who helped, Gp Capt 
Collins, Comd Comms Lt Col Kimber and all those who turned up to 
welcome us at TPMH and also thanks to Jeanette Allen for the 
excellent barbecue which followed. 

Top Row: Sgt Hudson, Sig Fielding , Sgt Witherston , LCpl Hanson 
Middle Row: Sig Jacob, Cpl Brealey, LCpl Gruncell , Cpl Henry , 2Lt 

Chattaday. SSgt Allen, Cpl Keil 
Front Row: Sig Travis, Cascarino, Gp Capt Collins, Miss Evdoka 

Andreous, Mr Andreous 
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262 Sig Sqn 
BFPO 58 

COMINGS AND GOINGS 
The past few months have seen major changes in the Squadron. 

Several people have left for pastures new and to them all we extend 
our best wishes for the future and our thanks for their contributions 
to the Squadron during their tours. 

They are namely: Lt Sally Morris to WSLO Canterbury, W02 
(YofS) Mick Bell to Rheindahlen, W02 (FofS) John Ratcliffe to Fort 
Halsted). SSgt John Gadsdon to 22 Sig Regt and SSgt Liz Maclean to 
8 Sig Regt. 

They are replaced by (respectively): Lt Trudi Sutcliffe from 16 Sig 
Regt, SSgt (YofS) Bill Jackson from the School, SSgt (FofS) Brian 
White also from the School, SSgt Les Allen from CTCRM and Sgt 
Anne McNally from Blandford. Welcome to all of them. 

As if that wasn't turbulence enough the SSM has changed 
appointments with the RQMS which now read W02 (SSM) Mick 
Turvey and W02 (RQMS) John Carter. 

LONG HOT SUMMER 
lt certainly was a long hot summer with virtually all of it spent on 

an increased state of alert. The additional security commitments have 
certainly changed the face of Cyprus in the last six months. This, 
coupled with the environment of shrinking manpower has meant that 
everyone has had more than their fair share of extra duties. 
Nevertheless, morale is high and the sun is still shining as brightly as 
ever. 

The Squadron has, in fact, been quite lucky. Our Summer Camp 
was sneaked in during a quieter, stable period and proved to be a 
thoroughly enjoyable fortnight. More of that to follow. At this 
particular moment Battle Camp is imminent. 

SPORT 
The last few months have seen some creditable performances by 

teams and individuals. Our congratulations to all concerned. 
Achievements of special note are as follows: 

ATH LETICS 
Sgt Knocker Hardy, Combined Services Champion llOm hurdles 

and discus. 
Sig Ian Watson, Combined Services Champion lOOm, 200m and 

4 x IOOm. 

HOCKEY 
Sgt Pete Fitzmaurice, Cyprus Combined Services Team. 

CRICKET 
Sgt Knocker Hardy and Cpl Stan Mathews represented the Army. 

SWIMMING 
Cpl Mick Keeble, Combined Services IOOm Breaststroke 

Champion . 

RUGBY 
For the firs t time in a couple of years the Squadron has fielded a 

Rugby X V holding the ACC (Cyprus} to a 4-4 draw. We were placed 
third in Garrison sevens. 

SHOOTING 
W02 John Carter, Cyprus Winter League Individual Target Rifle, 

No 8 rifle and Service Rifle (small bore) Champion. 

NOTES FROM COMMS TROOP 
First of all the Troop would like to welcome the new arrivals 

beginning with SSgt Les Allen and family. He has taken over as 
Troop Staff Sergeant and since his arrival has settled well into Troop 
routine. We also welcome LCpl 'Taff' Greenway who came here from 
8 Inf Bde. Lastly a new RTg, Sig Mark 'Sprogg' Wilson has just rolled 
off the Harrogate Production Line to join us all at his first posting . 
Good Luck to them all! 

Goodbyes and Good Luck also go out to SSgt John Gadsdon (SSgt 
Allen ' s predecessor) who is now back with 22 Sig Regt , Cpl Dean 
Marshall who is now 30 Sig Regt and newly promoted LCpl Brian 
Booth on his way to York and 2 Div. 

July and August has been a busy time for the Troop, having just 
about recovered from Summer Camp. This has been mainly due to the 
high security state in both SBAs. 

Whilst most of the Squadron manned 24 hr Guards at the Squadron 
lines and Dhekelia HQ, the RTgs of the Troop were fulfilling their 
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usual (if not overstretched) commitments, providing Comms at 
different locations throughout the Island. 

When not operational the Troop continued their normal role 
S~J?plying Rebro Stations for safety Comrns for 3 Para, who were Live 
fmng on Akamas Ranges and also helped out 1 RRF in Episkopi by 
manning their Ops Room while their Signal Platoon was on Exerci e. 

Things still haven't quietened down yet as everyone prepares for the 
Annual Battle Camp at the end of October and hopefully more about 
that in the next issue. 

EXERCISE SUMMER SUN 
Report by LCpls Steve Armstrong and Mike Millsopp 

This was the Squadron's annual Summer Camp, held at Evdhimou 
in the WSBA from 30 June until 11 July. Designed as an adventurous 
training exercise, activities included canoeing, water ski-ing, board 
sailing, dinghy sailing, rock climbing, karting and sub-aqua diving- a 
basic 'suck and see' try dive. Also, a volleyball and softball league was 
run. 

The camp lasted two weeks, with half the Squadron attending the 
first week, the remainder the second week, with a weekend for the 
Squadron Wives Club in the middle. Everybody was split into tea.ms 
of 617 for each week and rotated through the activities. 

The tents were set up on Sunday, on the cliffs overlooking 
Evdhimou Bay. A generator was borrowed to provide lighting and a 
refrigerator truck kept the refreshments cool (forget about all the 
fresh meat and veg!). The OC, Maj Ian Greig arrived, complete with 
the necessary toilet buckets! They had been left in the stores by 
mistake and miraculously fi tted perfectly into the back of the OC's car 
althouth Maj Greig took a little convincing at first. 

The OC gave a briefing before tea. The evening activities were 
enjoyed by everyone, except for those doing board sailing as the SSM, 
W02 John Carter, took them off every evening to play on the 
simulator and teach the theory. Some say he was forced to stop only 
when it became too dark for him to see who was doing what! 

Everybody was awake, or rather , woken, bright and early in the 
mornings, breakfast was served and each team departed for their 
respective daily activities, which were water sports in the morning and 
the other activities in the afternoon. 

The weather was beautiful, with a light breeze early morning, 
enabling the 'sailors' to master the basic techniques on water and as 
the wind picked up, become more adventurous-literally. Some even 
made off into wild blue yonder, wondering how to turn and wishing 
they had listened more intently to the SSM the night before. The 
safety boat and the SSM managed to rescue most of them but we have 
had a post card or two from across the seas! Along these lines, Sgt Jed 
Donelan offered day trips in his dinghy, until his sail was ripped-he 
claims by shellfire from a gunship or something: I think it was when 
he ran into the fishing boat moored in the middle of the bay! 

The karting was held at Episkopi Karting Club and was great fun, 
especially if you managed to get a go, as some people managed to 
wreck one or two! 

Rock Climbing took place in Happy Valley (a fallacy if ever I heard 
one) up where eagles seemed to soar-it was quite high anyway! 
Thankfully, the instructor CSgt O'Brien, 1 RRF, made sure 
everybody was safe and sound. 

The most challenging activity was the diving, some people didn 't 
have. the chance to try this, but those that did said it was the thing to 
do. 

For the teams that rotated through the activities it was a busy week 
and everybody enjoyed themselves. 'You only get out what you put 
in', seemed to sum it all up admirably. 

A barbecue was held at the end of each week. The first one was 
memorable on account of some 9 Sig Regt members who attended. It 
was to say the least , different and a 'revealing' experience for some, 
especially Sgt Pete Wallace! 

Special mention must be m,ade of the two cooks who provided 
fantastic food during the two weeks; Cpls Taff David and Mick 
Corney of ACC. No complaints, just congratulations! 

Friday 11 June, the end was near, everybody was bronzed brown, 
the time had come to return to dear old Dhekelia. The camp was 
demolished, I mean taken down! LCpl Mick Keeble and Sig Mark 
Crook had the unenviable job of cleaning those buckets. 

Finally, many thanks to all those individuals, clubs and units who 
provided equipment, time and instruction which made the camp such 
a success. 
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HQ OT 
0 SHQ bid a fare veil to W02 (SSM) John Keohane DEM ~d to the 

Chief Clerk, SSgl ,John O'Donnell (who is off to get mamed and a 
honeymoon in Portugal). All the best to you both for the future from 
all member of the Signal Squadron. We welcome the new SS~ i:nd 
Chief Clerk, W02 Taff Williams and SS~t Graham Pollard. Wishing 
you all a happy Christma and a rewardmg New Year. 

'It's all yours Merry Christmas Taff' from SSM John Keohane to 
SSM Taff Williams 

QM DEPT . 
Capt (QM) Andy Boyle bener known as 'Figob' (Falkland Islands 

Grumpy Old B ...... ) organised a 'Minjo' (Sunday walk) to one of the 
many penguin colonies. The Sappers were kind enough to ferry the 
party from Stanley to Sparrow Cove by Combat Support Boat. The 
Traffic Officer, Capt Tony (Trust Me!) Lomax stood at the back like 
Capt Ahabb while the Lineys, led by Cpl Alfie Norrie and LCpl 'Para' 
Bowen stood with the 'driver'. The reason they were underneath 
became apparent when the spray soaked Capt Lomax from head to 
foot in the first two minutes! 

The party landed and set off for Mine Cove where the penguins 
were. Although there was a fenced off area, classed as a minefield, 
there were about 300 Gentoo Penguins sirting enjoying the sun and 
staring at a handful of funny humans taking photos of them. 

After lunch, we climbed Mount Low, a steep climb from the coast, 
but well worth it when we saw the view from the top, quite 
breathtaking. 

Alas the time to catch the CSB was rapidly approaching and we had 
to make a bee line for Sparrow Cove and our ferry back to Stanley. 
This time the QM and the Traffic Officer made sure they were under 
the cover and let the brave linemen face the elements! 

COMMCEN TROOP 
Tp OC 
Tp SSgt 
Crypto SNCO 

W02 (YofS) Wingate 
SSgt Richards 
Sgt Mccue 

Once again the Troop finds itself welcoming more FNGs (Falklands 
ew Guys/Girls) to the South Atlantic. To mention a few SSgt Guy 

Richards, Cpl (All Right Boy) Nobbs, Cpl Charlie Stephens, WCpl 
Pal Miller, LCpl Devitt , SAC (Diego) Osborne, SAC Roberts, SACW 
(Tbod) Kimber, SACW Hedley, Sig Tomlinson, Pekenham-Bishop, 
Gibbs. We wish them all a happy Christmas and a merry New Year. 

We bid an envious farewell to the following FOGs (Falkland Old 
Guys/ Girls): SSgt (Moxy) Hales, Cpls (Timmy) Langley, Hutchinson, 
LCpl Wright, SAC Owen, SAC Park.er, SACW Marples, Sig 
(Sprockett) Ewing, McDermid, Nelson. 
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266 Sig Sqn 
(South Atlantic) 

BFPO 666 

Meanwhile the rest of us continue the work down here whilst 
eagerly awaiting the arrival of our own FNG. All volunteers welcome. 

The Troop has recently acquired several Radio Operators (G) from 
HMS Euryalus in exchange for one or two of our own p~opl~ who are 
now happily sailing around the South Atlantic, although m view of the 
recent Force 11 'happily' might be slightly presumptuous. In any event 
the lads in the Troop have been doing their best to make the sailors 
welcome and their stay memorable. 

We are now preparing for the forthcoming move to Mount Pleasant 
Complex. No doubt this will create problems on the way to the 
chagrin of the Yeoman W02 Bill Wingate. All being well we expect 
to be comfortably installed there by February next. 

Finally we leave you all with one thought. Despair. Contrary to 
popular belief the Falkland Islands are not the end of the world, but 
you can see it from here. Anon ... 

AIRFIELD TROOP- MOUNT PLEASANT 
Report by LCpl J. G. C. Wainwright 
TROOP PERSONALITIES 
OC Airfield Tp Lt D. M. V. Tognarelli 
Troop SSgt SSgt M. R. Denny 
Telemech Sgt Sgt S. J. Gerrish 

THE MOVES AND FACILITIES 
On l April (April Fool's D~y!) a delegation of Tel~m~c~'s 

completed their move from the delights of RAF Stanley and its Five 
Star' Coastel and swapped it for the 'Five Star' delights of Mount 
Pleasant Complex. With accommodation and offices still being built 
at MPA further moves were becoming increasingly evident. We are 
now happy to say we have reached our final location (we hope!) . 
Although the accommodation consists mainly of four man rooms 
housing five people, it is well above the standards expected by most 
'volunteers' to the Falkland Islands . All the rooms are centrally 
heated and warm water and showering facilities are available at all 
times. 'The various messes and bars together with sleeping accom
modation make Facility 12 (as it is known) the largest wooden 
structure building in the world. 

LCpl 'Para' Bowen, Cpl ' Hissing Vince ' Cunningham and friend 
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SOCIAL LIFE AND FUNCTIONS 
25 June saw FIXMAS celebrations at MPA which consisted of ' It 

Ain ' t Half Cold Mum' gang shows in the relevant messes . All ranks 
provided (until then) undiscovered entenainers to ' keep the -r:roops 
happy' . The social life also includes a well attended Disco m the 
Laing, Mowlem, Arc (LMA)_ Complex. T~e -:i-roop have arranged 
social evenings themselves which are held w!thm t~e confines of the 
Troop Lines. The most recent of these evenmgs bemg a barbecue to 
say farewell to those members who are leaving. Games were arranged 
on the 'spur of the moment' and Junior Ranks came out wel_l in the 
lead. Morale was high (as usual) and everyone had a good time. 

THE TROOP AT WORK 
The Troop is at present in the process of taking over all t~e cab_les 

on the Airfield installed by contractors Balfour K1lpatnck 
International (BKI). Faults being few, subscribers on the Airfield are 
generally pleased with their communications systems. Thanks go to 
Sgt John (Ok Yahl) Kirkham for his four months' maintenance of the 
IDX in SHQ. 

WELCOMES AND GOODBYES 
The Troop saw a large changeover of personnel during the month 

of July and wish the following good health and safe passage for the 
future:- SSgt Chris (Grandad) Biddli;comb~, S~t Jii_n (Moustache) 
Beecham LCpl Nigel (Three Man Lift) Dix, Sig R.ich~rd (Benny) 
Bennett Sig Pete (Fraggle) Longden, Sig Martin (Touche) Hadfield . 
Good I~ck also goes to 'Benny' for his forthcoming wedding. 

We also wish to welcome the following to the Sunny South 
Atlantic:- SSgl Mick Denny, Sgt Steve (Can Walk) Gerrish,. LCpl 
Steve (Woody) Wood, Sig Paul (Where's the Food?) Cutts, Sig Ian 
(Lamby) Lamb and Sig Ben (Fresh Breath) Benlam. 

Sqn Comd 40th Birthday present. ('I want to drive a tractor') Sgt 
Dunne, MT Sergeant 
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... -., .... - -:-News from Troops -

RSRE 
Malvern 

It is a considerable time since notes were last produced at RSRE for 
The Wire so it may be useful to give a little background information 
about who and where we are. RSRE is an amalgamation of several 
establishments which have come together over a number of years. A 
potted history would start prior to WWI when the Royal Engineers 
had a Wireless Telegraphy Section at Chatham whose job it was to 
exploit the military potential of WT. This work expanded rapidl_y and 
in 1914 the Section moved to Woolwich and formed the Signals 
Experimental Establishment. Whilst still concentrating on WT it 
moved to Christchurch and became known as the Signals Research 
and Development Establishment (SRDE). 

Three other establishments which expanded during WW2 were the 
Services Electronics Research Laboratory (SERL) at Baldock, the 
War Office's Radar Research and Development Establishment 
(RRDE) at Christchurch and the Air Ministry's Telecommunications 
Establishment (TRE) at Swanage. RRDE and TRE moved to Malvern 
in 1942. In 1953 they amalgamated to become the Radar Research 
Establishment (RRE) which received its Royal Charter in 1957 and 
was retitled the Royal Radar Establishment. 

In 1976 SRDE RRE and SERL amalgamated in Malvern to become 
the Royal Signais and Radar Establishment which ensured that the 
Ministry of Defence had concentrated in one place _all the work ~n 
electronic systems and devices. Today RSRE cames out work m 
almost every area of electronic component and systems techno!o&>: ~f 
tri-service importance: its research on fundamental sc1enuf1c 
phenomena, electronic devices and basic work on software creates t~e 
'technology base' which feeds the systems work here at RSRE and m 
other MOD establishments, as well as industry. RSRE systems work 
includes airborne battlefield and ground radar, opto-electronics, 
guided weapons a~d ground bas~d comm_u~7a~ions. The emphasis is 
on a flow from applied research mto the m1uatton and assessment of 
new system concepts and thenc_e to support to t~e Pr?curement 
Executive during development by mdustry of elecrromc equipment for 
the three Services. . . 

A high proportion of the work carried out ~t RSRE . is m-serv1ce 
with the Army being the largest customer of d1re_ct pro~e.ct SUJ?port. 
There is an Army team which provides the required _m_1htary mpu~, 
practical advice based on experience of user needs, ha1son between 
RSRE and MOD branches, setting up trials and bringin~ the 't_1ser' 
into direct contact with RSRE. This team currently compnses officers 
from the RA, RE, R Signals and REME. The Senior Military Offic~r 
is Col Mike Ayrton and the remaining six R Signals offi7ers are split 
between Communications and Compunng and Battlefield Systems 
Groups. The breakdown is: 

CC GROUP 
SOI (W) Comms 
S02 (W) CIS 
S02 (W) Radio Systems 
S02 (W) SATCOMS 

BS GROUP 

Lt Col Ian Crouch 
Maj Bob Graham 
Maj Brian Scott-Morton 
Maj Robert Freeman 

SOI (W) EW Lt Col Jonathan Cox 
S02 (W) Comms EW Maj Ton~ Wood . 

The names against the S02 appomtments ~ill all .have changed 
during the five months from August, when MaJ Bob Bmham handed 
over his SA TCOMs post and moved to ~2 Sig Regt as Ops Office~. 
Maj Graham is heading for MCP 5 QA m November and the Ma~s 
Scott-Morton and Wood are off to Divisional Signal !legimen.ts m 
Germany at the turn of the year. On his ~epartur~ Bob Bmham kmdly 
provided a few lines about the ~ork bemg c.a~r!ed out at Defford. 

Communications and Computmg Group D1v1s1on _3, CC3 f?r short, 
is but one of many Re earch Divisions at RSRE and 1s totally mvol~ed 
in satellite R&D which encompasses the complete system, rangmg 
from small tactical terminals destined prim_ari!Y for_ Ar~y use, 
through the satellite communications payload, 1~s m-or.b1t testing an_d 
command and control aspects, to the large static termmals and their 
connection and integration into the terrestrial network. 
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Be au. e ol then ed for an electronically quiet en\ ironment, with no 
mall mea ure of real e tate, CC3 DivL ion is located at a disu ed 

\ 'orld War T\\O airfield at Deff rd , no not Deptford where 1FO 
u:ed to disappear, but Defford in the Vale of Eve ham, some 15 miles 
from the main ~1alvern ite. 

The Divi ion i al o unique becau e be ides having its own attached 
military officer , both 02 (W) Royal ignal and Flight Lieutenant 
RAF, it i the only Divi ion to have a small detachment of Royal 

ignal oldier permanently on site. This small detachment, under the 
control of a Foreman of ignal , is detached from I , qn 30 Sig Regt 
and ha been attached to the Division since its previou incarnation at 

ROE Chri tchurch . In addit ion to the Foreman the detachment 
ompri ·e si Technician and a Data Telegraphi t and the e soldiers, 

who all live tocall •, are well integrated into the Divi ion where they 
a si t the cienti t in both producing hardware and performing trials 
and demonstrations. As you can imagine, such work i ' tate of the 
art' and give the detachment a unique opportunity to work with the 
UK satellite e pert and manu facturer for perhap the only time 
during their career , whit t in fluencing development programmes . 

uch work ensures that the detachment experti e is u ed by both the 
dentists for pecific trials and demon trations and by manufacturers, 

when this is within the MOD' s interest, to advert i e their product . 
The detachment al o acts as the focu for providing exercise back up 
link u ing the various prototype equipments, notably landrover 
terminals and manpack , as required . 

Such diverse involvement, nece sitates a varied amount of travel 
both within UK and overseas, and can cause some discu sion between 
management. W02 (FofS) Peter White continues to in ist that 
management should visit such location a Tampa Florida, Saudi 
Arabia, Gibraltar, Hildesheim, Hamburg, Rotterdam and Berlin to 
ensure accommodation is of the required standard! This view, of 
course, is hotly disputed by Sgt Taff Braid , Cpls Neil Blair, Chris 
Carlin, Tony Quinn, and Bob Lockeridge and LCpt John Coltman 
and new arrivals Cpl Ian Budd, who has already established him elf 
as a squash player of note by winning the RSRE Defford Knockout 
Competition, and LCpl Allan McMillan . 

Despite the work and trips abroad; soccer, squash, running and the 
internal RSRE Defford Coarse Cricket Team, playing at lunch times 
through the summer on a pitch not quite at Oval standard, auract 
considerable attention, and there is obviously still time for additional 
extra mural activitie as congratulations and best wishes go to Cpl Neil 
Blair and Nicki and Cpl Chris Carlin and Julie on their recent 
marriages. 

eedless to say working in such a pleasant and challenging 
environment raises few complaints but sadly we bid farewell and wish 
good luck to Cpls Chris Carlin and Tony Quinn who are off to 
Catterick on their Tl and Cpl Neil Blair who leaves shortly on posting 
to 16 Sig Regt. Their replacementS have been nominated but all future 
requests to join a select and unique detachment should be channelled 
through OC 1 Sqn 30 Sig Regt , Maj John Grierson, who, not 
surprisingly, visits regularly. 

RSRE Defford R Signals Detachment (Left to Right}: Cpls Bob 
Lockeridge, Neil Blair, LCpl Alan MacMillan, Sgt Chris Braid, W02 

(FofS) Pete White, LCpl John Coltman, Cpl Ian Budd 
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608 Sig Tp 
BFPO 40 

PERSONALITIES AND BACKGROUN D 
OC Capt (QM) M. A. Stevenson 
OC R IT Maj (TOT) A. F. Dyer MBE 
FofS RSIT W02 (FofS) T. Sharp 
IC Emblem Del SSgt Douglas-Hiley 
Tp Sgt Sgt P . Warhurst 

TOGETHER AT LAST 
For the fi rst time in living memory the Troop wa brought together 

thank to our new OC Capt (QM) Mike tevenson and Troop 
Sergeant Sgt Pete Warhurst. The event was photographed for 
po terity by Cpl (watch the birdie) Terry Smith . It proved to be a 
tremendous ucces and we all look forward to the next occasion . 

WHAT DO WE DO? 
Our charter is to assist the RAOC with the maintenance of all R 

Signals stocks . However the Troop also consists of the Royal Signals 
Inspection Team (RSIT); and the Royal Signals Automatic Data 
Processing Team (RSADPT's). 

WHERE ARE WE BASED? 
Good question, glad you asked. We are all attached to RAOC 

depots in BAOR or Belgium. The Tp HQ is at Viersen the 
detachments are with Diilrnen, Recklinghausen and Emblem 
(Belgium). This is why a get together is difficult to arrange, further 
complicated by RSIT visiting BAOR and UK Units on inspections. 

TROOP HQ 
In June we said farewell to Maj (QM) Bob Hope, retiring after 35 

years service. We wish him and his wife Brenda all success in civilian 
life. We welcome our new OC Capt (QM) M. A. Stevenson and his 
wife Carol and hope they enjoy their stay in Viersen. The other 
personalities in the HQ are Troop Sergeant Pete Warhurst soon to be 
posted to PIU in wonderful Verden, Cpl Terry Smith, LCpls Dave 
Crai~ and Steve West our stores experts and LCpl John Mahon our 
pet hneman and troop handyman. We also have three civilians, our 
Clerk Frau Edith Ratzing who has completed 21 years with the Troop; 
Mr Pete Cook, 21 months service and Mr Mark Ellis, 21 days service, 
are our budding storemen. The recently formed RSADP Team which 
consists of Sgts Ged Keegan, Paul Salmon and Cpl Maurice 'Kelvin' 
Vincent are also based with us. It is their responsibility to maintain the 
Ordnance Computer supply network and associated equipment 
throughout BAOR and Belgium. 

At this stage we will also mention LCpl Chris Sindall who is our 
representative at Recklinghausen. He takes care of all Clansman kit 
fitted into the vehicles at the FVD. It's a busy job but he still finds 
time to be one of the Depot's star footballers. As our sole 
representative he is an excellent ambassador for the Corps. 

ODA DETACHMENT 
Report by gt Dougla -Hiley 

Firstly, for the majority of readers, who have never heard of us, let 
me give you some background knowledge about the detachment. We 
are located in the Ordnance Depot Antwerp, which is not really in 
Antwerp, but near a village called Emblem about 20kms outside 
Antwerp. 
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The detachment is here to provide Corps assistance to ODA and the 
higher formation which is BR Comm Z. This covers a multitude of 
sins from Combat Net Radio, to the maintenance of communication 
equipments issued to TA Units but held in an Ordnance Depot. It is 
rather like looking after the 'Forth Bridge', you start at one end and 
by the time you reach the other end either you start again or you fi nd 
that the ru les of the game have changed and so has the equipment. 

Our OC is located some 90 mile away at the Troop headquarters 
in Viersen, which can be considered either a hindrance or a blessing 
depending which way you want to look at it. Anyway the present 
members of the detachment are: SSgt Geoff Douglas-HileyDet Comd. 

gt Russ Dodd RR Tech and caretaker of the R Signals C41/R222 
mobile museum, Cpls Pete Reeve and Stewart Young R Techs and 
keepers of the DJ l/R234's . .. ' I've never seen one of those in 
training'. Cpl Steve Wall TE Tech and owner of 14 Fishfryers. LCpl 
Taff Baughan R Op and 'Jack of all Trades'. Our Combat Powerman 
is Sig Bob Mundell , his introduction was to be taken sailing at BKYC 
for a week but then he soon discovered he really had come here to 
work . We also have a civilian storeman called Marc who liaises with 
the Flemish side of life and without whom we would be lost. He has 
improved his English to the point where he speaks it better than we 
do . We are expecting LCpl Paul Berney a Tech Stmn, who obviously 
gets all the exotic postings, having just left the outer Hebrides . 

RSIT (BASED IN DULMEN) 
They are at present away on their Annual Challenge Pursuit camp . 

Suffice to say they are having a very busy year and their work load 
will carry on increasing. Maj 'Dickie' Dyer the team OC has used his 
considerable experience and , dare we say it , ' bulk ', to mould the lads 
into an excellent team ably assisted by W02 (FofS) Tom Sharp . 

633 Sig Tp 
BFPO 12 

For those who have yet to sample the delights of Caribbean 
communications, here is an insight into the routine of the Troop. 

THE TX SITE 
In a remote area of Airport Camp stands the Tx Site of 633 Sig Tp. 

Ideally situated in the middle of a swamp, there have recently been 
some interesting relations with local wildlife. A poisonous Tree Viper 
has taken up squatters rights in one of the air inlet filters, a pair of 
scorpions make regular visits and thou ands or soldier ants 
demonstrate the finer points of drill movements to the day shift. The 
site is commanded by Sgt Mick Bray who tried valiantly to control his 
sun loving shift. Cpl Sian Saunders maintains an active interest in the 
local mosquito population whilst Cpl Stan Riley spends most of his 
night shift talking to five large Racoons . Cpl Alec Vaughan is 
currently training Ted the parrot to change frequencies so as not to 
disturb his sunbathing, and Cpl Karl Jenkins is studying hard so he 
can take the Parrots job at the end of his tour. 

JUNGLE TRAINING 
LCpl Scouse Bradley was so keen to escape Airport Camp, be 

'volunteered' to attend two jungle courses. Here are his memories of 
Ex Jungle Scimitar, the last course for outgoing Troop OC Capt 
Patrick Windsor Brown and Ex Jungle Sword under the new OC, Lt 
Phil Davies. 

After hours of preparations, the course was lifted by Puma into 
Pronto Camp. LCpl Scott Mylchreest and Capt Windsor Brown had 
a slight disagreement over the shotgun, which turned out to be the 
GSM's pride and joy . .. the less said the better, Sir. The party 
moved into location and set up hammocks and 'A' frames before 
night fall. The next day started with a series of lectures on Jungle 
Medicine and hygiene and then we all sampled the delights ot Jungle 
spuds and barbequed armadillo and chicken. Capt Windsor Brown 
assured us all there were no dangerous beasties in our part of the 
Jungle but all the same LCpl Scott Mylchreest was chased by a 
tarantula! The hairy pider was no match for our hero from Alloa and 
machete! 

Meanwhile, our two trackers Julian and Garcia returned with a 
snake they had just killed, a Fer-de-Lance-the mo t dangerous snake 
in the Belizean Jungle . 

SSgt Pete Watson took u on a short 'nature' ramble the following 
morning along a ridge running east-west. Why did my compass point 
north Staff? Are you sure that Lt Davies didn't get lost? 
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A month later we were off again, with the RAF providing the 
transport. Our 'basha' con isted of a poncho/ kip sheet, hamm<X:k 
(Jes myself, being an experienced ' jungle man' 1 had left it behind) 
mosquito net and, of course, the washing line! Lt Davie and taff 
Watson showed us how to put up a signalling balloon, and our two 
trackers showed us how to find and collect food from the jungle. 
Sunday lunch of armadillo (again) jungle root, coconuts and lemon 
grass, the OC and Staff went walkabout to look for a new 'Pronto 
Camp' . They returned to tell us we had one hour to go back to our 
' basha' , pack up, move to a new location and make 'ba has'. After 
the OC took us in the wrong direction, twice, we arrived at our new 
camp to find the transport which was to take us back to Airport Camp 
ready and waiting. Very funny Staff! The last laugh was on Staff 
though, as a black banded coral snake killed by our intrepid OS was 
brought back to Camp for the Medical Centre for use in lecture 
demonst rations. After spending the night with Sgt Pete Watson and 
YofS Andy Fulton , 'Hissing Sid' was found to be alive and kicking; 
it's bite is fatal! 

Back in civilised Airport Camp Cpl Sian ' Weather' aunder has 
been voted Troop hurricane spotter. Whilst erecting new defences at 
the Tx Site he convinced us all that a hurricane was heading straight 
for Airport Camp. Thankfully he was wrong but B shift were soaked 
by a tropical rainstorm. Try again Sian. 

Cpl Karl Jenkins and Stan Riley pose as Sgt Mick Bray changes 
frequency. Ted the Parrot watches out for the Tree Viper 

Cpl Karl Jenkins is still trying to teach Ted to keep his logs up to 
date 
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640 Sig Tp (EW) 
Blandford 

ince Jul) we have continued to keep busy with our main upport 
role, bu1 aLo been involved in adven1ure training ac1ivi1ie . We have 
al o achieved ome ucce s in rhe field of sporl. 

EXERCI E GRE.4 T ESCAPE 
Thi was the Troop's adventure training exerci e and wa held over 

a 12 day period in May. The plan was to hike along the Cornwall and 
orth De\'on Coa ial Pa1h over the period with two team covering 

each of 1he ix day . The weather was not too favourable but the aim 
wa achieved and involved the majority of the Troop. 

EXERCI E 'ORFOLK NEWT 
The Troop deployed to the Ea tern side of UK in suppon of J Inf 

Bde. After the long road journey there was little time for rest and the 
Troop gave a good account of itself on the exercise and won praise for 
it support role from the Brigade Staff. 

EXERCISE PURPLE VICTORY 
During the month of June five lucky member of the Troop 

deployed to Cyprus on exerci e. The five included the OC, Capt John 
Terrington, Sgt Graham Miles, Cpls Chris Moye and Sam Shawand 
and a highly delighted Sgt Ste,·e Rook who was a late replacement for 
the disappointed Troop 2IC, W02 Dave Green who, unfortunately 
had to go to RAF Headley Court. Sgt Rook gave a full description of 
the exercise including the weather-just for W02 Green's benefit! 

EXERCISE SUMMER SALES 
Whilst those members of the Troop were enjoying 1he sun in 

Cyprus, and the 2IC was enjoying his daily exercise periods, the rest 
of the Troop deployed to Germany on exercise. This was a good 
introduction to Germany, and prepared us for the major exercise
Bold Guard 86. 

EXERCISE DRUIDS DELIGHT 
Having missed the previous four exercises the 2IC decided it was 

1ime to return so that he could involve himself with the deployment 
to Salisbury Plain, during July, in support of UKLF. The Troop were 
very successful in their role. 

Apart from the usual operational commitment there have been 
m_ovements of per o~nel boih in and out. Departure include LCpls 
Kirkley REME, Hewitt and Clayton, Sig Cranney and Crowther. All 
have gone to Civvy Stree1. We welcome Cpl Felix, LCpls Camplin and 
Coupland, al o LCpl Blades REME and hope they will enjoy their 
stay with us. We would also like to welcome and congratulate Sgts 
Steve Hayward and Geordie Mitchell and their wives on the recent 
new additions to their families. We would like to say goodbye to Sgt 
Steve Rook on his posting to 19 lnf Bde and wish him well. 
Congratulations also to Cpl Sam Street on his recent marriage and to 
the T_roop Rugby team ~m its success in the Sevens competition 
orgamsed and run by 30 Sig Regt . Despite losing in the first round to 
the eve~t_ual competition winners, the Troop went on to win the plate 
compet1t1on. 
Du~ng the block leave period in August, one person keeping 

secr~uve about his _holiday destination was the OC, Capt John 
Ternngtol! . ~e marnt;d 0!1 26 July and went away quietly, the only 
clues to his fmal destmauon being his insistence on whistling ··1 he 
Grand Old Duke of York' before leaving and his continual talk about 
going 'yachting'. We believe there may have been a connection-but 
we dared not ask. 
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_erious ly, we \~ish the OC an9 hi wife._ ~eather, the very best for 
their future happme . At the lime of writing the Troop is invol ved 
with Military and Trade training, which has come as a hock to some 
but i a requirement of the Troop. In the months to come there will 
be many trial and meetings to di cuss the future intentions of the 
Troop. 

Sig Doran, LCpl Clayton, Cpl Bowler RM, LCpl Hewitt, Sig Sorley, 
LCpl Slinger ACC, Sig Nicholson, LCpl Benham, Capt Terrington , 

(Kneeling) Sgt Glover RM , Cpl Shaw 
Photo by LCp/ Marchant 

'Winners of the Rugby Sevens Plate Competition held at Blandford 
Camp ' 

Stan~ing L to R: Sig Watson , Crowther, Sgt Miles, Sig Doran 
Knee/mg L to R: LCpl Clayton, Sgt Mitchell REME, Sig Sorely, Cpl 

Street 
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Queens University OTC BFPO 801 

FROM SIGNALLING TO COMMUNICATING 
SOth ANNIVERSARY AT QUEEN'S OTC 

The Queen's University OTC was authorised an establishment for 
a Signal Unit from I October 1936. This makes them the oldest 
Signal Unit in existence within N Ireland, (preceding the raising of the 
third Anti-Aircraft Brigade Signals by two and a half years). The 
establishment of the Unit was for three Officers and 55 Cadets under 
the leadership of Capt J. H. A. Patton MC, who remained with the 
OTC contingent until 1955. 

This does not mean , however, that prior to I October there was no 
interest in signalling within the Corps. Apparently the first Cadet to 
join a Signalling Section (of the 196th Bn .Canadian Infantry) w~s <;pl 
William Keatley, who jomed the Corps m February 1909, res1gmng 
three and a half years later. By 1914 the first Cadet to be 
commissioned as a Signaller was 2Lt Leslie Hanna. A year later OCdt 
Archibald Trimble resigned from the Corps in order to enlist with the 
Signal Service of the Royal Engineers. . 

This sporadic early interest in signal matters may have had Its roots 
within the Unit's own training. Apparently the Certificate 'A' 
included signal training, since the Corps records from that period 
show the entry 'Signalling Fair' against the occasional name. 

The training in signalling has always relied heavily on PSI's who 
have invariably been dedicated professionals. This experience was 

supplemented in the early eighties by the addition of a cour e trained 
RSO (TA), and JUO Philip Boskett, who was the fir t 0 dt to have 
attended the Signal Instructors' course at Warminster since. the 
abolition of Certificate 'B' (Sigs). Members of the Troop also gamed 
additional signalling experience by providing safety nets for a UK 
sailing event and in support of Scouting activities. Worthwhile 
'Combat' experience has been gained by others through participations 
in major NA TO exercises. 

Combat signalling relies on skills other than those of 
communicating. Interestingly, more often than not, the Corps 
signaller also have a marksman qualification. Outstanding in this 
respect was OCdt Duncan MacKinnon, who won the Silver Medal for 
the best TA Young Soldier in 1962 at Sisley. More recently, JUO 
Richard Markey won the Allen Wise Cup for Service Pi tol at Bisley 
in 1986, and he was also selected to represent the UK at the 1986 CIOR 
organised Military Pentathlon at Athens. This included other combat 
skills such as a !Okm orienteering course, obstacle swimming, the 
NATO obstacle course, grenade throwing, map reading, distance 
estimation, and, of course, shooting. 

The quality of the Troop's training is undoubtedly ~nriched by the 
availability of ORLO organised events, and the conunuous support 
provided by 40 (U) Sig Regt (V), their sponsor Unit. 

Queen's University OTC Signal Unit, Aldershot, 1938 

*~,. • 4 ..... 

B;ck Row: OCdt T. J. Doo~an, Sgt S. N. Smith, LCpl K. S . Handf_orth, OCdts J. D. Baker, K. M. Leeburn, S. A. Dickson, H. O'Kane, H. 
S. Lightbody . G d c I R 

Third Row: OCdts S. E. Taylor, I. Hawthorne, J. Brown, D. Saville, LCpl R. W. G. Charlesson, OCdts E. J. Cairns, E. D. or on, P s . 
D. Fitzgerald, H. Neeson . . 

Second Row: QCdts R. C. Newell, S . Lutton, Cpl S. G. Bittles, LCpls T. C. Pinkerton, K. M. McKenzie, H. G. Ewing, OCdts V. L. Mullowney, 
R. M. Armour, LCpl F. P. G. Gallagher, OCdt J. P. Musgrove . 

Front Row: 2Lt D. B. McNeil!, Sgt N. Gracey, Lt J. D. Elliott {R Signals). CSM P. W. Vance, Capt J.S~· A
1
. P)atton MC, CQMS W. P. Hewitt , 

Lt A. McQuiston, Sgt T. C. B. Henderson, Sgt W. McDona ld {R 1gna s 

Photograph by Mays, Aldershot 
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Association News 

CAMBRIDGE BRANCH 
Report b) One Wat on Hon ec 

Forty four member and their guest at down to their fir t annual 
dinner at the Drill Hall, Cambridge on Friday 3 October. 

A number of older members of the TA uch as ex gts Ron 
Langley and Jock Durning, ex Sgts Bill H igman and Roy Warne, 
attended together with ex regular Sgt Jim Hutchinson and a number 
of erving and ex member of the TA. 

It wa nice to see o many wives present some of who are al o ex 
TA and also ome of our erving WRAC members. 

The ecretary thanked all tho e members who had worked so hard 
during our first year to get the Branch off the ground and a special 
thank you to our barman Paul Middleton who, de pite an injury he 
received in 1arch while on the Courage Trophy Competition, only 
missed a couple of meetings while he was in hospital. 

After dinner we adjourned to the bar of 54 (EA) Sig Sqn (V) and 
continued to make merry until the early hour of Saturday morning. 

DERBY BRANCH 
Report by Dorothy Williamson
Chairman and Entertainment Secretary 

Two of our serving life members, Sgt T. Stewart and Sgt R. Ward 
were married in August. We congratulate them and wish them every 
happiness for the futu re. 

Sadly, we report the death of our member Pat Hal lam after a Jong 
illness. Pat was a widow and leaves a baby daughter. Maj Bill Rose 
is improving in health and attended our last meeting; it is good to have 
him around again. 

On Friday 5 September we entertained Loughborough Branch to a 
games and buffet evening. It was an enjoyable event and we won on 
points. 

Four of our members were invited to annual camp at Okehampton 
during the last weekend in September as guests of 46 Sig Sqn. 
Together with the Mayor of Derby we witnessed various exercises 
taking place on Danmoor, in preparation for Operations the 
following week. We were exceedingly well looked after and 
entertained. On Friday evening we were guests in the Officers' Mess, 
and also in the Sergeants' Mess. On Sunday we attended the Church 
Service and Parade. It was a very happy and unforgettable visit. 
Thank you '46' from all of us. We do agree that the hiJJ is a killer; 
one needs a tow up and skids on coming down but either way, it is a 
winner. 

With sorrow we report the death of Col J. R. S. Grimwood-Taylor 
TD DL on 16 October. He was a valued member of our branch and 
will be greatly missed . 

SALISBURY BRANCH 
EX SGT REGINALD JACK FINCH PEARCE 
A. J. Creed, Esq: 

It is with great regret that-1 have to report the passing, on 15 
September of ex Sgt Reginald Jack Finch Pearce one of the oldest 
members of our Corps at the great age of 90. 

I have been asked to write a few words on Mr Pearce, but when J 
was told his name was Reginald Jack Finch Pearce my immediate 
reaction was that I knew no-one of that name, but it turned out to be 
the friend whom I knew only as Abdul Pearce. Abdul was always 
known by this name, the name that he loved but his family knew him 
as ' Camel Jack' ! 

What can I say about Abdul? He was a mixture; there has never 
been, nor will there ever be, anyone quite like him. Not only was he 
a gentleman but, more importantly a gentle man . 

To me, he was a faithful friend for over 50 years. I first met him 
in Aldershot in 1936 and then served with him in England and 
overseas, and during that time I always knew him to have a great sense 
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of humour and that quality of pride that is not sin- pride of 
independence and great pride in hi old Corp - The Royal Corps of 
Signals . Our motto i , of course, 'Cena Cito' (broadly Swift and 
Sure). Abdul would have loved me 10 tell you he joined the Corps 
because of this motto which he interpreted as 'Swift to the bar and 
Sure to get drinking' ; having reached the bar he was generous to a 
fault. Almo t to the last he attended our meetings and loved the 
company of all hi old military friends and when we met in IO Sig Regt 
Mess many were the tales exchanged with serving members, who all 
looked forward to renewing acquaintance with him. 

Abdul wa a great Corps man and he never mis ed a Corps occa ion 
if he could help it. I think he will always be with us in pirit. 

An example of his ability to endear himself to others is illustrated 
by a chance meeting I had with an Arab l knew in Sarafand and his 
first words to me were 'Abdul is still with us!' He took me to the Suq 
and sure enough there wa Abdul sitting there in Arab dress with 
hubbly-bubbly (he had then transferred from the Corps to RASC 
Horse Transport) . 

I have searched Abdul's records and found that he had eight medals 
which he proudly wore at every given opportunity. He had the 
1914-15; 1914-18; and 1914-19 medals inscribed '2Lt R. J. F. Pearce, 
Norfolk Reg!' (I found no record of discharge); GSM, clasp Palestine; 
1939/45; 8th Army; Defence and Victory 1939/ 45. 

After 1919 the next information was 275424 L Bdr R. J. F. Pearce 
RA-discharged on 8 June 1921 at own request on payment of 
£35-total service I year 234 days (from 18 October 1919 10 8 June 
1921). Next is his Royal Warrant dated 18 July 1921 as Lieutenant R 
Signals (no date of re ignation could be found). Thi is followed by 
1036203 Sgt R. J. F. Pearce, Royal Signals from I February 1924 to 
15 July 1944. Then 1036203 Sgt R. J . F. Pearce, RASC (Arab Horse 
Transport Egypt/Syria Palestine) from 16 July 1944 to 17 November 
1946. After that 1036203 Sgt R . J. F. Pearce, GSC from 18 November 
1946 to 5 February 1948. 

Abdul was a member of Salisbury Branch from June 1958 until his 
death on 13 September 1986. He was laid to rest in Great Durnford, 
Salisbury Churchyard on 18 September in the presence of his family 
and friends which, of course, included a good representative 
contingent from the Branch and also some serving members from IO 
Sig Regt. 

WEST LONDON BRANCH 
Report by Capt Jane Knight 

Since the Canerick weekend-well attended by the Branch-we 
have had a number of social gatherings. 

In August we attended a Ceremony of the Keys at HM Tower of 
London. Yeoman Warder Alan Copestake, a former member of the 
Corps conducted us on a preliminary tour after which we enjoyed the 
hospitality of the Yeoman's Club where a buffet supper was arranged 
by his wife Joan . The gentle rain held off unti l late evening. To Alan 
and Joan our thanks for yet another memorable occasion. 

We have attended several recordings at BBC and ITV television 
studios. However, a highl ight was a visit to the BBC Telecentre where 
we were accorded a comprehensive tour of the entire Ceefax complex. 
It was fascinating. The ladies had the alternative of seeing the 
Wardrobe and Make-up Department. The occasion was a social one 
and the tours were fo llowed by a private buffet supper. We owe our 
thanks to one of our members, Mr John Billett., for arranging these 
visits for .us, and are optimistic that he will continue to use his good 
offices on our behalf. 
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602 SIGNAL TROOP (SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS) 
As a result of a very successful reunion party given by W02 (Yof ) 

Mick Tivenan to mark his retirement ii has been decided lo hold an 
annual reunion. It is being. planned for June I 987 so a!J ex members 
of the Troop who would hke to attend, please apply enher to: 

The Secretary The Chairman 
Mr Pat Grattan Mr Ken Purnell 
3 Herbert Grove or 31 Skelton Road 
Southend-on-Sea Langthorpe 
Essex Borough bridge 
Tel: 0702 66602 N Yorkshire 

09012 3407 
We show below a photograph taken at a recent gathering. 

Back Ro w L to R: Mick Tivenan, Dave Hay, Benny Newell, Pat 
Grattan 

Front Row L to R: Ken Purnell, Geoff Dixon, Dave Smedley 

- Sport -

ATHLETICS 
THE SUPER SPRINTER-LCPL CLARENCE CALLENDER . 

LCpl Clarence Callender of 2 Inf Div has been the outstand!ng 
Corps athlete of 1986. Not only has he achieved some outstanding 
individual results this season but he has also proved a stalwart team 
member. . · t 

LCpl Callender's successes began with a Briush represemauv.e ves 
on the indoor circuit. He then went on to represent England in the 
Commonwealth Games where in the 4 x 100 metre relay he took back 
three metres from the World's fastest sprinter this year, Ben Johnson 

Sig Ling (41) contests the Army 8~0m. Fina.I "."ith Capt Grant (57L 
the Welsh International. Sig Ling finished second 
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of Canada, to win a silver medal. He was then selected a part of the 
British Squad for the European Championships although in the end 
he did not compete. 

LCpl Callender has turned out regularly to run for both Haringey 
Athletic Club where he helped to win the GRE Cup (the mo~! 
prestigious UK club competition). As ~ member of th~ 2 l":f J:?iv HQ 
and Sig Regt team he also played an important role in. bnniiing the 
Regiment to within a whisker of t~e Army Team Champion~ lltle and, 
no less a feat, third place in the Northern Counties Team 
Championships out of a field of 76. Among th.ose ~earns whom the 
Regiment defeated to reach the Northern Counties Finals were Leeds 
and Gateshead . 

We hope that next season will see LCpl Call~nder reall}'. making his 
mark in the Great Britain team, as well as leading the Regiment to the 
Army Championships. 50 Missile Regt-watch out!. . 

Despite the extraordinary high standard of athle.ucs in. the. Corps 
this year, the only new award of colours was to Sig Chns Lmg, of 
2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt. This reflects the importance attached to 
the award. Apart from his consistently high standard of performance, 
running regularly below I .54 seconds, Ling ~as be.en a reliable and 
enthusiastic team member. The award recogmses his encouragement 
of this and his sporting attitude as much as his performance. 

CRICKET 
ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS CRICKET 
CAPTAIN'S REPORT 1986 
Report by Lt Col S. A. Coltman 

Although the month of May was one of the worst, in w~ather ter1?1s, 
for many years, the I 986 cricket season was unaffected since the fmt 
Corps match was not until . the end of May. Wha~ the poor May 
weather did cause was a distinct lack of match pracuce among many 
of the players. . 

Although the pool of players from whom we could select was quite 
large and there was a fair sprinkling of talent, both young a.nd old, we 
were able to field the selected team only once and a total of 21 pla~ers 
represented the Corps. Out batting, mainly through a lack of pracuce, 
initially, and through a lack of applicatio~ in many case~, never 
functioned on all four cylinders, except agam~t RMCS Shnvenham 
and the RAC. Good innings were played, especially by the Se~retary, 
Maj Ian Griffiths (School of Signals), o~ occasions .. The bowling ~as 
neat and tidy and on a few cases quite penetrauve. The medium 
pace bowlers, Cpl H. Glean, WOI Bill Balding and Cpl Don 
Bascombe all bowled well. The two spinners, Lt ~ol Steve Coltman 
and W02 Dave Taylor, had their moments but were not the force of 
past years. These are catching up with both who have n<?w playe~ for 
the Corps for nearly 40 years between them. The _fielding, at umes, 
was excellent. The ground fielding and the throwing was good .and 
reflected the younger element. The catching let ~s down ~n occa ion 
and players must remember that when playing cricket.at 1~1s standar~ , 
you cannot afford to drop catches. The old saying catches win 
matches' was proved, especially against the RA where the catching 
was quite excellent and definitely turned che game our way. 

We would like to congratulate Cpl Don Bascombe of t~e School of 
Signals on obtaining both his Army and Corps Caps in the same 
season. Well done Don. . 

Finally th is will be the last Cap1ain's Report by the present wnter 
who has decided to tand down. I would like to thank the Secretary, 
Maj Ian Griffiths of the School of Si~nals and all the players and 
officials for their as istance and goodwill o~er the years . I .would a.lso 
like to thank Commanding Officer for thetr forbearance in allowing 
their players time off to represent the Corps. 

RESULTS 
RMA Sandhurst 
Cpl H. Glean (10 Sig Regt) 
W02 Dave Taylor (AAC Harrogate) 
Royal Signal 
Match Drawn 
Royal Signal 
Sgt Ian Gilbert ( IO Sig Regt) 
REME 
Cpl Don Bascombe (School of Signal ) 
REME won by five wickets 

156 

105-8 

154 

158-5 

4-42 
3-36 

6 

5-45 
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RA C 
\ 01 Bill Balding (R I\ andhun) 
Ro\'al 1gnal 
Ro)al . ignal won b) Si '\ wickets 

59-4 

Royal 1gnal 148 
Cpl Paul Collin (30 ig Regl) 38 
.\CC 59 
Cpl H. Glean (10 ig Regl) 6-16 
Ro)al ignal won b) 89 runs 

RCT 263- 8 declared 
pl H. Glean ( 10 ig Regt) 4-75 

Rornl ienal 164-7 
gt Da,-e unn ( chool of ignal ) 38 no 

Lt ol . A . Coltman ( \ 100 Signal 32) 34 
f~tch Drawn 

R C 150 
C pl Don Ba combe ( hool of ignal ) 6-4 
WOt Bill Balding (R. IA andhur I) 3-34 
Royal ignals 153-5 
Maj Ian Griffilh ( hool .of ignals) 86 
RoyaJ igual won by five wicket 

Royal ignal I 70 
gt Pete Knight (30 Sig Regt) 39 

RA 114 
Lt Col teve Coltman 5-2 
W02 Dave Ta) lor (AAC Harroga te) 4-27 
Royal ignal \\On by 56 run 
RE 2 -7-2 declared 
Royal igna l 61 
RE won by 196 run (least aid the better) 

Royal SignaJ 228-8 declared 
gt Pete Knight (30 Sig Regt) 52 

R:-.1cs Shrivenham 143 
W02 Da,·e Taylor (AAC Ha rrogate) 4-43 
Royal ignals won by 79 runs 

Royal Signal 99 
RAPC 100-6 
RAPC won by four wickets 

A\erages Highest 
Batting Innings Ol OUI Run core Average 
Maj Ian Griffiths 0 224 86 28 .00 
Sgt Ian Gilbert 7 0 139 68 19.85 
Cpl Don Bascombe 6 I 89 29 17 .80 
SSgt Pete Knight 9 0 143 52 15 .89 

Bowling Overs Maiden Runs Wickets Average 
WO I Bill Balding 46 IO 103 JO 10.30 
Cpl Don Bascombe 59 16 153 13 I 1.77 
Lt Col S. Coltman 54.5 8 195 II I 7.73 
Cpl H. Glean 105 . l 30 304 17 17 .88 
W02 Dave Taylor 99 25 256 12 21.33 

CATCH E 
Lt Col . Coltma n 5 
Cpl H. G lea n 4 

Sgt Pete Knight 4 
Maj Ia n Griffi th 4 

The following repre ented the Corp 
C ol . R. Carr- milh AAC H arrogate 
Lt Col . A. Colt man MOD Signals 32 
Maj I. Griffiths School of Signa l 
L t P . Glibbery 9 Sig Regt 
2Lt F. Mclennan 30 Sig Regt 
WOJ F. Dempster MOD Signals 31 
WOI B. Balding RMA Sand hurst 
W02 D . Taylo r AAC Harrogate 
S gt P. Knight 30 Sig Regt 
SSgt . Caddywould UKSE AFCE T 

gt D. Gunn School of Signal 
SSgt B. Gro mith 2 Inf Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Sgt I. (;ilbert IO Sig Regt 

gt Simpson 8 Sig Regt 
Cpl D. Richard on 8 Sig Regl 
C pl D. Bascombe School of Signa ls 
C pl H. Glean IO Sig Regt 
Cpl Moye 30 Sig Regt 
Cpl A . Harlley 30 Sig Regt 
Cpl A. Barnett I Inf Bde Sig Sqn 
Cpl P. Collin 30 Sig Regt 
Si2 P. Goodhand 30 Sig Regt 

. The C_orps Cric::ket Team v RAPC at Blandford on 1 O July 
Back Row. Cpl D. Rya~ (Scorer) School of Signals, S ig P. Goodhand 30 Sig Regt, Maj I. Griffiths (Secretary) School of Signals, Cpl A. 
Barnet 1 Bde HQ and s .1g Sqn, SSgt P. Caddywould UKSE AFCENT, SSgt P. Knight 30 Sig Regt, SSgt B. Grossmith 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt 
Front Row: Cpl P. Collins 30 Sig Regt, Sgt I. Gilbert 10 Sig Regt. Lt Col S. Coltman MOD Signals 32, 2Lt F. Mclennan 30 Sig Regt Cpl 

H. Glean 1 O S ig Regt ' 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS A DVERTISEMENT PAGES, 
PO BOX 4. FA RNBO ROUGH, HAMPSH IRE, GU1 4 7LR. TEL 0252 515891 

• 1saname 
that means a 

great deal! 
Naafi is ... a new colour TV ... 

an advanced VCR ... the latest hi-fi ... 
a labour saving appliance .. . 
a gift for a special occasion .. . 
new sports clothing or a 
quality piece of sports equipment. .. 
with a budget account scheme to 
increase your purchasing power. 

finance for a new car 
or caravan ... motor insurance ... 
life assurance ... house purchase ... 

~..lL-~....-.....__.r~-- savings plans ... household and 
personal insurance ... holiday 
and travel insurance. 

In addition to the day to day advantages of shopping at Naafi, · •• 
there's a great deal the Naafi customer can count on, so don't hesitate 
to ask your Naafi shop manager for details of the many services 
available. He will be pleased to give you written details of 
all finance facilities. 

There's always a great deal at ======Naati====== 
LONDON S.E.11 sax 
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Don't bget the best 
~t«,n Qf used cars are 

in the Echo each week? 
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In C3J PJessey is high profile. 
Prime examples of our prime con

tractorship are Ptarmigan and Wavell 
now operational for the British Army. 

And UKADGE for NATO, 
Oakhanger for the Royal Air Force, 
DISCON for Australia, HERMES for 
Greece. 

These projects rely upon the 
mastery we have in CCIS, switching 
and satcoms. 

But as prime contractor and 

systems design authority, we also 
mastermind the many other tech
nologies and professional skills which 
a successful project demands. 

Within your time scale. Within 
your budget. 

Ask us all the questions you 
need to. 
Plessey Defence Systems, Grange 
Road, Christchurch, Dorset, United 
Kingdom BH23 4JE. Tel: Christchurch 
(0202) 486344. Telex: 418417. 



SUPPLEA 

• Go further by making 
the world smaller 

Every year, Cable and Wireless are making the world a smaller place, as we 
establish stronger and more sophisticated lines of communication between nation 
and nation and between island and mainland. 
If you are about to leave the Services and are keen to move into an environment 
that has been first choice for hundreds of your colleagues in recent years, 
contact us. Especially if you have several years' maintenance and installation 
experience in one or more of the following disciplines: 

• • HFNHF Radio • Broadband Radio/Line Systems• Voice Grade Line 
Communications • Data/Digital Transmission Systems. 
Qualifications should be up to C&G Full Tech or the Forces equivalent. 
We'll be pleased to tell you about renewable contracts overseas, with tax-free 
salaries, generous leave, terminal gratuity and paid travel in return for sending 
details of your service career to our Recruitment Manager, Ref: FA/W, Cable and 

... -1! .. ~ Wireless pie., Mercury House, Theobalds Road, London WC1X8RX. 

Cable and Wl•ele•• 
Helps the world communicate 
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